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MUTUAL PICTURES

WERE

YOU TO
PROJECT EVERY PICTURE BEFORE YOU

IF

IT

BOOK
THERE

POSSIBLE FOR

—
YOU WOULD WISH
WERE MORE RELEASES
IT

FROM

THANHOUSER
BEGIN WITH

nriir
1

nL

1VJ

n

V1VIPI4

lN I IVlr

2 - Reel Thanhouser

Released

BARBARA GILROY, ROBERT VAUGHN and THOS.
In

a

Beautiful

Southland

Setting;

a

Story of

May

Drama

30

A. CURRAN
Rare Charm

"OSCAR-CONRAD"
FALSTAFF

IN

"DISGUISERS"
CLAUDE COOPER and FRANK

COMEDY

McNISH

E.

in

Re "
'
Released

May 29

another laughable adventu

that will nail this series fast to your programs

P

ETERSON'S

ITIFUL

1

Reel— Released June 3d

LGHT

A comedy

of

the Battle of Married Life, full of quick situations and

clever work.

THANHOUSER NEW

FILM

CORPORATION
ROCHELLE,

N. Y.

1916

!

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

The Woman on the Cross
The half-naked

troglodyte stalked forth from his cave
He clubbed her into submission.

in search of a mate.

When

she proved untrue the remedy was easy, for she

He

was the weaker.
Civilized

promises.

man

killed her.

mate by cajolery and many

stalks his

When

she proves untrue, he slays her.

He does not cleave her with a stone hatchet as did
Civilization has devised more subtle
the troglodyte.
methods. He makes of her an outcast he tears her own
flesh and blood from her arms; he turns a deaf ear to
the agonized cry of motherhood robbed of its young he
;

;

crucifies her
It
is

on the cross of convention.

matters not that he himself has sinned.

the weaker and she

The woman

must pay.

But must she alone pay?
This question now

Every woman

is

is

stirring

vitally interested;

in the life of every

the civilized world.
it

is

a potent force

man.

"That Sort," Essanay's five act feature, deals with just
such a problem. Warda Howard depicts the agonies
of the woman on the cross with a dramatic intensity
that strikes straight to the heart. She is ably supported
by Duncan McRae, Ernest Maupain and John Lorenz.
This photoplay

is

taken from the drama of Basil

McDonald Hastings, produced under
Charles

J.

the direction of

Brabin and released through the V-L-S-E.
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Tremendously
Successful
In

Hundreds of Theatres All
Over the United States

ads on Serials" or any other kind ofl
Serial advertising till you're black inl
the face and all you read don't amounn
to a tinker's dam. The
and
way to
the value of a Serial isl

ONLY!

ONE

KNOW

"BY PUBLIC RESPONSE IN CASM
ADMISSIONS." That's the Acid Test!
That's the test that YOU are most in*

terested in. That's the test that denudes advertising claims an<M
makes Serials stand on their merits alone. That's the test thaflj
"The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring" has already been put to inl
of theatres throughout the entire United States and thel|
final proof positive of the huge money-makingm
possibilities of "Peg o' the Ring" is the facH
that Exhibitors who have watched competition
draw the money with this
i

i

This

is

—new
i

the
in

NEW

— new
—

theme

—

IDEA

serial
in en>

/ironments new in swift
ness of action and the rea
son
why this Serial
"Packing 'em In" is becausj
IT IS EXACTLY

THE

WHAT
PEOPLE WANT

in Serial Photoplay Enter]
There's
tainment.
.
lswer why "Peg o' the Ring
already
Tremendously Sue]
1
,

ssful.

"?

BOOK
IT

NOW

—
June

3,
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15 Weeks-30 Reels

p GREATEST
Show
on Earth

Film

Fifteen weeks of super photoplay with 30 reels crammed
vith thrills, excitement, fascination, suspense, all bound to"The
gether by a delightful story of love and romance.
Adventures of Peg O' the Ring" is The Greatest Film Show
with the two greatest Serial Photoplay Sta
on Earth
.

.

GRACE CUNARD

FRANCIS FORD

who put the punch into
:very foot of film in this great Serial. If you are in the picture business
:or money
you won't waste ten seconds time writing or wiring your
learest Universal Exchange for booking, and it won't take you ten seconds after the first reel has been started on your screen to know that
upported by a huge cast of Universal players

—

t's

Have you secured

a copy of the
special Advertising Campaign

Book on "Peg O' the^Ring?*
not, write or wire your
nearest Universal ExIt's
change for a copy.

What the People Want /F

The Universal is the largest producer of Serial pictures on earth. With
colossal resources, financial and physical, with the best brains, producing talent, players and wonderful ad campaign, plus the business pro
Jucing publicity helps, you insure your business for 15 consecutive weeks
You may not be able to book it tof)f prosperity and capacity houses.
morrow. Today's the day.

[the

UniversalFilm ManufacturingCo.
CARL LAEMMI.E,

Pr< ;i

"The Largest Film Manufac

1600 Broadway,

New York

free

to

exhibitors only.

If

you do not vet immediate
response with a copy of this
great hook from your exhtinge by return mail. Write
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R€D P6ATM6R PMOTOPWyj
IT HAPPENED IN HONOLULU"
FEATURING

%fl

(WRTLC GONZAlfcS

LIV6LV ROMRflTIC

E^Vfll PflUU

DRAMA

/g?*

OP LOVE TRIUMPHRfNT^^

lWRITf€N&PRODUC€PBy LYON R€y«OLW
BOOK THROUGH Ally UNIVERfAL 6XCHflNG£
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another huge
crowd was massed from

9^ m

_^^^^^^^^^^^^Old

Tir

along the Great White
saw the huge mob
gain admission to the

Way who
struggling

to

GLOBE THEATRE

to

see

doors to entrance. That's how
Are My Children" packed 'em
inon Broadwa]
dway, the hardest show street in the
vv U ,id, and
m spite of the fierce competition
in this,
the greatest Theatre neighborhood
in the world. The
:re

"Where Are

My

^Newspapers, the Clergy, the Trade Press
anda.v
the Public pronounced it '•Wonderful,"
"Amazing"
Sensational," "Dignified."

Children" pronounced it "Unbelievable" that Broadway
Traffic could be blocked by ANY Moving picture ever
produced.

Yet the crowd shown
is

ONLY

the

in

the picture reproduced below
in front

crowd that jammed the sidewalk

of the Globe Theatre.
Inside, in the lobby

(which

is

nearly 100 feet deep),

With

TYRONE POWER
playing the lead, supported by a brilliant cast,
including

Mane Walcamp

and others, •Where Are

Mv

Chil-

dren presents the Box Office Attraction of the
decade
Scenario and story by that brilliant genius of filmdom,

LOIS

WEBER

Produced by Lois Weber and

Phillips Smallev. STATE
(State of Ohio Censors have
passed the production.) To State Rights buyers who
understand the game and to Exhibitors who are in
business to get the money— "Where Are My Children"
is the hugest financial opportunity offered in
years.

RIGHTS Now

Selling.

Huge Box
The right
Open long.

Office Attraction

the territory still open w ill not remain
At the time of the writing of tins a>I\crtisenicnt 1(> States have already been sold with negotiations for many more, therefore it will require
IMMEDIATE ACTION. Many of the shrewdest State
Rights Buyers in this country have already snapped
up this picture. The time to act is NOW,
to

Still

a

Few

States Left

description that you need to know about
Children." The largest and most Complete newspaper advertising campaign ever instituted
lor ANY production is ready. Complete musical score
ready also. Send for the Ad sheet. It points lie
to get the BIG money.
Direct all COmmunii
woe. letter or otherwise, to the STATE RIGHTS
DEPAR1
oi the
i-

all

the

"Where Arc My

MINT

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
CARL LAEMMLE,

Pre.idcnt

"TA»£«rt*4i film Naaa mctmHmg Coa««r»

1600

Broadway

Im (a*

I

alaaroa"

New York
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reigns

supreme are

offered in the following review of the seven
feature releases which head the daily programs for the week of June 12.
Read and learn why the Universal dominates them all. Remember the balance of the week's bill
includes one reelers that other producers would pad to two or three. It includes animated carthe "always first" Universal Animated Weekly. It is the one supreme varied program that never fails of
Get full particulars from your nearest Universal Exchange. If you cannot get the Universal Program
watch your chance and get it at the very first opportunity. In the meantime book these features and
bolster up your show.

toons

;

interest.

NOW—

"What Love Can Do." With Adele

Farring-

C. H. Hammond and Mina Cunard.
Story by
Gertrude Nelson Andrews.
Directed by Jay Hunt.
Twentieth Red Feather Production. Released June 12. A

ton,

theme that stirs a responsive chord in the heart of every lover
of moving pictures forms the basis of the strong photoplayreviewed here. That theme is the course of a great love that
Adele is
suffers all, gives all, conquers all— thereby proving itself true.
a newspaper woman who for five years has given her love— her very life—
to the owner of the paper.
She is loved by the city editor— "Old Grouch,"
who is ignorant of her liason. The "man" 'in the case thinks he is tired of
Adele, and only her wonderful loyalty through a dangerous strike, and
great mental trouble, bring him to the realization of his true feeling
for her— that of undying love and devotion. Strong situations; a big strike
scene; emotional moments of tense dramatic power, mark this as a fine
play one that will please your audiences at every performance.

—

J. Warren Kerrigan in "The Melody of Love."
Three Reel Gold Seal Heroic Western Drama. Produced by J. Warren Kerrigan.
Released June 13.
Fortunate indeed, are the Universal Exhibitors, who recognize the box office power of J. Warren Kerrigan in plays

"The Melody of Love." Fortunately for them here is
one of the best this great actor ever did, released at a time
like

the height of his

t

gth.

It

was

in

this

pow
st'

fame, and the presen
and dash that captiv
lis is an opportuni'v
wing the Universal Pr

ith all his old-

r

and child who

t

"How
and Ray

:

Two

Reel

Released for laughing purposes only Tune 14. Alice
has an ambition. She will be a movie star. She interviews the
studio watchman. She sneaks into the star's dressing room
and swipes a costume. There's a grand carnival in town that
day and the star is to ride on a float as a queen of something

—

_nd furious.

Alice beats her to
e

absolute surpri

finish

tithing

is

typically

punch that

The

s

L-KO— that mean

will

emotions of

Abounding

heart.

Hobart Henley

in

in

"The

it

any

will

Two

Devil's Image."

Reel Dope Drama.

June

Directed by Henry Otto. Released
Every lover of Universal moving pictures
handsome Hobart Henley's every moment on the

16.

enjoys

screen.
Clean, wholesome, young, good-looking, with the
frank, engaging manner that makes everyone like him he has
made millions of friends among the fans. In this fine picture
something of a shock. They will realize that Hobart
Henley is an emotional and character actor of fine ability as well as a
handsome man well fitted for heroic parts. Here we see hii
wnere in fiend deprived of the drug, and in one of the weirdest
The thrills
fights with himself, is acting of the highes
bis friends will get

"

"A Railroad Bandit." Two Reel Railroad
Drama. With Lee Hill and Marie Walcamp. Directed
by Henry McRae. Released June 17. Judged by their
plays you would think that Director McRae lived on railroad
wrecks; that Lee Hill would rather risk his life than eat,
and that life held nothing for Marie Walcamp unless there

happy.

With Alice Howell
L-KO Komical Absurdity.

Stars Are Made."

Griffith.

want, and that they don't want the same thing all the time,
keeps the U. P. at the top of the heap all the time. Here's
evidence. The stars of this beautiful little drama have shown what they
could do in heavy emotional work time and again. In this story of an opera
singer who gave up her career for love, and who lost her voice when the
baby came; who regained it uner the most peculiar conditions, is so absorbingly human that it is positively universal in its appeal to the finer
the
heart throbs,
please

leave your audii

"Her Soul's Song." With Dorothy Davenport
and Emory Johnson Two Reel Laemmle Heart InterReleased
Directed by Lloyd Carleton.
est Drama.
June 15. The varied nature of the Universal Program has
made it the greatest on earth. The recognition of what people

were a few death defying stunts served to her every so often.
This ralistic portrayal of a Western hold-up, love rivalry, and the ensuing
No living man, woman or child could sit
e .mplicalions is a great picture.
without being moved to their depths. A picvill

plea

ing the

1

Ben Wilson

Don't
Progra

in

fail

to

book this

if

you

a

With

"The Finer Metal."

Adapted for the screen from the
Produced by Raymond L.
E. Kidder.
Schrock. Two Reel Rex Emotional Drama. Released June
Pure drama of the most intense and emotional sort marks
18.
this photoplay which was originally written and produced
for the Actor's Fund Benefit with Henry Kolker in the lead.
Dorothy
by

play

Phillips.

E.

.\moiig ..thcrs the unusual

situation

is

presented of a husband

while the guilty wife learns of

.

offering which fittingly cloi

c

magnanimity while hiding

hi

n production, this

Program

for the

is

a big

week.

UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1600

BROADWAY

"The

Largest

Film

NEW YORK

June

3,
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FILM CORPORA!

I
Children's Pictures— By Children— For Children

Presents
Under

In

the Direction of

James A.

Fitzpatrick

Joseph Monahan
His Great Imitation of

Charlie Chaplin's

Burlesqueon Carmen
(TWO ACTS)

The
ever

comedy

greatest two-act

produced

— by

children

Every exhibitor must have

it

State Right Buyers

The

following territory

still

open

on
44
44
44

44
44
44

The World War in Kidland "
Block "
A Chip Off the Old
"
Chip's Elopement
Chip's Backyard Barnstormer"
"
Chip's Rivals
For Sale— a Daddy"

(1

reel)

(1 reel)
(1

reel)

(2 reels)
(1 reel)
(1

reel)

Washington, Oregon and Idaho
Southern States
Western Pennsylvania
Ohio
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico

Wire

World's Tower

Bldg..

I

10

or

W.

Write

40th Si

.

N»w

York

C

t)
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^arcunmri£^idurel>
are the productions of

Famous Players Film
Co.,

The

Oliver

Co., Jesse L.

Morosco Photoplay

Lasky Feature Play
Co., Pallas Pictures

is a public you want to
interest in your theatre.

There

That public can be interested
you talk to them of consist-

if

ent quality.

Paramount

exhibitors can and
do talk consistent quality.

Paramount

exhibitors are
steadily increasing their busitheir
profits.
ness and

YOU

Are

^C^mmmUtM*

satisfied?

Write Our Exchange To-Day.

M
tyaramomfr
A

A

L/

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

kV

FtFTHAVENUE

NEW YORK.

V—- at FCRTY FIRST

N.Y.

r
i

The Moving Picture World
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^cu~ammiW^iMreL>
ARE

RELEASED THIS WEEK

YOU

Daniel Frohman

Presents

PEGGY HYLAND

SATISFIED

in

SAINTS AND SINNERS

MAE MURRAY

in

SWEET KITTY BELL A IRS
•

Play Co.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES
TRAVEL PICTURES No. 16
"Cruising Through the Philippines"

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS
No. 16
Making of a Cop.
Better Babies.
Physical Training.
What Goes on in the Booth Behind You.
Aerial Rocket Camera.

Mac Murray

at

Home.

PARAMOUNT-BRAY ANIMATED
CARTOONS No. 19
"How

Col.

Heeza Liar Captured

Villa."

Write Our Exchange To-Day

\^

POUR EiOKTY

PrvT.

L-' FITTHAVCHUE

V—- al FORTY l-IUSI

ST

«

^#J

I*

*

*1

In

answering ndvc

lion

The Movin,

—
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Don't book the Paramount Short Subany mood of "take a chance."

jects in

These short subjects represent a definite idea in business building, and they
are meant for exhibitors who have a
very definite desire to build up their
business.

Paramount Pictographs
Paramount- Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures

Paramount-Bray Animated
Cartoons and BrayGilbert Silhouettes

The

Are

must
must do even more

film that builds business

not only please
than that

YOU

—

it

satisfied?

Write Our Exchange To-Day

\~S POUR EIGHTY FIVE

^S

FIFTHAVENUE

NEW YORK.

V

-

el

N.Y.

MfMSim^
,

The Moving Picture World

FORTY FIRST ST
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^arammrit^icture^
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM
Mary Pickford

CO.

Marguerite Clark
Hazel Dawn
Ann Pennington

Pauline Frederick

Peggy Hyland

John Barrymore

JESSE

L.

LASKY FEATURE PLAY

CO.

Blanche Sweet
Fannie Ward
Wallace Reid

Geraldine Farrar

Marie Doro
Cleo Ridgely

Victor Moore

Mae Murray

Theodore Roberts

THE OLIVER MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY
Anna Held
George Beban
Rita Jolivet

Lenore Ulrich
Constance Collier
Edna Goodrich
Vivian Martin

PALLAS PICTURES
Dustin Farnum
Winifred Kingston
Myrtle Stedman

Maclyn Arbuckle
Florence Rockwell
Elsie Janis

(Bosworth)

******

Write Our Exchange To-Day

tyaramawittyu^e&CwpardUon<J FIFTHAVEHUE V
FOUR EIGHTY
FORTY FIRST

<y

* at

FIVE.

NEW YORK.

In

answering advc

ST.

N.Y.

^
.

.

«4(,

1

The Moving

Pictui
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SEfflBSBKKBE
Terriss Film Corporation

Tom

Terriss

The Photoplay

"

My

of the

Hour

Country

First

"

Six Absorbing Reels

Directed

by MR. TERRISS
IT

SCORES

AS A MONEY-MAKER :—

—For Timeliness
—For Thrills
Third — For Splendid Acting
Fourth —For Vivid Scenes
Fifth —For Patriotism
First

'

Second

and
Sixth

—For

the

vertising

Tremendous AdYou Will Obtain

by Playing

It.

Exclusively Distributed

The Concern with

by

a Conscience

^S^^^MSfSffiS^

June

3,
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$&&&&&$$#
Unity Picture Corporation

Sheldon Lewis
With

JANE MEREDITH

HENRY MORTIMER

and

The Supreme Mystery Drama

"The Pursuing
Vengeance"
From

the

World Famous Novel by Burton

Produced by

E.

Stevenson

MARTIN SABINE

YOU WILL BOOK THIS PIC
TURE IF YOU ARE AWAKE:—
Because
Because

—

It

Appeals to

— Millions

All.

Have Read

the

Novel.

Because

— "Crochard"

Is

World-

Famed.
Because The Star Is Celebrated.
Because —Of the AstoundingClimax
and
Because ''Unity" Is "The Concern With a Conscience"!

—

—

Exclusively Distributed by
*

The Concern with

a

Conscience

:W:WA

T
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assc

IEM^MUBMjSMB'B WEF1
AN IVAN PRODUCTION
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY IVAN ABRAMSON

FEATURING SALLY CRUTE, MIGNON ANDERSONfAND AUGUSTUS
PHILLIPS SUPPORTED BY AN ALL STAK CAST OF PRINCIPALS
Q

Undoubtedly, "the most original photodrama
of the year" is what the consensus of opinions
be regarding "Her Husband's Wife."

Q

This newest Ivan feature pulsates with

Q

Contracts as exclusive disProducare expiring in some

tributors of Ivan

will

tions

territories.

Q

due

action,

from

and the

lip

startled

audiences will warrant any theatre

playing

it

advertising

it's

to receive

for a long run.

Husband's Wife" will be released thru
the Ivan Exchanges on the first of June. Get
in touch with the Ivan Exchange in your ter-

Q "Her

ritory

and book

this sure-fire box-office

winner.

Bids

from

reliable

exchange
in a po»

owners who are
siticn to distribute

Ivan Productions and enhance the
value of our brand name
will be considered and options on franchises given.

Within the next few
weeks we will announce
something

startling!

IVAN FILM
PRODUCTIONS,
STREET, NEW
WEST
126

46th

YORK CITY IT.

IMP

Inc.

Metro Travelogue
First release,

William Lovell Finley's Bottle Fed

Bears, Elephant Butte

dam, and the

greatest

irri-

gation operation.

The

newest, the most unusual, the
most amazing pictures in the world.
Beginning May 29 and thereafter one
reel

each week.
We

request that you see

this

your nearest Metro Exchange.
to let you be the judge.

Science

Novelty

wonder

We

feature

are

at

satisfied

Scenic

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

s

Released

Metro
Program

METRO
PRESENTS
MmePEIROVA
Hoffman
in
Aaroiv

The SCARLET

WOMAN
Acis
Five

of

supreme drama
direcied

by

Mward lawrervce,
Produced hy

POPULAR VIMS
ANDPlAtfERSINC

June

3,

1916
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MAKE JUNE A BANNER MONTH.
ArmnQellburCalendara^FoIIows

QU1TADLE MOTION PICTURE/ CORPORATION^

WORLD

FIL/n

CORPOPATIOM

"Vs
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OFF TO A FLY

MTHFJS

WHBS

beino^ booked bij
who see it. They
public wants-they know
of real life,throbbplete with punch
causes of marts tinthat somethi nsLwhich
patrons a^airrand
It you haven't seen
photo novels each
see it-then book

Is

buim^NNAIilLSSON

ARROW
9f>e PaTHE EXCHANGE
PrWueecl Ujihe

inc.

r

June

3,
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-mc start!

'Jy lira-dram-

atic series

GUILTY
a

1 1

the exhi bi tors

know what

theii

that in these stories
in&with pathos, re[based

on the

primal
happiness .there i s

will Drin&j

back

again.
this series of

complete in
it!

and

their

14

itself

TOM MOORE

FILM CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

25 WEST 451*

ST.

NEW

YORJC

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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f

PAT HE'S
Is

boosted

serial

evert) exfbllowinA ie'ttei'S
bt|

"We

have absolutely broken all our records with
Claw \ I have never heard so many favorable comments concerning a serial as I have heard
about The Iron Claw*. I consider it superior to any
serial any concern has ever turned out."
*

The

Iron
*

A. D. Stanchfield,

McRae Theatre,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Columbus Ohio
Produced bu FEATURE FILM CORPN

Thirty theatres in

7fa Pathe

Exchange

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

25 WEST 45 «•

ST.

NEW YORK

-

no

June

3,

1916
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FACTS!
success
hibiior showind.it!
a re characteristic.

"he

"In regard to our success with 'The Iron Claw' will
say it is the best serial of its kind we have ever seen
and our attendance has increased with each episode.
highly recommend it to any exhibitor and are glad
to note it has been lengthened to twenty episodes."

We

£. A. Miller,

The Grand Theatre,
Athens, Ohio.

alone-are shqwinothis great

EDWARD JOSE

^1. director.

serial!

PAT HE

Presents

CLYDE FITCH'S

great play

GIRLS! GREEN EYES
Adapted for a Gold Rooster
play in 5 parts Featuring*

eKaelred
AND

*W^|

Julian Lest range
A

big play sumptuously

produced

under the supervision of

HERBERT BLACHE
Tfie

Pathe Exchange
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
25 WEST 45 tb ST. NEW YORK

nc.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

The News Film
which

tauaM

the world
to op to the
all

picture theatre

I

^A

L

now the film that
all the world wants

is

to see twice a week!
The one indispensable

Ttfe

Fi

1>ATHB

Exchange

inc

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
25 WEST 45 ST. NEW YORK
tt)

.

I

l.r

Moving Plctur. World

m
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Book Them Now
Write or Wire

The

E.

& R. Jungle

Film Co.'s Comedies

Featuring

Napoleon

and

Sally

are

ONE REEL FEATURES
and not

One Reel

Fillers

They are the "Cleanest" films made
today, and have formed an essential
part of every Children's Program to date

E.

& R. JUNGLE FILM

1720 North Sotot Street
Los Angeles, California

CO.

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City, N.Y.

1916

...
"HlUlllUPP"
1493-1505

I"

1

BROADWAY

Nev* YORK

I* 16 *
Ap til 21.

er »
General tt*a&

tornatlona
ln
° ir
2

Col^«

+
city.
Ne« ^ot*

A9 A RULE
A LETTER DOES

rJTJ^-jStfSS*-"-~~

Sr.'S«*ot .^.
NOTGDUNTIpR -.{-riSS*^" ,„.,
Ul
»>•••
•
THE
MUCH BUT
,.,.„,«... »rS'J'*^
" •"" *
SMS*- "
„...OPINION OF

"

-^^

CREST DEAL TO
IER EXHIBHORS- ^.

READ HI? REASON?

REBOOKING

O^>MY5TERlBaMYRA
.

A FEATURE

SERIES £><?LU)<E°

.^/l

JUST

CLASS OF SERVICE

Du

Message

Hay

Letter

Night

Mcs=;»

Night Letter

SYMBOL

eiuo
Nile

Nt

«lssii

A TELEGRAM

WESTER UNION

telKam

SYMBOL

CLASS OE SERVICE
DayWeaeage
Day

Letter

Blue

Night Massage

Nile

Night Lettar

NL

none

Blase three ey'mbols
appears after the check (number of
If

of

aymbol appearing after the check.

RECEIVED AT N. W. CORNER 15TH AND CHESTNUT STREETS, PHILADELPHIA

A

!&T

119H CP 30 COLLECT 2 EX

HARRISBURG PA MAY 4 1916 645P
INTERNATIONAL FILM CO
1227 VINE ST PHILADA.

MYSTERIES OF MYRA SHOWN TO

SEVEN THOUSAND PEOPLE

THIRD GREATEST MONEY GETTER EVER

FOR

YOUR FUTURE MYSTERIES OF MYRA
J.

W

MAY

PRODUCED WITH BEST WISHES XXXXX
IS

WONDERFUL

GEORGE, VICTORIA THEATRE
65 5 P

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE/**

June

3,
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&he

Initial Presentation of

JOHNNY

and

EMMA

Ray Comedies
at the

Broadway Theatre, Monday, May

A Tremendous
We

15,

1916

Success

Start Releasing With

Dream

Casey's
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii

on

Wednesday, June 21st
J. H. Kuns"ky of Detroit, signed the first yearly contract for

Ray Comedies
HaVe you arranged

for your territory?

All orders should be placed through C.

LANG COBB,

Jr.,

sole distributor for

THE RESERVE PHOTO PLAYS
Columbia Theatre Building, New York City

CO.

—
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VITACRAPH

m
m

P5B%]
REGULAR VITAGRAPH RELEASES

'The Rick
One-Part Comedy, Monday,

Idler"
May

2Qth

Presenting:

MARY ANDERSON,

Webster Campbell and Corinne Grifftb

Kl

'The Lonelies"
One-Part Comedy, Friday, June 2nd
Presenting:

LILLIAN WALKER, EOarTOverton, William^Shea
and Edwinna Robbins

W

"Carew and Son"
Three-Part Drama, Saturday^ June 3rd

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
Presenting:

Charles Kent,

Mary

Maurice, Walter McGrail, Charles Wellesley,

Belle Bruce

and Gordon Gra>)

mm

{RELEASEDSTHROUGH^THEIGENERALIFILM CO.

®

e/foVTTAGMPU COMPANY o? AMERICA

^V
^.JF

EAST

IV ST

mi tOCUrr AVE- BROOKLYN. N.Y.
LONDON PARIS

MEW YORK CHICAGO
•

•

•

SkTA

%$

m
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3,
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VITACRAPH
Dear

Bill:

ben in New York three days now an' it's sure
I seen the fight a few nights ago, but
there wasn't much class. The big feller was too big
an' the little feller was too small for him.
I've

some big town.

You

tell John Tompkins he'd better keep his butcher
01 take up prize tightin' for a business.
ben gettin' along fine since I've ben here, 'cept
They have 'em under the street and three
or four stories high in the middle of the street and crisery which way.
Last nnight I got a letter from Lucie and she sed to me
that you had bought the Savoy pitcher theatre.
An'
speakin' of pitchers, I sure did see the funny man last
night. His name is Daniels. I don't remember wether
his name's Jim or Frank, but he suro is one funny fellow.
His tace looks like a cross between a sun burnt turnip
an' a big ben alarm clock, an' the way he does act is
grand. I just laughed until my left side hurt me an' I
would be iaughin' yet, but a girl next to me got hystericle and got choked on the gum she was chewin'.
She
was some pretty girl and I would liked to have helped
her but I was Iaughin' so darn hard that I couldn't be of
any use. Just as I did get ready to help her the feller
she was with took her out.
You better see if you can't buy a pitcher with that feller
in it.
He's sure one funny guy.
I've order the cultivators and they're dandies.

I've

for the trains.

Good

luck.

your

MB*

friend,

JED HAWKINS.

"Kernel Nutt, Trie Janitor"

£*«

[FEATURING

FRANK DANIELS

h&4

Monday, May

Released

15th

Through

V-L-S-E

m

^VITAGRAPW COMPANY of AMERICA
:i|*j:

'*.#

IATT 1VST.

«hI

NY

tCNCU$T°AVK- BROOKLYN.
LONDON PARIS

NEW YORK- CHICAGO

•

'

:*%•
^.(F
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Throop Theetre,
1527 Fulton Street,
Brooklyn, S. Y.«
March 28, 1916.
Mr. J. Stuart Bleokton,
Vitagraph Co. of America,
Brooklyn, H. Y.

Deer Sir:-

Motwith standing the faot that
"THE BATTLE CRY OF PEACE" had ten days' play"
at Fox's Bedford Theatre, four days at Lowe's

Fulton Theatre, four days at the Classique,
three

days

^at

the Sumner, three days at.the

Hew Albany and before 12,000 people at

^
tio.9

Thirteenth Regiment Armory, all these being

within

8

radius of ten blocks from the Throop;

Theatre, we did a big business and had the
S. H.

0.

sign out at 7 o'olook.
We intend playing a return date on

this feature.

Yours very truly,
SUPERB AMUSEMENT COMPANY

Manager.

"THE BATTLE
for

3,263

CQVOF PEACE" bas
EXHIDIT0R5

IN

broken box office records

THE UNITED 5TATE5 AND CANADA.

Have youmade the moneyiowhichi/ouareenlitled

by bookingffii?epoch makitgspeefack?

BOOK~NOW
V'LtjS'E* Branches
THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA

L

J

Variety

Adds

Spice!

you were giving a feast you would not offer just one huge dish.
•No matter how palatable, the appetite would be surfeited by too
much of one thing.
If

the mind surfeited by a similarity of subjects. A high class
comedy or drama on your program gives variety and relieves
monotony. Spices are needed for a program as well as a feast.

So

is

short

Essanay

is

specialty of short, snappy subjects with
add variety to your program.

making a

in the lead, to

BRYANT WASHBURN

and

its

stars

GERTRUbE GLOVER

are presented in

"OUR PEOPLE"
GEORGE ADE

Richard C.Travers and Bryant Washburn
are presented

"THE SONG

IN

2 act drama— May 30

/

art

comedy— May 31

RELEASED THROUGH GENERAL FILM CO.

1

GEORGE

in

"The Fable of the Willing Collegian
Wanted to Get a Foothold"

A reissue of the wonderfully successful photoplay of love
and pathos.

world laughing

sets the

in

THE DARK"

K.

SPOOR. PRESIDENT

1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

Who

^m

^fl

fc,A

"•*••

^&
Henry
is

a

"The

new

Little
in

5

-.:''.

f^a

'

J*-

Edna Mayo

B. Walthall
announced

_jfV

in

is

announced

in

a new feature

feature

"The Return

Musketeer"

of Eve"

in 5 acts

acts

To Be Released Soon Through

GEORGE

1333 Argyle

K.

SPOOR. PRESIDENT

Street,

Chicago

the V. L. S. E.

Wl

POLICE
HERE'S THE LATEST

Essanay - Chaplin
FEATURE COMEDY

rO.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

^

/

\

\_J

|\

I

/

[

\

/

\

(

a riot of fun; every foot
packed with mirth.

'

RELEASED

(
)

newest laugh maker,

It's

/

\

I
Cj_y

this

/

\
\

\

I

"
pOLICE
*y

;

1

need to call out the
reserves to hold the
crowds when you book

You'll

\

A

;

him-

a scream."

\

y\

I

'

self says: "It's

through

Z^S~~~^

j

1

I

all

MAY

27

branches of the

GENERAL FILM

CO.

MM*-**

1

Big Four's Open Booking Policy

Officially Commended by

Exhibitors
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 23rd, 1916.
V-L-S-E,
1600 Broadway,
New York City.

At a meeting of "The Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn"
the following resolution was unanimously passed.

"Whereas, The majority of feature film concerns are releasing their output on what is known as a program contract system, and
"Whereas, Some of these concerns bind the exhibitor by demanding a cash
deposit as security on this contract, and

"Whereas, The exhibitor is forced against his will to take as part of
these programs, film, that is good, bad and indifferent, and
"Whereas, The bad films the exhibitor has to show as part of these programs, not only do him incalculable harm, but have a tendency to hurt
the entire industry, therefore,
"Be it resolved, that 'The Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of
Brooklyn' in meeting assembled, go on record as emphatically endorsing
the open booking policy of the V-L-S-E which eliminates contracts and
cash deposits and permits an exhibitor to show what he pleases, indicating this policy as being a fair and liberal one,
"Be it further resolved, that, the members of this Association heartily
commend this policy and pledge their moral support and cooperation to
V-L-S-E and recommend that all other exhibitors do likewise,
"Be it further resolved that, a copy of this resolution be sent to the
main office of V-L-S-E."

Yours very truly,

Executive Secretary
Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn.

By order of the President.

Mr.Mr.Mr.

A
i^i
\A
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Policy Which Permits the Exhibitor

Own

to Capitalize Upon His

Business

Judgment
OTO PLAYS

LEGIT ATTRACTIONS

VAUDEVILLE

GRAND THEATRE
DAN ESELIN, MANAGER

Cloquet. Minnesota

V-L-S-E, Inc.,
New York City.

Gentlemen:

Mffmnpoli*

I have run a number of your features and my
patrons were pleased with every one of
them.
They surely must have pleased or I
should not have signed up for thirteen
weeks more.

think your policy of allowing the exhibitor to pick his own program will please
the exhibitor more than anything else,
as the exhibitor knows his patrons, where
the exchange does not.
I

Yours for success,

X/fi*'*.

&s*j^£u^

iVL.S.E,IncJ

CENERAL FILM SERVICE

Emcfeerbocfeer g>tar Jfeature*
Coming June

I

1

PAYDIRT
A

drama

of the gold fields

IN FIVE

PARTS

Featuring the popular

star

HENRY KING
Direction of

H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer

!

!
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PYRAMID
youp^betson\
CLARA KIMBALL

YOUNG

THIS COMBINATION

ALBERT
CAPELLANI
DIRECTOR GENERAL

EMPRESS OF

"LES MI5ERABLES"||

CAN'T LOSE

IT
"THE

||

-Producer of

THE
SCREEN

and
"CAMILLE"

COMMON'LAW"by ROBERT WXW\mES$
For Release

m

October

LETS GET DOWN TO BUSINESS

!

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
FILM CORPORATION

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS inc.
SOLE

FILM BUILDING

-

DISTRIBUTOR
SEVENTH AVENUE NEWYORKCITY

^9* STREET AT

June

3,
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UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION
Use
Unicorn Service

And Make Money
l^kUR

prices for service are

^-^

now paying

are

week of the

much

lower than you

— We offer twenty- one reels every

hest one and two reel subjects ever pro-

— Every includes
of National reputa—
with each
posters
compelling
Strong,
tion
duced

stars

cast

subject.

EXCHANGES:
C Jean

130 West 46th St. H. W. Harwell
207 Pleasant St. . S. M. Moscow
Win. F. O'Brien
167 Dwight St.
Eastern Trust Bldg. W. J. Brennan
.
H. E. Hughe*
23 W. Swan St.
565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey
680 Broadway William Lawrence
1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen
Sam Werner
3628 Olive St. . .

.

II

,,,v
I

.

-

.

Wan

I

t

..II.

L.

J. A.

Gain

Fred Ba Murph\

Dallaa

Waahiorta

Portland
Lot Lnfelet

in charge are experienced

co-operate

w

in

«.,

.

1>.

Seattk

The men

in

I.«
\\.

To be Opened

.

h you

J. Schlaifei

.

Jack K. .»„,.,

Pittshurg .
Detroit
.
Cincinnati

J.W.Morgan
GloydBldg.
.
Produce Exchange W. L. Merrill
129 W.Washington St. J. W. Cotter

it

L

Hallera Bldg.
750 Prospect Av
125 Fourth Ave.
183 jlBenon St
531 Walnut St.
Denver . 1436 Welton Si
Western Division Milliliter
Eastern Division Muiia^cr
.

Cleveland

men

film

will

\\li*i

Write tin- exchange
New ^ ork home ollice.

every way.

your territory or direct

tin-

t«>

Unicorn Film Service Corporation
IKE SCHLANK, General Manager

126-130 West 46th

New

St.

(Sanu-M and tltitt* of <"•'
currrnt ami COmittg n !>•

.

]

Coil /'< Ikiiik' in

bat A

/i.i-.

«

-'

^

ork City

/n ilul,

/'

ofthit publit utiom
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ON THE OPPOSITE B&E
15

REPRODUCED OUR NEXT SATURDAY EVENING POST
ADVERTISEMENT, WHICH APPEARS IN
THE ISSUE OF JUNE THIRD.

5,000,000

tW

PEOPLE ARE GOING TO GO
TO THE THEATRES SHOWING

nwiKin
TO PREPAQ&
TO COMPETE

APE THEY

FOR

^

//

TO
SEE THEM
IN
GOING

/

msmm

Y01MMTOE
?

YOU
MAY5TILLBE ABLE
TOGETAFPANCHISE

Wir^ ^ n ^^ w^
*

our neare5t

B rdn(h

Office

and Find Out.

I Wowb Film Copwmtion
'

130

WEST
[

-4<S T-2

STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

WO&LP HIM

ODRIPORATION
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

I

will give

$5,000

for

World

in prizes

making scenarios

for good stories to use in

^£Cuv^i^^t<^^

Pictures.

realism, with plenty of action and with tense,
People seem to like the love element
in each play.
underworld and of war. Nor
handle anything that is sordid or gruesome.
wholesome stories for the entire family to see
Each story should make a five-reel picture.

invite the co-operation of the writers of the country
amateur and professional
in the work of producing better
scenarios for picture plays.

i

Director-General of World Pictures, it is my ambition
to heighten the standards of the silent drama.
Frankly.
:ed that one of the first needs is much better

ioid stories of the

I

—

tuations.

:omedy

As

>

I

Thei
Ijhave deposited $5000 at the

So

course, I am now receiving most of the choicest scenarios on the market, and they are being made into World
Included in them. -believe, are some of the
Pictures.
greatest film dramas so far.

Of

1

want to continue buying better-than-usual stories for
new World Picture.
cannot stand mediocrity.
yes, thousands —
Surely there are hundreds of people
who have ideas which could be worked up into first-class
photo plays, to meet the new standards set for World Picturrs.
I

1

—

$1000

will therefore

accept nineteen stories.

What

I

Probably you ha\
Closed Road" or C

Seek
H«

-The

i

mball Yoi
It not. see
Life" or Kitty Gordon in "Her Maternal Kight.
these pictures and you will get an idea of what we like. At
present, thousands of people everywhere are enjoying and
applauding the first of our new-day pictures.
Not long ago 1 stopped loaning my name to screen productions and entered personally into the supervision of

World Pictures from start to finish. And now am surrounded by the combined artistic and financial resources of
two great organizations— World and Equitable.
These double resources, together with a reduced schedule
1

me to carry out my most cherished
have been presenting stage
For thirty years
eople of eleven nations. Now hop* to win
Filmland through greater triumphs.

ambitions.
plays

I

1

i

See World Pictures
To
ing

You need not submit a technically perfect scenario, such
as are prepared by experts. You may submit
merely the story in narrative form. Of course
finished scenarios by professional writers will
be welcomed.
To give you a
have pr
j,
what will please anc
1

I

of productions, permit

for the Best Story

For the best story, idea or scenario, 1 offer $1000; for the
second best, $750; for the third best, $650. The stories
taking fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh place, each will receive
$500. $400. $300 and $200 respectively. The next twelve
successful stories will be paid for at the rate of $100 each.

We

,

„.hl
Mutual Bank, New York

City, to be awarded to those who present interesting stories,
ideas or scenarios that I select for making photo plays. Contest
closes at 6 P. M., Sept. 15, and the prizes awarded Jan. 1,1917,

But
every

164?

further study
Pictures

World

what appeals to us. see some of the comwhich will be shown at first-class theatres

include; Robt. Warwick in
Riches." Alice Brady in "Tangled Fates." CarBlackwell and Ethel Clayton in "His
Brother's Wife," Kitty Gordon in "The Crucial

everywhere.

They

lyle

Holbrook Blinn
Man." Edna Wallace

Test."

Sheridan

King

*'

in

in

"The

Fate's

"The Weakness ol
Hopper and Frank

in

Perils of Dr.

Boomerang" and Gail Kane

in

;

j

wish a copy, write t
me suggest here
Film Corporation

"The Other

Sister."

Let
orld
jal

plays of present-di

THESE ARE OUR STARS

m&<*
BEE

WORLD FILM CORPORATION

"Sudden
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HENRYKOLKEtL

BUPERT HUGHES
/YotfSwify'na atfucn Superior rnofop/ay Homes as ihe
New York

Globe Theatre
Studebaker
New Palace

Chicago
Minneapolis

City

Regent Theatre

Rochester

Majestic

Detroit
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Buffalo

Isis

Denver

Family
Keystone

Arcadia

American

Philadelphia
Salt Lake City

Shea's Hippodrome
Piedmont

Tivoli

San Francisco

Rex

Columbia and Kings
Garden

St.

Metropolitan
New Princess
Apollo

Louis

Washington

Old Mill
Grand Opera House

Queen

Atlanta
Seattle
Dallas

San Antonio
Houston
Des Moines

T & D

Cleveland
Paul
Peoria
Portland

Olympic
Strand

Pittsburg
Baltimore

Knickerbocker

Nashville

Muse

Omaha

St.

Palace

Settmq7teW%ttendanceTZecords everywhere!
Tor booking data apply to your nearest A7eine exe/tanae or Write

^

mmm
mmmrn
*y

-V)

MaoManoniUi)
m
For the presentation to the trade of this pretentious eight-part feature, we have secured
for the morning of Friday, June thirtieth, at ten o'clock, the new Rialto Theatre and will
have command of the full equipment of this ultra-luxuriant house, including the thirtyfive piece orchestra with specially arranged music.
This will be the only screening given the "The
territorial rights.

Woman Who

Dared," before the allot-

ment of

California Motion Picture Corporation
Alexander Beyfuss, General Manager

San Rafael,

California

MS

SECOND RELEASE
STATE IsiGtlTS
ESPECIALLY INTENDED FOR Til
EXHIBITOR WHO INSISTS ON A

BETTER THAN PROGRAM

STANDARD
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MUTUAL PICTURES}

USING PICTURES SHOW

[THE
THE

STRAND
TH£

MZQ#§^

palage:

THEY WANT THE BEST
AND GET

IT

^&s

^AOE. BY

Gaamoot
GAUMONT'S GREAT

PHOTO DRAMAS
"ARMADALE"
3-Act version of V
Starring Alex
Shepard. Released May
novel.

25.

"FLAMES OF VENGEANCE"
3-Act melodrama of a woman's mistake
Starring Gert

on her wedding day.

Mutual Masterpictures
De Luxe Edition

"THE QUALITY OF FAITH"

A big story of a minister's temptation
and a woman's rise from the slums. Starring Alexander Gaden and Gertrude Rob-

"THE ISLE OF LOVE"
The sensation of the Exposition at Madisc
Gertrude McCoy, tL.
Square Garden.

6a(]mor>t
JACKSONVILLE. FLA«

I

June

3,
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MUTUAL MASTCRPICTURE?
DG LOXC CDITION
Edwinl IrWnhi
ihoLnhjouse^

Pres-c/ib-

o^

Y*s/ver/c

LADY

H ULIETTIE
QODDOODOODO

DDDDoaaaDnDOo

OfHER PEOPLED
IN

5

A PLAY OF OUPL DAY"

PARTS

RELEASED

JUNE1?

LONERGAN
LLOYD
SUGGESTED BY GABOHlAl/S NOVEL
WILLIAM PARKE

I

nMliriUUDCK

newrochelle.n.y
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Sty) Ttjirtp

G>pte

Madge is captured by brigands and held for a dollar ransom. Her father
is "shy thirty cents."
There are laughs galore when Rube literally digs
up the thirty cents.
Released May 30th.
Directed by Rub e Miller.

When

Papa Died

—introduces Ben Turpin under the Vogue banner. This far-famed, "crosseyed" comedian has made the world shake with merriment. With him are
Paddy McQuire, Rena Rogers and others in an avalanche of laughter.
Directed by Jack Dillon.

Released June 4th.

Vogue Comedies are the most popular comedies.
They have just the right mixture of burlesqued

melodrama and fun

to satisfy the

demands of

the critical public,

BOOK THEM TODAY
THEY'LL BRING YOU THE

VOGUE

FILMS,

Inc.,

CROWDS!
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Slapstick With a

Reason
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Whole Country Gives Remarkable Reception
"The Secret of the Submarine"

to

Exhibitors have never had such an avalanche of humanity crushing in at their
doors as came to see the beginning of "The Secret of the Submarine." Glowing reports are
still

pouring

in.

Veritably

—millions marched to thousands of theatres!

Each crashing climax

— in the great

undersea scenes— was greeted with wild tumultuous enthusiasm!
American Film Company,

Inc.,

Presents

The Film Novel of the Hour!
The American

public has

shown

that

ness/— that it is going to follow every chapter
record-breaking capacity for exhibitors!

T.R. Endorses Stronger

it

w ith

is

Navy

Roosevelt's great Chicago speech (April 29)
was in effect a powerful endorsement for such a
as suggested by "The Secret of the

We

cannot
class navy.
s handled with steady wisdom
possibly get it unless the
that accepts the upbuilding and upkeep
from thestandp<
as cardinal points oi continuous policy
.

,

!

.

— that

it is for preparedThis means continuous

Over lOOO Newspapers
Pou ell's remark"The Secret oi the Submarine"
who want to see the motion picture*

are publishing E. Alexander
able novelization of
for millions

New

"We need beyond everything else a f

patriotic

intense interest.

York World

Buffalo Courier
Dalla, Journal
Indianapolie Star

Philadelphia lnquir.r
Cleveland Lead.

Omaha Be*
Milwaukee Journal

P.l I .burg h

Case! le- 77m*.

Ball more Am.r, can
San Francco Chronicle
,

Lob Antetet Record

AND lOOO OTHERS

Book This Record-Breaking

Profit-Maker!

--i>\% n \ Ml!
you know the pulling-power of "The Secret of the Submarine." The whole OOuntrj has sin
-luipwr rreleased
\\ eel
vonr theatre
caoacitv — one w 'o-aci
h week.
__. cli.u
e leased e.u
theatre— fifteen weeks of capacity
each
Doal
Here's the sure-fire success for j~~f
t "The Secret of the Suhinarinc" to boom your business.
•How this tenstrike to slip through your fingers! Act

Now

t

Apply

to

"The Secret of the Submarine" department of any Mutual Excha
Mutual Film Corporation, 71 W. 23d St, New York City.

Inc.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
CHICAGO,

SAMUEL S.HUTCHINSON, President <

ILLINOIS

MVFVAL- STAR PRODUCTIONS
Q^resen///^
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ofMagnificently Staged Five /let

Dramas Produced by the American Sum Company,

inc.

and Distributed Through the 68 Mutual Exchanges

n U U8L 5TA R P RQ RU ex 10 N
I

Released the Week of June 5JL
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Presentation of Sdu>ard Q.UCaufnuuK

Drama

in which the Noted Author pvovas in^
ITlanner that no line can be drawn betweeiv
women when theu are &vil since they cannot

a Striking

and
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different

standards

when
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/?r Complete Information regarding^
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the WILUfl/R RUSSEU productions are booked
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me Special Manner in which
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MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS
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7

|HELEN HOLMES
Ohe

celetrateo star

THE GIRL

aP

AND THE GAME

whose marvelous performances in^
.

V

-'.'..

;

ff:

:

:

'

'

photoplay of
have made her doublu

that great chaptered,

raihvau

lift

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS
3

RELEA/ED THE WEEK OF JUNE

cA powerful

dramatization

/ A

of the areat novel bu, the
world famous author
frank HAMILTON spearman

HEARING: roMD/fnOM
COMPLETION

stupendous special proou
carefully pre pareo and stag

at enormous expense as one
propriate vehicle for the pre
exploitation of the e^traoroi
r^ ialente of this popular a.
1

HELEN HOLMES
Medicine Benc(

\
ij

J

l

ACTS'

fH {PREPARATION

HELEN HOLMES

,

tfiiMf&jEH
*

C&MING

6iwon6erful dramatization or
'Vaughn Hester's thrillinq noveL

HELEN HOLMES

COMING

HELEN .HOLMES
me Diamond Runners
PRODUCED

/

i/v

"S

[FIVE
V ACTS

,

BV THE SIGNAL FILtt CORPORATION

{Investigate the special arrangement bu, which
uou may boob, this complete series of pretentious
Helen holmes five act productions for qour theaire

S

/
/
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Urates
HEAD AND
SHOULDERS
ABOVE THE
FIELD!
Smashing
"The

its way through the
Social Pirates" stands
unrivaled in increase in bookings
and drawing power with each succeeding release. There's the
test that breaks the series weakling, the clinching proof that
"The Social Pirates" is the class of the held in story, acting and
production. Break your attendance records fifteen successive
times by booking this "feature at a two reel rental" from your
General Film exchange to-day.
field,

George Bronson Howard
Presents one of his most powerfully gripping stories in

"UNMASKING A RASCAL"
Released Monday,

May

29th

Stirring action that grips to the last scene with the tense cross-play of
unscrupulous trickery and keen wits as Mona and Mary teach a bitter
lesson to Fuller, a banker who has defrauded his ward.

Widespread newspaper publicity backs "The Social Pirates."
The most complete line of advertising aids ever issued with
a series has been placed within your reach.

COMING: "THE GIRL FROM FRISCO"

COMPANY
New York

W.

23"-^ St.,

City

June

3,
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when

co-operation between the municipality and the exhibitor is necessary for the screen is a great factor in the
promotion of civic welfare. When, however, rooms in
the city halls or in state armories are used to hold motion
picture shows in direct competition with men who have
paid a license it is nothing less than a hardship and imposition on the exhibitor.

THE

complaint about long shows for little
voiced once more and this time from the
A friend and reader of The Moving
World speaks of thirteen reels for a
old

money

is

Bronx.

Picture
Entered at the General Post
J.

Office,

New York

City, as Second Class

Matter

P. Chalmers, Founder.

Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
17

MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

President
Vice-President

E. J. Chalmers
John Wylie

The

Secretary and Treasurer

General Manager

office of the

company

is

the address of the officers.

Chicago Office— Suite 917-919
dolph

St.,

Chicago,

Schiller Building, 64
Telephone, Central 5099.

111.

*

CITY.

(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
P. Chalmers, Sr
J. F. Chalmers
J.

nickel as a common thing in some of the best and biggest
houses.
Must be something wrong here. It's a matter
which might be taken up by the organized exhibitors of
the place. The organization in the Bronx lias the
reputation of being strong and active.

West Ran-

—

*

*

CONSTRUCTIVE

work is needed in the battle
against censorship. The Moving Picture World
highly commends the action of the organized exhibitors in the state of Ohio, notably Cleveland,
in this
connection. These men led by Mr. Megown have
secured
the support of practically all 'the women in the
state who
are organized in the doing of important and useful
social

Pacific Coast Office Haas Building, Seventh St. and Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649.

work. They have co-operated with the women for
special
••family programs" to be run on special
days.
The exhibitors also did splendid work in connection
with the

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

"Better Babies" crusade.
It seems to us that work of
this kind is deserving of hearty
encouragement on the
part of all the manufacturers who are oppo-ed

United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands

$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year

Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)

Changes of address should give both old and new addresses
full and be clearly written.
Two weeks' time may be
required to effect the alteration.
in

ADVERTISING RATES.

—no display—three cents per

Classified Advertising

mum

charge,

word; mini-

fifty cents.

Display Advertising Rates made known on

application.

—

Note Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station, New York, and not to individuals.
(The Index for

this issue ivill be

found on page 1770)

I

ship.

*

*

*

THE

memorandum accompanving the Governor's
veto of the foolish Cristman-Wheeler
Bill is a
statesmanlike document. Tin- Governor ,1
take up the question of the constitutionality
of the proposed law hut withholds his approval because the
bill is
confiscatory in effect.
He say. that the motion

picture
lias become the most popular
entertainment and that the
closing of motion picture theaters would work
a hardship upon the public.
These words will wake up an
echo in the mind of every fair-minded man.
Governor
Whitman has always been credited with a keen political
vision and he certainly has gauged public sentiment cor-

when he decided to stand between the motion
men who would wantonly and ignorantly

rectly

picture and the

"CINE-MUNDIAL,"

monthly Spanish edition of the
Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue
by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South
American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising
rates on application.
the

destroy

[S but

II was
<>t
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it.

fair to acknowledge the hard
(lone by the entire industry against

this

hin.

work which
the signing

This morning's mail brings main conTin: Moving Picture World for its

gratulations to
share in the battle.
>nc up-State exhibitor writ
say that the work done on the suggestion and with the
co-operation of Pin- MOVING Pl< NJR1 WORLD had much
to do with the final defeat of this unjust censorship bill.
could have done but little had it not been for the
<

Facts and

MANY

Comments

exhibitors complain as it seems to us with
perfect justice about municipal shows that are
conducted without a license.
Whether an admission is charged for such shows or not it seems to us
makes but little if any difference. The motion picture
man who pays a license ought not to he compelled to
compete with the very municipality which issues tinlicense to him.
We believe that it' this matter was taken
into court on an injunction the tree and unlicensed
municipal show might be -topped. Quite aside from the
legal aspe< ts of the case, however, the utter unfairness of
such competition must he apparent to every person with
any sense of justice or equity. There may be occasions

We

and persistent activities of the exhibitors.
were responsible for the presence k>1 many disinterested persons at the hearing, such as the rq
tives of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce.
They
intelligent

The)

fought with slides, petitions and in mam
personal appeal
Thousands of petitions were Si
the Capitol District alone.
The victor) <>\er Uy
of ignorance is due in equal proportion
ind to every friend <>i the screen
That
Alham w ill dampen the ardor of
other states j. moralh certain.
I
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Our American
;

almost

vain that

we

Reeves

look for her on the screen.

ITAISbroad and deep characterology has depicted nearly
in

every phase of the American makeup so far as males
arc concerned. They are shown in all their infinite variety,
from men who take themselves seriously to those who are
only mildly amusing, much to our edification, if not delight, but the ladies who appear, though they may be of
the theatrical elite, are not the ones we meet in every-day
society.

We

have the artless little ingenue as regularly as eggs
for breakfast, and she has all the innocent candor of a
truly good egg, though the actress who plays the role may
be as far removed from sweet simplicity as grease paint
and late suppers can make her. She may be able to handle
her "twin-six" like a speed demon and mount a stiff hill
of Martinis at "high," but who really ever saw an ingenue
such as she depicts? She has one good reason for existence if she is a rich little girl, or a poor little girl who

grows

rich in the last act,

and that

lies

in the darling

frocks she reproduces straight from the latest fashion
papers.
She is also very sweet in a riding suit of black velvet,
and she is simply killing when she dons overalls to crawl
beneath a motor car and emerge with a becoming black
smootch on one cheek, her lips pouting in a tempting moue.
She may stay with us as long as she likes, an airy-fairy
cornflake, but it might not be a bad idea to humanize her
once in a while, let us get the natural flavor without so
much sugar. Girls in real life may be just as innocent and
sweet to the eye with an occasional dash of temper to relieve their insipidity and bring them within range of our
sympathies.

a

There are debutantes who have to start life at so much
week in factory and office. They not only have to stand

knocks that men receive, but also a lot of hard
knocks from women who are merely sponging on men,
vet they manage to get along when they have courage.
the hard

Thousands of them make their living honestly in New
York City with neither money nor pull at the outset,
merely plucky girls of independent spirit. Some of them
save money and are swindled out of it by the real estate
sharks only to try again until they have little homes of
their own paid for by hard work and self denial.
ever saw one of these spirited bachelor girls wearing boys clothes, as they do in screen plays, and looking
as much like a boy as chocolate fudge does a ham sandwich? Only on 'the stage and on the screen are they
lured to the villain's room to become "his plaything until
cast aside." Of all members of their sex they are really
the keenest in judging men and the motives of men, though
Girls whose minds are kept
the men may not know it.
sweet and wholesome by work are seldom among those
who announce tearfully before a criminal court, "I am

Who

—

I loved him so."
who have been long engaged
working girl "in the eyes of the world" by
showing that "her whole happiness was at stake," or because "she was a mere child in knowledge of the world,"
probably never met a working girl of any account, one
whose clean principles are founded on hard experience,
whose proof of fine character lies in her voluntary choice
of the right way to get along, who often contributes from
her scant earnings to help mother and father, or the
younger children.

not bad

Old

it

was because

theatrical producers

in clearing the

11
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Girl

akkiso

Practically every young actress in this fair land of ours
longs to play the role of an "adventuress," just as the child
out of short skirts or did before the
present fashions appeared. "The human vampire" was
conceived in the mind of some poor fish who was disappointed in love. It is to laugh. What a persistent old
remnant of crass theatricalism is the idea of woman as an
institution for man's demoralization
He actually prays
for demoralization from the moment he learns to tie his

—

in pigtails longs to get

!

cravat.

The poor old adventuress is still with us. She wears a
big black hat and clothes that are poured on, the eternal
temptress of poor misguided man, the girl ordered by the
villain to get the "papers" at any cost. She and wax figures
were once popular with the uninitiated. She might not
have survived them but for the meanest poem ever written
in English.
She was originated by Adam and revived
by Rudyard Kipling. Both of these gentlemen are on
record as saying, when speaking of original sin, that it
was

all

her fault.

not almost time that the stock adventuress should
go, along with the lady who visits the villain's rooms at
night in order to hear the "something important" he has
to say?
Why portray woman as an agent of corruption
when no crooked deal was ever yet put through that was
not of man's devising? Why picture a perfectly normal
woman as an abnormal one, as weak as a devitalized subject of hypnotic suggestion, for the sake of a so-called
"dramatic situation?" Why not give us an occasional, and
non-theatrical, glimpse of the robust and clear-visioned
American girl such as those of us who are not running
soubrette studios know millions of them to be?
Is

it

The stage has given some very bright men to the screen,
the brightest have found the new medium better
but it has also given
suited to their ideas than the old
us a lot of barnacles who hang on and wax fat in spite of
cleansing criticism. The theater is benefited by their desertion to new fields and is fast becoming an instrument
of social culture. Contemporary authorship is being encouraged plays of vital theme are being sought, and
patronage is being gradually diverted to dramas which
portray the social life that exists among us rather than

—some of

—

;

that of tradition.

While

going on in the older art,
is delayed by repetition and
by the stage.
depicted in the false terms of the

this

is

progress in

screen portrayals

imitation of

what has been

The Ameri-

entirely discarded

Gallic playis
houses. Most of the characterizations of her shown on
the screen are, therefore anomalies and perversities.
rarely see our women pictured as they really are because
it is the tendency of theatrical people, particularly in New
York, where they are affected by European traditions, to
impose upon our art forms, ideas and systems borrowed
from old-world countries.

can Girl

We

Our American

Girl

on the screen should spring from

her spirit our spirit, her courage, her selfindependence of thought, her contempt for
hypocrisy, her ability to take care of herself under trying
conditions, that of the American people. It is our business
It is our
to know her as she is and as she is at her best.
business to discover her traits, those of coming generations, and to place them on the screen as revelations of
what is fine in our national life.

our social

life,

reliance, her
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Text of the Report Against Censorship Submitted to Congress by the Minority of the
House Committee on Education— Congressman William W. Rucker, of Illinois, Caleb
Powers, of Kentucky, Edmund Piatt, of New York, and Frederick W. Dallinger,
of Massachusetts, Give Their Reasons for Opposing Federal Censorship
Scathing Arraignment of the Film Men Who Joined Hands
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Great Historic Document

With the Fanatics of the Crafts Type

THE Moving

Picture World prints herewith the full report of the minority members of the House Committee
on Education. These members have delivered the most
conclusive, the most telling and the most convincing plea
against the injustice and the tyranny of the censor and the
inquisitor.
Around this splendid document the anti-censorship forces ought to rally at once.
Exhibitors who want to
help in the fight which must soon take place on the floor
of the House will be provided with blanks for petitions to
circulate among their patrons. There is no division of sentiment in regard to censorship among exhibitors; they at least
are a unit in their opposition to film censorship.
Among
the film men who spoke for censorship at Washington there
was not one single man directly or indirectly interested in
the exhibition of motion pictures. Read this report and then
send for blanks. Here is the report:

"This bill," (Smith-Hughes measure), "proposes to regulate
by a Federal Commission the principal amusement agency
and what is rapidly coming to be one of the chief educational agencies of the people of the United States.
It is not
proposed to censor the plays or operas produced at the highpriced theaters throughout the country, but it is proposed to
give five men at Washington the absolute power to determine
beforehand what the great mass of the American people shall
be permitted to see depicted upon the motion picture screen.
Before the National Government undertakes to thus exercise
the local police power hitherto reserved to the States, and to
regulate purely local" amusements, thus stretching the implied

power

of the interstate

commerce

clause of the Federal con-

stitution to the breaking point, it is incumbent upon the proponents of such legislation to show that a widespread evil
exists with which the State and local authorities are unable
to cope.

No

Evidence for Need of Censorship.
"At the hearings before the committee practically no real
evidence was introduced tending to show that any significant
proportion of the moving picture films now being exhibited
United States are objectionable. In the last analysis
it appears that what the proponents of this legislation really
desire is to prevent the exhibition through the agency of
the motion picture film of any book or play which in any
way depicts crime or immorality or paints the evil side of
human life on the ground that such scenes tend to corrupt
morals and incite to crime. It is obvious that any such test
as this would prevent the great mass of the American people
whose limited means will not permit them to patronize the
high-priced theaters, from seeing depicted upon the motion
picture screen practically all the great works of literature
from the beginning of time. Judged by any such standard
most of Shakespeare's plays and even many parts of the
That there are ocsacred Scriptures would be barred.
casional indecent and obscene motion picture films exhibited
here and there, is perfectly true, just as there are obscene
and indecent plays produced in high-priced theaters and indecent and immoral books published. Such productions, however, are already prohibited by the laws of the several States,
and their transportation from State to State is also prohibited
by Federal statute under severe penalties. In our opinion,
an amendment to the United States Penal Code including
motion picture films in the list of objects barred from interstate transportation will answer every purpose and is as far
as Federal legislation should go. Such an amendment is proposed in a bill introduced in the present Congress and now
pending before the Committee on the Judiciary.
in the

Police Power of State Is Ample.
"Moreover, there was no evidence whatever before the
committee that local regulation of the exhibition of motion
picture films has proved ineffective where it has been tried.
It is entirely within the power of the several States to provide that the executive or police authorities of the local communities shall have absolute power to grant and revoke li :
censes for all places of amusement within their several juris-

dictions,

and

in

many communities

this

power

is

now

being

effectively exercised.
Furthermore, most of the States already have laws making it a criminal offense, punishable by
and imprisonment, to exhibit any obscene or indecent
picture. Where the local police power is thus ample to
effectively deal with whatever evils exist in the motion picture business, regulation by the National Government is
manifestly uncalled for, unnecessary, and unjustifiable.
"The overwhelming weight of opinion amongst those profine

ducing motion pictures is against the proposed censorship
bill.
The opposition to the bill represents more than 85 per
cent, of the total number of motion picture films produced.
Those manufacturers who favor the bill represent a very insignificant proportion of the output.
The attitude of this
inconsiderable minority is naturally and frankly selfish and
commercial. They believe that it would be less expensive
and troublesome to deal with and perchance control a single
Federal censorship commission than to deal with or to control the several State authorities acting under their already
ample police powers. The notorious effectiveness of the
prepublicity censorship of theatrical productions in England
has undoubtedly influenced this minority of the moving picture manufacturers to believe that a like national prepublicity
censorship as provided in this bill will have a similar effect
in this country.

"In England the evidence produced before a special parliamentary committee which made a very exhaustive investigation and report in 1909 has established the following facts:
"(1) Prepublicity censorship 'tends to hinder the growth
of a great and serious drama' by discouraging distinguished
authors whose time is valuable from jeopardizing their time
by writing plays which might be destroyed by the whimsical
opinion of a censor.
"(2) It fails to prevent the production of immoral plays.
"(3) It atrophies the exercise of the local police power
over local production of immoral plays because they have
been licensed by the national censorship authority.
"(4) The censorship authority falls under the influence of
the large theater interests and tends to exercise its censorial
powers with undue consideration for box office receipts.
"(5) The large theater interests favor the continuance of
the censorship bureau because it gives questionable productions immunity from prosecution by the local authorities.
"(6) The great
literary lights of England are almost
unanimous against prepublicity censorship
"These considerations led the special parliamentary committee to recommend the abolition of prepublicity censorship
in

England.
Majority of Film

Men Opposed

to Federal Censorship.

"The great majority of the motion picture interests oppose this prepublicity censorship bill because it is in their
judgment a bill that will tend to stunt the natural development of the usefulness of the moving picture art and will
tend to confine it, as it has the English drama, to the lighter
forms of mere amusement when its potential utility lies in
the far wider field of information and propaganda. They
believe that they are consulting an enlightened selfishness
when they seek to keep the moving picture film from the
stunting influence of arbitrary power, for this development
of the potential utility of the art means a tremendous increase of business. They also frankly say that they are unwilling to enter into an inevitable political contest for the
control of the censorship commission to be established by
They fear the power of the censorship under .»
this bill.
power over their DUI
rival's influence. because it ll
The elaborate productions which
life and death.
being presented represent enormous outlay! sometimes
before thev cm be e\
dollars—
million
half
a
more than a
A censorship commission
hibited to the proposed censors.
rival could thus absolutely ruin a
under the Influence of
producer bv criusini: couuptlv 01 even with unconscious
partiality tiu- arbitrary power vested in this commission
-t

t

<

condemn
"But we

the film.
re^.itd the b.il.nuc of intetests between

I
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eral small producers catering to high-priced houses
who believe
censorship because it will relieve them of the necessity of deferring to local standards of decency on
the one

m

hand, and those large producers who want to leave the
industry free to develop still greater fields of usefulness,
on the other, as of little moment compared with another
and very grave phase of this question.
"The most serious objection to this bill lies in the power
it seeks to give an executive commission to
trammel the moving-picture art, the propagandist power of which is already
marvelously developed, and the potential power of which

seems

limitless.

The Motion

Picture

Has

a Title to Freedom.

"It is in this rapidly-developing power and use for propaganda that the moving picture film has taken its place beside
speech and press as a thing to be kept free from arbitrary
control in the interest of free institutions. The essence of
free speech and a free press is the power for propaganda

as the media of intelligence.
It was this power which reactionary authority in the old days sought to repress and
which the guardians of free institutions struggled to keep
free.
In the beginning the attack was made upon free speech
and upon free drama before the development of the printing
press gave writing and printing also an effective power of
propaganda. Before the influence of the press upon public
opinion became effective, and before it was recognized as
a possible aid to the discussion of political, economic and
social questions, the drama was largely used as a propagandist instrumentality.
Down even to the time of Walpole's
ministry in England the drama was a very effective means
of stirring public opinion, and the early laws providing for
the censorship of the drama were political devices to muzzle
it as an instrument which might be used against those in
power. Walpole, whose government was the most corrupt
England ever knew, found his power threatened by a popular
play exposing the venality of his political followers and he
learned that another play was about to be produced.
It
was to stop this second play that he caused to be enacted
the present censorship law in England.
It was effective.
arouse
people
England
All attempts to
the
of
to the shame
of Walpole's government through the medium of the theater

—

—

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof, or abridging the-freedom of speech or of the
press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.

The

Follies of

Ohio and Pennsylvania.

we keep in mind the important fact that the vital
thing in speech and press which was sought on the one hand
to be restrained and trammeled, and on the other hand to
be kept free, was the power of propaganda, we shall understand more clearly the importance of bringing the moving
picture film within the constitutional guaranty of a free
speech and a free press, because the analogy in principle
and necessity is complete. Indeed, the history of the attempt to censor moving picture films bears a close analogy
to the history of the attempt to abridge the freedom of
speech and of the press.
"In Ohio, for instance, one of the four States which has
a censorship board, it appeared in evidence before the committee that a motion picture play depicting a manufacturer
bountiful in charities which advertised himself, but hard on
his employees, was suppressed on the ground that it tended
"If

to excite class feeling.
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tary spirit.

"In Massachusetts an organization to ameliorate the conditions of child labor has been exhibiting moving pictures of
actual conditions in certain manufacturing plants, and the
representatives of these manufacturers attempted to stop
these exhibitions.
If Massachusetts had had a board of
censors, who knows what its action would have been in this
case?
"In Massachusetts also, moving pictures have been recently used to illustrate the workings of savings bank insurance, an institution very bitterly opposed by the old line
insurance companies.
"In France the moving picture films were credited with
the tremendous success of the recent French loan, the greatest the world has ever known.
"Do we dare to put in the control of an executive board
such an extraordinary power a power to suppress a medium
of thought expression which in this country alone speaks to
20,000,000 people every day?
"In short, this bill violates the principle of the constitutional guaranty of a free press.
It denies to the public
the very utility in this wonderful new art which made it
so necessary to keep the press free.
It gives a few men
despotic control over an art which the very threshold of
its development has power to influence more than 20,000,000
people every day. It completes the vicious circle by making
it inevitable that the powerful moving-picture industry, already the fourth greatest in the country, will be precipitated
into politics and used for political purposes by the party in

—

power.
"In our opinion every reasonable protection to the public
morals can be secured by the proper exercise of the local
police power supplemented by the amendment to the Federal
Penal Code already sugested.
The extraordinary power
vested in the commission proposes to be created by this bill
will not only prove ineffective to protect public morals, as
experience has shown, but it is utterly un-American in its
character and in the highest degree dangerous from every
point of view.

WILLIAM W. RUCKER,
CALEB POWERS,
EDMUND PLATT,
FREDERICK W. DALLINGER."

ceased immediately.

"Thus, we see that the original and dominating purpose
of the censorship of the drama in England was distinctly
political, as was demonstrated by the parliamentary investiBut the rapid development in the art of
gation of 1909.
printing soon so overshadowed the drama in the effectiveness
of its propagandist power that the struggle to free the drama
from censorship was forgotten in the more important struggle to keep the new power the power of the press free.
For the moment that place and privilege recognized the
power of the product of the printing press to effect public
opinion, they began to seek means to control it by the
device of prepublicity censorship. The struggle to keep the
media of intelligence free from the restraint of arbitrary
power was thenceforward waged around the question of free
speech and a free press until these institutions won their
final victory and became firmly planted in the unwritten constitution of Great Britain and in all our own written inOur Federal Constitution, in Article I of the
struments.
amendments, says:

June

"In Pennsylvania the power of the censor was invoked to
suppress "The Battle Cry of Peace' upon the ground that
it tended toward a breach of neutrality and to incite mili-

Speaking of the foregoing report, Congressman Dallinger
said to a representative of The Moving Picture World:
"There is nobody who is more bitterly opposed than I
am to the exhibition of indecent and immoral pictures," de"I believe, however, as is pointed
clared Mr. Dallinger.
out in the minority report, that the proper exercise of the
existing police power of the several states supplemented by
an amendment to the Federal Criminal Code prohibiting the
interstate transportation of objectionable films, is more than
That the
adequate to remedy any evils that may exist.
regulation of local amusements by national legislation is
opinion, too
entirely unnecessary and unjustifiable is, in
plain for argument.

my

"Having been engaged all my life in reform work, I cannot
understand how the official representatives of organizations
which are striving to remedy some of the evils in our AmerFrom the beginning
ican life can advocate this legislation.
of time the most effective weapon of reform has been the
portrayal of the evils of existing conditions, whether that
portrayal has been by word of mouth, as in the days of the
phophets; through the printed page of poet and novelist,
by means of the artist's canvas or upon the stage. The motion picture art affords the most effective means of propaganda yet devised and to cripple its usefulness as is proposed by this bill would be most unfortunate and dangerous.

"The effect of Harriet Beecher Stowe's 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin,' in bringing home to the American people the evils
much more
of human slavery is a matter of history.
quickly and more effectively the same result would have
been accomplished if the moving picture art had been in

How

existence at that time? And yet does anyone doubt if such
had been the case and a Federal Censorship Board had
been in existence with the slave power in control of the
National Government, that the film depicting the scenes portrayed in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' would have been refused a
and inlicense on the spacious ground that it was inhuman
tended to corrupt morals?
.
become a law
"I am firmly convinced that should this bill
extremely probable that under
it is not onlv possible, but
setting forth the
the same conditions motion picture films
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need of national preparedness or portraying the evils of the
white -lave traffic, of intemperance, and even of child-labor,
might be refused a license. In my opinion, those who are
interested in progress and reform are the very ones who
should be most vitally interested in keeping absolutely free
from arbitrary control this latest and most powerful instrument of free thought expression.
"The enactment of the Alien and Sedition Laws utterly
destroyed the great Federalist party in the early days of the
Republic. These laws, however, merely punished the author
of objectionable written or spoken words after they were
written or uttered and then only after a trial by jury. This
bill seeks to set up in this country pre-publicity censorship,
one of the most effective instruments of European military
despotism and I cannot believe that any political party is
Willing to assume the responsibility for its enactment."

HUGHES BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY.
Text of Majority Report— Brief

Full

Film Lawyers Favor-

of

ing Federal Regulation Incorporated Into Report.
LAST the greatly amended Smith-Hughes Bill has
been reported favorably to the lower house of Congress.
The favorable report of the House Committee
on Education is vigorously opposed by a strong and ablywritten minority report, which places itself on record as
utterly opposed to the principles contained in the SmithHughes measure. The text of the majority report follows:
The Committee on Education, to whom was referred H. R. 15482,
have considered the same and submit the following report, with
the recommendation of the committee that the bill do pass
The necessity for regulation of motion picture? is apparent. It has

AT

:

been acknowledged by a large majority of the film manufacturers by
their voluntary submission of their films to unofficial boards for
approval.
That the public demands this regulation is demonstrated
by the scrupulous regularity with which the producers exhibit such
approval at the end of each picture.
exhibitor and
"The vicious picture brings the larger
to
producer, because it gets the money of the
customer and the
seeker also^ This state 'of affairs constitutes a temptation
hard to resist, and, in fact, the production of vicious pictures is
If the
constantly increasing just because they are more profitable.
industry is to endure, if decent people are to stay in the business, this
cancer must be cut out.
A Federal regulatory commission should
prove a fearless surgeon, and we therefore favor such a commission."
This statement of conditions is made in the brief filed with the
committee by the legal representatives of four of the ten manufacturers who produce 00 per cent, of the motion pictures in the
United States, and by the legal representatives of
The brief in full
distributors of motion pictures in this country,

deputy who

a

oi

branch

eioth. d with the

power
by this commissioner or deputy commissioner
Should he render an adverse decision on the

I

at such

office.

Is

of a

film, the producer has the right to appeal to the full commission, and In
all cases the producer can appeal from decisions of the commission
to the Court of Appeals of the Uistrict of Columbia.

The commission is authorized to issue licenses for pictures which
are to be shown only to people over 16 years of age.
It is further provided that a film not having been licensed by the
commission shall not be transported in interstate commerce.
The
exhibition of unlicensed pictures at places of amusement for pay in
the District of Columbia or in any of the Territories of the United
States, or any place where the local police power is in the jurisdiction
of the United States is prohibited.
The penalty for a violation of this act is a fine of not more than
$1,000 or imprisonment not more than one year, or both, and the
confiscation of the films illegally transported, exhibited or
changed.
Motion picture films meant for use by the learned professions and
not for purposes of entertainment are excepted from the operation of
this bill.
Films known in the industry as "news films " those depicting current events— may be granted 'a permit so that they can be
shown immediately after manufacture, the commission having authorAll motion
ity to withdraw the permit when this privilege is abuseu.
picture films which are in existence at the time this act Is approved
shall be granted a permit to enter interstate commerce without exam-

—

ination.

License fees of $2 for 1,000 feet of film for originals and ..<> emu
It is estimated that
for each duplicate copy are provided in this bill.
200 original reels of 1,000 feet each are produced weekly in this country.
The best figures obtainable indicate that an average of twentyThe income from the
original.
five duplicates are made of each
originals would therefore be $40" per week or $2n>0<» ;. r annum, and
The
000 per annum.
from the duj
02,500
The commission Is
total income is therefore estimated at $150,800.
given authority to revise these fees after six months so that only
an amount sufficient to bear the expenses of the commission will be
collected.

In the consideration of this measure your committee, after once
determining that regulation of motion pictures was a pressing necessity
for the protection of the public, and parti, ularly th. children, against
vicious and immoral pictures, sought to frame a bill which would meet
the needs of the public and not work unnecessary hardships on the
industrv.
The measure which vour committee reports has the indorsement of leading producers of motion picture films and others engaged
In the industry.
The statement of Messrs. Meyers a Clark, attorneys for Paramount
E. J. Ludvigb, Ralph A. Kohn. attorneys for
Pictures Corporation
Famous Players Film Company; Arthur ? Friend, attorney for Jesse
;

i

i

accompanies

this

report.

ral and religiou
Lading
rl
of the
This bill bas the earnest mi
organiziations of the nation.
A similar bill was unanimously reported
to the House from this committee in the last Congress.
cd of regulation both by the
With the acknowledgment ol it
motion picture Interest
and the public they serve, the question
and who shall do the regu"
York City
The National Hoard of Review
lating.
The
lives 0~ 'arious moral and civic organizations.
board are paid by some of the leading motion picAt the request of the
legal authority.
Inter,
It Is estimated
manufacturers this hoard passes upon the pictures.
than 95 per cent, ol all pictures produced in this country
thai inor.
ion bj this unofficial board.
hoard there an- numerous official
In addition to this voluntary
,ii,
sun, and municipal.
The establish.,
numbers of these local boards, which are rapidly increasing, clearly
demonstrates thi Inadequacy ol thi so-called National Hoard of Review which hv its verv unofficial charact. r cam

I

World Film Corporation and Equitable Motion Pictures Corpora-

for

follows:
"Hon. D. M. Hughes. Chairman
Representatives, Washington.

tion,

"Sir— The

unden

_

of,

Committee on Education, House
,

1).

C.

tne

in

interests

rabstantlal

-

motion picture industrv, viz.. Paramount Pictures Cor].. nation, Famous
ompany. Inc.,
Players Films Companv, Jesse 1.. I-a-ky F. ature Pla>
World Film Corporation and Equitable Motion Pictures Corporation,
submit herewith for your consideration a r. vision of th. Miiitb-Hugnes
l.'t'.i
which, whfl. crude in form ...
bill (S. Jl'ii I; II. It.
and
wl
trad.,
points of great Importance to the
a working basis for a bill to
t

I

i
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Intelligent
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which
realization oi unfavorable conditions in the industrv
"
be corrected hv ordinary means nor b>
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The motion pi. tin.
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money
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» "cense.

As the determination

of the question whether a
nso ls " ot ''' ,s "' U1 '"" ox lct standards, but is
a
only u should not be possible for one man,
in his
dostro >' the lar se investment represented by
a modern
'°

m,.t

i?
•'

„f opinion
„.
i

i'

photoplay
P

•

[0

r

f

an

a PP eaI ,to

the

Court of

^ lrom
n°^
?
Columbia
a refusal to license. As the determination
m miSS1 ° n W0Uld be rcally arb
itrary ^cause of the absence

niJril,\f
District
of

New Head

'

,

7
1

Appeals

of

the

o i~ti
,
recognized standards, it is of the greatest importance
?
?h,
that\ ,1
the commission
should not be vested with supreme power. Where
p roperty '"Crests are involved, the citizen should always be
afforded1 an opportunity for relief from the court, if
he feels that he
has been treated unjustly.
"(6) A provision permitting the producer to transport films prior to
application for license.
The producer should be free to transport a
lrom Its place of manufacture to his home office or other place,
w e lt wlU be cut aud trimmed and otherwise prepared for ex.u?f.
.

^wh
mm

hibition.

"(7) A provision for substantial salaries for the commissioners, so
that the President can secure the services of capable men, who will
accept office as a career and not for the purpose of carrying out preconceived and perhaps prejudicial ideas as to reform of the film industry.
''(8)
An examination from the operation of the act of (a) films exhibited in the public prior to its enactment, and (b) films which do not
contain any dramatic or fictional element, such as pictures of current
events, commonly known as news pictures and topical reviews, and
pictures of places and peoples, geographical in nature, and commonly
known as travel pictures.
"(9) A provision granting discretion to the commission to issue a
permit under which films may be exhibited pending revocation of
the permit and application for license.
Such a provision would enable
the commission to adjust the burden of temporary accumulated applications by granting permits (in effect, temporary licenses) to producers whose history and reputation entitle them to a presumption
of complying with the law.
"As we are moved by the sincere purpose of co-operating with your
committee in procuring a draft of an act which should prove effective
and workable and at the same time fair to decent people in the motion picture business, we respectfully request that when a bill is ready
for action by the committee a copy shall be sent to us, and we shall
be given an opportunity to appear before the committee and make such
suggestions and criticisms as may occur to us.

F.
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Bureau

H. Decker Becomes Successor of Dr. William Carter

—

Society in Flourishing Condition.
deal in the educational moving picture
world was consummated last week when the Church
and School Social Service Bureau, Inc., founded two
years ago by the Rev. Dr. William Carter, took over the
educational moving picture business of the F. H. Decker
company and consolidated it with the Church and School
Social Service Bureau. This has doubled the film stock of
the latter, and also its business operations, as the F. H.
Decker company has been serving churches, schools and
social service organizations with moving pictures ever since
the invention of the moving picture film.
Mr. Decker was
elected president of the Church and School Social Service
Bureau, Dr. Carter declining re-election on account of increasing church duties.
vote of thanks was passed Dr.
Carter for the admirable way in which the business had been
developed throughout the two years that he had been with it.
All of the old organization will be continued as before, with
Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst as vice president, Charles G. Bond
secretary and General E. A. McAlpin treasurer. The directorate contains in addition to these names those of Hamilton
Holt, editor of the Independent; George T. Coxhead and Dr.

AN

IMPORTANT

A

Carter.

There is an advisory board of sixty-five members, taken
from all the great institutions, churches, church boards and
social service organizations all over the country. Among
names found there are those of Bishops Quayle and
Hughes of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The affairs of
the Church and School Company are in a very promising
condition, it having established a business which has within
the two years of Dr. Carter's development stretched across
the continent.

the

Film Company.
"Arthur S. Friend, attorney for Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, Inc.
"Morltz Rosenthal, attorney for World Film Corporation and Equitable

[Farewell Party to Lenore Ulrich
Trade Paper Men and Friends View Her Stage Characterization,

and Are Dined

at Wallick's.

of the various motion picture trade publicaMEMBERS
tions and their friends were afforded a special opportunity of viewing the talents of Lenore Ulrich as displayed on the speaking stage in "The Heart of Wetona,"
last Friday night, when the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company tendered her a farewell party. The occasion marked
one of the closing performances of this play, which terminated a big season at the Lyceum theater on the following
evening. Following her performance in "The Heart of Wetona," the guests were invited to dinner at the Hotel Wallick,
where a sumptuous repast was served during the presentation
of a midnight show, given by the restaurant management.
Miss Ulrich will prepare for her transcontinental trip to
the Oliver Morosco studios immediately, and will leave before
the end of next week. Those present at her farewell party
were: Mr. and Mrs. John Semler, Mr. and Mrs. Harold F.
Rendall, Margerie N. Seagrave, Dickson G. Watts, Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Mr. and Mrs. "Wid" Gunning, Estelle J. Murphy, Charles Condon, Pete Milne, C. P.
Smanev Bernard P. Fineman, Dave A. Levy, Margerie
Ganss, Pete Schmid, Julian M. Solomon, Jr., Irene Page
Solomon, Mr. and Mrs. James L. Hoff, Mr. and Mrs. JackEdwards, Wallace Thompson, Charles E. Moyer, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl H. Pierce.

DEFENSE COMMITTEE TO MAKE JAPANESE FILM.
To educate the people as to the great dangers of our unprotected Pacific Coast and a possible uprising of the Japanese
in California, the Defense Reports Committee, with headquarters in the Woolworth Building, are making arrangements to take a series of moving pictures of the activities
of the Japanese in California.
Other films will be made at
three strategic points along the Pacific Coast and will depict
the lack of proper fortifications to resist an invading army.
One reel will show an imaginary bombardment of San Francisco, including the landing of troops, the attack and destruction of buildings.
Seven hundred people will be employed
in making this picture, which will be exhibited under the
direction of the Defense Reports Committee.

Big

Demand

for Chaplins

One Hundred and Thirty Prints of "The Floorwalker" Being
Shown in New York City.
Unprecedented in the annals of motion picture history
are the bookings throughout this country and Canada for
the first run releases of the new Chaplin-Mutual features
released by the Mutual Film Corporation. One hundred and
thirty prints of "The Floorwalker," first of the ChaplinMutual features released, approximating 260,000 feet of film,
are being shown throughout Greater New York. Twice as
many prints would have been necessary to supply the requests for the first run showings in the greater city alone.
It can be stated that, with but one or two exceptions, every
representative theater throughout this country and Canada
has secured bookings on the new Chaplin-Mutual features.
Up to this time a total of $1,300,000 in bookings on the
Mutual-Chaplin comedies for the United States alone has
been reached, establishing a new record for similar operations in the film trade.
In addition $175,000 in royalties, according to announcement from the office of John R. Freuler, president of the
Mutual Film Corporation, and president of the Lone Star
Corporation, which holds the contract for Chaplin's year's
Above
services, was paid by Henry J. Brock, film exporter.
and beyond this each Chaplin print will be sold for the
Australian market at a price not given out by President
Freuler.

BRANCH MANAGER NEWHALL DROWNED.
Geo. H. Newhall, manager for the General Film Company,
Bangor, Maine, was drowned there Wednesday, May 17.
a party of friends, all in canoes, Mr. Newhall and companions started on a fishing trip. They had bearly reached
the middle of the stream on the way to fishing when Mr.
He was a stout swimmer and
Newhall's canoe capsized.
appeared for a few moments as if he would succeed in reaching one of the other canoes that had started toward him
when they saw his plight, but he was seized with cramps and
at

With

sank.

Mr. Newhall was a valuable employee of the General Film
Company, having entered its service in 1910, at the Boston
He was transferred to Bangor in April, 1913, to
new booking system. After this work
was completed, he returned to Boston, where, in May, 1914,
he was placed in charge of the booking department and the
handling of all reels.
He was appointed and assumed the
managership of the Bangor branch December IS, 1915. Mr.
Newhall was widely known in the motion picture industry
office.
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Pictures at

Woman's

Convention

Program Arranged Gives Producers a Splendid
Opportunity to Present Their Case to Big
Meeting of Club Women.

Interesting

POINTS IN THE CONVENTION OF INTEREST
TO FILM MEN.
Tuesday, May 23.— 10 to 11:30 A. M.— Model Motion
Picture Performance.

Rialto Theater.

Wednesday, May 24.-2:30 P. M.— Talk, "The Attitude
of the National Board of Review Towards Censorship as a City Problem," by Dr. Cranston Brenton, president National Board of Review.
Civics
Conference, Laurel Annex, Hotel Astor.
Saturday, May 27.-4:00 P. M.— Motion Picture Con-

Upper Drill Hall, Seventh Regiment
Armory, Park avenue at Sixty-sixth street. "Censorship," Mary Gray Peck; "The National Board of
Review and the Child Problem," Orrin G. Cocks,
secretary National Board of Review; "Picture
Problems of the Producer," John R. Freuler,
president Mutual Film Corporation; three-minute
speeches by Miss Helen Duey, editor "Better
Films" Department, Woman's Home Companion;
Miss Mary Newell Eaton, of the Drama League of
Grand Rapids, Mich., and Mrs. William Horton
Foster, of the Community Service Motion Picture
ference,

Company of Boston.
Exhibitions of motion pictures, model
programs, short talks, and general information on motion pictures, in the Upper Drill
Hall of the Seventh Regiment Armory.

Every Day.

—

children's

"*

Women's Clubs

the Seventh Regiment Armory,
on Saturday, May 27, is the most significant expression of
the desire of the public to learn some way in which to communicate to the producers of motion pictures their tastes in
films and to let them know that there is a vast army of
American citizens which stands back of their efforts to produce worthy pictures," said Mrs. Charles Cartwright, of
Minneapolis, Minn., chairman of the sub-committee on
drama of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, and
Miss Helen Varick Boswell, of New York City, chairman
of the department of education of the federation, at an informal gathering of people interested in motion pictures at
the Hotel Astor, Sunday night, May 20.
"It is to be a joint conference held by the educational,
the civics and the drama departments that the motion picture and its relation to American children and life is to be
at

considered on Saturday afternoon. Not only will every available means be taken to acquaint the thousands of women
from all states in the Union with every phase of motion
picture production and consumption, but a practical, sane
and constructive working formula, which will make possible
communication between the consumers and producers in
the creation and satisfaction of demand, will be aimed for.
"Because we are aiming particularly at the problem of
the picture play for children," said Mrs. Cartwright, "there
will be naturally many phases of the censorship problem presented.
A number of cities, such as Minneapolis, for instance, have worked out a means of local expression in
boards of censorship, to which two members of all representative local organization are eligible, which are called upon
by the mayor to judge in the case of pictures which have
been reported to him as undesirable or harmful.
Other
women will present their views in the discussion
con censorship.
But the fact of main importance is this:
For the first time in the history of either the motion picture
industry oi thi
tion, producers of pictures
;md the women of the country have an opportune
their problems at the same time, and an opportunity to
come to an understand
Miss Helen Varick Boswell, chairman of the educational
department, who will open the conference on Saturday, it
in opposition to
tny kind.
Although the children's film question is to
the thirty
absorbing
thousand women who are in attendance al the biennial convention arc mothers, the problem of the picture theater in
the small town will lie discussed tlioi oiikIiIv.
M
li/ahelh Sears, editor <»l Kilm Fun, Will di
I

cially

1669

women

the problem of the

only one picture theater,

is

in

in the town where there
her three-minute speech from

the floor.

Mary Gray Peck, whose talk at the conference will be on
the subject of "Censorship," will discuss the magnitude and
pooularity of the motion pictures, objections to government
censorship, and her ideas of the solution of the problem of
gaining a middle ground for producers and theater patrons.
John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation,
will be the only producer to appear on the program, although
all producers have been invited to be in attendance and to
express their views in the discussion.
Miss Helen Duey, editor of the "Better Films" Department
of the Woman's Home Companion; Miss Mary Newell
Eaton, of the Drama League of Grand Rapids, Mich., and
Mrs. William Horton Foster, of the Community Service
Motion Picture Company of Boston, will all present various
phases of successful program presentation, both for children and adults.
While the culmination of the interest of this biennial
meeting of the General Federation of Women's Clubs will
center in the conference, to be held in the upper drill hall
at the Seventh Regiment Armory, on Saturday, there is to
be a continuous presentation of motion picture interests during the convention.
On Wednesday, the opening day, at 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon, at the civics conference, held under the chairmanship of Mrs. George Zimmermann, Dr. Cranston Brenton, president of the National Board of Review, will discuss
the censorship problem from the civic standpoint, and the
attitude of the National Board towards it.
All during the week, and until the middle of the next, the
Motion Picture Board of Trade will maintain an information
bureau in the upper drill hall in the armory. J. W. Binder
and other members of the board and men interested in the
industry, as well as Mrs. Elizabeth Sears, who is on the
committee, will be present, and there is to be a continuous
exhibition of picture plays.
The board has consented to
screen any picture requested. There are also presentations
of model children's programs to be made, with suggestions
as to how they may be successfully put on.
Motion pictures are being provided for any of the conferences of the convention at which motion pictures will
aid in the discussion.
The General Federation of Women's Clubs has only met
in New York City once before in its history.
It will be
many years before it will meet here again, and e.eryone
interested in the motion picture industry is especially invited and urged by Mrs. Charles Cartwright, chairman of
the sub-committee on drama, Miss Helen Varick Boswell,
chairman of the educational department, and Mrs. George
Zimmermann, chairman of the civics department, to be
present at the motion picture conference at 4:00 P. M. on
Saturday afternoon, next, in the upper drill room at the
Seventh Regiment Armory. Park avenue and Sixty-sixth
street.
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Governor Vetoes Censor
In

Bill

Strong Memorandum Whitman Denounces and
approves Cristman- Wheeler Bill— A Blow at

Dis-

is

June

3,

1910

as follows

" 'The Regents may, in their discretion, by majority vote, revoke
li
approval ot any such film or reel at any time.
Such revocation
be complete upon personal service of notice of such application
upon the proprietor of such film or reel or upon any agent of such
proprietor having charge ot the leasing, sale or exhibition of any Euch

sue

shall

the People's Amusement.
has vetoed the CristmanBill, as repeatedly foreshadowed
The
the columns of the Moving Picture World.
bill came under the thirty-day clause, and would have died
automatically if the Governor had merely failed to append
his signature. Governor Whitman chose to go on record
with a formal and well-reasoned message of disapproval.
In this memorandum the Governor avoids all discussion
as to the principle of censorship, but bases his veto on two
grounds: He says the bill is badly put together, denying to
the tilin men the right of appeal from the decision of the
censors.
The second ground is even stronger. He draws
attention to the confiscatory amount of the proposed fee
of inspection.
Comparing it with fees in other censorship
states, he denounces it as unjust and highly injurious to the
industry.
Keen political observer that he is, he comments
upon the popularity of the picture, and says that the proposed legislation would close many a theater in this state,
depriving the masses of the people of their favorite amusement. The Governor, throughout the memorandum, makes
it plain by repeated references
that he was much impressed
by the showing and the arguments of the film interests at
the recent hearing in the Executive Chamber.
The full
text ot the veto reads as follows:

WHITMAN
GOVERNOR
Wheeler Censorship
in

film or reel.'
"This provision would give the Regents, acting on their own initiative,
or upon appeal to them by a patron of any exhibition, the right to disapprove a film previously approved by the censors.
But there is no
opportunity lor appeal to the Regents by an owner who might feel
aggrieved by the censers' disapproval of a film, the action of disapproval by the censors being final under the bill as drawn.
"It has been. urged that in this end and other respects the bill, if it
became a law, would be unconstitutional. 1 do not think that we need
to go even so far as a discussion of constitutionality to satisfy a provision such as this upon the statute books.
"It was stated at the hearing that it was not the intention of the
makers of the law either to put an onerous tax upon the industry, or
to deny to those who believed themselves aggrieved the right of appeal, and that if the bill should become a law I might be sure that
the objectionable features would be eliminated by amendment next
year.
A practical answer to this objection, so far as the question of
an unjust burden on the industry is concerned, is in the fact that the
failure to provide for a return of the films would impose a wasteful
and unnecessary expense, and one of no value to the State, upon the
industry, of the greater part of a million dollars before any amendment could be obtained.
"In addition to this fact I item it neither wise nor courageous to
accept a badly constructed bill in the hope that future legislation may
correct its admittedly objectionable features.
"I have found such fundamental objections to the form of this bill,
and the procedure under it, that the necessity for censorship has been
eliminated as a factor in its consideration.
„_.o such censorship, it should not be e'stablished hurir
by an imperfect statute and one which is open to such
and sound objections as are urged against this measure which

am asked to approve.
"In this connection, however, the tact should not be overlooked that
the Hughes bill in Congress, to which I have referred, being now
favorably reported out of committee, may be assumed to have an exThe establishment
cellent chance of becoming a law at this session.
of a national censorship of moving picture films would undoubtedly
make any special legislation in this State for the same purpose un•

I

dustry in which our people are engaged, under ordinary" conditions
sucn as prevail to-day, great care should be taken in determining
the
U
e
ax
i°^ or -?
i ', t0 the end tnat the industry itself shall not be
crippled
its development hampered, or that those who use or enjoy
the product of the industry shall not be deprived of such use and
enjoyment as a result of excessive taxation. Second, that in all legislaimposing ;
right of redress or appeal in all cases
should be preserved to those who will be affected and who may be
aggrieved.
"" -first objection noted,
namely, that it appears to place an unnecessary and
upon the activity which it proposes to regu;
late,
apparent carelessness in drafting.
The
bill requires that films be submitted for examination
of the \xu,
and by making them a part of the censors' official report transmitted
to the Regents, precludes their return to the owners.
The films after
examination would be of absolutely no value to the State, would occupy
costly space in preservation, and would impose an expense upon the
industry, as stated to me at the hearing, of over a million dollars
during the first year of the act if it becomes a law, and over £400.000
annually thereafter.
"To remove any doubt that the bill in its present form would require the retention of films submitted* for examination, and in reply
to the declaration of one of the speakers at the hearing that the bill
could not be so interpreted, I quote the following from an opinion of
the Attorney General submitted to me on the measure:
" 'Contention was made at the hearing that a copy
of the film must
accompany the report to the Regents and that there was no provision
made for the return thereof to its owner. My reading of the staute
leads me to believe this would be the necessary interpretation of the

^

necessary."

i

—

"Before the actual examination of the films the applicants are required to pay the equivalent in trade measurement of ten dollars
apiece for original films, and five dollars apiece for duplicate films
examined.
Based on the number of films examined annually by the
Board of Review, and on the estimate that twice the annual number
of films examined are in use in the State at any one time, the tax for
the examination for the first year is estimated at over a million dollars
in addition to the loss by failure of the law to permit the return of
the films after examination.
The estimated annual tax for examination after the first year is approximately three hundred and fifty

thousand dollars.
"As compared with the proposed fees for examinj
under this
bill of $10 for original films and $5 for duplicates, r
been called to the censor fees in other States of the union where
.

moving picture censorship exists. The fees are as follows?
"Pennsylvania One dollar for each 1,200 feet of original

—

film,

one

dollar for each 1.200 feet of duplicate prints.
"Ohio— One dollar for each 1.000 feet, whether original or duplicate.
"Kansas Two dollars for each reel or picture (length not specified).
"Maryland Two dollars for each 1,000 feet of original film, one dollar
for each 1.000 feet of duplicate print.
"The Hughes till for the Federal censorship of motion pictures which
was favorably reported in Congress during the present week, provides
a license fee of two dollars for one thousand feet of original film, and
fifty cents a thousand feet for each duplicate copy.
"As th^re are approximately sixteen hundred places for the exhibition of moving pictures in the State (I am dependent for all these
Statistics upon statements made at the hearing, and not there disputed) the amount of financial burden imposed the first year by the
hill under consideration would represent an average actual cost upon
each owner of these places of exhibition of between thirteen and fourteen dollars.
"The moving picture theatre, because of the nominal admission fee
of from 5 to 10 cents, has become the principal form of entertainment
which can generally be enjoyed by persons of very limited means. It
and I believe it to
is stated by the representatives of the industry
be a fact that the burden imposed by this bill In respect to the tax
on the producers and lessors of these films would be so great as to
close up many of these places of exhibition in communities where the
expenditure of more than 5 or 10 cents would be prohibitve and increase
the admi.-sion charges generally to these entertainments.
"My second and most important objection to the form of the bill is

—

—

—

—

Alice Joyce Joins Vitagraph
is made by the Vitagraph Company

ANNOUNCEMENT
that the
of

America

famous screen

star,

Alice Joyce,

Since Miss Joyce's
has signed with the company.
statement of a few weeks ago, announcing her intention of
returning to the screen, after a year of private life, much
surrounded
interest has
and those who
her,
have watched her exwork on the
cellent
screen for years will
welcome her return.
The Vitagraph Company says that this
famous player will be
in the leading
of their
role
film masterpiece,
"The Battle Cry of
War," which is a sequel to the world-renowned "The Battle
Cry of Peace." This
role will afford Miss
Joyce excellent opporwhich to
in
tunities
talents
the
display
which endeared her to
the public before her

starred

female

new

retirement.

Extensive

prepara-

tions are under way
for the filming of this

production,

and

Alice Joyce.

it

"The Battle Cry of Peace,"
Miss Joyce began work at
of excellence.
studios on Monday, May 29.

promises to

rival

in

every phase
Vitagraph

the

MISS PURVIANCE STILL IN CHAPLIN COMPANY.
Reports circulated throughout the country to the

effect that

Edna Purviance, Charles Chaplin's leading woman, had left
was about to leave the Chaplin-Mutual Company, are
denied both by the Lone Star Corporation, which holds Chapor

$670,000 contract for his service for the next year, and
by the Mutual Film Corporation. Miss Purviance is now at
work with Chaplin and the other members of the ChaplinMutual Company at the Los Angeles studios, on the second
Mutual
of the Chaplin features, which will be released by
June 12 under the title of "The Fireman."
lin's

June
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Thomas Dixon Lauds

the

effective

Many Novels and Plays Finds the Screen to Be
Medium for Epic Drama.
By Lynde Denig.
PERHAPS Thomas Dixon's "The Fall of a Nation" will
Author

of

the Greatest

grip the public as has "The Birth of a Nation," but
whether it succeeds or fails the author's faith in the
unparalleled power of the cinema (he prefers the word to
motion pictures) for the expression of epic ideas will re-

main unshaken.
To talk with Mr. Dixon for five minutes is to realize the
strength and to feel the inspiration of his conviction. Never
for a moment could he
be mistaken for a manufacturer
photoof
plays, the maker of celluloid

the

meet

goods to

demand

.

of

the

market. Just at present
he is in the atmosphere
of the trade, but not of
it;
he is a creative
artist who has won re-

nown

through three
the
novel,
the
stage
and
the
screen, and he will tell
you, with a ring of sincerity in his voice and
a flash of idealism in
that
tho
his
eyes,

mediums

—

•

cinema can be made

to

give the strongest ingreat
of
terpretation

world movements. And
the natural ally of the
motion picture is

music.

The business of making films does not interest Mr. Dixon in the
but the art of using the screen to stir
the emotions of men and women as they cannot be stirred
through other means concerns him vitally. "Six pictures of
the quality of 'The Birth of a Nation' might be displayed in
New York at the same time and there would be an audience
for every one of them," he said. "There is not the slightest
danger of overproduction of dramas with a big idea handled
in a big way.
We only need to conceive them.
"No one questions for a moment the superiority of the
cinema for {he presentation of spectacles, but spectacular
effects are not the end and aim of a producer who understands the psychology of an audience and strives to interest
the mind and reach the emotions.
If a stage play, or a
screen play, or a novel misses the human note it is a failure
in the larger sense.
I really believe that the biggest things
in 'The Fall of a Nation' are the smallest things, the scenes
I would sacrifice
in which a smile and a tear are combined.
any part of the picture rather than three minutes of heartOne
gripping action that should make an audience weep.
and
personal
griefs
joys before he
must be made to feel
can be held by a story of epic scope."
Mr. Dixon drew from his pocket the letterhead of the
National Drama Corporation, of which he is director general,
with a contract calling for his literary output during the next
Pointing to a design giving equal prominence to
five years.
a camera and a lyre, he continued: "That expresses my idea
of the importance of music in a cinema production. The first
time I saw 'The Birth of a Nation' it was unaccompanied;
the second time there was a full orchestra and I realized from
that moment how indispensable music is in bringing out the
full value of a cinema drama.
"In writing for the screen I bear in mind the need for
Always there must be
visualizing ideas in physical action.
action, but it is action with a mental motive behind it and
the function of music is to assist in interpreting this motive
America boasts of no more gifted comto the audience.
poser than Victor Herbert and none more certain of catch,
ing the American spirit. When I had written my scenario
for the second time I sent him a copy that he might begin
work on the score, the aim being to express through music
Mr. Herbert, following
the varying moods of the picture.
out this plan, and with only the scenario for a guide, wrote

Thomas Dixon.

least;

1671

exactly 1,285 pieces of music, and since that time the most

Cinema

of his compositions have been synchronized with
completed drama."

the

W

r

hile having the highest regard for the technical efficiency
of the best of our directors and admitting that some players
possess a God-given gift, an almost telepathic quality by
which they are able to communicate emotion, Mr. Dixon is
convinced that the great demand is not for skilled directors,
or exceptional actors; rather it is for writers with ideas and
the power to visualize them.
He is not in sympathy with
those who contend that the cinema is by its very nature
more akin to the novel than the drama. He finds that the
fundamental rules applied to dramatic construction for the
stage hold good in the new medium; but what is suitable
material for one is not necessarily adaptable to the other.
"It is not surprising that many good stage plays make
poor pictures," he went on, "because the action they contain
is inseparable from the dialogue, and robbed of the dialogue
we have an unconvincing plot without adequate motivation.
The screen is not the place for the presentation of a drama
arising out of complex personalities demanding verbal explanation; but it is the best of all places for the display of
the great social forces that have moved and are moving
the world.

"Had I prepared 'The Fall of a Nation' for the stage, the
scope of my story must have been seriously curtailed and I
figure that the chances of success would have been about
one in ten. A prologue such as you will see in the picture
would have been out of the question, yet it is absolutely vital
in placing the subsequent story in the correct perspective.
It might be compared to glasses designed to bring the
dramatic action into focus.
"How many Americans really know the cardinal principles
on which this republic is founded; the causes that led their
ancestors to flee from Europe and establish a home in the
new world? Vaguely they understand that this country must
be defended from invasion, but the danger may appear far
distant and impersonal.
They talk glibly of the Monroe
Doctrine without knowing what inspired it. Perhaps they
are patriotic, yet ignorant of what patriotism means to them
and their families.
"The prologue in 'The Fall of a Nation,' in scenes so swift,
varied and pictorial that they cannot become wearisome,
shows just why the United States came into being and why
every -man and woman is concerned in their preservation.
Here is a valuable background that could not be supplied
on the stage. In fifteen minutes the audience is given a book
full of reasons for preparedness.
are unprepared. The nation,
"Then the story opens.
recruited from many sources, having in common a desire for
life, liberty ana happiness, is rent by sedition and treason.
An invading force lands on Long Island and we are conquered; the descendants of the people who escaped tyranny
in Europe are oppressed by the conqueror until they arise,
a united nation, to regain their independence."
Mr. Dixon chose to write on preparedness, not because >t
happens to be a much discussed subject, but because he regards it as the most vital issue of the day. Of the appeal of
the theme there can be no question and he is equally confident of other appeals. "There is a strong feminist element."
he explained; "there is accurate characterization, and 1 believe we have succeeded in expressing great national problems
have tried above all else to
in intimate personal terms.
make audiences recognize their own part in the drama being

We

We

enacted before their eyes.
"The battle scene, staged at a cost of 531.000. is th<
ever made, bar none. Adjoining the field used for 'The Rirth
of a Nation' is a still larger tract, which a number ol
pronounced impracticable for photographic purpOSes; nevertheless we used this land with results that
think will fully justify our choice."
I

Finally, the authur-direetor paid a bigfa tribute to the four
They ate not
nterpreting the leading character!
but in each he found that
recognized starsquality through which the picture on the screen
|C
may become a mirror of the mind.
i

THEATER CLUB ENTERTAINS FANNIE WARD.
Dub "f New York, a society organisation b»«
in the drama, entertained Miss Fannie War.l of the
asky companj as the guest of honor at its meeting "» New
York' at the Hotel
a tew weeks' vacation in Keu
is spending
seven months of constant acting before the camera
The Theater

t<
1

tested

t
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CLEVELAND EXHIBITORS BACK CLUBWOMEN.
Eight Weeks' Trial of "Better Films" Ideas so Successful
That Plans Are Made for Continuation.
"better films" movement
to be a permanent
THL"
stitution in Cleveland. This was determined at a mass
is

in-

meeting in the library of the Chamber of Commerce
May 10, when the civics committee of the Cleveland Federation of Woman's Clubs submitted a report on the trial of the
"better films" programs shown for eight weeks in various
Cleveland theaters and submitted a plan to perpetuate their

movement.

The statement of Benjamin J. Sawyer, president of the
Northeastern Ohio Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, that
"The exhibitors will back these women to the end," is an
index of the success of the trial of the selected programs.
The mass meeting was

called

by Miss Genevieve Cline,

president of the Federation of Women's Clubs, to discuss the
plan to make permanent the work which has been accomplished by the civics committee of the federation in conducting
the "better films" campaign. The permanent plan was presented by Miss Bertelle M. Lyttle, chairman of the civics committee.
It provides that the films desired on the special programs be
taken out of the regular service; that the exchanges be
guaranteed payment for such films; that no picture theater
be asked to show a selected program without a guarantee

from the club women that a definite number of tickets will
be sold; that a way of advertising be devised in which the
"better films" will not be used by reason of prejudice
which has arisen against the movement in the minds of per-

name

sons unfamiliar with the objects of the movement; that three
committees handle the programs, namely, a committee on
films, a committee on distribution and a committee on publicity.

The clubwomen admitted that while the exhibitors had done
their part in the eight-weeks test of the "better films" programs, the clubwomen as a body and the theater patrons as
This
a whole had, not responded as readily as was desired.
was held to be due to the impression in the public mind that
the "better films" campaign was a reform movement and
therefor to be shunned.
Cleveland, Lakewood and East Cleveland are to be included in the activities of the clubwomen and August 1 has
been tentatively selected as the date for the permanent work
to begin.

The permanent plan as outlined by the clubwomen is to
have the three committees on films, distribution and publicity
organized under one chairman and an assistant. It also proThat the film or program division be intrusted with
the duty of selecting films to meet certain standards, to group
them suitably and furnish the material for advertising; that
the committee on distribution or contracts arrange for use of
the films desired and for their exclusive control in certain
territory if possible. The publicity committee will supervise
all advertising and arrange all bookings with theater owners
in accordance with the work of the contract committee.
At the meeting where this plan was outlined, club women
of Lakewood through Mrs. H. A. Worman, reported that
their efforts to have special programs for children shown on
specified days had met with unusual success and would be
vides:

continued.
Miss Lyttle in submitting her report, outlined the reasons
which led the club women to undertake a study of moving
picture problems.
"An investigation as to why the censorship of motion pictures is being criticised by both its friends and foes," she
said, "led to a study of the generaf motion picture difficulty.
One phase, the health and morality problems resulting from
theaters improperly ventilated, lighted or otherwise carelessly
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managed, has received much attention and has become now a
matter of police supervision and public efficiency.
"The grave problems now are how to minimize the harm

of motion pictures and how the public may know the character of the show and thus select and enjoy the good. These,
are problems for the adult as well as for the child, although
the public conscience is feeling it most acutely for the child."

GREAT ZEAL OF CHICAGO EXHIBITORS.
Widespread Special Advertising of the Sixth Annual National
Convention and Exposition Many Attractive and
Original Events Promised.

—

THE

various committees in charge of the preparation for
the Sixth Annual Convention and Exposition of the
M; P. E. L. of America in Chicago, at the Coliseum,
from July 10 to 18, inclusive, are making every effort to
surpass all events of the kind hitherto held.
Two thousand slides of attractive and beautiful design will
soon be in readiness to be sent to different theaters throughout the country, calling for hearty support and to aid in
advertising the convention and exposition far and wide.
Every moving picture theater owner or manager who receives these slides, will please consider it his duty to see
that they are shown at his presentations, and do all in his
or her power to boost the convention and exposition.
A "Beauty Contest" will be held at the exposition, and,
although an announcement to this effect was made only a
week ago, inquiries regarding the rules and regulations of
the contest are coming in rapidly.
One moving picture beauty who resides in the south, has
written a very plaintive appeal asking the committee im
charge not to draw the color line, as she believes she has a
good chance of cutting out even Mary Pickford. She states
that with the use of grease paint she could pass as a white
lady in the picture. This plan was suggested to her by her
"man," who is sure if the scheme can be worked out his
"gal" will carry off the plum.
Aspiring photoplay writers, who thus far have been unable to market any of their scenarios, will also be given an
opportunity to make good. A prize of $100 will be offered
for the best scenario, and a prize scenario committee has
been appointed to select the winner. Full information regarding this contest can be obtained by writing to the
Scenario Committee, Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, 1413
Masonic Temple, Chicago.
Wm. J. Sweeney, Louis H. Frank, Fred W. Hartmann and
Fred Schaefer, the committee appointed to attend the two
recent expositions in New York City, have reported very
favorably regarding the sale of space in the Coliseum, for the
exposition. Some very valuable contracts have been secured,
and the committee will return to Chicago about Monday,

May

22.

_

All indications, even thus early, point to a record-breaking attendance of exhibitors, manufacturers, and all connected with the trade at the coming exposition and convention.
The members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of Illinois already feel that the demands upon them
are becoming very heavy, and they are' sending out signal
calls for help to all brother exhibitors in the surrounding
territory.
It is

the desire of those

who have

.charge of the event to

all visitors that no effort will be spared to make
them feel at home just as soon as they arrive in Chicago.
It would be a fine thing, many of the members think, if
about one hundred exhibitors of the city and state would

inform

volunteer their services to the convention and exposition
committees as a reception committee, and pay special attention to the entertainment and comfort of guests during
their stay.
This, no doubt, will be done, and visitors may
rest assured that in addition to the necessary work of the
convention there will be sufficient time devoted to introducing visitors to the beauty spots of Chicago, including our
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beaches, parks, museums, art institutes, universities, etc., etc.
Entertainments of various kinds will be furnished and every
pains taken to show a hospitality worthy the name of
Chicago.

PENNSYLVANIA CONVENTION.
Arrangements Being Rapidly Completed for Big Meeting
of Exhibitors in Pittsburgh.
are progressing
rapidly for the
Pennsylvania State Convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America, to be held in Pittsburgh June 27, 28 and 29. For the meetings and the exposition one of the largest and finest buildings in the city has
been secured, the new Moose Temple. A beautiful auditorium
seating over 1,000, beside numerous parlors, and 6,000 square

ARRANGEMENTS

feet of floor space will he available.
Many applications for exhbit space

have already been

received by Secretary James Delves, who advises manufacturers to secure their space as far in advance as possible,
communicating with him at the league headquarters, Penn
avenue and Ninth street, Pittsburgh. It is pointed out that

Pittsburgh is located in the center of two-thirds of the
motion picture exhibitors of the United States, and that
within one night's ride from any direction there is over twothirds of the population of the country, or 70,000,000 people.
Pittsburgh is, therefore, considered the city most favorably
located for a convention of the industry. From all advance
indications the convention will far surpass any yet undertaken by the Pennsylvania League, and will be outrivaled
only by the national gatherings. Many exhibitors from Virginia, West Virginia, eastern Ohio and western Maryland
have signified their intention of being present.
Within the next week or ten days representatives of the
league will go to New York city to confer with the producers
and the Motion Picture Board of Trade to arrange for some
Co-operation
of the leading stars to attend the convention.
has been promised by the municipal authorities, Mayor Armstrong having agreed to deliver the address of welcome and
other state and city officials will speak. It is needless to
say, "Depend upon it, heavy guns will be trained upon censorship at this convention!"

KENTUCKY EXHIBITORS HOLD FIFTH CONVENTION.
At One-Day Session

of State League, Louis J. Dittmar
Re-elected President.
annual convention of the Kentucky Branch
No. 7, Moving Picture Exhibitors' League of America, held
at the Seelbach hotel, Louisville, on Friday, May 12, the
following officers were re-elected: President, Louis J. Dittmar, Louisville; vice-president, J. H. Stamper, Jr., Lexington; treasurer, H. B. Strube, Louisville, and secretary,

At the

Fred

fifth

Dolle, Louisville.
session lasted from 2 o'clock until 5 o'clock in

J.
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EXHIBITORS TO SEE "MARIA ROSA."
When

Iowa meet

the exhibitors of

annual convention from

at Des Moines for the
22 to 25, the principal photo-

May

play feature that will be

shown to them will be the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company production of Geraldine Farrar
in "Maria Rosa."
At the offices of the Lasky Company in
New York word was received this week from A. D. Flintom
of Kansas City, distributor of Paramount Program, in a territory of considerable size in the Middle West, that he had
completed arrangements also for the exhibiting of "Maria
Rosa" at the Omaha Convention of Nebraska exhibitors
as well.

MICHIGAN CONVENTION DATE NAMED.
Peter J. Jeup, treasurer of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of America, has issued a strong appeal to the exhibitors of the State of Michigan to attend the state convention which will be held at Bay City on June 13 and 14.
Mr. Jeup points out the present necessity for a strong organization of exhibitors, intimating that it was never greater
than now.

Plans of Bureau of Standards
New Board of Trade Committee Outlines What It

Intends

to Accomplish.

THE

Board of Trade is addressing itself to the task of
standardization. A bureau of standards has been duly
organized.
The proposed plans of this bureau have
been set forth by C. Francis Jenkins, its chairman.
"The purpose of the bureau is to bring about such a unification of processes, mechanisms and practices as will insure
to the beginner as well as the masters of business in our
industry a larger net return than now prevails," he said.
"Its edicts may not be mandatory, but rather express the
composite thought of the business at large, a 3ort of clearing house for trade expression.
"In the course there will be published a descriptive list
of adopted standards and approved ideas, methods and processes, but we will condemn nobody's device or idea at any
time. Our first work will be the establishment of mechanical
standards, some to take effect immediately, others later from
time to time as will cause the least possible disturbance inthe business.
"Every concern known to the bureau is or will be asked
to designate an expert to become a member of the sub-committee relating to that branch of the industry. The sub-committee will select a representative to become a member of
the general committee, and report thereto the recommendations of the sub-committee.
"The general committee will consist for the present of
representatives of the following general division? of the industry; raw materia', production, projection, exhibitors, machine manufacturers, electrical goods makers, exchanges,

afternoon and was given over to general discussions of local,
state and national conditions. The meeting was of an executive nature with no one present except members.

lens manufacturers, camera manufacturers, reel manufacturers, fire underwriters, storage and containers, t;
tion, theater construction and arrangement and miscellane-

In spite of the fact that the meeting was held the day previously to the running of the forty-second Kentucky Derby
there was a very small attendence from out in the state,
although the local attendence was crood. No sessions were
held on Saturday, the business all being rushed through at
the one session.
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KNAPP WIN PROMO-

General Film merit policy
ll.
is H
Buxbaum, who has just been placed ifl charge of
tin- company's New York exchange.
Mr. Buxbaum's affiliation with the General Film Company dati
lie has been steadily advanced to positions of trust,
years
and this last advancement will doubtless lead to something
— till
better.
A few years ago Mr. Buxbaum was manager
of the General Film Company's fourth avenue branch and
was transferred from there to Minneapolis, where
and was then called Fast t" l.r
latest

beneficiary

I

of

the

.

of the Philadelphia branch.
When it was dcci.b
solidate the two branch exchanges in New York, it was
Mr. Klcinc's opportunity to reward Mr. Buxbaum and at
time 'ill the position with an employee who had

demonstrated exceptional
Another pi
thai
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1
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1

1

ability.
is

worthy
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BUXBAUM AND

TIONS.
The

A meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of Schenectady
was held on Tuesday, May 16, for the purpose of organizing
an exhibitors' association. The following officers v.
ed.
John F. Myndcrse, president; Gunner Bergstrom, vicepresident; Jacob M. Freed, secretary and treasurer. The
association has been joined by the following exhibitors outside of the officers just named:
W. A. Zeiser, Grand and
Central Park theaters; Frank X. Shap, Pearl theater; M .mi
T
Silverman, Happy Hour theater; Vincent G. Bergstrom,
Majestic theater; Fred V Blumer, Jr., Lincoln theater; Ibhn
F.
Walker, of the same theater; Prank \. Breyxnaier,
This
Orpheiim theater; <i If. Roberts, Temple theater.
means thai ten oul of sixteen exhibitors have joined. See
retary Freed writes to The Moving Picture World: "With

Richardson was elected secretary of the committee.
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Detroit Entertains Players
First

Annual Ball of Wolverine Screen Club Is SuccessfulVisitors Attend Early Morning Banquet.

WHEN

the

to give a

members
dance

of the Detroit Screen Club decided

at the

Arcadia on

May

15

something

was said about inviting screen stars. The following
week Harry I. Garson, secretary of the organization, on his
own initiative, jumped on to New York and spent three
days making the rounds of the different producing companies and requesting stars for the affair.
Nearly all of the
companies promised to send some one.
The ball took place as scheduled. The screen stars consisted of Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady, Claire Whitey
and Gertrude McCoy.
Others in the special party were
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J. Selznick, Harry I. Garson, John H.
Kunsky, George \V. Trendle, George Weeks, Abe Shapiro,
F. Richard Schayer, publicity manager for Miss Young,
and Harry Reichenbach, publicity manager for Alice Brady.
The party was met at the station with motor cars and taken
to breakfast.
Publicity Managers Schayer and Reichenbach
got busy immediately with the local newspapers, each boost-

ing his particular screen star.

—

The afternoon papers

—

printed

columns about the players all of them and ball that evening.
The whole town had gone "screen" crazy before the
end of the day. The players were entertained during the
day with luncheon parties and automobile rides.
The ball at the Arcadia was attended by about 2,500 persons which included all the film exchange men and leading
exhibitors.
The women looked their prettiest in evening
gowns of the latest materials and fashions. There were
two orchestras one of forty and one of twenty pieces. They
were stationed at each end of the hall so that there was
continuous music for dancing. Admission was $2 per couple
—and everybody said it wasn't enough. All of the boxes
were taken by members of the Screen Club and accomodated

—

The hall was attractively decorated for the
with American flags and red, white and blue bunt-

six to the box.
ing.

Grace Valentine

Declares

With

3,

1910

Public

Manufacturing Authorities

Fail

to Appreciate the Progressiveness of
Smaller

Communities.

GRACE

VALENTINE, who is starred with Lionel
Barrymore m
Dorian's Divorce," a forthcoming
Metro-Rolfe wonderplay, and who has achieved marvelous success on both the speaking stage and the
screen, declares motion pictures are going to stride
ahead when directors, producers and manufacturers
get the correct angle
on the publics intelligence.
Many of them, she asserts
point their cameras too low," so to speak,
fearing they
win shoot over the heads of the common people
It is the most natural thing in the
world that the makers
of motion pictures should make this mistake
and place a
false estimate upon the public," Miss
Valentine said.
"A
great many of those responsible for making
pictures have
lost their perspective for the simple reason
that they have
not rubbed shoulders with the real people for
many years.
Like myself, they are from 'there,' as I used to
hear a man
express any distant point when I was a girl.
In other
words, they came from either a small place in
the west
south or New England, from a provincial
neighborhood in
New York City, or from some small community on the other

side of the Atlantic.

"This is the only reason I can explain why we
are not
keeping up with the country at large in the matter of offering
better and greater pictures.
They can be made, but the
producer is afraid to make them. It makes my heart
ache
when I hear someone suggest something good around a
studio, and I have worked around several of
the representative studios and they are all alike, and then hear
a corking
good idea crabbed with the rubber-stamped trite remark"
" 'That's dandy, but it will
go over their heads.
You
must remember we are appealing to the masses, and the
hicks
won t get that. You have to spell everything out
and give them a blue print, otherwise they will not under-

stand.'

"Every word of that

based on fallacy.

I know, for I
a visit among my relatives and
want to tell the truth, they made
of myself, for my downright ignorance.
Ihe motion picture men are mostly from 'there,' they do
not understand, unless they have been back in recent years,
how conditions have changed. They measure everything as
it was when they were young and left
to make their way
in the great unknown world.
To their minds the women
back there are holding quilting parties, and corn huskings
and watermelon frolics are their only dissipation. Nothing
ofthe kind. I thought so, too, but I got an awful bump.
"The same crowd of girls that I grew up with are so
far ahead of me that I bow my head in shame.
They have
their clubs that study Ibsen, Shaw, Maeterlinck, Goethe,
Schopenhauer, and loads of others I never heard of.
In
addition to this I found many of them as blase as the
average New York girl.
If we only stop to reason, we
can account for this change of affairs, in a way.
must
remember the recent inventions that have been such valuable
educational factors in this country.
"Do you think the plow boy plods his way across the

is

have just come back from

Oil paintings of several dozen screen players were hung
around the hall and were draped with flags all of which
gave the atmosphere of a screen event. Dancing started
The exat 8:30 and lasted until 4 o'clock in the morning.
ecutive committee, comprising Harry I. Garson, chairman;
G. Spencer Trask, A. J. Gilligham, president of the club;

—

James Kent, George Weeks, M. S. Bailey and others were
in the foyer entrance and greeted their many friends as
they passed into the hall. At 10:30 the players arrived and
were ushered to a private waiting room. One by one they
were escorted by members of the Screen Club to their respective places in the "Screen Stars' Box," the band playing an appropriate march. As the players reached the center
of the hall they were announced by A. J. Gilligham, president
of the club. The Players remained until the last piece was
played by the orchestra. The dance was a great success.
The members of the Screen Club and the film visitors
went to the Hotel Pontchartrain at 1:30 in the morning
and sat down to a banquet. The green room on the convention
The hotel management did itself
hall floor was engaged.
proud in the arrangement of the tables and the entire handling of the affair.
The main course was guinea hen with
mushrooms under glass. During the serving of the courses
there was vaudeville and cabaret entertainment. There was
something doing every minute about thirty entertainers
being on the program. It was about 3 o'clock before the
conclusion of the banquet, and for the ensuing two hours
the guests danced. It was well toward 5 o'clock before the
last person had left the hall.

—

So successful were the dance and the banquet that already members of the Screen Club are talking about the
second annual dance in 1917. An extra word of praise is
justly due to Harry I. Garson who was responsible for the

—

coming

of the screen stars to Detroit.
of the entertainment committee also
make both affairs a success.

The other members
worked untiringly

to

On Monday and Tuesday, Clara Kimball Young appeared
personally twice each day on the stage of the BroadwayStrand theater.
General Manager Garson announced her
appearance in the daily newspapers with the result that the
house was packed to overflowing at each performance. She
was enthusiastically greeted each time.
Tuesday was spent by the screen stars in sightseeing and
visiting

June

Producers Out of Touch

the various

local

playhouses.

town delegation departed for
the 7:10 train.

The

entire

New York Tuesday

out-of-

evening on

friends in Indiana.

me

feel

And

I

ashamed

We

fields nowadays, whistling 'The Arkansaw Traveler?'
Not
on your life. The chances are ten to one that he will be
whistling 'In the Hall of the Mountain King,' by Grieg, from
'Peer Gynt,' or doing a good imitation of Caruso.
"The old gray mare has been relegated to the boneyard
for a modern car, and circulating libraries are within easv
access, what with the rural free delivery.
And last, but
not least, they have motion pictures, the very best and lots
of them.
There are few things in the truly rural district
to detract from the regular motion picture entertainment.
As a result, the residents there are authorities on the subject.

"It is fatal to underestimate the public's taste and intelligence.
It offends and it never entertains.
Success awaits
the company or companies that drops the plumb and gets
the right angle on the so-called common or garden variety
of folk."

GYPSY O'BRIEN JOINS VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
Miss Gypsy O'Brien,

who

created an enviable reputation

for herself in "Devil's Garden," a recent metropolitan production at the Harris theater at West Forty-second street,
New York, has joined the Vitagraph Company under the
direction of Wally Van.
The acquisition of Miss Gypsy
O'Brien makes another step forward in the Vitagraph policy
of continually perfecting and improving its productions.
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Gaumont Has Rare

New Kalem

Indian Subjects

In "See America First" It Will Show Official Pictures of
the United States Government.

Till
ord

value of the motion picture as an ethnological rechas again been demonstrated, this time by the
United States Department of the Interior in filming
the very last ceremony of the Medicine Elk as performed
by the Klackfeet Indians. The Department of the Interior
has been actively engaged for some time in making motion

1675

Player Reaches

New York

Ivy Close Will Rest Until June 1, While Supporting Cast Is
Being Chosen.
CLOSE, the English actress who is to take up work
for Kalem, is here. After an exciting time escaping from
Ireland during the recent rebellion, and a disappointingly
uneventful trip across the ocean, the player has arrived to
take up her screen work under the Kalem standard.
Miss Close has planned a few weeks of combined rest
and sight-seeing before taking up her screen work, probably
making her debut before a Kalem camera about June 1.
Meanwhile plans are being perfected for the one-reel comedy
vehicles in which she will be seen and the selection of the
supporting cast is being pushed.
When asked as to the supporting cast, Mr. Wright of
the Kalem Company declared: "We are not yet ready to
announce the names, but when we do you will find that
we have continued the policy that insured the success of
the Sis Hopkins Comedies, and that is the placing of a
real player, a capable fun-maker, in every part.
Kalem
does not believe in the policy of making large expenditures
for a star and then spoiling that star's work by inferior

IVY

support."

BROCK GETS AUSTRALIA FOR CHAPLINS.

Scene from Gaumont's "See America First."
pictures of parks, forest reserves, reclamation projects and
other interests it protects.
It was a piece of rare good
fortune that H. T. Cowling, cameraman for the government,
happened to be taking pictures in Glacier Park at the time
Many Tail-Feathers smoked the Medicine Elk pipe for the
last time.
These pictures have been turned over to the
Gaumont Company, and have been released with the authorization of the government. They form a historical record of great importance.
The Medicine Elk ceremony makes a most interesting
release in the new series of Mutual pictures called "Reel
Life," manufactured by the Gaumont Company. It is sacred
to the Blackfeet Indians, being performed on behalf of all
those in the tribe who are sick. Until it was caught by a
government camera the ceremony had not been performed
for ten years, both because the tribe is disintegrating and
because only one medicine man. Many Tail-Feathers, was
authorized to perform it.
As the medicine man died in
January, leaving no successor in the art, the weird incantation has passed into history.
These pictures of Indian

The sum of $175,000 has been paid in royalties for the
right to release the new Mutual Chaplin comedies in Australia, according to announcement from the offices of John
R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, and
president of the Lone Star Corporation, which holds the
$670,000 contract for Chaplin's year's services. The figure is
presented as an index of the big earning power of the Chaplin
The royalty was paid by Henry J. Brock, film
product.
Above and beyond this each Chaplin comedy
exporter.
print will be sold for the Australian market at a price not
given out by Mr. Freuler. A total of $1,300,000 in bookings
Chaplin
Mutual comedies for the United States has been
on
reached. This is said to esablish a record for similar operations in the film trade.

OTIS SKINNER INSPECTS

THE CAMERA.

During the San Francisco engagement of "The Cock of the
Walk" Otis Skinner has given several mornings and early
afternoons at the studio of the California Motion Picture
Corporation to acquainting himself with the technical requirements of motion picture craft. This is in preparation
tor his forthcoming appearance in the big film dramatization
of "Kismet."
"I conIn discussing his observations Mr. Skinner said:
sider it a bit of genuinely good fortune to have reached San
while the California firm was still busied with

customs are only one of many

government is making through the Gaumont
The Blackfeet Indians arc shown in the "Reel
The majority of the government pictures,
he released in the Gaumont scenic series,
"See America First." Among the pictures already on the
releases

the

Company.

Life"

series.
however, will

screen are the notable views of Yosemite Valley.
These
pictures have been chosen for prominent places on the programs of such metropolitan theaters as the Strand and the
Rialto.

The next United States government release through Gaumont will be "Yellowstone National Park." This is a highly
entertaining feature of such length that it has been divided
There arc pictures of all the beauties of
into two parts.
nature in this wonderland and also of the great hotels
maintained for the convenience of the thousands of visitors
who throng the park each season.
The government pictures are being used with great sucThey
cess by exhibitors who make up special programs.
have a particular appeal to children. The Decatur theater.
Brooklyn, reports that it always turns patrons away when
these pictures are specially advertised for a
Otis Skinner, Beatri/ Michelena and

MISS
Unknown

WIRTH

IN

THANHOUSER

Oulie
of the

1

Wirt h, niece of Josephua D.tnicK Seei.l.uv
Navy, and prominently connected with social and diplomatic
become a motion picture I'l.iycr
liin:-toii.
I,.,
life
o|
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Mi-s Wirth, who was engaged by the Thanhouser studio
everal month ago, will make her first appearance In "For
Uncle Sam's Naw," a two par! drama to be released by the
Mutual Film Corporation the latter pari of this month.
Daniel

Andrew Robson.
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Variety in Pathe

Program

Serials,

List of

WITH

THERE

Comedies, Educational, Scenic and News Subjects
Abound in List for First Half of June.
eight reels of "serials that pay," as Pathe calls
them, two reels of slapstick comedy, a Goldberg
animated cartoon comedy, four issues of the Pathe
News, and five split-reel scenic and educational pictures, the
House of Pathe shows its hand to the exhibitor for the two
weeks to June 17.
In the week beginning June 5, "The Double Resurrection," an episode of "The Iron Claw," will be released. The
same week will see the release of the fifth drama in the
"Who's Guilty?" series— "Sold Out." In all of these tworeel dramas Anna Nilsson is featured with
Moore.
The rest of the casts keep changing, among the supporting
artists' names appearing such well-known ones as Octavia

Tom

Handworth, Alan Hale, etc.
"Luke Laughs Last" is the title of a slapstick one-reeler.
It features Harold Lloyd, the well-known "Lonesome Luke"
of the comedies produced by the Rolin Film Company for
Pathe.
"The Fatal Pie" is a Goldberg Animated Cartoon
Comedy. "The Fatal Pie," to use Goldberg's own ludicrous
description (which, by the way, appears as titles in the
tells, for instance, of "Lotta Mincemeat," admired for
her charm and refinement, who eats soup without waking
the baby and does not look for gold-fish in the fingerbowl. Attached to the cartoon is a part-reel entitled "Some
Fresh Water Fishes." an educational film.
On this same program is another split reel. "The Zinc
Mines of Lang Hit," an educational film of French IndoChina, showing the methods employed in taking zinc from
the mines is interesting because of the difference of Oriental
method from ours. This is on the same reel with "Around
Mount Fuji," a scenic picture of picturesque Japan.
Two issues of the Pathe News, No. 46, on Wednesday,
June 7, and No. 47, on Saturday, June 10, round out the
week.
For release in the week beginning Monday, June 12, Pathe
offers "The Unmasking of Davy," another episode of "The
Iron Claw." Next follows "Sowing the Wind," a drama of
"An Awful Romance" is the
the "Who's Guilty?" series.
title of a one-reel slapstick comedy produced by the Mittenthal Film Company for Pathe, and featuring James Aubrey, the ludicrous and lovable "Heinie" of old "Heinie and
Louie" fame.
There is also a split-reel educational and scenic, "France's
Canine Allies" and "The Gorges of Colorado."
Wednesday, June 14, brings with it the release of Pathe
News No. 48, and Saturday, June 17, the release of Pathe
News No. 49.
film)

WARNING AGAINST A SWINDLER.
Complaints come from various parts

the east of the
operations of a young man who is victimizing motion picture exhibitors with an attractive program proposition. The
alleged swindler, who is described as a young man of medium
height and dark complexion, approaches exhibitors with an
offer to supply 8,000 printed programs with artistic cuts
When the exhibitor expresses surprise
for $6.50 a week.
at this extraordinary bargain the glib young man says that
national advertisers patronize his program, which makes
The man claims to
possible to get them so cheaply.
it
represent the "Kings Program Service," 11 Chapin Building,
Buffalo, N. Y. To Alfred Murray, of the Montauk theater,
at Passaic, N. J., the swindler said his name was William
Mr. Murray says he wrote to the "Kings
R. Danford.
Program Service" when no programs were forthcoming and
never received any answer. There was a New York address
on the blank order to be signed by the exhibitor. This
address was 402 Fifth avenue. Inquiries at the New York
address developed the fact that such a man had desk room
in the building some time before the swindling.

RIALTO'S FIRST PICTURE

in

NEARLY READY.

"The House of Mirrors," the first
by the Popular Pictures Corporation,

picture to be released
will be ready for showThis picture is the first to be pro-

ing within a few days.
duced by the Rialto Film Corporation. Marshall Farnum,
the director, was given a free hand in its making.: Work has
been begun on the second picture. The cast of the latest production contains several well known film favorites.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
The American Correspondent Film Company, Inc., producer of "The Battles of a Nation," announces its removal
to new offices at the Godfrey Building, Seventh avenue and
49th street.

June

Thanhouser's June Program
Subjects to Be Released by New Rochelle
tion the

first

will

1916

Organiza-

Coming Month.

be two Thanhouser classics

releases of the

3,

new

feature edition.

in

June, the

The

first of

This shows
these is "The Fugitive," on June 15.
Florence La Badie in a new role, supported by Ethyle Cooke,
Hector Dion, George Mario and Robert Vaughn. In this
title role Director Frederick Sullivan has woven Miss La
Badie's art with a tense series of incidents from the pen of
Philip Lonergan.
The second comes at the end of the month, on the 29th.
This is "Hidden Valley," written by Emmet Mix, who recently joined the New Rochelle organization. It is an entirely
different production from "The Fugitive" and indicates the
scope of variety that may be expected from the classics. The
Baroness Dewitz, known to the screen as Valkyrien, is featured, with Boyd Marshall her main support. Made in Florida,
the interior of Africa is treated with unusual realism by
Ernest Warde, who directed the production.
Another five-reel release is "Other People's Money," on
June 1. This is by Lloyd Lonergan, inspired by Emile
Gaboriau's story. Directed by William Parke, Gladys Hulette does another piece of work that explains her rapid rise.
Mr. Parke's experience in the legitimate has helped him
He shows the
notably in this, his first five-reel effort.
of the application of stage methods to screen art.
Fraunie Fraunholtz, J. H. Gilmour, Yale Benner and Kathryn
are in the supporting cast.
shorter releases from New Rochelle introduce "A
Flaw in the Evidence," "Brothers Equal," "John Brewster's
Wife," and "The Window of Dreams," all two-reelers, except

result

Adams
The
the

last,

which

is in

three.

In the comedies Riley Chamberlin's series, where he stars
"Conductor 786," will begin to issue on June 17. The
Oscar and Conrad edition, in which Claude Cooper and Frank
E. McNish cut up, will be released as "Real Estaters,"

as

"Musickers" and "Romeoers."

SELIG PLAYERS GO TO VICKSBURG.
Director Colin Campbell, of the Selig Company, has closed
at the Selig Chicago studios and on Wednesday,
left with his company for Vicksburg, Miss., where
on or before May 23 Mr. Campbell expects to start work
on production of battle scenes in "The Crisis." The interior

work

his

May

17,

scenes in the film dramatization of Winston Churchill's great
novel have all been completed. It is planned to complete
the work at Vicksburg by June 1 when the company will visit
St.

Louis for special work.

A

staff of scenic artists, stage carpenters, etc., left in ad-

vance of the Selig Director and stars for Vicksburg where
special properties were prepared in anticipation of the arrival
From St. Louis it is the present plan to
of the players.
return to the Pacific Coast.
It is not known when final work on "The Crisis" is to be
completed. The production is so spectacular it may be some
months before the film is finally ready for presentation. It
can be conservatively stated that "The Crisis" is to be the
greatest production released by the Selig Company.

INTERNATIONAL CONTEST WINNERS.
Announcement has been made by the International Film
new talent contest at the

Service, Inc., of the winners of the

Square Garden Exposition. This contest is a
radical departure in the motion picture field, as it offers a
short cut to stardom for six young women who have not
had previous motion picture or dramatic experience. The
winners will receive positions with the International. The
following is the list of the winners in this unique contest:

Madison

Miss Mary Cranston, Miss Helene Montrose, Miss Helen
Raferty, Miss Frieda Peterson, Miss Julia Lorland and Miss
May Brown, all of New York.

YONKERS SEES "WHO'S GUILTY?" PLAYERS.
The population of Yonkers crowded into Proctor's Palace
theater recently to see Manager Waldron make good his
promise to have Miss Anna Nilsson and Tom Moore, costars of Pathe's "Who's Guilty?" series, appear on the stage
Then "The Tight Rein," the
of the Palace in person.

second of the "Who's Guilty?" series was shown and warmly
Proctor's Palace
appreciated, if applause is any indication.
theater has contracted to show the entire "Who's Guilty?
series of fourteen dramas of two reels each.
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Buffalo Film Ball a
Mark

— Film

Stars and

Two

Winner

First Big Affair of the Buffalo Screen Club

Many Prominent

Makes

Brilliant

Picture Folk

Present.

THE
May
some

recently formed Buffalo Screen Club was ambitious
to screen a film ball that would be second to none
that had been giv«n anywhere.
The evening set was
15 and the club committees and members worked to
purpose. The Elmwood music hall, with the biggest

dancing door in Buffalo, was chosen and was artistically
decorated for the occasion. From the time the guests began
to arrive till the wee sma' hours it was the scene of animation and beauty, and smiling faces showed that all were
having a time that was fourteen karat gold.
When Daniel J. Savage, president of the club, was asked
his opinion of the ball, he said, "A success?
Believe me, it
was, if attendance, enthusiasm, and other features, including
box office receipts, are considered." Mr. Savage paid a
tribute to the untiring efforts of the'other officers and members of the club who spent many hours to make the affair a
success. The names of the officers, board of governors and
committees in charge of the ball were recently printed in
the Moving Picture World.
The Seventy-fourth Regiment Band of fifty pieces played
a lively air, "The Hippodrome March," when the screen stars,
the guests of the evening, entered and were escorted by the
Club members about the ballroom. These were
Screen
Roscoe Arbuckle, Ethel Crute, Earl Metcalf, Mignon Anderson and Helen Green. The paraders also included A. C.
Smith, a director of the Vitagraph, Corrine Farren Parquette, who won a Triangle beauty contest at the Victoria
theater, Rochester, and Miss Bonstelle and her stock company now playing an engagement at the Star theater, Buffalo.
The crowd cheered and the visitors bowed their acknowledgement during the procession.
Everybody present seemed to be craving for comedy, and
it was up to "Fatty" Arbuckle to do stunts which equaled
everything ever seen on the screen. For instance at the end
of a dance, he was invited to act as director of the orchestra.
He accepted and hauled his prosperous figure over several
Willing hands helped the comedian to
chairs to the stage.
the platform.
Then with the motions of a regular orchestra leader, exaggerated just enough to win bursts of applause and laughter from the dancers, Mr. Arbuckle proceeded to lead the musicians.
John W. Bolton, who conducted the band of fifty pieces,
and Herman E. Schultz, who led an orchestra of the same
number of men, had charge of the music. These conductors
arranged a program de luxe for the dancing. Mr. Arbuckle
and Mignon Anderson headed the grand march at midnight.
Elmwood Music Hall was transformed into a veritable
fairyland, with decorations in gold and white, the screen
club's emblems, and hundreds of brilliant lights.
More than
2,000 person either watched the movements of the screen stars
or enjoyed the delightful programme of music and dancing.
Above the stage was a large electric sign bearing the words:
"Screen Club of Buffalo. First Annual Ball."
Holders of tickets for the boxes were the screen stars, Bonstelle stock company's players; Mutual,
Triangle,
Victor,
World, General, Paramount, Pathe, Metro, Unicorn and Popular Film Exchanges; J. A. Schuchert; Norman E. Mack,
proprietor of the Buffalo Times and party; Mayor Fuhrmann, Councilman Malone, Councilman Kreinheder, Palace
Theater Company, James Savage of the Como theater;
Matthew J. Vallely of Lackawanna; Maxine theater; Miss
Mittlestad and party, and Peter Hofmeister.
Among the New York City visitors were I. J. Schmertz,
Variety Film Corporation; Harry A. Samwick, Ivan Film
Corporation; Joseph Lee, New York State booking agent of
the Merit Film Corporation, and Joseph M. Goldstein, Ex.

clusive

Other

Features, Inc.
visitors

V Hickey

of

the

Unicorn

Syracuse: A. Wolfe. Colonial theater, Rochester; E.
Wolfe, Palace theater, Rochester; Tom Brakey, Bradford; J.
W. Barnes, Olean; W. Van Croix, Jamestown; A. Berg, Port
Allegany; P.. Nickum, Olean; Fred Keller, Lockport; Daniel
Buss, Tonawanda and F. Watters. Corry, Pa.
A continuous round of entertainment was carried out by

office,

members for the visiting stars. An auto trip to
Niagara Palls, luncheons and a theater party were a feature
of the program
Part "i the proceeds of the ball will go t"
the Vctors' Fund of America.
The Screen Club will entertain the Friars who will visit

the chili

The nexl big event will lie an outing
month
a Niagara Rivet resort
The club ii only six weeks old,
despite its infancy it has the lite ami cut liusiasin ..| a
regular grown-up institution

Buffalo next
at

Init

"Flames

of
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Three-Part Gaumonts for June
Vengeance" and "The Spatulate Thumb," With

Single Reelers,

THE

Make Program of Variety.
Gaumont company

promised output of the
June is practically a program

for

in itself, since the Mutual
Pictures it will release provide that variety and interest
exhibitors find best suited for an evening's entertainment
The first in quantity are the new three-reel dramas which
begun so auspiciously with the release of the film version of

Wilkie Collins' "Armadale" on May 25.
Two three-part photoplays have been announced by Gaufor June. The first is "Flames of Vengeance," by Paul
M. Bryan. It stars Miss Gertrude Robinson, with Miss Iva
Shepard in her support. The photoplay has been directed
by Edwin Middleton. In the cast are John Reinhard, John
Mackin, Birsha Shepard, Albert Mackin and James Levering.
The second three-reel release is "The Spatulate Thumb,"
released June 22. This is an unusual story, written by Lionel
Barrymore and Wright Huntington. The identity oi the
mysterious criminal in this play is established by the fact
that his thumbs differ, one is conic, the other is the spatulate
thumb of a murderer.

mont

Interest naturally attaches to the

new Gaumont

single-reel

"Reel Life," the Mutual Film Magazine. The subjects for
The
these pictures in June have not been announced.
Gaumont company has its own cameraman at work and until
he has been some time in the field there will be no authorThe charitative statement of what this film will contain.
acter of the pictures may be gathered from the release ot
May 28. "Reel Life" on this date will show a terrapin farm
in operation, life in the Florida Everglades, and the humane
treatment of animals as undertaken by the Animal Rescue
League of Boston, and the Angell Memorial Hospital in the

same

city.

"See America First," manufactured by the Gaumont company, has been selected by the United States Government
for informing Americans concerning some of the
The Department of the Inthis continent.
terior has given the Gaumont company permission to release
its views of government parks, forest reserves and other
Those for June will include two
tracts under its direction.

as a

medium

wonderspots of

releases devoted to Yellowstone National Park. This great
playground of the nation is so large that it cannot be comAs it is the custom to vary these
pressed into one reel.
"See America First" releases, between the two there will be a
release featuring some Southern city.
with
"See America First," the Gaumont
reel
On th same
animated cartoonist, Harry Palmer, releases his laughable
Kartoon Komics. "Nosey Ned" and "Escapades of Estelle"
will alternate as they have been doing for some time.

COMPANY GOING TO ORIENT.
On May 17 Helen Holmes, J.
pany of Signal feature players

P.

McGowan

and their com-

will leave the Los Angeles
studios for an extended trip to the Orient for the purpose
of securing proper atmosphere in their production of an original story by Mr. McGowan entitled, "The Diamond RunIt was the intention of the company originally to reners."
main in this country while staging the story, but as the story

was developed and
decided

to

carry

MISS

its

the

was
it
Hawaiian Islands that

unusual possibilities realized,

work

the

to

might be secured.

better .effects

MUNSON

IN "FLYING A"

ALLEGORY.

The "Flying A" forces have about completed the filming
of an allegorical art masterpiece featuring Audrey Munson.
The name and release date will soon he announced by the
Mutual

Film

Munson

will

Notable poses in which Miss
Corporation.
be seen in this allegorical masterpiece will be

"Descending Night." posed on the lawn of another
handsome MontecitO country home. The
"Descending Night," posed for by Mi-- Munson. attracted
'.mod.
In this plcwide attention at the San
een posing for the same statue in life.
that of

i

WOMAN
\i

,i

PRESS CLUB

recenl

special

WANTS CLEAN

leaaion

of

the

PICTURES.

Women's

r

;

Stannard Johnson, known in lilin cil
formei connection with the Paramount 01
tented resolutions urging producer;, of motion pictures to
make Iran pictmes of high quality and plcd^m^ the support
of the Club t" such producer* as will heed the resolutions.
the principal
.11
Which "ere passed, and
lane

.
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Universal' s June Openers
Comedies, Straight, Slapstick and Animal, and Dramas and
News Reels Give Variety to Program.
Red Feather feature of the week of May 29 will
be "The Iron Hand," released on that date with Hobart
Bosworth and Jane Novak in the principal roles. The
picture runs five reels and tells a most fascinating story
of a gangster who later becomes a power in the political
world.
On the same date, Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and
Betty Compson disport themselves in "All Over a Stocking,"
a Nestor comedy.
On May 30 the feature of the day will be Bob Leonard
and Ella Hall in the Gold Seal two-reel mountain drama,
''The Silent Man of Timber Gulch." This will be followed
by the Laemmle drama, "The Fur Trimmed Coat," in which
Rupert Julian, Elsie J. Wilson and Francelia Billington play
the leads, and by "A Double Fire Deception," an Imp comedy
in which Matt Moore and Jane Gail share honors.
"The Attic Princess," a Big U drama featuring Thomas
Jefferson with little Zoe Bech, opens the program on May
31, and is followed by "Tough Luck on a Rough Sea," a

THE

L-KO comedy

featuring Dan Russell.
Animated
22 will be released on the same day.
1, the feature will be "Two Mothers,"
a two-reel Laemmle society drama in which Emory Johnston
and Dorothy Davenport play the leading roles. The Big
drama, "Brother Jim," follows with Thomas Jefferson
and his little co-star again appearing in the principal roles.
The Powers comedy, "It Can't Be True," with Ernie Shields
and Marcia Moore, closes the day's program.
King Baggot in "Jim Slocum No. 46393," a two-reel heart
interest drama, will be released under the Imp brand on
June 2. Edna Hunter supports Mr. Baggot. On the same
day Neal Burns and Billie Rhodes will disport in the Nestor
howler, "Good Night Nurse."
On June 3 "Tammany's Tiger," a two-reel Bison animal
comedy, quite the funniest animal laughmaker yet released
from Universal City, leads off the day's program with Marie
Walcamp and Lee Heel in the principal funmaking roles.
On the same day Ben Wilson appears with Dorothy Phillips
in the Rex drama, "A Cad," and William Franey and Gale
Henry split the fun between them in the Joker comedy,
"A Dark Suspicion."
"As in a Dream," an unusually strong three-reel human
interest drama featuring Sidney Ayres, Olive Golden and
Doris Pawn will be released on June 4 under the Rex
Brand. It will be followed on the same day by Herbert
Rawlinson in the Laemmle comedy "The Wire Pullers,"

two-reel

Weekly No.

On

Thursday, June

U

of the

landmarks of Broadway.

The Corporation expects

Extends

Merit Film Corporation Expands
Its Activities to New
England and Buffalo

Personnel of the Exchanges.
largest independent film exchanges is the
Film Corporation, under the management of
Harry Samwick. As the exclusive distributors of Ivan
Productions in the Empire State the Merit Film Corporation
has progressed to the point where its business necessitates
the opening of an office in Buffalo to take care of the large
up-state clients.
F. J. Willis has been placed in charge of
Frank'
the new Merit office in Buffalo, at 39 Erie street.
Wykoff has been transferred from the New York office as
his assistant.
All Ivan features will be handled from this
base for the northern part of New York state.
The Merit Film Corporation has also acquired the exclu-

ONEMerit
of

the

sive franchise as distributors of

Ivan productions for

New

left New York for Boston to
there from which point exhibitors desiring

England, and Mr. Samwick

open an

office

Ivan features will be supplied.

Alexander Gaden to Be Gaumont Lead
definitely arranged a series of three-reel
HAVING
leases, the Gaumont Company now announces that

re-

one of the special organizations making these photodramas for Mutual will be headed by Alexander Gaden. Mr.
Gaden will be welcomed by exhibitors and their patrons
as the male star in these productions, since he has won for
popular-

himself great

Gaumont playThe intention of
Gaumont to have its

ity as a
er.

three-reel release the
same as its five-reel
features in everything

vides a part suitable for

1

to utilize the exterior for a great

electrical display.

of the serial.

supported by charming Agnes

is

fifth

1916

While continuing to occupy its offices at 720 Longacre
Building for promotion and booking purposes, the National
Drama Corporation has taken a large executive suite in
Subway Central Building on the south side of Times
Here the offices of the president, vice-president,
Square.
secretary and treasurer will be situated. The Subway Central
(formerly the Heidelberg) building with its tall tower is one

but length is seen in
the decision to put this
the
star
at
popular
head of one of these
companies. Miss Gertrude Robinson will costar with him whenever the scenario pro-

The

3,

the

episode of "The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,"
entitled "The House of Mystery," will also be released during the week of May 29. Grace Cunard and Francis Ford,
despite all reports to the contrary, will play the leading
roles in "The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring" to the end

in which Mr. Rawlinson
Vernon.

June

_

her.

Dixon Film Opens

at Liberty

Premiere Is Officially Announced for
June 6.
National Drama Corporation will present Thomas
Dixon and Victor Herbert's musical film spectacle,
"The Fall of a Nation," for the first time on any stage
Tuesday evening, June 6, at the Liberty theater, New York.
The playhouse is the same at which the Griffith-Dixon

"The

Fall of a Nation"

THE

spectacle, "The Birth of a Nation," was first presented March
1915.
Mr. Dixon has described the new offering as a
sequel to the earlier work.
The alterations now making at the Liberty by the new
management will include some striking changes in the
Original costumes for
technique of picture presentation.
the attaches will be in keeping with the atmosphere of the
play.
The complete grand orchestra for Victor Herbert's
musical score is now being drilled by its conductor, Harold
Sanford, under the personal supervision of Mr. Herbert him3,

self.

About two weeks

later

namely, on Monday, June

than

19,

"The

the New York opening,
Fall of a Nation" will be

presented in Los Angeles.
Clune's Auditorium has been
leased for the summer, and a production rivaling the one in
New York will be made. The Los Angeles orchestra will be
directed by Harold A. Levy, one of the most valued memMr. Levy has
bers of the Victor Herbert musical staff.
directed "The Only GirT"" and many other Herbert operettas.
He was extremely popular as the conductor of the big band
at

Brighton Beach

last

summer.

Before

appearing

upon the screen Alexander Gaden had a
varied
rience.

stage
As

a

expe-

motion

actor he has
played with Universal
and Vitagraph West
He
Alexander Gaden.
Coast companies.
supported Mary
also
Pickford in "Fanchon the Cricket.'* He has been noted for
his many narrow escapes from death, once having been
hurled from the roof of a train while it was in motion. His
life' was saved by his good fortune in falling into a snow
bank.
Mr. Gaden signalized his appearance as a Gaumont star
by his impressive portrayal of the reform mayor in "As a
Woman Sows." He followed this with the divinity student
who was a victim of the gambling mania in "The Drifter."
He next appeared in "I Accuse!" following this with the
ministerial role in "The Quality of Faith." This is his latest
Mutual Masterpicture release. The first three-reel picture
starring Mr. Gaden is "Armadale," a screen version of
Wilkie Collins' novel of the same name.
picture

GOLDFRAP JOINS UNITY.
John H. Goldfrap, formerly with the Fox and the Equitable
Companies, has become advertising and publicity manager
for the Unity Sales Corporation at 729 Seventh avenue, New
York.

t
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OBSERVATIONS
BY OUR MAN ABOUT
women — God bless 'em! — are
whom the self-appointed

THE

people

TOWN
with us.
reformers

The very
claim

to

champion and protect have put a negative stamp upon
the foremost of the claimants' pet measures official censor-

—

ship.

The reformers have endeavored

to convince the people

that what they have been trying to put over on the moving
picture industry was inspired and encouraged by the women
of the land and that those opposed to the measures were
sinful, grasping, evil spreading men who had no. respect for
It is indeed gratifying to
the law-abiding and unprotected.
find that at this momentous period in the history of moving
pictures no less an organization than the Federation of
Women's Clubs should come to the front as a defender of
the fourth great industry of the country. The convention
of the Federation of Women's Clubs was held in the Hotel
Astor, this city, on the 12th inst, with an attendance of 839
delegates and alternates. It was a most auspicious gathering
of representative and brainy women, and many topics of deep
importance to the general welfare of the country at large
were discussed and voted upon. Liberality of thought was
a distinguishing feature of the sessions and the results cannot
fail to command sincere attention and respect in all quarters
where the keynote is rationalism, justice and good will. Moving pictures became a subject of consideration through the
introduction of a resolution urging that a Federal commission
be appointed to censor all moving pictures. It is significant
that the resolution was the offspring of a Brooklyn organizaAll supposed true reforms have their birth in Brooklyn
tion.
once called "the city of churches," now known as the hotbed of furnished room houses, and the butt of an old-time
joke that reads "No, I do not live in Brooklyn. I sleep
there." Among the most prominent and vigorous opponents
of the conspirator-inspired resolution was Mrs. Helen Varick
Boswell. This lady declared that moving pictures should not
be made a matter of politics and censorship should come
from the people as a whole. The sentiment was by no means
unopposed, but when a vote was taken upon the resolution
"Other papers please copy." The
it was tabled indefinitely.
convention that took this action was made up of representatives coming from all the boroughs of Greater New York,
clubs
they represented, made child
253
who, in behalf of the
welfare one of the chief subjects of consideration. Canon
Chase, of Brooklyn, and Rev. Crafts, of Washington, please
take notice; also Governor Whitman, of Albany, as well as
Senators Smith, Hughes and others, of Washington, D. C.
N. B. The Motion Picture Board of Trade was holding its
exposition in Madison Square Garden at the same time the
Federation of Women's Clubs was in session at the Hotel
Astor, but it had no delegates at the convention, nor did it
have official knowledge that the convention was being held.

—

—

Secondary

thought to the success of

in

its

exposition to the

Motion Picture Board of Trade was the Cristman-Wheeler
moving picture censorship bill in the hands of Governor Whitman. The attention of the Board was riveted upon Albany.
At each session of the exposition the moving picture people
labored unceasingly in procuring signatures to a protest
against the bill, and on the sixth day of the exposition an
of picture people carried the protest to Albany for
consideration by the Governor. True to their crafty nature,
the Brooklyn camp of so-called reformers and guardians
against vice conducted a quiet campaign to offset that of
the moving picture people, and on the same day the latter
were presenting their gigantic petition to Governor Whitman
they made their unsuccessful attempt to carry the Federation
Its success could not have
of Women's Clubs by Storm.
failed to maki an impression upon the Executive and give
It- tail
ristman-Wheeler bill
joy to the supporters oi the
qual weight to th<
ure should carrj

army

I

i

Mrs. Boswell's remarks

at

the Federation convention that

"moving pictures should not be made B matt.i ol
carry with them the sentiments of all who Favor
,n

manufacture

i,

,

oi

ii.c.it.-

i

ommen

motion picture

ial

enterprises
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of immorality untenable.
In their blind, mad fight against
moving pictures and their pernicious schemes to secure legislation
its behalf they have threatened to wreak vengeance
at the polls upon those who did not do their bidding.
In
this direction their work became so brazen that the moving
picture people were compelled to resort to like methods for
self-protection.
It was a difficult task to arouse the moving
picture people to a realization of the true circumstances. For
several years they humbly complied with law after law imposed to regulate the business without the slightest suspicion
that a warfare for their extermination was being secretly
conducted by a combination of crafty manipulators operating
under the cloak of fidelity to religious principles. During all
this time their humility was being secretly flaunted as evidence of fear and guilt and unconsciously the moving picture
people were drifting into a state of bondage. Gradually the
spider weaved his web and the picture people, unsuspecting
his advance until the blood-sucking animal threw out his
censorship cord. That capped the climax.

From

politics"
a

Such

square
is

the

financial

and

.

*

The moving
politics
citizens

*

*

picture people are too busy to bother with
is necessary to exercise their duties as

more than

and none of them have aspired to step beyond those
bounds. But they do not intend to longer stand idly by and
let the combination of church and state have full sway without
determined protest. They feel that their constitutional rights
have been trampled upon, that many of the fundamental
principles upon which the great government of the United
States stands have been ignored, and they are preparing to
put up a fight that will challenge every sinew and muscle the
enemy can command. If they cannot protect themselves and
secure their rights in the halls of the legislature they will
carry the battle through the courts. The cost must necessarily be great.
It will fall heavily upon the shoulders of all
except the true instigators of the unjust campaign. They
have taken care to do their work through and under the cover
of official acts and have nothing financially to lose through
either defeat or success.
Few of these so-called reformers
have anything financially to lose, because they haven't anything to risk. If any money is spent on their side it is that
which they have persuaded others to contribute in support
of their so-called reform movements. All their spending is
in lobbying, and they are the cheapest
in every sense of the
term of all lobbyists. Their chief expenses are self-pay,
railroad fares and hotel bills. Those who serve them do not
get money. They would be afraid to take it. The hirelings
would not trust the hirers. What they do is almost invariably
forced by threats to cut off political careers. These are the
kind of people who have forced politics into the moving picture business. Their threat to the politicians is "Do as we
tell you or you will be retired to private life."
The moving
picture people tell them, "Do what is right and just or answer
to the people at the polls."
An Assemblyman of this city
laughed at the moving picture people last fall when they told
him he would answer at the polls for monkeying with a
pernicious censorship bill, but he is no longer an Xman. The moving picture simply followed an example set
by a clergyman of an Ohio town. He was not content to
depend upon the decision of the courts. When the Aldermen
of his town declined to enact an ordinance against the operation of Sunday moving picture shows, he declared. "I'll make
them toe the mark," and proceeded to convince the Aldermen
opposed as to the strength of the vote he could throw
them at the next election.

—

—

There is considerable discussion over the l.\w recently
enacted in this state prohibiting any children ft.
part in moving pictures unless under permit from the head
This bill did not
of the respective municipalities.
the attention of the moving picture people during its introduction or consideration, There are two reasons tor this:
First, the moving picture people
able protection to children; secondly, the multiplicity
measures detracted their attention from the details of the bill.
They now find confronting them a bunch of red tape that
makes the law appear almost ridiculous The moving picture
people concede that enactment of tin- law was provoked by
In justice
people living upon the earnings of their children
to sonic parents it niav be slated that the\
which show deposits of the earning! in trust for the children,
How
and these children aie plavers in the moving pnturc.bout that tor child protection. Mr So Called Kef
l

:

HOFFMAN

THE

Mil T
LIKES
COAST.
operative point ol view the business has progressed so that
M
Hoffman, who went to
now stands fourth in importance in this country. It has
it
tie
ask) Studio*, writes that he
advanced solely upon its merits and has at no time been dethe job an. likes the work in his new position
Incidentally
ii). on any political manipulation
Any
pendent for hs mi.
nditiom there are far ahead of those in
polities has been inspired and
by the peopli who found their ground based upon the claims
1
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Advertising- lor Exhibitors
Conducted by

EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

the third Page on this side carries

Practical Poster Pointers.
from
WRITING
lithographer,

Brooklyn, M. S. Hankins, who is a practical poster
some suggestions on how to get good stuff
for the boards, replying to a comment in this department som»
weeks ago. Prom his wholly practical point of view he confirms our
own statement that flasli paper cannot build a stable business and
adds:

some clipped matter used as houso

offers

Bowen iSEJ?SJ"E
writes that he

I would suggest that the manufacturer get several
photographs of the scenes he wants lithographed and submit these to
the lithographer, or rather to the artist in charge, to arrange
the composition. To make paper effective, do not use too many
figures.
Should the scene be a mob or even a large group,
eliminate a majority of these figures or let them melt into the
background, as it were, making them hardly distinguishable

gets

^

Ch * aeeS Can and shouId be
*ade
material from the department

much good

Mr

More Dates Needed.
The Lomo and Dixie theaters, McComb City, Miss.,
share a four page
program that is well laid out, but one stingy
little twelve point date
':j hat ' s ust °° ff Old English is made to cover the week fo'r the two
Pr SramS pr0per carr y no si
of date, even though the
nrinter hL
t
prmter
had to
run in an ornamental square to break

j

that the central figures may stand out prominently. Tue lettering should be largely a plain block letter, dark on a white
ground or light against dark, the color to be in contrast to
the general color scheme of the bill as a whole.
Should this
plan be followed, a one-sheet should be readable and distinct
across the average street and a six at some distance, greatly increasing the percentage of display efficiency.
It would seem,
from an economic angle, that the studio should have its lithographic department where the copy could be prepared with the
least possible delay, saving time and money while standardizing the poster style.

the knowledge that all manufacturers
This is all foundation stuff
should have.
Common sense should dictate that mob scenes should
be faded so that the central figures could be given proper prominence,
still more elemental is the dictum that the lettering should be
plain and readable at as great a distance as possible. Probably most
manufacturers do know these facts.
The trouble is that they do not
apply them. They know what they should have, but they get the foolish
idea that they want something "out of the ordinary."
If it is attractive in the water color sketch, they do not stop to consider that it
may be a pretty picture and yet not an effective advertisement for
board display.
We take it that by "several prints of scenes" Mr. Hankins means
several stills of the same scene.
This is an excellent suggestion, because three or four stills may be combined into one good pose where
One great trouble is
a single still may be weak and ineffective.
that the director simply will not take the trouble to get good lithographic stills.
The only use a director seems to have for stills is
He will not stop to consider comto paste them in his scrap book.
position many of them do not even know what composition means
and he rather resents the necessity for stopping his work to make the
stills.
Seven years ago this writer used to handle all of the stills
Only one out of four
prepared for one of the licensed companies.
directors even tried to get decent stuff, though the head of the establishment himself begged and commanded. Last summer we watched
Their average had not
the output of stills by the same company.
improved, though for seven years the company had been laboring to
get its paid employees to turn in stuff that would help the sale of the
films they made, and a poster artist was right on the ground to give
suggestions and advice. As many as thirty and forty stilte have been
made for some five reel productions, not one of which was really suitable for poster work, though the play may have offered many interestThe reform must start with the director, and coning possibilities.
tinue through the various heads to the manufacturer himself, who
must demand good work from those below and then be guided to some
extent by the practical lithographer who will make the bill.
The
Lubin company has even tried the experiment of sending a man along
with a graflex to get real action instead of posed pictures, but even
this has not always worked well though it was about the most sucIt will take some time to train the directors, but at
cessful effort.
least the manufacturer can insist upon legible lettering and compliance
with the elemental rules of display and composition.
Take the orNo til« stands out above andinary black and white tiled flooring.
No one thing is distinct. Spill some red paint on one tile and
other.
every passerby will see that particular tile.
It
is
the sarr
Make them stand out.
posters.

^

^

the blank space.

;

Wednesday
t

1

and

—

.

With

this change the program arrangement works
nicely as is shown
in the cut.
The two parts deleted refer to lottery schemes and are cut
out in accordance with the post office rulings.
It may interest fans
to note that the program claims Pearl White as
"our home

actress."

Busy Again.
It has been several weeks since the Third
street, Easton, Pa., came
across with a new idea, but they are at it again and the
new one is a
winner.
They were one of the very first houses to own a taking
camera, and they have put it to good use, but never better
than the
stunt that is explained in this paragraph.

WANTED.
Twenty-five Healthy, Cute Babies— Six Months to One Year Old.
MOTHERS Have you a baby you think is the cutest in the
world? Does the baby do cute things? Has it a cunning laugh?
How would you like to see this same baby in Motion Pictures
years after it has grown up? Here's a chance to have a Motion
Picture made of your baby free of charge. We want to photograph
twenty-five babies and have the mothers enter them in a contest.
The baby best liked by our patrons will receive a five dollar
gold piece and a motion picture of itself.
All the rest of the
!

babies will receive only the pictures.
to make about $5.00 for each baby.

grow up you can show these

pictures.

The pictures alone cost
Years after the babies
Just drop us a line asking

have your baby entered in the c
the rest. But bear in mind that our audie
baby they like best.
to

This tears holes in the usual slide contest,
times the extra cost.
Incidentally

supremely happy.

A News

Stock Folder.

O. B. Browen, of Putnam, Conn., sends in a folder for the Empire
and asks us to "pull it to pieces." It is a six page folder pages three
by five on cheap news stock. Evidently it is the best the local printer
can do, but he can at least get a good quality of news. It will cost
a few cents a pound more, but it will be worth the difference.
Another fifty cents would make a lot of difference in the feel and looks
of the sheet.
Paper is high, but not yet prohibitive. The first page
carries the house name and staff.
The staff should be reversed, th«
names appearing at the left and the offices at the right hand margin.
There is a time table and a price card, but the display is crude, even
for a country printer.
The back page is an underline with cut and

Better
The second

Still.

issue of the Empress Theater Weekly, Flagstaff, Ariz.,
better than the first.
It doesn't give a lot of space to films, but It
gives the program and then lets loose some editorial matter on good
roads that is better than telling that this film or that is a good one.
The reader will carry the paper about with him and cannot help
see the program. This sort of thing works only when the general matter
is genuinely good and not flatulent, but the editor is a real writer In
this case and speaks through his pen with force.
This clip Is a suggestion to others, though we beat Mr. Costigan to it in Picture Theater
Advertising.
is
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Played Fatal Cards.
Raymond Robbins, of the Orpheum, Malta, Mont., sends in an interesting letter and wants data as to bound volumes as he wants to get
back numbers for a reference library.
These volumes run thirteen
issues each, are strongly bound and cost about what the local binder
would charge to bind your own loose copies and they have the advantage of not being cut until bound, which gives a better margin to
the page. They can be had for three or four years back and such departments as this and Brother Richardson's form a most valuable
encycolpcdia, not to mention the rest of the material.
Mr. Robbins
is a small town of about one thousand population, but
all-feature program with daily change.
run Paramount two nights with World, Pathe, Mutual
Masterpictures and Metro and hold one night open for miscelI
laneous features which are from twenty to sixty days old.
think this speaks very well for a town of this size
and we have
an opposition at that.
All features is going some in a thousand town.
Mr. Robbins sends
In a card printed up for The Fatal Card, using the plaid back that takes
If we remember correctly, the
print well and yet is not expensive.
company had some of these for the early run. The card made a lot
As a
of talk, for the play was not well known, and it built business.
rule an oddity will always attract more attention than straight matter
and is worth the additional cost. We would like to hear from Mr.
Robbins on some other advertising stunts.

This

we are now showing an

1681

Turning this back opens up the reverse side. Here the arrangement Is
a reader to go with the cut and the Monday program. Then comes another page of advertisement and the third page carries three daysprogram. It would be a better arrangement to throw that advertising
page to the other side so that, when open, the three program pages
appear side by side, in their proper order.
The advertisers should
not care since they get the benefit of the first flash as the page is turned.
and it will work better for the house. The days are dated and well
separated and the titles are properly played up.
The arrangement
should be changed, however, to get the fullest effect. With seventeen
trade advertisements, the program should cost nothing, instead of
costing the limit. Possibly the advertising rates are too small.
a decent price even if it does take a couple of weeks to

make

Better
the

fill

We

See the Difference.

—

A Model
Here is a model form of program that is even better than the style
originally devised by the house, the Auditorium, -Coatesvllle, Pa., which
has supplied much good stuff to this department. The double page is

>S

Maclyn

Arbuckle

"The Reform Candidate"

#

Marguerite Clark

the'cheat"
"The Old Homestead"

©

"THE CRUCIBLE"

with

FANNIE

©

WARD

E5™ -=•::- =

•

Marguerite

Thr-

ill.ram bul with changes made as suggested. By
maning a lew minor alterations Joe Vion gets a better program for
the tame price, and makes it work harder by playing up the important factMr. Vion la an old showman and a good
he knows that he does not know it all and Ii willing to Uk<
thai win lead to betterment
lirst manager in
thi
New fork to take the localh protueed
play for a business getter.
He will produce a one reel story with
local talent and with the aid of one of the locality papers he will
hold the usual voting oonteat for the had
It is not a new scheme out
of town and not always a safe scheme, for sometimes very doubtful
ladies will buy up the lead, but well bet that Vion gets away with It
.

Snow

BBS

MARY ~MDJES~MMER

"BARBARA

-ROSEMAJtTr

•

FRITCHIE'*

eleven by seven and a half inches and the middle column is the
regulation thirteen em width, enabling the matter to be set on the
machine. This house is run by the local Y. M. C. A., but it is run as
a theater should be. The back page is house talk and chat. Try this
program form some time.

Say Where.

Defends the Printer.
L. F. Guimond, of the Lyceum, Montlcello, N. Y., baa come in again
after a silence of more than a year.
Old friends will r.
as the manager who ran his bouse to kill opposition off before it came
instead of waiting until It happened.
We do not know whether he pel
has opposition, but he is in the field with a bi-«
pages 6 by 8Vj, white paper and black Ink. He puts In a
printer "who only had twenty-four hours for the Job."
We would like
to know how long the printer does want for an eight page Job.
The
cuts, with the exception of the house cut. are badly brought out
Apparently they were not locked up on their feet.
This is particularly
With the Triangle cuts, which are all on the cant.
The
program form is rather unusual, for WiU
of which
seven are taken by the house, the tw
take only
about three inches, double column, each.
This merely lists the tltlet*
the players and the brand, and the rest of the spue,. Is given to
r.ad. r, much of it concerning the attractions listed
This is a good
plan.
Let the patron
||
W |th th*
hast expenditure of effort
Then add
i

The Crystal theater, Little Rock, Ark., has started a twelve page
house organ, but only a paragraph by chance states the name of the
town. The town should appear in the heading of the sheet along with
The issue is a monthly, carrying the program for that
the date.
period in full on a single page and giving the rest to house talk and
Evidently Rothapfel got their goat for
notes of coming productions.
their editorial

remarks

:

Am

Invitation.

We

are glad at this time to Inform the business men of our city that
the Empress theater is at (heir disposal day time or any evening after
the show gratis for meetings, etc.
We believe it might be to the best interests of us all if our business
men would get together, say once each week, having for their object a
discussion of local conditions; local needs etc. It will be a pleasure for
us to be of service to you at any time.
Make your house a real center of things and they will naturally turn
Be something more than the fellow
to it when they seek amusement.
who runs the picture house. Be a citizen and a prominent one.

•>

columns and It loOl
Including some gossip and this works bi tt< r In m.
Mr. liuiinond writoverwritten formal program
ing In the program as a model but as M
Issues, and that Is the right way to go at It
\\
in.
we would like a good photograph of the house,
1

•

located, k
front, and

win

:

is

one thing which

I

know you are going

.

a six page, b1] by nine inch page, which Is rather awkward
to handle, but another page Of advertising rould pay for un •lj:ht
page, stitched program and allow another page for reading matter.
As the program Is laid the front Bhows the house title and a cut. The

This

back

I

when the front

shows
turned, and gives the Friday and Saturday program.
*lde

is

the

catchllnc

by later
Is

oddly

"Behind the

wall."

the

Orpheum, Nampa,

Sides, Please.
Id

•.

our copy
on

ltorlals

page two and the
four.
Is

If

bOUnd

the print,
to

la-t

issue

to

hand

Is

printed

only

pa<f<

r

I

happen now and then

In

spite of the

.it

a blank

most car,'

Once More.

Is

carrl.

r

to criticize

•• With you that It Is a llttlt
ii
for a railroad folder style and that It would look much batter
If it were stitched, but that would add to the cost and already
I am at the limit of my appropriation.

tl

,

which

.

Both

In sending In a folder program of the Broadway, Philadelphia, Harry
H. Rush writes

There
and tli.it

•

>

cobble

Guessed Part.

-

Once mor.
The prog! U

It

is

howti

new und,

thai
•

nil..

Is

It

r

th<»
It

Is

sun
an

-

%

four

and

It

is

hound so that the bottom edgl
I moment you wonder why the Insidu
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stingy and then it dawns upon you that the sheet is so
as regards size and type placement that the inserted four
cut off the titles and dates on the larger four. In other words,
program opened In the middle the Monday and Tuesday and
Friday and Saturday announcements show above the inserted Wednesday and Thursday announcement, so that you get the full bill at
In the reproduction the inner page is outlined, that the
one glance.
idea may be more clearly shown. Until you figure it out, it looks like
sloppy work and we think It might be a good idea to put small
"fists" on the inner page pointing to the other part of the program.
have marked these in to give the idea.

sheet Is
planned,
does not
with the

We

Waa?mamnin'» Kmickerlbcclkcr
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Just a Little Credit.
O-Row-Nay organ, keeps up to date and William Lord

The Owl, the
Wright's column

in Selig's Scissors and Paste seems to help a lot.
you don't know about it and do want program stuff to clip, get the
Selig sheet weekly and you'll find a whole column most of which is
really readable stuff without any special Selig tinge.
Not wanting to
swell William up too much, it is about the best "pure reading" that
goes into any manufacturer's press sheet, because it is the most
available.
But the best thing in the Owl for house purposes is an
editorial column that tells things simply and honestly.
There should
not be so much surprise over the latter, but some editors of house
programs make Annanias look like an incompetent amateur.
For
example the Owl does not announce first runs. It tells what first runs
are, tells why it cannot afford good first runs and tells why the
subjects they run are still fresh if not brand new.
That sort of talk
is better for spiking guns than a lot of misstatement, and as a matter
of fact, first run is no better than an older service if the reels have
been carefully handled, except to the man who is afraid that a competitor will get the release first.
If

A Winning

Winning.

Archie Winning, the Princess, Percy, 111., sends in a card ticket with
an interesting explanatory letter in which he says
I am anclosing a coupon or ticket I got out for "The Battle
Cry of Peace." We worked it in this way
First, we called
up the exchange to see on what date we could get the picture
and then got them to hold it open for us for five days. Then
we got busy with the tickets and in three days we had sold
enough to assure the success of the engagement and sent the
exchange the O. K. The idea of the coupon was that in case
the sale was short we could give up the idea and permit the
tickets to be cashed at the bank.
This was the only way we
could think of to swing the matter, as this is a mining town
of 1,092 according to the 1910 census, and work is very poor
just now.
Have been a constant reader of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD since we have been in business (about three
years), and the first thing I turn to each week is the Advertising for Exhibitors department.
We have gotten so many
helps from it we feel as though we could not do without it.
That is the way many others feel about it, for this paper gives
REAL service in all departments of management.
:

studying this cut it should be remembered that four and not
merely two pages are shown, these pages being two and seven and
four and five.
Back of the latter is some house advertisement. The
use of a colored border for the larger sheet and a straight rule
border for the inside sheet does not look well, but it probably serves
a purpose in marking the change. Perhaps a better idea would be to
use two sheets of the same stock and of the same width, but with one
sheet about an inch shorter than the other instead of having the inIn any event it is the much
side sheet smaller in both dimensions.
desired something new. The envelope in which the program is mailed
has a blue question mark to the left of the address, a rather old, but
generally effective device.
In

All But the Stock.
V. M. Trainor, of the Superba, Ramsey, N. J., sends in a four
pager on which he asks for comment. The pages are 3% by 5% and
The color is as mournthe stock is a yellowish green ribbed paper.
ful as some of those Jersey suburbs, and to make it easy, the type is
This is not so bad with the larger faces, but
printed in a dark blue.
the small stuff on the back page, and this is a strong house talk in an
eight point, is faded out because there is a lack of contrast in color
between ink and stock. If the stock had to be used, a black would have
been the only permissible color, but even with a black a good impression of a small face cannot be made on paper with embossing
unless the impression is too heavy to permit printing on both sides.
The stock, regarded merely as stock, is good, but it is not good for
Both the surface and the color are
the purpose for which it is used.
That sick looking sage green should never be used for
against it.
Printed on other stock the
printing for an amusement enterprise.
The house talk is particularly
program would be a good example.
good, a modest brag without exaggeration.

On

Courtesy.

Nearly every motion picture tradespaper one picks up nowadays contains a lot of superfluous advice from manufacturers
and their press agents on the subject of "Courtesy."
One prominent New York city exhibitor, nationally known,
makes the statement that he heard the words, "Thank you" less
tham five times from motion picture theater cashiers during a
This exhibitor

recent coast-to-coast trip.
cessful

and knows what he

is

clever, highly sucBut like the negro's

talking about.
characterization of Senator Joe Bailey of Texas, "He sho do
recommen' hissef highly." Nevertheless the fact remains that
during his trip he did not visit the Crystal theater in Little
Rock, or he not only would have received a cheery "Thank You,"
from our cashier, Miss Anna Bono, but would have heard the
same, accompanied by a welcoming smile, from Jack Hudgens
at the door. The Crystal, however, goes further than the mere
outward forms of courtesy, and endeavors to make all its patrons
really "feel at home," the test of true hospitality.
One wonders whether the same space in the trade journals
might not be better utilized in conducting a school for certain
directors and also some so-called "publicity men?' in order that
the latter may learn to prepare synopses of pictures which do
not have to be rewritten before they are presentable to the
is

public.

We are sure that exhibitors throughout the country extend a
great deal more courtesy than they are given credit for.
At
least we know a number who are successful enough not to require a group of film manufacturers to finance them.
We think there are many other exhibitors who feel that the visitor
from New York went to more dinners than theaters.

—

A

Note to Steve.

Steve Next time you send in some Eldorado throwaways, please send
just, one on white paper and maybe we'll reproduce it, but we cannot
do much on yellow stock.
Steve Farrar is getting out some nice throwaways, but evidently
he has soured on features, for the stuff Is mostly comedy, with Syd and
Charlie Chaplin and Billy Ritchie on one bill.

The ticket states that the holder is entitled to one admission to
the performance of the "Battle Cry" on a stated date and that in
the event the picture is not shown on that date the card will be redeemed at the bank for twenty-five cents.
It seems to us that others could do well with this provisional booking scheme.
It is as unique as the old scheme of the exhibitor in the
State Right days who used to sell advance tickets at a discount and
get the rental money in before the day of showing to guard against
bad business due to the weather. It takes the small town managers
They have to be resourceful if they would
to get these real ideas.

make money.
Mr. Winning makes an excellent suggestion that we are passing
He suggests that we put the page number on the back
higher up.
of each issue, that those who are looking for back material can tell
to find without taking down and examining a lot of copies.
A simple binding would obviate this difficulty. Our own scheme is
to punch a couple of three-sixteenth inch holes in the issue close to
the back, using a common drive punch and a hammer and gauging
from the last previous issue. Then we make a binding with a shoeThis serves until the bound volume comes out, but there is no
string.
At the same time the paging
time limit on the life of the binding.
on the ridge would help and will be done if it is practicable.

what issue

Took
The Rex Theater,

Colvis,

Cal.,

a Prize.
entered a

float

in

a

recent

festival

and was awarded first prize for the best advertising float. We do not
think that any prize should go to the photographer who made the post
card that conveys this information, as the picture will not reproduce.
It is an oblong frame work mounted on a bicycle with an arch of paper,
streamers and flowers. On the side was lettered
Motion Pictures
Are As Necessary for
A Child's Education
As Reading and Arithmetic.
House shows were advertised in the ends, but the sides were given to
:

this excellent

propaganda

BETTER BUSINESS
Can be made through

Picture

intelligent advertising.

Theatre

Advertising

Covers every angle, gives you copy and suggestions for copy, and shows how the leaders
Costs
in the game have won their successes.
of the hunonly two dollars and
dreds of schemes will bring that much to the
house.

ANY ONE
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THE PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
Conducted by

EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
ink.
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.

:

The other day I had a letter
embryonic author of picture
certain production and stating
the original idea for the story

Nearly two years ago this individual whom, I had known for
about 20 years, sent a story to me personally at Lubins asking if
would read it and give him a criticism. He had already sub1
mitted it to Lubin but it bad bumped up against the shock absorbers and bounced back. I read the script and wrote him saying that it was not heavy enough for two reels and that we were
making very few one reel pictures. It dealt with the plans of an
aerial torpedo which were in the care of the male lead and, as
usual, were stolen by the heavy.
The heavy simply came in,
ripped open the desk "and stole the papers."
As I remember
it the rest of the story was about as novel as this incident.
About 15 months after I returned his script and had forgotten
all about it George Terwilliger handed me the synopsis of a story
that he had been doping out and asked me if I would supply a
means for electrocuting a man which would be technically correct
and also if I would put the story into scenes. The picture was
afterwards released as "The Nations Peril." This story Involved
the idea of an aerial torpedo, invented by the male lead, the plans
of which are stolen by the female lead, who is tricked into doing
so by the heavy. The rest of the story deals with the invasion of
the United States by a foreign power with a multitude of detail
concerning it.

BANNISTER MERWIN,

former Edison star writer and for some time
past the Editor for the London Film Co., has gone in for proIt was not a shift of his own seeking, but was due to
duction.
changes in the staff that required a director in a hurry and, in default
He writes
of an eligible directo'r Mr. Merwin had to step in.

At the back of my mind there has for some time been a suspicion
that a man will never get for his own work a production satisfactory to himself unless he makes it himself. The obvious reason
that a man who produces his own play recognizes the fact that
on the production side he is not a creator but an interpreter. His
production work consists chiefly in making his actors get his story
over for him. He has the additional advantage of knowing what
his characters and his sets ought to look like.
Another fact has been strongly borne in upon me during the
last year or so.
It is that no man can become a real photoplaywright unless he can get close to production. Books like yours
are helpful, but their chief value is in teaching the tyro to understand the practical thing when he gets the opportunity of seeing it. That's why I have always given sincere tyros full access
to our floor.
Plimpton used to do the same thing at the Edison
is

studio.

We believe with Mr. Merwin that practical knowledge makes the best
man, but we do not believe that actual studio experience is absolutely
an essential to success. On the question of books we believe that no
book can teach an aspirant to write plays. It can only tell him how the
work should be done and put him in possession of information valuable
to the extent of the author's

own knowledge, but we

believe that good

and practical scripts can be written without personal knowledge of the
studios, if the playwright has done a proper amount of study and pracwork.
But Mr. Merwin's letter is less interesting from this point than from
his new point of view as a director. Even with his own stories to handle
he realizes that as a director he is an interpreter and not a creator.
This is what directors must realize before they are really competent.
If they work with the stories of others they are not creators but interpreters.
Paderewski is both a pianist and composer, but when he
plays the works of other composers, he does not seek to create new
compositions on the old theme. He does not make radical changes in
tempi and notation. He does give to the rendition of the composition
the best of his musical Intelligence and because his intelligence is more
fully developed than the parlor entertainer, his Interpretation is more
muslcianly, but he interprets, he does not re-create; therefore he Is
master and not a faker. This is a point that most directors cannot grasp.
They do not study the script in an effort to Interpret the author's ideas
In intelligent fashion.
They read it, If at all, with a view to making
the changes that will force the story to match their own narrow viewpoints.
Mr. Merwin will win as great a success as a director as he has
as an author because, beinK an author, he realizes the vital Importance
.: an Idea as a whole and not In part the Idea of the author
and in part his own.
tice

from Lubin enclosing one form an
plays congratulating them on a
that in his opinion he had supplied
and that it had been appropriated

without his conrent and without compensation to him. He laid
the blame on me and the following is the sad tale of why he did

Turns Producer.

Mei

1683

a legal notice that you intend to protect your rights, but
it is up to you and your lawyers to enforce that protection.
The incompetent may hit upon a good idea. Sometimes he does. If
he does and the idea is stolen we call it stealing along with Mr. White,
but it is only about one time in a thousand that the incompetent does
hit upon a decent idea, and it is only once in a thousand times that he
does not think his stuff is stolen because he sees on the screen the Idea
that he and perhaps thousands of others have written in the last few
centuries.
It is not a "great idea" to tell of a mismated pair who are
about to break up the partnership but who quit when they find they cannot divide the grave of their dead kiddie. It's still a reliable Idea, but
the novelty has been rubbed off. Quite recently a man swore us to secrecy
before he would divulge his plot, and we got out a carbon and showed
him we had written the same thing three years ago. Had it not been
for the carbon, he would have been positive we were stealing.
There is a serious angle to this boob wail of theft. It is becoming
more and more difficult for the beginner to obtain any help at all.
The latest to hold up his right hand and solemnly swear never again to
help man, woman or child with his script writing is Harry Chandlee,
who has just written
It is

Now,

this author, still In the egg, gets the idea that his little

one reel script submitted 15 months before anyone thought of the
"Nations Peril" supplied the basis for the 5 reel feature, and
thinks that he should have been paid, and also that his name
should have been given as co-author. Not only this, but without saying anything to me. he writes to Lubin and accuses me of
stealing his story.
As a matter of fact. Terwilliger had never
even sniffed the atmosphere surrounding his script and the Idea of
the torpedo and stealing the plans was in the synopsis which be
handed me. The complaining individual loses sight of the fact
that the Idea of stealing plans probably originated with Noah
when he started to build the ark. He also fails to take Into
consideration if I had not shown him the kindness of reading and
criticising bis story, the circumstance could never have arisen.
He jumps in and yells "Thief !" the first crack out of the box
without taking the trouble of looking Into matters or to consider
that he might possibly be wrong.
It might be Interesting to add that leven or eight years ago. criticising
films for the old Film Index we commented upon a Lubin
wrote that this particular company had within a short period used enough
stolen plan stories to last them for
>.ar
nl the question, and h. re you have the
reason for the gradual withdrawal of help from the novice.
It Is hard
on the man who plays the game fairly, hut he must suffer for the sins
-

'

More Than That.

i

How,

I

Will Mr. White please write again and explain to an Int.
how in hades a copyright law will help things any'' Does Mr While
know anything about the- copyright, or Is he one of those who thinks that
"Copyright, 1915," will throw a scare Into a thief? Under the eftl, lent adI

ministration of Mr. Thorvald Bolberg the copyrlKht law has n. v. r DMO
efficiently administered than at this mom. nt. but BOpyright la still
n.rely the
merely a registration and not
recording of the fact that you claim protection for certain published

more

THIRD

Please?

Says a Mr. White:
You quote William Lord Wright— "That an Incompetent may
hit upon a good Idea, etc.
In other words an Incompetent
big Idea, develops It poorly. Submits it to a producing company
and gets It back with the usual rejection slip. Now Mr. Staffwrlter
appreciating the value of the big Idea, goes to work and turns out
a great story. His story is not like the Incompetent but 'he big
DO and
Idea Is there and YOU DON'T CALL THIS STEALING.
this Is the best argument In the world for the copyright law.

EDITION
OF EPES WINTHROP SARGENT'S

Technique of the Photoplay
Will come from the press some time in
This is not a reprint of the second
edition, but a new work of seventy two
chapters and appendix.
June.

Watch

for

announcement.

;
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advance more than one-half the
spokes, the wheel appears to be
more than this, up to the point
was, the wheel will appear to go

distance between any two of th«
going forward, but if it advances
where the adjacent spoke formerly
backward.
With regard to the first half of the second part, the speed at which
figures move is governed by the camera man and the operator.
If
the camera is turned slow and the people move at the ordinary speed,

Important Notice.
to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
through the department in less than two or three weeks. In
give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps, (less
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply,
Special replies by mail on matters which
by mail, without delay.
cannot be replied to in the department one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps,
Cannot use Canadian stamps.
to the editor, or both for 40 cents.
Every live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
You may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a

Owing

to reply
order to

lot

study.

of

Question No.

139.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
Theater manreplies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor.
agers looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of

Honor.
Suppose you were running a film, which you knew to be perfect, and there was an up and down movement in the picture
on the screen; where would you look for the trouble? EnumSuppose the
erate tlie various things which might cause it.
movement was sidewisef Suppose the sprocket holes showed

Some

of

but none got by unless they answered at least
correctly.
Where a man had gone to the trouble of
fell down on one of three points in a question
character I thought it only fair that his name be included in
the Roll of Honor.
On the Roll of Honor are Jos. H. M. Smith, Port Worth, Texas
W. C. Crawford, Brooklyn, N. Y. Elmer Paterson, Tama, Iowa Wilson
M. Nosti, Tampa,
Hays, Barton, Md.
F. F. Bell, Palestine, Texas
L. Pagenhardt, Westernport,
Fla.
C. E. Linstructh, Carthage, N. Y.
V. M. Kidd, Victoria, B. C.
E. N. Crain, Fort Worth, Texas
Md.
C. W. Tuthill, West Orange, N. J.
G. S. Yager, Anadarko, Okla.
Jr.,
Mineral Wells, Texas, and W. D. Cady, Mt.
F. E. Record,
Pleasant, Mich.
I have selected the reply of Brother Paterson as best suited to the
purposes of publication. The ideas set forth with regard to that part
of the question dealing with a man jumping off a wall were in some
rather i
Of course the understanding of those things
has nothing to do with competency in operating, but broadly speaking
I
hold a man ought ( ) look into the mysteries of everything connected with the things I e is handling every day, his mind is broadened,
and he is at least t
i
better man by understanding
all about every pha:
of the profession with which he is connected.

by some stretching,

answering and only
of this

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Reply to Question No. 132.
By Elmer Paterson, Tama, Iowa.
The Question

:

In a projected picture it often occurs that the wheels of a moving
wagon will either appear to stand still or to revolve backwards. How
do you explain this?
In some films the figures move at impossible
speed men and women jump to the top of impossible high walls with
slight effort.
How is this accomplished? Objects and inanimate figures
are often made to seemingly move of themselves. How is this done?
;

The Answer:
In regard to the first part of the question about why the wheels
moving wagon often appear to be moving backwards or standing
I
offer the following solution.
Let us suppose that the wagon
wheel has sixteen spokes and that the wagon is moving at such speed
that the wheel makes one revolution every second, and that the
camera taking the picture is being turned at the proper speed of
sixteen pictures per second.
We thus see that after the camera has
taken one picture, and is ready to take the next, which will be in
one-sixteenth of a second later, the wagon wheel will have made onesixteenth of a revolution (remember it was revolving once every second),
hence each adjacent spoke will occupy very nearly the position of
the first.
When the picture is projected, the eye cannot tell the
difference between the two spokes, therefore the spokes appear to be
stationary and the wheel sliding along.
When the spokes do not
.

of a

still,

From the standpoint of the projection department there is not so
very much to tell about the Exposition at Madison Square Garden also
the various exhibits have already been described in another department
of a previous issue of the paper.
The only projection machine exhibitor was the Nicholas Power Company, which, following its usual
course, was there, in the vernacular, with bells on.
The Power Company had a large, beautifully decorated space, which was one of the
centers of attraction in the Exposition, particularly when our old friend,
Power, was present.
H. Hallberg, supply dealer, and manufacturer of the Hallberg
J.
Eeonomizer, had a large and quite attractive exhibit.
The National
Carbon Company, and the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company were
both on deck, the former proudly displaying to the assembled multitude
their carbons, particularly the new negative metal coated solid carbon
designed for use on D. C, which was not only shown but also demonstrated in action.
The diameters for 40, 55 and 65 amperes are 5/16,
11/22 and M of an inch respectively. The Westinghouse Company had,
in their booth, one of their Mercury Arc Rectifiers in operation. Mr.
Speer, manufacturer of the Speer Carbon was "among those present,"
and exhibited his carbons, giving away two sample carbons to each exhibitor and operator, the same being encased in a neat pasteboard box.
The P'ierson Film Cleaning Machine, a new mechanism designed to
thoroughly clean film, was on exhibition in the balcony, where it attracted considerable attention.
J.
H. Genter, manufacturer of the
Mirroroid Screen, put in his appearance for one day, though he did not
have an exhibit. The Photoscope had a booth in charge of W. J. Patterson. The machine attracted much attention, and Brother Patterson was
kept busy explaining its good points.
The Carroll Non-Rewinding
Magazine was displayed and demonstrated by its inventor, E. W. Harris.
The Carroll has some excellent points, and is a thoroughly practical
device which is designed to eliminate the rewinding of film. The Automatic Film Rewinding Company of Harrisburg, Pa., exhibited and demonstrated their rewinding machine, which is designed for use in operatThis device will be described and illustrated in a future
ing rooms.
issue.
It is a good stunt, and one which can be recommended to the
favorable consideration of theater managers and operators.
There were various screen surfaces on exhibition, one of which was a
new transparent screen surface, the Trans-Lux, which attracted much
attention due to the fact that a minature picture was projected conThis kept the screen surrounded by a crowd
stantly to its surface.
most of the time, and was a mighty good advertising stunt.
Max
Berner, of Local 306, was at the machine.
The Novelty Slide Company had an elaborate and a very attractive display, and the Film Fire Prevention Company attracted much attention
with their fire prevention device which automatically closes the ports,
and does various other things in case of danger. This device will be
described, as will the Pierson Film Cleaning Machine, in some future
;

two-thirds

;

the picture is projected at the ordinary speed the action will be
The way most commonly used, as 1 undervery greatly increased.
stand it, in making the men and women take an impossible jump,
say over a wall, is, a strip of film of the proper length for the scene
is turned through with the lens capped.
The man or woman takes
his position on the top of the wall with his or her back toward the
direction in which he or she is to jump.
The cameraman then cranks
his camera backwards.
The actor or actress then makes the jump
backwards.
Of course, when the picture is projected in the proper
direction, the direction in which the people jump is reversed and
they appear to be making a high jump.
When pictures of inanimate things are made to appear to movfe
the simple "stop picture" is used. Take for example a box of matches.
The camera being focused on the box is opened a trifle and one picture
is taken.
Then the box is opened a trifle more and another picture
is taken.
Then a match may be made to appear and light itself in
In this manner pictures of plants growthe manner above explained.
ing may be made, one or two pictures being taken every day until
the plant has the desired growth.
When the picture is projected at
correct
speed the plant appears to have grown to normal size from
the
a seed in a few minutes.

Madison Square Garden.

Roll of Honor on Question No. 132.
the names on the Roll of Honor this week are only there

;

when

ibits of

more than

On "Projection Day" the editor had the pleasure of addressing a
gathering of operators and theater managers on his favorite topic, namely
projection, particularly with regard to the tremendous loss due directly
to incompetency in the operating room and theater managerial positions.
The hour was set for 2.30 in the afternoon, and this meant that the
crowd was comparatively small, since practically all New York ex:
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and the operators were
equally strenuously engaged in bombarding something like six hundred
New York screens with snap shot photographs at the rate of from sixteen
Practically every New York operator who was
vc a minute.
Idle or could get off was there, however, as well as some out of town
men, among them Peter Benard, business agent of Local No. 227,
Bridgeport, Conn., and two representatives of the Trenton, N. J. Local,
whose cards have unfortunately turned up missing now that I need them.
also a scattering of exchange men and exhibitors present,
and I am told, some of the big producers were either there or represented.
The editor talked for nearly two hours, only to find at the end of
that time there were still vi ry much to say. He was nevertheless obliged
Mr.
to "cut it short" because there were other speakers to follow.
Nicholas Power, vice-president of the Motion Picture Board of Trade of
jlded at the meeting. Brother Power has the faculty of doing
the right thing at the right time and in the right way, therefore he is
M the end of the editor's address Mr. Power Intro
-Mr.
Hllles, the inventor, not of motion, but moving pictures in 1870
Hilles gave us a short but very interesting talk on the methods emJ. H.
ployed to produce the effect of moving pictures in those days.
Hallberg then followed with a short talk which was well received.
hibitors were busy raking in the coin in that hour,

I was approached and asked that my operator join the local I waa
opposed to any such action on his part
men were of the type which would render such action on
part
anything else
than a breeder of trouble.
1 must say, however, that
I am more agreeably surprised, and I am very glad
indeed that I have attended
this gathering, because in

when

distinctly

their

looking at the

men

before

me

1
s.e that 1 was in rror
(I don't
this matter."
that
this
is
a
literal quoting of the Doctor s word, but it contains
ming all right.)
the d
,

in

pretend

The banquet was held in
a high class, beautiful cafe.
The democratic
for governor of Ne
hav,
gey \
his private
secretary with regrets. The
aforesaid secretary made a
short well received talk.
Our old friend, Nicholas
>

Banquet in Hoboken.
Some time ago, following out the plans already formed, I communicated
with the Hudson County Local Union No. 384 and was promptly informed
did not at
1
that arrangements would be made as soon as possible.
that time, however, except that the aforesaid arrangements would be so
elaborate, though I have always known Local 384, and its president,
Brother Ira G. Sherman, to be the livest kind of live wires.
The affair turned out to be a banquet, held in Hoboken at midnight
May 6th. At the guest table were I. G. Sherman, toastmaster, Nicholas
W. Stephen liush of The Moving PicPower, who needs no introductio
ture World, Robert J. Emory, mai ufacturer of the Baird projector, Edward
Earl, treasurer of the Nicholas Power Company, J. 11. Hallberg, the
the menu, but he
economizer man (that was the way it appeared
K H. Richardson,
was introduced as the Swedish Electrical Engineer
World, William C.
editor projection department of The Moving PictUl
Smith, assistant general manager of the Nicholas Power Company,
"Wrede, superintendent repair department of the Nicholas Power Company, and H. IS. Coles, president, Coles Motion Picture Company.
And now let me tell you how Local 384 does things. Each member
of the local, in addition to paying for his own plate, paid for a plate
Oh, yes, of course, this costs money, but it was worth
for his manager.
A few dollars exmoney.
You cannot get good results cheaply.
pended this way is apt to have considerable mere effect, and better
amount spent on a strike.
' Ident, and John E. Moody, rice-president, of
it H
n
barli
Picture Exhibitors League of Hudson County, were present.
In speaking Dr. Hespe said, in part:
"In the early days of organization,
.

i

<

.

;

'

Power, was called upon
and gave a brief entertaining

history

the

of

days of operating.
introduced as the

moving

early-

He was
oldest

machine

picture

operator, and addressed the
gathering as "brothers and
fellow operators," winding
up his speech by presenting
to
President
I.
G.
Sherman, on behalf of Local

LOVING CUP.

3M.

a

beautifu:

Messers Karl, Stephen Hush, Emory, Hallberg. Smith and Wrede, spoke
talk on projecand the editor wound up the proceedings with
illustrated by drawings and photographs, which lasted until 4

briefly,
tion,

was rather proud of one thing though. Naturally, the hour bfing so
had to curtail my sddn
late,
was all over several of the xlnbitors and some of the operators re-l.ul, late (or rather
marked to me that they would
early) as it waa, n> hav. listened for another hour, and certainly the
willing to do that at 4 a. m.
lecture mu.-t be inn reel
I

I

•

Banquet of Hudson County Local Union
Edward
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New York
John Simons, Wellville,

Pa., writes

:

Am going to be in New York before long. Can you tell me
where I will see the best projection?
That is rather a big order. There are about six hundred moving
pictures theaters in Greater New York, and of course I do not see
So far as my personal knowledge goes,
by any means all of them.
however, the best projection, everything considered, is at the Strand,
Broadway and 4Sth street, and the Triangle Theater in Brooklyn. The
Strand projection is excellent, since the speed, to which I formally took
Manager Rolfe is a man who
strenuous objection, has been reduced.
believes not only in properly staging the picture, but in projecting it In
the best possible way.
Over in the Triangle Theater, Flatbush avenue and Fulton street,
I have sat through many performances and have never seen a single
They do, as a general
thing to criticise except the item of speed.
proposition, run 'em a little too fast, though I have succeeded in getting
There may be places in the city where
the speed materially reduced.
the projection is better than at the Strand or Triangle, but if so I
do not at this time know where they are.

He

After cogitating on this matter for
Crose's letter to the General Electric
In due time
quest for their opinion.

1916

some time, I finally sent Friend
Company, Schenectady, with recame the following reply:

Replying to your letter of April 11, attaching a copy or
from an operator at Gary, Ind., would say that there is
no reason why the Gary operator should have trouble by blowing 75 ampere fuses on the A. C. side of the rectifier which is
delivering 40 to 45 amperes D. C, unless it is due entirely to the
fact that he is feeding the carbons so closely as to draw more
than 45 amperes from the rectifier. Don't think he should blow
75 ampere primary fuses even though carbons be frozen. Ed.)
Our tests show that a rectifier when operated from 110 volts,
60 cycles, delivering 40 amperes at 50 volts, will have a power
factor of about 77 per cent and, figuring efficiency even as low
as 65 per cent., this would show about 36 amperes A. C. drawn
by the rectifier when the line voltage is 110. The operator's
argument regarding wattless current is taken care of when you

Disagrees.

letter

—

;

consider the power factor of the outfit involved.
The following formula will serve in computing A. C. current:

DC
AC.

line current

amps, x

DC

volts

:

AC

Eff.

For example, the figure
40 A.
AC. line current

voltage,

above, note that the
DC 50 V. DC

=

65%

Eff.

x

77%

P.F.

=

36.3A.

xllOA.C. V.

As stated above, the blowing of the fuse may have been due
When carbons are
to holding the carbons together too long.
lield together the A. C. current is increased considerably more
than the D. C. output. This is due to the fact that the efficiency of the outfit falls off as well as the lowering of the
power factor, which means the Increasing of the wattless
current.
that
I do not know where the operator gets the information
we claim that the A. C. current is only one-half of the D. C.
This is not a claim made by the General Electric
current.
Company, because the input current of the rectifier does not
bear any definite relation to the D. C. current; it depends on
the D. C. output of the rectifier and also on the A. C. line
voltage.
If the statement has been made that the resistance of the tube
Since, within certain
is constant, this should he corrected.
ranges, the resistance of the tube varies inversely with the
current flowing that is to say, the drop across the arc remains
constant for any current within the working range of the
It would be almost an impossibility to reduce the
rectifier tube.
drop of fhe rectifier tube as suggested by the operator from
The actual drop of the rectifier tube is due to the
Gary.
resistance of the spot of contact of the cathode and the resistance of the spot of contact of the anode, and no(
;

course, there is more transformation.
also stated that the resistance of the

of

tube was conYou
stant.
I
have seen it written by unquestionable authorities
on the subject that the drop in the tube is constant under all
voltages and amperages. It should be so as far as the voltage
latter
part
seem
does not
to conform to
Is concerned, but the
ohms law. The explanation is that the conductivity of the mercury vapor increases, or its resistance decreases with increase
There are electro-chemical theories exin the amperage.
plaining this which are, however, of little interest to most
operators.
By decreasine the D. C. voltage of the rectifier, the dro» in
the tube may be made practically nothing as compared to the
voltage delivered, and the rectifier may be made to have practically the same efficiency as the auto transformer, which may
(hieh voltage
be quite hieli. anfl it is on surh circuits
and comparatively low amperage, like a number of street arc
lights in series) that the rectifier belongs where it not only
effects a considerable saving in percentage over motor generator sets and converters (even if they could communicate the
voltage required), but they also affect this saving over such a
large amount of power that when a tube burns out it could be
replaced many times over and still money could be saved.
In motion picture work, liowever, the drop in the tube is such
a large part of the D. C. voltage that it cannot effeet any large
saving over a motor generator, and has the objection of the
undesirable tube besides.
To me, the easiest way of remembering the construction and
operation of a rectifier is to remember it as an auto transformer with a regulating choke coil, or reactance in the primary
circuit, and with two secondary circuits, the current flowing
in one of the secondary circuits through one-half of the tube,
and the arc on one-half cycle, and through the other secondary,
the other half of the tube, and the arc on the ofher one-half

3,

If the tube of a rectifier flashes and goes out, the operator
should be sure it is a burned-out reactance before connecting
up his reactance to operate it as a choke coil in A. C. When the
reactance burns out the tube will flash very brightly for a
one-half cycle and go out, due to lack of reactance to maintain
the mercury in vapor form through the zero voltage period.
A simple and effective way to locate an open circuit when the
rectifier fails to start, or the tube fails to shake, is to shunt the
starting circuit with a test lamp and shake the tube by hand.
If the rectifier then starts, the fault lies in the starting circuit,
and it may be located and repaired at leisure. If it fails to
start, then the fault lies in the D. C. side, provided, of course,
there is voltage on the A. C. side.

H. G. Crose, Gary, Ind., says,
I
have read your statements in issue of April 8th on the
fusing of rectifier circuits in answer to your question No. 124
with much interest, and would like to disagree with you on
one point. For some time I have noticed when fusing a rectifier circuit on a 110 volt circuit, if fuses of the same amperage be used on both the A. C. and the D. C. sides the ones on
the A. C. side wili, most likely, blow first.
I
have noticed
this in three different operating rooms where the wiring was
in perfect condition.
I
am now taking from 40 to 45 amperes
from the D. C. side of a rectifier and have blown 75 ampere fuses
on the A. C. side when there were four 60 ampere fuses (one
on each side of the line in two different places) on the D. C.
curside of the circuit.
I believe this to be due to wattless
rent surging on the A. C. side which, of course, does not
exist on the D. C. side, and which, while it does not register
on the wattmeter must be taken into account in fusing the
A. C. side, and in figuring wire sizes.
This condition exists
with motor generator sets and with rotary converters to a
certain extent also.
have never had an opportunity to
I
measure the power factor, or the instruments with which to
compute it, but it seems to me a logical explanation of the
case, and I think of no other reason for the condition.
Even
though the rectifier had a unity power factor the ratio of
transformation is not sufficient to allow an A. C. fuse of half
the amperage of the D. C. fuse. A 40 ampere D. C. arc would
require a pressure of about 55 volts, and as the resistance of
the tube must be overcome in the secondary circuits, the
pressure necessary to do this (10 to 15 volts) must be added
to the arc voltage and numerous other losses then would make
the A. C. amperage considerably more than half the D. C.
amperage. As a matter of fact, however, considerable of the
excessive voltage is overcome by reactance instead of being
transformed.
This giving a ballast effect similar to a rheostat,
preventing excessive current when the carbons are
brought together and making the arc handle easier by keeping the amperage nearer constant with different distances beThis reactance produces the before named
tween carbons.
condition, wattless current.
The amount of wattless current
depending to a certain extent upon the amount of regulating
reactance in circuit.
If the rectifier is operated on 220 volts
then,

June

cycle; each cycle overlapping the other, because of the reacBearing
tance, so that the mercury vapor does not condense.
in mind, of coure, that in an auto transformer part of the secondary current is received by direct electrical connection with
the primary and part being induced by the agency of magnetic

Projection.

length of the arc or conducting vapor, which s
true within the working range for which the rectifier is deconsiderably, i"
If, however, the current was increased
signed.
that the density of the ionized vapor be increased beyond fhe
limit for which the tube is designed, then the drop across the
are (tube, you mean, don't you? Ed.) would become appreciable.
The operator's statement regarding the rectifier when used
on series street lighting is correct. The drop in the rectifier
tube is proportionally so small as compared to fhe D. C. output,
that the loss in the tube would reduce the efficiency of the system, as a whole, very little, hut it must be understood that for
low voltage work, such as that required for moving picture
machines, the drop in the rectifier tube is appreciable, and the
efficiency of the outfit is much lower, the exact percentage depending on the D. C. voltage at which It is operated. Some
operators operate as low as 45 volts, while others operate as

The rectifier efficiency Is, however,
high as 60 volts D. C.
considerably better than that of the motor-generator set, bewhile the motor-generator set with this capacity will
about
65 per cent, when run at full load,
of
efficiency
an
have

cause,

and as it also requires resistance, the loss of this resistance
should be taken into consideration in comparing the efficiency
of the two outfits.
Crose or the GenI find myself unable to agree with either Brother
Electric so far as the blowing of the 75 ampere fuses be conEven with fhe resistance of the arc entirely eliminated it
cerned.
seems to me there would not be 75 amperes taken from an A. C. lens,
and in order to blow a 75 ampere fuse at least an 80 ampere flow would
have to be maintained for a period of one minute or more.
eral

:
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am wondering

does not happen that Friend Cross's A. C.
fuses are located in a very warm place, whereas the D. C. fuses are
located in a comparatively cool place.
This would make a lot of
difference, and might explain the whole business.
1
would like to
hear from operators, who are running rectifiers, and who hare same
fused on both A. C. and D. ft, as to their experience.
I

If

it

It
two in future.
TWO YEARS APPRENTICESHIP IS LITTLE
ENOUGH TIME FOR A MAN TO BECOME A THOROUGHLY COMPETENT MOVING PICTURE MACHINE OPERATOR.

Mr. Dirt in the Aperture.
St. Louis, Mo., writes
guess you think St. Louis is rather slow, as I have seen
nothing in the department from our city, though I have been
reading the same for quite some time. Well, I am going to start
them going, or at least try to do so by sending a description of
a little device for removing Mr. Dirt from the aperture. This
is designed specially for Power's projectors, but will work on
any make of machine. I know there are many operators who
don't mind dirt on the aperture, but this device is intended for

Raymond Brown,

I.

Newberry, S. C, says
diameter objective. When the picture is In
focus on the screen the distance from the aperture to the back
surface of the len s is 3.5 inches.
Will you kindly advise what
combination of condensers are needed, and what distance to
place them from the aperture?
At present 1 am using a 6%7V6 condenser combination, with 18 inches from the aperture
to the front condenser.
am afraid, however, I am losing
I
F. Taylor,

Have a

:

I

Lens Combination.
1.5 inch

in the objective.
Have been using National carbons,
pulling GO amperes, 65 volt A. C. through a Fort Wayne compensarc.
Recently bought a new supply of carbons, and find
they are not marked as Nationals have been in the past.
In
fact there is no mark on them at all.
They give a good light.
In fact better than the other carbons did, but they have one
fault for which I cannot account, viz.
there is a small flame
which periodically runs around the carbons just once.
In
other respects they are fine, and produce a brilliant white

light

:

light.

Turn to Table 1, page 141 of the Handbook, and look down the left
hand column until you come to 1V6, the diameter of your objective;
then following over to the right we do not find 3.5, or anything near
in fact we have to go down two horizontal columns in order to
it
get 3.53 in the second column from the right, and 3.58 in the right
band column, opposite which, in the left hand column, we find 1%.
Even if you can get 21 inches between the apex of the front lens and
the film you would have to have a lens 1% inches in diameter in
order to avoid light loss.
If,
however, you have a machine with
which you can only get 18 inches between the apex of the front condenser and the film, then you would have to have a lens x 13-16 inches
in diameter, using one G'/2 and one 1 /i condenser spaced so that their
apexes are not more than 1-32 of an inch apart. This whole matter.
Brother Taylor, hinges on your understanding how to use Table 1,
page 141 of the Handbook.
If you can only get 16 inches between
the apex of the front lens and the film, then following down the
column under 16 until you come to 3.580, which is practically 3%.
and then running out to the left hand column you see that your
objective would have to be 1 15-16 inches in diameter in order to
avoid light loss.
Those asking questions of this kind will do well to advise me as to
the extreme distance it is possible to get with their machine between
the apex of the front lens and the film. Without this piece of information I am hampered in
iply,
but owners of the Handbook will be able to match up thei jwn optical system by means of
Table 1, page 141, without asking
y questions of any one.
As to the carbon fault, why I e iled at your description
"The
flame runs around the carbon just
The only reason I could
advance for that Is it wants to see if the back door is closed. Serl
ously, however, Brother Taylor, you will have to go into a detailed
description before I could think of even attempting to diagnose the
Presumably you mean that your arc is operating at 65
flame case.
to

;

l

particular men who don't care to have their picture framed with
brickbats.
The illustration will show how it works, and the
whole thing costs but a few cents.
A Is the front plate of the machine B the lens Jacket C
the slip tube or lens
D a small brass tube which is tapped at
the end so as to accommodate two nuts, fitted one on either side of
plate A to hold the tube in position.
E Is a small spray which
may be obtained from any ten-cent store. It is attached to the
end of tube D, and is bent to strike the aperture at an angle.
F Is an ordinary camera bulb, attached to the outside of tube D.
Squeeze the bulb and bluey away flies Brother Dirt.

:

;

;

;

!

Closing the Books,
of complaints from a great many operators
join the union, only to find the books closed,
that, granting the proposition that it may in
some Instances be
only advisable but necessary to "close the
t
books" and refuse n
e members, still here is a thing which can be
very easily overdone.
The privilege of "closing the books" Is one
which Is highly susceptible of abuse, nor can any union possibly
justify the closing of its books unless it is In position to supply a
thoroughly competent man for every Job within its jurisdiction.
I
don't like to go into matters of this kind, because I fully recognize
the fact that legitimate arguments can bo advanced both for and
•gainst the practice; also I am willing to concede the proposition

The

editor

is

in

r

ilpt

who have attempted
Now it seems to m

that It is highly inadvisable to take in new members in a town or a
City where there are already sufficient COMPETENT operators to
meet the requirements.
Please take note, however, that this hinges
upon the word competent, and of my own knowledge books have been
closed In some cities when there was not one really competent operIn my bumble opinion the closing of books
ator to every live Jobs,
wildest stret h of Imagination,
under these condition

As I understand this device the tube Is designed to run along the
side of the lens barrel and set back a little distance from the aperture, so that the air blast will strike the whole aperture and clean
all sides of it.
i-ut to be
would suggest, however, that when
practical, and while we appreciate Brother Browns good Intent In
sending it in, the plan adopted by operators in large New York theaters
Is even better.
They get a glass tube, similar to a modioli
only larger and longer, and affix thereto a small bicycle or automobile
horn bulb. This Instrument is Inserted either in an opening specially
made in tho easing of the machine or, In the case of the Power's Six.
.1 you can take it from me that it |s | pretty tough piece
of dirt that will stand the resultant blast.
If any considerable number of operators would like to get a glass
tube of this kind 1 will see what I can supply them to you for— without any profit of course.
it
In ths
The advantage of the glass is that I'
light ray It does not show appreciably on the M
i

I

Justified.
It is a pretty tough proposition to keep a competent man out, In
favor of an Incompetent, and, mind you, oompetenoy means something more than mere ability to project a reasonably good picture.

In Other words
believe, as 1 have
that kind of picture.
always believed, that it Is a part of the duty of the union to check
up the work of its members, and penal ls« those who rail to deliver
the best screen result possible under the conditions the man works

project

I

I do not wish to go into llils matter any furl]:.
fact I did not want to mention II at all. bat (Ml that II
of this department i" warn operators thai tha wholesale cloning of
union books might easily breed a condition which would be intolerable.
As I see the matter now. the real solution of thU proposition In an
:
extended term of apprentice hip, and
on* ttiimj
will more thoroughly justify active nor): on the fart Of ovcratorit'
organUatiotu than the endeavor to foroe on adequate operators' apprenticeship, and I for one am going to quit talking one year and make
.

Richardson's
Motion Picture Handbook for Managers and Op«r»ter»
Over 700 pages and owr 300 illustrations h»lp to seethe) a
book tL.t will be a lasting monument to its aatkor'e kaereriedge, ability and dilige.ee. No suck work on Proj-c«loej ks»
ever before been attempted nor is it likely to be for many
years to come.

Price

is

14.00

per copy, postpaid.
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Water
34
ozs.
Tetra-thiourea-ammonium chloride
15.5 grs.
For use take one part A, one part B and two parts C.
With the exception of the temperature, the developement is the same
The temperature is absolutely essential to the successful
for negatives.
working of the process. The limits are between 15 degrees and 18
degrees centigrade or 59 degrees and 64 degrees, Fahr and they must
;

It is a rule of this department that no apparatus will be recommended
editorially until the value of such appliances has been demonstrated to

The Making

of a Direct Positive.

The production of a positive image instead of the usual negative on
the moving picture film has been the subject of considerable investigation by photographers and chemists.
Various formulas have been tried with greater or less success, but
the use of Thiocarbamide (Sulphorurea, Thiourea), has probably been
used less than any of the others.
The Editor has conducted some experiments along these lines and
with the co-operation of Mr. Samuel Wein, Photo-Chemist has been
able to make an exceedingly good positive direct.
The literature on this subject is not extensive as all investigators
did not publish or speak of their results.
However, Col. Waterhouse
(Eder: Jahrbuch fur Photo. Volume 16, page 170; 1892), first described the use of thiocarbamide (sulphorurea, thiourea), and having
its chemical formula as follows C. S. (NH 2 ).
His work seems to have
attracted little attention, however, and apparently the results obTrans and Science, St
tained with thiocarbamide by others (Nipher
Louis Volume 10 page 210, 1900 quoted in Journal Physical Chemistry,
Volume 13, page 237; 1909), were unsatisfactory.
The formula Col. Waterhouse made use of was
Lithium carbonate
50 grs.
Sodium sulphite
50 grs.

be strictly adhered to.
The negative appears and then the film apparently fogs, and is then
exposed to a diffused light, and then replaced in the developer, after
three or four minutes the positive image is clearly seen.
The corresponding chloride salt, however, appears to be better still,
and works without a restrainer (bromide). The iodide was not satisAll these salts were prepared according to the directions of
factory.
Reynolds (Journal Chemical Soc. Volume 59, page 384, 1891).

Has
L.

solution)

along

page 649,

A.
1000 grs.
126 "
21 "

Hydroquinone
B.

Water
Sodium

carbonate
of a thiocarbamide solution to 25

1000 grs.
126 "

Add 20 c. c.
c.
c.
of solution A
c.
c.
to solution B.
All of Perley's work was done on lantern slides which are quite different from moving picture films, the writer having had the occasion to
do some experimental research work along this line has concluded that
his formula was unsatisfactory for the results were seldom successful
and then only to a limited extent.
The predominant factors in the use of thiourea is the following:
1.
The brand of film used.
2.
The proportion of thiourea or its salts.
3.
Developing agent.
and 25

6.

Proportions of alkali.
Proportions of restrainer.
Character of thiourea salt used.

7.

Temperature

4.
5.

of solution.

Satisfactory positives were obtained with an adurol developer, containing a rather large amount of alkali, but with amidol the results
were unsatisfactory.
The effect of metol is very peculiar. A small
amount of it added to the regular hydroquinone developer increases
very much the density of the negative image. Hybrids generally result, although by decreasing the exposure very much and developing
for a short time, some rather poor positives would be obtained.
The tetra-thiourea, ammonium bromide recommended by Col. Waterhouse, but apparently not tried by Perley or other investigators, was
very much superior to the simple thiourea, giving clearer and better
The following is the formula made use of:
positives.

6%

Water
Sodium Sulphite

390
65

Hydroquinone

ozs.

grs.

B.

Water
Sodium carbonate
Copyright, 1916, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

6%
830

ozs.
grs.

Was

it

caused

by

the

perforating

—

1909), has worked with thiocarbamide and has had better results with
a hydroquinone developer instead of eikonogen as suggested by Col.
Waterhouse, Herewith is the formula Perley used.

Water
Sodium Sulphite

perforations.

also find
my film slightly fogged along the edge. Is this due
leaky magazines, if so can I purchase aluminum or other
metal ones and how expensive are they?
I
project my own pictures in a local theater and find quite
some up and down motion on the screen. What causes the
vibration?
How expensive are Carl Zeiss F. 3.5 50 mm. lenses? Where
is the best market for news pictures if I take any and how
much do the News Companies pay?
If you will favor me with these answers I shall be very
grateful to you.
I

to

ozs.
13,

the

machine?

few

10
Develop the film in the usual manner and fix.
Recent Perley (Journal Physical Chemistry Volumn

Troubles.

I have had considerable static trouble, and as an experiment
took the film in the camera into the dark room and gave the
camera a hundred or so rapid turns but was unable to see any
static in the camera.
Then I developed a strip of unexposed
film and found static present before the exposure was made.
This form of static appears principally at regular intervals

50 grs.
(saturated

Known

also old.

:

Eikonogen
Thiocarbamide
drops water

and Other Well

;

—

:

Static

C, Nashville, Tenn., writes:
doing considerable amateur work in moving picture
photography, but lately hai
difficulties t
about which I wish you would giv
an old model Prestwitch Camera in which the velvet track has
been replaced by a metal one.
The magazines are w«od and

The static trouble that you are experiencing undoubtedly comes from
the perforating machine, unfortunately the manufacturers of film do
not guarantee stock against static.
The fog on the edge of the film is
caused by a light leak in the magazines and if you will cover up any
cracks with lantern slide binding or the ordinary passe partout tape
this leak may be stoped.
Metal Magazines for the Prestwitch Camera can be obtained at a cost
of about $12.00 each.
They are" superior to the wooden ones as they
will not warp or crack.
The vibration of the pictures on the screen is of course magnified
many times and probably is caused by the tilt or panoram being loose.
If you will tighten up these too wherever possible, the vibration should
be lessened.
Carl Zeiss lens are not obtainable except at a premium due to the
present European War.
The prices range from $40.00 to $100.00 for
the 50 mm. F. 3.5.
The best information regarding news pictures was given in a recent
issue under the title "Hints to Newsfilm Cameramen."
The price paid for good negative which is accepted ranges from
60 cents to $1.00 per foot.

Correspondence Club.
Leonard A. Bayer, 1435 Avenue "A," New York, writes:
Kindly add my name to this Correspondence Club that you
mention in your column. Also please be so kind and send me
full particulars pertaining to the principles of this club.
am very glad, indeed, to note that each day or two brings a new
The object of this club is merely
to this correspondence club.
develop the interest in Motion Picture Photography among photographers who are situated all over the country.
By correspondence you can take up with any of the men whose names
we have published from time to time, any question or matters that you
For instance, if you have been particularly
believe would interest them.
successful in making a certain class of pictures, such as out-door work,
or if you have lent your energies toward photographing microscopical
subjects, either of these things will interest other members of this club.
If you write them, perhaps in return they would tell you of some interesting experience that they have had.
I

member
to

—

—
June

3,
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Morgan

Arnold

Inquiries.

Douce Caresse

a

gives

concerning any phase of the work of the orchestral
leader in a photoplay theater may be addressed to the Moving
Picture World and the answers of Mr. Berg will appear in a Question and Answer Department, which will be a regular feature of our

deFuentes

(Valse)

party.

QUESTIONS

Dancing scene.
(Flash)

(Piano only)

Morning brings home
"Good God Zell it won't do."
Four days later.

Music Page.

Karganoff

Serenade

got an all night ride."

"I

THEME

Repeat:

Loud

Clarice

(Valse intermezzo)

A

Night.

May

Released

arrangement with

special

New

"Quick we
Two days

M. Berg.

S.

Schirmer,
York.

G.

Sheet" is not designed to solve every
of the film, but is intended as a partial solution of the problem
what to play for the picture. It has
proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving to
a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not available until
the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge)
by managers from their local exchange In advance of the date of release, and a sufficient number should be secured to provide one for
This will afford to the progressive
each member of the orchestra.
leader an opportunity to acquaint himself with the general character of
the film drama he is to portray with his orchestra.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T)
or a described action (marked D).
For instance: Gl'A T "Two days
later" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen.
But
Q.',% D "When Rick takes drink" is a description of action.
George Castleman, engineer, is given charge of a railroad construction camp in the mountains of North Carolina.
His wife Mildred, a
society butterfly, refuses to leave New York, but remains In town,
carrying on a flirtation with Arnold Morgan, a wealthy society man.
In the mountains George meets and falls in love with Zell, a mountain
girl.
After a time Mildred wants a divorce and seeks evidence against
her husband. She arrives at the camp and hires a rig to carry her to
Zell's cabin.
The driver, intoxicated, loses control of the horse and an
accident ensues in which Mildred is killed.
Zell and George are theD

—

united.

Care mu t
of darning from 21 'J to ACt'/i.
They are
mostly flashes only and music suggested must be stopped by the orchesilano only continued.
Note particularly: Agltatos as suggested.
Shot and Explosion, 34J* Auto effects, 5814 Train effects, 6VA1

;

;

The THEME selected la "My Memory Maid"— Hintze.
Time schedule: fflyi minutes (five reels 1,500 feet).

Note:

Rick Lally, a degenerate.

Villagers
(Allegro moderato)
Agitato No. 2.

A

Repeat

4

T
T
T

654
8

T
T

"Oh forget your cards."
Arnold Morgan.

11

T

"Give up the

14J4

T

"What are

15J4

T

1%

2y2

recklessness

fatal

Howgill

Little

:

John Shayne.

i

Reviewed by

Little Villagers.
Bijouterie

Bohm

:;.

for tbe very excellent orchestration.

reaponsibli

Howgill
\lnd<-rato)

i

Howgill

(AndaDte moderato)
17J4
IS

T
l>

Great events must bud—
When X, II picks up her dog.

21J4

T

A week

23>/2

T

"This

fall effect.)
later.
( l'iano
only.

An
'

;

Bemi-pathetlc situations.

SONGS FROM SHAKESPEARE'S TIME
requirement
suitid

to

!.

in,

extended

NIK u l-K-MI
suited

picture
III!

)

Repeat: THEME
loucement
1

Robert

day,

*8

II

r -'-

\:.'KEL.

MacDOWBLL.

and

Edward

I

thout

I

modulations

No

RICHAH
another

ol

omi -i
West« rn,
\.\n DRAM \ n«' MUSIC
player can hare too many

thoae

melodious 2-4 numbers

i

MIDDL
Incidental

and

Di

hum

burglary

'

l.

Prelude

j

[ntem

:;

Oriental

picture

without this publication.
s

for

INCIDENTAL
talus

'

Gedlcht"
'
Jungnlckel will be found to be one of the most
folly edited
rm music published

of

Hon Richardson has given
well

o(

England" and "The Knottlnj

of

ii

POEM.
This arrangement

and

'.MER.
'

be used at Englhh educational, scenic weekly or light drama.
iranserihvd and arranged by Gaston Boren and Include

r

In

OP VENICE
INCIDENTAL
».

moderato

lento)

rainy

a

for

is

._«--•SCHIRMER.

ARENSKT

position will admirably depict impending disaster, allegro
TinTempo 2-4 presto and prestissimo
action or chasing.
orchestra by Ross Jungnlckel.
SCHIRMER.
BORCH.
YES'I ER -I.oVE
original
As the name Implii
Well suited for a theme or
composition arrang. .1 by the composer.

HAN

(Water

An

gracloso

andantlno

2-4

INTERMEZZO.

No
Darlnee

SCHIRMER.

1'IETRO FLORIDIA.

LONGING.

A pleasing Intermezzo In
orchestrs by Otto Langey.

.

life."

those men doing?"
"You say a railroad brings."

BOSTON MUSIC.

sempllce.
allegretto
2-4
Characteristic
[herds Tale.
Melodv for flute, strings and oboe.
Shepherds all and Maidens Fair. Allegro con moto. giocoso in 4.
2.
Luilaby.
Andante Bempllee. Melody for cello and strings.
Tournament. Allegro energico a la polonaise.
4.
Although published in 1918 it is so appropriate for motion pictures
It is sufficient
..ill
Bnd this suite a valuable acquisition.
N.vin composed it and that Hugo Riesenfeld is
i: lulbert

I

Hintze

M. Berg.

S.

NEVIN.

IN ARCADY.

(Valse Intermezzo)

My Memory Maid
rato) (THEME)

THEME

:

Musical Publications and Their Adaptability to the Screen.

Music

or descriptive eves.

Opening.

4.

The End.
For the convenience of readers of the Moving Picture World,
the numbers suggested in the above cue sheet is to be
G. Schirmers advertisement on page 1763.

i

Sub-titles

D

Repeat

Bizet

No.

'gitato

list of

—

Time.

Le Retour

understand."

can't

"I

"Musical Suggestion Cue
THIS
possible musical requirement

her."

will follow
later.
effects)

(Train

When Mildred gets into rig.
When Rick takes drink.

Music Publishers,

Inc.,

Aletter

Pulcinello

Zell

29 by the World Film Corporation.

Suggestions prepared by

By

loneliness

completes a journey.
(Auto effects)

Musical Setting for "Fate's Boomerang."

Ml
After Introduction
th strings and barn
*

eantal

aoeomnantmoM.
bT wood-winds and

Zell."

"Why

25

T

28
20

D When Zell buys paper.
T Two weeks later.

that

Is It

thi

Miles

mi

Modi

i

31
34J4

n When Rick picks up
T A venomous friend.

35K

T
T

No. I,
era

Mult..

I

3ft^i

4144
A2'/i

"our

be

I'

t

li

"

Chamlnada

tempo

dl

musician's

Repeal

I

HEME

orlglnall]

old

rattler."

i;.

.

;

,,t

I'llKMK

s

niiiybo

vou'.l

S.

.('hamlnail*

i.n.l.
I

Modi

fat..

I

Bourohlar

at

the

Harriot

theater,

London, England

ti

hoped

later

lothtnj
"

uttuir

guess

ando,

marela

Prelui

gun.

'i

Treat

T "I
T As
T "I

I.

.

(Shot—Explosion.)
.Ti!4

march,

i

Agitato

SACHEM
ah

Indian

InU

mu

I

Igdhl

indi»n

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
drama

or

bright Oriental

scenes.

A

valuable addition to the picture

library.

SESAME.
This

tempo

is
is

Oriental.

KING.

FEIST.

described by the composer as an intermezzo Arabian.
The
allegro moderato and it can well be described as a neutral
So little of this material is available that it will be

welcomed.
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Bada and Pietro Audisio, Miss
Farrar appeared once more at the end of the program when
Fornia, Angelo

Scotti, Rita

Mr. Granville sang a song written especially for the occasion
by Irving Berlin and dedicated to her. George Polacco, with
full Metropolitan Orchestra, accompanied all the operatic

the

selections.

the

The event at the Rialto will last for five days commencing June 5. It had been originally announced that this series
of special performances would start on May 22, but S. L.
Rothapfel, director of the house, found that he had not
sufficient time in which to prepare the Tribute on the scale
he wished. The first two days will be Motion Picture Days,
with appearances of the most prominent screen favorites
in costumes of roles in which they are best known.
Wednesday will be devoted to the appearance of leading actors
and actresses of the stage. Thursday will be Musical Day,
and Friday will be Allied Arts of the Theater Day.

to qualify or to provide.

Programs

Preparedness.
By S. M. Berg.

From California to Maine and from New Orleans to Lake Michigan,
main topic of conversation is Preparedness. It matters not what a
man's railing is, or by what means he i= obtaining his livelihood,
Preparedness arises in his conversation.
In New York City on May
13th a continuous stream of human beings heralded with bands and
carrying the Stars and Stripes marched up Fifth avenue in an effort
to convince the slackers that they were ready and willing to defend
their country's honor when called upon.
These few words are published under a musical column so it is fitting that we deal with the word Preparedness from the musician's
point of view, especially in the service of musical interpretation for
the film.
Preparedness means a preparing or fitting, to make ready,

How many of those musicians who are expressing opinions today on
Preparedness from a national standpoint are equipped to provide a
musical interpretation for a picture on a moments notice?
How
many are there who have their libraries classified so that whatever
character of music is needed they can lay their hands on it? How
many have a library which contains the national characteristics such
as English, French, German, Russian, .Chinese, Indian, etc.?
How
many have a collection of what might be termed the standard classics?
Unfortunately the greater number of musicians that are earning their
living by playing the picture are totally unprepared for their positions.
They give no thought to the problems which they may be called upon
to solve and no preparation is made by them to provide themselves with
material.
A few days ago a leader of a suburban vaudeville and picture house
called on me.
He said the management intended to discontinue vaudeville for the summer and were to run pictures only.
He explained to
me that he realized he would need a large library for this purpose
and sought my advice. Immediately upon my asking a few questions
I discovered he had no library as he had
pictures up to the present.
His chief duty
while during the pictures he simply ran through some popular numbers and then left the pianist to improvise.
I
learned that he was
drawing the Union scale for leaders which I believe is $56 a week,
and pointed out that from such a salary he could well afford to spend
a small sum for music every week.
However, his concluding remark
was "I've got enough to do with my money. I don't intend to buy
music every week."
Of course this appears to be an extreme case
but it never-the-less is a true one.
A leader in a motion picture theater must possess a large library.
i

He

should be thoroughly acquainted with every composition and understand its interpretation and the character of action it will depict.
His music should be classified so that whenever he needs a particular
number he can lay his hands on it immediately. Thus musicians who
desire to become leaders and secure a large share of this world's
goods must assiduously apply the meaning of Preparedness as an individual.
The old saying tells that charity begins at home. By the
same thought Preparedness begins at home also, for you must be
fitted and equipped to carry out the work you contract.

Opera Performance Nets $9,000
Actors*

Fund

Benefits by Entertainment at the Metropolitan
Rialto Week Next.

—

grand
THE
campaign

tribute performance of the motion picture
for the Actors' Fund, held on the afternoon

At Leading Picture Theaters
the Week of May 21 at New York's Best
Motion Picture Houses.
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs" at the Strand.
for

the week beginning May 21st the Strand TheDURING
ater presented Mae Murray
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs,"
in

produced by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
The film
in association with David Belasco.
from the play of the same name written by David
Belasco and Egerton Castle and presented by Mr. Belasco
in New York some time ago.
Mae Murray, one of the newer recruits to the screen, in
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs" finds a part well suited to her beauty
and winsomeness. The play is a romance of the days of
powdered wigs, courtly gallants, fair ladies and swords
a photoplay

Play

Company

drama

is

The action occurs in Bath, England, the
place, the latter part of the eighteenth
The meticulous care given to Belasco stage prohas been employed in the direction of the film

quickly drawn.

famous watering
century.
ductions
version.

Rube Goldberg's "The Boob Weekly," a scenic and a cartoon comedy, were also on the program.
"Going Straight" at the Rialto.
the week— Norma
a Triangle photoplay offering "Going Straight," and Charlie Chaplin in his
last Essanay production, "Police."
"Going Straight," the vehicle in which Norma Talmadge
is seen, is a five-reel drama by Bernard McConville and has
for its foundation the difficulties that beset the reformed
crook endeavoring to "go straight." It is full of action and
dramatic suspense, with just a touch of pathos and heart
By a strange coincidence
interest, aroused by the children.
Chaplin's comedy, "Police," is the direct antithesis— almost a
burlesque on the same story.
"In the Land of the Midnight Sun" and "Spain" and a
musical program were included in the entertainment.

The Rialto offered a double bill during
Talmadge and the "Fine Arts Kiddies" in

"Pasquale" at the Broadway.
The attraction at the Broadway theater was the latest
Morosco-Paramount photoplay, "Pasquale," with George
Beban and Myrtle Stedman in the leading roles. Mr. Beban

of May 9 at the Metropolitan Opera House, was a
huge success. It was the finest performance of its kind
ever held anywhere and added substantially to the glory
and the treasury of the great humanitarian undertaking of
the heads of the film industry.
Monday was National Motion Picture Tribute Day and was loyally observed in every
state in the Union.
The next event of importance in the
canvass for the $500,000 endowment of the Actors' Fund
will be another affair of large pretentions.
It will comprise
an entire "Actors' Fund Week" at the Rialto theater with
elaborate special features, 25 per cent, of the proceeds to be

plays the part of Pasquale. The story is a deft blending of
laughter and tears, several of the scenes being laid on the
Italian-Austrian battle front. The Broadway Weekly, colored scenics, short comedies and cartoons rounded out the

donated to the campaign.
The mammoth metropolitan tribute netted $9,000 for the
Every seat in the vast house was occupied and many
The
rails in the orchestra and balconies.
great crowd was treated to a most exceptional program.
Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the National Executive Committee of the Campaign, and Daniel Frohman, president of
the Actors' Fund, who arranged the affair, covered themselves with glory.
The offerings ranged from Puccini to Berlin in the music
and from Bernard Granville to Edna May in the specialties.
Geraldine Farrar was the principal attraction and never appeared to better advantage. She sang in excellent voice and
was given a most enthusiastic reception. After singing the
second act of "Madame Butterfly," assisted by Antonio

Star Features and Vim comedies. Mr. Gilmore left New York
on Friday, carrying with him sample prints of several forthcoming productions. He is one of the most popular men in
the film industry and has a high reputation as a judge of a

cause.

people stood at the

bill.

W.

J.

GILMORE WITH MELIES.

W. J. Gilmore, former manager of the 23rd street branch
of the General Film Company, has been appointed eastern
representative of Melies Manufacturing Company and will
make a tour of the eastern states in behalf of Knickerbocker

picture's merits.

Mr. Gilmore's experience in film marketing extends over
fourteen years. Graduating into the General Film Company
from successful management of a chain of theaters, he
entered the Twenty-third street branch and worked his way

His assumption of
until he became assistant manager.
the management of the branch was marked by a large increase in the volume of business done. He confesses that he
has always leaned toward the representation of some brand
to which he can devote all his energies.
up

e
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The Laugh
time
SOME
Chamber

Is

On

S.

Letter

McQUADE.

THE WEED AND THE ROSE.

Louis Mann.

grew at the foot of a rose
they both breathed the same summer t
it looked at the
•

ago, in an address before the Altoona, Pa.,
Commerce, Louis Mann was credited by
"Over every
the press with the following statement:
would place the sign, 'The home of
moving picture house

And

But the poor weed sighed as

of

At twilight the

I

non-intellectuals.'

"

And

A Storm

Raised by

Vice Film.

Illinois

the Illinois vice film),
"The Little Girl Next Door"
is now showing at the La Salle theater, this city, is
raising a big storm among the reform forces.
The City Council Committee on Judiciary is at the point
fat the time of writing) of recommending an order directing ( hief of Police Healey to revoke the permit for the
It is well undersubject, for the reason that it is improper.
stood, however, that the Chief need not follow the order.
The reform forces are urging the committee to go ahead.
A letter from Samuel P. Thrasher, superintendent of the
Committee of Fifteen, which denounces the vice film, will
In this Utter Mr. Thrasher
be read before the committee.
says, in part:
"Why the law which applies to obscene hooks and pictures
should not apply to a motion picture like this one
cannot
(

which

I

comprehend.
ven the expurgated edition of this
"No one can view
frusion without being convinced thai the intent
and matter therein displayed could not be reduced to print
without making the hock so lewd, lascivious and obscene
as to compel its exclusion from the United States mails and
I

render

it- publishers liable to prosecution.
think the film should never have been released to the
Nov. that il has been, il should be move thoroughly
revised, by the elimination ot" additional fcalui.
exhibition prohibited."

"I

puljlic.

love for the rose

;

;

Then

at night the little

weeds

of

weed heartbroken

cried,

And its tears washed the foot of the rose:
And sweete she grew and her green leaves spread w

himself.

Do I recollect aright? Did not Louis Mann and his
amiable and talented wife, Clara Lipman, make an essay in
Were not
feature pictures, a little over three years ago?
Did they not turn
the productions made in New York?
out to be a fizzle, financially, because the camera did not
take kindly to Mr. Mann, and because Mr. Mann on the
screen failed to make the appeal that he did on the stage?
That was not Mr. Mann's fault; it was his misfortune.
But why blame the innocent moving picture for it?
Tut! Tut! Tut! Mr. Mann. Just as many (and then as
many times more) intellectuals go to the moving picture
houses as flocked to see you on your successful tours. Don't
Attend the moving picture
take any man's word for it.
houses and prove it for yourself.

weed tremblingly spoke,

little

told of its

it

The rose never heard for the language
Is a language a weed only knows.

We are indebted to Mr. Mann, because he has made the
world laugh by his inimitable stage impersonations. In this
instance he evokes another laugh, but the laugh is on

Shutting
So the litt

And

To me,

the

poem shows both ima§

Maybe,

tenderness.
to

inlight and air;
weed died at the foot of the r
e never knew it was there.

:

this little

it

will

suggest an

idi

someone.

Chicago Film Brevities.
J. A. Kent, publicity and sales manager of the Great Northern Film Company, New York City, arrived
Wednesday, May 10, and remained until Hon day night,
May IS. Mr. Kent reported fair business for his product
During his sta->- here he interested himself in the censorship
of several of his subjects by the Chicago board.
il

Jay E. Sherwood, state vice-president for Wis<
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of the Northwest,
paid this city a flying visit one day last week.
Mr. Sherwood is manager of the Grand theater. Madison. Wis., and
secretary of the Grand Theater Company, which owns it.
This house seats 750 people, and is showing to good busiMr Sherwood stated that conditions for exhibitors
ness
were very good in Madison, hut that local women societies
are trying just now to establish a local censorship board.
He did not believe that anything would be done, however,
as exhibitors in Madison are their own censors and very
careful to look over their programs before exhibiting them.
Clarence A. Frambers. president of the Photodrama Club,
3018 Jackson Boulevard. Chicago, recently returned from
California, where he has been writing special stories on
the staffs of the Lubin, Triangle-Keystone, Thomas H line
and American Film companies. Since the policy of the club
has been changed to make all photoplay writers who are
not residents of Chicago eligible to membership, so many
applications have been received that it was deemed advisable for Mr. Frambers to return and attend to the business
matters and to have the meetings conducted undet
The club is being conducted for the
Bona! supervision.
benefit of amateur and successful scenario w muis. and is
making a fine showing and doing a great d
sted iii scenario w ork, M
Fi
(

Thomas
Thomas

Santschi a Victim of the Muse.

Santschi,

Selig's

well-known

man. who

leading

onths past with "The Crisis" com
host ol friends during his stay,
> nth [ianl ol a man in Ins normal moods;
in "The Spoilers" shows
a fighting
demon when he has his back to the wall. He has the pari
of Stephen Brice in "The Crisis," .1 character that should
also t,t him well.
To look at him one might be impressed that Mr Santschi
earth to dabble in poetry;
would be about thi last ma
but he has done it. although he Stoutly disclaims that it is
poeti j
Out at Camp Nobles, Catalina Island, with Jacl

was on hen
pany, made

Tom

hut

is

.is

o

a

a great,

ins

McN'amara

1

and
eral

chum from Harvard as companions
months ago, th< crinu wa committed.

a

Selig players, who ha\
ths past in the production of the u
Crisis," left this city on Wednesday evening, \i...
Yicksburg, Miss, where the famous battle scenes describing
mston Churchill story will be filmed under the directhi
lb'

1

W

Campbell Among the players who
Eugenie B<
Paw cett, Thomas
George Fawcett, Matt Snyder, Marshal Neilan.
ei
[olland, Leo Piei son, and
friends, among whom were Will
(bison
tre<
Willets, were at the Illinois Central Twelfth
\n advance fot
to s (l them oil
olin
ton,

Santschi,
<

il

1

-

stage

The bracing

air,

aided by equallj brai ing libations and the picturesque beauty
thi
trio
the scene, inspired
"Let's sing a song of the weed," suggested Tom Santschi.
" \nd another of the TO
that

Tom

was

thi

>rigin

ol

I

Santschi finally evolved.

Weed
.1-

the

direction

of

Pollock,

Gabriel

in
Vicksburg foi some time past, d< ing the prrlimmarv work m
Campbell's arrival.
Mr Campbell expects to conclude hi.s work in
i

.
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.1!
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brief stay,

proceeded to Vicksburg, where he will act as

business manager of the Selig "Crisis" company.
"The Valiants oi Virginia," adapted from the thrilling
novel mi Hallie Erminie Rives, will he the next Selig Red
.Seal photoplay to he released, through V-L-S-E. Inc.,
folLowing "Into the Primitive," which will be release.! on
Xl
he Sclig-kives photoplay will be released on
29

^

•

I

June

2(>.

revival of •The Two Orphans," which will be
through the General Film Company's regular service on Monday. June 12, lias created considerable interest
among exhibitors.
It
will probably be remembered
that
the fine cast of players in this photodrama includes Kathlyn
Williams,
Winnifred Greenwood, Myrtle Stedman,
Charles Clary, Thomas I. Carrigan and other photoplayers
Selig's

released

known in the film world.
Indiana." the Indiana centennial picture which
being produced under the direction ,,i the Selig Polyscope
is
now Hearing completion. Interesting scenes
were taken on Monday. May IS, in which the noted Hoosier
poet, James Whitcomb Riley, appeared before the camera
at his home in Indianapolis.
Mr. Riley will be seen in the
picture with a small army of children surrounding him, each
of them a devoted friend.
The production of the picture
is being financed by the Indiana Historical Co

well

••Historic

is

Company,

The following programs have been announced at the promdowntown theaters in Chicago for the week beginor Monday, May 21 and 22:
Studebaker—"Gloria's Romance," third -chapter; "A Peri1""- Love" (George Kleine), and Mae Murray in "Sweet

inent

ning Sunday

Kitty
at this

Fine
written

Wonderful business is reported
two weeks of "Gloria's Romance."

Bellairs" (Lasky).
house for the first

Arts— "Cod's Country and

the Woman" (Vitagraph),
by James Oliver Curwood. and produced in eight
This picture was photographed in Great Bear Valfey,

teels.
feet above sea level, in
tains, in southern California.

9,000

the

San

Bernardino moun-

Colonial— Mollie King in "Fate's Boomerang" (World);
Harry Watson in a Musty Suffer comedy, "The Lightning
Bellboy' (George Kleine); a George Kleine scenic picture,
i.nd the Hearst-Vitagraph Weekly.
Orchestra Hall— Edna May iti "Salvation Joan" (Vitagraph), presented by V-L-S-E, Inc., and other pictures.
Misses Nellie and Sara Kouns, soprano soloists, contribute
the concert numbers. H. W. Hill, manager, advises me that
the second week of his cinema concerts has been very satisfactory, and that the attendance exceeded the corresponding
week of last year, at which time Mary Pickford was also
the leading attraction.
The revival of "Tess of the Storm
Country" for the second week was a great success. Although
the photoplay is three years old, and many advised against
its repetition, it proved that the
management's judgment
was emphatically right.
Strand— Norma Talmadge in "Going Straight" (Triangle),
and other pictures.
Ziegfeld— Edmund Breese in "The Spell of the Yukon"
(Metro), and "The Unwritten Law" (California), the latter
being held over for another week on account of the great
interest

it

has created.

La Salle— Third week of "The Little Girl Next Door"
(Illinois vice film).
The biggest business in the history of
this house is reported for this picture.
J.

K. Burger, general

Service,

Inc..

morning,

May

New

manager of the International Film

York,

arrived in Chicago Wednesday
T. Bowman, the Chicago branch
manager of the company, in arranging for the exhibition
of the fifth, sixth and seventh episodes of "The Mysteries
of Myra" at the Princess theater, South Clark street, Thursday morning, May 18. A general invitation was sent out to
Chicago exhibitors and to those in surrounding towns. The
well filled theaters showed the great interest "manifested in
the serial by the assembled exhibitors, who displayed considerable enthusiasm as the films were screened.
The exhibition was something unusual, as the trade has seldom
been given an opportunity to see the fifth, sixth and seventh
episodes of a serial when the fourth is still running in the
theaters.
Mr. Burger was so impressed with the success of
the exhibition that he immediately decided to follow the
same plan in all the larger cities in the country, where International exchanges are located.
He left for San Francisco
on Thursday evening.
William J. Flynn, general manager of the Park, Shenandoah, Juniata and St. Charles theaters, in St. Louis, arrived
in this city Thursday May 18, and returned the following
day.
He made a pleasant call at the World office, during
which he informed me that his company has done wonder17, to assist J.
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business at the Park and the Shenandoah for the past
season. The f< mer seats 2.000 people, and is so constructed
that the roof can be removed during the summer months
and everything made snug and tight against the inclemency
of winter.
At these two houses he has been alternating with
a stock light opera company and a stock dramatic company.
ful

i

The Park Opera Company

finished its one hunderdth continuous week at both houses on April 24 last, ami the Players their one hundredth continuous week on April 29.
Highclass talent was employed for both companies, and highclass productions were always the rule, sometimes as high
as $500 royalty for the week being paid for a drama or
opera.
Mr. Flynn is thinking of presenting pictures in the
Shenandoah during the summer months.
The company
shows moving pictures throughout the year in the Juniata
and the St. Charles, the former seating 1,250 people and
located in a residential section, the latter being in the downtown section. Paramount pictures are shown at the Juniata,
and features of the Universal, Mutual, Metro and World at
the St. Charles.
Very fine business has been done at both
houses, especially in the Juniata, for the past j ear.

The
in

aid

benefit at the Auditorium theater. Sunday, May 14,
of the American Theatrical Hospital Association,

brought $5,000 into the treasury.
The proceeds will go
towards the construction of a hospital where transient
theatrical or moving picture people in need receive free
care and treatment.
The hospital is now under construction at Irving Park Boulevard and Sheridan Road.

Thomas H. Ince, Kay-Bee's famous director, made a brief
stay in the city on Saturday, May 13, on his way from the
Pacific Coast to New York City.
While here, he announced
that his big production, "Civilization," will soon be shown
to the Pope.
This great picture, which shows the devastation of war and the blessings of peace, will shortly be sent
to Rome.
First of all, it will be sent to Washington, where
the President, his Cabinet, government officials and members of Congress will be given a special and private presentation.
Mr. Ince expressed the opinion that the merger,
which will include Triangle, Lasky and Famous Players,
will make for efficiency and the reduction of overhead exBarney Sherry, the well-known Kay-Bee charpenses.
J.
acter heavy, accompanied Mr. Ince east.
"Civilization" will
be given its initial showing in New York City, although Mr.
Ince expressed the preference to have Chicago see it first.

Monday, May 15, was Actors' Fund day at the moving
picture theaters of Chicago, when over 200 exhibitors contributed 10 per cent, of their day's receipts to the Fund.
Owing to the absence, in New York, of William N. Selig,
who is the treasurer of the Chicago committee, no accurate
figures of the aggregate amount can be given at the time
of writing; but, from what I can glean, the total will make
a fine showing for Chicago.
Harry Weiss, who for some time past has been a verymanager of Metro's Chicago branch, has resigned
Mr. Weiss has not as yet given out what his

successful

his position.

future connection will be, but it is understood that he has
several flattering offers. No one, as yet, has been appointed

succeed him; but J. S. Skirboll, district manager, will
have charge until his successor is appointed. Harry Colin,
known in exchange and exhibiting circles in Chicago,
and who for a long time was connected with George Kleine
and the General Film Company as exchange manager, is
assisting Mr. Skirboll.
to

well

John Le Roy Johnston writes me that he has succeeded
Charles G. Brown as editor of Amusements, Minneapolis.
I
met Mr. Johnston while in Minneapolis, and he acted in
the capacit of editor of that publication during the recent
exposition.

RELIABLE FEATURE SPREADING OUT.
Manager Schwartz of the Reliable Feature Film Company
of Chicago reports that since going into larger quarters business has increased. "Defense or Tribute" and "The Ordeal"
were recent purchases for Illinois. Indiana and Wisconsin.
From the manner in which bookings are being made it will
be necessary to have several copies working at one time.
Jack Schwartz, road manager, is traveling through Wisconsin and C. Christopher through Indiana
is

Illinois representative.

George Lindon

—
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Los Angeles and
VON HARLEMAN
CLARKE

of
By

Vicinity

IRVINE

and

G. P.

^tsS^feLARGE THEATER PROJECTED.

NO SINGLE FILM COMMISSIONER.
Mayor Sebastian Says He Does Not Intend

Appoint One

to

Believe Police Department Competent to Handle Situation.

SEBASTIAN
MAYOR
now has no moving

has announced that Los Angeles
picture censor.
The ordinances adopted by the council abolishing
the local censor board and providing tor the appointment of a

commissioner went into

single censor

The

effect

on

May

4.

Service Commission has called an examination
the position of single censor commissioner which will
soon be held. Mayor Sebastian, however, says that he does
Civil

for

not contemplate

appointing any censor commissioner.

He

expresses the belief that the situation can be handled by the
police department.
He said:
"The ordinance abolishing the censor commission is now in
effect, and, as 1 understand the situation, we haven't any
censorship over moving pictures at the present time, outside
of general police regulations.
have no intention of appoint1

ii

ir

commissionei

."

HARBINGERS OF "CIVILIZATION."
S. Harding and Andrew C. Edison on Transcontinental
Motorcycle Trip to Spread Propaganda for Great Picture.
Thomas H. Ince this week has undertaken a most novel
and effective way of advcrti-ing from coast to coast his
greatest production, "Civilization."
Leo S. Harding and
Andrew C. Edison of the Ince forces have started on a motorcycle trip across the continent to blaze the fame of this
remarkable picture. They are traveling via the National Old
Trails from Los Angeles to Portland, Me. The motorcycle is
equipped with a side car and every available inch of it- space

Leo

is

elaborately

decorated

with

notices

that

"Civilization is
literature and

coming," while a large suitcase is filled with
photographs to be distributed along the road.

House With Three Thousand Seating
Capacity Planned for Broadway.
of the launching of one of the most important building enterprises undertaken in Los Angeles in several
years was announced this week. The Business Stability
Motion

Picture

The assurance

Association,

composed

of

many

of the leading business

men

and owners of business property in the downtown district
took an option on a ninety-nine-year ground lease of the
property at the corner of Third and Broadway and started

movement for the immediate erection of a modern theater
and studio building on that site.
The association expects to erect a structure costing about
Of this amount $400,000 is declared to have been
$600,000.
subscribed.
As soon as another $100,000 shall have been
added an architect will be commissioned to go ahead with
working plans. This Statement was made b) Miles
ory. secretary of the association.
Mr. Gi
nounced that it was the intention to complete th<
with no indebtedness, each subscriber holding his proportionate amount of stock and participating in the returns from
a

rentals on that basis.
The building in contemplation is to contain a motion picture
theater with a seating capacity of three thousand persons
equipped with a stage large enough to accommodate opera
performances. There will also be fourteen small specialty
shops on the ground door, some on Broadway and others on
Third.
The plans, as roughly outlined, call for fifty-six
Studios, each measuring 16 x 2.S feet, on the Upper floors
lacing Broadway, and eighty studio-, some 15 x 100 feet, and
other- 10x29 feet, overlooking Third -treet.
A space, I20x
100 feet, in the basement is to be given over to a cafeteria.
The building will have a frontage of 1_'U feet on Broadway
and of 194 feet on Third. It will be of tire]. root construction,
probably of reinforced concrete.

MABEL NORMAND BACK AT WORK.
The Mabel Normand Feature Film Company Rehearsing
Four-Reeler at Their

New

a

Studio.

Mabel Normand and her own company of play,
rehearsals on May 15. on the first of the features to be released under her name.
Early indication- are that the story
will be in four reels and that of possible the Mabel Normand
Feature Film Co. will make about eight such comedy-dramas
a year.

Although Mi-s Normand has her own studio
one of the beauty -pot- of Hollywood she has bj
cut adrift from the famous Keystone studio when

'

featured for years.
Hampton Del Ruth,

managing editor and
Keystone Film Company, has
further anxiety through the four-reel comedy -dramas which
require a de luxe treatment lor The Mabel Norman. Feature
o
Film
To those connected with the famous laugh-making plant
of Mack Sennet) the picture ol lu
Iced much
like the rehearsals of the past when the young woman was
ouipanv
With
being featured by the Keystone
of production of the

I

(

t

(

I

"
\
tion oi lames Young, who will
carefull) selected cast oi associate players, Mr Set
><
Mi
Ruth lent their aid a- m the pa-t. the
difference being the story, which i- straight comi
:

.

Andrew

C. Edison and Leo S. Harding Receiving Instn
from Thomas H. Ince Before Starting on

Transcontinental Trip.
"( ivilization" has entered ita foui
at the
Majestic theater.
Now thai the In- film has S<
stead; run in Los Ingeles negotiations are under way for
country.
its earl) show ing in all the othei
I

.-.

I

Producer hue, accompanied i>> a large -tali of aides, is now
New York arranging foi its metropolitan premiere It will
probably be shown at the Knickerbocker Theater. When in
the ii-i Mr luce will also arrange for it- presentation in
Washington, Philadelphia, Boston and other big centers.
in

I

I

•| am more than delighted with e\er\thu
-aid when asked what sbe had to -a> about
"I am more
well a- the present planle.
the tir-t StOI \ -elei led.
now
am anxious '•
health again, an.
'.

I

I

I

I

1

I

he
omedienne -poke ol her trip t" tl
-he fell the trip had done her a world
Mi-- Normand brought man) trunkfuli
from the \niciic.in la-bioii criitci and it.,
>

l

lb..

I

•

lu

l

I.

and

a
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the plot of the first story, are to be reserved for the
first nigluers who enjoy her first picture.
The site of the new studio of the Mabel Normand Feature
Film Co. is located just off Hollywood boulevard a few blocks
before the traveler reaches the Fine Arts studio.
TJie women members of Miss Normand's company will
dress in individual dressing rooms on the same tier with that
of the leading woman, while the men will have their quarters
on the ground floor. The front 'part of the building will be
used for the general offices, the stage being overlooked from
the dressing rooms.
like

ACTORS TO SPEED FOR FUND.

bicycle races for women riders, motion picture comedies in
the making, old-timers' races, "grudge" races and, as a fitting
finale, the classiest motor car event ever staged anywhere.
At the wheels of the most stylish motor cars in the world
This
will be seen the well-known beauties of the film world.
event will be known on the program as the Automobile
Fashion Show. A committee of well-known judges will be
selected to pick the most stylish turnout, car, driver and
ability to handle the car to count.
Needless to say, the film queens will pick their cars with
care.
Almost all the well-known stars are good drivers and
the competition will be keen. The judges will not endeavor
This will
to name the Motor Queen and the King of Cars.
be left to the ten thousand persons who are expected to gather
for the big event.
As each contestant parades her car in front of the stand
the crowd will be asked to express its appreciation. The
judges will decide which four receive the most applause.
Then the crowd will be asked to pick the two best. And then
the winner will be selected. The rivalry will be keen and
there is certain to be some husky rooting for the various

3,
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"DOUG" FAIRBANKS' WILD WEST PARTY.
One day last week Douglas Fairbanks, the popular Triangle
Fine Arts star, gave a whooping western dance in his mountain cabin, located at

Will Hold Racing Events and Automobile Fashion Show at
Ascot Speedway on Memorial Day.
Plans are under way and, with every well-known film star
in Southern California appearing in some capacity, the race
meet at the Ascot speedway May 30 for the benefit of the
Actors' Fund will outdo a five-ring circus in its many features.
There will be speed contests for cars, motorcycle races,

June

schedule, but will stop wherever quitting time finds him, and
the six o'clock whistle will not mean quitting time for him
either.
He plans to sleep about six hours a night and drive
practically all the rest of the time.
And the way he made the dust fly when he pulled out from
the coast makes the record's life look rather short.

Hollywood.

Most of the guests, who numbered over 200, were clad in
picturesque "wild west" apparel of '49 and the scene was
typical of those early California days.
Among the many film celebrities who attended were De
Wolf Hopper, William Farnum, Dustin Farnum, Charlie
Chaplin, W. S. Hart, William Collier, Marie Doro, John
Emerson, Paul Dickey, Elliot Dexter, Oscar Apfel, William
Hurlburt, Elda Furry, Al Jennings, Norma Talmadge and
Winifred Kingston.

favorites.

The

race for the old-time cars will cause lots of fun. The
is building a picture around this race and
much comedy in the making.

"Doug" Fairbanks' Wild West Party.

Keystone company
there will be

SEEING AN

E.

&

R.

PICTURE.

we made another stroll Eastlake Park way to the
& R. Jungle Film Company.
found Clem Pope, publicity man, in his den, as usual,
surrounded by stacks of copy and pounding away for dear
life on his typewriter.
Said Clem after the usual greeting
and perfunctory small talk, "Want to see a corking E. & R.
comedy, which," modestly blushing, "I wrote myself?" Of
course we would, never before having seen the famous "Nap
and Sally" on the screen. So to the projection room we went
and to make the occasion still more of an event, the leading
man and the leading lady of the E. & R. Jungle Film Company
joined us, and Nap took a seat on our right and Miss Sally
on our left.
Of course we felt duly honored and glad to be in such
This week

studios of the E.

We

distinguished company.

However, we must confess that we

at times became a trifle nervous when the big chimpanzees
in the thrilling scenes of the picture would excitedly squeeze
our arms the same as two very human children. It certainly
was most interesting to watch these intelligent apes gaze with

rapt

attention

themselves
like

is

on the screen. Whether they recognized
hard to tell. At any rate, they surely acted

it.

The name

of the picture projected was "Teacher's Pet," a
current E. & R. Release.
It's really remarkable the stunts
these animal actors perform seemingly without an effort.
The photography is unusually good.

"DUSTY" FARNUM STARTS ACROSS CONTINENT.
Dustin Farnum, screen star, will be Dustin Farnum, racing
this week.
Farnum has designs on the transcontinental automobile record, and will depart from San Diego
this week, after dipping the wheels of his Marmon roadster
in the waters of the Pacific at Coronado Beach.
Farnum's
goal is New York City, and he intends to drive there in ten
days or less. Farnum's car is a new three-passenger roadster,
which was delivered to him last week. His schedule calls
for a drive of about thirty-four hundred miles, and he expects
to average better than three hundred and forty miles a day
in the ten days he is on the road.
He will adopt no regular
driver,

The affair was given by Douglas Fairbanks in honor of his
cowboy and girl friends, most of whom came to the scene
of the festivity on horseback.
Fred Burns, champion American roper, entertained with some difficult feats, and Chief
Big Tree Willow Bird, Eagle Wing and Leandro appeared
in Indian dances.
Many stage celebrities were seen dancing
on the floor with the cowboys, cowgirls, Indians and their
squaws dressed in full tepee regalia. Refreshments were
served in the true western fashion and everybody had a
cracking good time.

HEARST NEWS MAN ACTIVE.
Accompanied by world-famous racing drivers and a number
prominent men, L. K. Dewein, cameraman for the InterNews Service weekly, left this week on a picturemaking trip.
The fame of San Bernardino's road building campaign,
which has done wonders in advertising the county to the
of

national

motoring public

of the coast and transcontinental motorists
is to be exploited by means of motion pictures.
2, a famous automobile, with Louis Nikrent,
racing driver, at the wheel, leaving San Bernardino this afternoon for the desert carried the party.
W. S. Wood, L. K. Dewein and Charles Bigelow are in
the party.
The San Bernardino county highway commission,
composed of W. A. Freemire, J. B. Gill and George Hinckley,
accompanied the Los Angeles party through Cajon Pass
this afternoon.
The route will include the San Bernardino to Needles highway by way of Barstow. The Grand Canyon will be covered on the north rim, Salt Lake City will be visited and
photographs taken of the road work on the way.
The road through Cajon Pass is to be inspected, especially
what is known as the new road. The members of the county
commission will explain the road-making system and stretches
of road where engineering feats have been called into use
will be photographed and shown in theaters everywhere.

as well,

Cactus Kate No.

FAY TINCHER HAS STAR PART.
For the first time since De Wolf Hopper arrived in California last September to begin his motion picture work for
It proved a
the Triangle, Fay Tincher has had a vacation.
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most

profitable rest, too, because

when she returned

to Fine

Arts two scenarios were waiting for her. When the pictures
are completed and released Fay Tincher's name will appear
in the big type.

recognition of the diminutive comedienne's faithful work at Fine Arts. She has been in the films
less than three years, but when Hopper arrived in California
she was selected as foil for the huge comedian. Then followed her Dulcinea in the Chester Withey version of "Don
Quixote"; the Widow Marrimore in "Sunshine Dad"; and
soon she will be seen as Shortie Sal, a crook's "steady," in
"Mr. Goode, the Samaritan." Her first appearance in the
films was in Griffith's "The Battle of the Sexes."
Subsequently she played in a series called the "Komics." Her
stage experience began early, at an age when the permission
of the Gerry Society had to be obtained for her appearance
in Savage productions and the last Weber and Fields burlesques at the old Music Hall.

This promotion

is

in

Los Angeles Film Brevities.
V. R. Day, manager Chicago office of the Essanay Film
Mfg. Company, has been in the city during the week and
paid a pleasant call to the World office. It certainly was a
sight for sore eyes to see a friendly face from good old "Chi."
S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film Company,
arrived in Los Angeles this week, and after visiting the local
Mutual studios proceeded to Santa Barbara.
It's

reported that Geraldine Farrar will come

West again

summer to appear in pictures for the Lasky company.
She has leased Blanche Ring's beautiful Hollywood home,
Casa Blanca, in which to live during her picture engagement.

this

/

*

\

*
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"Huh I" he grunted. "Great man now. Heap big chief!"
The squaw of Two Lance brought moccasins. The
_

Mayor's shoes were removed and the moccasins put on.
'I hen,
in a solemn circle, the pipe of peace was passed
around, Sebastian taking his puff with the others.
"Can stand now," ordered Chief Two Lance.
Mayor Sebastian arose. The others followed.
"How?" said Chief Two Lance. "You great chief of Sioux.
You brother of Chief Two Lance. It is said. You Opy-ia

Oompa. How!"
"How?" answered

the newly

made

chief.

Escorted into the tepee of his "brother chief," the Mayor
received his brother Indians and shook hands with each as
the line passed along.
Then followed the ceremony, Chief Two Lance removed
the head dress, stuck a feather in the Mayor's curly hair and
the ceremony was completed.
The honor conferred on the Mayor is an unusual one. But
few have had the distinction of being adopted into a Sioux
tribe.
One is Mayor James Rolph, Jr., of San Francisco,
and the others William Randolph Hearst and Ella Wheeler
Wilcox.
F. E. Dodd and Otto E. Sellhausen. business managers,
C. R. Wallace, director, representing the Selecto Film
Company, Incorporated, are in Santa Ana, Cal., with a proposal to have the company make Santa Ana its home. They
say that they want to sell stock up to $20,000 to Santa Anans
and let the Santa Ana people run the company, they to be
employes, and if successful in operating the company possibly
to get a third interest in it.
The three men have been
investigated by the Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce and
their standing found to be good.

and

"Gloria's Romance," the wonderful George Kleine serial,
V has been booked for the entire circuit of Pantages Theaters
Friday night this week Shakespeare's great drama, "Julius
Nand will shortly begin its engagement here for twenty weeks./ Caesar," will be produced at Beechwood Canyon in Holly*
*
*
wood, with which it is probable the most notable cast that
has ever appeared in one of Shakespeare's works.
The Palace Theater on Seventh street, between Broadway
The cast includes such artists as Tyrone Power in the
and Hill, is now the home of the Triangle features. First
role of Brutus, Frank Keenan as Cassius, Theodore Roberts
run Ince and Griffith dramas and Keystone comedies will be
as Julius Caesar, De Wolf Hopper as Casca, William Farnum
shown there exclusively.
a.s
Marc Antony, and Douglas Fairbanks as Yc.
Constance Crawley will appear as Calpurina, Sarah Truax
Warren Kerrigan has been made defendant in a suit
J.
as Portia and Capitola Holmes as Lucius.
Charles Gunn
filed in the superior court by his former manager, J. Van
will play Octavius Caesar: H. B. Carpenter, Decius Brutus,
Cartmell. According to the complaint, the star owes his
and Tully Marshall Lucilius.
Even the most unimportant
rise in the profession solely to the one-time manager's efforts.
characters will be fulfilled by men and women of national
Before Van Cartmell condescended to take Kerrigan under
reputation either on the stage or in films.
his guidance, the latter was receiving an alleged mere PitAbout live thousand people will take part in the drama
He is now getting a salary
tance, $100 a week, it is charged.
and the pageantry that goes with it. and the famous battle
approximately $500 a week, according to the complaint, due
on the plains of Philippi promises to be the most realistic
to Van Cartmell's business acumen.
thing of its kind that has ever been shown. It will start on
The latter asks $2,706.23, alleged due for services. Van
the ridge of the hills behind the central stage and approxiCartmell states that he acted as the star's business manager
mately half a mile away, with the armies silhouetted against
from July, 1912, until January, 1916.
the moonlit sky and gradually work its way to the finale on
*
*
*

Cameron

Coffey, four years old,

champion

child

swimmer

world, has been specially engaged by the X. Y. M. P.
Corporation to do some very difficult "water stuff" in a
new and as yet unnamed picture they are now filming.
He will dive from the deck of the big steamer "Congress"
It is little
in the Los Angeles harbor one day this week.
Cameron's first appearance before the camera, although he
has frequently done stunts fully as difficult as those outlined
little
lad's
This sturdy
in the moving picture scenario.
prowess in the water, it is said, is truly remarkable.

of the

harles E. Sebastian of Loa Ingeles was adopted
the Sioux tribe at tnceville one day this week, when he
in one of the most
picturesque
events ever staged at the big ranch in Santa Monica moun-

the central stage.

There will be something like four or five hundred women
and dancing girls in the pageants before Caesar, the dancers
being led by Mae Murray, Marjorie Riley and Capitola
Holmes.
Arrangements have been made to seat oO.OOO people in the
vast amphitheater, and there is room for thousands more on
As a spectacle it will be the most magnificent
the hillside.
that has ever been staged in this part of the country.
Kolb
ing a

1

at

&

Dill, the

five-reel

German comedians,

now busy

are

rehears-

American comedy at the "Flying A" studios
Rea Berger will be the director.

Santa Barbara.

in

tains.

The Redskins who appear frequently in Triangle Kay-Bee
productions had made elaborate preparations for the cere-

A

mony.

large

celebration
I,,,

i

bonfire was built, and the beef slain in
o casion, and an extraordinarily large
w Inch to conduct the
before the candidate, his beady

th<

oi

ted
(

\\

ithin

i

face:
"I

said

Chief

'

ll

Douglaa Fairbanks and Director Allan nw.m. «

Two
rior

Lance daubed

now;

a

splash of red paint on Sebasri

tinted

caver's tail, he inhhcd it ,.vei the candidate's
n he pia< ed a gaudj h<ad dress of eagle feathers
on Sebastian's head:
a

i

I.

Fine Vrta players, thii
Calaveras county t.. film the fit
iieaii.'s western classic, "In the Carquinei
The location selected bv the prodnCCI
one thousand miles from the II
playei a will be compelled t«> travel
tain burros, the roads ben
The companj is expected to st..\ foi si

mobiles

Sebastian.

brow

"Wai

I

companj

lov

tian's

'

Will M. Richie, the editor and
department, returned this week to the Long Beach studios
after a month's vacation.
Mr Richie has supervised all the manuscripts produced
i,\
Balboa for over a year and a half. During this time he
has written a number of photoplays, including A",
and the "Red ClH
•

ol

foi

|

'

is

\\

proximately
and the
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Seena Owen, the charming Fine Arts actress, has returned
from her three weeks' vacation in Colorado, and is preparing
to start work in a new Triangle play soon to be announced.

A

very unusual set was erected at Universal City, this week,

for the use of director Jack Conway, who is producing "The
Silent Battle" featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, and a large
number of people were used in the various scenes filmed.
The design was of a large hunting lodge, with trophies of

the chase and guns and pistols hanging on the walls of the
huge room which had been constructed out of untrimmed
timbers.
A fancy dress ball was enacted, with many beautnul and odd costumes.

Representatives of all the leading jewelry houses of the
Pacific Coast were entertained at Universal Citv for several
hours by Charles Rankin, manager of productions, on Friday*
-May 12. There were a hundred in the party, all of whom
had come to Los Angeles to attend the annual convention
oi the Pacific Coast Jewelers' Association.
Mr. Rankin had
the visitors
meet a number of the leading actors and
actresses and had a special animal act put on for them at
the Universal Zoo.
If it had not been necessary for the
jewelry representatives to be present at the convention they
would have spent the entire day watching the making of
celluloid dramas at the big film city.
F. W. Woolworth, the well-known five-and-ten-cent store
magnate and owner of the New York sky scraper which
bears his name, was one of the most interested of visitors
at Universal City last week.
It was the first time Mr.
Woolworth had ever visited a motion picture studio, and he
declared that it was one of the most interesting of his
experiences anywhere in the world.

Lucille Younge has been engaged by the Universal to play
lead in director Jay Hunt's Company, which will make two
and perhaps three lumber camp film plays within the coming

weeks

at Eureka, Cal.

Jack Sheehan, American's leading man, has been seen two
consecutive weeks in Los Angeles. He visited the stamping
places of photoplayers and met the "old gang" this week
the comical laugh-maker visited the beach at Santa Monica
where he enjoyed a swim, a dance, and the many amusements to be found there.

—

King, the Lasky-Patamount girl, visited San Diego
week where she appeared at the popular Pickwick
theater, met the president of the exposition, and a lot of
picture fans. This week she, with the aid of Mayor Rolph of

Anita

last

San Francisco, officially dedicated the new Mission Theater
that city.
The Mission is the largest and finest of the
surburban theaters in San Francisco, seating some twentytwo hundred people and being modern in every way. Miss
King also went to bat with the San Francisco Board of
Censors in the City Council Chamber and told them just
exactly where they stood.
She also took a hand in raising
funds for the building of a new Y. M. C. A. home and is still
in the north, after appearing at the Actors' Fund ball.
in

The Zenith Film Company with a capital of $200,000, has
been incorporated here with a board of directors composed
of Hamilton Senith, Thomas C. Malcolm and George Bronson Howard.
Yitagraph's Western leading woman, Nell Shipman, was
the guest of honor one night this week at a gathering at the
home of Henry Christeen Warnack, a scenario writer of
distinction and the dramatic critic on the Los Angeles Times.
Mr. Warnack possesses a wonderful home in Alhambra. It
modeled after the Alhambra in Spain, which served
is
as subject matter for Washington Irving's book, "The Alhambra." Among Mr. Warnack's guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Tyrone Power, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keenan, James Young,
Kathlyn Williams, Dustin Farnum, Mr. and Mrs. J. Farrell
MacDonald. Arthur Maude, Constance Crawley, Captain and
Mrs. Reuben Ford, Ernest Shipman and James Warnack.

Wallace MacDonald, assistant director to Rea Berger in
the "Virtue" production, had a birthday one day this week
and in the evening gave a party to ten at Edgerly Court.
The
Mr. MacDonald introduced a number of novelties.
guests zigzagged into the dining room, which was handsomely decorated, an immense cake being the central figure.

June
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To

each fork was attached a string that led to a present
In place of napkins baby bibs were used.
The place cards
and other features were suggestive of the pictures.
Mr.
MacDonald was the recipient of a gold knife, gold chain and
gold cuff buttons.
His guests were Archer MacMackin,
Frank Borzage, John Stepling, John Sheehan, Charles Newton, Ed Coxen, Rea Berger, Dick Rosson, Roy Stewart and
George Ahern.

Another night this week, the big glass studio of the
American Film Co. was the scene of another joyous frolic,
when the third dance of the series was given by the Good
Fellowship Association.
This is made up of nearly two
hundred employees of the American.
As on the two former occasions a' distinctive feature was

made

of the lighting effects, all supplied by a technical department that is very efficient in that line.
That these dances are proving popular was shown by the
fine attendance, and a large number of the townspeople participated as usual.
Quite a number of strangers in the city
took advantage of this occasion to see one of the finest glass
,tudios in the country.

Here
from A.

are a
C.

couple of paragraphs of interest sent to us
of the Glendale Kalem studio.
He says

Gage

that:

Preparations are now being made for a new serial
will be as much out of the ordinary as "The Social
Pirate" serial.
It should prove to be the best series ever
turned out at this studio, the name of which is withheld until

which

a future date.

The fourteenth episode of
"The Music Swindlers"

titled

the "Social
is

James W. Home.
Marin Sais had a chance

Pirate" serial en-

completed under the direc-

tion of

show

to
that she is a singer
a few selections from "William Tell."
Yisitors at the studio were held spellbound by the wonderful performance given by Miss Sais and Mr. Jonasson, in
one of the scenes of the music studio.
Next week the "Social Pirates" will take their last
cruise in locating the fifteenth episode or final of the series

by rendering

"The Black Magic." This has been a long and
strenuous series for everybody concerned, and there will
surely be a celebration upon the taking of the last scene,
"when the ship goes on the rocks."
enittled

Manager Wheeler of Clune's Auditorium, announces that
coming week will find the big house dark for the first
In the succeeding week grand opera
in many months.
will hold sway and the usual film attraction will be withdrawn this week to permit the use of the stage for re-

the

time

hearsals for the opera and other preparations for the engagement, which will last three weeks.
Senor Florencio Constantino will be the artistic head of
the venture and it is already assured that he will be surrounded by a distinguished company of principals and a
chorus and orchestra both noteworthy for size and quality.
Following the opera engagement, will come the premiere of
Thomas Dixon's multiple-reel operatic cinema-drama, "The
Fall of a Nation."
For more than a year this big film has
been in the making and the information which has leaked
out is to the effect that its bigness justifies the time spent
in preparation.

The new Garrick theater, formerly operated by J. A. Quinn,
A corporation formed of Los
has changed hands again.
Angeles business men has taken over the property and will
immediately place the theater in the front rank. Hereafter
the Garrick will be known as "the home of Charlie Chaplin"
for the new management has secured exclusive first run of
all the new Chaplin comedies made under his new Mutual
contract. In addition, the program will contain each week a
with well
five reel feature
first-run Mutual Masterpiece
known stars playing the leads.
The theater has been remodeled to some extent, a new
ventilating system installed, new projecting machines and
clear, perfect, flickerless pictures will be the rule in the

—

—

future.

Another picture theater
Jack

McCrea

is

having

is to be provided for Colton for
excavations made where he will

establish an airdome this summer and which he expects
Mr.
to be attractive enough to keep going permanently.
McCrea was for a long time operator of the machine in the
Crescent theater and is well known in his city.

—
June
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Ince Talks of Culver City
Western Producer Describes the New Plant of the
N. Y. M. P.— Has Abandoned Outdoor Stages.
>M \S II. [NCE, the executive chief of Inceville and
of Culver City, where are situated the Pacific coast
dramatic studios of the New York Motion Picture
Corporation, arrived in New York City on Sunday, May 14.
His first move was to attend the Board of Trade exposition
at Madison Square Garden, where for his benefit was put
on the screen the film showing the new and elaborate X. Y.
M. P. plant at Culver City.
"We have what 1 believe is the finest plant for the taking
of motion pictures that you can find in this or any other
country." said
Mr. Ince, speaking of his new studio the
next day. "We moved from Inceville because we felt there
was good reason to believe that by the construction of a

Famous

T1K

new and modern

plant, built

upon

intelligent
lines,

of the enor-

overhead
expenses of taking motion
pictures could be eliminated, with the result
that bigger and better
pictures
would
b e
made.
Culver City is
the last word in studio
It
is
good
commercial
planning
has produced it.
and then it won't do
any harm to remember
facilities.

that

that
close to half a
million dollars ex-

pended

in

a

—

tract

of

sixteen acres with another sixteen
y n g
alongside
of
for
it
future
development
makes some considerable showing in build1

i

ings.

'

jt^
fl^KA
V*«

"We

have practically

abandoned the open-air
k

studio for the taking of

\ WJf

I

\\

T

our pictures," went on
Mr. Ince.
"We have
come to the conclusion

'

I

that the best results air

Thomas H.

to be obtained under
glass,
and
we have
our studio with the best lighting system that
we could find anywhere, one that makes possible results that
We
would have been impossible six months ago even.
have five big glass stages, and have the facilities and equipment to add more at short notice. Culver City,
believe, is
We have taken what I feel
the top notch in studio work.
is a large step forward, and the keynote of the whole of the
at w plant has been something that is sadly lacking in motion

equipped

Ince.

all

1

picture

Hart pictures

S.

with

efficient manufacturing methods and
I
don't
in tin layout of the work.

ministration
say that we

forward.
"I think what vvc air doing now at the Culver City studios
will be -lire to havi
u- effect upon tin- motion picture industry, and I am reasonably certain that Triangle exhibitors
and patrons will have no reason to complain when they see
What we
the steady gain that is now becoming apparent.
arc doing at Culver is going to have its effect elsewhere; it
There is little doubt that the great things that
will have to.
have boii accomplished in thi motion picture business have
been due to the hard, imaginative work of the nun who have
performed that work, but we have reached a point of industrial development now that makes it imperative that we
should begin applying intelligent commercial methods t"
lor a
\'o industrial corporation would st, ini
our work.
minute the things that ha\e been done in the name of motion
piiluu production.
We have got to make the mOSl of our
resources; we have to eliminate waste, and we have to cut
our corners in order to maintain high standards and produce
oi the artistic stand
>
better pictures without s.-Muhcmv
That is spoken for the whole
ards we have established.

studio in

America

1

1

motion picture

fraternity.

•'Triangle pictures havi established themselves, and there
is little need
for us to do anything now but put the best
ideas, the best people and the besi work of which we are

made

William

A.

cattle,

there exclusively.

lends

Inceville.

landscape and hundreds of
better than any other

itself

making of western pictures."
All of Mr. luce's society dramas will be made at the Culver
City plant, which will be the headquarters of six of his producing companies.
With several productions well under
way Mr. Ince plans to spend some time in New York before
returning to Los Angeles.
to the

World Film Conducts Contest

WHAT

Brady Offers $5,000 in Prizes to
Writers— Winner to Receive $1,000.

Scenario

should prove to be a scenario contest
siderable significance will begin in the Saturday
livening Post of June 3, under the direction of the
World Film Corporation, with the sole judge represented
Mr. Brady, who instiin the person of William A. Brady.
tuted the contest, and who will devote his personal attention to every scenario or story submitted, will give the
writer of the best story or scenario SI, 000.
In addition to the capital prize, there will be nineteen
other cash awards. The first prize of $1,000 will go to the
winner, of course, while to those fortunate enough to write
material sufficiently interesting, awards will be made:
Second prize, $750; third prize, $650; fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh prizes will be $500, $400, S300 and $200. respectively, with prizes of $100 each to the next twelve best
stories or scenarios accepted by Mr. Brady.
The first announcement runs in a full-page statement in
It is an
the Saturday Evening Post on June 3.
by William A. Brady of the fact that, in his opinion, the
stories and scenarios submitted and actually visualized dur
ing the past several years have been, in the main, trash.
He wants live, present-day society and human-interest life
stories and believes that almost everyone has had incidents
and experiences in life which, if elaborated upon and built
up into a plot, or series of plots, would make interesting
screen material.
The five thousand dollars in prizes has been deposited in
the Mutual Bank of New York, there to remain until the
final judgment and awards are made.
The contest will close with the issue of the Saturday Evening I'ost dated September IS) at (. o'clock I'. M.. and the
awards made January 1. I°d7. All writers arc eligible.
i

t

GUS INGLIS IN TOWN.
(ins
[ngllS

[nglis, a partner in the publicity
1-os Angeles. Cal., lias been in

firm

New York

.

of Willis \
for the past

few weeks renewing old acquaintances ami making new ones

LUBIN ENGAGES

ROBERT FRAZER.

whose last dramatic engagement was
Fairbanks in the leading role in "The
Show Shop," has been engaged by the I.ubin Coi
an important part in "The Light at Dusk" ti).
\nthonv P. Kelly, which Edgar Lewis is conveying into a
multtph reel screen feature.

W.

Robert

Frazer,

Douglas

replacing

-

AFTER EIGHT LONG YEARS.
who

Sherry,

has been playing charactei

l<

Kay-Bee combination in l.os \ngel> },
New York on Wednesday, Maj 17, on a \.
Kit New York eight years ago with the first

the

oi players ever

Picture

sent

ompany and

(

that he has

to the .oast bj the N
this is the first time in all

tl

been seen on lSroadw.n.

NEW

l

. 1

be

will

18,000 acres of western

its

head of horses and

making heretofore.

mean

proper adpretend to
have readied the point where no further improvement may be made, but we have taken a long step
"I

these lines.

"The move to Culver City does not mean that we have
abandoned the Inceville studios at all. That plant will be
used for the taking of special features, and all the William

manufacturing

some

mous

1697

callable into them.
That means, of course, that we will have
taken the essential steps for a continued success

TRIANGLE PUBLICITY MAN.

v
San ford Stanton, formerlj editor •'{ the Metropolitan
oi the New
York World, and more recentl) with Sel<

>

tion

rriangle Film
succeeding Wallace
been associated w Ith

has joined the

department,

licitj

!',,„<
l.,st

at

,

s.

whO

has

I

M
tl

his obi chief, II
orporati.
toi H> rbert op<
opens at the Libert] thcatci on June

summer,

will

the National

1

r

rejoin

Mama

(

i

.

which

f>

«o-

Mi
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"The Yellow Menace"

is

New

June

Serial

Unity Sales Corporation to Handle Picture Pointing Our
Inability to Meet Oriental Foe.

Louis Burstein, Managing Director, Returns to
to Discuss Plans for the Future.

AN

L

IMPORTANT

deal in the motion picture industry
was consummated recently when the Unity Sales Corporation, through negotiations conducted by Andrew
J. Cobe, its vice-president and general manager, purchased
a new serial, entitled "The Yellow Menace," starring Edwin
Stevens, and written by the celebrated author, Louis Tracy.
..'iie picture was made by the Serial Film Corporation, under
the direction of William Steiner, and is an
elaborate
and costly
serial in sixteen chap-

The
from

scenes

China

to

3,

1916

Vim Companies Coming North
New York

BURSTEIN, managing director of Vim comarrived in New York from Jacksonville, Fla.,

edies,
last Thursday,

Dintenfass,
studios

Xew

near

to confer with his partner, Mark M.
regarding the summer plans of the four Vim
companies.
These will leave the Jacksonville
in June and will spend the summer months
York.
Air. Burstein and Mr. Dintenfass have

early

several studios and locations under consideration and the matter
will be decided within
a few days.
The directors
engaged
in
production under the
supervision
of
Mr.
Burstein are Harry C.
Myers, director and co-

range

New

York, employing thousands of people.
No
more timely subject
could well be imagined
than that set forth in

star

Rosemary

with

Theby;
Stull,

"The Yellow Menace,"

of

Walter
H.
the
"Pokes

and Jabbs"

comedies;

which

Will

ditions

Hardy and Ruge in the
"Plump
and
Runt"
series; Harry Naugh-

deals with the
helplessness of America under present conto

combat an

Oriental foe. It brings
home in striking fashion the weak nature of
the United States defenses and her inability
to defend herself
against an invader from
across the Pacific.
In support of Mr.
Stev
there appears a strong cast, headed by Margaret Gale,
wlio in the course of the production wears more than one
hundred gowns, of the most advanced styles, representing an

expenditure of over $15,000; Florence Malone, Gerald Griffin,
Marie Treador, Armand Cortes and J. A. Hall are others
in the cast.

Simultaneously with its appearance on the screen, the
novelized version of "The Yellow Menace" is to appear in
eleven hundred newspapers throughout the country, giving
the picture a tremendous advertising value.
Mr. Cobe also
intends to inaugurate a nation-wide publicity and advertising
campaign, which promises many sensational and unusual

gives a striking portrayal of his sinister personality of "The
Higher One." He depicts the cunning, scheming character
of the plotting Oriental, and his make-up is in itself a work
of art.

directing

ton and Bert Tracy.
Mr. Burstein waxed
optimistic in speaking
of the market for Vim

Louis Burstein.
comedies.
"I hear a lot of talk
about overproduction," he said, "but I am here to say there
never has been and never can be an overproduction of quality
films.
So much footage is being turned out at present that
the picture of high quality shines out like a star of the first
magnitude. And as the exhibitor has the advantage of the
market he is in a position to reject what he does not want
and take only the best something he has not always been
able to do. The consequence is that Vim comedies are going
strong, and we are ready to increase our output whenever the
demand is made."
Mr. Burstein brought with him a number of films, just completed at the Jacksonville studios, which will probably be
exhibited privately before exhibitors and exchange managers.

—

features.

Louis Tracy is one of the best-known of English novelists,
and his works have been translated into almost every civilized tongue. Among the most noted novels are "The Wings
of the Morning," "The Pillar of Light," "The Silent Barrier,"
"Karl Grier," "A Son of the Immortals" and "The Great
Mogul."
As Ali Singh, leader of "The Yellow Menace," Mr. Stevens

Louis,

Universal Film Loss at Detroit
Explosion in Cleaning Room Damages Stock of Universal,
Bluebird and Metro Film Companies. Service

—

Not Interrupted.

An

explosion, which originated in the cleaning room of
the building at 159 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich., Thursday afternoon, May 18, did damage estimated at $150,000
to the building and stock of the Universal Film Co., the
Bluebird and Metro Film Corporations, who occupied the
first and second floors.
The entire building and stock therein
was a total loss as a result of the fire, which was one of
the most spectacular in many years.
The flames spread so
fast that it only required about a half hour in which to
George W. Weeks, manager
totally destroy the building.
of the Universal Company, waj in Cincinnati at the time.
Fortunately no employes were hurt in the fire all making
Dozens of
their escape from the building in good time.
new and old film were destroyed. Temporary offices have
been opened at 183 Jefferson avenue by the Universal, BlueThere has been practically no
bird and Metro companies.
interruption in the service of these companies as additional
prints were shipped the same day from New York.

—

VAN RONKEL STRONG FOR BLUEBIRDS.
Ronkel, manager of the Chicago Bluebird PhotoI. Van
plays, Inc., returned to New York with Mr. Hoffman from
In the
the first lap of his little exchange inspection tour.

two days which he has now spent in New York he has
looked at six Bluebird Photoplays, which have not yet been
They are "Naked Hearts," "The Eye of God,"
released.
"Bobbie of the Ballet," "The Three Godfathers," "Shoes,"
and "Yellow and White," and the excellence of the six,
piling one upon the other, convinced him that there was
room in the Chicago office for at least two more prints
Helen Gibson and Aviator Christoeffersen.

on

all

Bluebirds.
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Vitagraphs

for

June's First

ported by Ernest Maupain, Duncan

Week

McRae and John Lorenz

"That Sort," a drama which gives a glimpse of the beauty
of the Riviera and the glamor of Monte Carlo.
in

Brooklyn Studio Will Be Represented by Five Subjects,
Produced by Brooks, Wolbert, Williams, North
and Davenport.
Yitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature for the week of
May 29 is -The Lights of New York." Other photolist
are "The Rich Idler," "Kernel Nutt.
the
plays on
the Footman" and "The Lonelies," one part comedies, and
"Carew and Son," a three-part Broadway Star Feature.
"The Lights of New York" is a rive-part drama featuring
Leah Baird. It shows how an East Side gunman works
Walter McGrail plays the
his way into the "upper ten."
part of" the gunman, and Adele de Garde is seen as the halfArthur Cozine and Don Cameron also do good
sister.

THE

General Film Service Program
Links in the Offering for Week of May

No Weak

29.

VARIETY,
eral Film

snap and punch aplenty characterize Genprograms for the week of May 29 to June 3,
if information from the General Film Company's publicity department may be relied upon
and when did a publicity department ever fail in its duty''
Beginning Monday, May 29, Selig releases "The Hare and
This
the Tortoise," in which Fritzi Brunette is featured.

—

production is especially adapted as a vehicle for Miss
Brunette's versatility.
"The Rich Idler." a Vitagraph comedy, precedes "The House With Closed Shutters," a Bio-

graph drama, and Lubin's "Frilby Frilled," a comedy, and
Selig-Tribune News Service add strength to the day's

the

program.
Essanay,

Tuesday, offers an all-star, two-reel drama;
Kalem supplies a comedy, "A Bunch of Flivvers." and Lubin
strengthens the day's releases with "The Final Payment," a
two-reel drama. Edison provides a real climax with "Helen
of the Chorus," featuring Sally Crute and Herbert Pryor.

"A Smokey Adventure" is the first offering Wednesday.
This is a Kalem comedy of the high standard established
by that company. Essanay provides a one-reel drama that
remains to be christened, and Edison supplies a one-reel
comedy.
Biograph releases a three-part drama, "Woman
Against Woman." The gentler sex is again represented in
the feature of the day, a Biograph release in five parts. "The
Woman in Black." In this, Lionel Barrymore and Millicent
Evans have stellar roles.
Lubin for Thursday offers "The Code of the Hills." in
three parts; Vim comes forward with "Schemers," a comedy, reinforced by the Selig-Tribune animated news of the

Scene from "Carew and Son" (Vitagraph).

work

this

in

day.

Yan Dyke

photoplay, which was produced by

Brooke.

.

,

,

role of
In "The Rich Idler," Mary Anderson takes the
when
the proprietor of a small notion goods store, who,
for employthe landlord calls for rent, thinks he is looking
make
complications
resulting
The
ment and gives him a job.
CampWebster
tale.
an exceedingly interesting and funny
Its filming was supervised
bell is also seen in this corned}.

by William Wolbert.
seen as
Frank Daniels in "Kernul Nutt, the Footman, is
Kelly and
one of the army of the unemployed. John I
C. Jay Williams
Alice Washburn assist in the funmaking.
Kernul
produced this comedy, which is the latest of the

NU t

in

Kalem comedy
Then, to make

er

Shea
L mian Walker is seen in "The Lonelies." William
of the cast.
and Edwina Robbins make up the remainder
Wilfrid North directs.
an
of
"Carew and Son" is the story of the machinations
Walter McGrail
adventuress. Charles Kent, Mary Maurice,
Harry Davenand Belle Bruce portray the leading roles.
port

Knickerbocker Star Feature,
a three-part
the Friday program, with "Sis, the Detective," a
of the "Sis Hopkins" series, as a follow-up.
the laugh a long one, "The Lonelies," by
Yitagraph, and "The Land Lubber," by Vim, each a onereel comedy, will be unleashed.
For Saturday, Essanay provides a three-part drama, "Qui
People," featuring Bryant Washburn; Lubin comes forwara
with a one-reel comedy, "Pickles and Diamonds"; Vitagraph
strengthens the day's program with "Carew and Son," m
which Charles Kent is starred. Then follows the always
interesting episode of Kalem's "Hazards of Helen" series,
entitled "The Spiked Switch." The week will be closed with
the Selig one-part drama, "Crooked Trails "

"Shadows,"

ushers

responsible for

is

its

production.

for June
Essanay Make up
Four Vitagraphs, a Lubin, a Selig and an
the Big Four Program.
up the Big Four have
rrVHE four companies which make
June an
I
been diligent in presenting for the month ol

V-L-S-E Releases

A

assure exhibitors
array of high tensioned features to
to the same standard
that their summer business will be up
as that of the cool months.
has conCompany
Vitagraph
The four features that the
of the first appearance oi
tributed to the June program consist
Hie
star, in
Lucille Lee Stewart, the new Vitagraph
C W
Destroyers," a dramatization ,,,
°h ee n
he Destro
"
novel "Petei God

dynamic

£

I

release.! m live !••''directed by Ralph W. Inn-, and will he
Redemption oi
The other Vitagraph releases will he The
.

which James Morrison is feature,! and
Dave Darcey,"
the
Sported by Belle Bruce ami Bill> Billings: "Winifred,
Moreno,
Shop Girl," whirl, features F.-litl, Storey and rVntOniO
Edeaou and
and "Fathers of Men," which features Robert
in

Naomi

Childers.

...

drama iq
ewis ior Lubin has produced a powerful
|,,I,,. (I
"The Toilers," written by
Which Nance O'Neil is featured
released in five parts, rne
Daniel Carson Goodman, will be
Bfl appealmv
Selig eontril.ution to the June program will be
wh.rl, conveys the spirit
drama "The Valiant ... Virgm.a."
of the hospitable South to a marked degree
f.M June features Ward.. Howard, Sup•],„.
....,„.,., :,-!.
,

-

i

,

|

i

,

Pretentious Showing at Rialto
Motion Picture Corporation Secures Big New
York Theater to Present "The Woman Who Dared"
'

California

to the Trade.

A
New

TRADE

showing

of the

new California Motion Picture

Corporation feature. "The Woman Who Dared." with
I'.eatriz Michelena. is announced for the Rialto Theater,
Alexander
York City, for 10 a. m. Friday, June 30th

E. Beyfuss, general manager of the California company, has
just arranged the affair and the big new
taken over for the showing, complete with all ol
The regular thirty-five piece sympl
tnent.
for the
plav a special musical score which
picture and S. 1- Rothapfel, manager ^i the Rialto, will
I

'

.

'

!

Superintend the trade screening.
It

is

picture

announced
will
!ms
i

lights on the big

that th

immediately alter the showing

begin

means

that

Woman who

"The

1

New

in

>ai

probably attract to He* York manj prospective buj
who have already mad
Denver, Col
as
the feature on the strength >>i the success which they made
Better Than Prowith the California eomp
I

.

Lined picrelease. "The 1'nwrittei,
fjrst shown the trade in New
<\r
in Chicago but nowhere on a- preteot
as Will he attempted at the Rialto
who Dared" will he an eight p,'
The
Miss Michelana, the st. ir in the production,
number of the California players who icored with her in
•The Unwritten law" and the production whicl

gram"

I

V

days liter

Woman

ipiited ap|
to he a particulai
interest in that it
courts oi
!

'

has to do with diplomatic intrigue

a
fcm>imi\

in

the

-
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Canada's Fighting Forces
Canadian Contingent Will Be
United States.
completed a tour of Canadian cities,

Motion Pictures

Official

Shown

of

in the

just
HAVING
"Canada's Fighting

Forces," the official Dominion
Government films, will be given their initial showing
in
the l'nited States in Boston on June 12, opening an
engagement at one of the leading theaters, under the management of Edwin Bower Hesser, acting for the Canadian
authorities.

While these pictures, taken by Lieut. D. J. Dwyer, the
government photographer, have created intense enthusiasm throughout
anada, as is quite natural, they will
undoubtedly be very interesting also to Americans as showing the extensive military activity going on within a few
miles of the international boundary, and the important part
being taken in the great war bv Canadian soldiers.
Few in

official

t,

the

l'nited States realize

made

in

enlisted

Canada,

for
overseas to

the

where

active

service,

magnitude

already

and

a

of the effort being300,000 men have been
great part of them sent

England and France.
"Canada's Fighting Forces" is just what the title implies:
record, dealing with the soldiers of Canada, without any
attempt to portray actual warfare, unless we may designate
as such a remarkably interesting set of animated diagrams
shown on the .screen and illustrating in a graphic manner
all
the changes in the lines during the historic battle of
Yprcs. where the Germans, by their first use of asphyxiating
gas, broke through the French lines and the Canadians
"saved the situation." A drawing, representing a bird's-eye
view of the district, is shown, and the use of the block system
in illustrating the changing tides of battle during the threeday fight becomes positively thrilling, accompanied, as it is,
by a vigorous description by Sergeant Fred ("Doc") Wells
of the Seventh Battalion of British Columbia, who was in
charge of a platoon in this battle, lost his left arm through
machine gun fire, was taken prisoner by the Germans and,
after spending several months in a prison camp, succeeded
in being exchanged and returned to England
by consistently
a

—

feigning insanity.

Any review which

neglected to give due credit to the part
"lecture" plays in the success of the film would be
unjust.
It is one-armed "Doc" Wells, dressed in the neat
uniform of the Canadian sergeant, who raises the entire performance to its high plane of sustained interest. In addition
to accompanying the film with explanations and anecdotes,
lie delivers, after the fourth reel, a twenty-minute talk dealing with his experiences in the German prison camp.
Possessed of abundant "personality," and with an unbounded
stock of humor, he sways the audience from laughter to
applause and always back again to laughter; and where the
film without the lecturer might become slightly tiresome to
those who have seen a great deal of this sort of thing,
Sergeant Wells keeps the interest at a high pitch throughout.
In all parts of Canada the record of the entertainment
has been that at each engagement the business has shown
a consistent increase after the first performance; and this
is, after all, the final test of any attraction.
his

—

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS.
In continuation of its campaign through the films for
"Better Babies" the Paramount Picture Corporation will
show in the seventeenth release of the Pictographs, its
"magazine on the screen," the correct method of physical
training for the boy who has his years in the schoolroom
ahead of him. This feature of the motion picture propaganda,
which is teaching mothers how to make their children
healthier, contains the following camera lessons for parents
to guide them in training the boy:
How to teach the "kiddies" to walk Indian-footed to
The old-fashioned
avoid twisted joints and broken arches.
method of standing with the toes turned out has proved more
injurious than otherwise, so the modern child keeps his feet
parallel while walking.
How the child should be taught to sit in the classroom
so that he will not become stooped. Round shoulders cause
lung troubles.
How the child should breathe, inhaling and exhaling. Correct breathing is the basic principles of "method" in physical

June

"Billy" Sherwood,

1916

Metro Juvenile Lead

SHERWOOD, who
WILLIAM
"The Spell of the Yukon."
in

3,

in

bad

plays the juvenile

which Edmund

Br<

t

se

is
starred, and which was produced by the Mctro1'opular I'lays and I'layers, is a graduate of Tulanc University in Louisiana, and had hoped to lie an architect. But
ui
l'.'HS.
while attending a preparatory school, he was
awarded a gold medal for his recitation of the "Polish Boy,"
and that set him to
thinking.
In
it
fact,
veered him clear off
chosen path, and
his
from that moment he
decided to be an actor.

'

in

During his first year
Tulane University

he
by

attracted

attention

unusual

histrionic

At the end of

ability.

season the
chose
George

the
"<

annual

its

and

class

Ade's

Chairman"

ciunty

for

production

though

"Billy"

was

freshman,

a

given

the leading role, that of
the
old
picturesque

Mr. Sherwood
all-around
wiiii

tile

is an
athlete and
walking con-

test in the A. A. U.
William Sherwood.
championship walk of
Before joining Metro lie was the leading man for
Marguerite Courtot in the "Ventures of Marguerite," and
also appeared as the juvenile with John Barrymore in "The
Lost Bridegroom."
In "The Spell of the Yukon" lie lias an excellent part and
one that is admirably fitted to his talents.
Evelyn Brent
plays opposite him in this production, and they will be seen
together in subsequent Metro subjects.

the South.

Harry Dunkinson

ESSANAY'S

most jovial comedian has been picked to
play the part of "the grouch" in a forthcoming threereel release of that title.
It is Harry Dunkinson, who
almost constantly wears a smile and was never known to
have a grouch in his life. He says it is his first experience,
but that he knows what they are like by watching others.
Mr. Dunkinson, always good in comedy parts, has deThere
veloped wonderfully lately in taking funny leads.
no slapstick in hisgenuine
work.
It
is
and subtle humor and
it gets across,
as was
testified to by the reception by the public
of his work in "Separating
from
Sarah,"
is

"Tlie

^—

Misleading

Lady,'' and ''Mr.
Buttles," to say nothing of the George Ade
comedies, in which he

has appeared innumerable times.

Mr. Dunkinson

is

as

clever an en
real life

on the

training.

MASTERS BACK ON THE

JOB.

Masters, advertising manager of the V-L-S-E, has
returned to his desk after a week in the hospital for what
was supposed to be appendicitis. It wasn't hence his early
E.

L.

—

return.

comedies and in vaudeville
for
twenty-five
before
joining
years
Harry Dunkinson.
With this
Fssanay.
breadth of experience it was found that he was exceptionally
well qualified for cinema work, a channel of activity in
which he has been making good ever since.

—
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Mutual Releases

for

Week

of

May

'

Till

In addition to these five-part feature productions, the
Mutual releases for the same week offer a three-part feature
and four two-reel subjects diverse in story and locale and
presenting a host of popular Mutual players. Seven singlereel comedies and three exceptionally interesting single-reel
feature releases, round off the Mutual offerings for the
of May 29.

week

"The Man from Manhattan" was prepared for the screen by
J. Edward Hungerford and filmed under the direction of Jack
Halloway. William Stowell, as the "city fellow," and Rhea
Mitchell, as the daughter of the coming political boss, head
cast of capable players including Jack Prescott, Perry
Banks, Warren Ellsworth and Charles Wheelock.
"Other People's Money" is a startling production in many
ways, for it serves to bring to the public attention the numerous methods pursued by the "get-rich quick" men. Fraunie
Fraunholtz heads a company of noted players appearing in
Gladys Hulette's support. J. II. Gilmour, Kathyrn Adams
and Yale Benner appear in support of the principal players.
Winnifred Greenwood is the featured player of "The Trail
of the Thief," June 1, and the three-reel feature release of the
dward Coxen plays opposite the star, and in their
support are George Field, Jack Farrell. George Armstrong.
Anna Morrison, Marie Van Tassell and several others of
equal note.
"The Release of Dan Forbes," with William Stowell and
Helene Rosson the featured players, which goes to the public
a

May

29,

is

the

first

of the two-reel

Metro

29

"Other People's Money" and "The Man from Manhattan
Are Top Liners.
In- offerings topping Mutual releases for the week of
May 29 are, "The Man from Manhattan," May 31, an
American production, featuring William Stowell and
Ulna Mitchell, and "Other People's Money" May 29, from the
Thanhouser studios, with Gladys Hulette as the star.

feature releases of the

week.

"The Nymph," with Barbara Gilroy and Robert Vaughn,
is the Thanhouser two-reel offering to be released May 30.
"A Man's Friend," June 2. with Art Acord and Nita Davis,
is the two-reel Mustang feature.
The Centaur two-part release, featuring Margaret Gibson, will go to the public June
under the title of "Clouds in Sunshine Valley."
for
the week include "Disguisers,"
Falstaff comedies
29, another of the comedies featuring Claude Cooper
and Frank E. McNish in the roles of Oscar and Conrad and
"Perkins' Pitiful Plight," June 3, with Bert Delaney and
3,

29 It Will Release Weekly Studies of Bird
Life and General Scenic Subjects.

Metro Travelogues,

Leslie.

"The Comet's Come-Back," with Carol Halloway and John
Sheehan, is set for May 31. and "Ima Knutt Gets a Bite" for
June 4, starring Orral Humphrey. These are the "Beauty"
offering-,

the

of

week.

"Shy Thirty Cents," May 30, with Rube Miller and Madge
Kirby in the principal roles, leads the Vogue laughmakers,
followed by "When Tape Died." June 4, starring Ben Turpin, the new \ ogue-Mutual comedian.
Billy Armstrong is tin- featured player in "Sawdust Love,"
Cub, June 30.
Mutual Weekly No. 74 i- released May 31. The fourth
edition of "Keel Life," the Mutual Film's Magazine, a recent
feature addition to the weekly service, will be released as
usual on Sunday. June 4

Work

Planet Soon to Begin
First

Four Subjects to be Made at Raver Studios Will be
Three Five and One Eight Reeler.
Raver studio- anil laboratory, which are now neac

TllMing
by
its

completion
tlie

Planet

entre, I.. I., will be used
al Rockville
Film Corporation for the product
(

pictures.

Harry R. Raver, vice-presidenl and general manager of the
Planet Film Corporation, is personalis supervising the work
which is being carried on al the Raver studios.
start work just as
The Planet Film Corporation intends
soon as the studios are finished. The first picture will be
inr reel adaptation ol either a well-known plaj or novel,
known equally as well
featurin
somi road star, one that
in the small cities and towns as on Broadwa]
Hill will he
followed by two more of the same length and then an eight
reel feature will be released.
\s it will be necessarj to work on two pictures at tin- same
-.what to
time tin' original studio plana hav<
allow for more Bpace foi th
of 30 by 60 feel has veen indexed to 30 bj 120 feet.
t

<

a

weekly feature,

will

have

its

release May 29. under the auspices of the Metre.
Pictures Corporation.
These features embrace a wide
range of subjects including truly wonderful studies in animal
and bird life and glimpses of the most interesting and picturesque locales in the world.
L'nlike similar travelogues heretofore presented upon the
screen, the Metro weekly features will carry a predominating
element of humor in the animal and bird studies. '1
ingly impossible has been obtained in the humorous "closeups" of bird life. Real downright tragedies of their everyday
life are presented, but they do not strike the spectators as
seriously as they evidently do the birds. On the other hand,
they provoke a laugh and are bound to arouse the interest
of the most hardened critic and cynic.
William Lovelle Finley, biologist for Oregon, is the genius
responsible for these intimate pictures of the bird and
animal life.
He has succeeded in penetrating the privacy
of these interesting phases of their lives and the result is
distinctly novel and interesting.
There is no end to the wonderful scenic beauties presented in the Metro Travelogues.
Xot the least of these
is the feature dealing with the gigantic construction work
being carried on under government supervision in the construction of the Elephant Butte dam and irrigation project
on the Rio Grande near El Paso.
This dam, which has
just been completed, will store more water than any other
reservoir in the world, and will be the means of converting
a useless desert into a wonderful agricultural country.
The
dam is located 120 miles north of El Paso, and the motion
pictures show many exceedingly interesting engineering
feats.
All these films were edited by the United States Department of the Interior before being released to Metro
There are many scenic offerings in the Metro Travelogues, including an automobile trip over the Lincoln Highway, showing the most picturesque localities of that famous
route.
No expense or effort will be spared to keep up the
high standard established in the first travelogues pictures
now in the vaults of the Metro plant, and the world will be
SCOured lor novelties and special features.
first

May

Gladys

to Issue Travelogue

May

Beginning

THE

1701

Busy Days
Clara Kimball

for Selznick

Young Features
"The

Attract a Host of Exhibitors
the First.

Common Law"

THERE

are no busier offices in the film industry these
days than the general headquarters of the Clara Kim-

ball Young Film Corporation and Lewis |. Selznick Proin the new Film Building at Forty-ninth street
and Seventh avenue.
With the opening of the N<
Exchange in charge of Sol J. Herman, late of Bluebird and
World Film, many local and up-state exhibitors an
franchises to present the future pictures of Mi-- Young in
their theatres, beginning with the lust ot the new company's
release-. "The Common Law." by Roberl V
In Philadelphia Stanley Mastbaum and W. B. Smith, Mr
Selznick'- partners in the distribution of Miss
tures in Pennsylvania and Southern \cw Jersey, are taking
care of hundreds of applications daily, while in Detro
I.
Garson, the Michigan representative, is equally
c
demand for "The Common Law," ami the subseqi
Kimball Young production-, appi
strength and proves that the beautiful ami talentt
-tar i- one of the greatest drawing cards in the

ductions, Inc.,

V

I

agemt

nl

ol

Vlb<

rt

Capellani a-

i

producing company i- .mother stroki
ratulated.
Young and Mr. Selznick an- bein(
M Capellani ha- been identified with some of Mis«
greatest productions, among them "Camille," and L
the

possibilities bettei

has alread)

»

i

hambers'

begun
novel,

collaboration with

than anj

directoi

in

tl

to prepare In- own
"Th< Common Law,"
Mi-- Young and tin

working
not<

,i

-el.

i-,

LILLIAN
Lillian

M

M.

RUBENSTEIN

Kubeu-tein.

who

to,

IN

NEW YORK

OVCI a Veil
•

newspapers, especially in the South, ha- for the
Mi-- K ubeiisteiu foi
been vi-itmg in \< w York
o editor for the Lubjn Company

'
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Five

Famous

Players for June

Hyland and Ann Pennington Make Their First
Appearance With This Company.
June the Famous Players will release five big
productions. These photoplays are of especial interest
because, in addition to containing the names of the
stars who have been long associated with the Famous Players, the list contains the names of several players who,

Peggy

FOR

though celebrated on stage or screen, are appearing for the
first time under the banner of the Famous Players
notably
Peggy Hyland, the British star, who makes her debut in
an adaptation of Henry Arthur Jones' "Saints and Sin-

—

ners."

Another newcomer is Ann Pennington, the Ziegfeld "Folwho
her first appearance on the screen
Louis Huff, featured in many productions by other concerns, whose delightful work in the
Famous Players' adaptation of Denman Thompson's "The
Old Homestead," has won her a permanent place on the
latter company's roster, is featured in "Destiny's Toy," with
William Courtleigh, Jr., playing opposite her.
"The Evil Thereof," a powerful morality play written
by Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf, is released June 5.
Chief in a strong cast is Frank Losee, whose work in many
Famous Players productions, notably in Denman Thompson's own role in "The Old Homestead," has made him one
Grace Valentine,
of the most popular figures on the screen.
Crauford Kent and others of equal prominence are in the

makes
lies" artist,
in "Susie Snowflake."

Head

of Eclair

Company,

Now

in
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New York

the Trenches at Verdun,

Gets Leave of Absence to Straighten Out Affairs
of American Branch.

PATIN,
CLAUDE
authority for the

of the Beacon Films Company, is
information that Lieutenant Charles
battle front with his command
in the Verdun sector, has been granted leave of absence,
contingent upon the apparent breakdown of the German
offensive operation at Verdun, and. will presently visit New
York to straighten out the affairs of the American Eclair
Film Company, of which he was the head when war was
declared against France in August, 1914.
It will be remembered that Mr. Jourjon and his associates, Claude Patin,
also an officer of the Eclair Company, immediately returned

Jourjon,

now

at

the

to France at the opening of hostilities and offered their
services to their country.
Both were of the reserves. Mr.
Jourjon was assigned to an infantry regiment and Mr. Patin,
owing to defective eyesight, was assigned as an interpreter
to the British forces and afterwards was retired from active

duty.

How

long he will be permitted to remain on this visit
not known, but when the war is finished and peace estabMr. Jourjon will take up the rehabilitation of the
Company in a large way. He has many plans to
this end that are big and which will place the Eclair Company up in front ranks of motion picture producers and
is

lished,

Eclair

distributors.

cast.

On

June

12,

Marguerite Clark

a delightful combination of

will star in "Silks

and Satins,

'

comedy and drama, which opens

Appearin the present and goes back to mediaeval times.
ing with Louis Huff in "Destiny's Toy," which is to be
released on June 15, is William Courtleigh, Jr., who
has been seen recently with Marguerite Clark in "Out of
the Drifts," and with Valentine Grant in "The Innocent Lie."
The exteriors for this play of romance and adventure were
taken on picturesque Block Island.
•'Susie Snowflake." Ann Pennigton's introductory vehicle,
will be released June 22. This is a delightful comedy-drama
of musical comedy life which is peculiarly suited to the
diminutive star, in view of the fact that her whole theatrical
career has been devoted to this branch of stage activity.
Pauline Frederick stars in "The World's Great Snare," an
adaptation of the well-known novel by E. Phillips Oppenheim, on June 26. This is one of the most powerful dramas
does
in which Miss Frederick has yet appeared, dealing as it
with the elemental life of a western mining town.
'

known among patrons

of the
portrayal of character
leads, has been engaged by Pallas Pictures to appear

well

effective

important roles.
Miss Woods has appeared on the screen some three years,
having been identified with Biograph for two years. After
six months with Balboa
she returned to Biograph where she rein

until the closing of the West Coast
studio of that concern.
wojk on
greatest
Her
screen was evithe

mained

denced in "Paths That
Crossed" in which she
scored a personal

ONE OF PATHE'S YOUNG MEN.

young

in

manager

of the

years but old

Pathe Exchange

in film

experience.

in

As

booking agent he is a magnetizer of exhibitors. Recently
he returned from a "drive" through his territory richly laden
with bookings for "The Iron Claw." He knows his territory
like a book and he is welcome in every theater.
Mr. Briggs,
being a young man and very much alive, has grasped the
fact that the exhibitor is getting to be an important personage in the film industry, hence his ardent desire to co-operate
with the exhibitor and hence his unquestioned success. He
has seen film service with the Exclusive, with the Fox Film
Company and with the True Feature Company. Everywhere
he has made a splendid record. Briggs served his country
as a volunteer in the Philippines and has gone through some
most interesting experiences.
a

QUICK
The

WORK GETTING RACES ON

SCREEN.

New York

City took in the automobile races
May 13, caused the Mutual
Weekly to satisfy the demand for pictures of the events
by showing them the same evening in leading Broadway
theaters.
The work was done under the editorial eye of
Pell Mitchell, who has charge of the Weekly.
Although
not leaving the track until the light failed, the film was
prepared at the Gaumont Laboratories, Flushing, N. Y., in
time to be run off for the patrons of the Strand, the Rialto,
and the Palace, the three representative New York houses
showing pictures.
In addition to these prints, a fourth
was made and shown at the Motion picture Exposition held
interest

at

Sheepshead Bay Saturday,

at

Madison Square Garden.

MISS BARRISCALE IN

TRAGEDY ROLE.

the "Balkans," the setting for the last Bessie Barpicture, "Bullets and Brown Eyes," the Triangle
star, has gone to "Venice" for her forthcoming release, "The
Sorrows of Love." Advance information indicates that this
new Ince feature is a powerful drama with plenty of suspense and stirring action, an absorbing love story and that
almost unknown quantity of the films a tragic ending. At
least, the lovers are separated by the death of one, while the
other returns to the convent from which she had gone on
an errand of mercy.
riscale

many sucin
stage
cesses for your years.
Cleave

BRIGGS,
is still

From

tri-

Preceding her
affiliation with motion
pictures Miss Woods
played on the concert

umph.

Mrs.

E. G.

E. G. Briggs, assistant

Albany,

Engage Adelaide Woods

Pallas Pictures

WOODS,
ADELAIDE
screen through her

As

June

Jourjon Expected in

—

in

"The American-

(

Beauty" a forthcoming
Pallas Pictures subject
starring Myrtle Stedman, Miss Woods will

MINUSA FOR NEW GRAND CENTRAL.

make her

initial appearance before patrons of
theaters showing Para-

mount productions.
larly difficult part
can Beauty" will

Adelaide Woods.

In this character she

and

it is

is given a particureadily expected that "The Amerian opportunity to register her

offer her

greatest characterization on the screen.

The New Grand Central Theater of St. Louis, owned by
one of the most popular exhibitors in America, Bill Seivers,
Fibre
is about to project its photoplays on a Minusa Gold
Screen, the Minusa Company having been given the specifications of the house, with instructions to build a screen for
him the results that he is
will
give
that

Mr. Seivers
looking for.

•June
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Two

Big Essanays Coming

Henry Walthall and Edna Mayo Will Each Head

a Cast
in Special Productions.
Essanay feature productions, one presenting
Walthall and the other Edna Mayo, which will
be released on the V-L-S-E program, have been announced
by President George K. Spoor. "The Little Musketeer" was
written by Charles Mortimer Peck especially for Mr. Walthall.
It is in five acts.
Mr. Walthall, who is making a
short visit to his home in Birmingham, Ala^ will return
to the Essanay studios in a few days and take up work
on this new feature, which is exceptionally well adapted to
bring out his strong portrayal of emotions.
Mr. Walthall will be given opportunity to present his
versatility in portraying character in this piece, as he takes
two parts, the roles of two brothers, one the scapegoat of
the family and the other its mainstay.
Neither is guilty
of crime, but each thinks that the other is and does everything in his power to shield his brother.,
"The Return of Eve," also in five acts, is the vehicle in
which Miss Mayo will next appear in feature productions.
It is a strong drama, written by Lee Wilson Dodd and
adapted by H. S. Sheldon, and is exceptionally suitable to
her talents.
The story is of the Garden of Eden brought down to
A boy and girl brought up on a desert island finally
date.
It disgusts them, but when they go
taste civilized life.
back to their island they find that they have eaten of the
fruit of the tree of knowledge and their Eden is an Eden
no longer. They are barred as effectually as were Adam
and Eve by the flaming sword.
Essanay's short-reel releases, which it is producing with
as much care as it does its features, have been booked
through July and are just announced by Mr. Spoor.
Among the strong two-reelers is a fable by George Ade,

Two more

Henry

B.

that of the
This is the

"Fearsome Feud Between the
first

of Mr.

First

Families."

Ade's fables to be released

in

two

The one-reel releases for the month consist of a Canimated Nooz Pictorial, cartoons on events of the day by
Wallace A. Carlson, Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
reels.

New

Orleans and two of Ade's fables.

The

three-reel

1703

supervision of every print and every feature is not
the least important part of our policy as exchangemen and
exhibitors will realize.
I
intend to see to it personally
that our slogan, 'The concern with a conscience,' is no idle
phrase, but one which will be lived up to in everything it
strict

"The Regeneration of
Howard and John Junior;

releases consist of

Margaret," presenting Warda
"Power," featuring Sydney Ainsworth and Nell Craig; "Secret of the Night," featuring Sydney Ainsworth, Lillian
Drew and John Lorenz, and "The Grouch," presenting Harry
Beaumont, Harry Dunkinson and John Cossar.

implies."

Claire Alexander

—

SECLUDED

A

place in filmdoir. four weeks ago a leadwoman today. That is the accomplishment of tiny
Claire Alexander, who through her excellent work and
thorough understanding of the parts assigned her has been
signed to a contract at the David Horsley studios and in the
future will be seen in
the
leading
feminine
roles
in
support
of
George Ovey, star of
the Cub Comedies.
Four weeks ago, Miss
Alexander, a little miss
who lacks two inches
of being five feet tall,
was guided to the
Horsley institution by
her big
brown eyes
and a desire to cast
more draaside the
matic side of the silent

ing

,^r^

drama

for

comedy.

She was given a hearing.
She told of having had about a year's
experience before the
camera and frankly admitted that most of her
work was in the background, but occasionally a "bit" was given
her to do.
Director Milton H.

who

Fahrney,
supervised

I

*•

has

Claire

Cub

the

Comedy Company

Alexander.

ever

since that brand of pictures has been produced at the Horsley
studios, became interested in the young woman and consented to give her a trial. It was at a time when Mr. Fahrney was casting his net about to find a capable young actress
"big" enough to handle leads in support of Mr.
"The Traitor" was the first picture in which Miss Alexander was cast. A small part was assigned to her and her
work and general understanding of what was wanted impressed her director as well as everyone else who witnessed
I

Would Knit Film Factors
W. Allen, President Unity Sales Corporation, Aims
Bring Together Maker, Exchange and Exhibitor.
of the newly-formed

Charles
to

W. ALLEN, president
CHARLES
Unity Sales Corporation, brings

to the film industry
Allen's primary object in founding
the Unity was, as the name implies, to knit closer the interests of the manufacturer, the exchange man and the exhibitor.
Mr. Allen's plans, which he has worked out with
Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the
Unity, aim at idealizing the distribution end of the business
and giving the manufacturer better profits and the exchangemen and exhibitors a good and consistent grade of pictures.
Mr. Allen, who is a brother of Viola Allen, and managed
her for many years, has a reputation for business ability and
He brings to the
artistic sense in the theatrical profession.
film business the accumulated knowledge of his long expeHe is himself a producer,
rience in this branch of art,
among them
productions,
having to his credit several feature
"Diana," an elaborate photodrama starring Paul Swann and
the Baroness I)e Witz, and "The Boy Scout," by the late
Richard Harding Davis.
The Unity has ambitious plans for the future and has
already distributed two features, Tom Terriss in "My Country First," a photoplay dealing with preparedness and patriotism, and
"The Pursuing Vengeance," starring Sheldon

new

ideals.

Mr.

Lewis, with Jane Meredith and Henry Mortimer. Mr. Allen
announces that in the mar future the firm has announcements to make which will be of interest to the industry at

mance.
In "Preparedness," the next Cub Comedy to be filmed.
Miss Alexander was seen in a larger part and she
even a bigger role in Mr. Ovey's next picture, "Je:
Then came "Jerry's Big Lark," and at the confeet Day."
clusion of that comedy Director Fahrney was convinced that
he need go no further in his search for a
i

.

'

LUBIN CALIFORNIA PRODUCTIONS.
Lubin
Inne

"Our policy of service and co-operation to the manufacturer and exhibitor On OUI new System Of mutual understanding has resulted in an instant response," said Mr. Cobe.
"In fact, the results of our announcement of our plans have
K»
laid before, our
exceeded even our own expectation,
might term the new evangelism of the
plan embraces what
business.
Consistency in the standard of our pictures and
I

I

Company
1,

are

"The Code

Mav

from the California Itod
30, "The Final Payment,"
Hills," three acts; June

of the

8,

The

Scapegrace," three acts; June 13, "The \\
lime IS, "Sons of the Sea." three acts; June 22, "The Stolen
Each production was made under the
three acts.
personal direction of Captain Wflbert Melville.

WOMAN MAKINC GOOD
L

AS BOOXER.

org otnee
s rear
stenographic capacity knowing absolutely
Being extremelv apt. she cjitiekly
nothing about pictures.
picked up the finer points. ;ind became conversant with the
the actors, and the vocabulary of the exchange. She
has been advanced to the booking department and is reported
Manager Child has vet to receive a
to be most efficient
complaint fiom anyone who has been treated lint: irly or unMiss Ross is a college graduate.
gractoualy

Miss Effie

of the

large.

HOYT

AS SING SING WARDEN.
O.
Harry O. Hoyt, chief of scenario writers at the MetroRolfe studio, has added another mark to his well-known
versatility by his appearance before the camera in the role
of the 'Warden at Sing Sing," in "Notorious Gallagher."

HARRY

V-L-S-E

Ross emu-

in a
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San Francisco Fair on Screen
Ten Thousand Feet
in

of Scenic Film Will Be Released Weekly
Eight Hundred Foot Lengths.

THEGeorge

president of the Exposition Players' Corporation
A. Collins, arrived in New York from the Coast
last week, at which time a deal was consummated
whereby E. M. Asher takes over the world's rights for 75,000
feet of negative, which covers the complete history of the
World's Fair which closed in San Francisco last December.
The Exposition Players Corporation controlled the exclusive
and only franchise which permitted the taking of scenic pictures inside the exposition grounds, and which is in full
effect

until July, 1917.

The compiling of the negative, which is due to arrive in
next week, required almost two years of preparation, none of which has ever been released.
Mr. Asher announces the pictures will be ready for release
in about two weeks, and after being cut to ten thousand feet
will be marketed as a serial in eight hundred foot lengths at
the rate of one each week, as follows:
"A Story," "Gardens
and Buildings." " Palaces." •Architecture," "Sculpture and
Statuary," "Aviation," "Lighting and Night Illuminations."
"Natives from Foreign Climes," etc.

New York

KALEM FILMS "THE LOTUS WOMAN."
announces
KALEM
regular General Film
the

release on June 20, through the
Service, of "The Lotus Woman,"

a hve-reel drama staged by Harry Millarde.
The producer also takes a leading role in the picture, which features
Alice Hollister, the "original screen vampire" in the title

role.

The work of staging "The Lotus Woman" carried the
New York to Jacksonville and St. Augustine,
and over four months of labor was necessary before
the final touches could be put to it.
The story carries the
action from New York to a Latin American republic.
The
thrilling battles of a Central American revolution required
the use of over five hundred soldiers.
Alice Hollister has never had a role offering the strong
opportunities of "The Lotus Woman," and her work in the
colorful part is said to be the best of her long screen career.
In addition to Harry Millarde, Arthur Albertson is another
Kalem favorite seen in the feature.
The unusual atmosphere of the story is greatly enhanced
by the seventeenth century background of St. Augustine
and its historic forts.
players from
Fla.,

CHANGES

WORLD

created so favorable an impression.
For years Mr. Lincoln was featured by the Yitagraph and
Lubin companies and it was through the medium of short
subjects that his popularity was constructed.

EUTERMARKS TAKES "THE OTHER
The Raver Film Corporation production,
taken from the stage success by Augustus
purchased for the Eastern Pennsylvania
Eutermarks of the Pennsylvania Feature
Philadelphia.

3,

1916

Chaplin

Alleges That the Comedian Still Owes Four
Comedies Under His Contract.
in the action of the Essanay Film Manufacturing
against Charles Chaplin, the bringing of which suit was noted in these columns several
weeks ago, alleges that Chaplin agreed to make ten comedies
in a specified time for which he was to receive a bonus
of
$10,000 in addition to a weekly salary of $1,250.
The .company admits that he made six of these pictures, but that he
failed to make the other four.
It is this failure that is the
basis of the Essanay suit and the value of each picture is
estimated at $125,000 making a total of $500,000 for the lot
It is further stated by the counsel for the plaintiff
that
Chaplm was paid a total of $180,000 during the time he was
employed by the Essanay Company.
In the suit of Chaplin against the Essanay Company for an
injunction preventing the distribution of the "Burlesque on
Carmen," Judge Hotchkiss dismissed the application in a decision rendered Monday. May 22.
Plaintiff

TANDY WITH WORLD

FILM.

Vice-president Tandy of the Southern Paramount Company, Xew Orleans, La., has bought the rights for the World
film
orporation productions for the South and has formed
the Southern World Film Corporation.
(

"UNIVERSAL" FLAHERTY VISITS

NEW

YORK.

F. J. Flaherty, of the Universal Film Exchange of Chicago,
spent a week at the Universal offices in New York attending a conference regarding the sale of state rights of "Pavlowa," "Where are My Children" and other Universal productions, returning to Chicago on Saturday, May 20.
He
reports business in the Middle West as very good.

MAY ABANDON THEATER TAX
It
learned on good authority that when the Ways and
Means Committee of Congress commence the consideration
of the proposed omnibus measure for providing revenue for
the maintenance of the government provision will be made
for
the aboltion
of the
special
taxes under the war
emergency revenue law to take effect July 1. This will relieve exhibitors from the further payment of the t«x assessed
upon their theaters according to seating capacity.
i

HARVEY CLOSES WITH ACTORS' FUND CAMPAIGN.

line

FILM.
E. K. LINCOLN WITH
E. K. Lincoln, one of the youngest and most popular of
photoplay stars and until recently the head and principal star
in the concern producing under the E. K. Lincoln banner.
joined forces with the World Film Corporation recently and
will begin work under the direction of Robert Thornby at
The first production will be an elabthe Paragon Studio.
orate affair, entitled "The Almighty Dollar," and in the production Mr. Lincoln will have as fellow players Frances
Driftwood," and Tune Elvidge,
"Human
Nelson, last seen in
whose work in "The Hand of Peril," and "The Closed Road,"

vs.

THE complaintCompany

IN V-L-S-E. FORCES.

with the policy of the Y-L-S-E. to promote its
the ranks, the company announces the promotion of H. E. Stillwell. who has been bookkeeper for the
Atlanta Branch, to cover the territory in Georgia, Alabama
and Tennessee as salesman.
L. E. Schaffer, who has been with the Denver branch since
it was made a buying office, and who has covered the territories in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Colorado,
New Mexico, Wyoming. L'tah, Idaho, Montana, West Nebraska and Western South Dakota, has been promoted to
assistant branch manager of the Denver exchange.
Patrick Doyle, who has had extensive experience with the
Fox Film Corporation, and the World Film Corporation, now
becomes associated with the Montreal office as salesman.
In

members from

June

Essanay

The ramarkably successful publicity of the Motion Picture
Campaign for the Actors' Fund was handled by E. L. Harvey,

who

resigned from the assistant city editorship of the Evening Journal to take up the work. The campaign is drawing
to a close and Mr. Harvey is undecided whether to return
to newspaper work or remain in the film business
which
he has had several Mattering offers.

UNIVERSAL SEEKING REGULAR SCRIPTS.
Helen Starr, scenario editor of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, announces that she is in need of "regular"
scripts.
She is not interested in embryo amateur
efforts.
Work from established photoplaywrights will be
welcomed and purchased with avidity. The Universal Company is in need of one and two-reel comedies and one. two
The scenario department at 1600
and five-reel dramas.
Broadway, New York, buys for both the easiern and western
studios.

METRO'S "PICTURES MAGAZINE" GROWING FAST.
The "Pictures Magazine," a weekly publication devoted to
and their activities, which started about
seven months ago, with a circulation of approximately 100,The
has now reached and passed the million mark.
marvelously rapid growth of this publication's circulation
There are few publications.
is a most notable achievement.
motion pictures

000,

any character, that have a wider circulation.
Arthur James, director of Metro publicity and editor of
the "Pictures Magazine." explaining the cause of the magazine's enormous growth in such a short space of time, says
motion pictures are the entertainment of the masses and
that next to seeing motion pictures the public likes to read
of

GIRL."
"The Other Girl,"
Thomas, has been

about them.

territory by Mr.
Film Company of

of articles

Arrangements have been completed for a noteworthy series
from the pens of the foremost artists now ap-

pearing on the screen.

.

.
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Reviews

of Current Productions
Exclusively by

Own

Our

Staff

"Sweet Kitty Bellairs"
Splendid Lasky Production in Which the New Star, May
Murray, Shows to Better Advantage.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
feature cornea up to the expectations which the pubon
lic nowadays entertain when a Lasky production is
the program. "Sweet Kitty Bellairs" is a charming story

A

THIS

interesting people who lived in a picturesque
the star of the play, finds the part of a very

the

about

told

May Murray,

age

what

-

than

and

re that the public really does want
daughter and a son. The wife and

i

I

mother scouts the
writing such a wicked book. The temptatio:
time and a room full of queer characters
the din
nd make the spectators laugh many times. But
Iter they go, the author
the book till his
wife advises him to turn in. In a d
he sees the book publlshed and himself and family rich
it
the evil in the book
makes his daughter rebel at restr.
the night
out with a married neighbor. Th. E
t of hired-girl protege
he family and then lea
s.tile behind some curt;
the author discovers them in
each other's aims. Tile au
wakes up and finds it luckily
:

,

i

-

.,

•

Biographs to Be Seen Again
Fair Rebel, in Three Reels, and "The Unwelcome Guest "
a Single-Reel Mary Pickford Drama.
Reviewed by Lyn.U
U
THE story in "A Fair Rebel." produced by the
Company by the late David Miles and n..w scheduled for
reissue, little need be said.
The plot is commonplace,
just about what audiences accustomed to Civil War dramas
have evei
but even at that the tfa
eel
are well worth reviving, unless battle see!
Of fashion, which, of course, they have not.
The
serves to Introduce the characters and prepare for the romance of a southern girl and a northern Officer—a standard
ingredient of Civil War pictures— then righ:

"A

'

1

OF

.

-

wish

Scene from "Sweet Kitty Bellairs" (Lasky).

much more to her taste than the role
attempt In the drama of tl
claims lovable Kitty Bellairs; Bhi
"tres femme."
Her girlish graces, her Innocent witchery, her Bweet rogulBhness are bound to captivate
Tin
young people will be delight.
everj audience.
Murray's rendition of the coquetsmiles
will
the males and females
little
beautj
win
from
tish
her age.
(forts of the art director, Alfred
in beautifying pictures and choosing the beet
posrid,
and outdoors, are very mu
sible settings Indoors
n is the first Lash
tig, and to this capable and gifted
directed by
10. hi
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ol those pretty and
help to oha
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...it
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.Miss
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Farce Comic Characters Come in for Christmas Dinner
and the Old Man Has Bad Dream— Fox Offering.
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as spirited a

to

agement takes place In the woods where the Confederate forces an- defending a bridge.
Cavalry and Infantry
ompaiiie.l by exploding shells rl]
"in trees and digging great holes In the ground, p
best thrill Of all when the bridge is rent asunder by an explosion, and an entire company of soldiers appears to be hurled
in point of excitement these scenes In tb<
Into the air.
reel provide easily the best moments of the picture.
developments are moderatel)
Interest
famous l.ibby prison, adequate] \ represented,
neiit place in the picture,
It
Is here thai th

from the
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the unwelcome guest, gives a perfect characterization in a
picture tilled with delicate human touches that ring true. Jack
Pickford. Claire .McDowell and Charles Mailes are included in

"Tangled Fates"
Peerless-World Film Production

Which

in

Alice

Brady

Is

Starred Under the Direction of Travers Vale.
i:,\ i.-w ed by Lynde Denig.
title of this flve-part Peerless-World Film production
is rather apt.
We have a tangled story of tangled fates
in which the spectator is expected to credit all sorts of
appenings without inquiring too closely into the whys
ivherefores.
Ther<
little bit
3f almost everything,
of action and enough change
cene to prevent monFor a time it looks like a
ma of life in a New
Otony.
lompromising Morals
England village dominated by an
Committee, next we are transferred
heroine, after a crackers and milk diet in a hall bedroom, is
permitted to become a model that she may wear an assortment of elaborate gowns, and finally the tangled fates of the
characters lead them to the snow-covered wilds of Alaska.
Fortunately, Alice Brady is in the picture. She is certainly
one of the most attractive actresses on the World Film rosHer
ter and bids fair to become one of the most versatile.
playing of Jane Lawson in the photoplay under consideration
is so sincere and convincing that one may grant the possihich would hardly bear analysis.
Tak,e
bility of situati
incident
reel, for example,
the most impo
tly enough, goes for a moonJane's younger
ilesman, although her father, a
inslight walk with a
member of the Morals Comm tee, has ordered her to remain
in her room.
Even in the nr it straight-laced communities, a
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In-chief of the navy, Lamberto, left behind to guard the city,
pique declarer to Henry he will win from him'his affianced,
the Gorgona.
He makes good his declaration in so far that
through bribing the young woman's servant he gains access
to her home.
Lamberto enters the room of Gorgona, seemingly prepared to stop hardly short of murder. He finds the
young woman praying and keeping burning the sacred lamp
of which she is the specially delegated guardian.
Gorgona is
not only unafriad; she greets the intruder as if he were the
lover to whom but a short time before she had given so affectlonate a farewell. The story from that point on turns on
in

THE

i

<

1

1

Scene from "The Gorgona" (Authors).
the efforts to save the life of Lamberto, who had contravened
the edict of his father, the commander, that any one surreptitiously entering the city should be put to death
and Lamberto has been discovered.
As may be judged. "The Gorgona" is interesting more by
reason of its elaborate staging than on account of its dramatic

—

"My
Unity

Country First"

Film

Sales Corporation Presents Timely Six-Part
Subject Written and Staged by Tom Terriss.

Mai

Mai

aid.

photodrama "My Country First" Tom
a happy subject under present conpresented in the form of a melodrama
the principal role and a cast of players each

the staging of the
INTerris
has hit upon
ditions.

The story

is

with the author in
one of whom is of a distinct type appropriately chosen. Among
these appear the names of Alfred Heming, Helene Ziegfield,

mild flirtation between a boy and a girl

is

not unforgivable,

none the less Jane follows the pair, sends her sister home and
then, being found with the man herself, shoulders the criticism.
These circumstances hardly justify a father in turning
his penniless daughter out into the cold, cold world.
For the rest. "Tangled Fates" may be classed as a story conveniently arranged to introduce a dramatic situation every
once in so often and to utilize the variety of locations already
mentioned. Force of a kind, it unquestionably has, and in the
final reel, with the triumph of lynch law and the hanging of a
man his shadow appearing on the snow as he is suspended
from a tree there is enough to work up excitement in an audience, though even an indirect glorification of lynching is in

—

—

Satisfactory performances are given by Arthur
poor taste.
Ashley, Helen Weer and George Morgan. Also, it may be mentioned in passing that Miss Brady introduces white kid gloves
in

Klondike society.

"The Gorgona"
Four-Part Authors-Ambrosio Twelfth Century Story Bulks
Big with Spectacular Scenes.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
Authors Film Company is showing "The Gorgona," a
four-part subject made by the Ambrosio Company of

THE

Turin, Italy. It is a historical tragedy, with Pisa in the
beginning of the twelfth century as the place and the time.
The settings are rich in noble structures of medieval architecture. Literally hundreds of persons are engaged in the making
From the staging standpoint of great buildof the picture.
ings unaltered in hundreds of years, of large craft especially
built for the occasion, and in the number of costumed man and
women who take part in the performance "The Gorgona"
is an unusual production.

—
—

The story

is

a surprise.

When Henry

is

elected

commander-

Scene from

"My Country

First" (Unity).

John Hopkins, Joseph Baker, Joseph Sterling, Jill Woodward
and Alfred Vosburgh.
The plot of the story has been cleverly worked out and has
been artistically visualized by Mr. Terriss, who has not only
written it and played the principal role but has succeeded in
perfectly impersonating the old chemist in the employ of
Dempsey, the master plotter of the play. Those familiar with
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learn thai aa the old chemist in the production in
question he scores more heavily than in the character of the
younger man. In the seen.- following the premature ignition of
the chemicals forming the explosive which the old chemist
has by foreign spies been set to analyze and in which the old
man meets his death, .Mr. Terriss does an excellent bit of
acting.
The psychological side of this play will be found to have
been cicely developed. Plenty of action and excellent photography are also valuable attributes of the production which will
be handled as a states rights proposition by the Unity Film
Sales Corporation.

prised

to

"Gloria's

Romance"

Chapters Two and Three Increase Steadily in Interest, with
Miss Billie Burke Holding All Eyes by Her Art
and Beauty.
Reviewed by James .S. McQuade.
two of "Glorias Romance," entitled "Caught
by the Seminoles," stands out in strong contrast with
the simple action of chapter one, yet from observat
I have been inclined to the opinion that it did not come up
the expectations of spectators who have become so ace
tomed to viewing the impossible in preceding film serials that

CHAPTER

will require time before they will be willing to content
it
themselves with merely sane incidents. Youth, especially,
craves the lurid and the extravagant in stories and is seldom
content with the life-as-it-is-lived type. I have no doubt,

pranks and waste of time. Here Miss Billie Burke is the
one typical girl for the role of Gloria. I can think of none
other with such grace and charm of sweet girlishness. Gloria 6
escapades innocent, girlish pranks that have chiefly to do
with the breaking of blue-stocking rules and the like always end in one way, forgiveness. .She is always r-aJy to
take the blame, in order to save her innocent fellow students,
and her clear, straightforward eyes, with the spirit of good
will that they show, banish all resentment from the hearts of
their

—

—

Then Gloria returns home and reminds her father that the
five years have elapsed and that, according to his promise,
she must see her sweetheart, Freneau. She does see him soon
after that, but in a way that shocks her. One night while entering the Metropolitan Opera House. New York, with her
•father, she caught sight of Freneau. Wishing to surprise him
she approached so closely that her robe brushed agairs; him.
He cast a glance at her, but there was no recognition.
"He has forgotten me," sighed Gloria, and the heart-pain
in her eyes, as revealed by Billie Burke, and the appealing
beauty of her face as she sorrows over the shaft, ring of her
rm a picture that will long remain with me. The
itiful opera coat worn on
picture all the mor<

"The Suspect"
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature Presents Anita
Stewart in the Role of the Daughter of a
Russian Nihilist.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
of Anita
SPECIAL interest attaches to a review of the work
Stewart under her new director, S. Rankin Drew; and
the fact that she has carried with her the same remarkable qualities for which she was famous under the direction
of Ralph Ince proves that there lies within herself a wonderful
power of dramatic interpretation despite the aid of the best
Six-Part

And furthermore, S. Rankin Drew has in the
of directors.
staging of "The Suspect." an adaptation of a story entitled
"The Silver Shell." by H. J. W. Dam. proved himself equal to
the occasion of piloting the star. The production is one that
required masterful treatment, one of the main factors of the
This point has
story being its psychological development.
been grasped with avidity by the director, whose treatment
of this side of the question has been reflected intelligently by
the players.
The role of Paul Karatoff. son of the cruel Russian. Duke
Karatoff, known among the Nihilists as the "Butcher." is played
in a finished manner by Mr. Drew, the supporting cast
of Anders Randolph. Bobby Connolly, Julia Swayne Cordon.
Frank Wupperman. George Cooper. Edward Klkas, Albert Habock, and Anna Brody. The opening of the picture Is singularly
i

Scene from "Gloria's Romance" (Kleine).
however, after watching closely the career of Gloria at the
Studebaker theater, Chicago, that the appeal of the Ruperts'
motion picture novel will be wide and that Interest will steadily increase ,,, It, wherever it is pi
Gloria

has

a

trying

time

ol

it

in

the

Kverglaib

is an objed
of commiseration, .Miss Billie Burke
never seeks to create it either by look or demeanor. When
she is robbed by the "Cracker" family she shows fine spirit,
but never a tear, and when the "Cracker" urchin pinches her
cheek she resents his familiarity with a resounding whack
on the jaw that makes on.- fairly yell with delight. In the
scene where the young Seminole chief offers Gloria the choice
of becoming his squaw or being killed Miss Burke again makes
Gloria fearless by baring her bosom for the knife.
The scrap between the Indian chief and Dr. Joyce (Henry
Kolker) looks like the teal tiling. It creates the impression
of a real lust lor victory on the part of both men, and when
the Doctor hands the Indian a left uppercut to the jaw that
puts him down and out. one looks around for the n

though she

'

the count, so natural

Is

it

pect"

all.

Before that the Doctor had a hard time of It, ruahlng
through swamps and the thick underbrush in a dress suit and
The fight Bhowed that he had the right stuff in him,
pump
and we forgive him that Intense interest in Gloria's welfare
had caused him to rush to her rescue without changing his
apparel.

The entrance
in

of Richard Freneau (David Powell), gentleman
the storv as a suitor for Gloria's hat.

new angle and points to Important complications that will
heighten the Interest. He takes all the credit yellow through
and through as he is for Gloria's rescue from the Indian, and
Dr. Joyce calls him hard; an Incident that suggests some Im'".lorla falls
concerning these two man,
portant revelation
In love with Freneau. believing that he had saved her from
the Indian chief.
Chapter three Is entitled "Perilous Love," referring to
Gloria's attachment for Freneau. Her father. In order to sever
this attachment, sends Gloria oft to college for a
course, and so chapter three treats of her college days, with

—

—

u
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effective
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properly shocked by the experiences of the characters marked

Triangle Program
Goode, the Samaritan," Five-Reel Fine- Arts; "Going
Straight," Five-Reel Fine-Arts, and "A Dash of
Courage," Two-Reel Keystone.
Reviewed bj Louis Reeves Harrison.

MOODE,

the Samaritan," offers a dignified and kindly
characterization admirably interpreted bj De Wolf HopIn the rule of ;i rich philanthropist, not distributing
per.
Rifts for the sake of making an impression, but as one disposed
to take a favorable view of his fellow-men wherever he finds
them, even in jail, Hopper aeems to be so perfectly at home
that he fairlj beams benevolence. There is no rough comedy in

lion.

In the fourth episode l>r. Alden, displaying more valor than
judgment, locates the secret lodge of the Black Order and
effects an entrance.
For some time it appears that he is
hopelessly caught in a death trap; but after his burial, a faithful attendant digs his way to the coffin through an underground passageway and the intrepid doctor is relea
lie
may save .Myra from death by poisonous gases concealed
in toy balloons.
As in preceding reels, the settings provided by
the Whartons are conducive to an atmosphere of myconsiderable care was expended in achieving odd
.

lighting.

The elaborate hypnotizing machine introduced in Episode 3 is
again brought into play in the fifth instalment, and Myra's
astral bodj is once more released from her human form. This
time she goes in search of Dr. Alden. who is among
after he has led the police in a raid on the lodge ol
Order. But it happens that the Grand Master of the Devil WorI

social aspirations, he is not lacking in discernment when a w.-lldisguised crook comes a courting his daughter, the very thief
who sold the nice old man a stolen automobile.
This purchase lands Goode in jail, one of the kind where offenders are given the use of one large room. Goode takes a
-iv, it fancy to his fellow prisoners.
His natural love of mankind so dominates his natural discernment that he insists on
making them all as comfortable as possible. There is a faint
Carce in his refurnishing the place so that it takes on
lanee of a gentlemen's club and in his being robbed by
some of .the "dips" at one moment and his watch and money
restored at another, all without his being aware of what is
going on, but the character is preserved with unusual skill
throughout, while an interesting story runs on to an end that
justifies the fine old fellow's confidence in human nature after
all.

"Going Straight"

gives

opportunity

for

Norma Talmadge,

Eugene Pallette and the Triangle children to do some fine
With good strucacting, and the story is admirably handled.
ture, careful and tasteful treatment and a splendid cast, the
presentation is generally satisfactory, but the subject matter has
appeared so often on the screen that it is somewhat discouraging to see it re-appear, even under advantageous circumstances,
Producers cannot be aware that the story of a reformed thief
who is asked to go out and crack just one more safe to keep
an old pal from squealing is shown to reviewers so often that
it seems to bob up about once a week on the average, and with
scarcely any variation.
"A Dash of Courage" contains a dasli of new spirit, there is

Scene from "The Mysteries of Myra" (International).
hippers is prepared to beat the young woman at her own game.
He, 00, projects his astral body with directions to take posseson of the form of Myra.
An interesting situation is prented at the close of the second reel and one that suggests
possibilities for future development.
The girl is so
icontrolably under the influence of the Grand Master that
ith words of love on her lips she attempts to shoot Dr. Alden.
veral explosions, in which much earth is dislodged, preparatrance of the police into the quarters of the Black
Order, lend i spectacular value to the first reel.

my

"The Eye
JA

Bluebird

of

God"

bv Lois Weber— Full of
Holds Strongly.
Reviewed by Hanford C Judson.

Five-Reel

Offering

Eerie, Creepy Quality, It

ROMANCE in quality not unlike the weirdly imagined
stories of Poe and holding strongly from its start.
"The Eye of God," the latest Bluebird picture, was written
by Lois "Weber and produced by the Smalleys. While it belongs
with the ultra-romantic, trap-door-in-lonely-inn kind of melodrama, the mechanism behind it is so simple and, in the atmosphere of the tale, so convincing, that it gives a distinctly fresh
impression and makes an offering that we can heartily commend to exhibitors. The main setting is a lonely farmhouse.
We soon find that there's a closet off the main bedroom on the
ground floor that gives access to it from the garret through a
hidden trap door.
The opening scenes concentrate our attention on the farmer,
powerfully portrayed by Tyrone Power, a morose, brooding,
discontented man. His unloved wife, a piteous figure, is played
by Ethel Weber. The land all about is barren-looking and the
farm is breaking the man's spirit. One day, the wife is called
away by her sick sister. A woman, played by Lois Weber,
is left with her maid at the lonely way station.
There is no
train till the morning and they have to spend the night at this
haunted farmhouse. There is excellent acting through the early
evening scene between this woman and the farmer, starved for

A
Scene from "Mr. Good, the Samaritan" (Fine-Arts).
series of incidents, a daring crook and his gang obtain
police control of a town and put the real officers in stripes.
Harry Gribhon, as the leader, offers much that is new in characterization and in his personality, and his support is active
enough to make the little play move with snap from start to

amusing

"The Mysteries of Myra"
Episodes Four and Five of International Serial Offer a Number of Thrilling Happenings.
Reviewed by Lynde Denig.
ingenuity in plot development that marked the opening
episodes of the International Film Service's serial is
equally apparent in the fourth and fifth instalments that
place Myra and Dr. Alden at the mercy of the Black Order,

THE

before their escape is adroitly arranged. Howard Estabrook,
Jean Sothern and other members enter completely into the spirit
of a production in the main successful in creating the illusion
of supernatural forces with which ordinary humans have the
Admitting, for the sake of the
greatest difficulty in coping.
story, the possibility of occult powers such as the authors have
conceived, there is no reason why an audience should not be

the outer world. In the night as she sleeps he makes use of
She wakes in fright, but
the trapdoor and kisses her hand.
he is gone.
This is a very skilfully conceived bit of business. It not only
establishes the hidden stair for use later in a terrible murder
scene with lightning flashing in at the windows, but is used at
the climax when the heroine, putting two and two together,
For two men come one
fastens the crime where it belongs.
stormy night and ask for shelter. They have much money. One
goes to sleep in the bed while the other watches in the other
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hair-raisir.g murder is committed
and the second man, wounded by the farmer, doesn't know just
What happened and is convicted of the crime. He is the strange
woman's husband. The "Eye of God" is seen looking down on

room with the door

tin

murderer,

who

A

closed.

dares not live in the house and

is

chased out

with the speed of a steam roller, it has the same power to
flatten one out.
The telling of this two-reel drama has every accessory of
artistic settings, capable direction and an adequate cast. Marin
Sals and Ollie Kirkby wear new and fetching gowns, act as
conscientiously and as effectively as ever, and receive excellent
support from Frank Jonassen, Mrs. Dunlap, and R. K l>ell
"Sis the Detective."
As a correspondence school detective, armed with a badge,
revolver and a genuine false mustache, S?is unmasks a mystery
on her father's farm and then hies herself to ttie city and unravels other deeds of darkness. S. A. Van Petten is responsible
for the scenario and the Starting of Sis upon so dangerous a
profession, but Pa Hopkins' jral -_;oe.s through her new experiences with a entiling face and a brave heart, scatt.
of laughter on every side.
Henry Murdock, Ki.hard Pardon,

Scene from "The Eye of God" (Bluebird).
over the world to be finally compelled to confess alter
ine has found him out, and gives himself up.

There is some marvelous photography in it.
worked up and very ably acted, a good offering.

With the Kalem
"Unmasking

It

is

i

i

Stars

Tenth Installment of "The Social
and "Sis the Detective," a One-Reel

a Rascal," the

Pirates,"

Comedy, With Rose Melville in Her
Famous Creation.
Reviewed bj Edward Weitzel.

"Unmasking

THAT

familiar

fly, Arthur Alhertson. Frank Minzey and olive West
the stai tin- proper grade of support, ami Robert Ellis.
producer, could not improve upon his choice of a location
the Hopkins farm.

e

Rascal."

a

French wisdom, "Kind
improvement, in the tenth

lot

ol

tin-

woman,"

is

installment of
with
Howard Berial. Mona ami Mary, with
keen understanding of the weakest side of masculini
nature, and having an elderly sinner to entrap, make

utilized,

the George Bronson
their

"The

human

sure that there shall be a woman in the case by furnishing the
woman. The male malefactor is a married man, his mate being
of the same moral standard. The couple have defrauded their
niece out of her fortune and driven her from their. home. Mona
and Mary learn of this and set about trapping the rascally
uncle. He falls an easy victim to the charms of Mary, who is
to him as an unsophisticated maiden from the rural
Ami cleverly does Miss Mary play the part! The
districts
Infatuated man is lead to make his charmer an offer ot
.ml the

know
,

..
ot ins on.
commit
the papers unlocks tli. lid
realize that, altho

to

i

i

i

money

this

Flirting Bride"

Knickerbocker Star Feature Presents
Saunders in a Congenial Role.

Three-Reel

i:.

\

Jackie

i

altogether charming
JACKIE inSAFNDFRS
this three-part picture made bj
is

as the flirtatious
H. M. ami B. 1'
Idea, capabl]

bride
iiorkheimer.
It contains a comedy
out ami varied with quite a bit of melodrama, Introducing :i
band of lniyands, belonging to the comic opera school; also

soldiers

in

a

bigamy
S

ornate

,,H

miscellaneous assortment of uniforms
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last

reel

is

enlivene.l

some perilous

falls, as the soldiers
bandit sharpshooters.
But first interest is likel\ to center in the personality of the
bride with a winning smile and inviting eyes (hat she 'uses all
too effectually, even after her marriage.
Four, disappointed
suitors attend the ceremony and arouse the jealousy of the
husband by kissing the bride with unnecessary fervor. Then,
Inadvertently, she is locked in a room with one 'of them and the
suspicious husband gives free expression to his disapproval,
which becomes yet more acute when the party of admirers is
met on the train, and the bride, stopping for refreshments at
a station, is left behind.
Having reached Europe on this inauspicious honevmoon, the
troubles of the pair assume a still more serious tone; for the
bride, continuing to use her eyes and her smile indiscriminately,
captivates nearly all of the officeis stationed in the neighborhoo.
One of them, it seems, is a traitor who possesses plans
of extraordinary military value.
Quite innocently, the flirting
bride is made to act as his accomplice, then she is captured by.
bandits; then thrown into jail and so her troubles increase,
until she promises to reserve her smiles and her eyes exclusively
for her husband. As there is no pretense of even remotely rellecting life in the picture, it need not be criticised on the score
of improbability.
William Conklin, Edward .1. I'.ra.ly and Henry
Stanley appear in support of Miss Saunders.

are pioknl

off

!>>

b>

Jusl

the rever.nd
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gentleman

is about to propose, the
heart and his confession
falls into the minister's hands.
He puts his own happiness
aside, after a struggle, and goes to Carroll, with the truth.
The phssician hastens back to his wit,-, the minister accompanying him. Carroll, inadvertently, learns the true state of
affairs, but his wife realizes that he has the first claim, and
sacrifices love for duty. Unlike Tennyson's mariner, this Enoch
Arden accepts the sacrifice.
An attempt is made to justify the cowardice of the doctor by
claiming that he was worn out with fatigue when he ran
en if this were accepted, it does not excuse his remaining away for a year and not communicating with hi8
.s

t

I.

"The Iron Claw"
Chapter Twelve of This Serial, "The Haunted Canvas,"
Contains the Usual Entertaining Qualities.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
sode after episode of this
ngs come to pass as if by
or arrange the action of
ised in "effect" that the

Scene from "Prisoners of Conscience" (Lubin).
wife during that time. Dr. Carroll showed too much strength
of character previous to his sudden flight to have acted in so
cowardly a manner a fact that is accentuated by the personality of Cecil Van Auker, who plays the part. This gentleman's mental and physical endowment give no suggestion of
a yellow streak, although he is better adapted to heavies than
to leading roles.
Setting aside the weakness of this one motive, the plot is
dramatic, reasonably skillful in construction and the picture
has been produced with equally favorable results. Adda Gleason as the doctor's wife gives the best performance of the
Creditable impersonations are contributed by Evelyn
Page,
Routh, Ben Hopkins, Alan Forrest and Lucy
Payi

—

"The

Littlest

Magdalene"

Leonie Flugrath, the Star of a Three-Reel Edison Photoplay
That Treats With Sincerity and Conviction,
a World-Old Theme.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
women, vampires and Magdalenes may, generally,
be relied upon to put a "punch" into whatever form of
dramatic composition in which they are the central figures.
Whether treated with the moral significance employed
by Hawthorne in sketching Hester Prynne or prostituted for
commercial purposes only, as in the case of certain photoplays
devoted to the vampire type of women, the sinning sisterhood
find many virtuous persons of both sexes that follow the chronSmall wonicles of their lives and crimes with eager interest.
der, then, that dealers in photoplays, as well as makers of the
spoken drama, have turned to the Phrynies and Magdalenes
of the present day and offer intimate histories of their careers

SCARLET

Scene from "The Iron Claw" (Pathe).
of Dan O'Mara is considerably in the limelight. She is pursued
by Legar and his agents, is lured to the studio of an artist with
whom she is friendly, where she is rescued by the Laughing
Mask, who shoots Legar's men with poisoned arrows, from behind a painting. Margery Golden also has an escapade in trying
to trail Legar.
Her chauffeur is shot and Margery imprisoned
by Legar, is about to be killed by a bomb, when the Laughing
Mask again appears on the scene and saves the day.

"Prisoners of Conscience"
Three-Reel Lubin Photoplay Written by L. V. Jefferson and
Josephine McLaughlin, Containing a Variant of the

Enoch Arden Motive.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
melodrama, like Caeser's wife, should be above
The authors of "Prisoners of Conscience" have
cast a doubt upon the moral courage of the hero of their
story and robbed him of the respect and sympathy that the
leading lover of a melodrama should always command. Dean
of
HEROES
suspicion.

young physician, is made to believe that
he has given a wealthy patient an overdose of deadly poison.
The mistake has been made by another doctor, who advises
Carroll to run away and hide from the consequences of the
act.
Although happily married, Carroll does not wait to bid
his wife good-bye, and hurries off and hides in the desert.
Mrs. Carroll is led to believe that her husband has comAt the end of a year she has grown very
mitted suicide.
fond of a young clergyman, who has long been in love with
Carroll, a struggling

Ph.

"The Littlest Magdalene," the three-reel photoplay by Watkins Eppes Wright, is a somewhat different drama of besmirched womanhood. It is not related in any way to that
class of fiction known to our English cousins as "the shilling
shocker," and wins sympathy for itself by an ingenuousness in
the writing that is only equalled by the convincing artlessness
with which Leonie Flugrath invests the character of Mary
O'Ryan. The girl, an East Side toiler, is drugged
and taken
to an hotel by an unscrupulous rent collector. The next morning, when she awakens, Mary is horrified by the thought of
what she has become. She runs away from her home and finds
employment as the model for an artist who is painting a "Magdalene." The painter falls in love with her, she confesses her
fall from virtue, learns, through the testimony of the rent collector, that he was forced to leave her before accomplishing
her ruin, and, in place of a grim tragedy, the final picture fades
from the screen to the suggestion of orange blossoms and

wedding

bells.

Up to the time when Mary poses for the artist, the construction of the story is fluent, the motives convincing, and hackneyed situations are given an air of novelty by the evident
belief of the author in the freshness of his theme.
The real
romance in the girl's life seems much more conventional, but
the majority of picture patrons will heartily applaud the play
in its entirely.

«

June
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O Kyan, little Miss Leonie Flugrath is as simple.
irj
wholesome and winning as the character demands. Her assumption of lnnocenee and e,ri< f at her unmerited disgrace does
not appear like acting but the reflection of a light from within.
And she was able to denote the youth and purity of a seventeenyear-old girl without wearing her hair in little ringlets all
over her head. Ingenues and ballet ladies of the pony class,
please take notice!

"The First Stone" Completed.
.
Director Phillips Smalley has completed the five-reel society
entitled, "The First .Stone," in which the featured lead
is played by Mary McDonald, who also was featured by the
Smalleys in "Shoes." An important part in the photoplay is
taken by Horace ("Kewpie") Morgan. Others appearing in the
cast are Grace Johnson, Marion Siegler, Nanine Wright and the
Emerson Sisters, together with Ernest Shields, Jack Mulhall,
Dana Ong and Charles Marriot. The story is by Lois Weber.

drama

Who

"Those
A

Flora hi
her heart cai.
g
She admires the young artist who has painted her
trait and her tomboy exploits rouse his interest.
Richard Sterling appears as the artist. Vera Doria plays
Countess Olga, also madly in love with the latter.
The girl meets the artist while he is strolling tl.
mandy and in an impulsive moment decides to accompany him.
She dons a garish costume and procures some musical instruments. They travel with a burro. It is in these e
the action lags somewhat, and yet they are very attractive
in themselevs.
Countess Ogla finds the artist at different places along the
route and finally, in the huntintr lodge, dis.
of the girl by a clever trick.
She. seeing herself bested in
the arist's affections, determines to start a scandal. She procures her revenge later in New York City, through the medium
ay, where the scene in the hunting lodge is

happiness.

Toil"

Powerful Lubin Feature in Which Nance O'Neil Takes the
Leading Part.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
feature is full of action and if action is the demand
"The Toilers" may surely be poin :ed to as part of the
of realism.
Not the
supply. The play is strong and fu

THIS

1

sists of the splendid
attractive part of the feati
The
settings which provide the atmosphere.
the most part laid in the coal oil region of Pennsylvania. They
form a striking background to the story which deals with the
wrongs of labor. There is nothing inflammatory in the play;
scenario
has given us a thoroughly human
the writer of the
story in which lights and shadows appear in probable proporThe director, the able Mr. Edgar Lewis, has brought
tions.
play
in his usual strong and clear fashfeature
of
the
out this
Bits of realism that were especially striking were
ion.
glimpses of The Great White Way at night and views of burninks.
The handling of groups and mobs was likewise
splendidly done and reflects no small credit on the director.
There is the usual photographic excellence which is to be
found in all Lubin productions.
Nance O'Neil had a part particularly suited to her talents
and she made the best of it. She was well supported by Her-

least

Scene from "The Madcap" (Universal).
at

the

irtlst

live

id,

same tune spreading

the information that
.'us notoriety, the
I

.!

find happiness.

,.l

Lubin Releases on G.

F.

Program.

-Frill. y Frilled,'

win McKlm,

la release,
Maj
Film Company
in which the ubiquitous Da>
lea of unique mis
nard Siegel, Georpe Egan and Charlei
"The Final Payment." two-act drama, by M
produced under the associate direction of Captain
-

i

Trilby,"

I

i

i..

30,

on

i>

Kent,

is

released bj the

through the General Film Company.

VI

i.

A

friends and loses
heavily at bridge and momentarily yields to temptation in the
form of a diamond pendant
Hut in the end
Shumway, George Routh, Helen Eddj and Velma Whitman are
.

Who

Scene from "Those
bert

Fortier,

.

Sutherland, T
did very

Victor

Sharkey.
Adelaide
portant role.

"The Code Of the Hills." a three-act drama, writ!
lard Wilson and dire, ted l.y Melvil Mayo, untti
direction of Captain Will., it Melvilli
the l.ul.ln
Company. A girl of the hills, whose family
young district attorney from the city are twin vlctl
pld's arrows.
Their man
ng, a atory
In Which thrills and tears alterant
vln Wilson, Bird Hopkins. Cecil Van Auker. AdelS
Lucy Paj ton and

Toil" (Lubin).

Has

i

"The Madcap"
in Five Reels, Featuring
Parker De Haven as Unconventional Heroine.
Reviewed by Robert C ktcHlravy
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and

Siegel

Be:

May

(Selig),

photoplay

de amusing

Fo

A one-reel farce, by Uurk
rapidly changing incidents,
D. L. Don.
Patsej Di
members of the east.

15.

with

comic acting ot
George Egan are

selic.-trhuxe

tiik

No. ::!i.
(Seiim. May 15.
Deer drive,
Domestic Science students call on President;
s. Cavalry, El
Paso; services at St. John the Divine. .\. v.;
burning of grain elevator, Chicago; police parade. N. V.
Juarez. Mexico; auto trip, Washington to San Francisco; meeting of
island.

i

•

1

1

1 :

I.;

I..

;

Allies

A

Paris;

at

troops

S.

I".

LUCKY TUMBLE

Mexico.

in

(Vitagraph),

May

Dangman

15.—William

is

tin chiei funmaker in this short reel farce,
lie takes a tumble down
a chimney, while clad in his pajamas, and captures a burglar and
the money for his room rent.
The scenario was written by James A.
Styles and is good for a fair average of laughs.
Florence Natol,
George ODonnell, William Lyttell, Jr., Lucille Crane, Jean Hubbell,
Scenes in Iceland are shown on
ind Harry Mayo complete the east.

May

.

story,

photoplay of the
st her English rulers,
of which were taken
e-reel

is.

the

;

s

BOOK OF SAN FRANCISCO

'H

ami

ity

(Kalem), May 17.— A review of this picwas printed on page 1534 of the issue of May liT. It is an excellent one-reel comedy, with Ethel Teare as the chief attraction.

THE SELIG-TRIBCXE, Xo. 40. 1!»1(> (Selig), May 18.— Park scene,
Chicago; burning ot military stores at Columbus, and other scenes;
•Better Baby Show." New York; Fusiliers Parade, Boston; new army
base established at Marathon, Texas; hydro-aeroplane, Washington;
Navy Yard, Mare Island, Cal. with the U. S. Army in Mexico; KenMay Day celebration, New York.
tucky Derby, Louisville, Ky.

1916

THE HARD WAV

(Selig), Maj
s
L5
of the strength of
!thlng
to be found in lln^nlCs
rh, Rake's Progress," has been put
this three-reel photoplay by the author, Russell E.

into

He

Smith

story

of

a

man's

rich

who

son

starts

on

downward

the

shown

It

is

road".

as a forger and murderer, but, contrary to the
English
author Smith insures a happy ending for his vouthful
sinner
by having the events of the last reel take place in a dream.
The
incidents form a gripping screen drama.
.lack
Pickford is boyish
and convincing s
— Harry Lonsdale. Lillian Hamward, Vivian Reed, Sidney Smith and Jai
Bradbury complete tin
cast.
F. N. Heffron, director.
is

realist,

THE DOUBLE CROSS
love story
deals with

woven

is

criminal

1C— An

May

(Essanay),

appealing

little

into the action of this two-reel photoplay, which
life,
a
detective being the mean- ol
of counterfeiters and brim
g the romance of

running down a gang
the

lovers

a joyous conclusion.
The picture is well made
drama and receives good treatment at the hands of a cast consii
of Elizabeth Burbridge, Patrick Calhoun, Thurlow Brewer, and
to

i,

lice

MacChesney.

THE

BEGGAR KING (Lubin), May 16.— It is not always easy to
believe that the events shown in this two-reel photoplay are
a truthful transcript from life.
As a melodramatic story, meant only to
entertain, it fulfills its mission.
Robert Gray, .lay Morley, Louis
Fitz Roy, M. de la Parelle and Eleanor Blevins form an earnest and
satisfying east.

BEVERLY

ski

THE ARTFUL DODGER

ture

3,

theme
the

Shelter
8th V.

June

GRAUSTARK

OF
(Biograph), May 17.— A three-reel
screen version of the George Parr AleCutcheon 'best-seller." displays
all of the fine flavor of romance beloved by readers of
this writer of
novels.
A handsome prince who rescues lovely ladies in distress and
wins their regard under the guise of a mere officer, has a powerful
attraction for many worthy persons.
This photoplay will meet their
approbation.
The locations have been selected with intelligence, and
a large company employed.
Linda Adverson, Chas. Perley, Gertrude
Robinson, George Pearce,
the leading roles.

Robert Drout and

Chas.

II.

\y.

West

have

;

;

THIRTY DAYS

May 18.— The

material for this one-reel
It has had a long
taive lias been selected with excellent judgment.
and honorable career upon the French, English and American stages,
and its powers of creating laughter are still unimpaired. Plump and
Runt are very funny as the two married men who are forced to serve
a jail sentence, and deceive their wives concerning their whereabouts.

(Vim),

AX INNOCENT VAMPIRE

May in.— A

(Kalem),

review

this

of

The difficulty
picture was printed in the issue of May 20, page 1354.
associating Sis Hopkins with any sort of vampiring. innocent or
Her efforts are all largely
otherwise, is not hard to understand.
humorous, however, and worth a good laugh.
of
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msand
e

it

HUNDRED

IX A

would be

(
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it

and make

it

!

ability to thrill,

Edward

s of old.

on

d

Mat lack

the

cast.

MORE MOXEY THAX MAX
duel

is

the

big

Hunl

v

Offel

Ilg

fun-

loom large
and the reDunn, Dan

Russel

and Genevi

EXCHANGE

the

in

1

The picture is
in this result.
maining parts are vigorously a

May

exchange consists of
coat and all that goes
swapping a suit of prison stripes for a
Pokes and .labs are the swapees and the two suits of clothes
Willi n
fun
of
the
reel.
A lively and
ilu
largely
the
to
an mad.- to c, .mi
A

FAIR

(Vim),

19,

The

frock

m

BOARDTX

IK

SE

HAM

\la>

'JO.

lis

—A

es

Company
of

trained

well

comedy.

leatrical

General Film

role.

The

India,

is

givii

(Lubin),

•

spell

May IS.— A

cast

by an

idol

stolen

from

three-reel melodrama, the story

hinging upon a runaway marriage and its consequences.
The man in
the case is a worthless tellow, and the girl has a hard time in In indown her early mistake. A review of the picture was printed in tin
issue of May Tt
page 1534,
.

THE LITTLEST MAGDALENE

(Edison),

May 16.—A

review of

tlii>

printed on another page of this issue.

is

FORTUXE (Knickerbocker!, May PL— This Ihree-rcel
Feature photoplay opens quietly and pleasantly in the country,
the action shifting to the slums of the city and closing with a grim
The story is of fair quality and very well told. Frank Mayo
tragedy.
and Lillian West are excellent in the "leads, and Jimsy Mayo. Charles
Dudley, Henry Stanley and Edward Ptters do satisfactory work as the
Star

The

types.

Le Moyne,

reel

WalSidney

A ROSE OF ITALY (Essanay), May JO.— The scenes of this threereel photoplay are laid in this country, an Italian girl, just from her
land, being the rose referred to in the title.
She becomes a
model; in
a
dancer, and the story is brought to a close after she
has had a dramatic adventure with a rascally Italian banker, and is
glad to marry her old sweetheart from home.
An interesting and
adequately acted screen drama, with Ann Kirk. Edmund I'. Cobb,
Patrick Calhoun. Richardson Cotton and Hugh Thompson in the cast.
MISS ADVENTURE (Vitagraph), May 20. Three sisters and all
attractive; young man makes love to all three, and picks out the
ei
Youngest a saucy bit of baggage and fond of
his wife.
Her adventures make an entertaining threeplaying practical jokes.
The part is romped through quite Ictch'ingly by Mary
reel comedy.
Anderson.
Webster Campbell is the lucky lover, and Annie
,i,i.
nil,, i,
Corinne Griffith, Carmen Phillips, .lack Mower and William Western round out a competent east.
native

'.;i

Specials.
"The

Fox Film Corporation.
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settings

l.onergan, featuring Edwin Stan,
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ARMADALE
novel

Included

(Gaumont), -May 17.—The horse -how
launching of a big tanker in California, auto races,
drills and war scenes on the Mexican border are
this entertaining and instructive number.

in

HARMONY AND DISCORD

May

(Cub),

A

19.

bout

placing

the

a

ol

piano

Armstrong

Hilly

what there

i

of

is

a certain house.
Tbe piano
himself in
house by rescuing her daughter

REEL LIFE NO. 'i (Gaumont), May 21.—A live educational subject,
the way railroad tracks are renewed
drilling holes and
sinking spikes by machinery, removing old rails and smoothing the
roadbed.
Other scenes .-how the way maple sugar is made on a
Then follow some very fine views ol animal life, taken
lie.
The growth of antlers on the American elk isl
by Elwin R. Sanborn.
showing

;

-Hiking

a

A good

feature.

RIVAL ROGUES
comedy number

who promises

Vogue

(

I

May

.

23.

her choice on
but lias been

iix

class,

i

OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY

live-part production from the Thanhous. r stui
Hulette plays the feminine lead.
Miss Hullettt a a
to help the picture alon^
the role of a young woman who livts undi
crime, and gives her inheritance to satisfy bis
rather bad taste to interpolate a fashion show in
should be a legitimate drama.
Thi- i- bound to

construction,

This is an entertaining farce
in love with the same girl,
best provider.
The theme is
veloped in a fairly humorous

d<

-IT
(Gaumont), .May 24.— This hall-reel
panoramic views of Savannah, Ga., and surroundings.
attractive; also the view of the grove of
centuries old.

interesting
trees,

NOSEY NED

(Gaumont), May 24. On same reel with above. Another of Marry Palmer's animated drawings, this time picturing Ned
He gits a band-painted One,
in the act of purchasing a spring hat.
which brings him much ridicule. A characteristic number.
SAMMY'S SEMI-SUICIDE (Falstaff), May 27. An amusing office
aturing the corpulent Walt, r Hiera as a young man in love.
threaten.- sun nl. when things do not go tight, and makes on. in
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BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUES

Btrong

very

a

May

of

issue of the Burton Holmes pictures, the party ol
yacht for a tour ol the Philippine Islands.
Han:
the reel, which gives an unnecessary number ol clo
bers of tb.
well as entertaining.

and persuading

not

i-

false story

a

ndei-h> an. d

by the Ollvei
please broadly and

to

SUC-

Ural Humphrey is
(Beauty), May 28.
which deals with the near ruin ol Mr.
Sliggeis, impersonated by Mr. Humphrey, in a -lump In thi
pork
The nun ol the tid. comes when one morning Ml
market.
enjoined by his wife not to forget to bring home some ,iork chops
buy pork."
with him, writes on bis cuff,
The result Is thai all who
out to buy stock.
A very amusing comedy.
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things
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May

21.—A rather poor
which he ha
A CHILD OF THE PARIS STREETS (Triangle-Fine Arts), May 21.
An Interesting melodrama of the Paris underworld with Mae Marsh
in an animated leading role.
(Triangle-Ince),

vehicle for a good actor, perhaps the poorest

in

—

THE MARKET OF VAIN DESIRES
Of

denunciation

a
in

MR. GOODE,
comedy of the

A

acterization.

(Triangle-Kay-Bee),

May 2S.—

young preacher who won

his bride through a fearless
the pulpit of loveless marriages.

THE SAMARITAN

(Fine Arts).

better sort with De Wolf
clean story, entertaining

May 28.—A

June

1916
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TAMMANY'S TIGER (Bison), June 3.—A two-reel subject in which
wild animals play the important roles.
The Tammany Club holds a
meeting, for which occasion a "doped'' tiger has been procured.
It
comes to life during the meeting and creates much excitement. An
elephant upsets a circus parade and the animals invade massage rooms,
street cars and other places.
The episodes are quite humorous in
themselves, but lack a good connecting plot.
With greater tension in
have been stronger.
It proves
fairly enteri

it

i

delightful

Hopper in an unusual charand original.
Reviewed on

V-L-S-E, Inc.

another page.

HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 30, i!llrt (Vitagraph),
1."..— Preparedness Parade, New York; woman making
high dive!
Boston; fire, Revere Beach, Boston; protest against censorship, Albany end of conference between American and Mexican officials General
Obregon, wife and daughter; baby parade, New York;' Tris
Speaker honored at Boston
burning of elevator, Chicago
auto race
at Sheepshead Bay, New York.
May

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

WHEN
edy,

SLIM PiCKED A PEACH (Imp), May 16.—A domestic comby Roy Clements, featuring Victor Potel and Jane BerThe story shows how a henpecked husband flirts with the new

written

noudy.
hired
coat.
tions.

who

leaves the imprint of her hands on the back of his
His father-in-law comes and also falls a victim to her fascinaThis is quite amusing in a conventional way and makes about

girl,

an average release.

;

;

;

HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL NO. 40, 1916 (Vitagraph),
May 19. Russian troops landing in France college regatta, Philadelphia
colored baptism, Chattanooga
boy scouts call upon Roosevelt
Junior day, U. of Washington
blasting stumps
launching ferryBenicla, Cal.
burial of Private Cohen, New York
festival.
Gardenia, Cal.
park scene, Chicago
Sir Roger Casement
Kentuckv
Derby, Louisville.

—

(Nestor), May 19.—A comedy
number, by Clifford Howard, featuring Stella Adams, Neal Burns,
Betty Compson, Ed Burns and Harry Rattenberry.
The aunt inherits
a fortune, and numerous rivals for her hand spring up.
Neal impersonates the aunt and has some fun. There is not much novelty in
this, but it is quite pleasing in presentation.

ALL OVER A STOCKING (Nestor), May 2'.).—A pleasing comedy
by Arthur Mackley, featuring Ethel Lynne, Eddie Lyons and
Betty Compson.
The young husband is suspected by his wife of having purchased some silk stockings for the pretty stenographer.
This
is handled
in a delicate manner and makes a good offering of the

;

boat,

lighter type.

A DOUBLE FIRE DECEPTION (Imp), May 30.—A comedy number,
by Jay Hunt, featuring Jane Gail, Matt Moore, Allen J. Holubar and
Clara Beyers
The maid and her mistress change places, also the master and his valet.
A double wedding results under amusing circumstances.
This is an entertaining subject.

THE FI/R-TR1MMED COAT

(Laemmle), May 30.— An original com-

edy number, with a surprise ending, by Irene Haere. Rupert Julian,
Francelia Billington, Douglas Gerrard and Elsie Wilson appear. This
concerns a fur coat and hat and muff, which are given to the wife by
an admirer.
She becomes conscience stricken and confesses.
Then
comes the twist at the close, which makes a strong number of it.
THE ATTIC PRINCESS (Big U), May 31.— A number, written by
Calder Johnstone, featuring Zoe Bech, Marjorie Ellison and Thomas
Jefferson.
The story concerns a little girl, kept in an attic by her
cruel aunt.
An old artist, in the adjoining house, comes to her rescue.
The part of the aunt would have been more effective if played by an
older woman. A quaint little story, with a touch of heart interest.

GOOD NIGHT, NURSE

(Nestor), June 2.— A number, written by Al
E. Christie, presenting a familiar comedy situation, in which a young
man pretends illness in order to be near a hospital nurse with whom
he is infatuated. The rough house he creates among the patients is
full of humorous action and certain to bring laughter.

—

A DARK SUSPICION (Joker), June 3. An amusing knockabout
comedy by Allen Curtis, featuring Wm. Franey, Gale Henry and others.
The experiences of Bill and his wife in the coal bin arc very funny.
A pleasing number of the type.

Mfg. Company Specials.

THE CIRCUS MONGRELS (Universal Special), May 22.— Episode
An entertaining installment in which
No. 4 of "Peg o' the Ring."
numerous interesting incidents occur. Peg assists Lund, Jr., to get
out of the millrace and both escape from the lions den. They return
to the circus and Peg once more falls into the powers of the Hindu.
Lund, Jr., discovered the latter, who has shut Peg into a strong box.
They have a hand to hand struggle, during which fire starts in one
of the tents.
The circus stunts are pleasing. This serial is proving
an enjoyable one in numerous respects, although the plot has not many
mplic
CORPORAL BILLY'S COMEBACK (Big U), May 25.— A two-reel
adapted from a story by Harry Leon Wilson. This contains
good characterizations, Thomas Jefferson playing the civil war veteran
and Antrim Short the boy scout. The old man finds himself supplanted by a Spanish-American war veteran as grand marshal of the
Then he and the hoy scout shame the old
Decoration Day parade.
fellow's detractors by rounding up a negro murderer and bringing him
This has a strong interest and is above the average proto justice.
duction in entertainment value.
THE IRON HAND (Red Feather), May 29. This five-reel offering,
by George E. Hall, features Hobart Bosworth as Big Tim Noland,
leader of a gang in a tough ward. He clashes with the political boss
Later in the
and is thrown into prison, with his companion, Slim.
Tim then adopts their baby
story Slim is killed and his wife dies.
boy, whom he afterward surrenders to a sociologist who desires to
Twenty years pass and
raise the child under a good environment.
the story takes up again with Tim as political boss of the city and
The story is Inthe youth in love with the daughter of a reformer.
subject,

—

The political scenes are
teresting principally as a sociological study.
true to life and, while not dramatic, the narrative probes deeper Into
the average film.

;

;

;

;

;

;

World-Equitable.

subject,

human problems than

;

;

;

THE WOOING OF AUNT JEMIMA

Universal Film

;

TANGLED FATES
acter in

formance.

this

(Peerless), May
five-part drama, Alice

The story

is

22.— Playing the principal charBrady gives an interesting pernot particularly convincing, but it offers enough
A review may be

in scene and action to hold the attention.
found elsewhere in this issue.

variety

Miscellaneous.
MY COUNTRY FIRST (Unity Terriss), May.— A six-part production written and produced by Tom Terriss.
Mr. Terris also plays the
principal role. This will be found to be an entertaining picture, which
deals with the manufacture of an explosive by a young American
patriot with a view to presenting it to his country.
He is trapped by
foreign spies, escapes and is trapped a second time, when he is given
a choice between sacrificing his life or giving up tke formula of his
invention.
A full review appears on another page of this issue.

PARAMOUNT PROGRAM.
Completing- the Paramount program for the week of June
the three short subjects released by the Paramount Pictures
Corporation will be the eighteenth of the Paramount-Burton
Holmes travel pictures "Visiting the Sultan of Sulu," Paul
Terry's "Farmer Al Falfa's Tentless Circus" and the weeklyedition of the screen magazine, the Pictographs.
That inventive hero, Farmer Al Falfa, scorns the big top of
Barnum and Bailey fame when he decides upon a circus of his
own. Having seen the daring tightrope walker and the menagerie full of jungle beasts of a big show at close range,
Al Falfa determines upon a rural enterprise of his own with
the cows, pigs and horses of the old farm as performers in his
improvised ring banks. Al Falfa himself acts as ringmaster
and the entertainment proves more diverting than any yet
staged under canvas.
Burton Holmes visits the Sultan of Sulu, who was made
famous by George Ade, when he makes his next stop in his
screen cruise through the distant Philippines. Governor General Cameron Forbes acts as host and the trip is made under
the most advantageous of circumstances on board that official's
private yacht. After one more stop in the cruise,
Travel-Picture audiences may forsake the Far East to visit
again the beauty spots of Europe as they were before the
outbreak of the great war. The first of this new film series
by Mr. Holmes will be "Imperial Berlin."
Having seen how a "cop" is made. Paramount audiences will
now catch a glimpse of the making of a fireman in the eighteenth Pictograph release. In this edition, also, Hugo Munsterberg, the noted educator, will show another of his mental tests
on the screen, "Logical Imagination." "Free Play" will be the
"Better Babies" release of this week and "First Aid to the
Injured" will also be shown.
5,

"MYSTERIES OF MYRA" GOES BIG IN BOSTON.
Frank D. Stratton, manager of the Franklin Park theater
of Boston, is responsible for filling the Franklin Park to its
capacity for the initial release of "The Mysteries of Myra."
Suspended above the playhouse was a huge balloon kite with
the title of the feature picture showing boldly on all sides.
Mr. Stanton's idea of giving away souvenirs to the children
succeeded in filling the street to the extent that the police
were required to keep the traffic open. The souvenirs, in the
form of toy balloons, were distributed to the kiddies, and went
a long way towards increasing Mr. Stanton's popularity with
the little tots.
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VISITING
rateland

THE MOROS WITH HOLMES.

— pici

he baunt of

and novelists
in a "closethe seventeenth reTravel-Pictures, "Visitof poets

e— is shown

r

The productions of this company reach the screen through
the medium of the Mutual Film Corporation, which has found
that the Vogue comedies are constantly increasing in popularity both with exhibitor and theater patron.

in

nt-Burton Holmes
of the Pa:
the Murderous Moros of Mindanao."
good fight is always more palatable than a good meal to
Moros, from the sturdiest chieftain to the smallest boy of
tribe, but the traveler in these "easv chair" journeys goto Mindanao with the escort of Burton Holmes and Govlor-General Forbes views without danger to life or limb
murderous natives in their every day life in the streets
i

CLEVER UNDER-SEA PHOTOGRAPHY.

[

*.

l

l

;

Remarkable scenes photographed under water enhance the
brisk comedy of "The Sea Dogs," the Vim release of June 8.
The rescue of a family of castaways is effected by the simple
expedient of towing a boat which drifts to their island. The
towing is done by Babe Hardy, the famous "Plump,'' who
walks along the sea bottom, pulling the painter of the boat,
in which six persons are seated.
Several other cleverly devised scenes lift this picture out of the ordinary run, including the antics of a hawser which obligingly tics Itself
at the right moment.

J.
.)

P.

McGOWAN WINS POPULARITY CONTEST.

P.

McGowan, whose

far-famed accomplishment

latest

Is

the production of "The Girl and the Game" with Helen Holmes,
has won the laurels of popularity in a contest conducted
through the columns of the Minneapolis Journal.
Mr. McGowan is now at work in the title role and directing
the production of "Whispering Smith," the novel by Frank H.
Spearmin, which is being filmed as a ten-reel feature, with
Helen Holmes in the principal feminine role, at the Los Angeles studios of the Signal Film Corporation.
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So 111 e time later.

The Moros, whom the Spaniards were never able to subdue,
but whom a wise and tolerant administration by American
governors has at last made good friends of Uncle Sam, are
descendants of a villainous and inhuman race of sea-roving
pirates, who still cruise about in curious craft and make their
homes in villages of queer huts built on stilts on th<
Mindanao.
In this s
itli release of the Travel-Pictures the chiefs
shown as they turned out to greet the
of the Moros an
"White Chiefs fr« m Washington" with all their pomp. Two
..i
the Dattos are shown doing a spear dance and the princi-

i

The

The

warlike and barbaric splenof their

•

(Ivan).

Productions will release through

of the public
tl.

him by Vogue Films.

Inc.,

h

gh vehi,

instan-

taneous popularity, in addition t,, Paddy's comic ability, Vogu
the Inimitable Ben Turpln, wh
has secured the s
needs no Introduct
of the near future will show Ren in new characters to which
this funny man gives laugh-creating powers lieyong conception.
Tin- possibilitii
i-inators of pantooffered bj thesi
mime comedy are unlimited, They Bee fun In everything-, and
an endowed with the ability to make the general public rei

•

Scene from "Her Husband's Wife" (Ivan).

>,

their mirth.
With these two. and under the able direction oi Jack Dillon,
prettj little Rena Rogers lends the charm of beauty and grace
This accomplished coin
to the Vogue productions.
a photoplaj si.u ..! repute.
Her smile Is contagious. Ho- per<m and off the
sonality appeals to all who see bar work.
screen, she is irresistible.
Then there is Arthur Moon, who enacts beaV) lover and
heavj villain parts with equal precision. He is a dark-haired,
young man. congenial and likable, and hi
of soreen t. bi
iiis knowledge
good fellowship,
materlall] to the strength of the Vogue comedy cast.
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"FLAMES OF VENGEANCE"
The
will

ing;

June release of a ilaumont three-reel pho
"Flames of Vengeance." This will reach the

first

hi-

his health

3,

l
l

M<>

under her tender nurs-

and the two lovers are married.

Anna

as a .Mutual Picture June S.
Miss Gertrude Robinson lias the
stellar role, with .Miss Iva Shepard appearing as thi
female Qgure in the first reel.
"Flames of Vengeance" tells
the Story of a woman's mistake mi her wedding day.
Miss
Shepard has the role of the girl disowned by her hot-headed
Old father heeause she jilts the man she is to marry in a few

June

who regains

she loves Jack,

(Gaumont).

Little

at

is

1

1

verj

•1

best

in

the realm of

cowboys and

horses.
hi her charming, free-hearted girlishness there is an
appeal thai reaches out from the screen. The stor\ is a splen•'.lark" will he released
did vehicle for .Miss Little's abilities.
on the Mutual schedule on May 2(1.

"FLOATING STAGE" FOR "SOCIAL PIRATE."
A "floating stage"

is the latest innovation introduced at the
Director Home found it
necessarj to construct the new wrinkle to secure
realism for the ship's interior scenes in "In the Service of 111
State," a forthcoming episode of "The Social Pil
slightly rocking motion of the ship was required.
in
interiors this was an easy matter to evolve, but the concert
room of the liner in which much of the important action oi
cms taxed the inventive genius of the studio force. Directoi
Horn.- refuses to divulge the exact means used, but the effect
was much similar to a modified form of the "Witching Waves,"
so popular at amusement resorts.
After two hours of rehearsing and playing on the gently swaying floor of the ship the
players were of one mind in agreeing that one docs not have
to go to sea to get seasick.

Kalem Company's Clendale studio

I

I

Scene from "Flames of Venge;
hours to l.estow her hand upon one of the men asked t
as ushers for the happy event.
The man she marries r
proves unworthy hut also dies in a short time. The you
forced to struggle desperately to rear the daughter
"

>

SELIG-TRIBUNE GOES AFTER MEXICAN STUFF.
Jack Wheeler of the
ordered a specially

With commendable
vl.o

i

bori

Robinson is the daughter of this union. When the
drama itself opens she is a girl of nineteen. She secures employment as a stenographer in the office of a large manufacturing concern, not knowing that her employer is the man her
mother had wronged by deserting him at the altar. The man"
falls in love with her.
When there is labor trouble, he is abducted by striking conspirators and imprisoned in a barn far
in the country.
But his stenographer learns of his plight and
rides to his rescue on top of a limousine which is taking several
men sworn to hum the building with their employer in it. She
effects his rescue in a spectacular manner, and all ends happily
with the girl marrying the man her mother had once promised
to wed.
Others in the east are Sydney Mason, John Reinhard
John Mackin, Birsha Shepard, Albert Macklin, James Levering.
Mathilde Baring and Charles H. Travis.
.Miss

Selig-Tribune, the moi

Im,

equipped automobile f
the United States for
is probably the first
especially built and e

men

into Mexico
d that country.

when

This
automobile has been
on such an

"JACK" (Mustang),
Anna
all

Bittle, x
film fans at

just

what she

whose record as a cowgirl and hors
miliar, has a splendid opportunity to si
do in the characterization of a society
j-part Mustang drama entitled "Jack,"
ge and Jack Richardson portray the prii
:er the direction of Borzage.
vs the title role of Jack, is a plain cow'
'

<

ilman (Dick Ba Reno
Selig Tribune

Touring Car.

nty-fiv.
touring car has capacity for s
fifteen gallons of water and eight gallons
especially constructed top of khaki affords
of cylinder oil.
shelter during tl
ay and can be adjusted as a sleeping and
shelter
The novel car also is equipped t
pod. blankets, canned goods, cooking utensils, and
jvel rack for machine gun equipment,
e
automobile has been so constructed that it can
nuous journey of eight hundred miles without stoper gasoline, water or oil. There is also a box lined
e, the car can be operated

This Selig-Tril
gallons of gasoli

'

i

of the box.

•

•

is

being used

in

Mexic<

I.

Rie

RIALTO COMPLETES "HOUSE OF MIRRORS."
The initial production of the Rialto Film Corporation, "The
House of Mirrors," by Frederick Chapin, directed by Marsha".
Farnum, is completed and will be released in two weeks. The
photoplay is replete with dramatic situations and treats of a
theme domestic in its nature.
Unusual sets were built for this production, but noteworthy

Scene from "Jack" (Mu:
Bittle

is

i

a

who has been born and brought up in wealth
Sne goes West on a visit with her schoolmate,

girl

and luxury.
Gilman s_ daughter, and falls in love with Jack, promising to
return and marry him when her school days are over.
Back East, Frances allows herself to be talked into marrying Welton,
ub man (Jack Richardson), and thus
writes to Jack,
.-bile Jack has built a bungalow to be
ready for his
Vhen he receives the news of her approaching marriage
Welton, he burns down the new house
end his life
the fir<
Ho<
he is
ighhol
Frances is nfon ed of t

of

them

all
3

is

title.

,

I

i

:

i

the room of mirrors, after which the play reIn order to construct this room twelve giganframes reinforced with steel
It required nine men
as weight.
work to install these mirrors,
nounced that the production will
y has been experienced in cutting
fative originally taken to fit five
?termined whether the production

order to hold the tremendc
sixteen hours of continuous
It has been heretofore ai
be in five reels, but difficult
down the 16,000 feet of ne
reels

and

i

:
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an added
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starred

i

reel.

he production.
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"THE LURE OF A LURID LOVE"

(Universal).

how vamps work under the tropical
moon? Do you know that they always slip a cigarthe corner of their mouths and wear aigrettes? Have
ever noticed that vamps generally do their vamping on a
it melodious lounge dressed in clinging silks and satins which
gest that they are trying to entice the object of their vamplave you ever observed
.vaiian
in

"THE DESTROYERS" (Vitagraph).
With the tii -st week of June comes a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
Feature of unusually high quality.
In it is a face new to
photoplay lovers, for Lucille Lee Stewart
player, makes her bow to followers of the big "V in Ralph W.
Ince'a latest effort, "The Destroyers." The story is taken from
James Oliver Curwood'a novel. "Peter God." a tale of the
Northwest.
Miss Stewart portrays the part of Josephine McCloud. the wife
Peter God, a fugitive who is hiding in the frozen North.
Of
Years before he had been the main factor in the del
unfit character for the mayoralty and was afterward "framed"
by the man and his confederates. The evidei.
sures conviction and he escapes to the North.
Shortly after
uring him
his accuser on his deathbed makes
Josephine, after many hardships in the white
of the crime.
blanketed country, rinds him in the clutches of the "red death,'
and through her careful nursing and attention he recovers. Together they start back for civilization, happy in the
of each other's love and devotion.
Huntley Gordon, John Robertson and Richard Tui
It
is a typical
Miss Stewart in the enactment .if the story.
I

"luce" production.

DRA-KO AD CARTOONS POPULAR.
The steadj growth
pany,

Inc..

of the business of the D
very gratifying to the orlginati

is

There can be no doubt about there being a tield for the
animated cartoon as an advertising method.
One of the main reasons Why this concern has bi
cessful has been their care and foresight in handling this new
type of advertising medium. They have placed
all cartoons in the hands of Frank A. Nanklvell. w
introduction. His splendid work is known fn
and in many foreign lands. Hack of every cartoon tl

cern.

1.

aide assistants turn out is the experience of this
man who has been carefully studying his audiences for years.
He knows what people want, and he goes them one better by
giving them more than they expected.
Wherever these commercial advertising cartoons
shown, they have had the hearty approval of the a
because of their (lean-cut. spontaneous humor thej
highly praised by the theater men themselves.
Ol

Scene from "The Lure of a Lurid Love" (Universal).
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PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPH PRESENTS
PLASTIQUES.

"OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY"

(Thanhouser).
hand of notorious "get-rich-quick" schemers and
their nefarious methods pursued in obtaining the confidences
and frequently the savings of a gullible public, has b
the basis for a stirring photodrama to be released shortly by
the Mutual Film Corporation.
In the preparation of the
the Thanhouser-Mutual studios were furnished with
considerable data by Federal agents and by several noted Government sleuths who have been instrumental in breaking up a
number of bands of notorious "get-rich-quick" plotters.
This stirring production will he released through the Mutual
as a Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, under the title of "Other
People's Money," the Ave acts of the piece are alive with
action a n <l replete with thrilling situations.
Throughout runs
an unusually phasing love story, ending with the happy marriage of the young girl who brings about the expose of the
hand and the young detective, with whom she worked.
Gladys Hulette, tin- five-foot star of Thanhouser-Mutual productions, is the featured player, supported by an extraordinary
Kraundholz. a newCompany of players, headl
Expose of

a

by no means an unknown player. "Othet
Money" wll b< released In live acts, on May 29.

comer, but

People's

"Did Sherman Say Law or War"" will bi the second Of Ashley Millers "Plastiques" on the Paramount p
leased among tin- short reel subjects from the J
studios. This screen novelty is a clever adaptatloi
ture to the films, the figures in motion being shown in relief.
The characters in these scenarios are introduced tl
ence by evoluti
n the screen. Two farmers, s law
cow constitute the cast of "Did Sherman Say Law
For plot this drama in sculpture depends on the squabble of
over a cow which is claimed by both The rightful owner engages a lawyer to defend ins rights, but the litigation drags out through the courts until the
away to a skeleton
At the final settle..:,
awaided the cows tail, the Other lot hOMU
himself goes the cow as payment for long and faithful seri

AUTO-TRUCK FILM DELIVERY.
Owing

the unsatisfactoi

to

cxp

v

•

exchange men have been seriously Inconvenienced
Mills between theaters in Connecticut and
It

trlbuting
the Interstate Film Delivery Companj tm and arrl
stated routes, leaving New fork al
farthest point in the service by 10 o'clock in the
a
m. and dellvi
return service startes at
the way in New York bv 9 O'clock It tl
rig
Two trucks of 1.. -ton capacity have begun operating
one truck held for smergencj it is believed thi
The
will end the annoyances that have prevailed
I

VARIETY FILM PROPOSES SERIES.

I

unusual
demand for, and the impress
the five-part feat in
Iced
"Should
Bab] in. !" being
through the Variety Films Corporation, has resulted in the anPr<
dent Louis Rosenblub that
hi
Boum em< nl
picture will form the first of a series that will I,.- completed
Mid exploited under tins general title ami each of which will
I'd a main sub-title appropriate to tin- phrasi ••! th<
general question on which the ensuing chapters will dwell.
til
This decision wa
Of a contest held by
an up-to-date exhibitor who, in conjunction with th<
Corporation, offered a cash prize among his patron! f..i the

An
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PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOON BY EARL HURD.
To the annals of fishing lore, Bobby Bumps, the mischievous
youngster, contributed by Earl Hurd to the Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoons, adds another chapter in the twenty-second
release of those draw inns, "Bobby Bumi>s does Fishing." When
decides on a fishing trip Dad accompanies him, both
on pleasure bent. Bobby seats himself at one end of the boat,
Dad at the other. The latter's luck is consistently against him,
but Bobby's success is so phenomenal that he makes a catch
every time he throws his line in. Dad changes places with his
is original position.
son. but having no better results, resumes
Bobby's next catch is so large that Dad Is sent headlong into
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woman,

herself an outcast because of her passion for gamblhimself.
Nichols is again cast as the female lead. This
young actnss is rapidly making a name for herself through
her skillful support of Henry King in his "red blood" roles.
others in the east are Mollie MacConnell, Daniel Gilfether,
Gordon Sackville and Charles Dudley. Henry King, assisted
by Reaves Eason, directed the production, which is from the
Horkheimer studios.

a

ne

"THE THREE GODFATHERS"

li

(Bluebird).

When "The Three

Godfathers" appeared in the Saturday Eventhe editor of that publication declared that Peter B.
the best story the Post ever printed.
The
opportunities that the narrative presented for unusual photography and scenes uncommon in moving pictures prompted
Bluebird Photoplays to secure the picture rights, and as a result the scenario submitted by Harvey Gates was accepted and
E. J. Le Saint was commissioned to direct the production.
With a special car filled with animals and paraphernalia
necessary to the proper equipment of the scenes, Mr. Le Saint
took a large company to the Mojave desert and there worked
four weeks completing the exteriors. Incident to his stay on the
ing

Post

Kyne had written

desert Mr. Le Saint "caught" an actual sand storm in all its
terrifying details, from the time it appeared in the distance
until it overwhelmed the immediate scene and then passed

The Bluebird production has other novel features, but the
central motive of the story is the main dependence and is inunique in pictured narratives.
Three desperadoes are
called upon to keep the breath of life in the body of a newly
born babe, suddenly and unexpectedly thrust upon them when
its mother died, alone in the middle of the Mojave desert.
The
touch of human interest that develops from the sacrifices of
these men in transferring the baby to a place of safety is the

itself

Scene from "Bobby Bumps Goes Fishing" (Paramount-Bray).
the water. Dad registers such anger that Bobby hastily exits.
Starting off in search of adventure, the hero buys a large
stuffed fish which he rigs up with a motor attached to a propeller at the fish's tail. Entering the scene where Dad is still
fishing the fake fish immediately gets his hook and they exit
together. Dan's next stop is at the photograph gallery, where
he and his catch pose before the camera. Then he goes home
to mother, who listens to his tale, but at once discovers the
fraud. Bobby is immediately bribed and exits victoriously.

"PAY DIRT" NEXT KNICKERBOCKER "FIVE."
Pay Dirt," a drama of the gold fields, is announced for
ease by Knickerbocker Star Features on the General Film
nd five-reel feature under

Scene from "The Three Godfathers" (Bluebird).
reat element upon which the Bluebird feature is expected to
lake its appeal to the public. Harry Carey, Frank Lanning
nd George Berrell are ably equipped to play the roles of the
hree godfathers with rare artistry.

"THE LIGHT OF DUSK" (Lubin).
The gap that is supposed to separate church and theater and
which is lessening as the endeavors of exponents in pulpit and
on the stage increase in sincerity has been spanned.
A bridge upon which those advancing from either side may
meet on untroubled ground is furnished in "The Light at Dusk,"
a remarkable story by Anthony P. Kelly, which, under the direction of Edgar Lewis, is being made by the Lubin Company
into a feature photoplay destined to make a powerful impression on account of the lesson conveyed.'
The introduction of the character of Christ into the warp of
a photoplay story requires the delicacy of a master hand, an
undertaking that only the spirit of true reverence and obvious
intent to serve inspiringly, could save from protest. From the
point of view of both church and theater, "The Light at Dusk"
in its reverential introduction of the character of Christ bringing healing to exulcerated minds and response to the prayers

of the

Scene from "Pay Dirt" (Knickerbocker).
the

Knickerbocker

May

17.

brand,

following

"Spellbound,"

released

role of a "drifter" from the
out a claim that is coveted by Peter
Gardner, an "old-timer." Gardner invokes the aid of Dick
Weed, a gambler, and the two attempt to cheat the Easterner
He is an inveterate gambler, but the influence of
at cards.

Henry King plays the leading

East,

who has staked

patient poor,

must be regarded as a sermon on the

itself combines all the elements of a modern drama
But the purpose of
of absorbing human interest.
the author for which the figure of Christ is projected into the
story is to give another exposition of the deathless text on charity, the greatest of all virtues.
It is the story told over again of the rich man who was
counseled to sell all that he had and give to the poor, and in

in

The storv
a theme

"The Light at Dusk" the theme is exploited in
accentuate the tremendous value of the screen
pulpit with the largest congregation.

r

all,

the

June
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BILLIE BURKE

WELCOMED BY EXHIBITORS.

Topheavy business for the summer months is almost unheard
the motion picture industry, and yet there are a vast
hoard of exhibitors in the United States this year who are not
worrying over the takings during the hot months. The reason
for this lies in the fact that these managers have one and all
signed up contracts calling for the showing of Billie Burke
in the new George Kleine motion picture novel, "Gloria's Romance," from the pens of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, at their

"THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE."
m Anthony

of In

the tortoisi
the hare, which, confident
valuable time.
29.

m Robert
McGuire, proves that

John Drake ran be

swift.

ened

lik-

brother, Sidney, resembles

to

In

"The Hare and the Tortoise"

its

Is

own

ability,

fritters

away

day, May
a multiple-reel drama, which

theaters.

The magic name

Burke has kept open more than

of Billie

may

house during the hottest days of the summer
when Miss Burke was a star of the speaking stage,
like results are assured for the picture theater managers
for her appearance on their screens during
In addition to seizing the opportunity of
the same season.
playing Billie Burke during what is ordinarily a dull season
these managers jumped at the chance to screen a clean, wholesome story with nothing of the sensational or melodramatic
Dainty, fasin its entire length of twenty feature chapters.
cinating Billie Burke will charm and hold every one who beholds her in the opening installments of the new screen novel,
season,

and

who have arranged

and her romance grows more and more Interesting as

it

pro-

gresses, so managers feel their patrons, who witness chapter
one of "Gloria's Romance" are certain to flock back to the
theater, no matter how hot the night, once they begin to follow

the tale.

"OUR PEOPLE"
i

porter,

ai tid

there

(Essanay).

11-town editor usually are pathetic
eate a heart interest, regardless of
him a young editor in love with
leading banker, and she his only
lucleus for a plot of delightfully

The ti ale of the
humorou!
But
daughter .,i the t<

personality.

i

and
his

the

Scene from "The Hare and the Tortoise" (Selig).

re-

hu-

acceptably upholds the new standards for regular bi
by the Selig Company.
The cast includes: Fritzi Brunette,
Harry Mestayer, Edward J. Plel, Harry Lonsdale, Lillian Hayward, Edith Johnson and William Scott. There are a number
of spectacular scenes, not the least of which is the interior of
a large steel mill, which was turned over to the Selig Company for film dramatic purposes
William Anthony McGuire,
the world-famous author and playwright never wrote a more
Slipping and exciting plot than that Of 'The Hue and the
Tortoise "

"THE

WOMAN

IN BLACK,"

MAY

13.

in the issue of The Moving Picture World dated
the Biograph company's five-reel feature "The Woman In Black"
was Incorrectly listed as Wednesday. May 31, the release date
should have been Specified as Wednesday. Mas 13th
"The
Woman In Black" features Lionel Barrymore and la obtainable
through the General Film Company.

"REPAID"

(American).

In the film adaptation of "Repaid,"
story written by Anthony W. Coldl
RJcketts, t.> he released Maj 22, thi

..

two-part "Flying

•'

Scene from

People" (Essanay).

man phases. A Id to this Kiyant Washburn as the struggling
editor and the only thin^ els.- required t.. make It ideal
girl.
Gertrude Glover has thai part. This threeact Essanay carries a clever theme, which can be enjoyed alike
both In large and small cities.
For the letter there is a muitiThere la no attempt tO satirize the small town;
ll.
rather the desire to glorlf; 11
The plot culminates with the
young h.-ro getting out the town's first extra edition and
frustrating a run on hit prospective father-in-law's bank. The
then won over and a VOUng editor and his assistant
Mi.
,i.
mi p.opi." together, thereyoung

,

after.
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The Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co.
The

Watterson R. Rothacker, Describes in
Manner the Great Modern Laboratory and
Studio Just Completed by the Company, and

President,

a

Interesting

Announces Some
v

in-:

of the

Company's Plans.

I

new laboratory and

j_

studio,

and the many inquiries relative

our plans for production and our policy have actually
p:n it > oi out
swamped my desk and tax. d ih.
telephone
lines.
Here is in- answer:
The industrial Moving Picture Company was launched a little
more than six years asu and has always hern directed along
lines definitely purposeful.
The Rothacker Film Manufacturing
Company was named as successor to the Industrial Moving Picture Company to discourage confusion through names made
to sound like our's and trade on the prestige we have sained
to

.

the

New

Laboratory and Studio of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
Chicago.

determined, because

it

is

more representative

of our increased

scope.

We

are particularly proud of this organization representing-,
does, the acme of scientific management and general efare duly and trulyficiency in moving picture production.
prepared to orcupx the ideal of our dreams and it is now ready
for occupancy.
Our new building is located on Diversey Parkway, at Ward
street
twenty minutes from the center of Chicago by surface

as

it

We

—

and fifteen minutes by motor on Chicago's great boulevard
chain which passes our doors. We are about a mile from Lincoln
Park and the shore of Lake Michigan.
The laboratory and studios adjoin, are operated in combinaThe building proper has 125 feet
tion, and are under one roof.
boulevard frontage and 130 feet depth. We also own the adjoining property which we will fence so as to have an enclosure
50 x 130 feet for garage and storage purposes. We have a total
floor space of 19,500 square feet in the laboratory and 6,500
square feet in the studio.
The entire structure is absolutely fireproof and dust-proof.
The air is water washed by a special device, and both temperaAll walls at
ture and humidity are governed automatically.
top and bottom have two inch coves which eliminate crevices
where dust might accumulate, and the walls throughout are
painted and treated by special process; the floors likewise.
Our general offices, with telephone exchange, service and
audit bureaus, are on the second floor with north and east exposure. All of the office partitions are constructed of art metal
or plate glass, and all the office furniture is made of steel, with
line,

mahogany

finish.

We have installed a battery of five enormous International
filters, which is located in a special room at the north end of
the building, which serves the developing, wash and color
rooms, as well as piping pure water to various departments.
Our perforating room is a model of its kind, and we have here
provided to operate comfortably sixteen Bell & Howell perforators, with all special attachments. The positive and negative developing rooms are separated and operated independently, for
obvious reasons. In all of the dark rooms the Eastman system
of indirect lighting has been installed giving us higher efficiency, the employes more comfort, and securing a decided
saving in cost of operation. The tanks in the developing rooms
have been laid out scientifically so that there is no lost motion.
The wash room, and the tinting and toning rooms adjoin the
developing rooms and are arranged and equipped so that the
very best results may here be obtained in the very best time.
The dry room, which is really the clearing house, is of magnificent proportions and capable of drying many times the
amount of footage our big battery of printers can turn out.
The printing room is on a very elaborate scale, being capable of
containing twenty-six printers. Our present equipment is composed of a large battery of Duplex step printers, Bell & Howell
and several Pathescope printers for handling twenty,

nil.,

•

film

room the film is transported by dumb waiters
to the second floor, where it is received in the inspection and
assembling rooms. All of the girls in these rooms use gloves

From

the dry
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,,,.,,

A special loom is devoted to title making and a special room
to trick photography.
Adjoining the offices, and adjacent to
n, is the large art department where drawthe assembling r
ings for animated cartoons are made.
In addition to the screen inspection rooms for the factory,
we have installed a large and beautifully furnished projecting
room for customers where two automatic projectors are in
service.

;i

t

for

June

and all of the furniture in these rooms is steel white enameled.
Here the film is carefully assembled, inspected, cleaned by
Duplex polishing machines, and made ready for screen in-

After the film has been screen inspected and passed, it is
delivered to the shipping department which is conveniently
located for the purpose. Here all shipments are checked, boxed,
labeled, carefully Inspected, and delivered by the electi
tor to the shipping dock.
Throughout the building we have inter-department telephone
service, so that the office can talk with any department head
with no waste of time.
The studio floor is capable of comfortably and efficiently
handling six complete sets at one time, our lighting equipment offers something decidedly new in studio illumination,
and not only secures a maximum of light, but sa \
amount of time and inconvenience, and does awav with all
of the confusion incidental to cables being on the floor the
time sets are changed. In this studio we have places for pil
work and a large swimming tank 20x30 feet
In conjunction with the studio we operate a completely appointed and equipped carpenter shop, paint room, property
room and dressing rooms. The large electric elevator serves
these various rooms and also is extended to the 'roof, and the
roof is built to carry an extremely heavy life load, so that on
the roof an out-door set of immense proportions can be placed.
The studio floor is of heavy wood placed upon a solid concrete
foundation so that there is absolutely no chance for vibration.
So far as has been possible, we have standardized our equipment throughout and have overlooked not a single opportunity,
to buy the best, install efficiently, and operate on a scientific
basis where there is no waste effort or motion. By doing this
we secure the supreme degree of film quality at prices which
could not be quoted under ordinary conditions. 6y maintaining and operating a studio in direct combination with the
laboratory, we offer the moving- picture trade everything needed
in moving picture production.
In closing, I would like to lay great stress upon the fact
that we have built, according to advice from the Eastman
Kodak Company and the various Underwriters' Laboratories,
This vault
the largest and most fireproof vault in the world
is of steel concrete construction thoroughly departmentized,
with bafflers throughout, and air cushion protection against explosions, and with every department sprinkled.
In fact, every
department in the building is sprinkled by automatic sprinkling
devices which are served by the 18,000 gallon tank on the roof.
By virtue of the protection afforded by this vault, we are able
to secure insurance against fire and theft on all of our negatives and the negatives of our customers, and it's enormous size
enables us to store safely thousands of reels of negative and
positive in addition to our raw stock.
Now, in reference to our plans of operation: We still operate
the Industrial Moving Picture Company and specialize in moving pictures adapted for industrial exploitation, commercial
education, general advertising and publicity, and we still maintain our big department for doing commercial developing and
printing for all those who take moving pictures professionally
As a matter of accommodation, we supply
or as amateurs.
Eastman raw stock to our customers, and by reason of the
immense stock we always keep on hand, we can make shipment always the same day order is received regardless of
quantity.
I am not prepared, just now, to explain in detail the plans ws
have for this year, other than to say that we will put our new
multiple set studio and our entire factory at the disposal of
the moving picture trade. We will rent our studio, with entire
equipment, at reasonable rates; we will make moving pictures
in this studio to order, under contract, and are prepared to
put on the biggest feature or the smallest split reel, and give
them equal attention. In fact, we are prepared to furnish
complete service to any person desiring quality-moving-picture

ADVENTURES OF A PIANO.
can happen to a piano bought on the instalment plan
the subject of a brisk comedy scheduled for release by Vim
on June 9. The title, "A Dollar Down," lampoons the sensa-

What

is

tional "dollar-down-a'nd-dollar-a-week" advertising of some
piano firms, and the action centers about the attempts of a
lover to get revenge upon his rival, who has bought a piano
There isn't much left of
for the girl on the instalment plan.
the instrument after Pokes and Jabhs get through with it.

ABOUT "THE ANSWER."
Through an error a Thanhouser drama entitled "The Answer" was advertised as being in one reel instead of two. This
production is the first release of Emmet Mixx, the popular
short-story writer, who has just joined the Thanhouser scenario

staff.
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Lois Wilson and in the supporting cast are MamiCarter and a large number of other Universal City
Many of the scenes of this film play were made at
players.
Pine Hills near the Mexican border and
In addition some wonderful sets were erected on the mammoth
stage at University City by Conway for use in this photoplay
which promises to add greatly to the reputation of the featured
is

Hatty

einarkable agility of Pauline Frederick, displayed as

T

the dancer in several scenes in "The World's Great Snare,"
need not surprise anyone. For the Famous Players' star
began her triumphant stage career in musical comedy and

never

lost

hei

clever pedal control.

"The Fable of the Fearsome Feud Between the First Families'
nstructed in two reels by Essanay. The fable is the
customary Ade scream multiplied by two. Its production in two
reels has allowed for more elaborate sets and the Uspeople
-

unrivaled satires on the activities
continuing its regular production

-

I-

Essanay

of the ultra rich.

was announced by the Thanhouser-Mutual studios that
Frederick Warde, Shapespearian star, who has been signed
for a number of "Thanhouser ('lassies'' to he released within
the next eight months through Mutual, will begin work on his
first picture within the next ten days. All of the interior work

is

fables.

---reel

It

New

will be done at the

Rochelle studios, the exteriors being

photographed in an up-state location recently selected by
Ernest Warde, his son, who is to direct the features starring
his father.

Phillips Smalley is directing- a five-reel society drama entitled "The First Stone," in which Mary McDonald is featured.
The story is by Miss Lois Weber, who took her text from the
Scriptures and about it has weaved a powerful story. A large
cast of players from Universal City including Horace Morgan,
the Misses Emerson and Jack .Mulhall. are working in this
photoplay, many of the scenes of which are to be taken on
one of the beautiful ranches in the vicinity of Los Angeles.

John Lorenz, Essanay leading man, appears in "That Sort."
from the stage play of

a forthcoming five-act photoplay taken
Basil McDonald Hastings.

John H. Collins, the director, who is producing "The Flower
of No Man's Land," with Viola Dana in the stellar role, began
his career- as a baseball pitcher. He played with many semiprofessional teams in the east and turned down several nattering offers to play professional ball.

Henry McRae and his company, including his featured players, Marie Walt-amp and Lee Hill, together with L
C. Shumway and Dr. H. (',. Stafford, spent most of the week at
the race track located at Tia Juana, Mexico, filming scenes for
"The Jockey's Triumph," a race-track drama. The story is by
Robinson, from which Prank M. Wiltermood prepared the scenario.

Bud Lehman, who plays the part of a frontier postman in
"The Quitter." a five-part Metro wonderplay in which Lionel
Barrymore is starred, began his professional career as an acrobat with the Adam Forepaugh circus. He is now sixty years
old. He broke both legs many years ago in a fall from the top
of the tent. After he recovered he went into stock and was on
the speaking stage until his recent debut in motion pictures.

"Smiling Billle Mason" is directing and playing the featured
lead in the second spisode of "Baseball Bill," a rapid-fire comedy, supported by Miss Peggy Coudray, Victor Potel, Orrin
Jackson and others of the Dili versal's stock company. Mason
is using considerable trick photography in this picture.

Vernon Sniveley, the son of the Eos Angeles Chief ..f Police.
Director T. X. Heffron. of the
is employed as assistant to
Selig Polyscope Company.
"The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters." is the title of
comedy being filmed by Director Allen Curtis of the Universal
Joker company, featuring Gale Henry and William Franey and
supported by M. Moranti. C. Conklin, Lillian Peacock
noudy, "Mother" Benson and a number of others. Tl
written by A. B. Bishop and has a laugh in each scene.
Continuing to branch out, the Horkheimer Brothers
added an animated cartoon department to their 1In J. R. Willis and J. Cammerer. they have two wellstudio.

known

artists.

Walter Pritchard, one of the Gaumont-Mutual cameramen attached to the winter studios at Jacksonville.
North by General Manager Bradford to become ofnei..
man for "Reel Life." the Mutual Film Magazine rel
week in the Mutual service. Pritichard will make
quarters at the studios in Flusing, L. I.
1

Through the courtesy of Mack Sennett, dii
stone studios, Louella Maxam. leading woman with
forces, has been given an Indeflnit.
accompany her husband. William Brunt
orient with the Signal-Mutual compan;
the big exterior scenes will be made.

•

Edition feature.
*

V

-director, has
Vfong as
commenced Hi.- pict uriza ion of "Priscilla," a two-reel photoplay written h\ Harvej Hates of the Universal staff, in which
Miss Madison and Mont; plaj the leading roles. In the supporting cast a.- Charles Gunn and .lack Abbott. Miss Madison
npleted the one-r< el slum drams "When the Wolf
I

-

Richard Barkert Shelton and prepared for tl
The little star is supported by MisJohnstone.
Ellison and Malcolm Blevins, together with others of the Universal stock company.
After completing the engagement In several Chlcag
Richard C. Travels returned to Kssanaj for a brll

I

The
trted on the last leg of his vaudeville tour.
itinerary includes Cleveland, Buffalo, Syrai
At the conclusion ot
banv. Detroit, Indianapolis, and Omaha.
this booking he will return to the studio ami take the lead In
several plays with summer settings
Harry
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now preparing to film a railroad drama the title of which has
not been announced, but it is settled that the leading roles will
be played by .Miss Walcamp and Lee Hill. This film story contained some very thrilling- episodes.

Anna
ship

drama

I

—

late-

of the Vitagraph's eastern studio,

Director Jay Hunt has taken a company of Universal City
players to Eureka, in the northern part of California, to film
two, and perhaps three, lumber camp and mountain photoplays.
first one to be produced is entitled "The Trail of Honor."
Lucille Younge will play the leading role in at least two of
the film stories and will be supported by Jack Holt and a number of others of the Universal City stock company. Hunt will
be away several weeks.

The

has

was specially engaged by the Horkheimer
Brothers for dramatic work in a selection of stories being written for her. Miss Xorden is statuesque, tine-featured and good
to look at. Kmotional roles are her particular delight.

Edith Story and Antonio Moreno will soon be seen in a fivepart Mexican story.
Miss Storey plays the part of a dancer
and Mr. Moreno (her lover) that of a Mexican gentleman. Besides producing the picture. George D. Baker also conceived the
Mr. Baker selected an all-star cast to support the popuplot.

"Not by Faith Alone." is the title of a story by Bob Wagner
prepared for the screen by t'alder Johnstone of the Universal
City staff, which is being picturized by Director Lloyd Carleton,
featuring Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson. Others in
the cast are Alfred E. Morris. H. skinner and Fred Witting.
It is a story of the early days of the Spanish Missions of California and carries throughout a pretty love scene.

Marc MacDermott, now a recognized Vitagrapher, is busily
engaged on his first picture to be released by the Vitagraph
Company. It is a five-part dramatic story by Louis Joseph
Vance and is being filmed by Director William Humphrey as
Naomi Childers, Robert Whitworth
a Blue Ribbon Feature.
and Josephine Earle play important characters in its enactment.

famous for her many daring feats of horsemanFlying "A" Mutual feature releases, casts aside her
raiment in "Jack," a forthcoming Mustang-Mutual

for that of an Eastern society girl.

all

Lillian 'lew. with whom pieture patrons are most acquainted
in heavv leads, has another such part in "Secret of the Night,"
new Kssanay three-act drama. Her last pieture was a comedy
drama. "A Return to Youth and Trouble," and she demonSidney
si rated her versatility by packing it full of laughs.
Ainsworth and John Lorenz also appear in t lie new piece.

Virginia Nordeii.
She
joined Balboa.

lar

'Vitagraph pair.

Cleo Madison and William V M
comedy drama, entitled "Priscilla.'

of the bridges

owned by the

Pacific Electric Railroad

was

purchased outright by Director J. McGowan, who is staging
the Signal-Mutual five-part feature, "Medicine Bend," and destroyed by an explosion in order to get the proper realism for
several of the important scenes.

"The Committee on Credentials," a story by Peter B. Kyne,
and prepared for the screen in two reels, is nearly completed
by Harry Carey and George Marshall acting as co-directors.
Carey plays the lead in this western drama with Olive Fuller
Golden opposite. Nearly all of the cowboys of Universal City
are working in this film play which is being made with full

"Flames of Vengeance," second of the three-part GaumontMutual feature releases, will go to the public early in June.
Gertrude Robinson and Sydney Mason are the stars and in their
support appear John Reinhard, Iva Shepard. John Mackin, Albert Maeklin and James Levering. One of the big scenes in this
production comes with the escape of the hero and heroine from
Another depicts Miss Robinson clinging
a burning building.
to the top of a limousine while the car is speeding along at
a

terriffic

rate.

Frank Daniels, the popular Vitagraph comedian, is working
under the direction of C. Jay Williams in a one-part comedy
which comes from the pen of Mark Swan. The story gives the
famous actor an onnortunitv to displaying
disulaving the peculiai
neculiar mannerisms which have won him
friends both
mate stage and the photoplays
.-

Henry B. Walthjlll, leading man with Essanay, is the most
popular photoplayer in Ottawa. Can., according to a poll of the
city taken by the Ottawa Evening Journal.
This is the second
contest he has won within the last few weeks, having captured
the prize in Australia as the greatest motion picture star.

A great

east of players has been gathered together in "The
Orphans." the great play of Kate Claxton, filmed by the
Company. "The Two Orphans" will be released
in regular General Film Company service.
The cast includes:
Kathlyn Williams, Winnifred Greenwood. Myrtle Stedman, T. J.
Carrigan, Charles Clary and other stars. Misses Williams and
Greenwood assume the role of the Two Orphans. The date

heart interest theme.

Rube

12.

energies of

Vogue

ling" Billie Mason is making the third reel of
ill" serial at Universal City.
These are being
released in one reel and, as the title would indicate, surround
a baseball player who has plenty of action and many laughable
situations. Mason not only directs, but is playing the featured
lead himself, and, in addition, supervising some of the clever

hotography.

Red-blooded romance, adventure, financial and political ingrabs and the expose of crooked real estate transactions prevail throughout "The Reclamations," a five-act
American-Mutual Masterpiicture, De Luxe Edition, starring
Winnifred Greenwood and Franklin Ritchie. It was directed
Edward
Sloman.
by
trigue, land

A

Dependable Mailing List Service

list

Monday, June

the

Florence La Badie will make her initial appearance as a star
of the new Thanhouser Classics, to be released through the
Mutual in "The Fugitive." It will be released in five acts.
Miss La Badie will be supported by George Mario and a notable
company of players, several of whom have been especially engaged for the Classics in which Miss La Badie is to be starred.
Her second Classic will be released under the title of "Woman,
Saint and Devil."
It will be in five reels.

Saves you from

is

who guides

Dirt
Jacques Jaccard is not only filming a multiple-reel
underworld drama, entitled "The Viewpoint," but is also supervising the production of a Western two-reel photoplay. Jaccard wrote the underworld photoplay in which the featured
lead is played by G. Raymond Nye, with Mina Cunard opposite.
Important parts in the cast are taken by Jessie Arnold, Helen
Wright and William Quinn. Jaccard has been working day
and night on this film story and declares it is one of the best
he has attempted at Universal City.

Two

for the release

Miller,

comedians and comediennes, has returned to his duties at the
studio, after a severe attack of blood poisoning which
resulted from his stepping on a rusty nail.

Vogue

Selig Polyscope

While waiting for Director Stewart .Paton to continue at Universal City a submarine feature on which he has been working
in the East, Allen Holubar will direct a one-reel society drama,
entitled "Any Youth," in which he will play the lead with
Dorothy Phillips opposite. The photography is largely allegorical, with a number of special photographic effects.
It Is

i

tram Grassby, Ray Hanford, Wadsworth Harris and Frank
McQuarrie. While the story is written as a comedy, it has a

i

Director Wallace Beery has completed the first episode of
"Timothy Dobbs." in which the leading role is played by Carter
de Haven, and is now working on the filming of the second
episode.
Viola Smith plays opposite De Haven, while others
in the cast are Helen Leslie, Jessie Arnold and Bertram Grassby.

e filming a two-reel
en by Harvey Gates
plays the title role.

Miss :
of the Universal City staff.
with Charles Gunn opposite. Othei

Director

One

1916

On his return from New York last week, 11. M. Horkheimer,
president and general manager of the Balboa Company, announced the appointment of William Stoermer as director-genera! of the Long Beach studio.
He will have supervision over
productions. Having had extensive stage and screen experience in the putting on of plays, Mr. Stoermer is an important
addition to the Balboa forces.

o-author, also dire, ted the action of the story.

a

3,

Little,

in

cow-girl

llughc\ Mark. Vitagraph's heavyweight comedian, is now
appearing In "The Battler," a one-part comedy by Lawrence
Sexnon and t.\ Graham Baker. Hughey, as a boxer, introduces
something entirely new In the "squared circle," when he uses
gas bombs in his line of defense.
Lawrence Semon, besides

June

of theatres

Reaches all or selected
30 to 50% in postage, etc.
in any territory.
Includes name of exhibitor as
list of publicity mediums desiring

well as the theatre in address.

A

motion picture news. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply nouses that are properly characterized as i«ch. Producer*
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advance of theatres being or to be built.
W60.
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Sunday Films

in

Boston

was

•ill

known

to

the

all

exhibitors in the Pine

—

Present Method of Designating Special Sabbath Pictures Stands Attempt to Discover a Better Way Fails Clerk Macer Says Authorities Will Have to Depend
Largely on the Honesty of Exhibitors.
By William M. Plynn, Boston Correspondent of Moving Picture World,
back on him, howe
BOSTON. MASS.—Chief John H. Plunkett
eration was performed from which he
of the Massachusetts District Police,
First Clerk Frederick W. Macer and OffiMr. Gorman had been prominently idencer Harry Atkinson of the film inspection
tified with many moving picture and othdepartment of the district police have
er amusement enterprises in New Enggiven up hope of ever finding a way of
land and other parts of the country for a
designating what films have been released
meat many years. Practically his entire
for Sunday use in Massachusetts other
life was spent in promoting amusement
than the one which exists at present.
ventures, and for the most part he was
Chief Plunkett and his assistants held a
successful.
He was. born in
conference with the local exchange manMass., 61 years ago and received his early
agers on this question several weeks ago
education in that town. He came to Bosat which time several new methods of diston while still a young man and was a
tinguishing Sunday films were suggested,
pioneer in the summer park amusement
but for every suggestion there were five
plan in which he featured moving picobjections with the result that nothing
tures.
Mr. Gorman grasped the opporwas accomplished.
tunities of the moving picture field at an
In an interview with the writer this
early date and to this is attributed much
week Clerk Macer admitted the hopelessof his success as a promoter.
ness of the situation from the standpoint
of
his
department and declared they
would have to depend on the honesty of
Changes in World Film Staff.
the moving picture men not to run films
Boston, Mass. The new Brady-Made
on Sunday unless they had received the
World service is meeting with much sucofficial sanction of the state police.
cess, according to Frank J. Grady, New
England manager of the World Film CorA
BILL.
poration. Grady says several of the leading picture houses of New England are
Exhibitors Fear Cavanagh Measure May
booking this service and are pleased with
Stop Lucky Contests.
the results.
Thomas F. Murphy, former
Boston, Mass.— Several moving picture
manager of the Boston branch of Beekexhibitors in this territory are wondering
man's Tourist Agency, has joined the lowhat effect the Cavanagh anti-trading
cal AVorld road staff and will travel Masstamp bill, whicli is now before the Massachusetts. Miss Loretta Stein of the losachusetts legislature, will have on the
ci World office has severed her connecmoving picture business in Massachution with that company and is now the
setts in case the bill

—

1

George H. Newhall.

.

—

NEW COUPON

is enacted into law.
bill as it stands at present prohibits
the use of distribution of trading stamps,

The

coupons or similar devices as premiums,
and it is over the meaning of the word
"coupons" that the exhibitors are ill at
It

is

law

it

expected that if this becomes a
will put a stop to the lucky confairs that exhibitors in

confidential secretary to the president of
one of the largest leather houses in the
United States, with a home office in BosHer place is being filled by Mr Ed-

ton.

ward J. Saunders, Jr., an enterprising
young man of whom much is exp<

Park Theater Manager Believes

various parts of the

made weekly features
is

JOHN W. GORMAN
Well-Known President
ment Co. Succumbs
Bo ton
dent

ol

Ae
the

w

DIES.
Amuse-

notice.

Soriero is a firm believer in advertising and his success with the Park
theater in no small measure Is due to the
fact that he persists in telling the people
one way or another what he has got.

MAINE EXCHANGE MAN DROWNS

to Operation.

By John

in

Gorman

,

presi-

ani

dent,

p.
17

1

Flanagan, Bpi
Parki lew Ave
Maine n

i

lorman

bad b< en in 111 health for
He went South durl
and on his retui n to Bo
feeling well.
An old maladj

time
,

The deceased was the first manager of a
moving picture exchange in Bangor and

thus practically introduced the wholesale
film business to
this
thriving eastern
city, which has now grown to such
proportions that 90 per cent, of the film
exchange business in Ma'ne is now transacted here. He was the first manager of
the General Film Co. exchange opened
here in 1913. He was succeeded by A. L.
Ehrgott. then returning to the Boston office of the General.
A few months ago he
succeeded Mr. Ehrgott as manager of the

Maine

Bangor

office.

Edward J. Faneii. New England manager of the General Film Company; Frank
Grail'.

J.

World Film Com]
host of Ot

from Boston and otl
England attended the funeral, while
tributes were sent by |

tors

PC

oi Elks

unable to be

was also
hall

moun

be

prea< nl

floral

p|

tl

the

was a prince and he will
lM wha knew
-

him
The writ.,
and friendly qualities. The World correspondent was talking with Mr N
so recently that about one-ball
other news items from Maine m the

I

he

death

Newhall,
ii

on w

i

Maim
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•

1

1

.

.

an,

I

furnished

i(1

the
trat.-.l

I

New
\\

all

Bangor, Mi

hlblti

I

wint.

.

D won:. MB

i

M'

the hus-

under.

In

•

appar< otlj

— Thomas Soriero,

tling manager of the Park thi
showing the other exhibitors In this territory something in the line of advertising
and is getting results for his en.
publicity campaign to put over "The
Reapers." a Word release with John Mason.
has made a few people sit up ;u

George H. Newhall of Bangor General
Film Dies on Fishing Trip.

H 1th
Offll
111
the
Colonial
building in Boston, died lai
week ,,t the
B
hospital in Brookline, \i

some

Ad-

of Local

ro

J.

Boston, Mass.

Commonwealth have

in their playhouses.
not the intention of the proponents
of the bill, but whether it is or not, the
fact remains that many persons believe
it will have a serious effect on this phase
of the moving picture industry and the
progress of the bill is being closely
watched.
In many of the smaller and
poorer communities the county fairs and
lucky contests have been first-class box
office attractions, and if these assets are
taken away from them many exhibitors
will suffer a dent in their receipts.

This

in

vertising.

and county

tests

Mr. Newhall had left camp early in
the morning with the guld
he ventured out on the pond alone in a
canoe.
A sudden gust of wind and the
rough water capsized the frail craft and
in an instant he was struggling for his life
in the pond.
No one was around at the
time of the accident and he soon went

ulna

on

W<

.!

Theater

in

Kecgan.

po ,.

mm
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Censorship Authority

i

of

Vice-Chancellor Howell Forbids Police Interference With Showing
of Film Says All Police Can Legally Do Is to Bring Cases of Wrongdoing to
the Grand Jury and in Proper Form.
Kalter, Special Correspondent, 61 Strand Theater Bldg., Newark, N. J.
By Jacob

In Newark, N.

—

J.,

.J.

Vice-Chancellor Howissued
an order re-

N.
NEWARK,
recently

J.

.

11.

straining Chief of Police Long from interfering with the production of the photoThe order was
play, "Damaged Goods."
issued in advance as the film is scheduled
to be shown during the week of May 22 at
the Orpheum theater, 383 Washington
ill.film is shown under the direction of Emanuel A. Schiller, of Bayonne, whom Chief Long told he would
arrest him if he attempted to run the picture in this city.
The vice-chancellor in granting the order stated that the police have no right
and no authority to interfere with the
production of any dramas or photoplays.
The vice-chancellor is quite emphatic on
this point of the right of the police to act
as censors. He said that the police could
only bring an alleged objectionable production to the grand jury, and that in due
order.
When informed of the chief's official veto of the play, the vice-chancellor
said: "He lias no authority whatever in
the premises not even the semblance of
authority. The right of censorship is not
vested in the chief of police."
Chief Long said that he would not interfere with the film in advance, but if
after the exhibition it proved objectionable, the police would arrest the producer
on the charge of keeping a disorderly
house.
He asserted that his information
in regard to the play was that it was
morally objectionable to the public.
The only other instance of a restraining
order being given in advance of the presentation of the play was in the case of
"The Birth of a Nation." Here also the
court held that the police could not take
legal action before the presentation of
the picture.

—

Doyle Managing Casino.
Kearny, N. J. Frank L. Doyle is the
new manager of the Casino theater, 95
Kearny avenue. This house has just been
purchased by Edward H. Burns, of the

—

Monticello theater, Jersey City, and William Clauson. The Casino is a 700-seat
house with all the latest improvements.
The projection is in charge of John Gadle,
and with the splendid equipment that he
has at his disposal, he produces a wellnigh faultless projection.

Fotoplayer Successful.
Newark, N. J. The Fotoplayer, the musical instrument made by the Photo Player
Company, of New York, is being installed
in a number of houses in New Jersey. The
instrument helps the pictures immensely,

—

according to several exhibitors.

Lyon Returns from Trip.
Newark, N. J. Louis Lyon, roadman for
the Mutual Film, at 25 Branford place,
has just returned from a trip through the
southern part of the state. Mr. Lyon reports exceptional bookings on "The Secret
vf the Submarine," and also the new Chaplin-Mutual releases.

—

City Theater
Newark, N. J.

—

theater building with Greene's
Features. Mr. Meisel has just closed negotiations with several firms whereby he
The reports as
is able to supply service.
to business indicate a successful Newark
branch.

Strand

Coquet at Regent.
Kearny, N. J. Eugene E. Coquet, former manager of the Garden theater, Passaic, N. J., has assumed a like position at
the Regent theater, Kearny avenue, opThe Regent is a
posite the Town Hall.

—

1,600-seat house, and one of the finestequipped houses in the state. The playhouse is owned by the Kearny Amusement
Company, of which Max Gold is president;
Harry Hecht, secretary, and Benjamin

Zinn,

treasurer.

A

theater,

May

i
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Schenly
take charge

the

29.

Children at Parkway.
At the special children's performance,
whlcb was given on Saturday, May 13. at
10.30 A. M., at the Parkway theater, 3-9
West North avenue, the program included

"Molly
Clark

Make

with

Believe,"

Marguerite

in the lead and Burton Holmes's
travel
pictures.
The Parents' League
usually calls attention to these matinees
through their column which is published
in the Evening Sun.

NEWS LETTER.

VIRGINIA
By Clarence
ent, 635

Linz, Special CorrespondSt., N. E. Washington,
D. C.

L.

Tenth

Better Prices at the Crossman.
NORFOLK, Va.—The Crossman theater,
en Granby street, located near the
American and Strand theaters, has become
a ten-cent house, showing V-L-S-E. and
Bluebird features.
Larry Finley, owner
of the Crossman, is the latest convert to
the better-prices, better-pictures creed, and
the five-cent theater in Virginia is fast
becoming a thing of the past.

Rex Theater
St.

ment

of St. Petersburg, Fla., Sold.
Petersburg, Fla. The Carroll AmuseCompany has pleasure in an-

—

nouncing the acquisition, by purchase, of
the

Rex theater

St. Petersburg, Fla.
There will be no change in admission
price, the motto being "5c—
5c."
The local management will be u..der the
direction of Mr. H. L. Gambate, who is
experienced in conducting successful mov-

of

ALWAYS—

ing picture houses.
at

Ghent Theater Is Dark Again.
Norfolk, Va. The Ghent theater here is
again dark and Mr. Brennan, its former
manager, is back on the road as a traveling representative for the Universal, a
position he held prior to trying out his
hand as an exhibitor. The exhibitors along
the line will be glad to have him visit

BALTIMORE NEWS LETTER.

Casino Ready to Open for Summer.
Ocean View, Va. -The Casino reopens
for the summer season on or about Decoration Day having been put in fine shape
for the accommodation of the crowds of
visitors expected thereafter. _ It is to be
under the management of M.\ Spain who
was formerly in charge of the Wonderland
theater, in Norfolk, Va.
The Casino is

By

J. M. Shellman, Special Correspondent
1902 Mt. Royal Ter., Baltimore, Md.

Improvements for Lubin's Theater.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Wm. Tyler, manager
of Lubin's theater, 404-6 East Baltimore street, states that plans for extensive
improvements are now under way. Among
other things, new chairs and a large pipe
organ will be installed, while the entire
building is to be repainted.

—

them again.

—

operated by Otto Wells,
entir

C. A.

Premier Recital at Picture Garden.
The premier recital of the large Moller
symphonic, pipe organ, which has just
been installed at the Picture Garden theater, 31 West Lexington street, was given
on Saturday, May 13. Francis Terrica, an
organist of Philadelphia, was engaged by
the

management

to render the initial re-

cital.

Oceai

who

controls the

Vlei

Somma Buys Hippodrome

—

Theater.

Richmond, Va. Charles A. Somma, of the
Dixie theater, the home of refined colored
vaudeville and first run pictures, has assumed the management of the Hippodrome
theater, having acquired it from Mrs. A. E.
Thorp, the pioneer woman exhibitor of
this section of the country, on May 15.
Mr. Somma, in announcing the change in
management, states that the policy of both
houses will continue as in the past.

technical description

and write-up of the house will appear
an early number of this paper.

in

World Film,

of which Leo F. Levison is
manager, has been changed from the third
floor to the fifth of the Strand theater
The World Film now occupies
building.
suite 59-60.

Pioneer in Newark.

—

Film House.
City

1

Ce will

Seventh and Orange streets, has reverted
again to pictures. The house has adopted
a straight picture policy showing Triangle, Paramount, Metro, V-L-S-E and
other features.
Two features are given
at each performance. The house is under
the management of Nat B. Smith, who has
as his assistant Harry Adams, both formerly of the U. S. Playhouse, Passaic.

Meisel Opens Office.

Newark, N. J. Irving Meisel, formerly
roadman with the Pathe exchange, 6-8
Mechanic street, has opened offices at the

Now

—The

June
manage

Newark, N. J. The Pioneer Film Corporation has opened offices in Newark under the management of Morris H. Markowitz, who comes from San Francisco,
where he was booker at various exchangThe new office is located at suite 54,
es.
Strand theater building.

Gertrude McCoy at Gertrude McCoy.
It is announced by Fred C. Weber, president of the Lord Calvert Theaters Co., that
arrangements have been made to have
Gertrude McCoy, the beautiful Gaumont
star, come to Baltimore on the 26th and
27th of this month. On the 26th of May
the Mutual Master Picture entitled "The
Isle of Love," produced by the Gaumont
Co., and featuring Miss McCoy, will be
played at the Gertrude McCoy theater,
1563 North Fulton avenue and Mr. Weber
expects to have Miss McCoy there for both
those days.

Tunis Dean

in Pittsburgh.
Tunis Dean, who for many years
aged the New Academy of Music of

Howard
burgh,

street,

is

now

manNorth

located in Pitts-

where he has been engaged by

The Boston

—

to

Be Enlarged.

Roanoke, Va. The Boston, the only
colored theater here, now having a seating capacity of three hundred and fifty,
is soon to be enlarged to a size that will
give, it is reported, a seating capacity of
approximately one thousand. This house
is

owned by

A.

Andrews and

is

Andrews, they catering
S.
colored population of Roanoke.

by

Buys Pastime

managed
to

the

to Close It.
Marion, Va. The Pastime theater has
been acquired by C. B. Eccles, who operates
the Marion, and has been closed up. The
Pastime was the first theater in the field
here, but it has been supplanted by the
Marion, a new and very attractive one.
The town is not large enough to support
two such theaters and one had to go.

—
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More

Pictures for Wytheville.
Wytheville, Va
The Opera House has
just installed a motion picture projection

—

machine and under the management of
r. 10. Jennings is showing feature films
twice weekly, doing quite a business.
The Bijou theater here, formerly strictly
m house, is also showing features
and is uniformly successful.
i

Academy Sold and Closed.
Suffolk, Va.— The Academy,
formerly
operated by Matrix & Spense, has been
acquired by Mr. Everhart, who operates
the Fotosho here, and has been closed.

The former owners still control the Virginia, the show house, but they do not

now run photoplays. Mr. Everhart has
put on an all-feature program and is reporting a steadily improving business. The
Fotosho has a seating capacity of about
Will Build in Lawrenceville, Va.
Lawrenceville, Va. This place is soon
to have a new and modern motion picture
theater as a result of a fire in the operating room of the Opera House during which
the five reel subject "The Sins of the
Mothers," V-L-S-E., and a single reel Universal was destroyed. The owners of the
building, which also houses a bank, refuse to allow the exhibition of motion
pictures there in the future.
E. K. Fox,
who has been operating in the Opera
House and who also has the Opera House
at Snow Hill, Va., is fixing up a tent to
use during the summer.
He expects to
have his new house ready early in the fall.

—

Will White Managing Local Theater.
Abingdon, Va. Will White, a man who
has had many years "of experience in the
motion picture business, has assumed the
management of the Opera nouse in this
place.
E. A. Hines is the proprietor of
this enterprise and he states that since
the new manager has gotten on the job
his business has increased in a most satisfactory
nai nei
Mr. White is an all
around n
bi
e a projection
machine. ha:
good know rledge

—

.

ad
pictures
required.

t

hi

play the piano for the
srvices alon g that line are

Fire in Crowded Hall Show.
Norfolk, Va.— More than a score of negroes
were killed, and a like number very seriously injured in a fire in a crowded hall
in Wallaccton, where they were witnessing

a motion picture exhibition. The buildused by the employees of the

Norva Land & Lumber Company for entertainments and lodge meetings. The assembly hall was quite small and could
only accommodate about eighty people
when crowded together. James Duffy,
who was manager of the show, was fatally
injured.
The show wa:
way when there was a Hash of Maine, sup-

Pastime theater at Hickory, and
sonally

manage

The Pastime

was opened
and

is

will perthe business.
the new theater which

is

Hickory last December,
meeting with fine success.

MAINE LETTER
By John

P.

(Continued).
Flanagan, Special Correspond-

Park View ave., Bangor, Me.
Green With Pine Tree Amusement.

ent, 147

W.

C.

PORTLAND,

Me.— William C. Green,
formerly manager of the Mutual Film
is now manager of
Amusement Enter-

Exchange

in Portland,
Pine Tree State

the

prises, Press Bldg., Portland,

and

is

nected with the Paragon Booking
Portland.

W.

McPhee Managing

E.

the

is

Wants

Allentown's

D.

Lyceum Burns

Allentown,

a

Pa.,
in

—

Total Loss from Fire Cause of
Recent Weeks House Was Leased

—

Moving Picture World from Philadelphi.
shore this summer.
As there
no definite announcements concerning this
trip and as the members of the League

LLENTOWN, PA.—The
ALLENTOWN,

Lyceum the
Allentown's leading moving pic
ater, Allenti
ture theater, \ as recently totally de
stroyed in a cc flagration which threat'
rthern bustened to demolish the enti
ness section of that place. The blaze was
first discovered late Saturday night. May
13,

and continued

rage with unabated

to

fury
Sunday morning, despite
until
heroic efforts upon the part of the fire
department. Due to high winds and other adverse conditions it was thought that
the surrounding business establishments
would surely become ignited and efforts
were made to save articles of value contained in adjoining properties. However,
the blaze was mostly confined to the theater and at midnight the south wall and
roof of the stage fell with a crash, sending blazing embers and sparks high into
the air.
A few minutes later the north
wall crashed in and the entire building
was a mass of wreckage. This is the second time within recent weeks that the
Lyceum theater, owned by Messrs. Channock and Sanderowitz and leased by Frank
Emmet, was threatened by flames, but in
the previous instance the fire was extinguished before any serious damage was
accomplished. Mr. Emmet is at a loss to
explain the origin of the blaze, claiming
that everything Inflammable had been removed from the booth before closing the
the.it.r.

The entire

Bangor.

in

Hall, a Bangor
the
Hall-Latlip
for several years,
has applied for a license to conduct an
airdome on the lots in the rear of the
Graham building and the buildings where
the Mutual, Universal and General Exchanges are located.

Unknown — Is the Second
Emmet — Was Insured.

Special to

— Loren

man connected with
Amusement Enterprises

Conflagration

by Frank

the Colonial. Mr. Cuddy
the Augusta Opera

of

Open Airdome

to

Bangor, Me.

New

—

in

management of
also manager

in

con-

Central.
Old Town, Me. The ..ew Central theater. Old Town, is now under the management of W. E. McPhee, who was connected with this house three years ago.
He succeeds O. B. Fernandez, who still re-

Leading Picture Theater

W. B. Williams Buys the Colonial.
Augusta, Me.— William B. Williams has
bought out the interest of his partner.
William Gray, in the Colonial theater. Mr.
Gray will confine his energies to his
theaters in Lisbon Falls. Rumford. Berlin,
N. H. and Manchester, N. H.
Mr. Williams is now associated with Thomas Cuddy

offices,

loss is

covered by in-

posed to have followed an explosion of the
gasoline tank that supplied the light. for
the building.

tains management of the Bijou. Mr. Mcis using General Film service, as are
other Old Town theaters.

Phee

at

1

have been exceedingly inactive of recent
date, any suggestions made along this line
will be heartily welcomed.
It h
been rumored that the League
I

banded,

but officers

of

upon being approached

the
will

organization
neltl

firm nor deny the rumor. It has
gested that the Moving Picture
Local No. 307 take up ti
become active along this line. B
assured as many Philadelphia!!.ward to the excursion with
i

F. G. Meyers Visits Philadelphia.
West Chester.
etor of the Opera House theater, West
Chester, Pa was numbered among the recent visitors to this eit\
eral.le time in the vicinity of "Film Row."
1

,

Before departing for otl
stopped at the Swaab Film Servi
Vine street, and purCha
new equipment.

Fine New Theater for Reading.
Reading. Pa.— The May buildll
for

i:,

when the permit
moving picture U

for the

new Paramount

few dOOl
announce
in

the

nelgbboi

Imperial Theater Sold.
Philadelphia, Pa.— The Imperial theater.
located on the east side of 60th street. 1
feel Bouth of Walnut street, bas b<

.1

<

'

.<

s.

.

.

'.'

n,

subject to a

i

<70,000.

i

Harry Hirschfield Out of Bankruptcy.
moving

pli

n

I

know that H
trading as the

mpany,
'U

Philadelphia to
formerly

hfield,

Phil idelphla

has

Moi
bi

U
•

Involuntary bankrupt

i

serial.

Commissioner

J. F. Miller Buys Theater.
Hickory, N. ('.-John K Miller,

omml
States
editor of
l

and

Ioj

i

the Tlmi
Hickory, N. C. has recently purchased the

C.

Bloomgardi

The propei

Are They Going
Phlladi Iphla

to

Have

the

Picnic?

P

Industry In Philadelphia
no the Phlladi
t..

the

.

I

;

1

Jake Wells Gets "Gloria's Romance"
Rights.
Richmond, Va.— .Jake Wells lias acquired
the exclusive right for the showing in the
Btate Of Vn In a of the twenty-part serial
"Gloria's Romance," starring Iilllie Hurke.
This serial has ci
,1 of interest throughout the State.
Mr. Weils
here, and Otto Wells, in Norfolk, have
been besieged with mall and verba] redut
for Information as to wi
first Installment will be made in the respective cities.
Both of these gentlemen
predict an exceptionally hi
run for in

•;

I

from

th(

A.

Baker Prospers.

will
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Summer Films

for

Grand Opera House Will Keep Bright Through Warm Season With
High-Class Feature Pictures This House Is Owned by the Harry Davis
Enterprise Company, and Plays Stock in Winter.
Special to Moving Picture World from Pittsburgh News Service.

Pittsburgh's

—

PITTSBURGH,

I'A.
The Grand Opera
House, Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, one
Davis
Harry
of
the theaters of the
its
Inaugurated
Company,
Enterprise
summer season of high-class motion
pictures in an auspicious manner on May
22.
This playhouse is one of the largest
and finest in the city and during the past
year has been the home of the Harry
The program of
Davis stock company.
pictures has been arranged by W. F. Ma-

son, manager of the pictures department
of the Davis Enterprises, and promises to

be the most attractive and
ever shown at the Grand. The

portentous
first

attrac-

was the World production, "Sudden

tion

This is followed by the Triangle
play, "A Child of the Paris Streets," and
Metro's "A Million a Minute."
Riches."

Greensburg's Lyric Coming Along.
Greensburg, Pa. M. Manos, proprietor
of the Lyric theater, Greensburg, Pa., repouts rapid progress on the erection of his
large and^jnodern photoplay theater in
the central part of the town. The cost of

—

new theater will be in excess of $50,and nothing is being spared to make
one of the handsomest in this section

the

000,
it

of

the

state.

The building

is

of

fire-

proof construction, while the equipment
is to be of the most up-to-date
type. It is planned to have the new house
ready for opening about July 1. Mr. Manos
recently underwent an operation for appendicitis, and his many friends in the
trade are glad to know of his speedy recovery. He made a business trip to Pittsburgh several days ago.

throughout

The Movie Men

New

Quarters.
Pittsburgh, Pa. The Movie Men's Association, a social and beneficial club organized about a year ago, formally opened
its handsome headquarters on the second
floor at Diamond and Market street, on
Wednesday evening, May 17. The new as-

—

sociation

was

until

in

recently

composed

mainly of operators and other workers
connected with the film industry, but its
scope has been broadened to include all
branches of the trade. There are about
four hundred members, including many

exchange men and exhibitors of the Western Pennsylvania territory. F. J. McGinnis is president and John Richardson is
secretary and treasurer. The attendance
at the house-warming numbered between
five and six hundred and the affair proved
most auspicious for the future of the association.
Following a dinner, there was
a program of music and other entertainment by professional talent, a very enjoyable evening being spent.
J. W. Jackson Buys Theater.
Braddock, Pa. The American theater,
1616 Braddock avenue, Braddock, Pa.,
formerly owned by J. A. Brown and managed by S. A. Gilbert, has been purchased
by J. W. Jackson, formerly of East Liverpool, O.
The American now has a seating capacity of only 300, but Mr. Jackson
is completing plans for remodeling and
enlarging it considerably, the alteration
to be finished before July 1.

Cox's Theater Improved.

—

Cox's theater, Mt.
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
Pleasant. Pa., has undergone a number of
extensive
improvements recently, and
Manager J. B. Cox reports a gratifying increase in business as a result of the
changes that have been made. The capacity was increased greatly by the installation of bleacher-style seats.
Both
exterior and interior of the theater were
beautifully re-decorated.

New Company in Princeton, W. Va.
Princeton, W. Va. The Royal Amusement Company, of Princeton, W. Va., has
been granted a state charter of incorporation to operate moving picture theaters
and other places of amusement. The au-

—

thorized capital stock is $5,000.
The incorporators are as follows: L. R. Taylor,
W. C. Pierce, W. H. WalS. Mahood, all of Prince-

A. M. Trangott,
lingford and W.

Majestic More Attractive.
Charleroi, Pa. The Majestic theater,
Charlerio, Pa., was improved during the

—

past few weeks by Manager W. S. Sweeney
who has added greatly to the comfort and
attractiveness of his house. Among other
changes a new ventilating system has
been installed, making the Majestic one
of the coolest and best-ventilated theaters
in this section.

Feature Films at the Grand.

—

Indiana, Pa. The Grand theater, Indiana, Pa., has recently inaugurated the
showing of high-class feature pictures,
which has enabled the house to boost both
admission price and attendance.
Beside
the Triangle plays, just booked, the Grand
program includes Paramount for two
days a week and V-L-S-E for one day. Indiana is said to be the only town with a

population under 10,000 showing Triangle
features.

Paragon Features Moves.

—

Pittsburgh, Pa. The Paragon Features
formerly located at 113 Fourth
avenue, Pittsburgh, has removed to new
and larger quarters at 111 Ninth street.
Service,

L

Manager J.
Fay reports rapidly increasing business, which necessitated more ample office space.

Palace Theater Beautified.
Pittsburgh, Pa. The Palace theater,
2726 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh, has been
overhauled and re-decorated recently under the supervision of Manager Fred M.
Smith, and a new Style G Wurlitzer orchestra has been installed.

—

—

Eddie Balson Takes Over Cameraphone.
Sharpsburg, Pa. The Cameraphone the-

—

Sharpsburg, Pa., has been taken over
recently by Eddie Balson, a well-known
business man and exhibitor of Braddock,
Pa.
Mr. Balson formerly conducted the

ater,

Family theater at that

place.
He contemplates making a number of improve-

ments

in the

Cameraphone.

MID-NEW YORK LETTER.
By

Weinberg, Special Correspondent
Novelty Theater, Troy, N. Y.

E. O.

Wallace to Manage Proctor's.
N. Y.— Joseph F. Wallace of
Albany has been appointed manager
Grand to succeed Joseph P.
Coyne, whose death occurred last week.
Mr. Wallace has been in the employ of IT.
F. Proctor for the last ten years, having
J.

A

F.

LBANY,

•'*

of Proctor's

been treasurer of the Leland when that
house was devoted exclusively to vaudeville.
Later he was transferred to the
Grand as assistant to Mr. Coyne.

Joseph

P.

—

Coyne

Dies.

Albany, N. Y. Joseph P. Coyne, manager of Proctor's Grand theater, passed
away at his home after an illness of several months.
Mr. Coyne was very well

June
liked by the

many patrons

3,

oi the

1916
Grand

and was always ready to be of service to
others. He was with Mr. F. F. Proctor
for 12 years, mpst of the time, as manager of the Leland and Grand in Albany
and partly at the.Griswold theater, Troy.

Metro Picture by Albany Girl.
Albany, N. Y. The Colonial theater has
been advertising "Her Great Price," a
Metro feature and considerable interest
has been aroused in the picture on ac-

—

count of the author, Miss Florence Auer,
an Albanian girl, who is very well liked
is
highly esteemed by her many

and

friends.

Sabbath Shows in Cohoes.
Cohoes, N. Y. The question of Sunday
moving picture shows was the principal

—

subject of discussion at the meeting of
the
Business
Men's
Association
and

Board of Trade

last

night.

Many mem-

bers of the association favor the shows.
to send out return
postal cards to all its members for the
purpose of securing a referendum vote o,n
the subject. Geo. A. Caisse was elected

The asociation decided

to

membership.

Slight Fire at Fairyland.
Albany, N.
Fairyland theater, Albany, on South Pearl street, owned by Mr.
H. Hellman, is temporarily closed on account of a slight fire which occurred there
on Saturday, May 6.
The operators in
charge of the machine are still in the
hospital suffering from severe burns. Several reels of film were destroyed and the
theater is slightly damaged, not covered

Y—

by insurance.

"End of the World" at King's.
Troy, N. Y. B. Jacobs, roadman for
Pioneer Film Company, screened "At the

—

End of the World" at the King theater.
The management of the King has taken
run

first

in Troy.

Hudson and Palace
Theaters.
Albany, N. Y.^The Colonal theater, Albany, was recently purchased by Benjamin and William Berinstein from M. Kantrowitz, contractor and builder of this
cosy theater. Benjamin and William Berinstein also purchased the Hudson theater
and Palace theater.

Buy

Colonial,

"The Battle Cry of Peace" will be a
feature for the Goldberg theater, 3117-19
West North avenue, in the near future.

BUFFALO NEWS LETTER.
By Joseph

A. McGuire, Special Corre611 Erie County Bank
Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

spondent,

Jerome Wilson, Road Man.
Buffalo,

N.

known among
state

Y.—Jerome Wilson is well
the exhibitors of New York

and north western Pennsylvania. He

covers this extensive territory as road
representative for the
Buffalo branch of the
Mutual Film. A picture of Mr. Wilson appears herewith. He is
a persistent film salesman and digs up many
new contracts for the
Mutual. He has been
with that company '"for
the past five mor
He represented
Essemar Film Co
Jerome Wilson.
Buffalo for one 3
For a long time
was road man for Sawyer, Inc., and later
for the Metro Co. In booking Mutual contracts he attributes much of his success
to the co-operation he receives from G.
H. Christoffers, manager of the Buffalo
exchange of that company.
"The entire Mutual program is popular
with the exhibitors of my territory," said
Mr. Wilson. "Of course the Chaplin pictures are going big."
I

June
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Olympic Theater's Anniversary.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Bruce Fowler, manager

Arrested at Midnight

—

of the Olympic theater, recently arranged
a special bill in celebration of the second
anniversary of that house. The moving
picture, "Who's Guilty?" was one of the
features.

1727

Among Leading E hibitors in Ohio, Arrested on Charge of
Disobeying Censor's Elimination Or ders on Fox Picture Reformer Waited
Middle of the Night and Took I. Libson from His Bed.
Bank Bldg., Cincinnati Correspondent.
By Kenneth C. Crain, 610 First National
ment of work of that nature may not be
CINCINNATI, O. I. Libson, one of the
necessary for the protection of the public.
most prominent moving picture men
It is a warning to managers in like danger
in Cincinnati, and active manager of the
to be watchful.
Strand, the Family, the Walnut and other
houses here and elsewhere, was a victim
Cincinnati Film Man,

—

Till

Good Signs

at the Lyric and Family.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Harold Franklin, manager of the Lyric and Family theaters,
Buffalo, is noted for the attractive signs
which he uses at the front of his houses.

—

His recent signs were: "The Lyric Is a
Guarantee of Satisfaction"; "Every Moment a Pleasant Moment at the Lyric";
"You Can Pay More but Get No More";
"A Feature a Day at the Family."

New Theater at Niagara Falls.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. A report from
Niagara Falls says the Niagara Falls Mo-

—

tion Picture Co., recently incorporated at
$100,000, will build a moving picture plant

that

in

city.

It

company

said the

is

arranging to buy a large

is

site that will ac-

commodate several buildings. G. E. Woodward is general manager. Report says
he will gather a company of several actors 'and scenario writers and that the
first picture will refer to the history of
the Niagara region.

WISCONSIN NEWS LETTER.
to
the Moving Picture World
from Midwest News Service.
Another Municipal Theater Project.
MILWAUKEE, WIS— The appropriation

Special

of funds for the establishment of a
municipal moving picture theater is being considered by the finance committee

of the city council.

The request was made of the city by
a number of women who supplemented
a written plea by sending a delegation
before the committee.

Wisconsin Theater Changes.
Oconto, Wis. S. M. Cohodas of Shawano, who operates a string of picture
houses in Wisconsin, has leased the Bijou

—

of the overheated zeal of self-styled reformers a short time ago, when he was
literally taken from his bed at midnight
and placed under arrest on warrants
charging him with exhibiting pictures
without eliminations ordered by the Ohio
The warrants were
Board of Censors.
sworn to by a Cincinnati minister, who
claims to have the backing of the churches,
and he secured the arrest at the same
time of A. M. Muller, manager of the Fox
The picture objected
Film Corporation.

THEATER MASHER PUNISHED.

nidfjewell will be a director in the corporation and will have charge of the
studios just leased at Fort 1

features.

Cincinnati, O. Exhibitors who have had
called to their attention instances of attempted improper conduct on the part of
men in picture houses were delighted last
week at the action of the Municipal Court
in the case of an old man charged with
attempting to attack an eleven-year-old
girl in a local theater. He had been before
the court a year ago on a similar charge,
and, recalling this fact, the court imposed
a fine of $100 and costs and a jail sentence
Exhibitors have freof three months.

fairs.

La

Wis.

Crosse,

— Construction

Bell's theater has started.
will be open early in the fall.

Wis— A

Milwaukee,

of

Otto

The house

moving picture

the-

ater 48x80. to cost $8,000, will be erected
on Greenfield avenue between Fiftyfourth and Fifty-fifth avenues.
II.
F. Lesseman, who
Prescott, Wis.
leased the Prescott opera house for two
years, will operate a moving picture

—

show.

Sheboygan

Wis.—George

Falls,

Elsold

has leased the Fairyland theater.
.,,
Wis. -Ralph Thatcher, manager of the new Varsity theater on State

of Girl Gets

a

Heavy

Fine.

—

quently declared that

severe sentences

if

were imposed on such offenders

OHIO NOTES.
Gus Sun Will Enlarge His Houses.

,

,

;

.

would

be no difficult matter to deal with those
to take advantage of the
gloom of a picture theater, and that they
are more than willing to give the needed
co-operation for the protection of their

Censors Held "Peg o' the Ring."
The Universal's circus
O.

been shown the week of

New

a

of

indicated
maul OB the

proportions

..f

Tti.-

bleating

15.

Cleveland, O.— Stockholders of the Midland Film Manufacturing Corporation, a
company Just organlied, elected directors recently.
They are: George W.
Scrlbner, president of the Soribner-I^oehr
Company; Thomas ft Nash, sales manager of tt.
islon Company;
local

,

9

gar of

th.-

T

'

'neman

\v Wilson, mamPrudential Ufe Insurance Com-

Hardware Company;

.i

I

Manager Mullen Makes Changes.
Mutual

sin-

the OOl

1'V

other Mil.
adjoining the
done during the
Liana to

excavation

building

1

Is

May

Midland Film Directors.

DANGER.

i

ister

—

Cleveland,

"Peg O' the Ring." has been held up
by the Ohio Censor Board and other pictures were substituted in several Cleveland houses where the film was to have
serial.

\\\

IN

Blasting for Excavation Nearby Causes
Crowded Restaurant to Collapse.
Thai the strand theater might
Akron, <>

i

i

i

it

who attempt

STRAND THEATER

The Bun Amusement Co.,
Springfield,
of this city, controlled by Gus Sun, and
operating the New Sun and the Columbia
announced that It will ent, ,s
Ul .,,,
• quiet sum.in ina
oth ....
eason, practically rebulldli
m<

—

Three Months and

theater here. He will use Triangle films
twice a week, V-L-S-E and Universal

Beinert has retired
as manager of the Strand theater. The
Union Hall association, which operates
the house, temporarily took charge of af-

depicting the activities of the Babies' Dispensary and Hospital on a film to be
shown by the Cleveland exhibitors in furtherance of a campaign to raise funds for
the institution.
The pictures probably will be shown
early in June in more than 150 houses in
Cleveland and vicinity.
Mr. Weston has
written a scenario to make the pictures
attractive and Johnny Ray of the Reserve
Company has donated his service to inject
a bit of comedy into the action.
The Cleveland exhibitors agreed to devote their time to pushing the campaign,
after a conference with trustees and directors of the hospital, which cares for
the babies of parents too poor to pay for
medical services.

George Ridgewell Signs With Sunbeam.
Cleveland. O
Wilbur Dunham, president of the new Sunbeam Motion Picture
Corporation,
has just announced that
George Ridgewell, New York scenario
editor and studio director, has signed a
contract with the Sunbeam Company. Mr.

Annoyer

— Earl

Special Correspondent,
Standard Theater Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Exhibitors Will Help Babies' Dispensary.
LEYELAND, O.— Charles H. Weston,
director general of the Reserve Photoplays Company, is busy "taking" pictures

to was "The Eternal Sapho."
Mr. Libson was extremely indignant at
the treatment to which he was subjected,
declaring that he had no information to
the effect that the film contained matter
ordered eliminated, and pointing out that
was odd that the ministerial censor
it
should wait until midnight of the last day
of the picture's run to make any objection.
He cited the high character of the houses
with which he is connected, in proof of
his desire to handle high-grade films only.
According to Mr. Muller, the charge that
eliminations ordered were not made is
without foundation. A representative of
the attorney general's office was in Cincinnati to handle the cases, and the matter has excited much interest, especially
among exhibitors, who are wondering just
how they are to protect themselves from
midnight arrests on similar charges, inasmuch as they have no means of knowing
whether eliminations ordered have been
made in films furnished to them.

—

Racine, Wis.

CLEVELAND NEWS LETTER.
By Hubert Persons.
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Will Help Child Workers

.North Vernon, Ind.

Indiana Exhibitors Will Boost Child Labor Measures Now Before National ConGress Officials of State League and Indianapolis Association Make Decision
After Conference on Matter.
Special to the Moving Picture World from the Indiana Trade News Service.
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. Indiana moving
picture theater owners are to take a
hand in obtaining the passage In Congress

—

—

of
now pending, pertaining to
laws,
This conclusion followed a
Child labor.

between Miss Kate Davis

conference

t

Cleveland, president of the International
People's Aid Association; Frank J. Rembusch and Dr. J. M. Rhoades, president and
secretary of the Indiana Motion Picture
League, and Ike Beitman,
Exhibitors'
president of the Indianapolis Motion Picture Association. The moving picture men
will throw slides on their screens asking
mothers and fathers to communicate with
their representatives in Congress.

PRAISES INDIANA EXHIBITORS.
State Fire Marshal Has No Trouble with
Picture Theaters.

—

Indianapolis, Ind. The state fire marshal
has issued a bulletin calling attention to
the case with which his office has protected the patrons of the moving picture
theaters of the state. In the report he
says it has been necessary for him only to
call the attention of theater owners to
dangerous spots in their theaters and that
they readily and willingly make such repairs or improvements as are necessary
The
to provide safety for heir patrons.
moving picture men of the state realize
that adequate protection is essential for
the patrons of the theaters, if the patronage is to be maintained. The report is
otherwise complimentary to the moving
picture men and shows them to be alive

and

up-to-the-minute

Mossman Brothers Buy
Kokomo,

Ind.

— The

Isis,

the

Isis.

Kokomo's larg-

heater, has been
moving picture
purchased by R. K. Mossman and H. F.
Mossman, experienced theater owners,
from Cecil and James Wells. The theater
has been operated on a five-cent basis,
but the Mossman Brothers immediately
increased the price, toge f her with an inest

crease in the number of feature films
shown and since the change in management the house has been showing to
turnaway houses.

Veedersburg Is on the Map.
Veedersburg, Ind. Veedersburg is "tickled to death" because one of its beauties
Bernice McCord, has been selected by the
World-Equitable beauty and brains contest judges as a representative of her disThe contrict in the elimination trials.
test,
has caused much excitment in
Veedersburg, because it has been one of
the things which helped to put the town

—

on the map.

Program
Brazil,

is likely to be repeated
days. There is a likely

it

it

will

Wayne, Ind.— Ft. Wayne is to have
Hour" moving picture

shows. Following the lead of Indianapolis
the club women and those interested in
the various phases of child welfare have
organized a committee to carry out the
plans that have been completed in other
cities.
The exhibitors have been interested in the project and will co-operate.
It is possible that there will be a chil-

hour on Saturday afternoon in
every moving picture theater in the city.

dren's

Wilson Grove Buys the Star.
Van Buren, Ind. Wilson Grove, former
city treasurer of Bluffton, has purchased
the Star and will take over immediately
the operation of the theater. While Mr.
Wilson is a new comer in the moving pic-

—

ture exhibitor's world, he

is

well

known

throughout this section of the state and
his

welcome

will be hearty.

the

contracts

new

$15,000

E. F. Galligan Will

—

Manage

the Grand.

Edward F. Galligan,
manager of Loganswill come to Terre Haute to take
charge of the Grand of this city. GalliTerre Haute, Ind.
the popular theater

port,

gan is connected with the
Smith and Colby Company.

Carruthers,

Dunning Buys Back Orpheum.
Plymouth, Ind. The Orpheum of this
L.

J.

—

has changed hands. Mr. Stove, the
former owner is succeeded by L. J. Dunning, a former owner of the theater. He
will at once redecorate and repair the
theater and it will be closed until this
city

work

is

finished.

Princess Airdome Opens.
The Princess airdome

Monon, Ind.
thrown open

—

was

to the public for the first
time recently. It is Monon's first experience with the open air theater and the
favor with which it met indicates a prosperous s6ason.

—

Bluffton, Ind. Manager Wallace Sawyer
of the Grand announces that repairs and
improvements costing $5,000 will be made

during the summer.

Local Censor Board of Holland, Michigan, Tender Resignations,
Following Disagreement.
Special Correspondent, 6747 Emerald Ave., Chicago, 111.
HOLLAND, MICH.— There is discord, to Citizen's Savings Bank, will pay especial
put it mildly, among Holland people
attention to the financial affairs, and
who have to do with moving pictures.
Major Phillips, who is field director of the
Military Movies Company of Port Huron,
As in many other cities, local censorship
has engendered ill-feeling.
Also as in
will co-operate upon the program.
other cities it is found that all cannot
agree as to what should be eliminated
Theater Changes in Michigan.
from a picture. The principal result was
Flint, Mich.
W. S. Butterfield proposes
that the censor board members tendered
to add the Palace theater to hi 3 other intheir resignations to the city council, but
terests—the Majestic and Garden theaters
they were not accepted.
in Flint.
This will be the name of a
Scenes in Part 4 of "Trilby" were ofnew vaudeville and picture house for
fensive to one member of the censor
which he has purchased a site"at Kearsley
Manager Newman of the Apollo
board.
and Harrison streets. It will cost about
theater asked the members of the council
When the new
$75,000 and will sea. 1,450.
to attend a private showing of the film
theater is ready the Majestic will be deand decide for themselves. He also wantvoted to feature pictures, road shows and
ed an opportunity to show the public all
all rental attractions.
of the disputed part, declaring that any
Mt. Pleasant, Mich. Martin Howe of
fair, impartial person would sustain his
Owosso has purchased the Ly. ic theater
position that the picture is not immodest.
here from Manager Kenney.
He readily agreed to make cuts ordered
North Adams, Mich. L. L. Westerland,
by the common council.
owner of the Star theater at Almont and
of

—

—

—

—

Pontiac's New Censor.
Pontiac, Mich. Henry M. Lenanbury
has been appointed moving picture censor
and also a member of the police force by
Mayor R. J. Lounsbury under the ordi-

—

ntly
s

salary

He

i
'

i

Patriotic Film

Benton

Harbor,

-s

ill

.In

-

the

other police

and Amusement Co.
Mich. The Patriotic

—

he Princess theater at
part owner of
Chelsea, purchased the Family theater
here from Don H. Finkle. He will divide
his time between the Almont and local
houses. The house was reopened May 16
with "The Spoilers."

Newaygo, Mich

—The

remodeled Vaude-

theater was opened by Manager J.
M. Meade with "Tie Girl and the Game."
Grand Ledge, "i h. George O. Schultz
of Owosso is now manager of the Palace
theater succeeding Guy Goodrich, who has
been transferred to Cadillac
Monenci, Mich. Manager Gay has openThe house,
ed the new Gem theater.
which seats 288, is equipped for theatrical
performances as well as pictures.
ville

—

—

tal

—

let the

moving picture theater which the company will erect. When completed the
theater is expected to be most beautiful.

By Frank H. Madison,

become a regular

Princeton, Ind. The Sunday moving picture show is here again, but with restricThe Yale and New Star theaters
tions.
opened recently on Sunday, showing only
sacred pictures, and were not interfered
with. They were arrested when they tried
When the announceit a week" before.
ment that the theaters were to open was
made there was instant objection, but
when it was reported that pictures of a

—

Amusement Company has
and work has begun on

to his theater

weekly feature.
Sacred Pictures Make Acceptable Sabbath Show.

1916

Can Censors Long Agree?
Members

for Children Succeeds.

within a few
prospect that

Wayne.

in Ft.

3,

House.
The North Vernon

"Children's

its

—

The Paramount program
shown at the Colonial, was a

Ind.

for children,
success, and

Hour

Children's
Ft.

June

New North Vernon

stock of $5,C00.

Owosso's Strand Almost Ready.
Pontiac, Mich. Henry M. Lenanbury has

—

filed articles of incorporation with capital stock of $10,000 to op-

Company has

erate the Strand theater on North Washington street in this city. The incorporators are Eugene Brewer, Dr. Gaylord N.
Finch, Frank Rayen and Major M. J.
The Strand, the new theater
Phillips.
seating 650, will open sometime between

June

15

and July

1.

will be manicted with the

Brewer

ILLINOIS

NEWS LETTER.

By Frank H. Madison, Special Correspondent, 6749 Emerald ave., Chic ~o, 111.
Tri-City Operators Organize.

—
™^

Moline, 111. Operators of the tri-cities,
and Daven*->•-xw. c,.^
iB ia,.u, 111.
and Rock Island,
ana
have organized local No. 433 of
Theo. J. Garretson Is
the I. A. T. S^ E.
president; C. C. Derr, vice-president; Fred

Moline
ivioiine

port, la.,

—
June
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3,

Slenker, recording secrcarv; Ocar F
financial
becretary; Arthur R.
Brick, treasurer, and Hugo E. Thoensen,

O.

Moody,

business agent

converter, a diamond disc phonograph and
an electric piano.
Pekin, 111.— The Capitol theater has Installed a new ventilating system as a

measure

"Movie Boys."

Peoria's

— The

"Movie Boys," an organization of the employees of the local
photoplay houses gave a moonlight excursion on the steamer Columbia.
Peoria,

111.

Changes

—

—

•

—

Murphysboro,

111.

— George

II.

Newsome,

-ed the Yale theater in
purchased the Tilford

Carbondale, has
theater here.
Seneca, 111. John Lawshea has sold the
Dreamland theater to Joseph Hogan and
Paul Davidson, proprietors of the Grand
theater, who will operate both houses.
Springfield, 111.— D. M. Primm and B. E.
Doak have purchased the Grand theater
on East Washington street from Kunz
Brothers. Doak will have charge of the
house. Primm is well known in Illinois
as a maker of local films and a feature
under the new management will be the
showing of a local news weekly.

—

Mr. Exhibitor:

— You

will get

—

brought ten tin cans tied on a string. Two
wagons were required to haul away the
three thousand noisy tickets.
"The Little Girl Next Door,"
Alton, 111.
the film produced to exploit the unsquelch-

—

in Illinois Theaters.

Galesburg, 111. F. S. Cashm n has sold
the Elite theate. to John Lowell and G.
P. Lowell.
John Lowell will act as manager.
The admission will remain five
cents.
The. serial, "The Mysteries ot
Myra," has been booked.
Lincoln, 111. Prank Lawler has purchased the Majestic theater from Stephen
A Foley. Fred Wade will remain as manager. Wade also has assumed the management of the Princess theater, of which
Snyder & Belaski are proprietors. He
will run vaudeville in connection with th
pictures at the Princess.
Carbondale, 111. The lease on the Tale
theater has been taken over by Art Barth,
who will operate both the Yale and the
A-Muse-U theaters. The Yale was closed
a week for overhauling.

who formerly oper

"preparedness" for this sum-

of

Monmouth, 111. Monmouth had a cleanManager Stults of the Princess
offered to admit any boy or girl who

up day.

more

—

Tremont, 111. George heiken, connected
with the Court theater at Pekin for several years, has taken a lease on the Gem
theater here.

Le Roy,
theaters

111.

are

— Two

new moving

being

erected

by

E.

iNewman,

>

present

lessee,

enthusiastic over the entertainment, despite the cold weather.

The

Crystal.
The Crystal airdome, 5946 Delmar avenue, in the extreme west end of the city,
opened on May 12 with feature pictures
and Victor Hugo's orchestra, another
popular local orchestra. The Crystal is a
pretentious place, situated as it is in one
of the most exclusive residence sections
of the city, and having to keep up with
the cultivated tastes of its patrons.

The

jects with occasional big features.

The Maple.
The Maple airdome, Kings Highway
Page boulevard, opened the same
niffht with a daily change of program of
bin

— The Philo airdome has opened
season.
Thompson, new
Somonauk,
— H.

features.

L.

of the Elite theater, will operate

—

school of instruction here Manager Stults
of the Princess theati r pu< on "The Modern Seven League Boots," an appropriate

— Favors

carnations
Princeton,
were given all adults who attended the
opening of the Triangle program at the
111.

Eagle

thi

—

a posing proposition for a long time
when t:
-^agement
took
charge of it, but it has now become one
of the most successful houses in the city.

A New Airdome.
The Columbia Novelty Company have
bought

another lot on North Twelfth
for the enlargement of the airdome which had been begun on the lot
adjoining the Webster theater. The work
on the airdome had been •going on for a
few weeks when it was finally decided
that the original plans would make the
place
too small
to
accommodate the
street,

crowds
site as

of

Manager G. A. GodIMncknevville, 111
•dard of the Harriet theater has Installed a
new Simplex projector, a Martin rotary

of the city. The
to 150x150 feet will

section

that

in

now enlarged

permit more seats to be installed, and
more space for plants and other decorations.
D. T. Graham is president of the
company operating both theater and air-

St.

Boosting "Peg o' the Ring."
Barney Rosenthal, man-

Louis, Mo.

—

ager of the Universal exchange, at 2116
Locust street, says he is going to break
all records and make rings around all
previous showings on the new Universal
serial,
"Peg o" The Ring," and Harry
Rosenberg has been appointed special
serial representative
Mr. Rosenthal is
sending out advance cards announcing
Rosenberg as the "Circus Movie Man;"
then when Rosey gets In a town all he
will have to do is to call on the exhibt.
tor and book him and be on his «

No Flowers
Urate.- -The

St.

Its Funeral.
naorehlp b

at
t»

has been hanging

fire

so many monthrest by the Board

ot

A

man Barney Schwartz

«

St.

in

I-ouis for
laid to

i

opponent, and
vlnclng argument
I

ill,

has

inter-

The Monroe airdome, on California and
Chippewa,

run

in

connection

with

tin-

lally

In

i.

I

ill.

Monroe

theater, Just around the corner
last
week
Chip'.
pi ne<l
D. Stoddard, profor the summer. Mrs.
prietor of the two places of amusement,
Is one of the most successful woi
hlbitors in St. Louis, and the constancy
iireeiation of her patrol
that she has made a study of thell
Mrs. Stoddard Judiciously mixes her pro-

on

Worth While Noting.
Decatur, 111. "Tie Dumb Cirl of Porticl"
•was shown at the High School Auditorium
as a benefit for the city Pan Hellenic
Monmouth, 111.—How would you like to
have every telephone girl for miles around
boosting your house? Winn the operators
for the Monmouth district were at a

film.

Coming.

done mui

The Monroe.

111.

summer

manager

Lee.

The Lee airdome, Lee and Turner avealso opened on the 15th. The Lee
is a five-cent place and shows short sub-

ing here.

111.

New Airdome

Special Correspon dent, 236 v.

—

and

Philo,
for the

—A

Giebler,

H.

A.

LOUIS, Mo. The weather man in
ST charge
of the thermometer in the St.
Louis territory has delayed the outdoor
theater openings for several weeks this
season. There have been only one or two
nights suitable for outdoor shows during
the entire spring, and although the theaters have been doing their regular share
of business the poor airdomes not connected with any theater have been compelled to postpone date after date for
opening days.
Lyric Skydome.
The Lyric skydome, one of the Cornelius group of theaters, opened on Monday. May 15, with a splendid program and
a splendid audience, although it turned
cold enough during the evening to make
overcoats feel comfortable. David Silverman's orchestra of ten pieces was moved
out to the Skydome, on Delmar and Taylor avenues, from the downtown Lyric,
for the occasion, and the audience was

after September 1.
Genoa Junction, III. Albert Timm will
erect a brick motion picture theater build-

—

•

Set Out-of-D oor Theaters Blossoming Hereabouts
Noticed as Beginning to Thrive Are Lyric, Crystal, Lee, Maple,

Monroe, Mozart

nues,

Salle theater has
been leased fo
three years to the La
Salle Amusement Company, which will

succeed

'

—

Touches

First

Among Those

picture

Marqusl

West and Ray Keys.
La Salle, 111.— The La

<

—

St Louis Airdomes Bloom
Summer's

helpful information by carefully read-

ing one trade paper weekly than by
skimming over three or four.
The
MOVING PICTURE WORLD it the
one paper you need.

able Illinois Vice
the Hippodrome theater here the week of
May 14 the firs!
cago. As Mayor Edward Beall of Alton
was head of the so-called investigators
and there was promise of seeing the film
Prices were
"just as it was produced.
advanced to twenty-five and fifty cents.
Pontiac, 111. F. M. Bond, manager of
Bond's theater, contemplates the installation of a pipe organ sometime this summer. He has made a number of changes
to increase the seating capacity between

L

gram with fea
and manages

tui

Kleinc Opens Local Office.
Bob

Mma

Oce in Bl
OUt by his

company

to

nil

put

omedles.
classes and
fllm

business

The Mozart.
The Mozart airdome, In the 4600 block
on Delmar, opened on May 15 under the
'asmezoglu, with
PttHnoSOCfU Is the
-is.
on Olive and
up a reDttllt
his house during
I

all

picture

Sarah
markabli
the past season.

Of-

put

t

in

Hi

the

to

the

i

pleaae
ages of her patrons.

an

for

bill.

The Congress had been

ai

!

miter

World

of

th*

Bowing

]'\

16.

A

labor of exhibitors t-ok advantbe opportunity and went to see

the

Illms

I

,
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High Tax

in

New

Orleans

Exchange Managers Startled by City Tax Assessor's Idea of the Value of Film
Stock in Local Exchanges Has Read Glowing Stories and Thinks About
$50,000 Each Would Do— Film Men Will Fight It in Court.
i/,v
Toorge M. Cheney, New Orleans Correspondent of Moving Picture World.
Ni:\V ORLEANS, LA.— One fine morning scended upon the New Orleans office of
recently when film exchange manaParamount and presented to H. F. Wilkes,
manager for a month and blushing benegers got down to work they didn't succeed
dict for a day, a handsome silver present.
in accomplishing much for a while. Each

—

one of them found a tax assessment list In
his morning's mail that called for a payment on approximately $50,000 worth of
film,

regardless of whether his particular

exchange

handled one thousand feet or

hundred thousand.
They have hired attorneys and will go
to court before June 1. Numerous meetfilm of a

been held; a committee has
the mayor and commissioners of
Orleans, the Association of Comand other civic bodies. Nothing
much has been accomplished so far, except that the film men were granted a
dispensation by the City Council to file
a suit before June 1, when, under ordinary circumstances, such a suit could not
be filed after March 1.
A long list of grievances, extending
over six or seven years, or since the film
exchanges were first established in New
Orleans, is charged against the tax assessor's office. This is not the first time
the exchanges have gone to court over
inflated film values. According to the tax
assessor, an exchange must pay on $50,000, regardless of the quantity of film
disposed of yearly. But little satisfaction came from a visit paid to the tax
assessor's office by the film men.
The
ings

have

visited

New

merce,

conversation went something like this:
"Mr.
Assessor,
our shops aren't big
enough to hold that much film." "But
you call yourself a film exchange?"
"Yes." "Then it's $50,000." And at that
figure it stood, until the arguments of
the film bosses finally induced the assessor to lower his figures for eight exchanges from an average of $50,000 for
each exchange to an average of $22,000.
The latter figures proved not a bit satisfactory, so the film men hired Edward
Rightor, a prominentt local atorney, to
represent their interests in a court battle that will begin this month.
According to this onerous taxation,
every foot of film in some exchanges is
worth $5 or $6 a foot. Just what induced the tax assessor's office to set such

not known, but it is
a matter of hearsay that the tax assessor
said to one film man: "These newspaper
accounts I read certainly make me believe that your films are bringing great
big prices."
Each film exchange in the Crescent
City is yearly taxed both city and state
taxes. There is no kick on the state taxes,
as these are based on a fair price per

a high valuation

is

one thousand feet of film. Years ago the
Consolidated Film and Supply Company,
managed in New Orleans by the veteran
film

Al. G. Shear, "went to the mat"
the taj c assessor c >ver a little n latter

man,

with
of onerous taxation, a nd won their
in court. The judge ir this case d< jcided
that a reel of film ws is worth from $15
to $30, the exact valu lation being based
on the physsical condit ion of the reel.
The companies prote sting in the
suit are th< i General, Consolidated, V-LS-E, Param ount, Mutu; ll, Fox, Path e and
and "World.

Wilkes had, not three hours before,
been married to Miss Imogene Simrile at
the Catholic church in Algiers, La., just
across the river from New Orleans. Miss
Simrile comes from Atlanta, in which
city Mr. Wilkes held the Paramount fort
for several years before coming to New
Orleans, and it is hinted that there is
Mr.

just a

wee

bit of the

runaway

act in the

romance. At any rate the last chapter
of the film does not read "Passed by the
Board of Review," but instead is labeled:
"Papa forgives; and They Live Happily
Ever Afterward."

to each office by a messenger, and the
"business" consisted of reading the document, after which each manager was seen
to reach for his check book. The secret
came out later when a hilarious party de-

New

1

3,

A New Orpheum

Coming.

Orleans.

E.

senting

— Charles

Martin

19 6

Beck,

Bray, repre-

head

of the Orclosed a deal
for the Denegre property, fronting 120
feet in University place, which will be
the site for a new Orpheum theater to
cost $400,000.
Construction of the new
theater will begin in October and it will
be finished in time for the opening of
the 1917-1918 season. It is probable that
the old Orpheum theater will be converted into a picture house.

pheum

circuit,

week

this

Harcol Film, a New Company.
New Orleans capital is back of the
Harcol Film company, which organized on
May 15, with John F. Collins, president,
and

A.

Harrison, Jr., vice-president and
Heretofore the company has
'n as the Paragon Film corn-

inager.

been
division

New

Orleans office
arranged and addit

added.

he new Southern

W. Harden
manager fo

Charles

he Fox Film, the

Fox

)f

Mr. Harden

were reking space

rictly

present.
Film exchange
along the row have made hii

at

the job

managers
welcome

C. B. Gondolfi, booking clerk
lair, has been promoted by

;

Manager

Barron

to

will

—

independent film, has closed its office,
A. C. Bernard, its manager, going
to Houston, Texas, where he will open a
Fidelity branch in that city. Mr. Bernard declared that arrangements will be

made

to book Fidelity films in this
through a booking office which he

city
will

shortly.

F. F. Creswell Heads Local World Film
New Orleans. There have been a numof important changes in local film
circles.
F. F. Creswell, well known in
New Orleans, but more recently of the
Memphis office of Paramount, is the new
manager of the New Orleans office of the

—

World Film. He succeeds Ross Hardenbrook, who, however, it is announced, remains with the company.

Elmer Smith With Local Kleine.
Orleans.

—Elmer
is

Smith, formerly
handling the Billy

The Billy
backed up by extensive
local advertising, is going strong in New
Orleans and contiguous territory.
serial in this territory.
serial,

Joe Klein in Atlanta.
the Southern difor the World Film, with
headquarters in New Orleans, now is with
Pathe in Atlanta as special representa-

Joe

vision

Klein,

formerly

manager

The Portola Opens.
Orleans. The Portola, New Ornewest photoplay house, and one
most attractive to date, opened on
May 10. J. J. Fabacher & Son, owners of
the Wonderland theater and of the Portola, received many congratulations and
numerous flower tokens from their film
friends in New Orleans on opening day.
The new theater is in Canal street, at

New

leans

of the

—

"

DETROIT NEWS LETTER.
By Jacob Smith,

Special Correspondent, 503
Free Press Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Shapiro Comes to Head Local
Triangle.
•pvETROIT, MICH— A. I. Shapiro, former
•L^ manager of the Detroit
branch of the
Fox Film Corporation, and who for the
past few months has been doing special
work in the east, is back in Detroit this
time as manager of the Triangle exchange.
Although located at present at 183 East
Jefferson avenue, the new permanent locaI.

—

tion

is

to be 73

Broadway, which

will be

ready by the latter part of May. The company has leased the entire top floor of
new building at that address and will
fit it up very
handsomely. Mr. Shapiro
is welcome back to Detroit where he has
a host of good friends. Good luck, Shap.
Don't forget the World office at 503 Free
Press building.
the

ber

New

is

Fox

ing

with United Film,

company

1921 Palmyra. Tl
company
produced several comm
a films
under contract with the New Orleans Times-Picayune to film a five-reeler which will have as actors the winner:
ei's
of the newspaper's moving picture con
test, which came
e on May 15.

A.

Burke
Burke

Th(
be at

has

and

R. E.

a position as traveling sales-

Local Fidelity Office Closes.
New Orleans. The Fidelity Film Company, which for the past three months
has had an office in Baronne street, book-

establish

k:

pany.

i

a right royal fashion.

in

i

H. F. Wilkes Weds Atlanta Girl.
This week a mysterious-looking document was shunted back and forth among
the offices in Film Row. It was brought

June

University place, and. its appointments
are exquisite.
A new lighting system,
never before seen in a local moving picture house, has been installed. The lights
are inclosed in glass pillars, and give a
subdued effect that permits patrons to
easily find seats, and at the same time
does not affect the showing of the pic-

F. Rutledge Opens Local Kleine Office.
Detroit, Mich.
Frank Rutledge, Michigan representative for George Kleine, has
opened an office at 207 Broadway Market

—

building Detroit. When the writer dropped
in there this week, Mr. Rutledge was extremely busy answering letters from exhibitors in all parts of Michigan who were
asking for bookings on the new Billie

Burke

serial.

The

first-run of this serial

has been placed with the Majestic theater,
Detroit, starting May 21.

Local Mutual Doubles Office Space.
Detroit, Mich. The Mutual Film Corporation has considerably enlarged its
Detroit exchange, which is under the management of G. Spencer Trask. As much
space again has been added by taking over
the fifth floor, this additional space being
used for the poster and advertising department. There is an overhead skylight
which gives the force of employes plenty
of daylight; all racks are double-decked
and there is a mezzanine around the entire floor.
It will materially relieve the
The Detroit
strain on the second floor.

—

exchange

handles

Michigan

and

seven

counties in northern Ohio. Manager Trask
reports excellent business, particularly on
the new Charlie Chaplin comedies and
"Girl in the Game" and "Secret Submarine"

June

3,
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New Assistant at the Lair.
Detroit, Mich.— Harry Brennan has been
appointed assistant to Neil Kingsley, manager of the Detroit exchange of the Fox
Film. Mr. Brennan was formerly in the
theatrical business having been a performer for a number of years with highclass musical comedies.
H. W. Smith to Represent Mutual Film.
Detroit, Mich.— H. W. Smith, who was
for five months manager of the Garden
theat*.
Detroit,
has
appointed
been
special local representative for the Mutual.
The employes of the Garden on the evening of Mr. Smith's departure presented
him with a beautiful silver loving cup on
which was engraved "To H. W. Smith from
the boys at the Garden theater, May 6."
Signed A. J. Meville, A. B. Ketchum, L
Welch, A. Bradley, W. Pear and G. P.
Applehoff.

Picture Playhouse

—

Opens Exchange.

Detroit, Mich. The Picture Playhouse
Film Co. has opened an exchange at 92
Griswold street, Detroit, with A. Lee in
W. W. McEwen will be special
charge.
representative.

W.

Foster Representing Triangle.
L. W. Foster will continue with the
Detroit branch of the Triangle Film Corporation as special representee.
L.

New House in
Crescent

—

her,

who has been

associated with the
since it opened eight
During his connection

house as auditor
years ago, May 2.
with this house Ed has never lost one day.
He told the World correspondent that the

New Th eater

will have a
seating capacity of 1,500, the seats to be
twenty-one inches wide, and thirty-two
inches back to back, and there will also
be fifteen private boxes.

The plans, which have been drawn by
Marr & Holman, architects of Nashville,
call for an expenditure of $100,000, and
it is the aim of the company to erect the
most modern and comfortable theater that
can be constructed. The plans call for a
refrigerating system in connection with
the ventilating system, and for the air to
be drawn over brine coils in the summer.
An air washer and three large suction
fans will be part of the equipment.

Ar-

rangements will be made to warm the air
in winter by drawing it over tempering
The building will be absolutely fireproof in construction and will contain

was

many

novel features.
Immediately inside of the entrance there
will be a waiting room which will be
equipped with a wide log fire place, telephones, etc., for the convenience of the
patrons.
Ladies rest rooms and men's
smoking rooms will be installed at either
The four stairways
side of the building.
leading to the balcony will be of marble
The screen will
with bronze handrails.
be placed at the stage wall, with scenic
effects built around the picture and a
garden at the front of the stage, and the

week.

equipment.

floor

to

be

first

row

Derby, at the historic Churchill Downs
track, where the event has been run off
for forty-two consecutive years.
The
Derby, by Kentuckians, seems of more
importance than gubernatorial or presidential elections, especially the U:

and there were eight moving picture cameras and many others trained on George
Smith, the winner, as he shot across the
wire in one of the most exciting finishes
in years.

The race was fifth on the card, and the
were rushed out on night trains to
Chicago and Cincinnati.
Following the
Derby the moving picture men ran some
films

LOUISVILLE PICTURE NOTES.
School Fund Benefit at the Aristo.
of
Ky.— Under the auspi<
the Parent Teacher Association of the
Gavin H. Cochran school a special film
exhibition was handled at the new Aristo
theater, Second and A streets, on SaturThe bill included the Inday, May 20.
teresting film "The Patchwork Girl of
Leading residents in the neighborOz."
hood arranged for selling popcorn, ice
cream, etc., and also a grab bag. Mrs.
Fred Levy, head of the local children's
censor board, and other leading ladies
received tickets. The proceeds of the exhibition went to the benefit of a special
school fund.

Parkland Theater Closed.
Louisville, Ky.— T. H. Johnson has again
d Is proclosed the Parkland theati
another line
Parkland has been of-

paring to go West
of bU8in<
fered foi

will be of the semi-indirect
type, and the fixtures will contain varicolored lights to produce special elecThese fixtures will be sus-.
trical effects.
pended from the ceiling which will be
fifty feet from the auditorium floor line.

The Crescent Amusement Company has
been operating in Nashville for ten years,
and is now operating twenty-two houses
in Nashville, Tennessee and Kentucky.

The new theater with

Its large seating
capacity will enable the company to put
on the most extensive photoplays that are
at present manufactured.

delivered a talk at the Y. M. H. A. on
"Sidelights of the Motion Picture IndusMi Coldberg Is well Informed on
try'
He recently spent several
the subject.
trip through
days in Chicago, and made
the plam
he has been the n ovlng ptotUl
conducts
'oh
:md
the Louisville Eve ling
a column of querii 3 and answers concernlng moving plctui ) stars, etc. The pubmeeting.
the
attend
to
invited
lie was
I

own

in getting the films
in the local the-

completed for showing

The race was won by the Pathe
who managed to get the films
developed in time to show the Derby
scenes at the first Monday shows at the
operators,

Majestic theater, Louisville.

Local Mutual Offices Improved.
Louisville, Ky.
A number of improvements have just been completed at the
Louisville office of the Mutual Film by
Smith, the local manager. The
office and work rooms have all been re-

—

papered throughout, a private telephone,
exchange installed and connected to the
departments, and a number of
and new shelves Installed for

various
lockers

The exchange
posters, supplies, etc.
now the most complete one In the city.

Will Take Colored Local Films.
Ky.— The Broadway Amusera of a
in

theaters in Louisville and out

—

97.
,n,i

int. rest In lOCSj pictures iuhI the company
decided that it would facilitate matters
considerably by the purchase of the ma-

chine.

if.

would

announcement waa
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verj

admltti

i,
J. Dltmar, presidei
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the neceasnry OOln
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to
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move

present

is

making

picture show
business having
has

his

He
building.
to start a

new

Ky—

R. L, Badger, of SarWinchester,
i>
has opened th.- Colonial theater

dlna,

moving pioture houae.

a

i

oomedy and "8un-

r.irtoons

wen

furnish one up to I'll. lav nlghl
they called at th.- theater, it la needthat th.' houss waa
,\

t

nis
th.-

s-.itur-

To such children as did not get the paper
delivered at their homes the 111;,!
if

the

bo

I

Supplem.-nt"

lift

ntly

»

•

>'f

•

is

in addition
,lav

Louisville,

I

•k. where he will spend
about ten daya or two weeks on special

serial well start

ten thousand copies
Ooddard'a raolnatini

string of
the state,

has just purchased and installed a 1916
rathe camera with which to take local
color pictures t,, be used in the company's
Th< re Is a steadily increasing
theaters

one of the keenest adon record for the pur-

recently handled
vertlalng stunts
pose of getting a
Bhorey sent out

la

Louisville.

ment Bnti

News Notes from
Got the Kids Coming to See "Myra."
Knoxviile, Tenn. Manager George X.
shorev, of th.- Gay theater, of Knoxvllle,

the

Joseph Goldberg Gives a Lecture.
Louisville, Ky.— Joseph Goldberg, manager of the Hipp. drome theater, recently

race of their

little

aters.

The lighting

Louisville,

Picture Houses in Kentucky
Nashville— Will Cost $100,000

By G. D. Crain, Jr., Special Correspondent, 1404 starks3 Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
NASHVILLE, TENN.- Announcement has
FILMING THE GREAT DERBY.
just been made by the Crescent AmuseCamera Men Hustle and Show Race in
ment Company, of Nashville, to the effect
Louisville Theater Next Morning.
that work will be started at once on a
new moving picture house. The new theaG. D. Crain. Jr., Louisville Correspondent
ter will be known as the "Majestic," and
of Moving Picture World.
will occupy the present site of the Rex
T OUISVILLE, KY.— Nearlv everv camera
and Alhambra theaters. The old build*-• man in a radius of 150 miles of the city
ings will be torn down at ome, and the
was present on Derby Day, May 13, to take
new building is to be completed about
pictures of the famous old Kentucky
September 15. The theater

of seats will be twenty-five feet
back from the screen. A large' pipe organ,
with two echo lofts will be a part of the

first

22
for

15.

reseated at
once and that later the balcony would be
reseated. Many other improvements are
also to be made throughout the Family
which will practically conform it in.to a
new theater. Mr. Kirchner says that the
picture policy is to remain permanently,
and that business is getting better every
entire

Nashville

Amusement Company, Now Operating

and Tennessee, Plans a Fine
and Be Ready by September

coils.

Ed. E. Kirchner at the Family.
Detroit, Mich.
The manager of the
Family theater, Detroit, is Ed E. Kirch-

1731

in

undoubtedly

ni,

in-

main building i« belni
loony Installed.
ut 600
h ill - win be
Leathi
mpi< i.d
Installed on the lower Boor, eleotrtfl fane.
pietors
where

th.-

•

i

i

Miaa
i

Ward

la

manager

of the the-
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More Popular

Serials

Xansas City District Very Favorable to Serial Motion Pictures— Newspapers Find
That th2 Stories Printed with the Weekly
Installments
Are Circulation
Boosters and Are Eager for Them.
Special to Moving Picture World from Kansas City New: Service.
CITY, Mo. The serial seems to
installed.
Mrs. Emrich is also experibe coming into its own in the Kansas
enced along this line, having resigned
City district, and is si reading with a
from the Fox exchange to go with the

KS

—

rapidity that is almost beyond the grasp
even of the me.i who have boosted It.
of the most interesting indications of
lUlarlty of the serial, is the eagerness of the newsj ..pers to publish the
stories.
The country editors have been
made to feel that the publication of the
s rials is a circulation-winner
and they
are finding this to be a fact. The readers
are asking for moving picture news, and
they are inquiring about the serials so
the editors have to come across.
One
salesman reported r
ntly that he
surprised to find hov glad the editor of
one newspaper was o pay for the plate
matter of a serial.
Charles Newman, Leonardville, Kan., is
one exhibitor who had no difficulty at all
in getting the "Exploits of Elaine" published in his local paper.
C.
Simpson,
editor of the Monitor of that place, met
him more than half way he was about
to urge Mr. Newman to put on such a
serial, so he could run the story of it!
In Kansas City the "Iron Claw" is
proving a winner; and it is booked in 37

Universal.

One

—

—

L

—

houses in Missouri and Kansas
from the Kansas City exchange.

served

Stout Promoted.
Kansas City, Mo. A much deserved promotion recently announced is that of J. S.
S.

J.

—

P. Cuff

—

Buys the

Best.

Topeka, Kans. The Best theater at Topeka changed hands last week, when W.
Cuff, former manager of the Orpheum
at that place, took it over from Lew
Nathanson. No radical improvements are
contemplated at present.

P.

Alhambra at Springfield, Mo., Opens.
Springfield, Mo.
The "Battle Cry of
Peace" was the first attraction of the Al-

—

hambra

theater, at Springfield, Mo.,

which

recently opened its doors after an extensive series of alterations and improvements. The new house is one of the most
modern in the Southwest and has many
interesting features.

W.

S.

Quade Traveling with Unicorn.
City, Mo.
A new traveler with

—
recently-organized

Kansas
the
vice

is

Walter

S.

Unicorn Film SerQuade, who will have

as his territory Kansas and Oklahoma.
Mr. Quade is one of the oldest exhibitors
in the local field, having managed the
Olympic, one of the oldest houses here,
before it was torn down. He recently has
had charge of the Bonaventure, a Kansas
City house.

who

is now manager of the Salt
of the World Film CorMr. Stout has for the past eight
months been working as traveller under
Mr. Robertson, manager of the Kansas
City office of the same company, and his
promotion comes as the result of his excellent work in that position. No one
has as yet been appointed in his place

Stout,

W.

Lake City branch
poration.

here.

D. O. Reese a Bluebird Road Man.
City, Mo.
D. O. Reese is the
latest addition to the Bluebird Company's
Kansas City office, succeeding the place
vacated by W. B. Emrich, after his appointment as manager of this company.
Mr. Re<
ill
by
the film industry, having acted foi
time as traveller for ti e Kansas City FeaHe has recently
ture Film Company.
been identified with several stock companies in the Southwest.

—

Kansas

Emrich Promoted.
Kansas City, Mo.—W. B. Emrich is now
manager of the Kansas City branch of tne
B.

Bluebird, being appointed to the position
left vacant by A. G. Hull, who recently
left for the East.
Mr. Emrich is an experienced man in the moving picture
game, being connected with the Fox Film
Corporation, both in the Kansas City and
Chicago office. His excellent record while
on the road for the Bluebird company

earned for him this position.
five

the
in

He won

out of a possible six prizes offered by
local office of the traveler turning
largest number of contracts at

the

weekly

intervals.

•

.

;

W.

Among the Kansas City Exchanges.
Richard Robertson, local World Film
manager, still enthuses over the great reception given the Brady-Made-World picdeclaring t'-at they are going in
wonderful shape.
The Colonial, at St.
Mo., the Novelty in Topeka, Kans.,
and the Palace a*- Wichita, have all booked these releases for two days per week,
which Mr. Robertson declares is good. A
recent contract he closed is with the
Apollo, the highest type of suburban theater in Kansas City, which will run these
pictures each Monday night. "I am more
than pleased to think that they nave
taken my stuff for the hardest night in
That shows that it is good,"
the week.
recently said Mr. Robertson.
Although he was here but thirty minutes, Harry Nolan, of the Nolan Supply
Company. Denver, Colo., had a pleasant
Mr. Nolan, who was
visit in Kansas City.
en route to New York from El Paso, telegraphed his old friend "Pat" Hall, and
hand
at the depot to
on
was
the latter
greet him.
Lee D. Balsley, publicity manager of
the Kansas City Feature Film Company,
tures,

Universal's

Educational Department.

—

Kansas City. Mo. The latest plan to be
worked out by the Universal Film and
Supply Company is that of a Juvenile
Performance Department, which is being
conducted in this territory under the direction of "Marty" Williams. Letters are
being sent out to each exhibitor in this
territory, suggesting the adoption of a
Saturday morning: children's program and
suggesting, of course, appropriate films
which the Universal can offer for such
entertainments.

Howe-McMillin Wedding.
G.

B.

Howe,

assistant

manager,

and

Miss I^eola McMillin, assistant booker,
both connected with the Universal Film
and Supply Company of this city, w-ere
married here on May IS, in an apartment
whic:. they had fitted up before the ceremony. Miss McMillin has won a reputation over the city for the character of
her work, and Mr. Howe is one of the
the local industry.
A large
floor lamp was the gift of the office force
of the Universal. In Misj McMillin's place
Mrs. W. B. Emrich, wife of the manager
of the Blue Bird Photoplay Company, was
hustlers in

Joe,

has been in Des Moines and Omaha attending the conventions of the Des
Omaha Screen clubs. The
Kansas City Feature Film Company had
booths at both shows, and Mr. Paisley

Moines and

and R.
Moines

C.

LeBeau, manager of .;,,_ ~»es
were the representatives in

office,

attendance.

June

1916

3,

Harry Drum, assistant general manager
the World Film Corporation, visited
Richard Robertson, Kansas City manager,

of

recently, making this one of the stops on
his tour of the branch offices of that company in the United States.
The fourth monthly contest of the Universal office for a $25 prize to the sales-

man

bringing in the most business during
that time went to J. Erwin Dodson.
This is the last of this series which the
Universal will conduct.
A series of Saturday night salesmen's
meetings has been started by C. S. Edwards, Jr., manager of the Pathe exchange here. This is for the purpose of
-ing ideas, discussing mutual questions, "swapping" experiences and for a
general betterment of the Pathe's business. Winning methods used by one traveler will be suggested to the group and
the same plan will be tried out if it is
thought that it will work in other terr.Mr. Edwards, by his expert hantory.
dling of his travelers, has deve'oped a
set of salesmen who are making great
records for themselves, and incidentally
for

Pathe.

ATLANTA NEWS LETTER.
By

A
43

M. Beatty, Special Correspondent,
Copenhill ave., Atlanta, Ga.

Screen Club Gives Special Show.
GA. The Screen Club of Atlanta offered a rare treat to motion
picture followers Sunday at the Grand theater. A program selected, from first run
subjects which have just reached this

—

ATLANTA,

southern distribution point
a crowded house.

was given

to

Paul Engler Heads Local Fox.

—

Atlanta, Ga. Paul Engler, one of the
best known and most popular film men in
the south, has been made manager of the
Atlanta branch of the Fox Film CorporaMr. Engler is very popular in Attion
lanta and is receiving congratulations
from his many friends.

Will Make Home Talent Picture.
La Grange, Ga.— The proprietors of the
Ideal and Grand theaters at La Grange
have made arrangements to stage a photoplay in which young people of the city
will participate. A prize of $75 will be
offered to the ycung lady who is selected
for the leading role in the unique producAll those who enter the contest will
tion.

be given an opportunity to take part

J.

Atlanta,

in

Marius Olsen Here.
Ga.

—

J.

Marius

Olsen,

prom-

inent in the screen world, who arrived in
Atlanta last week from Florida, is so well
pleased with Atlanta and its moving picture interests that he declared he is going
to enter the film game in this city.
Mr. Olsen opened the first motion pictur
theater in Glasgow, Scotland. He
has since managed several film houses in
Florida.

Girl," a Georgia Picture.
The photoplay for which
Georgia has been looking, "The FeuJ
the Hazel Dawn production, that
was staged in the mountains of North
Georgia, is being shown in Atlanta this
week.
It will attract more widespread attention through the south than any picture
in months, due to the fact that hundreds
of Georgians appear in character roles.

"The Feud

Atlanta, Ga.

—

all

Girl,"

Most all the scenes are laid in the
Georgia hills around Gainesville, Rome
and Helen. The natives oi those vicinities
take the parts of feudists and clansmen,
and performed their work bett r than any
class of non-professional extra folk with
whom Director Thomson has ever had to

june
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Why

What Makes

the Strand Flag Fly?
An unique contest is being

—

Atlanta, Ga.
held by the Strand theater. An American
flap flies each day on the roof that stands
out as if in a gale, when at times scarcely
a breath of air is stirring. To the un-

A prize of ?10 is
initiated its a puzzle.
offered to any one not connected with
moving picture interests who writes the
best description of how this flag feat is
accomplished.

W. Harden Goes

C.

to

Metro.

C. W. Harden, district manager of the
Fox Film for the Atlanta and Southern

district, has resigned his position to accept the management of the Metro Picture Corporation for the district of Kansas City and surrounding territory. Mr.
Harden is one of the original screen club
boosters. His departure will be regretted

by the Atlanta film men.
Beautified Bonita Reopens.
Atlanta, Ga. The Bonita theater, on
street, which has been closed
several weeks for improvements, opened

—

Peachtree

Monday completely remodeled and fitted
with the modern photoplay house equipment.
In remodeling the theater $10,000 was
spent on interior and exterior work with
the view of securing maximum comfort
and beauty. A new player has been infront of the theater. A fivepiece orchestra will furnish music on
the inside of the house.
The Bonita will show General Film productions and Triangle-Keystone comedy.
stalled

in

PRAIRIE STATE

NEWS LETTER.

Moving Picture World from
Midwest News Service.

Special to

Decision Favors "Nation" Films.

MOINES, IA.— "The Birth of a NaDE9
tion" was shown in Des Moines with-

Judge Meyer in
out violating the law.
the municipal court decided the film did
not come within the scope of the ordiperformances
prohibited
nance which
which are "indecent or would tend to inThis opinion was given at
cite riot."
the trial of Harold Cavanaugh, house
manager of the Berchel theater and two
operators who were yanked out of the
theater.

Theater Changes

—

in

Iowa.

State Center, la. Altie Nolta has sold
the Princes? theater to Louis Riemenschneider and Herbert Hough of this

Armstrong has
la.— H.
C.
Grinnel,
opened a five-cent picture show in the
Armory.
New Hampton, la. Perry Smith has
sold the Idle Hour theater to Joe Konzen.
Renwick, Ta. George Merson is now
operating the Empress theater, having
sold the Vernon theater.
St. Charles, la.— L. A. White has opened

—

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.— The Minneapolis
Board of Censors, composed of about
50 men and women representing the civic
organizations of the city, and which
guides Mayor Wallace G. Nye in his actions on motion picture films, has barred
"The Eternal Sapho." The film had been
shown for half a week at the Lyric theater before the board by unanimous recommendation brought out Mayor Nye's ban on
further displays of it. In ta.-ing action
on the film the board issued its first comprehensive statement giving its methods
of censorship. The board's statement may
be stated briefly as follows:
Pictures must appeal to good citizenship and especially avoid having evil in.
fluences on the audience. Particular care
must be taken to avoid evil effects on
young people because three-fourths of all
picture audiences are persons under 35
years and a large number of this percentage are under age. In the case of "The
Eternal Sapho," the board holds that in depicting the character of a child, Theda
Bara's "skirts are perhaps commercially
exaggerated." General objection is mad?
to the scenes of drunkenness, the idea of
the married n.an's visits to the model and
the scenes in the haunts of vice. Especial objection is had to the staircase
scenes when the married lover sees his
mistress clandestinely. The board holds
"There can be only one conclusion as to
the purpose of the ascent of the staircase.
The ife led by the artist, the girl, the
married lover, the degraded father, the

moving picture theater here.
Fairbanks, la. Clifford Hayes has been
making preparations to operate a moving
picture show in the opera houfie.
theSt. Anthony, la.— A moving picture

—

ater has been opened here by Byron Ufford.

Wapello,
been taken

If

o\

Company.

IN MINNEAPOLIS.
Officers of New Federal Features, Inc.
'
Minneapolis, Minn.—B. Oddy
formerly manager of the Seville, Main,
Milo and Gopher theater! In Minneapolis,
is now head of the new Federal Features.
here and
Inc., which has been organized
taken qua ers at HM h'llm
Bldg., 18 North Fourth street. The first
I

1

l

of

i

'| ,,!,,,

,

Preedman
Markus,
Isaacs.

...

I

new feature

the

e
!

'I

are

Sam

i

« l,h Ml

m. Gruenberg.
a.
Frccdrnan arid Ml

'

Peter

Was

Banned

murderous

thief, is

an

evil life

marked

in

case by extenuating circumstances."
at "easily-earned luxury" also lb
objected to.
In conclusion the board says: "It portrays sensuality, it is suggestive, it leads
spectator
to contacts and associations
the
pictorially speaking which no parent
would permit a son or daughter to seek.
No really Intelligent person is likely to be
led astray by this film, but whether it be
persons In their twenties or men and
women of middle or old age, there can be
no mistake as to the relations between the
evil characters of the film play, and hence
no moral gain or even malntenai
moral level in witnessing the exhibition
of lovers and mistresses. It is beside the
point to reply that this is to deny existence of such relations in real life; it
is not beside the point to assert that the
pictured contributing elements of such relations are far from true to life."

no

exchange men, road men, newspapermen
and other real fellows engaged in or In
contact with the picture business, now
boasts of a membership cf about 150. The
convention of the Northwest Exhibitors at
the Armory a few weeks ago furnished
the opportunity for winning over a number of out-of-town members. It was easy
work, too, once the boys had glimpsed
the fine club quarters in the Radisson
Hotel, where they could make their headquarters when in Minneapolis.

Zenith Opens New Quarters.
P. S. Cary, manager of the Zenith FeaFilm Company, which is a Duluth
company, reports he is ready to meet his
ture

trade

new

his

at

quarters,

sixth

floor.

Produce Bldg.

F. L.

Andrews Goes

L

F.

to

Friedman Film.

Andrews, formerly with the Su-

preme Feature Film Company, has accepted territorv in North Dakota and
Montana for the Friedman Film Corpora-

Fred

Meyer Becomes Daddy.

S.

Fred S. Meyer, local manager for the
Universal, is no longer worrying about
being awakened from a sound sleep In the
early morning by the neighbor who tuts
Fred is now daddy 10
his lawn at dawn.
a daughter.

The hint

—

—

Local Theater Changes.
R«d W ing. Minn. A. Nielson has disposed of the Metro theater at Red Wing.
Minn., to G. W. Johnson, proprietor of the
Family theater. Mr. Johnson ma]

—

his old place.

MinneMellon, Wisapolis has purchased the White theate.- at
Mellon W.s., from K-.ver and Fin ;ei al J.
ter at ElEldon, la.— Th.
don has been taken oyer by N> lander and
Anderson of Winthrop. Minn.
Howard Lake. Minn -1" B HreWSter has
sold the Spitz theater at

Perry
dress

B.

Is

Williams, our MlnneapoH
His
was given wrongly.

PI '1.1.

'

I

•

Blgoun

'"-ran

strom, a Minneapolis exhibitor, has
joined the move backed by parents of this
city to furnish special films for children
His program In oo-operation with the
mothers and fathers in.lud.-s "Rip Van
Winkle," whi'j he will show at the Oarrick, 26th street and Nloollel avenue, and
"The wizard of Oi," which will be an at' Unitraction at th.
i

•

the

BigOUl

ev.

nnounees he

,.r

Ruby theater

now being

I

repaii
.

has found not
only the parents, bui the school authoriw their appri itlon of
to oater to the oblldn
Phillip.
n, «

H

I

ton to Jo

*-

Mr.

will build.

The
is

as-

th<

Williams

•

Screen Club Profited by Convention.
although oi
Minneapolis, Minn
rluh.
month old. In
whose membership compi

through

!

Webster
Rhin<

ls

'

Ma

ttheast.

a

—

of

•

Granstrom's Special Juvenile Shows.
\

Howard

I'.rewster, Jr.

Minn. Lochner and
Kairmoi.t announce they are In
Thej control
the Held for Bin terrloe.
the new Crystal theater In that
house
Orlni
at Qrlnnell is being buili
proprietors of the Star and Colonial thea-

ward

'

ad-

the Minneapolis Tribune.

M[NN2!

B

i-

Fairmont.

Correcting an Error,
in the list of our correspondent! recently printed in this paper the address of Mr.
spon'dent,

—

A. Mortensen Is proprieSt. Paul, Minn.
tor of the Harriet theater, having bought
the interests of Ralph Kramer of B1
He has opened the theater after subjecting it to a thorough renovation.

his son.

—

a

Picture

Minneapolis Board of Censors, Advisory to Mayor, Gives Its Reasons for Not
Recommending "The Eternal Sapho"— Care for the Young Spectator and the
Unintelligent Spectator Its Aim.
By Perry S. Williams, Special Correspondent, Address Minneapolis Tribune.

under the nan
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New

Denver's

Theater

Half Million Paid for Site for Magnificent New Picture Theater by Bishop-Cass
Investment Company Will Stand at Corner of Sixteenth and Curtis Streets
Named the American Locality Business Analyzed.

—
—

—

C.

Day, Denver Correspondent of Moving Picture World.

—This

"Movie
Row," long the marvel of every big
an in the film industry who chanced to
claimed
greatest
In the
it,
and
as
the
;e

Universal exchange in Denver.
Dem

only in its infancy, judgig from plans revealed this week. With
i'e high-class photoplay houses now doig business within a radius of two city
locks and a sixth nearing completion,
nnouncement has been made of another.
This seventh theater is to be higher
id better than any of those now on Cur-

this city.

)ENVER,

COLO.

lilted States,

s

street

or

city's

is

"Movie Row.

'

It

is

to

he

nown
n

as the American. It is to be built
the corner of Sixteenth and Curtis

reets. The Bishop-Cass Investment Commy, back of the project, purchased the

building now
n the ground will be razed and in its
lace will be erected a three-story structe

lre,

for

An

$500,000.

old

100 feet wide by 125 feet long.

assumed
Moran

new

his

duties.

is not new to Denver, but it has
been several years since he worked in

He was

initiated into the film
industry, being one of the aides of H. H.

Buckwalter when the latter was manager
of the General Film Company exchange,
and when this was the only film distributing agency in Denver.

Made

—

Basin, Wyo. Otto Schmidt, oi
the Big Horn theater at Basin,
his interest to G. H. Ellicott.

of

and it is promised will
mbrace a number of new features the
ature of which are being withheld pendlg the completion of details.

Business Statistics for Neighborhood.
With the opening of The American the
street
Curtis
eating capacity of the
ouses will have reached a total of aproximately 15,000. This includes in adition to the seven high class or 10 to 25ent houses, four second class or nickel
leaters.
Each of these houses

runs 12 hours a

Six daily performances is the minilum and figuring that all showed to caacity at every performance it would be
ossible to accommodate 90,000 people in
day or almost half of the city's populaay.

sideration only those
takes
in the heart of the business disrict and does not include five nickle theters on Larimer street, in the lower part
f the downtown district, nor any of the
or more houses in the residence dis!

ouses

ricts.
i

now running

et
i

four

e

full

an admission of
nights a week.

BASEBALL, TALK OF DALLAS.
Much Interest
Enthusiasm Runs High.
A. M. Harrison, Special CorrespondComal St., Dallas, Tex.

City Major League Creates

—

By

S.

ent, 618

—

DALLAS,

Tex. The City Major League,
consisting of the Consolidated Cats,

Motion Picture Cubs, Hurst Bros Bears
and McGoldrick's Panthers, are at present
playing some very interesting games, and
each one is confident of being the winner.
Great enthusiasm was displayed among
the exchange men of Film Row prior to
the big game played Sunday, May 14.
The Consolidated Cats and the Motion
Picture Cubs were the contestants.
A
very fast game ensued in which the Cubs
were winners, with a score of 2 to 0. This
game ties the Cats and Cubs for second

Unicorn Office Opens.

—

N.

P.

Moran Managing Denver Uni-

Bears,

4;

Panthers,

2.

In the

game

ot

between the Bears and Panthers at
Sears-Roebuck Park, the game resulted
in favor of the Bears with a score of 4

to

14,

2.

Panthers, 0. On Sunday, May
the Consolidated Film & Supply Co.'s
7,
,baseball team, known as the "Cats," defeated the McGoldrick's Panthers in a
beautiful game, the final score being 2 to
0.
At that time the Cats were leading the
league. "Smiling Jimmy" Kelly, manager
of the Cats, has great aspirations to winning the city championship.
Cubs, 3: Bears, 2. The Motion Picture
Cubs beat Hurst Bros. Bears, Sunday, May
in a hotly contested game, the score
7,
being 3 to 2. The game was played as
scheduled in the City Major League. The
Bears were leaders until defeated in May
7 game, while the Cubs were tail enders
Cats,

2;

—

Winnsboro Theater Sold.
Winnsboro, Tex. The Star theater has
recently been purchased by E. G. Welch
from J. E. Patrick. Mr. Welch will make
a number of improvements in the house.
Mr. Patrick, so it is said, is looking for
a good location to open a new house.

—

Advance Showing of Patriotic Film.
Dallas, Tex.— The Old Mill theater of
Dallas, Tex., gave an advanced showing
on May 11 of the patriotic film, "Are

We

Prepared?" The Progressive Feature Film
Company, who are figuring on purchasing
the southwest territory on same, had it in
their possession.

versal.

Denver, Colo. W. P. Moran, formerly
n charge of the Mutual interests in Salt
„ake City, has been made manager of the

Iced Air for Patrons.
H. llulsey has installed
in both the Old

Tex— E.

new cooling system

United Opens Office in Amarillo.
Tex. The United Film Seropened an office in Amarillo. It
under the management of C. E. Boswell,
who was formerly with this company at

—

Amarillo,

vice has
is

City.

Greenville Theaters Sold.
Greenville, Tex. J. D. Jones has sold
out his Interest in the Rex and Crystal
theaters to his partner, F. E. Newman.
Mr. Newman will pursue the same policy
as heretofore.

—

Better Business at Paris.
Paris, Tex. At present four theaters
are operating in temporary buildings at
Paris, and everyone doing the. best business ever known in that town. It will bo
remembered that this city suffered a great
fire loss recently, consuming the better
part of the city.

—

Two Young Women Buy Theater.
Quitman, Tex. Misses Eleanor and JenRichardson
have
purchased
the
Pastime theater at Quitman, Tex., and
are now operating same.

—

nie

Takes Over Southern States for World
Film.
Dallas, Tex.
C.
E. Tandy has taken
over the eleven Southern States for the
World Film Corporation of New York,
with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga. Mr.
Tandy is still connected with the Texas

—

Paramount.

place.

May

in the league.

late
Louis
Goldstein,
Denver,
Colo.
lanager of the Universal in Denver, has
ltered his plans for opening a private
ffice for the exclusive distribution of big
eature pictures, and instead has acceptd the management of the Unicorn exhange.
An up-to-date office has been
pened at 1442 Welton street.
Coincident with Goldstein's retirement
rom the Universal service comes the anlouncement that Carl Stern, manager of
he Denver Bluebird office, has gone to
Jnicorn and will be in charge of one of
he offices on the Pacific Coast.

1916

Assistant Manager.

Schaeffer, road man and special
representative of the V-L-S-E in the Denver territory, has been called into the office and given the position of assistant
manager of the local exchange under
Frank Harris.
E.

D.

3.

Mill and Queen theaters in Dallas, and
will furnish his many patrons with iced
air as well as first-class attractions all

Oklahoma
L. E. Schaeffer

;r

ntirely fireproof

Dallas,
a

He has

1

The theater will be, located In the cenwith store rooms around the outside,
he plans as now drawn call for enances to the theater from both the CurThese are
s and Sixteenth street sides.
diver's two principal business thoroughThe theater will have a seating
ires.
ipacity of 1.S00 and will have elevator
jrvlce to the balconies.
Fisher & Fisher, architects, are in
large of the plans and they declare that
rhe America" will be the best ventilated,
ost brilliantly lighted and the most com.
It will be
lodious in the United States.

June

and bought out the Rex theater at
Waco, Is going right ahead to make his
theater first-class in every respect. Plana
have recently been drawn up for the remodeling of the theater.
Dallas,

Will Remodel Rex Theater, Waco.
Waco, Tex. LeRoy Bickel, who recently
resigned his position with the Bluebird at

—

Trade Notes.
Dallas, Tex. Harry Drumm, assistant
general manager of the World Film Corporation of New York, paid the Dallas
office a visit May 13.
Houston, Tex.—A. J. Xyidias of the Rex
and Star theaters, at Houston, was among
the many visitors to Film Row at Dallas
during week May 8-13.
""
Dallas, Tex. A. > Estes of the Busby
theater, at McAlester, Okla., paid Dallas
a visit during week of May 8-13.
San Angelo, Tex. J. E. Keahey has

—

—

—

opened a roof garden here, and is running
dramatic stock and pictures and reports
good business.
Hallettsville, Tex.— B. A. Burghardt has
opened an airdome here.
Bonham, Tex. An airdome has been
ay Peeler. Musiopened at Bonham, by
cal "Tab" shows and pictures are being
run there.
Denison, Tex. Jess Cook has opened
the Brookstone at Denison, and is running
musical "tab" shows and pictures.
Denison, Tex. The Mirror theater at
Denison, formerly owned by J. C. Colby,
has been sold to J. V. Smith.

—
—

—

—

Dallas, Texas. James G. Sovelin is now
the new traveling salesman in Dallas for
Pathe. He was formerly with the Mutual.
Cleburne, Texas. W. H. Griffith purchased the Majestic at Cleburne, Texas,
and assumed control May 1. Marchant Little will now manage the theater, having
succeeded J. F. Green, who has managed
the hose for the past five years.
Nocona, Texas. O. A. Alexander of the
Nocona theater, Nocona, Texas, visited
Dallas the week of May 1-6, re-arranging
his bookings and looking after some new

—

—

—

A. W. Plues of Dallas,
Dallas, Texas.
Texas, formerly associated with the Film
Service Association, Peerless, and General

June
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3,

Film companies, and who recently managed the Social Pirates serial in the Dallas
office, resigned from the Kalm Company

May

8.

—

Pilot Point, Texas.
The Queen theater
Pilot Point, Texas, managed by Otto
Hilz, will be remodeled in the near future.
This is the only picture house in the town
and is at present upstairs where it has
been run by Mr. Hilz for the past eight
at

the

opened for the summer, and
Moving Pavillion reports business as

Wichita lake is said to be the
excellent.
largest in the State of Texas.
Gainesville, Texas.— Mr. O. A. Roberts of
Fort Worth. Texas, is contemplating bu. Idin Gainesville, Texas, as
theater
ins a
soon as he can get the proper location for

He

same.

making an investment

intends

of $50,000 in the new venture.
Wichita Falls, Texas. The Gem theater

—

has recently been purchased by M. Pois
from Weidman Bros. Mr. Pois has remodeled, renovated and changed the policy of
the house and reports business as excel-

—

Corslcana, Tex. M. Levine of the Ideal
theater visited Dallas during week of May
8-13.

—

Piano, Tex. The Palace theater was
represented in Dallas during the week of
May 8-13 by D. L. Wood.
Bowie, Tex. S. C. Dodge of the Gem
visited Dallas during week of May 8-13.
Mr. Dodge is one of the oldest exhibitors
in the State.
McKinney, Tex.— Chas. Kimball, owner
of the Happy Hour and Pope theaters at
McKinney, was a visitor to Dallas re-

—

ltly.

Sulphur Springs. Te: c— The manager of
the Bufort theater, in the person of Mr.
Geo. T. Stephens, visi :ed Dallas week of

May

8-13.

Sherman, Tex.

— G.

W.

of

Batsell,

the

theater, was in Dallas week of May
rearranging bookings.
J. F. Green of the Yale

King
8-13,

Cleburne, Tex.

—

and Majectic, at Cleburne, paid the exchanges of Dallas a visit the week of

May

8-13.

Houston, Tex.

— Miss

E.

Johnson, of the

Key theater, was a visitor in Dallas week
of May 8-13, and while in the city gave
the United Seating Co. an order for new
chairs for her
Cuero, Tex.

—

th<

of

nder,

"V

the

Dreamland, one of the few inhibitors who
very seldom visits Dallas, was in Dallas

week

May

of

8-13.

—

Orange, Tex. Hershel Thomas of the
.Airdome, accompanied by his wife, paid
Dallas a visit during week May 8-13. This
is his first visit to Dallas in several years.

Heard

in

San Francisco.

J. Knowles of the New York Amusement
of Sonora, Calif., was a recent
visitor here.
Otto Laurelle is preparing to start out
upon the road with "East Lynne," visiting
the small towns in the northern part of
;
state and making the trip by
M. E. Cory,
manager for the World Fill Corporation,
has severed all connection; with the exhibiting end of the business nd the Fairybeing
land and Cory theaters a
managed by his brother, W. A. Cory. He

Company

Politicians
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Fear Hearst

San Francisco Agitation for Stricter Censorship Due to Fear of Prohibition Films
—Hearst Expected to Use Power of Film to Advocate a Dry State— Real
Forces Lined Up Over Matter.
By T. A. Church, Special Correspondent, 1507 North St., Berkeley, Cal.
O AN FRANCISCO, Calif.— Within the
business at the southern branch. During
" course of a week exhibitors, producers his absence the business of the local
exand exchange interests of this city will
change will be looked after by H. Solmknow whether or not a strict board of
moving picture censors will be in power
here. The Police Committee of the Board
Visiting Coast Branches.
of Supervisors, has recommended the pasSan Francisco, Calif. W. O. Edmonds,
sage of the ordinance prepared by the
who has charge of the George KleLne inCalifornia Club and other interests, and
terests on the Pacific Coast, made a short
it is now up to the board as a whole.
At
visit recently to Los Angeles to get the
a recent meeting of the Board of Superbranch opened there in working order and
visors this matter came up for discussion,
has since left for Seattle and the Northbut upon the request of Attorney John T.
west on a similar mission. Business has
Williams, representing the Motion Picture
been coming in in fine shape and the first
Exhibitors' League, a postponement of
showing of "Glorias Romance," at the
one week was granted as the attorney

—

had just been called into the case and
wished to prepare himself. The unflerstanding was reached at this meeting that
there would be no further postponements.

Fear Prohibition Films.
in
ng pic
the
Df the city have be
to get to the bottom of the agitation for
the creation of a board of censorship, but
not until the last meeting of the Board of
Supervisors were they able to understand
it.
At this meeting Cornelius Deasy, a
member of the Police Committee, which
had recommended the passage of the censorship ordinance, unwittingly exposed the
whole scheme and made it very apparent
that insofar as this committee was concerned the protection of public morals
was not an issue and that the entire matter was merely a question of politics.
When a motion was made by one of the
supervisors as an amendment to the ordinance under discussion that the Board of
Censors be abolished Mr. Deasy arose and
For

I

i

"I will say this to the members of
the Board of Supervisors, although I did
not say it in committee. I was in favo>
of abolishing the Board of Censors, but I
understand that Mr. Hearst is interested
in the moving picture business.
There is
to be a fight on prohibition in this city
and state next fall. It is said that Mr.
Hearst intends to use the moving pictures
to put forward his propaganda in favor of
I, therefore, am not iti
prohibition.
favor
of abolishing the Board of Censors."
This frank confession that a Board of
desired for its power over
is
political questions has been seized upon
by film interests as a most convincing
argument why the ordinance should not
be passed and lias brought forth a flood
of editorials in the daily press opposing
hip in all forms.
The Iroquois.
club of San Francisco and the Carpenters'
Union, each with a large membership,
have passed resolutions against the pro-

said:

posed censorship ordinance an.
the Board of Supervisors.

i

I

Tivoli theater, has proved to be a great
success.

Nat A. Magner Goes East.

—

San Francisco. Calif. Nat A. Magner of
the Nat A. Magner Company, Pacific Bldg..
is making an Eastern trip for the purpose
of securing new feature films.
His latest
purchase, "The Dumb Girl of Portici." is
being booked heavily

still

this

in

terri-

tory.

Walter Preddey Establishes Plant.

—

San Francisco, Calif
Walter Preddey,
a large supply business on
street, has established a plant at
Berkeley, Calif., for the refilling of mercury arc rectifiers and for all kinds of
glass work connected with the moving
Picture business. He has been handling
this class of work for some time, but is
now engaging in it on a larger scale than

who conducts
Eddy

ever.

Producing Company Very Busy.
San Rafael, Calif. Marked success has
been met with by the California Motion
Picture Corporation in booking "The Unwritten I«iw," direct to exhibitors in California.
Three prints are now working in
the northern part of the state and long
runs are the rule. At Sacramento, for instance, where three or four days are considered a long run, the production has
been booked for a solid week at the

—

Strand.

"Myra" Dinner Planned.
San Francisco, Calif —Flans are being
for a
Mysteries of Myra" dinner
and high jinks to be tendered the one
hundred and more exhibitors in ••
Francisco territory, who
serial.
T
In weir.i
both the dinner
and the entertainment will he thoroughly
In
keeping with the
made

I

i

serial.

:

lias
in.

i

resigned from the Exhibitors' League,
Lnuing his work agaii
which he has Ions taken an

Film Stars Appear

in Person.
The management
Francisco Calif
Imperial theater makes splendid
large stage and with each Paramount picture shown an elaboi
tured
Recently 11 has been ens.ni

use of

its

present several 01m stars In pel
having appeal cd within
-

I

sorshlp, In
active part.

Marc Klaw

of

Klaw

A

The Paramount
< igement of
the
which she starred, and She
whose
was follow, d by s
poi trayal In "The Cheat"

Qirl," appeal ed dui Ins

recent arrival here from Honolulu on the
steamer Matsonla,

.,"

ned
been
a Simple
<;.
v Metcalfe.
i

\l .,,

si

purchased
Adelberg.

Calif.
the Lib*

ill.-.

by Chi

.1

is

r

IMu.ii.l

Concerns Incorporate.

san
Cartoon Film Coi
I'

u
\i

Ith s

i

tied

b]

«I

L

<

m

ai

t

'

Visits Los Angeles Branch.
D H Bmmlck. of
San BYanclsoo, Calif
Peerless Film Company has l. ft for
ska
i.

$1

to

i.

Died bj
ii

x

Duhi

Battle Cry of

'

the

•

f

•

.
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three
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•
i
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New
T

Theaters Open

Theater and A & H Hippodrome Inaugurate Their Shows With Fine SucM. O. Leonhart Manages T & D Municipal Red Tape and Censorship
Are Disagreeable Features Encountered by New Enterprises.
By Abraham Nelson, Special Corresponden t, 601 Journal Bldg., Portland, Ore.

& D

—

—

cess

—

PORTLAND,

Ore. Two
big theaters
have been added to the city's list of
photoplay houses.
The Ackerman and
Harris Hippodrome, featuring photoplays
and filling in with vaudeville, opened May

pictures they preferred. The result was
big odds in favor of mixed programs of
two and three reels, nowever, preference was shown for features one or two
days a week. The growing tendency In
the West to mix pictures with vaudeville
also received attention from Mr. Long in
his quest for opinions and he stated that
the number of people who wanted vaudeville with their pictures and those who
did not were about equal.

Although the opening day was in the
middle of the week, the house enjoyed
excellent patronage. About noon a Una
formed at the box office and by 1 o'clock,
the opening hour, it was nearly two
blocks long. The "Hip" has enjoyed S R
O business since the opening day. The
opening picture program consisted of the
Gold Rooster play, "Big Jim Garrity," a
"Lonesome Luke" comedy and a Pathe
scenic.
The vaudeville acts are booked
through the Affiliated Booking Corporation and the Western States Vaudeville
Managers' Association. Irving Ackerman
of San Francisco and Adolph Ramish of
Los Angeles were in Portland for the
opening of the Hippodrome. The theater

At Bend there are now two theaters, the Dream, R. C. Rudow, and the
Bend, Caltow and Donner. At Redmond a
theater is operated by Mrs. Dobbs and at
Heppner J. B. Sparks's house, the Star,
is the only one in operation. C. C. Ghormely has leased his theater at Enterprise to
S A. Gardinier, formerly of the Arcade at
La Grande.

in the city forgot
feeling of rivalry, if any existed,
and joined in sending the Hippodrome a
floral offering for the opening.
The tribute was in the shape of a horseshoe
bearing a legend of good wishes and was
large enough to occupy a big portion of
the Hippodrome's spacious lobby.

&

D. Opens with Straight Pictures.

D

The T &

Service Film Company Moves.
Portland, Ore.— The Service Film Company is now established on Film Row next
door to the General Film exchange. The

theater, Portland's biggest

straight photoplay house, opened Sunday,

May 14, to record breaking business. The
Billie Burke serial, "Gloria's Romance."
was featured together with Lubin's "Dol-

number

is 393 Oak street.
Manager .Pumphrey stated that the company would
handle equipment exclusively and did not
intend to enter into the exchange end of
the business. The company has arranged
to handle all machine parts in stock, obviating the long delays to which the exhibitors were formerly subjected in being
required to send away for parts. The
Service Film Company is the Pacific Northwest distributors for the American Standard machines and agent for other com-

lars and the "Woman." A twelve-piece
orchestra, the largest theater orchestra in
the city, accompanied the pictures anl an
elaborate stage set was prepared for the
Lubin feature.

M.

O.

T &

D.

is manager 'of the new
hales from Berkeley, where
the local T & D house, and
associated with Turner and

Leonhart

He

managed

he

has

been

Dahnken

for four years.

Among the many changes that have
been made to turn the T & D into a
stright picture theater, the changes in the
lamp room are important. This has been
nearly doubled in size, new ventilators

panies.

Reliable Film, a New Exchange.
Portland, Ore. The Reliable Film Ser-

The

Broadway. The storeroom has been remodand enlarged and new fixtures have

eled

installed.
W. A. Stone, formerly
president of the Service Film Company
and well known In the film rental business
in the Pacific Northwest, will handle the
film department of the new concern. Peerless and United Service has been lined up.
The new company will also handle films
for outright sale and D. J. Chatkin, vicepresident of the United Service, will visit
Portland soon on business in connection
with this department of the new company.
An adequate projecting room will be
maintained for outside films as well as
for those of the company. Mr. Johnson,
the president of the new company, was
formerly a contractor in Portland.

been

confronted by the necessity of being compelled to unwind an excess of municipal
red tape that the present administration
has sought to wrap about the permission
to transact legitimate business in Portland.
The men who assisted in getting
"the two theaters ready for opening spoke
not pleasantly of their dealings with f ho
city administration and one man declare!
that with the batteries of municipal inspectors and investigators it was a wonder to him that the theater was over
all.

The censor board initiated the T & D
right off the bat. The board's viewers efused to pass "God's Country and the
Woman," which was intended for the
opening and the picture was put to the
i

made a flying trip down from Seattle
when he heard of the board's action.
Audiences

Want Mixed Programs.

—

Oregon City, Ore. W. A. Long, manager
of the Star theater here, recently took a
vote from his patrons on the length of

—

vice, organized by C. H. Johnson and E.
A. Stone, has occupied the former quarters of the Service Film Company at 66

Red Tape and Censors Bother.
The two new theatrical enterprises were

regular censor board on the Saturday
afternoon before the Sunday show. Bruce
Johnson saved any unpleasantnes with
the board by substituting "Dollars and the
Woman" at the last minute. Tom North

3,

1916

Sabo recently sold

to the People's theater.

—

i

BIG ORGAN'S PREMIER.
Salt

Lake

City's

American Has Immense

Instrument.

By

W. Pickering, Salt Lake Correspondent of Moving Picture World.
II.

LAKE CITY, UTAH.— An audiSALT
ence of 3,500 people, the largest

ever

assembled at a motion picture theater

in

this city, was present at the American
on Tuesday night, May 9, at the dedication of the gigantic new pipe organ.

The

occasion
was
made
notable
through the presence of Governor Willlam Spry of Utah, members of the military staff, Mayor W. Mont Ferry of Salt
Lake, the city commissioners and other
officials of
the state and city government.
President Joseph F. Smith and
other authorities of the Mormon Church
and many pastors of leading denominational

churches w<"-e also present.
of the evening was

The formal address

made by Governor

Spry.

The program began with a short speech
by Maurice Tobin, the new manager of
the American, Rex and Liberty theaters.
Mr. Tobin introduced William H. Swanson
as "the first exhibitor of motion pictures
in the United States and the founder of
the Universal Film Company."
At the conclusion of Governor Spry's
speech, Prof. John J. McClellan, who is
also
organist
at
Mormon tabernacle,
played the "Grand Toccata in F," by Widor, followed by "The Rosary," and "My
Old Kentucky Home."
All three selections were tumultously applauded and the
organist responded with "The Star Spangled Banner" as an encore, during which
the audience arose and the flag was
flashed on the screen.

Summer Films at the Orpheum.
Salt Lake City.— Beginning May 27, the
Orpheum theater will show motion picfeatures throughout the summer,
with the exception of a week or so of a
brief grand opera season next month.
The pictures will continue at the big
vaudeville house until the resumption of
the regular circuit season next August,
ture

constructed and two Power's machines inThe throw is 135 feet to an 18x24
stalled.

opened at

—

in

perity.

already established

their

T.

Good

Central Oregon.
Portland, Ore. H. H. Brownell, travelling for Pathe out of this city, recently
returned from a trip through the central
part of the state, a territory not often
made by road men, and stated that nearly
all the theaters there were enjoying pros-

Business

— Pete

Tli.
People's has another Power's 6A they
used for four years.
Portland, Ore. H. W. Francis of the
Pathe serial department was a recent visitor in Portland in the interests of Pathe's
new serial, "The Grip of Evil." The story
will run in the Evening Telegram.

one,

10.

men

June
Portland, Ore.

new Power's CA

Theater Notes of Interest.
Wash. The City Commission

—

Centralia,
'

here appointed a censor board at the request of the Women's Civic Club. The
board consists of seven members headed
by Rev. C. W. Dubois.
Albany, Ore. E. W. Hughes has sold
the Opera House to C. W. Repass, formerly a real estate man of Portland.
Portland, Ore. Lou Camplan, who with
Zola Brooks conducts the Star theater at
Goldendale, Wash., and J. H. Rose, owner
of the Dime theater, Toledo, Ore., were in
Portland recently booking service.

—

—

W.

Meighan With Swanson Circuit.
Salt Lake City.— Charles W. Meighan Is
publicity director for the Swanson
circuit houses in Salt Lake and is manager of the Rex and Liberty, under direction of W. Maurice Tobin.
E. C.
Schmidt continues as editor of the Swanson Circuit News, the weekly newspaper
of the three houses.
C.

now

IN NEBRASKA.

Filming Local History.

OMAHA,

Neb.— Historical events of Nebraska are being reproduced in moving
pictures by Frank A. Harrison, a newsman, under the auspices of the
Territorial Pioneers' Association. He visits the scenes and wherever possible secures actual participants in the events
and uses local residents to play the other
parts.
Simultaneously he is writing a
series of articles dealing with these historical events.
The series is being published by the Omaha News. None can estimate the value as the years go by of
these events caught while the memory is
paper

fresh.

—

Oxford, Neb. J. B.
the Gem theater.

Reed has purchased

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
OLD-TIME FILM MAN.
Long

Taxing Theater Patrons

J. M. Robertson of the
Dominion.

Service of

—

Ontario Authorities Issue Tax Tickets to Go with Regular Admissions Rates Are
One Cent for Seats Costing to Ten Cents; Two Cents, Up to 50 Cents; Five
Cents, to One Dollar; Ten Cents for Higher Priced Seats.
By W. M. Gladish, Special Correspondent, 1236 Garrard St., Toronto. Can.

aondent,

Rogers

821

VICTORIA,

Vancouver, B. C.
J. M. Robertson, man-

Bldg.,

C—

B.

ager of the Dominion theater

in Vic-

emDominion

toria, is in point of service the oldest

ployee of the

Muir

R.

J.

of the

ONTARIO. —
ORONTO, ONTARIO—
TORONTO,

Theater Company, having been associated
with him in the early days of the industry in this province, when Mr. Muir conducted an exchange in Vancouver, handling Kleine releases. When the General
Film Co. came into the territory and absorbed the exchange, Mr. Robertson took
a position with them, and continued there
for a year.
On the completion of the

Dominion
turned

when

theater in Vancouver he reto the service of Mr. Muir, and
a -year and a half later the Dom-

inion in Victoria was built, he
charge of that house.

was placed

in

Mr. Robertson

manage
any man in

ified

as

to

probably as well qual-

is

On

moving picture theater

a

to

Paramount pictures are shown

Arrangements have been made whereby
a local officer in each city and town will
look after the sale of the pasteboards to
the exhibitors, but the moving picture ex-

changes at Toronto have also been given
the privilege of distributing the coupons
The exhibitors
to the theater managers.
are given a commission of ten per cent,
and seven and one-half per cent, to enable the show managers to cover the cost
of extra help at entrances if necessary
and to pay the cost of a chopping machine
in the lobby, which is now required by

Earnest British Columbia Censorship.
Vancouver, B. C. The Universal feature, "The Campbells Are Coming," has
been rejected by the British Columbia
censor, and it is stated that the reason

—

Exhibitors will be required, under the

new act, to make weekly reports to the
Government of attendance figures and the
number of war tickets sold during the
week. With the use of turnstiles, which
register the number of people admitted,

that Indian troops are
against the British,
whereas they are now fighting for the
Empire.
In view, of the fact that the
picture has been passed in other provinces, and has been used for recruiting
purposes by the military authorities, its

shown

in

is

revolt

rejection for this cause
inconsistent.

no tax tickets need be sold to patrons, although the tax must be collected from
the people in some way. In this instance
sworn returns must be made to the Department at the close of each day.
Pass Holders Also Pay.

seems somewhat

Under the provisions of the act passholders are not exempted— in fact the only
persons who escape, beyond the employes
in a theater, are the Government inspecIn case a theater proprietor runs
tors.
out of his supply of tickets, ho must still
continue to collect the tax by taking the
money from the patrons. In this event
he must make a return of the actual
money so taken to the department at Toronto.
By arrangement with the Government it will be permissible for the ticketseller in the box office to deposit the war
tax tickets in the chopper in which ease
the theater patron will not handle a ta\

Vancouver Notes.
Winnipeg, Man. The Starland theater

—

is

of

becoming widely known as the house
Having completed "Graft"
serials.

early in the month, the ones now being
shown are "The Iron Claw," "Peg o' the

Ring" and "The Red

Circle."

—

Nelson, B. C. The O-Row-Nay theaters,
comprising the Gem at Nelson, the Star
at Trail, and the Orpheum at Fernie,
have contracted for Triangle features,
and will run them for two days at each

Big Four productions,
house.
which the Triangles are superseding as
the program handled by the National
Film Service, will be shown at these
houses, and the feature admission price

A few

iporartly
25 cents will
15 cents on the balance of the Big
Fours.
"Sixty Years a Queen" was run at the
this city on the late Queen's
and on the following day at
bti thday,

of
to

"Tillle's Nightmare"
an early showing.

booked for

is

Trail.

hi

tlicate

uni

Orph
i

is 10 cents.

of 2,000 each, the great majority being
the one and two cent denominations. The

Dominion, and Mr. Robertson reports that
business is very satisfactory.

behind the move

over $1 the tax

authorities, incidentally, expect to dispose
of at least 60,000,000 tax tickets during the
coming year.

the

at

all tickets

As a start the Government, through the
provincial treasurer's department, made
and distributed 10,000,000 tickets in reels

this territory, as in addiacting as manager for several
years he is a qualified operator, an accomplished pianist and organist, and in
the early days was a singer of illustrated
songs, having taken up this work shortly after his arrival here from Scotland.
He is a firm believer in the value of personal acquaintance with his patrons and
in personal attention given to anticipating their desires, and the line of automobiles In front of the Dominion seems
to indicate that his policy is the correct
tion

Moving picture

and theater patrons of Ontario from
May 15th have been astir, because of the
enactment of the Amusement Tax Act for
the Province and also because of the application of important amendments to the
Theaters and Cinematographs Act.
Starting that day the theater-goers purchasing an admission ticket not in excess
of ten cents are required to pay a tax of
one cent. For admission tickets, the price
of which does not exceed 50 cents, the
schedule of war tax rates calls for an
assessment of two cents. Tickets of from
50 cents to $1 call for an extra 5 cents.

coupon at all.
The decision of the Government
.

that
of fall fairs, country exhibitions,
afrlotie md chin
fected by the act. In the event of patriotic events, however, the promoters must
8 really for the
announced purpose.

B

C

business

In

tny
t

!

till

<

';

"

etc.

The changes also provide for the equipment of theaters with standpipes whereis not a local water system.
The act now provides that no municipality shall issue a license to any theater until a Provincial license can be produced and also that no municipality can
refuse to issue a license to any holder of
a Provincial certificate.
Oh, wonderful and comprehensive is

ever there

law!

Summer Films at Shea's.
Toronto, Ontario. J. Shea, manager of
Shea's theater, Toronto, the finest vaude-

—

house in Canada, has turned to moving pictures for the summer season in
place of the usual stock company engagement. The prices will not --xceed twentyfive cents for the evening shows.
ville

Universal's Essay Contest.
Toronto, Ontario. During the past six
weeks the Canadian Universal has conducted an essay contest for boys and
girls, through the medium of the Toronto
Star Weekly, to ascertain what style of

—

pictures the children liked to see.

The Provincial Treasun
to

revoke

moving

however

oolleotl i!
tirely on

the shoulders

his

lillllM.

WhiCh
I

\I .IV

i

r

offloial

to |1,

Were
1

it

that

Two
the

by

fire.

The

The lnonly $900.

this vilI

e

house

Toronto World Has Film Section.
Toronti
policy of runnlni

publics!
•Utiles

who

till.

New

will,

out

das

>1

to

Schreiber House Opens.

the exhibitors

It

Exhibitors Must Buy

;

imounted

The responsibility of
<>f

tare

pi.

the buil.i
theater had no!

•

I

are mil
the law,

Rebuilt Theater Burns.
Ontario- -After I. W. Robbins

Onllia.

has just completed the transformation of
the Orillia hockey rink into an attractive

is

best

months during

at

.

shown

<

Many, so far, have escaped with
future.
only one license. The municipalities, further, are empowered to supervise and restrict the constructional features of new
picture houses while the inspection department of the Provincial Hyro-Electric
System, a Government corporation, now
has charge of the installation and inspection of wiring, generators, transformers,

loat, -r did

la

the

are

t

nrever,

I

of the theaters themselves also beeffective.
An important feature of
modifications is that municipalities
now not only authorized to license
local moving picture theaters when the
latter are licensed by the Provincial Government, but they are obliged to do
ill, therefore.
Every exhibitor in Ontari
required to pay for
rovincial and city
tion

came

Licenses,

lm
>rlo

the

the

i

Incorporations.
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

Weeks Ending June

for

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages

and June 10

3

1772, 1774, 1776, 1778.)

General Film Company.

General Film Company.

Advance

Current Releases.
MONDAY, M V\ 21), 1916.
(Serial Xo.)

BIOGRAPH—The

House

With

Shutters

Closed

(Prama) (Riograph Reissue No. 62)
K ai.KM -Unmasking a Rascal (No. 10 of the "Social

20620

—
—

Drama)
SELIG Selig-Tribune No. 45, 1916 (Topical)
VITAGRAPH— The Rich Idler (Comedy)

EDISON—Helen

TUESDAY, MAY
the

of

20621
20615-6-7
20619
20618

Chorus

(Three

parts
20627-8-9

Song in the Dark (Two partsDrama) (Reissue)
KALEM- A Bunch of Flivvers (Comedy)
LUBIN The Final Payment (Two parts Drama)..

—

WEDNESDAY, MAY
BIOGRAPH — Woman Against Woman

KALEM— A

THURSDAY, JUNE
Code

of

Drama)
SELIG Selig-Tribune

—
VIM— The

the
No.

20631
20630

1,

1916.

parts-

(Three

Hills
44,

20641-2-3
20644
20645

(Topical)

1916

Schemers (Comedy)

FRIDAY, JUNE

KALEM— Sis,

SATURDAY, JUNE

—

3,

Drama)

of

the

"Social

— Drama).

1916 (Topical).

New

York, Old and

6,

(Scenic).

1916.

Yaqui Cur (Two parts

EDISON— Title not
ESSANAY — Orphan

— Drama)

(Biograph

KALEM— Title

yet announced.

Joyce (Two parts
not yet announced.

— Drama).
7,

1916.

EDISON— Title not yet announced.
ESSANAY—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book

of Berlin (Car

toon-Comedy).

KALEM—

—A

Scenic Subject on the same
Title not yet announced.

reel.

THURSDAY, JUNE S, 1916.
LUBIN— The Scapegrace (Three parts — Drama).

—Selig-Tribune

SELIG

VIM — The

No.

1916

46,

(Topical).

Sea Dogs (Comedy).

(Three

(Broadway Star Feature)

20649

KNICKERBOCKER

—

STAR

FEATURE— The

Stained

VIM—A

20652-3-4

ESSANAY—Fool's Gold (Three parts— Drama).
KALEM — The Treasure Train (No. 83 of the "Hazards

20659
20655
20660

parts
20656-7-8

Pearl

(Three parts Drama).
Dollar Down (Comedy).

20646-7-8
20651
20650

VITAGRAPH— She Won

the Prize (Comedy).

SATURDAY", JUNE

—

— Crooked Trails (Drama)
VITAGRAPH — Carew and Son

SELIG

BIOGRAPH — The

1916.

People (Three parts Drama)
Spiked Switch (No. 82 of "The Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Drama)
LUBIN Pickles and Diamonds (Comedy)

KALEM— The

(Three parts

11

1916.

2,

the Detective (Comedy)

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— Shadows
(Three parts — Drama)
VIM— The Land Lubbers (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— The Lonelies
ESSANAY — Our

45,

VITAGRAPH— New

Who

Smokey Adventure (Comedy)

LUBIN— The

the Reporter (Comedy).

—A Temperance Town
— Selig-Tribune No.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

20633-4-5
20632

Collegian

(Biogr^

(Dr£

(No.

Reissue No. 54).
20622-3
20624
20625-6

(Three parts

Foothold" (Comedy)

to Get a

Tattler

the

— Drama).

SELIG
SELIG

31, 1916.

Drama)

EDISON— (Title not yet announced)
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Willing

1916.

Way

TUESDAY, JUNE

Drama)

—

5,

the

53).

Fangs of
(Two parts

Pirates")

LUBIN— Otto,

Across

Girl

30, 1916.

ESSANAY— The

Wanted

Reissue No.

KALEM— The

—

Pirates") (Two parts Drama)
LUBIN— Frilby Frilled (Comedy)
SELIG The Hare and the Tortoise (Three parts

Releases.

MONDAY, JUNE

BIOGRAPH—The

10, 1916.

of

Railroad Series) (Drama).
LUBIN— Two Smiths and a Haff (Comedy).
SELIG Going West to Make Good (West-Dr.).
VITAGRAPH The Strange Case of Robert Burnham
parts Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

—

—

—

Helen"

(Three

AND

COMPLETE
ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and FeaturePictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Picture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being in
Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

Biograph

The
.

Yaq Ul
Cur

INDIAN
IN
Released
Tuesday, June 6th

Through

General Film Service

-

D.W.Griffith

SPECTACLE
TWO

REELS
Featuring

ROBERT HARRON
LIONEL

BARRYMORE
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1916

Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

Weeks Ending June

for

Company.

Universal Film Mfg.
SUNDAY, MAY

LAEMMLE —No

release this day.
on the Green (Comedy)
Gentle Volunteer (Three parts Drama)

REX—A

—

MONDAY, MAY

.

.

20, 1010.

NESTOR— All Over a Stocking (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— The Iron Hand
(

Five parts

— Drama)

1772, 1774, 1776, 1778.)

Mutual Film Corporation.

28, 1010.

L-KO — Gamboling

and June 10

3

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages

01470
01469

UNIVERSAL, SPECIAL FEATURE— The Adventures
of Peg o' the Ring (No. 5, "The House of Mystery") (Two parts Drama)

—

SUNDAY, MAY 28, 1010.
BEAUTY— The Pork Plotters (Comedy)
GAUMONT— "Reel Life" (The Mutual Film
zine)
VOGUE— National Nuts (Comedy)
MONDAY, MAY 29, 1916.

AMERICAN—The
parts

Releases

— Drama)

parts

— Drama)

IMP — A Double

From

Manhattan

Drama)

(No. 105)

Fur Trimmed Coat (Drama)

WEDNESDAY, MAY
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number
BIG

U— The

Attic Princess

L-KO — Tough Luck On

a

(Two

parts

BISON

ple's

Money (Thanhouser

(No.

106)

MUSTANG!

—A

SATURDAY, JUNE

— Comedy)

Tiger (Two parts
Suspicion (Comedy)

.

BEAUTY — Ima

LAEMMLE— The

Wire Pullers (Drama)
L-KO No release this day
REX As In a Dream (Three Parts Drama)

01486

—

MONDAY, JUNE

Peg

the Ring No.

o'

6

(Two Parts

TUESDAY, JUNE

GOLD SEAL— The Rose

Drama)

FALSTAFF— Advertisementers (Comedy)
Smith (Signal

VICTOR— Object— Matrimony (Two Parts — Comedy)
THURSDAY, JUNE S, 1010.

U— The

Sea Lily (Drama)
Alias Jane Jones (Two Parts

LAEMMLE —
POWERS— Mr.

Fuller Pep,

He Breaks

— Drama)

for the

01494
01493
01492

6,

Ala."

—(Scenic)
Kartoon

107)

of the

(Two parts-

75 (Topical)
8, 1016.

.

GAUMONT— The Flames of Vengeance (Three parts
— Drama)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— Soul Mates

Beach

Zoo (Ditmars-Educ)

FRIDAY, JUNE

.

.

.

.

(American
9,

1016.

— Five parts — Drama)
FRIDAY, JUNE

and the Iceman (Comedy)
REX The Code of His Ancestors (Drama)
VICTOR The Scorpion's Sting (Three Parts Dr.)..

—

(No 10S)
0, 1016.

—

SATURDAY, JUNE

10, 1016.

BISON— The Cage Man (Two Parts —Drama)
JOKER — No release this day.
POWERS— Betrayed by the Camera (Comedy)

.

Komics (Cartoon)

THURSDAY, JUNE
.

(No.

1916.

•.

NESTOR — Twixt Love

—

— Drama)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1910.
BEAUTY— Billy Van Deusen's Operation (Comedy).
GAUMONT — See America First No. 39 "Montgomery,

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number

(Cartoon)

—Pygmies

parts

THANHOUSER—John Brewster's Wife
Drama)
VOGUE—A Plane Story (Comedy)

Colored Scarf (Two Parts

Little Story (Comedy)
release this day.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7. 1010.
ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 23 (Topical)
L-KO— Billie's Waterloo (Comedy)
BIG

—Five

TUESDAY, JUNE

1916.

Drama)

IMP— His
REX — No

(Two parts

Wife

First

1016.

5,

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— Whispering

—Drama) ....

6,

(Mutual Film Magazine)..
Lid (Comedy)

MONDAY, JUNE

AMERICAN— Jealousy's

NESTOR—Never Again, Eddie (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY—The Madcap (Five
Parts — Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The Adventures of

4, 1016.

Knutt Gets a Bite (Comedy)

GAUMONT— "Reel Life"
VOGUE— Nailing on the

01485

1016.

5,

.

(Two parts

01482
01484
01483

.

1010.

4,

—Drama)

3, 1016.

In Sunshine Valley

SUNDAY, JUNE
SUNDAY, JUNE

— Drama)

1916.

Man's Friends (Two parts

CENTAUR — Clouds

Cad (Drama)

—
—

parts

2,

CUB — Sawdust Love (Comedy)

—Drama).

3, 1016.

— Tammany's

JOKER — A Dark

1016.

1,

— Five

FRIDAY, JUNE

release this day.

SATURDAY, JUNE

04778
04779
04779
04777

)

2, 1016.

Slocum, No. 46393 (Two parts
Night Nurse (Comedy)

VICTOR — No

31, 1916.

Comet's Comeback (Comedy)

AMERICAN— The Trail of the Thief (Three partsDrama
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— Other Peo-

— Society

(Comedy)

NESTOR— Good

REX— A

1016.

parts

FRIDAY, JUNE
IMP — Jim

1,

Jim (Drama)

parts

30, 1916.

THURSDAY, JUNE

THURSDAY, JUNE

—Brother

LAEMMLE — Two Mothers
Drama)
POWERS—It Can't Be True

(Two

GAUMONT— See America First No. 38 (Scenic)
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon)
MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 74 (Topical)

22 (Topical)

(Drama)

Comedy)

BIG U

— Five

WEDNESDAY, MAY

BEAUTY— The

31, 1916.

Rough Sea (Two

(American

TUESDAY. MAY
01471
01473
01472

Fire Deception (Comedy)

Dan Forbes

of

FALSTAFF— Disguisers (Comedy)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The Man

TUESDAY, MAY 30, 1016.
GOLD SEAL— The Silent Man of Timber Gulch (Two

LAEMMLE —The

Maga-

01501

01502

SATURDAY, JUNE

CENTAUR— The

Lion's Nemesis

FALSTAFF — Where Wives Win

10, 1016.

(Two parts— Dr.)
(Comedy)

04789
04791
04790

June

3.

1916
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EXHIBITORS
To

D

O NOT

accept any Universal

Moving

Picture Ticket fractions or Admission

Coupons after May 29

No doubt you
Merchants who

1916.

,

from

will receive inquiries

still
have some of these
hand.
Should you receive any
from Merchants please refer them

tickets on
inquiries

to us at once.

you

If

self that

cal
in

have any

tickets

on

hand

your-

you want redeemed, and your

taken care of
touch with us immediately.
station

hasn't

}''U.

lo-

qet

Moving Picture Ticket Corp.
IS

I

:ist

list

Street,

New York

Citv
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nips to rest in the park, and discovers
that she has left her scarf at the Kenton home.
She returns for it and, finding the door open.

Company

She
There she se,s

DOLL

(May
Plump

2.".

i

.

slackened with
and
nil ml decides to write to his
1

for a

little

n
acle lea\ ea the Farm to visil hie di »
lative and on his way la Inveigled Into a tlirtation with l'lump who is returning from the

Flump with his powers ol deception.
encourages the old man to the point
where the say old spurt will not quit. Time is
passing and Plump ha:
is

she

is

finally

Kllie

i

newspapers

to glory
novelty.

taurant

KALEM.

new

the

in

THE BRIDGE OF DANGER
"Hazards

A ROGUE'S NEMESIS (Episode No. 7 of
the "Social Pirates"— Two Parts— May 8).— The
Mary (Ollie Kirkcast: Mona (Marin Sais)
Goodwin Clay (Thomas Lingham) "Buck"
by)

Helen"— May

of

Helen

I

13).

Cibson);

Thomas (Roy Watson)

foreign

res-

(No. 79 of the

—The
cast: The
Superintendent

Bob Bates (P. Pem"Pop" Bates (G. A. Williams). AuBlackmail.
Producer,
James

broke)

;

thor,

Herman

;

The new superintendent
His

ciency.

first

an apostle of Effion taking the post
he terms old, which

is

order

men whom

eliminates the

costs "Pop"
Bates his job as Helen's relief
operator.
His next declaration is that active
railroad work is no place for women, and Helen
is also dropped from the service.
While Helen
is
breaking the news to Bob Bates, the new
superintendent is hustling about the road yard
speeding up the work.
"Put more snap into

your switching," he tells the men.
A minute later, while he is making an
spection

inside

a

road and there

is

box car with

in-

defective

;

;

;

Minter (Frank Jonasson)

;

The Judge (Edward

Directed by James

W. Home.

At the trial of the Clay divorce suit, Mona
and Mary have their sympathy aroused for the
who is being cast off by means of perLearning that she has been
testimony.
left penniless, they set about to teach Clay a
lesson and also secure funds for the wife.
Mary arouses Clay's interest, but appears to
be intensely afraid of her jealous husband,
whom she describes as an eccentric musician.
The trap is laid, and with Mona masquerading
wife
jured

__
is speeding
along
consternation among the

Brothers," a traveling acrobatic act. When they
stop at the sheriff's house on their way to the
village the music of their bass drum and trombone causes the sheriff to ask, "Can it be
angels playing?" Especially do they score with
Her stage ambithe sheriff's fair daughter.
the homestead the following morning to follow
the "actors." The sheriff also follows, with dire
thoughts concerning Ham and Bud, who are
entirely innocent.
In the midst of their vaudewhich, by the way, is a scream the
ville act
sheriff and his cowboy friends bust up the
show. A chase follows that brings one exciting
another
clear up to a smashing
happening after

—

—

fiBish.

the

somewhat altered

by his

LUBIN.
FRILBY FRILLED

(May

29)

.—The

cast:

Sv.-nsarlie
(Davy Don)
Frilby
(Patsy De
Forest)
Diggo (George Egan)
Gilly (Charles
Klil'inser)
Sculptor (Bernard Siegel). Written
and directed by Edwin McKim.
Svengarlic, a German musician, discovers by
While
accident that he is a human magnet.
olavine the piano at a friend's studio he meets
Frilby, the artist's m idel, who insists he hear
Svenher sing Ben Bolt, i er singing is bad.
;

;

;

:

mcric spell she sings so well everyone is held
under the spell.
Svengarlic arranges a concert to make her
SvenFrilby enters, but cannot sing.
debut.
garlic from a box makes the mystic passes, but
He hurries away to the
his
lower is waning.
city power house to absorb more of the deadly
current, only to find the engineer on the look]

NOT WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED (May
Monty
10).— The cast: Jennie (Ethel Teare)
Brown (Victor Rottman)
(Jack MacDermott)
The Butler (Gus Leonard) The Nurse (Myrta
Author, Burk Symon.
Sterling).
;

;

;

;

—

Brown thinks he is sick until the doctor
writes out a yard-long prescription and says
that he is sending a nurse around to keep
The real nurse has
the invalid in the house.
an engagement so she consents to let Jennie,
who would be a nurse, take her place. Monty
arrives on a visit to Brown just in time to
see the pretty nurse on her way, and when he
hears Brown's complaint readily offers to be
a substitute invalid. All works well until Brown
also gets a view of the nurse, and then there
is a fight to see just who will be the invalid.
Brown plans revenge and before long everything

in

it

coming.

men

washout down the road means that it is
headed to certain destruction.
Helen prevails on Bob to set out in pursuit
in his engine on the parallel track for a daring plan has suggested itself to her.
After a
thrilling pursuit they arrive alongside the box
car and Helen throws a lassoo over the brakebeam.
Climbing out from the cab she then
goes hand over hand to the box car.
There is
a tense struggle with the brakes before the
car is brought to a stop within inches of the
washout point.
Needless to say, the superin-

;

;

puts

for a

tendent's ideas of efficiency are
Hi;
The Sheriff (A. Edmondson)
Duncan)
Daughter (Norma Nicholls). Directed by Harry
Edwards.
Ham and Bud are seen as "The Balance

horrified to find that the purse cononly the money but the pendant. She
her dresser as she hears her husband
He notices her agitation, and she
feigns illness.
That night the burglar enters
Effie's room and steals the purse.
He is chased
by a policeman, and throws the purse under
sin -alibi ry
in the park.
The next morning,
Ayres shows his wife the paper which gives an
account of how a burglar entered the Benton
home. Effie is agitated. She goes to her room
and finds the purse gone.
Her husband telephones that he forgot to take the money with
him, but will be home promptly at noon.
Effie wanders to the park.
A child finds the
purse under the shrubbery and Effie sees her.
After a little persuasion, the child gives her
the purse.
Effie's better self then awakens, and
she determines to go to Mrs. Benton and make
But her courage
a clean breast of everything.
fails her, and she sends a newsboy with the
purse instead. Mrs. Benton is overjoyed at the
recovery. Effie goes home to await her husband.
He enters and she is about to confess all as
she sees him going to the hiding place for the
money, when there comes a ring at the door.
She opens it and there is Mrs. Benton's maid
Effie opens the envelope feverwith a note.
The
ishly, and there is the cherished money.
note states that Mrs. Benton knows that Effie's
position is not such that she can afford to lose
such a sum as this, and that Mrs. Benton meant
to return the money the day before, but had forEffie goes to her husband, and
gotten to do so.
c-

tains not

dancer is put to washing the dishes, the waiters
quit because they are not allowed to take tips,
he substitute waiters' incompetence and Indifferent Ignatz's mixtures as chef cause the

Operator

Poor Runt, meanwhile, is in a fever of
anxiety at his proud wife's non-appearance.
Finally, Plump arrives and relates his experience as a female impersonator. On the point of
giving up hope of the uncle's visit, Plump is
about to disrobe, when Uncle arrives and meetins his erstwhile charmer, hursts out into rage,
Unhappily for him, his wife, who has also
determined to visit her nephew, appears on the
Caught between two fires, poor Uncle
scene.
has to keep quiet and incidentally part with the
$5,000.

Clisbee).

There

i

i

I

lighted
that he

but

and puts the purse in her bosom.
She then disarranges the room to give the Impnssion that burglars have broken in.
Then
le
-de- home.
A burglar watches her from

.

tin. le

put

Bi a

t.mpiation,

succumbs

Business having
limit
our small

i. lis
li
in to make a man of hims, H
l.y
marry ins. To this. Hunt immediately
saying that lie ha^ taken a spouse, and
r« !-li. arranges with l'lump to impel -omit, tin lady.
.

kiiis.

.Mr,

with

•

Robert

VIM.
BABY

1916

3,

day given bi r.
Mrs
dinner engagemenl with her husband at the
country club, and in her hurry leaves her front

Stories of the Films
General Film

June

THE CODE OF THE HILLS (Three PartsLane (Melvin Mayo);
Lane (Mi lard Wilson)
Mrs. Lane (AdeBr_ ...
Judge Cary (Bird Hopkin
(Cecil Van Auker)
Nan Lane
Robert Emersc
irace Caldwell (Evelyn Page)
(Lucy Pay ton)
_.
Written by
-the daughter (Lucy Payton).
Directed by Melvin Mayo.
Millard Wilson.
Robert Emerson, a rising young District Attorney, is ordered to the mountains for his
health.
While hunting one day he accidentally
wounds Nancy Lane, adopted daughter of Mrs.
Nan is
Lane, and a love affair springs up.
loved by Jim Lane, the leader of the Lane Clan,
who, with his younger brother, Matt, is jealous
The girl loses her heart to
of the "furriner."
the stranger and after an impetuous wooing a
wedding takes place.
Back in the city, the mountain girl soon feels
the difference between her husband's friends and
Unused to society ways, Nan's misherself.
takes embarrass her husband and his lack of
Unpatience starts a coolness between them.

Mat

'

;

,

;

wittingly she offends a political power, whose
assistance Emerson was seeking, and the breach
between husband and wife widens, until finally
stung by her husband's indifference. Nan returns to the mountains not telling Robert of
her approaching motherhood.
The babv girl arrives but Nan does not recover and in her delirium constantly calls for
Believing his presence might pull
her husband.
her through. Lane travels to the city and forces

Em. rson
late.

Frilby's young lover having watched Svensarlic on a previous trip to the power house
bribed the engineer not to 1 allow Svengarlic
" o'clock.
Sven__
stop the dynam
theater. where
garlic rushes madly back
... enters, but his
everything is in an uproa
lover jumps upon the
power is gone. Frilt
ind rushes out.
stage takes her in hi

;

laide

Mrs.

They arrive too
to his wife.
died, exacting a promise from
to tell her husband of the arEmerson returns to the city
Back in
ignorant of his parentage.

come

to

Nan has
Lane not

rival of

the baby.

alone and

-

__

—

THE FINAL PAYMENT

— The

(Two

Parts— May

Richard Ayres (L. C. ShumMrs. May
(Helen Eddy)
way)
Douglas Benton
Benton (Velma Whitman)
The Burglar (George Routh).
Melvin Mavo)
Directed by Leon
by Maude Thomas.

30).

:

cast:

Effie-

his wife

;

;

(

;

D. Kent.

Richard Ayres
terfly wife.

Effie,

young clerk, gives his but„. safe keeping, the final pay-

Effie is invited to an
their bungalow.
party bv her rich friend. Mrs. Benton,
and takes the money with her. Mrs. Benton's
Effie is
guests indulge in a game of bridge.
playing for
urprised to learn that they

ment on

n

r

fath.

r'-

and Uncle

Matt'
insulted bv a member of the opposite clan she
Jim's gun is taken from
them' about it.
Jim is
the mantel and the man is killed.
the
arrested for the murder, and through
strange workings of fate the two enemies, Lane
and Emerson come face to face at the trial.
found
guilty
Lane
is
Judge.
Emerson being the
and sentenced to ten years in the penitentiary.
The news of his conviction is brought to the
'an filled with rage and hate a~-'—
the
the c
tells

i

.

June
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1916

3,

explaining the
mediately writes
pardon, when Nan enters and is about to carry
out lur throat and kill Enn t.-oii whin Mutt explalns the relationship between the two.

SBLIG-TRIBUNE NO.

i

PICKLES AND DIAMONDS (June 3).— The
Adolph Pt'efferschnitzel (Francis Joyner)
Louisa Pfctfi rscluiitzt
Flori nee
Williams;;
Lena iJuur Daye); Elliott Lellingwcll (KempGreene).
Directed
Written by Dave Reed.
by Clay m
Adolph PleiicrscliniUi I, proprii tor
of
the
once
prosperous
Peerlesi
Pickle
Emporium,
linds his business on the verge of failure. Con-

cast:

;

1

(

Urn

with his wife results in the decision
the only remedy to avoid ruin is to find
a rich husband for their daughter, Lena, and
mwigle him into buying a half interest in the
protests
that

wiry.
Lena
but when she
sees fathers hank book showing a cash balanee of $1,U00. she approves of the plan.
Father agrees to place Lena on exhibition as
the daughter of the "Peerless Pickle King,"
hoping to attract the desired rich husband.

They

become established

finally

qu.iM.i

Atlantic

in

sumptuous

in

Portland,

Ore.

(May

38

— Young

Fair.

members

of

—

Pasc, Texas. In an effort to make long
days in the hospital pleasant to those who
were wounded in Mexico, the high school girls
here play at Ked Cross nursing.
With the U. S. Troops in Mexico. Something of a problem for the Commissary Department to feed 20,000 men, and the
number of horses and mules, now 200 miles
below the border.
Philadelphia.
Pa.— The new dreadnaught
Oklahoma goes into commission with inspiring
ceremony of raising "Old Glory."
New York, N. Y.— Striking garment makers,
and the allied trades, join with the Socialistic
party in parade and mass meeting in Union
Square.
London, Eng. English society women employ their spare time working in munition facEl

—

i

—

the

hotel

diamond fields in South Afr i, but who
is merely a fortune hunter there
the same
mission as Lena.
Attracted at or
by Lena's
striking appearance, h
ately lays plans
to
the old man's money.
to annex himself
A dance at the hotel that night brings about
Father, fooled by Elliott's apthe meeting.
pearance and talk, thinks he has landed the
object of his search, so does all in his power
But the pace finally
to hasten the match.
becomes too speedy for father, his money giving
out, so he suddenly returns with his flock to
i

Muscatine, la. With tin- Mississippi River
flood stage here, residents are obliged to
vacate their houses and property amounting to
of dollars is destroyed.
Ft. Bliss, Texas.
Sending these troops into
Mexico and leaving the border unprotected,
results in a raid by Villa bandits at Glen
Springs, in which three troopers and one boy
are killed.
San Francisco, Cal. Spring is ushered in
at

-

—

business for the paltry sum
of
and by a strange coincidence,
$10,000,
father has devised the same scheme at the
same time and for the same amount of money.
They meet at father's office.
Father boasts
that he has just received an order for a million
pickles.
Elliott,
not to be outdone, boasts
that he has just filled an order for a million
diamonds.
Father, awed by Elliott's bluff,
hurriedly signs a check for Elliott, expecting
his money in return but Elliott assures him
he will settle his obligation as soon as the
steamer arrives bringing his draft from LonFather is suspicious after Elliott leaves,
don.
his

in

up his bank to ask them to 'swing'' the
amount, but the president angrilv upbraids
him.
Finding the check "X. (1." Elliott returns
and threatens father with violence for trying

calls

cheat him.
Lena, meanwhile, having called at the office
Father shows him a
to pacify Elliott.
bona fide large order he has jusi
promises to make good, and tells him to take
Lena as .security. He then asks Elliott for his

to

tries

money

Elliott

sunk

by

haps

make

i

.

i

interest

a

half

a

good

and

in his business for
bini he may persalesman.

tells

pickle

SELIG.
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8).

After a
Willi the I'. S. Troops in Mi xicn.
long hot match through thi sand and cactus,
with the alkali do
a bit of a stream like this seems mighty wel•

•

I

•

\

i

:

annual Flower Carnival here.

tin

'

i
.

I

I

i

.

opening

Prlng

i

of

Parts— May
Drake
29).— The
cast:
John
Harry Mestayer)
Sidney Drake ( Edw. J.
I'iel)
Lonsdale);
Richard
Drake
(Harry
t

;

;

Marion
Lee
(Fritzi
Brunette);
Mrs.
Lee
(Lillian Hayward) ; Ethel Martin (Edith Johnsonl; Guy Benedict (Wm. Scott).
Written by
Win. Anthony McGuire. Directed by Wm. Robert

Daly.

Brothers and classmates, John and Sidney
Drake are opposites. John Is studious a plod-

—

der,
while Sidney thinks only of his own
pleasure.
While John plods along working
day, Sidney
for success on graduatii
springs lightly hi
and there like the fesThe result is that Sidney Drake
football,
but fails to receive his

hard

Richard Duke, the millionaire father of the
boys,

and
It

resolves to start them in his steel mills
learn the business from the ground up.

must

I

Sidney,

that

toil

shall

"I

Both

with my hands,"
not work."

exclaims

—

John
love beautiful Marlon Lee
but no less earnestly Sidney, with
ring superficiality that marks him.

boys

Becretly,

—

glitti

John has always stepped aside that his more
More
have his way.
brilliant brother may
and more docs Sidney Drake waste his time in
riotous living, and when the father of the boys
dies, the result is that the steel mills go to
the more steady son, John, while Sidney Is
given a hundred thousand dollars.
Sidney squanders his money in the wheat
and returns to his brother with a idea
pit,
fund
not forthcoming.
tor

Sidney says, "John, you love

You can have lur if you will give
Marion.
John draws a check, saying. "I
m. money."
give you the money in order to save
T"
Marlon from you."
pad. and from that mill
in contempt.
Sidney squanders his newly a. quired wealth

III.
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of a girl friend, Guilberta Allen, while the four
were together in a cafe, made him furious.
However, next day he invites his wife to take
lunch with him downtown as a peace offering.
She pleasantly declines, pleading indisposition.

pow.

.i

i-

Lis

Guilberta

iii.i.lMin

I

iving Mr-. Stewart

-

and Roger seated at the table.
Only the return of the girl erases his sudden
fury.
But the pang of jealousy has not yet
been eradicated from Stewart's make-up.
The
day following the girl again
to tell of a lovers' quarrel.
The latter attempts
to arrange matters.
She dresses the younger
woman in one of her prettiest frocks and phones
Roger to come to her home immediately
wires put Stewart on the line and be is vivid

with rage.
He rushes home and seeing Guilberta in his wife's dress clasped in the arms
of Roger, in the room beyond, points a revolver
at them.
His wife rushes in before he shoots.
The young couple are unaware of the action.
John Stewart, prostrated by the narrowly
avt rted tragedy caused by his ungovernable
jealousy, has learned bis lesson and his wife

(ANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL NO
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monkey,
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less,

When the pop-gun does not frighten them awaymore violent means are resorted to the squirt
gun and grape juice. When the juice falls to
blind the advancing em my dash a number of
cream puffs in their faces and shout, "So there'
Take that and that:"

—

THE SCHEMERS (Three Parts— May 27).—
Bill BurThe cast: Roy Jones (John Juniorl
:

ton

(

beth

Harry Dunklnson
Burbridge)
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Roy Jones and Bill Barton, money goi
The boys dislike to see them go as
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Pcrcival Van Bergen, a young milliondrives into the village after a wild night
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AND

which is the pet monkey. Pete and
his "Kelly" get caught in the rain and another
argument against buds for masculine hat trimming is furnished. Kernel Willyum Ji-nninks
Bryan demonstrates how our defenses are adeThe pop-gun, which is absolutely harmquate.
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Nell Craig); John
Roger Noel (Edmund
Cobb
Guilberta Allen (Jane Thomas).
John Stewart is greatly jealous of his wife.
That she danced twice with R. chard Noel, fiance

Darwin Karrt

i

SCENIC

THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE

i

1

|

German submarine."
Father glad
money for the German cause prom-

a
to lose his
ises Elliott

Parts— May

I

Clara Stewart

—

city home.
Elliott follows.
One night Elliott decides that the time is
ripe to test his chances of separating father
from some of his coin so decides to sell him

their

an interest

THE CONDEMNATION Two
Stewart

.

—

Portsmouth, Eng. British middies keep in
good physical condition racing for the chain-

City.

of

ESSANAY.

11).

women

the Multnomah Athletic Club participate in
open air dancing for the benefit o; tlie Charity

ling

win

follow.

-

:
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
hearts
nature,

since childhood.
Angela, who loved
purchases a canary from a bird vendor.
When she discovered the bird to be blind,
.-he
seeks out the vendor.
He explains that
buds are blinded purposely, as they sing
all
better thus.
She becomes furious and has the
vendor arrested.
Her brother, George, an attorney, prosecutes the case and the vendor is
severely punished.
Then fate took a hand.
The day was set for the wedding. Everything
was in readiness. An accident cost Angela her
eyesight.
Would Richard forget he had asked
her to become his wife? She was blind— never
to see light again.
But with all she found
herself strangely happy with the canary as
her only companion.
Richard's ardor had cooled of late.
But one
evening he was at her home playing chess with
George.
She stole softly down the stairs and
found her way to the piano.
When the music
reached Richard's ear, he came Quietly to her

and

side

"It

said,

Is

I

who am

blind;

I

love

THE FABLE OF THE WILLING COLLE(TIAN WHO WANTED TO GET A FOOTHOLD (May 31).— Once there was a young
Man

with a College Education.

He wanted

to

break into a Learned Profession and get the
Coin without working hard for it. The Medical
ProfessTon, as a dignified snap, struck him as
soft.
The Graduate went to the Family Physician for a few tips.
"We have in this country," said the "Doc," "four Medical Degrees
to every case of Tonsilitis and are kept so
close to the Carpet that we buy last year's
Magazines to put in the Waiting Room."
So
the Collegian hurried over to old Judge Caveat
"The only ones
to get a side-hold on the Law.

who

get there," said the Judge, "sell their
Souls to Corporations and can be elected anything but Senators.
Don't join us."
The
of a Big Concern.
"We'll start you juggling boxes," he said. "In
ten years you will rise to 560 a month,
and then at the Wind-up get a Floral Pillow

young man sought the Chief

"Buy outright. You can
do this after you have earned your first Million as a stenographer."
He tried to be an
Actor and was told he was a Ham a sugarcured Ham. Then a Hunch Matrimony. Many

—

—

Calhoun

(Gertrude

Glover)

John

;

Calhoun

(Thomas Commerford)
Hank Goliday (Richardson Cotton)
Aunt Hattie (Florence Oberle).
:

;

Ed. Bryce
Xinevah is

is

editor of the Ninevah Free Press.
reguthat Ed. can be

such

of
size
a
lar Horace Greeley.
He believes the citizens
of the little town to be his people and labors to
establish
his
ideals.
"My people" becomes
"our people" with the acquisition of Ellen Calhoun, daughter of John Calhoun, the town
banker and leading citizen, as his chief assistant and only reporter.
The banker is incensed at the selection of occupation by his daughter, but she likes to meet
people and ask them questions so she wins his
But when she and Ed.
consent to continue.
fall in love with each other the old man objects strenuously.
He forces Ellen to leave her
work. Ed. barred from the Calhoun home, takes
up cards and there is constantl a midnight

office.
The constable arrests the
party finally.
When the case comes up next
morning Aunt Hattie, sinfully rich and from
the city, goes to see the young man who is in
love with her niece, Ellen.
The resourceful aunt finds ways for the
to meet and the courtship progresses.
the village feeling its efHank Goliday, the town miser, puts
S70.000 in the bank.
He is alarmed when the
unusual deposit is announced in Ed.'s paper.
He hurries back to the bank next day and demands his cash. It is more than the bank
can produce and Hank's crazed talk creates a
run.
The bank is in danger of collapse and
John Calhoun is stricken by the shock.
Aunt Hattie comes to the rescu "however,
condition that he give his co
marriage. The only way to annc
rich woman will pay the frightened depositore
is through Ed.'s paper. He rushes out Ninevah's
But his word, it
only extra in record time.
seems, is sufficient with the people of Ninevah.
The run is frustrated and Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Bryce continue to edit the Free Press for "our

session in his

i,

.

<

Scott, Buffering for the crime of anis sent tn the penitentiary for life. George
Barr, the guilty man, is blackmailed by Bill
Wick, who has seen the crime committed, but
has failed to testify at the trial.
Anxious to
get Wick out of the way, Ban sends him Vvesl
where, trying to avoid the sheriff, he is mortally wounded.
Wishing to clear himself of his
terrible secret, he crawls to the cabin of Daniel
Gordon, a prosperous miner.
Here, before,
dying, he makes a complete confe-sion, accusing Barr and telling Gordon how he may be

other,

identified.

After having acquired riches in the West,
Gordon makes for New York.
He marries a
worldly society woman, but finds her false to
him.
Barr meanwhile, unmolested by Wick,
has become a wealthy financier and social lion.
Through his wife, Gordon meets Barr, now
known as Bentley.
Unconscious of Bentley's
real identity, he becomes his partner in business.
Scott has escaped from prison and is
living in seclusion with his daughter, Lillian.
By a strange twist of circumstances, she is
working as stenographer in Gordon's office.
Desirous of winning the affections of Gordon's wife, Bentley attempts to show her that
Gordon is unfaithful. He points out the little
stenographer and accuses her of having an
affair with Gordon.
But the justice of God is
all-powerful, and ever present.
Gordon discovers the villainy of Bentley who has tried to
invade his home and to rob him of his fortune.
V duel in the dark, and Bentley in death makes

amends

EDISON.

THE COWARD'S CODE

— The

cast:

Daniel

(Three Parts— May
(Curtis Cook-

Gordon

Alice Cordon, his wife (Helen Fulton) ;
Frank Warren
Lillian Scott (Grace Williams)
James Scott (Robert Brow(Billy Sherwood)
George Barr (later Bentley) (Augustus
er)
Toilette) ; Bill Wick (John Sturgeon). Directed
;

;

:

:

by Frank McGlynn.

life.

Crute)
Jimmy, a fireman (Herbert Priu. ,
Etien Toussot (Charles H. Martin)
Jean Desias (Robert Kegerreis)
Lizette Desais (Eldean Steuart)
Francois Desais (Loel Steuart) ; Ed. Morton
(Harry Eytinge)
Harri;

,

;

;

;

;

ward

Harvey)
fire
chief
Author,
William Addison
George Ridgwell.
Living happily in the same rooming house,
Jean Desias and Etien Toussot are disturbed
by the news of war.
They must return to
France to fight for their country. Lizette and
gan,

leader
(John Sturgeon).
Lathrop. Director,

(Bob

;

Francois, Jean's motherless children, are left
in the care of Helen, Etien's daughter.
Together with Jimmy, a fireman, rooming in the
same house, Helen bids farewell to the two
patriots at the steamer's dock.
On the way
home Helen's purse is stolen and all the money
left her to tide over the stormy times of war
is
gone.
She is left penniless.
Forced to
earn a living
for herself and the kiddies, she
accepts a position as chorus girl in "Big Ed"
Morton's theater.
In her innocence, she does
not understand the meaning of Morton's attentions to her.

Jimmy has been assigned as fireman to Morton's theater.
Helen and he have become fast
friends, and spend many evenings togethei
Morton has
ward leader

the

invited his friend, Harrigan,
In a rage,
to the theater.

Jimmy watches

their ugly advances to Helen.
Harrigan embraces her and whispers an in-

3,
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to

call.
Elsie is receiving friends whom she
has invited to hear a lecture on Indian
moral
by the noted yogi, Katti Hab. She is impressed
by his statement (bat even inanimate
objects
have a strange power. Katti Hab sees the idol

and gives a start of recognition. Graeme wins
Elsies forgiveness.
The major enterr and orders him from the house.
He returns that
night to walk under Elsie's window. Katti Hab
and one of his servants enter the house to steal
the idol, and kill the major.
Graeme puts
them to (light and is found on the scene with
the knife in his hand.
Held for trial, he is
freed on the testimony of yogi's servant, who
bears against his master a grudge.
Graeme and Elsie are married. Elsie undergoes a change.
Graeme discovers that she is
gambling and pleads with her to stop.
She
flouts him.
An admirer abets her and lends
her money.
Graeme, also changed, has an aflair with an actress.
Katti Hab. in hiding, resolves to risk all on another attempt to steal the
idol.
Elsie's physician informs her that she is
about to become a mother.
She rebels at the
thought, and hates her child when it is born.
Katti Hab, surprised in the house, conceals
himself in a closet and is imprisoned by a
spring lock.
He calls on the god for deliverance, and the idol moves, upsetting a lamp
which sets fire to the house. The valet tele-

phones Graeme, who rushes homeward.
Elsie, returning from a ball at which her admirer has revealed his true character, sees the
and her maternal instinct is aroused. She
saves the child, but is herself overcome. Graeme
rescues her.
Katti Hab is killed by the fire.
The image is broken, and Graeme finds jewels
in its head.
Both feel that a sinister influence
in their lives has been removed, and they are
happy with their child.
fire,

THE FLIRTING BRIDE (Three Parts— May
6).— The cast: The bride (Jackie Saunders);
Her husband (William Conklin)
Count Max
;

nandant (Henry

From

the

moment when,

at the conclusion of
the ceremony, the bride's old flames come forward to kiss her, she starts on a flirting campaign that causes her husband to gnash his
teeth.
On the start of the wedding tour there
are complications
the bride is left at a station where she insisted on getting out for refreshment.
She is accompanied by an old ad;

Once more united with her husband, she accompanies him to a little European kingdom,
where fresh trouble starts.
The commandant
of the garrison and his officers become her
slaves.
Count Max, detailed to the garrison,
falls a victim.
The bride goes boating with
him and he gives her a packet, requesting her
to forward it to his mother if he falls in battle.

A spy informs the commandant that the bride
a fellow conspirator with Count Max. who is
suspected of being a foreign emissary. She flees
is captured by brigands.
Count
is also caught, but released when he proves
that he is an enemy of the government.
The
soldiers, raiding the bandits, rescue the bride.
She is chained in a dungeon. Her husband arrives with the American consul, and she Is released on condition that her husband take her
out of the country before she makes a victim
of the crown prince. Tearfully she swears never
again to look at a man.
is

from arrest and

Harrigan, also feels the force of Jimmy's wrath.
In revenge, Harrigan exerts his
political influence and secures the discharge of
Jimmy from the fire department. Morton, enraged by the failure of his aim, discharges
Helen.
Little Lizette, searching for her doll, sets
the house afire and before long the frame
structure is a mass of seething flames. Jimmy,
returning from a search for work, sees the
fire and, with the instinct of a true fireman and
heedless of his own safety, he rushes into the
building.
Jimmy is in the hospital. In saving
Helen and the children, he has been injured,
His bravery has won
but not without reward.
back his position in the department and, more
important yet, It has won him the love of
Jean and Etien are returning and
Helen.
soon the little family will be together to see
the beginning of a journey which will take
Jimmy and Helen through a happy life, made
beautiful by an undying love.
assist

KNICKERBOCKER

STAR

FEA-

TURE.
(Five Parts— May 17).—The
York (Louis Meredith); Harring-

SPELLBOUND
cast:

Elsie

ton Graeme (William Cnnklinl: Mnior CavenKatti Hab (Edward J.
dish
(Bruce Smith)
Mematu (Frank Erlanger*
Brady)
;

;

(Edward Peters)

;

Graham

(R.

Hen

M. and E. D. Hnrkheim
Maior Cavendish returns from India, bringHis
picked up.
ward. Elsie Yorke. is in love with Harrington
Graeme.
The major asks her to marry him.
Graeme, In ill
and she laughs at the idea.
Direction

23).
sey)

for his sins

June

through a window, sees the girl in the major's
arms, and goes away, thinking he has lost
her
>"'' !' leiiirjis from abroad and, having
learn.,1 thai Elsie is still unmarried,
ventures

IT.

.

favor with the major, asks Elsie to elope with
She is to meet him in the grounds at
him.
through the
As she passes
midnight.
"
she is fascinated by
Her guardian enters

Max

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
A TOYLAND ROBBERY (May 18).— Dolly
is a telegraph operator
and Jerry, the engineer, Is his sweetheart.
He always stops at
her station on his return to greet her.
She
has a little dog, of which she is very fond.
One day Jerry tells her that on the next trip
he is going to bring the pay-roll. Black Mike,
the villain, who has a gang of train robbers,
overhears him, and determines to get the
money.
When Jerry is gone, he enters the
;

But her dog

c

and gnaws her bonds in two. Dolly, realizing
that the wires are cut, knows that she must
find some other way of warning the train that
She sets out on
the robbery will be attempted.
a handcar to meet the train at the bridge.
Mike and his men are on the trestle, preparing to saw the timbers through, so that
But Dolly reache's
the train will be wrecked.
the train at the junction, stops it and gets
Jerry and his fireinto the cab with Jerry.
man, warned in time, fire at the crooks, and
to escape their fire, the gang runs away over
the trestle, and, falling through, are buried

June
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passengers

7,000 POLICEMEN PARADE (On the same
reel as foregoing).— More than 7,000 New York
policemen marched in the annual parade of
Among those
the force on Saturday. May 6.
who were in the reviewing stand were Police

Commissioner Woods and his staff, Governor
Whitman, .Major General Wood, Mayor Mitchel
and all tlie heads of the municipal department.
The policemen assembled at Eightieth street
and Fifth avenue and proceeded south about
The procession was led by the police
1 o'clock.

Inspector Max F.
band, followed by
Schmittberger and his staff. The parade, passed
the reviewing stand and U. K. Whipple, the
Animated cameraman at Fifth avenue, between Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth street,
about 2 o'clock. In a mock hold-up before this
reviewing stand a policeman, posing as a thug,
ntally shot by a patrolman, who
thought the "hold-up" was a real one.

Chief

:

—The

her with his handsome presence.
While
he is waiting for her Stephen arrives with a
bouquet of flowers to lay at Daphne's feet. Tom

TOUGH LICK ON A BOUGH SEA— (Two
May

part.

The

31).

monlo (Dan Ru

sell)

Commodore

cast:

Hi

;

Ali-

(Sammy Burasj

>.u

;

son's fiancee?
Is it polite to
old Dad out to sta ?
And is

shove your poor
it polite to shove
another guy overboard because you think he
knows something about you? Decidedly not.
But the gentlemen concerned in this tale
were neither polite nor well mannered.
On
the contrary, they were positively downright
rude and overbearing, and it was a question
who was the rudest. Anyway, the son who
did all the above dirty work, took passage to
escape the consequences of a little crime of
The ship, however, picked up the father
his.
he bad set adrift, and father was in a rip
roaring frame of mind and thanked heaven
he had lived for vengeance.
The son might
safely hidde

Sorter, Gordon Griffith, Frank
The
and Ernest Butterworth)
ill. Griffith)
His Wife (G. Griffith).
The manager sent his company to the park
make some exterior scenes, and they did

ButJterworth

;

;

that

notice

not

had tied their
The manager was

children

the

wagon on behind the

auto.

rather jealous of the attentions of his leading
to his wife, who played the !' minine leads.
pany rehearsed the scene of an elopedi
intently by the children.
As the boss was not present, the director
and his staff decided to take time off for a
The leading man urged the
me."
leading lady to come and rest with him under
The children got hold of
a neighboring tree.
the camera and decided to make a picture on
They acted a burlesque
their own account.
of the scene they had just seen, and then fate
inspired them to experiment with the panorama
handle.

man

'i

The m xt day the company was invited into
the projection room to see yesterday's results.
Then
The kids managed to sneak in, too.
was revealed how the actors wasted their
time, and the pressing attentions of the leading man to the Manager's wife gave that genwas
tired,
Everybody
tleman a painful shock.
but the children were rewarded with slices
of pie by their loving mother for having kept
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Springs

Birth Shown in Dance.— Girl stugraceful gyrations greet new season,
Newcomb College New Orleans, La.
Tigers Fast on Water.— Princeton beats Mid-

dents

iu

—

Columbia and

dies,

Cup— Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania
Pa.

for

Childs'

Navy Four

Subtitle:

Britain

Welcomes Serbian Prince.— Throng
Koyal visitor escorted through city by
troops— London, England. Subtitle: Sir Thomas
•ees

L-KO.
A BUSTED HONEYMOON
(Ray
It

(May 24).— The
The Bride (Alice Howell); The Groom
The Had .Man (Fatty Voss).
was his wedding day, but he wandered
Griffith)

;

from the wayside and dropped into one of his
old haunts, where he partook of a little more
than was good for him. The bride, knowing his
haunts, after an hour or two of waiting, decides to call up his old place and find if he
She begged him to hurry home, but
is there.
he was in no condition to fie called sweet names
and resented her interference.
He wandered out into the park, where he
found some girls to his liking, but hardly had
he got started to making love before the husband of one of the girls, a very bad man, came
on the scene and it was curtains for the groom.
whom he
He hurri'
knew lie could Mutt The wi ddmg was hastened
itely apwith all spei d an
propriated his little; wit".':- hard-earned savings

Lipton, host to Serbians.
Soldiers Guard Border.— New Mexico's
guard, first State troops at line— El

national

wife and child on private car.
War If
guards.
First train takes supplies to U.
Army. Major Laughorne wins high jump.
raiders, Col, Taylor say-

train
S.

After Glenn Springs'

Honors

Last
Cohen,

Army

Springs'

to

War Hero.— Private

when

slain

Mexicans

•

To

The bride
mercenary
he

the

bad

morning

Hat

man

to

in..

groom bad encountered

the

Later at nlghl

in the park.

decid,

\'ot

later

we

sec

smoking

cigarettes.

Boy

Bo
ents of "P

i

Wiiinii.:
sands Che,

for

tl

her thoughts, wondering whether
ered from the unequal contest with the brutal
athlete, and realizing that it is Stephen that
she really cares for. Daphne goes to MacFadden's gymnasium and there finds Stephen has
not only fully recovered, but hae developed into

Blue

exponadvice from

good

v

an

v.

She tells him how proud she is
he has made good, an,
now admits she
mistaken in bestowing her favor on Tom.

athlete.

that

I

ne smug-

THE UNCONVENTIONAL G1HL
—May 26).—The cast: Mrs. Joy
;

a determined look
waru tbe window, where he pics OJ
driver and places it iu his pocket with a knowing look.
At the dinner in the. Jov mansion
iHel< n
she innoun..- to the a-scmbled guests that she would

Back

in

via that he

Mom

tenement

the

must

hou

ral

stur\ing
.!
l

\\
.'..

•.

uen
i

i

a note.

Subtitle

v.— ThouI
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ic

winner,
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I

Ko\|i

IIKAI.TII

Pun

Daphne
hen,

with

h0|.e

full
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'Hi
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t,

Opportunity, copped
tin n
iii.
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and
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pawnbroker.
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Nut,

i.h.

i

era

and Mil
and the bunch
Nut In time to

iw

one

foi

.v.

Th.

Holubar,
Btepben

but The
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ii.
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dollar
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parts
;

;

;

\l-

'

Morris)

(Two

(Mrs. j. }\
Mr. Jov (Joseph W. Glrard)
Hel(Edith Roberts)
Dorothv Joy t MarySylvia Erentano
(Syde'll
Dowling);
Have
Brentano
(Stanley
Walpole);
Frank
Worthing (Anthonv Merlo). Written and produced by Robert F. Hill.
Helen Joy, the daughter of .wealthy parents.
is thoroughly unconventional, to the despair of
her fashionable mother.
i_« guests have assembled in the Jov drawing room for a dinner
party, but are detained by Helen's absence,
nelen, meanwhile, is having a glorious time
coasting down hill on a bob-sleigh with about
six or seven boys.
Pie succeeds in pacifying
her indulgent dad, who goes out to look for
her, and she finally arrives borne and
self at the dining room table ahead of tne
'h her two Pekinese dogs in a high
chair beside her.
Mrs. Jov enters with the
guests and is horrified but in spite of her pr>tests tbe dogs remain and the dinner is served.
The scene then shifts to a kitchen and general living room In the slums, where Sylvia
Brentano is trying to quiet her baby. Seeing
her care-worn expression, her brother, Dave.

Brundage)
en Joy
Moore)

them

—Young

Marathon

l'aw and Maw
Hi it
with

months

that burglai

V.

Th.-

to

Six

Stephen no longer a weakling, but

of

Guard

i,

he would reknowing that

that

(1

he
that

to

City.

ti
i

"Don't be

i

man who happened

a

up.

mu-it icave off

sailors—

Subtltli

Tea<

gives

Morris
Glenn

,1-itlon

Bain's

nly periscope for

I

landlady

raided

buried— New Vork

Post,

Navy on 1'ar.i.l
by
tineas"
Uncle
Charleston Navy Yard, Mass

•'

The

him

Later we see Stephen at the office of MacFadden, who U.ls him that in the first place he

.

The scene that followed between father and
had best be left untold.
Suffice to say
that the storm got heavier and the ship went
down.
Father and son forgot their enmity in
trying to get into a lifeboat.
Unfortunately, the
Captain said 'women first" and father and
his
olfspring tried to impersonate ladies to
save their skins. They were very poor female
Impersonators, however, and the Captain's spare
eye was their downfall.
Anyway the lifeboat
went down safely, but the ship didn't.
She
w.ut down unsafely, and father, son and annale impersonator went with her.
The
only pleasant thing about the whole affair was
the girls escape.
She got away in a lifeboat
and made eyes at a strange gentleman, who
afterwards married her and with whom she
lived happily ever after.
son

wins easily.

cast:

fix

i

.

The Kids (Irma

to

sneers at Stephen's sentimentality.
While weak in body, Stephen's spirit is
strong, and resenting Toms sneers, the two men
are about to come to blows when Daphne enters.
She reminds them that "In day of old, when
knights were bold, they fought for their lady
loves"— adding significantly, "to the victor belong the spoils."
So her two ardent admirers
retire to an open space in front of her window
to battle with their Lets for her favor.
Tom
has little difficulty in besting the weakling.
Stephen is helped to his feet by MacFadden's
class of marathon runners, who have wltnessea
the contest while engaged in their daily sprint.
They advi
.ng and
one of tuem suggests that he get MacFadden to

,,,

lIlTlllllle

.

1,1

in.

Van

ii

and

Dyck'i

prod

herltan

tl

birth

was

window where.
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the day of his release Sylvia
ting ioi
him with a baby in her arms. Suddenly they
hear a noise outside and on going to the window they see Sylvia placing her baby on the
front stoop.
Pinned to the baby's dress is a
letter from Sylvia notifying Worthing that he
must take care of the child, as she cannot support it any longer.
Helen and Dave rush downstairs and Me.e-)
takes the baby from Sylvia, who, not understanding her motive, snatches the baby back.
Dave reassures his sister, however, and '.hen
they all enter a taxieab which Helen engages.

your
lost your sha
out laughing.
Marion
Gideon comes to the
the

heiress,

looks troubled.
Then
rescue.
"Thanks for
valet a wife— I am Gideon Gault,"

my

finding

he says.

'

Marion

is

dumbfounded.

At this instant a messenger boy enters with
telegram.
He hands It to Marion. She reads:
"Last codicil to uncle's will leaves all to put
up a monument to himself."

a

Marion swoons dead away and Sam promptly
uncorks a bottle of Champagne in her face.
Gideon and the servants congratulate Sam and

Meanwhile, In the Joy household they discover
Helen's absence and are getting somewhat worwhen the taxieab drives up and Helen,
followed b,y Dave and Sylvia carrying her baby,
breaks Into the drawing room.
ried

Helen denounces Worthing.

Dave assumes

JOKER.

a

threatening attitude as Helen tells Worthing
he must marry Sylvia to legitimatize the child.
Worthing protests, but Dave, exhibiting a piitol, warns him that this time lie will make a
sure job of it if he doesn't do the square thing
Dorothy is overcome
by Sylvia and her child.
by this revelation of villainy on the part of her
Among the guests is a clergyman, who

SISPICIOX (June 3).— The
;

may become

lueh

;r

that she will

A DOUBLE FIRE DECEPTION (May 30).—
;

;

About this time, word comes from an attorannouncing that the latest of the many

ney

of her late uncle's will stipulates that
she is to receive one-half of his fortune only
protege,
on condition that she marry his
Gideon Gault. The lawyer goes on to say that
•anged for Mr. Gault ._ visit her
in order that tiiey may become well acquainted.
Marion's delight turns to fury. She wants all
the fortune.
Meanwhile Gideon Gault is starting for
Marion's home, accompanied by his valet, Sam.
The valet has high social ambitions, the master
The valet dresses as well as he
has none.
dares, while Gideon wears the plainest black
Gideon is interested in "upof severe cut.
Polly is
work, religion and missions.
lift"
brought before Marion, and. with the coming
of the gawky girl, Marion gets a startling
that, for the time, Polly
announces
She
idea.
must be the heiress, while Marion will be her

codicils

Gideon and Sam stop on their way to MariGideon is attracted and shocked by the
on's.
sight of a crowd of boys shooting craps on the
He gets out of the machine and
sidewalk.
tells Sam to inform the heiress he will follow.
Sam drives on to Marion's suburban home,
where, on account of his smart appearance,
he is mistaken for his master and received by
Marion, dressed as a maid, with all honors.

He is introduced to Polly. Sam realizes what
he's fallen into, and determines to take all
until something hapthat's coming to him
Marion slips Polly a note, "Make him
pens.
Polly in her
love you— he's a millionaire."
clumsy way begins to try her powers of fas-

—

cination upon the puzzled Sam.
He sees Gideon calmly walking up the path
tells his master what has happened. Gideon
mildly remarks, "Keep up the deception, Sam.
it may give me the chance to do great good.'
Gideon, the supposed valet, is introduced into
the servants' hall, where he proceeds to reform
Marion, listening at the keyhole,
everyone.
overhears Sam making love to Polly, and thinks
her deception is progressing splendidly. Under
the influence of Gideon's saintly personality, the
servants get religion in various ways. Gideon at
last has come to the right place.
Sam proposes to Polly and they are quietly
In the drawing room,
married that night.
Marion has had prepared a supper, waiters
She invites
having come in from a caterer's.
all the servants into the drawing room, and
they come marching in single file, led by
Gideon, singing "Onward Christian Soldiers."
cook,
crying,
big
fat
the
to
Polly rushes
Sam begins to see light. Some"Mother."
thing is wrong.
"I'm
While Sam rages, Marion pertly says

and

:

very

Bill

is

his

fill

do the housework

lereafter
i

I

1

hotel.
1

the

Sam (Matt Moore); Polly (Jane
cast:
Gideon Gault
Marion (Clara Byers)
Scenario written by Norbert
(Allan Holubar).
Produced by Matt Moore.
Lusk.
Polly, the cook's hoyden daughter, is to get
the chance of her young life when Miss Marion
Earle, her mother's mistress, proposes to train
Marion, her future beneher as her maid.
factress, while awaiting them in her drawing
room, repulses an earnest young man who is
proposing to her, making it clear that she wants
money rather than love, every time.
Gail)

a

reparing the noonday meal he enters his wife's
and finds her primping to go

Dave's wife.

The

man, and
that.
As

Binks is a married
"henpecked" one at

Bill

is called upon
to marry Worthing and Sylvia.
only consents to the marriage for her
sake and on condition that she shall be
Worthing's wife in name only. The couple then
step up to be married, and after the ceremony
Worthing is ignominiously ordered out of the

Sylvia

Girl''

;

;

Child's

house.
As the picture fades out there are indications that some day the "Unconventional

cast:

William Franey)
His Wife (Gale
"'
(Milburn Moranti)
(Lillian
Peacock)
Policeman (Charles
Vlte
onklin).
Written and produced by Allen
r.mk.-

The wife thinks
persuades Bill to

hotel.

At the hotel live Sam Green and his wife,
and they are a typical couple of newlyweds.
They have troubles of their own. While Sam
itaking a bath the tub springs a leak and
he tries to stop the flow of water with his
wife's new hat.
The wife is pressing his trou-

June

3.

1916

written by Catherine Carr.
Produced
by Lucius Henderson.
Mrs. Crosby, a society favorite, drives
out
with her husband in a closed limousine.
The
husband gets out to enter a jewelry store and
tells the chauffeur to drive on.
George Klngsley, a well known clubman,
enters the limousine trum the other side of the street
and the
chaulfeur drives on unawares „| his new passenger. Presently Kingsley alights and
Clymer
Blakiord, a fellow-clubman, notes that he came
out o! the Crosby car.
On arriving home the
Chauffeur opens the door of the car.
Mrs
Crosby seems to have fainted.
The chauffeur
and butler carry her into the house, where
Dr.
.niton, accompanied by the noted
criminologist
'<>«"••».
makes an examination and declares
that Mrs. Crosby has been stabbed to death.
The chauffeur testifies at the inquest that the
last person seen with Mrs. Crosby
was her husband.
Crosby doesn't duly that he was with
his wife, but indignantly proclaims
his being
put under arrest.
Eownes gets permission to
view the body of the victim, while Blackford
appears at poll,, headquarters and reports
that
he saw Kingsley come out of the car after
Crosby had left it. On the strength of Blacklord s testimony Crosby is released
and Kingsley faces a charge of murder.
Fownes, determined to solve the mystery, offers his services
to Kingsley, whom be believes to
be innocent
Kingsley admits to the detective that he
was
Mrs Crobsy's lover and that she had promised
to leave her husband for him, but
insists that
when he left the car she was alive and happy.
The detective picks up a dagger-shaped paper cutter during an interview with
Crosby and
pockets it unseen by Crosby.
At the ensuing
trial, the detective is placed on the
stand and
informs the court that the late Mrs. Crosby,
upon his investigation, had been a dancer who
appeared under the name of Yola in an East
Side dance hall, and that her lover at that time

was

when

and his wife arrive. Mrs
an old sweetheart in tht person of
there is a happy meet ng between
the two.
Mrs. Binks and Mr. Gre
much surprised at the meeting ai
come jealous of their respective mates. Green
takes his wife back to their room, while Mrs.
Binks orders her husband into their apartments.
Green decides that a public hotel is not a
place for a pretty newly wedded woman and
decides_ to seek out a bungalow.
Mrs. Green
* looking
meets Bill and tells
for a place.
Bill suddenly thinks of his
and tells
that he has the very plat
....
they are lookBill

ognizes
Bill

and

He

suggests that she accompany him
Mrs. Binks misses her hushis wife at the
of the hotel just
in time to see Binks and Mrs. Green leaving
in
Both, believing their "better
a taxieab.
halves" are eloping, set out in pursuit.
Binks
and Mrs. Green arrive at the house, not knowing they are pursued, and Binks is showing
her about the place.
Green and Mrs. Binks have many mishaps,
but finally arrive at the house.
Mrs. Binks
tells Green that she has
long suspected her
husband of chasing "chickens" and she is
glad to find him out at last. They take refuge
in the cellar while trying to catch Binks and
Mrs. "*-

ng

to

for.

look

it

over.

a young gangster known a s Budd Kennedy.
Subsequently, she made a hit at an uptown
cabaret
It was there that Crosby became
acquainted with her and paid her marked attention, thus arousing the jealousy
of her lover
ing in the girl's innocence, Crosby asked
her to marry him and she thereupon indicated
to Budd that she was tired of wearing cheap
he never gave her any jewels.
This caused Budd to commit burglary in order
ide her with a diamond necklace and
other jewels.
Yola, however, learning that he had stolen
them, was afraid to keep them.
Accordingly
she dropped the diamond necklace into his pocket.
Budd, subsequently, while under the influ"* liquor, had a fight with
another gang'

band and Mr. Green misses
same time and they come out

ordered coal and it is all dumped in the cellar.
Binks and Mrs. Green hear the scrambling down
stairs and believe it is burglars.
They call
Poor Green and Mrs. Binks
for the police.
are buried under the heap of coal.
Binks and
Mrs. Green, unable to bear the idea of remaining in the house with burglars, jump out
All are
of the window just as the cops arrive.
taken in charge by the cops and leave to catch
the burglars.
Green and Mrs. Binks finally wiggle out from
under the coal and knock on the door for
assistance.
The cops open the door, but before Green can explain the cop bangs him on
Mrs. Binks grabs her
the head with his club.
husband and then turns upon Mrs. Green and
demands to know what she has been doing in
Mrs.
the house with another woman's husband.
Green calmly pulls out a slip of paper and
opening it displays to the astonished eyes of
Mrs. Binks a receipt for six months' rent.
Mrs Binks and Mr. Green are ashamed of their
unjust accusations of their respective husband
and wife. In desperation Mrs. Binks tells the
crowd that she was endeavoring to

convinced that Yola
After getting rid „.
Crosby.
Five years later they had a quarrel
he told him frankly that she had only
married him for his money and the social position he could give her.
After making this
statement, Fownes says
"According to my deduction, the following events occurred upon the
latal day.
A new chauffeur drove the car.
Crosby and his wife had a violent quarrel
1

:

Upon the husband leaving the car, the lover
Kingsley, took his place. The murder was committed

Kingsley had left the car by a
used a knife affected by a certain" set
on the East Side."

after

man who

of gangsters

Fownes then takes a gangster's knife from
car.

nies

his
nd accuses the chauffeur who drove the
The chauffeur arises indignantly and dethe accusation.
Fownes insists that the

chauffeur
after

his

is

no other than Budd Kennedy, who,
from prison, was consumed

release

with a desire for revenge on the

woman who

had thrown him over. The detective asks for
the arrest of Budd, who tries to make his esbut is overpowered by the police. Slipping
his t

Budd, realizing that his case is hopeles.,
laughs hysterically and says, "She doublecrossed me. I waited and planned to get her.
She had her day. You've got me I got her.
Everybody
crowds
around
to
congratulate
Kingsley, who insists that the solution of the
mystery is due to the cleverness of the crim-

—

inologist.

LAEMMLE.
THE FUR TRIMMED COAT (May

30).—

The cast:

Walter McPhail (Rupert Julian):
(Douglas Gerrard)
Clara McPhail
(Elsie Jane Wilson)
Nellie (Francelia Billington).
Scenario by E. J. Clauson.
Produced by Rupert Julian.
Mrs. Clara McPhail receives a beautiful sealskin coat.
The note which accompanies the
package is signed "Adelbert," and requests that
Adelbert

;

;

Qirard)

George

;

Mrs. Crosby, his wife (Mary Fuller)
(Anthony Merlo)
Fownes
Kingsley
the chauffeur (William Welsh).

(Bert Busby)

;

;

;

it

be

worn

for

his

sake,

in

remembrance

of

—

.

June

3,
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Clara examines the coat, then sits
days past.
gazing at it, lost in perplexed meditation.
Finally she rises, packs the coat, puts on her
wraps, goes out and pawns the coat.
That night at dinner, Clara hands her husband, Walter, a pawn ticket, explaining to
him that she found it and asking him to look
into the matter the next day and see if it
tits
to
anything.
The following afterClara makes a casual inquiry in regard
he forgot

a stranger had drifted into the home town, and
after a rapid fire wooing had married his
daughter.
He was liked by all who knew him,
but after the marriage the young husband got

One

life.

look

it

up.

However, he does

dance

I

matter next evening on his return from work.
The next day she dpeides to go on a little
shopping expedition, and calls at her husband's office with a request for some money.
McPhail turns to the stenographer and requests her to get the money for him.
With a
superior air, Nellie calmly gets up from her
desk, walks to the closet and a moment later
appears gaily bedecked in the fur trimmed
McPhail contiuues turning over the
coat
papers on his desk, wholly unconscious of the
shock his wife has received upon observing the
!

coat

Clara
that

in the possession of the stenographer.
says nothing, but she registers a vow
there shall soon be a settlement with

Friend Husband.

TWO MOTHERS

(Two Parts— June 1).—The

Richard Angus (Alfred Allenj
Dick,
son (Gordon Griffith)
Nina Angus, his
(Virginia Southern)
Violetta
Andree
(Dorothy Davenport)
Violetta's Second Husband (Emory Johns).
Scenario by Calder
Johnstone.
Produced by Lloyd Carleton.
The boy was a twelve-year-old edition of his
The man was an invalid, and the
father.
Everyboy's stepmother was an opera singer.
thing depended upon her securing a contract
When she
with the Grand Opera Company.
returned home after the first trial, she told
her husband that she had a rival a woman
and
who could sing much better than she
after the boy had gone to bed, she told her
husband who the woman was.
Veroni, the
rival singer, was no other than Violetta Andree, the first wife of Richard Angus and the
mother of his boy Dick.
Late that evening, Violetta called upon Mrs.
Angus, determined to have her boy back. She
offered the wife any inducement, even going
so far as to promise not to sing, and thus perbut
mit the wife to secure the engagement
the wife refused, believing all that her husband had told her of how the other woman had
wrecked his life and left him with the boy.
But the woman told her side of the story
of how the husband drank heavily, how she
supported him for several years, and how the
man came into her life who was now her husband, and of how her first husband had misBut Mrs. Angus
understood their friendship.
realized what she had done for the boy, the
sacrifices she had made, and the evil influence
his own mother would now have over him.
The next evening in her dressing room, Violetta was surprised to receive a card from
She instructed the callMr. Richard Angus.
boy to show him in. A boy of twelve years,
In a somewhat worn evening suit, stood before
She then learned that he was her son.
her.
The boy plead for his mother and slowly the
woman drew the truth from him, realizing
for the first time that the boy believed his
own mother to be dead. The lad showed her
a worn and faded photograph of his mother
her own picture when she was a young girl.
She bade him return to his mother, and to
tell her that she would do all she could to help
When the. boy was gone, she sent the
them.
manager word that she was ill and would not
go on, and advised him to send for Nina
cast:

;

his

;

wife

;

;

ness,

much

while the husband

night,

one

is

_.

the girls flirts with him
the jealousy of her lover. A fight

hall,

of

X

heard
tires

him.

of

waiting,

of

The baby

girl

is

'

Meanwhile the little ....
and dies of a broken heart.
left in the old mans hands

raise as best he can.
He finishes the sad
story and the boss tries to comfort him.
They
go out to find the little child, but she is missto

The

has wandered

child

and becomes
for

on into the woods
All join in a frantic search
little trace.
The child
exhausted and then spies

lost.

but can

her,

wanders about

find

until

among

a cabin

the trees.
She stumbles inside
and falls on the bunk asleep. The silent man
has wandered outside and, returning, sees the
bundle on his bunk. He finds the child, and is
struck by the remarkable resemblance to his
dead wife.
He clasps her in his arms, and
opening the locket, finds the face of his wife
inside.
The stranger and the boss, hearing
voices, come in.
Recognition follows and the
man is told of his wife's death, but finds consolation in the recovery of his memory and
the presence of his little girl.

GOLD SEAL.
THE SILENT MAN OF TIMBER GULCH

— May

(Two

.'if)).— The

The Man

Parts
His Wife (Ella Hall)
(Robert Leonard)
The
Stranger (Mare Rohhins); Hi
andilauglit.r
(Ella Hall).
Written and produced by Robert
Leonard.
Like a wounded animal seeking the cover
of the woods, the man had come to Timber
Gulch.
Taking possession of an abandoned
cabin, he had lived a lonely existence.
He was
never known to say a word to the other Inhabitants, keeping his business to himself and
cast:

;

;

('.

his

quei

i

r

..i
speculation union:' the n.ii i\
\t
his nature would
and the
sound of a gun shot would havi
effect upon him.
II.
the sound of a shot and violently
gun from the hands of the hunter.
One day a stranger and a child arrived in
the camp.
The boss of the camp mi
stranger and it turns out that he and the
Btrnnger are old friends.
They talk of old
times and the bo
child.
The friend tells him that the child
Is his grandchild ami

ward, and back into the hall. Neal knocking
down a couple of cripples and Harrv
Neal finally manages to barricade' himself
within one of the rooms and escapes through
the window, but his escape is soon
the attendants give chase.
N, a! hi
apartment house, and from there runs to an
•

and.

oblivious

everything,

to

NESTOR.
-

;

uuuipsuiij.
written by Arthur Muekley.
Produced by Al. E. Christie.
Mr. Newlywed's wife is extravagant. A notice
of a bargain sale is to Mrs. Newlywed an invitation to buy, and she seldom allows one
to pass
without getting something.

fact that Mrs. Newlywed has several dozen
pair of stockings, she insists on getting some
at this bargain, and her husband leaves the
bouse after the two have a fuss over the matter.
\rriving at the office, a stenographer requests

ad that provoked the discussion between
his wife and himself.
He decides to surprise his
wife by buying a pair of stockings and takes
them home as a peace offering.
Not to be
Mrs. Newlywed borrows the necessary
funds from the maid and sets out for the
bargain counter.
The stenographer buys her
stockings, and is so pleased with them that
she puts them on before leaving the store.
Ethel sees In r husband at the bargain counter and is happy, believing that he is getting
kings for her.
To be on the safe
side,
however, she purchases a pair of the
and sets out for the office.
Eddie
urned to the office, and Is met by a
customer, who desires to see some property.
He leaves with the customer, and tells the
Clerk that should he not return before five,
to close the office.
He also leaves the package
of stockings he has bought for his wife.
Finishing her shopping, Ethel returns to her
husband's office and finds him missing.
She
determines to wait until he returns; and while
waiting, discovers that the stenographer has
on a pair of the bargain hose.
Buspldon
against her husband i- aroused, and she awaits
urn with injm.,
feeling*
When five
o'clock arrives and Eddie do. s not return, the
office Is closed.
Ethel Is forced to return honi,
alone
Shortly after she
rapher, while placing some letters on Eddie's
desk, discovers the package of stocktni
written upon It is a little note stating it Is for
denied,

i

his wife.

injured

it

r

feelings

stenographer

Dddll
try the bargain counter

OOOO mi:
J,

NQtl

huh.

i

1
i

I'

Mom

(Ni'Ml

mih.

i:

Winn

runs Into a
his wife with her
h.r raring,
with '
'

In

TAMMANY'S TIGER (Two Parts— June 3).—
,

;

;

;

Written
and produced by Henry McRae.
A committee of old-time Tammanv leaders
determine to revive the "Grand Old Party."
The chairman of the committee, in an effort
to make their emblem a feature of the revival,
suggests they secure a stuffed tiger to be displayed during the reception.
Jim Little, the
former owner of a circus, sees a phance to
make some money in securing an animal. Jim
tells them that there is no such thing as a
stuffed tiger in the country, but that he will
get one and have it "fixed" so the animal will
be perfectly harmless.
Jim has a daughter. Arena, who has a hobby
for strange pels.
Percy Peace, the son of
Little's bitterest political enemy, is an ardent
admirer of the girl, but not of her pal
is caught love-making by Arena's father,
who
orders him off the grounds.
Robert Riot, who
is
a firm political friend of Littl. an admirer of Arena's.
Shortly aft.
undignified retreat. Little tak. - up the .luestion
of securing a tiger with Robert.
Rol
gests they visit a circus with quartet
and get a veterinary to dope one of tl
Percy has slipped back. but. seeing the two
talking confidentially, he ov.
He beats tluni to the vet.
Axes matters with that gentlenuu
i

:

and

Little

make arrangements

for

thi

be doped for two hours
When the r.al doping
tak.s place however, influenced by I".
vlous visit, the v.
enough dope to last thirty minutes.
•

'

and Robert arrange

to have
during the middle of the
meeting. The meeting opens with a rush. The
doped tiger is brought in and placed In the
middle of the crowd on a table. As the chairman ardently argues for the revival of the
party. statin! thai now If the time to put life In-

Little

brought

to

the

hall

Tammany,

the
To tw it. h
I'.
and his fri.
figure that th.v h.ne ,m QOttr
fore the tiger Wil
spit.In
of 'hi- tact
\t
tlcularly vehement outburst, the Tamil
to

Its

t

>

link

and

tail

Little

:',,•

lime.

They

•

It

Is

"
pal

•

home

>

ami

her

to

The cast: Jim Little (H. Griffith) Percy Lee
Hill)
Arena (Marie Walcamp)
Robt. Riot
(L. C. Shumway); Spuds (E. N. Wallach).

hava a

The stenographer, thinking he has
tornado

u'p

BISON.

29).— The
" wlywed (Ethel Lynn); Mr. NewThe Stenographer (Betty

the package, determines to tnke It
that night he

rushes

and commences to talk. The attendants soon
come on and they take him back to the hospital,
where Billie is installed as his nurse.

OVER A STOCKING (May

'LL

lywed (Eddie Lyons)

;

;

to his disappointment. Stella is assigned
to him.
He throws pillows at her and altogether gives the impression that he is violent.
nurse is put on the case, but when Neal
discovers that it is not Billie, he again raves.
Harry and Stella try to soothe him and Harry
promises to give him another nurse, but again
Neal is disappointed, and the two start fighting.
He decides that he will leave the place. As
they have taken his clothes he wraps a sheet
around him and starts out.
A chase follows
through the ward which disturbs the patients

A new

ing.

—

;

makes a great hit with Neal.
That night at the club Neal cannot get the
pretty nurse out of his mind.
He pretends illand is rushed off to the hospital, but,
Billie,

and

gambling,

•

up the
will

he

elephant, and
wh.ti thi

la

In

full

mala

imong

the

swing painting the hall

:
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donly appears upon tin- scene and there is a
>. ..ml
mi,- u> see who gets out lirst.
Some
of the lions take refuse in a street
Titic, and the ear
runs wild.
In tin
rush to escape the annuals, Little is
rumpled, and the doetor orders him to be
taken home and in have absolute quiet.
For
i

i_
hut quiet there for him.
Numbers
he has
taken refuge in a sale deposit vault.
Percj calls on Anna and finds the house
Silled
with animals.
Iking conn red. there is
nothing left to do except run the animals out
of the house.
Although his knees are violently
shaking, he succeeds in driving the animals
to the

have proven too much for Robert, and

-

leavings of the family table and clothed scant-

THE RING (Episode No. 5— -The
Mystery'— Two parts— May 29).— The
Canard
Dr. bund, Jr.
(Francis Ford); Flip
l'ele Girard)
Marcus
PEG

O'

>

i

i

,

l

he

falls

exhausted

I

The circus people, attracted by the fire
Passersby
Peg and search for her.

mis?

unconscious Dr. Lund. Jr., and, failing to
revive him, send him to the hospital.
In the
excitement, some roughnecks see the box in
which Peg is hidden, and. thinking it contains
circus goods which they can convert into money,
thev take the box to their counterfeiting den.
Marcus, with the letter he stole from Flip,
tries to locate Mrs. Lund and receive his reward.
Failing to find her at her home, he
starts out to look for her.
Peg, while in the box, feels herself taken
through many passageways and secret entrance
and finally laid in what seems to be a den of
some kind. Listening, she learns she is in a
counterfeiting den.
She is not there long when
her captors, or rescuers, try to open the box

"Boss" has just been driven
Leaving the box, they all rush
up outside.
Feeling sure she is alone, P'eg sucupstairs.
ceeds in getting out of her prison and hides
secret
door.
The gang enters with
behind a
the "Boss," who is none other than Mrs. Lund.
She warns them that the Secret Service are on
In her hurry to leave, she loses
their trail.
her purse containing letters, etc., which are
found by Peg after the roughnecks take Mrs.
purse for evidence
Lund upstairs. Keeping the
i_ ~
against Mrs. Lund, Peg ~
j

that the

;

ithcr
the
for f

he makes inquiries regarding the box, and learns
from some boys that the crooks took it to their
Learning its location, he starts in purden.
Peg, in the secret passage, starts to find
a way out. when she feels a dampness and
Hearing
the floor slowly go down with her.
running water she finds she is drawing
suit.

Screaming

underground river
help, she is engulfed
the episode ends.

THE ATTIC PRINCESS (May

"1

)

.—The

for

cast

Hiss Holt, her
Hilda Dawn
(Zoe
Bech)
aunt (Marjorie Ellison)
Warren Berghmann
(Thomas Jefferson). Scenario by Calder Johnstone.
Produced by George Cochrane.
Hilda's parents were killed in the Fayton
Railroad disaster.
She was five years old at
the time, with no one in all the world to care
for her except her aunt, and so to this relative
Miss Holt was a
she went to be cared for.
prim sort of woman, hard at heart by reason
of a life of self privation and self pity.
Then came a surprise to the unmarried, unIn the will left by Hilda's father
loved aunt.
;

;

it was decreed that his entire estate should revert to his little daughter when she has reached her majority, but in the event of her passing away, the fortune was to go to the aunt.

3,

1916

reunion and the futuri

lor all.

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS)

WHERE ARE MY CHILDREN?

(Five Parts).
Richard Walton (.Jerome Power)
Walton (Helen Riaume)
Mrs. Brandt
A ah amp)
Walton's
housekeeper
(Cora Drew)
Lillian,
her daughter (Rene
Rogers;
Roger (A. D. Blake)
Dr. Malflt
Juan He La Cruz); Dr. Homer (C. Norman
•

Mrs.

;

;

The next day he brought a warm
and as the days passed he brought
things— the little girl believing that

lor hunger.

Other
fairies

visited her.

Then came discovery. Whereupon Miss Holt
accused her of stealing the good things but
Mr. Berghmann, the artist, overheard the accusation and he climbed into the attic and deue little girl.
This was followed by
his having her taken from the aunt and legally
adopting her himself. And thus the child's undays ended and she became a little
Princess such as site dreamed she might be.

—

;

the fourth episode, we find
Peg looked in the circus box in the burning
tent, with her only friend, Dr. Lund, Jr., unonsi ions near her.
Dr. Lund regains cononly to find himself in the burning
Struggling to his feet, he looks for
is about to make
try
for the entrance of the tent when he is attracted by the muffled cries of a woman in
distress.
He finds that the noise comes from
Nearly sufthe box, and learns it is Teg.
focated with the smoke and lire, he succeeds
hob- in the tent, and with his
in cutting a
fast ebbing strength, he pulls the box through
the hole and into the night and safety, while

py

bright

Hut it chanced that a rich artist had long
since used the attic across the way as a studio,
where be came several days a week and painted
at ins leisure.
And one evening, when he returned unexpectedly to remain for the night,
the little girl crying, and looking

;

(

(Irving Lipner).
At the end of

da;

ily.

.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE

June

Newbury
Margie Marsh
Lena Llaskette).
John Marsh is a farmer of Scotch descent.
is dead, but he has a son and a little
daughter.
The boy is in his teens and the
i

(

;

His wife
father

hard

toils

to

educate the

lad,

sending

him to an agricultural college away from
The youth, Jim, who has never been
away from home before, and who has known
nothing but hard work all his life, begins his
school work by making every day a holiday.
home.

He soon
cient

for

finds that his small
his needs and he

income
writes

is

insuffi-

home

for

more money. The father draws from the bank
and sends what his boy asks.
The demands
for money become more frequent, and at last
he has to refuse his son.
Jim in debt from
gambling, is tempted to steal, is found out and
expelled from college.
His father at this time
decides to pay the boy a secret visit as a sur-

He arrives at the college the day the boy
expelled
learns the cause, pays the sum
stolen and returns home heartbroken.
He tells
Jim never to set foot across the threshold of
home again. Little Margie and her big
brother were always boon companions, and as
is

;

his

soon as she learns how to write a little she
begs her father to show her how to write
"Bruv'ver Jim."
With an aching heart the
old man traces out the letter, holding to the
baby's fist, and so it goes on week after week,
the little girl writing to the brother, the old
man putting the letter in the rural delivery
mail box, and when the child is asleep, slippling into the box a letter in reply which he
has written. Then he reads the letters to her,
each telling how finely Jim is getting on and
telling her he will "soon come home."
Jim, on leaving college, loafs a little, despondent and hopeless.
Then he goes down
He wanders from
hill until he becomes a hobo.
town to town, taking odd jobs and drinking too
The home instinct is too strong and
much.
memories of his father and sister bring back

He resolves to see the old home
again, even if he cannot enter it.
He
comes in the night, and as he leans against the
He finds a
old mail box his hand opens it.
It Is
letter in baby handwriting to himself.
from little Margie, and in baby fashion tells
him how much she loves him and wants him
to return, and ends with a funny little P. S.,
his

manhood.

once

asking him to "be sure and bring me home
The letter has a
the pony you promised.".
He takes it and after
decided effect on him.
leaving a reply, written in pencil on the back

Thus the father learns that he has been
home, for Margie finds the letter the next
morning and runs with it to the old man. Jim
goes to the nearest city, gets a job, works
hard for a small wage, saves one hundred dollars and sends it back to his father in part
payment for what the old man has done for
him. The money is received at a time of particular need, when a bill for farm implements
is received with a demand for remittance, as
It also gives his
the account is long overdue.
address and that night the father and baby
write him a real letter which he really re-

;

;

;

i

Blc Husband (Wm. J. Hope)
Wife (Marjorie Dlynn)
Dr. Gilding
Haben).
Scenario
written
by
Lois
Weber.
Produced by the Smalleys.
Behind the Portals of Eternity, the soul of
little children waited to be born.
Within the
first
space was the great army of "Chance
children."
Without a distinguishing mark they
went lorth to earth in great numbers.
Then
came those sad Unwanted Souls that were contantly sent back.
They were marked morally
or physically defective, and bore the sign of

Eugenic

;

(Wm.

the serpent.
And then in the Secret Place of
the Most High were those souls, fine and strong,
that were only sent forth on prayer.
They
were mai'ki d with a cross.
Richard Walton, District Attorney, was a
great believer in eugenics.
The sight of the
poor defectives constantly passing through the
police court always left him sad.
It was a great grief to the District Attorney
that his wife was childless
but never dreaming that it was her fault, he concealed his disappointment.
His sister has contracted a
eugenic marriage, and Walton watched the result with interest.
When her first child was
born, his pride and delight in it was only
equal to that of the parents themselves.
As
the child grew up, Mrs. Walton watched with
surprise her husband's interest and pride in
it.
A faint regret stirred in her that she had
deliberately elected to remain childless.
About this time, Mrs. Walton's chum, Mrs.
Brandt, was disappointed to find herself on
the road to motherhood.
A coveted invitation
to a smart house party made her further discontented with her condition.
Confiding in
her friend, Mrs. Walton referred her to her
own physician, Dr. Malfit, and even escorted
Mrs. Brandt to his office.
Thus one of the
"Unwanted Ones" returned, and a social but;

was again ready for house parties.
A case had come to trial that greatly interterested the District Attorney.
A fanatic on
the subject of wellborn children had written a

terfly

book and attempted to send it broadcast, in
which the truth about unwelcome motherhood,
birth regulation and other sex questions were
set
forth.
The District Attorney began to
think more and more of his unborn children.
It
happened that Mrs. Walton's brother
Roger, a young rake, was visiting her when

from school,
the housekeeper asked pern
keep her
some further arrangen
iuld be made.
It was
inevitable that
innocent, should fall a prey
schemes
and wiles of Roger. Presently another c
>

until

]

"Unwanted Ones" had come to
District Attorney, who had come
that

Lillian.
The
to enjoy the

(

At last Lillian realized what was wrong. In
an agony of fear and grief, she sought Roger
and confided her trouble. It was the same old
Roger's attitude was that of a badly
used man. His contempt for Lillian did more
to break her heart than her condition.
Trapped, Roger went to his sister to find a
out of his trouble, pretending he was inHer susterested in the case of a friend.
picions aroused, Mrs. Walton was not slow to
Her fear that her husband
discover the truth.
story.

way

would

discover

the

state

affairs

of

existing

was even greater than her horror of the deed.
It was not hard to persuade her to give Dr.
This time the great
Malflt's name and address.

ceives.

Lillian lived long enough
Dr. Malfit blundered.
then she paid
to tell her mother the truth
the price of her folly with her life.
Her distracted mother confronted the family
with the tragedy and although Roger escaped
by leaving the country and Mrs. Walton's part
in it was not discovered, the District Attorney
got the one criminal of whom he knew. Dr.

Jim, meantime, has taken his entire savings,
amounting to about fifty dollars, and has specuHe loses and later
lated with a bucketshop.
He goes to
learns that the deal was a fake.
the man and demands his money back, is refused, beats up the man, 'who forks over the
money, plus what the stock, he was supposed

Malfit and brought all his efforts to bear upon
Fighting for his life, Malfit
Ig him.
wrote to Mrs. Walton, threatening her with
exposure unless she influenced her husband in
This she was unable to do; but
his favor.
the names of his clients
bring
effort
to
Malflt's
into the case were unsuccessful, and he
In revenge he sent
given a heavy
District Attorney, with the
his day book t
arked on which Mrs. Walton's accounts
pages
with hi a were registered. In this way the Dis-

Baby's birthday arrives, and with it
the anticipation of receiving the longed for
But morning brings no pony, and the
pony.
baby who expected the return of her brother is
almost heartbroken. The father, too, is deeply
affected and holds the weeping child to his

;

'

(

i

r\

juiie
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Attorney learned why his home was childA bitter scene endued that broke Mrs.
Walton's spirit of selfishness forever, awakened
her to a sense of the wrong she had committed and brought repentance.
Repentance came too late. The Portals were
never again opened to her.
Throughout the
years with empty anus and guilty conscience
she must face her husband's unspoken question, "Where Are My Children?"
trict
less.

REX.
LOVE TRIUMPHANT (Two

Part, May 21).
(Kiugsley BeneMartha Hargrave (Adele Earrington)
dict)
Aime Leighton
Egbert Dollard (Val Paul)
Written and produced by
(Gretcben Lederer).

—The

Gerald

cast:

llargra-ve

;

;

;

Harry

S. Stafford.
Gerald Hargrave, a young bank elerk, is in
love with Aime Leighton, a woman some years
elder than himself, who is the proprietress
i

fashionable

l

Aime, young

games

nil--

aid

i

Encouraged by

i

1

i

of

the various

patrimony

lall

is

exhausted and he finds himself in debt to the
establishment.

Martha Hargrave, Gerald's

sister,

who

is

some

ten years older than he, has just engaged herself to Egbert Dollard, who, supposedly, is a
In reality, Dollard is the busiof wealth.
ness partner of Aime Deighton.
Aime and Dollard meet with a run of bad
luck, and, needing money, decide to "call" the

man

Enraged, Aime
_iarkings."
the infatuated Gerald, but gives him the alternative of choosing between immediate settlement and exposure to the officials of his bank.
Overcome with fear of exposure, Gerald is
tempted to "borrow" from the bank. His nerve
fails him, however, and he replaces the cash
which he has taken. That night, Dollard accompanies Martha home from the opera, bide
her good-night and hastens to Aime Leighton's
establishment. Martha, on her way to the room,
hears the restless pacing of Gerald's footsteps
She demands admittance, and,
in his room.
after an effort, succeeds in drawing from Gerald
the confession of his gambling operations. Upon
his promise to sever all relations with Aime
and her establishment, Martha agrees to take
up Gerald's I. O. U.'s. The boy is delighted,
and prepares to go to the Leighton establishBut Martha, unwilling to trust him,
ment.
informs him that she will transact the affair.
Martha yields, but stipulates
Gerald demurs.
that Gerald shall not enter the gambling house.
In Gerald's auto, brother and sister drive to the
Martha meets Aime,
Deighton establishment.
expresses a desire to take up Gerald's I. 0. U.'s
and hands Aime the cash. Aime. not a little
amused, asks Martha to be seated while sho
Dollard in the
(Aime) gets the "markers."
salon, gets in an argument with one of the
His voice carries to Martha, but she
croupiers.
while recognizing it, believes it a coincidence.
In an angry mood, DoJlard exits from the
In the midst of
salon and runs into Martha.
their scene Aim.- enters, sees Dollard's effort to
square himself, and quickly withdraws. In her
I

alarmed at the prolonged absence of Martha and enters the Leighton house.
band, in
Above, in the drawingwhich is the gun, is seen protruding through the
arguing
the
covering
weapon
the
portieres,
The gun is fired, the
Martha and Dollard.
bullet entering the door, which Gerald is in the
act of opening.
Aime enters the room. In the scene which
follows, Martha and Aime each demand of the
The question
r< latiniiship.
Dollard's
other
"
settled, Aime hands Gerald hi
dollars, then tears up the 1. O. U.'s hurls the
Gerald
bits into Dollard's lace and then order
They exit
to conduct Martha from the house.
and return to the Hargrave home. Aime fusses
ut
with the gun, then lays it on the
table, glances at Dollard, summons the negro
DolImllard bis hat.
servant and bids him
passe; out, lei
lard
Gerald exin tin
triumphant,
presses to Martha his gratitude.
i

'

•

I

;

•

i
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the hotel, such as the one in which they happen to be living, would prove more desirable
than a flat, but Ben assures her that a hotel
would be far too noisy for them.
After a glorious honeymoon the happy couple are ushered into a Harlem flat by the rough
janitor, who proceeds to instruct tl^em in regard to the rules and regulations of the place.
Kverything goes along smoothly until they retire for the night.
Then the twin beds loom up

Paul enlists in the Inner Guards, an order

that prohibits its members to marrv till they
are advanced in rank. The two men. during a
violent quarrel over Virginia, arrange a duel.
Paul is the victor, but the Mayors son is so
outraged that his father compels Paul to leave
the town.
Virginia promises to await his return.
Shortly after Pauls return home a town
crier dashes through the streets with the news
that Lincoln has called for troops.
Paul en-

before them and to Ben they seem miles apart.
About 1.30 A. II. a deafening noise shakes the
building.
Ben and Dorothy are awakened and
cling to each other in dismay, but they have no
cause for alarm, however, as it is only Professor Knutt teaching his pupils the latest society dances in the upper flat.
The couple return to slumberland.
As the
'- rising about o A. M. they are awakened

Cleo learns that she is of colored blood, from
a man in the army.
Realizing she can never
be Paul's wife, she goes to him to tell of her
terrible discovery.
Paul cannot make her consent to go home till he goes.
She turns in the
thicket for a last look at Paul standing on the
cliff top.
Suddenly she starts.
In the dense
thicket a spy crawls along.
He stops and aims
his gun at Paul.
Cleo quicklv takes out her
gun to prevent it. A misstep— a fall over a
loose branch and the spy turns his gun upon

tor his garbage can.
He complies with the
quest and returns to the bed.
Presently he is
again awakened by the gruff janitor who imparts the important information that his can
has been returned. On his return to the bedroom Ben moves the twin beds a little closer
together, hopeful that at last he will be able to
sleep.
There is another awful ringing of the
bell, and Ben is informed that the milkman has
delivered the milk.
Later he is aroused by another vigorous ring,
only to discover that the iceman has brought
the ice.
Cursing his luck and the Harlem flat,
Ben carries his pillow into the kitchen and
stretches himself out beneath the dumbwaiter.
Suddenly the telephone bell rings, this time in
the front of the flat.
Ben picks up his pillow
and ambles toward the phone, where Rosalie
has taken down the receiver and is telling a
certain intoxicated individual on the other end
of the line that "Sadie" doesn't live in their
flat.
This is the limit, and Ben and Rosalie
return in a dejected mood to the bedroom,
where, with the two beds now in close proximity, they discuss the situation and decide that
living In a Harlem flat is not "a thing of
i

looms up with the lease and urges Ben to affix
his signature.
The loving couple are now
dressed for travel.
Ben takes one look at the
lease and with a howl of derision, tears it into
a thousand pieces, which he scatters about the
room.
While the gruff janitor is catching his
breath and stands before them dumbfounded,
Ben and Rosalie, with their bags packed, cross
the threshold of the room and bid him a sarcastic

farewell.

Olga Printzlau Clark. Produced by Ben Wilson.
An old man wandering up on the mountain
side stops to rest neath a pine tree.
As he discovers a grave and leans over the stone, the
scene fades to a southern darky plantation.
Craven, the owner, has made Emmy, a mulatto
girl, his mistress.
She is despised by the other

and

fires.

Cleo i s shot down l_
fire.
The
spy escapes, and Paul rushes to Cleo
He c.ries her back to the camp fire.
She dies in his
arms with his kiss upon her lips, faithful to
the end.
The soldiers tenderly bury her in a
narrow grave which they dig by the side of the
little mountain trail, and march away, while
Paul lingers at the grave of the little Bister
who gave her life for him.
Finally he is coaxed from the grave and joins
the soldiers as they march awav. On the crude
headstone they had marked
"A Gentle Volunteer."
This is the same stone which is found
by the old man years later in the opening scene
)

:

—

A CAD (June 3). The cast: Billv Garrick
Hen Wilson) Herbert Gale (Geo W. Gerard)

i

•

;

Violet Masterson (Dorothy Phillips).
Scenario
written by Dwight Cleveland. Produced by Ben

Gale while they are on a hunting trip. While
he is delirious. Herbert steals a locket from
him containing the picture of his promised
wife. Violet Masterson.
Herbert was also a
suitor of Violet's, but Billy won tur heart
and hand.
Billy grows worse
and Herbert
sees in his death a chance to marrv Violet
He pays an Indian to make sure of his rival's
death and goes back to the citv and tells
Violet and her family that Billy was shot and
killed by an Indian for trifling with an Indian
girl's

At

affections.
first

Violet does not believe the story, but

Billy and determines to save him.
The
Indian thinks the fever will kill his charge and
spends most of his time drinking, which gives
the Indian girl a chance to nurse Billy back to
health. Herbert forces his attentions upon Violet and she finally consents to marry him.
As
Billy gets stronger, the Indian becomes more
watchful and Billy cannot find an opportunity
to kill

escape.
The day of the wedding approaches
Violet repents of her promise to marry
Herbert, but thinks of Billy's supposed unfaithfulness and becomes reconciled.
At last Billy
manages to slip down the river in a canoe and
to

nnd

Violet is about to marry Herbert.
ter starts the ceremony wbei
room. Violet, thinking he l-

The minis-

Herbert, who is driven eul
Violet recovers and the nilnUt.

denounces
put to work in the fields, where the darkles
Hester is
at liberty to show their bate.
horrified as she listens to Craven's proposal.

is

are

house.
the lovers

Craven threatens to sell the child If she refuses to become his mistress.
Hester promises.
Emmy has overheard the conversation, and
filled with
is
hate and jealousy.
That night
she goes to Hester and. feigning sympathy,
helps her to escai
Clco are safe on their way

ind
in

the wood-..

JACK

little

.

(Frank

Emmy

tells Craven of the escape, and as a r.sult the
bloodhounds are sent out. [n
falls and injure, ber leg.
In the dt
bears the baying
She r.
that d. ath is
and kisses her little Cleo and urges her to go
on.
she is later torn to
by the dogs.
hep under a
Harry morning find- little Cleo
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Jack

is taken from the burning cabin.
A doctor
hastily summoned, and pronounces the burns
very serious.
Too late Frances realizes that it

FOR RENT

is Jack
she loves.
Downstairs the guests are
waiting for the bridal couple to appear.
Then
comes a telegram from Oilman's daughter stating that if Frances cares to see Jack alive, she
at once.
Quickly she tears off her
trousseau, and donning a traveling suit, she
rushes away ir.mi her hysterical mother, bursts
through the astounded wedding guests, and
reaches the railroad station. The doctor states

Fully Equipped

—

nun

in

he does not
this juncture
i

arrives,

with

SEE AMERICA FIRST

The

at

and when Jack

him

No.

his

(May

36

Flushing, Long Island
Immediate Possession Given

attitude

Equitable Motion picture
Corporation

17).

Yosemite National Park is the pride of
the Department of the Interior, and the pictures presented in this release are official and
show the care with which the park, the animals
and the natural landmarks are being looked
after.
The pictures were taken by a government cameraman, and arc obtained 'by Uaumont
for the Mutual by special arrangement.
The
beautiful scenery, the wonderful water falls,
the magniln.nl. natural grandeur, and the unequalled animal preserves are all shown.
The
richness of the landscape has been admirably
caught by the lens of the camera.
This release is an amplification of a previous number,
as it was found that it was impossible to do
the vast subject justice in a half reel.

SEE AMERICA FIRST, No. 37 (May 24).—
This release takes the spectator to the port of
Georgia and the second largest city of the
State.
Savannah is one of the most important
cities
of the rapidly
developing South and
it has an extensive export and coastwise trade.
It has many diversilied
industries and manu-

126

W. 46th

short

of
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money

frightens Norman, for he knows" "if 'they'
aKain Harriet will immediately accept Jack
So the first time .lack speaks of her to him
he tells him -confidentially that she has promised
marry him. This is to Jack the last blow.
At last the fact that Hardin, Sr., is in trouble
becomes known to Jack.
He linds out that
Wade lias deliberately caused the business to
Shrink in order to force his father out of it
with the note as a lever.
Jack has kept away
Horn Harriet and she has accepted this to mean
he no longer cares, consequently she accepts
Norman.
Their wedding invitations are sent

Jack overhears the conversation between his
in which his father conliis
inability to me.
Wade's note.
It
he says, result in his withdrawal from the

father and his mother,
fesses

i

will,

firm

note now,

for his

based on current earn-

would represent more than his share is
Jack waits until Ins mother is out of
the room and then enters to his father.
Jack
explains what he has learned about the conditions under which Wade has been handling
the business.
His father waits until he has
finished, then ask him what he means.
Jack
tells him he should repudiate the check.
His
father sneers at him.
Morning comes and Jack
is
resolved.
He goes to the office and works
until noon.
It is Saturday.
As his father and
Norman leave Jack seeks Wade in his private
— b and tells him that he has come to redeem
ings,

worth.

We

have everything you want

in

the projection
line,
why not
give us a trial and get acquainted
with the Asco Line?
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III.

MOTION
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AMERICAN.

studio

father's note.
Wade
accept.
Jack tenders
i

check for
the

disappoin

him

his personal
of the value c

I

Home

302 Mailers Bldg.

factures extensively.
The Telfair Academy of
Arts and Sciences is the pride of the city and
contains a collection of casts, paintings and art
objects that have historical value.
All of the
interesting points of Savannah are faithfully
pictured in this release.
"Nosey Ned and His
New Straw Lid" is Harry Palmer's funny contribution for this issue of the split reel.
Ned's
hat gets into endless difficulties and so does

REPAID (Two Parts— May 22).—The
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Jack's condition, espei iallv when
to lh
has no chance, but at
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realizes that she is
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the
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June
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of
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equipment
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again in his own room he slowly packs
up a few belongings and leaves a note for his
mother.
Jack boards a train and leaves, without a regret except for his mother. Back home
she finds the note and reads it heartbroken.

Monday morning comes and Wade visits the
bank.
There the check is refused. Jack has
not even an account there.
He returns to the
office and confronts Hardin.
The note is gone
and the check is worthless.
Hardin realizes
his gravest fears.
It is what he thought all
along, the black sheep has gone wrong again,
but
Wade leaves he remembers the burden
removed from his shoulders, he can repay
worry is over. He breathes
"
then sees a glimmer of

cast:

Jack Hardin (Edward Coxen)
His Father
(Harvey Clark)
His Mother (Louise Lester)
Harriet Lawrence (Lizette Thorne)
Norman
Hardin (George Field)
Jasper Wade (Charles
Newton).
Jack Hardin, the black sheep of his family,
returns
after
an
absence
of
five
years.
He remains a moment motionless and then goes
on into the house. He looks into the library,
and sees a figure at work before the wall safe.
He enters the room, but the figure slips out
before Jack can reach him. Jack crosses to the
safe and reaches in to see what is missing. As
he does so, his father working late in his
private study off the library, enters.
Jack endeavors to explain, but his father grows more
and more excited. The accusation follows and
Jack answers with an emphatic deni
;

;

;

;

;

ot
i

relenting.
Jack, feeling the unjusttne accusation slips upstairs to his own

and throws a few personal belongings in
Meanwhile, his brother, Norman, arand learns the cause of the trouble.

ig.
>

has loved as a rival to
Jack, comes before him. Forgetting the selfishness of it, he feels a bit of satisfaction that
Jack is out of the way. Jack, who is now by
the outside gate, decides to see his mother once
again.
Going to the window he raps softly on
the window of the room in which his mother is
She sees him and goes to him. Just
seated.
then his father appears and orders him away.
Again his mother intervenes and this time with
success. His father relents, and all is forgiven.
alone with Harriet in the garden of
home Norman proposes, but as happened
Harriet refuses him.
She confesses it
the thought of Jack which keeps her from
accepting Norman and the best he can hope
for is her promise that if she does not hear
from Jack within the year she will marry him.
When Xorman reaches home he is greatly astonished to learn that his brother has been
taken back.
Jack goes to work in his father's office.
Hardin. Sr., and his partner, Jasper Wade, are
the sole owners of a prosperous mercantile
company. Norman has been with them a number of years and it is Hardin's intention to buy
Accordingly he
a place in the firm for him.

Stowell)
Alice Forbes (Helene Rosson)
Stark (Harry Von Meter)
Slic Moran
(Harry McCabe)
Jim Corbin (Perry Banks).
;

;

Piper

;

;

The

flickering flame of

manhood

flashes long

enough in the breast of "Piper" Stark to
prompt him to clear Dan Forbes of the charge
of murder and to place the stamp of virtue on
the brow of Alice Forbes.
Nearing the end of
his prison term, Dan Forbes is filled with tender thoughts of the little wife he left behind.
He is wondering if she will be there If she
has remained true—iwill she love him?
Wearied at the glove counter of a department store, Alice, his -wife, is beset with the
double danger of poverty and sin, the latter
held alluringly before her face by "Piper"
Stark, who tries by every argument and bribe
to lure her from her allegiance to her prisoner
husband.
By good behavior Dan saves several months
on his term, and on his release goes back to
look for Alice. He cannot muster up the courage to enter the department store where she
works, and wanders in a saloon.
Unknown to
him "Flick" Moran, the man who turned the
state's evidence that sent him to prison, is also

—
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During the bartender's momenin the saloon.
tary absence, "Flick" is murdered and because of Dan's known animosity toward him,
circumstantial evidence points to him and he
flees.
The evening newspapers accuse him of
the crime.
Unaware of this, Alice is again approached
by "Piper" Stark, whom she endeavors to avoid.
She rushes into a vacant flat in which she sudThere is an
denly finds her husband hiding.
affecting scene in which she falls upon his
breast with all her old love and confidence renewed.
"Piper" appears, and Dan hides for safety in
"Piper" renews his attentions to
a closet.
Alice
handles her roughly, and stirs the anger
of Dan, who, rushing from his place of concealment, grapples with "Piper," fights down

—

flights of stairs

P'"pBai
^^947
PITT5BUR
PENN

AVE.

CH. P

and into the hands of the

beating
Bruised and bleeding from hfs s
the hands of Dan, "Piper"
sciouness for a moment and In a flash of manhood, declares that he saw the murder cominnocent
and
that
Dan's
"Dan
is
mitted, that
wife is straight."
:
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Edmonson and William Tedmarsh).
Willoughby Whipple, son of a

New

Yorker,

invests his all in a rundown country newspaper, after his father discharged him for writing poetry, instead of attending to business.
The paper turns out to be a "lemon," but Willoughby is determi
make a success of it.
With the assistance
Virginia Winters, a
practical young woi
of high ideals, and
"Daddy" Eggleston,
tramp printer, whose
'-"
worse enemy is drink, "The Bugle'
finally
shows signs of coming to life.
Th«

Moving

and
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Evrrvtl.ing
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Agents Perfection Cable Holder
''
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We Feature National Carbons

;

building

in which "The Bugle" office is located,
on Willoughby, and offers him rent free

calls

if be
agree to boost the Squire's candidacy.
In the next issue of "The Bugle," Willoughby
denounces the Squire a grafter, and exposes
his attempt at bribery.
Meanwhile, Willoughby
has protected Virginia from the unwelcome advances of Spence, the Squire's son, and has
gained his enmity.
As a result the Squire
calls on Willoughby and orders him to get out
of his building.
When Willoughby goes in
search of a new location, he discovers that the
Squire owns every other available store building in the town. Not to be beaten, Willoughby
moves his print shop into a tent, and later, in
a public encounter, threatens to get even with
the Squire, and defeat his candidacy for mayor.
To get Willoughby out of the way, the Squire

will

old

and

Liugle
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VALLEY

(Two

Robert
Wilton
3).—The cast:
(Al
Clifford); Jim Carr
Mills
(Margaret Gibson); Old Mills

William

i

e

(FerWll-

to

con-

hands, he joins
Carr's defense.

the

faction
the

One

_.

that

poor

of

lie

the deadly battle that c„_„^
Mary s father are killed.
Robert in the meantime has refused to join
the mob, believing that the law can still be
invoked. After the battle, the Mexican woman,
Pedro s wife, goes mad with grief and despair.
She swears vengeance over her husband's dead
body.
She goes to Carr's cabin and shoots
him. In the morning Robert goes to plead with
Carr.
He, to be sure that his own passion of
soul does not master him, empties his gun and
leaves it near the house.
This, with the many

not do this boys, there
a chain of circumstanti

forms

evidence that conhim of killing.
the meantime, the
gone into the
realizing that anoth.
coming, she
turns.
Mary finds her and nurses her and it L
through this charity that Robert is sa\ed. Justice

at

last
at

and love

hands down
last

a

reign in tin

BEAUTY.
THE COMETS COME-BACK

(May

The

cast:
Professor Peedeeque
pling;
Fuller Speed (John
(Carol Halloway)
Heaa E

i

::i..-

I

Fuller Speed flirts with the law when he tries
make eyes at a fair damsel nearby. liut
she was one of the chaste variety ain;
way called over a bluecoat to rout the fresh
young man. Fuller didn't even look when he
to

made

getaway and happened

bis

to

into

stroll

a lecture hall where Professor Peedeeque, aided
by his pretty daughter, Claire, was giving a
lecture on -Speed-Speed."
The Professor told
bil listeners that the world was speeding itself
to death and unless it stopped shortly there
would be no world in 1! ••_'«. Fuller is more interested in Claire than he is in the lecture, so
sticks

out.

it

Hess E. Tate, Claire's sweetheart, anxiously
awaits her coming at the Professor's borne.
While the young folks make merry the Professor takes Ins tehs.ope and scaii>
Suddenly be darts back in amazement. High
up in the blue sky is a strange comet
The
Professor takes a withend parchment from the
safe and anxiously reads it.
He finds that Hoe
Kern, an ancient astronomer, in the |
had discovered a comet, which he claimed would
return at the end of ev, ry thousand year
period.
The gases emanating from tl
"slowed up' the world to the extent U
moving body barely crept along.
!

The maid's call for dinner interrupts the
Professor's discourse. After the meal the youns
folks go for a stroll into the garden, and the
idlo" to watch the
moving comet. The comet mows toi
earth
but the young tolka bask in the moonlight.
Suddenly, however, they are taken with
nd what
is
coming over them
The Professor In hla
studio watches the dial and realise* that the
manatii
comet Is
mi mber*
young
folk>
and
burrleth.m
into
the
the
'
;

studio.

<

'—

to

<

Parts— June

Mary

comes

;

falTs

The citizens of the town nominate Willoughby mayor in the Squire's stead, and are
carrying him aloft on their shoulders, with
shouts and cheers, when Willoughby's father
When Willoughby anspeeds into Homeville.
nounces his engagement to Virginia, the old
pround of his boy that he promise
)

own

their

;

Willoughby'
evidence
that he committed the crirrn
ge. The
night that the Squire plans
the outrage, "Daddy" Eggleston goes on a sp
through force of habit wanders back
*
old Bugle office, now an empty
asleep 01
andoned couch,
Later, he catches the Squire
the act of
saturating the premises with coal-oil, and in
a struggle that follows, is knocked senseless.
Regaining consciousness, "Daddy" discovers the
building on fire, and drags himself into an old
vault, to escape the flames.
The building burns
down, and Willoughby, reminded of his threat
to "get even" with the Squire, is arrested,
charged with the crime.
While an angry mob clamors about the jail,
Virginia telegraphs Willoughby's father, who
starts for Homeville.
The mob has broken into
the jail and are about to drag Willoughby forth,
when a tramp, looking about over the ruins,
discovers "Daddy" Eggleston's dead body In
Daddy, who has died of
the old brick vault.
suffocation, has left a chalked message on the
vault wall, implicating the Squire.
The discovery exonerates Willoughby, and the Squire
and his son, Spence, meet wirh their just de-

the

-
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does by raising the already b
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dial
find

Ml
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ImiK-liv.

I

is

the

and other ranchers, who have pioneered and
have made the desert to blossom like a rose
and now are threatened by ruin.
Mary's father deeply fears Carr, because his
land is mortgaged to him, and when the outraged ranchers form a mob to take the law into

i

& RING, Inc.
MENGER
MANUFACTURERS OF

building,

L--

victs

use

to

and

Pacific
Tank s and Racks

Wilton rides to the sheriff
may invoke the law, but

-fixed" and he finds himself helpinto his heart almost when
of the ruin that Is coming to himself

is

Murder comes

less.

he thinks

.-

Sole

)

Barton, who has announced himself
didate for mayor, and who owns the

Machines

Picture

he

that

sheriff

make

a gallon of water will
lasting perfume spray

to

;

;

" Sano

Concentrated

;

;

costs Carr,
to scorn.

FOUR OUNCES OF

(American
Willoughby

cast:

(Win. Btowell)
Whipple, Sr. (Chas.
Wliceloeki; Virginia Winters (RTiea Mitchell);
Her Invalid Mother (Jo Taylor)
Squire Benjamin Barton (Jack Prescott)
Spence (Warren Ellsworth)
Ed. Wheelan (Otto Nelson)
'Daddy" Eggleston (Perry Banks)
Hiram
Blodgett (George Bally)
Skin-Flints (Harry

Spuria fh
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VTRIANGLEi

H.B.Warner
tn
The Market of Vain Desire
May

TRIANGLE

the release date for this latest
For years
in which H. B. Warner appears.
now achieved
a prominent figure on the speaking stage he has
an enviable position in motion pictures and in this latest play he
more than repeats the success he made in such other TRIPICTURES as "The

28th

is

PICTURE PLAY

f *r*

ANGLE

Raiders" and "The Beggar of
Cawnpore."

He was
can

heiress.

a young clergyman and she an AmeriHer mother wanted the girl to marry a

Count for his title and position, and the Count
wanted to marry her for her American dollars, so a
match was planned that would have wrecked the
happiness of three

lives.

Should a young girl consider matrimony for
the sake of a title ? That's the vital question in this

TRIANGLE PICTURE,

and

it's

a question that

is

interest to every motion picture patron,
whether young or old.
father or mother will put
their daughter in the place of the girl on the screen,
or the daughter will consider what she would do
of

deep

A

under the same circumstances.

V

HE

number of American girls who sell themselves or are sold byscheming mothers merely for the sake of a title or foreign position is
Nine times out of ten the girls repent in later years
ever increasing.
andjook back with sorrow at their happy youth. Whose tault was it ?
H. B. Warner had to take a mighty radical step to convince the girl and
her mother that they were making a big mistake. Few young men would
have dared to do what he accomplished. But when your patrons have seen
the last of this play they'll believe he did right.

De Wolf Hopper
1

in

Mi

.

Goode, the Samaritan"

Then the other TRIANGLE
stage star De Wolf Hopper.

—

His previous

DRAMA

will feature

TRIANGLE

PLAYS

were "Sunshine
Dad," and "Don Quixote."

"Mr. Goode, the Samaritan,"

is

drama that

a real comedy
gives

Hopper

every opportunity
to display his
great ability as a

laugh - maker, and
in it he more than
lives up
to the
reputation he attained on BroadFor your
way.
patrons to appreciate this play

have to see
themselves.

they'll
it

Are You an Exhibitor?
Have you

considered the
?
Have you secured
If not, do not
to terms, releases, etc.?
coupon. Possibly we can be of service to
carefully

PICTURE PLAYS

advantage of running

TRIANGLE

the necessary information in regard
wait, but send in the attached
you, and there's no obligation on

your part.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION,

1459 Broadway,

New York

City

TRIANGLE PLAY/

another prominent

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
(.Contain, ,1 iron, }ni,i,
increases.
Fuller

1

tension

the

straw

He

and is forced
launched into

is

portholes

the

in

the

to

7.".

1

i

draws the long

accept

the

air
studio.

the

inevitable.
through one of

man;

A Country Hoy

i

May

WANTS

The

,".im.

cast

:

Kube Miller); His Swe. tin-art
(Madge Kirliyl
King of the Gypsies (Arthur
Tavares)
His Duty Work, Edward Shaw
Charles Evans).
Scenario
written
hv
Thomas Delmar. Produced by Rube Miller.
Rube has a sweetheart. Madge, «h,
going to marry in the near future.
One day
When they are taking a walk, they see a gypsy
man beating an old hag. Rube interferes anil
saves her.
Later the Chief of the Cyi
Madge and has her kidnapped, sending her
father a note telling him that if he does not
come across with the sum of one dollar, that
his daughter will kick the bucket.
The father gathers all of his savings, which
is only seventy cents, and takes it to the Chief.
That is not enough, and Madge is condemned
to be tied to a tree and blown up with a keg
of dynamite.
Rube tries to rescue her, but is
foiled and tied up himself.
However, the old
hag releases him, and he pleads to be allowed
ten minutes to return with the thirty cents
that is shy.
The Chief tells him that he will,
but he lights the fuse as soon as Rube is out
(

;

i

;

ALL THE PLAYERS
furnished instantly-WIRE US YOUR
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

VOGUE.

SHV THIRTY CENTS

1916

3.

!

watches

Claire

with tear-dimmed eyes.
Fuller "floats" to his feet and after
slow and sad wavings of the "au revoll
slowly moves into the sphere of th.
laden world, whil,

June

disturbed
spectators
raise
a
strong protest.
Nina, turning to see what the row is about,
simpkins.
Ali, she loves him
With
'oil arms sin- goes to him.
The people
demand her to go on with her act.
and Tonno rush in and throw Simpkin, and Jiggers out.
Nina refuses to go on
and returns to her dressing-room in tears.
Simpkins, who has been wandering around outside, passes Nina's room and hears her sobs.
Under the canvas he goes; but his joy is
short-lived,
for
father
and
mother enter.
Father chases Simpkins and they run back

THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw

ceipts.

I

and

job at his own
price is Nina.

Here

of

a.

Simpkins

price.

Tonno and

Bigguts
revenge.

"

mother

raise

replies

the

row,

but

a

i

Simpkins

is

doing

trapeze

a

turn.

Tonno cuts one of the ropes, but does not get
of the way quick enough and Simpkins
falls on him and lays him out.
His act cut
out for the night. Simpkins retires and is met
in
loving embrace by Xina.
Suddenly Simpout

MUTUAL.
C—

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 72 (May 17).
Washington, D.
Capital Horse Shop opens.
San Franei-eo, ('a!.- oil tanker "Acme" is
added to fleet.
Million dollar vessel goes off

sight.

Rube has his money buried six feet deep
underground. He digs it up and hurries back.
arrives just in time to throw the keg of
fleeing gypsies and blows
in a hole that he has dug
his savings from, so Rube just shovels the dirt
in on top of them, and lives happy ever after.

He

dynamite after the
them up. They land

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES

CUB.

—

2).— The

(June
istrong)

oast:

(Tommy

Jigger

;

Ottawa)
Bigguts (Carl
Lang)
Tonno (Ed. Roberts).
Simpkins and his friend, Jigger, are awakened one morning by the noise of much hammering and shouting. Arising from their soft
;

;

bed in a fence corner they are surprised to see
a small traveling circus getting ready for business near by.
Curiosity leads to the scene.
The most attractive object to Simpkins is
Nina, daughter of the owner, Bigguts.
Simpkins also loses his heart,

the parade.
El Paso, Texas.— Generals Funston and Scott
confer here with General Obregon about the
withdrawal of American troops from Mexico.
Boston, Mass.— Girl swimmer dives off West
Boston Bridge into ice cold water.
Paris, France. 50 auto ambulances ready for
the front.
Washington, D. C.— Ezra Meeker leaves here
on transcontinental trip in schoonermobile.
Fresno, Cal. Raisin festival stages classic
race.
17 drivers start 300-mile grind.
Boston,
Mass. Massachusetts
Institute
of

when Nina

gives

him

more than a friendly

look.
Then and there
he decides to be nearer this charming girl.
He asks Bigguts for jobs for himself and JigSimpkins gives
gers, and they are employed.
more attention " to Nina than to his work.

Tonno, the clown and strong man, who is himinforms
self in love with Nina, notes this,
Bigguts, and Simpkins and Jiggers are ordered
They take refuge in the fence coroff the lot.
ner Simpkins in his misery ever sees the face
of Nina.
Both manage to get into the night show without benefiting the box office. ™
Simpkins is overjoyed whi
Nina
A mad rush
appears to do her act.
er the
spectators, and he lands in the front r(

THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The indispensable

article for

your mailing

list.

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE

8x10,

of all the

—

Techonology book rush.
San Francisco, Cal.— Pacific Coast yachting
season opens. Corinthian Club holds first
of the season.

New York

LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED,
size 11 x 14, all the prominent players, $2.00
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.

City.

— Archaic

conveyance makes

trip.
Gasoline motor ousts old horse cars.
Berkeley, Cal.— Inspection of cadets at Cali-

last

fornia's University.

Selma, Cal.— "De-Canning a town.
Children
clean up ten carloads of junk for prizes.

New York

.City.— Parade

"movie"

of

stars

opens Picture Exposition at Madison Square
Garden.
Subtitle
A balloon ascension announces the opening of the doors.
Atlanta, Ga. Caruso sings over 'phone to
:

SINGLE COLUMN CUTS

of

—
Francisco.

<

;

San
Cincinnati, Ohio.— First school for baseball
umpires is opened here.
Subtitle
"Peerless
Hal" Chase. The League's premier first base;

KRAUS MFG.

.

<

—

West 42nd

220

Street,

CO.

NEW YORK

12th Floor Candler Building

Airdome Benches

in this

Send

made of seasoned Maple lumber, any length
desired. All leading makes of moving picture
machines.
Operating booths that pass inspection.
New and slightly used. Get our
prices before buying elsewhere.
All orders
filled same day as received.

LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY
9

Chestnut Street

CO.

St. Louis,

Mo.

Moving Picture
World

for

samples

Catalogue of over 600 players and
free.

dull nights,

Write us, giving details of your

and we

will

send you a remedy.

country.

Sonora, Cal.— Old-fashioned WMld West rodeo.
Cowboys compete in annual event here.
Washington, D. C. High school boys and
girls in
Seattle.

—
festival.
— "Stuffing"
machine

Shakespearean

Wash.

worth.
The Post-Intelligencer adopts
vention which will hasten delivery of

day

Are You Tired

Orpheum

edition.

nets.

Collection

proves

new
its

in-

Sun-

—
—

Newest modes in spring bon(Courtesy of Galleries Lafayette.)
New York City. Metropolitan handicap race
at Sheepshead Bay Motor Speedway.
Speed
king- in 150-mile grind for $15,000 trophy.
Subtitle: Carl Limberg and his mechanic in a
Delage car, which was wrecked and burned,
both men losing their lives.
Paris, France.— New regiments off for the
Paris, France.

front.

—

Washington, D. C. Suffrage envoys return
from the West.
Great throng welcomes campaigners on Capitol steps.

San Diego Cal.
.

__

for

any two;

_.s. eacf-

"

— Uncle

Sam's

flyers at

prac-

$1.05

:wo; 95 cts. all three. First and
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trombone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,

HIGHEST GRADE

Developing and Printing
FILM TITLES

Chalmers Publishing Co.

I

—
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Many new

tice.
fleet.

horn she fell in love, and promised to
him. The artist, who was well known in
met the girl at her relati.
asked her to marry him.
To his dismay
told him of her engagement.
The girl
gbt that tin
man. who

units

O.— Nation'

Cincinnati,

monster band

of

city,

pieces at

J.'ill

annual

'-'1st

San Antonio, Texas.— State troops called
patrol Mexican border.
Scenes as guardsSubtitle
arrive at camp.
The machine

to

men

.

i.

:

gun squad

d.

action.

in

spurred
termined

on

by

the

little

rage

the

ler

revenge,
paiuling
edge called The
painting was her

i

jealous

to attend an exhibition
o his studio with her
e she felt the
brunt of
upon the
alls
dlsof an un. lad girl at the

invited

Fresno, Cal. Rotary club plants trees along
Subtitle: As the highway will
State highway.
appear three years hence.
Gardena, Cal.- H" 'Road
autos in exciting grind.
dangerous turns.

t

Nymph." and the face
own
The artist told
!

be and she had been
ry good friends when he visited the island,
at she had posed for the painting willingly,
id he had no idea she would ohj.
Lives

that

knew

When Oscar returned from his honeymTTon
with his beautiful bride, Conrad was jealously
unhappy, lor Conrad had been one of the suitors
she rejected. So when Conrad happened to read
"Othello" he decided to cast the trustful Oscar
ae the Moor, and be himself a successful lago.
The plotter's way was made easier by the sudden arrival of a man who Pearl introduced as
My Uncle Dave of Dakota." Oscar was suspicious of him from the first, and Conrad fanned
He tried to induce
the Haines successfully.
the "wronged husband" to inflict upon Pearl
the fate that befell Desdemona, but Oscar, who
signs of yielding, regained selffirst showed
control, and simply said, "Spy upon n
pillow her?
N'o." So Conrad had to
111
be content with an agreement to closely watch
Pearl and any callers she might have.
Oscar and Conrad were their own d
and gained admission to the house i

had

"Lucky man
V
going home."
!

going to

!

jail,

but

he was in for

mi. w
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to their Island home.
bappily, "a child of
r did arHi .-irust. who was rowing past
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b. nut
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While mi his tour of exploration he cllsland
covered > llttli memo d bathing In the sea
girl, trustIn
tin
mm. hi': little daughti r
intl

i

to

hi
.

model

her relatives, only to learn that she bad
turned to her home on the lonely llttli
resolved in h.r mi-.
miu. but
he followed her to the wilderness and saved hi r
as she was preparing to take her own life.
Then she learned the deep, noble chars
the man she had promised to uiai r> and realized
thai by living aim
would
make him happy, and so the "little nymph"
forgot her troubles of the past in contemplating
the happiness of the future.

Mr. Travel-
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the truth.
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The
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beart learned oi her
her story and Weill

several tons of antique engine
place beyond repair, and dually plumbers. During this final appearance, "I'ncle Have of Dakota" appeared and the husband, from his
aiding, saw him kiss the beauteous
Then be went for a pillow and tried to
Pearl.
smother uncle Dave, only to find he had made
a terrible mistake, for I'ncle Dave was really
an ancle and had called with a deed for a
house and lot as his wedding present. After the
way he was treated it is not surprising that he
tore up the deed.
In the meantime Conrad had
been having all sorts of trouble as an amateur
plumber.
He marly drowned out the family,
dropped the dumbwaiter and Oscar down the
shaft while the unhappy bridegroom was trying
to escape, and was landed in jail after a lively
battle with a policeman.
In court Conrad was
sent to jail, but Oscar was set free after his
wife bad promised to "see he never did such
things again."
All the same, Oscar was far from happy, and
k hands with Conrad hefoi.
ter was led to his cell, Conrad said enviously:

;
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1756
Taken thorn.

Should she denounce the

officer,

1916

Somewhere
Mexico. America
pass through a typical Chihuahua 'i
to Colonia
Dublan.
Subtitles:

way

We Don't Sell
all high priced scenery just
because we have equipped
some of the largest photoplay houses. We have some
dandy new models of

board, but before he could leave the room with
the girls a most unexpected message came over
the telephone, which resulted in the spies making "Captain Rudolph'' their prisoner.
Then the girli

STAGE SETTINGS
from

"

mysterious

3,

—

or

should slu' try to secure the stolen documents
•and permit him to escape?
Consideration for
the admiral's daughter prompted her to adopt
the latter course for not even the overwhelming
.Must her sweetheart could make the
girl believe that he was guilty.
The two girls gained admittance to the headquarters of the foreign spies, and by a daring
ruse gained possession of the missing documents, but before they could escape, one of the
band who was a trusted member of the American secret service, arrived and exposed them.
The spies decided to place the girls on a steamer
bound for South America, to ensure their silence
their
captors could escape from
until
the
country, but as this plan was about to be
carried into effect, 'Captain Rudolph" appeared
and took charge of the situation. Ho did not
Beem to care at all for the open scorn with
which the two girls regarded him, and coldly
told his subordinates that he would himself see
that the two e,irl> were safely placed on ship-
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Commissariat Department Rets busy.
ing for snipers

1— The
2— Search-

the village alley.
Vmertca Prepare!—Is the silent cry of 150111111
patiintie \,« Yorkers of all industries
as
""'>' march in the greatest
civilian demonstration ever hel.l.
Subtitles: 1- -The Spirit of '76
cads the citizens.
J— Thomas Edison heads
the Naval Advisory Hoard.
:<— The women also
demonstrate their loyal spirit.
4—Then for
thirteen hours this great v
e of patriotic feelin

"

untry to Prepared-
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France.— General
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Pretere ^ance—A giant forest
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as an observation post to
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tormation of enemy movements.
Subtitles:
What a communication trench looks like.
Making a barbed wire entanglement.
The trench
mortars are (tred by slow burning
fuses on account of their powerful "kick."

i
t
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ranee—Boys of the Class of
'!.
l<Ma.F H to
,
,f
l.'l.. called
the colors, march off to the bat"""" to All the gaps in the invincible
line of
heroes fighting for their country.
Subtitle
l

American government desired information concerning a powerful European government, and
he succeeded in hoodwinking the foreign secret
-ervice, and succeeded in being sent to secure
He
information concerning the new torpedo.
was suspected at last, and now he was a prisoner in the hands of his country's enemies.
The girl he loved and her friend who had
suspected him, bitterly regretted their unjust
realized that he would
suspicions, and they

'

$200—$500

l

Write for our catalogue, or get
our representative to

call.

hey have their own artillery corps.
Greenwood, S. D.— One hundred and
slxtr
Sioux Indians, who are admitted
to U
S citizenship, receive patents of land
from the' GovS bservance °£ American Indian Day.
SnhfiH
Subtitles:
Secretary
Franklin
I
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Company
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So.

Clinton

Chicago

Street,

ng
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blank paper \
documents,

terely

was

government

the

trap

to

spies

searching

for
for

"Captain Rudolph" to turn
it took
The young naval officer was complithe trick.
for his daring, but it did not seem to
please him half so much as the fact that he
was soon to wed the admiral's daughter, while
as for the naval secretary's niece, strange to
say, she never was in love with the young officer, and was sincerely glad that he was to
wed the girl of his choice.

months, but
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N. M. U. S. Transport drivers are
ers to guard against threatened
A few of the
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auto trucks which are being used
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wounds obtained while taking
itary medal
motion pictures of an important enemy opera-

Davy,

may

still

be alive.

„.

the officers are on his trail and he is compelled
to flee.
He goes in search of Legar and finds
him in a hotel. He is discovered and made a
prisoner.
However, he contrives to communicate with the office by means of an electric
light, and is rescued.
Legar gets away. The
Mask then goes again to the Golden
and asks Margery to secret him. This
•efuses until he reveals his identity. Ac-,
of his mask and wipes the

—

France M. Rene Husson, former
Pathe Weekly, receives a mil-

which Villa haunts.
Marathon, Texas.— Uncle Sam's Cavalrymen
tune up" for their work in avenging the I

In answering advertisements
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The Moving Picture World

—
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for
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companies

Mexico.— Led by
Mexican
guides, little squads of American troopers
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mountain
"uniain
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Cinema Camera Club
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costumes, which they don

Arizona.— Four

Somewhere
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given
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time.

chieftains are pres-

National Guard, called out at the request the
of
President Wilson, leave for the border
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aid
the regulars in protecting the Mexican
frontier.
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Great Scene Painting Studios
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Driving his little
Sheepshead Bay, N.
racer at an average of 96 miles an hour, Eddie
Kick, nhaoker captures the 150-mile Metropolian Trophy. Subtitles 1— The winner. 2—The
Limberg and his
which
Carl
•wrecked car in
chinisl were killed while speeding round the
steep curve at 100 miles an hour.
Oyster Bay, L. I.— Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
reviews a squad of Boy Scouts as they exhibit
the fine results of their youthful training. Sub-

Kinematograph

WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 3, "The Tangled Web"
(Arrow—Two Parts— May 22).— This picture

:
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sturdy
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ever

citizens,

to

do

their

duty

gave his life for his country while fighting the
M.xi.an bandit raiders at Glen Springs, is
buried

l_As
is

Subtitle
with full military honors.
his body, draped with an American flag,
its last resting place, soldiers fire
salute and the bugler blows his
:

lowered to

the

national

Boston,

Mass.—Warships,
in

full
:

dress

destroyers and subin celebration of

join

Charlestown Navy Yard
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A New 5 Reel Feature
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Negative and Print
Excellent Story, Acting and Photography
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ACT QUICK
F.-MOVING PICTURE WORLD,

N. Y.

aid

girl,

the ward of

Winthrop, who has social ambitions but a
purse.
Ruth Is in love with Fleetwood
promising young man, and her love is
reciprocated; but Estelle Kendrick, a friend
of Ruth's, is also fond of the young man. They
their engagement to Mrs. Winthrop,
beside herself with rage and orders
iir
from the house.
Mrs. Winthrop

Mrs

slim

Weekly

Blair, a

grow up brave and

to

ready

when the nation calls.
New York City— Private William Cohen, who

Ruth Alden, a young

of

tells

,
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Read
American imported films.
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writers
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The Kinematograph Weekly, Ltd.
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Furnishes a superior controlled direct current
that produces the perfect arc for moving picture projection.
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YOU.
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their actions, and THEY Wll I.
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TO BRING UP A CHILD (Pathe— On

—

is

in

of

child's toilette are ludicrously burlesqued
the sublines which accompany it.
We quote
a few of them
"Strong hands should be employed in giving
tin- baby a rub-down.
Rough treatment early
in life will prepare the child lor car crushes
and other pleasures of later days."
"If the
child wants to wind its legs around its head,
let it do so.
It may develop into a contortionist and earn a good salary for you in your
"If the kid doesn't go to the conold age."
tents of its bottle, don't worry.
Biting the
glass will help the shape of its mouth and
make its sprouting teeth nice and loose."
"The bright sunlight, of course, is the place
to let the child take its nap.
If the baby becomes blind early in life, it won't mind it so
in

:

538

South Clark Street

Chicago

AMERICAN
bean foundry, where the gentle
mingle with the peaceful butter cakes.

mity

forced

the

Co.

"Who's Guilty?"

But

Jfotoplaper

best butter cakes, so Luke feels
no qualms for the flies' digestions.
It does
worry him, though, when the beard of one of
his customers gets into the soup.
Luke ties
the beard about its owner's neck, and the old
man Niagara's on.
It
worries Luke again
when one of his customers insults his china
by calling it cracked -when there'e only a
hair on it
The old dish rag. soaked and
wrung out as occasion requires, is the source
of all soup, through which, ever and anon, a
resigned bean is passed, to give the dish atmosphere.
Of course, Luke can't get away
with this stuff, and the picture ends in a scrap
that is "enjoyed by all."

they're

matrimony."

same reel as foregoing). This picture
charming in that it shows a roly-poly kid
its bath, and funny in that the manoeuvres

Address

the forged
in.

returns borne, a beaten man.
in the house, and a violent
altercation follow-.
II.
.mm... I,
and before help arrives fires at his wife and her
sweetheart.
When the smoke clears away
two bodies lie stretched out on the floor dead.
is

1916

3,

the children,

husband to drop into it."
Then she
up a contrivance with the manhole whereby the unwary will drop through and be bagged.
Hut the men who pass are watched over
special Providence and she is at last

II

to her

all

neighborhood, but who, nevertheless,
hopes to
vholoroform some poor simp

rigs

Strong, gripping stories, full of
action, pathos, and heart interest,
with all the elements Cor winning photo novels.

ll

whose face has frightened
the

in

future

To Copyrighted Novels

her promiscuous purchases
cease.
In lime Blair returns from his trip
and goes to Ruth. Hut he learn- that she has
wedded Kcndriek and is broken hearted.
Kcndriek is in the midst of a big deal
and Huth tells his scents to a rival firm, these
people using tie
inlormation to bring about
her that

tells

June
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Write
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CO.
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City
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Laughing

Mask, pursued by the police and
suspected as being the perpetrator of the crimes
committed by The Iron Claw, takes up his
abode in a cave high up on the Palisades.
He is discovered there later and has to flee.
Margery is with him at the time, and together
they jump over the cliff.
The police find that
Legar has also taken a place for safety near
that of the Mask, and he, too, makes the
perilous jump to the river below.
The Mask
later goes to the Golden household to see
'"
Margery and is disi
'ered there by the police.
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WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 4, "The Silent Shame"
(Arrow— Two Parts— May 29). In this picwe see Mrs. Hilliard married to a man
who has ceased to love her. Their young

—

ture

Animated Cartoon
Commercial Advertising

li

(Southwest Chi na— On sa
reel
as foregoing).— The picture
nan-Fou. the capital of the Prov lice Of V

YlXXA.V-FOr

For Picture Theatres
Unlimited subjects for every
line

Full of
of retail business.
of advertising value.

humor — full

Created by a corps of experts
headed by that cartoonist who
Frank
is known the world over

—

\.

Women dealers in silk rags
Then the market for
on almost every street.
and the
iron, knick-knacks and jewelry
Xext
of a thread merchant are pictured.
we see Yunnanese horsemen who use sturdy
native ponies of great speed and remarkable
powers of endurance.
The film ends with the picture of the women
of Vunnan-Fou, who. like all Chinese women,
care nothing how much they suffer provided
they can make their feet small.

Nankivell.

,

Dra-Ko Film
1451

Broadway

Co., Inc.
New York

City

LEAP YEAR (Pathe— May 22).— This
cartoon,

Goldberg

anithe second of the
story of a fortytells
maiden who would have been
men were nearsighted.
if
all

series,

sevcn-vear-old
more 'popular

which

is

the
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SAN FRANCISCO

23£ EDOyST.

Mrs.
daughter is kept at boarding-school.
Hilliard admires and is deeply loved by Bruce
Their reKingston, a rising young author.
Gossip plays with
lationship is of the purest.
He casts
their names and infuriates Hilliard.
Kinghis wife out. saying he will divorce her.
ston says he will marry Mrs. Hilliard as soon
as the decree is entered.
By chicanery and the aid of an unscrupulous
attorney, Mrs. Hilliard is led to believe her
husband has obtained a divorce when, as a
Believing herself
matter of fact, he has not.
Of course this
free she marries Kingston.
is bigamous.
That is part of
When it suits his further
revenge.
purposes, he tells her of the trick that has
ben placed on her and she tells Kingston. She

second marriage
Hilliard's

-—

LIVE PROPOSITION
Theatre 0\ mers, AdvertisTheatre Salesen. Supply Houses and all

old

shop

mated

SOL
I

L.

find her

grown

LEON D.NETTXR
1325

umesi
PH.

PHILADELPHIA

self-

daughter

splendid theatrical
The daughter is to be starred in a
career.
The two love each
new play of Kingston's.
The daughter's stage name
other devotedly.
has hidden her real identity from Kingston.
The mother-love is strongest, and Mrs. Hilliard does not reveal her past to her daughter nor does she tell her daughter about Kingston's connection with her own life.
But Hilliard does when he learns of the
marriage of his daughter to Kingston. The result of this is tragedy, swift and terrible in
The one-time triangular situits dire effects.
ation bred by divorce is affecting the lives of
"Who's Guilty?"
four people.

and
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trolley

which is running along some distance off.
Commandeering this, he throws off the motorman and takes charge of the car. It jumps
the track as it crosses a bridge and falls into
the street below, a twisted, splintered wreck.
The detectives, following the Mask, run up,
but no trace of his body is found.
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ICE (Mittenthal— May 29).— Our
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ILLUSTRATED

SONGS th^prl'ss
"There's a Dear Little Mother
Longing for you Tonight"
and "Peg o' the Ring"
113
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132d Stre
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recognizes Joe in-

stantly as the uian who had obtained the outfit for the stolen watch.
The case that follows
leads to the top of a skyscraper.
Father and
Joe light at the top and the former drops to a
lot of telegraph wires below.
In the end Claire
Btlll wants to marry Joe, but he confesses that
In
is only a tramp and departs, leaving her in

City

;

Louise Fazenda, Harry Booker, Frank Hayes
and Wayland Trask.
Charles Murray, a neighbor of Booker, wants
to
marry the latter's daughter, Louise, and
uses a mortgage to overcome the young woman's
objections.
Louise wants to wed Wayland, her
father's hired man, but Booker is frightened by
the prospect of foreclosure of the mortgage and
refuses to consent to the love match.
A mar-

If you are considering a setting
for your Picture Theatre,

Write us

Eugene Cox Scene Painting Studio
Chicago

Phone— Bryant
the 11,000 mile Kolyma River, at the end of the
Siberian winter, frozen over with a mass of
The river is three miles
ice four feet thick.
wide at the point shown in the picture. About
June 1, the warm weather sets in, and the
It
and flow away.
ice begins to break up
lally takes about eight days
ply the
river of ice.
The first motor bO£
waters of the Kolyma in eight mo
carrier is here shown.
The next scene shows the Russian officials
at the town of N'ijni Kolymsk awaiting the arThen comes the picture of
rival of the mail.
a Tartar, who has been living in Siberia as
an exile for 28 years. During this man's exile
he has brought up a family and has become
His daughter, who is also shown, is
rich.
quite the most beautiful girl in Nijni Kolymsk.
Various other interesting scenes are shown.

—

the shores of
divides the exi

The

Shinobazu.'

lake

The Tokio
position grounds in two sections.
Exposition, like all other expositions, has one
Next comes a
part devoted to attractions.

showing the Palace of the Colonies,
The
handsomest of the exposition buildings.
Chinese Pavilion and the Pavilion of the
Another scene, this
Islands are also shown.
one a night picture, shows the exposition build<

brillinuflv illuminated, transforming
shore of the lake into a fairyland.

ings,

the

riage of convenience
ceives a rude jolt
to a small fortune.
and reads the glad
doesn't
know why

7619

Pan American
Film Laboratories
Our Specialty

Perfect Film Titles

i

Lake

June
from the store with one.

friends

Heinie and Louie are featured with the ice.
or rather, on the ice, and give an exhibition
of rough ice riding.
The cake of ice gets
started on its downward path early in the
story, but is captured by Heinie, who brings
back to its owner a little lighter for its
it
exercise, but then you can't melt your cake
and have it. So the proprietress, a fascinating
She is more than conMariuch, is content.
for the gallant
tent she is actually beaming
Heinie has appealed to her as a man whose
place should ever be her ice house.
Heinie
doesn't mind being liked, but he never was
clever on the ice, so he puts his partner Louie
on the job while he melts the ice lady's heart.
appears
Mariuch's
former sweetheart then
on the scene and with the aid of some companions, proceeds to cool Heinie's ardor by
tying him to a cake of ice and starting him

145

Titles for

Export Films will have our Prompt
and Careful Attention
45th St.,
York City

New

W.

Music for Any Picture
You can change from a waltz
to "hurry," "one step to pathos,"
"Indian to Mexican," "Oriental to
Chinese" at a second's notice
without turning a page.
it

How

is

done?
Write

for free sample.

WALTER
Suite

C.

SIMON

Times Building, New York City

510,

—

Jackson,
Joe
Parts April 30). The cast:
Claire Anderson, May Wells, Louis Morrison,
Clarence Lyndon, Leo Kendal and Billy Hauber.
Joe Jackson is engaged in his usual vocation
of avoiding toil when he becomes very hungry.
Routed from the monkey cage at the zoo, he
goes to a nearby brook and finds a fishpole on
the bank. He casts, but the hook never reaches
It takes hold of a bulky handbag
the water.
in the lap of a woman who is dozing on a
Joe reels in and examines the
park bench.
the bag.

He

is

looking o
interrupts

JtOaffatJ^ffil

him and

The woman recovers
sends him on his way.
her bag minus the watch.
Joe now goes to a show where they lend
money and sell clothing and everything else
so fine. He exchanges the watch for a gay outfit
and departs through the window when he
overhears a conversation about a stolen watch.
It develops that the timepiece has been given
to his wife by one of the partners in the shop.
Joe is well on his way before the truth is disHe arrives just
covered and goes to the zoo.
as one of the girl members of a party has been
thrown from a swing into the cage of a raging
lion.
Joe goes over after her, routs the lion
and lifts the girl to safety. The girl is Claire,
daughter of the woman whose watch had been
In the party is the son of her father's
partner.
He loves her, but Joe is now her
He poses as a count and their engagehero.
ment is announced.
The day of the wedding Joe appears without
a ring and in haste father's partner comes
stolen.

IDEAS
CREATIVE
FOR
POSTERS
GOES LITHOGRAPHING
CHICAGO
2M Broadway

CO.
NEW YORK

falls

heir

bis

progress.
Booker intercepts
refuses to read it until the

the telegram but
couple have been
pronounced man and wife.
Then he reads.
Later he goes for his shot gun, believing that
Wayland has obtained Louise by a trick. Before murder is actually committed, however, a
man arrives with the hired man's $10,000, the
mortgage is paid off and Murray put to rout by
a few well-directed charges of buckshot.

NOT MY SISTER (Ince— Five Parts— May
14).— The

east:
Grace Tyler (Bessie BarrisMichael Arnold (WiltTam
Desmond)
John Marshall (Franklin Ritchie)
Ruth Tyler
;

;

;

" im e:\az IVIAPM »
Brass Frames and Rails

f

arranged, but this re-

Booker opens the letter
news and the hired man

employer
suddenly
changes his mind and consents to the wedding
of the farm hand and his pretty daughter.
When Murray is confronted with the change
of affairs he demands an explanation. Booker
shows him the letter. On the day of the wedding Murray sends a fake telegram to Trask
informing him that the first news was wrong;
the fortune was left to another man with the
same name.
Giving it to a messenger, he
starts for the Booker home with a minister,
believing that his plot will be successful and
that in the circumstances Booker will be glad
to throw out the hired man and accept the
neighbor in whose hands is the fatal mortgage.
But the messenger dawdles by the way and
when Murray and the minister arrive there has
been no cloud cast over the ceremony as plan-

cale)

Triangle Film Corporation
THE LION AND THE GIRL (Keystone— Two
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about

Arnold.
One day her sister, who has always accompanied her, is not present, and Arnold takes advantage of the occasion to force
his attentions upon Grace.
She tells no one
at home, but goes no more to the studio, and
later makes a good marriage.
Several years pass before the sculptor again
comes into her life. This time he wants Ruth
to pose for him.
The girl is enthusiastic and,
as Grace cannot give the real reason for her
opposition, Ruth accepts the invitation of the
great artist to be his model for youth.
As before, the two sisters always go to the studio
together.
After a while Marshall begins to
suspect that his wife is fond of the artist, and
to test her, suggests a little pleasure tour.
Grace protests that she cannot go until Arnold
has completed his work and in the jealous
argument that follows Marshall is so outspoken
that Grace finally tells him why she cannot
leave Ruth.
Meanwhile Ruth has gone alone to the studio.
But in her Arnold has found a more desperate
victim.
She is willing to kill to protect herself.
She is just fleeing from the studio and
its dead when Marshall enters with drawn revolver.
His decision has been quickly made
He Is arrested and
after Grace's confession.
appears that he will be convicted on cirit
cumstantial evidence when Ruth can remain
silent no longer.
She takes the stand and tells
her dramatic story Marshall is acquitted.
tor,

;

Read what Sam'I R. Tyler. Mgr.
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Mrs. Tyler (Louise Brownell).

(Alice Taaffel;

Gull Lake,
eoods:

Theatre,

"NEWMAN"

of
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SUSAN ROCKS THE BOAT (Fine Arts— Five
cast:
Susan Johnstone
Larry O'Neil (Owen Moore)
(Dorothy Gish)
Tim Cardigan (Fred J Butler)
Jasper ThornRandolph Johnstone,
ton
(Fred A. Turner)
Mrs.
grandfather (Edwin Harley)
Susan's
Percy WinRandolph Johnstone (Kate Bruce)
Patrick Casey (James
ton (Clyde E. Hopkins)
O'Shea).
Susan Johnstone, with a large fortune and
no responsibility, tires of her brainless existence
and. after much reading of the story of Joan
of Arc. is inspired to become a modern Joan.
She decides to give her life to the emancipation of the poor and persuades Jasper Thornton, a brilliant criminal lawyer, to aid her In
founding the Joan of Arc Mission in the slums.
The local element looks upon her work as an
easy ^nlution of the prevalent slum desire to
All the loafers in the neighboravoid work.
Parts— May 14).—The

;

;

;

Gentlemen:
Frames received
claim them to be.

:

K. and are everything yon
The quicker other theatres use
your frames, the better for their business.
I might
say they arrived without a scratch, glass Included.
Will always recommend your Brass Goods.
I

remain.

0.

Yours very truly.
R. TYLER, Mgr. Lyceum Theatre.
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hood take advantage of the young girl's innocence lo get gifts of money." The owner of
the property. Cardigan, who runs the principal
dive in the district, looks upon Susan with
eyes and schemes to get her in his

different

power.
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solemn conclave. Suddenly the astral bodies o
Myra and the Grand Master appear in thi
smoke from the incense burner. To the amaze
mi nt ol the kin. ling numbers the two bodies
dissolving

mi

'

i

•

Meanwhile Larry O
litical

silently lift the rigid form of Alden and lower
it
into the coffin.
The box is put into n.
and all but two ol the members lib out Th,
Hindu drops out of line and descends to a lower
le\el of the strange abode.
Seizing a pick be
'- dig into the ceiling above him.
He

"boss

of

the

.Veil,

ward,

son of the late poresents the society

naturally

resents his attitude.
As time goes
finds
himself more interested in
Susan's work, so much so that he puts an end
much of the petty grafting of which she has
been the victim.
Hut there remains a trace of resentment for
her interference, and this Is almost fatal.
A
I

Mrs. Maynard has arrived at Alden's home
Varney tells her that Myra asked to be
hvpimtized and thai In is unable to arouse her.
At this moment Alden bursts into the room. At
a
glance be comprehends the situation, and
Mrs. Maynard suggests that they try the hypnotizing wheel again, in hopes that the same
m. thud which put Myra into her trance might
bring b.r out of it.
This proves successful,
much to the amazement of those assembled in
tin
Black Lodge, who see first one and then the
other astral body disappear before their eyes.
An unexpected plit nomena occurs as a result of

and

Maynard home.

Varney ascertains that Myra
her room, and she is suddenly surprised
seeing a red toy balloon float in through the
in

is

m

to

pestered almost to tin
br. akinpoint
before
he will listen.
Then he loses no time. Susan
has been putting up a fair defense but is about
exhausted when Larry breaks in.
Several of
Cardigan's followers interfere but are overconn.
The end is obvious.

MYSTERIES OK MYRA (No.
May ir. I.— Dr. Alden is aroused
of Myra Maynard and, knowing

I

Two

over his mouth
and intlates a toy balloon with a poisonous gas.
rer-inflated ball. ion bursts he smiles
in devilish glee as if contemplating what will
happen when the gas is again liberated. The
('.rand Master calls two of his men and instructs
them as to tl
livery of the balloons into
hose death he seeks.
the hands o
Disguised as men who peddle balloons, they
leave the Black Order by means of a secret
door in a hollow tree.
Hurrying through the
nearby woods one of the balloons catch upon a
Fearful lest it burst while attempting to
twig.
-k

the hollow tree and array themselv
garb of the Order. The Hindu sees the deserted
balloon and in trying to extricate it, it bursts
and he is partly overcome. They both wonder
at the incident, but put it aside for the more
serious business at hand. The Hindu leads Dr.
Alden through the usual entrance and they
descend a flight of stairs.
They find themselves in a large room.
The Hindu exchanges
signals with someone above. Then Alden, grasping the hooks of the circular trap door, is
into the chamber above.
He intimidates
lone sentry, who is bound hand and foot
They pass into the next room.
inside a strange thing happens.
The
stone
figure
squatting
at the left of
supposedly
Springing
the altar suddenly becomes alive.
down from its pedestal it liberates the sentry.
Once freed this man starts in pursuit of Alden
He is about to strike as
and his companion.
the Hindu, turning quickly, pursues him back
As they dash
through the council chamber.
through a dim archway the fake statue presses
The
a spring and a heavy grating descends.
'ember escapes and notifies the others that
they are in danger.
As the members pass
through the doorway the Hindu joins the ranks
and passes unnoticed.

swung
the

by the Hindu.
Once,

Meanwhile Alden has wandered

into the

:

is by this
to support
unbelievable claim that his prompt
saved Myra's life.
Together the

MYSTERIES OF MYRA

—
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man,

$2.56

$8.00

plans

explosive
tional

They then hold him a prisoner and

the

voung

is
given the choice of sacrificing his
that of his country.
preservation of the latter, and his sands
have almost run out, when trapped and
bound, he is rescued at the eleventh hour.
Thankfully acknowledging his escape and return to freedom, he gives to his country a wonderful weapon of preparedness and together with
the nation's thanks, he receives the love of the
girl he once defended.

patriot

the

of life

AUTHORS FILM
THE

GORGONA

CO., INC.
Four Parts-

—

(Ambrosio

May ).—The

action of this picture takes place
the beginning of the XII century
during the culmination of the Italian Sea republics, and commences exactly at the moment
when the Pisan fleet starts with the allies to
the cuiiquest of the Balearic Islands in order to
deliver the twenty thousand Christians from the

Pisa

in

at

Lamherto. are sent by the City of Florence to
the armv which is to guard Pisa while
Navy is lighting in the MediBut Lamherto. rather than remain inactive outside Bisa, prefers to sail and
Is eager to have the chief command of the fleet.
He asks Henry "the Coseetto," who has been
elected commander-in-chief of the navy, to relinquish his power and to pass it over to him.
Naturally the "Coseetto" refuses to do SO, and
then Lamherto threatens him to take revenge
by trying to make the Gorgona. Henry's betrothed, fall in love with him during Henry's
ab-eiiee.
Henry sails, and Lamherto keeps his
word.
One night he leaves the barracks and
enters Gorgona's home while the girl is alone,
praying and keeping the sacred lamp burning.

command

about

Republican
terranean Sea.
the

ur own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
:urately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Cqapon
:kets for Prize Drawings. 5,000, $2.50. Stock TTck6c.
ler.
i,

$3.5*

$5.M

Angered at this interruption
and desirous of obtaining the
for a foreign government, internaspies connive successfully at Draper's
prison.

to

their

to

Maynard has become excited about
disappearance and. learning that her
and Varney went to Alden's work
r
In the Council Chamber of
hurries there.
Black Order the members are assembled in

$1.25

of

in the employ of Dempsey (Tom Terriss).
Frank Draper, a patriotic young American,
has invented the most wonderful explosive in
the world which he intends giving to the United
*
States.
defending a pure girl from the
ma. nmations of an enemy, he is involved
serious crime which sends him,

s

Ten Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred Thousand

wife

Blanck, in love with Dempsey
(Jill Woodward)
Anderson, of the Secret Service (Alfred Vosburgh)
Morton, an old chemist

night,

tin

;

;

ploy of Dempsey
(Alfred Heming)
Philip
Thompson, an artist working for Dempsey (Joseph Baker); Ferdinand Blanck, a photographer
in the employ of Dempsey (Joseph Sterling);

figure

;

Mvra
shop

—

(Helene Ziegfeld)
Dempsev, master
(John Hopkins)
Florian. in the em-

plotter

the destruction of Myra, hypnotizes himself so
that if Myra's astral body is released his may
also be near hers, in order to offer greater assistance in bringing about her destruction. Back
in Alden's laboratory Myra allows herself to be
hvpnoti/.cd bv Varney before the revolving machine.
At the moment when the Master's astral
bodv is passing from his natural form.
ing released

.1,

is

the

MY COUNTRY FIRST (Terris Film Co
Parts— May).—The cast:
Frank Draper
(Tom Terrissi; Helen Lowell, in love with

is

The Grand Master determined

it

Six

Draper

interrupted by the arrival
of a letter from the Black Master for Myra,
stating that by the time she receives this letter
Fearing for AlPayson Alden will be dead.
suggests
to Varney that she
safety,
Myra
den's
try Alden's hypnotizing machine in hopes that
she might be able to send her astral body in
search for the doctor. Torn by conflicting emotion and yet loyal to the compelling will of the
Order, Varney acquiesces, and they depart lor
Alden's laboratory.
Having safely escaped from the lodge, the
Hindu writes Alden a note, in which he plans
It is delivered to Alden,
to meet him at noon.
who leaves for the appointed place. There he
i- keenlv disappointed by the non-appearance of
Suddenly a ghastly light appears.
the Hindu.
The Hindu has indeed kept his appointment,
but he is dead and horribly mutilated. Having
suspected him of being a spy, the members had
followed him and killed him before he could
Order.

the

bodies

while

-

Varney has now arrived at the Maynard home
and is telling Myra of Alden's attempt to raid

C/5 Five Thousand.

ROLL

(Xo.

Master,

'he com;.. Ihng
pint ol the Black Master is
uppermost in her. and she draws Alden's revolver lrom his pocket and attempts to shoot
him. Alarmed by the shot. Mis. Maynard rushes
into the room with Varney.
Alden begins to
explain to them what has happened.
The story
is so unbelievable that they judge Alden insane
and he departs.

May L'_\l. Having firmly determined upon entering the abode of the Black Order and putting
an end to the insidious selietu. against the life
of Myra Maynard, Dr. Alden appears before
the authorities and secures the assistance of
the police.
Varney has acquainted the Black
Master with Alden's plans and the Master is
prepared for the coming of the police.
In addition, the wicked head of the order instructs
Varney that it is his duty to see that Myra's
astral body be released.
Varney departs the
moment before Alden arrives with his assistants.
As they pass the hollow tree it is uprooted by a terrific explosion, this having been
brought about by the Grand Master, who previously planned the blast.
Alden commands the
police to enter the old house, but, as they approach the building it bursts into flames. Gratified by the success of their plans, the members assemble in the Council Chamber, where
the young Hindu, Alden's colleague, attempts
His deto depart from the other members.
parture is noticed and, suspecting that he is a
traitor, the Master commands that he be fol-

Grand

Master's abode. The Master throws his strange
power over him and seemingly electrifies
him.
While he can see and realize what is
taking place, Alden cannot move a muscle.
Scornfully the Master speaks from the darkness
"You have forced yourself into our lodge.
1
sentence you to be buried alive," and then
pitifully, "as you die Myra will also breathe
her last."
Suddenly Alden is surrounded by a red glow
and the spot upon which he is standing begins
The members
to slowly sink into a pit below.
have arranged themselves in a half circle, and
as the platform upon which Alden is standing
touches the ground the men step forward and
•

had

two astral

Myra awakes

the

Masters body contain: 3 the innocent spirit of
the young girl.
This change is unnoticed by Mrs. Mavnard.
Varney and Alden.
At
the
Maynard home
Myra calls Dr. alden to one side and frankly
tells him ol
l.ue i,,r him.
In r
At this point

Parts

by the plight
the evil power
which is behind her persecution, he determines
to enter the Black Lodge and put an end to
the scheme.
He schemes with his Hindu colleague, who has ali
gained
ess to the
Order.
Meanwhile the Grand Master is perfecting an
in.
which will bring about Myra's destruction.
In
the darkness of his infernal

evil

Alden'-.

action

contest, for the
ilused, so that when
soul of ._. Black

with

i

though confident that the deadly gas
time dispelled, leaving no evidence
Dr.

Miscellaneous Subjects
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mental

the

her into thi
ammlng the door
Myra demands an explanation. Mrs.
Maynard is astonished at his strange behavior,
while Varney is decidedly uncomfortable, al-

pushes

after him.

per
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the mechanical handling of motion picture
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takes place between the

almost

leave the barracks and enter the City
)
Lamberto havPisa, under pain of death.
ing been discovered, is therefore, by his own
Before the
father, sentenced to be beheaded.
appointed hour, Lamberto asks his father to
let him go once more to bid farewell to Gorgona, under oath to come back before dawn.
.Marcel consents, but should Lamberto fail to
return in time, he himself would have to die
of

in his stead.
The girl endeavors to prevent Lamberto from
going back to the barracks and thus avoid
The time flies and daymeeting his fate.
break iinds Lamberto still there. Suddenly the
news is spread that the victorious ships are in
sight, and Marcel, amid the general excitement, enters Pisa to fetch the Gorgona and to
escort her towards the victors, with the votive
lamp.' He finds the girl weeping and kneeling

by

Lambertos body, the young man having
himself to atone for his broken oath.
Outside the crowd was still applauding the

killed

Gorgona and the victers

&

E.

R.

JUNGLE FILM

CO.

UNCLE'S LITTLE ONES.— The Widow

the

little

i

ill give them the
if, up t
that t
mother.
She is dewith the chance and telegraphs her
She tries
acceptance of the conditions.

age

.

lighted

keeper.
panzees,

afternoon, they arrive
Uncle's "little ones"
Sallie, anc

Nap and

— with
the

lil-

seated falls and an examination shows a clean
knife cut in the rope, which the widow is unable to explain.
These things prey upon Mr. Richman to such
an extent that he almost gives up the widow,
especially as he thinks that he has seen huge
and terrible monkeys upon the place on sevBut the widow is determined
eral occasions.
and finally when he complains that he sees
the chimps, she hurries him away to her
friend, a physician, with whom she has made
an arrangement. The doctor advises Mr. Richman to marry and settle down, as he is a
"very nervous man." Mr. Richman decides to
take his advice and goes to propose.

The wedding ceremony is performed immechances, but
diately, as the widow takes
steps

in

and

in

the

judgment

of

those who patronize
the photoplay theatre,
are pictures that are
perfectly
convincing.
This means that they
must be presented in a
"

that minimizes

to the greatest possible
extent their mechanical
or,
in
other
aspect,
words, "the creaking of

the

must

machinery"

never intrude.

thi

chim-

lings finds she has her hands iuu.
She tries to keep the knowledge of tin little
ones from her society acquaintances, particularly from a wealthy bachelor, Mr. Richman,
in whose wealth she sees an escape from the
Her efforts to keep
ridiculous chimpanzees.
her suitor from a glimpse of the chimps lead
to subterfuge after subterfuge and finally become almost an obsession with her. Mr. Richman begins to. think that her mind is affected.
She gets up and closes doors with the utmost
haste, and no reason whatever, and one afternoon, just as the proposal is about to "happen," the hammock in which the lovers are

fate

Pictures

manner
Bill

mgs is in despair over her bridge debts whel
she receives a communication from her uncle':
lawyers stating the death of the old man am
"
the fact that she v '"
:

Perfect

;

be said' the monkeys are seen through the
The
draperies demolishing the wedding meal.
sight so terrifies Mr. Richman, who is at last
certain that he sees realities, that he runs
from the widow, who realizes, in despair, that
the chimps are now "the only hope."

WHAT

D'YE THINK O' THAT !— John, a
traveling salesman, and Sarah, an old maid,
are in love.
Both are residents of a hotel.
the story opens, the wedding day has
dawned and a few hours will see the pair
husband and wife.
Their dream of love is
slightly dimned by overhearing an imitation
of their recent love scene by Ben, the bellboy,
who is regaling Nat, his chum but they get
the boys fired and proceed on to their rooms.
But the bellboys harbor a scheme of revenge
and chance throws coincidence in their path.
After the boys have changed their suits and
sauntered down street, they come upon Nap
and Sallie, the chimps, who are tied outside
the tent of a little sideshow, dressed for their
Ben and Nat steal the chimps and
act.
carry them to their rooms in the hotel, where
they pack Nap in a box addre
from Sarah, and Sallie in a box addressed to
They take the boxes to
Sarah from John.
their respective rooms and wait for the fun to

Radium

commence.
Now John and Sarah have their Terrible
John wears a wig and Sarah has
Secrets.
false teeth, but so far each has managed to
keep the distressing fact from the other. But
with the advent of Nap and Sallie matters
Neither dare to
take a turn for the worse.
pynrpss his or her real feelinss toward the

._- of the
bride and groom, but attribute them to embarrassment and the ceremony progresses.
Sallie
dabs the teeth in a can of red paint and
leaves them on the bedroom floor to hide under
the bed at the approach of a chambermaid.

The maid

sees the teeth in a pool of red and
that Miss Sarah has been murdered.
She exits, shrieking and waving the teeth.
Meanwhile, the owner of the sideshow has
discovered the loss of his chimps and traces
the boys and animals to the hotel.
He confronts Ben and Nat, and he and the boys,
the painter and the maid break in upon the
wedding. Explanations are made to the amusement of the guests and to the shame of John
1 Sarah, but the two decide that they

decides

—

I

THE JUNGLE CURE.— Tom

and Jack are
into the rooms of the Good
Fellows' Club rather the worse for liquor.
The
plea of Tom's mother and sweetheart that he
is ruining his young manhood with "the filthy
stuff" Falls on heedless ears.
But while Tom
and his chum carouse at the club, a plan is
on foot to cure the young man of his vice.
Ruth, his sweetheart, has read in the morning
paper of a young man who was cured oi
drinking by seeing a snake run across his path
as he jou
tells the

chums and come

i

Gold Fibre

Screens
are remarkable for the

with which they
reproduce every little
detail which has been

fidelity

by

photographed
director.

They

the
pre-

serve for the audience
the delicate tones of
color which are lost on

any other screen.

intend to accomplish Tom's salvation.
Among
the animals is a snake, a lion, hears, monkeys
and a leopard.
Tom comes home from the club little better
than a dummy as the result of too many drinks
and things begin to happen. Snakes come over
the transom door, lions enter through the door,
snakes appear mysteriously in his bottle of
whiskey and monkeys play queer pranks on
him.
He tries to call for help and a great
rat, the size of a pig, appears.
He tries to
get out of the door but finds his way blocked
by hideous shapes.
He decides that there is
nothing in "the drink habit" and swears off.
Of course his mother and sweetheart are delighted at the success of their ruse and the
wedding ceremony is performed with the groom
an avowed teetotaler for life.

WORLD-EQUITABLE.
TANGLED FATES

(Peerless— Five Parts—
cast:
Jane Lawson
(Alice
George Blake (Arthur Ashley)
Ruth
Lawson (Helen Weer)
Will Rogers
(Geo.
Morgan). Directed by Travas Vale.
Jane Lawson lives in a small country town

May

22).— The

Brady)

;

;

;

They are Standard
Equipment in Leading Theatres Thruout the Country—

You Ought
One!

to

Have

with her

member

Write Today for
Price and Detailed
Information

Radium Gold
Fibre Screen, inc.
220 West 42d Street

NEW YORK
Canadian

CITY

parents.
Her father is the strictest
of the Morals Committee, and forces

Jane

and her younger sister, Ruth, to live
barren, colorless lives.
Ruth steals away to
meet George Blake, a young drummer from New
York.
She is seen rowing across to a small
island, with Blake by one of the town girls,

who reports it to the Committee. Jane, rushing
to save her sister from being disgraced because
she is engaged to the minister's son, sends her
home in time and herself faces the townspeople

m

When

;

to death £._ ._.
Sallie gets hold of Sarah's false teeth and
disappears Willi tli.-n, onto a painter's scaffolding out the window, and Nap takes John's wig
and drops it downstairs on the head of one of
the painters,
who is busy flirting with the
cook.
The minister and the guests arrive, but
the distracted couple who are to be married are
wringing their bands over their misfortune.
At last they know that the fateful minute can
K"
put off no longer, so John seizes a high

company with Blake, assuming her

guilt.

Disgraced,

New

sister's

her father orders her away

from home, and she leaves town
in

to

find

work

York.

After six months of hard struggle, living in
attic room, she accepts a position procured
for her through Blake with the firm he is work-

an

ing for, although she is not aware he had anything to do about it. There she falls in love
With Will Rogers, son of her employer, and they
Two years after their
subsequently marry.
age, Will degenerates and takes to drink.
After his father's death, he dissipates his interest in the business and is caught by Blake
stealing the bonds of the company from the safe.
make, now in control of the company, makes
good the deficiency and sends Will to Alaska,
grub-staking him.

Distribute!

infatuated with her. Dolly,
avenge herself on Big Tom, betrays his
claim (which is not registered), to Will, who
succeeds in having it registered in his own
;

to

name. Will's long silence becoming suspicious
Blake and Jane, the former starts off to investigate, finding him wealthy but also in a
to
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Write today
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debauchery with Dolly.
A fight enwhich Blake obtains half of Wills
money. This he brings to Jane, telling her it
is
Horn Will. This reawakens Jane's love lor
her husband, and while Blake is away on a
trip, leaves to join her husband.
Arriving at Nome, she is shown the cabin
where Will and Dolly live, and realizes on the
state

of

sues,

in

instant her husband's pertidj

hut

'

June
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part of his daughter for the youthful Freneau
and attempts to laugh Gloria out of what he
considers a mere whim.
Freneau, when ottered
a check for several thousand dollars as a reward for his saving Gloria, rejects the slip of
paper and declares he wants Gloria.

Ulakc's loyalty

When

Pierpont realizes the affair is liable to
something serious he bundles Gloria
soon packs her off to an
boarding school for girls.
Gloria
assured, however, that if at the end
of five years she and Freneau still love one
another, they may marry.
All through her
college career Gloria cherishes fond dreams
of her lover and his bravery.
Freneau, unfortunately, is not faithful and flirts with every
pretty woman he encounters.
Upon returning
to New York City, he goes into partnership
vith Frank Mulry on the stock exchange and

grow

off

into

New York and

to

exclusive
has been

Incciis.d tin. miners,
what has happen. .1
who always make a law unto themselves when
One Ol them brands him ell a nm.inl, e
a nip,
and drag Will out of his B bln.
Ulake. returning from his trip, realizes that
there will be something doing when Jane arrives
in Alaska, so starts off on the next train, arriving there just in time to see Will lynched, his
protestations being of no avail.
The villagers
are all returning and Will's body swings from
or a week Jane lies unconscious in the
house of the parish priest and when the danger
'l there, kneeling beside her,
of

I

(

,

;

I

I

;

i

i

;

I

I

;

:

;

pleased
pleased patrons
creased profits.

patrons

means

in-

Are you always satisfied
with the results you get on
the screen? Does your light

Any

flicker?

t

Olga Printzlau.

trouble keeping

Do your

focused?

dense

Rupert Julian.
Two families had lived neighbors in the South
for years.
Maud, her brother Howard, and Cecil
Lane were playmates. One day as they were
playing on the lawn the fathers of Maud and

it

Cecil bethrothed their children in a bumper
of wine.
Shortly thereafter Cecil's father loses
his tort une through poor speculation and committed suicide.

colored ones?
You've been using "alternating current. Perhaps it's
the only kind available in
your town. Then change it
over to direct current with a

Directed

by

years Maud comes home, and soo
her brother Howard arrived with a foppis
friend, Lord Lovelace, who straightway lay
siege to Maud's heart.
At the village shrin
alter

In

Maud and

Cecil

have met

always come up clear
and bright? How about the
films

Ceci

goes far awaj

and

,

in

i

great city his

Maud, meanwould
and M

ha re Cecil return
poorly informed
get word to him. When
Into the Garden

d

Cecil c omposes the soi

Maud.'

his

is

a

and Cecil, Lord
soldiers, evontu-

and Howard become

e

ally

lame

attle field

11

Lord Lovelace
reat

composer, and at the

moment

fame as

its

word

to

he

sends

of

his
Cecil. that

Cecil in the
Maud is
>r
-ardi
killed in battle
Belie ving that Cecil
at the same time her brother Howard and Lord
ce die of their wounds, Maud decides to
i

When Cecil ultimately comes home he
vent.
is too late to reach Maud with any communiHe spends the rest of his life in sorrow
cation.
going every day to the convent walls and playing his famous song that Maud may hear and
know that he thus awaits the final end, faithful to his childhood's sweetheart.

Rectifier Outfit

oi

weds

still

David

finds

Stafford,

delight in car-

is

V-L-S-E, INC.
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—

y
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Guthrie, Okla. Frontier Day is observed here
by the staging of thrilling feats of horsemanship and lariat throwing.
Cowgirl does some
sensational roping.
Los Angeles, Cal.— Egg shells are used for
dolls' heads in a new enterprise here, born of
necessity due to the European war.
Laredo, Tex. In guarding against disease
along the Mexican border, all who cross the
boundary line must submit to vaccination by
the United States military health authorities.

—

—
—

Sunnyvale, Cal. An enormous aeroplane of
remarkable strength is given its first test here.
Cambridge, Mass. The entire student regiment of Harvard University turns out for the
n_a preparedness drill on the Campus.

>

WestinghouseCooper Hewitt
and beholding here brother slightly
wounded sends Cecil, in anger, away. He leaves
ge under the impression that Howard

on.-

.

and their childis

Bred,

but

whom

Freeman.
The night Qloria r. turns from college, she
goes to the opera with her father and Dr.
Royce.
On Hi. main staircase ol the Metropolitan Opera House she encounters Richard
Freneau and is amazed when he fails to recogHer heart turned to lead in her
nize her
bosom, Gloria steals quietly into the cool, dark
upper box as the curtain rises on the first
act of the opera.
Freneau suddenly awakens
the
mistake he has made, recalls 1
engagement to Gloria and resolves
*—* opportunity.
square himself i
ances,

means

INC.

(Five Farts— May 29).—
The cast: Maud (First Period) (Zoe Bech)
Maud Second Period
iFraiierlia Hillington):
Cecil (First Period)
(Gordon Griffith)
Cecil
(Second Period
Rupert Julian i; Lord Lovelace
(Douglas
Gerrard)
Howard
(First
Period)
(George
Hupp); Howard (Second
Period)
(Jack Holt
Maud's Father
(Ben
Horning
Cecil's Father (Paul Weiglei
Cecil's
Mother Xanni. Wright). Scenario written by

brother,

Gloria's

Better Projection
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS,
NAKED HEARTS

Freeman

Lois

tion.

rying on flirtations with former male acquaint-

I

experts

shoot modern rifles. United States
are their instructors.

New York, N. Y. — Residents
Farm Colony hold a gay

City

athletic

Army

of the New York
festival in which

are featured.
Cal.
Letter carriers

events

—

Oakland,
Oakland
of
in a patriotic parade to demonstrate that
they are "prepared."
Coronado, Cal. Society folk visiting at this
resort make use of the terrace of the hotel,
overlooking the sea, for afternoon dances.
Cambridge, Mass. The Harvard football team
is given a strenuous workout at the first spring
practice of the 1916 season.
Chihuahua, Mex. Elaborate home of Gen.
Villa, the fugitive bandit is looted and wrecked
by a mob after he flees the city that was left
undamaged by the avenging mob.

march

—

—

Direct

current

doesn't

easier to keep
in focus because one of the
carbons burns very slowly.
These Rectifier Outfits give
complete regulation of light
for the dense and colored
flicker.

films.

It's

Operation

is

simple

noiseless, and your current will cost less than it

and

—
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El Paso, Texas Important conference bearing on the Mexican situation is held here, Genand Funston participating with
General Obrcgon, Mexican Minister of War and
Mexican Consul Garcia.
Menominee. Mich. Disastrous floods sweep
the Twin Cities of Menominee and Marinette and
heavy property damage is inflicted along the
erals Scott, Bell

—

does now.

Want
them?

to know more about
Ask us for folder

4205-B.

—

New York, N. Y. Thousands of members of
labor organizations of this city march in a big
parade on May Day to celebrate the progress
made by Unionism in the last year.
Philadelphia, Pa. World's records are broken
and equalled in one of the most successful annual Track and Fields Meets ever held by the

—

I'niversitv of Pennsylvania.

GEORGE KLEINE.
GLORIA'S ROMANCE, NO. 3, "A Perilous
Love" (Two Reels— June 5). The cast: Gloria
Dr. Stephen Royce
Stafford
(Billie
Burke)
(Henrv Kolker) Richard Freneau (David PowFrank
David Stafford (William Roselle)
ell)
Stafford
Pierpont
(Frank Belcher)
Mulry
Judge Freeman (Henry
(William T. Carleton)
Lois Freeman (Jule Power).
Weaver)
Gloria Stafford, after being rescued from the
Seminole Indian camp and restored to her
father, feels strongly attracted toward Richard
Freneau, the young stock broker, whom s"he

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Westinghouse Electric
Mfg. Company
Dept.

AR

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

&

Boston, Mass.— Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, braves raging spring
snowstorm to inspect the speedy submarine chasing patrol boats that have been built here by
wealthy men to be loaned to the Government in
case the United States has need of them.

Carson City, Nev.— Record run is made by
auto over the snow-bound summit of the mounGov. Boyle
tains between here and Lake Tahoe.
of
Nevada, presents trophy to the successful
driver.

—

Washington, D. C. President and Mrs. Wilson
the Navy League camp where women are
preparedness lessons by leading lives

visit

learning

1

June
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President Wilson and his cabinet
"Safety First" train which is touring
the United States.
New York, N. Y. Pushing the campaign

1767

recruits.

of

inspect

gentleman and to marry money."

INTO TIIK PRIMITIVE tSclig Five PartsMay 29).—The cast: Jenny Leslie (Kathlyn
Thomas Ulake (Guy Oliver) HonorWilliams)
able

Has Increased

Business

store in the new Godfrey
Seventh Ave., City, where I

Building,

;aptain

at

727

will establish

the

(Harry

Winthrope, with an alias
Directed by T. N. Heffron.

Lonsdale).

Thomas Blake, American engineer, was half
drunk.
He stood at the ship's railing, and he
eyed the beautiful young lady, who stood a<tjacent with bibulous approval. He stooped, unsteadily, to recover a book the young lady had
dropped.
He chuckled as the lady prompt ly
turned her back to him, and greeted Ceiil Winthrope.
The friendship between Jenny Leslie
and Cecil Winthrope; began early aboard ship.
Cecil cultivated that friendship for he needed
money, and he believed that this American
would supply it.
aelri
An open boat without oars tossed on heavy
reclining in the bottom is Thomas Blake
seas
insensible from drink.
Perched each in the
bow and stein, are Miss Jenny Leslie and the
Honorable Cecil Winthrope. Fate has cast the
three adrift on a waste of waters, sole survivors
The little craft finally lands
of a wrecked ship.
on the desert coast of eastern Africa. Thomas
Blake came to his senses and he suffered a
This and the fact that his
severe headache.
supply of whiskey was low, made him really
However, Thomas resolved to
tempered.
ill
share his remaining stimulant with the man
and woman.. When they refused to partake

for electric

and motion picture equipments.

invite your inspection.

You

I

—

will

be amazed

and completeness of my
new establishment.-THIS PROVES PROG-

RESS AND SUCCESS.

his

he

Blake,

fashioned himself a club and went forth in
The Honorable Cecil and Miss
search of food.
Jenny Leslie reclined at the foot of the tree
and both fell asleep. Along the branch of the
Slowly it glided
tree a python was reclining.
down the tree and toward the sleeping woman.
Soon the darting fangs were very closi
unconscious girl. Then Thomas l;lakin ml;
tin
reptile in his bare hands he
strangled it. That night Thomas Ulak
Le lii into
a tree and ordered Mil
i

the protestations of Winthrope and M
In the dead of
they wer> forced to the refuge.
night, a lion prowled at the foot of the tree and

endeavored
branches.

to

"iis

ai

r<

It remained for Thomas Blake to get food,
carry water, and to order the march for the
The experiences of the three with
next day.
wild eh phanl
ol
i

.ire

When the Honorable
Batches in order
He
Blake punished him.
monocle, which
Win! iu opi

cati d

many

too
Cei II

to

light

to

It

i

aimed Thomas Blake,
into

girl

I

M.

P.

(Episode

Simpson

Mrs.

Bradford

and

!

receive a lett.r from their mother,
viting them to spend a Sunday at theil
try home.
Aft. r oonsultlnf
sisters,

decide

take

to
to

much
who are more than

pleas, d

their wives presence

for a

may indulge in a
Tom and Jerry in

they
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ad
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be
woman
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ol
Ulak.
u Inthrope
'linger lie
win i"
ol
to
rom
believed she wat in
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whispered.

1

and held
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In

mighty

and Tom Bradford are two happv-po-lucky
chaps with a weakness tor
rettv faces and
the fact that they poss, -s two beaut
does not restrain them from indulging in their
flirting propensities.

Blake
mastered them by sheer brute force.
growled at the Honorable Cecil and Jenny
Leslie, who seemed to be helpless to follow
him into the jungle and to explore the island

Thomas

she

'

he gathered the lovelv form of the

CO.
TOM AND JTBRRY—BACHELORS
No. 1— Two Parts— June .1).— Jerry

just as well satisfied, and
drained the contents of his flask. Feeling better,
Thomas Blake sized up the situation. He had
always sized up previous situations and had

to

love

"I
I

EMERALD

Thomas was

came

love you,
you,

I

at the magnificence

-

They obeyed.
As hunger

Blake, American engineer, and Miss
Leslie. American heiress, who was once
and supercilious, stood together awaiting
the landing of the rescue party. Thomas Blake
bashful he had always been so with
The girl looked into the cave-man's
selfish

;

thereof.

.

Thomas

Jenny

;

;

Cecil

Then Win-

thrope died.
Jenny Leslie
'ft alone with
Thomas Blake. As the weeks ....
by, the
woman learned more of the heart », gold
hidden underneath a rough exterior. And then
e day the whistle of a steamer sounded along
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ASSIFIED
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS OPERATOR— Understands and

City.

pictures
(concert
pipe organ or Wurlitzer unit), available now;
anywhere. Composer, care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.
;

can and will give
S.
W.,

reference.
111.

MANAGER—

LIVE WIRE
Expert booker, with
operator's license.
Nine years' moving picture,
vaudeville experience.
Worby, 646 E. 182d St.,
N. Y. City.
Furnished with outfit— portable electric lights to rent. Features and industrial pictures produced.
Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

CAMERAMEN—

"Amberlux."
M. P. MANAGER— Anywhere

UP-TO-DATE
east of

Mississippi River.
Six years' experience.
Good Booker. Will give satisfaction. R.
B. T., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

AMERICAN PHOTOPLAYER OPERATOR—

experience. Can play everything. Am
able to pick the proper music for the highest
of photoplays.
State salary and hours.
Address, R. C, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
Expert
photographer,
own
complete professional equipment. Features, industrial, comedy.
All work guaranteed. Samples

One year
class

CAMERAMAN—

*

position
sires
-Strictly
where real projection is appreciated.
Handle any equipment. Satisfaction KUaranteed.
Address Henry Alsman, Maylield, Ky.

i

SB

per

minimum;

used and price of same.
Give the net
month by month for past year. Full
i
must be given or no attention will

HELP WANTED.
Representatives to handle our new
101 ranch feature.
Bond and reference. Address K. L. Williams, Bliss, Okla.
Moving picture camera owners in
every town to take local scenery.
Globe Film
Co., !>:.:7 Edgecomb Place, Chicago, 111.
I
A LIVE
To operate a branch
office for me in each of the following cities
Philadelphia, Reading, Pittsburgh, Harrisburg,
Scranton,
Johnstown,
Syracuse,
Erie
and
Buffalo.
Must be able to place a cash deposit
of $500 in First National Bank, this city, as
If you cannot furnish security do not
security.
reply.
For further particulars address H.

WANTED —

MAN—

WANT

Davis Film Service,
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

Davis.
St.,

70

Washington

S.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
FOR RENT IN OMAHA— Ground floor

hall

with balcony seating SOO.
Central location.
Will remodel for moving picture house for long
lease.
N. P. Dodge & Co., Omaha, Neb.

few months.
Professional, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
OPERATOR— Strictly sober, wishes position
1n theater where good projection is appreciated,
willing to leave town. L. N. W., 216 W. 124th
t

FOR SALE—Modern

THEATERS WANTED.

Full

a practical
picture broker.
Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving PicEtablished 1896. Offices, 578-80
ture Broker.
Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y.

moving

WANTED— First-class show located in
lowing territory
Arizona,
New Mexico
"
Colorado.

fol-

:

in

pouplation,
sized stage.

balance.
Price right.
Bender. Utica. N. Y.

a city of
built
three

One balcony.

Write Dr.

FOR LEASE— Modern
hundred seating capacity

in a city of eightypolicy Photoplay but
suited to any policy.
Built three years ago.
Annual rent, $7,500. Owner has other business.
Write Dr. A. W. Bender, Utica, N. Y.
FOR
Moving picture theater in Pennsylvania town.
No opposition, money maker.
Address G. H., care M. P. World, N, Y. City.

—

Present

thousand.

five

—

SALE—

TWO THEATERS NEAR ALBANY,
running

;

to

;

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am

successful

theater

thousand

eighty-five
years ago.

No. 1—425 capacity
lease
receipts up

"Amberlux."

St.,

cents

1916

3,

WANTED—

"Amberlux."

ORGANIST— Experienced

wants position

Advertisements, three
word, cash with order; 50 cents
postage stamps accepted

OPERATOR

repairs all kinds of machines.
Wife crackerjack picture pianist.
Salary reasonable.
Will
go anywhere. LeRoys, care M. P. World, N. Y.

first-class projection ; has
care M. P. World, Chicago,

June

Classified

ADVERTISEMENTS

OPERATOR

;

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1768

SI

75

price

;

No.

$2,500.

$240

N. Y.—
days week long
expenses about

7

;

;

2—500

4%

seats;

5c.

and

year lease running 7 days
week receipts up to $315 expenses about $240
price $3,200.
On account of owner moving to
admission

10c.

;

;

;

New York

;

sacrifice

City will

both at bargain.
opportunities

free.
Send for catalog of business
Lewis, 580 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE Motion picture theater seating
owner
250 town of 400, doing good business
going West. Write W. D. Nye, Mansfield, Ohio.

—

;

;

FOR SALE — Fully
250, open Sundays,
Population
street.

equipped theater, seating
on main business
Palace Theater.
18,000.

located

Peru. Ind.

(Continued on page 1769.)

N. Y. City.

How Would You

$50™ A

Like to Save

Year

ON LIGHT?
By Using the PITECO Condenser System
You Improve Projection 50%
You Bring Out the Detail
You Save on Your Light
Price per Set, $5.00, Postage Paid

When

ordering state size projection lens in use.

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1604 Broadway,

Projection Engineers

CONSULT US FOR MODEL PROJECTION

New York

:

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

3,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS— Continued from page
EQUIPMENT FOR

—

—

able prices.
Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap.
Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
CAMERAS, perforators, printers, tripod's.

WANTED— Motion

picture camera for caen
Professional, any condition, any price.
Address H. R. H., care M. P. World. N. Y. City.

NO. 4 Pittman Prof, camera
ready. Automatic dissolve, automatic takeup, both directions, 400 ft. magazine. The most
up-to-date camera proposition ever placed upon
the market.
Tripods, lenses, etc.
Send for
particulars.
We also specialize in repairs and

Lens

Filters" complete, with
business-getting advertising slide, $3.50.
W.
D. Warner. Wyandotte Bldg.. Columbus, Ohio.
FOR SALE Standard Projector, fully equipped, $75.
J. B. Robinson, 168 W. Washington

—

Chicago,

St.,

111.

SIMPLEX,

Power's
$100.00;
6A,
$175.00,
$160.00 and $150.00.
1912 Motiograph, $65.00.

on.
in the

is

HOT— The

IS

Do you want a

slice

of

the Juicy profits
Motion Picture producing business?
Big money in taking them for
News, Advertising, etc. We deal in dependable
new and used Motion Picture Cameras. Send
for list or write for information.
We are
specialists in equipping beginners.
Our expert
will be pleased to advise you if your locality
can be made to pay. Our developing, printing
and title making laboratory is fully equipped to
handle orders from 50 feet to 100,000 feet. Write
for price list.
Real Motion Picture Cameras at
rock bottom prices. 1st: Thomas It. P. Camera,
100 ft. capacity. Rosewood case, Ernemann
F.3.5 Anastigmat lens. Our price $42.50. 2d
Ernemann 100 ft. capacity, Seasoned Oak case.
Ernemann F.3.5 Anastigmat lens.
Our price
:

rewind, $!).00, $12.00 and $15.00. Chairs
each.
16-lnch oscillating
alternating
Exit boxes, $1.50.
Fire pumps,

15.00.

fans,
$2.50,

3d: Williamson M. P. Camera, 100 ft.
teakwood case, F.6 lens.
Our price,
including sole leather carrying case, $55.00.
4th
Pittman, 200 ft. capacity, leather covered case, Zeiss Tessar F.3.5 lens.
Our price
$52.50.
5th
Phantoscope M. P. Camera, 200 ft.
capacity, magazines side by side, fine mechanism.
Carl Zeiss F.3.5 lens.
Our price with
carrying case $87.50. 6th Eberhard Schneider,
200 ft. capacity, teakwood case, Carl Zeiss Tes:

20-foot asbestos curtain,
20-foot plain screen, with
20-foot stage light, wired for 12

$12.00.

er,

;

BUY
SELL features, educational*,
scenlcs and industrials.
Let us know what yoe
want or what you have for sale. Also handle

:

Our price

F.3.5 lens.

•

Washington

$100.00.

Our price $75.00 complete.

St.,

111.

7th

"Amberlux."

TWO

FT. WAYNE COMPENSARCS— Slightly
used, good condition.
L. E. Lemon. Aurora. 111.
FOR SALE! Two hundred and forty chairs in
fine condition, upholstered back and seat, fifty
*i each.
Mirror Screen seventy-five dollars.

—

8th

Ensign

:

Will-

business since 1885.

In

111.

SAVE MONEY—Vistas

man's $96

$60.

Jure $60.

Pitt-

to $200.
Peter's all aluminum $150.
all with F.3.5 lenses
guaranteed bargains. Ray,
S26 Fifth Avenue. N. Y. City.

grade benches seating 500, $175.
87th Street, N. Y. City.
OPERA CHAIRS—2,000

New

sach.

rolding 4"with dir,
10 East 43d

85c. up.

used

slightly

Airdome spats

80c.

West

—

VISTA, F. 3.5 lens, tripod, negative film, developing rack, cable lamp, exposure

FILMS WANTED.

each.

State price and
attention paid.

MACH1

IN

Chicago.

St..

WANTBJD
Lord

of

state number of
for each subject.
particulars in first letter or no

amount

and

of

50 SINGLE reels, comedies and westerns $5 00
25 2-reel features, $15 00 each. All full
reels and in first-class condition.
Check with
order.
Federal Fea. Film Co.. 145 W. 45th St
N. Y. City.
each.

president wilsons

Wm.

N.

Cu

Johns-Manville
$50;
portable booth, largest size, 8

Acme Theater

S200.

cost

asbestos
\

12

feet,

Supply c„

___

|60;

N. LaSalle St., Chicago. 111.
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS— Steel and cast frames
up.

60c.
J.

v. r

piano

Four asbestos booths, several machines.

new.
P.

Brokaw

air.

Lists

Bldg.,

III.

show-

reel,

ing seventeen actual scenes of the Allies and
Teutonic Powers at war excellent condition.
Two new styles monnt..l -i\,s and threes thrown
In all for $25.00.
s & w. UO W. 40th St..

—

N.

Y.

City.

WILL BUT OR SELL— Film
ractive prices. Will buy
jpecial
subjects.
Gour
7th Avenue, N. Y. City.

subjects at

RCH

\si:

flve-reel feature.
"The Revenge,
print, excellent story, a. ting and
Act quick
P

raphy.

photogWorld,

keyboardi

$170.

tor

i

Picture Shows, with
piauos with pipes

guarant

i

MISCELLANEOUS.
"Amberlux."
mile let-

maximum

c.

cast)

-

headi

beautiful

(2.50

Mom. !
St

wor.l

\-k

CI.. -mi

for

price

list

alumi-

;

nium,

mercury

(quicksilver),

old

''

t

KNOWLEDGE BRINGS SUCCESS
—

is one of the youngest but one of the leadWe may well be
ing industries of the world to-day.
proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do
you know all about it? It will yield larger returns for

business

ONE YEAR

$3.0«

MONTHS
See

title

page

J1.S«
for rate*

Canada and Foreign

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

Madison Avenue,

New York

and

Printing

U>UU, Mo

;

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman, Operator,
Men Everywhere: The moving picture

SIX

I

-

'

STATE RIGHTS OR SELL OUTK:
new
and

letter

ii, .u

and Film

for

i

Albion Cinema SupN. Y. City, and 6
Densey Yard, London, England.
FEATURE FILMS— Three, four, five reelers.
Send for my list. May we have the pleasure of
making you a satisfied customerAuxiliary
Film Booking Service, SOI Schiller Bldg., Chiplies,

good

Chaplin wibChaplin
idlUon
also want
original posters, any km.l
end llsl and price
i-hat
you have.
Southern film

Redington, Scranton, Pa.

Newark.

new condition

in

W. Washington

I.

PI

brands

or import.
Serials single
tures best condition films only dealt with.

i

WILL

features
St.

export

I

condition.
am sensational rallrt
ern. animal and Indian
Also
pictures,
Historical films
B. A. .lorg.-nseii, S|.i
Mi.

el

Miller, 3d floor

and prices on application.

»t
Large." "Thor
•Hiawatha
•.MldnlKlit
Films must be in good

Bea

.1un K l.-."

Ride of Paul Revere."
perfect,

172

M

J.

FOR SALE— All

paper

Orr,

Review

lantic Fleet, 1 reel. $25.00.

Mailers Building, Chicago, III.
500 SINGLE REEL$20 to $100.
Hatch. 284 Market

111.

"Wild

the

Flint

Chaplin
comedies
$18
Baldwin. 314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago,

S.

ELECTRIC PIANOS

WANT TO BUY— Features,
reels

New York

basis.

SALE— Four

FOR

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FORSALE

65c.

Uapl<

N. Y. city.

St..

BARGAINS

BIG

Ewell. 8

commission

FOR SALE—One European War
:

iamson Professional M. P. Camera, 400 ft. capacity, regular and trick crank, direct focusing,
2" and 3" Zeiss Tessar F.3.5. 5
two lenses.
maeiazines and two carrying cases $175.
9th
Panoramic and Tilting head tripods from $25
to $50.
David Stern Co., 1047R Madison St..
Chicago,

AND

on

film

Laboratories, Films Sales Dept. 145 West 46th
St., N. Y. City.

cago,

Film Company, 170 W.
Chicago,

1404 Mil-

OVETR SEAS BUYERS should communicate
with me, Becond-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th

$82.60.

capacity,
:

frames, $7.50 each
with roller. $25.00.

Puragatory
and
and other

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.

WE

Richardson endorses "Amberlux Filters."

STRIKE WHILE THE IRON

summer season

N. Y. City.

INFERNO,"

'DANTE'S

Life of Our Saviour"
religious subjects.
John J. Wojcicki.

CAMERAS FOR SALE.
NEW MODEL

now

Phone 5961 Franklin.

"AMBERLUX

1768

CAMERAS WANTED.

SALE.

••Amberlux."
LARGE STOCK of used moving picture machines all kinds also opera and folding chairs
at about half regular price; all goods guaranteed in first-class condition, shipped subject to
inspection.
Lears Theater Supply Co., 509
Chestnut St.. St. Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE— Slightly-used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reason-

an equal amount of work to

th«*

MOVING

nun who know

WORLD

Bach

Pit rURE
cos
information than you can get
from all other sources. Subscribe now if not already on
Our mailing Hit. You will Ket your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs less.

w.-ekiv iaaue ol the
t.uns more up-to-date

,
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A REAL

REPUTATION
can never be

built

on

mere extravagant
claims— there must be

Real PerformanceReal "Making Good"

SEEBURG
PIPEORGANORCHESTRAS
Owe

their reputation to

Genuine Quality and
Actual Performance
WRITE TODAY
To

the nearest Seeburg dealer
for interesting information

Seeburg Piano Company

J. P.

MANUFACTURERS

1006 Republic

Building, Chicago

B R A N

<

II

I

i

BOSTON

M. Steinert & Son*
162

Boylston Street

PHILADELPHIA
9Z3

Walnut Strati
In answering advertisements,

pleas* mention

The Moving Picture World

—

—

.

—
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program

Pages

Rcle;

1738,

1740.)

Illlllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillll

KALEM.

Company

General Film

May

May

Dumb Heiress u'omedy).
Telegram (No. 78 of the
•Hazards of Helen" Railroad Ser(Drama).
8— The Rogue's Nemesis ("No. 7 of the
Two parts— Dr.).
"Social Pirates"
9 The Tank Town Troupe (Comedy).
10— Not What the Doctor Ordered (Com.).
12 A Lunch-Room Legacy (Comedy).
13 Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
79, "The Bridge of Danger'' (Dr.).
15
Sauce for the Gander (No. 8 of the
;>

Tin

6— The Human

Mw

-"•'

M.i,

i".i

May

—

Tuesday Biograph,
nay, Kalem.

— Biograph,
Kalem.

Wednesday
sanay,

Thursday— Lubin.
Friday

Esaa-

Edison,

Edison,

Selig,

May
May
May
May

Ee-

Vim.

—Kalem, Knickerbocker, Vim,

Vitagraph.

—

—

—

May
"Social Pirates" — Two parts — Dr.).
May 16— The Irish Rebel (Drama).
May 17 — The Artful Dodger (Comedy).
May 19— An Innocent Vampire (Comedy).
May 20 One Chance in a Hundred (No. 80 of

—

"Hazards of
Drama).

the

Series

BIOGRAPH.
the Round-Up
— During
graph— Reissue No.

(Drama)

(Bio49).
Merry Mary (Two parts Com.-Dr.).
15—The Perfidy «I Mary (Drama) (Biograph Reissue No. 50).

6

—

9—

May
May

Ma y

17

— Beverly
Drama).
of

May 22— The

Graustark

(Three parts-

(Drama)

(Biograph-Re-

Mistake

issue No. 51).

Looney
Comedy).

Shutters
Closed
with
House
— The (Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No.
52).
31 — Woman Against Woman (Three parts
— Drama).

May

29

May
June
June

parts-

(Two

Now?

May 23—Who's

May 17—Robbing the Fishes (Comedy).
May 23— The Coward's Code (Three parts—
and Kid Kelly

(Car-

ESSANAY.
May 2— In the Moon's Ray (Two parts— Dr.).
May 3—The Fable .. "The Preacher Who
Flew

His

May
May

But

Kite
to

of the

parts—Dr.).
Trouble (Two

and Why She Got It
Good (Comedy).
13— The Jester (Three parts— Drama).
16— The Double Cross (Two parts— Dr.).
17— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
San Francisco (Cartoon).
A scenic subject on the same reel.
20— A Rose of Italy (Three parts—Dr.).
27— Police (Comedy).
23 The Condemnation (Two parts Dr.).
24— Canlmated Nooz Pictorial No. 10 (Car-

—
—

—

—

—

—

June

A Scenic
10— Fool's

Subject on the same reel.
parts Drama)
Gold (Thre
i

—

y
ie

le
ie

Tortoise

(Three

1916 (Top.).

-i::,

"

4— The Brave Ones
5— Home-Made Pies

(Comedy),
(Comedy),

11— The Water Cure (Comedy),
12— The Pretenders (Comedy).
IS— Thirty Days (Comedy).
19— A Fair Exchange (Comedy).

— Baby Doll (Comedy),
Violins (Comedy).
—The Schemers (Comedy).

26— Villains and
1

2

— The

Land Lubbers (Comedy).

8— The Sea Dogs (Comedy),
9— A Dollar Down (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH.

y

y
y

y

y

y

—

Blind (Three parts
Dr.).
Night Off (Comedy).
and Cinders (Comedy).
the Chaff (Three parts

—A

Lucky Tumble (Comedy).
Iceland (Scenic).
— Scenes
— More Money than Manners (Comedy).
20— Miss Adventure (Three parts — Drama)
Broadway Star Feature)
15

in

y

y

y
y
y

— Jenkins' Jinx (Comedy).
the Artist (Comedy).
y 16— The Beggar King (Two parts— Dr.).
y 18— Jackstraws (Three parts— Drama).
y 20— The Winning Number (Comedy).
y 22 — Otto the Hero (Comedy).
y 13
y 15

—Otto

— Prisoners

(Three
parts — Drama)
(Broadway Star
Feature).
— The Double-Double Cross (Comedy).
12— Out Ag'in In Ag'in (Comedy),
13— Accusing Voice (Three Parts— Dr.).
Feature).
8

19

(

4— None So
6— Father's

— Skirts

1— Jane's Husband (Comedy),
5— Some Chicken (Comedy).
6— The Resurrection of Hollis

(Broadway Star

y

y

of Conscience

22— The
26—The
27— The
29

—
—
—

Cost of High Living (Comedy),
Battler (Comedy),
Primal Instinct (Three parts

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).
The Rich Idler (Drama),
The Lonelies (Comedy Drama).
Carew and Son (Three parts Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).

—

ie

2

ie

3

ie

5—New

ie
ie

—

York Old and New (Scenic),
9— She Won the Prize (Comedy).
10 The Strange Case of Robert Burnham
(Three parts— Drama) (Broadway

—

(Three parts

Star Feature).

Drama).
y27—Oh, You Uncle! (Comedy).
y

29— Frilby

y

30

—The

1— The

le

3

le

(Comedy).

Final Payment (Two parts— Dr.).
Code of the Hills (Three partsDrama).

le

le

Frilled

— Pickles and Diamonds (Comedy).
5— Otto the Reporter (Comedy).
8— The Scapegrace (Three parts— Dr.).

iel0— Two Smiths and

a Haff

(Comedy).

General Film

Company Features

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.

—

Apr. 15 Sin's Penalty (Three parte— Drama).
Apr. 22—A Caliph of the New Bagdad (Three
Cemedy-Drama)
parts
Apr. 29— The Man Hunt (Three parts— Dr.).
May 6— The Resurrection of Hollis (Three
parts Drama).
May 13 Accusing Voice (Three parts Dr.)
May 20— Miss Adventure (Three parts— Dr.).
May 27—The Primal Instinct (Three parts
.

4— Selig-Tribune

May
May

6

May

8

May

8— The Selig-Trlbune No. 37, 1916 (Topi-

No. 36, 1916
Elephant's Gratitude

— TheDrama).

— A Stranger
—Drama).in

(Topical).

(Animal-

New York (Three

parts

—

.

cal.)

Apr.

21—When

Apr.

28— The Broken Promise

Selig-Tribune No. 38, 1916 (Topi-

May 13 The Sheriff's Duty (Western — Drama).
May 15 The Hard Way (Three parts— Drama).
May 15— The Selig-Tribune No. 39, 1916 (Topi-

—

Selig-Trlbune No. 40, 1916 (Topi-

May 20— A Boarding House Ham (Comedy).
May 22—The Test of Chivalry (Three parts
Drama).

May 22— The

Selig-Trlbune No. 41, 1916

(Topi-

cal).

May 25—The Selig-Trlbune

No. 42, 1916 (Topi-

cal).

May 27—A

—

cal).

cal).

May 11—The

—

—

Drama).
June 3— Carew and Son (Three parts Dr.).
June 10— The Strange Case of Robert Burnham
(Three parts Drama).

cal.)

Who Wanted to Get
(Comedy).
June 3— Our People (Three parts Drama).
June 6 Orphan Joyce (Two parts Drama).
June 7— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Berlin (Cartoon Comedy).

No.

y25

LUBIN.

May 18—The

—

y

(Comedy).

SELIG.

Good Fairy and the

Lorgnette

May
May
May
May

y

82,

—Comedy-Drama)

May 10—The Fable
May
May
May

the Detective

Sis.

— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
"The Spiked Switch" (Two parts
— Drama).

Because

Do So" (Comedy).

6—Once a Thief—? (Three
9— A Return to Youth— and
parts

Not

—

June 2
June 3

y 25

He Wished

Red Stanley"

Drama).

Corps

— drama).

Tamer

y

the
Dr.).

8

May 10 A Mix-Up in Black (Comedy).
May 18— The Littlest Magdalene (Three parts—

the

y

11— The Wheat and

EDISON.
May 3—The Real Dr. Kay (Comedy).
May 9— Celeste of the Ambulance

—Tom

of

May 30—A Bunch of Flivvers (Comedy).
May 31—A Smokey Adventure (Comedy).

(Biograph Reissue No. 54).

—

"The Capture

81),

5— The Girl Across the
(Biograph Reissue No. 53).
6— The Yaqui Cur (Two parts— Drama)

parts

y

e

—Unmasking
a Rascal No. 10 of
"Social Pirates" (Two parts —

29

the

,

—

—
—
—

Way (Drama)

(Three

Railroad

Helen

—

and

— Drama).

S.-liL--Tiil.ini..-

VIM.
y

Missing Millionaire (No. 9 of the

"Social Pirates" Two parts— Dr.).
May 23 Ham's Busy Day (Comedy).
May 24—The Bogus Ghost (Comedy).
May 26 A Baby Grand (Comedy).
May 27 Hazards of Helen Railroad Series (No.

May

Hart-

parts
11m

—

—

May 22— The
May

Tin-

The Selig-Tribune >'
-Crooked Trail:
Wei

l

3

ies)

Thousand Dollar
(Comedy-Drama).

Five

Elopement

—

—

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES.
Might Is Right (Three partsDrama).
(Three partsDrama).
May 5—The Oath of Hate (Three parts—Dr.).
May 12 Broken Fetters (Three parts—Drama)
May 17 Spellbound (Five parts Drama).

—

.

—

—

May 19—A

Child

of

Fortune

(Three

parts

—

Drama).
May 26—The Flirting Bride (Three parts— Dr.).
June 2— Shadows (Three parts— Dramai.

June

3,
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Patron

Satisfied

Your Best Advertisement

Is

them back again
good show.

to your theatre, you must
give a
Pictures projected clearly, brightly and without
flicker are always good pictures and it is only with
direct current that such pictures are possible.

To

bring'

The G-E Mercury Arc

Rectifier

is the simplest, most dependable and most efficient
device for transforming alternating current into direct
current. The G-E Rectifier also shows a big saving
in your current bill.
And did you ever think of the advertising value of
i-E Mercury Arc Rectifier in operation outside
a
<

your theatre.

Write us for further particulars and ask for booklet B-3274

General Electric Company
General Office

{S$$M

ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
Kansas City. Mo.
Knoxville. Tenn.
Itirniingham, Ala.

Boston, Mass.
Uurfaln.
Y.
Untie, Muni.

V

;

Charlotte,

N.

cliati:ini«ii!a,

Chicago,

C.

Teun.

111.

Cleveland, Ohio

Denier, Colo.
Des Moiin--, Icma
Dulutb. Minn.
F.lmlra. N. V.

Fort Wayne. Iud.
Hartford, Conn.
Indianapolis, Ind.
mille. Fli.
Joplln,

tic

Uu,

Iliibson

El

homa

I'aso,

Company

(for-

DalHouston and Okla-

City.

For Canadian busli
Electric

I

New
New

General

Electric Co.),

rtl

Nashville, T. mi.
rin.

Orleans. La.
York, N. Y.

Rochester,

M

!

Salt Lake City. Utah
San Francisco, Cal.
Schenectady. N. V.

Niagara Falls, N. Y. Seattle. Wish.
to

For Texas, Oklahoma and Arl
refer to Southwest
nicrly

Ancelec OaL

Memphis, Tenn.
Milwaukee. Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Mo.

Michigan business refer

Kiir

Um

Louisville, Ky.

Com-

pany, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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(For Daily Calendar of Program

May 17— Gaby's
May

1916

Releases See Pages 1738, 1740.)

Gasoline

Glide

(Two

parts—

Mutual Film Corp.

Comedy).

— No

22

3,

Film Release Dates

List of Current
Universal Film Mig. Co.

June

release this day.

AMERICAN.

ANIMATED WEEKLY.

—
—
—

May 11— The Profligate (Three parts Drama).
May 15 — The pretender (Two parts Drama).
May 18— Four Months (luree parta Drama).
May 22— Repaid (Two parts— Drama).
May 2! Tin Release of Dan Forbes (Two
i

parts— Drama).

1— The

June

Trail

of

the

(Three parts

Thief

BEAUTY.
May 7— All for Nuttln' (Comedy).
May 10 Skelly's Skeleton (Comedy).
May 14— No title (Comedy).
May 17— Billy Van Deusen's Fiancee (Comedy).
May 21 Twentv Minutes in Magic (Comedy).
May 24— Adjusting His Claim (Comedy).
May 28— The Pork Plotters (Comedy).
May 31 — The Comet's Comeback Comedy).
June 4— Ima Knutt Gets a Bite (Comedy).

—

May 29— All Over

(Comedy).
June 2— Good Night Nurse (Comedy).
June 5 Never Again Eddie (Comedy).
June
Twixt Love and the Iceman (Comedy).
Stocking

a

—
—

May

(

— The

Comedy

— Cartoon

Tries

CENTAUR.

Mesmerism

May 13— The

)

Jungle

Drama)

May 6 The Leap (Two parts— Drama).
May 13 A Fight for Love (Two parts— Drama).
May 20— Hulda. the Silent (Two parts— Dr.).
May 27— The Wedding Guest (Two parts Dr.).
June

— He

Fuller Pep

BISON.

—
—
—
June 3 — Tammany's Tiger (Two parts — Com.).
10
Cage Man (Two parts — Drama).

I

POWERS.

— Mr

11

—

-Little

Journeys

in

the Frozen North,

Outcasts

(Twto

parts-

Lights and Shadows (Two parts
— High—Drama)
May 27— The Kaffir's Gratitude (Two parts

May

.

20

Drama).

Nome, Alaska (Educational).
Social Smash (Comedy).

May 20—Their

GOLD SEAL.
May 2—The Purple Maze (Two parts— Dr.).
May 9— The Mark of a Gentleman (Two parts

— Drama).
of

Northwest
Mounted
— Darcy
the
(Three parts — Drama).
May 23 — The Woman Who Followed Me (Two
parts — Comedy-Drama).
May 30— The Silent Man of Timber Gulch (Two
parts — Drama).
June 6— The Rose-Colored Scarf (Two parts-

May

16

Dances)

May 27— Storming

.

Trenches

the

(Comedy).

— Mr.Can't
Be True (Comedy).
Fuller Pep— He Breaks for the
— Beach
(Cartoon).
— Pygmies of the Zoo (Ditmar's Educational).
June 10— Betrayed by the Camera (Comedy).

June
June

1
8

It

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.
May 8 A Huntress of Men (Five parts Dr.).
May 15— A Youth of Fortune (Five parts— Dr.).
May 22— Half a Rogue (Five parts Drama).
Hand (Five parts— Dr.).

—

—

—

y

May 10—The Go-Between (Drama).
May 12— The Capital Prize (Two parts— Dr.).
May 16— When Slim Picked a Peach (Comedy).
May 21 Claudia (Comedy).
May 23 The Health Road (Drama).
May 26— The Unconventional Girl (Two parts

—
—

Drama).
Fire Deception (Comedy).
Slocum No. 46393 (Two parts
Drama).
Little Story (Comedy).

May 30—A Double
June

2— Jim

— His

June 6

7— Scaling

the

Jungfrau

(Educational—

y 9— War in Mexico (Top.).
y 14 A Soul for Sale (Three parts— Dr.).
y 16 No release this day.
Drama).
y 18 A Wife at Bay (Two parts
y 21 Love Triumphant (Two parts Dr.).

—
—
—

——

—

7

e
e

e

—A

28

Gentle

Volunteer

parts-

(Three

Drama).

3— A Cad (Drama).
4— As in a Dream (Three
6— No release this day.

— The
—The

e 9
e 11

parts

— Drama),

FALSTAFF.

6— The

May

Skilful Slelgher's Strategy (Com.).

May 22— Politickers (Comedy).
May 27— Sammy's Semi-Suicide (Comedy).
May 29— Disguisers (Comedy).
June

— Peterson's

3

Pitiful Plight

May 10— See America
Ga."

— Kartoon

May 14— "Reel

First,

No.

(Comedy).

35,

"Atlanta.

(Scenic).

Komics (Cartoon).

Life" (The Mutual
Magazine).

Film

Corp

"Yosemlt*
— See America First, No.
National Park" (Scenic).
—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
May 21— "Reel Life" (Mutual Film Magazine).
"Savannah,
May 24— See America First, No.
Ga" (Scenic).
Komics (Cartoon).
—Kartoon
May 28— "Reel Life" (The Mutual Film Maga-

May

17

36,

37,

Code

of His Ancestors (Drama),
Sheriff of Pine Mountain (Two

—
—

May 18 A Wife for a Ransom (Comedy).
May 20 A Raffle for a Husband (Comedy).
May 27—A Stage Villain (Comedy).

—The Marriage of Arthur (Two
Drama)
— HerComedy—
Husband's Faith (Two
—

May

7

May

11

parts-

—
—

May 12 A Strange Confession (Drama).
May 17— The Three Wishes (Drama).
May 24 The Limousine Mystery (Two parts-

9— The

Scorpion's

Sting

(Three

—
—
—
—

parts

— Drama).
4,

parts

5,

—

"The

—

—

Smash

(Three

—

parts-

of Peg o' the Ring
"The Circus Mongrels")
Drama).
of Peg o' the Ring.
House of Mystery"
(Two parts Drama).
—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,
(Two parts Dram

(No.

No.

Great

—

May 22— The Adventures
(Two

—The

a Life at Stake (Two partsDrama).
Gulf Between (Two parta Dr.).
Blindness (Two parts Drama).

—The
—The

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

May 29— The Adventures

10

5— With
12

19

parts

May 14 Her Great Part (Comedy — Drama).
May 18 Grouches & Smiles (Comedy— Drama).
May 19 Heartaches (Two parts— Drama).
May 25 No release this day.
May 28 No release this day.
May 30—The Fur-Trimmed Coat (Drama).

May

May

May
May

parts

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS).

THANHOUSER.

—
—
—
—
—Drama).
16— The Answer (Two parts— Drama).
23— For Uncle Sam's Navy (Two parts—.
Drama).
30— The Nymph (Two parts— Drama).

May 2— The Weakling (Two parts Drama).
May 4 The Spirit of "61 (Three parts Dr.).
May 9 When She Played Broadway (Two partt

May
May
May

[Mutual Releases continued on paoc 1776.)
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You can't

STAY on
theFence
—you

must conic down.

On which
land

will

side

— success

Do you want

or
to

you

failure?

know how

others have landed on the
side of success?

Better films
itself.

may

he the

Of what good

first

remedy

are better films

that suggests

when they

r

are

WHITE

Light Conv«

presented to your audiences, projected on your screens
from unreliable,
with flickering, wasteful alternating current or with direct current
out of date,
If

cumbersome

we can convince you

direct current apparatus.

that

TheWa2ii£r^CbnYcrtcr
improve your projection, materially save you current (ii you use
alternating current now), and increase your patronage, you must admit
will

it

is

a

thing

t<>

be desired

— almost

necessarj

t<>

success.

We want to send you Bulletin 10923 and ask thai you read
oughly. Il may be the means of turning a failure into a success.

it

thor-

Send

today!

ISaincdclec^cManiifaclui^Gmpciiiy;
Saint Ivouis, Missouri

"
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Daily Calendar of Program

May

Father's Gold (Thanhouser— Five
Drama) (No. 100).
parts

— Theparts

15

—

of

Isle

(Gaumont

Love

— Drama)

(No.

— Fivs

101).

of Courage
— Drama).

— Love's
Mar.—
Mar.

— The

(American

Reclamation

25

— Five

—

—

—

Sacrifice

(Drama).

Sins of the Father (Drama).

— Drama).
May 15— Elusive Isabel (Six parts — Drama).
May 22 — A Son of the Immortals
parts
(Five

May

Drama).

—

Naked Hea
—The
Eye of

29

June 5

12— Bobbie

Jun.

of

—

(Five parts— Drama).
God (Five parts Drama).
Ballet
(Five parts-

—

Drama).
Three Godfathers
Drama).

June 19— The

June

1

— Nailing

June

4

—Tom

Rocks
parts— Drai

—
—

parts Drama).
Mysteries of
parts Drama).

Mysteries

parts

May

ARROW.

— Who's

(Two parts

May 15—Who's
May

"Pupnets
—Drama).

Guilty? No.

S

of Fate"

1.

Guilty? No. 2, "The Tight
Rein" (Two parts Drama).
22— Who's Guilty? Xo. 3, "The Tangled

—

No. 12, "The Haunted
Canvas" (Two parts Drama).
May 22— The Iron Claw, No. 13, "The Hidden
Face" (Two parts Drama).

—

—

Apr.

18— Big Jim
15

Garrity

— ThepartsGirl
with the
—Drama).

Mar.
Mar.

—

Dr.).

of

— Drama).

Myra No.

May 14— Real

22

May

29

METRO-DREW COMEDIES
Is

*

Japan)

— On

(Scenic).
the Vast Unknown, No. 7
(Scenic/.
the Island of Luzon, (Philippine

-Yunnan

Fou

(Scenic

of

Souths

China).

May 22— Leap Year (Animated Comedy

—

Car.).

15

—The parts
Trust
(Famous
— Drama).

Players

—Five

—Number

Apr 29

May
May

3—Number
6— Number

35,
36,
37,

1916 (Topical).
1916 (Topics
1916 (Topics

Deception

(Conledy).

—
—
— MaryComedy).
Makes Believe (Comedy).
May 21 —The Wrong Room (Utah — WesternDrama).
May 21 — A Midnight Escapade (Jockey— Com.)
May 21 — The Fisherman's Choice (PuritanDrama).

(Releases for the Fifth Weefc.)

— Five parts—Drama).
— The Thousand Dollar Husband (Lasky
— Five parts — Drama).
Jun. 1 — The Gutter Magdalene (Lasky — Five
parts— Drama).
Jun. 5— The Evil Thereof (Famous Players
Five parts — Drama).
Maddalena (Morosco
June 8— The Making
Five parts — Drama).
June 12 — Her Romance Famous Players — Five
parts — Drama).
June 15— Destiny's Toy (Famous Players — Five
parts — Drama).
Clown
(Lasky —Five partsJune 19 — The
May

29

of

(

ern

— A Toyland Paper Chase.
— Bobby Bumps and His

10
17

Goatmobll«

Hound

— Two

(Supreme

— Drama).

Strategy
(Rancho— Western
— Drama).
— Hubby's
Present (Judy— Comedy).
—
Our Darling's Playmate (Comedy).
24— In the Hills
23

Western

—

Kentucky

of

(Buffalo-

Drama).
— The New Ranch
Owner (Hippo— Comedy).
—
—
parts — Drama).
May 25— The Hobo Imposter (Jockey —.Com.).
May 26— Falsely Accused (Hiawatha—Western
— Drama)
May 26— The Busy Bee (Gayety — Comedy).
May 26— The Village School Master (Supreme
May 27—The Mystery at Shallow Creek (Sunset—Western — Drama
May 27— The Empty Crib (Supreme— Drama).
May 27—A Gentleman of Leisure (Hippo—Comedy).

May

24

May 24— The Stone Hammer (Supreme Dr.).
May 25 The Hindoo's Revenge (Lily— Two

)

— Our

PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
May
May

Yellow

May 23— Mother's
May

Comedy).

PATHE NEWS.

Musical

May 19— The Birthday Gift (Supren— _
May 20 The Mexican Insurrectos (Sunset
Two parts — Western — Drama).
May 20 All on Account of an Olive (Hippo-

May

May 15— Siberia,

(Gayety—

the Bully

Comedy).

May 23—

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION.

—The
Boob Weekly (Animated Com. -Car.).
—
Ascent to Mt. Rainier 'Scenic).
— Beautiful Lake Chunzenji (Picturesque

Drama).

May 15— The Teacher and

May 22— The

Everything (Comedy).
Their First (Comedy).
The Model Cook (Comedy).
Sweet Charity (Comedy).

May

8

Money

Counterfeit

(Two parts

J.

**

Jun.

Dr.).

8

(Utah—West-

Pine

of

Love ^and

(Two

Plays & Players— Five parts— Dr.).
—Notorious
Gallagher (Columbia— Five
— Drama).
Scarlet Woman (Popular Plays
—The&parts
Players—Five part"
5— Borrowing Trouble (Fiv

May

— (Five

PATHE.
May
May

Lone
— Drama).

—Theparts—
Call

15

(Two

4.

Myra, No. 5

SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, IXC.
May— The Common Law (Drama).
MErTRO PICTURES CORPORATION.
May 15— The Spell of the Yukon (Popular

^reen Eyes

MITTHENTAL.

(Fine Arts-

May 16— The Eagle Feather (Hiawatha— Western — Drama).
May 16— The Rose of Love (Hiawatha— Western — Drama).
May 16— The Black Mark (Judy— Comedy).

Backyard Barnstormers
—Chip's
— Comedy).
Rivals (Comedy).
—Chip's

LEWIS

System

(Five parts

Arts— Five

JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION.
Mar.— A Chip Off the Old Block (Comedy).
Mar.—Chip's Elopement (Comedy).

GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS.
May

(Two

t.

May 22—The

(Fine

:

ern
1

Eternal Sapho (Five parts

May 15—Tie

Boat

Sistc

May 14— Bandits

& Jerry— Bachelors, No.

on the Lid (Comedy;

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

My

ot

Releases for Week of May 21
A Child of the Paris Streets
r
Five par"
The Primal Lure

parts-

(Five

M. P. CO.

FOX FILM CORPORATION.

£— The

—the

Susan

May

May
May 28— National Nuts (Comedy).
May .'JO— Shy Thirty Cents (Comedy

parts—

the

EMERALD

May 9 Germatic Love (Comedy).
May 14—A Mix-Up at Rudolph's (Comedy).
May 16— The Man with the Hod (Comedy).

(Keystone

Bad-Man (Fine Arts— Five paru
The No-Good Guy (Ince— Five parts— Dr )
Releases for week of May 14:

INC.

CO..

April— Alsace (Five parts

parts — Drama) (No. 104.)
May 29— Tin- Man from Manhattan (American
Five parts Drama) (No. 105).
1
Other People's Money (Thanhouser—
Five parts— Drama) (No. 100).

June

— Two

A Dash

The^ Good

AUTH0R8 FILM

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.

May

1916

3,

See Pages 1738, 1740.)

Rele;

Miscellaneous Releases.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE.
May 11— Her

June

Film Release Dates

List of Current
(.For

——

.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Darling's Chips (Comedy).
Indian Child's Gratitude (Utah-

May 2S— The
Western— Drama)
May 2.8— O'Brien's Investment (Jockey Com.).
May 28—The Uncut Diamond (Puritan— Dr.).

—

Comedy).

WORLD-EQl ITABLB.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
May

PHUNPHILMS.

— Among
—

15

PICTURES.
Head Hunters.

May

the

May 22— Cruising Through the Philippines.
May 29 The Murderous Moros of Mindanao.
June 5 Visiting the Sultan of Sulu.
June 12— The Penal Colony of Palawan.

— Tangled
Fates
Drama).

22

May 29—The Other

—

— Two

— Fire

parts

(World—Five

12— The

Crucial Test

(World— Five parts-

Drama).
June 19— The
parts

parts

—Drama).
Jun.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION,
for week of May 7:
Her Marble Heart (Keystone
Drama).

(World

Sister

Wav

of the

World (World

—Five

June

3,
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Take Temptation
Out of
Ibur ^
Ticker

Booth

Every ticket seller wants in be honest And she will be if you don't put tempRemember she's human and the control which every human
tation in her way.
being has over his or her will power varies. When you allow temptation to inhabit
your ticket booth, you are inviting losses. You can guard against them— you can
save money— you can remove temptation from your ticket booth by installing

Ticket Office Devices
The Caille Ticket seller automatically registers every ticket sold. This register is under
There is no way that tin ticket seller can
lock and key. The theatre owner holds the key.
It
removes temptation and disget at the register.
Every ticket sold is accounted for.
courages dishonest efforts between the party in the booth and the ticket taker.

Delivers Tickets
Separately

Caille Ticket

Choppers

Our Lightning
Change-Maker
computet and pay« ht- difference beti
the amount lnnl,rr,l (<1 o> or under)
i

Handles Tickets of Different Denominations

the price of admission.
Simi
key ami the machine dues the calculati
and instantly delivers the change

dm

Send

A
of

CAILLE BROS. CO.,

Battery
Ticket

Two

Seller.

V ^

Amsterdam

for Catalog

Ave.,

Detroit,

Mich.

—

—

—

.

—

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

(For Daily Calendar of Program

May
May
May

Releases See Pages 1738, 1740.)

IL

States Right Features

V-L-l-B, IMC.
of the Seventh (Vitagraph—
Five parts
8— Love's Toll (Lubin -Five parts— Dr.).
8— His Dukeship, Mr. Jack (Comedy)
(Last No.).
8—Hearst-Vitagraph News No. 37 (Top.).

Apr.—The Fire King (Five

parts

8

—The

Topical).

PORATION.
Fighting

MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE,

Germans (Five parts

Topical).
parts

—Drama).

—

May
May

il— Twilight Sleep.

THE BEACON FILMS,

May 16— Hearst-Vitagraph News No. 39 (Top.).
May 15— Kernel Nutt the Janitor (Comedy).
May 15 The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Vitagraph

—

Five parts Drama).
19—Hearst-Vitagraph News No. 40 (Top.).
L'2
The Suspect (Vitagraph— Fve parts

—

Drama).

May 22— Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife
May 22—Hearst- Vitagraph News No.
May 26 Hearst-Vitagraph News No.

—

(.Comedy).
41 (Top.).
42 (Topi-

—Get

May

INC.

Villa Dead or Alive 'Two parts
Drama).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Mar.— The Unwritten Law (Seven parts— Drama)
May—The Woman Who Dared (Seven partsJuly

—The Birth of a Man

(Five parts

Mar.

CO.

Apr.— Willard-Moran (Four parts Sports).
CLARIDQB FILMS, INC.

Mar.— The

ical).

June 5

—The

Destroyers
parts Drama).

—

(Vitagraph

5

Gloria's

CO.

Drama).

—

la).

— Nurse and Martyr (Drama).
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Apr. — "Napoleon" and "Sally" (Comedy).

THE SUN PHOTOPLAY CO.
May —A Woman Wills (Five parts Drama).
UNITY SALES CORPORATION.
May — My Country First (Six parts — Drama).

Apr.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
in
—Alice
Tale).

April

Everglades" (Drama).

29

— Fire parts-

Orphan (Five parts

DOMINION EXCLUSIVES, LTD.

Apr.

—
Romance, No.
(Drama).
—
Gloria's Romance, No. 3 (Drama).
— Gloria's Romance, No. 4 (Drama).

May

Little

-Driftwood (Five parts Drama).
Mai -The Fortunate Youth (Drama).

Birth of Character (Five parts— Dr.).

Wonderland

— Following

(Six

May —The End

—

May— The

the

World

WAR

CO.

(Six

Vengeance

parts-

(Five

Drama).

the Flag In Mexico (Topical)

of

Pursuing

VARIETY FILMS, INC.
April— Should a Baby Die? (Five parts

CO.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM

2

June 12

—

CO.
parts Fairy

FEINBERG AMUSEMENT

Jun.

—The

PUBLLC SERVICE FILM COMPANY.
March— Defense or Tribute? (Topical).
RAVER FILM CO.

—

29

June

FILM COMPANY.

Drama).

— Drama).

29

June

Salamander (Drama).
Folly of Revenge (Nola

OLYMPIC MOTION PICTURE

May

ical).

— The

Drama).
(Ten parts Drama).

May
June

— The

Apr.

NEW YORK

CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION.

— Comedy).
— Into the Primi
(Selig — Five parts
— Drama).
Lights of New York (Vitagraph—
— TheFive
parts — Drama).
2 — Hearst-Vitagraph News, No. 44 (Top5— Hearst-Vitagraph News, No. 45 (Top5— Those Who Toil (Lubin— Five
Drama).

Apr.

— Kismet

CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM

Mar.

parts-

Italian Battlefront (Flv«

Topical).

— Drama).

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM CORMay

GIORNALE ITALIANO.

April— On the

ALL FEATURE BOOKING AGENCY.

May &— Britton

1916

3,

Film Release Dates

List of Current
(Continued from paye 17TG.)

June

Mar.—On

parts^-

the

—Dr.).

FILM SYNDICATE

Firing

Line with

the

Germans

Drama).

OUR FORESIGHT MEANT
YOUR PROTECTION!!
Ten days after the outbreak

of

war we received
That's

the largest stock of French-made condensers ever shipped into this countr y

why we

are able to offer you

now

THE KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSER
at before-war-time prices.
Foreign factories formerly engaged in the manufacture of optical goods
for the entire world now devote their sole energies to war merchandise for their own countries,

thus making possible the distribution of inferior,
cheaply made and costly-in-the-long-run-domestic
substitutes.

,

.

J1.2S

Meniscus and Bi-Convex
6y2 7y2
.

,

8V4

and

9>/2

are

brief use. They are the only satisfactory condensers on the American market today. If you are not
using them you are not obtaining maximum results
from your projection equipment.

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT HAS
BEEN OUR SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS.

PRICES:
Piano Convex
6y2 7Vi, 8V2 9% and 10% inch E. F„
4y2 inch _._.
5V& inch E. F., 4Y2 inch diameter
.

KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSERS

ground from pure optical glass. They do not discolor— no green, pink or purple effects after a

inch E. F., 4y, inch

diameter

Z.SO

Our complete catalogue

will

be sent upon request.

Exclusive Edison Super-Kinetoscope Distributors
Exclusive Simplex Distributors

Spot Light Condensers
inch E. F., S inch diameter
9,

10 ani

2

inch E.

F., S

inch diameter.

Distributors of Powers Cameragraphs
Distributors of Motiograph Machines

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
Incorporated 1897

166 North State Street

George Kleine, President

Chicago,

111.

,

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Is Your

Projector

Giving Satis-

Motion put the money in the motion picture business
and the BUTTER-KIST Pop Corn .Niacin:
same way in making people stop, look and buy! Hundreds of theatre owners are now operating this
"little gold mine."
And you are missing i:
$3000

factory Results?
If you buy projecting machines of the same
make repeatedly you do it, not because of what
the manufacturer says (advertising) but because
of what you get (service).

Clever salesmanship or advertising may have
secured the first order, but YOUR PROJ ECT( >K
must demonstrate its ability to "deliver the
goods" right along before- you will buy another
of the same make.

EXTRA

yearly profit, without

Butter=Kist Machine
!&££?
makes

the

famous

crackling

white pop corn with the toasty
Folks can't resist its
flavor.
coaxing fragrance. Draws peo...
OccupteL
nches of floor
Plenty of room in the

is

why

500%

MOTIOGR
in six

A

Small Payment
e

popping you

stage.

chair and you have

That
creased

it.

This wonderful machine will make big Extra Profits for any
theatre, large or small.
"Profits as high as $112 per week." writes F. G. Pickett of the
Hippodrome Theatre .,. Fa.rmount, \V. Ya.
"Profits $5.25 to $8.50 a day from Butter Kist machine in our
lobby," writes H. G. Heck of Utica. N. V.
theatres paying rent, light .nj heat !rom Butter-

r.

Mail the Money-

M'll S \I.KS havi

months.

Making Coupon

Runs

Itself

MODEL

AM ITIOGR M'll in
Just try a I. \TE
your booth. Its abilitj to give satisfaction will
put you right as to what projector to use.
Write

for

Literature.

Western Office: 833 Market
San Francisco, Cal.

mail
tin, ma..'

,

<-•.-.
In ..t to milllOBI hue up
sour theatre with tins bt| new

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
West Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
St.,

It. F-R-l

tantalizing crisp!

WVrra.U, „!„,,<

The
572

ten <a.h fluffy wh.te morsel
evenly then super heats it to a

X

/

/

MFG. CO.
Van Buren
l.i.l.

nnnpoli..

Street
Ind.

/",

uNll

H0LC0MB & HOKE
545

I

the

'

/

/

||

^

J
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Cameramen

Expert

OX
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Your Service

at

twenty-four hours' notice we can furnish you expert cameramen. Our own men. who are
equipped with the finest cameras and Eastman stock. All work is guaranteed. Onr prices
are standard Eastman stock sold you at cost to us.

—

Our guaranteed
your customers.

quality service at standard prices backs your prestige and gives satisfaction to
Our laboratories are completely equipped and handled by men who know.

Let us quote you prices.

Write us today.

"The Sign

of

Good Films"
Offic<

Imperial Film
Mfg. Co.

Chicago,

The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO.

J/.'.I-

.

Illinois

WE ASSIST
otion picture theatres. Our reputation is
lcked by thousands of satisfied exhibit's,
and many years of successful opera-

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

W.

Gas Bldg.

Studio and Factory:
950 Edgecorob Place

Th * Universal Camera
For Motion Photography
559

547-549 Peoples

»»:

XrW Y

Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Exclusive Southern Distributors

SIMPLEX

R E F^L EOC

Projectors

:

CARBONS
Made

Write us

Switzerland

in

CAMMACK

for descriptive circular

JONES

&

and price

list

SOLE IMPORTERS

Corner Bridge and Whitehall Streets,

New York

City

CALEHUFF SUPPLY CO.

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Inc.

1301 Race Street, Philadelphia
JOBBERS OF POWER'S, SIMPLEX, MOTIOGRAPH, STANDARD
AND THE NEW EDISON DREADNAUGHT MACHINES
AND GENUINE PARTS

Write for descriptive catalogue containing
subjects from all parts of the world.

NO RENTALS

No difference what screen you are using, we will improve your
picture seventy-five per cent. Better light, greater depth of Focus

NOW IS THE TIME TO

EQUIP WITH FANS

We

will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swingdirections,
ing in
different
for
direct
current at a total of $44.00; alternating,

KING

ARE

SCREENS

$50.00.

Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and Ventilating

Fidelity Electric Co.,

Lancaster, Pa.

SPEER PROJECTOR CARBONS WERE USED EXCLUSIVELY
AT THE M.

P.

EXPOSITION IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN LAST

WEEK

NET CASH PRICES
2,
:,

M.
M.
M.

cored, pointed both ends,
cored, pointed both ends,

2,

cored, pointed both ends,

2,

cored, pointed both ends,

2,

cored, pointed one end,

2,

cored, pointed one end,
is

Sent With Your

(1,«

(1,«

$:

$

on AboVe Case Lot

rsfor 100 Carbons Filled a

ash

(l.W

Or.

.

HALLBERG, 36 East 23rd
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N.

J.

H.

SLAV'S S.

E

«2S

Dept.

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the
E. E.
St., New York, N. Y.
State

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT

St.,

Chicago,

111.

CO., Rhodes Bldg.,

"W,"

St.

Mary's, Pa.

FULTON CO., 1S4 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO., 813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Atlanta, Ga.

June

3,
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The Success

of a

Film— or

of a Motion Picture Theatre
more than a question of film service— it is the best
presentation of the various film stories on the screen.
just as surely as the poor showing

is

That means success

means

failure.

^ausdr|omb
ONLY A

Projection |ei\se$

Weickhardt Pipe Organ

reproduce the action played before the camera with
the brilliant illumination and sharp definition that
satisfied audiences and satisfactory profits.
When your machine has Bausch & Lomb objectives
and condensers, the operator knows that his results
are sure to be high class and the public knows it, too.
Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are always
equipped with our lenses. Any film exchange can sup-

mean

can produce real pipe organ
effects because it is a Pipe

—

Organ

ply you.

Bausch
566 ST.

& Ipmb Optical ©
PAUL

ST.,

ROCHESTER,

you not only what the Weickhardt Pipe Organ

is,

but also what enthusiastic theatre
owners say about it.

N. Y.

NEW YORK WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Ophtha

exclusively

WRITE FOR OUR THEATRE ORGAN CATALOG
It will tell

Wangerin-Weigkhardt
112-124-

of Photographic Lenses, Projectioi
icros(Opes, Stereo Prism Binoculars
her high grade optical products.

BURRELL STREET

(do.

MILWAUKEE, WISGON SIN. U.S.A..

THE c*W/V PROJECTOR
built upon the basis that there were some "GOOD" machines
and some "BETTER," BUT Ample Room for "ONE BEST"

was

SIMPLEX

is

"ONE BEST"— Always

the

Flickerless Projection

The

ONLY

to be relied

— Always Dependable and Durable.
STANDARD

That

is

the

PROJECTOR

to

receive

upon for

Distinct,

Always maintained.

THE HIGHEST AWARD;AT TWO

EXPOSITIONS— 1915

GOLD MEDAL

GRAND PRIZE
PANAMA-PACIFIC

PANAMA-

INTERNATIONAL

CALIFORNIA

EXPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Send

for Catalog

"A"

The Precision M achine (o .Inc.
317 East 34th: St

-New York

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Get acquainted with "FULCO"
The Department Store

MOVING PICTURE
MACHINES «s- EQUIPMENT

-**-

trade

SUPPLIES

Anti-Censorship Slides
5©c
75c

Four Slides
Six Slides

Twelve

Get acquainted with the

ERBOGRAPH WAY
of Developing and Printing

ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
203-11

West

146th

St.,

FOR SALE-

New York

Slides

D1

£L,

t

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

$1.5«

Madison Avenue

N. Y. City

Moving Picture Exhibitors and Theatre Managers. The fight against
Legalized Censorship of Moving Pictures is your fight. Show these slides
on your screen for the next few months and help create a strong public
sentiment against this unnecessary and un-American form of legislation.

City

See page 1743 of our issue of March 20th for text matter.
colored, carefully packed and postage paid.
"Keeping- Everlastingly at

Power Ma-

2
complete.
of Satan," $50.00 with
s
feature,
3 reel feature, "Does Crime Pay?"
paper.
Simplex mechanism,
paper.
1
$75.00 with
1 Power's adjustable Rheostat, $12.00.
$100.00.
All goods shipped subje

Send your

[

slide orders

Moving Picture World,

Brings Success"

it

and remittance at once to

17

Madison
ion

MR. EXHIBITOR: Are yoi in need of a modern, up-to-date Ticket
Chopper, ask your dealer to j rocure one for you, it is better than the
and costs less money, Brass Poster Frames for single sheet,
the equal of which there is ne tie. Ask your dealer to show you one of

All slides neatly

Ave., N. Y.

The Movi
without motors, 9 No. 6A machines
3 No. 6 machines, 12 No. 5
very low prices. When making in-

or D. C.

best,

t

THE STERN MANUFACTURING
CO., Inc., Philadelphia, pa.
LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE
IN U.

S. A.

The confidence that 9500 Mirroroid users have already displayed in Mirroroid,
the Perfect Screen, should induce you to send for our large Free Samples for
tests

and comparison

Mirroroid Results Will Exceed Your Highest Expectations

33
Why

Cents Per Square Foot

pay more for an imitation?

from two

to three times as

Mirroroid
The

Perfect Screen

—
—

Made in 3 tints silver white,
er flesh, pale gold; 2 finishes—
ough or matte; 1 price 33 1-3 cents
square foot. Resulting in projection contentt and satisfaction that assures your future
as an exhibitor.

much, and eventually

ing you loss of patronage, that

bank

The imitation costing you

means a depleted ^^^.cfir

roll.

50 Mirroroid screens shipped this week.

FOR YOUR PROTECTION PATENTED JUNE

J.

M.

GENTER

CO.,

9,

1908-FEB.

Inc.

16, 1915.

YOURS FOR THE GREATEST SUCCESS,

NEWBURGH,

IM.

V.

June

3,
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V*3
Do

they rush outGasping for air—
Because your theatre

is

hot,

close or stuffy?

VENTILATORS
make your

theatre healthful— keep your patcomfortable— insure "capacity houses."
Easy and inexpensive to install and maintain.

rons

Absolutely noiseless, trouble-proof, stormproof, simple and always efficient.
Used for
35 years wherever perfect ventilation is
required.

over

Let us tell you about GLOBE VENTILATORS,
then judge for yourself if you can afford to be
without them. The cost is little— the benefit
great.
Send for complete information.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.
Dept. M
Troy, N. Y.
For the

fullest and latest news of the moving picture
industry in Great Britain and Europe.

For authoritative
For

brilliant

films,

articles

and

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
POWER— SIMPLEX— BAIRD

by leading British technical
impartial

strictly

criticisms

of

all

HALLBERG'S

read

MOTOR GENERATORS
Minusa Gold Fibre Screens

20th CENTURY

THE BIOSCOPE

The Acme

The Leading British Trade Journal with an International Circulation

of Screes. Perfectioa

SANIZONE DEODORANT

American Correspondence by W. Stephen Bush

The Perfect Perfume

of

for

WE ARE

"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

W.

Motion Picture and

All

Theatre*

DISTRIBUTORS

LEWIS M?"SWAAB
"

Specimen on Application

Quality

means
We

do

1327

Vine Street,

EVANS

PARTICULAR Work

for

means

PARTICULAR

Developing and Printing

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Perfection

People

ONLY

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Telephone tui Audubon

416-418-420-422

West 21«th

Street,

New York

City

Ads A^Ju^t.
Animated
Cartoon
Your
$ lOO Monthly Without Any
Exhibitors Increase
i

Expense.

Profits

Unlimited Subjects for Every Line of

"

Send Today for Our Big Free Catalog

1

AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM

Exclusive Territory— bxceptiona I lnro

CO.,
lion

30

N.

The Movin*

Dearborn
Plct

St.

CHICAGO

I

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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WE BUILD

ORGANS

ORCHESTRIONS

and

WITH ELECTRIC ACTIONS

Write for Catalog
FACTORY

THE SYMPHONY PLAYER

PORTER SOLD

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

CO.

SIMPLEX MACHINES

25

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE EXPOSITION at the GRAND CENTRAL PALACE. The WISE and SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITORS buy their equipment from the MAN who DARES to TELL the TRUTH about MACHINES. It is just as
important WHERE you BUY as WHAT you BUY. You cannot buy FLIVVERS or LEMONS from PORTER. There is only one
BEST in everything. Get that one BEST from PORTER. Buy from the MAN who stands between you and the Manufacturer for
A SQUARE DEAL.
At the

B. F\

PORTER,
WHY NOT

BROADWAY, AT TIMES SQUARE,

1482

NEW YORK

LET THE EXPERT DESIGN

IT?

TWO TYPES
OF MODEL
DAYLIGHT
STUDIOS
with

PORTABLE

OVERHEAD

%J:^m

ARTIFICIAL

LIGHTING

World Film Corp.'s Peerless Studio, Fort Leo, N.

New Gaumont

J.

Studio, Flushing, N. Y.

KINSILA, Architect and Specialist 228 West 42nd Street, New
EDWARDTHEBARNARD
THE EAST
CREATOR AND DESIGNER OF THE MODERN TYPE OF GLASS STUDIO NOW BUILT

York

IN

Now

Building:

Ideal

Laboratory and Studioi on brink of Palisade*, H. J., Prudential Studio, Worcester, Man., New Gaumont Studio.
Also designing the Famous Two Million Dollar Film City. Colic*. Point, Long Island.

Complete Plans and Specifications

for

any

size Structure.

3% on

EVERYTHING YOU
OUGHT TO KNOW
Get Best Results

to

in the

cost.

Personal Supervision 1% Extra.

Flushing,

N.

Y.

Information and Estimates Free.

"MARTIN"
ROTARY CONVERTER

Conduct of Your

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
Where

Electricity Is

Concerned

OPERATOR

Whether You Are
IS

MANAGER OR
MANUFACTURER

AT YOUR EASY COMMAND

IN

Motion Picture
Electricity
By J.
Electrical

H.

This Splendid

Work

Day You Have
Sent to

HALLBERG
Pay for Itself the
in Your Possession

Will
It

Any Address, Charges

TWO DOLLARS AND

First

Prepaid, on Receipt of

FIFTY CENTS

Chalmers Publishing Co.
17

For Real

Expert with an International Reputation

Madison Avenue,

New York

'SUN-LIT PICTURES"
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
The voltage of the "MARTIN" poly-phase converter is maintained constant, so that
the starting of the second arc does not disturb the light given by the first, making the
dissolving of the reels as simple as If the arcs were operated In a Direct Current district
Our emergency panel does away with expensive compens-arcs and cuts the wiring and
Installation cost In half.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC

City
609

W. Adams

St.,

Chicago

CO.

1010 Brokaw Bldg..

New York

——

.

June
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Non-Breakable and

HIGH

When

,

Quality

|

STEEL
I

|

you want Opera Chairs remember we have

50,000 CHAIRS

|

Sanitary

*?,«?.

t

LOwTCAST
Price IRON

IMMEDIATE SERVICE

|

v

t<-ifl<-atn,u,,

,1.

i

i-miIiiu

ii

'

!

liiirai-ttr

ehail

„

-

Opei>ra Chairs

ricalna so sasstotl

immediate shipment
on many atyles: Sec-

Hand

Chairs;

out-of-door

seating.

ond

AftEPN

measurements

Send

FREE SEATING

for

PLAN. Mention

SEATING [OflPANY

'

Bldg.. Chicago

n

paper.

STEEL FURNITURE

CO.

Grand Rapids. Mich.; New York. 150

Fifth Are.

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
ADJUSTABLE OPERA CHAIR
Can

changed from
by pre

be

adult's

n

chair

child's chair

WW

A good or bad impression is
most always gained by the first
?

^FLORAL DECORATIONS
ARTISTIC

G.W. Bradenburgh
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Spring clearing sale of one million
feet of first-class films, first-class condition, with posters, ranging in length
from one to five reels. Send for list

GIVE

ATMOSPHERE
charm — delights

your patrons.
Artificial flowers are practically
everlasting and need no care
the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at
your service— ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

^'^T^jP
M$
AJR ^k
-JM

produces

It

Write

for beautifully colored

>

--

catalogue

you.

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.
PLANTS

of specially selected films, all makes,
comedies, dramas, scenic and educa-

208

W.

ADAMS

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL

tional.

Trade of the United States with South America
Compiled by the National City

Perfect Developing
and Printing

price on
orders.

TITLES

in

$94,677 644

any language

VeoKUi-ls*

189 $220,520,375 tl»8.2£9 005

TO SECURE YOUR SHARE OF EXPORT BUSINESS

Satisfaction guaranteed by
our fifteen years' experience.

to these various countries, advertise in

CINI

GUNBY BROS., Inc.
New York

A

Genuine

ORGAN

TOGETHER.

HARMO
126

West

RATES

City

t=i=:

ORGAN
keyboard

PIANO
Wri

of

th<

ALONE — OR

APPLICATION

Madison Ave., New York

The

COMPANY
McCormlck

i.il

bun
"i

Bldfl.

CHICAGO

I

Published even
ipei

1423

17

City

TIRSO AL CINEMATOGRAFO

IL

BOTH

e lor par ticulara

PIPE ORGAN

46th Street

NEW YORK

l=»l

fr

ALONE

OUR SPANISH MONTHLY

IN/IUNDIALON

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,

can be operated

$143. 338. $63 $91 013 339 $146,514 633

•December. 1015

Cards Free— Tinting Free

45th Street

4

. .

per foot

West

17.647.087

100 047,735
29.6SS.823
15.714.447

.

complete

14S

2

000.622
24 238.713
Aft

Colombia* ....
Ecuador*
Guiana British*
Dutch*
Guiana.
Guiana. French*
Paraguay*

quantity

Exports from t'o'ied States I
1914
m 13
1016
1.V4 M|
183.036 $37,127 a*!
SOS.S76
980.000
962.
883.540 23.275.894
89 901.
7.800 611
13 627 618
16.616.
5.7-i
7.213.000

S58./74 2

....

Brazil

Negatives Developed, .left.
4c. ft
Positive Printing
Special

B ank

Imports Into United States from
.

.ui

parts
countrii
Hu.i.ir.s Office:

•

M..>

[fa

aj

Italy.

U

of infoi

the world

mil

Vearlj

lubscription

Via del Tritono

1S3.

Rome.

Italy

!

All

IV1JNU

I'K

Send In Your

I

1

Kh

\\

UKJJJ

June

NOW

Contributions

Motion Picture Campaign
for the

Actors'

Fund
Many

Exhibitors

of

America

Exhibitors throughout

are contributing

1

0%

ceipts of their theatres

America

of the gross re-

on dates extend-

ing to June Fifteenth. Local conditions
in
If

Exhibitors

many

instances

made

this necessary.

0%

as yet
you have not donated
do so now or before June 5th.
1

please

1

The American

public appreciate the

worthiness of the Motion Picture

The Motion

for the

Picture

and increasing your receipts on

Campaign

day.

your

Send In Your

for the

Actors Fund
Extends to
9

Contributions
th

June 15

Cam-

Actors' Fund of America
and will help by packing your theatres

paign

NOW

SAMUEL GOLDFISH,

Chairman
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
30 East 42nd Street, New York

Pleage S>enb 3n gour Contributions; 3?oto
Checks payable to MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN FOR THE ACTORS' FUND
Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York

J.

J,
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We coined

the phrase

PerfectDeveloping and Printing
And when

associated with our name it
supreme degree of film quality.

represents the

Imitators have counterfeited our coin,
is
only one home of Perfect

but remember there

—

Developing and Printing the original
home in its entirety.

— and

we own, occupy and

operate that

Any

parrot can memorize phrases.

Sometimes piracy unwittingly
confuses

memory

with

committed where one

is

thought.

ethics by lifting bodily
identity a particular institution.

business

Plagiarists skirt the limits of
using boldly, studied statements built to

and

There's a difference between the unwitting and the
witless, but each is a menace to honest advertising.

Your

safety

first

that you investigate our claims and compare
or fail to find— baek of the claims
the result with what you find
imitate our expressions.
who
those
of

demands

—

your business duty to determine the
difference between sound and noise.

It

is

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
C E SS O K

Industrial

I

I

>

Moving Picture Co.

Wattenon R

Rothacker, Pmidenl

Chicago, U.S.A.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

"SIXTEEN YEARS OF KNOWING

When You Are

June

HOW

Interested

LONG DISTANCE PROJECTION
OF MOTION PICTURES
THINK OF THE RECORD MADE BY
IN

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH

AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
NEW YORK

300

FOOT THROW

CITY

34

FOOT PICTURE

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

3,

1916

Vol.

28, No.

11

Price 10 Cents

"

!
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MOTOAl PICTURES
Edwin

Tfoifcw.

Prercnl/

'

DRAMA

BREWS WIFE

JOHN

A TOUCHING STORY- A POWERFUL CAST

ETHYLE COOKE
TWO REELS

IN

THE

SAM

.SUPPORTED BY ERNEST HOWARt
XAREr L.HAStllNGS a«oBABY ETHP.NARY OAKIANI

TITLE ROLE

NIBLACK

RELEASED

JUNE

6™

CLAUDE COOPER

aFRANKE.lt NISH

OSCARfiSONPAD
ADVERTISEMENTERS
FUNNY_TlTLElr WELL FUN N ER PICTURE
AND-CATCHING ON WITH AUDIENCES LIKE WILD-FIRE
I

SWIFT, CLEAN COMEDY

ONE REEL

RELEA5EDJUNE 5

T

^

tf

WHERE WIVES WIN
CAREY HASTINGS eJOE
IN

A CYCLONIC

ACTION
ONE REEL

?

LIKE

PHILIPS
COMEDY.

A GATLING

!

RELEASED JUNE \CT

HAN HO U 5 ELK

NEWROCHELIENT

June

10,
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What

the Critics Say
of "Sherlock

Holmes"

"The Essanay Company has scored a clean and decisive knockout with the
film version of William Gillette's stage success
'Sherlock Holmes.' It is not
merely a photoplay with a punch it is a screen triumph with a varied a-M>rtment of punches, and veritahle triphammer punches, all of them. 'Sherlock
Holmes' goes to the public bearing the stamp of critical approval of all who
witnessed its private showing. It is an undoubted super-feature of film land '."
New York Dramatic Mirror.

—

—

" 'Sherlock Holmes' is a picture that can be given unqualified praise and is
a credit to author, actors, director and photographers. It is one of the most
From the beginning to the end of this
effective pictures ever undertaken.
seven part feature there is not a dull moment. The fade-in and fade-out process used in this production is positively the best that has been accomplished."

New

York Morning Telegraph.

"A big winner. With the name of William Gillette and the famous SlurCertainly
lock Holmes, this should he a tremendous box office attraction.
It should pull big
the film is well enough done to prove a real winner.
business."
U'id Gunning's Independent Reviews.
"William Gillette as Sherlock Holmes in moving pictures is a fitting conMr. Gillette before the
this artist's wonderful stage career.
as natural and forceful as we have seen him on the stage."

summation to
camera is just

Moving Picture World.

"The "Id classic which seems to hold its youth better than most things
reaches the screen in excellent form. William Gillette appears to unusual
in the film version. The direction of the picture by Arthur Berthelet is excellent, and the supporting cast is capable."
advantage

Motion

Picturt

Released through V.L.S.E.

Rea. V.

a

P»t J007

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago,

111.
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"When the
Trapeze
Broke"And

the daring aerialist plunged to her doom when the undaunted animal trainer entered the cage of the maddened king
when the villainous groom caused the horse to rear
and an acrobat to get a fatal fall while the circus band played
and the clowns made merry the stirring "Adventures of Peg
o' the Ring" not only held all first-night audiences, but left
them eager to come back for more of the wonderful fascination
;

of beasts

;

—

—

of circus life as depicted in the Universal's greatest of all

itfp*

serials.

"The Adventures of

Peg

0'

The Ring"

Original in theme, novel in treatment, produced on a scale
more lavish than any other moving picture serial, this
wondrous serial photo play has greater drawing power, more
crowd-getting capacity than all other serials combined. With
an immense and brilliant cast headed by the two popular
serial favorites

Grace Cunard

&

Francis Ford

—

has attracted with its glitter and glamor of circus life
thousands of people who never before were interested in
moving pictures. You still have the opportunity to book
this money-maker and cash in on its unexampled prosperity.
Send for the FREE (to Exhibitors) Campaign Book, filled
with advertising suggestions; ready prepared ads; free
publicity stories, and all the props necessary to make it a
howling success in your theatre.
It

BOOK

NOW—

IT

And

reap the benefit of this strongest of all serials its
tremendous advertising possibilities the prepared advertising campaign, and the fascination it has for the public.

—

Write or wire today to your nearest Universal Exchange or

Universal

Film! Manufacturing
CARL LAEMMLE,

1600

BROADWAY

Co.

President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern

in

the Universe'"

NEW YORK
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AGAIN—
mighty Universal comes to bat for
the

in

Exhibitors with a colossal
Feature for the Regular Program
that will bring more business to the Theatres lucky enough to be using the UNIVERSAL PROGRAM than anything on any other program
the business of pictures today
The

—

DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES
from the ordinary travel pictures as day

Something

—

NEW

and

is

UNIQUE

—

from

for

RENOWNED

that are as different
night. Here's

Your Patrons

—

something novel educating interesting fascinating. A genuine FEATURE
that would cost you big money if booked direct from a feature concern handling
travel subjects.
Here's a famous travel series.

A $250,000 Feature Travelogue Series as Different
from the Ordinary Travel Pictures as Day is from Night
Here's a genuine surprise for thousands of people
subjects.

The

who

DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES

quarter of a million dollars.

believe they have seen genuinely interesting travel
are wonderful— and were secured at a cost of over a

—
June

10,
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Here

-

a

feature that will

give your house more
popularity in a minute than any
Feature Drama would in a month
and the beauty of this
TRAVEL SERIES is that it runs for FOUR-

DORSEY
TEEN STRAIGHT CONSECUTIVE WEEKS—in-

suring fourteen straight consecutive week- of capacity
houses.

A

A

Here

is

Feature that you can advertise for 14 straight

Feature Found on No Competitive Program

-A

Feature that

is

a

real,

in

weeks-

the Business

Box Office Attraction

genuine,

George Dorsey (Curator of the Field Museum, Chicago) was in personal charge of the expedition which secured the entire series. When first projected at the
Studebaker Theater, Chicago, their success was instantaneous and huge. It is utterly im-

The Famous

Dr.

possible to even begin to describe the

dents, events

-covered

in

immense number

of fascinating subjects, scenes, inci-

DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES.

Marvelous
from the unknown parts of the ( >rient
the taking of which involved every element of danger
Through both unfamiliar
hostile natives—from climate, etc., etc.
and previously explored parts of China. Japan. India. Ceylon, l'urliiah. Borneo, Siam, Australasia, and many other countries these
fascinating pictures will carrj your patrons. Each week's showing will simply whel their appetite for more and more
so as to
bring the fortunate Exhibitors solid capacit) business for fourteen
straight weeks.

the wonderful

pictorial records of daily life

On the
Regular
Universal

Program

—

WITH

the man) regular weekly box office attractions "ii the mighty Universal Program
each week, plus the tremendous drawing
power of such a new, novel and entirely unique series
of travel pictures, you insure your business againsl
any kind of competition that can l»e found anywhere
Remember.- This entire fourteen weeks' series ol

the

RENOWNED DORSEY EXPEDITION

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO

PIC

111\K
\1\ RS \1.
rURES are ON
REG1
PROGR \M WITHOUT ONE CENT EXTRA COST
I

I.

t

I

to Exhibitors using the regular Universal Pi
To others this series will be released at mosl
live prices.

If

yon are not using the Univei

gram and can ^ct it in your territory, grab h
Communicate with your nearest Universal k
more facts and figures.

\'«

>W

I

i.

.1

CARL LAEMMLE
President

1600 Broadway, New York

'The Largest Film Manufacturing Cone*

I

111-.
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PREPARE!
NOW SHOWING
T

HY(g[iyM fM[MTKli
45'^REET NEAR BgOWAY
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What Our

Secretary of

1797

War

Says:

THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
WASHINGTON.

Hay 17, 1916.

Hy doar Mr. Urban:
I

had the pleasure last night of seeing the notion

pictures entitled "How Britain Prepared/" which

I

under-

stand were made under your direction, vith the approval

of the English Government, and take this occasion to
express my very keen interest in the pictures and to
say that both in subject and in execution they gave ne

valuable information and groat pleasure.

Cordially yours,

Mr. Charles Urban,
c/o Belasco Theater,

Washington, D. C.

The Drama

of Fact

More

Fascinating than Fiction

United States Rights Controlled by,

THE PATRIOT FILM CORPORATION
729

SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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BLUEBIRD
Pliotcrplaiffrtiic)
A

r
I

-*

Hb

most beautiful

screen

is

the

woman

BLUEBIRD

on the

appreciative title

bestowed on Louise Lovely,

star of the

organization -who plays

the lead in the beautiful photo-drama,

"Bobbie

of the Ballet,

announced on

the preceding page.
Miss Lovely's bid for fame, however, does not rest
solely upon ber ravishing loveliness, nor the exquisite
charm of manner which she knows so well how to
register on the screen.
Her histrionic training has
been thorough on both stage and screen.

To the part of "Bobbie" she brings the charm of
youth and beauty, and a vividness of expression that
grips the audience from her first appearance, and
holds them spellbound, through pathos, laughter, stress
of emotion, and the tensest dramatic moments of this
fascinating play of the dangers of stage life, and the
wolves in human guise that infest its
With an unusual supporting cast, a generous, even
lavish staging and production; with an intensely
human heart interest story; a big climax and a vigorous and artistic direction, "Bobbie of the Ballet"
is a worthy successor of the illustrious
releases that precede it.

BLUEBIRD

BLUEBIRD

Photoplays differ in kind and in treatthey should.
BLUEBIRD Photoplays
never vary from the high standard set for them

ment — as

with the outlining

of

the

BLUEBIRD

policy at

BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS
(Inc.)

1600 Broadway

June
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The thing of art
that Rembrandt
might have envied

— Lasky Photoplays

American Distributors
Paramount Pictures Corporation

<&

Jt

M

iyer morosco
Oliver
PRESENTS

pNAGQODK>iCH
f

HMNGOfMAlMM"
FQOM THE PLAYBYMAQY &.SAMUEL LEWIS

RELEASED JUNE 8
PRODUCED BY
tfe Uliver Morosco riiojopla^ <§•

PARAMOUNT PICTURES,

&
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1801

are the productions of

Famous Players Film
Co.,

The

Oliver

Co.,

Lasky Feature Play

Jesse L.

Morosco Photoplay

Co., Pallas Pictures

Because we knew that there was a defor better motion pictures the
Paramount Pictures Corporation

mand

was organized.
Because we have

mand
to

for the best

satisfied that de-

we have developed

where the consistent
Paramount Pictures is the

the point

quality of

standard by which

all

motion

pic-

tures arc judged.

Because we

realize that

all

ideals

must be progressive, we each day
set a higher standard for Paramount
Pictures.

Write Our Exchange To-Day.

<*/ FOUR EiOKTY riVt

LS

FlTTHAVQfUE

NEW YORK.

V

01

TQKVl FIRST ST

^Fl

N.Y.

*

¥
¥
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II,.

M,a„u

¥
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WEEK'S RELEASES
L.

e

Music

Husband

Specially

arranged
music for each feature
rewith
beginning

produced by
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
Jesse L. Lasky presents

lease of April 3d, 1916,
is available at a small
rental
whether you

Fannie Ward in
The Gutter Magdalene

;

have a
or

Lasky presents

Blanche Sweet in
The Thousand Dollar

full orchestra
only a piano, this

arranged

specially

music will add greatly

Paramount-BurtonHolmes
Travel Pictures No. 17

the effectiveness of
each picture.
i«i

"The Murderous Moros of Mindanao"

Ask Our Exchange

Paramount Pictographs
No. 17
Preparedness.
Better Babies.
Science and Invention.
Testing Your MindBy Hugo Munsterberg.

Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons No. 20
"Bobby Bumps Goes Fishing"

Write Our Exchange To-Day

****+"

\*J FOUR F.IOHTV FIVE

r

advertisements, plea

l

LX

FIFTH AVENUE

V

- at

mention The Moving Picture World

FORTY FIRST ST

10,

1916
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^Paramount'^idure^
Particularly suitable for any program
where quality and cleanliness are considered.

Paramount Pictographs
(The Magazine on

the Screen

Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures

Paramount-Bray Animated
Cartoons
Bray-Gilbert Silhouettes

Our

reel

productions

will

that

not

only entertain but will interest.

Write Our Exchange To-Day

\*S POUR EJOMTY HVE.
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NEW YORK.
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a

J
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NEW YORK SUPREME COURT

ESSANAY

"BURLESQUE
is

solely.

and that

it

CHARLIE
As ihe
If

you have not already run

gain

unlimited patronage
The only
Chaplin comedy

BOOK THROUGH ALL

EL
Mai

VfS
...till

2KVWINS
HOLDS THAT THE GREAT

CHAPLIN

V

ON CARMEN"

the

property

rightfully

V^

shows

W.
f-

CHAPLIN
star
do so at once and
tremendous profits.

this feature,

and

four reel
in existence.

V.

L.

S.

E.

OFFICES

MM:MJJHJ.M:«J.-mi.H.'k,

How Are You Booking ?
A
When

la

you

Carte or Table a Hote

EAT

?

a la Carte

You choose what you want —
You eat when you want
You pay for each dish at a price

—

By

eating a la Carte

— you please

your

taste,

it is

worth.

your pocketbook and

your digestion.

When

you

BOOK

a la Carte

—

You can see what you get
You can pick what you want
When you want it — as long as you -want it —
You pay for each feature at a price based on
office value TO YOU.

—

By

booking a

la

Carte you are encouraged to advertise more
you popularize your theatre

—

are sure to satisfy your patrons

you

its

box

— you
— and

INCREASE YOUR BANK BALANCE.
Table d'hote eating and booking

mean paying

for unattractive "dishes" in order to get the

You pay the same rate
weak as you pay for the strong.

attractive.

Happy and contented

are those exhibitors

served on the a la Carte plan.

you a

We

And

that

whom

same

for

the

the Big Four has

service will also

make

satisfied customer.

stand ready to serve you as

Wnat

Is

we have

served others.

Your Order?

jffigl

^MKffiMEi^l^

ra?a^ V. -L/.O.
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A

Tke Ligkts of
A

New York

Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature
in Five Parts

LEAH BAIRD
supported by

WALTER McGRAIL
A human

— picturing

the shadows in the

.

;

drama

interest

of contrasts

i

^»

dim

half light of the city's

M

underworld, against

I

a background of

\ fashionable so-

M

ciety in the full
*

^

glare of the
city's

m

•

white

lights.
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To Any
"

—Just

For The Asking

Who's

Who

BRANCH

Exhibitor

In

OFFICES

L.

V-L-S-E

Chicago
A4an.sSt.uHl

Plays

Wabash Aw.

Your Copy

of

At The

This Book

This handsome, two-colored, fortythe size of this
eight page book
trade paper

—
— done up

in rich style,

gives striking "offstage" photographs

of each stage and screen favorite in

—

V-L-S-E Plays along with a snappy,
out -of - the - ordinary personality
sketch of the rise and success of these
stars

with intimate

high lights in their

human

lives.

Is

Awaiting Your Call

Nearest Big-Four Exchange

interest

Besides being a book for ready reference on all the features released since
the

company

started,

*'

Who's

Who

In V-L-S-E Plays" has been designed
to aid exhibitors in compiling press
notices, program write-ups, and other
publicity, all the matter being written
from an angle to appeal to every
editor.
It is a book which will be
invaluable to any theatre manager.

A

request in person to the branch
manager, a word to the V-L-S-E
salesman in your territory, or a
letter to your nearest exchange
will bring your copy to you. Act

now before the supply is exhausted.

YLS.E.

Inc.

laF

^ffiP5

VL.S.E.Inc.
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Bigger

And

Bigger

Mary
The

Page

Of the Nation

^

Sensation

^

TfyS/S/Q/WO/U
Gcoru

K. Spoor

YSSS Artfyk*
Chicago

Ifres.

St.
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Essanay Short Subjects

Make
Essanay

selects
It

Strong Programs
short subjects just as carefully as

its

produces them with just as
It

If

uses

its

much

it

does

its

features.

care to detail.

best stars in the leads.

you would strengthen your program book Essanay's one,
two and three reel comedies and dramas.

JOYCE FAIR
presented in

is

"Orphan Joyce"
A

beautiful story of

how

a

orphan

little

foster father

girl

captures a band of robbers and saves her

from financial

ruin.

2 act drama

Vernon Howe

June 6

Bailey's Sketch

Animated drawings of
1 reel

all

Book

the scenes of interest in the

German

of Berlin
capital.

June 7

with scenic

DARWIN KARR and NELL CRAIG
are presented in

44

Fools' Gold »>
A

thrilling

drama

of a

woman who

is

brought to the verge of ruin through
the lure of the gaming table, but is
saved by a detective who finds that
her I. O. U's have been made out to a
notorious criminal.

3 act drama June 10

l"&sjsarrau,
1333 Argyle

St..

General Film Service

Chicago

In answering advertisements, please mention

The Moving Picture World

June

10,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

Soi£ral3llni Sawe.
Mr.

Exhibitor:

When

you subscribe for General Film Service your patrons are

many

assured of seeing

noted stars each week.

Not merely

in one release

each day but in every release, every day. In General Film Service pro-

gram, week
Fritzi

May 29-June 3,

Ethel Teare

Harry Mestayer

Tom Mix

Evans

Lillian

Helen Gibson

"Ham and Bud"

Victoria Forde

Frank Mayo

Lionel Barrymore

Sally Crute

Davy Don
Helen Eddy

Dorothy West

June Daye

Bryant Washburn

Shumway

Mrs. A. C. Marston

Can you
Can you

Melvin

Kempton Greene

Glover

West

Herbert Prior

Charles Kent

Mary Anderson

Gertrude

notables appear:

Patsy de Forest

Rose Melville

L. C.

and

Henry Walthall

Brunette

Webster Campbell
Millicent

these film stars

Mayo

Lucy Payton

program?
your patrons anything as good?

get this value in any other
offer

Actors

Pictures
Abreast of the times, new in

plot, inter-

preted by the world's best film artists.

Who charm
clean

with artistry, enliven with

humor and

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
440 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

stir

with the dramatic.

a

—
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Robert

Burnkam

But he

He
Tke

is

\o\>es

rest

also

is

a

a

famous

June

10,

1916

detective

tkief.

— but
of

can be

it

A
A

seen

in

Strange Case"
tkree-part

drama of mystery and patkos
Featuring

Harry T. More}?
With

NED

FINLET

in

a well

known

role

Anotker example of

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
Known

as tke best tkree reelers

in tke

^orld

RELEASED SATURDAY, JUNE 10TH

<?fie

S

VITAGftAPM

COMPANY oP AMERICA

H

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Soiatil Stint Semes.
REGULAR RELEASES

"NEW YORK-PAST AND PRESENT"
Is

one-reel

a

educational

RELEASED

of exceptional

film

interest

MONDAY, JUNE 5TH

Tke famous

stars

ANTONIO MORENO

EDITH STOREY

and
DONALD MacBRIDE

Supported hj

In a one-reel

WON

"SHE

and JOSEPHINE
comedp

THE

EARLE

PRIZE"

RELEASED FRIDAY, JUNE 9TH

Tkis week's

BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
offers

HARRY
One

"A

T.

MOREY

of the best lo\>ed stars of the screen in

STRANGE CASE"

A three part drama of mystery and loOe. NED FINLEY in a well
known role and with a cast including ADELE KELLY, FRANK
HOLLAND, EDWARD ELKAS and CHARLES EDWARDS
RELEASED SATURDAY, JUNE 10TH

^VITAGRAIHI COMPANY oP AMERICA

8
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Saisral 35lm Serried
Thursday, June 22

NEVER AGAIN
Plump and Runt
(Hardy and Ruge)
hard luck when you
wrong with wifey
girls over a seriowho has a brood of

It's

get in

and the
rita

grown

children.

Friday, June 23

FOR BETTER

OR WORSE
Pokes

and Jabbs

(Burns and Stull)
Paper hanging

is

ful trade, especially

a use-

when

you get a job decorating
the home of your successful rival in love.

Comedy

326 Lexington

Avenue

New York

City

posters that start the laugh

1916

June

10,
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1916

1813

SotfralSiliu Same.
Knickerbocker

Max

Jf eaturesi

present

HENRY KING
in the

And

Three Act Drama

THE STAINED
PEARL

* weZ
on Sunday

A

sensational tale
of the sea

The

FIVE REEL
Feature in the
General Service

Released
Friday
J une

9

Current Release

Coming June

MEREDITH
SPELLBOUND

HENRY KING
in PAY DIRT

LOIS
in

Direction of H.

Knickerbocker

M. and

Max

326 Lexington Avenue,

I

New

E. D.

Horkheimer

Jf eatureg
York City

8
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Sjawal 35lm Sawe.
ISHS
Releases

•

Week June 5•

EWvY don Comedy

tOtto tae
u

m

^>y

TflE

SCAPEGRCE"

June °

(THREE ACT DRAMA)

**

TWSffnJrr
l"
(ONE ACT COMEDY)

I

a
Si

June

10,
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SotfralJUia Sum£
SELIG

announces

An

Elaborate Three Act Revival of Kate
Claxton's Wonderful Dramatic Success

"The Two Orphans"
Which Carries the Most Distinguished Cast of Motion Picture
Stars Ever Presented in a Film Drama, Bar None, and Including

WINNIFRED GREENWOOD
ADRIENNE KROELL
CHARLES CLARY

KATHLYN WILLIAMS
MYRTLE STEDMAN
CARRIGAN
LYLLIAN LEIGHTON

T. J.

WM. STOWELL

—

—

Beautiful Scenic Effects Gorgeous Costumes A Strictly AllStar Cast, the Mere Announcement of Which Will Pack Your
Theatre. Released Through General Film Company's Regular Ser-

The Selig-Tribune

Tom Mix

The World's Greatest News Reel,
Released Twice Weeklj in General
Film Service, Helps Y.mCash In!

Released every week in General
Film Service.
Book 'The Cow-

Pictureplays

puncher's Peril."

It's

Selig Polyscope Co.

&

Chicago and Everywhere

worthy!

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Sorerol 35lm Sema.

PACK YOUR HOUSES
by booking the latest

Essanay-Chaplin
feature

comedy

"POLICE"
Charlie Chaplin
says

it is

his funniest

comedy

You

will find Chaplin in his old clothes

with

new

and shoes, but

stunts that will shake the house with laughter.

"S^sigoQy
£

1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

a

June

10,
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&mc^

Soitfal JUiu

Essanay Short Subjects
Make Strong Programs
JOYCE FAIR
is

presented

in

"ORPHAN JOYCE"
A

beautiful story of how a little orphan girl captures a band of robbers and
saves her foster father from financial ruin.
2

Act drama

-

June

-

VERNON HOWE

6

BAILEY'S

SKETCH BOOK OF BERLIN
Animated drawings
/

of

all

the scenes of interest in the

Reel with scenic

DARWIN KARR

June

-

-

German

capital.

7

NELL CRAIG

and

are presented in

Gold"

"Fools'
A

thrilling drama <>f a woman who is brought to the verge of ruin through
the lure of the gaming table, but is saved by a detective who funis that her
I. ( ). LPs have been made out to a notorious criminal.
3 Act

^

drama

•

-

1333 Argyle

June

St.,

10

Chicago

f\
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KALEM "BUSINESS PULLERS"
—

Any

short picture might be a "filler"
But it takes stars of known popubacked by years of advertising and meritorious work to make "one
business-pullers"— Kalem pictures have box-office value.

larity,

reel

HOPKINS

SIS
Labels sAjceS,

Them in and Sends
Them Away Roaring in
Pulls

"JUGGLING JUSTICE'
or

StjLL?

Sis

ticket

runs for justice of the peace on the suffrage
elected and, Gosh
how swiftly things
is

—

—

!

—

do begin to happen in Punkinsville. Sis bosses everything and everyone with laughable results.
Released Friday,

Jui

>

9th

'MIDNIGHT at theOLD MILL"

"IN CINDERELLA'S SHOES"

A "Ham" Comedy as funny as the title
— Ham and Bud land a job that is hard

Dad makes a special "comfort before
beauty" shoe and poor Ethel has to wear
Ethel Teare at her captivating
them.

to hold.

best.

Released Tuesday, June 6th

Released Wednesday, June 7th

Here's the Sure-fire Cure for Box-Office Blues

in

HELEN GIBSON
"THE TREASURE TRAIN"
A

thrilling

"Hazards of Helen'* episode

Helen's quick-thinking and brave defiance of danger save the day when the daring conspirators had all but succeeded in their plan to rifle the treasure train.
The director
added to the gripping thrill of the picture by setting the camera on the swaying edge of
the tender to catch Helen's audacious leap from the speeding engine to a freight car.
Released Saturday, June 10th

One and Three Sheet Posters

of the Katchy

Kalem Kind on

All

One Reel Releases

KALEM COMPANY
8

235-39

West 23rd Street

New York

City

1916
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10,
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SoimilSUiu Savkt.
At Your Command
General Film Co. Branches
Atlanta

Detroit

Oklahoma City

Baltimore

Harrisburg

Omaha

Bangor

Houston

Philadelphia

Boston

Indianapolis

Pittsburgh

Buffalo

Jacksonville

Portland

Butte

Kansas City

St.

Charlotte

Los Angeles

Salt

Chicago (City Hall)

Memphis

San Francisco

Milwaukee

Scranton

Chicago (Wabash)
Cincinnati

Spokane

New Haven

Columbus

Lake City

Seattle

Minneapolis

Cleveland

Louis

Syracuse

Newark

Dallas

Washington

New Orleans
New York City

Denver

Des Moines

Wheeling
Wilkesbarre

(23rd St.)

CANADA
Montreal
St.

John

Toronto
-Vancouver

Kleine

Biograph

Lubin

Edison
Essanay

Selig

Vim

Kalem
Knickerbocker

Vitagraph

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
440 FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Ek

In

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

VITACRAPH
Exhibitors are continually writing us their approval of

''The Kernel

Mutt Series"

Featuring the Inimitable

Comedy King

Frank Daniels
This

series

date

to

includes

:

"Kernel Mutt, the Janitor"

Wins

"Kernel Mutt

a

Wife"

"Kernel Nutt, the Footman"

The man

in

the

These

box-ofjflce

superlative

knows.

single

reelers

Released through the

V.

L.

S.

E.

<3^VITAG&APM COMPANY of AMERICA
EXECUTIVE OCFICCt
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!

mis MuviNb ncrruKJS wuklu
<£~

^QimETJyMLI

June

^-

HAVE WHAT MANY PICTUREX LACK-

PUNCH
PLAY THESE

QUITABLE motion PICTURE/" CORPORATIO
RELEASING THROUGH

WORLD FILM CORPORATION

1U,

l^lt)

Released on the
Metro Program
June 5th.

PRESENTS

/LIONEL BARRYMORE
and

«•

GRACE VALENTINE in

DORIANS DIVORCE
A tteiro wonderplay wiih. a.

I

l

Brand new twisir of mysteiry
and love, wriiieiv and directed
by O. ACXund, Produced hy

ROIFB PHOTOPLAYS
INC.

J

>

»

—

*
HAROLD
LOCKWGDD
AND

MAY

ALLI/ON

APPEAR
EXCLU/IVELY

METRO
W0NDERPLAY5
M

*

^

*
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Real stories of

Heal life
Created hy
the Best

Minds
14 Photo -novels

Each complete
in itself.
Novelized "by Mis. Wilson Vvoodrow

BOOKS ON
SIOHT

ANNA

NILSSON'

j&'Pathe
EXECUTIVE
25 WEST 45 th

ST.

June

10,
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Ably produced "byArrow Film Corp'n
Featuring

ANNA NILSSON
and
TOM MOORE
THE PICTURESTHEN BOOK

SEE

THEM

TOM MOORE

Exchange

OFFICES

NEW YORK

1826

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Who

is

June

10,

the

That's the question hundreds
of thousands of admirersof

PATHE'S test serial

CL4W
are asking all over the land.
Peatuiing Tilmdom's Best Cast,

PEARI WHITE, CRHGHOTHAIE
and SHEtDOtf LEWIS.
Produced hy

FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
IDWARD JOSE, Managing Director

3k PATHE
EXECUTIVE

25 WEST 45 <*

ST.
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EXCHANGE, mc.
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The two letters shown on these pages from S. L.
Rothapfel of the Rialto Theater, New York, and
E. C. Divine, of the Strand, Chicago, should be of
particular interest to

motion picture exhibitors

at

Both letters give the candid opinions of recognized authorities on motion picture exhibition and
tell

why

they are basing their success on the pre-

sentation of

TRIANGLE PICTURE PLAYS.

this time.

By

the

men who

are responsible for the success

two largest motion picture theaters in the
two largest cities in this country they are of great
of the

importance to the exhibitor who is considering
whether or not his audience will appreciate and pay
to see

TRIANGLE PICTURE PLAYS.

Seven
first

months ago

TRIANGLE PLAYS

released without a single theater.

were

Now

the

showing these pictures runs
into the thousands, which in itself is proof enough
that the public enjoys, and in fact is enthusiastic,

number

of

houses

over the presentation of

TRIANGLE PLAYS.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION

June

10,
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Cheap motion pictures no longer
public.

satisfy the

Bigger and better pictures, with big-

ger and better plots, people and ideas are re-

quired

now — pictures

of the

TRIANGLE

sort

are essential for the successful house.

your theater don't you think it worth while
to drop us a postal card? There's no obligation
on your part and it is just possible that we will
be able to point out an advantage to you.
in

For the week

Drama
If

you are

a

motion picture exhibitor and

have not carefully investigated the possibility
of presenting

TRIANGLE PICTURE PLAYS

1459 Broadway

of

June 4th the

Pictures will be

TRIANGLE

Norma Talmadge

in

"Going Straight," and William Collier, Jr.,
in "The Bugle Call," and as usual two Keystone
Comedies.

New York

City

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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AWTVAL

SamviQl S.flutchinsoK Rvseatc

>

STAR

THE FEARLESS FILM S
ST/1

HELEN

June

PRODUCTIONS

HOLMES,,rHEHElEMfKilES SERIES

L.

FIVE sp«rfacular FIVE <KT
from Popular (loueb /y Fam ow Author/-

HELEN IWLMES
IN
6yth? Celebrated Author FR/M fl/MUTOn SPEARMAN

HELEN

H«LME£.„t B^M
PRAMK HAMILTOn SPEARMAN

HELEN HOLMES
OF THE B & A
VAV&H
THE THRULIHO HOVEL BY

KESTER

HOLMES ^JUDITH

Of THE

CUMBERLAND*

mm minis

,„

twepiamonp iCESBSB
RUMMERS o^JSSSr^
HOftOLl/UA
Hawaiian.
Islands

©

CONTRACT NOW FOR THE COMPUTE
ser OF HELEN HOLMES productions
p-ProduceJ by the SIGNAL FILM C°RP0RATl°N

BOOK through

68 MUTUAL Exchanges

S
June

10,
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MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS

HELEN
A

RELEASED

j

THE WEEK 9F

UNE 5 th

?

.HOLM

.

wrnmmm

mm

'si

n powerful
dramatisation of^the
celebrated novel

L

FRANK HAMILTON

iT

SPEARMAN

A
^p^
«•?%

stupendous

^^^ ^P

special offerinq

caretullij prepared and awertM
staqed al enormous expense

to introduce the

_

(Tale advantage
of the immense

Eta/
ct
s

T

Yo U
Theatre-

.w-A
+^

SIGNAL FILM

~ ^^

tfSSgjm^m^

k

CORPORATION'!

*

great series of

HELEN
HOLMES
PRODUCTIONS

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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^MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS

~

THE AMERICAN FILM COMPANY Presents

WILLIAM RUSSELL
a scries of EXTRAORDINARY FIVE
ACT FEATURES POWERFULLY DRAMA-

In

TIZED AND ELABORATELY STAGED
for the
of this

mart advantageous presentation.

worUMamous matinee

ioolr^^~>

cJiteluxliixc
njj

WILLIAM RUSSELL
SOVL,y\PCTES

iiO
in

3 acts

du Sdward A. KauTtnaa

WILLIAM RUSSELL
hO THE HJGHEST
in

3 acts

SSD

du Qrthur 'H.Qoodcn^

WILLIAM RUSSELL
1TSJ

in

in^

3 acts

v7 V/ i 4^ £»
bu Qussell o.Smitn,

WILLIAM RUSSELL
in)

THE MAN WHO WOULD NOT DIE
in

3 acts

anb other

bi|

lltabel

Qonbon

dramas maqnificentlij
AS POWEftFUL

virile

staqet>

WILLIAM RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Qrranae with ijour THuhial fr^cnanqe
e a,m p'^ c series of
\o daij ^ or
special William Cussell features

™

THE

MUX IXC

PICTURE

WOKI.I

June

10.

^Ifdlii

^****.

Flaipes *Veo&an
™— ^—™—

—

™*

iinniiiiiiiiir~
"

m.

,'

I

m

'

iwiTV^
Starring

pmn
Gertrude

Robinson,

with

Iva

Shepard, in a 3-act story of a woman's fatal error
on her wedding day. Look at the pictures on this
page. They show a few of the tense situations.
Released June 8.

"ARMADALE"—
Wilkie Collins' popular novel in
arts starring Alexander Caden
and Iva Shepard. Now showing.
.1

"THE SPATULATE THUMB"—
3-act melodrama by Lionel Barrymore and
starrin K Alexander Gadcn and Iva Shepard.

Wrighl

Huntington,
Released Tune 22.

GAUMONT'S GREAT SINGLE REELS
MUTUAL WEEKLY— The Keel Scoops
of

"REEL LIFE"— The Mutual Film
"SEE AMERICA FIRST"—
Scenic, with official

I'.

S.

Government

Ma
film.

On same

reel

with

KARTOON KOMICS—
Gaumonfs animated

sure-fire

laugh-provokers, Nosey Ned and

>nuu((

1916

June

10,

19'.
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MUTUAL PICTURES

JEALOUSY'/

Finn wife
A compelling two-part "Flying A"

r

drama featuring \ ivian Rich,
George Periolat and Alfred Vosburgh in a story of a happy home
wrecked by a husband's jealousy.
Directed by Carl

M. Le

Vines*

The
A

Released June 5th

Pilgrim

Frank Borzage in a strong two-part "Mustang" drama
powerful theme well acted amid superb scenery and settings.

Anna

Little and

Directed by Frank Borzage

Billy

of the west.

Released June 9th

Van Deusen's Operation

A rollicking "Beauty" comedy featuring John Steppling, Carol Halloway and John
Sheehan. The prank of a harmless "nut" nearly sent Billy to the operating room
by mistake.
Directed by Archer

McMackin

Released June 7th

Thininem Stout
Orral Humphrey, the famous character comedian, in a clever "Beautv" comedv.
Directed by Nate Watt
Released June I lth'
Step into your Mutual exchange and see these pictures.
You'll realize why
thousands of theatres are paying big profits by showing "American" films.

BOOK YOURS TODAY!
ty" and -Mustang" productions are distributed throughout
Canada exclusively by th- Mutual Film Corporation.

ind

American Film Company,
Samuel

I

S.

Hutchinson, President

Inc.

Chicago,

Illinois

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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CIAL FEATURE

'The Secret of the Submarine
record-breaking speed

is

hitting

up a

over the country. Exhibitors report
enormous attendances, remarkable demonstrations of interest and
approval. The great plot is growing more and more fascinating — with its gigantic
web of mystery, intrigue, stupendous adventure and bitter struggles. Thomas Chatterton and Juanita Hansen have won tremendous popular favor in their new roles,
great company of well-known actors and beautiful women give them sterling, powerful
support. Speed-up your box-office receipts with " The Secret of the Submarine"!!
all

American Film Company,

Inc.,

presents

The Film Novel of the Hour!
of "The Secret of the Submarine" is crowded with action—
speed! Every chapter is a motion picture revelation of new, different sensations
Fortunes have been spent to make each big two-act chapter a whirlwind production! Fifteen
chapters in all — one released each week — will pile your profits high !

Every minute

Book This Money-Maker!
this golden stream of profits pour into your box office for fifteen
crashing weeks! Make an avalanche of humanity crowd in at your doors! Build
monster attendance!! Boom that dull night— oatdittance competition with the S-P-E-E-D of "The Secret
of the Submarine."
Act now. Rush wire your reservation. No obligation involved.

Let

American Film Company, Inc

big

«

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Hlsploutout
Vogue comedy with Ben Turpin and
Paddy McQuire and pretty Rena

— the

funniest people in the

funniest story.

Every Vogue picture

Rogers
is

a masterpiece of
Directed by Jack Dillon.

A Plane Story
In this

"up

Vogue comedy, Madge Kirby

in the air."

love the

first

She

time."

gets

says "its like falling in

A

real thriller, as

well

as a hundred-horse-power laugh-getter.
Directed by

Rube

Miller.

Released June 6th

VOGUE comedies are playing to the biggest houses in the land. Book them to-

day and be in-"VOGUE."
Distributed throughout the United States and
exclusively by Mutual Film Corporation

Canada

Vogue Film Co.

""LtS""

humor
Released June II th

ATESTMOMAL LETTEEIITCM MAROT LOEW
But a testimonial from.
is one 'Boang
BS-MOSJ? a? well, moans that /
°

o^aRished a precedent
hy vLe^fn^ most ot tho

Tia?

LATEST
CIRCUITS-

A PICTURE
must he Exceptional
to he hooked W#io

BIG CIRCUITS
TXT ITTTTAr -V7y\TNTr

TiUNKTHB OVEI

C0U5IH
VIILUE

IGNATZ

ll&avst Comics are ffl>pearin^m5oo newspaper^ eveptj day- ^^fiTiernatibnal Ffliri Sei>
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UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION
One
Exhibitor's

Experience
time have been trying
FORgeta long
the best new one and two

and clean appearance of the film,
and best of all, the prices for service

I

to

reel films that the

market

are right

offered.

My efforts have been untiring because
wanted to give my audiences something that I felt sure would please
them. My search is now at an end.
I

UNICORN FILM SERVICE
my requirements exactly.

I

have

rial business-getters."

meets

UNICORN

Have you

investigated
If not,

FILM SERVICE?

showing of
UNICORN pictures I was showered
with compliments regarding the merit
of the subjects. It was the first time
in my experience that I had been able
to get good short subjects with casts
composed of stars.
"After the very

— much lower than

paid in the past for poor subjects and
worn-out film. As for posters, they
are the best I have seen. They are

first

do

so at

once and you will find that we can
furnish the best new one and two
with star
reel films ever producedcasts
at prices much lower than %«>u

—

—

are

now

We

paying.
regularly

release

week

reels every

twenty-one

— Comedy. Drama

and Westerns.

"I was well pleased with the clear

EXCHANGES:
New York City
Boston
Bangor

.

.

Buffalo

.

.

Syracuse

.

.

S.

Hai

.

F.

I

.

W.-luniit,..!, !).<;.. i.ipuli

St Louis

.

.

Omaha

.

.

Kansas City

.

Wichita

.

Minneapolis.

\\

Chicago
Cleveland

O'Brien

Pittsburg
Detroit

.

.

.

W. Washington

Mailers Bhlg. . .
750 Prospect Ave.
125 Fourth Ave. .
183 Jefferson Si
115

531

Summit

St.

alnut

St.

\\

L.

.

.

S.hl ail.
L. C. Gros
J.

Jack Kraenu

.

.

R.E.IVckham

.

Harry

.

.

Eastern Division Manager

.

J.W.Ctt,

St.
.

.

L436 Welton St
Western Division Manager

Denver

I

.

.

Cincinnati

Sam Werner
nicum Exchange
J.W.Morgan
GloydBldg.
Unicorn Exchange
Produce Exchange W.L.Merrill
3628 Olive St

.

.

Toledo

St.,N.W

.

I

'..

<

offei

L Goldstein

.

J. A.

.

Fred

11.

I

~l<n,

Murphj

To be Opened

.

San Francisco

Atlanta
Seattle

men who

The men
way.

Indianapolis, 129

ell

M. Moscow

Eastern TrustBldg. W.J.Brennan
II.
Hughes
.
23 \\. Swan St
Ceo. A. Hickey
565 S. Salina St.
680 Broadway William Lawrence
(..
1309 Vine St. . . . A.
Ste< a

Philadelphia

.

II. \\

Win.

107 D^ijilit St.

Springfield

Mli.lllV

130 West 46th St.
1!D7 Pleasant St. .

in charge are experienced film
rite the exchange in your territory

Portland

Dallas

New Orleans

will co-operate with

or direct to the New York

Salt

Lake Cirj

Los Angeles

yon

in

home

<-\

erj

office.

Unicorn Film Service Corporation
IKE SCHLANK, General Manager
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(Nanus anil

ilulis
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St.
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A FEW TERRITORIES STILL UNSOLD.

SCENES

FROM

DIANA

?^#iC

D-I-A-N-A

THE ENTRANCING SCREEN CLASSIC
MAGNIFICENTLY
COLORED BY A MASTER HAND.

Paul

Swan

GREAT CLASSIC

BALLET
IFTY CELEBRATED BEAUTIES

Baroness Von Dewitz

DIANA
Goddess

of the

Moon
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Terriss Film Corporation
Presents

Tom

Terriss

In the Photoplay of the

My

"

Country

Hour

First

11

Six Absorbing

Reels

by MR. TERRISS
AGAIN WE SAY:— IT SCORES AS A MONEY-MAKER
Directed

—

—

—

For Timeliness
Second For Thrills
Third For Splendid[FActing
Fourth For Vivid Scenes
Fifth
For Patriotism and Sixth For'the _j __.
Tremendous Advertising You jWill Obtain by Playing It.

First

—

Exclusively Distributed

—

—

—

by " The Concern with a Conscience

'
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Unity Picture Corporation
Presents

Sheldon Lewis
With

JANE MEREDITH >nd 4 HENRY JMORTIMER
The Supreme Mystery Drama'

in

aSI

"The Pursuing Vengeance"
From

the

World

Fa.

Produced by
AGAIN

WE

—

s

Novel by Burton

E,

Stevenson

MARTIN SABINE

SAY:— YOU WILL BOOK THIS PICTURE

IF

____

YOU ARE AWAKE

—

Because It Appeals to All. Because— Millions Have Read the Novel. Because
"Crochard" Is World-Famed. Because—Trie Star Is Celebrated. Because— Of the
Astounding Climax and Because "Unity" Is "The Concern With a Conscience

—

—

Exclusively Distributed by

mssssssm

!

"The Concern

with

a

Conscience"
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WILLIAM A.BRADY
IN

WORLD

ASSOCIATION WITH

^p

FILM CORPORATION
presents

CAPTIVATING

and

BEWITCHING

ETHEL CLAYTON
AND

j

THE PRINCE OF POPULARITY

CARLTLE BLACKWEIL
'H15BROTHER5W1FT
A REFRESHING PLOT AND THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL, UNIQUE, AND

NOVEL PLAY OF THE SEASON.
Produced by
PREMO FEATURE HLM CORPORATION
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DATTYTRIBUNE:

tZRGC
A~\ JONES. LINICK & SCHAJBFER'S

BILLIE

BURKE

"THE PRIMAL LURE"

KENWOOD
In

The

'Rupert

H«;lio

"GLORLVS ROMANCE"
THE EVERGLADES'

"1/5ST IN

also the Metropolitan Star
'

GERALD IN E FAR1UR

in 'Gloria's
In the RUPERT
HUQHES Cinema

Novel'

Mi«»

tfll Jburlfe

Romance'

^yAnaiv^eroLeivt Witk FZie^feld.Jr.,

I

GEORGE KLEINE VntodT
(

7Xj2

ftar Supreme

Mis?

Surke
GLORIA'/ ROMANCE
Sillie

in

^ported by

HENRYKOLKER,

AMoiiotvPichjre NoVel by Mr.& MrO

RUPERT HUGHES
The
in the

advertisements shown here appeared
Chicago Tribune's Motion Picture Directory

on Monday, May 22nd, the release date of "Gloria's Romance."
Notice the class of theatres playing this stupendous box-office
attraction— absolutely the representative houses of Chicago.
This is true of every large city in the United States. For
bookings apply to your nearest Kleine Exchange.

GEORGE KLEINE,

805 E.

175th

St.,

New York

City
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edericksj

Wisconsin Ave.

Block S.

1

'

!

Billie

if

Before

Two Matinees— 2:3* and

\

Nights

and

7:30

9

P.

4

PM.

Gloria's

1

I

»

Burke

—IN—

—today-

|

Billie

=

Romance

Also Dorothy Kelly and Harry Morey
in "The Law Decides."
A Vitagraph Blue R^bon Feature.

^NICKEMSOCKER

Burke

Granville Ave. s=
tinuous to 11 P. M. j=

"MOLLY MAKE BELIEVE."

in

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in

|uldlng A.V3.
o 11 P. M.

:ale
i

s

CONTINUOUS

U

1:80

s,

Also the Dainty SUr,

I

I

In the

^.Krar;:!!:

1

Paramount Feature

I'SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS'

:w

In

#

.

...
BZLLTE BURKL
BURKE In
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE"

Harry T. Morey

PERILOUS

Near Belmont W-'^M
t<>
? M 1

8188-41 Lincoln Ave,

Only

I"A

|

|

"GLORIA'S!
RONISNCE"!

"THE FLOORWALKER."

(RAPE
VITAGRAP.

Acts

RUPERT

LOVE"
urkef 1MAE MURRAY

(Marguerite Clark
I

§ln the

tear

illie

i

p^u

|#
W

"The Accusing Voice"
Children. 5c.

lOo.

KEDZIE AVENUE ANNEX
§§

Oor.

Kedzle Ave, and Madison

=
=S
E
5

S*

First Episode

BU.LIE

with

|i

Romance \J

1 "Gloria's

BURKE:

also

»H
=

"The Good Bad Man-"-.* Tarts
Triangle with

Do>ugi»r Fairbanks

I
=

PARAMOUNT
2635-54 Milwaukee

e^riy

Nr. Sawyer.

to IIP. M.
CONTINUOUS— 1:3
W.M. FOX Presents
"THE BATTLE OF H BARTS"

with \VM.

-€!
ty'',//M\

Clilldren. Co.

W.S.HART
in

"The Primal Lure"

W.

ALSO

J

HARRY GRIBBON

~

%^wAJ

ii[

in a 2
••/.

Act Keystone- Comedy

DAflH

yne

OF COURAOE"

URKE

In

FAK.VUM.

Adults. 10c.

6 Acts.

"A
Also

ttflillion

a iwunuic
Minute

Billie

1

1
[
i

Burkein

I

!

Gloria's

Romante

ANNOUNCEMENT

5

1

is
now appearing at leading motion
picture theatres in George Kletne's
Million Dollar Picture Novel—

"GLORIA'S

ROMANCE"

By Mr. and Mn. RUPERT HUflHES
SEE THE MOTION PICTURES AT
THE THEATRES-READ THE
STORY IN THE CHICAGO

SUNDAY TRIBUNE.
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Sais
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are clean-

Social Pirates"

through

—

Kalem's revolutionary step in series booking. Ask
your General Film Manager about the plan that gives
you this powerfully gripping series, backed by nation-

wide advertising, at a two-reel

Don't miss

rental.

it!

Next Release:

"The Fangs
Mona and Mary

of the Tattler"

house

clean

fight that calls into play

in

a

blackmailing weekly

subtle trickery

Released Monday, June

The!

Lotus

Woman

after

a

and courageous strength.
5th.

Five Acts—
In General Film Service

Alice Hollister— the original screen
vampire
vivid

—rises

to

interpretation of

supreme heights in her
"The Lotus Woman" — the

sensuously fascinating daughter of the tropics.

Pas-

sionate intrigue and loyal friendship are the elements
of which this five-act

moulded.

drama

Harry Millarde

is

of Latin

America

is

seen in a stirring role as

an American soldier of fortune.
Released Wednesday, June 28th

Remember, "The Lotus Woman" may be booked
Complete

line of posters

in regulai

and other advertising matter.

Kalem Company
235-239 West 23d

Street,

New York

City
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Comments

Facts and

THE
list

exhibitors in Great Britian meet the war-tax
by a rigid suspension of the free list. Well, we
are paying a war tax too. Let us revise the free
downward, if we cannot suspend it altogether.
*

*

GOOD

A

EXHIBITORS'

World

*

Tarrytown of
LITTLE
has Struck
Mow for

and legendary fame
Sunday Opening. Perway would be to say thai the ex-

1851

are just learning these facts much to their disappointment and consternation. By the way the late legislature
of this state made no attempt to amend the state law so
it would prohibit motion picture entertainments on Sunday. Is not this significant ? Does it not show that public
Opinion is not opposed to a Sunday entertainment ?
deal is said about the failure of American
producers to adjust themselves to export con-

A

good deal of it is true, especially when
the South-American market is considered. On the other
hand it seems to us that some of our foreign friends
are equally slow in adjusting themselves to American
conditions.
Hence the lack of permanent American
agencies of some of the great countries of Europe. The
men who know and control one market cannot for this
reason impose their ideas and their terms on another
market.
If some of our foreign friends would study
conditions here more carefully and then adjust them
selves to conditions they might do much better than they
are doing now.
ditions.

DOWN

South exchangemen have organized

rid of the fly-by-night

men

in the exhibiting

to get

ranks

and the exhibitors have organized to insure fair
treatment at the hands of the exchange. The idea is good.
We hope there will be no black lists. An equitable regard
for the rights of your neighbor and especially for the
man you deal with in business is all that's required. With
the present fierce competition among exchanges a black
list will be found impracticable.
*

*

*

NEXT

to the rapid enlightenment of the press on
the question of censorship comes the growing
conversion of clergymen on the Sunday question.
In the Middle West one minister announced' from the
pulpit that he would be willing to close his church at
night if the right sort of film were shown in the nearest
motion picture theater.
Other clergymen are openly
in favor of Sunday opening provided the right sort of
program is furnished. It has been said in answer to this
position that a show good enough for week-days ought
to be good enough for Sunday and that no distinction
can logically be made between the ordinary entertainment and the Sunday show.
beg to differ. There
is such a word as seasonable and its meaning is easily
understood.
have an overabundance of film material
specially suited for Sunday exhibition.
The MOVING
Picture World has compiled a large list of such pro-

We

We

grams.
splendid editorial written by Granville S. MacFarland, the Boston American, emphasis
the dangers of Federal censorship.
In the
course of the article stress is laid on the civic value of
a

IN

more

the film and attention

is

called to the

work of

1

OUis

i>

Brandeis, who is about to go to the bench of the Supreme
Court of the United States.
Mr. Brandeis it will be
recalled has used the

moving pictures very effectively to
public attention to the advantages of savings hank
insurance, by which men of moderate means may
obtain life insurance more cheaply than it can lie obcall

life

tained from the old private insurance companies.

classic

a

hibitors

haps the better
there want their

legal rights,
rhe Court ol
Appeals has decided thai motion pictures maj be shown
on Sunday anywhere within this Mate and thai no town
or city has the righl to overrule the Btate law by the enactment of local ordinances. The agitators in Tarrytown

AX

extraci from the copy book of an old advertisin. in: Boasting -hows nothing hut the moral
weakness and the mental poverty of the bolster
To which b) way of a modern supplement we may add:
Uncle Sam is watching the man who boasts not wisely
but too well in his advertisements.
These be "parlous

daj

"

ing

ioi

the reckless circulation "booster

"
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Merely Fromage
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

NO

mechanical contrivance intended to produce uniformity of motion could be more dully unvarying than the string of machine-made plays released day after day. They are only new to the cub critic
and the occasional patron of the picture show. To the fan
and to the experienced reviewer they present a dreary
waste, a Sahara-like monotony broken by an occasional

and creative talent.
critics who sit in judgment to the
whole art are not inclined to find fault
their whole tendency is to be generous in correcting shortcomings and to give praise where there is even sincerity
oasis of originality

The experienced

benefit of the

A

very large number of the reviewers are
of attempt.
not only men of high intelligence, but they are fairto discriminate in favor of one producer as against the rest. They go to the trenches to do
their duty, knowing in advance that they need expect but
scant praise and that their chances of coming away unscarred are very slim. None of them has ever yet succeeded in rendering full justice to all and in pleasing
every one concerned at the same time.
Experienced critics have seen photographs in greater
number and variety, perhaps ten times over, than any
producer in the land. It is quite in the nature of things
that they should not become wildly excited over some
much-touted production no partisan can be keenly perhence the experienced critic
ceptive and calmly judicious
is sometimes thought to be lacking in fine sensibilities,
whereas he merely holds his sympathies in reserve that
they may not blur his vision nor interfere with the exercise of his good common sense.
great deal has been tolerated in the theatrical art,
now just beginning to simulate verity, which should not
be perpetuated on the screen. Not to be tolerated is an
arrangement for the banal disclosure of what intelligent
Some keen
characters wish to have studiously hidden.
business men, every one of them alert and suspicious,
confer on a crooked deal in a room where there are portieres in place of a door.
Although secrecy is of prime
importance to the success of their plans, no one is stationed at the entrance to keep watch. The set is deliberately prepared for an overheard conspiracy.
The unsuspecting husband leaves wife and best friend
in a parlor and steps out into the hall through portieres.
The guilty ones fly to each other's arms so that the husband may suddenly throw open the curtains, discover
them and stand in scowling silence, a terrible menace to
their plans of future happiness.
general and members
of his staff confer in the dining room of a house in hostile territory.
There is a trunk, or some other equally
appropriate object of furniture, in the room capable of
concealing a spy, but it is not examined. Thus the beautiful young heroine learns all, to mount a horse soon after
and carry news which may decide the fate of a nation.
If a compromising conversation must be overheard, a
door would be reasonable, and an emotional outburst
could be made responsible, but old stage directors cling
to portieres, as they do to the mistaken identity plot, the
mythical kingdom play and the innocent man's weapon
placed by the villain at the side of his murdered victim.
The producer is to blame who asks stage directors to
write their own plays, or who delivers to them scenarios
not well-formulated in advance.

minded enough never

—

—

A

A

Wherever a studio can afford to set up a strong door,
one which can be slammed without shaking the walls,
the portiere should be relegated to the dump, along with
the incriminating document, or letter, which is carefully
placed where it will fall into the hands of those who
should not have it.
These are antiquated contrivances
of the stage. They are as tiresome as stories in which
the leading lady dons her maid's clothes.
Only a widespread critical vaccination can protect us against the
recurrence of stale devices, the worst of which might be
called "forcing the issue."
It is obvious that fiction, while it may aim to promulgate the truth,

is

not in

itself

truth but skilled deception.

The whole

art of its reasonableness lies in skill of decepmade ridiculous in the hands of a bungler
because his interpretations are false.
He belittles tho
art of story-telling when he has no idea of what is meant
tion.

It

is

by verisimilitude, or simulating verity.

That

fiction

does

not record historical truth necessitates care not to thrust
the false upon attention.
In a very large number of the stories presented to the
critic for review there are situations offered which would
jar any audience, if not excite open derision such as
compelling the movements of hero and heroine, so that
they "chance" to meet where the chances are a million
to one that they will not.
In a recent release the hero
rescues the maiden in his home town.
Shortly after he
rescues her, though neither expected that they would
meet again, in her home town. Then they happen to be
on the same vessel at sea. When the others leave the
vessel in boats when it is afire, the lover and heroine
happen to be the only two who do not. Thus they happen
to be the only ones who discover an uninhabited island
near by, the others happening not to see it at all.
Less offensive to common sense are purely arbitrary
representations which are far from artistic ones. Prominent among these are the theatrical man's idea of how
people dress and act in clubs of the first class and in good
society.

We

are treated to the spectacle of a gentleman wearing his silk hat at country places, or at the seaside, and
are shown gentlemen gambling
and getting drunk in the open club rooms. The skipper
on board a steam yacht removes his cap in the presence
of the owner.
Flunkies act like studio hands badly disguised.
The chauffeur of the millionaire is obviously
the director's employee. There is no verisimilitude possible without plausibility of environment.
In the case of environment it might be better to let
girl supers wear their own clothes when mingled as butterflies of high society instead of hiring dance frocks
from the second-hand clothing shops. In the line of
plausible events it might do to have a few days instead
of hours elapse before the villain succeeds in ruining the
heroine's father in the stock market. And so far as chance
and coincidence are concerned, "Only Seen at the Movies"
is finding a department all its own in the comic papers.
What the characters do, less than what they are, seems
to bother the bungler most
he can not arrange matters
so that his people live, move and have their being in any
believable series of events. The long arm of coincidence
has its legitimate functions, but it becomes a lame and
impotent arm when there is "nobody home."

even aboard ship.

We

—
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Federal Censorship

Wholly Bad

is

By W. Stephen Bush.

THE

Moving Picture World deems

to the industry to

urge

all

it

a sacred duty

friends of the motion

picture and indeed all true and intelligent Americans
to begin a campaign against the vicious Smith-Hughes
bill, which has just been favorably reported to the lower
House of Congress. There was a very strong minority
This
report which was published in last week's issue.
minority report, which will be ably defended by members
of the House in the debate on the floor, gives us a
splendid rallying point.
are willing to supply our
readers with blank petitions to be circulated among the
patrons of motion picture theaters. Any exhibitor who
will write us will be provided and he will incur no obligation whatever except of course the obligation to use the
blanks carefully and not to waste them.
In the meantime we want to urge upon every honest,
sincere and disinterested friend of the motion picture the
reasons why this bill spells irretrievable ruin to the industry and why it makes a sorry joke of every attempt
to uplift the industry and to develop its artistic possi-

We

bilities.

After a very patient and a very painstaking perusal of
the favorable report of the majority of the House Committee on Education (to be found in last week's issue),
we are more deeply than ever convinced of the harm which
will befall the industry if this bill is enacted into a law.
have had and still have an open mind on this question.
are entirely willing to be proved wrong and
we utterly despise that consistency which consists in sticking to an error, but the Smith-Hughes Bill is so full of
childish fallacies, of bad logic, of unwarranted assumptions, of bad principle, that it is impossible to refrain from
exposing and condemning it. No matter at what part it is
taken up you will find that it bristles with absurdities and
that it lays foundations for oppression, hardship and injustice to the men who produce, distribute and exhibit
motion pictures. Indeed, the whole report refutes itself.

We

We

The

strongest though withal the most specious argument put forth in favor of Federal censorship has been
the claim that it will do away with other forms of censorship.

Now

what

light

phase of the subject?
est indication of

does the

Nowhere

any such claim.

is

report throw on this
found the slight-

to be

"The National Board,"

says the report, "will be considered the leading motion
picture commission and its decisions will carry the weight
of leadership. Should a picture be passed by the national
board a local board would have to give a good reason
to the public for prohibiting the exhibition of tin- picture."
This is nothing more than one hope built upon

another and no foundation in law or reason for either.
When have local boards ever been at a loss for "good
reasons?" "Good reasons," indeed! When have Breil
inger and Maude Murray Miller and all the other executioners of films ever lacked "good reasons?"
If Federal
censorship affords no more protection against local and
state censorship than such slender hopes it is jusl a de
lusion and a snare. Nowhere does the report even inti
mate that Federal censorship will be a legal barrier to
other censorship.
The report ^a\v "The character of
the motion picture industry renders State and municipal
regulation inadequate."
It
says "inadequate," not "illegal."
The regulation of public morals is one of the
attributes of state sovereignty, and the whole political
history of our country is nothing more than a fable if it

does not show by overwhelming evidence how jealously
every state insists upon this prerogative. It is nowhere
pretended in the report that the censorship states will
surrender their particular brand of censorship in favor
of the Federal brand. We are urged, however, to approve
of a quick passage of the Smith-Hughes bill because "it
would be much easier to prevent the formation of a state
or city board of censors by showing that there is already
in existence an efficient Federal regulation than it will
be to have a local board abolished which was created
Again we
before the Federal law became effective."
have the promptings of hope triumph over the hard cold
The burden of proof rests entirely
facts of experience.
upon the shoulders of the advocates of this bill. They
are proposing something new and they must furnish
affirmative and credible evidence that their proposals
They have
are reasonable and their plans are feasible.
so far failed to adduce a scintilla of evidence in favor
of their proposition.
Let us be fair and candid about
this thing: Every man of sense and education knows that
whatever censorship may be exercised by the Federal
Government will not and can not be exclusive. The
Federal censorship will run with but never against the
local and state variety of censorship.
Such concurrent
jurisdiction of state and nation is nothing new or unusual
in our structure and policy of government and is going
on around us every day. The Moving Picture World,
as is well known, is opposed to censorship on principle;
we look upon it as an old engine of oppression condemned
centuries ago by the experience of the English-speaking
races.
Even if we were capable of descending to the
lower level of mere expediency we could not consistently
support Federal censorship. At best it would mean nothing more than additional censorship.
Read carefully this statement in the report

As the determination by the commission would be really
arbitrary because of the absence of legal tasks or recognized
standards it is of the greatest importance that the commission should not be vested with supreme power. Where
great property interests are involved, the citizen should
always be afforded an opportunity for relief from the court,
if he feels that he has been treated unjustly.

This statement is quoted from the brief of the attorneys
of the producers who have committed themselves to the
principle of Federal censorship. It seems incredible that
such a statement should come from the advocates of the
principle of censorship in any form.
Read it carefully
and it seems like an ill-conceived attempt to foist the
functions of censorship on the courts. The courts of this
country never have exercised and never have attempted
to exercise any such power.
A.S Bainbridge Colby said
before Governor Whitman, the whole idea and institution of censorship is so alien to American conceptions
and traditions that it nowhere tits in with our system
of government
it's an anomaly as well as an abortion.
What these learned attorneys evidently overlook is the
plain fact that we know no arbitrary power in this country and never have known it since we became a sovereign
and independent nation.
>urs is a government of law s
and nol Of men. The laws n ,. u on the statute books arc
ample to deal with vicious pictures and always have been
;

(

Imagine a producer whipped from the pillar (if the Federal
commission to the post of the Court of Appeals of the
Districl of Columbia.
Of course there are no recognized
standards in censorship and we do not see how there
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The question

"Who

Will Censor the Censors"
cannot be answered satisfactorily in a country where the
people arc supposed to rule. There is no censorship in
America founded on any precedent of law or reason;
there is and always was regulation by public opinion
can be.

of

crystallized into law.

What

become of the producer who finds his film
disapproved by the Federal Commission and fully approved by the state censors of >hio or some other censorship state? His film cannot leave the boundaries of the
is

to

*

What

about the film disapproved by
but fully approved by the Federal
Commission ? If the producer or the exhibitor is arrested
on a charge of displaying a film not approved by the
state board will he be in a position to quote the Federal
approval in his defence and will his reliance on the Federal approval save him from fine and imprisonment for
violating the edict of the state censors? We will be glad
to have the learned attorneys who are supporting Federal
censorship enlighten us as to that. There is bound to be a
conflict of the variable standards between the various
state censorship and between the decisions of the Federal
Commission. How will this conflict both of standards
and of legal authority affect the producer and exhibitor?
It will
It will beget infinite confusion and uncertainty.
simply kill every artistic development. No director can
do himself justice if the thought is haunting him that he
has to satisfy variable and perhaps conflicting notions
and standards of ethics and of taste.
We are being told that the Federal censors will be "so
entirely different."
are assured that they will be
supermen. It is hard for us to grow hopeful on this
question. The best of men are unfit to exercise arbitrary
power and to impose their standards and their notions
censorship state.
the state censors

We

upon the

rest of their fellow citizens.

"The Play's the Thing," ButBy Epes Winthrop

Sargent.
in the Dramatic Mirror, Jesse L. Lasky laments that the motion picture has not advanced of
late.
The gist of his remarks is that after rapid

WRITING

lines advancement seems suddenly to have
come to a standstill. Directors, he says, are doing better
work, camera results are better, players are more eager to
do well, and still the business is at a dead center. Then he
sagely remarks that "As in the spoken drama, so it is with

growth

in

all

the moving drama, the play is always the thing, the foundation, the heart, the vitals, the very life of the motion picture
drama." Then he goes on to complain that our dramatists
are not writing decent plays, though plays are being written
by the thousand.
This seems to grieve Mr. Lasky, and yet, is he doing his
share toward making things better? Is he giving any definite aid or encouragement to the writing of better stories
His editors announce that they are not in the
for films?
market; that all scripts are written by the staff. There is no
incentive to real writers to supply a commodity for which
there is no demand. If it were Mr. Lasky alone this would
not be important, but he is just one of dozens of others.
Thomas Ince recently said that he had not purchased a script
This was in a controversy in one of the westin two years.
ern papers, and he may not have been correctly reported,
because he has purchased a number of scripts within that
period if paying "for the idea only" is to be classed as buying
script.
A well known director has announced that no one
but himself knows how to write plays and that he will buy
synopses only, and this same idea is advanced by many
other companies. No one knows how to do anything save
At
their own little hand-picked troupe of trained authors.
least one large releasing organization engages a majority of
its directors to "write and produce," the salary covering the
cost of the script; indeed so common has this become that
one or two men are making fairly good money fixing up
ideas for men not competent to write and yet who have
taken contracts to do so.
In a word, Mr. Lasky and all other manufacturers want
stories, but they do not buy them when they see them and
do not encourage authors to write. Two classes of authors
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make

the majority of few sales. These are tin half trained
beginners who can get their ideas over in synopsis only
and (lie men with well known names who accept amazing
sums to write junk. The salvation of the business is good
plays, and neither of these two classes can write good film
lie
man who must be interested if the standard
of production is to increase must lie recruited from the ranks
oi what may be termed without discourtesy the second rank
of authors; the men who write good stories but who have
not yet established their names in the literary field.
These
are the men who can and will write good, sound stories, and
wlio will write their stories in continuity of action if they
are given the proper encouragement.
At present they are
I

either ignored or insulted.
Recently a writer on the subject has been foaming at the
mouth in his effort to get over the argument that if manufacturers will spend more money for scripts they will obtain
better stories. This is true only in a sense.
More money
must lie paid for good stories, but the mere expenditure of
large sums will not bring about the result. The money must
be spent intelligently. At present it goes in too large sums
to persons utterly incompetent, in spite of their reputations
to write good film stories, and it is film stories and not
reputation that are needed at the moment.
good example of this may be found in the late and
unlamented Runaway June. It is said that between $12,000
and $15,000 were paid George Randolph Chester for the
scenario of this serial, and here scenario is used in its proper
sense as the sketch of the action and not the action itself.
It is further reported that Mr. Chester did not particularly
care to write the story, as he could make as much elsewhere
with work in his own line. He wrote a scenario, and this
was done into a continuity by a staff man who endeavored
Here was a case where a large payment
to follow the script.
did not bring an adequate
result.
Another instance is
"Zudora," the script of which was thrown away when the
cancellations began to come in, the director and Francis
Worcester Doughty, a veteran writer of detective stories,
finishing the series and saving the day.
These are but two
instances.
They might be multiplied indefinitely. Clearly
a large investment is not the answer.
There are four classes of authors; the beginners, whose
name is legion, the men and women who can write well
enough to make the lesser magazines and the newspaper

A

'

syndicates, the writers who have passed this stage but whose
reputations have not yet been made and the men who are
recognized as leaders. It is from the second and third
classes that the film writers of tomorrow must be drawn.
The beginners or some of them will eventually work into
the second class, but for the moment attention must be
centered upon the second and third classes, for few of the
men at the top of their profession will take the trouble to
study the new art with care. They will write scenarios that
may or may not be practicable, but they will not bother to
write their ideas out in action,, as is required and only the
author himself, if he knows how to do the work, can tell
his story in the action that will best convey the ideas he
possesses to the audience. It is not the part of the director
to write the script of action, nor should any form of studio
reconstruction be permitted. The work of the author should
be realized as it stands if only authors are trained to give
the best exemplification of their ideas in action.
This is not as difficult as it would seem. Bannister Merwin
was one of the first script writers, but soon dropped the
work when he found that the production methods of that
early day could not permit the making of his stories nor the
payment of a sum that would show him a profit on his time.
It was not until two or three years later that he found a
proper opening with the Edison company. Emmett Campbell
Hall, on the other hand, had not yet reached the point Mr.
Merwin had. He was willing to accept $25 and $35 for a
single reel because he saw that this business offered him a
better future than the magazine field seemed to provide.
Captain Peacocke, at that time, was selling to the Black
Cat and magazines of that grade, but could not reach the
better class of magazines, and used to pester editors with
They
copies of the Black Cat and the Ten Story Book.

—

found encouragement and grew.

—

They made good.

There

are others who could be similarly trained, but they must
be given assurance that there is some sort of market and
that they will not always be paid an average of ten dollars
Come out in the Open and buy
a reel "for the idea alone."
and pay for stories. Give the promising writers a chance
Follow their scripts until they
to see how things are done.
no longer have to write in to inquire if the current release
is their story or one like it, as has been done in the past,
and it will be found that the supply will equal the demand
when there is a real and genuine demand backed by checks.

June
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Women's Federation Goes On Record Against

not to put the censorship of
motion pictures into politics.
women do not want to
aid by our consent and support, the
establishment of fortyeight political rings, when in thirty-six states
we have not
the vote to control them.

the

LIBERTY

for

the motion picture

is

"The obvious thing to do is to work for the creation of
motion picture shows for children. The adult play
cannot
be modified into ones suitable for children.
There'must be

the plea of

clubwomen.

Students of the motion picture as an
art, an industry and a great public amusement spoke
before the motion picture conference of the thirteenth biennial convention of the General Federation of Women's Clubs
at the Seventh Regiment Armory in New York, Saturday,
May 27. Most of the speakers were clubwomen and leaders
in the organization.
Their expressions were unanimously
against censorship for the motion picture.
While censorship was obviously the principal topic of discussion, it was brought to the fore by the fact that the conference had set out to discuss means of securing proper and
adequate motion picture programs for children of pre-adolescent age.
The women were advised, both by their own
speakers and by representatives of the industry that it would
be easy to secure "films for children" if the manufacturer
and the exhibitor of motion pictures could be assured of
the patronage that would make them profitable.
No formal action was taken at this session, but before the
close of the week's activities it is probable that a definite
plan of action will be endorsed by the federation and officially adopted.
It appears likely that this action will include
the appointment of a committee which will represent the
clubwomen in future conferences and co-operative efforts
between the organization and the makers of pictures.
As this report is written it seems most certain that if the
federation follows the reports and decisions of its specially
delegated investigators of the motion picture, a definite and
positive stand against censorship will be taken by the whole
body. This may be expected to have a highly important
influence against the establishment of federal censorship and
against state and local censorships in the thousands of communities represented in the federation membership.

To

a children s picture drama.
Educational pictures alone will
never entertain them. Pictures must be given to them
in
interesting, well-balanced programs.
And then, when picture programs for children have been procured, it
is the duty
of mothers to send their children to these shows.
Motion
picture theater managers cannot be expected to
open their
houses to children, if children are not sent to the per-

formances.

"We stand in a position of balance of power If we do
not take our stand on the side of cultural art for the masses
against the making of the censorship of pictures
a political
thing, we shall see the pictures crushed and their value
vitiated.
We can make the children's program and children's
picture a practical thing by helping create a paying demand
for them.

"The solution

of the child problem has already been solved
places by the successful establishment' of children's
New York City has tried them out, as has Providence, R. I., and Brookhaven, Miss., and many other cities
in

defined

and established market for children's

films.

The

whole spirit of the conference was a plea for co-operation
with the exhibitor in behalf of the children's show.
Mary Grey Peck, of Geneva, N. Y., a club leader, and fore-

most among the clubwomen as a foe of censorship, was the
first and principal speaker.
"The motion picture drama has come naturally. It is a
great conservator of our civilization," said Miss Peck. "Every
great civilization before ours has fallen, because beauty has
been withheld from the masses. The motion picture presents beauty in the only form in which it is available to
the poor.

"The motion picture is also a conservator of morals. Investigation shows that the saloon and the tobacco trust have
found the competition of the motion picture a more serious
foe than the W. C. T. U. or any anti-saloon or anti-cigarette
league. As long as the admission price for the motion picture theater remains as low as the cost of a drink or a box
of cheap cigarettes it will continue to be.
"The motion picture has its faults. The producer realizes
this as much as we do, regrets it as much as we do.
There
are two ways of going about the betterment of the pictures
one is destructive, the other is constructive. The root of all
objection to motion pictures can be found in the fact that
children are being shown pictures intended for grown-ups,
and that these grown-ups are of the masses, with uncultivated
tastes.
If we allow 60 per cent, of the race to live as cattle
or as pigs in a sty, we cannot expect them to have high
standards.
"Children have been seeing pictures designed for the man
with no standards of taste; therefore the children's tastes
have been demoralized.
It
is up to the manufacturers and
people with
eral standard.
This cannot

be done over

and towns.

We

"Children want to go to see good pictures.
want to
send them. The producers want to give the pictures. So
the only thing for us to do is to make it pay.
"We of this generation are looking at something no generation of the world has ever looked at before. "We have
seen a great art grown and approach maturity.
are the
only generation which has seen such a thing. It took centuries for the Greek drama, the picturesque art of Italy, and
the German music to develop.
And yet one of the most
appealing and sensitive arts has had its growth under our
es
are the guardian angels of this latest, and perhaps

We

^

boards of censorship?"
continued Miss Peck, launching out into the state censorship
problem.
Do we want to multiply the expense at looking
at films forty-eight times?
If we set up forty-eight board
of censorship, there will be merely forty-ei«ht standards,
It
multiplying the friction.
will mean that tht
expense of
carrying them on will have to be met.
It
will mean that
on to the working
man and his family That will mean the death of the picture
show.
foil-,

.i

hi

-

l

^

"No great art has ever fallen below its initial impulse. The
motion picture has permanent beauty. I plead with you to
give it freedom to develop.
You cannot do anything with
art by confining it.
Let it grow as God does His works."
Miss Peck closed her speech by quoting a paragraph from
Milton written against censorship of the press.
She also spoke at some length on the work of the National
Board of Review, saying that the standards of that body were
the standards of the great mass of people, and that it was
the work of the board to bring up their standards as fast as

human nature would permit them to.
The second speaker on the program was John R. Freuler,
president of the Mutual Film Corporation. Mr. Freuler said:
I understand the general
purpose of this conference to be an effort
toward a fuller understanding between the patrons of the motion picture and the makers of the motion picture.
Speaking in general for
the industry and in person for seven great studios, I can say that motion pictures are made and always will be made to meet the
demand
of the public.

You represent a very large and Important part of our public
We
want to please you as that part of our public. Therefore, it only remains that you shall decide what you want and that you shall adequately communicate to us what that want is.
We make pictures for a market. The pictures of today are made for
Ot today, to supply the demand as it is interpreted to us
nt conditions there stands between us the motion picture
which gives you entertainment witfproduct.
tures are bought for you bv the man who o
theater— the exhibitor we call him.
The exhibitor has invested his money and his effort with the prin-

—

cipal and linal purpose of making
merit for the same purpose.

•

profit.

We
serve the exhibitor with what be
II..
to so. -.-. ,-,l. must
his patronnge with what it is
Willing Jo pay for.
This makes it rather ... in that, speaking broadly.
the expr.-sloii of the demand of the public ..._
through the exhibitor
It
would lose mom v lor
t

—

demands.

have plcli
That

»u.

t

of

thing has

The exhibitor who runs
im what the same relal

n

"Do we want

many

programs.

the motion picture manufacturer and to the exhibitor

conference of Saturday must be viewed of particular
importance, in that it points to the development of a wellthe

is

We

Official State

or Federal Censorship— High Praise Accorded to
Motion Picture Art.
By Betty Shannon.
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"The constructive solution
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an the indices of the demand and the trend Ol taste.
thai the public gets the kind ol a newspaper it wauls.
Special editions and special pages and sections are Issued to meet specialized demands such as yours
the woman's elub column is a good
tion

because liny

The

result

is,

The newspaper conducts
This

business."

-•

to

special columns because thev are 'good
point the way tor the solution of the

its

me

to

problem which you .... considering.
Your special purpose here,
understand it, is to concern yourself
with whal you call the problem of
iring motion picture productions
for children.
You will have to make it worth while
the
theater.
If you do, he will
the
pictures and he will get them.
I
might take issue with you on "the child and picture problem."
Frankly.
do not believe that the motion pictures of today are working
harm to children. The drama and, the motion picture in particular,
present "predigested experience." I believe that motion pictures and
their educating influence have done a great deal to make the children of
today the cleanest generation in our history— clean with positive strength
and knowledge, rather than clean with the negation of sheltered ig'

.

'

•

I

norance,

i

Probably you will be interested in some of the primary facts about
the great physical and financial machinery ol the picture business,
with which you here propose to deal. The making of a live-reel production, which it takes about one hour and a quarter to show to you, involves vast labor and big expense.
We must, in the first plate, have
the studio, a special equipment for lighting, scenery and various mechanical accessories.
Any studio worthy of the name today represents
investment of approximately one-quarter million dollars.

Next

concerned with our play, which, at this stage,

"

the working script

—

skeleton outline of the photoor, more properly,
plot into a motion
picture scenario.
The cost of this scenario completed may total from
$500 to $1,500 in common practice.
According to the requirements of
the scenario, a cast must be chosen.
Actors and actresses employed
and extra people hired. In a production of this character the star will
draw a salary of approximated SI .odd a week, and that this star will
be supported bv a cast costing perhaps $2,000 in addition per week
picture will
that the dir
the
actually
>r $150 s
r people and our place b
g to take u
3 using the
of five weeks to make thi
sorts of
pensive equipment of the studio and perhaps
_ i incidental properties like automobiles, special trains and so forth.
Scene by scene a picture is taken until the negative is complete. In
making a five-reel production which will ultimately be shown to you
as 5,000 feet— a total of 10.000 to 40,000 feet of negative will be taken, because many scenes arc taken over to get desired effects. In the presence
of a conference of the director of the picture, a representative of the executive office of the producing corporation, probably two men from the
scenario department, a cameraman and, in most instances, the star, a
first print or positive copy from the negative is projected on the screen
for examination.
A conference is held. Various scenes are eliminated
and shortened or modified. The titles have to be written, photographed
and inserted. No expense or care is spared. The picture is reassembled and it is projected and screened again before another conference
with the titles in their proper places. If it passes this examination the
negative is then cut to conform with the form and the approved posi,

•

words by the author
evolved somebody's

>

by a series of authors,

who have

•

i
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to the scope of operations of the concern through which the
picture is released or through which it is sold and delivered to the
theaters, a large number of prints are made.
In the instance of a certain great comedian a total of several hundred prints are made while
on the usual five-reel production it would be fair to say that from 30 to
50 prints would be made for release in the United States. Each of
these prints will be 5,000 feet long and will require many hundreds of
The making of these prints involves exdollars' worth of film stock.
Very large quantities of
pensive chemical and mechanical processes.
chemicals, costing as high as $50 per pound, are used.
If our five-reel
production is run into a total of approximately 50 prints we may say
that probably not less than $30,000 and maybe $200,000 in capital is
tied up in that production.
:

Now the distributing organization begins its work. These prints
to the motion picture exchange, from which the theaters get service.
In the case of the most extensive n leasing concern
the United States this means supplying prints to OS branch offices
e others nearly as large.
From these exchanges
the positive prin
ibuted to the theaters
n.
have not burdened you with any of the very
booked this prod
ions of advertising and promotion which every
production of th
agnitude requires before it is booked by the thehange the film goes to the theaters variously by
express and me:
;er service.
Its rental begins by the big theater
of the big city t
hat we call "first run." After the picture has had
s to other theaters in other parts of the same dismust be shipped
in

l

through

working

its

life,

which may be from 120

to 2 years,

oncern, such as
service for the

I

have discussed,

to operate effect-

1(1

the
This
product consumes thousands of dollars for every second
ment offered to the individual patron of the motion pictu:
The first thought of the average American when he w;
i
to change
anything is to suggest legislation, to urge a law. Unfortunately,
many people have suggested censorship to improve the motion picture.
History proves censorship never improved anything.
Censorship is destructive, not constructive.
It preaches do not instead of do.
Censorship did not help the newspaper.
The newspaper, admittedly one of
ructive forces for good in modern civilization, did not
istence until the institution of censorship for the press
retard the picture.
It can not help.
The publis
l
pictures have the same rights as those which
'
free press.
Existing law
lunish the guilty
maker of the immoral picture, and to punish the man "who exhibits" such
Trial by jury will decide.
a picture.
Do not hold every picture guilty until proven innocent. Do not try
to choose for the public^ The only choice for the public must come
from the whole publi
a picture as an institution is greater
than any one of us or any group of
As a maker and distributor of pictures. I offer you
ask from you co-operation. Let us avoid misunderstandings, they
unprofitable to us both.
l

,

i
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the experimental period in the matter of films for children.
"We represent the elevated tenth. There are nine-tenths

below us.
We must

We

can't

impose our wishes and tastes on them.

find out what the girl in the factory and the day
laborer wants. It is the same with children. They do not
want educationals. They don't want to watch the great
American Beauty rose open. They will run around the corner to see some popular player. They want fun and action.
And yet too often we try to give them what they do not
want, because we think they ought to have it."
Mr. Cocks explained the matter of cost and picture distribution which made it impossible for the average small town
theater to get the biggest and finest productions when they
are new, explaining that the larger audiences of the city pay
for the costs of expensive programs. He said that the exhibitor in the small towns could get any pictures his patrons
desired if they would make it worth while.
"It is possible for you in the small towns to find out what
is good and available through people interested in the problem in the cities. The National Board of Review can also
help with its lists of selected films which it especially recom-

mends.

ommend

We

have a list of 1,450 'family films' which we recfor the entire family, aside from lists of children's

pictures.

"The whole question of better and cleaner pictures must
be worked out with, for and by all the people. Begin by
finding out what the mass of people think and want. Find
out what the children like. Then give them what they like
and want, not what you think they need."
Following Mr. Cocks' talk, came an open discussion with
a number of three-minute speeches from the floor.
Miss Helen Duey, editor of the "Better Films" department
Woman's Home Companion, was the first to appear.
She spoke of the motion picture industry as the "baby art,"
and urged the women to help to make it a "better baby" art
by their sane co-operation. She asked them to shut their
eyes to the bad qualities in the present pictures, and at the
same time to shut their pocketbooks, which, she said, would
remedy matters. She spoke of the lists of films for family
use and for children gathered by her magazine, which would
be sent out on request.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sears, editor of Film Fun, who was formerly a clubwoman from a small town in Kansas, spoke .of
the problem of the small town woman and the small town
picture theater.
She made clear the fact that farm people,
as a rule, can pay and pay well for good pictures, and told
the women that it was up to them to make the exhibitor in
their towns show them the pictures they want by making
of the

I

days

June

Orrin G. Cocks, secretary of the National Board of Review,
was the third and last speaker on the regular program.
"The problem of the child and the motion picture— if it is
a problem—is being met in a definite kind of way.
'Many people have not realized that there is a child world
and an adult world; that children must have their own plays,
lectures, recreation and interests, and that pictures for adults
are not always suitable for children. There is a vast amount
of film for children worked out for children and to be used
by children. I have a list of 250 theaters in which children's
programs are being shown. This means that we are past

it

pay.

Mrs. Jane Stannard Johnson made a plea for better and
cleaner pictures.

Mrs. Edith Dunham Foster, of the Community Motion
Picture Service of Boston, said that fathers and mothers
must be made to feel the necessity of separate programs for
children and then the children must be made to feel that they
are being given something to be desired, when they are
allowed to go to see children's programs.
Therefore the
programs must be interesting and full of life.
Miss Marjorie Howard, of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, gave the clubwomen a few donts, including a
request for them to demand good, clear pictures, not wornout ones, for children.

John A. Sherman, assistant to the president of the Parathe only dissenting voice on the question of federal censorship heard at the gathering.
He asked
for some outside regulation and begged the clubwomen to
join his own and two or three other companies in a fight
for federal censorship.
Miss Mary Newell Eaton, of the Drama League of Grand
Rapids, Mich., spoke on the successful work of gaining school
credits for attendance at educational film performances for
students in her town, and other phases of the successful solving of the problem.
The discussion was then turned over to the audience.

mount Company, was

Fune
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Presiding at this joint meeting of the educational, the
civics and the drama departments of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs were Miss Helen \ arick Boswell, of New
York; Mrs. George Zimmerman, of Ohio, and Mrs. Charles
Cartwright, of Mmneapolis, Minn., chairman of the various
departments.
There were representatives from all the important film
companies in attendance.

A

Visit to the Selig

Zoo

The World's Los Angeles Representative Inspects

the Ani-

mals and Studies Their Table Manners.
By G. P. Von Harleman.

week we made a
THIS
Eastlake Park and had

trip out to the Selig studios at
the pleasure of spending a good
part of the afternoon with Producing Manager Thomas
We had quite a little talk about our mutual friends
Nash.
Colonel Selig
in Chicago, and strolled around the big Zoo.
certainly has a magnificent lot of animals. Cages upon cages
of big cats in elaborately built animal houses are there. The
writer has seen many zoological gardens, both in this country
and in Europe, but, outside of a very few one in this country, the Bronx Park in New York City, and two or three
across the pond there certainly isn't anything like the Selig's
Zoo anywhere in the world.
The Zoo is one of the show places of Los Angeles. You
can see "rubber neck" cars lined up before the entrance
almost any time of the day. Picnics and lodge outings are
held there once or twice a week all during the summer.
Sometimes as many as fifteen or twenty thousand people

—

—

participate.

The Zoo covers a tremendous piece of ground, part of
studios of the Selig Polyscope
is occupied by the

which

Company. Two companies are working there at present,
most of the production now being done at the large studio
Chicago.
the many interesting people we met on this visit
was Walter Beckwith, the chief animal trainer of the Selig
Mr. Beckwith understands big cats thoroughly. He
Zoo.
has been an animal trainer all his life and the things he does
with the lions and tigers is simply remarkable.
In some
of the jungle pictures that have been produced of late. Mr.
Beckwith has taken part and had some of the big lions
veritably jump on him.
When Mr. Beckwith took us around to show his pets, it
was feeding time and the cats were having their feast of
trainer,
horse meat.
"That is the only time," said the
"when you must not disturb a jungle beast, the time when
he eats; even the most gentle of them will get cross and
would be likely to make a pass at you. Now look at 'Teddy'
lure; lie is generally as mild as a lamb, but get close to the
By the way, 'Teddy,' the two-yearbar and hear him roar.
old lion cub, dislocated my hip about two months ago when
he jumped on me in a picture. The one next to him is his
older brother.
He sank a tooth through my skull when I
was playing with him in his cage about six months ago."
We could hardly believe this, but Mr. Beckwith showed us
the scar where the tooth had struck, and on asking him if
it hadn't almost killed him, reluctantly admitted that he was
quite sick for some time but made the comment as a matter
in

Douglas Fairbanks

encounters a cabaret dancer who captivates him.
In the
course of his Tenderloin career he figures as a "bouncer"
and a gang leader.
Topical, scenic and scientific pictures, and a Keystone comedy were also on the program. Amparita Farrar and Sara
Gurowitsch were the new soloists.

"His Great Triumph" at the Broadway.
Marguerite Snow and William Nigh shared stellar honors
"His Great Triumph," the feature photoplay at the Broadway theater last week. The picture was written and directed
by Mr. Nigh, and gives many interesting glimpses of New
York life: the Tombs. Chinatown, the Bowery, Fifth avenue,
Central Park and other well-known locations being shown.
"Tammany's Tiger," a two-part comedy, was also on the
bill.
The Broadway News, scenics, and cartoons completed
in

the

list.

Eighty-first Street Theater Program.
At the Eighty-first Street theater four Triangle pictures
were shown. On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday De Wolf
Hopper, in "Mr. Goode, the Samaritan," and a Keystone
comedy formed the bill. On Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, H. B. Warner was the star in "Thee Market of Vain
Desire."
A Keystone comedy was another offering.

Robert E. Wilson Joins Metro-Drew[ Staff
E. WILSON, the well known young juvenile

ROBERT
actor, has

been engaged by Metro to plav juvenile
roles in the Metro-Drew weekly comedies* in which
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew are starred.
Mr. Wilson has
been with the Thanhouser company for three years, where
enviable record in prominent roles.
Mr. Wilson
was born in Stonehaven, Scotland, twenty-two years ago,
and came to this country
with his parents
when
he
was
four
years old. He spent his
'

i

boyhood
Pa.,
to

He planned
to take

originally

up a newspaper

six

months he gave

up

and

went
His

gagement

on
first

was

it

the
en-

with

Home

stock comthen playing at
Ohio.
He
played a season there
and another season in
when he
Erie,
Pa.,
came to New York.
Mr. Wilson experienced little difficulty in
obtaining a motion picthe

pany,

At Leading Picture Theaters
for the

ture

THE

-i

in
Warren,
and then removed
Jamestown. N. Y.

career, but after working as a reporter for

Tom

Week of May 28 at New York's Best
Motion Picture Houses.
Blanche Sweet at the Strand.
Strand theater presented Blanche Sweet for the
week in "Tin Thousand-Dollar Husband." a photopla)
written for in
bj Margaret Turnbull and produced by
In her latest
the Jesse L Laskj Ft iture Play Company.
film play Blanche Sweet has the role of a maid of all work
town. She falls in love
with one of th< college Btudents who burns the midnight oil
over a poker table. When a wealthy uncle leaves her a for-

at the Rialto.

Douglas Fairbanks returned to the screen of the Rialto
as the principal attraction of the week in a breezy new Triangle photoplay, "Reggie Mixes In."
Another favorite,
Bessie Love, divided honors with Mr. Fairbanks, playing the
role of a girl of the slums.
The story of "Reggie Mixes In" is suggested by its title.
A wealthy idler of athletic tendencies, Reggie tires of the
stupid routine of his own set and on a slumming expedition

of fact that it was all in a day's game.
Another interesting incident related by Mr. Beckwith was
the case of a fox terrier raising a litter of puma lions with
her own puppies. Of the two litters only one puma lion and
one fox terrier were alive. They were in the same cage
and the closest of friends, and, said Mr. Beckwith, "yon
would hardly believe it, but the dog is the boss."
After making the round through all of the Polyscope plant
watching the work on the stages, we said good-bye to friendly
Nash and left the Selig Zoo, having spent our Saturday
afternoon in a most profitable and pleasant manner.

Programs

1857

with the provision that she marry immediately, the
waitress decides to purchase the college boy as a bridegroom.
The first of Max Figman's one-reel comedies, Finley's
studies of wild animals, a scenic of American National Parks,
and a Mutt and Jeff comedy cartoon completed the picture
program. The soloists were Olga Carmen, H. K. Guerro,
Crace Hoffman and Emerson Williams.
tune,

Robert E. Wilson.

engagement,

for

he is the type that is
alwa) i in demand
He
Marion
with

worked

and
Madeline
Fair>anks and
Sul n< \
l'.iace\
for
nearly two years with
he Thanhouser company.
Mr Wilson is extremely verand
is
an
expert
satile
at riding, swimming, diving, motoring
ind other outdoor activities.
He is a baseball fan and is fond
f
shooting.
•
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"

What

By W. W.

is a Clean Picture?"
Hodkinson, President of Paramount Pictures
Corporation.

AMOUNT

for policy of clean pictures.
Our producers agree with us that this is the thing.
are
exercising every possible control we have to bring
about
a condition ot clean pictures— for cleaner pictures mean better pictures.
What is a clean picture? It is a careless generality to state that "it all depends upon the way
you look
at a thing!"
Nothing was ever more false.
is vital

P\R

is

We

What

that

all depends upon the way the producer
looks at
in the way a thing is presented.
Consider the
masterpieces of the world, novels and the drama.
hands of one kind of an author, the subject matter
would be entirely offensive. In the hands of another kind
of writer it would be entirely inoffensive. It's all a question
ot the way a thing is done.
So with motion pictures. Two
entirely different actresses can give to the identical situation two entirely different interpretations.
Producers of
clean pictures do not fear any situation.
The Paramount
policy is that clean pictures can be produced without prudis

it.

it

Its

all

literary
In the

ishness.

Which

brings us to the question of censorship.

A

stand-

ard of morals is not a constant. What would be eliminated
by a censorship board in one part of the country would be
passed in another.
Good taste, however, is a constant,
and to produce clean pictures that is all we must observe.
It is impossible to produce a program which will be suitable
for children and at the same time cater to adult persons.
We might see a picture and half of us would agree that it

—

was alright, that we were perfectly justified in calling it a
clean picture.
The other half would say: "I don't believe
that is a good picture. I don't believe you could show it to
a child without possible injurious effects." So, in saying we
stand for clean pictures and only for clean pictures, we
must be careful not to misrepresent. For, after all, there
are clean pictures of subject matter, however, open to debate as far as an audience of children is concerned. Novels,
•dramas, motion pictures all reflect life.
All sincere art is
•open to discuss all of the problems that confront any of
us. Tie the hands of art and you get into hypocrisy.
Now
this means showing crime on the screen. Unless you eliminate all crime from pictures in order to keep them clean,
you've got to eliminate all children from the audience
watching those particular pictures.
It is obvious that a
child cannot be taken to see pictures portraying crimes that
he would imitate. And, again, we get back to the way a
thing is done. The difference between a producer of clean
pictures and a producer of unclean ones is his way of presenting a crime. If you make a crime incidental to the action of the story and it does not glorify a criminal you are
only doing what has been done in the best literature of
the world. But if you glorify the crime or the criminal, you
are making a sensational picture. It seems to me that is
the whole story in connection with clean or unclean pictures.
It is not so much a question of choice of subject matter,
but of good taste in handling the subject matter before you.
1

NORMA TALMADGE

IN

NEW

YORK.

Norma Talmadge, the popular Triangle star whose work
in "Going Straight," the Triangle-Fine Arts drama just
released, added new honors to those she had already won
by her work before the camera, arrived in New York Thursday from the Pacific Coast. Accompanying her was John
Emerson, the well known Triangle-Fine Arts director whose
most recent work was the staging and adopton of Macbeth
in which Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree and Constance Collier are seen.
The director and film star will begin work
immediately at the Triangle studio at Riverdale on a new
film feature in which Miss Talmadge is to be starred. That
the Triangle corporation had acquired the old Reliance
studio at Riverdale comes as news to many in the motion
picture world and the feature which has brought the noted
star and equally famous director from the Pacific Coast will
tie the first to be made for the Triangle there.

After Careful Study

Head

Hughes

of Pathe
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Bill

Exchange Says

It

Is

Only Way to Stop Obnoxious State Bills.
A. BERST, vice-president and general
manager of
lathe, has come out flat-footed for federal
censorship
• of pictures
Mr. Berst strongly believes that some
form of censorship is inevitable and that the best
interest
ot the business demands a federal law drawn
up in accordance with the views of the manufacturers, and put
through
with their support.
"This is the only way in which obnoxious state censorship bills can be headed off,"
says Mr
Berst
The fact that the federal government is passing
upon films will be a powerful argument against local
censorship—the most powerful that we can have "
Mr. Berst made a careful study of the Hughes bill and
sent to the Hon. Dudley M. Hughes, chairman
of the
House Committee on Education, a letter containing the
result of his analysis and pointing out a number
of objectionable features in the bill.
Under date of May 19th Mr
Hughes wrote Mr. Berst to the effect that many of his
suggestion had been followed in the new bill. The revised
bill was carefully analyzed by Mr. Berst, who,
on May 23d,
wrote Mr. Hughes in part as follows:
"I wish to assure you that your bill will find in
our firm a very strong support. All the big concerns intend to get together and discuss this bill
thoroughly, and I am confident that a resolution will
be adopted for the support of the bill."
Mr. Hughes, recognizing Mr. Berst's great help in putting the bill upon a basis where it would merit the support
of the manufacturers, wired Mr. Berst on the 24th as follows:

J

"Thanks for your letter of the 23d. Have I your
r
permission to make this letter public?
ire answer."
Mr. Berst accordingly wired his consent to have his letter

W

used.

When the new bill is carefully read, compared with the
old one and also with Mr. Berst's first letter to Mr. Hughes,
the value of the Pathe executive's suggestions and the weight
they had in Washington is at once apparent.

SELZNICK OPENS CHICAGO OFFICES.
With the Eastern States

fully covered through his recent
the distribution of Clara Kimball Young Film
Corporation features, Lewis J. Selznick this week dispatched two personal representatives to Chicago to look
over the middle western field and close franchises for the
establishment of exchanges and branch offices in that terri-

deals

for

tory.

Ben. S. Cohen, recently district manager for World Film,
and Ned H. Spitzer, formerly of Bluebird, were the two
representatives chosen to conduct business for the Selznick
concerns in Chicago. They left New York Sunday and will
make their headquarters temporarily at the Sherman House.
While in the West Messrs. Cohen and Spitzer will get in
personal touch with the hundreds of exhibitors in that
territory who have applied by mail and wire for the Clara
Kimball Young features. As each exhibitor is signed he
will receive a five-year franchise and, as a souvenir, a silver

framed autograph photo of Miss Young.

MASSIVE PORTABLE LIGHTING PLANT FOR
SELIG.
That the Selig Polyscope Company proposes

to spare no
time nor expense in securing perfect results in its Athletic
Film Service, recently announced for release through the
V-L-S-E., is evidenced by the purchase by that company of
a massive portable lighting plant which can be shipped and
installed in any hall, park or arena, in which important
This lighting will result in
athletic events are conducted.
perfect photography whether the athletic contest takes place
day or night, rain or shine. In order to secure this perfect

HAROLD CAREY WITH PARAMOUNT.
Harold Carey, associate editor of "Every Week," and
former managing editor of "Technical World" is now on
the staff of Paramount Pictographs. Pictures are not new
to Carey. He had charge of the double page pictorial layouts on "Every Week", they being distinctive because of
Carey has
the extremely original subject matter chosen.
the knack of writing witty tales and new and unexpected
twists may be expected in the future on the features appearing in Paramount's "Animated Magazine on the Screen."

June

Berst Approves

photography,

it

is

ing plant will produce

interesting to state that this light-

more than

1,700,000 candle

power.

IRENE HOWLEY IN "THE PURPLE LADY."
Irene Howley. who appeared in "A Yellow Streak" with
Lionel Barrymore. plays opposite Ralph Herz in "The
Purple Lady," the picturization of Sydney Rosenfeld's stags
success which Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., is producing for the
Before playing for the Metro Pictures
Metro program.
Corporation. Miss Howley was seen in Reliance, Biograph
and Famous Players releases.
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Berst Plans Fashion Film
Pathe Executive Engages Florence Rose to Manage the

New

Feature.
A. BERST, vice-president and general manager of
Pathe, has inaugurated a new scries of pictures for the
Pathe program which represents a decided departure
from the ordinary and which, judging from the way they
have been received by both newspapers and exhibitors,
promise a marked success. Miss Florence Rose, the fashion
expert, formerly editor of I. 'Art de la Mode, has been
secured to put out a special reel of fashions twice a month,
and a noteworthy list of prominent newspapers has been
signed up to run a fashion article six days a week. These
articles arc to be written by Mrs. Radnor-Lewis, former

J

•

_

editor

managing

Bazaar, and
upon the cos-

Harper's
arc based

tumes

of

shown

in

Daily
Daily
Daily

Paul

Omaha

News,
News,
News,

Minneapolis
Daily
News, Cleveland Daily
e w s.
Buffalo
En-

X

quirer,

Louisville

Times,
Baltimore
Vmerican,
Pittsburgh
Dispatch,
New York
Tribune, Boston Trav-

Syracuse
Post
Standard and Utica
Observer.
Miss Rose, the energetic
and
capable
•ady who has successfully
"put over" this

eler,

new
Florence Rose.

idea

in

in

Holmes

leads

the

nay

pictures,

has had an interesting

and

who

are universally interested in new styles.
The
be so attractive that men will be interested,
All the exhibitors with whom we have spoken^
themselves unqualifiedly in favor of the
proposition.
confidently expect that Pathe's Florence
Rose fashion pictures will be a big success for all concerned.
girls

pictures
in

them

have

will
also.

!

:

expressed

We

Paramount Program
Regular Five Part Features Supplemented by
Short Subjects.

Interesting

pictures released for the week of June 12
PARAMOUNT
will be headed
two five-reel features from the

by

Famous Players studios. "Silks and Satins," released
on Monday, will feature Marguerite Clark, while the Thursday release will be "Destiny's Toy." in which will appear the
new Famous Players star, Louise Huff.
Short reels completing this program for the week will be
the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Picture. "The Penal
Colony of Palawan," the Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoon. "Colonel Heeza Liar and the Bandits," and the Paramount Pictographs.
At Palawan Paramount audiences

will

have an opportunity

to study the most interesting penal colony in the world and
the most humane. Here men who entered Bilibid Prison in
Manila and other institutions in the Philippine Archipelago
as the most dangerous of criminals are made over into selfrespecting citizens and learn to support themselves and their

Palawan,

too.

Mr.

two miles up an underground

The next

of the Travel
Pictures will start a tour of European cities as they were
before the present war, beginning with Berlin, the imperial.
Paramount Piciographs in the nineteenth release will show
•The Making of a Bluejacket;
frend of the Imagination"
in
Professor
Munsterberg's
"Testing the Mind
"Free Play" in the "Better Babies" department, and "jobs
Nun Would .\ot Want," showing perilous occupations. This
edition will also contain a new release of the Trickids.
Colonel Heeza Liar is now being starred in a new production every three weeks in the Paramount-Bray Animated

The

Cartoons.

cartoon

latest

is

"Colonel Heeza Liar and

the Bandits," in which J. R. Bray takes his hero through a
new series of laugh-making adventures.

Edwin} Middleton

to DirectjGaumont's ThreeAct Plays

T

HE

recent announcement that the Gaumont Company
lid make three-reel features of the same excellence
eel production has now been followed by
the further statement
productions will reach the
screen through the a;>
direction of Edwin Middleton.

Mr.

came

Middleton

the

to

Gaumont Com-

pany as director of onecomedies.
Before
that he had directed
such photoplays as the
"Wildfire" feature with
reel

T illian
Russell and the
"Rip Van Winkle" feature with Thomas Jefferson.
Mr. Middleton
made Mich an enviable

reputation

w

i

t

h

his

comedies, which were
both clean and humorous that he was sent to
Jacksonville
to
head

one

of

the

Gaumont

winter stock companies

should be an inspiration to women who 'have to make their
own way in the world.
The Florence Rose newspaper service consists of a drawing by Winifred I. Messer. a clever fashion artist, and an
article on the practical current fashions.
The costumes
shown, complete from head to foot, reflect the accepted
styles as worn by Xew York's best dressed women.
The strength of the proposition from the newspaper
standpoint lies in the fact that it offers a way by which
double co-operation will be obtained from both exhibitor and
retailer without having a word of advertising on the films.
The retailer will be anxious to ltt his public know that he
is carrying the costumes shown in the
Pathe pictures, thus
tieing up his advertising with the fashion article.
The exhibitor will be able to secure added attendance from women

At

freedom.

lor

under lofty mountains.

the

the

this
St.

WuRI.I)
almost perfeel

families

Edwin Middleton.

producing Mutual Masterpictures.

One

of his

most eminent successes in this field was "The Haunted
Manor," the five-reel feature starring Miss Iva Shepard.
Mr. Middleton's thoroughness is seen in the stipulation
that he is to have exactly the same facilities which be
enjoyed in making five-reel features. General Manager F. G
Bradford, wishing the Gaumont name to maintain its prestige
in this field as well, readily acquiesced.
He allowed Mr. Middleton to pick his players.

Gaumont photodramas

will

The

result

is

that the three-act

have as their male lead Alexander

Gaden. one of the most popular stars in this country. He
has twice wop the Chicago Tribune's "frame of honor," as
well as leading in various contests of a similar nature in
the east.
Mr. Middleton has selected Miss Gertrude Robinson to play opposite him.
As there are occasional stories
which require an artist of a quite different type, the director has secured permission to use Miss Iva Shepard whenever occasion requires.
Miss Lucille Taft will also appear
from time to time in these productions.
Among other
favorite players enlisted for Mr. Middleton's company are
Henry W. Pemberton, Miss Mathilde Baring. Charles W.
Travis. Albert Macklin and James Levering.
The formation of this three-reel company in no manner
interferes with Gaumont's other activities in Mutual service.
The first picture with Mr. Gaden in a star role is "The Spatu!ate Thumb," marked for release June 22.
Miss Iva Shepard
will play opposite him.
Following this will be the great
Robert Burns' story of New York life, "Gates of Divorce."

"HOW BRITAIN PREPARED" AT LYCEUM.
Under

the

title

of

"How

Britain Prepared." pictures

made

under the direction of Charles Urban and officially sponsored
by the British government, were given their initial showing
in New York at the Lyceum theater on May 29.
They are not "war pictures," so-called. During the two
hours and more which are occupied in unfolding them, there
is only one "war film." the destruction of a German blockhouse in Flanders.
But they are pictures which explain
what war means to a whole nation, even more, perhaps, than
would scenes of actual fighting taken at the front. They
tell

the

story of what

it

means

to

a

and what such a people are comnelled
country suddenly finds itself in perl.

peace-loving people
to

do when their

June
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CHICAGO LOCAL WORKING HARD.
It

Will Be Advocated at the

Convention
of the

'•Remember,

Coming National Exposition and

re

THE
cago

Cincinnati

Paul.

A

The members
keeping

in

of the press and publicity
close touch with every exhibitor

committee are
in

the state of

and also with many others throughout the country.
The Chicago Local is also centering interest on the increase
of its own membership, and the members are working to
the end so that every live exhibitor in Chicago will be an
active member before the convention ami exposition open.
One of the important questions that will be taken up for
deliberation at the coming convention will show the importance of impressing on manufacturers and exhibitors that
one exposition and convention a year is all that the trade
can stand.- The opinion will be advanced that it
better
to have one big successful show each year, in which the
manufacturers and exhibitors will work hand in hand for its
pronounced success, than to have several expositions and
conventions poorly represented and poorly attended.
The special convention committee of the Chicago Local
returned to the city from Xew York early last week, and
Illinois,

i-,

reported a very successful trip.
All the members speak
kindly of the courteous and liberal treatment received from
the various interests of the industry. Many luncheons were
given to the committee by the various manufacturers, and
at all times the chief topic of conversation was the Sixth
National Exposition and Convention in Chicago.
The members are much gratified over the liberal attitude of
the various interests in the purchase of space in the Coliseum.
Not only have the producers of films and the manufacturers
of machines and supplies shown liberality, but they have
also promised to do their utmost to make the coming national
exposition and convention in Chicago the biggest and most
successful of its kind in the history of the moving picture
industry.
Wm. J. Sweeney is constantly on the move in the interests
He left for Omaha on
of the big coming affair in Chicago.
Thursday, May 25, to attend the Motion Picture Men's
Convention and "Movie" Hall, given under the auspices
the Omaha Screen Club
Association, which was held

of

and the

Photoplay Managers'

in that city on Friday, May 26.
response to an invitation requesting him to
needless to state that "Bill" will do all the
boosting that is necessary among the exhibitors and other
members of the trade in that section of the country, in the
interests of the big Chicago event.

His

visit

attend.

was

It

in

1'.

Monday, June 5. All Motion Picmembers of the league

M.,

FAVOR FEDERAL CENSORSHIP.

advertising that lias been issued by the ChiLocal announcing the Sixth National Convention
and Exposition of the M. 1'. E. L. of America, at the
Coliseum, Chicago. July 10 to 18 inclusive, is in the form
of an attractive card, 10 by 48 inches, in two colors.
These
cards have already been placed in the Illinois Central suburban trains and also in those of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
first

11

Exhibitors are invited, whether

in Chicago That One Big Event
Kind a Year Is All That the
Trade Can Stand.

Exhibitors

Indorse

State

AS

Board a

a result of action

day afternoon.

May

Hughes Bill— Steam Says
Failure.

taken at a meeting held on

Mon-

Chamber of Commerce,
the Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors' League is
one of the first in the country to place itself officially on
record as favoring Federal censorship of moving pictures.
resolution to this effect was adopted, what little opposition developed during the discussion preceding the vo^e
melting away and the vote being made unanimous.
President Max Steam, of Columbus, head of the Ohio
organization, was the principal speaker at the meeting,
which was called by F. L. Emmert, president of the Cincinnati branch, for the purpo'se of considering the censorship problem from all sides.
President Stearn delivered
a strong address, in which he pointed out that State censorship has emphatically not been a success, and that inasmuch as some form of censorship seems to be called for,
that of the Federal Government seems to be least objectionable.
He emphasized the fact that the better exhibitors
everywhere desire only clean films, and that they do not
object to censorship which aims at the elimination of the
unclean.
"Motion pictures should be criticized carefully,"
he stated, in this connection, "but they should not be assaulted, which is the form which censorship and criticism
too often take. People who make unjust attacks on moving
pictures do not realize that they are attacking what has
become the fifth largest industry in the United States."
Mr. Stearn pointed out that some of the leading producers,
who have millions invested in the business, have indicated
that they favor Federal censorship as a relief from objectionable state and local censorship, and argued that the
exhibitor might logically follow this lead, especially as it
is
apparent that a permanent board of unbiased experts,
employed by the Government, would do better work than
a less authoritative or less expert tribunal.
After ample discussion of the matter, especially in the
light of recent happenings in Cincinnati and Ohio as a result of state censorship, the exhibitors took the action indicated, giving sufficient proof that they were of President
Steam's opinion on the subject of censorship. Copies of the
resolution adopted were sent to the Ohio delegation in
Congress, and to the Paramount. Lasky. Metro. Famous
Players. World and Equitable companies, all of which have
gone on record as favoring Federal censorship. The meeting was well attended, and much interest was shown by the
exhibitors.
22, at the

is

IMPORTANT LOCAL MEETING OF EXHIBITORS.
The officers of the local branch of the Exhibitors' League
are sending out the following invitation to its members and
to all exhibitors in the city:
"A meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors will be held
our rooms at 218 West Fortysecond street, at 11 I'. M. This organization has been in
a most prosperous and sustaining condition, but your advice
and support are essential to our business interests.
"At the meeting the following subjects will be discussed
Standee law; admission of minors without guardians; the
best paying attractions at the least possible cost; the national
convention at Chicago, etc.
"Some surprises await you. Be on time; do not bother
'A
Hir motto:
about eats: a little spread will be given.
Square Deal to All. With Special Privilege* t" None'

on Monday night, June

5,

at

<

NORTH CAROLINA CONVENTION AT DURHAM.
Local and nearby exhibitors are busy preparing for the
semi-annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
North Carolina, which is to lie held in Durham,
Many of the exchanges .in,l others doing
u ]y 1" and _'0.
'business with the exhibitors of this state have already made
(

From the present outfor exhibition space.
look, this convention will be the most successful ever held
b) the exhibitors of the Tar Heel State
arrangements

CAST OF "L'ABBE CONSTANTIN."
is
to be filmed by Director Rupert
the work of production is about to be
cast will include Julian. Elsie Jane Wilson.

"L'Abbe Constatitin"
lulian,

in

five

commenced

reels,

The

Louise Lovely, Douglas Gerrard, and other Universal City
lulian has put in a -real deal of work on the
scenario of this well-known story, and an artistic production is anticipated

•
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"Civilization's Premiere'
Ince's Big Production Given Its First

on June

WIDESPREAD,

New York Showing

2d.

universal, interest has been
attracted among state's rights buyers and exhibitors
at large by the announcement of the forthcoming
production at the Criterion Theater, New York, on Friday,
June 2, of Thomas H. Ince's greatest masterpiece to date,
in

June

Universal Concentrates in

1

fact

10,
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West

Producing Companies Will Be Transferred
Hollywood Under General Direction of H. O. Davis.

All Eastern

the new half-million
ABANDONING but
retaining the finely

Leonia, N.

J.,

dollar

studio

to
in

equipped labora-

tories connected with the studio and the executive
at 1600 Broadway, the Universal Company is preparing to move all of its producing companies to Universal
offices

City in Hollywood, Cal., where they will be under the general supervision of H. O. Davis, whose systematic organization of the great western plant has eliminated unnecessary

overhead expenses and made possible the production of good
pictures on a sound business basis. Julius Stern, for a number of years manager of the eastern studios, is no longer
connected with the Universal Company. It is reported on
will become an important factor in
organization, which makes pictures independently
by Universal.
The glass-covered studio being vacated is one of the largest and finest in the country.
Several manufacturers are
negotiating for a long time lease with present prospects
favoring the closing of a contract with William Fox.
When the shift of Universal's producing forces has been
completed there will be thirty-five companies at Hollywood
where the equipment is more than ample for the increased
activities.
Director Stuart Paton and his players have left
already, and others will follow as soon as pictures started in
the East are finished. Among those preparing to make their
homes in the west are Mary Fuller, Violet Merserau, Matt

good authority that he
the

L-Ko

for release

Scene from "Civilization" (Ince).
the widely heralded and advertised multiple reel cinema
spectacle, "Civilization," which took a year to produce and
employs the services of many thousand people. Mr. Ince
and his staff, in their suite at the Astor Hotel, have been so
besieged by states rights men and exhibitors at large, that
it has been necessary to open an office in the quarters of
the New York Motion Picture Corporation in the Longacre
Building.
There Adam Kessel and Charles O.
Baumann have been receiving all visitors as well as the
thousands of telegrams and letters from all parts of the
United States and foreign countries not immediately affected
by the war in behalf of Mr. Ince.

And

here it might be appropriate to remark that all Mr.
Ince will say anent his mammoth production, which by the
way is eleven reels, is "Wait and see." There is but little
question in the minds of those "in the know" that these
words are happily prophetic. The New York premiere of
"Civilization" bids fair to break all records, as already the
advance sale of seats has been so tremendous that the house
is sold out for four weeks in advance and this one week in
advance of the opening date. For the "first night" of "Civilization," 1100 special invitations have been issued by Mr.
Ince, his guests of honor including the most noted names

New

in
York
literary circles.

in

financial,

artistic,

and

social

religious,

YACHT NEIRBO GOES INTO COMMISSION.
The good

ship Neirbo went into commission on Sunday,

May

The
28, for the season of 1916.
brated by a voyage from New Rochelle
tion off the spacious home of the Belle
In command was Captain and Owner

was

occasion
to the

summer

celesta-

Harbor Yacht Club.
Charles

J.

O'Brien.

lay crew were many of the heads of departments and
employees of the O'Brien printing establishment, in which
At the
each week is printed the Moving Picture World.
conclusion of a most pleasant five-hour cruise the party sat
down to a dinner in the clubhouse. Captain O'Brien was

As

host.

Features of the dinner that will live in the memory
soft shell clams and melted butter and planked

were steamed
filet mignon.

reads in part:

"The picture business has reached

a commercial stage
rapidly than any of the old timers imagined it
now at the point where only those companies
would eliminate all waste and make 'everything show on
the screen' can hope to survive competition. The Universal
Company was the first to take any step toward the concentrating of efforts and the consequent reduction of overhead expenses, and is therefore the first to reap the advantages of commercializing its business.
"About the first noticeable result of this move will be an
improvement in the entire Universal program. Thousands
of dollars which have hitherto been spent on overhead expenses can now be devoted to the pictures themselves, giving
the Universal product a quality which others cannot hope
to keep pace with unless they concentrate as the Universal
has done. Thirty-five companies will eventually be operated
at one place with one overhead charge.
"It has taken much longer to achieve this stage of perInnumerfection than anyone in the company anticipated.
able obstacles had to be overcome one by one, but meanwhile an organization was being perfected in all its details
Expensive equipment was added at Universal City week by
week, until every department had the finest and most approved "tools" with which to do perfect work, Countless
But, after all this period of
ideas have been discarded.
experimentation, the company has emerged with an equipment and with facilities absolutely unparalleled in the whole
world of picture making."

much more

would.

It is

MARGUERITE SKIRVIN

IN "THE QUITTER."

Marguerite Skirvin, a brilliant and charming young artist,
has been engaged by Metro, will be seen on that
in the leading female role in "The Quitter," a fivepart Metro-Rolfe wonderplay in which Lionel Barrymore is
Miss Skirvin has the role of a Western girl, which
starred.
is entirely to her liking, as she hails from Oklahoma. There,

who
made

the cruise and congratulated the
captain of the Neirbo on the fine condition of his craft were
Edward Jackson, Fred Forrest, Sr., Fred Forrest, Jr., Antonio Falco, Joseph Graham, John Clausen, David Perazzo,
Frank Fleck. Randall M. White and George Blaisdell.
Here's good luck to the Neirbo, her hospitable skipper and
her jolly crew, lay and professional!

In the party that

Moore, Edna Hunter, Jane Gail, Ben Wilson, King Baggot,
Hobart Henley, Harry Benham and Edith Roberts.
This wholesale concentration of forces is explained by
Universal officials as a move to do away with unnecessary
expenditures that do not contribute to the betterment of the
product.
The practical benefits of Mr. Davis's regime at
Hollywood are the result of a finely worked out system
through which many of the running expenses have been
greatly reduced and some of them cut in half. In the employment of extras, for example, Mr. Davis has shown how
money has been needlessly expended, because the requirements of the various directors were met individually, whereas
with the proper co-operation in a large studio, actors engaged by the day might be profitably utilized in more than
an occasional scene. This is but one of the numerous advantages of an organization such as exists in Universal City.
An announcement sent from the Universal executive office

program

a young girl, she learned to ride wild
treacherous streams and do other things she
to do in "The Quitter" before the camera.

as

horses,
called

is

swim
upon
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Clean Pictures Are the Best Investment.

INeralTHE
years
articles

columns of the Moving Picture World for sevpast there have appeared again and again
showing the responsibility of both the producers

and the exhibitors of films for the making or the exhibiting
Great
of subjects that are of a questionable or vulgar type.
progress has been made in the elimination of such films, and
all the leading manufacturers have shown a worthy spirit of
uplift that is being rewarded by a preference for their product
by the lovers of photoplays everywhere.
These producers are really their own censors and leave
no place for the exercise of censorship by anyone outside
the business. There are still producers among us who prefer
stories built on the sex problem and other morally unhealthy
topics, just as there are exhibitors who seize on such subjects
so that they may temporarily increase their box office
receipts.

Has not experience shown again and again that the clean
is the best investment both for the producer and
the exhibitor? Its influence is lasting and it creates a reputation that is invaluable both for the producer and the exhibitor that shows it.
This is no transient business. Its irresistible advance and

photoplay

remarkable progress within a few years has proved that.
And, as in every other line of human activity, the fittest will
If producers and exhibitors do their whole duty,
survive.
there can be no reasonable claim for the censorship of movits

ing pictures.
The following timely editorial that recently appeared in
the Chicago American, under the head "Moving Picture Men
Must Use Sense," should be read and inwardly digested by
every film manufacturer and exhibitor:
"Just a word to you moving picture manufacturers and

Chicago Film Brevities.

W. J. Patterson, general manager of the Motion PictureCompany, 565 West Washington street, this city,
reports that he had an inquiry recently from the British
trenches in Flanders concerning the Portoscope machine.
A Canadian soldier, writing from the Belgian battlefield,
stated that he had seen the company's Portoscope advertised in the Moving Picture World, and requested full information regarding it. He showed that while off duty soldiers
are entertained with moving pictures, and have time to read
their favorite publications. The fact that the Moving Picture
World is being read on the firing line in the great world war
is an evidence not only of its popularity, but also of its farScope

reaching circulation.
Evidently this Canadian soldier had
been an exhibitor before joining the ranks, and he now relieves his mind of the horrors of war by turning to the pages
of the World and familiarizing himself with the progress
that is being made in the business.

Schuyler Colfax, of the Eastman Kodak Company, RochN. Y., made a brief stay in the city last week.
He
visit to Los Angeles hugely, and looks

exhibitors.

ester,

"There is always a prejudice against new things, and that
prejudice exists among some people against moving pictures,
just as it existed against bicycles and automobiles when
Unfairness and opposition,
they were new to the public.
based upon this narrow prejudice, you moving picture operators cannot overcome. Time and custom will dissipate that.
Objections and restrictions founded upon any improprieties
in the moving pictures themselves can be overcome, and
must be overcome, by an improvement in the product.

enjoyed his recent

"If you permit any of your number to produce and exhibit
questionable or vulgar films, you will increase the number
of those who demand censorship.
"It rests entirely with you whether there shall be an increased demand for censorship and a legitimate basis for
such a demand.
"The only sensible thing for you to do is to establish your
own censorship and use all your power and business influence to prevent the production and exhibition of vulgar and
•

The strikers have used violence and intimidation, and frequent clashes have taken place between them and the police.
The express companies have moved a few wagons, and it
is said that the police now have control; but every receiving
depot in the city is piled high with undelivered 'goods and
many perishable articles have been ruined.
The drivers have no grievance on the score of wages, their
chief demands being recognition as members of the union
and that eight hours shall be considered a day's work.
The city press has been mum on the strike, which happens
at a most inopportune time, as the National Republican Convention is upon us, and the good name of the city as a great
convention center is at stake.

questionable films.
"It is up to you, gentlemen, to show your gratitude as
well as your business sense by keeping the little picture
theaters as clean as a new sheet of white paper."
Chicago Strike of Express Companies' Drivers.

The distribution of films in Chicago and in the territory
dependent on it has been very seriously hampered for over
week, at the time of writing, by a strike of express com-

a

panies' drivers in this city.

A complete tie-up of the shipments and the deliveries of
films by express has created untold hardship for both exchanges and exhibitors
Imong the latter those in the
country, who do their booking in this city, have suffered
most, while those in the city, in many cases, have had their
programs disrupted because the films from the country did

enough to take the place of Frank Gotch in his advertised
"go" with Joe Stecher, the Fort Dodge wonder.
fit

E. H. Montagu, European agent for the Selig Polyscope
Company, in London, has advised the Chicago office that
"The Ne'er-Do-Well" has become unusually popular in the
British Isles, and that its presentation always crowds a
theater. A most expensive line of publicity matter has been

devoted to the big film drama, prominent among which are
and beautifully bound booklets giving the story of
the photoplay and all the important scenes.
On Friday
afternoon, May 5, a private presentation was given at the
Empire theater, Leicester Square, London.
artistic

Van Ronkle, manager of the Chicago branch office of
Bluebird Film Corporation, paid a flying trip to New
last week, where he made arrangements for an increase
standing order. Business has increased so rapidly that
the order for June far exceeds the standing order for April
and May. Mr. Van Ronkle announces that he has signed
contracts with the Ascher Brothers, this city, to show a
Bluebird release in all the bouses on that circuit, commencing Monday, May 29. The bouses are the President, Oakland Square, Frolic, Lakeside. Calo, Cosmopolitan, Columbus
and the Terminal.
I.

the

York

in his

F. A. Dempscy a popular young Chicagoan, well known
various circles lure, was recently appointed traveling
salesman for George Kleine. in northern Illinois, to repreRomance" and the Musty Sutler comedies.

in

sent "Gloria's

not arrive
havi
Exchang<
u ed all efforts to help out their customers many of them attempting to deliver films to outof-town points bji automobile; bul the relief by such means
has been wholly inadequate
Outside exhibit.. is have, therefore, been able to secure their films only by coming into
They have
town for them, and loading them in trunks.
returned the films in the same way.

—

Pete) Wales, oi 1.., ii. iik. Ill, owner oi a circuit oi eighteen
opera houses in the northern section oi the state, paid us
In addition to playing road shows
a visit one day List week
on his circuit. Mi Wales shows moving pictures in all his
He renewed his
houses, .oi. reported excellent business
subscription tor the Moving l'lit n
World, and laid that he
sweats !.\ it
I

.

•
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Meyer, manager of I niversal's Minneapolis office,
has placed rn> on Ins mailing list for Reel Ammunition,
issued weekly, under his direction as editor-in-chief.
The

Monday. May 15, bears a facUniversal to the recent
exposition and convention at Minneapolis. The figures show
the handsome sum of $500.
The same issue, I notice, conral
brief letters from exhibitors showing their
satisfaction with the pay-in-advance policy for film service.
One exhibitor from Rush City. Minn., writes: •'Find enclosed
check to cover amount of service, in accordance with your
new pay-in-advance policy, which 1 think is a good thing for
each and every one of us." Another from the owner of the
Star theater. .Milton, X. Dak., states:
"This new system of
pay in advance for service is nothing but reasonable, and I
am willing to pay in advance."
:

simile of the check contributed by

The following programs have been announced at the promdowntown theaters in Chicago for the week beginning
Sunday or Monday, May 28 and 29:
Studebaker— "Gloria's Romance/' fourth chapter; "The
Social Vortex" (George Kleine), and Tyrone Power and
Lois Weber in "The Eye of God" (Bluebird).
Beginning
Monday, June 5, in addition to "Gloria's Romance." World
features will be shown at this house, the Colonial-World
program being taken over. The third chapter of "Gloria's
Romance" was a rine drawing factor.

Juno

10.

1916

of the first to favor the granting of a permit for the picture,
said at the meeting of the committee:
"There can be no
believe in turning the light on
just criticism of the film.
immoral conditions, and for that reason I believe the picture is doin
1

The Hon. Wm. Fenirpore Cooper, a venerable judge of
the Superior Court of Cook County, who has always proved
himself a friend of the moving picture, is a candidate for reExhibitors in Chicago are supporting
election on June 5.
him strongly, and they should do so with willing hearts. It
was through Judge Cooper's opinion that an injunction was
issued prohibiting the City of Chicago from interfering with
the showing of "The Birth of a Nation" in this city. I hope
he will be elected, notwithstanding charges that are being
brought against him. Slides in his support will be seen on
many screens in the city preceding the election.

inent

—

Alfred Hamburger has retained the Yitagraph
"God's Country and the Woman," for another week.
a great hit during its first week's run.
Miss Charlotte Steindel's orchestra, which opened Saturday, May 20,
has become quite popular with patrons. Miss Steindel is a
talented director, and her musical adaptations for the pictures are much appreciated.
"The Merry Whirl," by the
Castles, which originally was announced to open at the Ziegfeld theater on Saturday, May 27, will open at the Fine Arts
on Saturday, June 3. instead.
Colonial
Charlie Chaplin in "Police" (Essanay), and
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell in "His Brother's
Wife" (World). This program will end the last week of
moving pictures at this .theater, as on Monday, June 5, it
will again become a first-class dramatic house.
"Treasure
Island." adapted from Robert Louis Stevenson's romance,
with the New York cast and production, will be the openline Arts

feature.
It

made

ing play.

Strand
Bee).

— Bessie

"A Trip

"Sorrows of Love" (KayPeak" (Mutual), and
Mutt and Je'ff. Joseph Sheehan,

Barriscale

to the

in

Summit

of Pike's

Bud Fisher's cartoons of
the eminent operatic tenOr, will be the soloist.

Orchestra Hall— Blanche Sweet in "The Thousand-Dollar
Husband" (Paramount), and other pictures. Olive Kline,
soprano soloist, fills out the bill.
Ziegfeld— Lillian Walker in 'The Ordeal of Elizabeth"
(Vitagraph), released through Y-L-S-E, Inc., and other
pictures.

La Salle— Fourth week of "The Little Girl Next Door"
Big business continues at this house.

(Illinois vice film).

Max Schwartz, manager of the Beach theater, presented
"The Xe'er-Do-Well" to big business on Thursday and Friday. May 25 and 26.
Special music was furnished by the
Harper orchestra, under the direction of Paul S. Hirt. The
Beach theater was the first, outside of the "Loop," to show
the big Selig film in this city.
In the Municipal Court, Tuesday. May 23, Judge Stelk decided against Leslie Dudley Carter, son of Mrs. Leslie Carter-Payne, in his action to restrain Attorney Daniel Levy
from executing an attachment for $6,075 on his mother's
interest in the film, "Du Barry," produced by George Kleine
in Italy.
Mr. Carter testified that his mother had transferred her interest in the picture to him in consideration of
a debt of $22,500 which she owed him. The court held that,
as he had received her property, he could be held responsible
for her debts.
Attorney Levy levied the attachment for
money he claimed to be due him for legal services rendered
in representing Mrs. Carter
against George Kleine.

in

an action brought by her

"The Little Girl Next Door" need not fear further interference from the City Council Judiciary Committee, as, by
a vote of e»eht to seven, Alderman Buck's resolution directing Chief Healey to revoke the permit was placed on file.
A score of clergymen, clubwomen and social workers testified to the "moral value" of the picture, and urged that
restrictions be removed so that high school girls and boys
migl t lie permitted to cee it. The Rev. M. P. Boynton, one

Early Monday morning, May 22, the Dearborn theater.
Dearborn and Division streets, Chicago, was raided by safeblowers, who exploded two safes, securing $1,000 and causThe thieves took
ing about $1,000 damage to the house.
everything else of value in sight, from the office clock to
the cornetist's instrument.

The National Association of Garment Manufacturers, which
met in session at the Hotel La Salle, Thursday, May 25,
adopted resolutions protesting against the making and exhibiting of films "assuming to show life in American factories,
which pictures are untruthful and unauthentic and do not
in any way represent conditions as they are in real life."
One incensed official of the association said at the meeting:
"These pictures are made by a lot of actors who never saw
the inside of a factory. They seem to think that to satisfy
the picture public they must make of every factory scene a
The girls are knocked around and dispiece of brutality.
charged and treated in a way no American working girl
woufd stand." It was moved and ordered that copies of
the resolutions be sent to all the leading film producers in
the country.

Manager Kopple of the Calo theater, 5406 North Clark
one of the houses on the Ascher Brothers circuit,
invited a committee from the Mothers' Council of the Civic
Club to tea on Tuesday afternoon, May 23. at the close of
A special program for children had
the afternoon show.
been arranged for the afternoon by Manager Kopple, and all
the ladies invited are particularly interested in the children's
programs which are now a feature at the Calo.
street,

On the Pathe "Rooster-Booster" night, May 16. arranged
by H. C. Holah, manager of Pathe's Chicago branch, in
honor of his friend, Dan Coleman, many exhibitors attended
from Aurora, Elgin and Joliet, 111., and from South Bend
and Elkhart, Ind. A contingent also came from Milwaukee,
and one of the members, during the Harry Hastings show
at the Columbia, in which Mr. Coleman stars, presented Dan
with a cut glass decanter surmounted by a sterling silver
rooster top, bearing an inscription expressing the esteem of

Milwaukee Rooster-Boosters. A live rooster was also
presented Mr. Coleman, over the footlights, by a Chicago
man, and the incident created quite a sensation. Mr. Coleman, after the show, was the guest of honor at the North
Star Inn. Manager Holah was heartily congratulated by ailon the success of the party, as he was the real Booster of
the whole affair, which was devised and financed by him
the

personally.

Charles Ridell and Frank Wesley were held on Friday,
26, to the Grand Jury for alleged operation of a confiThey are charged with conducting a fake school
for moving picture operators, and had at one time charge of
the Logan Square Business College. It is said that they have
secured about $40,000 from prospective students.

May

dence game.

Director Robert Leonard has completed the picturization
of his

own

story,
a

Eve Edgerton."

"Ambrosia." and

comedy drama

is

in

now

five

filming "Little
featuring

reels,

Ella Hall and Leonard, with a strong supporting cast. This
the little
is one of the film plays so excellently suited to
It will be at least
girl roles in which Miss Hall excels.
three weeks before the picture is completed.
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VON HARLEMAN

JULIUS CAESAR PRODUCTION.
Forty Thousand See Actors' Fund Production of Shakespeare's Tragedy Re-Enacted by All-Star Cast in
Open-Air.

LET

QS extend our thanks, and bestow full credit upon
those who so tirelessly labored in staging the production; and who, united, made a wondrous magnet
which attraeled the dollars, and attention, of the world, that,
in the evening of their lives, aged and feeble actors might be
made bright and comfortable.
These mere men, who have become great, are the ones,
and they are today rejoicing in the good they have done.
The t'oree behind the cast was as remarkable as the famed
men who portrayed the characters and spoke the immortal
words of the grea-t poet.
First credit goes unquestionably to Raymond Wells, who
directed the production from the first breaking of ground for
the mighty ampitheater, through tedious night rehearsals,
and to the successful but bloody climax of the tragedy.
The cast was as follows: Julius Caesar, Theodore Roberts;
Octavious Caesar, Charles Cunn; Marcus Antonius, William
Farnum; Cicero, Hal Wilson; Publius, C. II. Geldert;
Popilius Lena, Howard
Marcus Brutus Tyrone
Foster;
Power; Cas-ius, Frank Keenan: Casca, DeWolf Hopper;
Trebonius, 'Mark Fenton; Decius Brutus, rlorao
penter; Metellus Cimber, Cecil Lionel; Cinna, T. H. Gowland; Flavius. Wilbur Higby; Marullus, Gilmore Hammond;
Artemidorus, Harry W. Schumm; A Soothsayer, Carl Stockpoet,
dale;
Cinna,
Seymour Hastings; Lucillus, Tully
Marshall; Titinius, T. E. Duncan: Messala, T. 1). Crittenden;
young Cato, Douglas Fairbanks; Lucius, Capitola Holmes;
Varro, Nicholas A. Kessler; Pindarus, George Berrengere;
Calpurnia, Constance Crawley; Portia, Sarah Truax; A Barbaric Dancer, Mac Murray; Cleopatra, Grace Lord; First
Citizen, Arthur
Maude; Second Citizen, Ernest Shield;
Third Citizen, Roberl Anderson; Fourth Citizen, Clara

and

Vicinity

CLARKE IRVINE

Fifth Citizen, Samuel Searle; Slave to Caesar, Ralph
Benzies; Slave to Antony, Robert Lawler; High
.copatra.
Luiz; High Priestess, Mr-. 1 A. D
.

Francis Carpenter.

There an- several thousand names which cannot
They arc nol even known, except to those who kept the books
l hey
are the "Extras
ot the play,
parts of Centurions, Barbaric Dancer-. Gl
Soldiers, Citizen- and Foreign Pageantry.

These are the

redit for their work, their running, jumping, yelling, demonstrating, tumbling down the hillside to
make' the play realistic, and their work is highly appreciated
by all who beheld.
Of course Wells could not be present everywhere at once.
and he had an able corps of assistants who did their part in
i

making the play a tremendous success. The list oi
director- follows: Captain Louis R. Ball. Horace I'.. Carpenter. Ernest Shield. Wilbur Highby, Lionel < ). Bradshaw,
Carl Stockdale, T, E. Duncan. Mark Fenton. Ralph Benzies.
T. I). Crittenden, Robert Anderson. Ray Cannon, Harry W.
Schumm, Victor Corf. Gilmore Hammond. C. A. Homer. W.
L. Brock, 1). G. Wickland, W. E. Sears, B. E. Cro
Allardt, X. A. Kessler, lack O'Brien. Robert Lawler. H. L.
Swisher, Clara Turner. W. H. Gardner. Jr., Mrs. L. R. Ball,
F.
Rose, Capitola Holme-. Marjorie Riley, Mrs. Robert
Lawler.
The great stage, with it- various large settings, was in
darkness, and the crowd was in comparative darkness, when
from the towering hillside a penetrating scarlet glow cast itcolor on the opposite Capitoline Hill, bathing the Temple of
Jupiter in a rosy hue, and the act was on. Behind the great
scenes Raymond Wells had started the players on the
greatest production the world has ever known.
Then followed the action of the story. The light, blazing in radiant
and far-reaching rays from the back hill, bathed the different
scenes in harmonizing and beautifully illusive shades and
lights.
The glare of mid-day changed instantly to the gory
terribleness of battle and strife, while another scene showed

Cast of Julius Caesar.
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the

evening

The garden

in

blue

tinted

shades

of

impenetrable

night.

Brutus was

a wonderful scene, and each of
was made more dark by the tinted shadows.
was interspersed with beautiful
Two hundred girls in Roman costume entered
pageants.
after the populace was driven away.
These remained while
the vast army passed in review.
Mark Antony and the
senators were shown, after Caesar and Calpurnia had crossed

of

the conspirators

The speaking

of the lines

the forum, at the side, in conference. The entry of Cleopatra
and the Egyptian girls was a strikingly gorgeous scene. The
garden of Brutus' home was a revelation, even to the end of
the conspiracy when the rising sun cast its bright colors over
the scene.

Even if a thousand people edged out from uncomfortably
hard seats, those who remained through the fifteen minute
interval before the last act, were repaid, for, after the whole
stage had been cleared of its buildings, and the crash of
falling timbers told of scenery being wrecked, all was quiet,
and a distant imperative whistle was heard, the heavens burst
into flame and the hills for seemingly miles around gleamed
with flaring torches and the armies of Antony were seen
tearing down toward the headquarters of Brutus and his
followers.
This sight caused many ejaculations from the
onlookers, for it was greater than any Fourth of July
pyrotechnical display. The glaring lights outlined the army,
with its armored fighters, dashing down the hill, some afoot,
some on horse. Once a rider fell with his mount, and disappeared into the yawning darkness of the canvon. When
riders passed close to the lights their forms hesitated a
second while directly in front, then as they rode on down,
great grotesque shadows in the smoky flare were cast across
the heavens.
Again when Cassius stood alone in the wide foreground,
and as the army touched fire to the tents on the near hillside, the messenger ran to him and told of the advance,
the
lean and hungry Cassius caused his own death. The blazing
tents were spectacularly realistic, and the words of Antony
rung in our ears "Unloose the dogs of war." Then to the
terrible ending of the play when Brutus does away with himself, the scenes were fast and furious.
The only curtain on this gigantic natural stage was a veil
of shadow, which rose and fell between the acts of the
tragedy. This great long shadow was raised by huge electric
lanterns mounted on the hilltop behind the audience.
It
was lowered by the pulling of a switch which turned out the
strong lights.
Not only did the setting outdo anything attempted before,
but the rare collection of stars and stagefolk who participated, eclipsed anything even contemplated.
Each was a
star, and each star did his best, and his best was the
best
possible.

De Wolf Hopper, who makes
part

cif

his career as Casca.

smiles

all

the time, did the
this par-

His impersonation of

person was perfect.
was easy to say forty thousand persons saw the show,
but how do you suppose this little crowd reached the great
theater?
That is a side story and it deserves some mention.
The canyon where the event was staged lies north of
Hollywood, off the main street about a mile, and up the hilly
ticular
It

landscape reached by a single boulevard. Two streets served
as leaders to this one artery, and up these went automobiles
four abreast and crowds overflowing the sidewalks.
Early
in the afternoon the walking classes, loaded with
pillows,
blankets and wraps, and with a goodly supply of lunch and
drink, wended their way to the gates.
They entered and
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spent the late afternoon exploring the great ampitheater
and gradually selecting their seats. From five o'clock on the
autoists started their trip from all points of the compass.
The parking spaces were the barren hills and lot, and ere
two hours had passed the congestion was terrible.
At this, most artistic production there was one deplorable
mistake, perhaps through an oversight, but anyway it was
At the entrance, was a space of about an acre
terrible.
before the amphitheater was reached, littered with "hot dog"
During
merchants, pop corn stands, and program sellers.
the most important scenes, these hooters yelled their goods,
and perhaps five thousand persons directly on the side near
the entrance, had to suffer for the short sightedness of someone in the executive committee who had let this concession.
It spoiled the whole show for many.
But things like this
are often likely to happen, and it is only to be deplored, and
taken as a wise hint for the next production, and they plan
to stage another next year.
Credit is due to Raymond Wells who came forward with
his idea before the Hollywood Carnival Association, which
annually "pulls off" a great affair.
Wells said that they
would derive more benefit by putting on a gigantic production of Julius Caesar and giving the money to the Actors'
Fund. He made Charles A. Cooke, who acted as director
general, see his idea. So did C. C. Craig, and others. Then
they all "went to it" and they certainly "put it over." Today
they are planning another event for June. The architects
have ideas and drawings for plans of a mammoth theater
to be built for permanent annual presentations as this one.
The others who aided the committee include W. W. Camp-

who did the construction, bossing as well as organizing
the musical aggregation and arranging the wonderful music.
There were also a dozen others who did their share, and
who guarantee to do it again when called upon. Frederick
C. White, formerly a moving picture writer, managed the
publicity for the event locally.
bell,

MUSHROOM MOVING PICTURE SCHEMES.
Clever

Games Are Being Worked

to Get "Partners"

With

Capital.
a veritable hot-bed for mushroom picture
producing companies, fake schools for acting, and other promoting schemes.
according to the "Times" a number
of questionable moving picture producing companies who
are accused of obtaining money wrongfully by selling
partnership interests to unwary persons are at the present
time being quietly investigated by the local authorities.
While several persons have lost money and apparently there
is an element of fraud in the transactions, the method has
been worked out with such infinite pains that all violation of
the letter of the law is avoided.
Following is the system as explained by a victim whose
name is withheld by the authorities:
woman advertised for a partner in a small producing

Los Angeles

is

Now

A

company.

The man who answered

the advertisement

re-

ceived the explanation from her that she was the owner of
a valuable scenario and had a successful system for selling
the completed film to a chain of moving-picture houses in

small cities and towns in Southern California and Arizona.
Her proposition seemed attractive and she explained how
great fortunes were made in producing business, calling attention to some recent film successes.
The woman, who occupied an unpretentious office, ex-

June
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plained that she had put all her capital into the enterprise
and right at the moment when she was ready to achieve
success found that she did not have quite enough money to
produce the film and carry the business one more step to
the place where it would begin to bring in financial returns.
The man paid $1,000 for a half interest and became the
traveling representative of the firm. Shortly after he began
his tour of the moving-picture houses in country towns, he
was informed that his partner in Los Angeles had sold her
interest to a stranger, and he was called in off the road.
It
turned out that the second person to buy an interest was not
on the inside with the alleged ring and when the two partners
met and reviewed the situation, they found that all they had
was the manuscript of a moving-picture play, a high-sounding firm name and a small equity in the office furniture.
Both men had given up all their available capital for their
interest in the mythical producing film and had no funds to
carry on the business.
During the first victim's short road
trip he learned of the power of the great
producing companies and saw that to compete with them was a losing game.
I he two partners who had been
thrown together by adversity talked the situation over, concluded that they were
a
pair of
suckers" and gave up the office.
Before the partnership was dissolved, the men tried
to
find the woman, the former partner of
each but were unsuccessful.
Later she was located in a new office, with
new firm name and the manuscript of another photo play.a
She was advertising for a partner.
The District Attorney's office investigated the case,
but
found that she had operated so carefully that
there were
no grounds upon which to issue a complaint unless
further
evidence of fraud is obtained.
It is asserted, however that
the promoters will not be able to operate
much longer before
a way "found to stop them should they
not heed the warnings which have been issued.

BOMBAY HAS ONLY

SIX PICTURE

Great Opportunities

,

We

Brevities.

Litt
ary
™
^f
Mrs. J£
Charlotte

Mi,cs MilUer accompanied by her mother,
Selby. arrived at Santa Barbara on Thursday
week, to begin her work at the studios of the American
Him Manufacturing Company.

last

James Kirkwood, who directed Mary Pickford
her successes,

pany

expected to direct Miss Minter

which she

in

Tack

is

Livingston,

will be

in

in

many
the

of

com-

starred.

Stedman's new leading man of
is
heading a movement for
the formation of a company of militia composed of motion
picture actors.
Mr Livingston believes because of the fact
that the majority ..!' |diotoplayers have taken part in military plays in which they had to learn military tactics and the
handling of machine guns and other arms, they would make

Morosco

Myrtle

l'i

i

'.my.

Jack Livingston comes of a
keen on the subject of "preparedness." His
indfather, Phillip Livingston, was one of th<
Declaration of Independence, while Robert Livingmission thai negotiated the
member of the c

"i

the

is

i

pui

'

ha

e

of

I

ouisiana from Frai
*

Myrtle Stedman, the
featun oi tl
torium nexl Sundaj
unusual attaii

*

Morosco

*

film

Btar,

is

the

announced
i

as
Audi-

The

American

week

to film

Women's

Company

Film

Gordon

contemplate
Street, Holly-

vacation in Los Angeles.
She will not appear in pictures,
it is stated, but will spend her time in recreation and working out ideas for the ballet production she is to stage next
year.
*

*

*

Motion pictures were taken one night this week of ice
by a company of L-Ko players,
North Pole comedy being produced by the company. The gay after-theater crowd supping in the cafe was used as a background.
Billie Armstrong, Dan Russell, Reggie Morris, Carmel Meyers and
Gertrude Griffith were included in the cast.
skating at the Bristol Cafe
to be used with scenes in a

The E. & R. Jungle Film Company at Eastlake Park
wants scenarios featuring the two educated chimpanzees,
"Nap and Sally." Twenty-five C$25) will be paid for a good
idea and the company will not hesitate to pay $100 for a
well-worked out story. It will not be an easy task to write
a scenario; a careful study of the chimpanzees should be
made before attempting to write the story.
Sir Beerbohm Tree's film version of Shakespeare's "Macproduced by D. W. Griffith and directed by John
Emerson, will have its premiere at the Majestic Theater

beth,"

following "Civilization."

The

&

E.

R. Jungle Film

Company

has just completed a

The cast inone-reel animal comedy called "Fowl Play."
cludes Walter Rogers, Eva MacKenzie, Charles Carter and
"Napoleon and Sally." J. J. Franz is the director.
The latest member of the E. & R. Jungle Film Company
Miss Annette De Foe. She came to Los Angeles recently
from New Orleans where she played in stock. Her first
appearance was in the E. & R. Jungle release last week entitled "Hitting the High Places," a funny farce with "Nap.
and Sally," produced under the direction of J. J. Franz.
is

An unusual scene was filmed by the Kalem Company
week during the making of an installment for the
"Hazard of Helen" series when Helen Gibson jumped from
an aeroplane traveling at the rate of forty-five miles an hour
last

to a freight train below.
Aviator Christofferson, who had
been engaged for these pictures, refused to take the chance
of flying so low over the train and allowing the jump to be
at first approach, but Miss Gibson persuaded him that
it would be easy.
When the aeroplane swooped down over

made

the train the aviator ran into a cross wire stretched from
two telegraph poles which lined the track, almost wrecking
his machine.
Miss Gibson was then many feet from the
height at which she was supposed to jump, but seeing the
possibility of wrecking the aeroplane and not being aide
to fly lower, she jumped, landing on the side of the car
below and falling to the sand beside the tracks. The impact
of the machine against the wire broke it and pieces were
The scenario was altered
brought to the studio as relics
to continue the story from where Miss Gibson landed in

the sand, as the aviator refused to

Harrj

comedy

Millarde
featuring

has

just

police officer and wins the
sent out to arrest flirting

in

honor

I

who

make

finish* td

Teare.

Ivthel

a

a

a retake.

|OyOUS

which the

Kalem
fair

reel

Ethel

is

ride class when she was
nong those being brought

love v ith the fair officer. They
tarn long enough to marry before Ethel reports for duty at
the Station House, where are senti need several members <<i
lor's
Alliance Club who were held on the charge
in

is

Jack,

is

already

iu

ii

of flirting with an officer.

among
Martin and

this

Anna- Pavlowa, the dancer who played with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company last fall, will make a
trip to the coast about June 1st and spend her two months'

Miss Stedman

Vivian

Wednesday

Miss Martin's new picture, entitled "Moun-

building a studio to be located at 1339

soldiers.

and

in

wood. J. Farrell MacDonald, the managing director, and
Lloyd Whitlock, the technical director, stated that the plant
would compare favorably with the best studios in this
locality.
Miss Lucretia Del Valle is the star of the new
company.

HOUSES

in the Far East for Motion
Picture
Enterprises, Says Los Angeles Visitor.
Successful American promoters of motion
picture industries may find wonderful opportunities
in India, according
to Jamsedjee L. Bhumgara. a Parsee,
and a successful mercliarit and manufacturer of
Bombay, who arrived in Los
Angeles this week. Mr. Bhumgara will remain several
days
before leaving for New York and other
eastern cities on
a business trip.
Mr. Bhumgara says there are only six motion
picture
,n B°>"bay, a cit
y with a population of more than
inntlnZ
.,000,000.
He states also that very few good photo plays
from this country are produced in India.
h
elatlons between the people of my country and the
tt -: 5 r.
United States are very friendly," said Mr. Bhumgara
"Following the war there ought to be a great trade development
between India and America.
also are prepared to welcome some high-class motion picture companies in Bombay."

Los Angeles Film

Pallas players to Bear Vallev

some scenes
tain Laurel."

Rottman, lack MacDermi >tt and Gus Leonard are
the

William

bachelors
1".

in

the

Russell and his

ca-t

company

of

American Player!
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have spent the week past at Long Beach, where they made
water scenes for a Mutual Masterpicture "lhe -Man Who

Would Not
Shirlock

Die."

Burton,

Harry Keenan and Leonia Button are

among

the principals in the
directing with Mr. Russell.

cast.

Jack

Prescotl

Anna

Luther, the Keystone Triangle star, lias renounced
comedy to return to straight dramatic work and ha
as lead with the Fox Company.
Richard Stanton will direct Miss Luther in her first picture, for the scenes of which Mr. Stanton will take his
players to the Mojave desert.

Albert Russell took the Universal Company's Mason-Russell players to San Diego last week for the filming of water
scenes of Millie Mason's comedy entitled "The Cannibal."

Mary Sunshine

back at the Balboa studio after
She was the feature player
a month's vacation in Colorado.
in a recent l'athe Gold Rooster release bearing her name.
Not four years old, the child played the lead like a veteran
with Henry King opposite her.
The little star will now
have a company all her own at the Balboa studio under
Little

King's direction.
for little Mary.

1).

F.

is

Whitcomb

will write

the scenarios

Catherine Burke is the latest addition at the Balboa
studios.
Miss Burke recently arrived from New York where
she has been working in pictures for some time. Her first
picture will be in a Morkheimer production opposite Henry
King.

On Wednesday this week after a day of work about the
docks of San Francisco harbor, the Helen Holmes company
under the direction of J. P. McGowan, left port for Honolulu,
where they are to make exterior scenes in the production
of a five reel story of the Kimberly Mines entitled "Diamond
Runners."
From the standpoint of production the Signai
studios at present have the appearance of inactivity.
In
other ways, however, they are quite as busy as they have
been, as the whole studio is undergoing a renovation, in
many cases a reconstruction.
The street set which was used in the production of
"Medicine Bend" is being torn down and in its place is being
constructed a street set for the screen version of Alice McGowan's novel "Judith of the Cumberlands." In another
part of the grounds a court house is being erected about
which many of the important exterior scenes in the production are to be staged.
Orin Denny, superintendent of the
laboratories, is taking advantage of the company's absence
the projection room.
In the cutting room a
lei
number of labor saving devices have been installed, making
omy of time in cutting of film. On every hand preparations are being made to be in readiness for immediate local
production as soon as the company returns.

Contributions Coming In
Theater Managers Respond to the Appeal for the Actors'
Fund. Percentage Indicates Poor Business.
LOEW. one of the largest theater owners
and most successful exhibitors of motion pictures in
the United States, has sent to J. Stuart Blackton,
treasurer of the Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors'
Fund, a check for $350.60, representing the percentage of

—
MARCUS

the gross receipts of thirteen of the principal

Loew

theaters

New York

.i.i,
Uridyl port, Connecticut
Keeney's The;.,, r, Newark, New Jersey
Keeney's Theater, Bridgeport, Connecticut
Anthenum Tnc.iter, Sae, Harbor, New York

his

film,

Garden Theater, Richmond Hill, L. I., New York
Hippodrome Theater, Oswego, New York
Orpheum Theater. Oswego, New York

11.55
5.03
9.80

8.77

Co.,

Columbus,

.Y'.io

1.21
:;.12

18.28
3.25
3.00
7.10
25.00

Ohio

Griggs, Waukegan, Illinois
II.
Walter A. Gull, Miltord, Connecticut
Monticello Amus. Co., Monticello, New

.'5.00

3.00

York
Canadaigua, New York
Vaudette Theater, Bouton, Alabama
Theis Orpheum. Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania
House,
Charles
Iowa
City,
Hildreth Opera
Fred Kilgour, Westbury, L. I., New York
Palace Theater, Tottenville, L. I., New York
Isis Theater, iMarion, Ohio
Grand Theater, Toledo, Ohio

."..(it)

5.51

.iter,

2.95
In. 00
3.ti5

3.0(1

Majestic Theater, Belvidere, Illinois
Plaza Theater, Freeport, L. I., New York
Tepee Theater, Red Cloud, Nebraska
Reading Theater, Reading, Massachusetts
B. & H. Amus. Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Strand Amusement Co., Tampa, Florida
^
Park West Theater, New York City
Lyric Theater, Honesdale, Pennsylvania
Gaiety Theater, Porterville, California
Terminal & Dream Theater, Auburn, Washington
Grand Theater, Grand Forks, North Dakota
Princess Theater, Lake Charles, Louisiana
Herrin Opera House, Herrin, Illinois
Columbia Theater, Far Rockaway. L. I., New York
Lyric Theater, Charles City, Iowa
Cumberland Theater, Brunswick, Maine
Gem City Amus. Co., Salisbury, North Carolina.
Victoria- Theater. Beaufort, North Carolina
Peoples Theater, Sunbury, Pennsylvania
City Opera House, Newberry, South Carolina
Western Amus. Co., Eureka, Utah
hMston Tavlor Theater, St. Louis, Missouri
••
..
Schade Theater, Sandusky. Ohio
Howard Wells Amus. Co.. Wilmington. North Carolina...
Bijou Amus Co. Wilmington, North Carolina
New Rex Theater, Starkville, Mississippi
W. V. Young, Gary, Indiana..
Wilbor A. Shea. Bastport, Maine
F. Roddy, Hibbing, Minnesota
Bond Theater, Pontiac, Illinois
Liberty Theater, Newark, New Jersey
.

.

5.00
2.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
2.10
2.27
2.00
10.00
8.00
2.00
2.05
5.00
22.00
3.50

100
10.00
3.6;)
4.0ti

1.10
J.85
(.00

5.00
4.10
2s..;.i|

.

Kennewicb, Washington
aler,
......
Star Theater. Eagle Pass. Texas
Fredonia Amus. Co., Fredonia, New York
Opera House, San Bernardino
,

.

13.30
.39

2.50
6.65
10.00
5.92
5.00
lO.Oo
2,o0
1.80
2.00

o-W

Lewis H. Stone
cowpuncher, big game hunter, sailor, actor—
SOLDIER,
Lewis S. Stone, popular on stage and screen, who
that

is

just finished his

work

in

Essanay

the leading role in

s

Mr. Stone

multiple reel feature. "According to the Code.
through the V-L-b-Ji,
be seen in this feature, released
Air.
in
July.
early
Stone will be remembered in a recent Essanay screen produc-

will

"The Havoc," in
which he played one of

tion,

three

with

principals

Hanson and
Gladys
Bryant Washburn.
Mr. Stone has had a
career

far

more

ro-

than most of
parts he is called
on to portray. Born
in Worcester, Mass., in

mantic

New

of

five

Charley Chaplin

lli.OO

W.

theaters the first run of the new
"The Floorwalker," the greatest moving
picture attraction from a money standpoint on the screen
today.
The theater from which Mr. Loew contributed a
portion of his receipts on Tribute Day included Loew's
theater. New Rochelle;
Loew's National theater, Loew's
Seventh Avenue theater, Loew's Orpheum theater, Loew's
86th Street theater. Loew's Lincoln Square theater, Loew's
Greely Square theater, Loew's Bijou theater, Loew's Fulton
theater, Loew's Royal theater, Loew's theater, Newark,
N. J.; and Loew's Lyric theater, Hoboken, N. J.
Other houses heard from at last report are:
$115.80
Rialto Theater, New York City

exhibited in

Amus.

Photoplay

the

total

SO-DI

Bijou Theater, Mt. Clemens, Michigan
Star Theater, Ithaca, .New York
Colonial Theater, Jamestown, New York
Plttenger Grand Theater, Centraliu, Illinois
Carr & Shad. Reading, Pennsylvania
Grand Theater, Ironton, Ohio
Lyric Theater, Hamilton, Ohio
Williamsburgh Theater, Brooklyn, N. Y

and vicinity on National Motion Picture Tribute
Day. The
of $350.60 is made up of 5 per cent, of
the receipts of nine of Mr. Loew's vaudeville theaters, and
10 per cent, of the receipts of four of his largest motion
picture theaters on Monday, May 15. On this day Mr. Loew
in

ll..Yi

33.47

W. Humphreys, New York

E.

1879, he was educated
at Barnard College in
York City.

the Spanish

When

war broke

out he was with one of
the first regiments to
He then
enter Cuba.
Lewis S. Stone,
shipped as a sailor before the mast to see
he tried cowpunching and
In his wand
.
the world.
Later he took up acting seriacting for a medicine show.
companies,
ously, and after a short experience with stock
jumped to leading man.
Marguerite Clayton plays opposite Mr. Stone in Accordthe
directed
who
Calvert,
H.
while
E.
Code."
ing to the
important
piece, and Sydnev Ainsworth play the other
The play was written by Charles Michelson.
roles.'
,
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Ivy Close Goes to Jacksonville
"Most Beautiful Woman in the World," Now Kalem Star,
Takes up New Duties in the Southern Studio.
of the Moving Picture World know that in
a contest to find the most beautiful woman in the
world, Ivy Close, the famous English actress was the
winner of the wreath. You also remember that the contest
was sponsored by The Chicago Tribune and the London
Daily Mirror and that the Kalem Company has brought her
over to America .on a substantial salary.
She is now on
her way to the Southern studio of the Kalem Company,

READERS

Jacksonville,

in

but

before

she

sailed

she

permitted

the

readers of the Moving Picture World to meet her, through
one of its representatives, in the office of Vice-President
William Wright of the Kalem Company. She is indeed a
very charming young woman of the typical Anglo-Saxon
type with hair like ripe wheat and eyes like the blue of
forget-me-nots.
Miss Close, in spite of her beauty, seems
not to have been spoiled a particle.
She is just as simple
and sincere in her sentiments as a girl. There is no posing
to make an impression and no affectation in her. She must
be a great artist for she has not a touch of the professional
*
about her.
Miss Close sat beside Vice-President Wright's desk and
the World man spent a half hour talking with her there.
Of course wc talked about the war and the changes that it
has made in English life.
She speaks with a restrained,
pleasing vivacity; but in the intervals when the conversa T
tion lagged for a moment, one might notice that her eyes
were looking into the far-away, and there was just that
lessening of the sunlight as when a summer cloud passes.
But the sunshine would flash back again.
Mr. Wright remarked that it took nine days for one of
cablegrams to get to its destination in England.
"Why," said Miss Close, "I sent a cable the other day
and I got my answer the same day."
suggested that the English government has taught
English people a code to identify themselves and so knew
that such messages are safe.
"I'll tell you what it was." she replied, "they got my acIt was my accent."
cent, you know.
Mr. Wright said. "We'll "have to have you send all our
English telegrams."
"Oh, but I'm losing my accent every day, you know," she
replied.
"Your American ways are all so catching."
"Then you like America," we ventured.
I didn't have
"Indeed, I do— now; but I didn't at first.
a friend here at first; but I have lots now."
Miss Close had the misfortune of missing the ship she
had intended to take and caught the next, so that no one
expected her and she landed as one in a strange land. One
of the first things she noticed was the pleasant feeling of
London is as dark as a
the bright streets in the evening.
poke on account of "Zeps." There is no fear of "Zeps"
here and there is freedom from many of the other cares of
Her friends on the
war, cares that get on one's nerves.
are still bearing those cares and Miss Close does
not forget their burdens, though free for the time herself.
This is Miss Close's first visit to America and she confesses to a slight feeling of strangeness that has not yet
"That is one of the reasons I am anxious to get
passed.
"I <mjoy screen work
at work before the camera." she says.
and put every bit of energy and thought that I possess to
the task of pleasing the picture followers. There won't be
any danger of homesickness then, for I won't have time to
his

We

think of anything but

my

work."

The

publicity department of the

Paramount Pictures Cor-

poration is put tin .r out a series of features that are reach>eyond the confines
ing the sections of Sunda
Interviews on Pararegular mo
mount topics with Frederick Palmer, the war correspondent:
Henry Reuterdahl, the naval expert: Frieda Hempel and
Mme. Gadski. stars of the Metropolitan Opera, are commanding full and half pages in the magazine sections of
more than two hundred newspapers a week. This is in
regular Paramount representation in the
addition to thi
Edward Lyell Fox, who
motion picture columns and pages
Paramount publicity, states that a large newsis directinc
paper syndicate has agreed to supply Paramount features
to all its clients, regarding them as legitimate publicity,
iwted and the in-

of the

Guilty?

"

Series Popular

Pathe Exchange Reports Unusual Demand for This Interesting Subject— Thinks Advance Booking Reaord
Broken.
has
PATHE
increasing

just had the unusual experience of greatly
its order of positive copies on a picture three
weeks after its initial release. Generally, it is found
by a distributor that the original order of prints is larger
.than necessary, that the eye of desire has been bigger than
the organ of digestion. But with the release on May 22d of
the third photo-novel in the "Who's Guilty?" series, Pathe
Exchange has had to instruct its Bound Brook laboratories
to add seventeen copies to the standing weekly order of 100
prints on the "Who's Guilty?" pictures.
Two weeks before the release of the first of these photonovels there was a conference between J. A. Berst. vicepresident and general manager of Pathe. and \Y. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation, which is
producing the "Who's Guilty?" series. The decision was
reached that 100 prints of each of the fourteen "Who's
Guilty?" pictures would suffice thoroughly to cover the
United States and Canada.
For once two expert film distributors did not go wrong
in their estimates.
Rather, they erred on the side of caution.
For with the release of the first two of the "Who's
Guilty?" photo novels, bookings increased to such an extent that almost every Pathe branch sent in an urgent telegram calling for at least one and sometimes as high as four
additional prints, Boston added two to its quota. New York
called for five additional copies, Chicago and Philadelphia

for three

more

each.

So insistent was this demand that the prints originally
for Canadian consumption were diverted to the
Pacific Coast and a hurry order was placed in the laboratories for new Canadian copies. The increased orders mean
total
a
of 476,000 feet of "Who's Guilty?" positive to be
added to the already huge aggregate of 2,800,000 feet of
positive film originally destined for the American and
destined

Canadian markets.
On May 17th. the advance bookings on "Who's Guilty?"
crossed the $300,000 mark, establishing what is believed
to be a new record in advance bookings with cash payments on the last four of the series. A week later these
figures had climbed $68,000 higher, with thirty-two branches
reporting, an average of slightly more than $2,000 a branch
When it is considered
in increased bookings in seven days.
that advance bookings on series and serials usually fall off
after the first picture is released, rather than that they
should increase, this growth is deemed by Pathe to warrant
the belief that "Who's Guilty"' will set the highest figure
ever reached in two-reel distribution.

TRUE BOARDMAN AGAIN WITH KALEM.
Boardman. one of the picture stars remembered
the pioneer days and more recently popular in the
of Kalem's famous series, "Stingaree," is once more
back under the Kalem banner. Boardman has already startTrue

since

title role

the camera at the Glendale. Cal.. studios,
not be long before he is seen on the screen

work before

ed to

and

it

will

again.

The success of the "Stingaree series, by F. W. Hornung,
author of "Raffles." caused a firm of Western theatrical
managers to make Boardman an unusually tempting offer to
return to the speaking stage for a tour through the middle
After appearing in a few of the
west and Coast states.
'

early

DEVELOPING PARAMOUNT PUBLICITY.

Who's

1869

"Social

Pirates"

episodes.

Boardman

yielded

to

the

inducements and has now returned after a most profitable
season. "I found the fame of 'Stingaree' the strongest advertising
have received in my career." he declares. "In
many of the citie< we played 'Stingaree' was still being
exhibited, but we found it more advertising than opposi1

tion."

PEARCE
Charles
Sil/nick

NOW AUDITOR FOR

SELZNICK.

Pearce. auditor of the World Film
I.
rned last week to become auditor of the Lewis J.
Fnterpri-.es. Inc., the general business company of
I

Mr Pearce,
Kimball Young Film Corporation
though a youn man. is recognised BS one Of the most expert
accountants in the film industry. He was a public accountis
no
11,ant before entering the film business
in systematizing the home office and the vanoi:
branches
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Plot of

"The

Fall of a Nation"

Published Outline of the Dixon Drama of National
Defense.
details which have been lacking concerning the
story of "The Fall of a Nation" can now be supplied.
June 6 is the opening date at the Liberty theater, New
York, of the Thomas Dixon sequel to "The Birth of a
Nation." and of Victor Herbert's original operatic score
expressly composed for it.
The play proper open- in the New York mansion of
Charles W'aldron, who loves Virginia Holland, but whose
big ambition is to establish the rule of Imperialism in
America. Miss Holland is the leader of the Suffragist-Peace
First

T

June

10,

1916

Edna May Wilson, Paul Willis, Mildred Bracken,
Beulah Burns and many others. "The Fall of
a Nation" is a prologue and three acts, or twelve reels in
Hartley Cushing was the principal stage difilm parlance.
rector.
William C. Thompson and John W. Boyle photographed the great spectacle.
Leila Frost,
Geraci,

May

Bumping
The Fourth
a

Estate,

on

It

Down

to Bayshore

Ralph Ince's Studio, Finds
Cross-Country Bus Riding.

a Visit to

New Sensation in
ADDITION to the

representatives of the American
there will be representatives of French, EngGerman, Scandinavian, Russian, Danish, Chinese and
Indian papers dealing with motion picture affairs," so read

INperiodicals,
lish,

one paragraph of the prospectus of the junket conducted by
Louis .1. Heck, on behalf of Ralph W. Ince— "Ince of the
Atlantic," or to be more precise, Vitagraph Ince, of Bayshore, L. I. on the morning, afternoon and
of
May twenty-fifth.
Again quoting from Mr. Beck's composition, now translated into so many tongues, it was "a most important occasion."
For corroboration see the Reform News and Dun
I ley
Weekly. Jewish Daily Forward, Jewish Morning Journal, Italian Evening Bulletin, the Norwegian News, Courier
Des Etats-Unis, or, if none of these publications are at hand,
ask Jim Milligan, of The Billboard he knows.
As the crow flies, Bayshore is some forty odd miles from
Park Row, and as Jim Milligan might say, the crow always
reminds one of a sight-seeing bus with unimpressionable
tires, because it is so different.
Jim is very strong on the
reminiscent qualities of contrast; but weak on the technique
of cross-country bus riding, as mastered by Harry Havens,
who meets the bumps as an expert horseman meets the
movements of his steed. For the benefit of less experienced
travelers it may be well to note Mr. Havens' method.
Placing both hands on the back of the seat in front of him
and his feet squarely on the floor, he moves regularly up
and down, thus avoiding half the bumps because half of the
time he is in the air.
Mr. Havens found the exercise so
invigorating on the outward journey that he boarded the bus
again for the trip home and rode blithely, far into the starry
night.
With a fine regard for racial characteristics, Mr. Beck
divided The Fourth Estate into two parts, those of a daring
temperament being shown to a car that sometimes traveled
ten miles an hour, the less reckless occupying another vehicle
that steadily strengthened a rearguard position.
The first
halt was in the more or less picturesque suburb of East
New York, where it was planned to connect with a train
carrying a delinquent member of The Fourth Estate, according to reports an American.
The second stop was unpremeditated. Happy laborers
had long since consumed their mid-day meal by the roadside.
Mr. Havens was taking the bumps with methodical
precision and others were shifting spasmodically in their
seats, when far away on the crest of a hill there loomed a
group of men and a motionless bus.
bearing had cracked
under the strain.
Mr. Beck, fresh from a telephone conversation with Mr.
Ince, explained the situation, touching lightly on a subject
of constantly increasing importance.
Twelve miles away
"clam chowder was boiling over and spring chickens were
burning to a crisp." Quickly the two bus loads became as
one, the driver threw on high speed, and disregarding all
warnings to slow down within town limits, maintained an
even clip of fully eight miles an hour. In four hours flat, as
the bus moves, if not as the crow flies, The Fourth Estate
was moved from Park Row to Mr. Ince's studio.
Small, nicely appointed tables lined the sides of the room
and at these tables the guests were served. Then there was
music, vocal and instrumental, during the luncheon, and for
subsequent entertainment, Mr. Ince's latest picture, "The
Lucille Lee Stewart, the star of
Destroyers," was shown.
the production, assisted in welcoming The Fourth Estate.
The 5.44 train to New York was unusually crowded.

—

EVENING

—

Scene from "The Fall of a Nation."
group.
Vassar.
defeated.

She comes into conflict with Congressman John
His bill providing for a large American army is
In the course of their political encounters, the

Congressman's heart is won by the many charms of Virhim because he is so decisively opposed

ginia.
She refuses
to her principles.

In league with the Imperial Confederation of Northern
Europe, Charles Waldron hatches the great treason. Twenty
thousand subjects of foreign powers, resident in New York,
They capture the city from the National
rise in the night.
Patriots and refugees flee to
Guard, its sole defenders.
Long Island, where an American army is hastily improBut in the meantime a powerful fleet convoying
vised.
invaders equipped with
transports has brought
150,000
Krupps and all the latest death-dealing devices. After effecting a landing they whip the Americans in a three-day
The nation falls. Washington, Philadelphia, Bosbattle.
Waldron
ton, next Chicago and St. Louis are occupied.
puts on regal uniform and is hailed viceroy of the "provinces
of North America."
Virginia Holland professes loyalty to the new regime.
Waldron intrusts her with organizing the Imperial Legion
of Honor among American women, indicating that her high
reward will be the vicereine's seat at his side or possibly
While touring the country on this
an empress's crown.
mission, the girl secretly enrolls the oath-bound order of
She swears the flower of American
the Daughters of Jael.
womanhood— a million girls and women to the destrucThose who cannot be won
tion of the foreign usurpers.
over by the women are marked for certain death.
In a night like the terrible Sicilian Vespers or the dread
St. Bartholomew's Day, the Daughters of Jael and their,
male colleagues fall upon the reveling Imperial minions.
The wireless stations are taken, the forts and arsenals capthe fast-riding American
tured, the ships boarded, and
cavalry tramples down and cuts to pieces the drunken for"When the sun rose on the
eign soldiers opposing them.
harbor of New York the Stars and Stripes flew from every
ship and fort. An army of five hundred thousand men, half
of them with the best rifles in their hands and big guns
lumbering in their lines, were mobilizing under General
Wood to capture Boston and Norfolk."
Waldron fell in the final melee. John Vassar claimed
Virginia Holland, who had atoned for her Peace-at-anyprice folly by defying death to restore the sacred Union of

—

States.

In the cast are Arthur Shirley. Lorraine Huling, Percy
Standing, C. E. Geldert, Philip Gastrock, Flora MacDonald,

A

FIFE PLAY FOR

ANN PENNINGTON.

The play in which dainty Ann Pennington will make her
debut as a Famous Players star was written by Shannon
Fife, and has been selected by Famous Players as a story
In the Fife play
best suited to Miss Pennington's talent.
the former star of the Ziegfeld Follies will have ample opportunity to demonstrate her versatility, being called upon to
do everything from classic dancing to the more strenuous
role of heroine in a big fire scene.

June
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Light Breaking in South America
Native

Describe Situation and Point to Grand
American Producers How One American
Bluff— Interesting Facts and Figures.

Experts

Opening

for

Called

a

—

WITH
European
the

By W. Stephen Bush.
erstwhile

substantial

profits

from

—

^

the

market dwindling away to nothing "and
the worst is yet to come" the eyes of many American
producers are turning toward the sister republics of Central
and South America. Very slowly with halting steps and
many a disturbing doubt the American exporter has within
the last year come somewhat nearer to this market which
in spite of appearances to the contrary is one of the most
promising in the world. The tendency not only in the film
industry but in other commercial fields as well has been
to leave things entirely to the commission house and never
go behind its returns. Now of course the broker or the
commission house is quite contented with such a posture,
of affairs. The whole thing gets rn the plane of least resistance and the spirit of enterprise and initiative and every
trace of progressive and constructive work disappears. The
From the
film situation if anything is a good deal worse.
view point of the American producer it is about as bad
as it can be.

—

The

Situation in a Nutshell.
in a nutshell:
The film importing
These
in the hands of a few men.
majority of the nineteen exchanges in

Here is the situation
and renting business is

men

controlling a
South America impose their conditions upon the owners of
They themselves own quite
the motion picture theaters.
a few theaters which in certain sections notably in Argentine makes their grip of affairs pretty well unbreakable for
had our own monopolistic
the present at any rate.
phases right here in the North but there is a very vital
difference between the controlling group of producers that
dominated the market here in 1909 and the monopolists of
South America. You may say that the industry up here
had then fallen under a despotism but you will fail to size
up things properly if you do not add that it was a benevolent

We

despotism; yes benevolent and intelligent too. The monopoly in the great country to the South of us is neither
It is wasteful, destructive, rebenevolent nor intelligent.
actionary.
It exploits the market ruthlessly just for the
Of
of today and with no thought of tomorrow.
South
course a condition like that breeds cheap films.
America has long been known hereabouts as the dumping
ground for the cheapest product. It has been and still is
the home of the aged film. Why should the combine bother
profit

about quality when they are able
on the public and the exhibitor?

Why
Why,

exhibitor in

They Prefer

the

to foist the cheapest stuff

Cheap

blunt

fashion:

"Do you know we are tired having you folks come up
tell us how rotten your market is.
It just happens
that we know to the last dollar the money your company
(the great monopoly) made last year. We have had our own
man down there to examine conditions. We find the people
here and

of South America are the best patrons of motion pictures
of any in the world, we find that they have money and are
willing to spend it, we find that they appreciate quality whenI
tell you
ever they are allowed to get a glimpse of it.
that we are going into this market with a vengeance and
we are going to exploit it according to our own plans. I
may add for your further enlightenment that we are reasonably sure to get more than six or seven cents a foot for
our films with the most generous allowance for overhead

The American
expenses." The broker was dumbfounded.
asked him to make application for a job whenever the big
invasion was started.
"We'll be able to pay you a good
ingratiating
smile.
with
most
salary," he added
a
Natives Are Ready for Best Quality.
Now, here is the only practical attitude for the American,
producer who wants to go into the market and get his
The most pleasing and not the least encouraging
share.
feature in connection with the problem is the help he will
receive from the natives. Almost all the exhibitors and
some of the smaller exchanges now held down by the monopoly will welcome him. He need not worry about introductions. The natives are waiting for him with the exception of course of the men who now enjoy such a delightful
monopoly.
Our own Cine-Mundial, the growing Spanish
edition of The Moving Picture World, furnishes plenty of
evidence to this effect.
It has become the rallying point
of the independent and the uncontrolled exchanges and of
many exhibitors who are in search of quality. This means
that "Cine-Mundial" is blazing the way, as it was intended
it should, and that it is fulfilling its mission as the herald
of the American producer in Central and South America.
Only recently a film expert and exchange man from Buenos
Aires called at the offices of Cine-Mundial and spoke with
wonder and admiration of American-made films. He has
now spent something like three months in this country
studying conditions.

Stuff.

A

couple of years ago I was talking to an
a large town over in Jersey when a booknig

indeed?

agent appeared and offered him a well-known classic film
The booking agent talked a
at a very reasonable price.
good deal as men of his kind will and often must but the
exhibitor had no answer for him. Finally he took him into
the lobby showed him the waiting crowds all pushing
toward the box office and then said smilingly: "Why should
I show them any thing better as long as this junk gets the
money." The man reaped a short harvest, but today his
theater is no more and two blocks from his former field
of activities is a new modern theater using the best pictures obtainable and doing a wonderful business.
Notice the perfect parallel to conditions in the SouthAmerican market today. The renter and importer buying
the cheapest stuff obtainable and getting the money for it
while his patrons never see a first-class American-made picture.
Not that they do not pay enough of an admission.
In Buenos Aires and indeed in the whole Argentine Republic
the price of admission averages about 20 cents in American
money. Not a bad margin of profit. In the rest of South
America the average price of admission is only a trifle below
In Central America and the West Indies conthat figure.
ditions arc just about the same, though Cuba begins to
take to American films as it learns more about them.
Calling a Latin Bluff.
It has been the custom of brokers buying for the South
American market to decry American-made films, to feed fat
the anti-Yankee prejudice in those countries, to say that
conditions in the South American film market were abominably bad, that there was room only for junk and that any
American trying to break into the market would only sucThis story has been peddled
ceed in breaking himself.

1871

around Xew York for years and many of our producers are
tempted to believe it. Many, but not all. I happened to
be present at a very interesting interview betwen a buyer
for South America and the representative of one of the
foremost if not the foremost producing company in this
country. Our broker began the ancient Jeremiad about fearful conditons in the South American market.
He was anxious to buy at six or seven cents the cream of this company's production.
He was quite fluent and plausible but
presently he was interrupted by the American who said in

Best American Films Unknown.

"Your best

films are never seen in South America," he
All the films you now import into South America
do not constitute fifteen per cent. The trashiest sort of
stuff is the stuff that represents the American film in Buenos
Aires and everywhere else in South America. As things stand
today an exhibitor will not dare to advertise American
films.
It would queer him with his patrons.
What we see
of your films today is sickly sentimental stuff, infantile and
imbecile and some Wild West films.
Going into the facts and figures our informant said: "Irf
Buenos Aires alone we have 250 motion picture theaters
many of them the equal of the best you have here. I do
not count the 'cinemas' run in cafes.
Many more are in
progress of erection. There is not a village in the whole
Republic which does not have its moving picture house.
The monthly renting business done in Argentine amounts
today to very near $200,000 in American money. In Argentine we have not only daily changes but we often change
our programs on the same day, A show rarely CO!
more than three reels. Our unit is half a reel ami it is no
unusual thing to see a five reel feature broken up into ten
parts and to show five parts at one performance and then
charge another price of admision for the second instalment.
Though practiced to some extent in other p. ut- oi South
America, this method of showmanship prevails principally
in the
Argentine Republic
"Ihe daily change is the order of the day in Buenos Aires
and the other big cities in Argentine, though ^\ course
In Brazil matters are somewhat difthere are exceptions.
ferent.
There daily changes are almost unknown, the program is changed weekly or twice and three times a week.
Brazil exacts a somewhat heavy duty on films.
It is regulated by weight and amounts on positives to more than live
said.
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dollars a kilo, a kilo containing 420 feet of film. The
total
expense for importing say seven kilos is about $13.70. This
of course includes freight charges, storage, etc.
The tariff
is about the same for other South American
countries The
monthly import of film into South America calculated on
last year's statistics is as follows:
a

Argentine Republic
190,000
Republic of Brazil
170000
Kepublic of Chile (deducting the amount of' film
brought in direct from Argentina, Peru and Bo.
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30,000

Republics of Peru and Bolivia
100,000
Republic of Uruguay (nothing is imported, as all film
comes in direct from Argentina, almost exclu-

two big firms of
Tillliamson Films have

Waddington's, Ltd., and

J.

C.

Wil-

amalgamated. The latter only recently reopened their old Sydney playhouse, the Theater
Royal, as a photoplay theater, while Waddington's control
a chain of picture theaters in Sydney and suburbs.

sively)

Total amount of material imported from Europe

and the United States

490,000

More Facts and Figures.
"There is indeed a splendid future for the American producer in Brazil. Rental prices are very high, offsetting the
high duty. The motion picture centre in Brazil is the city
J.S ao Paolo. The renting business in Brazil amounts to
$150,000 per month in American money.
Chile has bravely
gotten over her recent financial difficulties and it is a great
patron of the motion picture. The film centre is Lima in
Peru and Buenos Aires, these cities supplying Chile, which
imports but little film directly. In Chile itself Santiago is
the great film centre. Motion picture houses though numerous enough are not equipped in the luxurious fashion which
is found in other parts of South America.
The taste of the
Chileans is still somewhat crude but with better pictures a
better taste no doubt will be developed and a market found
for the best quality. It is difficult to form a correct estimate
of the rental business in Chile, there are some small distributors in Antofagasta, Concepcion, Valparaiso and Punta
Arenas whose busines cannot easily be calculated. I believe
however that $50,000 monthly is about right. In Peru and

Bolivia the motion picture is making rapid strides and the
monthly rental business amounts to about $50,000 in American money.
Nowhere however has the popularity of the
motion picture been more marked than in Uruguay.
In
Montevideo alone there are seventy motion picture theaters
the great majority of them of very high class.
Splendid
motion picture houses are likewise found in Minas, St. Jose,
Duranzo, Salto and Paisandu. Uruguay gets its film supply directly from Buenos Aires.
The laws of the trade
marks and registration which in some of the South Americas are rather hard on foreigners are much more just
and
equitable in Uruguay."
Our South American film man

concluded his observations with this significant remark:
The better class of American motion pictures can be introduced into the South American market with very little
difficulty and it is a strange thing to me that this
fact
has escaped observation up here." He spoke in the highest
terms of Cine-Mundial.
'

A Good Word

for "Cine-Mundial."
doing great things for the American quality
"The light is beginning to dawn. Keep up
the good work.
Yours is a publication which ought to
have the heartiest support of every American producer who
wants to get into a market whose possibilities up to now
seem not to have been realized. I have spoken with many
of your producers and have marveled at their ignorance as
to South America.
Few of them know just what they are
selling to South America.
I tell you it will pay them to
wake up and get busy."

"You

film,"

he

are

The Williamson submarine pictures finish their short season
this week at the Palace Theater, which will then revert again
to the spoken drama. These pictures have attracted large
crowds during their fortnight's screening.

When the Triangle films were first screened in America a
long program of four pictures was first given a trial, but
this was soon changed to the ordinary length of a five-part
drama and a two-part comedy.
In Sydney, however, just the opposite has occurred. For
the first three weeks the programs at the Triangle Playhouse
consisted of seven reels, which ran for a week, and as the
pictures were becoming very popular, Australian Films decided to give their patrons an extra treat. So now the Triangle Playhouse opens at 11 a. m. and runs "continuous"
with a seven-reel program until 6.30. Then an hour later
the evening performance starts. This is composed of a Fine
Arts feature, an Ince-Kay Bee attraction, one of which is a
comedy-drama, while comedy relief is given in a Keystone.
This, with a news gazette, gives an entertainment of three
hours, and is the largest picture program ever offered to
Sydney picturegoers.
All the programs under the new idea will run for a week,
which is now the standard for features in Sydney.
This week's Triangle attractions are: "Between Men," a
splendid Kay-Bee photoplay, one of the best yet from this
studio; "The Lamb," with Douglas Fairbanks, a Fine Arts
comedy-drama; "Dizzy Heights and Daring Hearts," a Key-

stone.

The initial attempt by an Australian company to film a
successful play with the original cast was made by J. C. Williamson, Ltd., during the tour of Muriel Starr through Australia about eight months ago.
The subject chosen was "Within the Law," and the picture,
produced under the direction of Monte Luke, is a success.
The story is easily adaptable for screen purposes, and
though the scenario writer has left out many fine situations,
Muriel Starr has a good range of
the whole is well done.
expression, which is seen to advantage. She is supported
by Sydney Stirling, George Bryant, Boyd Irwin and Theodore
Boase.
The picture, which is four reels in length, was released last
week.

said.

LOUIS GREEN MANAGING BUFFALO EXCHANGE.
Louis Green, formerly road man for the World Film Corporation, and one of the most popular men up-state, is now
manager of the Exclusive Features, Inc., Buffalo office.
Green states that he will keep open house for all his friend
exhibitors, and invites them to call on him when in Buffalo
and use his office as their headquarters. He has signed up
some of the leading theaters for "The Unwritten Law," the
seven-part dramatization, featuring Beatriz Michelena.

HARRISH INGRAHAM WITH HORSLEY.
Harrish Ingraham, prominent in the film world as an
actor and director for the past five years, has been engaged
at the David Horsley studios and will be seen in an important part in support of the co-stars, Margaret Gibson
and William Clifford, in a forthcoming two-reel Centaur

Since the arrival of Triangle and Fox films, with their
higher prices of admission, the various newspapers seem to
be waking up to the fact that there is a great future in the

moving picture industry.
The Theater Magazine

is

the latest to announce that five

pages will be given to the pictures each issue. These will
contain picture reviews for exhibitors and film exchange news
and will also contain information for the picture-going public.

Roscoe Arbuckle may be interested to know that he was
drowned while swimming on the River Thames last month.
At least the editor of the Australian Bystander says so, and
concludes with an article on Roscoe's life, deploring the loss
to the public.

(Perhaps the editor of the above paper was under the
impresion that Roscoe was swimming the Atlantic.)
Features showing in Sydney this week include: "The
Famous Players production, featuring
Gladys Hanson; "A Yellow Streak," one of the best Metro
features yet; "Samson," a fine Fox feature with William Farnum. This player is attaining great popularity in this counStraight Road," an old

try.

"Just

"The Moonstone" (World), "The Salamander" (Moss),
Out of College" (Frohman), and "The Innocence of

THOS.

Ruth" (Edison).
Sydney, N.

S.

W., Australia, April

12, 1916.

S.
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Spokes

From

On same

Hub

the

HAVE had a Barrymore week in good earnest with
Ethel in the play, "Our Mrs. McChesney," also in the
films in "The Kiss of Hate"; John at three theaters
in "The Red Widow" and in an earlier release, "The Dictator," and Lionel at the Bijou in "A Yellow Streak," the
theaters playing to capacity houses. Then we
have Sidney Drew, their relative, at the Park and Fenway
respective

new Metro releases supported by his clever wife and a
capable company, in which Miss Franek our old friend, the
spy of "The Battle Cry of Peace," does some splendid comedy
work as a servant, particularly in a recent scream, "The
in

Model's

—

Cook."

Whoever gave

it

that

title

model and

bright, since the play treated of a
not a model one by any means.

was mighty
who was

a cook,

Miss Ethel Cunningham, formerly of the Hub, going from
here to tour in "The Lion and the Mouse" and from the road
to the Vitagraph studios, is the latest to enroll in the Film
Club here. She writes me that she has signed to appear in
the "Scarlet Runner" series and will play the hag under the
direction of Wally Van.
Miss Cunningham was in "The
Battle Cry of Peace," and when in Marion Ohio, in April

made

a personal appearance at the theater and scored a
success in a little speech which, by request, she gave nightly
during the run. She has written some scenarios of late, one
being considered by a man high up.

"The Kiss of Hate," put on at the Boston and Exeter, did
not furnish much cheerfulness, being inspired by hatred all
through, and persecution of a helpless race, but it had atmosphere to burn, and there was not a flaw in the acting. H.
part calling for no sympathy whatever
easily carried off the honors.
There was too much rampant
murder stuff and torture business, which we do not want
shown up. It does not go over well, despite the brave efforts
It is the most gruesome of the Metro offerof the players.
ings thus far and has no mission save to show the skill of the
producers and the art of acting.

Cooper

Cliffe

in

a

Another piece of good work by "Hart of the Plains" in
"The Disciple," seen by me for the first time recently, though
released last October. Friends out west recommended it,
It is old to
I went out of town for the pleasure.
readers, maybe, but have you seen W. S. Hart do anything
better?
I
wish Bret Harte, the author of the book, could
have seen this interpretation of the preacher who went wrong
and then found his soul in time to save another's.

and so

*

*

*

Do you expect me to enthuse over "The Dumb Girl of
Portici"? Well, so far as little Pavlowa goes all is well, but
could be cut to three reels with profit all round, as the mob
scenes are too long, too often repeated, too wild-eyed but
don't they earn their money the players! So much has been
written and so well on the merits that it may seem rank
heresy to offer a criticism, but why introduce dancing on
clouds as a finale? Many thought it great and applauded, so
there you are! To a case hardened theater goer, little Eva's,
ascent to Heaven is recalled, only in this case minus wings.
The dancing was really fine all through, even on the sandy
beach, and crowded houses were the rule owing to the personal popularity of the star in the Hub. The Universals
are to be congratulated on the great work in producing so
elaborate a spectacle.
it

—

—

"The Come-Back" seems an excellent play to introduce
Harold Lockwood and dainty May Allison, as new members
of the Metro family.
It was put on at Keith's Boston theater
to seating capacity.
While the theme is quite old, the story
is well worked out, particularly in the "Way Down East"
scenes, with the ever present snow abounding there in season.
A very proper person sitting near said she had never seen
that nice young man drinking before in any play, and she
had been led to believe that he was not a drinking man. I
told her that Harold would not get tipsy on that stuff which
cheers but not inebriates. It was new to see him in such a
lively cabaret scene and placing a necklace round the throat
of a naughty girl.
were glad he cut it out and made
for the woods to work out his salvation, and incidentally
find the girl worth while.
It had a good ending, too, with a
splendid close up of the pair. The fisticuff affairs brought
down the house, and it was some fight minus deadly weapons, tool
George Henrj made much of the -tern father.
The photographj was up to Metro standard, and that's saying

We

—

much.

1873

was Charles Chaplin

in

"The Floor Walker,"

cleverly staged, with the escalator always in action. This
to cause genuine laughter
not hysteria,
the antics being vastly amusing. Apart from that there was
the usual slapstick inflictions and much vulgarity like emphasizing certain portions of the anatomy for physical attacks.
This is not comedy (perish the thought), but an appeal to
Heaven knows what! After all, we do not have to endure it.

—

was the one thing

By Marion Howard.

WE

bill

"The Red Widow"

in

the pictures gives fine opportunity

We

for vivid action not obtainable in the speaking version.
were glad to see Flora Zabelle in the part she created for the
stage, as the Hub did not have her. If I mistake not Sophye
Barnard did it here. It was also good to see how well she
filmed in this picture, for when seen last she was a disappointment, for some unknown cause. John Barrymore's mannerisms fit well, but he is not a Hitchcock by any means. The
titles were amusing and caused many a laugh, but to me the
wedding scene was about the funniest of all. with the organist

playing by mistake "Good Bye Girls, I'm Through," instead
of the customary march by one Wagner.
Jack Daniels'
series seem to please the house and cause wholesome laughter
and they never quite reach vulgarity.

Gustave Frohman is making a bid for patronage of the high
young folks can enjoy, so he put on
Copley theater (which he has leased)
"The Fairy and the Waif." Here we have Mary Miles MinRemember Lillian
ter making her first bow as a picture star.
class photoplays which
for the first try at the

—

Russells' Wildfire the speaking play?
Remember the little
stable boy and his slide down the pole, and his merriment

—

—

Well, this boy Will Archie by name plays
He is
the part of a nice little fat brother in a large family.
tremendously clever, and the boy who plays the waif will be a
big star some day. Preceding the five reels we were shown
some wonderful bird pictures, a delight to all and so educational for the youngsters.
The white heron, with its lovely
aigrettes blowing out in the strong wind in their marvellous
beauty God's handiwork proved the value of the Audubons'
Fortunately there is
plea to leave them where they belong.
a law, in this state, at least, forbidding the sale or wear of
these feathers, plucked from the young birds when alive.
All such reels are doing a vast amount of good and the kiddies like them and remember the lessons taught in them.
We are indebted to the Hearst-Vitagraph for these and many
all

through?

—

more worth

—

while.

"Maria Rosa," with Jerry Farrar and that admirable pair,
Wallace Reid and Pedro de Cordoba, went well and 'most
everyone I've heard discuss it seem tojeel that this is the
best yet tor the star. The little play was first put on here
at Mrs. Gale's Toy theater by amateurs, with Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Noble Burnham (Eleanor Waring) playing opposite
and it attracted widespread attention, with the result that
playgoers in all the large cities had the pleasure of seeing
The
it with Lou Tellegen in his first English speaking part.
atmosphere, distinctly Spanish, is a compelling feature, but
What
the photography was what stood out as a big feature.
a trio of players we have here and how well balanced is the
company, including Ernest Joy, so dependable! The Laskys
have a good seller and the picture will never grow old. It
will be re-issued years after the modern dramas (filmed'* will
be out of style, as to costumes anyhow. Even now we can
tell by the hobble skirts of last year that the reel is out of
date, and don't some of them look queer!
That is why the
costume plays and those pictured in foreign lands will ever
hold their own.

George Baldson, manager of the New England branch of
the
V-L-S-E, has invited the Film Club to a private view
of new reels, at the studio, 67 Church street, on the evening
of June 8th.
Gustave Frohman has offered to give the use
of the Copley theater ballroom the coming season for the
Sunday evening meetings of the club.
Burton Holmes is certainly giving some tine educational,
or travel films rather, taking us into the very heart of the
Philippines and close to the life of the natives of different
classes.
The industries are shown, like that of hemp manufacture, seventeen million dollars' worth being exported annually.
In a reel about Central \merica I noticed a portrait
Another, a Vitagraph reel, to get a hand preof Lincoln.
sented our navy in various evolutions, and the first picture
shown was Admiral Dewev, and on the verv anniversarv of
the Battle of Manila Bay.
They are excellent as tillers be-

tween long

reels in

any theater.
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News and Views

of

Photoplay Houses Everywhere

LIBERTY THEATER, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Careful Study of Conditions Is Nucleus of Success of This
Photoplay House Seats 1,067 and Managed by
James Beatty.
Liberty Theater, located on Market street, San
Jose, Calif., is one of the leading houses in the Garden
City, as the metropolis of the beautiful Santa Clara
Valley is widely known. It is conducted by the Liberty

—

Till:

Amusement Company, under the direct management of James
Beatty, and has been a success from the date of opening,
about a year and a half ago. The location is near the heart
of the city and is easily reached from local and suburban
electric lines, of which there are a number tapping the rich
outlying districts. When this amusement company entered
the field San Jose was already fairly well supplied with
picture houses, and it was realized that to make a
of the venture offerings would have to be of the
.made, the theater would have to be the acme of
comfort and the management above reproach. That these
conditions have been met, and even surpassed, is indicated
by the wonderful success of the house and the position it
now occupies in the community. The showing that has been
made in such a brief space of time is remarkable, especially
when it is considered that previous to the opening of the
theater Mr. Beatty, the manager, had always been engaged

moving
success
highest

which is a feature of the place frequently commented upon by strangers. One is tempted to linger here
for a moment, and this is exactly the effect intended, for it
serves to accustom the visitor to the subdued light in the
hospitality,

From the foyer a broad stairway leads to the baltheater.
cony, rest rooms, the office of the amusement company, and
the operating room.
Most of the seats in the theater, however, which accommodates 1,067 persons, are on the lower
floor.
large space has been reserved upstairs for a children's nursery, but this has never been fitted up, the demand
for such an innovation having not been as marked as was

A

thought probable.

The heating and ventilating systems installed in the house
are very satisfactory, the mechanical equipment being installed in the basement constructed beneath the stage.
The
operating room is splendidly equipped and is located in the
balcony adjoining the office. Here are installed two late
model Motiographs, purchased new this spring, a stereopticon outfit, and a film cleaner. All films are cleaned both
before and after using and are delivered to the exchanges in
perfect condition.
motor-generator set completes the
equipment and in an adjoining room there is a well equipped
workshop where minor repairs are made.
This theater represents an investment of about $100,000,
but the building in which it is located is not a new one. Its
unusually heavy construction made it particularly adaptable
for theater purposes and the change was quite easily made.
So well were the plans drawn and so skillfully was the building re-constructed that it is difficult to believe that the entire
structure was not built for the use to which it is now placed.
A full stage has been provided, but it is improbable that it
will ever be used for anything other than moving pictures.
Three changes of program are made each week, Fox and
Triangle productions being prominently featured. During
the first year business was about the same each month, the
variation being but slight, with an average attendance of
more than fifty thousand people a month. Of late there has
been an increase and the management has been investigating
the possibility of increasing the seating capacity. The admission price is 10 cents for adults and 5 cents for children.

A

GREENBERG ENLARGING HIS GRAND.
Abe Greenberg, owner and manager of the Grand theater,
Broadway, Camden, N. J., has recently purchased the propFoulon at 205 Broadway. Plans are now
being prepared to rebuild the Grand and to make it about
twice its present size. Nothing but the latest equipment will
be used in the new structure, and the comfort and conveni-

erty of Charles

Liberty Theater, San Jose, Cal.
other lines of business and the amusement field was absolutely new to him.
In speaking of the success that had been met with by the
house Mr. Beatty recently said: "The success attained by
the Liberty Theater I believe to be due largely to the policy
adopted in the beginning of showing only the best, of
advertising heavily and thus informing people of what you
have to offer and of maintaining a uniform schedule of prices.
Many theater managers have been compelled to learn these
lessons through bitter experience, but I was unusually fortunate in this respect and had the advice of one of the leading
exhibitors of the country. The advice and clear judgment
of Eugene Roth, manager of the Portola Theater of San
Francisco, has been of wonderful assistance to me in every
branch of the business from the selection of films to advertising them and managing the house.
Without this assistance the success of the house could not have been so immediate nor of such rapid growth."
The Liberty Theater occupies a lot of irregular size, running through to San Pedro street, with a depth of 192 feet.
The frontage on Market street is 42 feet and this width is
maintained for 75 feet, when it widens to 60 feet. The ticket
booth is located in the center of the lobby, just inside the
sidewalk line, and a little farther on is a candy booth, making
the entrance way appear shorter than it really is. The foyer
is attractively furnished with mirrors, pictures and a thick
carpet on the floor, the whole giving an air of California
in

ence of patrons will be given first consideration. The new
Grand will have a balcony. The dimensions of the new structure are 62 by 125 feet, and the auditorium will have a seating capacity of 1,600 persons.

Scene from "Nailing on the Lid" (Vogue).
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Splitting.
the last group photograph of Ralph Ruffner and Ray
Bagley that we shall probably have (we only had one other). It
shows Bagley turning over to Ruffner the key to the advertising
department of the Liberty theater, Spokane, Washington, before de-

HERE'S

pager for his Children's Matinees.
Here he has hit upon a nice arrangement. At the top is a two line notice of the subject, not florid
but something attractive and yet conservative.
Then comes the title
and a short synopsis and then the line "Saturday morning. May 13th.
At ten o'clock sharp." No making any mistake about the date or time
here.
Mr. Brooks does not act in the least in accordance with the
popular conception of a Y. M. C. A. theater man.
He Is a real
manager. And for his kiddie matinees he does not load his program
down with a lot of educational stuff. He starts them off with fairy
stories: "Rumpelstiltskin" and "The Patchwork Girl of Oz."
The
rest will probably creep in later, but he does not spoil it right at the
start by telling the kiddies what a nice, educational and instructive
And to broaden the interest the protime they are going to have.
ceeds will be given the senior class of the Coatesville High School.
They sell the tickets, and as it means a trip to Washington for them
it is probable that they sold them in bunches.

Go

to

It!

A fair exchange is no robbery. With "Bill" Hearst breaking into
the picture game Bill ("William") Swanson is breaking into the publishing end.
His third house paper is the Greeley (Colorado) Theater
News, the others being in Salt Lake City and Grand Junction, Colorado.
The new paper is the best printed of the three, the cuts showing up
exceptionally well. J. F. Lynch is the editor and he covers two houses,
A smaller body type would make for a
the Rex and the Sterling.
better appearance (and also increase the bills) and a little more
local stuff would help.
It is this that makes the paper read.

Tube
It
looked as though Ruffner
partlng for the Liberty, Long Beach, Cal.
but Bagley's old boss decided to start
in California and Ruffner says a lot when he calls him "The cleverest
kid in the game." Being a big man, Ruffner is not sore merely because
his former side partner
going away.
He still knows he is clever, but
now he has got to hustle by himself and for a starter he writes:
,

li

A little stunt that doesn't amount to much but which undoubtedly put some sunshine into some poor lives is represented by the attached.
We had the Triangle release, "The
Habit of Happiness," with Douglas Fairbanks on the boards,
and the sermon preached therein gave me the cue to adopt
the
idea
of
trying
bring
bit
of
happiness
and
to
a
laughter into the lives of the unemployed and the down-andouters.
We polled 68 clippings yesterday and I know there are
several in today. It would have done your heart good to see
some of the old characters dig up a Smile at the door when
they handed our doorman the clipping, and once Inside and comfortably seated, the smiles couldn't have possibly slipped off.

—

It

is

just a case of practicing

what you preach.

The clipping reads:

ARE TOI H U'l'Y
Douglas Fairbanks preached happiness he taught people to
laugh
he went among the unemployed and placed smiles
where formerly dwelt a grouch. It would be mighty line If
there were more people like him.
Now, lot every unemployed
man or woman who reads this present ad and a smile at
our door today or tomorrow and "Doug" Fairbanks will help
us make you forget your troubles.
"THE HABIT OF HAPPINESS" can be acquired and it can be seen at THE LIBWell make you laugh and we'll
ERT'S
make you glad and it won't cost you a red cent. Ralph
;

;

'

'

Ruffner,

manager Liberty

U

It

stories
It

cam

would do good.

others.

Some

of the material can be adapted to

FOR SALE— EXPERIENCE.
If

i

OUld coax out of a city editor with a poor

Maybe you want no
cigar and a lament that the state has gone dry.
"bums" In your heater, but we do not believe that Ruffner got any,
lot or heartsick men.
cither, and we do Know thai
I

I

plays

ture

you

that

deal with i.
seen how strong

When you have
problems, you know trior.'.
men and women and weak ones,

lUfl

i

cir-

cumstances, and with what results, you have almost the equivalent of

was run as a press story or as half
was NOT. It was run in the help wanted where
it
who were looking for jobs. The reading
ind It was put where
That Is tin
Dl
thai will mean more
i

Posters.

"Tube posters" will sound new to Americans, though at least three
have them, for they are nothing more than posters in the subways, in London called the tubes.
The tube posters in question are
those put out by Hepworth's Publicity Department under Philip Wright
Whitcomb, who turns out about as many good ideas as any one man
The posters are interesting on this side in
in the picture business.
that they show one British angle in "Service Beyond the Films."
The posters are large affairs, starting off with a war catchline, running into a paragraph suggested by the head which, in turn, blend;
There follows a schedule
into comment on the most recent release.
of places where the release will be shown in London the current week
The
and also giving the show dates of other recent Hepworths.
scheme is not so useful over here, where the houses are generally too
widely distributed, but In London it is a handy and effective equivafor the newspaper advertisements that cover the showing of
lent
serials here.
But the important point is the care with which even
It is
these plain type posters are prepared. The type is well chosen.
clean cut, but it is a pretty face, which may not be said of all type
faces by any means.
Just because it is all type is no reason why it
should not be all attractive, but Hepworth is one of the v. ry few
companies on either side of the water that seems always to consider
the cut of the face. And by the same token here is where innumerable
inhitors fail.
They take anything the printer
ome body faces are more attractive than
They do not
cities

pi

BPEND \N EVENING WITH YOI'R BEST FRIENDS.
Friends on whom you can always rely— friends who an
That's the kind of friend that you find
:id interesting.
from one vicissitude of life to another
in picture plays,
from sad to gay, from successful to disconsolate your picture
.n't be afraid to
play friends live with you
Com, tonight,
call for fear they've l-o tthe blues.
in Cheerfulness anil recreation.
CHOOSE Till' PICTURE SHOW THAT SI'ITS TOD. Don't
' ou
well
trust to luck. U
meet.

—

i

It

a brown stock printed

In

Would
n

We

May Change
Tam, Walter

II.

Itr

Help.

deeper brown, but
think

It
it

floei

date Its days,
pay,
The house

nol

would

It

will

to

let

The purpose

pay you well.
you know wl

are all set with the eatehllne In a
with the rest well Indented from the left-hnnd margin.
•

l

True

Again.
inn of proi\i.,
con-

an eight pager, As n sample ho sends In n four

friends.
of this guide to clu. •

The

Colonial.

and blue, though

Camden.
A.

printing,

R.

N.

J

rule panel

Color Scheme.

to
,

sticks

to

the

colonial

Woodruff writes that he knows

The trouble

Is

that

he mil

t

rotor*

of

huff

t'

reverse proportions
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on buff, and he cannot get quite tbe rigbt sbade of
Buff will touch up blue, if the latter is deep, but the reverse
paper.
Even at cost of striking the colors we would suggest a
Is not true.
change.
Mr. Woodruff also writes
We feel sure that changes could be made to advantage, but
we are not printers and therefore apply to the program doctor

and print

in blue

to help us

improve the sheet.

man who

gets these programs out is not a
printer, either.
He seems to have no idea of display. An early issue
is worse in this respect than a later copy, but both are poor speciIn one example the earlier there are four
mens of typography.
eight point full face machine lines that read

The trouble

is

that the

—

—

their

June

own good plays do not

sell,

who

1916

10,

a good line to offer those
tell you that they can write
It will keep their minds off other

but it
If they

is

kick at the stories they see.
better plays, suggest that they try.
troubles for a time, at any rate.
do
are not very strong for the halt page advertisement.
not like half pages in which the lines run straight across the page.
It is too much sweep for the eye, even in the larger sizes of type.
Some lines can run clear across, but not all should. Mr. McLean has
runs
black
which
type
in
he
"two
eights"
for
his
form
a much better
It is a distinctly good
at the left and smaller reading at the right.

We

We

:

Pathe
Pathe
Pathe
Pathe

Weekly.
Photocolor.
Cartoon.

Clergymen,

Presents.

These lines are all taken to the left hand margin. The first three
are subjects, the fourth is an introduction to "The Beloved Vagabond."
To some extent the house is at fault here, for the relative value of
the lines should be indicated to the printer, but no real compositor
would ever be guilty of such composition. But this is merely a minor
There are times when trade
fault compared to the general layout.
mark cuts can be used to advantage, but only when they are set into
Here tbe Pathe, Triangle, Bluebird,
the form by an artist printer.
V-L-S-E and Kleine-Edison marks are all used. No two of them are
even approximately the same size, and they are all dumped into the
form without particular effort at display. Unless trade marks can be
made to increase the typographical appearance, they should be left
It would be better not to use them than to spoil the appearance,
out.
and appearance will always be forfeited when cuts of varying sizes,
hapes and designs are employed. All Triangle or all Paramount or
all V-L-S-E can be used to reasonably good effect, but they do not
work well in combination unless the work is well done.
We think that the Colonial would do well to completely reconstruct
As it stands the program is run on pages three and
Its inside pages.
four, three days to a page.
It would be better to run the entire program on page three, using some form of marginal date, several of
which have been reproduced lately. This will reduce the width of the
page and permit the subjects to be given a better relative display in
smaller type. Then the page two should be given an editorial head and
split into two columns, to be used for house chat and comment on
The back page can carry the underline
the releases for the week.
and some chat of the players, if desired, the house talk now there
being taken to page two. If this is not done and it is desired to run
three programs to the page, then it would be well to cut down the size
of the page and use the South Bethlehem Orpheum layout shown in
In any case the cuts should
the issue dated March 4th of this year.
be eliminated, nor should portrait cuts be used in the program form
unless these are of uniform size and can be had one for each day.
The chief aim of the program is to tell the patron what is coming.
If this can be done and done well in one page, the use of two merely
increases tb» size of the display, but not its relative value.

Journalists
* re

and Educators

this

to be gu s,8 of

7'?
theatre

,
h;
tonight.

w
We

think they

the

Should See

of

picturization

Cer-

vante's classic, in which

surpasses anything he has

DeWolE
Hopper

before attempted. Hundreds
of thousands of people have

seen this great

actor

and

form. This reproduction gives but a small portion of one of the advertisements, but it will show how the stuff is worked and also suggest a stunt for "Don Quixote."

On

the Front.

The Monarch, Georgetown, Texas, recently showed "The Battle Cry of
Peace," and to give it full publicity took the entire front page of the
local paper.
Full page advertisements are no longer unusual, but a full
page of display advertising on the first page, even of a country paper,
No letter accompanies the paper.
is unusual.

Too Darned Generous.
The Liberty Theater, Tacoma, is a bit too generous. A recent ciris surprising.
Monday night they hold a Country Store when the
prizes (announced as one hundred) are distributed by lottery.
Tuesday
is Ladies' Day and any escorted woman may enter free.
Thursday is
another lottery with money prizes, and every day the house accepts
commutation tickets, ten for fifty cents, though the nominal admission
is ten cents.
And to see that no one is left out, each program is good
for a free admission.
Nothing whatever is said about the sort of show
it gives.
As a matter of fact it is to be presumed that the people go
to the lottery and look on the films as a prize package, just as some
sections require that a prize shall go with each punch board chance,
but this will not save the house from trouble if the proper authorities
Even were the lottery tickets free, the
ever see one of those circulars.
requirement that a winner shall be present in the house at the time of
drawing is, in itself, a "valuable consideration," and this, in itself,
constitutes the affair a lottery, in Federal law, at any rate.
This sort
of thing is vicious and hurtful to the pictures as a whole.
cular

Changed Around.
R. L. McLean, of the Capitol, Frankfort, Ky., sends in some more programs and writes
have just read your criticism in the issue of April 22,
I
and thank you for it. I am enclosing two of my later efforts
in which I have eliminated all advertising and in which I
have incorporated some of the valuable suggestions you give

us in the "World."
I
am also enclosing some of my newspaper ads. The half
page was in a special fashion week issue and with the half
page the paper gave me the balance for readers. The ads on
Clara Kimball Young in "The Yellow Passport" and Jtvitty
Gordon in "As in a Looking Glass" were all that I used on
those days, and they proved big pullers, as we played to
capacity both days, and that's going some in the middle of
Lent in Frankfort. I am unable to tell you of the results of
the "Don Quixote" ad yet.
If every exhibitor appreciates your aid as I do you will have
a hard job listing your well wishers.

Changing the form had given Mr. McLean more space for his program, and because he has this space, we would suggest that he set
his titles in larger type.
Using advertising around the central space

made

it possible to use smaller points to advantage.
Now with all
the space for the program announcement, he has too much white and
it does not fill nicely.
Unless it is too much of a job to collect for
the advertisements, we would suggest that he put some of them back,
say an inch or an inch and a half, top and bottom.
If this is not
done, the printer should be told to get a better display in the space
now at his command. The squares should not be filled solid with type,
but there should be more on those inside pages if they are not to look
too lonesome.
This is particularly true in the case of programs that
list a single five reel feature.
Three by three and a half inches is too
much. The back page is given up to solid house talk.
In the advertising Mr. McLean accidentaly stumbled against a
new title. The copy had to be sent to the printer in a hurry and
there was no chance to read proof.
The attraction was "The Yellow
Passport." This was played up in the left hand margin.
In the right
hand division mention was made of the "black hundred" and the
printer played this up above the play title and apparently the title
proved better than the original. Now there seems to be a chance for
someone to write a play by that title. And speaking of plays, Mr.
McLean gets an item out of the Photoplaywright department that
works in nicely. It runs to the effect that if you see a show and feel
that you can write better scripts, it is up to you to go home and do
It was shot at the script writers who are forever kicking that
it.

Bull Protectors.

The "Bull Protector"

is

nearly a year old, and yet the Gem, Marietta,

Ga., sends in the first we have seen put to picture use.
The B. P. is a
square of card or paper with a die cut that forms an oval about the
size of the average ear, save for the bototm part, which is not cut
through. The tab is labeled "Bull Protector," and in the card at hand
the text urges the holder to put it over his ear when anyone says
there are better pictures than are shown at that theater. Bull is cheap
slang, but the cards seem to have made a hit where used.

Still

H. E. Weber,

There.

Chambersburg,

of

Pa.,

is

still

there,

though

it

has

been months since he was in last. But his latest contribution is not a
very heavy one, though it is good merely a newspaper advertisement
that starts off with
After All, the Best Moving Picture Censors are the Moving
Picture Patrons Themselves. The people who pay should have
the say. We know that Orpheum patrons know good photoplays,
that's why we get so many good ones.
If you are bothered with idiotic censorship (and Pennsylvania will
need a lot of beating in that line) the best way is to put it up to the
people themselves and leave it to their own good judgment.
;

:

Get

it

Right.

The Victoria, Philadelphia, is getting out a program that would be
better were it more carefully done.
When even the house manager
does not know his play titles, how can he expect to interest the public,
or how can he expect to hold his public's confidence when they go prepared to see "An Oily Scandal" and find that it really is "An Oily
Scoundrel." On the same bill "By Stork's Delivery" is used instead of
"By Stork Delivery." A little more pains will help a lot.
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Uniform.

st-pocket that needs only
The Park. Middleboro, Mass., gets
dated days.
With one exception all titles are in uniform point and
face, the printer arranges the matter nicely and it is printed in green
on green with a good tint of stock to go with the ink used. We do not
know how large a place Middleboro Is, but it has a real city printing
office at any rate.
In addition to dating the days, we would suggest that
the date also appear on the front page. This could appear under the
ornament or replace it. It should not rise above a ten point type on this
6ize sheet.

In Keeping.
Gordon F. Fullerton, of the Mission, Seattle, sends in an adverIn the original it
tisement he framed up for a Selig railroad drama.
is four tens, which gives ample space for the display and yet keeps
The Greater Theaters Co.
so opea that it is easily read.
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ou

happen to go at times to one of the largest and
finest moving picture theaters in the highest class of resident
district.
This theater furnishes an excellent and select musical program by a very good orchestra from 6.30 to 7 P. M.,
but to my surprise I find that the orchestra plays to empty
seats and a hand full of patrons, and also that the patrons
in that house do not pay any more attention to the starting
time of the different shows, which all consist of big features,
than they do in my house.
They come and go as they
please, so what are you going to do about it?
It seems to us that Mr. Franke makes out an excellent argument for
the short subject program when people come and go as they please
instead of trying to make the regular hours of commencement, but
in any case, some persons who do not now come and who may not
read the slides may appreciate the information, but we do not merely
mean that he should announce that the house starts a show at a certain hour.
Tell each day.
For instance he has a five and a two part
picture on one program.
The show starts say at 7.30. A man might
want to see the five reeler and not the two part comedy. How would
he know when to come. But if the program stated that the comedy
would be shown at stated hours and that the feature would start at
other stated hours, then people might come who do not now come, and
those are the ones he most wants to reach.
Mr. Franke seems to be having trouble with his cuts.
One trouble
is that when he does get them from his exchange they are bad beI

of steam, has no stop-overs, and has "the right
of way" from start to stop.

':':

of

)
come to the particular shows
We have done this time and
in our programs until we were blue
result whatever.
attribute the disregard of this matpatrons, which are of the middle

Cuts are loaned or rented the
cause they are of the wrong screen.
exhibitor to help make business and yet the average layout of cuts is
either all 50 or 60 or 110 or 120 screen.
The number of companies
offering both styles of screen is small indeed.
If the thing is worth
doing at all it is worth doing well and we think it pays Mr. Franke
to be forced to have his own cuts made since then he gets them of the
mean
something
and
they
to
proper screen
a patron.

at

the blind baggage -like the Twentieth Century

Limited, thii railroad

I

the face without any
have been inclined t

800 Ground §;
Floor Seats

':':

Continuous 11 to 11

"•_

the Bridge.

The Lyric, Lancaster, N. H., uses "Just across the bridge" as a
house slogan, apparently to overcome some handicap in location. L. W.
Carroll writes that lately they gave all women patrons this receipt,
nicely enveloped for taking home; "Lyric Cream: Soak a teaspoonful
of gelatine in a quarter cup of cold water and dissolve in a quarter
cup of boiling milk. Add one cup of sugar and juice of one lemon.
Stir until dissolved, then add one cup of mashed banana.
Let it stand
until it begins to thicken then fold in one cup of heavy cream, beaten
Turn into a mold lined with lady fingers,
stiff, and the white of one egg.
chill and serve with whipped cream."
We are not going to run a cook
book, but this sounds good enough to pass along for the benefit of
bachelor managers. Mr. Carroll reports a good sale of coupon tickets on
the basis of twelve, ten cent tickets for one dollar.
He uses a throwaway for each day, reciting the program briefly but attractively. The
throwaway is most useful in the small towns, but it has its place and
these are clean cut and well printed.
Post cards written on the typewriter, not mimeographed, are also used for features.
Probably the
mailing list is small, but even where it is fairly large it pays to send
a ribbon copy instead of a blotchy duplication.
Mr. Carroll has the
right idea.

What Wilby

Did.

R. B. Wilby, of the Strand Amusement Co., Montgomery, Ala., did
not like a certain film title any more than did many others, but,
unlike the others, he did something about it.
This is what he did
:

WARNING.

A

Correct the Patrons.
F.

Franke, of the California, Chicago, writes in reply to our recent
in which we suggested tbat he should name the starting
He says
Replying to your recent letter of comment on my program I wish to thank you for same am enclosing another
The printer
edition for which I invite your criticisms again.
made an error In not placing the days In proper rotation.
The cuts of Bushman and "The White Sister" are my own,
as I could get absolutely nothing from the exchange. You note
the difference between the last named two cuts and the one of
the "House of Tears" which was furnished by the exchange.
The exchanges when selling you films promise you most
anything, but sometimes one can't even get a slide, herald,
or press matter of any kind.
I
note what you say in regard to stating the starting time
In reply, I wish to say
of the various shows.
If you want to go to a so-called legitimate show, you know
the starting time is 2.18 at the matinee and 8.15 evenings all
over the United Stati
believe; at least this Is the universal
starting time In Chicago, and has been for over 4.r> years that
The moving picture shows start pretty much In the
I know.
same way, that Is about the same time, at 2 at the matinee
evening,
so that there la little room for arguand at 7 In the
ment as to when these shows start.
Nevertheless, you are right that some people always move
Into new territory, nnd also that some people have never went
to a show before, nnd for this reason the starting time should
be given. I had ordered my printer to print the starting time
on enclosed program, but for some reason or other be omitted It
In connection with the above I want to say further that
we have advertised the starting time of each particular show,
II.

:ommcnt
;imes.

;

:

I

.

On Tuesday, May 0th. the Strand will exhibit a film upon
which the title "The Crippled Hand" has been wished.
It
sounds, as we remarked once before, like the villian in "The
Exploits of Elaine."

but

comedy-drama, that you

is

Instead

miss

will

an exceptionally

much

by

delightful
You're
missing.

while some assinine management kills a good picture
with a misleading or uninviting title
Train your patrons to go back
of the title for Information and it will not hurt you so much.
A title

Every
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Costs
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Inquiries.

NOT

Questions concerning the writing (but
the marketof photoplays will be replied to without charge if
addressed to the Photoplaywright Department and accomQuestions
panied by a fully addressed stamped envelope.
must be typewritten or written with pen and ink.
Questions as to the financial standing of concerns or the
probable markets for specific or certain styles of stories
cannot be answered.
In no case and under no circumstance will any manuscript
or synopsis be handled and if sent will be returned without

ing)
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tight law with the idea of further safeguarding the author.
This amendment merely adds a prohibition against "abridgement, ampliAH of
fication, augmentation, adaptation or arrangement" of a work.
this seems to be fully covered by the present law which prohibits novellzation or dramatization, according to circumstance, by other than the
holder of the copyright. Mr. Gardner contends that if this is done, the
authors can print their .synopses in any copyrighted publication and
It is just as possible to do
get protection from the blanket copyright.
thing right now, and it can and has been done, but if the
author is wise he will gain individual copyright in his own name for his
This will
particular contribution as a contribution to a periodical.
obviate a possibly vexatious tangle as to the real holder of the right to
dramatize a synopsis, for the rights lie with the holder of the copyright,
who must transfer this right in proper form. Under the Gardner scheme
the blanket copyright would issue and then be split up, through assignment, to the individual authors who must, in turn, reassign the right to
the purchasing producer. We fail to see that the copyright line is going
to scare any hardened thief, and we fail also, to see that the amendment
will in the least improve the position of the author, whose rights are as
fully safeguarded by the present law.
The Copyright Law was well
planned when the new enactment of 1909 was made, and we do not
believe in cluttering it up with hairsplitting amendments.

reply.

A

list

of addresses of producing companies will be sent if
is made direct to the publication office, but not
is made to this department.

the request

where request

Those Darned Synopses.

RECENTLY

a man who should know better spoke of the impossibility
using the continuity supplied by the writers and in the same
breath said that it was his purpose to improve the standard of films
made by the concern he was connected with. THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE.
Stories will continue to be rotten just so long as Editors, directors, reconstructors and anyone else about the yard who chances along is permitted to butt in on the careful construction of a real author. We are
willing to admit that not many decent continuities are received by the
companies, but this is because they do not pay enough money to make
Companies pay
it worth while for the man who could do good work.
several hundred dollars to a man who writes for the Saturday Evening
Post.
He turns out something that must be whipped into shape, and by
the time his style has been edited out of the script the idea that remains
spoiled
by the reis hardly worth working over, but it is still further
constructor who may fail to see the slight idea the author did have.
Meantime the script expense must be averaged up to the usual one to two
synopses
only are
save
money,
film
and
to
of
the
per cent, of the cost
demanded and purchased for a few dollars a reel. The man who has
good ideas and good technique, but who wants to be paid a fairly good
He is ignored and shouldered until he turns back
price, not looked at.
to his fiction work, determined to work up to the first grade magazines
and then get the fancy prices. Meantime good stories go begging because
they cost a hundred a reel and more good ideas are badly handled because authors do not take the trouble to fix them up properly knowing
that they will not be paid for their work if they do.
There are not ten recpnstructors in the country today who can take a
synopsis of five hundred words to the reel and get from it as good a
play as can the original author in spite of his technical deficiencies, and
yet the bulk of the stories are reconstructed even where the continuity is
purchased because no one around the average plant seems to realize that
the story, the plot told in action is the work for which the plant was
erected.
A photoplay is a story told in action. That is what it should
be, at least, but the average photoplay is a once good idea fussed up by
two or more studio men working with a bare hint.
Suppose that all the book publishers should suddenly change their
Suppose they
tactics and declare that royalty to authors is all wrong.
hired a few men of the hack grade and advertised for ideas for these
men to grind into novels. Suppose that they brought out book after
book, all more or less alike because all written by the same handful of
How long would the book publishers stay in business? The
men.
average royalty for a novel is between ten and fifteen per cent, of the
advertised price. A novel advertised for $1.50 and selling for something
more than a dollar net, pays on a ten per cent, royalty fifteen cents for
each copy. Books likely to have a small circulation, technical works
and similar volumes pay more than this, but the novel offers the best
comparison, because the story and the play are close kin. On a circulation of ten thousand copies an author would get $1,500 for his work.
He might also get a flat price for serial rights or perhaps first and second
rights, and the book might go into a cheap reprint edition.
Coming down the scale, an author writes the lesser style of stuff,
getting from $300 to $500 for a novelette that he will write in a week
or $30 to $100 for a story he can do in a couple of days. He seeks to
write photoplays. His work shows he can invent situations and lively
action, but instead of being encouraged to write he is told to do synopses
only.
He may get a couple of hundred dollars for a synopsis he could
turn into a novelette for $300, but when he sees what is done to his brain
children he despairs of ever getting ahead in pictures and turns back
to fiction before his reputation is spoiled.
Right now the bulk of manufacturers seem to be encouraging two
classes of writers, the literary stars who get fancy prices for the rot
they grind out with a bored air and the novices who will take comparatively small sums for their synopses. The writers in between who
can and should, serve as the backbone of the business are almost comof

pletely

ignored.

It is all

wrong and things must be changed before

right themselves.
Either the changes will be
business to worry about.

made

affairs can possibly
or there will be no

Much Ado.
in

Rev. Karl H. M. Gardner, of Los Angeles, seeks to enlist our Interest
H. R. Bill 14226, which amends paragraph (b) of section one of the

Good

Advice.

Lillian M. Rubenstein is syndicating advice to photoplay writers and
the ninth lesson gives a list of buying companies that offers such concerns as Ramo, Blache, Solax, Essanay (Niles Co.), the old RelianceMajestic-Apollo-Komic combination, the N. Y. M. P., Solax, Victorgraph,
Comet, Pilot, Ryno, Minusa (M-in-A?), Quilot (Pilot again?) and a
couple of others. Apparently she does not know that Triangle has been
formed, that many of the others have been dead for a year or more
and that other brands have been dropped, and yet she sets herself up
as a teacher.

Where to Go.
correspondent writes that last October he paid a dollar for a series
He received only the Octoknow about it. We do
enterprise and would suggest to this correspondent
and others that complaint should
of this kind
the Post Office Department.
The better way is
write off the dollar
and charge it to experience. Such a proposition s foolish on the face
of it and very evidently intended to catch the
ome-ons.
There can
be no such thing, as a mail course in acting,
At that, this correspondent is not as badly off as the boob who v, •ote the Kalem company that the Cruze school shut down before
came to the lesson
"1
this
>uld greatly hurt his chances of
A

of 220 lessons in film acting by famous stars.
ber issue and he wants to know what we

t

(

i

i

"German Money" Again.
Perhaps you remember that German Money synopsis that was sprung
The answer was that there was no real plot in the suggested
Edgar James Pulcher, who is with a Canadian regiment,
worked up the incident into an apt little play for regimental presenta-

last winter.
incident, but
'

>

tion

;

i

shot

Ml,

I

This merely goes to prove that no idea is wasted if you buzz around
long enough. This idea seemed worthless, but Mr. Pulcher's idea is
so timely that we have suggested to him that he pass it up to the
high military authorities to be used in training camps generally where
there is a projection machine.
it

Possibilities.
Suppose that you are going down the street to the grocery.
On
the way the fire engines dash across the street and for a moment you
are tempted to run to the fire, but you keep on to the grocery. The
next morning the paper tells you that a factory building burned and
that there were numerous thrilling escapes.
Had you been less intent
on the groceries you might have seen a wonderful sight, but you were
going after a pound of butter and that is all you got. Concentration is
a valuable trait, but it can be overdone in writing plays. Don't drive
your play to a predetermined finish just because that is the way it
came to you. Forget your pound of butter climax for the sake of the
sensational fire. In other words, be willing to let your plot go where it
will.
If it goes in the wrong direction, you can always pull it back,
but on the other hand you may stumble upon a far better climax than
the one you first thought of.

THIRD
EDITION
OF EPES WINTHROP SARGENT'S

Technique of the Photoplay
Will come from the press some time in
This is not a reprint of the second
new work of seventy-two
chapters and appendix.
June.

edition, but a

Watch

for

announcement.
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Manufacturers' Notice.

T

IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

r

jective is desired, then

:

X
(100— x)
F
a method for finding the length of the
of the slide mat as a base line, and
also the focal length of the stereo lens, and the width of the
screen picture which will give fairly accurate results, but this
method is subject to considerable error on account of the short
base line. Also practical rules are given in place of the above
formulas, and which may not be so exact but are close enough for
the lenses carried on the market.
The rule 'Intensity of light diminishes with the square of the
distance from its source," would apply to any case where the
concentration of the beam is left unaltered and the intercepting
surface, alone, such as for instance, a screen, is moved toward
and away from the illuminant. But in the case of projection,
when the screen is moved farther from the lens, and the size of
the picture maintained the same, a different lens is used so as
to further concentrate the beam, with the result that the total
amount of light that reaches the screen remains practically con-

The Handbook gives

throw by using the width

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,
without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be replied to in the department one dollar.
Both the lirst and second set of questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to the
editor or both for 40 cents.
Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every live,
You may
progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of study.

;

to

Question No.

:

140.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in
Theatre manreplies of excellence will appear in the Koll of Honor.
agers looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of

Honor.

Worcester's reply gives still another method which is both interesting
and practical, though why not use tape and line measure direct from
lens to screen, instead of

making

t

Tell us how you think films ourjht to be cared for in the operating room.. Tell us what tools you think an operator should own,

and what the management ought

Reply

to supply.

Roll of Honor on Question No. 133.
The Roll of Honor on Question 133 consists of Joseph H. M. Smith,
Fort Worth, Texas; W. C. Crawford, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ralph W. Martin,
;

Los Angeles, Cal.

George F. Deutsch, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Worcester,
Mass. F. F. Bell, Palestine, Texas M. Nosti, Tampa, Fla. Wilson Hays,
Barton, Md. W. B. Allen, Edmonton, Canada L. Pagenhardt, Westernport, Md.
J. L. Arnold, Bellingham, Wash.
B. P. Warrick, Worthington,
Minn. H. G. Crose, Gary, Ind. C. E. Linstrutn, Carthage, N. Y. Walter
Collins, Tiffin, Ohio, and 0. J. Bean, New Bedford, Mass.
In this instance I am going to publish two replies, namely: those of
Ralph W. Martin, and Worcester, Mass.
Brother Deutsch's reply was excellent but too technical to be readily
understood by our readers.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Reply to Question No.

133.

By Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles,
The Question

What

is

Cal.

:

the easiest and simplest method of measuring distance from
is: "Intensity of light diminishes with the
its source."
Does this hold good in projec-

lens to screen?
The rule
square of the distance from
tion

to

Question No.

133.

By Worcester, Mass.
As most operating rooms are located above the level of the screen,
easiest method of measuring the distance from lens to screen is

the

to apply the theorem in geometry that the square of the hypotenuse of
a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the two legs. In
this case the hypotenuse is desired.
It is an easy matter to find the
floor distance and the distance of the booth above the level of the screen.
Multiply each by itself, add the results, and take the square root of the
sum. For example suppose the floor distance to be 100 feet and the
distance of the lens above the center of the screen is 25 feet, 100 x 100
equals 10,000, and 25 x 25 gives 625.
The sum is 10,625, of which the
square root is 112.8 plus for the hypotenuse or throw.
The rule that intensity of light diminishes with the square of the distance from its source applies to light passing freely.
The position of
the crater and the action of the lens system, however, modify the law
to such an extent that it is practically nullified.
The only bearing it has
is that as you increase the screen area you diminish the light intensity,
but this is not controlled by distance, but by lens curvature. Taking the
law as it reads, it does not apply.
(But they have not, either of them, set forth the really simple, practical method of doing this particular stunt
that is measuring the distance.
My own way would be to take a tape line as long as
could
get, and some reasonably unstretchable cord
tie the cord to the ring
of the tape line and run the tape all out of its case. Now if it is a 75-foot
tape, hold the 75 feet mark about where the center point between the two
combinations of the objective lens would be, pull the string tig
ing that the tape won't reach to the screen, placing the cord at the
center of the screen. Now tie a bit of colored string around the cord at
the point where it reaches the screen, or tie a knot in it, or cut it off
at that point, and double back on the tape line.
You will thus get a
practically exact measurement with a minimum of trouble.
The objection may be raised that the tape and the
ord mav stretch,
it will sag some.
Well, let me tell you, gentlemen, that, wh
retlcal In the measurement should be precise, in practice the variation of
even as much as six inches would make no appreciable difference If
the throw was a long one, and two or throe inche.; variation would not
make much
||
be a short one.
It is almost a cinch
you would not get it any closer, by figuring, because machine apertures
will vary slightly, and cheap li D
uUIy used for projection are notorlou
;

—

I

light?

;

The Answer
There may be a great variety of easy and simple methods of
measuring the distance from the lens to the screen, but the most
accurate method (excepting none) is to measure directly from the
aperture to the tenter of the screen by means of a steel tape line.
This may require pushing a pole through the lens port and dropping a plum), line from Its end to the floor, and then measuring
from the point on the floor to the screen, and then from the
top of the plumb line back to the aperture.
In some cases the
in
may be still more laborious. This method may not
be either simple or easy, and may require repeating the
i

i

i
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Irand Theatre, D< li ware. Ohio.
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People used to balk at going down In front before I Installed
the Amberlux, but It Is different now. They go right down front
Without grumbling at all. and this feature alone has paid for
""' '•
have had the Amberlux In
for three months, and am more than pi
win be remembered that this department long ago approved
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but a piano ray Biter which softens the glare of the light without
materially diminishing Iti brilliance.
These lenses mav be had from
Dl

Company.

New

York' City, or
and are worth the money
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Projection at the Garden.
great, big outstanding thing, from the operators anil exhibitors' point of view, at the Exposition at The Madison Square Garden,
was the projection of pictures in the main auditorium. The installation consists of two Powers Six B machines.
The installation was

made by William

Smith, assistant general manager of the Nicholas

C.

June

Power Company, and was in charge of the following operators Joe
Abrams, All Polin, Sol Abrams and Abe Adelson.
The distance from the lens to screen was approximately 135 feet,
and the screen was a Moon. The results, considering the tremendous
difficulties under which the installation worked, were very good indeed.
The amperage was variously stated from 70 to 90, but after looking at
the carbons I should say 70, or pretty nearly that figure D. C, of
course.
True, the picture was not an unusually large one (15 feet
wide), but it was plenty large enough, and stood out with surprising
brilliancy and wealth of detail, when one comes to consider there was
literally a flood of light in the auditorium.
Two big chandeliers, each
containing hundreds of lights, blazed down, and there were great flaming arc lights, and Cooper-Hewitt studio lamps sending their glare all
over the auditorium. Mr. Smith, the operators, and the equipment are
all entitled to credit for the really splendid results attained under the
:
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—

nothing

The one

if
the picture were smaller. Ed.)
The equipment
consists of two Simplex machines,
one spot light, a G.
E.
Rectifier,
and Wagner converter.
The optical system
of
each machine is set according to the tables in the
projection department, and give perfect results.
Have glass
In all the ports, the observation port being 14 xl8 inches.
The house seats 1,300. Show Paramount program five days a

week and S & C vaudeville Saturday and Sunday.

Picture*

vaudeville, six acts, ten, twenty, thirty.

—

conditions.
I
noticed ono thing particularly well worth attention by exhibitors
and operators, viz
The picture was only 15 feet wide, yet standing on
the balcony at the opposite end of the great arena, .fully 100 yards away,
I could, with but slight effort, read the ordinary titles and could' easily
follow every detail of the film story, although my eyes are by no means
as good as they once were.
:

From

The picture I am sending was taken a three o'clock in the
afternoon with the skylight open.
You can get an idea how
nice it is to work under these conditions
Of course there is
a window blind over the skylight so it ca n be pulled across to
make the room dark. You will notice by the blur on the
lamphouse behind me, caused by the arc, that the machine
Well, if this gets in the department I may write
is running.
again some time and I might anyway. Oh, yes, we are organized, and all three houses employ I. A men.
The scale of
wages is far ahead of anything I have heard of in the east,
and this is saying something, but it's true.
I
am using 40
amperes D. C., and a flat, white non-reflecting screen, an4 am
getting some picture if I do say it myself.

the Trenches.

Sergeant C. H. Richardson, 26th Battalion, Second Canadian, formerly
operator Star theater, St. John, N. B., writes from the trenches in
Flanders as follows
:

You will no doubt be surprised to receive a letter from this
part of the world.
Although I have been in the uniform for
eighteen months I am still endeavoring to keep pace with the
Through the kindness of A. J.
operator's end of the business.
Mason, Imperial theater, St. John, I have received the World
regularly since last June.
My last two copies, January 15th
and 22d, arrived two days ago. I have them here with me in
the front line of the trenches.
After reading will pass them
along to my brother, who was also an operator before enlistJust now I am operator of a Ross rifle, giving continuous
ing.
performances from twilight until dawn, and believe me we
have some big features over here, though they come entirely
Things are progressing fairly well, however,
unannounced.
and I hope and trust it won't be long before I shall again be
Excuse this pencil
back, steering the good ship Projection.
scrawl, as a fellow almost has to tie himself in a knot in
order to write in these confounded dugouts.

;

Well, Brother Hill, you'd have to show me that picture before I
believe it a really good 20 foot picture on a non-reflective
However, I will be in the state of
screen with 40 amperes of current.
Washington some time next winter, and it is possible I may be able
to arrange to come over to North Yakima, provided it does not entail
The Moving Picture World is
too much additional railway fare.
going to be the "goat" on the financial end, and I will have to see
first how much additional goat they would be if I include your city.
That is some plant you have all right, and I would like to give it the

—

would

—

My

grandfather's name was C. H. Richardson the C. H. standing
Calvin Howard, therefore Brother Richardson's name attracted
undivided attention, and I am going to send his letter to grandsurviving children "children" is good, the youngest being
about sixty-five. Yes, I too hope the brother will soon be back but,
well, we have been hoping that for quite some time, and the fulfillment of the hope still seems as far off as ever.
for

my

—

father's

C.

Temporary Film Splice.
Patterson, Wilmerding, Pa., says
I would like to suggest insulating tape as an excellent temporary film splicer when the film breaks in the machine. Am
not in the movie business, although I have a keen interest in
it

in

all points of view, and expect to get into the game in
Hare operated several makes of machines
near future.
Ireland and in this country.

from

the

The

scheme is to get ordinary insulating tape, and, cutti*e off about two feet, double it back on itself, cementing the two
pieces together, face to face
then dip the whole thing in flour and
rub off the surplus. This prevents the back side from sticking. Now,
when the film breaks it is only necessary to clip off an inch or so
of the tape, first having separated the faces of the two sides, and stick
it en the back side of the film, thus joining them.
While we thank the brother for suggesting this plan, still I cannot
particularly recommend it, because I think an ordinary paper clip
ii better, and with the tape the average operator would, I think, use
two or three inches intsead of one, and thus unnecessarily ruin several
pictures in the film.
brother's

;

Has a Cracker Box.
Guy

Hill,

North Yakima, Wash., sends order for the new Handbook,

and says
about four years since I wrote to the department, but
I am the
I have been reading it all these years, nevertheless.
chief, with a capital C, at the Empire theater, this city.
Have a regular cracker box for an operating room, it being
only 14 feet deep by 18 feet long, with a 13 foot ceiling, in
which latter there is a skylight 4 x 10 feet, which opens and
closes automatically with the port fire shutters
also can be
opened by hand when I need the light. It sure is some ventilating system.
Am projecting a 20 foot picture at 116 feet,
with a 30 foot drop, and have no keystone effect whatever.
(Yes, but you have distortion, Brother Hill, though it is not
bad on the 116 foot throw and would amount to practically
It

is

;

From
\.

Galveston.

E. Kirk, Galveston, Texas, writes:
It is quite some time since I had the pleasure of writing
You will, however, perhaps remember me as
the department.
the author of the method of lining the optical system of the
projector, which, together with the method for anchoring the
machine table, is included in your Handbook. While I am no
longer an operator, I have never missed an issue of the department from the time you first began the "Trouble Column,"
and it has always been a source of instruction, amusement
I
now design, build and operate all my own maor profit.
chines and effects for use in local theatricals, spectacular .features of dances, balls, etc., and I would like to say right here
that "perfect projection,' which you so often preach, as applied to moving pictures, applies equally to the operation of
unfortunate that the
It
is
spot lights and stereopticons.
average operator pays so little attention to proper handling
of the spot light or stereopticon, when these machines are in
reality the elder brothers of the moving picture machine.
tin)
from time
I ha\
i

for

inforr,

the

1

ABC

of a portion of the metal off the side of the shutter blade, and
the adding of an extra piece of metal held with screws, so
The great
that the blade width may be adjusted to suit.
fault with this, however, is the absolute certainty of throw-

ing the whole shutter out of balance, which wears out bearSince
ings and tends to set up vibration in the mechanism.
having three
I note you have repeatedly said' that a shutter
blades of equal width is ideal, a method of changing the
width of all the blades in an absolute equal amount without

June
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destroying the balance of the shutter as a whole has sugherewith submit it on its merits.
gested itself to me.
1
In the illustration, A represents about the proportion of the
B and C are two thin shutter
regular equal bladed shutter.
discs exactly alike, with the blades considerably narrower
than the regular blades in A, say two-thirds or three-fifths
The actual width determined upon by the
the width of A.
Now, if C be
operator will depend upon his local conditions.
placed on the top of B, with the blades exaclty in line with
those of B, the result will be one shutter with the narrowest
blades possible to use, but if C be turned around on B, B
remaining stationary, you will readily see that the width of all
blades is automatically altered in equal amount.
Ye». by the anchoring and the lining methods you are duly and
I
expect to be in your city and deliver a lecture
properly identified.
Shall hope to then have the
some time next winter.
projection
on
As to your shutter scheme, I don't see any
pleasure of meeting you.
reason why it would not work well indeed, and it strikes me as worthy
Something of the kind is needed, and
of attention by manufacturers.
while I have not studied this matter in all its phases, from a onceoyer examination it looks pretty good.

Another Opinion.
With regard to the question concerning a 60 cycle transformer
(economizer, inductor, etc.) working on 133 cycle, I also submitted this
question to the Edison Company, and here is their reply.
If the low voltage transformer referred to is one taking 110
volts from the primary side and delivering about 40 to 50 volts
on the secondary side, the only effect of its being used on 133 cycle
would be that it would get slightly warm, though not to an exThe loss in
tent that would be damaging to the instrument.
efficiency as against its use on 60 cycle current would be about 5
per cent., provided the instrument was of high grade construc-

Arc Position.
John

Griffiths, Ansonia, Conn., says:
With regard to Brother Martin's article on "Crater Position,"
April 8th issue, his argument is excellent, and I think beyond
criticism.
However, lest some operator place the arc at the
position of the image of the aperture as called for, and condemn
the idea because result is not satisfactory, I would like to point
out that it is not only necessary to put the arc at crater position, but also to put the crater position where the arc can
do is maximum work, because if either the E. F. of the condenser
or the distance between the condenser and aperture are not
suitable for the objective and amperage used, then it would be
useless to put the arc in crater position as called for in Friend
It should be first noted that the position of
Martin's article.
the image "at crater position," and the size thereof depend
entirely on the E. F. of the condensers and their distance from
the aperture. This is not affected either by the size of the picture
being projected, or the E. F. of the objective, so that while it is
quite true that the crater and the image of the aperture ought
to be located at the same point in order to get he maximum efficiency out of the optical system, it by no means follows that we
must move our arc to crater position as indicated by the condensers already in the machine. It means rather that we should
change the condensers so that they will move the image to a
point, where the crater will project an image of itself to the
aperture of a size necessary to cover the same. The following
the size of the picture and the
points ought to be noted, first
quality of the screen determine how much amperage is necessary
the diameter of the objective and its back
or desirable second
focus determine the distance between the condensers and the
aperture third
it is the distance between the condensers and
aperture, as well as the amount of amperage being used, which
determines the E. F. of the condensers.
:

:

;

:

;

sizes given in Table 1, Page 14 of the Handbook,
apply in general to average amperages, but in cases of extremes
for small amperages
the following will improve conditions, viz

The condenser

:

Standardizing the Optical System.
Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles,
proposal

for

standardizing

the

Cal.,

optical

presents the
system.

following

as

The ideas set forth in the accompanying drawing represent a
scheme for standardizing every possible detail of the optical
system.
The object, very evidently, is to do away with the

F/6A
present difficulties encountered by the use of different conThe drawdenser lens combinations and different objectives.
ing must be considered in connection with previous articles on
the same subject.
ahead
the game,
considerably
of
are
ideas
these
No doubt
and are furthermore wholly dependent for practical success
upon many experiments yet to be made but, nevertheless, the
idea is here presented for whatever it might be worth.
am not going to comment on this particular proposition mainly
I
It is presented
because I don't know what to think of it myself.
merely as an interesting phase of the subject, which I would recommend to the consideration of those interested in the study of the optical
system of the projetcor. In Figure A is another adaption of the same
Concerning this
Idea, in which the meniscus aperture lens is used.
Brother Martin says
Fig. A shows the aperture lens placed between the aperture
the
aperture
as before
behind
placed
When
objective.
and the
truly
suggested, there is difflculi
placed at the aperture, and besides this arrangement interferes with the present gate construction in many machines.
There should be little difficulty in placing the lens as shown
in Fig. A, at least In most machines, so this idea is just given
as an added suggestion to the other articles on the same sub;

:

>'

ject.

The placing
think,
I
objective.

bi

of

a

lens

b.

tw.cn

aperture

and

objeetiv

pi
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use shorter focal length condensers, and for large amperages
longer focal length condensers. As an example of how amperages
affect the equivalent focus of the condensers, I offer the followWe will assume the image of the crater at the aperture
ing
to be the same size in each case, therefore assuming that the
small amperage requires the crater enlargement to be five times,
and that the greater amperage requires the crater enlargement
only four times, which means, in plain terms, that in one instance
the spot will be five times the diameter of the crater, whereas
in the other instance it will be only four times the diameter
of the crater.
In each case the distance between the condensers
and the aperture equals 20 Inches, this being determined by the
diameter of the objective lens. Now with the crater which needs
enlarging five times, the crater position must be 20^-5 = 4 inches
from the curved surface of the back condensers, therefore condensers must be used which will place it there. But with the
crater which only needs enlarging four times, the crater position
must be 20-~4 5 inches from the curved surface of the rear
condenser, which would place it about 4 inches from the flat
surface of the lens. It will thus readily be seen that it will require condensers with longer focal length to place the crater
position four inches from the condenser than it would to place
the crater position three inches from the condenser.
I quote
these examples to illustrate the fact that we must adapt the
crater position to the amperage we use. Another way of knowing
when the crater is working at the right position is to observe
the spot on the shutter, when the shutter is placed where the
condenser is focused upon it, and withdrawing the crater from
the condenser until the spot on the shutter clears entirely of
the image of the arc, and appears evenly illuminated.
// the
spot (it the aperture is now too small to fully cover the same,
shorter focal length condensers are needed, and if too large,
then longer focal length condensers are needed. Of course It is
assumed that the limit of distance is being used between the
Increasing the distance between
condensers and the aperture.
the condensing lenses themselves is equivalent to using shorter
When a condenser is
focal length condensers, and vice-versa.
held up to the light with the eye at the point of focus the lens
It is the same when the
will appear as an even disc of light.
:

=
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point of focus
will appear evenly illuminated.
crater

is

at

the

;

the

image

of

the condenser

Brother Griffiths had kicked over the soup again, or at least has
Now I may be wrong and he may be right, but I have, or
tried to.
had concluded that wo ought to establish 3V6 inches as the distance
of the crater from the rear lens of the condenser and make other
If what Friend Griffiths says is correct, then
conditions Jit that one.
we are going to kick that proposition over and adopt something else,
but before 1 do that I want to know positively that Griffiths' plan Is
In considering this matter there is more than one
the best plan.
point to be looked at. In the first place there is increased loss of light
when we back the crater away from the lens by even so much as
one-half inch, and in the second place backing the arc away from the
lens has the effect of making the light beam thicker, or wider at the
Both are important items, and
point the revolving shutter cuts it.
To my way of thinking
entail light loss or decreased illumination.
this particular matter is close to the heart of the whole question of the
optical system of the projector, and I would ask our optical friends
If I am wrong in proposing to
to be very careful in discussing same.
work from a fixed distance, the sooner I know it the better, and,
conversely, If I am right the sooner I know it the better, and I am not
going to give up on that particular point until I know positively that
I
am wrong. In other words you must show me on this particular
proposition.

Adjusting Power's Shutter.

New Haven, Conn., says:
Enclosed find an idea of mine regarding shutter setting device for use on a Powers' Cameragraph, though doubtless It
could be used on other machines. It may be installed by any
competent operator, and without great expense.

Seth Wiard.

wearing

e
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and abso-

lutely accurate.
Practically all

parts of the Foos Gas Engine, both small and large,
are made by the use of tools called "jigs." This insures absolute
accuracy in the drilling of holes, etc., so that all parts can be made truly
interchangeable, a thing which cannot be accomplished by any other
possible process. Where holes are drilled and the different parts fitted
by means of jigs, it simply means that you can order a new part from
the factory and it will fit exactly as well as the old part did. There is
no guess-work about it, and you will know that the part will fit, because
it is either ground to exact diameter or is made in the same jig, and,
therefore, must be not only nearly, but precisely the same.
In Fig. 1 we see the engine ordinarily sold to moving picture theaters,
although the company makes a great number of different varieties or
designs of outfit, and you can get one larger or smaller, direct connected or belted.
In Fig. 1 AA are flywheels of extra heavy weight and large diameter,
designed especially for this class of work. These wheels, with their
large diameter and substantial
weight, make for steadiness in
speed.
B is the cylinder head,
which Is removable, in case it
should ever be necessary to open
the cylinder, simply by taking off
the eight hexagon nuts. C is a
spring on the rod at the top end
of which is the inlet valve.
D is
a coil spring on the rod at the
upper end of which, under the
cap H, is the exhaust valve.
These two valves are controlled
at X by rods, as shown.
These
rods connect with cams which
operate them, and the movement
positive.

is

we

In Fig. 2

get a view of the

(Wipe

spark

the t
the magA strikes

2

polarities
uit,

B (which

of

and when

a piece of heavy
spring steel), the circuit is completed, but as A wipes across B

and

is

passes
broken, and
cided snap.

it,

the

circuit

s

is broken with a deThe result of this
arrangement is a positively timed
and very "hot" spark,

regulated by means of s
or out by loosening loc

t of contact B will have with A is
D, Fig. 2, which may be readily screwed in
ut E, thus increasing or decreasing contact

r

A

with B.
This company has been engaged

of

Will you kindly give me your opinion of it, and if you feel
In the
so disposed give the matter space in the department.
drawing 1-1 is a collar on the front of the shutter, just large
enough to allow the shutter to be turned on the shaft in adjusting; 2-2 are the slanting transverse guides, preferably seated in
a collar enveloping the shaft and the shutter hub, and screwed
C-C is the collar which travels on guides
tight to the same.
the same being connected to the shutter by rods X-X.
Collar C-C is moved over the guides by metal yoke O which
works In a flange on collar C-C. The yoke Is attached to the
shaft which is actuated by the thumb screw, and which moves
back and forth as it works in the screw bearing.
2-2,

This device is very carefully gotten up, but I would prefer not to
comment until I have seen an actual model. I might say, however,
that I can see no particular advantage in such an arrangement on
the Powers machine. When the shutter is once set there is no reason
why it should be changed, except perhaps once in a great while when
some repair is made to the mechanism. The invention is interesting,
however, and for that reason is given space.

in the manufacture of gas engines for
27 years, and certainly is putting out a mechanically well-made product.
In this connection, it may be said that the factory guarantees that the
speed of the engine will not vary over 2% from no load to full load,
and granting this to be the fact, most certainly the variation under
normal operating conditions of the moving picture theater, would be to
purposes, nothing at all. Taking everyth
into consider
w in Springfield I have
no hesitation in saying that the
Foos Gas Engine is a remarkable
machine, and I see no reason why
it will not, with ordinarily intelligent care and attention, deliver
the goods.
I
would, therefore,
recommend that managers contemplating the purchase of apparatus of this kind give the Foos
outfit
their
very careful con1

sideration.

facturer's claim as to
the

During the past several years

I

have from time to time received a
the Foos Electric Light Plant, which

number of inquiries with regard to
for several years has been soliciting the favor of the moving picture
theatre patronage. I, therefore, concluded to make a side-trip to Springfield, Ohio, while on my swing around the circle, and inquire into the
chronometer balance and cylinder escapement of this particular piece of

of

compared to current supplied by
a power station, is that it will re-

Foos Gas Engine.

sult in

a.

saving of 25 to 75 per

the wide variation being due to the possible variation in the
price of gasoline, gas and kerosene.
The generator of a standard make may be had to deliver 60, 70 or 110

cent,

equipment.

During my visit I made an extended trip through the factory and
examined, in detail, into the methods of manufacture. Among the first
things that attracted the editor's attention were the cards nailed on the
walls of almost every workroom, displaying the legend, In large type,
"Quality First." That is a mighty good motto for any manufacturer
to adopt, and it certainly may be said to have been adopted when the
company posts the legend conspicuously on the walls throughout Its
establishment.
The methods of manufacture of the Foos Gas Engine make for extreme
accuracy. All shafts and crank bearings are ground by means of
grinders which have a peripheral speed of approximately 72,000 ft. per
minute. This not only assures high polish, but also a high degree of
accuracy in diameters and in trueness of the circumference. It also
possesses another advantage, in that the wearing parts may be hardened
and then ground into their final shape. If you machine a piece of steel
down into the finest possible condition and then harden it, it is more
than likely to warp out of shape, at least, to some extent, in the process.
The grinding method Is therefore far superior to any other in making

Richardson's
Motion Picture Handbook for Managers and Operators.
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has
ever before been attempted, nor is it likely to be for
years to come. Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.
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QUESTIONS

in

cinematography addressed

department

to this

ceive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail

will re-

when lour

Special replies by mail on matter*
cents in stamps are inclosed.
,
which cannot be replied to in this department, $1.

Not alone to the director belongs the distinction of creative ability
With the raising of the standard of
in the production of pictures.
craftsmanship, ingenuity and knowledge required of the camera man,
come greater reward when he is able to endow the director's ideas with
artistic and pictorial worth.

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is a rule of this department that no apparatus will be recommended
editorially until the value of such appliances has been demonstrated to
its editor.

Camera Man and

Director.

The relations between the camera man and the director of a picture
are rarely as intimate as they should be. The production of a film
in a proper and fitting manner is one that requires the closest cooperation between every factor of the working forces and the camera
man and director are the two greatest factors in this production. When
they do not understand one another when they work at cross purposes,
it is self-evident that the production must suffer.
The director is at the mercy of the camera man for the proper
interpretation of his ideas upon the screen. Each necessarily imposes
all of his own limitations upon the other and it is only through a
thorough understanding and the closest co-operation that these limitations are prevented from conflicting with the perfection of their work.
There are many camera men who are jealous of allowing their
director to learn what he ought to know about photography and the
limitations of the camera and there are also many directors who are
too prone to regard the camera man as a mere mechanical accessory,
When these conditions obtain neither
possessing little or no brains.
can respect or have any great consideration for the ideas of the other,
but when the director realizes that his camera man is a master of his
craft, understands and knows what he can do with the camera and
;

when the camera man knows and realizes that his director knows
his business, has a concrete idea as to what he wishes to portray upon
the screen and knows that what he wishes to portray can be photographed so as to interpret his idea to the spectator, then the camera
man and the director have reached an understanding under which
they should be able to produce very nearly perfect pictures.
Both camera man and director should realize that not only are they
being paid a salary to produce the best of which they. are capable, but
they should also have a sense of the dignity of the task which they
are doing. Even the production of a rough-and-tumble, slap-stick
"Anything worth
to its production.
is worth doing well," although a trite saying, still holds a world
meaning and though well worn by long usage, is a motto which
might well hang above every director's desk and in every camera man's
dark room.
Too many camera men and too many directors, as well, fail to
understand why they do not make a greater success, when they
habitually allow any old thing to do, and perform their task just
sufficiently well to enable them to "get by."
in
I have met many directors who seem to think the best training
stage craft and drama can be obtained from all-night poker parties
and the infiltration of booze, and many camera men who kept their
photographic eye in practice by sighting along the billiard cue and
get the largest part of their technical training from the comic supplements of the Sunday newspapers, and yet they wonder why some camera
men are called "crunk turners."
Perhaps some of you boys think this Is rather drastic stuff, that I
slam it in too hard once In a while, but mark this the quiet fellows
who are drawing down the real figures on their pay checks on Saturday

comedy has a dignity attached
doing
of

—

night are the boys

who put

brains Into their business

on the Job" and "Johnnie on tho spot" when

It

:

who are "Jerry

comes

to producing

the goods. What they don't know they learn somehow. They don't
belong to the clique of tlmsc who knew too much to learn any more
and they were not too proud to exhibit their ignorance when it came
to a question of something they didn't know, but went and asked
someone who did know, or spent the necessary time to dig it out for
themselves from some text book where they could find what they needed

There has been much talk recently of overcrowding the profession
camera men, thereby bringing about a general reduction in salaries.
The man who knows his business does not have to won;- the man
at the top will always get the top-notch salary. If you have the determination and stamina to learn and apply what you should know, you
will have little occasion to worry about any reduction in your salary.
One of the best indications of this is the fact that there are quite a
number of camera men today who. are drawing larger salaries than
the directors for whom they take pictures, and although it is dangerous
to prophecy, I am confident enough of the dignity and worth of the
profession which bears the commonplace name of "camera man," that
I do predict that more and more will come an equalization of
the
salaries of camera men and ulrectors.
of

;

•Copright 1010, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

What

to

Take

for Educational Pictures.

Supplementary

the
to
article
"Hints to Newsfilm Cameramen"
published in these columns a little may be said regarding
what to take for Educational Pictures.
Most of the Educational Film Companies have their own cameramen
who attempt to cover as far as possible the more important educational
features of this country.
These traveling cameramen include in their
itinerary the principal views of the principal cities, and the best of the
natural scenery obtainable.
However there are so many important
subjects everywhere that may be photographed, that are impossible for
the regular cameramen to obtain, that any motion picture camera
operator can obtain a ready market for film of the highest class.
For example, one of the largest and best known Educational Film Companies recently started a cameraman on a trip across the continent with
instructions to take certain views in New York City before proceeding.
His orders were among others to obtain a view of the Statue of Liberty
in New York harbor with the sun setting behind the statue.
Were
it not for the fact that this particular picture was desired the cameraman might have been well on his way westward, but owing to inclement weather, and to the hazy atmosphere so prevalent in the harbor,
it was necessary to wait nearly two weeks for this particular picture.
How much better would it have been for this company to send their
cameraman on ahead and to advise some local photographer to just take
what was required. The local man could be on hand daily, with almost
no expense compared to that of the regular cameraman.
There are In every fair sized city, some points of interest that make
good educational subjects.
One correspondent living in the small town of Burlington, New
Jersey, was quite surprised to learn that an Educational Film Company
has sent a cameraman direct to this town to obtain some views of shad
fishing in the Delaware river.
Shad fishing in this particular spot has
been going on for years and years, but the local man never appreciated
the fact that this industry might make a picture worth while.
There is as much of a market for first class educational pictures as
there is for "Newsfilm." The educational work being the best for the
local photographer because there is no great hurry, no mad rush for
the particular news value of the picture. Often "Newsfilm Cameramen"
become excited and neglect to make some final adjustment of the
camera, that often results in a spoiled picture, while the man photographing educational pictures on the other hand may take his time
recently

and get the best results obtainable.
Industries of special nature, such as the manufacture of some special
Natural beautiful
article, automobiles for example, make good subjects.
scenery which you may see every day, but which many people may
come miles to see in fact, any subject that is of value to the public in
general makes valuable material for educational pictures.
Of course, the more technical part of the Educational work, such as
microscopic studies of plants and small organisms cannot be attempted by everyone, but there may be some little feature that
occurs to you that might make interesting material for a picture that
;

someone else would like to see.
I have in mind a
former professor of physics who has lately taken
He found that the photographing of some
up moving picture work.
of his experiments in chemistry and physics made interesting subjects,
and one that had a ready market. Now he is engaged in making a
picture of the life and habits of the ordinary frog, so you see there's
always a field for those who are alive to the opportunity.

Studios in Jacksonville, Florida.
The editor of this Department has been working in Southern Florida
for the last few weeks and stopped in Jacksonville on his way North.
There are five companies at the present time operating in Jacksonviz.
Thanhouser, Eagle, Vim, Kalem and Gaumont. The weather
beginning to be oppressively warm and all of the oompai

ville,
is

:

Eagle and Kalem are making preparations to go North for the Bummer.
The Thanhouser forces left for the North tho 35th. of this month.
Lawrence Williams, who has been with the Thanhouser Company
for several years,

haves

at

this writing to

go with the Famous Players

the place of his brother, who died recently In the
Rochelle hospital.
All of the studios operating here have open-air states with the exception of the Thanhouser Company, which has a glass studio for rainy
days In addition to a largo open-air studio.
The Eagle and Vint studios are the only ones who develop their
negatives In Jacksonville, the others sending their stuff North to their
respective headquarters for development and printing.

Company, taking
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"Notorious Gallagher" or "His Great Triumph."
Released May 29th by the Metro Pictures Corp'n.
Suggestions prepared by S. M. Berg.
(By special arrangements with G. Schirmer,

New York.)
Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every
musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a
partial solution of the problem
what to play for the picture. It
has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving
to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in
overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not available
until the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
.managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release,
and a sufficient number should be secured to provide one for each
member of the orchestra. This will afford to the progressive leader
an opportunity to acquaint himself with the general character of the
film drama he is to portray with his orchestra.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked
T) or a described action (marked D). For instance: 13 T, "Me fer
him" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen. But
17 D, "When men climb on porch," is a description of action.
"Musical
THISpossible

:

mu

(Train

"You

"A

effects.)

get a gang."

—

Love's Wilfulness Barthelemy.
(Andante appassionato)
Lancashire Clogs Grimshaw.

—

ride on that Pullman."

(Train

When
When
"I am

—

"Buttsy" Gallagher is a harmless product of the slums. One night
the gaiety going on in Judge Winter's house attracts him and he
crouches on the porch roof to watch where, after a time, he falls
asleep.
The house is burglarized, a servant is killed and the crooks
escape. "Buttsy" is arrested as the murderer and finds himself suddenly
famous. Women send him flowers and men argue his case. Bob Ewing
takes up the case and forces Peggy, the Judge's daughter, who was
hidden in the other window on the night of the murder to tell what
she knows.
"Buttsy" is released on probationary sentence for having
committed perjury as he confessed to the murder, delighted at having so much attention.
The picture closes with "Buttsy" in a series
of exciting incidents that prove his sterling qualities.
This picture is full of action with many pathetic scenes. Note particularly
Shot 1854 train effects 55 to 64 struggles and shooting from

s

"So you took advantage."

Music Publishers,

Inc.,

(Allegretto)

effects.)

"Buttsy" wakes up.

gang

the

starts out.

my

here to use

in

fluence."

"So you are a cut-throat."
"Jumped your parole."
(Shots.)
"I though
p

•Agitato No.

I

T The End.
Note: For the convenience of readers of the Moving Picture World a
numbers suggested in the above cue-sheet is to be found
in G. Schirmer's advertisement on another page.

75

price list of the

WILLIAM SHEER OPENS BOOKING OFFICE.

WILLIAM
many

SHEER,

familiarly

Film, resigned his position with that firm
this week and on June 1 will open general booking offices
occupied by him while connected with
in the premises
World and Equitable.
Mr. Sheer during his regime as casting director was instrumental in disposing of the grafting and petty larceny
agent and his position was created by Arthur H. Spiegel
because of the complaints against agents who, according to
affidavits of extra peo-

Music.

Subtitles or descriptive cues.

D

Opening.

One Fleeting hour

T
T

"Buttsy" Gallagher takes.
"Time didn't use to hang

Mystery Waltz

9

T "This can't be the little."
T Flora entertains a few.
T "They
been
may
have

— Lee.

(Moderato Molto expressivo)

(THEME)

2

second."
13
13J4

T
T

"Me

fer

— Baynes.

Katinka Waltzes— Friml.

Come

Bohemia

to

—Murchison.

(Fox-trot)

him."

"If you don't help me."

Hezekiah

half a

—Richardson.

T
D

2254

22H

T
T

"Somebody hurt n
At the trial.

2554
26^»

T
T

"The prisoner

29J4
3154
33J4
33J4

T

"Buttsy" is taken back.
His halo of notoriety.
"Your handling of the."
The end of the trial.

When men

D When

climb on porch.
Count hears noise.

*Misterioso No.

Agitato No.

(Shot.)

is

2.

go
and

—

Cavatina Bohm.
Moderato assai)

T
T

Repeat:

for atmosphere
material, and

mob

during

his

year

the World companies, been noted for
his faithfulness to type

with

The Debutante Waltzes
B

T

in

has,

palpably."

fear him.

dozen important

players and representing a number of stars,
and with the optional
control of hundreds of
types and people who

"If you should be av
"Isn't it disgusting."

1654
17
1854

Men

supernumer-

times
per cent, of the
Since Sheer's
wages.
inception in the position it is worth noting
that not one complaint
has reached the offices
and it was with reluctance that his resignation was accepted.
Sheer's plans for the
future are most amAlready conbitious.
trolling the labors of
aries, collected at
fifty

254
5>4

1054

and

ple

The THEME selected is "One Fleeting Hour"— Lee.
Time schedule: 75 minutes (five reels, about 5,000 feet).

W/

as "Billy" to his
director of Equitable,
concerns associ-

allied

World

to 71J4.

Time.

known

friends, general casting

World, Paragon and the other
ated with

;

;

4.

THEME.

Repeat:

trailed you."
I thought I was.'

if

THEME.

and local color.
In company with sev-

William Sheer.
film and theatrical men
at 130 West 48th street.

eral other well known
will soon open his offices
a specialty of casting
in his people
star to the most obscure extra

Mr. Sheer

He

will

make

completely picture play productions, ranging
44J4

46
4754

D When
T
T

"Buttsy"

returns

"You haven't fooled me."
The months that followed.

Repeat:

THEME.

from the leading player and
people, and from reports has already made arrangements
with a number of the more important manufacturing concerns to supply considerable of their talent.
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THE "ENTENTE CORDIALE."
Establishing the Relationship of the Moving Picture Trade
to Educationalism.
By Rev. W. H. Jackson.
example comes to us from England, whereby
the relationship of the moving picture trade to educationalism has been established.
In the first place,
they wisely acknowledge two facts: First, the moving picture was full of power and scope, and that its progressive
and educational advantages must be admitted. Second, it
must be remembered that it is also a commercial enterprise
and that co-operation must admit that the usual legitimate
business results shall accrue. Upon this basis of practical common sense, the following resolution was passed: "That this
conference expresses its willingness to further the educational
aspect of the moving picture, and agrees to show as often as
possible pictures of an educational character, as far as a reasonable financial success will permit, the educational authorities
to be kept posted as to such displays." It was further resolved
that exhibitors would have pleasure in co-operating with
educational authorities of all classes by arranging for exhibitions for children and young people, using films dealing
with such topics as shall be of interest and value, and in
cases of schools, facilities shall be given teachers to give
lessons at such performances.
It was further agreed that
the terms for such exhibitions should be as generous as a
financial undertaking could offer.
While this is indeed a
most worthy "Entente Cordiale" it is a splendid example
of what we here call using the chart and compass to direct
and regulate the course of affairs rather than an antagonism
which engenders strife.
It is to be hoped that in this
country, as indeed everywhere this same attitude may be
adopted to the advantage of all interested.
At another
conference held in another part of England in which it is
reported that the most cordial relations were found to exist
between all present, consisting of magistrates, clergymen,
teachers and exhibitors, the chairman at the close of the
conference remarked upon fact that a more well-balanced
meeting could not be imagined. In summing up the work
of the conference the chairman said: "Producers and public
had not yet realized the great power possessed by the moving picture, which was having and was going to have a
it upon the future of the people.
There were not
only dangers to be guarded against, but enormous advantages to be found in it, and if they could be directed in
the right way, no one need fear that the country would
ever suffer by it.
From the above reports we are bound
to admit that in England there is an apparent spirit of adjustment rather than one of contention as is too often displayed in this country, they are evidently admitting the fact
that the pictures are moving the people and find it to be
their duty to direct the movement rather than to combat

A

it.

GOOD

Censorship must mean proper regulation, the Sunday

question must mean adjustment to conditions, and the morale
of all pictures must lie moulded by an enlightened public
sentiment; in this way every form of opposition and antagonism will be abolished and the man who opposes the progress
of the picture, whether from pulpit, platform, rostrum or
In
bench, will be as scarce as an opponent to printing.
America we seem to be a people of contrasts and extremes,
in one place a minister is opposing the pictures as emissaries from the depths of evil, while in another place a
minister says he believes that in ten years there will be
more preaching by the pictures than by the voice, the picture will be used more than the book, the eye will be used
more than the ear. One school-master is doing nothing
with the picture because be wishes to wait until the phonographic description synchronizes with the picture, while in
another place the school-master is saving his pupils weeks
of time and much weary study by a wise and judicious use
of the pictures to enlighten and help.
The picture is moving on and moving the world, and the
wise are moving with it. Those who moved with it commercially have already risen from poverty and obscurity

1885

In educational and all kindred
to wealth and prominence.
lines those who move with it will rise more rapidly and certainly, while those who fail to take advantage of the tide
will be left behind to plod their weary way alone; use and
not abuse, help and not hinder, purify and not slander, lift
and don't kick, overcome prejudice with enlightenment, ignorance with knowledge of the facts and circumstances, join
the great army of those who are pledged to cause the picture to take its rightful place among the great forces for
the good of the whole world and your own town, city, community, church or school in particular, it will then require
no prophet to predict that when the picture has moved
the world to a higher and better place you can remember
that you helped it along and in common with numbers of
others who can even now say that the experience of an

educational progress was yours.

RESPONSES WARMLY FAVORABLE.
From a number of
warmly favoring the

states

have

now come

to

me

letters

plan for co-operative, economical,
profit-sharing film service as outlined in my articles in this
department for April IS and 29, and May 20 and 27. Several of the writers are recognized experts whose opinions
must be regarded with great deference and since those who

read this page will probably be more pleased if I quote
verbatim from a few of the letters received, I shall do so,
reserving names and addresses for later disclosure.
From the Pacific coast comes such strong (to me it seems
too strong by at least half) language as this:
I have been working incessantly on the problems of visual education
for the last five years and in your Moving Picture World articles In
the last two or three weeks it seems I have found the first gleam of
intelligence in regard to the solution of the numerous and varied problems that we have to face.

He

promises to send in to me some very helpful inforall of which will be gratefully received and duly-

mation,

credited.

Another expert in the field of visual instruction writes:
We notice with a degree of keen pleasure that your department has
been opened in the World. • * •
There are a dozen or more high
schools and a considerable number of intermediate and elementary
schools in this city and county, which have already purchased and are
We shall be glad to
now using motion picture machines. * • •
furnish you with the names of the schools, the persons In charge of
We shall be glad to know of any aid
the work and any other data.
we can render you in your work, for we fully expect to receive benefits
from tlin efforts which you are making. The work of your department
will

In-

The

watched with keenest

interest.

pulse of even the most callous editor could not

fail

to beat the faster as he reads such responses to his efforts.
Such readers are the salt of the earth wherewith (to mix
In the
the figure a little!) the lump must be leavened.
present problem of organizing widely-scattered schools into

co-operating circuits invaluable assistance can be rendered
by those who know of others who are progressive enough
I shall be delighted to receive the
to join our enterprise.
data referred to and any other helps. Thank you.
Now, please let all others interested send in similar helps
Don't wait to inquire whether I shall welcome
at once.
Indeed, I hope each of you will consider
the assistance.
yourself a committee to spread correct information about
our co-operative, economical, profit-sharing plan for film
Do this directly by personal letters to officials
service.
I>11 them of your own
and others likely to be interested
prompt action. Urge them to act with equal promptness for
the benefit of

all.

And here is another type of response that should lift
our hopes of success in this effort to organize one or more
film circuits before July:
.:
us Hh- formal oontract blank and further particulars,
.M Ilk.' to present tin- matter to the local public school
superintendent, and also to two of the btgb ichool principals, various
the board of education and the county superintendent, all

of

whom wr knon
hope the condensed form
|

I

page

in

the

May

27

issue

will

of

contract

suffice

for

printed

on

this

the needs of this

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
inquirer and of all others in cases where a
favorable decision has not become practically a certainty.
This enterprise is founded upon the principle of rigid
economy. In
order to make educational films available for use in
schools
everywhere at the lowest practicable rental, we must eliminate elaborate advertising and other promotion expenses
usually incurrd by purely commercial ventures.
Our undertaking cannot afford to be loaded down at the outset
with heavy charges for printing, mailing, clerk hire and
a
that, for, of course, the subscribers must ultimately
pay
v
y
all the costs.

your article in the Moving Pictur
t
It explains very well the great ncec
"iial film.
Wo arc in prottv close touch with the
oOhools of the middle states, and everywhere the question
is raised
Where can we get REAL educational film?
It is just for the purpose of answering this very question
that I am urging that all who sincerely mean to use educational films systematically should immediately unite in a
wholesale purchase and rental enterprise, and in that way
(absolutely the only way) secure a continuous supply of
satisfactory films at minimum expense.
Finally, among the letters received are these statements
also:
believe it is not practicable to make all of the material needed,
now, for it would cost thousands of dollars
but there is at present
a great deal of useful material existing. * * *
If all the material now
existing in all of the manufacturers' negatives could be properly organized, arranged into courses, and rented out irrespective of producers,
it would mean that a lot of dead material would be put to use. * * *
When we do organize the material already available, however, and
make it possible for a Board of Education to contract for a year's
material correlated with the classroom work in a given course, I believe we can finally attain our ideal, to make visual education universal.
I

;

The writer's ideas and my own are in exact accord here.
I have spoken such thoughts so many times that I was
under the impression I had written them down in one of
these articles. Perhaps I have failed to make the point so
clearly, but that idea has been at the core of all my efforts
thus far.
My negotiations with film-producers have been
conducted wholly upon that basis. They have consented to

me fresh positives f om their stock negatives at
unusually low prices. Ample material being thus assured,
it is up to you, Mr. Educationist.
How soon will you make
the possibility of educational film service a reality?
Is it not now most expedient and reasonable that each
person genuinely interested in my proposals should first
read carefully the condensed contract above referred to?
print for

Then,

if

—

you are positively inclined

—as

I

truly

hope you

will

be you might properly send in a quarter for one or two
copies of the full and detailed contract which will soon
be in type. The metal will be held for a time so that any
desired changes may be made before the final version is
determined upon. The quarter mentioned above is only a
suggestion, not a requirement; so also is this namely: if
you will send in a dollar with ten or a dozen addresses, contracts will be mailed to each of them.
Please write me in detail any suggestions you may care

—

HARDIN LUCAS.
on any phase of the situation.
CHILDREN ARE TO HAVE THEIR DAY.

to offer

Had Shakespeare lived in these days he could not have
spoken of the boy "going lazily to school" as one of the
seven periods of life, for today the children go to school
"with tripping feet;" at any rate they will shortly be doing
so if the many friends of the educational picture can carry
Among the
out their numerous and well intended plans.
growing army of workers in both theory and practice for
the better use of the children's pictures are two ladies who
came to the front by conducting a well appointed booth in
the recent Exposition in the Madison Square Garden, New
York, where they received many interested callers and explained their objects as follows:
"In view of the fact that the insistent cry for better films
for children have so far been answered by too few theaters,
progressive schools and social centers, we have set ourselves
the following tasks:
"To select programs of such charm and beauty that the
children will eagerly seek the entertainment provided for

them at special Saturday morning performances.
"To co-operate with the exhibitor in securing the support
of the neighborhood for his efforts to become a factor in
the upbuilding of youth.

"To awaken the mothers to an appreciation of the tremendous powers for good that the motion picture may be
made to exert on the impressionable and growing mind.
"To hasten the day when the manufacturers will devote to
pictures for the child the genius that will arouse enthusifor the noble and elevating; inspire faith in ideals and

asm
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cause beauty to captivate and mould the young soul.
"Believing the child should be withdrawn from the shows
arranged for mature and sophisticated audiences and that it
is only with the accomplishment of the foregoing
that the
question of censorship may be dealt sanely, we are devoting
our best efforts to this work."
To the above commendable purposes Mrs. Mary Mason
Speed and Mrs. Bess Richey Dessez are now devoting their
time and energies in New York City. They have also established an office at 126 West 46th street, where people of
kindred minds may communicate with them. In many towns
there are now organized Parent Teachers Associations
having similar purposes to those outlined above, it will be
well for such to come in touch with these ladies, who out of
their experience may be able to give them efficient help
and advice. The great question of children's pictures in
addition to the school and educational pictures in general is
one of wide importance and is receiving much deserved attention, doubtless by adding the above enterprise the work
cannot fail to gain great momentum.

Two very interesting educational releases by the Pathe
Co. are "The Ascent of Mount Rainier" in the Picturesque
American series, and Beautiful Lake Chuzenji in the Picturesque Japan series.
Both of these pictures are wonderexponents of the natural beauties of their respective
countries.
In addition to their great scenic beauty which makes
attractive at any time, they are by their detailed
descriptions splendid lessons in geography and travel,
widening the scope of the class room knowledge. Being
on the same reel they form a happy contrast of national
scenic beauty and have been appropriately chosen; for
mountain view, natural waterfalls and sparkling cascades
they are without superiors.
ful

them

USE OF MOTION PICTURES IN FRENCH SCHOOLS.
Consul General A. M. Thackara, Paris, writes in "Commerce Reports" that by a presidential decree of March 25,
1916, an extra parliamentary commission was appointed, in
connection with the Ministry of Public Instruction, to study
means whereby the use of the motion picture may be generalized in the different branches of oublic education.

The appointment

of this commission

is

the

outcome of a

made on December 23, 1915, to the Chamber of
Deputies by the public instruction committee of the Chamber.
In laying this matter before the President, the Minister of
Public Instruction said in part: "Despite the grave events
of the present time, we must not neglect certain measures
whose utility, although not immediate, will be realized in the
future.
After the war, the national school will have work
laid before it more important than in the past.
It will be its
task to hasten and increase the intellectual and moral development of the country. To render its work more efficacious
it is essential that immediate steps should be taken to seek
out means of vivifying our educational methods and of utilizing all the new resources which science has placed at our
report

disposal.

"The rational use of the motion picture can produce in all
our schools most successful results. It answers the natural
taste of youth for pictures, it places before the eyes the fact
beside the idea, it hastens the working of the intelligence
and broadens the experience."

NEW YORK CLUB WOMEN OPPOSE

CENSORSHIP.

In speaking of the attitude of the women's clubs of Amertoward censorship and the motion picture, it may be of
interest to note the tabling of a resolution presented at the
fortieth convention of the New York City Federation at the
Hotel Astor on Friday, May 12. The resolution, drawn up
with great care, requesting federal censorship of pictures and
the licensing of pictures to be sent from one state to another,
and asking members of the clubs to send letters to their
representatives in Washington, which was to have been sent
to the capitol, was presented for adoption.
Miss Helen Varick Boswell, chairman of the Educational
"I am much
Committee, was immediately on the floor.
opposed, and I feel sure that most of the women in the house
are also opposed, to making picture censorship a matter of
industry
picture
motion
"The
politics," said Miss Varick.
has not been allowed time to work out its salvation as yet.
The censorship of films should come from the people. It
should be the business of club women to increase the demand
for good films."
The resolution was tabled by a great majority.
ica
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Catalogue of Educational Pictures.

THIS

Selig-Tribune, the
Note. Attached

Hearst-Vitagraph,

—

(Adolphe).
Franklin laulm-i -Biograph-General

I

January 1, 1916, and March 30, 1916.
Compiled by Margaret I. MacDonald.
list does not include the various news periodicals
issued from week to week such as the Animated
Weekly, the Pathe News, the Mutual
Weekly, the

Film— Jan.

Released Between

1916 (3 parts).

BERNARD
Jeanne Dore

Sarah

(with
1910 (3 parts).

(Tristan).
Bluebird

Bernhardt)

—

Jan. 14,

— Mustang-Mutual

BROWNING
Flight

Film Corp.— Mar.
Call

1910

11,

1

(Robert)

(5 parts).

BUCK (Chas. Neville).
Cumberlands (with Dustin Farnum)— Pallas-Paramount
Corp.— Jan. 24, 1910 (5 parts).
with Molly King)
of the Mountains ("A Woman's Power"
Equitable- World Film Corp.- Feb. 21, 1916 (5 parts).
of the
Pictures

;

BURNETT (Frances Hodgson).
Lass O'Lowries ("Secret Love"— with Helen
Photoplays Jan. 31, 1910 (0 parts).

That

navy exploding a sunken vessel

versal-Powers

— Jan.

clear a

to

channel)— Uni-

Partner

(with
parts).

i

i

the Giant Forests of Californi;

-Paramount-Holmes—

(With "Firefighting

Francisco") —

.

in

San

(Bartley).

Burr Mcintosh)— .Mutual Film Corp

(5 parts).

CARPENTER

Tongues of Men. The
Pictures Corp.— Jan.

Match

The

in the Forest,

D. Pratt,

Commissioner

Petrified Forest of Arizona

— Essanay-General

Film

13.

— Feb.

(Edward Childs)
Haddon).

(C.

—

i

—

up

(Bernarr

'

—

.MacFadden)

•

Quaint Dances of

—

Japan— Pathe-Globe— Jan

3.

Flowers Breathe

Watching Flowers

— Pathe-Photocolor — Mar.

Grow— Pathe— Feb.

DE GRISSAC (Madame).

—

DOYLE
The

Gerard,

Brigadier

Camllle

—

ELIOT
Silas

—

"

[i

—

Feb.

and

Paul

19,

6.

First. No. 22 (gives a detailed illustration of methods
in the lumber woods of Minnesota)
Mutual-Gaumont

—

(4 parts).

— Thanhouser — Mutual

Film Corp.

1916 (5 parts).

EVANS
Come Back to You (with
Co.— World Film— April. 1910
FITCH

Then

Feather-Universal

Capellani)— Shubert-

(George).

Marner (with Frederick Warde)

—Feb.
I'll

(Larry).
Alice Brady)— Frohman
(3 parts).
(Clyde).

Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines
Essanay V-L-S-E.
C. Travels)

Ann Murdock and Richard

(with

— Jan.

Amusement

17,

1910

(3

parts).

The (with Thurlow Bergen)— Schubert— World Film Corp.— Jan.

City,

1918

17,

—

Mutual-Gaumont

Waller)— Red

Young

—

Denise

I

employed

Conan).

(A.

Louis

Co— April, 1910 (3 parts).
DUMAS (Alexander).

Kimball

Clara

(with

with

i

Film Manufacturing

2.",.

Codfishing
Norway) Great Northern.
Fishing River Lampreys (Danish fishermen catching and preparing the
fish for the market)
Universal-Powers—Jan. 27.
Hard Working Elephants (India) Great Northern.
Herring Fishing (Norway) Great Northern.
See America First,
17 (shows exterior views of the stock yards
and the Gary
teel works. Chicago)
Mutual Qe
See Ami
First, No, is (shows Milwaukee's breweries and illustrates
i
"
the splendid fai
its harbor for handling the freightage
of the Great Likes)
Mutual-Gaumont Jan. 11.
See America First. No. 21 (shows the Iron mines of Hibbing, Minn, in
operation, also the transfer of ore to the Great Lake steamers)

See America

(Augustin).

Columbia-Metro Pictures
Kiss of Hate, The (with Ethel Barrymore)
Corp.—April 3, 1916 (5 parts).
DEHAN (Richard).
Dop Doctor, The ("The Love Trail"— with Agnes Glynne, Fred Paul
(5 parts).
Booth Conwav)— Pathe Exchange, Inc.— Jan. 21,
DOWNING (Mary Louise).
—Columbia-Metro Pictures Corp.Dimples (with Mary Miles Min
Feb. 14, 1916 (5 parts).

14.

INDUSTRIES

r

—

DALY

World Film Corp.— Jan. 3, 1910 (5 parts).
Topnotch Authors Film Co.— Feb. 1916

HORTICULTURE.

How

Woman

1916 (3 parts).

6,

Madelaine Morel (with Betty Gray)— Biograph-General Film Co.— Mar.
29, 1916 (3 parts).
Pique (with Gretchen Hartman, William Russell and Franklin Ritchie)
Biograph-General Film Co.— Feb. 16, 1916 (3 parts).
DAVIS (Owen).
Driftwood (with Vera Mi. h.lena)— Ocean-Raver Film Corp.— (5 parts).

I

Power s-l'niv, rsal Feb. 10.
Building up the Health of a Nation, No. 5 (Bernarr MacFadden shows
how to round out ribs, increase lung capacity, and strengthen the
muscles of arms and chest)
Powers-Universal Feb 17
Champion Wrestlers—Great Northern.
Clever Boys (Danish boys drilling and performing acrobatic feats on
a vaulting horse)— Great Northern.
Ohami Troupe of Acrobats (Hawaiian Acrobats)— Great Northern.

—

(James Oliver).
Vitagraph— V-L-S-E-.
(with Virginia Pearson)

—

16.

GYMNASTICS AND DANCING.

Aerial Buds (Trapeze act)— Powers— Jan. 20.
Art of Fencing, The Great Northern.
Building up the Health of a .Nation, No. 1 ( Bernarr MacFadden shows
how the body may be strengthened) —Powers-Universal— Jan. 6.
Building up the Health of a Nation, No. 2 (Bernarr MacFadden shows
how the stomach may
rengthtii'
-al— Jan. 20.
Building up the Health oi a Nation, No. 3 (Bernarr MacFadden methods of breathing)— Powers-Universal Feb. 3.

Building

1916

(with Mary Charleson, Marguerite Skirwin, and Chas.
Cherry)— Equitable-World Film Corp.— Mar. 20, 1910 (5 parts).

Mar.

of Reservation.

1918

19,

Passers-By

The Hunted

— G.

Sweden— Universal-Powers— Jan.
GEOLOGY.

in

20,

(with Constance Collier)— »Morosco-Paramount
0, 1910 (5 parts).

CHAMBERS
CUR WOOD

Transporting Timber

-Mar.

CAINE (Hall).
William Farnum)— Fox Film Corp.— Mar.

Bondman, The (with

22.

FORESTRY,
Felling Trees

Ware)— Bluebird

—

CAMPBELL
My

(5

of the

—

—

The Code
Clearing a Mouul
Engineering Feats in Oregon— Pathe— Feb. 7.
Railroad Construction on the Dark Continent— Pathe-Globe— Jan. 17.
See America First, No. 2] (Shows Iron Mines at Hibbing, Minn, in
operation
also the transfer of ore to the Great Lake

24,

Exchange, Inc.—

The (with Gladys Hulette)— Thanhouser-Mutual

the Duch.ss.

oi

Photoplays— Jan.

BISSON (Alexander).
Savage-Pathe
(with Dorothy Donnelly)
1910 (0 parts).
BOWER (B. M.)

—

Madame X

etc.

to this catalogue will be found a list
of films suitable for children's programs and also information regarding the addresses of the manufacturing and booking companies mentioned therein, and the locating of the.
different productions through their brand names.

19,

I

FOSTER
Oval

(David S.).
Barbara Gilroy & Harris Gordon)— Than-

Diamond, The (with
houser Mutual Film Corp.

Feb.

24,

1910

(3

parts).

FOUQUK (Pierte de la M
Undino (with Ida Schnall) (not an adaptation of the fairv story merely
lilu. bird Photoplays— Feb. 7, 1910 (3 parts).
based on the Idea)
FRENCH Ann Warner).
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary, The (with Kate Toncray. Dell Henderson,
etc.)— Biograph-General Film Mar. 13. 1916 (8 parts).
i

GABORIAU
manufactured in the
of Tampa, Fla.)- Mutual Gaumont
M
how- ablone Baherlee on caiifomlan coast)
First, No 26
.Mutual G.i m out
Mar
Ann in
(shows manufacture of lace at Palm Beach,
•

in a

it,

See

Fla.)

— Mutual-Gaum

Story of the Salmon (slw

— Wm._Crawford.
Sam at Work. No.
— Universal-Powers

iiu-

c.)

Uncle

'.'

Mar, 2a
hing
ii

tl.it

in

action, interior of cannery,

Box 2H3, Seattle, Wash.
(shows manufacture of moneg
|

LITERATURE).

(Samuel Hopkins).
Clarion. The (with Carlylo Dlackwcll)- World Film-Equitable— Feb.

AUER

20,

11,

(5 parts).

BARRY

(Thomas).

The (with
7,

Geo. I^cGuere
1016 (5 parts).

BEACH

& Marguerite Snow)— Motro-Rolfe —

—

I

V-L-S-E.— Jan.

1918

8,

(8

GOODMAN (Jules Bokelt).
Point of View. The ("Love's Crucible" with Frances N, -Non)— BradyWorld Film Feb. 1, 1916 (8 parts)
GUNTER (Archibald Claverlng).
Surprises of an Empty Hotel, The (with Arline l'rettv and Chaa
Rlchman)— Vitagraph- General Film i..n 10, 1916 il part-).
HARTE
Pardner
1916

Two Men

(Rex).

—

(Bret).

Fanny War.li

(with

Laky — Paramount— Feb.

(8 parts).
of Sandy

Bar iwith Hobart Boaworth)
\pril
versal Film Manufacturing Co
L916
.".

HATTON
John N.edham's
April

Ma, lain.
7.

Tho (with Kathlyn William- and Wheeler Oakraan)
V-L-S-B-Sollg— Mar. 20. 1018 (10 parts I.

Ne'er-do-Well,

—

Mar l'.Mi',
B S. Moss M. l>. Corp.
GODDARD iCh. is W. written in conjunction with Paul Dickey).
Misleading Lady. The (with Henry Wallhal an. Edna Mayo)— Essanay—

1910

MARRAS (Chas.)
Black Crook, The (with E. P. Sullivan. Mae Thompson, Henry Hallcm,
etc.)— General Film Kal.-m Jan. !(),• 1910 (5 parts).
BARRY (Richard)
Lovely Mary (with Mary Miles Mlnter)— Metro-Columbia- Mar. 18, IBM
(5 parts).

— Biograph —General

Sutherland and Robert Broderlck)

Iva, Victor

(Florence).

Her Great Price (with Mabel Taliaferro)— Metro-Rolfe— Mar.

Upstart.
Feb.

One Day (with Jeanne

(Elinor).

1

kDAMS

1910 (5 parts).

GLYN

i

—

(Emlle).

Mystery of Orcival, The (with Gretchen Hartman)
Film Co.— Mar. 8, 1916 (3 parts).

10.

Double

lint!

.a

1916

l'i.

(with

3.

Feather— Uni-

i

(John)

Tyrone I'ow.ri

-Bluebird Photoplay*—

...

HENNEQUIN
I

-Red

hi. in.,

In conjunction with Pierre Veber).
iwlth Anna 11, Id)
MorosCO Paramount
i

Keb.

(8 partB).

HOBART
Wonderful Wilder,
Film Co
ran

The
B,

Iwlth
1916
•

(Oooi

Raymond

Hitchcock)-

Lubiii

General

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June

1916

10,

TARKINGTON

—Mar.
Rupert

6,

1916.

HOPE

Hentzau

of

(Anthony).
Gail)— Bluebird

Jane

(with

Photoplays

(Booth).
Flirt, The (with Marie Walcamp)— Bluebird Photoplays— Mar. 26, 1916
(5 parts).
Turmoil, The (with Valll-Valli and Geo. Le Guere)—Columbia-Metro—
Jan. 10, 1916 (5 parts).
TERHUNE (Albert Payson).
Dollars and Cents ("Dollars and the Woman" with Ethel Clayton and
Tom Moore)— Lubin— V-L-S-E Mar. 20, 1916 (6 parts).
THOMAS (Augustus).
Other Girl, The (with James J. Corbett)— Raver Film Corp.— Jan. 1918
(5 parts).

— Mar.

1916 (5 parts).

Enslaved,

ill

A

Universal— Jan.

1916

24,

(5 parts).

HUGHES

(Rupert).

Excuse Me! (with George F. Marion & Vivian Blackburn)
Pathe Exchange, Inc.— Dec. 31, 1916 (5 parts).
Gloria's

What

— Savage—

THOMPSON

Billie Burke)— May 22, 1916 (10 parts) Serial.
Say?— (with Olga Petrova)— Popular Plays and

Romance (with
People

Will

Players— Metro-Pictures Corp.— Jan.

HURLBUT
New York

(with Florence Reed)

1916

6.

— Feb.

—

1916

4,

TURNBULL

14,

Temptation

(with Geraldine Farrar)
(5 parts).

(Fred).

TWAIN

Precious Packet, The (with Ralph Kellard and Lois Merldlth)— Pathe
Exchange, Inc.— Feb. 11, 1916 (5 parts).
JOHNSON (Mary).
Audrey (with Pauline Frederick) Famous Players Paramount Mar.

Pudd'nhead Wilson
31,

—

—

JOKAI

(M.).
Plutocrats, The ("The Iron Will"— with Vera Sisson,
Jose Ruben)— Biograph— General Film Co.— Feb.

9,

1916 (3 parts).

JONES (Henry Arthur).
Hanson)— Lubin-Unit-General Film Co.—

Evangelist. The (with Gladys
Jan. 24, 1916 (4 parts).

JORDAN

Little

—Mar.

LAMOTHE

1916 (3 parts).

(Julian

— Paramount

Louis).

Mayo— Lubin— General

LE QUEX

Film Co.— Feb.

(William).

Sons of Satan (with Gerald Ames & Blanche Bryan)—Red FeatherUniversal Film Manufacturing Co.— Feb. 21, 1916 (5 parts).

LILLIBRIDGE
Ben Blair

(with

Dustin

Farnum)

(Will).

—Pallas —Paramount—Mar.

9,

1916

(5 parts).

Man

LINCOLN (Natalie Sumner).
Inside, The (with Edwin Stevens)
Broadway Universal Feature
Universal Film Manufacturing Co. Jan. 17, 1916 (5 parts).

LOCKE

—
—

(William

J.).

(with Wilmurth Merkyl, Lille Leslie, and
Cohill)
Raver-Ocean— Mar. 1916 (5 parts).
MASON (A. E. W.).
Green Stockings (with Lillian Walker) Vitagraph— V-L-S-E.
10, 1916 (5 parts).

Fortunate Youth, The

—

—

MacKAYE

Hazel Kirke (with Pearl White,
Hatch) Pathe Exchange, Inc.

—

Wm.

— Jan.

(Steele).

Bruce

McRae,

— Jan.
1916
(Compton).
28,

and William

Riley

(5 parts).

MacKENZIE

The ("The Ballet Girl"— with Alice Brady)— Brady— World
Film Corp.— Jan. 24, 1916 (5 parts).
MADDEN (Edward).
of the Gods ("The Devil's Toy"— with Adele Blood)— Premo—
World Film— Mar. 6, 1916 (5 parts).
MILLER (Henry Russell).
Ambition of Mark Truitt ("Fruits of Desire" with Robert Warwick)
Brady—World Film Corp.— Jan. 31, 1916 (5 parts).

Carnival,

Mills

—

—

Yellow Passport, The
Film Corp.— Feb.

MORTON (Michael).
(with Clara Kimball Young)
1916 (5 parts).
(Meridlth).

—Schubert—World

7,

NICHOLSON

—

Lords of High Decision (with Cyril Scott) Red Feather Universal Film
Manufacturing Co.— Feb. 28, 1916 (5 parts).
NORRIS (Frank).
McTeague ("Life's Whirlpool"— with Holbrook Bllnn) Brady World
Film— Jan. 10, 1916 (5 parts).
OSBORNE (William Hamilton).
Catspaw, The (with Miriam Nesbitt and Marc MacDermott) Edison—
Kleine— Jan. 12, 1916 (5 parts).
Red Mouse, The ("The Half Million Bribe"—with Marguerite snow and
Hamilton Revelle)— Columbia-Metro— April 10, 1916 (5 parts).
PATTERSON (Joseph Medill).
Fourth Estate, The Fox Film Corp. Jan. 16, 1916.

—

—

—

—

—

PHILLIPS

(E.).

As In a Looking Glass (with Kitty Gordon) Schubert—World FilmMar. 6, 1916 (5 parts).
POLLOCK (Channing).
Final Curtain. The (with Arthur Hoops and Alma Hanlon)
Kleine— Feb. 2, 1916 (5 parts).

ROE

—Edison—

(E. P.).

Love with His Wife (with Florence Rockwell and Forrest
Stanley)— Pallas-Paramount— Feb. 16. 1916 (5 parts).
ROYLE (Edwin Milton).
Unwritten Law. The (with Beatriz Michelena) California Motion Pic-

He

1916 (5 parts).

Fell

in

ture

Co.— Jan. 1916

—

(5 parts).

RYLEY

Clark)— Famous Players—Paramount-

SARDOU (Victorien).
("Diplomacy" with Marie Doro) Famous Players Paramount
Feb. 28, 1916 (5 parts).
Sorceress, The ("The Witch"— with Nance O'Neil & Alfred Hickman)
Fox Film Corp.— Feb. 27, 1916 (5 parts).
SEITZ (George Brackett).
King's Game, The (with Pearl White and George Probert)— Pathe Exchange, Inc.— Jan. 7, 1916 (5 parts).
SHELDON (H. S.).
Havoc The (with Gladys Hanson, Lewis S. Stone and Bryant Washburn)— Essanay—V-L-S-E.— Mar. 20, 1916 (5 parts).

—

—

Dora

—

—

SMITH (F. Hopkinson).
Square (with Chas. Kent, Antonio Moreno and
Ostriche)— Vitagraph—V-L-S-E-.— Feb. 21, 1916 (5 parts).

Kennedy

STRINGER

Muriel

(Arthur).

The (with Pearl White. Sheldon Lewis and Crelghton Hale)
—Serial— Pathe Exchange. In —Commenced Feb. 21, 1916.

Iron Claw

1915

A. M.).

—

—

—

—

1916 (5 parts).

Merely Mary Ann (v
(5 parts).

MILITARY.
Americanism

(showing marines in parade, also naval review
~

"

Rising— April.

—

i

—

At the Front with the Allies Hippodrome Co. Mar.
At Sea Under Naval Colors Great Northern.
Austria at War— Raver Film Corp.— Mar.
Battles of a Nation, The American Correspondent Film Co.

—

—
—

parts) (German Side of War).
Britain Prepared— Charles Urban— Patriot Film Co

— Jan.

(8

— May.

Count Zeppelin's Airship Great Northern.
Danish Dragoons Great Northern.
Danish Hussars Great Northern.

—
—
West

Day with the
Point Cadet— Paramount—Feb. 21.
Defense or Tribute? Public Service Film Co. (preparedness drama in
5 parts).
Fighting for France French Official War Films— Mutual— Jan. (f>

—

—
—
—

parts).

Fighting the Allies— Fatherland Magazine's War Films.
Fighting in France New York Herald Jan.
Fighting with France French Official War Films Jan.
Germany on the Firing Line Kulee Features Feb.
Hero of Submarine D-2— V-L-S-E.—Vitagraph— Mar. 13 (5 part military

—

—
—

—

drama).
Horrors of War, The Pathe Jan. 24 (3 reels of selected scenes).
Novelty-Mutual Jan. 21.
Italy's War Equipment
Life on Board a Danish Training Ship Great Northern.
War Pictures from Three Battle Fronts Kleinschmidt.
On the Battlefield of France Wm. Morris Jan.

—
—

——
—

—

—

—

On the Firing Line with the Germans— War Syndicate Jan. (8 parts).
Our Middies at Annapolis Paramount-Holmes Feb. 28.
Somewhere in France Arthur S. Kane Jan. (5 parts).
Suppressed Order, The Mutual-American Mar. 14 (3 part military
drama of the civil war period).

—
—

—

—

—

—

——

Sam at Work, No. 3— ("Are We Prepared" Giving an Insight into
Powers-Universal
the Naval Dept., showing battleships, etc.)
Jan. 8 (1,000 feet).

Uncle

Uncle Sam at Work, No. 4 ("Uncle Sam's Proteges at Work and at
Play" Showing work and recreation of jackies) Powers-Universal
—Jan. 15 (1,000 feet).
_ „
,_
Uncle Sam at Work, No. 10 ("Preparedness" Showing the U. 8.
army at Vera Cruz, West Point, and other U. S. army posts)
Powers-Universal— Feb. 26 (1,000 feet).
Uncle Sam at Work, No. 11 ("To Arms"— Showing the National Guard
on the Fishkill Plains, the U. S. forts and troop stations at
various points, and illustrating the necessity for action in the
Powers-Universal Mar. 4 (1,000 feet).
direction of preparedness)
Warriors of the Air Powers-Universal Mar. 9.
Winter Manoeuvers of the Norwegian Army Great Northern.

—

—

—

—

—

—

PSYCHOLOGY.

Man and

—

—

—

—

Soul— Metro-Quality Jan. 31 (5 parts).
SCENIC.
Coast of Norway Great Northern.

his

—
—

Along the
Along the Columbia River Pathe Mar. 8.
Along the Des Chutes River (Oregon)— Pathe-GIobe— Feb.
Along the Italian Riviera— Great Northern.

—

21.

Ancient Egypt—

At the Sea Shore (Denmark)

Au

Sable

Chasm

— Great

(picturesque Air

Northern.

)— Pathe-GIobe— Jan.

24.

Bankok (Siam)— Great Northern.
Barcelona (Spain)

(Madeleine Lucette).

Mice and Men (with Marguerite
Jan. 10, 1916 (5 parts).

&

(C. N.

30,

— Lasky-Paramount— Jan.

Lord Loveland Discovers America (with Arthur Maude and Constance
Crawley) American Mutual Film Corp. Jan. 24, 1916 (5 parts).
YOUNG (Rida Johnson).
Lottery Man, The (with Thurlow Bergen)
Schubert— World Film Feb.

2 (7 parts).

Modern Paul, A (with Melvin
3,

(Kate).

Peppina (with Mary Pickford)— Famous Players

(Mark)

WILLIAMSON

Raymond Nye and

(Hector).

—Lasky-Paramount— Dec.

Theodore Roberts)

(with

—

1916 (5 parts).

Poor

—

i

— Kilgour,
Feb.

—

—

—

(5 parts).

Writing on the Wall, The (with Virginia Pearson, Joseph
Robert Gailord & Naomi Childers)— Vitagraph— V-L-S-E
1916 (5 parts).

(Denman).

Old Homestead, The (with Frank Losee, Louise Huff, Mrs. Corbett, etc.).
Players Paramount Dec. 23, 1915 (5 parts).
le, in conjunction with Mrs
THOMPSON (Mai
Thompson).
Law, The (with Florence Reed) Arrow- -Pathe Exchange,
Woi
Mar. 21, 1916 (5 parts).

parts).

(5

(William J.)
Exchange, Inc.

— Pathe

JACKSON

—

—

(\

Bastei in

—Great

Northern.

Saxony— Great Northern.

Bavarian Highland, The— Great Northern.
Belgrade (Servia) Great Northern.
Bergen in Snow (Norway) Great Northern.
Bern (Switzerland) Great Northern.
Bohemian Highlands— Great Northern.
Borgas (an ancient Finnish town)— Great Northern.
Bornholm in the Baltic Sea, Isle of Great Northern.
Brathland Valley, The— Great Northern.
Budapest (Hungary )— Great Northern.
By Sleigh in Norway Great Northern.
By the Zuyder Zee (Holland) Great Northern.
Canals of Copenhagen— Great Northern.
*ar fca-i;
Children of the East (showing primitive manners of people ot
Great Northern.
China—Great Northern.
Feb 7.
Cliff Dwellers of America, The— Paramount—
Grent
Through—
Tour
Coaching
Fairies,
the
of
Glen
the
Conway and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.. M|

Northern.

June

10,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

Menam — Great Northern.
Under Snow, The— Great Northern.

Crossing Siaui ou the River

Danish Capital
Danish Lakes Great Northern.
Landscapes at Jutland

—

— Great

Jan. 27,

1!)16.

—

Lessons in Carving (carving a roast)
Paramount Pictograph— April.
Movements the Eye Misses— Pathe-Photocolor Jan. 31 (showing the

Northern.

" 'i

—

The Great Northern.
Flaams Valley, The (Norway)
Elbe,

—Feb.

— Great

—

——

— Mar.

—

10.

High Scotland—

—
— Jan.

24.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Great Northern.
Monterey, California ("See America First," No. 26)

—Mar.

—Mutual-Gaumonl

12.

Moscow (Russia)

— Great

Northern.

—

Nishnij Novgorod (Russia)
Great Northern.
North Italian Town, A— Great Northern.
Norrkoping (Sweden) Great Northern.
Norwegian Fjord City Great Northern.
Norwegian Highland Great Northern.
Nurnberg (Germany) — Great Northern.
Off the Coast of Norway— Great Northern.
Old and New Manilla (Philippine Islands)
Paramount-Holmes April 3.
Old Unchanging Holland Pathe-Photocolor Jan. 3.
Palm Beach, Florida ("See America First," No. 28) Mutual-Gaumont

——
—

—
—

—

—Mar.

—

—

26.

—

Petrified Forest of Arizona, The General
Port of Copenhagen, The Great Northern.

——
——
—

Film-Essanay

— Feb.

—

—

—

—Mar.

—

—

—

—

15.

—

Sea and Landscapes (Denmark) Great Northern.
Semmering in the Austrian Alps Great Northern.
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 1— Pathe— Feb. 14 ("4-reel).
•-—'-, the
Siberia.
_. Vast Unknown, No. 2 Pathe Mar. 1 (1,000 feet).
Siberia, the Vast Unkr
No. 3— Pathe— Mar. 18 (/j-reel).
Skaw, The (Denmark)— Great Northe
Snow Shoeing at Christianla (Norway)— Great Northern.
Some Views of Singapore (Straits Settlement —Malay Peninsula)

—
—

— Pathe

18.

—

mont— Jan.

30.

Petersburg

(Russia)— Great

— General

Film-

— Jan.

29

The (safety first)— New York Central Railway

Built,

—Feb.

— "~

Cauldron, The General Film-Vitagraph— Mar. 11
of Crooks, The-

i

;

(3

parts).

Used to Be, The

__e

-Feb.

(3 parts).

1!)

Pyrene Romance, A (Fire fightings)— C. I. S. M. P. Corp.— April.
Safety First (illustrating dangers to which children expose themselves
Powers Mar. 1(J.
in playing about trolley cars, etc.)
Should a Baby Die?— Hanover Photoplay Co.— Feb. (5 parts).
To Him that Hath (Prison Reform showing views in and about Sing
Sing)
Premo.
Woman in Politics. The (Mutual-Tbanhouser Jan. 8 (5 parts).
Writing on the Wall, The (Illustrating the crime of the Indifferent landV-L-S-E-.-Vitagraph— Feb. 14 (5 parts).
lord)

—

—

—

—

—

SPORTS AND HUNTING.

—

Badger Hunting (Denmark) Great Northern.
Balloon Races (Germany)
Great Northern.
Bear Hunting in Russia Great Northern.
Spirit of the Game, The (Football drama)
Mutual-Thanhouser— Feb. 9

—

(3 parts).
Sports at Quebec

—

— General
—

Film

—
— Essanay — Mar.

(split

1

comio

with

Water Sports (Denmark) Great Northern.
Willard-Moran Contest— Champion Sports Exhibition Co.— April.

TOPICAL.

—

Colonel Roosevelt in Denmark Great Northern.
Dromedary Drilling at Sudan Great Northern.
Fire Fighting in San Francisco Paramount-Holmes Mar. 27.
Grand Procession, The (Slam)—Great Northern.
Launching the Life Boat (West coast of Denmark) Great Northern.
Paramount Pictograph No. 1 (Frederick Palmer. Henry Reuterdahl,
Hugo Munsterberg and others) Fe^ "
amount Pictograph No. 2 (Theo. R<
H. Bray and others)— Feb. 18.
J.
Paramount Pictograph No. 3 (Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood, Hugo MunsterFeb 2<i
berg, J. R. Bray and others
Paramount Pictograph No. A (Frederick Palmer, II. Munsterberg, J. R.
Bray and others) Feb. 27.
Siamese Drama, A Great Northern.
Sultan Abdul Hamid and the Ladies ol" his Harem -Great Northern.
nele Sam Gets His Coin"
Showing
Uncle Sam at Work. No. 2 ("How
the Washington Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the Philadelphia
Mint, and the U. S. Treasury}
Powers-Universal Jan. 1 (1,000

—

—

—

—

—

I

—

Sam

Work. No. 6 ("Sating Wealth and Building Health"—
showing how garden seeds are distributed by the Department of
Agriculture, work on government highways, car.- of forest reserves.
reclamation of arid lands, construction of big dams. etc. )— Powers-

Uncle

at

Universal Jan. 29 (1.000
Sam at Work, No. 7 (showing Patent Ofnc. s at Washington, D. C,
Ellis Island, and many views of native pastimes in the Insular
i'< b
Powi re- nlvei aal
ions "'' the O. S.)
5.
Uncle Sam at Work. No s cinch Sam, fisherman, Postmaster, and
Health Oflicer " showing the Alaskan Seal preserves the harpooning of the whale and the preparation of its carcass for the market,
Office
I>. partments
are
Post
and
Health
views
the
instructive
in

Uncle

1

Northern.
Street life in the North of Slam— Great Northern.
Summer Days near San Diego -Paramount-Holmes

—

—

— Mar.

6.

Surroundings of Copenhagen (Denmark) Great Northern.
Swedish River Angcrmanclv, The Great Northern.
Tampa, Florida ("See America First," No. 2.">
Mutual-Gaumont— Feb.

—

I

included

in

film)— Powers-Universal— Feb

this

—

(1.000

17

feet).

ZOOLOGY.
Amphibian Oddities (showing the hell-bender, the salamander, the

27.

Through Southern France— Great Northern.
Toward Eternal Snow (Norway) Great Northern.

—

(Sweden)— Great Northern.
Trondhjem Railway, The (Norway)— Great Northern.
Trollhattan

Valley of Froland, The (Norway) -Great Northern.
Villages In the Bavarian Highlands— Great Northern.
Under Southern Skies (Spain) Great Northern.
Warmland (Sweden) Great Northern.
Waterfalls of Tlstcdaleii (Norway)— Gn
Wend.
in Railway In the Highland ol
Western Norway in Snow -('.real Northern.
Where Footfalls Seldom Bound Educational Films Corporation of
America— (This scries covering the most beautiful parts of mountainous Washington Includes seven subjects, namely, "The Film
Hunter" In Columbia National Forest, "The Yarn or the Slowernell"
In the region of Lake Chelan, "In the Hanging Glacier Country"
The Sunset Trail" depleting adventUI
rfnl country,
"The Trail to Cloudy Pass." "The Stampede" showing scenes at a
western country fair, and "Variety" or "Ralls, Rocks and Rivers.")
Winter Journey In Norway Gnat Northern.
Winter Scenes In Norway Great Moii
Winter landscapes in Stockholm Sweden (—Great Northern.
Winter In Switzerland -Great Northern.
Winter In Trollhatan (Sweden) (ileal Northern.
winter In Voasevangen Qreal Northern

—

—

I

(3

parts).

House that Jack

feet).

Sor Fjord (Norway)— Great Northern.
Sound, The ( Denmark)— Great Northern.
South of the Equator (scenes not filmed before) Great Northern.
Spanish Landscape —Great Northern.
St. Paul & Minneapolis ("See America First," No. 20)— Mutual-GauSt.

in interior of cotton

—
—

1

,

—Mar.

drama giving views

Knickerbocker Star Features Feb. 4 (3 parts).
Destiny
(Temperance drama) General Film-Essanay

—

—

—

mills)— Metro-Rolfe— Feb. 21 (5 parts).
Crime of Circumstance. The (capital punishment)

16.

Quaint Volendam (Holland)
Pathe-Photocolor Mar. 8.
Quebec, Views of General Film-Essanay— Feb. 23.
Raum Valley, The Great Northern.
Rcgensburg (Germany) Great -Northern.
Rome (Italy)— Great Northern.
Rothenburg in Iiavaria Great Northern.
San Francisco, California ("See America First," No.' 27) MutualGaumont Mar. It).
Scandinavian North (Norway)
Great Northern.
Scenes in the Canadian Rockies General Film-Essanay Jan. 19.
Scenes Among the Navajo Indians in New Mexico General Film-Essanay

—

parts).
A (financial

(4

Corner in Cotton,

—

27.

Modern Egypt

—

Jan. 12

—

—

—

The (Labor drama)— Paramount-Lasky— Feb. 21 (5 parts).
The (Labor drama) Mutual-American— Mar. 2M (5 -parts).
Bubbles in the Glass, The (Temperance drama) Mutual-Tbanhouser

In the French Soudan— Pathe Mar. 25.
In the South of Sweden— Great Northern.
Jutland, The west coast of— Great Northern.
Key West, Florida ('See America First," No. 23) Mutual-Gaumont
Feb. 20.
Kullen, the West Coast of Sweden Great Northern.
Lake Luzern (Switzerland) Great Northern.
Laplanders, The Great Northern.
Life in Darerne (Sweden)
Great Northern.
LJan (one of Christiana's suburbs Norway) Great Northern.
Loch Lomond (Scotland) Great Northern.
Metz (Germany) Great Northern.
Miami, Florida ("See America First," No. 24) Mutual-Gaumont— Feb.

—

—

Paul (Religious) General Film-Lubin Feb. 13 (3 parts).
the "Sing Sing" of the Philippines— Paramount-Holmes— April

Bilibid,

Bruiser,

—

—

—

etc.

19.

A Modern
Blacklist,

20.

Grand Canyon of Arizona, The Paramount Feb. 14.
Greece— Great Northern.
Hardanger Fjords (Norway) Great Northern.
Harz Mountains, The (Northern Germany) Great Northern.
Headdresses of Holland Pathe-Photocolor
Great Northern.

jumping,

10.

Glimpses of Southern France Great Northern.
Going Some in San Francisco Paramount-Holmes
Gota Canal, The Great Northern.

—

— running,

in

SOCIOLOGY.

Northern.

From Kabylia to Constantine (Algeria) Pathe-Photocolor— Jan.
From Ostersund to Storlien (Sweden) Great Northern.

—

human body

of the

I

—

(

toad,

Univ.

etc.)

2.".

(split

reel

tree

i

Paramount-Ditmars Jan 13
Anthropoid Ape, An (Bronx Zoo)
At the Bottom of the Sea (showing animal life at sea bottom)— Forre6t
Film Co., Philadelphia.
Caged with Polar Hears (Vaudeville \ct with performing bears) —
Univc rsa'
rl

"

Emmy

Jan.

0.

Gr.at Northern.
India
Jungle Life in South America (giving glimpses of deadly reptiles and
Mutual FaMatr Mar. 2.
smaller animals)
17
Lizards Pathe-Photocolor Jan
Great
ark)
Mother Love Among Animals (domestic
Northern.
Odd Acquaintances Bird an. Cat picture ol reel with good comedy)
fllm-Vltagrapb Mar. 3
Story of the Salmon— Wm. Crawford- !•
Great Northern.
Tedd'v (Mean Trained by It- Mother
Unfamiliar Fishes— Pathe-Globe Jan !(>.
Uncle Sam at Work, No « (Unci. Sam fisherman, Postmaster and

Hard Working Elephants

i

i

—

—

whale and preparing

Powers— Feb. 17
Walk Through the

—

—

I

<

Its

carcasB for the market, etc (—Universal-

(1,000 feet).

William Lore!! Flnlev's Anlmnl Picture!

(Wild

Ulr.l-

fl

Animals).

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
cum

Minamata,

the

Kex-l'nivcrsal— April

10

(split

not suitable tor children)

drama

with

and two children).
Beloved Vagabond, TheBen Blair I'allas-I'aramount -Mar. I ^„
Bondman, The with William Farnum)— Fox Film Corp.
'-April G (two-part drama).
i

—

Brought Home Es8anay-General Film Dec. __ two-part drama).
Brown Ey, s— Kay-Bee-Triangle Feb. 20 (five-part military

Bullets and

i

romance).

Burglars 1'ienic, The— Thaiihouser-Mutual— .Ian. 20 (three-part comedydrama)
of the Cumberlands, Th.
Pallas-Paramount Jan. 24 (five-part
drama ).

—

Call

Chip

off

the ("

'

A— Falstaff— Feb.

1

(

Bve-part

—

Failure

Tin

— Cub-Mutual— Mar.

Columbia-Metro

c-part temperance

Feb.
,,

i

II

I

Film

ral

dram

live-part drama).
Dec. 10, 1015 (drama).

—

—

—

taining spectacular scenes of

Indian warfare).

—

—

Dr. amy Jungle Town
Rex-Universal Feb. 1 (dream picture).
the Heart of a Shell— Rex-i'niversal— Mar. 3 (fairy dream)
Trails, The— Bison-Universal— Mar. 18 (thrilling two-part rail-

Iron

—

—

Jane's Bashful Hero Vitagraph-General Film Jan. 31 (comedy).
Jerry in the Movies -Cub-Mutual— Jan. 7 (farce-comedy).
Joyce's Strategy Essanay-Ceiieral Film— Mar. 14
two-part drama).
Kennedy Square— Vitagraph-V-L-S-E-.— Feb. 21 (five-part drama)
Kiddies Kaptain Kidd, The -Fal -tali-Mutual— May 8 (comedy).
Little Billy's Schooldays
L-Ko-Universal April 23 (comedy).

—

(

—

—

—

Mary Sunshine Pathe (five-part comedy-drama).
Mascot. The— Rex-Universal— Jan. 16 (two-part drama).
Samaritan, The Essanay-General Film April 25
(two-part

—

drama).

Marta

of the

—

— Centaur-Mutual

Jungle

(two-part drama).
'

—Mar.

10 (five-p

"-'

ion

—

—

Mice and Men Famous Players-Paramount Jan. 10 (five-part drama).
Mischief and a Mirror Beauty-Mutual Jan. 23 (comedy-drama).
Molly Make-Believe— Famous Flayers-Paramount April 10 (5 part

—

—

—

—

— Mar.

28

Ranger

—

Rejuvenation of
(three-part

The

—

—

of Toyland, A
Powers-Universal Mar.
dolls as told to a little boy by his nurse).

Romance

—

Separating from Sarah Essanay-General
comedy).
Silas Mai
—Thanhouser-Mutual Feb. 10
Rink,
The— Biograph-Genei
Skating
comedy).
Suppressed Order. The— American-Mutual-

—

drama— period
There's

no

part
15

(adventures of two

Film— Mar.
(five-part

(two-part

21

drama).
(three-part

(three-part military

of 1860).

place

Home— Rex-Universal — Mar.

like

28

(drama).

Three Wise Men, The— Selig-General Film— April 17 (three-part Christmas Eve story).
Tubby turns the Tables Vitagraph-General Film— Mar. 3 (comedy).
Sandy Bar Red Feather-Universal April 3 (five-part
Two Me

—

Unlucky Luk(

Whole

Why

Jungle

Love

is

Wrong Mr.
Yaqui, The
in

—

—

—

Mustang-Mutual April 28 (two-part comedy).
Him, The— Joker-Universal— Jan. 22 (comedy).
Selig-General Film— Jan. 17 "

as after
'

II

14th

E,

St.,

City.

New

—

I:

Paramount Pictures Corporation—485 5th Ave., New York City.
I'atiie Exchange,
inc.
25 W. 15th St., New York City.
Patriotic Film Co.— 720 7th Ave., New York City.
Pratt, G. D.— Commissioner of Reservation, Washington, D. C.
Raver Film Corporation 110 W. 10th St., New York City.
Triangle Film Corporation
L459 Broadway, New York City.
Film Manilla, lining C...
1«; Ml
Broadway, New York City.
Film Syndicate-

World
world Film
NOTE A

-:;n's'

Corp,. ration

Mallei120

liui filing,

W. 40th
ic

he

St.,

of each

Chicago,

New York

film

company

or

111.

City.

be found its brand
individual releasing the

will

V-L-S-E. OFFICE CHANGES.
E. Abel, Chicago manager of the V-L-S-E., Inc., anS.
nounces that in line with that company's policy of promotion from the ranks, he has chosen Frank Redfield, booker
of the Chicago office, as his assistant manager. This promotion will be received cordially by the trade, as Mr. Redfield
is regarded a thorough and conscientious worker, and an
asset to the industry.
With the vast amount of experience
he has had, extending back to the pioneer days of the film
industry, it is certain he will be well fitted for assuming a
position that requires such constant attention to detail.
A. B. Philbin will succeed Mr. Redfield as booker.
Two new salesmen have also been taken on at the Chicago office.
They are George Berg, who will travel in

Wisconsin, and C. F. Troupe, who will cover southeastern
Illinois.
Jess Levine, formerly of the New York branch
of the World Film Corporation, is now with V-L-S-E., Inc^
having been engaged by the New York office to succeed W.
P. Allen.
Mr. Allen has been transferred to the Syracuse
branch of the V-L-S-E.
J.

S.

Hebrew, manager

of the

Philadelphia office of the

V-L-S-E., announces the appointment of Nat Glasser as
salesman for the Washington office, and Ernest A. Bezouska
Mr. Bezouska has been conas salesman for Philadelphia.
nected for a short time with the New York exchange, while
Mr. Glasser was manager of the Leader Theater, Washington, D. C.

UNIVERSAL CITY CLOSED TO PUBLIC.

(six-part

— Mustang-Mutual — Mar. 31 (3
Aunt Mary, The— Biograph-General Film — Mar.
faree comedy).

Lonesome Gluch,

of

and

111.,

—

(flve-

(comedy).

Peggy Kay-Bee-Triangle Feb. 20 (five-part comedy-drama).
Preparedness Juvenile Film Co. (humorous War Film).
Peppina— Famous Players-Paramount— Mar. 2

Poor Little
drama).

Chicago,

York City.
22o W. 42nd St., New York City.
Kulee F.atnr.
Metro Pictures Corporation 1)05 Broadway, New York City.
Morris, Win.
New York Theater Building, New York City.
Moss, B. S
Columbia Theater
Mutual Film Corporation— 71 W. 23rd St., New York City.

—

—

Pull— Falstaff-Mutual

Political

St.,

—

Nan Good-for-Nothing — Big "U"-Universal Jan. 28 (comedy).
Homestead, The Famous Players-Paramount-Dec. 28, 1015

Old

Paul's

State

the head ollice of any of these according
you will be able to learn the location
vhere the film or films you desire may

fantastic comedy).
Floorwalker (with Chas, Chaplin)— Lone Star-Mutual— May (two-part
farce comedy).
Foundling, The (with Mary Pickford)— Famous Players-Paramount—
Jan. 3 (five-part drama).
Going Cp— Cub-Mutual— Feb. 25 (comedy).
Heart of Nora Flynn, The Lasky-Paramount— April 24 (five-part drama)
Hero of Submarine D-2, The— Vitagraph-V-L-S-E.— Mar. 13 (five-part
military drama).
Indian, The Biograph-General Film— Mar. 1 (three-part drama con-

Little
Little
Little

George— 100

Kleine,

:

drama— showing

Feathertop— Gaumont-Mutual (not an adaptation of Hawthorne's story)
—April 17 (five-part drama).
Flight of the Duchess, The— Thanhouser-Mutual Mar. 11 (five-part

In
In

Co.— 11(1 W. Itilh St.. New York City.
Hanover Photoplay Co.— Columbia Theater Building, New York
Hippodrome Film Co.— Ill) W. 40th St, New York City.
Company— 110 W. U)th St., New York City.

Juvenile Film

—

—

hance.

-Essanay-General Film

Dimples

City.
x Film
_.neral P.
Croat Northern Film

War

'

drama).
Corner in Cotton,
Rolfe-Metro Feb. 21 (live-part
work in cotton mills).
Curlew Corliss -.Mustang-Mutual— Mar. 17
Daphne and tho Pirate— Fine Arts-Triangll
love and adventure in the davs of the s<
Deacon's Waterloo, The Nester-lniversalDesperado, The Laemmle-Universal -Mar. 2:
Destiny

1916

10,

i.

FILMS SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS.
Ambitious, Awkward Andy
Kalstail-Mutual— Mar. 9 (comedy)
Angels Unawares Essanay-Qeneral Film—Jan. 11 (two-Mrt comedydrama).
Artie, the Millionaire Kid
Vitagraph-V-L-S-E-.— April 17 (5 parts).
The Big (•-( niversal -May 4 ( drama-story of old violinist

Clever Collie's Sum. back,

June

Crawford, Wm.
Boi 283, Seattle Wash.
I>ominion Kxclusives, Ltd.— Vancouver, B r.
Corporation of America— 730 7th
Educational Filn

The Universal Film Manufacturing Company, recognized
as one of the greatest believers in publicity to be found in
the industry, lias decided to dispense with its greatest "ad"
consisting of showing visitors around
a free one, at that
Universal City. When it is remembered that many thousand
at
visitors enter the portals of the movie city annually
25 cents a head that they are for the most part tourists
from all parts of the globe who go back to their homes and
tell about it, that a visit to the city is considered such an
attraction that the great railroad lines entering Los Angeles
advertise it when these facts are remembered it is hard to
believe that a concern that spends hundreds of thousands of
dollars on paid advertising are, of their own will, passing
up such a bet!

—

—

—

—

—

But H. O. Davis, whom many consider the last word in
production efficiency experts, and who is general manager
of Universal City, cut off at one stroke this vast source
of advertising and income to his company, for the simple
reason that he found it interfered with studio efficiency,
and anything that, in the Davis scheme of things, interferes with efficiency must go.

"

Wright.

— Bluebird

Me>

The— Vitagraph-General Film— Feb,
Photoplays

— Mar.

19

(five-part

"

laid

the Yaqui India

ADDRESSES OF BOOKING COMPANIES INCLUDED
IN THE ABOVE CATALOGUE OF FILMS.
American Correspondent Film Co.— 220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
Author's Film Co. 1432 Broadway, New York City.
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.— 1600 Broadway, New York City.
California Motion Picture Corp. San Rafael, Cal.
Champion Sports Exhibition Co.— 1476 Broadway, New York City.

—

—

KOPFSTEIN WILL AGAIN HANDLE IVAN
PUBLICITY.
Jacques Kopfstein, the advertising engineer who was in
charge of the publicity and advertising department of the
Ivan film productions from the reorganization of that cernpany to about six weeks ago when he resigned, has again
accepted the incumbency of that office.

June

10,
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Vitagraph Releases
June 5th Brings Many Excellent Subjects to the
General Film and V-L-S-E. Programs.
THE General Film Program the Vitagraph releases
for the week of June 5th includes "A Strange Case,"
"New York, Past and Present" and "She Won the
Prize."
"A Strange Case," a Vitagraph three-part Broadway star feature.will be released on June 10th. In this pic-

Week

1891

who comes to the frozen timberlands of the Xorth, in search
of a man named Peter God.
Miss Stewart, as Josephine, is

of

ON

ably supported by Huntley Gordon, John Robertson, Richard
Turner, Virginia Xorden and Florence Xatol. The picture
was directed by Ralph Ince, and his usual attention to detail
can plainly be seen.
A century note renders valuable assistance and causes a
heap of trouble for Kernel Xutt. in "Kernel Xutt's S100
Bill," the latest of the Kernel Xutt series of one-reel comedies featuring Frank Daniels.
Entertaining an heiress on
60c is some job. Kernel Xutt is not very confident of succeeding until he finds the big yellow back then well,
$100 will buy a lot of things.
Frank Daniels does credit
to the part of Kernel Xutt and is well supported by Alice
Washburn and Adele De Garde. L. Case Russell wrote the
story and C. Jay Williams produced the picture.

—

—

Denton Vane

DENTON
school

VANE

of the \ itagraph players, after leaving
Jacksonville, Fla., made a 'determined effort
to succeed in dramatic work and his ambition seems to
have been fulfilled beyond his expectations. He was several
seasons in vaudeville, once with Maude Odell, and then as
Vance, of the team of Vance and Rogers.
He has had
great experience in stock, having played long engagements
Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, and'
Pacific Coast favorite,
lie ivas also
usical
in

comedy,
"The
Rich
Mr.
Hoggenheimer,"

Scene from "A Strange Case" (Vitagraph).

rare singing voice
being of great aid to
him. He was featured
once
in
"Brewster's
his

ture,

Harry Morey

lias a

wonderful chance to show his

talent,

We

first see him as Burnham, a
as he takes a dual role.
Supporting
great detective, and then as Lefty, the Crook.
Mr. Morey are seen Xed Finley, Frank Holland, Adele
The filming was supervised by
Kelly and Edward Elkas.
Eugene Mullin. Jane Dixon and Roma Raymond wrote
the story.
"New York, Past and Present" is the title of a one-part
scenic picture, in which Father Knickerbocker personally
conducts a tour through his wonderful metropolis. All the
familiar landmarks of the city are shown, and when they fade
out, the same spot is shown as it appeared in the colonial
days.
The reel closes with a wonderful panoramic view of
the city, taken from the pinnacle of the Woolworth Building.
the Prize" is a one-part comedy featuring
"She
Edith Storey and Antonio Moreno. After winning a prize
of $1,000 in a contest, Edith Storey, as Molly, a stenographer,
She goes to
sets out to have a good time on the money.
Lakewood, where, in a swell attire and a beautiful blonde
wig, she poses as an heiress. The boss, also in Lakewood
for a rest, meets Molly, and, failing to recognize her in
becomes infatuated. Later he proposes and is
y
Josephine Earle and Donald McBride also
readily accepted,
appear in the east. George D. Baker and Epes Winthrop
Sargent are the authors of the story, and the former also
directed the action.

Won

,

two

Millions," and

sons in "The
Hunter."
At
times he has
the support

sea-

Fortune
different

been in
of Ethel

Barrymore, Blanche
Bates and other prominent

stars.

With

Florence Gale he made
a Western tour, being
cast
as
Mercuito in
"Romeo and Juliet."

In the season he was
with
Miss Bates in

"The Darling of the
Gods" he made so
good
that
he
was

p=
'

^j

chosen
son to

the next seaoriginate
the
part
of
the
young
Syrian in the first production of "Salomo."

Denton Vane.

first experien
th motion pictures was with the
company, and then he was four months with the Kalem
company, playing leads opposite Irene Boyle. He joined
Vitagraph in 1914, and during that time appeared in the following notable productions, "The Silent Plea." with Edith
Storey, "The Barrier of Youth," with Norma Talmadge, "The
Radium Thieves," with Leah Baird, "Two Women," with
Anita Stewart, "Green Stockings," with Lillian Walker. "The
Island of Surprise." with William Courtenay. "The Hunted
Woman," with Virginia Pearson, "The Ordeal of Elizabeth,"
with Lillian Walker, and "Hesper." with Lillian Walker.
Added to his excellent stage appearance Mr. Vane has a
most pleasing personality and is popular with players and
.

Vane's

Selig

With V-L-S-E

for

Week

of

June

5.

In "The Destroyers," a five-part Blue Ribbon
the pen of James Oliver Curwood, a new star,

f<

public alike.

EDDIE LYONS AND LEE MORAN IN

Scene from "Kernel Nutt's $100 Bill" (Vitagraph).

The story,
Featured.
of a woman. Josephine

in

NEW

YORK.

A new contract has just been signed in the home office
at 1600 Broadway between Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran,
and the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, whereby
these two clever comedians continue under the Nestor brand
for two more years.
Their contract also provides that they
shall jointly direct themselves in their own single and two
reel productions at Universal City, Al. Christie and the
Universal having severed their connections. Mr. Lyons has
not been in New York since Mr. Laemmle sent him to the
Imp company over four years ago, and
Lee Moran has never been in Xew York. An' effort is being
in. oh at the present time to secure a leading woman for them

coast, with the old

Cur-

McCloud,

of

international

prominence.
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First
A.

J.

Month

Cobe Says Corporation

of
Is

Unity Sales
on Firm Basis— Has Several

Popular Productions.

ONE

month the Unity Sales Corporation is declared by Andrew J. Cobe, its vice-president and
general
manager, to have waxed from infancy into lusty man-

IN

short

hood and is already proving
the motion picture industry.

itself

a

formidable factor

in

T e P" rchase b y th e firm, through negotiations conducted
iV
by Mr.
Cobe, ofr the sensational and timely serial "The Yellow Menace" in which the eminent dramatic actor, Edwin

starred is not the least of the notable "i-oups" accomplished since the birth of Unity. An aggressive and widespread advertising campaign has been inaugurated
new
offices of great artistic beauty and practical
efficiency establs le d ln the firm's headquarters in
the new Godfrey Bldg., at
L
,
729 Seventh Ave., and plans laid for a "service system" which
Mr. Cobe declares will result in the maximum of benefit for
the exhibitor, exchangeman and producer.
Mr. Cobe's long
experience in the motion picture field and the regard and
is

'

10,
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General Film Offerings

i

Stevens,

June

Dewitz and Paul Swan, as Apollo, is still another feature
put out under the Unity brand and forms a classic
and
beautiful addition to any program. There are many unique
and
beautiful lighting and color effects in Diana, in addition
to
a classical ballet in Isadore Duncan dances, that are
bound
to cause a sensation in any community where the
picture is
played.
Many state rights buyers have already ordered
duplicates and additional prints of the classic.

The Week

Has Some Good Subjects in Store.
out strong and distinctly and bristling with
attractions that make up an exceptionally forceful
program General Film Service for the week June 5th-June
iOth, inclusive, offers its patrons drama, comedy
and travel
of June 5th

STANDING
pictures

which

in

acknowledged

stars

of

filmdom

figure

The comedies are of the same excellence that the General
Film Program has always been noted for.
A Selig three-reel comedy, "A Temperance Town" in
which Otis Harlan

stars,

will

be the

first

thrown on the

screen Monday, June 5th.
Judging from advance notices,
after film inspection, "A Temperance Town" should
prove
the comedy hit of the week. "New York, Past and Present,"
a Vitagraph historical production, has a prominent place in
the first day's release. It should be a decidedly entertaining
picture, presenting an opportunity for comparison seldom
offered.
Sehg-Tribune, featuring all the high spots in the
important news of the world is also presented on this day,
while Biograph's "The Girl Across the Way" helps mightily
to strengthen the day's releases.
"Otto, the Reporter," a
Lubin comedy, will provide more laughter.

"Orphan Joyce," an Essanay two-part drama featuring
youthful Joyce Fair, is the first release for the following
"Midnight at the Old Mill," a Kalem comedy and a
Biograph two-part drama, "The Yaqui Cur," with Lionel
Barrymore, Robert Harron, Kate Bruce and Walter Miller
the cast, make up the early part of the day's program.
"The Stoning," an Edison production in three parts, has a
post of honor on this day.
"In Cinderella's Shoes," a Kalem comedy, and Vernon
Howe Bailey's "Sketch Book of Berlin" and Edison's "Love's
Labor Lost" provide varied and strong attractions for
day.

in

Wednesday.
Lubin's "The Scapegrace,"

Scene from "The Yellow Menace" (Unity).

which he is held by all branches of the industry
esteem
have resulted in immediate success for the new concern, and
the Unity offices are fairly flooded with demands for service,
and as a logical consequence the working force of the organization and its offices have been considerably enlarged.
The slogan of Unity "The Concern with a Conscience"
is one which Mr. Cobe has ordered all his departments to
live up to in every sense of the word with unflinching
in

—

exactitude.

"Myself and my associates were impelled to purchase
'The Yellow Menace' " said Mr. Cobe, "because we believe it
It carries within its
is going to be the serial of the season.
sixteen episodes a lesson of lofty patriotism and a message
of preparedness, with which the air is now ringing, together
with a tender and beautiful love story and thrills galore.
'The Yellow Menace' already has the endorsement of every
prominent' man who has seen it, and they include some of
I have seen thousthe most famous names in the country.
ands of motion pictures in the course of my connection with
the industry, but I say without hesitancy that 'The Yellow
Menace,' which was produced, by the way, by William
Steiner,

is

the 'best bet' so far offered the exhibitor.

It is

deeply gratifying to me to observe the response with which
the trade has risen to the announcement of Unity's plans
and I can assure our friends that Unity will always maintain
as its watchword the two great underlying principles of
modern business 'service and co-operation first, last and

—

always.'

in three parts with George
Routh, Adda Gleason and Evelyn Page sharing honors,
be presented Thursday, as will also Selig Tribune and
a Vim comedy "The Sea Dogs."
Knickerbocker heads the list Friday, offering "The Stained
Pearl" in three reels, featuring Henry King. In this sensational tale of the sea Mr. King has many opportunities to
demonstrate his acknowledged ability.
Another strong
feature of this day will be "Juggling Justice" of the Sis
Hopkins Series. These Kalem comedies always "get over"
and "Juggling Justice" will be no exception. Vitagraph and
Vim each supply a comedy, the former "She Won a Prize,"
and the latter "A Dollar Down."
A three reel Essanay production, "Fool's Gold" with Darwin Karr. Nell Craig, Patrick Calhoun and Marion Murray,
all film favorites, will be presented Saturday.
"Two Smiths
and a Half," a Lubin comedy, will be sandwiched in between "Fool's Gold" and a Vitagraph three-part picture,
"A Strange Case." Then will follow "The Treasure Train,"
an episode of the "Hazards of Helen" Series by Kalem. The
final picture that will fade on the screen will be Seljg's
drama, "Going West to Make Good."

will

"

Unity reports also record breaking returns on the first
two features released through its agency, namely, "My
Country First," a feature production in six reels made by
*.he Terriss Film Corporation, and directed and starred in
by Tom Terriss; and "The Pursuing Vengeance," an intensely exciting and virile detective photodrama, based on
the celebrated novel by Burton E. Stevenson, "The Boule
Cabinet." This picture was produced by Martin Sabine, and
has gained a vast volume of favorable comment the country
over.

"Diana," a wonderfully colored and romantic picture, picturizing the romance of "The Huntress," and the life of the
Gods on Hiorh Olympus, in which appear the Baroness Von

Triangle Stars on June List
Willie Collier,

to Follow in His Father's Footsteps in
Call" Fairbanks Coming in "Reggie

Jr.,

"The Bugle

—

Mixes

In."

TRIANGLE'S

June releases will bring Willie Collier,
the front as a full-fledged film star.
In "The
Bugle Call" he plays a juvenile, of course. The story
spirit of adventure
is filled with human interest and the
permeates every scene. The settings, lighting and photography are all excellent. In "The Bugle Call," Billy, as
played by Willie; Collier, Jr., is a particularly likeable lad
Jr.,

to

who is brought up at an army post. He has no mother,
until his father introduces a lady to Billy as his new mamma.
the young man's troubles begin or at least he thinks
they do and it is not until danger from troublesome Indians
threatens and Billy is left to guard his heretofore disliked
step-mother, that peace is restored in the family.
The Triangle-Fine Arts feature for release the first week
of Tune presents Norma Talmadge in "Going Straight," a
Then

—

—
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times but ringing
true throughout. The story is that of two reformed crooks,
They decide to
a man and a woman, who are married.
forsake their old manner of living and the difficulties they
experience in living down their past, provides situations
Norma Talmadge,
that take a genuine grip on the heart.
who plays the part of Grace Remington, one of the reformed
picture.
crooks has never done anything finer than in this
the
Ralph Lewis, who enacts the role of John Remington,
by no
other crook, is excellent and the children who have
means an unimportant part in the story quite surpass any.
thing they have ever done before.
Douglas Fairbanks "put over" another typical Fairbanks
Mixes
success in the Triangle-Fine Arts feature, "Reggie
the buoyIn " The story provides an excellent vehicle for
makes
ant art of the popular screen star and he surely
Mixes
Reggie
him.
offers
it
opportunity
the most of every
in a parIn" serves to bring Bessie Love forward again
heavily in the
ticularly sympathetic role and she scores

human

interest

story,

melodramatic

at

from one

of H. Rider Haggard's stories, prepared for the
screen by Ida May Park, arriving late in July, with Jay
Belasco and Lon Chaney principals in her support, and
Joseph De Grasse the director. We have every reason to
believe that Bluebird exhibitors are destined to have a mighty

prosperous summer," concluded Mr. Hoffman.

_

'

Pa

The Triangle-Ince feature for release the same week
an
presents Bessie Barriscale in "The Sorrows of Love,
acting,
emotional drama which is featured by the excellent
interest of the
the elaborate settings and the compelling
interprevivid
most
gives
a
Barriscale
Bessie
story itself.
the tale of
tation of Sister Beatrice, who is so stirred by
brought within
the outside world's wickedness, which is
from the side ot
the convent walls by a young girl, torn
world to try
her lover, that she decides to go out into the
and better

it.

,

part o
Among the releases to be made during the latterMild
Girl
Magdalene and
the month are "The Innocent
Triangle-Fine Arts studio
of the Sierras," both from the
studio.
Triangle-Ince
the
from
and "The Deserter"

A

Jt^pHE BIRTH OF

A NATION" concludes its second
run in London at the Drury Lane Theater this
I
week, but there are two companies in the provinces
with the production. For exhibitors with designs upon the
great feature it has been a difficult matter to ascertain
exactly who is responsible for its handling on this side and
it
is
generally understood that "D.W.G." himself is exploiting the picture, or at least the first presentations of it
Assuming this to be the case, it has been a subject of strong
comment that no provisions have been made to make the
screening of the film a practicable proposition to the average exhibitor and the intimation prominently displayed that
"this production will never been seen in any but the highest
class stage theaters" confines the supposition that "The
Birth of a Nation" is, for the exhibitor, forbidden fruit
This policy may be actuated with a natural desire to preserve the picture as a distinct and isolated production, but
nevertheless to deny the man, the exhibitor, who, after all,
has made such things commercial propositions, savors
somewhat of affectation, if not superficiality.
*

Bluebirds on the

Wing

Hither
Pretentious Little Flock That Will Soon Be Flitting

and Yon.
Hoffman, of Bluebird Photonewly selected features for

Manager M. H.
GENERAL
plays, announces several

projected during
the program he has so successfully
declares that the forthcoming
first half of the year, and
material than has
issues of Bluebirds will contain even better
exhibitors and
been found to be so generally favored by
public thus far in the series.
ready for the
"We are going to spend the summer getting
way we shall
the
"and
Hoffman,
regular season," says Mr.
profits to the exproceed with our preparations will bring
summer sports and
hibitor while he is fighting the call of
believe that equally good films are required
amusements.
and we propose to keep
in summer as in the regular season,
up to standard regardless of conditions.

the

We

our program
introduce its
"June will start summer and Bluebirds will
features that we are
series of summer releases with four
The Eye of God,
.willing to have our future judged by.
gives
co-star,
Weber,
produced by the Smalleys, with Lois
the
Tyrone Power the best opportunity he has had on
another June release,
screen. Lois Weber is accountable for
star, in
which we introduce Mary MacLaren, a new screen
And Bluebird is willing to stake its reputation on
'Shoes.'
this subject," said Mr. Hoffman.
is a third
Godfathers,
Three
"The
story,
Kyne's
B
Peter

in

Lovely, in
June issue on the Bluebird program, and Louise
"Bobbie of the Ballet," completes the list for that month.
Continuing Mr. Hoffman says: "Our July productions have
talking now for only three,
all been arranged for but we are
'Ambrosia,' 'Broken Fetters' and 'The Grasp of Greed,
with Ella Hall, Violet Mersereau and Louise Lovely, three

popular Bluebird stars, in the respective releases."
"Rex Ingram has directed Violet Mersereau in Broken
provided the
Fetters,' a feature for which Mr. Ingram also
William Garwood will be featured as
story and scenario.
Miss Mersereau's leading man, and Kittens Reicherts, a faventire
orite child actress, will also be prominent, having the
Paul Panzer and Isabel Patfirst reel practically to herself.
terson will be prominent in Miss Mersereau's support.
"Robert Leonard wrote the story and scenario of 'AmHarry
brosia," and directed Ella Hall in the production.
Depp will be Miss Hall's leading man, and for a boy, still
but giving
in his teens, to be designated as a leading man is
erstwhile
Adele Farrington,
full credit to this clever lad.
queen of comic opera, will be the leading lady and others in
the company will be Betty Schade, Grace Marvin, Wadsworth
Harris and Kingsley Benedict.
"Louise Lovely will make another regular appearance in
taken
the series as star of 'The Grasp of Greed,' a feature

*

*

In conference at Newcastle, the Chief Constable's Association were treated to a homily on juvenile crime as affected by the war by the Lord Mayor of that city the other
day. As may be expected the moving-picture came in for a
good deal of attention, favorable and otherwise, and eventually a resolution was passed at the instigation of the Lord
Mayor of Bristol urging the government to establish a
central state censorship of films.

Mention of censorship brings to notice a curious decision
of the Shaftesbury Avenue tribunal which has this week refused to sanction the Cines Company's "Life of Christ"
without even viewing the production.

Henry Weirick's multiplicity of interests in the movingpicture business appear as though they will see him domiApart from
ciled in Gerrard Street for some time to come.
a considerable interest in the British organizations which
handle the Mutual output here, the Western Import Company and associated companies, he came over from New
York with the World Film Corporation's productions for
disposal and three of the older Keystone-Chaplins which
had not been released here. These were "Dough and Dynamite," "The Trysting Place" and "His Prehistoric Past."
Lest the prospect of three consecutive Chaplin's should
overcome the exhibition they were immediately bound up
with twenty-five more Keystone comedies, that is to say
that in order to show the three Chaplins exhibitors have
had to book twenty-eight subjects in all. And although the
exhibitor kicked previously when the Essanay Company
essayed to do half as much, the plan, Mr. Weirick's I believe,
has carried admirably and to such an extent that almost
every other exhibitor one meets is booked up solid on Keystons for twenty-eight weeks.

The second hustle of Messrs. Winik & Davies is even
more astonishing this time in connection with Triangle picWithin a fortnight seven provincial branches were
started for the handling of Triangle features, tl.ree in England and one each in Scotland, Ireland and Wales and a
later first trade shows of "Peggy" and "Fatty and
In ManMabel Adrift" were being held in each center.
chester, very imposing premises in the second principal
thoroughfare in the city have been acquired, while at Birmin legal
started
to
arctic
who
owner
property
ingham a
terminology about leases and tenancy agreements was
bought out of business. The London premises are next door
to the present Gerrard Street offices of the Western Import
tures.

Company.

_
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Mutual Program
Week of June 5 Announces the First
Mutual Star Series— Other Good Subjects.

Schedule for the

WITH

of the

release of "Whispering Smith" and "Soul
Mates," first of the big live-act Mutual Star productions, which top Mutual offerings for the week of
June 5, the new feature release policy of the Mutual Film
the

June

10,
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lour two-reel subjects will be released by the Mutual on
the same program.
"Jealousy's First Wife," an unusually
interesting domestic drama, featuring Vivian Rich and Alfred
Yosburgh, heads the list. It is from the American-Mutual
studios and will be released June 5.
"John Brewster's Wife," from the Thanhouser-Mutual studios, for release June 6; "The Pilgrim," from the MustangMutual studios, with Frank Borzage and Anna Little in the.
leading roles, for release June 9; and "The Lion's Nemesis,"
a stirring drama from the Horsley-Mutual studios, featuring
Margaret Gibson and the Bostock animals, comprise the twoact offerings. The latter will be released June 10.
Mutual comedy releases for the same week present a wide
range of subjects. eBauty offerings present "Billy Van Deuration," featuring Carrol Halloway and John Sheehan, and "Thinim Stout," starring Orral Humphrey.
They
will be released June 7 and 10, respectively.
Falstaff offerings include "Advertisementers," featuring Conrad and Oscar,
for release June 5, and "Where Wives Win," released June
10.
Vogue releases include "A Plane Story," to be released
June 5, and "His Blow-out," for release June 11. "Jerry's
Big Lark," for release June 9, is the Cub comedy, featuring
George Ovey.
"Reel Life," the Mutual Film Magazine, "The Weekly
Mutual" and "See America First" will be released on the
usual days, namely, Wednesday and Sunday.

Miss Eva Unsell with Lasky
Well-Known Scenario Writer and Continuity Editor Goes
West to Join Studio Staff.

EVA UNSELL,
MISS
continuity

well-known scenario writer and
editor, for a long period with the Famous
Players and other companies, left New York last week

Scene from "Whispering Smith" (Mutual).

for Hollywood to join the staff at the studios of the Jesse
L. Lasky Feature Play Company.
Miss Unsell has to her
credit a number of suc-

in feature releases in

Corporation, recently announced, gets into full swing. The
Star productions promise to set a new record
many ways. Each will be written to

cesses

match the

The

new Mutual

histrionic talents and personalities of the stars.
Many of the Mutual Star productions will be prepared for
the screen from the latest of popular fiction stories.
staff
of noted scenario men are now at work at the various studios
where the productions will be filmed preparing the features
for the screen.

A

Frederick Warde, Richard Bennett, Mary Miles Minter,
Helen Holmes, Florence La Badie, William Russell and various other stars of the stage and screen will be presented
as the featured players in these new Mutual Star productions.
Miss Minter is now at work at the American-Mutual studios
Frederick
in Santa Barbara on her first feature release.
Warde has begun his first feature at the Thanhouser studios.
Mr. Bennett will leave for the American-Mutual studios just
as soon as his theatrical engagement in New York is concluded. First of the Mutual Star productions, featuring Miss
La Badie, Miss Holmes and William Russell, have been com-

the

screen.

Company

"Whispering Smith," produced under the direction of J. P.
McGowan, was adapted from Frank H. Spearman's noted
story of the same name.
Miss Holmes is seen in the role of Marion Sinclair,
which gives her ample opportunity to bring into play her
well-known emotional appeal. McGowan appears in the role
of Whispering Smith, while the other important roles are
in the hands of Paul C. Hurst, Leo Maloney, Thomas Lingham, Chance Ward, N. Z. Wood, Sam Appel, F. Van Norman, Walter Rogers, William Brunton and others.
The Mutual Star production featuring William Russell
It was prowill be released under the title of "Soul Mates."
duced at the American-Mutual studios. This production was
especially, written to match the personality of this virile
young star. It was prepared under the personal direction of
Charlotte Burton appears in RusJ. Edward Hungerford.
Others in the cast are Leona Hutton
sell's chief support.
and Harry Keenan.
Mutual releases for this week offer a wide variety of
themes and present a galaxy of popular Mutual players. Paris

the

Gaumont-Mutual three-act drama

which will be released June 8 under the title
This production presents two
of "Flames of Vengeance."
feminine stars in the leading roles, something seldom witnessed in motion picture photodramas. Gertrude Robinson,
a popular Mutual heroine, long identified with Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, and Iva Shepard, the "vampire"
of the week,

of the Gaumont-Mutual studios, are the featured players.
They are supported by a capable company of players, headed

by Alexander Gaden.

i

4

I

^

Lasky studio.
Margaret Turnbull and
Marian Fairfax are ex-

^^^

the

at

amples of successful
photoplay writers.
Miss Un-

Among

adaptations

sell's

for

Famous Players were
"The Man from Mexico,"

with John Barry-

more;

"One

Our

of

with
Hazel
"Wildflower,"
with Marguerite Clark;
Girls,"

pleted.

ticularly interesting

on

Lasky

has been particularly
fortunate with women
writers for the screen
who have specialized
for this branch of work

Dawn;

"The Morals

of

a
|

Eva

Unsell.

Mar-

cus." witli Marie Doro, and "The Dawn of a Tomorrow,"
with Mary Pickford. Miss Unsell left the Famous Players
a year ago to devote herself to original photoplays, and
among her recent successes are "The Warning," with Henry
Kolker; "The Ransom," with Julia Dean, and "The Reapers,"
written expressly for John Mason. The wide variety of these
subjects and their popularity with the public convinced Mr.
Lasky that Miss Unsell would be a valuable addition to his

company.
Miss Unsell had

just opened new offices at the Candler
Building, New York City, to cope with -the rush of work
coming to her from various eastern producers, but the offer
from the Lasky Company was so tempting from every point

of consideration that Miss Unsell has finally put off all other
contracts to become enrolled under the Lasky banner.

GEORGE MARSHALL WINS HIS PROMOTION.
his spurs as an extra man at Universal City
later as an assistant director, George Marshall has been
to co-director with Harry Carey to produce western stories featuring Carey, supported by Miss Olive Fuller

Having won

and

promoted
Golden.

Marshall was for a few months, up until three years ago,
assistant director to Henry McRae at the Pacific Coast
studios, and was then transferred as assistant to Director
Jacques Jaccard, with whom he has worked and to whom he
gives credit for his advancement.
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World Film Productions

One Hundred

THE

WITH

the idea in mind of catering exclusively to the
higher tastes of the photoplay patron at large, William A. Brady's forthcoming World Film productions demonstrate his sincerity and further the distinct personality of his original ideas. He has formed a happy blending of players of stellar magnitude, noted artists and casting
of more than one star to each production, so that the casts
balance in every instance, as has always characterized the

and

General

Film
is

Beginning with the June 5th release of the World Film,
Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell will characterize the
in "His Brother's Wife," staged by Harley Knoles
and is of a distinct dramatic calibre. This will be followed
on June 12th by another two-star production, "The Perils
of Divorce," with Frank Sheridan, the virile actor, and Edna
Wallace Hopper, the dainty stage star playing opposite each
1

,

other.

Board

be an extreme event on the World program when "La Boheme," with Alice Brady as "Mimi," will
This was produced by
be released as the regular unit.
Albert Capellani and a complete description of it appears in
another part of this issue.
June 26th another two-star production, "What Happened
at 22," will be the regular release, featuring Frances Nelson,
last seen in "Human Driftwood," and Arthur Ashley, recently
featured in "The Struggle."
Following the June 26th release will come Kitty Gordon in
her third World Film production, and by far the most vital
one, entitled "The Crucial Test," and this feature will be
followed by Clara Kimball Young on July 10th in an unusual
dramatic document, "The Story of Susan," in which Miss
Young finds herself admirably fitted and capably surrounded
by a production of special splendor.
Another unique event in the career of World Film will
occur on July 17th when Robert Warwick will make his
next appearance and by far the most important, in Thomas
W. Lawson's powerful tale, "Friday, the 13th," which was
staged under the supervision of Mr. Brady by Emile Chautard, after which will come Holbrook Blinn in another novel
will

Grace Williams

GRACE WILLIAMS leaves the
MISS
pany
playing the lead
many

Edison

Com-

after
in
of their most
successful photoplays for the past three years, such
as "Waifs of the Sea," "The Truth About Helen." "Faith
and Fortune," etc., and known as the popular Edison
"Western girl," who found such free expression on the
screen. With a person that gives shape and substance to the
shadows of screencraft, together with a native wholesomeness that refreshes

may

Williams

Grace

well enjoy her distinctive success.

Miss Williams

is

in-

vigorating and lovely
to look upon, radiant
and athletic, with the

true
met

hail-fellow-well-

attitude.

When

one

intently absorbed in
the "Girl of the West,"
is

whom

visualization of a powerful story, "The Weakness of Man,"
and then another two-star feature with House Peters and
Gail Kane in "The Velvet Paw," which is a Tourneur picture, conceived and created by Maurice Tourneau, creator of
"Trilby," "Alias Jimmy Valentine," "The Closed Road," and

Grace Williams

characterizes with such

convincing charm,
it
would be irrelevant to

remember
born

other celebrated film classics.
It is Mr. Brady's intention to so blend his players as to
bring the important stars into the program at lease once
every six weeks.

SOTHERN READY

calling exhibitors' attention to the fact

National Board of Review (formerly the
of Censorship; has especially designated
165 of its pictures for its list "Selected Motion Pictures for
Young People Under Sixteen Years."
This list was compiled by skilled, disinterested critics and
was made up from films inspected from time to time, beginning less^than a year ago, classified under the captions,
"Comedy," "Humor," "Fables," "Cartoons," "Vaudeville,"
"Stories," "Scenic," and "Miscellaneous."
Each manufacturer releasing through General Film Service is represented
on this list.
Film Company is reminding exhibitors that
General
through it they may obtain unusualy attractive, approved
films, especially suitable for matinees, when children can best
attend moving picture theaters.
the

that

National

Brady stage productions.

was
York
would

that she

New

in

City; just as

it

be interesting to learn
that
Miss
Williams
gained her schooling,
so
to
speak, in
Brooklyn.
Miss
Williams has

THE

CAMERA.
FOR
E. H.
E. H. Sothern, who is now playing at the Shuhert theater,
New York, in Justin Huntley McCarthy's play of the period
of Louis XI.,' "If I Were King," will begin his photodramatic career at the Brooklyn studios of the Vitagraph
Company of America on June 1. Mr. Sotliern comes to the
motion picture camera with perhaps the most enviable theatrical record of any American actor now playing on the
boards.

Sixty-five
Subjects on This Roll of
Approved by Board of Review.
Company, through its Information

Distinction

Department,

program

June 19th

1895

General Film Juvenile List

embraced a broad experience on the dramatic and musical
comely stages. At the age
teen she made
Grace Williams.
her debut with
MisMabel Hite in "A Certain Party." Then followed a year
of the much valued stock training that served to lit Miss
Wiliams for some of the big New York productions, among
which were "The Rose Maul." "Weber ami Fields," and
"Sweethearts."
So it was with a valuable knowledge of life and the easy
Confidence gained from her stage career that enabled Miss
Williams to make her conquest of the screen.
Her art is
versatile, for her interpretations of the sturdy "Belle «i the
Prairies" is in striking contrast to her exquisite adventuress
1

studies.

Miss Williams has had favorable Opportunities at the
Edison Studio to display her abilities in sport. She is an
equestrienne of exceptional merit, and a very excellent
swimmer. She was also with the Reliance. Biograph and
it<
Photo Film Company.
I

SARNO REJOINS UNIVERSAL COMPANY.
S.irno has been re-engaged by the Universal
Hectoi
Film Manufacturing Company to ph\y with' Allen J. Holubar's Company, which will produce a .'lie reel plav entitled
"Any Youth" Sarno was formerly a member of the l.iccard company playing heavies in underworld film stories.
He is a native Italian actor, with main years ol experience
abroad before entering pictures
I'.

Crowd

of Exhibitors from Chicago and Surrounding Towns
to See a Private Exhibition of Chapters V., VI. and VII.
of the "Mysteries of Myra" at the Princess Theater.
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Lasky Releases

for

June

Victor Moore in Two Elaborate Feature
Productions.
elaborate feature productions will be released by
the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company on the
Paramount Program during the month of June. They
are Fannie Ward, one of the most popular women stars of
the screen, in "A Gutter Magdalene," released June 1, and
Victor Moore, noted for his screen characterizations of

Fannie

Ward and

TWO

"Chimmie Fadden" in "The Clown" released June 19.
Fannie Ward's starring vehicle is the first of a series of
photoplays written for the Lasky company by the well known.

Big
A

U

June

Week

Program

of

10,

1916

June 5th

Red Feather and Many other Noteworthy Subjects to Be Released.
Universal program for the week of June 5 contains
six startling features in addition to the five-reel Red
Feather release, Flora Parker De Haven in "The Mad-

Five Reel

THE

cap," and the sixth two-reel episode of "The Adventures
of Peg O' The Ring," in which Grace Cunard and Francis
Ford are featured.
"The Madcap" will be released on June Sth followed by
the Nestor comedy, "Never Again Eddie," in which Eddie
Lyons, Lee Moran and Betty Compson act as official funmakers. Eddie and Lee returned to Universal City on Monday, May 22, after a flying trip to New York where they
renewed their contract with the Universal.
On June 6 Herbert Rawlinson plays the leading role in
"The Rose Colored Scarf," a Gold Seal two-reel light drama

which Mr. Rawlinson is supported by Agnes Vernon. On
same day Matt Moore and Jane Gail co-star in a delittle Imp comedy, "His Little Story."
Matrimony," a two-reel Victory comedy, is the
feature of the program of Wednesday, June 7. Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby play the leading roles and acquit themThe situations and plot of "Object
selves creditably.
Matrimony" are screamingly funny and almost actor proof.
On the same day, just for a heaping measure of fun, in
come Billie Ritchie and Eva Nelson in a one-reel L-KO,
"Billie's Waterloo," which is a regular humdinger.
The day
closes with Universal Animated Weekly, No. 23.
"Alias Jane Jones," a Laemmle two-reel detective drama
which will be released on June 8 with Edward Hearn and
Edna Maison playing the leading roles, is an exceedingly
It will be followed on the same
tense underworld thriller.
day by "The Sea Lily," a Big U drama, with Thomas Jefferson and Zoe Bech playing the leading roles. A split reel
First Mr. Pep appears in "He Breaks for
ends the day.
the Beach," a comedy cartoon, and then followed "Pygmies
of the Zoo," a Ditmars Educational, both of which are released under the Powers brand.
June 9th leads off with "The Scorpion's Sting," a Victor
This is followed by Ben
three-reel society melodrama.
Wilson in "The Code of His Ancestors," a Rex drama in
which Mr. Wilson is supported by Dorothy Phillips. The
last number on the day's program is a Nestor comedy,
"Twixt Love and the Iceman," in which Neal Burns and
Billie Rhodes show how much good wholesome fun can be
in

the

lightful

"Object

Scene from "The Gutter Magdalene" (Lasky).

American dramatist, Willard Mack, author of "Kick In"
and other Broadway successes. As the heroine Miss Ward
appears as a young woman whose sins of scarlet are washed
of Salvation Army rescue work.
essentially is one of those stories
which is most successful on the screen.
It is a play of action and considerable scope within a moderate period of time duration with numberless interesting
and clever characterizations. Miss Ward brings to this picture a fame as a screen star wide established by reason of
her Lasky successes including "The Marriage of Kitty,"
"The Cheat," "Tennessee's Pardner" and "For the Defense."
Her supporting cast includes Jack Dean, Charles E. West,
Lucien Littlefield, Gertrude Kellar and other members of
the Lasky company.
"The Clown," in which Victor Moore is the star, with the
support of Thomas Meighan, who is featured in this production; Florence Dagmar, Ernest Joy, Tom Forman and
Gerald Ward, is a story of circus life written by Marian
UnquestionFairfax and produced by William C. De Mille.
ably some of the finest comedy work ever done on the

away in the environment
"A Gutter Magdalene"
the

first

telling of

Cecil B. De Mille's productions of
is contained in
Moore in the two "Chimmie Fadden" photoplays,
"Chimmie Fadden" and "Chimmie Fadden Out West."
The story of "The Clown" is of gripping appeal as it

screen
Victor

how

save one of his
little admirers and later sacrifices his career to protect the
honor of another. How he tries to better himself, and how
he leaves the woman he has married to protect that she
may turn to the one she loves is told in a number of unusual
tells

the children's idol risks his

life to

and startling scenes.

STANTON TAKES VACATION.
After having produced the Universal Film Manufacturing
serial, "Graft," in forty reels, and then topping

Company's

on the Corona races, and a two
Haven featured, Director Richard Stanton has taken a vacation. He plans to spend a few
resting
up his nerves, and then he
days at the seashore,
is going into the mountains, declaring he can catch the limit
of trout every day.

off with a two reel film play
reel comedy with Carter De

FIFE PLAY FOR METRO.
Simultaneously with the renewal of Mabel Taliaferro's
contract with Metro, Shannon Fife has been commissioned
to prepare immediately an original five-reel feature for the
well-known star. Fife's play will be produced by Edwin

—

gotten out of every-day situations.
A two-reel Bison underworld drama entitled "The Cage
Man," with G. Raymond Nye and Roberta Wilson playing
the leads, is released on June 10, followed by "Betrayed by
the Camera," a Powers comedy.
"The Sheriff of Pine Mountain," a two-reel Rex Northwest drama featuring Ben Wilson with Dorothy Phillips,
is released by the Universal on June 11 together with the
Laemmle drama, "The False Gems," in which Rupert Julian,
Elsie J. Wilson and D. Gerard play the leading roles. The
day ends with a deliciously funny comedy, "Phony Teeth
and False Friends," an L-KO howler in which Gene Rogers,
Reggie Morris and Eva Nelson disport about a dentist's

agony shop.

KOLB AND DILL

IN

MUTUAL COMEDY.

After years of continuous success on the vaudeville stage,
where they gained national fame as entertainers, Kolb and
Dill, German comedians, are shortly to make their initial
appearance as the co-stars of a five-act American-Mutual
comedy. This production, something unique in feature releases, is now under way at the American-Mutual studios in
Santa Barbara, under the direction of Director Rea Berger.
It will be released by Mutual under the title of "A Million
It was written for them especially by Al Sanfor Mary."
tell from Aaron Hoffman's story of the same name.

BARNEY BERNARD

IN YIDDISH

COMEDY.

Barney Bernard, the original Abe Potash, arrived at the
Vitagraph studios Monday, May 22, and began work on a
Yiddish comedy under the direction of Paul Scardon. Mr.
Bernard is assisted m his first comedy by James Morrison,
Miss Marion Henry, Edward Elkas and a number of others.
The first of the comedies was a conception by Samuel Taiiber
and presents a vivid picture of Jewish life in the metropolis
wherein the peculiar strains of pathos and humor peculiar to
Mr. Bernard will
the Jewish race are cleverly interwoven.
appear to his friends in a familiar role, that of the successful
but married business man with a wife who is something of a
social climber.

June
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Alice Brady in

"La Boheme"

World Film Production Based on Famous Opera Will Be
Shown at Forty-Eighth Street Theater, New York.
more big picture is to be added to the number of

ONE

important film productions which

this

the
title

will characterize the

coming summer season at Broadway theaters, and
time it is a World Film Brady-Made production with
renowned manager's daughter, Alice Brady, seen in the

Application

role.

As announced in the Moving Picture World several
months ago, Miss Brady attended. a performance at the Metropolitan Opera House
of Puccini's "La Boheme," and between the
acts visited back stage.
Cavaleri was playing
the role of Mimi, and
Miss Brady, during a
the
general
talk
in
green room, brought up
the subject of motion
pictures.
Cavaleri immediately spoke up and

"Why don't you
Murgur's story in
Miss Brady?"

said:

do

films,

When

Cavaleri mentioned the matter of
visualizing
"La Boheme," Miss Brady began thinking.
When
Albert Capellani, the
director, was taken into
council,
itely

Alice Brady

1897

Mr. Burkan, "and further, I shall cable Puccini that I am in
favor of us being distributed; it is the most irresistible subject 1 have ever seen."
And then and there Mr. Brady
decided to put the show on Broadway, with the result that
it will open at the Forty-eighth street theater on June 5.

was

defindecided that "La

Vie

De

the

story

it

Boheme,"
is

as
originally

named, would be Miss
Brady's next picture. Capellani kn w well the tremendous
dramatic possibilities of "La Bohei
once began
building and assembling his production.
Coincident with the statement from the World Film
offices that "La Vie De Boheme" would be visualized, came
a warning from Signor Puccini, the composer, that he would
consider the production of "La Boheme" an infringement
on his rights and instructed his attorneys to institute restraint proceedings. Despite this, Mr. Brady proceeded with
the play and it was completed last week.
Nathan Burkan, representing Puccini, informed Mr. Brady
that he was about to secure an injunction against the World
Film Corporation and stop the releasing of "La Boheme."

No Injunction for Chaplin
Made by Sid Chaplin to Stop "Carmen" Burlesque Is Denied.

HOTCHKISS of the Supreme
JUDGE
of New York on Monday, May
24,

Court of the state
denied the applica-

tion of Charlie Chaplin for an injunction to restrain the
V-L-S-E and the Essanay Company from distributing the
four-reel Essanay-Chaplin comedy, "Charlie Chaplin's Bur-

lesque on 'Carmen.'"
In the opinion denying Chaplin's
motion for injunction, which was argued originally on May
12,
Judge Hotchkiss said: "Notwithstanding the earnest
argument of counsel for the plaintiff, I think this motion

should be denied principally for the following reasons:
"First.
Plaintiff's right under paragraph three of the contract of December, 1914 (assuming such contract to have remained in force unaltered), to enjoin the production because he had not approved of the
play is doubtful.
"Second. The play itself is undoubtedly the property of the Essanay
Film Manufacturing Company, by which company plaintiff was employed,
and the circumstances of plaintiff's services in connection with the creation of the play distinguishes the case from those cases which have applied the principle of an author's exclusive right of literary property.
"Third. The facts do not justify a claim that the association of plaintiff's name with the play, as produced, amounts to a fraud upon the
public. A fair construction of the advertisements of the play, is not that
plaintiff is the author or producer, but that he is the star or principal

"Fourth.

It

is

not claimed that so far as he

his part is garbled or distorted.

Whatever

of

is

him

pictured in the play
is

shown

is

a truth-

representation.
Whether plaintiff's contract rights reserved to him
rather than to his employer the sole privilege of determining what of his
pictures shall be incorporated into the play produced, is at least doubtful.
"Fifth.
Whether plaintiff will suffer any damage from the production
is problematical,
while an injunction is certain to work loss for defendants."
ful

This opinion, it would seem, decisively disposes of Chaplin's contest against his former employers, but it does not
absolve him from further sessions with courts. As a result
of the suit brought by William M. Seabury, attorney for the
Essanay Company in Los Angeles, on May 18, he will have
to answer to an action to recover $500,000 damages brought
by the Essanay Company, as previously outlined in these
columns.

CHAPLIN APPEALS.
An

appeal trom

the decision of Supreme Court Justice
Charles Chaplin, the Mutual comedian, against the V-L-S-E to restrain the release of the
burlesque of "Carmen" has been filed by Nathan Burkan,
counsel for Mr. Chaplin.
In carrying the case to the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court, Chaplin asks for $100,000 damages and
further demands an accounting from the V-L-S-E of the
profits accruing from the release of the picture, which Chaplin alleges injured his reputation as a comedian.

Hotchkiss

in the

suit of

RICHARD W. McFARLAND APPOINTED ASSISTANT
TREASURER OF V-L-S-E.
At the last meeting of the hoard of directors of the
V-L-S-E. it was formally announced that Richard W. McFarland, the Lubin New York representative, had been
elected to the position of assistant treasurer of the Big
Four, to succeed Paul Melies, who recently resigned.
Mr.
McFarland brings to the office a well rounded experience,
acquired in the various managerial ends of theatrical enter,

His initiation into motion pictures was about twenty years
ago when, as a next door neighbor, he helped Mr. Lubin
carry his pa 'lor furniture into the yard.
\t that time Mr.
laboratory,
Lubin used his yard as a studio, his cellar as
and his neighbors as actors.
:i

Scene from "La Boheme" (World).

and Mr. Brady, without ever having seen the finished picture, invited Mr. Burkan and a number of the Metropolitan
opera stars to witness a private showing of the picture last
Saturday afternoon.

The picture was shown and to the surprise of even Mr.
Brady, the attorney, the noted singers and several of the
Metropolitan directors rushed over and congratulated both
M r. Brady and Miss Brady.
"The picture

is

too beautiful to be interfered with." said

JACK MULHALL JOINS UNIVERSAL.
Jack Mulhall has joined the Pacific Coast studios of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company to play juvenile
and already has commenced work with Miss Cleo
Madison's company. He is considered one of the best juvenile types before the motion picture camera and has been
with the Riograph Company for over three years
Before
that time he had played In stock in various parts of the
country.
redes
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The hero tells her that
the son of the lighthouse keeper.
she is his mate whether she is willing at present or not, for
neither God, the devil nor man can take her from him. A storm
wrecks his fleet and he has to begin again; but this doesn't
take from him his determination. Now a band of smugglers
He steals
is encamped there and Jo falls under their influence.
from his poor father and gets the hero blamed for it. The
excitement has been built up by gradual degrees and gets more
edge to it. One night Jo puts dope in his fathers coffee and
the lighthouse is not started. In the dark the smugglers get a
load of booty in their cave; but the heroine's ship is wrecked.
The hero rescues her and in an exciting group of incidents
captures the band. The climax is tense. The whole will prove
an acceptable offering for all kinds of exhibitors.

Jo,

"Who's Guilty"
and

1916
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of Current Productions

Reviews

Third

June

the

Dignity

of

the

Pathe Series,
Margaret I. MacDonald.

viim on the new series which is being
he program of the Pathe Exchange,

"Fate's

Boomerang"

Mollie King Appears as Mountain Girl in Paragon- World
Film Picture Presenting Conventional Story.
Reviewed by Lynde Denig.
to the concluding scenes, in which an unworthy wife
is killed in order that the husband may be free to marry
girl of the mountains, this five-part
loyal,
untutored
a
World Film drama runs true to a familiar form. It is an
average offering, lacking distinguishing marks in plot construction, but well enough produced by Frank Crane, with
Mollie King giving a quite appealing characterization of Zell,
the ingenuous, pretty heroine. Then there is the unfailing
attraction of picturesque backgrounds photographed in a mountainous country being penetrated by a railroad.
For dramatic contrast the attention of the audience is frequently shifted from the blameless life of the young engineer
in charge of building the railroad to the frivolous existence
of the wife he left behind because she was unwilling to foregcthe pleasures of society. Most of the characterization is rather
elementary and the situations are obvious, though not neces-

EVEN

sarily ineffective.

Scene from "Who's Guilty?" (Pathe).
sented in a manner both entertaining and profitable. The stars
who have been chosen for the series, namely, Anna Nilsson
and Tom Moore, have already proved themselves sufficiently

Number three under the title of "The Tangled Web" deals
cleverly with the problem of a young woman whose guardian
has with the object of pecuniary and social benefit tricked her
Later
into marriage with a man whom she does not love.
when she discovers the true nature of the man she has married
and the manner in which she has been tricked, she seeks

revenge bv working with her husband's enemies to bring about
The end of it all is that she and the man
his financial ruin.
she reallv loves are shot dead by the husband, practically
unbalanced under the stress of circumstances.
Thp fourth number, entitled "The Silent Shame," presents
another domestic problem, that of the woman whose husband
has ceased to love her. Discovering that she is in love with
another man, the husband, with the aid of a dishonest lawyer,
pretends to gain a divorce. When she has- married the man
she loves and has lived with him for some time she learns
that she is still the legal wife of the other. After years have
passed and she has lived in seclusion abroad, she returns to find
her daughter about to be married to the man whom she has
An interesting number, well
Illegally married years before.

Probably the most startling inci dent in the picture is the
death ride of the wife, who, accon panied by a detective, has
gone to the mountains to secure e vidence on which she may
divorce her husband. The drunken driver loses control of the
rocky road on the edge
ifter a wild race down
of a precipi
nd the occupants, accordin
killed.
With this thrilling happening, handled

an entirely ialistic manner, the story virtually closes, for
there never is my doubt about the engineer finding a more
In fact, the picture
congenial
te in "the person of little Zell.
>re interesting- if the outcome appeared less inmight be
in

evitable.

Miss King possesses

uthful appearance and

:

produced.

"The Battle

of Hearts"

—

Fishing Village Melodrama by Fox Masterful
Hero Left Under Cloud, Wins Girl in Spite of All.

Exciting

Reviewed by Hanford

C.

Judson.

THE

latest Fox melodrama, "The Battle of Hearts," the
character of the hero, the masterful superman kind, belongs
with a more recent type of story, and this character
decidedly takes the development of the plot in charge. The
heroine, too, is a captain of a fishing smack. Yet there are
many of the good, sure-fire things in the incidents, and it will
make a very acceptable offering (five reels long) for the aver-

IN

age picture house. It is the kind of picture that people are
sure to like. Oscar Apfel adapted it for the screen and directed
it and his ability in putting over this kind of tale is beyond

Scene from "Fate's Boomerang" (World).
the childish spirit desirable for a character such as she is givenBeyond that her performance suggests little comment,
here.
for notable acting is not required. June Elvidge is alwayssuccessful in suggesting the nature of the frivolous, flirtatious

wife

At the start the hero is masterful. He is rich and the owner
The girl doesn't care for him and prefers
of a fishing fleet.

whereas Charles Gotthold has no

the sterling qualities of the engineer.
a few scenes, photography is good.

difficulty in

portraying

With the exception of
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Biographs

for

seen

Early July

i

WHEN

Griffith made "His Trust and His Trust Fulfilled"
In 1911 the two reels were released separately under the
titles now bracketed for the reissue of July fourth.

While not designed as an Independence Day picture, it
Classed as a seasonable offering, in that considerable

may

be

powder

Scene from "The Blue or the Gray" (Biograph).
is burned in the first reel, the occasion being an engagement
between Union and Confederate troops. For about five hundred
feet we have a battle spectacle of no mean proportions, In which
an officer, around whose family the story centers, is killed. A

old slave is entrusted with the care of the officer's
daughter, and henceforth the picture is concerned with his

faithful
little

imam-

1899
The havoc wrought on the

pictures.

fulfillment of the trust.

Wilfred Lucas, playing tin- devoted negro, gives a capital
characterization of the type of slave that we like to read aboui
Life is only of value to him in so far as
in southern fiction.
When
it is of service to the two helpless women in his charge.
tin- child blossoms into a young woman and there is no money
draws upon his own meagre savings
away to boarding school. Presently even this fund
is exhausted and the outlook appears rather gloomy until a
young cousin with money comes to marry the girl
and relieve the faithful slave of his responsibility. Despite the
number of years which have elapsed since their production, these
two reels will stand
technical points, with those
of a similar nature being made today.
Moreover, the acting

tree;

—

and

brought actually b
the vicinity
eyes as it takes place; the torrential downpour of rain, and the
vivid flashes of lightning that reveal the fury of the storm
form impressions that are akin to awe.
With artful touches Director Heffron has prepared the specw of an
H
tator for the approaching storm.
angry sky through the forest treetops. and afterward we see
thlyn Williams), the nirl castaway, walking
restlessly In her Bappling-netted hut. suffering from the moisture-laden, suffocating air.
Finely appropriate sea coast views that fit in well with the
requirements of the story also retlect nice directing care on
the part of Mr. Heffron.
The entire action of the photoplay is sustained by Kathlyn
Williams, Guy Oliver and Hairy Lonsdale, who appear, respecJenny Leslie, an American heiress; Thomas Llake
an American civil engineer, who. through a turn of fortune,
has become a wanderer and a drunkard, and the Hon. Cecil
Winthrope. a pseudo nobleman who turns out to be nothing
more than the valet of an English duke.
Miss Williams is positively rejuvenated in the part of
Jenny Leslie. Never has she appeared more charming of face
The fine scorn that she shows for Thomas
or in manner.
Blake at first, when all three are cast on a savage shore,
after the shipwreck, must have hurt that worthy, but he never
He is the boss of the castlets his face or manner show it.
aways for their own salvation, and although the proud American heiress calls him a brute to his face, she finds out in the
end that he is the gentleman and not the Hon. Cecil Winthrope,
whom she had trusted.
Mr. Oliver's Thomas Blake is sturdily played.
He is just
overmastering enough to escape the charge of being brutal.
The gradual restoration of the true manhood of the man who
has been cheated of his fortune, and who, in turn, cheated
himself of his character, is well drawn by Mr. Oliver.
Harry Lonsdale's Winthrope stands up well in contrast with
the fine characterizations of Jenny Leslie and Thomas Blake.
Excellent photography prevails throughout
With my review it will be n teres ting to read the following
letter, written by Robert
es Bennet, author of the book,
ii

"His Trust and His Trust Fulfilled"— A Civil War Drama
in Two Parts— "The Blue or the Gray," a Single Reel.
K\

in

William X. Selig:
"Permit me to express to
your splendid production
The Denver V-L-S-K staff
the
film for me.
went
I
to

my profound gratification over
book. 'Into tlie Primitive.'
teously save a private run of
hypercritical mood, for I had
seen the stories of other writers
idly mangled in the filming.
this five-reel picture is m
.nificeiit
in every respect
cUnu

iv

and photography.

tin us.

i

McDowell, Dell Henderson, Dorothy
West and Harry Hyde in the cast.
The Blue or the Cray" is another Civil War drama, but quite
tone.
Here the dramatic action, and it is very
In
dramatic, Is based on the brutality of soldiers whose passions
released by drink.
Most of the scenes are laid in a
southern home wher,. the women are imperilled by Union
officers.
Donald Crisp, Alfred Paget, Robert Harron, Irene
Howley and Mildred Manning are in the cast.

"Into the Primitive"
of Robert Ames Bennet Vividly Visualized by
with Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry
Lonsdale in the Principal Roles— Ably Directed
by T. N. Heffron.
Reviewed bj James s. McQuade.
CAN fearlessly recommened "into the Primitive," a five-reel

The Book
Selig,

I

production by Selig, released through V-L-S-E, Inc. May 29,
as an enthralling photodrama, in which the story, acting
and capable direction are .,11 worthy of praise.
No other producer could have furnished the wild animals that
appear in it and used them with equally appropriate surroundings, as has been done by the owner of the S.'lin /
the bit; black-maned lion stalk through the forest ami the
underbrush not only by ones, but sometimes bj .!
time, while leopards, monkeys ami other wild denizens of the
African forest-not omlttin:
lib- m s, -eluded, stagnant
pools— strike our vision and complete the impression of primitive Wlldness.
And these wild creatures never appear unless
there is a particular reason foi it: they play their pari in the

development of the story just as Bttlnglj a. do the human
characters, and contribute to the creation of
perfect atmosphere for the action of the story
This atmosphere has been made still more real bv the settings
given the aimed story by Director Heffron.
The scene show*
Ing the hut of the three castaways during the tremendous
hurricane that sweeps the jungle on the Ball \lrie..n cast.
one night, is the on
ta kind that
.,

|

|

I

I

Scene from "Into the

Pi

am

taking the liberty of expressing my appreciation direct
to Mi
Heffron for his wonderful artistry as director, and to
Miss Williams for the charm of her appearance and acting.
She not only plays the part to perfection, but she looks it,
her beauty,
"Mr. Oliver and Mr. Lonsdale ale no less perfect in their
roles; the animals are a delight to a nature lover like myself;
the photography is wonderful- in fact, there is everything to
praise about the picture and not the slightest thing to critics,
"1

•

i

"Committee on Credentials" Completed.
Marshall have
Bluded
the product
if
Peter B, ECyne's story, "The committee on
Credentials," ID two reds, featuring Carey, with Olive Fuller
Colden Opposite
Carej and Marshall are now working on a
,

new two

reel

Western

.Iran, a.

entitled

•The

Bludgeon

Man"

with Carey featured and Miss Cold, n opposite. This tilm play
prOVldei Btroni action for the company of Western actors and
is bj
'Ph.- Btorj
Harvey Cites, ,,| the I'myersa! City

cowboys.
staff.
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"Her Husband's Wife"
Five-Reel Melodrama of Studio and Theatrical Life, Written
and Directed by Ivan Abramson.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
PLACE of Husband read ex-Husband, and the cryptic naINture
of the title of Ivan Abramson's latest photoplay disappears. Taken by itself, such a title suggests French farce.
Familiarity with Mr. Abramson's work, however, teaches that
the writer of "Her Husband's Wife" deals only in serious
dramatic material preferably that which contains plenty of
popular punch. His latest photoplay has several lively goes
with the Seventh Commandment, and, Incidentally, hits the
spectator a wallop between the eyes, when the present Mrs.
James dates is introduced to the first Mrs. James Gates and
the fact is brought out that the two ladies are mother and
daughter.
Although floored, for the Instant, by such a situation, one is bound to sit up and take notice of what follows.
And the road to this dramatic knockout is not bathed in sunlight nor strewn with roses.
The action of the drama opens In Paris. The wife of a
photoplay actor runs away to New York with a sculptor and
leaves her six-year-old daughter with her father.
Once in
America, the lady throws over the French gentleman and becomes the wife of an American theatrical manager. Quickly
tiring of him, Mrs. Gates has an affair with a man in her husband's employ, is found out and divorced, goes back to Paris
to renew her relations with the sculptor (her first husband
died shortly after she deserted him), returns to America to
collect her alimony, finds that her second husband has married
again, and that the new wife is her own daughter; the march
of events leading up to this unusual situation not transgressing the laws of stage fiction laid down for dramas of this class.

June

10;

1916

athlete with a penchant for adventure in walks of life hitherto
unexplored by members of his family, those of the underworld,
and he sallies forth with a pickeled-faced valet, who soon becomes pickeled indeed, to seek whom he may devour In a
dance hall much frequented by murderous toughs. He there
finds a fairy-like little dancer, "perfectly straight" in spite
of her crooked environment, engaged in supporting a mother
of decayed gentility.
Of course Reggie rescues the little
dancer from all kinds of perils and mixes it with the toughs,
both singly and In groups. He is now in his element, but love
for the little dancer decides him to return to civilization. He
secretly provides her with a fortune, a supposed inheritance,
tries her love to the utmost and reappears as a Prlnci

In her sin-prise, the mi ther blurts nut the truth: then, retracts

Scene from "Reggie Mixes Up" (Triangle).

The story is very animated, contains a large
number of elements of popularity, and it should prove a moneymaker for producers and exhibitors.
ing at the end.

"The Sorrows

of Love."

"The Sorrows of Love" is the story of a girl brought up in
an atmosphere of rigor and emotional suppression
convent who slips out into a world of ill-suppressed emotion,
that of Venetian struggle between a patrician class engaged in
making oppressive laws and a working class clamoring in vain
for justice.
There her religious training inspires her to successfully advocate honorable methods instead of violent ones
for oppressed working people, while she seems to be unable to
apply her fine principles to her own conduct. She deserts tier
lover in a fit of suspicion, informs on the working people
when they seek to redress their wrongs by revolution, and
brings on the death of the man she loved, whom her suspicions deeply wronged. Having accomplished swiftly far more
evil than good, she retires to the protecting shelter of a nunnery to repent at leisure.
The story is far from impressive in spite of its picturesque

Scene from "Her Husband's Wife" (Ivan).
her statement, takes poison, and dies. Food aplenty in such
a story for moral reflection
albeit, a bit strong in flavor. On
its artistic side, the picture has rapidity of action, clear-cut
character drawing, and holds to the main thread of its plot with

—

gratifying constancy. A well-balanced cast has been intrusted
with the acting. Sally Crute played the first Mrs. Gates and
indicated the many moods of the woman, with ready skill.
Mignon Anderson was an appealing figure as the daughter,
and Augustus Phillips, Edward Mackey, Bradley Barker, William Bechtel, Arthur Law, Brindsley Shaw and little Kittens
Reichart were always equal to the task assigned them. The
author appeared in one of the minor roles.

"Reggie Mixes In," Five-Reel Fine Arts, and
"The Sorrows of Love," Five-Reel Ince.
Rei

*D
*-^

EGGIE Mixes

iy

In"

Louis Reeves Harrison.
delightfully imbued with Douglas

is

Fairbanks, though a little less of him and a little more
of Bonnie Sweet Bessie Love would give the flavor more
delicacy.
Not that his personality lacks interest.
It is so
strong and forceful that it suffers from a surfeit of those
admirable qualities, admirable when they are delivered in nice
proportion his excess of enthusiasm carries its own condemnation.
He is so ever-present that a story must be written
for him, one that he can carry on his own shoulders, one
that makes every move dependent upon his strong will, physical
prowess and exhaustless energy. It must portray him as irre-

—

sistible

and superhuman, irrespective

of

logic

or verisimili-

tude.
He is now so well established in favor, a veritable
motion-picture artist, that he can afford to appear in plays
dealing less with surface aspects of character and those more
subtle which penetrate underlying motives for action.
"Reggie," as impersonated by Fairbanks, is a wealthy college

Scene from "Sorrows of Love" (Triangle).
backgrounds, intelligent treatment and the strong interpretations of Miss Barriscale and Wedgewood Nowell. Barriscale is
She
satisfactory, but not attractive, in her unattractive role.
is artistic in conduct and costume, but she neither suits the
The play itself lacking any visible
part, nor could it suit her.
and vital motive or any modern reason for existence, the only
chance to make it effective is through characterization, but
characterization is not there. There is very little of interest
to be revealed, hence the subtle qualities in which Miss Barriscale excels are wanting in the role to which she was assigned.

June
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Two Kalem

Releases

of the Tattler," the Eleventh Instalment of "The
Social Pirates," and "A Bunch of Flivvers," a One-

"The Fangs

Reel "Ham" Comedy.
Reviewed by Henry Weltzel.
journals that derive their chief income from practicing the gentle art of blackmail, have been the subject
The
of considerable dramatic literature this season.
"Tattler" of the eleventh instalment of the George Bronson

SOCIETY

Scene from "The Fangs of the Tattler" (Kalem).

Howard

serial is one of the publications that thrive by threatening to uncover the skeleton that is popularly supposed to be
hidden in nearly every family closet. The editor of this particular disreputable sheet is a prominent society man, and nls

He bribes the maid of a
of compromising letters from
this weapon in the hands of
the editor by trying to help a friend, and is unable to pay the
sum demanded as hush-money. Mona and Mary are called In,
and a neat little plot is set in motion, by which the fangs of
the "Tattler" are extracted in anything but a painless manner.

victims are members of his own
young woman to steal a package
her mistress. The lady has put

set.

The blackmailer's printing plant is made to look as if wrecked
by a shot from one of the big guns at Verdun, and the proprietor Is forced to evacuate the scenes of his nefarious means of

Scene from "The Pursuing Vengeance" (Unity).
poisoned prongs, are the only clues offered for the solution
of the mystery.

Naturally, the audience is given occasional suggestions of
the game Crochard is playing and is allowed to draw its own
conclusions about the real history of the cabinet, supposed to
contain love letters which a countess is intent upon recovering; but for a complete and correct solution it is best to wait
for the concluding reel. Scenes are short, the action is snappy,
the continuity is good and the acting of Mr. Lewis, Jane

Meredith and Henry Mortimer suffices. Newspaper inserts and
the typographical arrangement of the sub-titles might be improved. Martin Sabine directed.

livelihood.

The way in which Mona and Mary accomplish their object
makes entertaining matter for the spectator and gives all good

men and

their wives an opportunity to rejoice at the downfall
of a scoundrel. Director James W. Home shows no abatement
of his interest in the screening of the series, and Marin Sais
and Ollie Kirkby still do their excellent team work as the two
heroines and, also, maintain their friendly rivalry in fetching
frocks and frills. Frank Jonasson, Edward Olisbee and R. D.
Dell play the male characters.

1901

Sheldon Lewis, facile as ever at assuming the varied disguises so necessary if one is to achieve preeminence among
photoplay criminals, acts Crochard, the instigator of numerous
villainies that baffle the keenest minds in the police departments of New York and Paris In the particular exploit chosen
for "The Pursuing Vengeance," the center of mystery is concealed In a Boule cabinet, shipped from France to an American
connoisseur.
To all appearances it is a harmless piece of
furniture; but as a matter of fact it is an extraordinarily evil
contrivance that causes deaths at the rate of about one a reel.
Marks on the back of one hand. Beamingly punctured by

"What Love Can Do"
Five-Reel Red Feather Production Featuring Adele Farrington in Part of Experienced Newspaper Woman.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
long experience on the legitiELE FARRINGTON,

A

mate stage has

giyi

acter work, appears in this
woman, slightly passe, but

number

as a trained newtpossessing the attractions

"A Bunch

of Flivvers."
solved in this one-reel

A

great mystery is
"Ham" comedy.
For over twenty years many worthy persons have wondered in
what part of the universe lay that Sargasso Info which the
sea-going

wrecks
answer

of
is

flivvers

simple.

and
taxies finally drift. The
The Kalem" company have cornered the
them all to Its Western studio to be
They form a remarkable collection

flivver market and shipped
used In the latest "Ham."

and one fraught with many dangers, but the intrepid Lloyd V.
grasps the steering gear of each and every one and, like another Casabianca, does not desert his ship until it is blown
from under him
A lively and highly amusing reel, with Bud
Duncan, A. Edmondson and Norma Nicholls, lembers of the

"The Pursuing Vengeance"
Mystery

Story

Offering

Many

Action— Handled by Unity

Complications and Swift
Sales Corporation.

Reviewed by Lynde
from a story by Burton

Denis;.

ADAPTED
reels are well

E. Stevenson, these five
devised to arouse interest In a first rate storv
of crime, mystery and detective acumen; to maintain suspense up to the denouement and altogether to provide a very
satisfactory hour and a Quarter's entertainment.
As In all
mystery tales worthy of the name, author and director presuppose close attention on the part of the spectator, for an
Intelligent comprehension of the meaning of the swiftly moving scenes is dependent upon a Blear comprehension of the
characters and their varied purposes. To drop In on this picture
after the first reel was underway and attempt to pick up the
plot thread would be a task of no little dlfllcultv; but >ai.
fully followed from the beginning, It is only fair to
It Is a photoplay of cumulative strength.

Scene from "What Love Can Do" (Universal).
that

are frequently

found

in

a

clever mentally alert woman.
bul there Is
break in it
Which seriously weakens the

lent,

toward the middle
production as

..

of

the Story

i

« bole

appears as an artless searching for
Smenl
BhS has written a novel whirh
with th.fterward deoldea to dramatize her story and lei her play th.- leading role.
This Is the
part of i.n m u-iii. the oleveresl newspaper woman in her city.
riOfftOn

first

I

i

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
The story

Magill r.inirs
strong heart Interest in the
opening scenes, she is beloved bj the citj editor, known as
"Old Grouch," but for the years has been the friend of Paige,
owner of the paper, whom ahe thinks will marry her. Paige,
Who has a mown daughter in California is playing fast and
loose with l.il.
She discovers this ami decides to call him to
of

l.il

.,

account
While

it is perhaps true that "hell hath no fury like a woman
scorned." it seemed that Lil's sudden filling tip on liquor and
her rush to Paige's home with a revolver in her handbag with
to
kill him, was overdone.
Whicb
Cutting out the drinking
Bcenes, or toning them down considerably, would hold the
...
sympathy of the observer
Straight dramatic handling in place of exaggerated melodrama, would have
made the scenes in the Paige home much stronger. The strike
feature is quite well presented, though the continuity is not

June

10,

1916

appealing way.
P.obbie's struggle
"
to evade what the children term the
'doption people" and the
quaint scenes in which Hook Hoover, a criminal who accidentally finds refuge In Bobbie's attic room, appears, will
The consistency with which the story
please old and young.
works out the effective human details which have been interpolated, together with excellent photography are prime factors
in making the picture one of the most enjoyable of the season.
In the opening of the production there might be an objection
to the number of apparently unnecessary closeup.s of Miss Lovely which were evidently suggested to the director by the unAnd In the minds of some spectausual beauty Of the star.
,1

in

a

distinctly

•

maintained

all

at

times.

The production, written by Gertrude H. Andrews and directed
Hunt, is one Of moderate strength.

by Jaj

"Pirates of the Air"
Two-Reel L-KO. Comic Number Makes Feature
Between Two Aeroplanes in Midair.

T

of a

Race

Hit
Of

I

they are suspended in
of clouds behind them

ground

docs not
ract 'rum
When Alice dowell Clil lbs in her gile way
cry well
to anot er, the sc ,ne carries
for burlesque purposes.
The aeroplane race is the s ong featui e of the num ber. The
opening scenes, taken in a
mntry inn contain considei able
laughter, but the humor is til
The freq
in the best tone.
squirting of water and soup ut of the louths of Wc
and
customers is overdone and th
enes lack cl eanli
The plot centers about the theft of a newly inven ted a eroi

the burlesque.

from one aeroplane

i

i

Entertaining Mutuals
"Jack," a

Two-Part Mustang Comedy-Drama, and "Sawdust

Love," a Cub Comedy Deserving of Special Mention.
Reviewed by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
"Jack."

FRANK
ing

BORZAGE has learned the happy faculty of making
western pictures that the public like, clean and
wholesome, containing touches both of comedy and
tragedy combined with simple, near-to-nature atmosphere.
"Jack," in which Borzage himself plays the title role,

presents a simple tale of human hearts. It dabbles not at all
with problems of a more serious nature, and the director has

Scene from "Pirates of the Air" (Universal).
Ida

The
and puts

the hotel lean

that

h<

leads up to the double flight in the air. Simu:
this, an automobile on the ground below tears

and

fences.

Fatty Voss and Phil Dunham are also in the c
ber is not as strong as some previous ones, but
the average comic in certain respects.

"Bobbie of the Ballet"
Louise Lovely Featured in Appealing Five-Part Melodrama
for Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
story of the pretty ballet girl whose mother died
leaving her the care of two small children is nicely suited

THE
to

portrayal in film; nor could a more appropriate one

which
charms and
have been chosen
of Louise Lovely.
The original story by Grant Carpenter
was put in scenario shape by Ida May Park, and produced by
Joseph De Grasse with a cast consisting, in addition to Miss
Lovely, of Jay Belasco. Jean Hathaway, Gretchen Lederer,
Gilmore Hammond Lon Chaney, Lule Warrington and two exin

to exploit the

talents

ceptionally clever children.
There is a wholesomeness about the way in which the production has been staged, and there is never a moment when
The manner in which
the moral balance is lost sight of.
Bobbie becomes the butt of circumstances and is tossed at last
to safety in the home of the Stimsons, whose son she marries,

Scene from "Jack" (Mustang).

Anna
of the characters of the play.
the role of a society girl who goes west with
high-flown ideas concerning the homage due her from other
people, especially the plain man of the west. Jack, a cowboy
on the Gilmore ranch where Frances goes to visit succeeds in
bringing her to her senses, a mutual affection springs up between them, and upon her return to school, Frances gives her
promise to marry Jack. The remainder of the story concerns
itself with a near tragedy owing to Frances suddenly changwhich hang the destinies

Little plays
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Others of the

ing her mind.

c

Dick

Jack Richardst

i

La Reno and Margaret Nichols.
"Sawdust Love."
Mile. Ottawa, Carl
Billy Armstrong and Tommy Hayes,
Lang, Ed. Roberts and a number of others have a place in this
truly amusing farce comedy which takes the form of a dream
in which Simpkins and Jigger are transported to a circus
heaven. Simpkins becomes the hero of the day, and the hit of
the circus, and is about to take unto himself a sweetheart in
the person of the circus queen, when he awakes to find it all
a dream. During the course of the dream Simpkins performs
some amusing acrobatic feats. The picture will be amusing
to any audience, and is reasonably free from vulgarity.

1903

salvatk n of the vouth she love s. At Orel
the sac rifice without any though of hi
Gradually, how« ver, he
;

i

the latter i ccepts
oi) igations in the

-all/. e that h
girl.
character deThe latter's v
opport jnities and this of cour e aids
soul
sgether of the
All
of the
adjunc
school of art are found in the
eodc re Roberts en-

something

to

the

velop with her
in the

drawing

in iprove(
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"Saints and Sinners"
Peggy Hyland Scores in Her Famous Players Debut
Adapted Henry Arthur Jones Play.
Reviewed by George

YOUNG woman

A

introduced

stage favorite"

bids

fair

to
to

an

in

Blaisdell.

English

"a noted

us as

become an American

film

in "Saints and Sinners," from
Jones, and the latest Famous Playadaptability for film work. She has
personality. She shows deftness of
and real strength in sterner situa-

Peggy Hyland,

favorite.

the play by Henry Arthur
ers release, shows marked
intelligence and charm of
touch in lighter moments

"Saints and Sinners" is a play of English country life converted to an American locale. It is a simple story, devoid of
the spectacular, but nevertheless possessing human elements
that make for interest. Letty Fletcher, the daughter of a minister, through her infatuation for a man against whom she has
been warned by her father, is guilty of an indiscretion an indiscretion that is sinless but is sinister in aspect. That Letty
does not fall is due to inherent force of character, the result
of home teachings. The picture is wholesome in tone in spite
of the villainies portrayed by the libertinous Fanshawe and
by the avaracious Hoggard.
The cast is adequate. Standing out are Albert Tavernier as
the gentle, fatherly old minister; Estar Banks as the equally
gentle spinster housekeeper, and Clarence Handysides as the
banker who would employ in forcing the minister to violate his

—

Scene from "Saints and Sinners" (Famous Players).
trusteeship of an estate the purloined evidence of what on
face was a major misstep on the pari oi Letty.
The exteriors are staged In picturesque spots In Florida
James Klrkwood, and the subject is splendldlj phot<
"Saints and Sinners" is a good picture.

Meritorious Lasky Production

Tom Forman

and

by

Take

the Leading Parts.
W. Stephen Bush.

Reviewed by
Is

.
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New Gold Rooster Play in Pathecolor.
Path,- announces another 'odd Rooster Play In Pathecolor
in week begl
ng Monday, June 191
[fs called
"A Matrimonial .Martyr." and features Kuth Roland, the channel
the "Who Pays?" series, "The Red Clrcli
Hoi.i Roostei play, "Comrade John," the forthcon
Rooster play, 'Sultana." etc
Andrew Arhm-klo. the "Smiling
"Red Circle" fame; Daniel Gilfether, Balbo
Minorite Nieh.ds. ,.f -Who Pays?"; "Little
Mary Sunshine, popularity; Mollle McConnell, the Bs
dame, and R Henrj Gi lj are numbered In the Bupport
"A Matrimonial Martyr" « aa produced by the Balboa companj
.i

of
the
sta-

little

with

,

of

prettily
i,,pm. nt
tin-

,,f

though

at

times

ihe plot

naive and

unsophlsti-

o

sudd

by his own
lc(

"The Fool's Game" (Horsley).
Desert land close to Newhall, California, just outside of
the beautiful San Fernando valley, will serve as the setting
for a number of the scenes in the forthcoming David Horsley production, "The Fool's Game," an unusual story from
the pen of Crane Wilbur, who will also be seen as the star
in this picture.
"The Fool's Game" is a story which may be termed different.
It appears to be the best work of Mr. Wilbur and
besides providing for him an entirely new character for portrayal, it introduces Miss Gaston and Mr. Oaker in roles which
they are suited for.
In the cast there are but three characters of prominence.
The star and author will be seen as a multi-millionaire of
about middle age, big hearted but stern indeed when he Is
dealing with an impostor. He falls desperately in love with
a pretty face which fails to betray a life of laziness and sham
affection.
That part falls to Miss Gaston.
Mr. Oaker is called upon to shoulder a part which gives
him unlimited opportunity for fine acting. He, too, is of the
lazy calibre, and is the rival of the rich man for the hand
of the woman. Work he hates, but he loves to "work" others.
With the girl a scheme is launched whereby she shall marry
the millionaire for a price, to soon after have her "love" melt
and with her new wealth marry the lazy youth.
The scheme is successful, but before the woman can carry
out her desire to overthrow tin- man who really loves her, she
is unexpectedly surprised by her husband and defeat is handed
to her.
Then comes the weary hours, days and weeks on the
Ith the working up of the "Fool's Game" to the great
climax of the love test.

ior

Pathe.

"Hungry Hearts" (Vim).

thi

mutual esteem and

omewhat

Btoi s
girl In

devotion of
an humble
The object ol her combined affection and devotion
ibove hei
ind

,,u

acceptable to the audience.
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make

to

Hi.

Which Blanche Sweet

in

skill.

Its

"The Thousand Dollar Husband"
A

Scene from "The Thousand Dollar Husband" (Lasky).
a subordinate part in the story with his usual power and
Blanche Sweet shows more cleverness than usual in the
portrayal of a semi-comic character, while Tom Forman gives
plausible rendition of a part, which needed much skill
most
a

dows

Of

I

oung man « hom
povertj brought on
his rescue willing
but her entire happiness to the

n sail hj
tin-

S pennlleU artist whOIS model is an heiress, but
Ightly turn to the events which sue
other rapidly In "Hungrj Hearts," the Vim comedy
A patron w ishex to buy a full-letiKth study
rune
M.iiie
Rather than submit her beauty to
alien eyes, ths artist destroys the picture when
tempt. .too
this and other arts of faithfulness hS wins
rich reward.
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General Film
THE HERO (Lubin),
OTTO
hires a pair
thugs

Company

to assist

him

Thomas comprise

George Egan, Bernard Seigel, Florence Williams and Patsey De
Forest act the remaining parts.
THE SELIG-TR1BUNE, NO. 41, 1916 (Selig), May 22.— U. S. troops
camp in streets of El Paso; Flora Pageant, Vicksburg, Miss.; auto race
at Sheepshead Bay
Naval Reserve diving, Chicago
Glen Springs,
Tex., scene of Mexican attack
parade at Navy Yard, Charleston, Mass.
Preparedness Parade, New York.
THE COST OF HIGH LIVING (Vitagraph), May 22.— In this onereel comedy, written by Joseph F. Poland, a young college chap, tries
to run away from the girl picked out for him by his friends.with
the
usual results
he falls in love with her before he learns that she is
The picture makes an entertaining
the lady he is trying to avoid.
offering, and is acted by Wm. Duncan, Corinne Griffith, Carmen Phillips, Edgar Keller and Anne Schaefer.
HAM'S BUSY DAY (Kalem), May 23.— In this one-reel farce Ham
and Bud becomes inmates of a hospital and rivals for the hand of one
of the nurses. The comedy is of the "rough house" order and was produced by Harry Edwards.
;

l

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
BOBBIE OF THE BALLET (Bluebird), June 12.— A five-part melofeaturing Louise Lovely.
The play is clean and wholesome,
treating of the struggle of a ballet girl whose mother dies leaving her
with the care of two children.
The manner in which circumstances
toss her about has been told entertainingly.
A full review of the production will be found on another page of this issue.
drama

;

;

;

;

THE CECROPIA MOTH, AND TOM THE TAMER AND KID KELLY
(Edison),

1916

in

role.

cleverly

10,

May 22.— The

;entlenian who
acting the her
novel character in the stage fiction.
Jack O'Neil has followed
a well blazed trail, in this one-reel comedy.
The situations are always amusing, however, and D. L. Don is the right actor for the title
of

June

—

May 24. This split-reel
photographed educational

is

made up

film

and

of five

a

hundred

half-reel

of

feet of

amusing

THE BOGUS GHOST

(Kalem), May 24.— Ethel Teare has the leading
As a young woman in need of a job, she
role in this one-reel comedy.
secures a position with a pair of fake mediums and plays ghost for
them. A love affair in which the lady medium takes part and tries to
The picture
capture the ghost's young man is another comedy motive.
is spiritedly acted and contains a number of laughs.

A BABY GRAND

(Kalem), May 26.— Because a family has a baby
grand in the house, that is no sign they have a grand baby. It is this
mistake that creates the comedy in this one-reel Sis Hopkins, and
Author Frank Howard Clark has turned out a laughable farce. Rose
Melville's grin is as guileless as ever, and the members of the supporting company, including Henry Murdock, do the same dependable

Mutual Film Corporation.
MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 73 (Gaumont), May 24.— A diversified number containing glimpses of the New York "Preparedness" parade, motor races at Sheepshead Bay, Suffrage envoys In Washington and war
sidelights in Europe and on the Mexican border.
PREPAREDNESS (Cub), May 26.— This is an amusing farce comfeaturing George Ovey.
Jerry, in love with the daughter of a
Southern colonel, finds a troublesome rival in a policeman. In seeking
to rid himself of the policeman he hitches one end of a rope to his
rival's belt and the other to a wagon, thus hoisting the policeman to
the top of a telegraph pole. The close of the story shows Jerry being
conveyed to the police station. Very funny.
REEL LIFE, NO. 4 (Gaumont), May 28.—An excellent number of
the mutual Magazine in Film showing a total eclipse of the sun as
seen at the Paris, France, observatory, wild life in the Florida Everglades, including the Sacred Ibis, the herons, the egret, the Diamond
Back rattlesnake, the King snake and the water moccasin. The humane execution of animals by the Animal Rescue League of Boston,
the operating room in the Angell Memorial Hospital at Boston, showing a couple of cases where ailing dogs are being attended, and a
Kittenless cat mothering young chicks and ducks are also exceedingly
edy,

interesting

items.

NATIONAL NUTS

(Vogue), May 28.— An amusing baseball farce
Ben Turpin and Rena Rogers in the leading
Jeff, a substitute pitcher, in love with the daughter of a multiroles.
millionaire, plots to ruin the chances of Strikeout Murphy, who is admired by the pretty maid. The umpire, who has been bribed by Jeff to
put arsenic on the ball, confesses to the fact, and Strikeout Murphy
wins in the love match.
with

Paddy McGuire,

—

THE SELIG-TRIBUNE (Selig), May 25.— Judge Thomson of Cihcago,
Solomon McKinney Springs, Tex., U. S. soldiers puropening of concrete bridge, Sacramento, Cal.
sue Mexican bandits
searching Mexicans at El Paso opening day at Brighton Beacn, Cal.
American prisoners capture their guards at Deemers, Mex.
pupils
of school at Morgan Park, 111., act like soldiers.
acts the part of

;

;

;

;

SHY THIRTY CENTS (Vogue), May 30. A Rube Miller comedy,
done in characteristic burlesque style. The gypsy camp makes a good
setting. The hero tries to get the $1 ransom money in order to procure
A keg of dynamite plays an important part. This
the girl's release.
comes under the head of entertaining nonsense; it contains laughable

;

;

SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 38 (Gaumont), May 31.— An excellent
of scenes taken on the ascent of Pike's Peak, on the famous
cog railway.
This tourist trip has been pictured in films before, but
is splendidly picturesque and worth seeing again.
A half reel so"bject.
series

General Film

Company

Specials

THE MISSING MILLIONAIRE

(No. 9 of "The Social Pirates")
of this installment of the George" Bronson
in the issue of May 27, page 1534.
Two
unscrupulous stock manipulators have a millionaire confined in an
asylum, while they raid one of his railroad holdings. Mona and Mary

(Kalem), May 22.— A review

Howard

come

serial

was printed

to the rescue.

Familiar material but well constructed.

PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE (Lubin), May 25.—A review of this
three-reel photoplay was printed in the issue of June 3, page 1710.
The picture is a modern melodrama, in which a man and a woman
sacrifice their own happiness when they learn that the woman's husband, who they thought dead, is still alive.

THE FLIRTING BRIDE
ation,

(Knickerbocker), May 26.— A comedy situintroducing some melodrama in the last reel, is reasonably well
three-part picture, reviewed in the issue June 3d.
is particularly attractive in the title role.

handled in this
Jackie Saunders

THE TEST OF CHIVALRY

May 22.— The

outstanding virtue

(Selig),
of the leading characters in this three-reel photoplay is their lack of
selfishness.
None of them thinks of himself first, the women of the
cast being as ready as the men to sacrifice their own happiness. The
skilful
piece of writing by Elizabeth R. Caran
earnest
and
story is
Robert Daly, Fritzi
penter, and has been effectively produced by
Brunette and Edward J. Piel play the leads, and Vivian Reed, James
Scott, Frank Clark and Lillian Hayward complete the
Bradbury,

Wm.

Wm.

THE CONDEMNATION

(Essanay),

May

23.

—A

ESCAPADES OF ESTELLE (Gaumont), May 31.— On same reel with
Estelle, a buxom negro girl, is thrown into the water while
fishing.
A goat eats up her clothes while she is drying them. These
animated drawings are clever and laughable.
SAWDUST LOVE (Cub), June 2.— This farce comedy, in which
Billy Armstrong is featured, will be found unusually entertaining.
Simpkins and his pal, in a dream, are transported to the scene of a
A review of
circus where the most amusing occurrences take place.
the film will be found on another page of this issue.
PETERSON'S PITIFUL PLIGHT, (Falstaff), June 3.—This pictures
the adventures of a young business man, who marries while up to his
ears in debt. His creditors pursue him constantly and he pretends they
it is
There are not enough plot complications in this
are relatives.
above.

;

only mildly interesting as

it

stands.

(Beauty), June 4.— Orral Humphrey
enteris the central figure in this comedy, which will be found very
taining.
Ima Knutt, a peculiar type of New England farmer, is scruOne day Ima is persuaded to attend a
tinized closely by his wife.
over
trouble
into
gets
Sunday school picnic at the beach. Here he
the pretty ladies who cavort in the water and on the beach in bathing
In an escapade during which he follows the
suits of the briefer sort.
is
This
toes.
his
on
grip
death
crab
takes
a
girls into the water a big
really very amusing. A fall off the pier by Ima is taken advantage of to
interpolate a short bit of cartoon work, showing what happens to him
sea.
the
of
at the bottom

IMA A KNUTT GETS A BITE

man's unreasoning

The sequence
jealousy forms the groundwork of this two-reel drama.
of events leading up to the climax where the jealous husband is about
to shoot an innocent man is well put together, the characters being of
The sets are mostly handsome interiors. Nell
good social position.

Mutual Film Corporation

Specials.

June
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The production is well made and attractive. It abounds in
consistent and Interesting action, and deals with the attempt of a
wealthy land owner to gain control of the water rights in the arid belt
in which his property lies,
To avoid the ruin of their prospects the
This is done inolder settlers conspire to outwit the opposing side.
Hit. hie.

directly by the clever manipulating
of one of the men.

the situation

of

by the daughter

two-part western drama, directed by
Anna kittle, playing
Prank Borzage, who also plays the title role.
tli,'
feminine lead, portrays intelligently the character of a society girl
who comes west for a visit and looks in vain for the trifling attentions
Dick La Reno, Jack Richardpaid her by male friends in the east.
A full review of this
sen and Margaret Nichols, are also in the cast.
Interesting production will be found on another page of this issue.
THE KAFFIRS GRATITUDE (Centaur), May 27.— A two-part production from the Horsley studios, featuring William Clifford and MarThe story, which treats of how a young girl journeys
garet Gibson.
to Cape Colony to marry her lover and is pursued and kidnapped by a
would-be suitor, is told rather too much in the narrative style to be
There are a number of minor details
classed with legitimate drama.
to be criticised, such as the wearing of high-heeled shoes in the saddle.
A splendid old lion figures in the latter part of the picture.

JACK (Mustang), May 26.— A

THE RELEASE OF DAN FORBES

(American), May 29.— A two-reel
by Kenneth B. Clarke, featu-ing Wm. Stowell, Helen Rosson
and Harry Von Mater. The plot is conventional to the extent that it
concerns a returned convict, who barely escapes being sent back for
murder. The construction, however, is unusually good and some quite
strong dramatic effects are obtained. The development is natural and
unforced, and when the tenser scenes occur they are effective.
Familiar in plot material, but well handled.
THE NYMPH (Thanhouser), May 30. A two-reel number, by Philip
Lonergan, featuring Barbara Gilroy, Thos. Curran and Robert Vaughn.
It is the story of an artist who finds a fisher girl bathing off the
rocks.
He paints her picture in the nude, after she has indignantly reLater he exhibits it in the city, and the girl's
fused to pose for him.
fiance takes a very proper revenge, by punishing the artist and slashing
the picture. Miss Gilroy is attractive in the part of the girl. This is
not an especially strong subject, but tells a good running story and
holds the attention well throughout.

THE IRON CLAW, NO. 13 (Feature), May 22.— "The Hidden Face"
brings us to an interesting point in the story of "The Iron Claw"
where Margery Golden learns, with great joy, the identity of the
Laughing Mask, while we are still left guessing, firmly believing, however, that we also have the question solved.
Margery is again called
upon to hide this mysterious personage, this time in her own apartments. This is an intensely interesting number.
WHO'S GUILTY, NO. 4 (Arrow), May 29.— "The Silent Shame" deals
with the problem of the woman whose husband has ceased to love her.
Anna Nilsson plays a double role opposite Tom Moore. As motner and
daughter in a play presenting a peculiar and unusual situation in
wuicb the man to whom the supposedly divorced wife has been married, later becomes engaged to the daughter. Miss Nilsson does good
work.
This number has been elaborately staged and will be found
serial,

enjoyable.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

—

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
BOBBY BUMPS GOES FISHING (Bray Studios), June.— There is
rather more of a comedy story here than one usually finds in cartoon
drawings and it has been very cleverly handled by Earl Hurd. Bobby
and his father are assisted in the fun-making by a dog and a cat, portrayed in a distinctly humorous guise. The reel closes with one of E.
L. Ditmars' nature studies, "Our Animal Friends and Foes," showing
how field pests do thousands of dollars' worth of damage to crops.
Interesting as the scenes are, some of those giving close-ups of a black
snake arc too repellant for mixed audiences.
PICTOGRAPHS

(Paramount),

Making

June.— "The

of

a

Sailor,"

started in an earlier issue, is continued here with intimate views of
In the Better Babies section, a plea is made for
life on a battleship.
the right of every child to profit by a summer vacation in the country
with all that it means in the way of opportunities for a first hand eduA section of considerable instructive value shows how various
cation.
minor injuries may be treated.

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

THE VAST UNKNOWN, NO. 7 (Path.), May 15.—In this
the Silurian series is presented an unusual scene In th.
rounding up of possibly 10,000 reindeer by the Eskimo herders. They
for the purpose of clipping their ears as a mark of
lasooed
then
are
A most remarkable and enjoyable number. On the same
identity.
reel with "On the Island of Luzon."
SIBERIA,
number ni

ON THE ISLE OF LUON

(Philippine Islands). May 15.— A series
views on this beautiful island, showing the primitive
to follow out progresmethods employed by the nan.
On the same reel with "Siberia,
sive ideas such as irrigating the land.
7."
the Vast Unknown, No.
interesting

of

LPKIO'S LATE I.UNCIIERS (Rolln), May 22.—A laughable slapstick
comedy, In which L,uk< handles people and things about the restaurant
.mployed with amusing indifference. Any audience wlli
whieli In
i,,
be pleased with this lilm, which contains surprisingly little thai is
i

vulgar.

LEAP YEAR

(Path.

),

unusually

an

Goldberg,

band.

May

In this animated cartoon by ftube
22,
unattractive feminine makes desperate atOn the same reel with "How to Bring Up a

"

.'
I

HOW TO BRING
uiih
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A

CHILD

ubjeel deals
abovi
thl
using as Illustrations
.iini
nti rtalnlng.
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infants,
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in.

(Pathe), May 22.— On th.
in an amusing way with the care
wrong methods of procedure. In-

.

Pathe Exchange,
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Company

Specials.

THE SCORPION'S STING

(Victor), June 0.— This three-reel numproduced by Percy Nash and presented by an English company,
is melodramatic in tone, but not the intense sort of melodrama that
appeals most strongly. It never rises to any great dramatic height and

the settings and presentation are not particularly good.
It depicts the
career of an ex-convict who sells his soul to the devil for power and
The devil appears to him in person at intervals during the
The closing scenes contain considerable action and are the
strongest in the offering. As a whole, it is but mildly Interesting.
AS IN A
(Rex), June 4.— A three-reel subject, by L. V.
Jefferson, featuring Sydney Ayres, Doris Pawn, Olive Fuller Golden,
Richard Sterling and others. The story is not very strong in certain
respects, there being considerable lack of continuity in the opening
scenes.
The hero is a preacher in a slum mission house. He saves the
daughter of a factory owner, who is suffering from loss of memory and
is about to become the victim of a wealthy young despoiler.
The contrasts of wealth and poverty are well shown
the story itself is familiar in theme and only mildly entertaining.
iHE CAGE
(Bison), June 10.— A two-reel number, by Harold
E. Burr, featuring C. Raymond as a convict.
Others in the east are
lay ward Mack and Roberta Wilson. The story of the convict's past is
shown in a series of flashbacks how he was successful in love over
a rival, his dissipation after marriage, and the shooting of a policeman
He returns, after years in prison, to find his
in a fit of jealous rage.
married to the rival and living happily. This theme is
a very old one and there is not much novelty in treatment.
At the
sain, time the offering is quite well presented.
THE MADCAP (Red Feather). June ,Y— A live-reel production,
based on a story by George Gibbs. It features Flora Parker lie Haven
in Hi.
part of a rich young girl in search ol happiness.
She lulls in
love With an artist and travels with him on loot through franco, he
painting portraits and she singing. This is uniformly artistic throughIt
is slow in action
out and maiies a strong appeal to the eye.
uring
nt contains some good dramatic BOenes in the last
two reels. The love story is complicated hy the intrusion of a second
woman, who tries to
ui.l
almost succeeds.
Slight
in plot, hut unusually pleasing in a pictorial way.
THE liorsK ni' MYSTERY .1 nlvereal Special) May 19.—No. 5 of
.reus tents and the
it. in. nt
make a good I. .it u
dangW '" 'be box hy Lund. Jr. Later be talis iiiinnis, urns and the box
is taken by the gang to its headquarters, a mysterious building full of
Lund, Jr.. follows and battles once more
trapdoors and other devices.
There Is no plot action In
0| in hand-to-hand fashion.
this, hut the in. 1.1. ni- are quite sensational and entertaining.
riches.
story.
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Lyons

and the waiter. While telling the tale he deftly abstracts the
man's watch and the waiter's money. This holds the interest closely
and has a really humorous windup.
THE SEA LILY (Big U), June 8.— A pleasing sea tale, by Burton C.
Law. Thomas Jeqerson, Zoe Bech, Frank Newberg, Marjorie Ellison
and the author appear. The keeper of the light adopts a little girl he
finds floating after a wreck.
Later a pretty love story develops. The
settings and plot are attractive.
THE CODE OF HIS ANCESTORS (Rex), June 0.— A pleasing subject, featuring Ben Wilson, Dorothy Phillips, Charles Ogle, Lois Alexander and others. The young husband surprises his wife's former lover
by serving up
brace of revolvers in a soup toureen. The check feature is handled a little vaguely, but there is enough originality in the
main situation to make the number a good one.
BETRAYED BY A CAMERA (Powers), June 10.— A rather pleasing
little number in which some children get into a moving picture unawares. The actors are also caught shaking dice by the camera, and
the manager's wife is pictured flirting with the leading man. Not much
plot, but a fairly amusing number.

woman who
i

appears

visitor

.

Mciiiii

Billie Rhodes
offering.
Eddie

the cast.

HIS LITTLE STORY (Imp), June 6.— Matt Moore appears in this
number as a tramp, who tells a sad story in a wine room to a chance
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launch of U. S. supply ship,
school girls play basketball, Philadelphia
Suffrage envoys in Washington
dog kennels at
Charleston, Mass.
Founders" Day parade, Newark. X. J.
opening of
Kedwood, Cal.
bathing season, Venice, Cal.; blasting slumps, Melrose, Mass.; militia
on Mexican border; flood, Rochester, N. Y.
;

;

;

;

;

HEARST-VITAORAPH NEWS

PICTORIAL, NO.

42 (Vitagraph),

May

at New York; nursing bottles for dogs, Washington; Military mass, Charleston n, Mass.; same service at Navy Yard,
Governor Whitman kills censorship bill Russian soldiers
Philadelphia
Paris; I'. S. Battleship Oklahoma, New York; outdoor dancing,
in
military review, Sheepshead Hay; the Dublin roats.
IJoston

26.—Marathon race

;

;

;

World-Equitable.
BOOMERANG

(Brady) Mad.). May 29.—A story of the faithFATE'S
fulness of an uneducated mountain girl in contrast to the selfishness of
a society woman, the wife of an engineer, is adequately presented in
The picture is convnthese five reels, reviewd lswhre in this issu.
tional, hut not uninteresting, as acted by Mollie King, Charles Gotthold
and June Elvidge.

Miscellaneous.
May.— A
THE PURSUING VENGEANCE

five-part

mystery

(Unity),
The story holds the
picture handled by the Unity Sales Corporation.
A review appears elsewhere in
attention and was adequately produced.
this assue.
CASEY'S SERVANTS' (Reserve Photoplay), May.— One-reel farce by
Johnnie and Emma Ray that is a laugh-maker. There is plot and idea
in it.
A longer review will be found on page 1534, issue of May 27,
1916.

CASEY, THE WHITE WING (Reserve Photoplay). May.— One-reel
farce by Johnnie and Emma Ray that will amuse. A longer notice of
it will be found on page 1534, issue of May 27, 1016.
CASEY-S DREAM (Reserve Photoplay), May.— Farce by Johnnie and
A longer
has lilttle plot and no real comedy idea.

Emma

Ray.

It

notice will be found on page 1534,

CASEY'S KIDS (Reserve Photoplay),

Emma

Ray

behind

it.

see page

It

is

May 27, 1916.
May.— Farce by Johnnie and

issue of

a collection of slap-stick incidents with little plot
For a longer review
of laughs in it.

There are a number
1534,

issue of

May

27,

"The Return

of

1916.

number it is that have come after.
Therefore in this year of revivals Shakespearean and otherwise it is fitting that the marvelous initial drama be revived—
but in a modern guise, of course, and so it will be when
Essanay presents its new five-act feature "The Return of
Eve," starring Edna Mayo.
This story by Lee Wilson Dodd is one of the most truly
delightful topics of which filming has ever been attempted.
The plot is startling in its theme and daring in its develop-

—

Imagine two babes living in the wilderness and attaining
the age of 19 years without ever seeing their own kind.
Speedily transplant these two children of nature to a New
York drawing room. Hurl their honest hearts and pure minds
What happens? In their disgust
into society's sea of shame.
they return to their Eden.
But, having tasted of the world, Eden is a dreary place
There are no cabarets, no automobiles, no pretty clothes or
jewels. Both are honest, without deceit and naturally perfect.
This is no fun, so they being essentially human return to

—

civilization

and

—

its sins.

A powerful cast is to be selected to support Miss Mayo in
Arthur Berthelet, who has just completed
production.
"Sherlock Holmes," with William Gillette, will direct the new
this

feature.

Popular Pictures Develops Business.
of their new policy, to release one feabeginning September first, the offices of the
Popular Pictures Corporation have become unusually busy.
There is a lively demand for franchises on the part of producers who desire to market their pictures through the Popular's line of exchanges, and President Milton M. Goldsmith finds
himself the center of unusual activities. The work of planning out a complete line of Exchanges that will thoroughly
cover the United States and Canada is now in progress.
The first picture to be handled by this new organization will
be "The House of Mirrors," which will also be the first picture
produced by the Rialto Film Corp. It was directed by Marshall Farnum and is a story replete with thrilling and interesting situations. The story is by Frederick Chapin.

With the beginning

ture

a

week,
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guerite Nichols, is the release of June 16. It is a story of a
father who endangers his daughter's happiness by placing himAn unscrupulous detecself in the power of an adventuress.
tive gives a startling turn to the course of events.
A new Knickerbocker star will be seen for the first time in
"The Ancient Blood," a remarkable drama of the Canadian
Northwest. Virginia Norden has the role of a half-breed girl,
who saves the life of a young Englishman, marries him, and is
later introduced into high society when he inherits a title. In
the strange environment she fails to hold his love, and returns
to her mountains, where she finds happiness.
This is the release of June 23.
Frank Mayo and Lillian West are featured in "The Master of
the House," the release of June 30. This is an unusual story
of a society reporter who, following a clue accidentally picked
up, is brought by a remarkable chain of circumstances to an
uninhabited island off the coast, in company with a young
millionaire whom she has the best of reasons for believing to
be a burglar.
In his absence from home the burglar entertains his aunt and cousin.
Remarkable double exposures are
a feature of this picture.

USING SIMPLEX MACHINES.
Globe theater, Broadway and Forty-sixth street, New York,
now showing George Kleine's serial masterpiece, "Billie
in "Gloria's Romance." Mr. Kleine, the man who knows,
selected Simplex Machines to attain results. Go and see some
projection; it is worth while.
Charles Urban of London, who brought over the feature:
"How Britain rTepared," which is shown in the Lyceum theater, Forty-fifth street, uses Simplex Projectors.
is

Burke"

Mary MacLaren, New

Eve" (Essanay).

to
Adam was the first leading man, but it remained for Eve
Since then
conceive the first plot and to do the directing.
doing
several billions of Eves have been creating plots and
And when the directing results disastrously,
the directing.
lething else goes
or there's static in the negate
odern Eve blinks innowrong in the scheme of things, t
— and he, poor spineless
cently and passes the blame
Nevertheless, the great original plot remains" the most absorbing of all the seven, or thirty-seven,

or whatever

June

Five Strong Knickerbockers.
Unusually well balanced and varied is the Knickerbocker
lures program for June, which, in addition to the fivereel Feature, "Paj Dirt," already announcd, includes five strong
three-reel dramas.
"Shadows," a drama of modern social conditions, featuring
Frank Mayo and Lillian West, tells a strong story of the
lengths to which a man's hopeless passion for a girl drove him
and the unfortunate victims of his fury.
"The Stained Pearl," featuring Henry King, is a sensational
tale of the sea, whose swift and vivid action centers about a
bloodstained gem. It is scheduled for release on June 9.
An (Hd Man's Folly," featuring Daniel Gilfether and Mar-

Star in Bluebird

WEBER,

LOIS
for

whose craftsmanship has done so much
the success of Bluebird Photoplays, has accomplished a lasting benefit to the program by "discovering" Mary MacLaren, the young star who makes what is
practically her first screen appearance in "Shoes," the
sociological problem Bluebird has prepared for release
June

26.

When Miss Weber was writing the scenario of "Shoes,"
from the Stella Wynne Herron story in Collier's, Miss
MacLaren applied forjk
work as an extra. Im-^
by

pressed

her

I

style

and

peculiar type of
Miss
Weber
beauty,
arranged to give her a
"bit" in "Where
are

My

Children?"

which

the Smalleys were at
that time producing.

more

The
Weber

Miss

considered Miss

MacLaren

for the lead-

ing
the
she

in

role

"Shoes,"

more

firmly
convinced of

was

I

I
m

the

young girl's fitness. It
was finally decided not
alone

to

MacLaren
in

give
Miss
the star role

"Shoes," but to fur-

thermore elevate her at
once to stardom in the
Bluebird ranks.
She
gave Miss Weber the

Mary Macof
Donald when she ap-

name

#1

Mary MacLaren.

plied for work, and, considering turn about fair play, Miss
Weber gave her the name of Mary MacLaren when she
made her a star.
"The First Stone," will be Miss MacLaren's second

Miss Weber being now
in the Bluebird series.
engaged in the advance preparations. Mary MacLaren is a
mighty lucky young lady to have Lois Weber sponsoring
"her future upon the screen, for in this event Mary's future
she is a full-fledged star in about the
is right here, and

medium

fastest time

known

to screen history.
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THRILLS IN "THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE."
Thrills run riotously through 'The Secret of the Submarine,"
the big Mutual-American serial with the preparedness theme.
Each chapter has thrills that are new to the picture-going
public.
In the eighth chapter, for instance, there is a retrospective view of the house that is sent tumbling over the
cliff as a climax to the sixth chapter.
Almost before one has recovered breath there is a tremendously realistic collision between two trains in a tunnel. The
struggle of the survivors to reach a place of safety is illustrated in the accompanying picture. The tunnel used as the

in "The Sea Lily" are realistic in the extreme.
Many long
weeks passed before a storm sprang up on the coast which .Mr.
Jefferson deemed severe enough to take pictures of, but when
it came three cameramen were on hand in the lighthouse and
on the rocks below to catch the rollers as they piled up on the
rocky shore.

MARC MacDERMOTT'S FIRST VITAGRAPH PICTURE
UNDER WAY.
Marc MacDermott, now a recognized Vitagraph player, is
making great headway in a Blue Ribbon Feature by Louis
Joseph Vance, in course of production under the direction of
William Humphrey. The story was especially written for
it
and gives that capable artist many opportunities
to bring into play the talent which has won him the thousands
of admirers who are always awaiting a release in which he
featured. It will be completed in time for release during
the

ly

i

for

tells

How she is ass
for herself in the theatrical world.
young playwright who tails in love with her giv
idea of the life and people of "the painted world."
The cast includes such well-known Vitagraphers
Childers, Robert Whitworth, Josephine Earle, Tern
William Shea, Katharine Lewis, Jack Bulger and

TEMPERANCE TOWN"

"A

Em

(Selig).

"A Temperance Town," written by Charles Hoyt, and featuring the famous comedian, Otis Harlan, will uphold the enviable
standard set by the Selig Company in General Film Service
when this production is released Monday, June 5th. T. X.
Heffron, the director, is to be complimented upon retaining the
Hoyt comedy in this film. Mr. Harlan is supported by an allstar cast, and no time or expense has been spared to present
"A Temperance Town" with elaborate scenic effects and mirthScene from "The

Secret

of

the

Submarine"

(American).

is El Canejo, midway between Ventura
and Los Angeles.
Then while a gay crowd makes merry in a cafe the building
Director George Sargent has
is destroyed by an earthquake.
"put over" this remarkable scene with a most telling vividi
every member of the big picture's cast measuring up to the
Director Sargent had arranged to
tensity of the situation.
have buckets of Fuller's earth and flour (representing plaster
and dust) thrown on to the struggling players when the building is first swayed by the earthquake shock.
Ami wlun the clouds of earth and flour descended there waa
no need for acting, because the flying particles filled the eyes
and lungs of the players, making their efforts to reach the open
They were all ji
air absolutely sincere.
out j Director Sargent \
xious to have them look

location for this scene

provoking action.

"A Temperance Town" should appeal

to

the patrons of all

motion picture theaters in the United States, for the cities and
towns are few, indeed, where the "Wet" and "Dry" factional
npaign has not been waged. "A Temperance Town" hits

5 get out.
adly
They crawled
the scene resulting

ver the fallen walls and debris.
just what Director Sargent wa
for taking his players by surprise,
he offered no apologia
which they had been exposed was
although Hi
expected or intended. When it was
greater than was eithi
for the tumbling walls
found no one was injured
nd things, the enthusiasm of the com

"THE SEA LILY"

Scene from "A Temperance

(Universal).

Thomas

Jefferson is rapidly endearing himself to Universal
lovers for his splendidly sympathetic acting In
In "The Sea Lily," a Big IT drat
stars with dainty little Zoe Bech, the Universal chll
whose wonderfully natural acting is alike the marvel of the
Big U studio and to
her on the screen.
in making "1'in s.i i.ii'.
Mi Jefferson and companj visited
the San r.ili.. lighthouse near Los Angeles, wl,,,. ,., ,mi ....,
was granted them to se1 up lights in the Interior
reflector which warns
on
alp
a
plays an important
part in the story.
The living rooms of the lighthouse keeper were turned over
to the Big n playei
lollity for the taking of pictures was granted the I'niverssJ CorOOB, As a result th

photoplaj

homely

roles.

I

Town"

(Selig)

the many laughable details in connection with many of the
campaigns, particularly In smaller communities. There, during
of campaigns for and agmlnsl
Rum,
rises to a high pitch, ami nothing is left undone by either side
in the Selig nature Jonesvllle Is the scene
to win a victory,
" mil "Dry" campaign.
There are the usual muss
of the "\\
USades against "blind pi«s." Uie
oft

•

i

'

doctor,

Who

are

number

.lues a

thriving business writing prescrlptlona .mil

whlota flourishes through tilling them.
There
runs
of exciting olimaxes, and a love stoi
exhibitors will make no mistake In
Temperance Town." for the action is that which

tore

I

a

through

the

comedy,

king "A
.an be appreciated bj almosl everyone
i
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"FOOLS' GOLD"

(Essanay).
This is the story of a young wife lured by the fascination
of the gaming table until she Is on the brink of ruin.
Nell
Craig, as the dashing young woman, carries out the wife's
early adventures with a swing and buoyancy that well befits
the part. Later she is called upon to display more emotional
work when she faces the crisis, having become so deeply
Involved In debt thai she fears to face her husband with her

June

10,
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is offered him at the steel works.
Excellent
given Mr. Morrison by Emanuel A. Turner, Billie
Billings, Belle Bruce, Mother Maurice, Robert Galllard ann
many other prominent screen artists. To Paul Scardon goes
the credit for the direction of the picture.

better position

support

is

"THE FLOWER OF NO MAN'S LAND"
"The Flower
Ida

wonderplay,

of

No

in

.Man's Land,"

(Metro).

the five-part Metro-Colun

which Viola Dana,

makes her debut on the Metro progra
This feature was written and dire
19.
who was formerly associated with M

he newest Metro star,
will be released June
:ed by John H. Collins,

Dana at the Edison
company. There is a strong supporting cast in "The Flower or
No Man's Land," which includes Duncan McRae, the wellknown English dramatic actor, Mitchell Lewis, Harry C. Brown,
Fred Jones, Nellie tirant Mitchell, Kldine Steuart and Marcus
Moriarty.
Mitchell Lewis plays the role of a big Indian in
this production, which is a similar part to that which brought
him no little fame when he appeared with William Favessham
in "The Squaw Man."
The production is mounted on an elaborate and pretentious
scale and there are scores of big scenes. One of the interesting features is a series of scenes which were actually photographed in the Metropolitan Opera House, showing the world
famous "diamond horseshoe," the dressing- rooms and other interesting glimpses behind the scenes.
In contrast to the
scenes made around New York, are some realistic effects showing the Great American Desert, and many colorful and picturesque locations of the far West. There is a mining camp
with all its familiar types, and here much of the action is
staged. An old stage coach that saw service for many years
in the far West is introduced into the picture and figures in a

"THE SPATULATE THUMB"

Scene from "Fool's Gold" (Essanay).

is

is saved from final disaster by a detective
looking for a notorious criminal and finds It is the
same man who holds the reckless wife's I. O. U.'s. The
criminal is caught and the gambling accounts destroyed. But
the young wife learns her lesson and is content thereafter
Darwin Karr, as
to settle down to the joys of married life.
the well-to-do and stable husband, enacts his role with his
customary ability, while Patrick Calhoun does clever work as
the gambler crook.

losses.

who

But she

by far one

of the

is

(Gaumont).
most interesting three-act photoever produced is "The Spatuthe well-known actors and
nd Wright Huntington. Their

"THE REDEMPTION OF DAVE DARCEY" (Blue
Ribbon).
"The Redemption of Dave Darcey" is the Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon Feature for Monday, June 12. This five-part picture,
from the pen of Charles T. Dazey, author of "In Old Kentucky,"
depicts the difficulties encountered by a thief when he tries
to go straight.
James Morrison is seen as Dave Darcey, a
crook, who, after accidentally shooting a rival gangster,
escapes and is given a chance to reform by the owner of a steel
When Benton, his benefactor, forgetting his affianced
bride, falls in love with a woman of
Dave is suspicious,
tries to warn Benton, but is reprimanded for his insolence.

works.

whom

he

Scene from "The Spatulate

Thumb" (Gaumont).

of the silent drama has eminently fitted them for
Their exceptionally strong
the work of photoplay writing.
story is founded upon that freak of physical nature, the
"murderer's thumb." This is a short, stubby thumb, differing
It is said to
other hand.
individual's
the
from the one on
occur in only one person out of every one hundred thousand.
It is indicative of fierce and sudden passion.
In the story of "The Spatulate Thumb" the method of identification of the real culprit in an unusual crime depends upon
the clever manner in which the lawyer for the defense of an
innocent man ferrets out details because of his love for the girl

knowledge

Alexander Gaden plays the brilis accused.
Miss Lucille Taft appears
of the young attorney.
as the sweetheart of the weak young man, enacted by John
Reinhard, whose one false step involves him in a net of circumstantial evidence that comes near costing him his life.
The star role opposite that of Mr. Gaden is in the capable
hands of Miss Iva Shepard. Carroll, who is the possessor of
the spatulate thumb, is played by Henr;

whose sweetheart
liant role

Scene from "The Redemption of Dave Darcey" (Vitagraph).
tracks the woman, and, learning that she is a foreign spy,
plotting to destroy Benton's plant, he tries to prevent the
deed. When the spy and her accomplices overpower him and
escape he is caught in the ensuing explosion and lat -r arrested
as one of the plotters. Cleared of this charge, he is accused
of the murder of the gangster he had shot, but when it is
brought out that the man had not been killed, but only slightly
wounded, Darcey is freed. After the disclosures which Dave
has brought about Benton and his fiancee are happily reunited
and Darcey grasps the opportunity to start life anew when a

He

"The Spatulate Thum
Mutual Picture June 22.

POLI CIRCUIT BOOKS ALL IVAN PLAYS.
R. H. Miller, who supervises the booking of motion pictures
the Poli houses has contracted with the various Ivan Exlanges to play all Ivan features in the circuit of theaters
svned by Mr. Poli.
l
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"SHOES"

(Bluebird).

There is a new screen star projected in this Bluebird, and
Mary McDonald, who has previously been referred to in conjunction with "Shoes," takes on a new name Mary McLaren—
Miss
for her entry into the list of regular Bluebird stars.
MacLaren is a "genuine find," according to Bluebirds publicity
promoter, and until the professional critics have had opportunity to controvert the assertion so let it stand.
from
the
Weber, who prepared the scenario of "Shoes"
LiOlt
story by Stella Wynne Herron, published in Collier's, discovered Miss MacLaren and gave her a "bit" in "Where Are My
prowork
of
her
approached
Children?" When JHiss Weber
ducing "Shoes" Miss MacLaren so perfectly fitted the role
that the part might, in fact, have been written with the frail
and demure girl in mind.
"Shoes" depicts with gripping intensity three vital weeks
the half-slave, under-paid pawn of
in the life of a shop girl
commerce. At home her mother takes in washing to support
two smaller children and a lazy, good for nothing, novel
reading, "can rushing" father; a male too lazy to even look
For
for work, in the mortal dread that he might find it.
every dollar that the shop-girl and her mother can earn
there is pressing need the rent is to be paid, the butcher
money
must
have
demand
father
simply
cash,
and
and baker
for tobacco and beer!
What matters if the shop-girl's shoes are worn to tatters,
that pasteboard soles are required to keep her feet from
picking up splinters from the rough floor behind the counter
where she stands? There is need for every penny at home;
and so, after three weeks of promises that she may take $3
from the unopened pay-envelope she lays each Saturday night
the girl gets them.
in her mother's lap and buy a pair of shoes
When she comes home with the shoes on her feet her mother
follows the downcast eyes of her oldest child to where their

—

1909

Scattered through the crowd were a number of moving picture cameramen, the Universal "regulars," of course, being
close up to King Baggot. The scene when incorporated in
"Half a Rogue" shows Baggot apparently making a political
speech. "Half a Rogue" was released on May 22 with Edna
Hunter and Clara Beyers, supporting Mr. Baggot. The story
of the play was originally published in novel form by Harold

—

—

—

Scene from "Half a Rogue" (Universal)

—

MacGrath, and will also appear in a forthcoming number
"The Black Cat Magazine" in short story form. The pla;
popularity

among

exhibitors has been instantaneous

"FARMER AL FALFA'S TENTLESS CIRCUS"
mount-Bray).
Big tops of the Barnum and Bailey days never hel<
enchantment for the small boy who crawled under th
to see Buffalo Bill or carried water for the elephants to
glimpse at the three-ring show, as sc oen audiences are
in "Farmer Al Falfa's Tentless Circus." a future release

i

Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons.
When Farmer Al Falfa, Paul Terry's hero of the Parai
Bray short reels, decides on a circus of his own out
farm it rivals any yet staged under canvas. In the o]
scene a poster is seen on the screen announcing the e
of the circus.
Farmer Al Falfa, catching a glimpse
placard, decides at once to arrange a show of his own.
<

Returning

to

play the part

the farm. Al Falfa decides to make h
the bare-back rider's horse while he

of

Scene from "Shoes" (Bluebird)

—

steady gaze falls pitifully upon the new shoes and then the
girl throws herself in her mother's lap.
The tears of these
two stricken women mingle in a flood of understanding and
unspoken forgiveness and the sins of the child are washed

—

There is a greater sociological lesson in "She
<
s,-i x ic.-,
than there is
i»ii
to the Bluebi
Children?" for in "Shoes" the problem
before the fact instead of afterward; because
.1

—

My

1

.1

1

1

1

.

i

3,"

according

"Where

Ait-

approached
"Shoes" the

problem of the masses and not the classes is
And
in dealing with its subject Miss Weber has surpassed herself
craftsmanship, turning out a picture that strikes the heart
broadside and overwhelmingly instead of with the mooted
"punch" of most encounters with problems.
in

KING BAGGOT IN "HALF A ROGUE"

(Universal).

The accompanying scene shows King Baggot, with hat and
arms extended, making a speech to the now picture-wise inhabitants of Savannah, Georgia. The scene of which the still
was taken is a part of "Half a Rogue," the five-reel Red
Feather-Universal photoplay in which Mr. Baggot takes the
role of a playwright who returns from New York to his home
town to run for mayor,
The playwright is seen making a speech to a crowd of five
thousand and striving to overcome the evil effects a slanderous
statement, published in the local paper, has had upon nls
candidacy.
In order

ge\ the crowd Baggot advertised In the local
thai he would publicly thank the citizens of the
town for their courtesj to the Universal company during their
visit to Savannah
The "•» ipapers ran long stories about the
r's life and ad^ sutures and as a result a dense crowd
pi
packed the hearl of the city when Baggot got up on a platform

Scene from "Farmer Al Falfa's Tentless Circus" (ParamountBray)

to

the part of the circus performer. They d.ish off at
ai Falfa
performing strange and wonderful acrobatic feats
<>n the animal's back, while the pig Is dashing around at topAn added thrill is injected into the picture by
notch speed
the mule, who engages AJ Falfa In a kicking match of which
th.- venerable farmer gets decidedly the w<
I

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Players).
"The Evil Thereof," a powerful photoplay with a great
on, n ritt.-.i i.> charming I'oiin.u and Rennold Wolf,
is
the Famous Players release on the Paramount program
Frank Losee, whose remarkable performances in
for June 5th.
Famous [Mayers productions, notably in the role of Josh
Whltcomb in that company's adaptation of Denman Thompson's celebrated "The Old Homestead,'' won him international
distinction, is featured in the leading- role, with Grace Valen-

June

KERRIGAN COMPANY

"THE EVIL THEREOF" (Famous
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MOUNTAINS.

After having spent twelve days in the Cuyamaca mountains,
about seventy miles east of San Diego filming scenes for the
big feature photoplay, "The Silent Battle," the J. Wanen
Kerrigan company, working under the direction of Jack Conway, lias returned to Universal City. On this trip the company
encountered not only rain storms, but also snow in the high
mountain peaks, and mote than once the members, including
Miss Lois Wilson and Harry Carter, had fun with snowballs.
Conway reports son,, vers- successful photography, as splendid
locations were found for the film play.

M.

RENE PRIEUR GETS RAY COMEDIES.

Mr. Prieur of London and Paris was a pleased attendant at
the initial presentation of the Johnny and Emma Ray Comedies
Immediately
at the Broadway theater last Monday, .May 16.
after the showing Mr. Prieur went direct to the offices
bb, Jr., manager of sales and publicity of the reserve
Photoplays Company, and insisted upon a three-year contrac
to represent Ray Comedies in Europe and Australia.
After £
masterful presentation of facts regarding the enormous business accomplished for Mr. Cobb on his Ramo Features, the ge
ial manager of sales agreed to appoint Mr. Prieur once mo
only this time for Ray Comedi*
his European representative

—

EVART OVERTON

IN VITAGRAPH'S LATEST CUR-

WOOD

Scene from "The Evil Thereof" (Famous Players).

STORY.

Evart Overton, whose work in "The Ordeal of Elizabeth'
caused so much pleasing comment, is now working under the
direction of Eugene Mullin in a three-part dramatic story by
James Oliver Curwood. Overton will be seen in a role especially suited to his distinctive type.
Adele Kelly, Edward
Elkas and Denton Vane are the other Vitagraph favorites who
appear in the cast. Charmine Mayfield, recently appointed a
Vitagraph Stock Company, also makes her bow
this pid
i

i

Crauford Kent and others of equal prominence In important parts.
The scene opens with a gay party presided over by a wealthy
broker the role assumed by Mr. Losee. As favors the women
each receive one hundred dollar bills, which are accepted with
a nonchalance that tells plainly in what slight esteem these
bills are held by the recipients.
Then the history of these one hundred dollar bills is traced
the suffering and misery, the heart-ache and the poverty which
have resulted from the ruthless manner in which they have
been wrested from the poor, the innocent and the helpless.
Robert Vignola, who directed "The Evil Thereof," has done
remarkable work in obtaining complete realism, particularly
tine,

—

scenes which show the broker's final dinner and the
The production, both in theme
of the barber-shop.
in treatment, is an exceptional one and is sure to create
unusual interest because of the great moral lesson which is
embodied in this thrilling and pathetic story.

in those

interior

and

LUCILLE LEE STEWART IN FIRST PICTURE.
The first picture in which Lucille Lee Stewart appears for
the Vitagraph Company of America is entitled "The Destroy-

"THE GUIDE" (Mutual Star.)
After ten days spent in shooting exteriors
The Rim
of the World" on Little Bear Lake, fifteen m
s up in the
mountains from San Bernardino, Calif., Williai
Russell and
his company of players appearing with him ir
'The Guide,"
a forthcoming Mutual Star Production in ft
acts, have
returned to the Santa Barbara studios to put the finishing
touches to the piece. The trip occupied nearly ten days and
a number of exceptionally interesting scenes were obtained.
"The Guide," as the name implies, is a romance of the great
North Woods, in which tragedy and love go hand in hand.
William Russell, in the leading role, appears as a guide, whose
unusual literary abilities are but seldom associated with one
Charlotte Burton, as the daughter of a pubof his calling.
i

'

essays the chief supporting role. Others in the cast
are Jack Prescott, who also acted as co-director with Russell,
Harry Keenan and various others of equal note.
The story of the piece deals with Russell, in the role of
Garry Murdock, a noted guide and trapper who, between seaJohn Condon, a
ivotes himself to writing poetry.
lisher,

and is from the novel "Peter God," by James Oliver
Curwood. The production is scheduled for release on June
5th as a Blue Ribbon Feature. Miss Stewart plays the leading
role in the drama and those who have seen the film proclaim
her to be all which Ralph Ince, who directed the picture,
prophesied her to be. Although this is Miss Stewart's first
picture for the Vitagraph Company, having played minor
parts before, she has instilled a naturalness and sweetness into
the role that will help make it a production worthy of the
ers,"

director.

MARIE DORO ON HER SECOND LASKY PICTURE.
One of the most successful feature play productions of several
months is Marie Doro in the Lasky production, "The Heart of
Nora Flynn." This popular star, who is now under the Lasky

management

for a long period, has started work under the
direction of William C. De Mille on her second production for
the Lasky Company written specially for her by Marian Fairfax.
Miss Doro will practically have an all-star cast in her
support.

EXTENDS "NE'ER DO WELL" ENGAGEMENT.
So enthusiastic was the audience that attended the- opening

week

of "The Ne'er Do well" at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
an extension of "The Ne'er Do Well" has been arranged by Mr. Shea. Mr. Shea advises that this big production
has gone far beyond all expectations in drawing power, and
what is better still, his patrons showed unmistakable signs of
being well pleased.

that

A CORRECTION.
Through an error F. W. Hiller was given credit on the film
the authorship of Vitagraph's three-part Broadway Star
Feature, "The Accusing Voice," which was released on Saturday, May 13. In reality the story comes from the pen of Ross
D. Whytock, who has written many other Vitagraph successes.

for

Scene from "The Guide" (Mutual).
has his summer home deep In the woods where
and hunts. With the publisher lives his daughter Mable, who is engaged to Meynard Randall, a wealthy
New Yorker, whose god is money and who is backing her
publisher,

Murdock

lives

Mable lacks faith in him. Murdock,
under an assumed name, sends his poems to the publisher and
in time they are published and make a fortune for both.
Murdock, after many adventures, marries Mabel and Randall
father in his business.

disappears. Considerable of the villainy of the piece is furnished bv Pierre, a half-breed, portrayed by Jack Prescott.
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WAR AND PEACE

MUTUAL WEEKLY

IN

NO.

KALEM'S "LOTUS WOMAN" ON JUNE 28TH.

74.

with
Of 1
Preparations for war and mei
of peace in Mutual Weekly No.
tlon is the screen presentatio;
reunion at Birmingham Ala. Vincent Astor is seen in the
aeroplane he has given to the New York Naval Militia.
Sheepshead Hay. N. Y.. ten thousand national guardsmen
shown in war games. It is to this meeting that Victor C
Strom flew from Newport News, breaking the
for distance. The Mutual Weekly also shows hi
Charlestown, Mass.,
his flight for Washington.
of the launching of a new naval supply ship. A
war balloon Is tested before the motion picti
Cleveland, O., before U. S. government officers3 and attaches
from the embassies of several European power s. Work little
heard of is what the women of the border an doing for the
The Mutual
sick and wounded in the Mexican campaign.
Weekly in this issue shows Mrs. Frederick Funston, wife of the
commanding general, with women of Fort Sam Houston at
work at sewing machines as exemplars of American Red Cross
t

As a result of Kalem's desire that exhibitors in all sections
of the country should have an opportunity to view "The Lotus
Woman" before booking, June 28th has been set as the release
date instead of June 20th, as stated in last week's trade papers.
"The Lotus Woman," which features Alice Hollister, the original screen vampire, supported by Harry Millarde, will be
released by General Film and prints of the subject are being
shipped to the exchanges for the pre-release showings.
In explaining the plan a Kalem official declared, "The policy

:

preparedness.

The closer binding of the ties between this country and
Canada are shown in the removal of restrictions upon automobiles crossing from one country to the other. Sacramento, Cal.,
celebrates the completion of a nvllion-dollar causeway connecting the east and west banks of the river, and Los Angeles, Cal.,
celebrates "Olive Day" by giving away thousands of gallons
of the ripe fruit.
The Wellesley college girls have their annual war canoe race; and at Medford, Mass., there is a back-tonature revel of classic dancers.

EDNA GOODRICH FILM FINISHED FOR MOROSCO.
The initial Edna Goodrich photoplay to be released by the
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co. on the Paramount Program has
been finished at the West Coast studios.
"The Making of
is the title of the next Morosco offering and will
be released June 8th.
As a play this subject by Mary and Samuel Lewis has met
with big success throughout the country having starred Mary
Emerson in the original title role. In preparing the story for
the screen the Morosco company gave its producing staff full
sway in the matter of financial outlay in order that the best
results obtainable may be secured.
Early reports from the
coast indicate that the photoplay offers another excellent subject for the Paramount Program, not only because of the fact
that it is understood to present the best work of the star and
an exceptional cast, but on account of the capable and elaborate
manner in which it has been staged. As an instance of the
care with which each feature of the photoplay has been treated
might be mentioned the fact that Miss Goodrich spent three
weeks and over three thousand feet of film in tests working
for the perfection of her make-up. Great artistry was required
to simulate the Italian type of beauty in contour, eye shading
and character shadows of the face before the beautiful star
was satisfied with the result. In staging the big dramatic
scenes of the play musicians were on hand to bring out the
best efforts of the artists. Directed by Frank Lloyd, with the
assistance of Waldo Walker, "The Making of Maddalena" is
expected to score another triumph for its producers.
Included in the cast are such able players as Forrest Stanley,
Howard Davies, John Burton, Mary Mersch, Juan de la Cruz
Maddalena"

Scene from "The Lotus

Woman"

(Kalem).

worked so well with 'The Social Pirates'
that we are following it wherever possible. It is in order
that exhibitors even in distant sections of the country may
1
'see before they buy that we have set the release date hack,
may be secured in the regular program
'The Lotus Worn
il Film Company without extra rental,
•vice of the Gen,
conditions we feel that the day Is past
t even under tho:
can be asked to book a 'pig in a bag.'
ten a theater owr
o see this five-act feature and judge of
merits themselve

of 'showing the goods'

'

l'

=»
PHOTOPLAY

S^Jtfwn EXCHANGE
Has definite proposals to make both
producers and exhibitors interested
in wholesome dramatic features and
unusual educational films.

Exchange
20 Winchester

Ar

Si..

Office

Boston

Candler Bldg., N,

da

rsr

SCENIC a«i EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Write for descriptive catalogue containing
subject* from all part* of the world.

NO RENTALS

GREAT NORTHERN FILM

CQXMUk.

Scene from "The Making of Maddalena" (Morosco).

CALEHUFF SUPPLY CO.

and Colin Chase

James Van
creating no

Tit,
little

il

Simultaneous with the completion of "The Making of Madiimpany has commenced work on
Mm, Rita Jollvet'i vehicle, "An international Marriage," by
Broadhurat.
This is expected to be Mr. Broadhurat'a
•

initial

subject for the Paramount
recent affiliation with the Oliver
""i li planne
r r< Lease In July.

:

Program as

Morose

a

r<

rhoto|,la\

C.mpain

Inc.

1301 Race Street, Philadelphia
JOBBERS OF POWER'S. SIMPLEX. MOTIOGRAPH. STANDARD
AND THE NEW EDISON l>KI ANN \l l.lll MACHINES
AND GENUINE PARTS
,!<• using) «« will
picture II \,m\ Bve prr cent Hrttrr li«lit, Kfr.itcr depth of Focus
»nl. RrmlM.scl'i I.umous
tv.t.u 1'il.rr Scrc-n
S,t.., k
i.i u. prow ti v a bj demonstrating, Special Eastern Agent*.
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Feature or Program?
Boston Exchange Men are Warmly Discussing the Future of the Show BusinessAre the People Going to Ask for Big Features or Will They Prefer, for the
Most Part, the Diversity Offered by the Program?
By William

OSTON,

MASS.— There

ynn, Boston Correspondent of

a friendly
versy going on at present
among the film exchange men in this territory as to which are going to triumph in
the long run, the big feature photoplay
productions or the short one and two reel
film subjects and the exhibitors are watching for the outcome with much interest.

B

is

So far honors are about even but the exhibitors have profited by the arguments
hurled back and forth.

One exchange man. who specializes in
two and three-reel subjects, claims the
big productions are overdone and that

many

small houses are going "over their
heads" trying to make a front.

"The moving picture business is a
and ten-cent business first, last and
ways," he said one day last week.

modern times.
Meanwhile the controversy goes on and
the exhibitor says "I need them both."

dustries of

Frank H. Vine Gets Loving Cup.
Mass. Frank H. Vine, New
England manager of the International
Film Service, one of the ten branch man-

—

Boston,

agers presented with a loving cup by
William Randolph Hearst for the records
of all previous serial bookings with the
"Mysteries of Myra," is being congratulated by exhibitors and his other friends
in
this territory for his achievement.
"Beaming" Frank with his usual modesty
has accepted the felicitations and says he
hopes to do even better with the split reel
comedies he is handling in New England
for the International in addition to the
American army in Mexico reel, which he
claims is going big.

—

is

BUFFALO NEWS LETTER.
By Joseph McGuire,

Special

Carter's

intimate

knowledge

Correspond-

County Bank

ent, 611 Erie

of

Mary Page
been

changes in the positions at the Buffalo film exchanges were a feature here
this week.
M. Gorchof, whose picture appears
J.
herewith, has been appointed representative of the Fox Film in the Buffalo
ritory as far east as
"The new
Syracuse.
million - dollar Annette Kellerman production will receive
my attention," said
Mr. Gorchof.
Mr. Gorchof at one
managed the
time
Victoria theater at
He
Lafayette, Ind.
has had ten years'

Louis Green Heads Exclusive Office.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Louis Green has resigned
the World's road representative herd
and has been appointed manager of the
Buffalo branch of the Exclusive Features, Inc., with offices in the Chapin

—

as

block.

Auger

E.

Local

Mutual.

Mr. Auger recently completed a threemonths' trip through the Central West.
"Business was satisfactory in the various points I covered," said Mr. Auger.
"Of course, some of the film companies
are complaining that their business is
being cut up and divided among the various exchanges.
All our patrons are enthusing over the Chaplin series, his
"Floor Walker" picture being a great

The Edisonia

—

Closed.

N. Y.
The Edisonia, a fivemoving picture theater, has been
At one time this house, which is

Buffalo,

cent

closed.

located

in

a

good,

residential

district,

was a money-maker. The building of
two palatial theaters not far from the
Edisonia, however, naturally cut in on
the patronage of this smaller house, of
which Tracey & Walsh were the pro-

tricts.

mount
chestra.

—

Mr. Davis features the Paraservice and has a nine-piece orHe reports a satisfactory pat-

ronage.

ness in Chicago and
other cities and enjoys the friendship
of many
exhibitors

A New Corporation.
Buffalo, N. Y. For the purpose of doing a general theater and hotel business,
the General Hotels Company of Buffalo
was recently incorporated with a capital

—

in this territory.

J.

M. Gorchof.

"Please mention, if you wish, that I
was the first to suggest the formation of
the Buffalo Screen Club," said Mr. Gorchof.
"After I solicited some of the local
film men on the subject, they quickly
offered their co-operation."
"

R. Levy to Manage Local World Film.
Buffalo, N. Y. J. R. Levy has been appointed manager of the local branch of
the World Film Corporation, succeeding

—

L.

—

Elmer S. Davis Back at Elmwood.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Elmer S. Davis, former
of the Elmwood moving picture
theater, Buffalo, has assumed that position again.
This is a high-class house
in one of Buffalo's best residential dis-

h e
film busi-

J.

Visits

Buffalo, N. Y.
E. Auger, special representative of the Mutual Film, visited
G. H. Christoffers, manager of the Buffalo branch of this company, this week.

manager

t

He was

road
in

Bldg.,

M. Gorchof Will Represent Fox.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—May 24.— Several
J.

and

Mr. Leonard
representative
the Buffalo terri-

pictures.

appointed

World Film

Buffalo, N. Y.

Mulhauser.

of $500,000.
The directors are: S. B. Nye
and W. W. Sears of Buffalo and Frederick
W. Rockwell of Albany.

Buffalo Times Service Making New
Features.
The Buffalo Times Film Service is
preparing a series of feature pictures,
with Helen Green and Earle Metcalfe as
stars.
Seventy-five leading newspapers
and many smaller ones are printing the
features of this company, whose studios
are at 423 Classon avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

be given later.

Park Theater to Open.
V. H. Bendell Succeeds Frank Leonard.
Buffalo, N. Y.—V. H. Bendell, formerly
special representative of the
Essanay

Company

in

Chicago,

is

now

the Buffalo branch of the

care.

Mrs.

—

Details of Mr. Levy's appointment will

reported that contracts have been signed by Mrs. Katherine
Carter and Gustave Frohman, in her new
association with the Gustave Frohman
Photoplay Exchange in Boston, placing
the distribution and management of all
educational subjects under her immediate
It

"Canada's Fighting Forces" Draws.
Fighting
"Canada's
Mass.
Boston,
Forces," the Canadian government official
films, are playing at the Tremont Temple
in Boston and drawing large houses twice
Sergt. Fred Wells, the veteran
daily.
newspaper man and correspondent, who
was wounded during the fighting in
Europe, is lecturing with the films.

J.

Mrs. Carter Signs the Contract.
Boston, Mass.

and her reputation
educational films
among school and church interests are
expected to be a big boom not only to
her department but the patrons of the department as well.

five
al-

"There is har.dly a story that is now
being told in the multiple reel feature
that cannot be told with greater forca
and convincing power in one and two
reels.
Yet the tremendous cost of five,
six or more reels, is freely indulged in.
And the cost of features with its attendant search for effects and rapidly depleting supply of scenario material is getting
greater and greater."
This man's opinion is not shared by the
great majority of those who handle the
multiple reel features who claim that the
huge photoplays have lifted the motion
picture business out of the realm of the
commonplace and paved the way for its
wonderful development. They assert the
future of the trade rests in maintaining
the high standards that have been set by
the artists and capitalists who have put
years of study into what has come to be
recognized as one of the greatest in-

the Moving Picture World.

the

has

of the
tory.

He

succeeds Frank Leonard,

located at

General Film.
who handled

—

South Dayton, N. Y. D. D. Bacon will
open the Park theater, South Dayton, N.
Y., some time this month.
The house
will cost upwards of $30,000 and will
have a large stage, six dressing rooms, a
fine ventilating system, a pool room for
the use of patrons and other features.
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NEWARK,

N. J., LETTER.
Reorganization at Universal.
Newark, N. J. Lee Gainsborg, manager
of the local branch of the Universal Film,
at 286 Market street, has effected an en"^anization at his office.
S. E. Fried has been appointed new road
man, and has brought in some very fine
accounts. In addition, Mr. Gainsborg has
appointed Mr. Fried assistant manager.
In line with its policy of betterment and
expansion, the Universal has installed a
special poster department, and George
Nocke, an experienced poster man, has
been placed at the head.
Even the office force has been changed,
as Miss Mildred Piken, formerly at the
Royal Feature Film, is the new stenographer at the Universal. Miss Piken
is always ready with a smile to greet the
arrivals at the exchange.
Harry Weiner is another new face at

—

Spei

i

the Moving

Phil;

Pic-

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.— Wword

has been
received in local moving picture circles that the Stanley Amusement Company
have concluded negotiations for the acquisition of a large plot of ground at the
southwest corner of Ninteenth and Market
streets.
A model moving picture theater
will be erected on this spot at an estimated cost of about $500,000. The building will be of fireproof construction and
will
will

.ill.
The site of the new theater
the Nineteenth street subway
station, thus making it extremely handy
for residents of West Philadelphia and
other points. The work of construction
will be rushed forward with all possibla
;

Metropolitan Theater Opened.
Newark, N. J. The Metropolitan theaCharlton and Montgomery streets, is
now showing pictures. The house is now
under the management of Samuel Ross.
The projection is incharge of Jack Gold,

—

ter,

chief operator.

World Film Going Well.

—

Newark, N J. Leo F. Levison, manager
of the Newark branch of the World Film,
59-60 Strand Theater Bldg., reports trefor Brady-Made-World
Among the theaters to recently
pictures.
book the new productions are Empire
theater. New Brunswick; xtoyaJ theater,
Perth Amboy; Ampere theater, Ampere:
Colonial
Bloomfield;
theater,
Lincoln
theater, West Hoboken; Bellevue, Newark,
and Fox's Carlton, Newark. Since May 15
when Equitable pictures were discontinued,
and all pictures already released placed
on a wild-cat basis, it seems that exhibitors all over the state are taking advantage of the opportunity.

mendous demands

opposite

speed and it is thought that the theater
will be ready for occupancy on or about
the first of the year. The Stanley company, with headquarters in the Palace
Theater Bldg., 1214 Market street are proprietors of the Stanley theater. Sixteenth
and Market streets. Philadelphia's leading

moving picture

theater.

NEW THEATER

Lancaster, Pa.— George M. Krupa, proprietor of the Hippodrome theater, Lancaster, is now having a theater constructed at that place, which, when completed,
will be the largest and most beautiful in
that section of Pennsylvania. The
fur-

trial

Who

E. A. Schiller

By Jacob

J.

Is

Common

the

arrest

Emanuel

of

A.

Schiller

of

Bayonne,

exhibitor
of
the
photoplay,
at the Orpheum
theater. At a meeting of the license committee of the Common Council, the members of the committee unanimously voted
theater

"Damaged Goods," playing

to

suspend the license of the

for

a period of three weeks covering the time
of the lease obtained by Mr, Schiller.
The
serving, however, of the formal notice of
the suspension of the license has been
withheld until the aldermen can obtain
some legal advice on the
At the time of this writing, the Orpheum
was still running the photoplay, and Mr.
N. R. Greathouse,
who has the state
rights on the film, Informed the Newark
correspondent of the Moving Picture
World that he expected to exhibit the picture

till

the expiration of his lease.

The meeting of the license committee
Wednesday evening was held for the sole
purpose of considering the Orpheum case.
But at the conclusion

meeting counsel for Mr. Schiller denounced the procedure, saying that only one side of the
case had been heard, and had the committee given them a little more time, they
would ha
n, in. nt
I"
\

men

,

the

of the

i

community

to testlfj
to the
Iness of the film.
Four of the members of the committee
testified tii.it the
had seen thi
in

moralll

j

and

had adjudged
The decision

g

it

to

immoral
revoke

and

the

was

11

Palace Theater Leased.
Norristown, Pa. A.
& L. Sablosky.
operators of the Grand opera house, the
Garrick and omer moving picture theaters in Norristown, Pa., have recently
leased the Palace theater. Main and Mill

—

from Frank Leichthammer. The
same character shows will be exhibited at
streets,

theater as have popularized other
theaters conducted by the Messrs. Sablosky and it is expected that the patronage of the Palace theater will steadily increase under the new management.
this

—

Newark, N.

J.

unanimous, however.
The action was
taken at the instance of Chief Long, who

pronounced the picture as "unclean, unwholesome and immoral." The witnesses
called by the chief were Police Lieutenant
Harris and Quinn, Dr. Richard G. Tunison.
owner and manager of the Lyric theater,
211 Market street, and Jules Gerstle, manager Of the Strand theater, 120 Market
street.
The picture exhibitor was repreb> Arthur K. Km.oi and the owner
sent,.,!

of the picture, Mr. N. R. Greathouse, by
W. D. Salter of Bayonne.
It developed during the hearing that
the license inspectors employed by the

License Department had investigated the
.ml had found nothing immoral in
ere not called to testify.
Mr. Salter, speaking for Mr. Greathouse,
said that he had offered to show the picture to Chief Long prior to its public exhibition, but the chief had rejected his
offer.
He then read testimonials from
prominent men testifying to the good

work done by the

Tacony, Pa. John Smith, proprietor of
Liberty theater, Tacony, and well
in local moving picture circles, has

the

known

made many improvements

to his

theater, including the installation of considerable
new equipment. Mr. Smith,
who has the reputation of being an expert on projection, purchased a new SuperEdison machine from the Calehuff Supply
Company. This machine Is the
pensive on the market and lias
a wonderful reputation by the clear manner in which it projects pictures upon the

Visitors to Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Pa— Many out of town
recently paid their respects to
Philadelphia and the local moving picture supply houses report accomplishing
considerable business along this line.
visitors

Numbered among the visitors were I. M.
Trout, proprietor of Murphy's opera house.
Front Royal. W, v.i
Mrs Reese, of the
:

eater. Harrington, Del.; William
known exhibitor of WlldWOOd,
and many other exhibitors.

Hunt, well
N.

J.,

Theater on North Broad Sold.
Ps
The moving picture

Philadelphia,

1817 to 1881 North BrOl
186 feet, has been purchased by
i"arodisk\ from UosarlO U
nominal consideration, subji

theater.

picture.
exhibitors, Dr. Tunison and
Mr. Gerstle, both said that although they
had had an opportunity to book the pro.
w it at
ductlon.

N'.ll

the,,- playhouses.
Representln
the o "• rs of he theater.
Saul Cohn said that In this ease his client

Decker d Harper Take Local Theater.

The

two

i

•••

was
uie,

t

He OOUld
the goat.
the license of the Orpheum should bo
'

permanently

In

\

theater owner had absolutely no

lot

I

80 bj

for a

1,

mortgage

of

ioi

,<i

...

t.

Pa

m, aai

•his
offices of

thi

week

in

the

-

i

Harper, exhibitors of this vicinity, have
assume,
leading moving picture theaters and have
purchased considerable new equipment
from the Bwaab Film iu. in
8B
i

indecent

license

•rney
J u
for Messrs. Carr & Schad adva
reason for the accident the fact that a
metal ceiling was stripped off and that of
plaster was being supplied when the supporting beams gave way under the extra
weight. The coroner is investigating.

recently

Kalter, Special Correspondent, 51 Strand Theater Bldg.,

—

NEWARK,

—

Reading, Pa. A most deplorable accident recently occurred during the remodeling of the Palace theater, on Penn street
between Sixth and Seventh streets, Reading, Pa., recently taken over by Carr &
Schad.
The balcony ceiling collapsed
while a force of plasters were at work
resulting in the death of one man and the

John Smith Improving Liberty Theater.

Council Votes to Suspend License of

Showing "Damaged Goods."

N J. What is regarded in
many circles of Newark as a most
high-handed proceeding took place Wednesday when Chief of Police Long caused

ACCIDENT TO BUILDERS.

IN LANCASTER.

George M. Krupa Building a 2000 Seat
House.

Revokes Orpheum License
License Committee of Bayonne's

tion is progressing rapidly and Mr. Krupa
declared that he expects to be open by
the 4th of July.
Practically all of the
equipment to be used in the new theater
has been purchased at the Calehuff Supply
Company. 13ul Rait- street, and includes
several projecting machines, a screen and
other such paraphernalia.

occupy an area of 100 by 186 feet, ana
have a seating capacity of 3,000 peo-

pie.

the Universal office.

House

Philadelphia

Amusement Company Buys Ground on Southeast Corner of Nineteenth
and Market Streets on Which It Will Build a Splendid Picture Theater— Will
Seat 3,000 Persons and Will Cost a Half Million Dollars.

Stanley

Chill'

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Advertising Bill Passes
Columbia Bill Curtailing Ex travagant Statements in Local Advertising Passes House and Senate Will Doubtless Be Signed Before This Is Read
Provisions of the Measure and Pen alties for Infraction.

District of

—

—

By Clarence

U

WASHINGTON,

Ldnz,

Special Corresponds

C—

D.
There will soon
be placed upon the sta tut.- books of
the District of Columbia a law that will
tend to curb the use of extravagant statements In advertising where there is intent to defraud the public. The Johnson

concerning which from time to time
reports have been printed in this column,
has been adopted by the House of Representatives and the Senate and has gone
to President Wilson, who will no doubt
place his signature upon it before the
Moving Picture World reaches its readers.
Under its provisions "it is unlawful for
any person, firm, association, corporation
oradvertising agency in the District of
Columbia, directly or indirectly, to display
or exhibit to the public in any way.
whether by handbill, placard, poster, picture, film, or otherwise; to insert or cause
to be inserted in any newspaper, magazine, or other publication printed in the
District of Columbia; or to issue, exhibit,
or in any way distribute or disseminate
bill,

to the public; or to deliver, exhibit, mail,
or send to any person, firm, association, 01
corporation, any false, untrue, or misleading statement, representation or advertisement with intent to sell, barter, or exchange any goods, wares, or merchandise,
or anything of value, or to mislead, deceive or induce any person or persons to
purchase or in any way invest in or accept as collateral security any share of
stock, note," etc.
There is also a provision striking at
similar advertising where the advertiser
seeks to induce the employment of his
services by another. This may have its
effect upon any attempt to operate a
"school for photoplay acting," should
some of those we read about attempt to
obtain a footing in the District of Columbia.

Fines of up to $500. imprisonment for
not to exceed six months, or both fines
in the discretion of the
court, are provided for violations.
There is no need for exhibitors to become panic-stricken because there is so
strict a law upon the statute books, as
its provisions strike only at those who
would defraud the public to an extent
that is noticeable. In other words, a misstatement in light of a mistake would not
-It
rilful

and imprisonment

•

PATHE TAKES TWO LOCAL MEN.
Manager

C.

W. Bunn and

Assistant H. E.

Friedman Go to Chicago.
Washington, D. C. Local filmdom may
two of its best known and best liked
film men, for Clarence W. Bunn, manager
of the local branch of the World Film
Corporation, and Henry E. Friedman, his
assistant here, go to Chicago in similar
capacities with respect to the office in

—

lose

that city of Pathe, Inc.

Clarence W. Bunn.
Mr. Bunn came to Washington from tne
Boston office of the company from which
he is now severing his connections less
than a year ago. His appointment as
manager of the Chicago office of Pathe
comes as a distinct promotion, for that is
the second largest office of the company in
the United States.
During his short stay here he has made
a host of friends, all of whom regret that
he is to leave the city. "In a way," said
Mr. Bunn to the World correspondent, "1
dislike leaving Washington. It is a very
beautiful city and a most delightful one
in which to live, and I am just beginning
to get nicely acquainted with the ex-

men

hibitors and "film
But the inducement to go
in

this territory.
to Chicago is

S3
Tenth St, N.
Washington, i>. C.
such that I do not feel like refusing it.
My home is near Chicago, while that ol
!•:.,

i

i

June
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North Carolina when they set about to
organise their league and he has always
been verv prominent at the conventions
which have followed.
in

Mrs

Bunn is in the city itself, so there
are two big inducements for me to move
westward. Then in addition to these there
is a further inducement offered by the
fact that I am even more familiar with
that section, having lived in and traveled
through the territory prior to coming
east, and it will prove much easier for me
than any other part of the country.
"I started in the film business with the
World Film Corporation and, of course,
am sorry to leave it, but I believe my
prospects are much better in this larger
It is to be remembered that on April
1st, Mr. Bunn sprung a surprise on his
friends in this territory by slipping off to
Chicago and marrying Miss Mable Larsen,
when everybody thought him to be a confirmed bachelor. This in all probability
is what started his thoughts again towards the west.

H. E. Friedman.
Friedman broke into the film game right
here in Washington about a year ago and
since that time has been traveling through
North Carolina and Virginia. He is enthusiastic over the business and has done
much to even up conditions in the territory to which he has been assigned. He
was of considerable aid to the exhibitors

In his position as assistant manager of
the Chicago Pathe office his future is also
The Washington correbetter assured.

spondent of the Moving Picture World
can recommend "Friend Henry" to the exhibitors in the Chicago territory as a good
fellow, one who always sticks to a pal,
and who will meet you half way in any
reasonable deal. The boys in this locality
are truly sorry to see him go and wish
both he and Mr. Bunn every possible success in their future activity.

Frank Brown with Masterpiece Film.
J.
Frank Brown,
D. C.

J.

Washington,
formerly

a

member

—

of

the

corporation

which markets Metro productions in this
territory, is back in Washington preparatory to traveling through Maryland, Delaware and Virginia for the Masterpiece
Film Attractions Company. In addition
to the states named, Mr. Brown will also
look after the bookings in the District of
Columbia. He is to market "Neptune's
Daughter," "The Spoilers," "Cabiria" and

"Somewhere

in

France."

Toward

King Row.

the

A

checkerboard move is being made by
two of the local exchanges for the Mutual,
of 428 Ninth street, northwest, is to occupy the quarters now tenanted by the
Washington Film exchange, which markets the Universal program, at 419-421
Ninth street. The latter goes to a building in the next block adjoining the offices
Both companies will be doing
of the Fox.
business in their new homes within a very
few days.

Washington Expects Perfect Exchange Building
Local Exchange Managers Are Looking Forward to Having

Home
Washington, D.

C—

For Distributing

This city

is

to

have

one of the finest film exchange buildings
in the United States if the plans of Macneil

and Macneil, architects

in the

Union

Trust Bldg., materialize, and everything
points to their success at the present
time. It is understood that already sevthe exchanges now located In
parts of the city have signed
have signfied an intention of
securing space in the building.
The Washington Film Exchange Building is to be modern in every particular.
It will be thoroughly fireproof, and will
be of reinforced concrete construction.
The front is to be very attractive in golden
tapestry brick ornamented with white
matt-glazed terra cotta. The floors and
the trimmings of each of the offices are to
be of hardwood, while all of the walls
Atwill be plastered and ornamented.
eral

of

various

leases

or

tractive

electric

fixtures

and

modern

installed
will
be
fixtures
plumbing
throughout.
At the front of the building there will
be a modern electric passenger lift, while
at the rear there will be installed a separEach tenant is to
ate freight elevator.
have the use of fireproof vaults that are
to be built in.
General Exhibition Room and Library.
In the basement there will be an exhibition room and a library. It is contemplated that the exhibition room will
be. equipped with fifty opera chairs, and
frame. It is
a motion picture screen and
to have a paneled ceiling and hardwood
The library will also have a hardfloor.
for the
shelving
suitable
and
floor
wood
filing of books, magazines, trade papers,
etc., and will contain a library table and
comfortable chairs for the convenience of

readers.

Each tenant will have joint use of the
exhibition room and library and will also
have a large locker space located in the
basement.

;

Most Up-to-Date

Offices.

of the public corridors will have
The
terrazzo floors and marble base.
stairs will be of ornamental iron with
slate treads, except the first floor which
will have marble treads. On the firs(t
floor space is to be provided for private
All

telephone exchange and telegraph office.
will be a roof garden, a
room, and separate retiring
rooms with toilet facilities, for male and
female employees.
Heat, water, elevator service, janitor
and charwomen will be furnished at all
reasonable hours. Each floor is to be subdivided, but should a prospective tenant
desire an entire floor the central partition
will be removed and, in the event of one
desiring more than a single floor, arrangments will be made for private stairways connecting them. It is said that
subject to promptly obtaining leases, occupancy can be given on or about December 15, 1916.

On the roof there
recreation

Will

Fill a

Need.

Washington has long been in need of a
building of this type, one that is really
fireproof, new and constructed to fit the
needs of the rapidly growing business.
It has been in the minds of a number of
people for some time, but this is the first
real

announcement

of

intentions.

The

building will be located somewhere in the
vicinity of Ninth street, where there are a
number of motion picture theaters, and
will be easily accessible from all parts of
the city. With all of the principal film
exchanges under one roof it will be of
considerable advantage to visiting exhibitors from other cities who may not care to
chase all over town in order to be able to
visit perhaps a half dozen exchanges. The
is a commendable one and will
probably receive the earnest consideration
of a number of concerns who have long

movement
wanted

for

something of this type.

June
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Sidney B. Lust's Business Extends.
Washington. L). C. Sidney B. Lust, who
operates the United Film Service Company
in this territory, has extended his activities to the point where he not only carries

—

:

He

o do poster mounting.

lllol

is

is

now

utiliz-

ng the entire upper floor of the building
90:{ E street, northwest, for that purand he has installed an outfit which
le claims will enable him to give prompt
it

>ose

C. J. Dexter, who formerly did
work for the local exchanges, having
place of business at 414 Ninth street,
lorthwest, is no longer in the field.

service.
this
His

Change Affecting Local World Film.
The North Carolina territory of the
World Film Corporation, formerly looked
after by the Washington office, will hereafter be controlled, according to report,
by the S. A. Lynch Enterprises, having
headquarters in Asheville, N. C. It i\
said that this organization has closed for
the World service in ten or eleven of the
Southern states. The service will hereafter be from the Atlanta office of the
World Film. The S. A. Lynch Enterprises
large
number of theaters
control
a
through the South, as well as being interested in other connections.

Manager Thompson Badly Burned.
D. J. Thompson, manager of the Chelsea

theater, a colored house on M street, near
Nineteenth street, northwest, is in one of
the hospitals badly burned, as a result of
operating
fire
front of th
which bur
•

and

destr.

number

re

the

of

operator

films.

saw

he jumped from
lompson quickly went
nd did his best to put

dangi sr,

that there
the booth,
lip
nto th
the fire out.
1

As a result he was badly
burned about the head, face, hands and
arms and his mouth was very badly
burned. He deserves great credit for the
pluck that he showed. It will be several
weeks before he can again be on the job.
The machines, a Power's <i-A. In good con-

was

dition,

also

damaged.

F. B. Wathne Gets Loving Cup.
Fritz B. Wathne, manager of the Wash-

ington branch of the International Film
Service, has been made the recipient of a
loving cup, one of the ten offered by the
the branch exchange managers as a testimonial of their success in

company

to

handling first-run bookings for
"The Mysteries of Myra."

its serial,

BALTIMORE NEWS LETTER.
J. M. Shellman, M'.-cial Correspondent
1902 Mt. Royal Terra.c. Baltimore Md

—

Baltimore, Md. An offer of $8,500 was
to the city on May 17th, through
B. A. Whetle, counsel for the Parkfor the former
public school building at Light and Poultney streets.
The object of the Parkway Theater
Company in acquiring the property is to
erect a $150,000 moving picture theater
on the site, and the offer was made providing the city will authorize the erection
It was also stipulated in
of a theater.
the offer that the sale would carry with it
the transfer of an irredeemable ground
rent of $217, now being paid by the city.
The Board of Estimates, to which the
offer was made, stated that it is did not
think there would be any difficulty about
the passage of the ordinance, but would
not guarantee the transfer of the ground

made
John

way Theater Company,

Another Pearce and Scheck Theater.
announced

by Nat Keene, manager of Pearce
and Scheck's Victoria theater, 416 Bast
Baltimore street, that plans are now under way for the erection soon of a large
theater in the 400 block of South Broadway consisting of 12 lots, near the Leader
theater, another one of their interests.
At the time the Eilppodi ome theater was
opened, in which thej now h
hej
were contemplating the
t

building of a theater on this location
pressure of business In regard to
enterprise, however, forced them to
postpone the project.
'i'h.

this

Pictures at Casino.

Another surprise in the
the announcement that
the old casin.. building, which la lot tied
on Kast North ..venue near Charles street.
is shortly to be remodeled for use as a

moving

large

nance
cits

i

picture

theater

An

ordi-

will shortly be Introduced In the
louncll
ai
Ing
for permission
to
i.

with the enterprise. Architects
are now preparing plans for the remodeling of the structure into
theatei

—

M. Buckman Managing the Peabody.
Md. The Peabodv theater

S.

—

Baltimore,

East North avenue, is now under the
of S. M. Buckman.
It was
stated at the Peabody on Wednesday, May
24th, that Mr. Buckman has been managing this theater since May 1st.
11

management

—The Gordon airdome,
re and Catherine streets,
open to the public. A high class
has been arranged for its pa-

i

the

management.

Opens

Altoona's Strand

Quarter-of-a-Million Dollar Theater Was Formally Opened Monby the Silverman Brothers Seats 1,500 Persons
Fine Organ and Details of Its Construction.
Special to Moving Picture World from Pittsburgh News

Handsome New
day,

May

ALTOONA.
Strand

29

PA.

— Owned
—The

theater,

—

handsome

Altoona's

new$250,000

moti< n
palace,
was formally
picture
opened on Monday, May 29, in a brilliant
and very auspicious manner. The Strand
This
is a model of architectural beauty.
house had been in the course of construction for the past ten months and embodies the results of much study and the
extended experience of the owners, Silver-

It is a brick and steel
in the new Strand.
fireproof structure of imposing exterior.
of its many beautiful decorative features is the lobby, which is finished in the
rare marine brocadilla marble. The interior is equally striking and luxurious in
its furnishing and equipment.
The seating capacity of the house is 1,500, whicn

One

it accommodates comfortably.
A
Hope-Jones organ was installed at a COSt
of $10,000, and this is augmented by an
The projection equipment consists of two Simplex
machines, supplied by the Feature Film
& Calcium Light Co. of Pittsburgh. Triangle and Paramount pictures are shown,
with a change of program three times a

number

much greater proportions. The
music is supplied by a Seeburg Style R
organ. The pictures shown are in keeping with the high standard set in the con-

theater of

struction, arrangement and equipment of
the theater, Metro, Paramount, Fox, Big

Four and World subjects constituting the
program, which is changed daily. Ten
cents admission

The Pitt Begins Summer Films.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— The Pitt tlu-at.
avenue and Seventh street, Inaugurated
summer season of high-class photoplays on May 29, with the showing of the
Clune film spectacle. "Ramona," beginning
Manager Patch has
a tWO weeks' run.
presented the picture as a mammoth dim
opera, using three massi\.
and
instrumentalists.
dancers
Singers,
Tin- symphony orchestra of :iu has been
Mexican sfiramba band,
Ion ha;
again been
idi
Thi price ol
to 86 c< nts and SO cents matinees
raise,
ami 26 cents to $i evenlnga
The Pitt i«
being brigiit.-n.-d up with lavish floral
displays and other decorations, while the
i

auditorium, cooled by a new Iced
One Of the most comfortable to be
found anywhere.

OPENING OF THE ORPHEUM.

is

charged.

W. A. Kay Joins Unicorn.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— W. A. Kay. a well
known road man formerly with the IndePittsburgh,
pendent Film exchange

has

in

joined the forces of the Unicorn Film, 125
Fourth avenue, as special representative.
Mr. Kay has established a large circle ot
friends among the exhibitors during his
two years in this territory. He will look
after the Unicorn's short subjects particularly, of which class of films this service
releases 21 reels weekly, chiefly one and

two

orchestra of able musicians.

its

—

tion to that section's fine array of modern
photoplay theaters. The seating capacity
of the house is 400, while the equipment
and decoration would do credit to any

man Bros., pioneer exhibitors of Altoona.
Nither time nor expense was spared in
carrying out the project.
All the latest and best Ideas in theater
building for the most effective presentation of photoplays have been incorporated

Baltimore, Md,
building line Is

proceed

Crescent Opens.
Baltimore. Md. The New Crescent theater, 1509 Lafayette avenue, opened its
doors to the public on Monday, May 22d.
in gala array after having been entirely
renovated. The management has planned
to show its patrons only the big pro-

ir

By

BALTIMORE, MD.— It was

1915

New

Theater for South Baltimore.

reels

In

length.

the R. & C. Theaters.
Pittsburgh,
All of the Rowland
Clark theaters, including the Regent, the
Strand, the Oakland, the Belmar, the Belle?
vue and the Arsenal, Pittsbu:showing with much success the new weekly travelogue features just inaugurated
by the Metro. Pnusual interest is displayed by the patrons of the Rowland X.Clark houses in these pictures, which are
considered a new and striking di

Travelogues

at

Pa—

.K.-

in their treatment of animal and bird life,
aside from their portrayal of scenic splon-

May Bar All Young Children.
a movement has been underBrie, l'a
taken by the city officials of Brie, Pa to
have children under 1]
barred from motion pict
ordinance to this effect is being consid.

ered,

it

is

said

Quality Film's New Branch.
n.
\\
Va
Th. Qu
has recentH established a branch Ofh .li. stow n,
Va in the lioi.ir-

Chariest, .w
CO,

W

Mark

sky
.

building.
harge.

.

N.

BOTWttl

is

in

Mark Browarsky's Splendid New Theater
Al.

in Pittsburgh.

The new Ol Pheum theaat Kort.es street and M.irnu
the Squirrel >llll district, was thrown
n
to the public on Baturday, U
Mark Browsrsk* is the owner of the
verj handsome addiOrpheum, which is

W. Cross on Booking

Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, PS

the

In

burgh, Pa.
I

Ian

ClUSI
nla.

Pa

al

w

Cross,
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Favors Sunday Shows
Cleveland

Congregational Minister Comes Out in Favor of
Shows— Says They Might Be Doing a Work That Changed
Hubert

Persons,

Special

suit

Picture
Social Conditions

by the Federated Churches to force
Cleveland imiviim pieture theaters to close
on Sunday in observance of a state law,

Norfolk, Ya. This
because the scenario

seems

to

now comes

have been utterly forgotten. InRev. Dwight

J.

Bradley,

picture theaters.
"On Sunday nights,'
Rev, Bradley's letter said, "the moving
picture houses could run an especially inspirational film, for example, "The Christian," which I see is coming to the Melba
soon. If it were possible to make some
such selection for every Sunday night,
you would be doing the work which a
changed social condition has made almost impossible for the average church
to do any longer.
"Personally I should be glad to put my
influence behind the support of such a

.

move

and in some definite way.
All
churches could get together, call on the
manager and say to him:
" 'We'll close our churches on Sunday
nights and urge our combined congregatioi
nd you
/ided
you will agree always to h ave a distinctly
inspirational film, not nece ssarily definitely religious; but one that will breed high
Ideals, and let one of us t nisters take
ten or-fifteen minutes- of the time in outtheater

lining the main ideals of the film before
shown, to. help the people get the big
punch in it." "

it is

The picture

•"

BIDDING FOR FEATURES.

—

BRABANT FILM GROWS.
Company

Asks

to

Increase

Capital

Stock to $500,000.
Cleveland, O.— The Brabant Film Corporation, 3608 Euclid avenue, has just filed
an application with the secretary of state
to increase its capital stock from $35,000
to $500,000.
Captain H. H. B. Holland,
who is president and general manager of
the company, has closed contracts with T.
Hayes Hunter of New York, to be director
general of the company and has also purchased Hunter's rights in a patented
method of production which experts believe will greatly reduce the cost of producing pictures by elimlnafiiTg costly and
elaborate stage settings.
He has also signed contracts with Arthur
Morrison and William H. Cavanaugh to
play male leads in Brabant productions.
Work on a ten-reel feature on the scale
of "The Birth of a Nation," is, it is said,
to be commenced at once by the Brabant

was

which options are held. George G. Kimberley, wealthy real estate and insurance
man. is to be treasurer of the company.
He will also be a director with Captain
Holland, Mr. Hunter and Morrison and
Cavanaugh.
A film made by the Hunter method was

Attorneys

—

from

encountered

he
step

ladder

a

yer,

problem. To
the scores

mark

to

would interfere with the entrance and
and bring down the wrath of the city

The Alhambra

exit

To mark the
commissioner.
board without a ladder seemed out of the
question, until Becht saw George Montgomery of Texas, passing his theater.
Montgomery is seven feet three inches
The score board is
tall in his stockings.
just eight feet above the sidewalk.
building

Cincinnati's

By Kenneth

C.

Crain,

placed

Children's Shows.

—Jack

O.

Greenbaum,

OHIO.- Local

exhibitors

squarely

before

Mayor

Puchta, and decided in their favor. It
will be recalled that the Supreme Court
of Ohio decided recently that the statute
in question is in full force and effect and
that, moreover, it applies to moving picture performances, making them illegal
Certain religious organizaon Sunday.
tions in Cincinnati, who favor the Puritan
Sabbath, called the mayor's attention to
this statute and the decision construing
it a few days ago and asked him to take
action to close up Cincinnati picture
houses on Sunday. He stated definitely,
however, that there was nothing objectionable in clean picture shows cm Sunday or on any other day, and that he had
no intention of forcing them to close. As
a matter of fact, the old statute in question is a dead letter in virtually every
city of the state, remaining merely as a
weapon in the hands of advocates of Sunday closing in the smaller towns and
villages; and the attitude of the mayor

indicates that as yet Cincinnati will not
join these.

Former Censor on Censoring.

—

Cincinnati, O. The steadily increasing
interest taken in moving pictures by ciub
women, as well as a refreshing view of

man-

pictures especially for children and predicts a new company which is to produce
such films will succeed.

Open Sunday

Correspondei

Special

since the question
of whether the ancient statute regarding
theatrical performances on Sunday has

been

Cleveland,

ager of the Alhambra theater, is continuing his special Saturday programs for
children. He deplores a dearth of good

Believes in Clean Picture Shows on Sabbath in His City and
No Intention of Forcing Them to Close.

Mayor Puchta

/CINCINNATI,

office.

In a recent letter to Benjamin J. Sawpresident of the Northeastern Ohio
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, Governor Willis declared that no such effort
had been made by the Cleveland men
within his knowledge.
The exhibitors
had appealed to him in order to put an
end to the statements made by Mrs. Miller
in addresses and in letters.

—

a

Cannon and

Cleveland, O. Governor Willis has ended the controversy between Maude Murray Miller of the Ohio Censor Board ana
the Cleveland exhibitors in which Mrs.
Miller has accused the Cleveland men of
persistent efforts to cause her removal

Luck Favors Genius.

Then

Johnson,

Governor Willis Settles Controversy.

Cleveland, O. Louis Becht, proprietor
of the Mall theater, Superior avenue, is a
thirty-third degree baseball fan, and one
of the founders of the Cleveland Rooters'
Club. Because of this fondness for the
national sport, he installed a score board
above the entrance to his theater.

use

White,

Neff.

recently privately screened befor
at the Met
and
,-orably commented on by the pho
toplay editors of both the Leader and
Plain Dealer. It is declared to be a real
asset to the new company which appears
to be getting under way in good shape.

Have

Cleveland, O. S. F. Deutsch of the Sun
theater gave members of the Northeastern
Ohio Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
some food for thought at a recent meeting, when he suggested that members
should be required to put up a substantial
cash bond, binding themselves not to outbid each other for photoplay attractions.
No action was taken on the suggestion,
but it created a mild sensation in the
meeting.

produced

be

will
site

dramatic Civil War
Monitor and the Merrimac, which occurred
near Norfolk.
The company will produce other features in Cleveland in a studio soon to be
built on one of several pieces of land on

League Members
Bond Themselves Against It.
to

—

Cleveland, O. One angle of the troubles
of the Picture Play House Film Company,
which went into the hands of a receiver
in the New York courts, May 12, has
gotten into the United States District
Court here. Francis R. Appleton, Jr., the
New York receiver, has just filed a petition askins Federal Judge Clarke to enjoin the Cleveland Municipal court bailiff
from executing a sale of the bankrupt
ec.mpany's property at 307 Columbia Bldg.
The property consisting of films and office
furniture, was levied on in a suit filed by
F. M. Sultzbaugh ahd J. E. Bates.
Bates
was formerly manager of the Cleveland
office of the company.
The Federal Court suit was filed through

selected
is
based on the
battle between the

Rev. Bradley's suggestion is likely to
he worked out on the West Side in the
near future.

Proposal

the

to

he appears daily in a nattv linen
and calmly chalks up the scores as

Picture Playhouse Suit in Cleveland.

company.

Congregational minister, declaring he is
not only opposed to any movement to
close picture theaters on Sunday, but will
dismiss his own Sunday night congregations and urge other pastors to do the
same, if the picture theaters will run
what he calls "inspirational" films. His
suggestion was made in a letter to Charles
J. Goeppinger of the Melba and Homestead theaters, asking him to suggest a
means of improving picture programs.
i:e\.
In
replj
Bradley
declared
churches should help-'and not criticise the

official

the plays are made.

Correspondent, Standard Theater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

CLEVELAND, O.— The movement planned

stead,

1916

10,

.Mall as

Sabbath

Prevent the Average Church Doing.
By

June

Montgomery was engaged as
BCOrer and now he draws crowds

First Nat.

Bank

ensorship

Has

Bldg., Cincinnati,

problem,

Helei
___
Duey, of New
Ward Howe Club,
recently. Miss Duey, who
is well known as a former censor herself,
pointed out that there are at least two
sides to the subject, and that the only
safe criterion is the opinion of the real
public and not of isolated individuals of
narrow view. The need for pictures especially suited to children under sixteen
was suggested as* one of the great needs
of the industry.
Manager C. E. Holah, of
the V-L-S-E exchange, was a speaker at
the meeting, outlining briefly the evolution of the moving picture and pointing
!

by

]

York, before the Julia

of Cincinnati,

out the immense improvement which has
been seen in a comparatively short time,
with the inference that still further improvement may be looked for.

FOX MANAGER PLEADS GUILTY.

—

Cincinnati, O.
The trial of A. M. Muller, Cincinnati manager of the Fox Film
Corporation, on the charge of failing to
see that eliminations from "The Eternal
Sapho," ordered by the Ohio Board of
Censors, were made before the film was
shown in Cincinnati, resulted in a plea of
guilty and a fine of $100 and costs for the
film man.
The case was presented in the
Cincinnati Municipal Court, being the first
of the kind tried in Cincinnati, or, as

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

10,

known, elsewhere in Ohio, and the
court stated that the heavy fine imposed
was due to his desire to see that the
State Board of Censors was duly supwas
ported. Manager I.
Libson, who
taken from his home at midnight on ac-

New

far as

count of the excessive zeal of the prosecution, which desired to obtain possession
of the film through him, was dismissed,
as it was apparent that he was in no

way to blame for the fact that the picture had not been cut to meet the views
of the censors.
Mr. Muller's attorney informed the court that the entire trouble
arose out of a misunderstanding over the
telephone, certain parts of the film being
ordered eliminated through the efforts of
local people.
Keith's on Summer Schedule.
Cincinnati, O.- -B. F. Keith's theater is
its sumr ner schedule, with prices
reduced to ten c ents, and three performances a day of a combined program of

now on

and moving pictures. About
an hour of pict ures, consisting for the
most part of ne ws matter and comedies,
precedes each va udeville performance and
vaudeville

As the summer schedule makes Keith's
virtually a pictu e house, every theater in
the city which is open Is now in that
category; and all of the downtown houses
are open, makin g it a clean sweep fol
the film shows.
F. N.

Tynes

Portsmouth,

O.

to Build Theater.

—A

handsome new

pic-

is being planned for Portsby Architect C. C. Taylor, of
F. N. Tynes is the owner.
The house will seat 700 people, and will
be much the finest in Portsmouth, in

ture theater

mouth,

O.,

Cincinnati.

many

respects.

It

opening of the

be built during
be ready for the

to

is

summer, so as

the

to

season.

fall

Family Theater Makes Hit

please read).
The amendof a code of
the inspection of all kinds of
in the
city of Detroit.
It also provides for a
code governing the heating and ventilating and general sanitary condition of the
shows and for the regular inspection of
them. If they perfectly conform a certificate shall be issued to them:
"And after the issuance of such certificate, no change or alteration shall be
made in such building, hall, show house
or play house without application having
(exhibitors

Detroit Joys

ment requires the adoption
rules

been

spell

shown

regularly.

DETROIT NEWS ITEMS.
Battle Creek Mich.—The officers of the
Rex Theater Company, operating the Rex
theater, in Battle Creek, are: Glen A.
Cross, president; Mable L. Cross, vicepresident, and Harvey E. Lipp, secretary
The authorized capital
and treasurer.
stock of the company is $1,000. Mr. -i •!
and Mr. Cross control practically all of
the stock.
I

i

—

Owosso, Mich. Fred Patterson plans to
remodel his building at 113 Weal .Main
street, converting the structure into a

moving picture theater.
Flint, Mich.— The Lyric theater, on Saginaw street, Flint, is being extensively
remodelled.
i

completed
be

to

Mich.

ville,
foi

— Plana

!i

a

erected for Mrs. Wesley

It will be 25 by
irllle.
and will seat about 300.
started at once and completed

size,

June
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theater,

avenues, closed

mi Sunday, May 21. C. M, Orth, lessee, is
.1. voting
IiIh entire time to the promotion
| large new h >use on the oppo
around 1,500 and
will
al
ner which
$100,000.

of

motor cars which

line

up each time is four and five times greater
than ever.
"We have always been opposed to serials for the Majestic," said
Manager M. W. McGee. "But we made an
..ii
in
the case Ot 'Gloria's
Romance' principally I., Mans.- of Miss Kurko
being in the case and because we knew
that George KKine would make it an exceptionally good serial.
And we are not
disappointed. Our patrons seem to thoroughly enjoy it, and we know that practically all of them will come back for
the remaining chapters."

—

New
Detroit,

Triangle Local Office.

Mich.— The Triangle Film Cor-

Detroit branch
has moved to
location. 73 Broadway, where it
Man..
occupies an entire Moor.
Shapiro Was exceed In : \ l.ii \ when the
p. ...iti.

its

.ii

new

]

World representative dropped In ther
Thursday, May 25. From what coni.i be
i

n

,,r

cost

—

number

that the

let

MildBlda have

—

shown successfully

August
theater,

et

ome

I...

It

fo

Bison arc the architects.
in

Beams
66

Triangle Local Office.
That serials can be
at the highest grade
of motion picture theaters is being demonstrated at the Majestic theater, Detroit, where Miss Billie Burke in "Gloria's Romance" is being run.
The business
at all performances the first week was
tremendous breaking all previous attendance records even the matinee performances drew capacity houses.
That
the best people are going to the Majestic
to see the serial is proven by the fact
Mich.

try

the new Triangle ollloss will be
exists anywhere In the counIs central and

The location

111

i

they

will

—hooked
bring from

,s

for

500

are also

—

bright

the

for

moving

even during the hot

picture

theaters

spell.

Jacob Smith Invites You.
If you are not a regular subscriber to
the Moving Picture World, send three dollars at once to our Detroit office, 503 Free
Press building, in charge of Jacob Smith.

Also send new items about your theatei
to Mr. Smith.
No successful theater owner or manager can afford to do without
the trade's great paper, which costs approximately six cents per week..

\

Management of Majestic Had Fought
Shy of Serials, But Is Learning.

New

—
— and

convention

the middle of June. During
June there are some fiftv

shall take lm\

"GLORIA" A BANGING SUCCESS.

Detroit,

1

July and Augextremely busy convention
months.
The various steamship companies from various parts of the great lakes
unload thousands of passengers every
day at Detroit the motor car industrybringing thousands of tourists to Detroit
during the summer— so that everything
considered,
prospects look exceedinglv
ust

gram

equal to that of the Triangle release of
"Peggy," which also featured Miss Burke,
and this has naturally helped the succeeding installments, which are being

of

Detroit— all of which will
to 5,000 people to Detroit.

"Sec. 2.
It sl.all.be the duty of any
proprietor, lessee or manager to make application to the Board of Building Inspectors
Building Commission, the Board
of Fire Commissioners, the Public Lighting Commission, the Fire .Marshal and
the Board of Health for an inspection of
the building, play house, show house, or
hall with reference to the condition of
strength and safety, heating, ventilation
and sanitation thereof for the purpose ot
which designed and for the speedy egress
of persons therein in case of sudden alarm
or danger, and to furnish such respective
departments and officers with a sketch or
diagram showing the floor plan of such
building, with exits, seating capacity and such other information as may
be demanded by such departments or offl.

ir

month

convention

department and
officer and a
of approval of
such change or alteration be had from
each of the departments and officeis above
to such
certificate

serial featuring Billie Burke,

conjunction with the Triangle proin
at the Family theater, has made a
pronounced hit with patrons of that popular Vine street house, the result being
crowds at every performance. The first
installment of the film met with success

holding th
be here un
the

made

first

Big Conventions.

in

Although the much-looked-for warm
has arrived, it will not materially
interfere with the motion picture industry as Detroit is fortunate in having
thousands of transients every day, due to
t city and known
for its ma ny conventi
tiient time the Railway Train
5,000 men ana women
are in Detroit

for

shows including picture theaters

.

Cincinnati, O.— The running of the installments of "Gloria's Romance," the

new Kleine

Detroit Ordinance

Alderman James Vernor Has Introduced Into Common Council an Amendment
Calling for Formulation of Codes Covering Structural and Sanitary Conditions in Picture Theaters— Certificates of Inspection and Changes.
By Jacob Smith, Special Correspondent
I^vETROIT, MICH.— On May 23 Alderman
-L' James Vernor introduced an amendresentative through the entire state.
ment into the common council of Detroit

,\

i

Delinquent in Payment for Licenses.
According to State Fire Marshal John
T. Winship, there are about 100 moving
picture theaters in Michigan who have
neglected to comply with the law which
requires a license fee of $10. Noti.
been mailed demanding immediate remiti

Those who

tances.

fail

to

pay

will

be

ordered to close their houses, and local
fire chiefs will be instructed to cut the
wires leading to their theaters.

To Mr. and

Mrs. Kent, a

Girl.

Detroit. Mich— Best wishes and tons of
congratulations to James O. Kent, manager of the World Film Corporation office
in Detroit, who is once again a happy
"papa."
A bouncing baby girl Sylvia
Marie— was born to Mrs. Kent on May 11.
Kalamazoo, Mich. F. Addison Pelley.
lessee of the Majestic in Kalamazoo.
Mich.,
has installed a handsome new
stage setting and new drops: a new lighting system, new interior decorations and
in a number of other ways materially

—

—

improved the appearance of his house.
Detroit Briefs.
The Universal Film Company, the nine
• pany
and the Michlgai
Film Corporation are located Indefinitely
block
it Jefferson avenue, just
east of the former location.
Harrj
Qarson, of the BroadwayStrand theater, is devoting a lot Of time
1

—

in
laying his plans for tn«
releases Of the Clara Kimyoung Film Corporation, In which he
heavily Interested in the Michigan disMr. Carson
tributing company

forthcoming

ball
IS

tine;
letters ami teleirratns almost d.ulv
from Michigan exhibitors asking for the

exhibiting,
calities.

rights

la

their

respective

lo-
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Need a Box

Office

Phone

Out How Telephone in the Box Office Will PayPictures Conditions and Shows Why It Is a Real Necessity Even in Houses
That Distribute Hand Bills with the Daily Program.

Louisville Exhibitor Points

Ity

G.

Craln,

1)

Jr.,

Special

Correspondent, 1404 Starks Bldg., Louisville,

LOUISVILLE, KY. — According

to one of
leading exhibitors, and he is
man who has no personal interest in
boosting the telephone business, every
theater should have a telephone, merely
as a business-getting proposition and a
matter of service to patrons. He stated
unable to see how any theathat he w
e
so penny-wise-and-pound
ter could
foolish
t to have one 'phone installboth 'phones if it happens to be in
a city where there is more than one tele-

phone company.

—

Walnut Street theater, will hereafter be
publicity agent for the theaters operated
by the Broadway Amusement Enterprises,
including the Rex, Alamo and Walnut, as
as several outskirt houses.
Bob
Rodgers, of the Louisville Herald, who
has been handling the pubilicity campaign, has been forced to resign because
of his exacting duties on the morning
Mr. Cayce has had a great deal
paper.
of experience along this line, and at one
time was at the head of the photoplay
writing classes of the Louisville Y. M.
well

—

Cherokee Amusement Trading Stamps.
Louisville, Ky.
The Cherokee Amusement Co., operators of the Cherokee thea-

—

ter,
in
the Highlands, is giving away
cards with every ten-cent admission, except on Saturday and Sundays.
These
cards may be redeemed for silverware in
much the same way as trading stamps, and
are redeemable by the Davis Advertising
Co., of New York.
That the idea is popular is shown by the fact that everyone is
asking for the cards, 50 of which are good

up and get information concerning
The box office girl
plays and players.
handles the calls, gives the number of
reels in the photoplay feature, the producing company, and the stars entered.
She also tells what comedies or other maOne of the
terial may be on the bill.
downtown houses has both 'phones, and
reports that they pay for themselves
every month through the volume of business that comes into the theater following calls to find out what program

call

for a teaspoon and 300 for table knife.
This form of premium is inexpensive, and

entirely

—

Louisville,
Ky. The Alamo theater,
since purchasing a new camera, has arranged to take pictures each week of
local happenings of interest, and has plan-

ned

to run a regular local weekly film.
excellent material was obtained on
Saturday evening, May 20, when the big
plant of tb» Cooperage Company burned
to the ground.
This first was one of the
most spectacular seen in Louisville for
years, and burned most of the following

•

Some

i

MANY AIRDOMES OPEN.

Sunday.

Sets Park Theaters in
Race.

—

Louisville, Ky.
The final opening of
real summer weather has brought a lot
of the old airdomes to life, and those

which have not opened are making preparation to get into the game as quickly
as possible. Business with the parks has
started somewhat better also, but, according to the leading exhibitors, the downtown moving picture theaters are not
suffering: any from the airdomes or parks.
The Hilltop Amusement Co., which some
time ago took over the Crescent airdome,
in Crescent Hill, a few blocks from the
theater, has arranged to open the airdome
under the management of Herbert Nadell.

The Broadway, Westonian and Woodland
domes will also be open inside of a few
days, and the Baxter and Preston have
been open on warm nights for several
weeks.
There have been some changes
in the management of the domes, however, as bad weather last season caused a

number

of

the

original

owners

to

lose

money.

Alf

inside of all lottery laws.

The Alamo's Own Local Weekly.

rill
start.
what tirr
One exhibito figures that if he breaks
even on the ctual business done over the
'phone he is bound to be ahead in the
personal sen

Summer Season

its

Stewart Cayce Will Write Publicity.
Louisville, Ky.
Stewart Cayce, of the

The cost in the first place is small $3
which represents thirty
or $4 per month
or forty admissions. In many cases the
outskirt houses, which use re-run pictures, are severely handicapped by a feeling among their patrons that they will
see pictures they have already seen if
they attend the suburban house.
In a measure this condition has been
relieved by passing weekly handbills in
the neighborhood, but the handbill is
often lost or misplaced, and an entire
family will go down town rather than
walk several blocks to the neighborhood
theater. One outskirt house features telephone service, and requests its patrons to

—

Ky.

a big success of the venture during
season.

first

the

Oldham Back.
.

Alf Oldham, former manager of the
Woodland airdome, who went to St. Louis,
Mo., about a year ago to manage a picture theater there, has returned to Louisville, and will be active in the management of the Woodland garden open air
theater this summer.
Mr. Oldham made

Louisville Notes.
The Rex theater of Louisville is playing the Pavlowa pictures to a fair audience at an admission price of 25 cents.
This theater has done a far better business since it was remodeled and its name
changed from the Novelty to the Rex.
Manager George Hackett of the Sun
theater, recently let a contract for repainting and decorating the building inside and out, and when the work is completed will have a very attractive suburban house.
A number of theaters in this district
have contracted for the new serial, "The
Adventures of Peg o' the Ring," including
the Empire, Crystal, Norman, Hilltop, Sun,
Gem, Frankfort, Lyric, New Albany and
Kerrigan, New Albany.
J. M. Wentzel, owner of the Norman
theater, has again contracted for Universal service. Mr. Wentzel is one of the
successful, solid, old line picture men of
the city.
Simon Switow of the Switow Amusement Co., has had the Crystal theater
done over inside and out and has made
several improvements in the building.
The Slanders Amusement Company has
taken out a building permit for several
minor alterations on its airdome at 2434
West Broadway, which will be opened in
a

few days.
The Macauley Theater Company, the

est legitimate

house

10,

1916

debt limit is placed at $10,000.
The Idlehour Amusement Company, with
a capital stock of $1,800, divided into 180
shares, has filed articles of incorporation.
The company proposes to conduct moving
picture theaters and is authorized to incur an "indebtedness not to exceed the
capital
stock.
The incorporators are
Floyd Whitehead, nenry T. Kraft and F.
L. Wilhoff.
L. J. Dittmar, head of the Majestic
Amusement Company, returned from a
business trip to New York City recently.

Kentucky News Notes.

—

Sardis, Ky.
The Sardis opera house nas
installed a private lighting plant and will
no longer be forced to depend upon erratic
local central station service.
Irvine, Ky.— J. Ernest Stivers of Lexington, Ky. is arranging to open a new
airdome at Irvine with a seating capacity
of 800.
Irvine is one of the rapidly growing oil towns of the state.
Paintsville, Ky.— Gus Arnett and Harry
Conley have taken the management ot
the Stafford theater. Maynard Brothers
effected a satisfactory settlement with
their creditors and the bankruptcy peti-

TENNESSEE NEWS LETTER.
By

G. D. Crain, Jr., Special Correspondent,

1404 Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
Summer Films at Strand.
Memphis, Term. The Strand theater,
Bellevue and Linden avenues, will be
operated during the summer months in
connection with Lanier's Merry Garden,
according to announcement made recentlyby Arthur Lane, who will be in personal
charge of the attractive little theater.
Mr. Lane is resident manager of the
Orpheum theater, and his connection with

—

the Strand will be for the summer only.
Mr. Lane has announced that he will display photoplays de luxe at the Strand,
and that there will be musical features
along with the daily change of pictures.
First run pictures only will be shown and
a special matinee will be arranged for
children on Saturdays.

Tennessee Notes of Interest.
Nashville, Tenn. The Crescent Amusement Company has been receiving bids on

—

the new $100,000 Majestic theater, and
contracts for erecting the building will
probably be let inside of a few days.
The Knickerbocker theater of Nashville has received many favorable comments on the efficiency of its high grade
orchestra. This orchestra is under the
leadership of B. B. Reisinger.
The Majestic Amusement Company of
Memphis, Tenn., raised prices to ten and
twenty cents at New Majestic No. 2, during the showing of "Undine."
The Alhambra of i>ashville, Tenn., recently exhibited the fifth episode of "The
Mysteries of Myra," which is going very
well with the playhouse.

ST.

LOUIS NEWS LETTER.

A. H. Gieble-

Special Correspondent, 236
St. Louis, Mo.

Vanol Bldg.,
Russell

Airdome Leased

to Skouras.

LOUIS, Mo.— Spyros Skouras, manager of the Lafayette theater, Lafayand Jefferson avenues, has leased the
Russel airdome on Russell avenue, just
east of Jefferson, four blocks away from
the theater, to run the Lafayette's program during the hot months. The cold
and rainy season last year almost put the
out-door shows out of business, but the
Russell Is in an excellent location, and
when it was not actually pouring down
Mr.
rain, always had a crowded audience.
Skouras has decorated the place, which

ST.

ette

old-

was already a handsome airdome, with

in the Louisville dis-

Grecian statues, many brilliant lights, and
has planted one hundred and twenty trees,
symmetrically arranged, to add to the

has filed articles of incorporation,
listing a capital stock of $2,120.
The in-

trict,

June

corporators holding the entire issue are

Annie A. Macauley, Mary L. Smith, Rachel
M. Bigelow and Albert A. Bigelow. The

June
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beauty of the garden. An excellent orchestra furnishes the music for the entertainment, which is of pictures exclusively,
usually a new feature every day, with a
comedy and travel and news films. The
Russell seats about 2,000 persons, and the
admission is ten cents.

War

Benefit at Pageant.
B. MorelOCk, manager

Mo.—A,

LOU1B,

St.

of the Pageant theater, 5851 Delmar Bl.,
gave a showing on May 22 of films of war

scenes In France, for the benefit of the
American fund for the French wounded.
The moving picture exhibition began at
5 o'clock in the afternoon, and after an
hour and a half of the pictures, a dinner
was served at a popular west end restaurant. After the dinner a dance was given,
which wound up the three attractions of
the benefit entertainment. The proceeds
will go to the support of the rural hospitals throughout France.

Business Notes.
Ambrose Abrams, special representative
of the Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., visited
the St. Louis branch under the charge of
S. J. Baker, during the week of May 15.

Abrams found trade conditions good
all the districts he visited, and was
especially pleased to hear that the St.
Louis office had won the prize for the
largest proportionate amount of business
done during the month of April.
Mr.
in

General Exchange Manager Berger of
the International Film Company paid a
hurried call on E. W. Dustin, local manager of the International, in the Plaza
Mr.
Bldg., 3300 Olive street, on May 20.
Berger found trade prosperous in the
Mississippi Valley. The International, although a new organization, has exceeded
all expectations in recent bookings in
this territory.

Tom

to Travel for Universal.
Tom Leonard has just recently bei apMr.
pointed Universal traveling
Leonard is an old time exhibitor, having
been in the game since its infancy. He is
personally acquainted with nearly all the
exhibitors in the territory, and should
have nice easy sledding in placing Universal contracts.

Leonard

The Real Censor
Oak

ial C
Correspondent, 6749 Emerald Ave., Chicago,
By Frank H. Madison, Special

PARK,
OAK
Committee

Theater Changes.
FHSixth

Lee Woodyatt, manis closed.
blamed lack of business.
Richmond, 111. Robert Gibbs has purchased the motion picture theaters here
and at Wilmot.

avenues,
ager,

—

Oregon, 111.— Paul Black has sold the
Star theater here to Mr. and Mrs. Miles
Cutting of Rockford.

Rock

A. E. Berlin,

man-

111.—
the Lyric theater here, will
of
a 40x100 motion picture theater,
seating 500.
has
Mitchel
D.
111.— C.
Charleston,
abandoned his plan to erect an opera
house on Sixth street and announces that
motion
picone-story
a
he will construct
ture theater on the same site.
Harvard, 111.— Alrich & Hcott, who have
sold the I'hotodrome at Richmond, will
now devote all their time to the Palaca
theater here.
Rock Falls, 111.— Mr. and Mrs. William
Boston, who will open a new alrdome
here within a few weeks, will call it
"The Rock alrdome."
Ottawa, HI. The Gaiety theater will
not be used for moving pictures, Frank
Thielan "i the Ottawa Orpbeum having
leased it for live years for road shows.
Qulncy, 111. Edward C, Broil has purchased tin- r.i.i.ui Heater and has remodHe will re-open with a free
elled It.
Falls,

Jr.,

ager

erect

—

—

how.
Oak
son of
his

tin-

rule

Ml.

Oak

nut

i"

Manager John

G.

feels

Principles Evolved.
of its experience, correspondence, study, discussion and deliberation, the committee is ready to make the
following recommendation of principles
to govern the choosing and presentation

As a result

Oak Park:

Pictures to Be Eliminated Entirely.
(A) On the Social Evil Grounds: 1.
Those dealing with sex scenes which
arouse unwholesome curiosity and stir the
imagination. 2. Those depicting triangular and intricate problems of married
life.
3. Those
in which characters appear in scanty clothing displaying their
persons suggestively or unnaturally, eith-

er in jest or in earnest.
4. Those
in
which the characters take undue liberties
with one another's person.
5. Those
where the actors by wanton acts, leers,
winks, glances, signs, etc.. suggest improprieties.
6. Those Showing
scenes of the
"underworld," its inhabitants, resorts and
showing the indiscreet
life.
7. Those
"love" making. 8. Those where the sanctity of the marriage relation is belittled.
On the Ground of Unlawful Acts:
(B)
1. Those portraying
murder, criminal assaults, lynching, etc.
2. Those
seriously
depicting resistance to and the circum-

vention of dm lea ..i the pol
showing mobs and
3. Those
of the law.
Individuals taking the law Into their own
hands.

On

(O
l.

of

Those
,

\i

i

•

with

games

depleting
1

1

1

<-

t

j

]ics

.it

her

in

n

hotels,
,,,

1.

some

scenes.

cabs

Those where weapons for

ently fatal results. 3. Those showing love
scenes of too demonstrative a nature. 4.

Those representing any form

lty

of

animals, insects, etc.
it
seems necessary to
feeble-minded persons. 6.
vestern life" with its sags,

Those

5.

whei

Those where

'

bars, e'
are depicted.
7. Those
eakness of class or race
sized.
portray8. Those
gambling, cheating, etc., and only
evident.
when moral is very
Pictures to Be Encouraged.

loons,

.,

which the

in

ing

high-class pictures depicting
adventure, excitement and thrill
2. Scenes of pure
displays of affection among
3.
of the family circle.
Those where the things which imperil the
home and the family are shown, as such.
1.

Clean,

action,

unexaggerated ways.

in

home life and
the members
Great

historical

epoch-making

and

Travel
comedy and
6. Clean
Educational films, even those having
do with the bad effects of sex per-

ents in the world's history.
pictures.
7.

to

i

shown to adults
Ways and Means.

version (when
1.

only).

Establish a frank understanding be-

tween the moving picture home management and those who are to work for these
objectives.
2. Begin and continue a campaign of education in the community to
attain
(A)

these objectives.
By talks before

all

various

the

clubs, societies and organizations, especially those where parents may be met.
1. Urging
closer^ scrutiny of moving picture programs on basis of foregoing prior
to parents giving permission to children
to see them.
2. To urge parents to personally accompany children to see films
more frequently.
3. Urging
parents to
speak promptly to the management of
moving picture houses when they find Objectionable features in films.
4. Urging
all patrons to speak encouragingly and
commendingly to management of moving
picture houses when films are worthy.
Urging appointment of a permanent committee by every organization interest,.
and that the chairman of that committee
be automatically a member of a general
community committee for the accomplishment of the purpose to be attained.
(B)
By issuance of literature.
ii'i
By the use of the press.
."•

1

Encourage and promote safe and sane
legislation

help accomplish

to

Mr. Exhibitor:

— You

liforin.it ion

helpful

these

by

Ob-

more

will get

• refully read-

ing one trade paper w eekly th. n by
skim mi rxg over three c r four.
The

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

i

i

the

one paper you need.

New

Incorporations.
state
in
<>f
Secretary
ins issued charters to the tol-

Held,

i
I

id

Features

n

the Qround of Personal HabThose BhOWlni the
Customs:
1.
u is Ol thS social glass in homes,
Those where the
saloons, eta

heroine resorts to the use of the

Where details of
I,
cigarette.
and religlOUS rites are d.pi. ted

2.

defense are used with deadly or appar-

dancing

promiscuous

Inci-

dental to Plot.
Those depicting death or other grue-

Amusements:

On

or

,,,

Ground of

Of chance.

iin

hi

the

showing In detail ami
L\ Those
undue emphasis scenes and other

st.ice.

Hodg-

theater has smashed,
inn serials ami is going

Parli

still

111.

Cut to a Flash or Show Only as

survey of photoplay

that its
program is not so idealistic, but that it
may be approximated in time at least by
the wise and happy co-operation of the
public and the management of the moving picture houses.
In its report the committee spoke of
the attitude of the exhibitors in feeling
that helpful pictures were money-losing
"The committee feels that
propositions.
"both to the
it is due," said the report,
fact that the moving picture management does not understand or properly
interpret the real wishes of the public
and that the public does not clearly understand the desire of the moving picture management. That is, that the moving picture management thinks that a
certain boost in the demand for seats to
see a 'risque' film indicates a desire on
the part of the community for more of
that kind, which he will soon find to be
untrue in Oak Park; and, that the average man having attended an entertainment where this kind of film was the exception and not the rule had his ideals
shattered; and, as he thinks, the morals
of his small children twisted, and so
ceases to attend the moving picture theater at all either alone or with his famThe committee also believes that
ily.
the public and the moving picture manager can be, and should be brought together and be made to understand each
other, for the mutual profit of both; and
has addressed itself to that task."

its

Park.

ILL.— The West Suburban
for Better Moving Pic-

tures, after a partial
houses in this city,

of films in
Illinois

Moline, 111.— The Grand theater c
teenth street, between Fifth and

Spirit

Hill, 111., Censors Tell Just What They Want— Would Be Fine for a Finishing
School for Young Ladies, but Do Full Grown, Healthy Minded American
Communities Want Anything at All Like It?

worship

Film

Com]

K.ist Jackson Boulevard. Chicai
motion pictures and
to
exhibit
IS.
features.
K. Sil\.

Other

amusement

Blackburn and North Storms
Terminal Theater i'ompan>. ChlOagOl
incorporators Nathan Aschcr, M.i\ As.lii\

Jaoobson.
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Bunch

Enemies

of Bitter

Indianapolis Exchange Managers All Live Hustlers

—They

—

Moving Picture World from the

ing picture producers who are tickled to
death by a real live branch manager—

any

them

— would

world of pleasure if he travelled just once around the
branch offices and agencies in Indianapolis.
If there ever was a bunch of live,
hustling,
struggling
"bitter
enemies"
gathered together in one town Indianof

find a

has that reputation among her
branch agents.
II
can safely be said that each and
Mow knows his business from A
to Z.
It can further be said that they
to know the business thoroughly
ake it
they
they
apolis

s

Trade News Service

Indian;

WISCONSIN NEWS LETTER.

i

i

or crook,

may cause the moving picture
burdens. The moving picture
Indiana is near and dear to the

men some
house

in

public,

and

it

is

For instance, there is Manager Miller
over at the Mutual. The Mutual is just
now handling the feature stuff in three
the biggest theaters in the city, not
mention any number of the more than
eighty smaller houses in this, the biggest
motion picture house city in the country,
for it is a fact that Indianapolis has more
moving picture theaters, considering the
population of the city, than any other
burg in the country. Miller is a regular
booster. His ability to boost is the secret
Miller managed to put
of his success.
the Chaplin stuff in three theaters downtown on the same day when the Mutual
opened with the new Chaplin series. It is
the first time one picture has ever been
shown simultaneously in three theaters
Of course it was Chaplin, but
in the city.
then well, it must be handed to Miller.
of
to

public

that votes.

Recently Opened Theater Pleases Covington's Patrons.
Covington, Ind. Fred Bower, popular
picture
theater manager, has
opened his new house, the Lyric, and has
been accorded fine patronage by Coving-

—

Bower is entitled to all he gets,
because the Lyric is a beautifully appointed theater. While not a large thetonians.

ater as large theaters are known in larger
cities, there is ample seating capacity and
no pains have been spared on the decorative effects.
The finishing has been done
throughout in soft colors and one feels
like walking into a beautifully appointed
home instead of a theater when one enters.
A "homey" theater has always been
one of the Bower strong points.

good

,-ith

stuff

his depart-

"I see where the boys over in St. Louis
are boasting that they are releasing seventy times with one copy of the 'Iron
Claw.' Here, within a radius of less than
100 miles our territory I am releasing
that serial at the rate of seventy-five
and eighty showings, and with only one
copy. St. Louis is good, but, without
boasting a bit, we're better."

—

—

Manager Jameson.
The Famous Players has its live one

in

Jameson. He's a regular hustler, with
something to hustle with, for the Famous
Players' reels are just about the top
notchers in favoritism in Indianapolis and
the immediate neighborhood. Then there
is G. N. Montgomery of the World Film
Corporation, a newcomer in Indianapolis,
but going some. And so on down the
line.
They are a good bunch of live men.

FILM MEN BOTHERED.
Arrested on Sunday Show Charges But
Not Prosecuted.
Princeton, Ind. Princeton is having its
Sunday show troubles. Jean Barrett and
William Lightner, owners, were arrested
and charged with operating their houses
on Sunday. After much wrangling the
cases were set for trial in a justice court
and a police chief instructed to get a jury.
After the jury had been obtained the
state refused to introduce any evidence
and the justice of the peace finally in-

—

structed the jury to find for the defendThis was done, resulting in acquitants.
It cleared them,
tal of the defendants.
but it did not make up for the time, expense and general trouble caused the plc-

—

Harvard, 111.
Fon-du-Lac, Wis. W. H. Stoddard, formerly manager of the Henry Boyell
Amusement here, announces he may open

—

a vaudeville

and moving picture theater

here some time in September.
Marinette, Wis. Construction of the
new theater on Main street, which has
been leased by Ascher Bros, of Chicago,
has begun and the house will be opened
some time in the fall. It will be 90x120;
will seat 700 and will contain a large
pipe organ.
Prescott, Wis. H. F. Leaseman has
taken a two years' lease on the Opera
house here and will operate a moving picture show.
Brillion, Wis.
Henry Esler has sold
his moving picture theater here.
Rhinelander, Wis. The Cozy theater
(formerly the Bijou) was reopened with
the Vitagraph feature, "God's Country
and the Woman."
Grand Rapids, Wis. The Daly theater
has been leased for a year by John T.
Stark, proprietor of the Ideal theater and
the Palace Theater Company.

—

—

—

—

True Censorship Begins

Home

at

Man Trying to Run a Clean Show Has a Hard Time
While Some of You Church People Hunt Vile Films."

Says an Iowa Preacher, "A
Special

Hurst, and

th.

he
relative to cla:

Theater Changes in Wisconsin.
Oshkosh, Wis. Carl A. Laemmle, head
of the Universal Film Company, has sold
the Colonial theater to John Foufs of

—

FRED BOWER'S PRETTY HOME.

—

Over

the

Thus the moving picture men may look
out for a dose of some kind of political

moving

Miller.

New

Mi.lw

and this is
Tins
ubt trt
year, a campaign year throughc
state, and a year in which both political
sides are seeking public favor by hook

i

Manager

Valparaiso, Ind. Charles Bailey, manager of the Lincoln, has completed repairs
ml his theater is now ready for the summer run. Bailey installed a new machine
ii|e other changes which have increased the beauty as well as the comfort
of his playhouse.

to see the hustler

mention mov-

1916

a

experts

.

and those who love

in his native haunts, not to

10,

—

Like Each Other and

They Have to Respect Each Other; But Contracts Come Hard When Competition Is Awake
Some of the Best of 'Em.
Specie

June

Lincoln Theater Reopens.

t

>

Movin.

News

Picture World from Midwest

Service.

Barker-Swan

BURLINGTON, IA.— Rev.
sythe

is

ForR.
A.
an evangelist whd has praised

moving picture show in
neeting.
"A man would be a
he

a

Kiln

fool,"

he

"to believe that the motion picture
not here to stay, and that they cannot
of great educational value. And when
wanted to hold Passion week service
downtown church the door was lockpictui
while the
of
ed
showed enough Christianity to let
us use his auditorium for the meetings.
Now, I want you to get that way down in
your gizzard. It's a good thing to know
something about the people about you.
"At the same time a man who is trying
to run clean, decent pictures has a hard
time trying to pay expenses while some
of your church people are hunting around
for a place where you can find low and

Laemmle Film Wins

laid,

s

>e

ve

i

vile films."

Show Near College Wanted.
la. — A proposed ordinance to

Ames,

bar

moving picture theaters from the 4th
ward, in which is located the Iowa State
College, has caused a great deal of agitation here.
One result is that a petition has been prepared containing the signatures of 2,000 persons, including- many
members of the college faculty. This petition asked that the ordinance be rescinded.
Manager Joe Gerbracht of the
Twin Star theater has been making ar-

rangements

open a theater within a
block of the college campus.

May
Ames,

111.

revival

to

Produce Film on Campus.
la.
"The Brown Mouse" film

—

version of Herbert Quick's novel dealing
romantically with the problem of rural
education, probably will be staged on the
campus of the Iowa State College here.
Five hundred summer school students
The story
will assist in the production.

—

Suit.

la.
The Laemmle
came out victoriously in a

Davenport,
service

'ilm
suit

brought against it by the McCullough
Realty Company for $250, alleged rent.
The court ruled that the real estate com-

pany knew that when the Laemmle company signed a lease, an ordinance was being drafted by the city council, which
all filn exchanges to have
offices
and supply
buildings.
He also s tid the Realty comthe

Laemmle company's
was classed as dealing

nature of the
although it

in theater
Therefore, the film company could
not be held to the terms of the lease.
plies.

Theater Changes in Iowa.
Mason City. la. Manager M. R. Tournier of the Star theater will remodel his
house and increase the seating capacity

—

to

400.

—

Cresco, la. Clyde Mitchell has reopened
the Cozy theater.
Vinton, la.— Arthur G. Stolte of Watersucceeded Brightly Dayton as manager of the Palace theater.
loo,

—

Fairbanks, la. W. P. Rechkenimer and
Earl Bently have opened a moving picture

show

here.

—

Williams, la. Clarence King of Luther
has purchased the moving picture theater here from Charles Vaughn.
Kingsly, la. Edward Warner and E.
Clark have opened a moving picture the-

—

ater here.

Tama,

—

Olson of Sioux Rapids
has purchased the Star theater here from
E.

la.

Porter.

C. E.

—

Forest City, la. W. O. Howard has
opened a moving picture theater here.

June
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NEWS LETTER.

PRAIRIE STATE
Special

Moving-

to

Picture

Midwest News

Vaudeville.
City council contemplates the passage of an ordinance distinguishing between dramatic
theaters and moving picture houses. Two
moving picture houses have been advertising vaudeville and it is said by city officials that these theaters are not equipped with asbestos curtains nor is the
stage wiring done in accordance with the
It is at such
best safety requirements.
houses as these that the legislation will

LINCOLN, NEB.— The

Rialto Film Lays Cornerstone.
Omaha, Neb. A crowd of 2,000 persons
witnessed the laying of the cornerstone
of the new studio of the Rialto Film
Company, at the town site of Ralston,
Mayor Bragg of Ralston
near Omaha.
presided and the principal address was
given by President Schaefer of the Rialto
companies.
The crowd was filmed and
pictures also were made of the fancy

—

Hildegard Lachmann, "The Riand 0bris Seccord. Miss Lachbroke a bottle of wine over
President Schaefer anthe cornerstone.
nounced that 500 men would be put at
work on the construction of the studio.

dancing of
alto Girl,"
mann also

Nebraska Theater Notes.
David City, Neb. The Lyric theater is
being remodelled.
Loup City, Neb. Thomas Dadlow has
leased the opera house to A. B. Young

—
—

Young will run road shows
moving pictures.
operating
Neb. The
equipment and booth of the Empress thefor a year.

in addition to

Grand

ater

—

Island,

were destroyed by

loss of $2,000.

Beatrice,

Neb.

dedicated a

new

Omaha, Neb.

man

— The

fire,

causing a

Monogram

theater
machine with the Para-

— Edward

Lynch, formerly

with Eva Lang at the Boyd
theater, has signed a contract to play
leads with the Rialto Film Company of
leading

To

World from

Service.

Shows with

Fire Rules and

—

By Perry

S

June

9.

been set aside by every
person in Minneapolis engaged directly or
indirectly in the moving picture business
as the time for him to "do his bit" to a'id
the Actors' Fund of America. The date
was set by the Twin City Screen Club
when it was learned the time for the receipt of donations for the fund had been
extended to June 15. At a large meeting
in its quarters on the thirteenth floor of
the Radisson hotel the club voted unanimously to help out the fund and the midnight entertainment at some theater centrally located was hit on as the best
medium through which to work. The following individuals and committees were
appointed to carry out the scheme:
Chairman Fred S. Meyer. Stage manEntertainment
Koenig.
William
ager
committee Prosper Schwie, L. C. Calvert,
James Keough, William F. Koch, Harry
Publicity
Billings and Andy Campion.
Frederick
Miles,
Carlton
W.
committee—
11

—

p.

m., has

—

—

Hinds, Leslie Murray and Thomas J.
Ticket committee Gilbert Ty-

C.

—

Hamlin.

B. Sampson, Thomas Gleason and
Hoye. Program committee E. A.
C. McClellan, E. G. Marohn,
L. J. Blumberg and T. E. Mortensen.
Benjamin Goldman was made head ol
a committee which will draw up a new
ler,

D.

S.

—

O.

Westcott, D.

IN

ready has grown to one hundred and

fif-

teen and a rather lengthy list of applicants is waiting for the word which will
make them members. The club is considering the purchase of a piano and pool
table.
It is planned to have a ladies'
night in the near future. The working
out of the details for an entertainment
to

a committee

headed by Ben

Local Theater Changes.
Lemon, S. D. Oscar Hussa, of Bangor,
Wis., and Lew Fein have formed a company to operate a moving picture theater
In the Hussa Building, on Main street.
Fargo, N. D.— Edward Nelson and Mrs.
Ida Erickson have purchased the Strand
theater from Christ Wilhelmson for $15,O00.
Abel Erickson, who will be manager for the new owners, announces that
nothing but moving pictures will be
shown.
Langdon, N. D. Langdon is without a
moving picture theater until the buildti,.
ing under construction is complete
Opera house is not in good condition.
Powers Lake, N. i).- -Ed ward Mortensen has been making plana to engage in
the moving picture business.

—

—

-.1

Dakota Items,
D.—The Electric theater
was destroyed by fire. The building was
Some equipment
owned, by W. k. Winter
ived, but most of it was badly dam-

Heads

Film

General

Minneapolis, Minn.— Charles C. Knapp,
for the past two and a half years road
representative for the local exchange of
the General Film, has been made manager
of the branch here, succeeding J. T. Van
Meter, who, it is thought, will be sent
to take over the managership of the Winnipeg exchange.

General Western Manager
is

F.

responsible for the shift In

Aiken

C.

the local

management. Mr. Aiken came here from
Chicago to announce the change. Mr. Knapp
should meet with success in his new capacity since he is well acquainted with
moving picture men throughout the territory and has covered practically every foot
of ground in the district served by the
Minneapolis exchange.
Adolph Eisner, of Chicago, who is in
charge of the film department of the
Western Vaudeville Man..
tlon, has been in Minneapolis for the
past few days and his name is being
mentioned in connection with a place on
the General Film Company's staff.

Church's Ferry. N. D.— Editor Delathe KnoS Advocate has purchased the moving picture theater from

meter of

Ccssher.
Bnderlin, N. D.—The Grand th<
Installed its own lighting plant.

Hartwig, manager
The necessary
made and

B.

theater.

preliminary moves have been
construction will start shortly.

Hour
D.— A. M.

Idle

Sold.
Berg, cashier of

the Farmers and

Merchants State Bank

Eureka,

S.

here, has enlarged his business connections by taking over the Idle Hour theater with F. L. Sutherland.

Gives Bond to Keep Out Children.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
James
Keough,
of the Strand, of Minneapolis,
has just returned from a trip to Chicago,
where he succeeded in making a solid
two weeks' booking of "Where Are M\
Children?" the birth control film. The
film has been passed for exposition purposes in Minneapolis, provided no one
under 18 years of age is permitted at any
of the showings.
The permit Issued to
Mr. Keough by the board of censors contains a restrictive clause which binds
him to an agreement to keep out the
youngsters in return for the privilege ot
showing the film at the Strand. Mr.
Keough is elated over his contract for the

—

manager

film.

The New Aster Open.

Minn— Ruben

Minneapolis,

and Finkel-

stein have opened their new moving picture house, the Aster, 9ixth street and

Hennepin avenue. Clara Kimball Young
in "The Feast of Life" started the Aster
Ed. Hinz Back in the Cozy.
Minneapolis, Minn. Ed Hinz again has
obtained control of the Cozy theater. Hinz
has been a prominent exhibitor here for
a number of years.

—

Theater Changes Hereabouts.
Racine. Wis.

— Earl

Belnert has resigned

manager of the Strand theater
No successor has been chosen.
as

here.

—

Stevens Point, Wis. New theaters are
under way at Marinette and Stevens
Point, Wis.
In the former place As. her
Brothers of Chicago are putting up a new
Structure which they will occupy in September. At Stevens Point W. E. Kingsbury, with other men of that city, whose
names are withheld, is interested in a
theater being built in
the
Kingsbury
building.

—

Ipswich, S. D. John Pesava has bought
the Columbia theater here from C
B
Reeves, who is leaving the theatrical
business to devote his time to his Insurance business. Pesava sold a theater it
Brown's Valley. Minn.
Mondovi, Wis., Is to be Invaded by K
Bennett, already a moving picture
C.
theater owner at Rhinelander, Wis
Mr.
Bennett will retain his Rhinelander propMe was in Minneapolis a few days
erty.
announced he would use
and FOX services in his Mondovi house
Washburn, Wis. The seating capacity
of the c.em will be doubled, according
to an announcement made i>y w. v. Smith,
manager. He has signed a years oona.
for all Chaplin i.
Sleep] Eye. Minn.—Mr. D Walton has
disposed of the Cem and Is looking for a
new location. He formerly managed 'he
Harriet theater in Minneapolis
Erskine,
Minn —Ness and
Chandler
have taken over the theater.
•

May

Close

—

Sabbath Shows.

Granite Palls, Minn.- This city
without Sunday moving picture

may

be

shows.

Petitions asking for the Sabbath closing
are being circulated,

N.

aged.

Cecil

Knapp

Pastime

the

of

Exchange.

Praise for Pictures.
N. D.—Rev. A. H. ThompMethodist
First
of
the
son,
pastor
Church, declared he believed the influence of the photoplay was more for good
than for evil. He pointed out they had
proved a specially efficient counter attraction to the saloon.

rdon,

C.

C.

THE DAKOTAS.

nouncement of W.

constitution and by-laws.
The membership of the Screen Club al-

was left
Drum.

Address Minneapolis Tribune.

Williams, Special Correspondent,

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.— Friday,

this city.

Grand Forks,

Fund

Frolic for the

At Minneapolis, Twin City Screen Club Will Help Actors' Fund by a Party
Friday, June 9, Will be the Time and Some Central Theater, at 11 P. M., Will
be the Place Committees Appointed to Have Charge of the Matter.

The New Grand Theater Opens.

—

Lancaster, Wis. Taft Brothers report
a capacity in. us.- at tba flrst program In
their new 100-oapaolty house, the New

Grand theater.

1

1

I

1

is

G,

Dillon,

new

Will Build in Dillon.
Mont. This city Is to have

picture house, according

to

here by Claude
Faulkton, s. D

built
ft

the an-

Mandan,
i'm

k.

\

i

n.

i>

heater,

are

Wensscl.

to

be

aim

at

Res Banders has opened
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Organize

New

in

Orleans

Threat of Censorship Aids Formation of Motion Picture Protective Association
of Louisiana— Meeting Held at Triangle Theater— Ernst Boehringer Chosen

—

President and Pat Brennon Secretary
Finance Committee Appointed.
Bj 'l.^me Cheney, New Orleans Correspondent of Moving Picture World.

ORLEANS, LA.— Protection
the
NEW
broadest sense of the word, protecin

from

the fraudulent and irresponsible "fly-by-night exhibitor," and protection from censorship, which arises as a
bugaboo at the State Capitol, Baton
Rouge, where the legislators are in session, was sought by exhibitors and exchangemen alike at two important meetings in New Orleans on Monday of this
tion

The

first

meeting was called

to

order

at eleven o'clock in the Triangle Theater

Building, with Manager Ernst Boehringer
as host to more than a score of Louisiana
exhibitors and a sprinkling of New Orleans exchange men.

After some discussion as to ways and
for fighting the censorship menwas formed the Motion Picture
Protective Association of Louisiana, with
Ernst
Boehringer,
of
the
Columbia

means

ace, there

Amusement Company,

president, and Pat
Brennon, of the Iberville theater, secrefinance committee was elected
>

as folio'

William H. Hannon, Nola Film coir
pany: Mr. Jacobs, the Prytania theatei
Mr. Marks, the Cadiz theater; R. Kin

Evans, manager V-L-9-E exchange; Karl
manager Metro exchange.

A. Bugbee,

Watchword Is Preparedness.
Rumors that a censorship bill was about
to be brought before the legislators in
session at Baton Rouge precipitated the
Last
meeting in the Triangle theater.
there
four
nd distinct censorship measures introduced
the capital. Last year the exhibitors were
not organized. Still in all, not one of the

were passed.

four bills

This

year the

watchword of Louisiana exhibitors is
preparedness. They believe they won't be
so lucky from now on; that anything accomplished to kill the censorship mania
must come from organization and co-op-

A regular
exhibitors and exchanges, the amount to
be determined by the seriousness of the
situation.
It
was brought out at the
meeting that right now that the moving
picture men are fighting a rumor rather
than an actual situation. Should the situation become acute, it was declared that
the Motion Picture Board of Trade stood
back of the newly-formed Louisiana association,
if

and would send men and money

necessary.

New Exchange Association's

Charter

Objects and the Agreement of Eight Local Distributors to Protect Their Mutual
Interests.

—

New Orleans, La. Eight exchange manNew Orleans, who banded themselves into the Associated Film Exchange
of New Orleans in order to discourage unfair, illegitimate and fraudulent practices prevalent among a certain
class of exhibitors have had a second
meeting. The eight exchanges representagers of

Managers

ed,

and who became charter members

of

the association were:
General, Mutual,
V-L-S-E, Paramount, Metro, Kleine-Edison, Pathe and Universal.
These managers were selected to serve:
R. King, V-L-S-E, president; K. A. Bugbee, Metro, treasurer; H. F. Wilkes, sec-

The executive board will consist of the
mentioned and in addition: H. F.
Ragland, Kleine-Edison;
Raoul Junet,
Pathe; Al. G. Shear, Universal-Consolidated; and S. T. Stephens, Mutual.
Dues will be six dollars a month, five
of which goes to the association's attorney; and the meetings will be weekly or
oftener if necessary. The Association of
Film Managers of New Orleans is a revival of the old Film Trades Club, with
officers

the exception that the association is patterned for serious matters rather than
for social purposes.
Extracts from their
charter are as follows:

Extracts from the Charter.
WHEREAS, Unfair, illegitimate and
fraudulent practices and abuses have
been and are being indulged in and perpetrated bv certain moving picture exhibitors to the detriment of the undersigned, and others engaged in the business of exhibiting moving pictures; which
practices are now seriously restraining
the trade, and the business of the undersigned, and all legitimate, honest exhibi-

moving pictures;
WHEREAS, The following

tors

of

violations

have been reported:
1. The rules of the film exchange that
exhibitors must pay for film service
either before the delivery of films or not
later than the expiration of the current

week has been

violated.

2. That
fraudulent
have
practices
grown up whereby certain exhibitors in
this territory, by false pretenses issue
and pass worthless checks upon the ex3.
(Refers to sub-leasing without authority of the exchange.)
4.
(Refers
films
to
destruction
of
through faulty projectors, and loss of
films by fire, theft or other casualty.)
5. Failure
of exhibitors to return the
films to the exchange promptly.
6. After
booking or leasing film under
contract, the exhibitor or lessee sometimes fails, neglects or refuses to accept
delivery, in violation of the
le.'

bound to hold such films in theit
respective offices for the exclusive use of
the exhibitor of lessee, with whom the exchange or lessor has contracted.
7.
(Refers to exhibitors who book film
at a stipulated price, and ship them back
with a C. O. D. ticket attached.)
Now, therefore, because of these abuses,
etc., the undersigned by these presents
have agreed and stipulated as follows:

The Agreement.
Article One. Failure of an exhibitor to
pay up in full for rental from one exchange bars him from doing business with
any other exchange a member of the
agreement.
Article Two.
Passing of a bad che
the

i

full

titution
repetition, the exchanges will not lease
any film to him for a period of six months
commencing from the date of dishonor,
unless the exchanges mutually agree to
waive the provision for good causes

shown.
Article Three.
Sub-leasing without authority.
The same penalties are provided
as in Article Two.
Article Four.
In case of loss or destruction of films either in whole or in
part, and while in the possession of th*
exhibitor, whether such loss is caused by
the act of the exhibitor or his agent, and

June

10,

1916

employes, or by the act of a third person, by theft, fire, or other casualty, will
refuse to lease films to the offender until
the damaged films has
ia de.

Article Five.
Failure, refusal or negto the exchange
to return films
promptly, if shown to be for unfair and
fraudulent purposes, shall call for the
same penalties as in Article Three.
lect

Article Six.

Where

the exhibitor fails,

neglects or refuses to accept delivery or
carry out his contract with the exchange
and ships back the films with a C. O. D.
attached, the same penalties shall be inArticle Seven.
The association formed
by this agreement shall be known as the
Associated Film Exchange Managers.

Article Eight.

Upon

the happening of

any

of these abuses, due notice shall be
given to the secretary of the Association,

who

shall

communicate

it

to

the

ex-

changes a part of the agreement.
Nine.
A secretary or agent
be named by the parties hereto
whose duties are set forth in Article
Eight of this agreement.
Article

shall

LITTLE COLONEL IN
BIRMINGHAM, GEORGIA.
Henry Walthall Spends

Home Town

a

Few Days

in

During Confederate
Reunion.

By

A. M. Beatty, Special Correspondent,
43 Copenhill Ave., Atlanta.
B. Walthall, who
played the role of the "Little Colonel"
in "The Birth of a Nation," was in Birmingham, his home town, this week to
spend his vacation mingling with the
Confederate veterans of the sixties, who
were holding their reunion.
The way the young ladies took on over
the "Little Colonel" in the lobby of the
Tutwiler Hotel was positively painful to
the young chaps in their teens who had
to stand and look at it.
Every time Mr. Walthall would start to
leave the lobby the girls would make a
rush for him and surround him, and clasp
their hands and give vent to little feminine exclamations of admiration.
"I just want to shake hands with you,
Mr. Walthall," they would say. "I saw
you in the 'Birth of a Nation,' and you
were oh, so grand!"
Then Mr. Walthall would stop and
shake hands all around and make another
dive for the revolving doors, but there
was nothing doing. It wasn't every day
in the year that these southern girls had
the opportunity of feasting their eyes
upon a real flesh and blood actor who
typified in their youthful fancy the bravery and the chivalry of the South, and
they didn't propose to let him get away
from them.
*
Nor were the girls the only ones who
showered Mr. Walthall with compliments.
The veterans, who had seen "The Birth
of a Nation" at a local picture theater,
slapped him on the back and wrung his
hand, and told him with shining eyes how
they were taken back to the days of
their youth, and to the scenes of the civil
war, when they saw him leap over the
breastworks and charge the Yankees with
the Stars and Bars wrapped around him.
And they told him it made their hair
stand on end and made them rise up and
yell themselves hoarse when they saw
the Ku Klux riding down that white road
like a whirlwind, because many of these
same veterans had been one of these Ku
Klux clans, away back yonder.

ATLANTA, Ga.— Henry

—

New Company Asks
Atlanta,

Charter.

Ga.— The Southern World Film

Company, soon

to have offices in Atlanta,
application for a charter in the superior court Saturday morning. The company will manufacture and lease moving
picture films.
The new film concern will be capitalized
at $100,000, with privilege to decrease to
$50,000.
J. W. Hanlon, R. O. Holton and
D. B. Thornton are the incorporators.
filed

June
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Sara Kelley Gets Picture Job.
Atlanta, Ga.— Miss Sara Kelley, who Is
employed at the Georgia Chamber of
Commerce, left Atlanta Tuesday afternoon for New York, where she will begin
work with the Famous Players company.
Miss Kelley was offered a position in
the moving pictures by Director Frederick Thompson, who was impressed with
her beauty. The friends of Miss Kelley
In

Atlanta expect her to be highly su ;member of the screen world.

cessful as a

Film Benefit at the Grand.
Atlanta, Ga. For the benefit work in
the slums of Atlanta the Friend Rescue

—

Decatur street conducted at
the Grand theater Sunday an exhibition cf
moving pictures. A select and appropriate showing of features were donated by
the different film exchanges in Atlanta.
There was no admission charge, bit a
free-will contribution was taken at th'j
door, which will be devoted to this worthy
Mission

of

Fulton county has purchased a motion
picture machine for the Battle Hill Tuberculosis Sanitarium, located on the outskirts of Atlanta, and frequent picture
shows will be staged in the auditorium
to help the officials solve the problem of
keeping the patients amused and contented.

Incidentally the Fulton county health
department is to use the machine to stage
picture shows in the negro sections of
the city to teach tuberculosis preventative
measures and at the same time to show
the negroes what is being done at the
sanitarium for the members of their race.

IN KANSAS CITY.
The

Hospitable

General's

Projection

Room.
The General Film Company's

offices are
getting to be a gathering place for exhibitors.
Formerly that exchange used
its projection room on
Tuesdays only.
Now, it is in constant operation. P. O.
Proctor, manager of that office, is elated
over the great showing being made by the
Chaplin release, "Police." Not only is it
making a great deal of business in the
outside territory, but it recently
established a record for the consecutive run of
a Chaplin comedy, when the Wonderland
booked it for seven consecutive days.

Thirty-eight houses in Kansas City are
Iron Claw," a record

now showing "The

local manager
of the Pathe exchange, feels confident, is
the best made in this city on any serial

which

C.

Edwards,

S.

Jr.,

ever presented. Not only Is an extraordinary showing made in the city proper,
but the out-of-town houses showing this
picture are extremely
enthusiastic
regarding it. Three copies of this release
are booked up sold for six weeks, which
indicates the success of the picture.

J.

W. Hicks Promoted.

John W. Hicks, for the past two months
assistant of the Kansas City branch
of the General Film Company, is now
acting as assistant manager of the Oklahoma citj quart
Recent action of the
home office put thin branch under the control of the Kansas City office, making 1'.
office

i

I

i

toi

m

na

both

Hicks, therefore, is the head of the Okla;
homa City branch, being under u
tlon of Mr. Proctor, who Is In Kansas
City.
This is the second advancement
In
for Mr. Hicks in the past two months.
March, wln-n II. K Orcar resigned to go
to Cincinnati, his place as office assistant
was filled by the new Oklahoma City
i.
\
Teagarden, who for some
time past has had charge of the
city, resigned to go to Dal-

executive.

office in thai
las, Texas.

Kansas
State

Has

Lost

Its

Own

State Will Prove Efficient
Spe(

KANSAS

Room

Depths of Roomy

in

[

to

CITY,

— Local

—

Viewing by the Censors At Topeka and
Public B lilding Exchanges Wondering Whether
at Re-rou ting Film After Approval.
for

—

Moving
MO.

Films

to Re-route

Projection

World

from Kansas City News Service.

exchanges

just received advice that the
projection room at Topeka, established by the Kansas State Board of Censorship, is now open and there all pictures will be reviewed by the board. This
room was really ready some time ago, but
after preparing it, it was found that the
law of the state as regards exhibiting
moving pictures was of a character as to
make useless the special room fitted out.
The state, in Its letter to the exchanges,
announced that it would re-route the
pictures, after approving the same, as per
This would
direction of the exchanges.
seem to be some consolation to the comHeretofore
panies, but it really is not.
all pictures have been forwarded to Topeka, where, under the direction of some
local exhibitor they have been shown to
For this work, the exhibitor
the board.
took care of the films, and shipped them
according to the advice of the exchanges,
getting a fee of 50 cents per reel. He was
held responsible for the same, and in this
way satisfactory arrangements regarding
the disposition of the film were always in
Now, with the state handling the
effect.
film, and charging no fee for exhibiting,
is
it
a question with the exchanges
whether or not they can depend on the
state to route their pictures after a review.
To this end, and to insure safety,
it
will practically be necessary to continue the employment of some persons to
take care of this matter. Time alone will
tell whether or not the room of the censors will be of value to the exchanges.

have

new

Much complaint has been made regarding the so-called projection room.
Expressing it mildly, one Kansas City man
has said that "it will take a guide to get
to that room and a couple to get back,
with an even chance of starving while attempting the feat." Although this exaggerates the position of the quarters, it Is
true that it is a rather secluded corner
Whether or not the
of the State edifice.
room will be i

SCREEN CLUB COMING.
Organization Will Soon Be Complete.
Stag Dinner.
Kansas City, Mo.— The much-needed
Screen Club of Kansas City will soon become a reality. Under the direction of
F. C. Mills, E. R. Pearson and J. H. Gilday, over six hundred letters were recently sent out, with a view of getting
the opinion of interested parties regarding the organization of such a body. It
is the plan of the committee to have a
stag dinner, at which the organization
can be perfected and put on a permanent

Back Once More.

F. T. Scott

—

Kansas City, Mo. F. T. Scott, manager
of the Apollo theater, 3227 Troost avenue, is back at work after an absence of
over a month, during which time he was
laid up.
The first night he returned was
the occasion of the first suburban showing of the Chaplin comedy, "Carmen," and
so hard did Mr. Scott labor handling the
great crowd that he was laid up for an
additional period.
However, a week's
rest-up,
spent in the adjoining Clay
county, put him back in shape, and he is
now on the job each night. The Apollo
will soon get into its Open-Air theater, at
Thirty-first and Troost avenue. The place,
which has a seating capacity of 2,000, is
now undergoing a siege of cleaning and
repairing, and as soon as the weather
permits, it will be thrown open.

A Youthful Exhibitor.
City, Mo.— The local film indusclaims the honor of having in its
midst one of the youngest, if not the
Kansas

try

exchange

youngest

manager

'

States.

in the

United

This

is A. A.
local execuof
the
United
Film Service. Although
but 22 years old, Mr.
Chatkin is a veteran
at the game, having
worked at it for the
past seven years.
He
started in at Buffalo.
N.
Y.,
as
shipping
clerk g r a d u a 1 ] y

Chatkin,

tive

A.

working upward past

A. Chatkin.

the position as booker,
manager of this

traveler, etc., to that of

which

office,

place

he

has

been

filling

since last September.
During his tenure
here the business has made an increase
of two hundred per cent., which is a
mighty fair little average for a twenty-

two-year-old youth to maintain.

George Bowles Feels Proud.
Kansas City, Mo. George Bowles, pub-

—

man of the Universal Film & Supply Company, is feeling very elated as the
result of recent inquiries regarding the
local "Universal Weekly," of which he is
not only the editor-in-chief, copy-reader,
reporter and office boy. but also the orig-

licity

inator.

Dale Theater Sold.

—

plans contemplate all
members of the industry in the body, also
representatives of the trade papers. Kansas City has not had anything like this
for some time, and it Is the belief of those
starting the organization that such an
association
would fill a much-needed
want. It is very probable that the middle of June will see the Screen Club ot
Kansas <'ity on lt« feel demanding recognition from the country al

Kansas City. Mo. The Dale theater.
21th and TrOOBl A\... Kansas City, has
been sold by i:. W. Cropper to William
Kiehanlson. This is one of the smallest
houses in Kansas City and has had a
rather varied career. In conjunction with
the theater, a large alrdome is put in use
in the warmer weather.

Fire at the Tenth Street.
city. Mo.
Fire which originatelectric wires In the on
pit, according to firemen, did extensive
damage to the pipe organ of the Tenth
street theater, on Tenth, near Baltimore,
Much of the interior wall finishing of the
theater was ruined, and a piano.
trie player piano, the Stage and incidentals were burned.
The damage was rcported at J2.000 to the building and $4,000
.nteiits.
The building was owned
to Hi
by the Standard Amusement Company of

Kansas Cltj
new traveler with the
\
World Film ..ut of the Kansas City branch
is Ted I,
Morse, who for some time past
has been with the Qeneral
Mr. Morse

basis.

Present

Ted

L.

Morse

Road Man

for

World

Film.

Kansas
ed from

—

.

the poaltlon l. ft vacant by the adof
S Stout, now connected
With the Salt Lake Citv otllee of the World
Rtohard Robertson, local manager,
although regretting to part
with
Mr.
Stout, is exceedingly pleased
with
the

geta

vancement

.1

Film.

member of hla force, ami predlota
that some records along the line of selling films be made
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Film Deal
—

Logan, Recently of the Dallas Office of Paramount, Is Manager.

By a
DALLAS,

A. M. Harrison, Special Correspondent, 618

TEXAS).

— There

was

quite

a

Jeffei

Comal St., Dallas, Texas.
The house will seat 600.

The

work, which

makes a very handsome appearance. An
$8,000 Fotoplayer, a Minusa Gold Fibre

terprises had taken over the World Film
Corporation in the eleven Southern states.
This will give them the territory from

Motiographs and one
B. D.
transverter have been installed.
Malone is the manager of the house.

stir

In

Richmond, Va., to El
from the Kansas line
offices

Paso, Tex., and
the Gulf, with
Orleans, La.,

New

Dallas Paramount office, was pui in
charge, succeeding Max Graff.
The Paramount office at Dallas is noted lor the
excellent manner in which it is run, and
in which Mr. Logan takes much pride,
and he says he expects to have the World
office running it a close second within
the 30 to 40 days, and will make the
just as much in deterritory.
R. W. Lynch, of Asheville, N. C, will
succeed Mr. Logan as manager of the
Paramount offices at Dallas.

World productions

mand

Tent

in

this

Shows

Dallas,

Picture
Affect
Business.
Texas. An overflow of

Show

—

tent

shows throughout west Texas has very
materially affected the picture show business.
It seems to have been one thing
after another to kill the business for the
Recently there have
last
six weeks.

1916

—

The Golden Oaks theDallas, Texas.
ater, recently built in Dallas, has changed
management, B. D. Malone having sucThe front of the
ceeded E. J. Copley.
theater has been remodeled as well as an
$8,000 Fotoplayer being installed.

Now a Monthly Journal.
The Motion Picture Jourpublished in Dallas, and which is of
great interest to film men all over the
South, has decided in future to issue
monthly journals instead of weekly, as it
has been doing since November, 1915.
Previous to that time it was a weekly.
C. A. Walker, its able editor, is one of
the strong individuals in the Southwest.
Dallas, Tex.

Plues Goes to Little Rock.
Dallas, Texas. A. W. Plues of Dallas
has gone to Little Rock to open an office
for the Exclusive Feature Film.
He will
handle five-reelers and other subjects.
Mr. Plues recently handled Kalem's Social

—

Pirates.

San Antonio Has Unique Park.
San Antonio, Texas. Something new in
the way of a summer amusement is being tried out in San Antonio, and it bids
Box Bros., owners of
fair to go good.
the Petticlerc theater at San Antonio,
have opened a different kind of amusement attraction. It is a park located
down town from which it derives its
name— "Donton Park." An admission of
10 cents is charged, which entitles the
patron to see two separate shows which
are going on all the time.
At one you
can see first-run features and at the
other a mixed program. There are some
200 refreshment tables where soft drinks
are served, and from which you can

signed and is now with the United Music
Company, handling Fotoplayers.

watch and enjoy the pictures.

A

dancing
furnished for the dancers and

pavilion is
a 20-piece band furnishes the music.
There are also several other light amuse-

This park

the first of its kind to be
opened in San Antonio, and it is being
watched with interest, for if it goes well
there will probably be several others
opened owing to the fact that the warm
season will soon be upon the residents of
the city and outdoor amusements have
the preference.
is

Macbeth Resigns.

—

Dallas, Texas. W. W. Macbeth, formerly secretary and treasurer of the Western Automatic Music Company, has re-

Dallas Screen Show.
Dallas, Texas.
The Dallas Screen Club
is planning big things.
They are to give
a monster film and vaudeville show at
the Majestic June 4.

—

Visitors to Dallas.

San Angelo, Texas.
have purchased

Sherman, Tex.

Gem and Jewel
May 15-20.

—

Blue Bird Theater

—

in

Oak

Cliff.

Dallas, Texas. Oak Clff, a suburb of
Dallas, boasts of one of the prettiest
houses. It is known as the Blue Bird theater, and is located on Tyler street near

Commissloni

e
,t

— Jim

picture maat the State

Carlsbad

to

Healy of the
:ent

to

Wilson of the

B.

visited

visitor

Dallas

week

of

— Fred

Johnson was a visitor to Dallas recently and purchased a
1916 Motiograph from the H. K. Barnett
Film & Supply Company.
Derider, La.

—

Tex. Frank Mamola of the
Dallas recently.
Sulphur Springs, Tex. J. C. Barnes of
the New Mission theater was in Dallas

Denison,

Queen

in

visited

of

May

—

15-20,

making some changes

his bookings and looking over several
serial propositions.
City, Texas.
A. W. (Jack) Lilly,

new

—

Wolfe

who

recently

purchased the Sunset and

Dallas May 14 arranging bookings for these houses. Mr.
Lilly is one of the oldest exhibitors in
the State, owning both the Hippodrome

Busby

—

May

theaters,

was

15-20.

Mount Pleasant, Texas—John Martin
was in Dallas week of May 15-20, rearranging bookings and looking over
features for the Martin theater.
Sherman, Texas. The Topic theater of
Sherman was represented in Dallas week
of May 15-20 by W. B. LaNicca.
Farmersville, Texas. R. E. Carnes ol
Dreamland visited Dallas during
the

—

week of May 15-20.
Bonham, Texas. Ben Halsel of the
Queen was in Dallas recently and booked

—

"Eternal City" for a special showing.

DENVER NEWS LETTER.
By

E.

C.

Day, Denver Correspondent
Moving Picture World.

of

Carmichael Promoted.
DENVER, COLO. One of Denver's oldexchange managers in point of service
and one of the best liked left this city
last week when Field Carmichael of the
Fox company went to Los Angeles to
take charge of the office of the same film
concern there. The transfer is a big advancement for Carmichael and this is the
Field

—

only consolation his many friends among
the exhibitors and exchange men here
have in his going.
W. S. Rand of Triangle and other of
his friends, among them S. L. Baxter,
owner of the Isis theater, and their wives
accompanied Carmichael and his wife to
the train and as the couple boarded the
choo choo they were showered with rice
much after the fashion of newlyweds.
The porters and other train attaches were
liberally "tipped" and instructed to take
good care of the supposed bride and
Although the Carmichaels
bridegroom.
have been married seven years they were
probably more embarrassed than they
were on their wedding day and they undoubtedly had much explaining to do on
their trip to the West Coast.

W. Eden Succeeds Carmichael.
Albert W. Eden, former road man for
Fox Film, has been named successor

Albert
the

Carmichael in the Denver territory.
arrived here several days before the
departure of Carmichael and was made
acquainted with local conditions by the
retiring manager. Harry Lenhardt, westto

—

Dallas.

week
Roof Garden at San Antonio.
San Antonio, Texas. The Soledad Roof
Garden was opened at San Antonio Mas
21 with pictures and dancing by Jack
Burke.
This garden was operated last
year under the management of W. J. Lytic Mr. Burke, the present manager, has
been manager of the Grand Opera House
at San Antonio for years.

—The

chine and will install
Tuberculosis Sanitariu
entertain and amuse
Fort Worth, Tex.
Healy theater was a

W. James has

a percentage basis.
Austin. Texas. Chas. McCormick of the
Crescent at Austin was in Dallas week of

—

nal,

been more revivals, protracted meetings
and tent shows than were ever known in
But exhibitors
that section of the state.
say they had rather have 'em in a bunch
than have 'em strung out all

—

— A.

recently purchased the Cozy from John
F. Facklin.
Dallas, Texas.
C. McHenry reports
good business with the "Unwritten Law,"
which he is handling in this territory on

—

Golden Oaks, Dallas, Changes
Management.

to

at Atlanta, Ga.,

and Dallas, Tex., which will be known
as the Southern World Film Corporation.
R. H. Logan, recently manager of the

two

screen,

concrete

log

of

Broken Bow, Okla.

—L

film circles in Dallas
during the week of May 15-20 when it
was announced that the SL A. Lynch Enlittle

1916

—

Lynch Enterprises Take Over World Film Corporation in Eleven Southern
States Territory Extends from Richmond, Va., to El Paso, Texas R. H.

A.

—

10,

was in Dallas recently, purchasing the
necessaries for the new Doutou Park.
Dallas, Texas.
E. F. Walker has recently opened an airdome on Colonial ave-

in

and Queen at Commerce, Texas..
Enid, Okla. M. A. Blackburn opened
up his new show May 1.

—

—

Uvalde, Texas. C. W. Holley, who runs
the Electric Palace Airdome, was a recent visitor in Dallas.
San Antonio, Texas. A. F. Box of Box
Bros., owners of the Petticlerc theater,

—

He

came to Denver direct from
to oversee the change. He will
in the city for a week.

ern manager,

New York
remain

H. B. Fish to Manage United Exchange.
Another change in the management of
a Denver film exchange was announced
this week.
H. Bradley Fish, former exhibitor and more recently a road man
for the General, has been made manager
of the United Film Service.
He succeeds
1.
D. Purdy, who has become associated

with the Universal Film company as a
special

representative.

Changes

at Universal Office.
W. P. Moran, the new manager of the
Universal Film exchange in Denver, announced a number of changes in his office force this week.
Harry Quinn, formerly with the Universal at Salt Lake,
has been made chief booker in the Denver office with Barney Rose, late of the
Triangle, as his assistant.
Art Waters
has been placed in charge of the shipping room.

June

10,
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In addition to these changes L. D. Purdy,
former manager of the United, has been
engaged to act as special traveling representative in the Denver and Salt Lake

Huge San

territories.

Newly

Opens Unicorn Office.
The new Unicorn exchange has been

L. Goldstein

By

is now doing business under
management of l,ouis Goldstein, former manager of the Universal here. Irving Ehrensaft has been made booking

opened and

Sam Weitz

in

is

corporated with a capital stock of $3,000.000 by Mark L. Gerstle, Leo J. Clayburgh,
J. J. Jacobi, Charles Schlessinger, Herbert
Rothschild, J. M. Rothschild and Albert
Dernham is having plans completed for
a moving picture house at Fourth and
Market streets to have a seating capacity
of 3,240 and to be the very finest in the
entire country. This theater will represent an investment of $1,750,000, and con
struction work will be commenced as
soon as materials can be assembled. This
company has just purchased the Portola
theater and the Market Street theater, a
little further up Market street, more popularly known as "The House of Movies,"
a house conducted for years under the

charge of the

shipping department.
Pending the time that the Unicorn service is ready to open its San Francisco
office Carl Stern will work on the road
for Unicorn out of the Denver office.
Stern was formerly manager of the Bluebird exchange here. He will be in charge
of the Frisco office "for Unicorn when it
is opened.
Brief Notes.

—

Denver, Colo. Frank Frewen has sold
Avenue theater to A. B.
Barnard, who will continue to operate
as a moving picture house.
Castle Rock, Colo. Hackler Brothers of
Castle Rock have started work on a new
moving picture theater. They expect to
open July 1.
Colorado Springs, Colo. The Pike theater at Colorado Springs will be enlarged
the Seventeenth

it

management of Hallahan & Getz. The
purchase price of these two houses is approximately $225,000, making the deal one

—

of

—

this

summer

to

accommodate

1,200 people.

IN CALIFORNIA.
To Open Airdome.
Calif.— H. D. Hubbard, of
Hubbard's photo play house, will open a
large airdome on June 14th with "Carmen," featuring Geraldine Farrar. Spanan
be

made

other changes will be

Here and There in San Francisco.
A fire broke out one afternoon recently
operating room of the Elite theater
on Market street, but the damage was
confined to the film, "The Naked Truth."
Edward H. Kemp has disposed of a
Motiograph traveling outfit to be taken to
Camp Curry in the Yosemite valley for

summer

Metcalfe has

who conducts

shipped a Powers
to J. V. Houston,

Ore.
theater,

,

at Twenty-fourth
and Castro streets, has been purchased
by Ford & Myers, who also conduct the

Auditorium
and was a delightful event, although the
Mark M.
attendance was disappointing.
Le'ichter, who has devoted much of his
time of late to arrangements for this
event, and who has virtually had charge
of the financial end of the affair, is still
uncertain in regard to the total receipts
as exhibitors having tickets for sale have
not rendered a full accounting.
While
several thousand were in attendance the
crowd was lighter than was expected.
The date set was rather late, as the vacation season is now setting in, and in addition exhibitors were spending so much
of their time in the censorship fight
that they did not give the benefit as
much attention as they would have under
ordinary circumstances.
Mayor James Rolph, Jr., chairman of the
executive committee, was unable to be on
hand, but sent a personal representative
Supervisor Charles A. Nelson, who led

in

march with Miss Anita King,
"The Paramount Girl." Hobart Bosworth
nt from I'os Angeles and Sessue
•

Northern California Items.
Healdsburg, Calif. A moving picture

—

house to cost about $50,000 is
ed here by Charles B. N.-iylor.

—

to

be erects

Stockton, Calif. A Callle electrically
operated ticket selling machine has been
Installed at the Colonial
Porterville, Calif.
A pipe organ costing about $5,000 is to bo Installed In the

—

in

u

Monache theater.

'

I

to

is

—

a chain of theaters around

Klamath Falls,
The Palmer

made from time

1507 North

League,

th

Berkeley, Cal.

St.,

Imperial

i

r

heater,

Em-

the

and the Ti

In additic n to

Mayor James Rolph,

Jr.

those who served on th
mittee wer Morris Mej erfeld, Sid Grauman, Alex A. Beyfuss, J. A. Partington
Claude Langley, Eugene Roth, Sam Harris,
Joseph Levin, Ralph Pincus, M. J.
Getz, Geo. Davis, Homer Curran, J. J.
Cluxton, Sam Levin, Sam Gordon, Thos.
O'Day, N. K. ^erzog. Mark A. Lasky, S.

Oppenheimer,

William

J.

Citron,

Ralph

Clark, Louis Reichert, R. Quive, H. H.
Hicks, X. K. Stout, M. L. Markowitz. H.
W. Oviatt, R. S. Simpson, H. W. Stubbins
and Sam Loverich. The finance committee consisted of Herman Wobber. chairman; Mark M. Leichter, Irving Ackerman
and Louis R. Levy.

Lincoln Theater Changes Hands.

—

San Francisco, Calif. Sam Gordon has
disposed of the Lincoln theater, 335 Sixth
avenue, to Atkisson & Godfrey, who have
taken possession of the house. Mr. Atkisson formerly conducted the Majestic
at Concord, Calif., while Mr. Godfrey has
the Grand at Vacaville, Calif.
Both are
very well and favorably known in the
moving picture field, having been in the
business for several years.

Exchange Manager on Eastern Trip.
San Francisco, Calif. Herman Wobber,
who has charge of the Progressive company's interests, with headquarters here,
left for New York just before the Actors'
Fund ball; to be absent for five or six

—

Sol Lesser Home Again.
San Francisco, Calif. Sol L Lesser,
head of the Golden Gate Film Exchange,
Inc., and the All Star Feature Distributors, Inc., has returned from a stay of

—

several months in New York. He recently purchased the rights in this state to
"Where Are My Children?" and is preparing an active campaign on this feature, with some of the finest lobby displays ever seen here.

of .May 13th in the Exposition

price of admission to 10 cents.
O. V. Traggar'dh, of the Union Film &
Supply Co., is making a business trip to
Los Angeles.
A.

program

The

Exhibitors' Entertainment a Delightful
Event— Film Stars Present.
San Francisco, Calif. The entertainment and ball for the raising of funds for
the Actors' Home was held on the evening

season.

Porter & Seymour, who are opening a
at Twenty-eighth
and Church streets, have installed two
Simplex machines and a Wagner converter purchased from the Breck Photo
Play Supply Company.
T. L. Haynes, of the Atlas Educational
Film, is enjoying a vacation in the San
Joaquin "Valley and is also looking out
for business while away.
The Tivoli theater has booked the first
release of the Juvenile Film Company,
controlled here by the Golden Gate Film
Exchange, Inc.
The Washington Square theater in the
North Beach district lias gone over to the
big feature policy and has advanced its

G.

in

ACTORS' FUND SCREEN BALL.

moving picture theater

Cameragraph No. G-A

circles

being selected
from the V-L-S-E, Triangle and Mutual
releases, and all new Chaplin pictures
will be shown.
When the new theater is
in operation Mr. Roth will have control
of three houses, with a combined seating
capacity of about 5,600, and will thus
be in a position to secure a pick of programs enjoyed by but few in the business.
time.

in the

the

amusement

in

success of the Portola theater. The first
noticeable improvement in the Market
Street theater has been the installation
of a fine orchestra of eleven pieces and

be

used,
orchestra
music and the opening will
a noteworthy event.
will

largest

the

These important transactions, coupled
with the erection of the huge new house,
places the Market Street Realty Company in a commanding position in the
downtown section and all of its affairs
will be under the direct management of
Eugene H. Roth, who has made such a

Calistoga,

ish settings
will furnish

Church, Special Correspondent,

T. A.

FRANCISCO, Calif. — The Market
SAX
Street Realty Company, recently in-

the

clerk and

Francisco House

Incorporated Market Street Realty Company to Build a Theater with
3,240 Seating Capacity and at an Expense of Almost Two Million Dollars
Company has Bought Other Houses.

Metro

ritory before returning.
The releases of
this concern have proved a great success
in the magnificent new Rialto
theater
here and much new business Is coming
in as a result.

California-Made Carbons Shipped East.
San Francisco, Calif. The fact that
California-made carbons are commencing
to become a factor in the supply business
is indicated by the fact that G. A. Metcalfe has made several large shipments
to points in the Middle West from the
plant at Richmond, a suburb of San Pran-

—

I

Cedlng thi dl
tl
by the Municipal Band, songs by Miss
Kertha
\
\
the
Poppy Ballet," by
Lbbie TUaley, songs by Monte Austin ami
Miss Mabel B ool ••• r,
drill by the CallQrayi and the introduction of mov>'

1

1

1

-.-

.

i

1,

.

stars l,v Si,l Cramnan.
Many
prizes were distributed, Including annual
pass.-s from the
Baaeball

plant

but

is

is

not a

Mike Rosenberg Returns
Ban

l.i

being operated night ami day.

Erranclsoo

to Coast.

i

WhO has been OOndUOtlOfl a tllm business
Washing ton, D. C, during

a

t

1

i

I

a

r.cent

tle,

his

over his •astern offloe to
formerly with the All Star

a: ne.

tt*r,

;..

>

Manager Covering

—

ttendanoe. Prewas a concert

I

District

Territory.
San Francisco. Calif. J. J. Unger. manager of the far Western exchanges of the
Metro, with headquarters here, left recently for the Northwest and will visit
all of the branch exchanges in this ter-

i

llstrlbutors <'f this city,
visitor here OH his way

former home.

ami was,
to

Seat-
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Censor Meets Exhibitor
—

Chairman

i:>

Abraham

r

ela<

—

Special Correspondent.

,

PORTLAND,

Oregon.— F.

1

recently appointed chairman of the
censor board, was the guest of the Oregon
Motion Picture Men's Association at its
luncheon May IS. Mr. Richards' purpose
in attending the exhibitors' meeting was
to explain what he considered the cooperative attitude of the censor board
towards the exhibitors and to state the

manner

which he intended to conduct
censorship of motion pictures during his
term as chairman. His revelations of his
views on censorship and what he conin

sidered co-operation greatly surprised the
exhibitors present, but the meeting was
nevertheless pleasantly concluded.
Before the questioning commenced Mr.
Richards stated his plan of censorship
was to co-operate with the exhibitors 10
get cleaner pictures. He stated it would
be his policy to take from the viewers
any so-called legislative powers which
they now have by adopting a basis from
which to work. He stated he thought his
plan would do away with the complaint
that some scenes were being shown in
one theater that were barred in another.
The exhibitors gathered from his remarks
that this would be accomplished by jneans
of instructions to the viewers.
This was the surprisingly inconsistent
part of Mr. Richards' revelations. The
exhibitors complained that all recent unpleasantness with the board was due to
the fact that certain viewers stated they,
were acting under instructions in cutting
gambling and fight scenes. Mr. Richards
denied such instructions had ever been
given and the film men settled back in
their seats with a more serene feeling.
But when cross-questioned he admitted
that he had on his desk a list of censorship standards and instructions to viewers
which included the two complained of by
exhibitors and many more and that these
instructions were soon to be put to the
board for adoption and that thereafter
they should govern the viewers' actions.
Then the serene feeling left the exhibitors.
Asked how, in the face of the fact
that the two alleged instructions relating
to gambling and fight scenes had already
caused so much complaint, he could expect his list of added instructions and
standards would make the situation more
pleasant, Mr. Richards failed to give a
coherent reply. He admitted when questioned that a person possessing the qualifications of a juror would not necessarily
make a good moving picture censor. He
stated that he thought if a federal censorship bill were passed it would do away
with local censorship and made the assertion that the majority of the people
in Portland favored censorship.
After the meeting closed Mr. Richards
journeyed to the City Hall still feeling
that his plan of giving written instructions to viewers would clear the local
censorship sky notwithstanding the forecast at the meeting that such a plan
would have the opposite effect.
Out of town visitors at the luncheon
were: H. M. Wilson, road man for General, Roy Madden, road man for Mutual,
and George Bligh, of Salem, Oregon.

Row, was that the high rent made the
venture unprofitable, although the house
could attract business.

New House for Butte.
Seattle, Wash.
Jensen and Von Herberg, of the Greater Theaters Company,
operating the Coliseum and other theaters
here and the Columbia in Portland, have
purchased one of the prominent corner

—

lots in Butte, Montana, and will immediately begin the construction of a $200,000 theater. The building will be modeled after the Liberty and will have a
seating capacity of 1,600, making it a
third larger than any theater now in
Butte. It is expected to have the house
completed in October.

Exchanges Support Organization.
Portland, Oregon. The Oregon Motion

—

Picture Men's Association is
receiving
hearty support from exchanges and manufacturers.
Recent letters received by
the officers of the association indicate
'that exchanges in Seattle as well as
Portland are with the local men and that
and California manufactur
have voiced a desire to
>-operate with
them.

—

Best Month's Business This Year.
This statement was

Portland, Oregon.

—

of

the

Majestic

and crowded houses have evidenced the
fact.
The straight 15-cent picture houses
in Portland have been holding their own
notwithstanding the fact that two combination vaudeville and picture houses
showing at 10 and 15 cents have entered
the picture theater district within the
past few months. The Sunset closed recently, the reason, >t Is said on Film

some

time, all

the houses have gone to 10 cents, the former price, the attempt to raise to 15
cents having been unsuccessful.
At Eugene the Rex and Savoy have entered into an agreement with the Eugene
theater whereby neither of the first
named houses will show vaudeville, If the
Eugene will not show pictures. Except
for this and one or two other instances
the exhibitors in the towns south of Portland have no working agreement among
themselves and the keen competition has
resulted in a standstill of business.

Heard on Portland's Film Row.
F. M.
in

Simonton, Standard Feature Film
will handle E. & R. Jungle
Francis J. Hawthis territory.

kins came from

W.

A.

Van

California to

Scoy,

cameraman

close

the

for Pathe,

from Boise, Idaho,
where he photographed the Arrow Rock
dam as it was being filled. Mr. Van Scoy
reports a new airdome being constructed
recently

S.

Clark Patchin, Spokane Correspondent of Moving Picture World.

SPOKANE, WASH.— "Stay

returned

R. C. Bacon has sold the Columbia theater at Clatskanine, Oregon, to C. L. Conyers, who runs the People's at the same
place.

H. Code returned to Portland recently after a successful trip through

Oregon, Washington and Idaho booking
"Mary Page."
E. M. Loy, formerly booker for Metro,
will handle publicity for the Portland

Amusement Company.
formerly operator at
American, Dayton, Wash., has opened
Star at Condon, Oregon.
The Pastime at The Dalles, Oregon,
An automobile contest was
closed.
Colby,

late

and

and serpentine.

rattles

Al Onkin Promoted.

—

Spokane, Wash. Al Onkin, who recently opened the Strand theater, Spokane,
as the Spokane

home

of the Pacific photo-

and the home of the Bluebird
films here has been promoted to manager
of the Seattle house of the company. Additional to that he will be booking manager for the circuit which runs pictures
ville circuit

as well as vaudeville acts.

years manager of the former Empress
theater and later of the Hippodrome theater, has been appointed to succeed Mr.
Onkin as manager of the Strand. The
appointment is effective at once.
Mr.

Onkin reports that Hobart Bosworth in
"The Yaqui" was a good drawing card
for the theater.

Larger Pathe Quarters.
manager of the Pathe exSpokane, has arranged for
S. 12 Washington street,

P. L. Carroll,

larger quai ters at
a

id will move his offices there
tult will be built in which to

films.

He reports the change was
by increased busines

Spokane,

keep

;sitated

Spokane,

the
the

has

Wash.— J.

S.

Nelson, assistant

manager of the Universal Film and Supply Company exchange in Spokane, was
married recently to Mrs. Estelle Foster
of the Sillman hotel and congratulations
continue to flood his desk as well as various appropriate cards.

SALT LAKE NEWS LETTER.
By

H.

W.

ent,

Pickering, Special CorrespondAddress Deseret News, Salt

Lake
H. E.

City.

Becomes Secretary
Swanson Circuit.

Ellison

C.

A.

up

be a devil in your own home town,"
the language used by Manager Ralph
Ruffner of the Liberty theater in inviting
the Spokane moving picture public to attend the first of his midnight matinees.
It opened .at 11 p. m. Thursday, May 18,
with an attendance of more than 1,100
fans in their seats and scores were turned
away.
The matinee closed in time for
all persons to catch the "owl cars" (the
last cars which leave the city at 12:30
a. m.) for home.
Ushers wore nightshirts
and nightcaps. He will run the matinees
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights of
each week. The production for the initial of these night picture shows was "The
Whirl of Life" and all patrons were provided with confetti, noise making articles,

was

Nelson-Foster Marriage.

Company,
films

A.

made by Edwin James

for

to

the Front with Original Stunt.

By

Geo. Blakeslee Succeeds Al Onkin.
George Blakeslee, who was for ten

From Southern Oregon.
Portland, Oregon. Road men returning
from the southern part of the state report
the moving picture business there at a
standstill.
In Roseburg, where a price

war has been waged

1916

Manager Ralph Ruffner Again Comes

of Censor Board Attends Meeting of Exhibitors
Oregon Motion PicMen's Association Luncheon Scene of Lively Debate
Question of
Standards and Instructions to Viewers Discussed.

ture

10,

SPOKANE'S MIDNIGHT SHOW.

of

LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Following
SALT
close on the announcement of the
change in management of the Swanson
theaters in Salt Lake the American, Rex
and Liberty came the further announcement from W. H. Swanson that Homer E.
Ellison would become secretary of the
Swanson circuit of theaters with general
supervision over the western enterprises

—

—

the
reports say.
A. Mosier has acquired the Mutual theater, Portland, from C. E. Boone, who
will open the theater at Gearhart-by-the-

of that concern.
Mr. Ellison came to Salt Lake from
Denver to manage the Paramount-Emwhen that house was
press theater

Sea.

ager of the Princess theater in Denver
for some time. His new post is quite the
largest and most important ever held by
him.
He entered upon his work last

last straw,

Tom Conlon, former manager of the
Empress, Portland, has gone to Spokane
as manager of the Ackerman & Harris
house there.

opened

last

Wednesday.

February.

He had been man-

June
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VANCOUVER NEWS LETTER.

Change

By E. ('. Thomas, Special Correspondent,
831 Rogers Building, Vancouver, B. C.
Prominent People Praise Picture.

Exhibitors'

WINNIPEG, MAN.— No

other film ever
shown in Winnipeg has been the
means of bringing forward so distinguished a body of sponsors, both local
and otherwise, as the ten-reel production, "Britain Prepared," made under the
supervision of the Britisli Government,

(

nts

I

Manitoba's Censor Representative.
Winnipeg, Man. The name of the man
chosen to represent Manitoba on the new
inter-provincial censor board has finally
been announced. J. W. Horn, at present
a member of the Winnipeg city board,
will continue to perform the censorial
duties on the new board, which takes
over the administration of these matters

—

New Policy at Orpheum.
Pill-Ma ager Jan
Va
Orpheum theater, who has been
running two five-reel features per week,
will hereafter use only one picture of
this length per week, taking a Mutual
Masterpicture for the first three days.
For the latter half he will use programs
The Mutual
of shorter Mutual subjects.
exchange, which has heretofore brought
in only one long feature per week, will
after June 26 have two each week. Heavy
bookings are reported on Chaplin's "The
Floorwalker."
ing of the

To Enlarge Winnipeg's Lyceum.
Winnipeg, Man. Although the Lyceum
already ranks as the largest moving picture theater in Winnipeg, it has been
decided to make alterations which win
give this house approximately double the
seal! lit;
capacity of any other.
D.
J.
architect,
Atchison,
is
now preparing
plans for a large addition.
The house
will be carried through to Smith street,
and the exits will all be on that side,
while the Portage avenue side will be
Work will
used for the entrance only.
started
almost
immediately,
be
and
rushed to completion.

—

S. B.

Taube Thinking

Vancouver, B.

C.

of

— The

Old Friends.
World man re-

cently received a letter from S. B. Taube,
formerly In charge of the Universal office
here, and now co-manager of the Montreal headquarters of the big U.
Mr.
Taube wished to be remembered to all
British Columbia friends, and says the

boy

is

growing

fast.

Local Briefs.
Victoria,

B.

C.

— Many

have been made

enlistments of moving picture operfinding
in Ontario, exhibitors are
it difficult to maintain a complete staff of
theater employes. So a deputation representing the Moving Picture Exhibitors'
Protective Association of Ontario waited
on R. C. Newman of the moving picture
branch of the provincial treasurer's department, Toronto, on Monday, May 22d,
to ask for a modification of the regulations governing the registration of operators.

Ask Change in Operators' License Rule.
The exhibitors asked for a change in
the rule which requires an operator to
serve as an apprentice for one year before
The
he is licensed by the department.
statement was made that the number of
qualified operators and graduating apprentices at the present time is not sufficient for the needs of all theaters
that
the
'uture some theaters may have to
close.
Officers of the exhibitors' association said that a number of returned soldiers had been trained to work as operators, but that they were unable to
start their duties because they had not
been apprentices for a year.
Mr. Newman promised to lay the matter
before Provincial Treasurer McGarry for
immediate consideration.
Ask No Tax on Children's Tickets.
The same deputation also waited upo»
Mr. White, solicitor of the Ontario treasury department, to suggest that the
a'musement tax on children's tickets to
moving picture theaters be eliminated.
The exhibitors felt that the war tax on
children's tickets was undoubtedly keeping many youngsters from the shows and
that the difference in revenue to the picture men was out of all proportion to the
war tax which would accrue from the
sa-le of children's admission tickets.
This
matter will also be considered by the
government, the delegation was told.

Want Tax

Tickets

Sold

Through

Exchanges.
The exhibitors also recommended thai
war tax tickets be sold to the various

the

houses through exchanges or through au
thorized moving picture men of each cen^
ter, rather than by division court clerks
and other officials as proposed. Nearly
all
exchanges are already sell!:
tax coupons in wholesale quantities, bu

manner

of distribution in outside
has not yet been definitely settled.
This is another subject with which the
government can deal and the authorities
will probably do so, it was announced by
Mr. White.

the

cities

LEON BRICK WILL RUN REGENT.
Company's

Officers

Announced

— Inter-

esting Notes About Construction.
in
Toronto. Ontario. Further details
connection with the opening of the new
Regent theater, Toronto, have been made
The president of the company
public.
which will operate the house, startlns

—

]•:.
is
L. Ruddy, the wealthy
head of a local bill-posting firm, and the
vice president Is J. P. Bickell, of Toronto,
a broker. Included on the board of directors are W. J. Sheppard, a director of the
.',,

improvements

In
the Royal Victoria
theater since it was taken over on May
1 by the Dominion Theater Company, and
the interior of this magnificent house now
presents a much finer appearance than
formerly.
Calgary, Alberta. A Patriotic entertainment was given recently at the
Princess theater here, In aid of the band
of the 82nd Battalion and the VeteransClub.

—

Petitions for Relief

Operators

ators

II.

On the opening night Sir Douglas Cameron, Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba,
and Hon. T. C. Norris, Premier of the
province, delivered addresses at the theater in connection with the showing of
the film, praising the pictures and sounding a call for recruits, to a house filled
On Tuesday evening Mayor
to capacity.
Waugh took the platform, whils the
speaker on the following night was Chief
Justice Mathers.

in Ontario

Association

of Service for

—

Law

from Rule Governing Ap-

Want War Tax on

Tax Tickets.
By W. M. Gladish, Special Con ispondent, 1263 Gerrard
nany
The work of
TORONTO, Ontario. — Because of many

for an entire week at the
theater, at prices ranging from

Walker

Term

Children's

Tickets Eliminated— Sale of

and shown
25

Protective

prentice

Bank 01 Canada; James Tudhope
and N. L. Nathanson.
Leon Brick, formerly manager of the
laid, n theater, Toronto, and now a resident of Buffalo, has been mentioned as
the probable manager of the now picture
house, which Is rapidly Hearing complei

tion.

St.,

E. Toronto. Can.

designing the interior of

was entrusted

the theater

to

Thomas W.

Lamb.

Anions the features of construction will be a mezzanine floor, on which
will be found lounge rooms for both
men and women, and there will be onlyone balcony, which will have a long, easy
gradient. It is the aim to give the entire house a clublike appearance.
An unusual feature for a Toronto theater will
be found in a large pipe organ for use in
addition to a carefully chosen symphony
orchestra. The Regent will seat
1,600

W. F. Barrett Is Mutual Road Man.
Toronto, Ontario.
Announcement is
Barrett, formerly
the Universal, has
been appointed special traveling representative in Canada for the Mutual Film.
He will cover the whole of the Dominion.

—

made here that W. F.
Winnipeg manager for

P. E.

Doyle Joins V-L-S-E.

Patrick

E. Doyle, formerly with the
at Toronto, has joined the
of the V-L-S-E in Montreal, the
office of which has been moved from No
204 to 198 St. Catherine street west.
Larger premises have been obtained at
the latter address.

Fox branch
staff

W. H. Davidson Back from
of

Capital.

W. H. Davidson, special representative
the Canadian Universal, recently re-

turned to Toronto from Ottawa.

He

re-

ports that three Ottawa theaters, the National, Casino and Regent, are returning
to the program style of film entertainment
and that the Universal brand would be
seen at each house. The moving picture
business in Canada's capital is in fine
shape, he found.

Redesigning Regent Theater.

—

Toronto,
Ontario. Announcement
is
that Thomas W. Lamb of New York
has been engaged to design the front and
interior of the new Regent theater, Toronto, formerly the Majestic, home of
melodrama. Mr. Lamb was the designer
of the Rialto, New York, and the Orpheum
and Fenway theaters, Boston. A feature
of the new fittings will be the club-like
quarters on the mezzanine floor for both
men and women. The theater will have a
large pipe organ something new for Toronto.
The house, when reconstructed
with only one balcony instead of the old
two, will seat 1,600 people. It is planned
to open the theater on August 5 next.

made

—

Some Interesting Notes.
Toronto. Ontario.
Roadmen working
out from Toronto have had several unique
experiences lately. Mr. J. Ruck, of the
Universal traveling staff, dropped oil at
Rodney and West Lome. Ontario, the
other day to find that the small local
theater in each place had not been visited
by a film representative for fivi
Both places are villages located
near
Lindsay, Ontario.
A representative of the Universal company has also ascertained that the Home
theater.
Sandwich, Ontario, has been
taken over l.y Mr J. White, sheriff of the
town. The hOUM has a seating accom-

—

modation for two bundled people.
•!

It

is

as the

manager

expected that the

With

of the theater.
will becomo

Home

a popular
11
Brothers, who have been
ducting the Roygl theater at Perth,
tario, for a long time, have opened a
house In Lanark, Ontario, which
.

i

the

"Lanark

R

con-

On-

new
thev
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

Weeks Ending June

for

General Film Company.

1952, 1954, 1956, 1958.)

General Film Company.

Current Releases.
MONDAY, JUNE

BIOGRAPH — The

Girl

Across

5,

Advance
(Drama)

BIOGRAPH—The

(Biograph-Reissue

KALEM — The

Fangs

No. 53)
of the Tattler

—
—

—

TUESDAY, JUNE

20667
20665
20661-2-3

—
—

—
parts — Drama)

Joyce (Two
KALEM—Midnight At the Old Mill (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

7,

—

(Comedy)

Gold (Three
KALEM The Treasure Train
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad
LUBIN— Two Smiths and a Haff

—

parts

of
the
(No.
83
Series) (Drama)..

Make Good
—Going WestStrange
Case
to

— Drama)

(Comedy)
(Drama)

VITAGRAPH— A

(Three
Drama) (Broadway Star Feature)

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS

of

Nooz

14, 1916.

Pictorial

1

(Cartoon-

Comedy).

—A Scenic subject on the same

20677
20677
20676

20679-J
20682

20683

KALEM— Title

THURSDAY, JUNE
LUBIN— Sons

—

FRIDAY, JUNE

KALEM — The

15, 1916.

of the Sea (Three parts

SELIG Selig-Tribune No. 48, 1916
VIM Hungry Hearts (Comedy).

—

reel.

not yet decided.

— Drama).

(Topical).

16, 1916.

Stenographer's Strategy

(Comedy).
Old Man's

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE—An
20687

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Stained
Pearl (Three parts— Drama)
VIM— A Dollar Down (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— She Won a Prize (Comedy)
SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1916.
ESSANAY — Fool's

— Comedy).

—Drama).

WEDNESDAY, JUNE
ESSANAY— Canimated

8, 1916.

parts — Drama)
(Thr<
LUBIX— The ScapegrE
SELIG— The Selig-Tribune No. 46, 1916 (Topical)..
VIM— The Sea Dogs (Comedy)
FRIDAY, JUNE 9, 1916.
Justice

Over (Two parts

It

not yet decided.
parts

LUBIN— The Avenger (Two

EDISON— Not Yet Announced.
.

THURSDAY, JUNE

KALEM— Title

20670

1916.

Lost (Cartoon Comedy)
Camping with the Black Feet (Scenic)
ESSANAY Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Comedy)
(Cartoon
Berlin
A Scenic subject on the same reel
KALEM In Cinderella's Shoes (Comedy)

SELIG

ESSANAY— Putting

—

EDISON—Love's Labor

13, 1910.

EDISON—Not Yet Announced.
20673-4-5
20668-9

of the

12

—

—

TUESDAY, JUNE

Yaqui Curl (Two parts— Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No. 54)
Stoning (Three parts Drama) (Re-

KALEM— Juggling

Re-

(Biograph

—

C, 1»16.

BIOGRAPH— The

—
—
—
—

(Drama)

Disappearance of Helen Mintern (No.
"Social Pirates") (Two parts Drama).
LUBIN— Otto, the Cobbler (Comedy).
SELIGi Selig-Tribune No. 47, 1916 (Topical).
SELIG The Two Orphans (Three parts Drama).
VITAGRAPH Her Loving Relations (Comedy).

torical)

ESSANAY—Orphan

12, 191G.

Awakened

issue No. 55).

—

EDISON— The

Spirit

KALEM — The

(No. 11 of the

Pirates" (Two parts Drama)
LUBIN— Otto, the Reporter (Comedy)
SELIG The Selig-Tribune No. 45, 1916 (Topical)..
SELIG A Temperance Town (Three parts Comedy)
V1TAGRAPH—New York Past and Present (His"Social

Releases.

MONDAY. JUNE

1916.

Way

the

and June 17

10

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages

20684-5-6
20689
20688

—

SATURDAY, JUNE

17, 1916.

ESSANAY— The

20690-1-2
20697
20693
20698

parts20694-5-6

Folly

(Three parts Drama).
VIM—The Raid (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—Harold the Nurse Girl (Comedy).

—

Promise Land (Three parts Drama).
Race Through the Air (No. 84 of the "Hazards of
Helen" Railroad Series (Drama).
LUBIN Hubby Puts One Over (Comedy).
SELIG The Cowpuncher's Peril (Drama).
VITAGRAPH—Ashes (Three parts— Drama) (Broadway Star

KALEM — A

—

—

Feature).

Regular Program and FeaturePictures Can Always Bo Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Pic-

Programs. The
ture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being to
Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information In the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

Single

is*

General Film Service
Mae Marsh

Reel

Lillian

Gish

Mary Pickford

W. Chrystie
Under the direction

D.

Dramas

Blanche Sweet
Robert Harron
Miller

of

W. GRIFFITH

Are some of the prominent stars appearing in the
Biograph single reel releases for June

Released Every

Monday

General Film Service

June

10,
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS

CRANE WILBUR

GEORGE OVEY

MARGARET GIBSON
WILLIAM CLIFFORD
THE BOSTOCK ANIMALS
These animals

will be at

Luna Park, Coney

Island, for the

summer

of 1916 (opening May 27th).
Animal pictures
produced there which the puhlic (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions.
Book them.
will he

Studios:

Los Angeles, California

Laboratories

London

:

Office:

Bayonne,
93

New

Wardour

Jersey
St.,

London, England

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
Mr. Horslcy now

in I.os

Angeles, Cal.
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

for

Weeks Ending June

*l

M)

JUNE

\V,

4,

REX —As

—

5,

1010.

Ring No.

the

o'

Smith (Signal

Parts—Drama)

TUESDAY, JUNE

GOLD SEAL— The

4, 101«.

MONDAY, JUNE

"The Cry for Help" (Two

6

1958.)

al

— Five

parts

No.)
04789
04791
04790

191«.

5,

AMERICAN— Jealousy's First Wife (Two parts
Drama)
FALSTAFF— Advertisementers (Comedy)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— Whispering

NESTOR— Never Again. Eddie (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— The Madcap (Five
Parts — Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The Adventures of
Peg

1956,

BEAUTY—Ima Knutt Gets a Bite (Comedy)...
GAUMONT—"Reel Life" (Mutual Film Magazim
VOGUE— Nailing on the Lid (Comedy)

Wire Pullers (Drama)
release this day
In a Dream (Three Parts Drama)

MONDAY, JUNE

1954,

SUNDAY, JUNE

1016.

LAEMMLE—The
L-KO-No

1952,

Mutual Film Corporation.

Company.

Universal Film Mfg.

and June 17

10

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages

— Drama)

(No.

04792-3
04794

107).

1910.

6,

Rose Colored Scarf (Two Parts

ma)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1916.
ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 23 (Topical)
L-KO— Billie's Waterloo (Comedy)
VICTOR— Object— Matrimony (Two Parts— Comedy)
THURSDAY, JUNE
BIG

U— The

8,

01494
01493
01492

Sea Lily (Drama)

.

NESTOR — Twixt

REX—The

Code

VICTOR— The

01497
01497

of the Zoo (Ditmars-Educ)
9,

Love and the Iceman (Comedy)
(Drama)

of His Ancestors

01500
01499
01498

....

— Dr.)..

(Comedy)

i

01502

REX — The

Sheriff of Pine

01504
01505

Mountain (Two Parts

MONDAY, JUNE 12, 1916.
NESTOR — Their Awful Predicament (Comedy)

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— What
(Five Parts

— Drama)

Peg

o'

the Ring No.

7

01507

Adventures
(Two Parts Drama)..

TUESDAY, JUNE

GOLD SEAL— The

—

01525

13, 1916.

Melody of Love (Three Parts

Drama)

01509
01510

IMP— Her Wonderful

REX — No

Secret (Comedy)
release this day.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1916.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 24 (Topical)
L-KO — How Stars Are Made (Two Parts — Comedy)

REX—When

the

W olf
T

BIG U

— Betty's

01513
01511
01512

Howls (Drama)

THURSDAY, JUNE

— Five parts — Drama)

FRIDAY, JUNE
CUB —Jerry's BU Lark (Comedy)

MUSTANG—The

Hobo (Comedy-Drama)

01515
01514

(Comedy Cartoon)
Journeys

Japan (Educ)

in Scenic

FRIDAY, JUNE

SATURDAY, JUNE

BISON— A

10, 1916.

(Two parts— Dr.)

.

.

(Comedy)

SUNDAY, JUNE

FALSTAFF — Real

04810
04812
04811

parts
04813-4
04815

Estaters (Comedy)

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— A
Soul (American

— Five

parts

04807-8
04809

11, 1916.

MONDAY, JUNE 12, 11)16.
AMERICAN— Circumstantial Evidence (Two

— Drama)

Man's

(No. 109).

TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 1916.
THANHOUSER — Brothers Equal (Two parts—Dr.).
VOGUE — Love, Burglars and a Bull Dog (Comedy)
.

04816-7
04818

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1916.
BEAUTY — Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-9pensive Adventure (Comedy)
(JAUMONT— See America First No. 40 "Yellowstone
National Park"

—Kartoon

(Scenic)

Komics (Comedy)

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number

.

01516
01516

76

(Topical)

04821
04821
04819

.

THURSDAY, JUNE

Quarantined (Comedy)

parts— Drama)

.

04822-3-4

FRIDAY, JUNE

'

..

15, 1916.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE—The Wasted
Years (Centaur— Five parts — Dr.) (No. 110) ....
THANHOUSER — The Window of Dreams (Three

01517
01519
01518

CUB— Jerry and
MUSTANG— The

01520
01521

CENTAUR— The

16, 1916.

the Moonshiners (Comedy)
Sheriff

of

Plumas

04827

(Two parts04&25-6

Drama)

17, 1916.

Railroad Bandit (Two Parts— Drama)
release this day.

0480G
04804-5

—Drama)

BEAUTY— Thinim Stout (Comedy)
GAUMONT — "Reel Life" (Mutual Magazine)..
VOGUE — His Blowout (Comedy)

16, 1916.

IMP— The Devil's Image (Two Parts— Drama)
NESTOR — Almost a Widow (Comedy)
VICTOR— The Golden Boot (Comedy)

JOKER— Love
POWERS— No

Lion's Nemesis

FALSTAFF— Where Wives Win

04801-2-3

9, 1916.

Pilgrim (Two parts

SATURDAY, JUNE

CENTAUR— The

parts

Mates

(No 108)

15, 1916.

LAEMMLE — Her Saul's Song (Two Parts— Drama)..
POWERS— Professor Wiseguy's Trip to the Moon

— Little

8, 1916.

Drama)

Love Can Do

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The
of

01508

75 (Topical)

THURSDAY, JUNE

01501

SUNDAY, JUNE 11, 1916.
LAEMMLE — The False Gems (Drama)
L-KO— Phoney Teeth and False Friends (Comedy)..

04800
04800
04798

Komics (Cartoon)

GAUMONT— The Flames of Vengeance (Three
— Drama)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— Soul
(American

1916.

Scorpion's Sting (Three Parts

—(Scenic)
Kartoon

01496
01495

.

(Cartoon)

FRIDAY, JUNE

Ala."

MUTUAL WEEKLY— Number

1916.

LAEMMLE — Alias Jane Jones (Two Parts — Drama)
POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pep, He Breaks for the Beach

—Pygmies

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1916.
BEAUTY — Billy Van Deusen's Operation (Comedy).
GAUMONT — See America First No. 39 "Montgomery,

SATURDAY, JUNE

17, 1916.

Star of India (Two parts— Drama)

FALSTAFF— Doughnuts (Comedy)

04828-9
04830

June

10,

1916
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FIRST PRODUCTION^
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THOMa/
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IN

A PROLOGUE AND THREE ACT/
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BIRTH OF A NATION'
MU/IC BV

author of "THE

VICTOR
HERBERT
America!/
compo/er
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Eileen arranges a clandestine meeting in the
garden with him, but it proves to be a trap and
he is made captive. Hut Eileen's heart has been

Stories of tke Films
General Film

Joyner)

Company

John Smith (Known as John) (George
John Smith. Sr. (George Clarke)

Smith

Mrs.

;

Terry)

Haffen

;

Haff,

Sr.

ii

Havel

i. Inn.

Halt'

;

Eva True (Loonro Peacock);

;

—

i

safety.

THE ARTFUL DODGER
man)

(May

Dolly Stepper (Ethel Teare)

cast:

MacDermott)

;

Tommy,

his friend

Mugglesworth

Uncle

;

Flossie

;

;

incited by "The O'Neill's" bravery and devotion
and while the officers are making merry in the
castle she aids him to escape.
They flee together and, after throwing the pursuers oft their
track when danger seemed near, make their way
vessel bound for France
and

;

(Jessie

(Keinpton
Jr.
Fortiori;
Haffen,
Greene); Mrs. Half (Florence Williams); Betta
ii.ii

OTTO THE REPORTER (June 5).— The cast:
Editor
(Patsy De
(Davy Don)
City
Otto
General Manager (Florence Williams)
Forest)
Maid (BerManager's husband (George Egan)
nard Siegel). Adapted and directed by Edwin

;

Raymond)

15.

1916

10,

"The O'Neill" to make a daring
the window to escape capture.

linger causes
leap through

Godsey).

(Eileen

17).— The
Dick (Jack

;

(Victor Rott-

(Gus

Leonard)

Samuel

Author,

;

J.

;

McKim.

woman suffrage
let the i>. minium point to the year of 1950.
on the Morning Argus, and single,
assigned to settlement work where he sees many
disagreeable sights. The women are masters and
handle the men harshly.
It
happens that Dorothy, the city editor, and
lanager, a married woman, of the
general
a
Argus, whose husband stays at home to mind
the baby, are both in love with Otto, a shy and
bashful man and between the two he has his
Let us imagine the advance of

and

Otto, a reporter

is

'

i

troubles.

Dorothy finally wins Otto and the men who are
trying hard to again get control of politics, look
Olio is missed from home
to him for their leader.
by his wife. Dorothy. She goes in pursuit of him
and finds him addressing a meeting of men.
Dorothy enters, denounces them and takes her
husband home. She puts the baby in his arms
and tells him home is where he belongs.

Mrs. John
Hammond (Bird Hopkins)
Hammond (Adelaide Bronti) Isabel Hammond
(Alan
Vernon Hammond
Adda Gleasttn)

John

;

;

;

i

Vernon, and his daughter, Isabel.
foot of the hill lives Jimmy Pierce and
on the outskirts of the village, brought up by her
old grandfather, lives Mollie, who, because of her
parentage, has been shunned by the villagers.
Jimmy loves Isabel and she cannot make up her
,

At the

mind whether or not she loves him being carried
away by the rather fast set into which her
Vernon and
brother Vernon has carried her.
Jimmy both work in the bank and outside business hours the banker's son bits the various "high
spots" in the nearby country club and city.
Vernon meets Mollie and the child becomes devoted to him. The boy realizes the girl's beauty
beneath her rags and tries to kiss her, Frightened,
she struggles and is rescued by Jimmy who incurs Vernon's hatred. Vernon's escapades reach
his father's ears who cuts his son's allowance.
Vernon then to keep up the pace begins to steal

been altering the books to throw the blame on
Jimmy and the night he receives word that he
must cover his margin he goes to the bank.
Mollie startles him by peering in the window, and
he spills ink on a page. Frightened, he removes
the page and goes hurriedly out. In his haste to
outdistance Mollie and to get home he drops the
paper which is treasured by the girl.
The shortage is discovered. Jimmy is accused

of

his

Hammond

half

knows

him of her love for Jimmy. Vernon
asks her what proof she has and she says
"Look
in the drawer." She goes out and Vernon opening
the drawer, finds the missing ledger sheet and a
thing, telling

:

KALEM.
SAUCE FOR THE GANDER

(No. 8 of "The
Pirate"— Two
Parts— May
15).— The
Mona (Marian Sais) Mary (OTlie Kirkby)
Laidlaw (Frank Jonasson)
his son (B.
Furey). Directed by James W. Home.
Mona and Mary accidentally learn of the
Social
cast:

;

;

;

fate of
one
laws,
who

the victims of the Laidare
loan
sharks.
As justice
can be secured in no other way, they determine to lay a trap fo r the two. Mona, by a
clever ruse, makes the acquaintance of the son,
s the days go by the worthless young man
finds himself in love.
Then Mary enters the game by going to the
elder Laidlaw, with a tale that her sister, Mary,
is a mercenary adventuress, only playing with
son's

note by her. Mr. Hammond has found
sheet and he is determined that no son of his
shall let an innocent man suffer when Mollie
brings the note and they know Vernon has paid
the penalty for his misdeeds.

of

affections.

who has been warned

The father visits Mona,
of his coming, and is pre-

pared to act the adventuress role.
She spurns
his attempt to buy her off.' Meanwhile, Laidlaw,
Senior, has succumbed to the guileless charm of
Mary, and the son is worried that his money
will go to her.
Mona advises him to purchase her affections.
Though the girls find the maintenance of dual
personalities a trying task they work events to
the point where father and son each come across
with cash to buy the other's mate off. There is
a sad awakening when the girls disappear after
relieving the distress of the loan shark's victim.

THE

IRISH

O'Neill," a

Manhood comes to the front and he resolves to take the only way out.
He takes the
revolver and exits. In the woods he meets the
ever faithful Mollie and writing a note to his
father, he tells her he is going away and sends the
the ledger
wrongly.

The wedding cards are

po-ition.

West to attend the wedding, bringing with him
Jack Smith, his business partner and chum, and
as soon as Betta meets him she begins to regret
her engagement to, John. Nevertheless, she resolves to carry out the agreement she has made,
and preparations for the wedding arc completed.
Three or four evenings before the event Betta
receives a call from Eva True, a young woman of
good family, and learns from her that John has
been engaged to her, but jilted her because of the
opportunity to form an alliance with the wealthy
Haff family.
Enraged, Betta tries to break off
her engagement, but is dissuaded from her purposes by the elders of both families, because of
the scandal.
The night before the wedding, however, a farewell bachelor dinner is given to John by his
companions, where the proceedings are so hilarious that the police are called in, arrests are
made, and the newspapers publish glaring accounts of the affair. Now Betta determines that
the wedding shall not take place.
Haff Junior,
with eharactertistic humor, suggests that every.'d at by Betta's marriage could be attained if Jack were to take the place of the other
bridegroom at the ceremony.
Betta enthusiastically endorses the proposition and is locked in
her room there to remain until the hour fixed for
the ceremony.
In the meantime brother Haff has communicated with Eva True. He goes with her to John
and tells him that he will make him superintendent of one of his mines if he will not appear
at the wedding, and if he will marry Eva later.
When the time arrives for the wedding John does
not put in an appearance much to the consternation of the parents of both families.
Brother
Half insists upon the cermony proceeding nevertheless. Jack appears as bridegroom, is married
to Betta, and explanations are made to the satisfaction of everybody.

the

Mr.

that his
son must be guilty, but cannot bring himself to
openly voice his suspicions. Isabel finds Moll iiwith the paper and the child innocently tells her
Isabel
takes
the
of seeing Vernon at the bank.
paper and goes home. Faced by the proof of her
brother's guilt and her sweetheart's innocence,

arrested.

social

REBEL

famous Irish

(May

rebel,

16).— "The

returns from ex-

ile in time to find the countryside covered with
proclamations offering a large reward for his
capture.
When he tears one of the proclamations down he is seen by troops who pursue him
and force him to go into hiding in the hut of a
peasant. The distress of his fellows causes him
to turn Robin Hood, the proceeds from his brave
feats of the highway relieving the poor folk. On
one occasion when he holds up a coaching party
he is struck by the beauty of Eileen and fores
her to dance a few steps of the minuet with him.
Later in a spirit of bravado he risks capture
to attend a masque ball at which she is present.
Her scream when she notices her ring on his

check for $200 fo r the permission to use her
photograph on their label. Hut Dolly wishes she
hadn't granted it when she meets and falls in love
with Dick, whose wealthy uncle is strongly opposed to actresses. After their marriage it seems
that everywhere they go that bothersome tomato
can turns up and Dolly is hard put to keep Dick
from learning her stage past. Then Uncle arrives for a visit and matters go from bad to

i

to

thesee

that Uncle Mugglesworth sits in the front seat
of the box when Flossie's act is on.
Flossie and
Uncle engage in a flirtation which causes the
crafty old hypocrite to make a hurried excuse to
get away from the party that he might meet
Flossie in a nearby cabaret. When Dolly, Dick
and Tommy descend upon them later explanations are in order and Uncle Mugglesworth decides that he "has the greatest respect for ac-

AN INNOCENT VAMPIRE (May

x,.

,

.— The

Hopkins (Rose Melville); Widow
Jack, her son (Arthur AlWidower Smith (Richard Purdon)
daughter (Mary Kennedy)
the butler
(Frank Minzey) Steve, the loan shark (Henry
M unlock). Author, Frank Howard Clark. Director, Robert Ellis.

cast:

Sis

Jones (Olive West)
bertson)

;

;

;

Nell, his

;

;

On

the

Widow

way

to take the post of maid at the
finds Nell's vanity case
of Jack.
At the Jones
to blunder into all sorts of
until she seems to be stealing the love

Jones' home, Sis
which contains a picture
house, Sis

manages

mix-ups
of everybody
butler, then

in the house.

First Jack, then the
finally, Steve,

Widower Smith and,

Steve has formed a plan to kidnap Sis in his automobile but, after a perilous ride, conditions
reverse and Sis kidnaps Steve, the auto in its
zig-zag course finally landing plump on the
Jones' porch.
This gives Sis an opportunity tomake explanations which heal the breach between Nell and Jack and with all serene Sis accepts the love of the butler.

ONE CHANCE IN A HUNDRED
"The Hazards
Helen,

cast:

of

(No. 80 of
Helen" Series— May 20). The
operator (Helen Gibson);

—

the

lly Warren (P. S. Pembroke)
Brent (Harry
Schum) Easton (Roy Watson) The c
Hon boss (G. A. Williams). Author, E. W.
Matlack. Producer, James Davis.
;

;

;

Warren, timekeeper on the construction
arouses the enmity of Brent and Easton

Billy
job,

when he resents their bullying of the other men.
Pay day finds the men celebrating in riotous
fashion, and Brent in a crazed moment breaks
Her cries
into the station and attacks Helen.
bring Warren, who trounces the bully.
Brent
and Easton then lay in waiting for Warren and,
after a vicious blow has made him unconscious,
throw him on a flat car which is started down
grade, gaining momentum every second.
Helen learns of the action and, on wiring
ahead, finds that a passenger train is speeding
towards the flat ear so that only desperate measShe climps quickly to
ures will save the day.
the seat of her motorcycle and sets out over the
tracks after the flat car.
Just as she is dyertaking it an express depot looms up ahead and
seems certain to halt her progress along the
But without hesitating a secside of the track.
*
the risk, Helen drives straight

;

g to the

through the

a..-

above
„.

quickly towards the

flat

c

it.

While she is struggling with the b?a1tcs a
track walker sees her peril in time to send the'
flat car on a siding just as the passenger speeds
by.
Before Helen can bring the ear to a stop,,
however, it smashes through the two-story signal tower at the end of the siding, Helen leapthe ground t '"
i

'

'

June
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THE MISSING MILLIONAIRE

(No. 9 of "The
Parts— iMay 22). -The
Mona (Marin Sais) Mary (Ollie KirkDr. Ludlow
by)
Maxwell (Frank Jonasson)
(Paul
C.
(Thomas
Llngham)
Wentwortb
DiHurst); his partner (Edward Clisbee).
rected by James W. ilorne.

Two

Pirates"

Social
cast:

;

;

;

;

Learning that Maxwell, the millionaire munitions manufacturer, has the apartment adjoining
theirs in the hotel, Mona and Mary seek his
aid in furthering their plans lor social reforms.
He agrees, but postpones action until the arThat afternoon the girls
rival of his secretary.
overhear two brokers quarrelling with Maxwell
outside his door and threatening revenge. Mary
follows the brokers, who go to the writing
When they leave after writing a note,
room.
Mary stealthily secures the blotter they use, and

The next day they learn that Maxwell has
appeared, and that his stock is tumbling,
girls put their wits to the task and finally 1
that the complete address on the blotter
that of Dr. Walter Ludlow, at a sanitai
Mona _
near the city.
and makes arrangements for them to
Mary, who, she declares, has become mentally

upon but they suceed by desperate

girls are set

riding in making their escape temporarily and,
when danger seems near again, are saved by
the approaching railroad detectives searching
A running fight results
for the Stanley band.
in the capture of one of the band, but Stanley
and his chief aide escape.
Under cover of darkness, as Helen is working alone in the desolate station, the two enter
and bind and gag her. They are driven off.
however, by the approach of the night train.
As she is riding the following day Helen is
captured once more by Stanley, and handcuffed, while the horse's reins are tied to a
Helen sees the two crooks board a
tree.
freight train preparing to start from the station.
After a tense struggle she succeeds in
getting her foot up so as to slip the horse's
bridle off and, using her feet and voice to
guide him, sets out at great speed towards
She drives the horse straight up
the train.
a box car
the baggage platform and aboard
just as the train sets in motion.
As the train speeds along she manages to
loosen the gag and her cries bring the trainmen to the top of the box car. Guided by her
directions they find Stanley and his aide and
make them prisoners.

By

a clever ruse the girls then s
ceed in maneouvering his escape and also in
bringing Wentworth and his partner and Dr.

Ludlow

to justice.

The girl's father (W.
boy (Robert Harron)
Chrystie Miller)
The boy's mother (Lillian
Langdon) His cousin (Mildred Manning).
It was a lonesome old burg the boy found,
Interesting pot
back on his vacation.
appeared in the girl across the street. He start! d
It lifted the veil of his inin to show her life.
tention. Then came his repentance. She forgave
as the "Book of books" directed. The mother of
ambition and wealth stepped in, but the boy took
As for the rest, a
off his coat and got to work.
mother's a mother.
;

;

HAM'S BUSY DAY

Ham

(May

23).— The

cast:

(Lloyd V. Hamilton)
Bud (Bud Dunthe nurse (Norma Nicholls)
Old Doc
;

can)

;

;

Sawbones (A. Edmondson).
Poor Bud lands in the
finds

life

not

at

is

his

nurse.

Norma

—

hospital but he
dreary, for the pretty

all

Ham,

strolling

by,

se-

cures a glance from the flirtatious Norma as
she appears at a window.
They meet in the
garden, but Ham's love-making is interrupted
by Old Doc Sawbones, and when the medico
through Ham is a candidate for the hosis
pital.
His entry causes jealous thought in
Hud's mind, and a jealous plotting starts between the two that ends with the hospital a
wreck, Ham and Bud waving flags of truce
from the wreckage.

THE BOGUS GHOST (May
(Ethel Teare)

Jennie

24).— The cast:
Ted (Victor Hottman)

;

;

.Madame

Ghroan
(Myrta Sterling)
Claude
Author, S. A. Van Petten.
Harry Millarde.
Jennie and Ted journey to the beach in high
spirits, hut they meet Claude and his attentions cause Ted to start a jealous quarrel.
Jennie cries, "Your jealousy is sending me
to a watery grave," and a second later falls
from the end of the pier.
As she does not
reappear Ted dismally wends his way home,
;

(Freddie Fralick).

Director,

that she has drowned.
He does not
that Jennie had reached shore further
the beach.
lit
of pique over the still fresh quarThe ad. of
keeps away from Ted.
Ghroan for a young lady to assist in
and she applies
successfully for the job.
Meanwhile, Ted has
been in a fit of despair and linally he decides
to test Madame Ghroan's claim to put him in
"communication with the departed." As Jennie
is
the "professional ghost," Madame Ghroan
makes good in this ease, but Jennie's appearance brings on laughable incidc nts that have

,

—

plane which recently broke

man's

down

wonderful
life

doctrine,
for friend."

"Big

man

love

lay

SELIG.

certain

know
down

all

world's

records

in a flight from Baltimore to Washington and
which has just been wrecked in the Potomac.
Columbus, N. M. One thousand bales of hay

—

destined for the horses, with the troops in Mexico, are destroyed by fire.
Chicago, 111.— Hurrah, Kiddies
The parks
here are to be equipped with miniature railways for your pleasure and convenience.
Boston. Mass.— Governor McCall reviews the
parade of the Fusiliers on the occasion of their
150th anniversary.
New York, N. Y.— In a closely contested
"Better Baby Show," the grand prize is awarded
!

to

John Ryan.

Ky.— In the presence of 50,01)0 perSmith, with Jockey Loftus up, wins

Louisville,

-—3 Georgo

—

f

'

the Kentucky Derby

A TEMPERANCE TOWN

(Three Parts— June
cast: Mink Jones (Otis Harlan)
Ruth
Jones (Grace Darmondj
Jack Worth (John
Charles)
Kneeland Pray (James Bradbury)
Doc Sawyer (Leslie J. King). Scenario by Gilson Willets. Directed by T. N. Heffron.
Mink Jones of Jonesville, is the lord high
executioner and everything else.
When Booze
and Souse send Jack Worth, salesman for demon
~ "i Jonesville, he is met at the depot by
Mink Jones and his daughter.
Mink also in his capacity
expressman.
receives a consignment of hymn books for the
parson, and liquor for the hotel bar.
Kneeland
Pray and Doc Sawyer, the village prescription
writer resolve to institute a vice committee to
make Jonesville a temperance town, and incidentally make the village drug store an oasis
in a desert of dryness.
By mistake
of liquor goes to the parson, and the box of
hymn books goes to the village bar keeper. The
committee call on the parson just as he is
opening the box, and they are shocked to find
the parson had received whiskey. They tell him
they will say nothing of his private bar if he

5).— The

;

;

;

;

I

will

attack of another tribe the boy did not take part.
The din of the battle, as the horsemen circled
them again and again, the moans of men caught
under falling horses, struck terror in the boy's
heart. The incensed warriors cast him from the
tribe with the brand of a coward.
II was then
that his opportunity came to follow the white

—

Mare Island, Calif. The Navy Yard here
in preparation for possible eventualities in Mexico.
Washington, D. C. The largest hydro-aero-

shows feverish activity

join

them

in

the temperance crusade.

Doc Sawyer and Kneeland 1'rav do a thriving
business.
Mink Jones buys the village tavern
because of the "dry" wave, and brings on some
girls to art as waitresses.
These damsels
fall in love with Doc Sawyer and the druggist,
Kne, land Pray
While gamboling on i!
Mink Jones takes a moving picture of the doctor
and the druggist with the maidens.
Angered, because the lid has been tilted in
some unknown way, the druggist and the doctor
enlist the aid of the parson and raid Mink
.lon.s' hotel in search of a 'blind pig."
The
"blind pig" is discovered, and Mink Jones is
arrested and heavily fined. However, he throws
upon a screen moving pictures of the vice committee and the girls, and his fine is immediately

city

remitted.

a
rel
she
Mailami
In

whirlwind Bnl

a

h.

A IIAI1Y GRAND (May 20).— The CD
Hopkins
It..
\|. Ivi'i,
Kill.
tin
(Frank Minzey)
Nell (Mary Kenn..|.
(Arthur Albertson); Scrooge (Richard
Taylor-Ross);
i

i

.

-I

i

i

(Mary

wife

his

;

m (Henry M unlock

i

;

Pur-

Jitney
Johnson (Olive
Clark.
Din

Mammy

Author, Frank Howard
Robert Ellis.
Scrooge has never forgiven the elopement of
bl
daughter Nell with Jack, even though the
eiiupl.
have been happily and pm
But even Scrooge's heart
\v.

1

1

i

.

schooner, with old Ezra Meeker as pilot, starts for
San Francisco in the interest of the nation wide
movement for good roads.
Washington, D.
The President and Mrs.
Wilson receive sixty Domestic Science School
graduates, each attired in a dress of her own
designing, buying, and making.
France In an effort to co-ordinate all
branches of the allied service. Lord Kitchener
and military representatives of other allied na-

C—

—

luiil. r

;

.l.iii

tun t Victoria
Forde)
Jim Whitmore (Joe
Ryan
Written and produced by Tom Mix.
Tom Gilmore, a wealthy young easterner,
loves Vicky, but she refuses to marry him because of her thoughts of the great n
ti in
ranch owner.
Tom decides to follow Vicky westward, and
try the life of a cowboy.
However, he reaches
before Vicky, and soon learns the wavs
of the cowpunchers.
Vicky is soon to arrive, but in the meantime.
three outlaws plan to hold up the stage.
The
bandits kill the driver and the stage team runs
off with Vicky inside.
Tom
stage going at break-neck speed.
He overtake a
it in a desperate ride, rescues Vicky,
who finds
that the easterner has become a westerner.
;

!

'

meet lu re.
With the K. S. Troops

tions

in

Mexico— Under con-

ditions as they prevail here, these aeroplanes are
rendering efficient servic. in spite of all reports

tor.

should have said "a new baby
that is what her lover, Bill the
Jack's home, told her.
When tinai
.1. n
arriv.
with
toys, and there Is no baby In sight, Sis attempts tO gel a substitute Infant, and that
makei mattei
woi
stttute Is Mammy Johnson's plckanniny.
house.

Sis
for

grand,"

at

butler

older folks

i

THE CAPT1 RE OK
"The

"f

Hazards

of

Sebum

i
;

I'

S

'Red"

mfi derates

i

K. inhiok.
SI. ml, \
K,,v

Ion

Bl Paso. Tex.

to
ol

the Honor in. n of the force
their annual parade.
Nth f. s. Cavalry leaves for

num. Tex.
I.
For the purpose of

Shelter Island, L.
stoeking public park,
deer drive is held her.

New

York. N. V.

In

pi

K» (May 18)
n.
v
-Thou ands of wholeaoi
part in the May Hay celebratl
:

;

I

Bid

U

at

,,,,

Gib on and

i

;

Stan-

Pbilllpl)

;

..nth

..f

th.
.

beat

band

the

girl

chum

riding

m

the

n

1

VIM.
VI.ll. INS

tor

Max

i

-<;,.

Pokes and

inmistrels. sec in a local
stating that high prices will

ad

musical

all

instruments.
They
scheme whereby they can secure
enough funds to carry them back lee
pawned his viol,,, [ or „ ridiculously
small amount. Jabhs enters the store supposedly
in search ol a violin.
Of all the violins in the
store none
nils
U v fancx but the one pawned
by .lal.l.s. for which he offers a lai
The pawnbroker, (rami, at hi. inability to sell
the pledged article, begs Jabhs ,,, return alter
he has bad an Opportunity lu se, the owner
of th.- Instrument.
Wh.n i'okes returns to re|

deem the

violin,

large s Um
appareii'ly

l()

Jabhs.

;

the

pawnbroker

offers

him

a

s ,.|] him ,),,, ]I|S
,„,,,„, .,„,] |. ok ,
unwilling to part with his beloved
consents to the sale.
in vain awaits the return of
,

,

,

linally

and later

,,

",.l.

i

her

AND

sir, in, 1..I

The pawnbroker

Rio Brands

Hut wb.re it's imi ai Hade's heat
The Colonel knows the shade
Marathon T. v, c The 1'. S. Armv
I

paid

violin,

.

i

re-

and
under the supervision of
the

Mayor Mltcbel and distinguished
Bishop Greer officiates in ground break

York,

two

in
i"

Whitman,

\. m

VILLI A NS
Jablis.

The

SEL1G-TRIIU NK NO.

kki> stwki".
Helen" May L'T
Tb.
Helen Gibson
Detectlvi
i

i

i

,

Bravery UedalS

.

is

,,„
friend
greatlv ad-
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llttle

tire

insurance

When
policy on the store in his own favor.
the first pawnbroker arrives at Cohen's store he
Pokes inside again pawning
is surprised to find
spring a trap
_„ o_.i Jabbs when
and they decide
Cohen demands that Jabbs show
the money with which he desires to purchase
the violin, and the moment he displays the roll
"long green" both pawnbrokers try to capjure him. Pokes comes to the assistance of his
partner and in the melee the stove Is overturned and the store destroyed by the flames.
Ait. r Pukes and Jabbs are led away to jail,
i

of

Cohen is wringing his hands and bemoaning
hard lot, when Kthel and Robin appear and tell
him ol their marriage. When the old man sees
the policy his tears are turned to smiles, and

licely, the wile's brother discovers them.
The next morning, Billie finds a woman 8
glove, and, as Eddie can make no satisfactory
explanation, she decides to leave him and go back
When he returns home that night
to mother.
he finds her gone, and ho is very blue, but
decides that he will not mope around home,

Lee had concocted a plan, and at his suggestion, Billie dresses as a man while he makes
the

visit

the crowd and

returns

home only a

short time

later to have Lee appear upon the scene telling him that she cannot got along without him.

comes

this time Billie

in

dressed in her

to

possess

financier
leaves for the city to escort the
Runt
over his property and during his a"
~"
him.
.j~marry
... t~
persuades the fickle Elsie
Accompanied by his pretty stenographer, the
promoter arrives at the farm, where poor Plump
However, the
learns of his rival's wedding.
blow is softened by the little stenographer's
,

with winning Elsie.
l the spring and
Runt pla
the
Arrived at the spring. Plum
...
the
point of accepting the cash, wh(
oil well and
ographer discovers that P '"
This he
his'pers to Plump to double his price.
does and once more virtue triumphs over

Not

satisfied

l

i

;

villainy.

THE LAND LUBBERS

(June 2).— Plaid Jabbs,

retired sea captain, being accustomed to the
of his ship to lull him to sleep, finds
He therefore deimpossible to rest ashore.
vises a specially constructed room which he has
built into his house and which operated by
levers gives the same effect as the motion of
a ship at sea. While he i i peacefully enjoyin
his sleep in the rocking -oom with the lev
the effect of a ca
at the point which operati
>a, Pokes, the new butler in the family nous
hold, while making love tc Ethel, the Captaii

a

motion
it

accidentally
controls the effect of the hurricane
violent pitching and tossing of the
"
Jabbs
to be hurled out ol
Capti

daughter,

rele

The
bunk and

'

rage he discharges Pokes.
Later, Pokes is induced to join
dence school for burglars and is subjected to
the various tests for courage and endurance
which are called for by the cnrriculum of the
school.
Having successfuly passed these tests,
two of the band lead Pokes out for some pracinstruction in the art of entering and
tical
Pokes is routed from the first
robbing houses.
house which he attempts to burglarize, and the
the h

Jabbs

for

a

second

a

pt.

Whei

Pokes

learns that the house which
the home of his sweethi
the conspi
select some other house and
flatly refuses to follow their
orders.
However, terrified by their threats of
dire punishment if he should refuse to follow
instructions,
Pokes musters
sufficient
their
courage to climb in through the window of the
house leading into the rocking room.
The
other two conspirators not trusting Pokes, decide to follow him and enter the room after

'

'

Met

'

lakeup and Eddie

their benefit decides to demonstrate the
wonderful possibilities of the rocking room.
Pokes and the burglars are dismayed at the
violent motion of the room when the Captain
operates the levers from without, but the climax is reaches when the professor's boy to
whom the Captain is demonstrating the levers
accidentally breaks the lever which causes the
machinery controlling the room to run amuck
and Pokes and his fellow villains are left to
their fate whirling round and round in the now
rapidly revolving room.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

NESTOR.

NEVER AGAIN. EDDIE (June 5).—The cast:
Wife (Billie Rhodes)
Hubby (Eddie
Lyons)
Wife's Brother (Lee Moran).
Billie is waiting up for her husband, who
has gone to the lodge.
She is growing very
impatient.
Meanwhile hubby is having a great
time.
He has met some of the Gaiety The;

;

s

laughter (Ilillie Rhodes
Ilogan Xeal Bur
Jimmie (Gus Alexander); The Butcher (Harry
Ratten berry). Story by W. H. Ratterman. Produced by Horace Davey.
The Widow Spriggs and ber only daughter
1

I

(

;

.

.

well known in the village.
The widow
noted for her culinary ability, and has several
Chief among the suitors are Hogan,
the iceman, and Harry the butcher.
Hogan's
partner on the ice wagon, Jimmie is very much
attached to the widow's daughter, Billie, and
while Hogan is courting in the house, Jimmie
and Billie use the time to good advantage.
Harry and Hogan, meeting at the house several
times, become jealous of each other.
Hogan,
thinking to have a better chance, arranges to
leave earlier in the morning, and when Harry
are

is

suitors.

learns of this, he also makes his visit earlier.
Hogan determines to put his rival out of the
running by "hook or crook."
One day the widow orders a select roast for
the next day, as she is having company. Harry
delivers the package of meat to the delivery
boy, who starts off for the widow's home. Hogan
has learned of the order being in, and, stopping
at a butcher shop, buys a bunch of old scrap
meat, which he tells the butcher is intended
As he and Jimmie go down the
for a dog.
street on the ice wagon, they see the butcher's
delivery wagon, and Hogan manages to subfile package of old
sent to the widow.
He and Jimmie get away
without the deception being found out, and
hen the widow opens her "select roast," she
She angrily takes the
almost faints.
Harry and "bawls" him out.
Harry denies
sending her such a package, and in his argument appeals to the delivery boy and the
clerk.
The widow leaves the shop vowing she

The next morning, Ilogan is received royally
the widow, and finds he has things his
way.
The widow agrees to accept his
proposal and Hogan places the engagement ring
on her finger. As he and the widow come out
of the house, they discover Jimmie and Billie
lovemaking in the wagon. Hogan bawls Jimmie out, and the widow sends Billie into the
Jimmie becomes angry and threatens
house.
to tell on Hogan.
They try to stop him and
chase him over the greater part of the city.
Jimmie is finally caught. Harry joins the crowd
and the news of the deception is told.
The
next day Hogan loses out, the butcher is taken
good graces, and poor Hogan's

by

own

'

>

POWERS.

for

The

;

lived a lighthouse keeper and his assistant, Dan.
The loneliness of his life prematurely aged the

keeper.
One evening during the monotonous
routine of caring for the lights, he observed a
storm breaking, and throughout the night the
keeper and his assistant kept a watchful vigil.
With the dawn, the storm broke. Through his
marine glasses the keeper scanned the shore
in search of wreckage.
Close to the island
he discovered a few spars thrown roughly together drifting inward with the tide.
Hastening to the beach he discovered a tiny
form lashed to the raft. Wading out, he found

valuable

He

sympathy.

clothes and Eddie has a terrible time trying to keep her from the bedroom in which he
Eddie goes into the bedroom
hidden.
trying to persuade Lee to leave, but she only
starts making love to him and laughs

The spring on Plump':

then on Runt.

known

U.

;

own

i

BIG

THE SEA LILY (June 8).—The cast: Light
Mouse Keeper (Thomas Jefferson); Little Mary
Little
Dan (Burton C. Law)
(Zoe Bech)
Edgar
(Buster
Emmons)
Edgar Reynolds
(Frank Newhurg)
Mary Willis (Marjorie ElliScenario by Calder Johnstone. Produced
son).
by George Cochrane.
On a lonely island, several miles from shore,
;

About

of love, also
bis spring, for it that was to bring him a
Runt, his rival, thought otherwise.
fortune.
Elsie the object of their affections, was undecided, and so the story opens.
Plump,
First she bestowed her favors or

1916

10,

;

and together they

his

of

June

toward people simply because you think they
have money was never better illustrated than in
The daughter got Ernie, Ernie got
this case.
some unexpected "mazuma," and landlord got
The only one who got anya terrible shock.
thing at all was an unpleasant looking rival,
and this last received a painful black eye.

IT CAN'T BE TRUE (June 1).— The cast:
Tenant (Ernie Shields)
The Landlord
"
(Harry Todd); Landlady (Margar
Moore)
Rival (E. Clark.)
Wri
produced by Craig Hutchinson.

The

;

'

;

Ernie

hadi

rent

for

five

years.

and he also owed for a five-year laundry bill,
this didn't deter him from cooking ham
and eggs over the gas jet and also making eyes
at
the landlord's daughter.
He might have
but

gotten away with this clandestine cuisine, but
the landlord had the nose of a Siberian meat
hound, and one unlucky morning he smelled
Ernie's breakfast right through the partition.
On top of this he caught Ernie talking to his
daughter.
This was the last straw and he decided that Ernie must be put out.
Instead of
putting him out, however, they put all his
furniture out and left him without even a

stony-hearted landlords are often fooled,

noticed a bottle
drop from the raft.
Picking this up, he discovered that it contained papers, and after
breaking the bottle he found this to consist of
i

some letters and a will identifying the child.
The little girl was taken to the light house and
Dan was sent ashore to purchase clothing for
She and the old keeper soon became boon
companions, and as the years went on, he was

her.

no longer lonely.
During the day time, she played upon the
sands and rocks, making toys of the sea weed
the many vari-colored shells.
'Near the
island there lived a family of fisher-folk, and
with them a boy a few years older than the
little girl.
This lad, Edgar Reynolds, had been
a pet of the old light house keeper since his
babyhood, and he and little Mary soon became
close playmates.
Later he went away to school,

and

and finally to college.
During all of this time, Dan lain his plans
to woo and win Mary, and thus gain control
of her inheritance.
When Edgar returns from
school and renews his boyhood love affair with
Mary, Dan decides to put him out of the way.
Later, when rowing Edgar to the mainland,
Dan suddenly attacks him. Dan is thrown into
the sea and Edgar returns to the island. During the scrimmage some of the papers which
Dan had continuously carried with him, dropped
from his pocket and thus Edgar discovered that
his sweetheart was an heiress.
Soon after they 'married and went away
to

make

their

home

in a distant city.

The

old

keeper was urged to go with them, but he pref erred

t

•

at his post.

The story

closes

the old man makes his way up the lighthouse stairs, lights the lights, as he has done
throughout the years, and returns to the living
room to sit in loneliness before the empty
as

L-KO.

BILLY'S WATERLOO (June 7).—The cast:
Billy (Billy Ritchie)
Father (Gene Rogers)
Mother (Eva Nelson).
Sweet sixteen was in love with Billy, but her
father objects to him as he had other intentions for his little girl.
She was obdurate and
insisted on her choice.
Bill made his usual
call and father met him at the door and un;

;

ceremoniously kicked Bill out, giving his little
daughter to understand that Bill was no more
to be allowed the hospitality of his roof. Father
forgot to cover his tracks thoroughly enough,
and also to note the thickness of a wall separating his affinity from Bill's apartment.
Bill was an athlete, and in his practicing he
slipped from a trapeze and slid gracefully
through a wall into the adjoining apartment
where papa was just in the act of embracing
Bill had the goods on father then,
his affinity.
as father, in his hasty exit, left his hat behind.
So Bill, in possession of the hat, marched in
to father and threatened to tell his wife and
daughter on him unless he was allowed to
marry his daughter. Father had to agree, but
hardly did he secure possession of his silk
tile before he changed his mind and again told
sweet sixteen that Bill was not to be allowed
entrance to his house.
Sweet sixteen makes
her report to Bill on the sly and Bill calls
father to account for his changeableness and
urges father to come to his apartment where
after a little argument with the fist father
agrees.
Everything was moving nicely until the minister accidentally stepped on
Bill's foot and
demanded the removal of a beautiful silk hat
which Bill was very proud of.
Bill resented
the minister's interference and demanded satisfaction, and so took him to his gymnasium,
and was going to trim him, but the minister,

June
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youth, had been thoroughly trained in
the manly art of self defence and turned the
Ho thrashed Bill all over the
tables on Bill.
apartment house, out In the street, and so
strenuously did they fight that they caved In
floors and landed in the basement which wai
full of water.

•

his

in

PHONY TEETH AND

roll

Many

readers of

Moving Picture

the

World

no

would

more think

of oper-

i

publication than of

operating a theatre
consolation, and she immediately
her dentist sweetheart for repairs. Now Reg was
father arrived, and he again fell
into the hands of the apprentice, who set to
work on father in a very unprofessional way,
so that when father got out he was ripe for
When he arived home, and was
the hospital.
told by his fond daughter that the sweetheart
had called up and would be r
s

away when

When

the real denti

worked

irrived, father

>w he found that he
on him, but to his s
rong man.
had almost killed the
Together
they all hasten to the d<
find that the apprentice had been working
on some poor man and left him with the gas
bag on his nose while he carried on a flirtation

without a projection

who had visited the office.
was saved, but the apprentice
no one anymore, for he went to

patient's life

bother

doom

his

a seventy-foot lake.

in

the

World are found the
latest release dates
all

stories

pictures,
and news of

the pictures just re-

GOLD SEAL.

leased and to be re-

THE ROSE COLORED SCARF (Two Parts-

—

colored scarf, which has become torn off.
He
puts this in his pocket as he goes.
Carrington is a man of common sense. He
telle Sylvia of Darrell's confession, and Sylvia,
happy, begs her father to recall him. Carrington tells her that it is too late, that pride r'"
calls at a lawyer's office in response to a startling request.
There he is informed that from
the estate of a former relative he is given the
sum of $50,000. Before leaving the lawyer asks
him if he will now set out in quest of that
which he most desires, and Darrell tells him
that there is nothing he desires.
The lawyer
shows he is disappointed at the answer. With
the passing of time Darrell reaches the station

which heritage had always meant for him, and
still he carries the fragment of the rose-colored scarf to remind him of what might have

A certain table at the well-known inn has
become dear to Sylvia as a memory during this
Although Darrell has made it a point
time.
to dine at this same inn frequently. Fate has
kept the two apart. As Darrell is leaving one
day he comes face to face with Sylvia and the
repetition of their last meeting comes to his
mind.
Darrell tells her that he must talk to
he- and when she tries to pass he forcibly deHe tells her that he has waited lor
to say one thing to her and Sylvia
at this explanation and unthinkingly
him that he told the lawyer he had nothShe catches
ing at heart for which he wished.
Darrell realizes where
herself, but too late.
has come from.
his unexpected inheritance
She confesses that her father told her the truth
about his statements and that she had divided
her fortune with him in the hope that he
would seek he r out. being able to give her the
things she had been used to. Their misunderstandings are past and regardless of the public
place in which they are Darrell takes her haptains her.

two years
laughs

of

with a pretty maid

The

In

machine.

Moving Picture

i

will

ing eyes confronts Darrell.
Then she darts
out of the room.
As soon as she lee
rell's face shows the effect of his confession
and he tells her father that what he said was
a lie; that he really loves the girl and states
why he made the statement, knowing that she

ating a theatre with-

out consulting this
Gene in shape for the dentist by knocking
few of his molars out.
In the meaHtime Reg had telephoned to
girl and found that the messenger had

ay Dai

studies deeply what Carrington has
and then frankly informs him that be
cannot support the girl in the way she has
been raised. Sylvia springs up and with blaz-

FRIENDS

FALSE

(June 11).— The cast: Father (Gene Rogers);
The Dentist (Reggie Morris); The Apprentice
(Bill Bevan).
on acount of the dentist's apIt was
all
Reg started him on an errand, but
prentice.
he was like the proverbial messenger boy. He
loitered on his way and started to flirt with
a girl. Gene had a day oft and was spending
It was not
it in the park with a lady friend.
Gene's fault that he sat on a bench, found
a box of candy and started to eat a little of
But the box was a precious one to Bill for
it.
his
way
to his sweetReg had started him on

the

i

Darrell

said,

tells

pily in his arms.

June 6). The cast: Roger Darrell (Herbert
Rawlinson)
Sylvia Carrington (Agnes Vernon)
Frank Carrington (William Canfield).
Scenario by Ben Cohn.
Produced by William
Worthington.
Roger Darrell, a chauffeur for the wealthy

leased,

Frank Carrington,

erly

how

to pro-

;

;

a perfect servant. Courthe only spoke when spoken
to, and Sylvia Carrington, the daughter of the
rich man, frequently found cause for resentment because of this fact. Sylvia had taken
quite an interest In Darrell in an impersonal
way.
One day as Sylvia is being taken for a
drive by Darrell she reprimands him for not
knowing she is hungry. Darrell then suggests
that he will take her to a nearby Inn.
Sylvia
tells him that she has never entered a restaurant alone and asks him to take dinner with
her.
Darrell consents, and the moment Darrell removes his cap and gloves he is transformed from the perfect employee to a perfect
gentleman. During the dinner Sylvia's interest
has grown, and as the two start to leave the
Inn Darrell helps her on with her coat.
She
thanks him for being so good to her and her
nearness makes Darrell forget himself and he

eous at

all

is

times,

kisses her.
The drive home Is a
silent one, and as Sylvia leaves the car Darrell
his repentance and he tells her that he
shall leave her service.

stoops and

ject a picture prop-

advertise ments
which cover the entire

motion picture

field,

reviews of fea-

tures that

depend on
there

is

you can

— in

fact

not a branch

That evening Sylvia astounds her father with
that she is going to be married

341

(G.

Wilson)

(Roberta

Mack).

Scenario

(Two parts— June 10).—

Raymond Nye); The

;

and

Girl

(Hay ward
Doctor
production by Jacques

The

Jaccard.

Pacing up and down his narrow cell, 341 was
interrupted by the arrival of one of the guards.
The warden had received papers from the governor permitting 341 to go out on probation.
He notified the guard of this, .and requested
that 341 be brought to his office before leaving.
In the long hours of his eonflenment 341 had
often brooded over the circumstances which
had sent him to prison, and planned over and
over again how he would revenge himself upon
those who he believed had sent him up.
With the change from the prison uniform to
He
civilian clothes 341, too, becomes changed,
goes into the warden's office, and is given what
possessions he had when he was placed behind
Arriving in the city, :il
the walls.
a room and immediately plans the execution of
his long hoped for vengeance.
the days of the past in which he
his chum, a young doctor, both sought to
i*

shows
_

THE CAGE MAN
The cast:

on the screen,

of the business that

i

not

is
then

of
Darrell having kissed her and
will send for Darrell,
states that the young man does not
of the marriage arrangements, as he has

know

not spoken to her about

It.

FULLY

in the

but intends leaving

Carrington sends for Darrell.
Sylvia pleads with tier father to
mvernatlon and
finally persuades him
her to hide In
the adjoining alcove
"arlng
colored scarf nnd as she draws behind (he
tains the scarf slips from In r
boulders and
falls to the floor.
Darrell comes Into the room and after a
their

covered

tells

when the father says he
Sylvia

service.

l

i
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short

com

ei

bis gentlemanly b< ai Ing
Can Ington
ittltude will be one
of business or sentiment, :n,.l Darrell tells him
thai thi v can leavi
bi
bu Ini
qui
Ion out
of the discussion.
The fatl
be
ill
mil
stand In the way or ih.

17

Madison Ave.,

I

I

I

i'.

people
to

If

he can

which she has

support her in
been accustomed,

thl

Sylvia,

In

New York

City

The young doctor took his defeat nobly
and for a long time did not even see the girl.
341 goes from had to worse, and spends all of
The doctor
his time drinking and gambling.
sees the wife neglected and is unahli
bestowing upon her his sympathy.
341 finds
day and angrily
the doctor away.
A child is born to the couple. The father,
half drunk In a gambling
learns of the wife's Conand goes to the house himself. Through
is
lulled through the orWith
deal, while ::il refuses to go bom, at all
the break of day. the party break- n:
arrives home to find his wife and u
his drunken condition he mistakes
In
the relation between the two. and. pulling n
gun. threatens to s, ml them
rv on their love making unhindered.
The buti. r. bearing the dJi
o arrive on the
'

dition,

>

•

>

I

i
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starts to shoot the doctor.
In the struggle one
of the policemen is shot and falls to the floor.
It is for this crime that 341 was sent to the

pened,

pen.

Hermia

down.

Brooding upon and magnifying his Imaginary
wrongs, 341 secures a loaded revolver and determines to be revenged. He spends many days
in

June

search,

his

and

officers

is

(Five

Hermia Challoner

Haven)

;

Markham
Leonora

J

she

lied to Olga, that

now

their vagabondia

she detests him, and that,
spoiled, they must part.

is

Their next meeting is in New York at the
of Mrs. Hammond, a social leader, who is
giving a party.
Private theatricals are to be
the feature of the evening.
As Hermia enters
Olga tells her she hopes she will like the play,
as she wrote it herself.
Later Hermia is horrified to And the play is a story based on her
summer's adventures. Olga spreads the gossip
and Hermia, seeing herself the object of scan-

home

is ashamed and broken hearted.
Markham
is indignant.
.Mrs. Hammond, hearing the scanquestions Markham. He tells her the whole
truth and how innocent of wrong Hermia is.
3 at Olga's
taking ad-

dal,
dal,

"

Bing's

and that Olga

is

ostracized from her circle of

friends.
Markham finds Hermia has left her
home and spends weeks trying to find her, all
to no avail.
Finally, one day he receives a
package containing nothing but a tiny bell\ He
recognizes the bell as being like the ones Hermia wore on her vagabond costume. The postmark is Vallecy and he knows it is a silent
and that she is waiting for
the
garden.
him
He hurries with all

Home

,

l

Parts— June 5).— The
(Flora

raises the trap door and t
now triumphant. Hermia tells
brought down the game and to

is

w~

his

RED FEATHER.
THE MADCAP

Parker

De-

Olga Tcherny (Vera DorPa)
John
(Richard Sterling).
Scenario
by
Ainsworth.
Produced by William

\

Entertainer

;

VICTOR.
OBJECT— MATRIMONY

Hermia Challoner, nickiiam
has become so satisfied with

the

cast: George White (Harry Myers):
Molly (Rosemary Theby)
Aunt Julia (Jennie
Nelson); Hitchem (Jerold Havener). Written
by Paul West.
Produced by Harry Myers.
George White, a young clerk, is discharged
for continually being late.
Molly, his sweetheart, rings him up to remind him not to forget to buy the engagement ring. George groans
as he receives this message, and registers that
he cannot buy the ring unless he gets a job. We
next see him at a newsstand looking over advertisements in the "Help Wanted" column. At
last
he sees the following advertisement
;

introduces her
John Markham, a portrait painter. Although
he interests Hermia, she is piqued at his treatof her. Markham later goes to an isolated
island to paint.
Hermia, who has a country
estate on the mainland, goes aeroplaning and
purposely lands on the island.
She disables
the machine in landing, and Markham, who
meets her, tells her that no boat will stop
at
the island
for
three days.
Olga
and
others arrive.
Meanwhile the aeroplane has
been fixed and Hermia flies home. Markham
afterwards spends a week-end at
Hermia's
home.
Hidden from sight in a high-backed
chair, Hermia overhears Markham tell Olga he
starts for Normandy on the morrow.
Later
Olga tells Hermia she thinks she will take a
trip to Normandy, and Olga, who has become
rather jealous of Hermia, is surprised and disto

It projects
as perfectly
possibh
the

ment

when Hermia
company her.
pleased

tells

Light

is

a

provided by a baby
with current from

arc, supplied

the ordinary electric light socket, controlled through a special

"Wanted,

The baby arc

develops
with about

power,

candle

amperes

is

800
six

The rheo-

of current.

stat supplied

suitable for

110,

150 or 220 volts.

her that she will ac-

"lightning artist." Hermia is speeding to Trouwhere Olga is staying, and meets with an
accident to he r auto.
She meets Markham and
learns what he is doing.
She longs with her

on

investigating

everything.

Al-

though Olga causes much suspense, she doesn't
discover Hermia, but is still suspicious and gets

of supply
boxes are

for
3f

Hermia and Markham coming toward

subject s.

1,000 feet

Reel
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machine
long,
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i
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attractive

George on her parlor
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and

her
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BING BROTHERS
MANUFACTURERS

John Bing, Sole Representative

381 Fourth Ave.,

his

table,

is 24

the lodge.

Markham tells Hermia to climb the ladder to
the attic and escape through the window. Olga
enters and. finding Markham, looks around, But
can find no trace of Hermia until she notices
the mud on the ladder and feels sure that Hermia is in the attic. She then starts to talk to
Markham, inventing tales of the days they have
spent together and his vows of constancy. He
is too astonished to reply at first and as he is

handsome

Now we s ee Moly place a photograph of
Shortly afterwards
table.
aunt, Julia Cutey, pays her a call, and
announces that she has come to the city to be
married, having secured a husband through
an advertisement in a matrimonial paper.
Julia, happening to see George's picture on the
parlor
says:
"That's
picture!"

Set up a id ready for use, the

is
leave that night and discover the chauffeur
lowing them.
Markham sends him about his
Then they struggle on through the
business.
forest until, exhausted, they discover a hunting
lodge. No one seems to be around, so they taV
possession.
The next morning Olga is seen by

man,

:

ville.

allow hei
She purchases a costume and determines to
earn her living. She is known as Yvonne Deschamps. Markham passes as Philadin, a lightning portrait artist.
Markham, now in love
with Hermia, proposes to her in the rose garden at Vallecy, but she laughs and conceals her
love for him.
In the meantime Olga has made
inquiries and is suspicious that possibly Hermia
and Markham may have met and are together.
so she starts an investigation.
Markham and
Hermia join a small band of performers and go
to the Alencon Fete. While Markham is sketching the villagers at the show and Hermia is
playing her instruments outside the tent she
sees Olga in the distance, tells Markham and
She knows her reputation will be
disappears.
destroyed if Olga sees her. Olga sees Markham

young

to the ladies,
for position
of great trust.
Salary $150.00 weekly.
Apply I. Hitchem,
Broker, Suite No. 3345-3346, Bolivar Building."
Outside of the office there is a line of applicants of various types.
After a while,
George's turn comes, and he is allowed to enter
the office. Hitchem asks him to be seated, and
as George sees a lot of women's photographs
piled up on Hitchem's desk, he says
"I
thought this was a broker's office?"
Hitchem
answers: "So it is.
I'm a marriage broker."
George starts to leave, but Hitchem detains
him and tells him that all he had to do is to
meet a lot of women and pose as a handsome
husband.
He has to propose to each applicant for
a husband and place an engagement ring on
the finger of each. Among those to whom George
becomes engaged are Julia Cutey, a middle
aged spinster, and Mrs. Kiddley, who has five
children.
In each case the wedding day is
set for some future date.

rheostat.

John Markham goes to Normandy, attired in
vagabond clothes, and travels as an itinerant

insists

Parts— June

(Two

7).—The

Madca

seeks happiness in danger and
friend, Countess Olga Tcherny,

anil

1916

Wh,

who know he

i

cast:

Olga
has

stle for f
-s Markh

'

.-

invariably

followed and
is a paroled
convict.
He begins to fool the effect of the
tension, but finally locates his wife
and the doctor.
- itches them through
lighted window and
a the little child go in to
bid her parents good night and hears the little
one ask its mother where her daddy is. The
mother tells the child that her real daddy Is
in heaven and the little one goes to bed.
A
reaction sets in, and 341 realizes that the
woman is now happier than he could ever have
hoped to make her. Thoughts of vengeance are
forgotten, and he desires to get back to prison.
He sneaks in the window and kisses the child
without awakening her. As he comes from the
grounds, he is suddenly halted by a bunch of
cops, and the resentment against the police
which he has felt since they hounded him,
comes to the surface. He attacks them with
fury, and before being overpowered, succeeds
in putting several of them on the hospital list.
A low days later the warden is called to receive another "guest" and discovers his old
friend 341, who says he has come back home

hunted by

her she

10,

New York

Molly laughs, and maintains that this is impossible, as it is the picture of her fiance.
After the departure of her Aunt Julia, the
maid announces her Aunt Susan from Rahway.
Whereupon Mrs. Kiddley and her brood of children enter the parlor.
Mrs. Kiddley tells
Molly that she has come to town to be marOne of the kids sees George's picture
ried.
and exclaims "Look, mamma, here's a picture
Molly again declares
of our new popper!"
this to be impossible, as it is the picture of her
fiance.
Just as Mrs. Kiddley leaves George arrives.
He is given a warm welcome. Everything seems to be going on satisfactorily until
George pulls out one of the Hitchem's stock
engagement rings and puts it on her finger.
Molly is struck by the resemblance of the ring
She is about
to those worn by her two aunts.
to denounce him, but makes up her mind to
remain silent for the present.
After George has left, she picks up a copv of
the matrimonial paper left there by her Aunt
In this she sees the advertisement inJulia.
serted by Hitchem to furnish any lady with a
Thereupon, she goes to
handsome husband
Hitchem's office, and is ushered into the reception room.
George scarcely looks at Molly
:

June
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his own comes to him.
The Pages notice his
abstraction and start to cajole him for not
getting married.
He tells them that he has
never found the right girl.
Sometime later
Craig is invited to a party given by the Pages.
One of the attractions of the event is a fortune
teller.
Craig being the only bachelor present,
is the first to have his fortune told, and he
is told in four days hence at the hour of four
there will be a woman in distress at a place
where many people are eating. She admonishes
him to go to the aid of this woman. Craig
is skeptical
and makes light of the event to
those present.

her veil.
He recognizes her and falls back
dumfounded.
After mutual explanations, all is forgiven
and George embraces Molly, but their troubles
are not over yet. Mrs. Kiddley, with her children, and Julia Cutey arrive at Hitchem's private office.
In order to avoid meeting them,
George locks the door of the reception room
and he and Molly escape by another door.
However, they encount"
candidates who make
it is with great difficulty that they £
their escape from the building.
Out "of revenge, all the women rush into Hitchem's office
and nearly murder him.
After their escape,
George and Molly hunt up a clergyman and
have the matrimonial knot securely tied.

THE SCORPION'S STING (Three PartsMasters serves his prison
term and is released. He meets an old sea-faxing acquaintance just returned from a voyage
with a pocket full of money, and is taken by
him to a low opium den run by a disreputable
Chinaman. Here his evil genius appears
and suggests that
should possess himself c
his companion's earnings.
Masters declares that he would sell his soul
for wealth, and the evil spirit shows him an
easy way. To accomplish his purpose he does
not stop short of murder, and with the con-

Four days pass.
tion

June 9).— Moren

1

!

diking Jftlm

later we find
idling company
ub, and to all
able member of society.
;

him managing

10TH FLOOR

CANDLER BUILDING
NEW YORK

dir<

-

.

Here we see him despoiling the widow and
orphan, on terms of friendship with the
ultra-respectable, and secretly living a life of
licentious depravity.
His fancy is attracted by
the charms of Peggy Lofting, daughter of the
Bishop of Lowden, and he is soon received by
them as a welcome guest, though he is regarded

the

with unveiled suspicion by Peg's fiance, Gerald
a young curate, who, through the
influence of the Bishop, is appointed to a fashionable West End church.
Masters determines
to rid himself of one whom he regards as a
dangerous rival.
The young curate himself
does much to prejudice his hopes of advancement for he carries out the duties of his curacy
with more zeal than discretion and berates his
with such vigor that he

IN

FEATURE
PHOTOPLAY

ment in the papers of the forthcoming engagement of Masters to the daughter of the Bishop
of Lowden convinces the cast-off mistress that
he has no Intention

carrying out bis comShe goes to bis borne with murder in her
heart, but Masters meets her in the grounds.
There is a violent struggle, and for a second
time his hands are stained with blood,
joins his guests, but the woman's injuries are
ool Immediately fatal.
When the reception is
at its h.-ight^she staggers In and denounces her
the ground In a
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Written by William (long, Produced bj Cleo Madison.
Frank Lyman in private life is known as a
loving husband and devoted father; In reality
he is a notorious crook, and is known
• ntlellian
tleman George" t>\
a long time did ell his work alone.
01
hut when he made the a. .piami mice of a girl
lane .Inn. s. the two did several jobs
Gentleman George pretended to the
girl that he was a Single man. and had Often
reason to believe he was in love with
ink and a woman
She
of a >\\. 11 mansion.
learns that the woman is his wife and the lit(Georgia
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country his evil splrll appears at his side and
Masters realizes that the tirn. ha e,.mc for hl'n
•^ pay the price of his worldly

with the waiter at exactly four
Joan demands an explanation of the
o'clock.
Page has arrived meanwhile and Craig
note.
tells him of his romantic finding of the girl of
Joan begins to see light and she
his choice.
and Mrs. Page decide that it will never do
Some time
tor Craig to find out the deception.
later Mrs. Page writes a note to a friend as
"The fortune tilling scheme worked
follows:
Dosia
fine.
Thev will make an ideal couple.

ALIAS JANE JONES (Two Parts— June 8).—
The cast: Alias Jane Jones (Cleo Madison);
Eddie Sloan
William Mong)
Frank Lvman
Mrs. Lyman (Margaret Whist(Kay Hanford)

Something New

pact.

i

come deeply smitten with the girl, proposes to
her.
She tells him to wait awhile yet.
They arrive at the Page home and are greetThe girl, seeing how well
ed by Mrs. Page.
Craig is thought of, determines that it would
not be such a bad idea and agrees to Craig's
proposal. When Mrs. Page returns to the room
she sees the two extricating themselves from
Joan and
an embrace, and smiles happily.
Mrs. Page retire from the room and Joan
shows Mrs. Page a note which she received
stating that she must not fail to go to a certain restaurant on Thursday and get into an
altercation

PRODUCTIONS
AND

and his daughter, Masters employs the t— ...
of a woman to whom he has promised marriage.
Arranging that he should be discovered
in a position which, to anyone credulous, might
be construed as compromising, he succeeds In
breaking off the engagement.
An announce-

partner.
They set out for the Page
and on their way Craig, who has be-

business

home,

ANNOUNCE
AN INNOVATION

'

In spite of his determinaof the fortune telling,

nothing

Her purse, containing the
visit some friends.
address of her friends, has been stolen and she
The only clue
has no idea where they live.
she has is that they moved to a new suburban home. She tells him their name is Page,
and he immediately tells her that Page is hia

Co., 3tac.

nivance of the Chinaman he disposes of the
body and subsequently adds to his ill-gotten
gains by gambling with the frequenters of the
place, against whom he has the luck of the
Devil.
With this beginning he starts a systematic career of fraud and deception, and

think

to

it continually recurs to Craig's mind.
As the
hour of four approaches he gets more and more
restless and Page watches his growing uneasiness with a lurking smile.
At last Craig
can stand it no longer and. looking around tosee that no one observes him, he sneaks out.
He wanders into the tea room described and
at one of the front tables he finds a woman
having trouble with one of the waiters.
Her
helplessness appeals to him and he goes to
her assistance.
The waiter recognizes Craig
and the matter is straightened out. He tells
the girl to pretend that she knows him in
order to avoid any difficulties and the two sit
down to a little dinner. She tells him ttiat
she is a stranger in town and intended to

think*

b.r companion

I'er-
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to return and see if it
her husband to hav
the room.
The crooks hear her and Jane,
recognizing her as Gentleman George's wife,
hides George In a closet before admitting the
woman.
Unable to find her husband, Mrs.
Lyman leaves. Jane and Eddie leave George
after telling him they hope never to see him

time later she decides

was

possible

for

Jane and Eddie come to California, and Jane
makes the acquaintance of .Miss Hoke, who is
known as "Sunshine," and her brother David.
Sunshine

is .111 invalid and takes a great liking
David has fallen in love with Jane.
is
still with Jane, and the whole city
disturbed by a number of successful burglaries, which the police are unable to trace. David
declares his love for Jane, but she tells him
that their paths lie wide apart.
Gentleman George is stopping at the hotel
and is recognized by Eddie one day in spite
of his changed appearance.
Eddie tells Jane
of his arrival, and through a ruse she gets
into his room.
She starts to search the place,
but before finishing, is interrupted by the return of George.
He realizes some one has
been in his room and makes a search.
Jane
hides in a trunk, and thinking George will not
Search again, she tries to force the drawers
of a dresser.
George hears the noise and returns in time to catch her.
He draws a gun
on Jane and threatens her with an
dares him to turn her over to the officers and
displays a miscellaneous assortment of burglary
tools which she had concealed upon her per-

to Jane.

Eddie
is

George laughs at her collection and in
contrast shows her a set of the latest things
in the burglary line.
Jane tell? him that she
is
preparing to rob a hotel and finally persuades him to help her.
At the opportune
moment, she gives Eddie a signal and rushing
in he overpowers George.
The morning papers are full of the capture
of a notorious burglar, Gentleman George, and
arc lavish in their praise of the well-known
detective,
Alias Jane Jones, who had been
trying to capture the criminal for a long while.
son.

David
receive congratulatio
in locating Jane and brings her to the invalid
sister.
Before allowing Sunshine to congratulate Jane. David suggests that he have a few
minutes' secluded talk with the girl, which the
invalid smilingly agrees to.
When they return
their happiness is evident, for the girl detective is soon to become the wife of David.

THE FALSE GEMS

(Jul

\ngns Leroux (Rupert Juli
Her IFather (Mark FenElsie Jane Wilson)
Fred Von Twiller (Douglas Gerard)
:on)
iVritten by E. J. Clawson. Produced by Rupert
;

[

;

Angus Leroux and his wife have a happy
little home.
Leroux is one of the bookkeepers
in a commercial house, and frequently, unable
to finish his work at the office, brings his books
home to work upon them there. Mrs. Leroux
In
has one inordinate fondness for jewelry.
their household lives also Michael Henning,
her father, a cynical old man.
The Lerouxs
have a friend in the person of Fred Von Twilwork, Leroux
would frequently insist on Von Twiller taking
night in order
ler.

by

Exhausted

the

day's

You Are

faithful

Proud

;

bedroom

He

begins to accuse his wife.
Von Twiller is
thunderstruck. Old Michael looks on the scene

with his cynical smile.
Mrs. Leroux goes to
the jewel box and finds the necklace is missing.
Leroux is working himself up to commit a deed
for which he would always repent, when old
Michael pushes the trio aside and grabs up the
box.
He tells Leroux that the jewels were
genuine
that he had saved up and bought
them for his daughter to play with. He told
them the jewels were paste, knowing that if
the real value were known that more than
likely they would be sold and the money spent.
Leroux begins to sob. Von Twiller slips out

10,
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her that In

for jewels.
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Kittie, Jims wife (Edna Hunter); Dr. Turr
(Chas. Ogle)
Mrs. Turner (Norma Winslow)
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—There

is no other individual piece of photoplay
theatre equipment which
has as much to do with projection results
the results
which every picture play
patron notices and talks
about as the screen. It
follows, then, that if you
are alive to the benefits to
be derived from real lip advertising you will realize
the advantage of installing a
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Radium Gold
Fibre Screen
—The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE

SCREEN

is the most widely advertised projection surface in the
picture trade.
It is the only picture screen known to photoplay
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identified
results.

by name and popularly
with perfect projection
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The starter discharges him, accusing him
wrongfully of drunkenness, and when he goes
get his wages, the cashier tells him that
there is nothing coming to him, as the missing
tire put him back $25.
On his return home,
the doctor tells Jim that the baby's case is
serious, and urges that a specialist, Dr. Turner,
be called into consultation.
Jim calls on Dr.
Turner, who is about to take the case, without
enacting his customary fee, when a rich man is
ushered in and persuades him to attend one of
bis children without delay.
Jim is dumbfounded, and tries to prevent the doctor from leavto

ing him in the lurch.
The doctor loses his
temper, and pushes him aside.
It turns out that there is nothing the matwith the rich man's child, except that it
has eaten too much.
Later in the day, Jim,
on his return home, finds that his baby has
died, and that the heart-broken mother has
Leavhad repeated fainting spells from grief
ing his wife in the care of Mrs. Cassidy, he
Meanwhile,
goes out resolved to seek revenge.
Mrs. Turner, as the doctor is detained on an
important case, drives off alone in her limousine to attend a fashionable reception, instructing Carter, the colored chauffeur, to return
with the car about midnight.
Shortly before midnight, Jim, with his face
partly masked by a handkerchief, enters the
He comes into the
house of Dr. Turner.
nursery through a window, and while he is
examining some trinkets on a dresser, the doctor's little boy crawls out of bed and tries to
Jim laughs and
hold him up with a toy gun.
humors the boy. Then he put him back to bed,
and waves him goodby after assuring him that
On
he won't take anything from his home.
leaving the reception, Mrs. Turner slips as
she is about to enter her ear, and the colored
chauffeur, Carter, catches her as she falls backCarter, who has been
wards into his arms.
drinking, flatters himself that he has made a
conquest and, when Mrs. Turner alights at her
home, he follows her upstairs.
Jim, who is on his way to make his escape,
hears them coming, dodges into the library,
Mrs. Turner enand hides behind a screen.
ters the library, turns on the light, and tells
Carter, however, advances
Carter he can go.
towards her, and catches her in his arms, and
Jim throws the screen aside,
tries to kiss her.
knocks the negro down, and beats him to a
Mrs. Turner has fallen in a faint on
finish.
the floor, and a maid who has been awakened
by the rumpus, rushes in to look after her.
Jim takes Carter by the colar, drags him downstairs, throws him into the street, and makes
his escape just as Dr. Turner arrives.
The doctor enters the library and hears from
his wife of Carter's disgraceful behav ~
ter

call at his house.
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Mrs. Cassidy (Nellie Slattery). Written by RobHill.
Produced by Robert Cumniings.
Jim Slocum is a taxieab chauffeur. His baby
is taken ill, and on his returning from his day's
work, Jim makes his wife, Kittie, go to bed,
while he watches through the long silent hours
of the night to save the worn-qut mother. The
next day, while off duty, Jim drives home to
see how the baby is getting along, a"nd another chauffeur
from his
Jim
taxieab stand, and owing
his prolonged vigil the night before, he falls

ones.
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Leroux and Von Twiller return after
a happy evening, and Leroux, placing the revolver in his coat pocket, comes into the room.

friend.

age her craving

Your Theatre

Mrs.

;

of

1

;

Sometimes Leroux feels inclined to blame his
wife for her fondness for jewels, but when she
tells him how fond she is of the false gems,
and that it is her only weakness, he is inclined
to let her feed her vanity.
One evening as
Von Twiller and Mrs. Leroux are out enjoying
the opera, Leroux decides to get rid of the
false jewelry and to cure her of her weakness.
He accordingly takes the jewels to a pawnbroker and remarks that he doesn't think they
are worth much.
The jeweler makes a close
examination, and tells him that fifty thousand
dollars would be a very low price for the
gems. Leroux returns home, and at once suspicion begins its insidious work.
The more
he thinks of the matter the more the suspicion
grows, and he has fully made up his mind that
Von Twiller, who is very wealthy, has given
his wife the jewels.

Juno

of the house.
Mrs. Leroux goes to her husband and takes his head in her arms.
She
forgives him lor his outburst and the worst
pang of remorse is his unjust suspicion against

King

Jim

induces

Jim

tu

But when he shows him the
he is caught, and looks

thinks

But the doctor
for a way to escape.
Jim breaks down and conallays his fear.
fesses that he is on the verge of starvation and
that his wife, even now may be dying from lack
The doctor gets Jim to act as
nt nourishment.
his chauffeur, and thrv drive to the tenement.
After examining Kittle, the doctor tells Jim
that a good rest will restore her to health.
She is taken to the hospital under the doctor's
A month later, Kittie is convalescent.
charge.
Jim has a job as the doctor's chauffeur, and
He points out a
takes Kittie out for a drive.
cottnso near the doctor's house, and tells her
that it is to be their home, provided for them
about

by Dr. Turner.
into

their

Shortly

new home.

afterward they move

June
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HIS LITTLE STORY (June 6).— The cast:
The Tramp (Matt Moore)
The Wife (Jane
Gail); The Reporter (Bert Busby)
The Bar;

;

trump card and, under
accompany him to
to

hows
result

Produced by Matt -Mot
On a rainy Sunday afternoon, the tramp
The
enters a saloon by the side entrance.
bartender is about to put him out when he
produces a coin, and calls for a drink. Presently
sits down at the same
The reporter, realizing
that the tramp may provide him with interestThe
ing copy, shoves the bottle toward him.
tramp, as he drains his glass remarks
"Because she was untrue to me, I killed the woman
I
loved."
The tramp tells the following:
The tramp, stylishly dresed, is seen in a
handsomely furnished room, bidding his wife
good-bye.
He turns to his friend, as he does
this,
and says to him:
"Take good care of
her, Tom, while I am away."
Later we see
the tramp returning unexpectedly, and is as-

a reporter enters and
table with the tramp.

:

threat,

the

forces

Cameron

where he
which are the
and power.

slums,

the terrible conditions
of his industrial cruelty

Dorothy rushes

recognizing her in her new guise,
away with him. Robbins plans to show Cameron
his own daughter and her condition as a cli-

max

to

his

Evelyn what

object lesson,
has occurred.

but

from

learns

He and Cameron

ing crazed with drink.
Came
truth and tries to get his daughter to
return to him, after denouncing his intended
son-in-law.
The girl has learned to lovo
She and
Robbins and refuses to leave him.
Robbins are finally married and the great
Cameron fortune goes to making easier the
burdens of the down-trodden laboring clas9.
the

THE CODE OF HIS ANCESTORS (June 9).
John
cast: Stephen Carter (Ben Wilson)
Dorothy, his daughBelmore (Jack Newton)
Preston
Moore
(Dorothy
Phillips)
(Charles Ogle). Written by Catherine Carr and
Produced vy Rajmond L.
Harry Dittmar.

— The

then takes his grip and leaves the house.
enters a pretentious corner saloon, where
he is greeted by his friends who drag him to
a table, and as they drink to his health, he
"I am on my way home.
says.
Just got
in."

The newsboy enters with evening papers.
One of the men buys a paper from the newsboy, and shows the tramp an article headed
"Tom Blake and Mrs. Howard, wife of Henry
Howard, found dead by maid. Mr. Howard has
been out of town for several days." The tramp
:

reads the article with simulated horror, and
then sinks back in his chair, as if utterly over-

come by an unexpected tragedy.
The scene now dissolves, and we again

see
the tramp telling his story to the reporter and

bartender.
As he finishes the account of his
domestic tragedy, he remarks "It was a perfect
alibi.
^ trust I have entertained you gentle:

tenement house.
He tells them of his .„
experience, and from the substantial evidence
of his return to affluence, his associates gather
that his improvised domestic tragedy has given
him the opportunity to exerci
skill, as he is now the owner of a gold watch,

and displays money that he could never earn
by honest toll.

REX.
AS IN A DREAM (Three parts— Jul

The

cast:

Donald

Sydney Ayres)
Bruce Cameron
(W. F. Canfleld)
_..
Powers (Richard
Evelyn Wilson (Olive Golden)
Mr
Robbins (Nanine Wright).
Donald Robbins is a settlement worker in
the slums.
Among others whom he helps and
cares for is Evelyn Wilson, a sweatshop worker,
who has been ruined by Bronson Howard, a
son of the idle rich.
Bronson Powers is the
fiance of
Elaine Cameron, daughter of the
multi-millionaire factory and sweatshop owner

Elaine Cameron

;

(Doris Pawn)

;

;

Sterling)

;

;

Bruce Cameron, a narrow-minded miserly man
whose sole use for his immense wealth is endowing memorial libraries to perpetuate hi?
daughter, is out riding, she has a fall
her horse, which affects her memory.

from
She

and after

corn-

wanders into the slum

support of the

little

district

family.

Meanwhile Cameron makes every effort to
his daughter.
Robbins bees in the paper
item referring to the mysterious disappearance of Elaine Cameron and confirms his
that she is the daughter of the
oppressor of the laboring classes.
He is immediately moved to return her to her father
but then realizes that God may have
find

the

suspicions

ter

;

Schrock.

Dorothy Belmore, a Southern beauty, is loved
by two men, Stephen Carter and Preston Moore.
Dorothy is urged by her father, who is in
marry Stephen, who is heir
Moore, though practically
without money, is an experienced business man
of middle age.
He goes to New York, promising to return for Dorothy as soon as he has
made enough money to marry her. After his
departure,
Dorothy yields to her father's
financial straits, to
to a large estate.

Dorothy accepts the devotion of her husband
as a matter of course, but secretly idealizes
the memory of Moore.
Stephen's father dies
and it is then discovered that he has been speculating in the Cotton Exchange and has lost
nearly everything except the family homestead.
Stephen takes possession of the family estate,
where for lack of funds, he and Dorothy live
hard struggle

to keep up the home.
Dorothy Is
not particularly happy, but devotes herself,
like a good mother, to her five-year-old boy,
called
"Sunshine."
Moore,
meanwhile,
has
prospered in New York, and upon his first visit
to his Southern home, he meets Stephen, who,
unconscious of Moore's love affair with Dorothy, invites him to pay him a visit.
Moore
accompanies him home, cherishing a secret intention of revenge on the man who has married
the girl he loves.
In the evening, Moore is seated alongside of
Dorothy, who is playing for him on the piano,
while Stephen, who has his back turned to
them, is talking to his boy.
While glancing
in the mirror, Stephen sees Moore squeezing

Stephen kiss his wife, and overhears
ten her that Stephen is a coward to let
her live in poverty.
Moore urges Dorothy to
elope with him.
Dorothy consents to do so
as soon as her husband is out of the way.
Stephen, utterly overcome, stands before his
father's portrait and says, "Help me, father, to
acquit myself in this ordeal,
irding to our

mm

At breakfast the
lorning, when the silver cover is removed from a breakfast platter,
before the amazed gaze of Dorothy and Moore,
two duelling pistols are disclosed, together with
a check made out for $25,000 to which no .signature has been attached.
Stephen explained that one of the pistols Is
loaded and that he and Moore will draw for
It,, thus taking an equal chance, or that Moore.
if
he is too cowardly to fight, will sign the
check, making it payable to him (Stephen),
Moore, terrified at the thought of possible
death, at the height of his success, proves himoward, as Stephen thought he would,
and -igns the cluck instead of taking a chance
with the loaded pistol.
Stephen then endorses
the check and hands it over to Dorothy, telling
in
securing the money frou
ifeguarded her future happiness as a
man of Moore's type would desert her ana Wave
her penniless.
inothing
I

persuade him to withdraw the order for closing down his shops for two weeks and to
'

"

fair

wage

to

his

workers.

Cameron

to her room and breaks down
crying, as she embraces her child.
Stephen,
under the impression that Dorothy has left the
tells the Southern mammy to bring his
boy to him.
When the servant doesn't return
with the boy, Stephen goes to the bedroom,
where he is at first tempted to strike Dorothy
for not having taken her immediate departure,
but is overcome with emotion when Sunshine
draws him to his mother, and a reco
is thus brought about.

house,

;

;

He
He

take her to New York.
Dorothy repulses
him, tears the check to bits, and Moore slinks
out of her presence.
Then she seeks her husband's forgiveness, but Stephen tells her that
the code of his ancestors compels them to part.
to

Havey. Produced by Ben Wilson.
Ben Haskell is the newly elected sheriff in
a small town up near the Canadian border. He
is the only son of his widowed mother.
Ben Is
in love with Beth, whose brother, Steve, has
fallen into bad company. He is seen often with
Lige Harlow, the head of a band of opium
smuggler
Steve helps Lige bring the opium
across tt
in the dog sleds, although Ben
has warned him of the danger of any „,.
quaintance with Lige.
Ben takes his oath of
ofhee on his mother's Bible.
Soon afterward,
Steve, acting upon Ben's advice, tells Lige he
is going to break with him for good
and all
Besides, there is a pretty little girl, Beth's
friend, Annie, for whom Steve is coming to

But Lige persuades the boy

down

trip

revenue

officers,

the

off
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In the endeavor to rescue Peg,
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through the snow, and

Marcus has
is in danger

ROLL

to take

the river with -him.

search of opium smugglers,
They track the dog sled
finally come upon the
men at the river bank. The revenue men attempt to make an arrest, but Lige, grabs
Steve s gun from his belt and shoots.
In the
melee, Lige and Steve makes their escape. The
gun with Steve's initials is found and brought
to the Sheriff.
He, of course, knows that it
belongs to the brother of the girl he loves. He
starts off after Steve, who has rushed home.
Steve tell all to Beth, who hides him in the
attic.
When Ben enters she tells him defiantly
that Steve is not in the house, but Ben sees
the fresh mud on the rungs of the attic ladder.
Ben tells her that his oath of office means much
to him and he cannot break the trust it placed
in him.
At this juncture Steve comes downstairs, and in a broken voice, tells
all to Steve,
bteve then realizes the truth— that Lige was
the murderer and not the boy.
He listens intently as the boy tells of the opium
smuggling,
and then sets off after Lige. He breaks into
the
opium den and during the fight which ensues
is shot in the arm.
Hi,e *?u
se» nave a stru es'cClenched in
„„
each others fierce embrace, they fight
back
anil
it),
across the den, destroying everything
ill
it.
He manages to round up Lige and the
others and lead them to justice.
And Beth,
cognizant of the wrong she was about
to do
l n
y l0V<?S ber flnds his rin S «><>
snn<"'i , n
?
«
" and Walts for hls
return

jump
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who would

destroy it, and thus endanger the
inheritance of Peg.
All his attempts to escape
from the cellar are fruitless.
Having Lund safe, Marcus then turns his
attention to Peg, and stops the panel from
Peg is
Blidlag any further into the water.
reassured again at finding the water growing
no deeper, but all of her fear returns when
she discovers the evil face of Marcus looking
pulls
semi-darkness.
Marcus
at her through the
her to safety, and as Peg demands of him what
he intends to do with her, he sneeringly turns
away as though he would leave her to her fate.

arrive at the headquarters of the gang, and are
stealthily approaching it, when the fateful hour
of twelve arrives, and Peg's strange inheritance
Her frail
sistible hand upon her.
by the most piercing shrieks, and
body is
all "of their strategy to surprise the gang goes
be3 are overpowered
The i
for nothing.
reach Dr. Lund, and are put to
fore they

1916

the Prince, who is carrying the unconscious girl
across the desert, encounters Monte, the lion,
which attacks him. The Prince is killed, and,
having destroy., a thing of evil, the soul Of the
old Egyptian Prince is released from the body
of the beast.
The captain, in rapid pursuit of
the abductor of his sweetheart, comes upon
Margaret just as she regains consciousness,
and now relieved of the Rajah's Influence and
once again her old self, a happy reconciliation
takes place between the young lovers.

On or About

1

June 10th
expect to be settled

I

in

my new store, 727
New York City—

Seventh Ave., at 49th Street.

CUB.

The

scious of the fact that Marcus had been so near
her, returns to her home, and is informed that
Marcus had boon there, and was then on his way
She expressed impatience,
to the counterfeiters.
but can thijk of no way to interecept him.
She does not dare return, for her husband,
having learned of the burning of his circus
tent, and the failure of his agents to procure
Flips letter, has returned to the circus himself to protect his property and arrange for
She fears to
continuance on the road.
Its
show her hand in the counterfeiting game
through running into her husband.
Dr. Lund's appearance at the circus encourages the discouraged performers, to whom
the loss of the tent is the loss of an entire
season's work.
His willingness to continue
makes everyone happy except Flip, who is well
nigh distracted over the disappearance of Peg.
In the midst of the general rejoicing, however,
Peg rushes into the tent, and informs them of
the
Dr. Lund, Jr.'s, desperate situation i

10,

and from whence they never return. Meanwhile,

film centre of the world— You know your
orders have always been filled promptly in
the past and if it is possible to give you better
service from my new store you will get it. I
will carry in stock everything for the Motion
Picture theatre and only the best goods which
money can buy.
SUCCESS will be YOUR

JERRY'S BIG LARK (June 9).—The
Jerry

Ovey)

first

;

cowboy

cast:

(George

Directed by Milton Fahrney.
Jerry and the daughter of a well-to-do fam
ily are very much In love with each other, but
the father objects to Jerry's attentions. Jerry's
persistence causes the old man to take his family for an automobile tour, but before doing so
he has an encounter with Jerry.
The family
starts away
the girl is in tears.
Jerry, who
is not to be outwitted, leaps on the rear of the
automobile.
Some distance out In the country
they are halted by a motion picture company
'3 working, the director having asked the
motorists to stop
Interfere with
the scene.
A number of genuine cowboys have been engaged to pose in the picture which is being produced.
Jerry peers out from his place of concealment to see what Is going on, and when

MY

SUCCESS.

(George

DEAL WHERE YOU GET THE

BEST TREATMENT-

AT HALLBERG S

;

i

i

are after him.
They are only motion picture
cops, but Jerry does not know that.
He runs
off and hides.
He witnesses a scene wherein
a cowboy is choking a girl in a melodramatic
way, the girl screaming for help. Not realizing

'

i

<

flight.

Peg

i

is

back into the

captured and dragged shrieking
as the episode ends.

cellar,

Hallberg 20th Century
Motor Generator

roughly by the cowboys and the father, seeing
Jerry's plight, is elated and rewards the cowboys for their good work.
After the family starts a^ iy, leaving Jerry
behind, a bright idea occurs t him. His sweetheart's family are to give
reception in the
-e. and Jerry hastily writi
signs the father's name. The note Is
ion to the cowboys to attend the reare
wearing that
they
day, as the father t
> surprise his guests.
-'
The night of the i
es, the guests
are all assembled, when the cowboys, following
Instructions, ride into the house and proceed to
shoot things up, the guests fleeing in alarm in
i

Mutual Film Corp.
Adjustable for
THE LIOX NEMESIS (Two Parts— June

— The

10).

cast: Margaret Grey (Margaret Gibson)
Carlyle (William Clifford); Major Grey
Karma (Al. Garcia).
(Frederick Montague)
In punishment for a mortal sin committed, the
soul of an Egyptian Prince has been reincarnated in the body of Monte, an African lion,
and as the cycle of time passes the fallen one
ever seeks release to the soul of man. Sin has
not been eliminated from the world, and extreme evil resides in the heart of Krama, an
Indian Rajah. There is but one influence which
this wicked Prince fears and that is the influence of the lion Monte which is now a member of his menagerie.
Major Grey, an English army officer, is stationed at the military post in the district over
The major's daughwhich the Rajah rules.
ter, Margaret, has just been betrothed to Capt.
Carlyle, a young officer in the major's command. The Rajah conceives a wild infatuation
for Margaret and being possessed of a weird
hypnotic power, he proceeds to exercise it on the
The
young girl to further his evil designs.
young captain is mystified at Margaret's growing indifference towards him and her apparent
lt
in the Rajah, not being awa re that his
sweeth art's will and mind are
under the
control of the Prince.
At a a embassy fete the Rajah by silent command, compels the girl to meet urn n the garwitnesses Margaret about to yield to the Prince's
advances and promptly challenges him to combat.
The guests interfere and a tragedy is
Margaret's father believes the capaverted.
tain to be a victim of unreasonable jealousy,
and thus the breach between the young couple
;

Capt.

;

,

.

r

,

One 30 to 70
Amp.D. C.Arc

$286
For

110 or 220 volts, 60 cycle, 2 or 3 phase
For single phase, $46 extra.

of All

A. C.

This Perfect 2Lamp
Switchboard only

heart is as much frightened as the other guests,
Approbut Jerry finds and reassures her.
priating one of the cowboy's horses, he mounts
it and, with the girl behind him. rides oft, too
late for the irate father, who has been rescued
by the police, to prevent the elopement.

$57.50
for (2) 30-40
arcs
with

amp.

rheostat.

15"

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE

volt

and amp. meters
and special field

—No

directions.

all

The cowboys proceed to make merry with the
liquid refreshments. The contents of the punchbowl being too weak for their taste, they perFather
mit their horses to drink the punch.
and mother seek refuge under a bed, and are
kept prisoners by one of the horses who proceeds to feed upon the mattress. Jerry's sweet-
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(Thanhouser—

The Girl
Five Parts— June 11.— The cast:
Her Sweetheart (Fraunie
Gladys Hulette)
Fraunholtz)
Her Father (J. H. Gilmour) The
cook Vale Benner) His Wife( Kathryn Adams).
The story opens with the broker, who, as the
head of the company, was promising quick returns on investments, suddenly disappears. Another "get-rich-quick" bubble had exploded. The
case was ordinary, it was averred by the officials,
for the man had imposed on a gullible public and
made off with their money to live in ease in some
:

widened.

by the apparent animosity of the
towards him, the Rajah orders the
beast killed, but the animal's keeper, who has
become greatly attached to the lion, cannot induce himself to carry out his orders and to
avoid his master's displeasure sets the lion
free in the desert. The Rajah utilizes his power
over Margaret and forces her to a clandestine
meeting, whereupon he proceds to forcibly carry
her off. A guard, who has witnessed the event,
reports the occurrence to Capt. Carlyle.
The young captain, with a small detachment
of his company, proceeds to the Rajah's palace
to demand the return of Margaret, because
from the reported events he now suspects the
Prince's undue influence over his sweetheart.
A servitor of the Rajah, whose ill-will he has
gained, informs the captain of the secYet retreat to which the Rajah takes his favorites
Irritated
lion Monte

'

Line.

Other Sizes and Styles
upon Request.

,

is

i

country.

But there was a different story. The man had
been the victim of a scheming couple. He was
the tool of two wizards of high finance who used
him to cover their tracks and take the blame for
The escape of the broker had
their misdeeds.
ben accomplished in a clever manner. While
his .laughter detained the detectives by talking
to them, he left the table of a dinner party given
at his home and from that time no trace of him

To help the needy ones who had suffered by the
apparent mismanagement of her father, the girl
turned over all her property to the creditors and
withdrew to earn her livelihood by working in a
Among those who
dressmaking establishment.
attended the creditor's meeting were the actual
criminals and they selected as their next victim a
voting man who had lost a few thousand in the
crash but who could easily afford to lose more.
He was very sympathetic with the unfortunates
"

seemed "easy."

New York
fellow had rescued

her,

she told him that her

June
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husband's meagre earnings had been wiped out by
the crash and that they had nothing left. The
young man escorted her home and said he would
help them to a new start in life.
While the woman and the "sucker" were out in
the latter's automobile chance intervened to upset
The girl, who had
tlu plane of the conspirators.
retired after the flight of her father, was struck
by the machine. Despite the fact that the woman
made sure to inform the young fellow who the
upstart was, he evinced a great interest in her.
To destroy this interest, the scheming woman
She had the employer of the
tried a novel plan.
girl send the young woman out motoring in expensive gowns, arranged for the young man to
see her, and insinuate that the worst possible
conclusion was the only way to explain the
sudden acquisition of wealth. This trick proved
useless for the lover investigated and found that

MENGER
& RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Poster and Lobby
Display Frames
304-6

W.

42d St.,

GOES LITHOGRAPHING
CHICAGO

testimony the swindlers were speechless and were
silently escorted to prison to await trial.

EQUIPMENT

-«S»-

Our
ainded her of how they had disposed of her
father. Then they became boisterous, feeling sure
of their victim and recalled the details of the
plot that had eliminated the father.
Their talk suddenly ceased when they saw their
bookkeeper followed by the young man and a
While the crooks
policeman enter the room.
raged at the bookkeeper who has betrayed them,
the old man smiled, removed his wig and glasses
and introduced himself as the fugitive broker.
He had determined to disclose the real criminals
and, with the aid of the police, had installed a
dictagraph, listened to what was said and arIn the face of this
ranged for their arrest.

catalog

E. E.
152

cast:
i

Ima Knutt (Orral Humphrey) Liza Knutt
Stuart)
Mrs. Banks (Gladys Kingsbury)
;

IMxic_-

;

;

-«S»-

coven the
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We're Always Ready
Bry. 4922

He
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Woman Who

with

Dared"

BEATRIZ MICHELENA

their horror come to him as his breath leaves his
body. He reaches the bottom and obtains a new
lease of life- win n hi
lied by the
horrible monsters of the deep,
He Is rescued eventually by a mermaid, who
lends him her coach and horses.
Ima arrives at
the surface in the sea shell coach drawn by sea
horses and is dragged from the water by motherin-law and Liza who, with the aid of the guard
have seen the accident and have- come to his

—

makes a dash for liberty. He dlSCOVi
running a blockade is not the easiest thing In
the world. Whichever way he t
an auto and by means of It breaks through
the cordon of his pursuers.
Th. > escape and
begin life anew.
Peterson
spies

i

Th.I

|

;

ci

I

1

'.,,,,

Mh

the

I.

lecture to which he listens penitently, vowing
never to accumulate another past.
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Alexander E. Beyfuss, General Manager,
(Three Parts,ii,i

i

w

time, his discarded sweetheart serves him with
a summons, while a sheriff stands guard at his
home with a warrant in his pocket. He is placed
under arrest, but the sheriff consents to go with
him to give him a chance to take leave of his
wife.
He introduces the sheriff as a business
friend of his with whom he must start out on a
business trip without delay. They have hardly

among themselves.
The noise of the scuffle attracts K
attention who immediately hastens to her husband's assistance. At her Bight
to make his escape with her
irrespective of
Pulling Rosemary after him he
consequence.

Even Better Than

nw

in twos, then In battalions.
He manages to
introduce them as uncles and granduncles and
has the "pleasure" of beholding his wife accord
them a grand reception and embrace and kiss
her "relations."
When they leave, Rosemary

out

the boat.

Qrei

marrying her, he will repay them with compound interest. He then makes haste to propose to her and she accepts him.
A fortnight after the wedding, Peterson and
Rosemary are in the seventh heaven of bliss.
Then things begin to happen.
His creditors
begin invading his home, at first singly, then

warrant for Peterson's arrest. Each claims him
as his own and he is pulled hither and thither
between them.
Finally they decide to fight It

'

June

—

finds

a congenial spirit who, for a share of the contents
of his bottle, iirst explains to him that it Is necessary to have bait on his hook to catch fish and
then spina such a wonderful yarn of deep sea
fishing that Ima is persuaded to hire a boat and
put out to sea, accompanied by his friend.
They arrive at a spot in tho ocean where his
friend informs him they are bound to have success.
They fortify themselves for a battle with
the denizens of the deep. Much to Ima's astonishsally gets a bite, and a big <~

THE TRAIL OP THE THIEF

(Gladys Leslie)
Peterson's Former Sweetheart
(Elise Jordan).
High-life and the sweet charms of femininity
are expensive as Peterson ultimately learns. His
path through life is fairly paved with creditors
including a woman. After having promised the
latter to marry her, to get rid of her importunity, he falls in love with his new bookkeeper,
Rosemary.
He insists on taking her out to
lunch and on these journeys has much ado to
avoid encountering his creditors.
To get rid
of them temporarily he convinces them that
Rosemary is a millionairess and that after
;

A

Make Your Appointments by Phone

Ima thinks he is going to have rather a slow
time but when he arrives at the fete he discovers so many fascinations that it is only with
difficulty that Ilza and mother-in-law can drag
him away from the fascinating damsels who want
to teach him to swim.
Ima is placed on the pier
with a rented rod and line to occupy himself with
the harmless pursuit of fishing.

with the necklace he stole and attempts to force
her to his desire. Gale is worried at Dorothy's
failure to return and waits at the office while the
crooks are pulling the job.
An electric signal
tells him of tampering with the vault, and, with
his men, he hurries to the store.
The thieves
are captured.
Dorothy's revolver found, a confession forced, and Gale goes t
:
her from Vallon and t

FULTON COMPANY

W. Lake St.

Sun Photoplay
IMA KNUTT GETS A BITE (June 4).—The

CO.

NEW YORK

MOVING PirTIIRF
MACHINES

iniiifr.-d

San Rafael,

Cal.

ADVERTISEMENTEUS (June 5).- The cast:
Oscar (Claude Cooper); Conrad (Frank E Itoi
'I'h. -re
w.r. two restaurants ou the block, and
the proprietors thought they w.rc rivals.
The
facts of the matter were that neither did any
business, and In all probability the' aherlfl would

have

had them by

•

r.nic

ml
man's man,
shy of won

a

.i

cm.

Vallon,

with a

in-r

,

a

i.

.

with

lii

r

name

He

i.ui
'•'

.i

now had

it

happened

not

.!

quickly

Conrad boeamo
nil.

would

been hanging around a jewelry s
a client. The man senses her business ana arranges with his confederates to get her out of the
way. He comes out of a saloon and enters a tail.
She enters another one standing near, and Is
seized and bound and carried to the crook's
rendezvous, where they intend holding her until
after the contemplated robbery.

Get acquainted with "FULCO"
The Department Store

employ but had earned their confidence,
letter to the girl purporting to come from her
The girl kept
father asking her to meet him.
her appointment and found the n

but the
it

Dorothy meets Vallon later and they become

NEW YORK

CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR
POSTERS
m Broadway

Vallon.
She is chagrined,
hostess decides not to follow it up, as
put suspicion on her guests.

a

is

rather
party

popular and wealth; young

fel-

a

made
sandwich man.

«'<

posed as a "passerby," who went inte> raptures
over the bfll "i tare and the statement that
place told fOOd "like fath, r HBl d
When
crow. collected Oscar found
i.ad a procession Into the restaurant, and husith.-

I

m

to

II

boom.
The rlyal
than >\er. and

Unhappy

|
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revenge Induced him to listen to the plea
of a beauteous maiden who had a scheme to

June

1916

10,

for

•win

away

installed at a stove In the
made flapjacks in public.

crowd, and the boss
of the pals informed them he would dispense
with their services unless they counteracted the
drawing power of the girl across the street
They tried several schemes without result, and
then Conrad met and fell in love with his
business rival.
She confided to him that HIS
boss had offered her $150 if she would quit,
which led Conrad to say that HER boss had
tried to bribe him (Conrad), and he proposed
that they accept the offers and get married on
the money.
The girl gladly agreed, for she
>

SONG SLIDES

the trade.

The maiden was
show window, and
She won away the

fickle

making

getting tired of
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MY HEART"
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"There's A Dear Little Mother
Longing for You To-Night"
and

Birmingham, Ala.— Hearts throb as thouin gray march to strains
beloved "Dixie."
Thousands attend 26th
Confederate Veterans reunion.
San Antonio, Tex. Red Cross Preparedness.
Mrs. Fred Funston and women of Fort Sam
Houston do heroic work for sick and injured

sands watch veterans
of

—

Thousands

SPECIAL

to

gallons

of

of
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Y.— First
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New York

132d Street

chine coroplt
reel feature, "Victims of Satan," $50.00 with
3 reel feature, "Does Crime Pay?"
paper.
Simplex mechanism,
1
$75.00 with paper.

THANHOUSER
JOHN BREWSTER'S WIFE (Two PartsJune 0).— The
Howard)
his

cast:

wife

;

(Ethelmary Oakland)

John Brewster (Ernest
(Ethyle Cooke)
baby
maid (Carey L. Hast;

;

ings).

"This place

Pictur

._.

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG.
Dept.

W.

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

MOVING PICTURE
MACHINES AND SUPPLIES

his prospective father-in-law when that sprightly
individual sneaked out, presumably headed for

nearby saloon where he could sit down and
rest.
His wife telephoned to the refreshment
establishment, but the barkeeper told her the
she wanted was not there.
(Diplomat,
that barkeeper.)
Then the wife went around in
person, but was headed off.
She returned home
in tears, declaring she had been shamefully
treated, and adding
"They wouldn't treat me
that way out West, where women have the vote."
All this time the suitor had been dancing
and dancing, but he had reached his limit.
He collapsed upon the sofa, and his lady felt
sorry for him.
She said she would go in the
kitchen and help her mother, and while she
was away the young man fell asleep. In his
dreams he was transported out West, and there
he found that the wife's words were true. He
saw the family and followed his sweetheart to a
dance hall, where she was the queen of the

is

stifling

good condition— $140.00

ILLINOIS
28

THEATRE SUPPLY

N. LaSalle

St.

CO.
Chicago

:

revolver, led him home, tied him t. _
and explained that she intended to have some
target practice. The young man interfered, was
chased up a tree, shot, and fell down again.

in

His tumble from the sofa brought the women
from the kitchen, and just as they helped

him

to his

feet

his

I
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« Fiash /

in

:

WeDon'tSell

"peeved," and told
chap, who replied:

his story to the younger
"Cheer up!
Think what
might have happened had she been a cowgirl."
he told his dream the husband admitted that matters might have been worse.
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NO. 74 (May 31).
Charleston. Mass.— New naval supply ship is
launched.
The "bridge" slides off the ways
at navy yard here.
Sacramento, Cal. This city celebrates completion of million dollar causeway.
East and
west sides of river are united.
Subtitle
Steinbacher in his slide for life from dome
of Capitol building.
Ci t ?;-."~ Ten
thousand
national
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New York City.— Air

speed wonder starts
for Washington. D. C.
This machine makes
100 miles per hour and broke the long distance
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Great Scene Painting Studios
in four hours.
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Medtord. Mass. Back t<
dancers revel in open air.
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and left.
However, a baby's lisped request can often
the fiercest pride, and John Brewster
went to the city to bring his little
daughter's mother back to her.
But there he
found Fred, who had always been infatuated
with Elizabeth. Elizabeth had just scorned him
and told him that although she was going togo in for a career, she was going "straight."
But John Brewster's strict upbringing made
him suspicious, and when he found Fred in hiswife's room he denounced them both without
giving her a chance to explain.
Elizabeth decided to live up to his opinion of her. But Fate
prevented. Fred was arrested for forgery a few

came back to her little hall bedroom, and there she found a note from her
husband. John Brewster had heard of a railroad wreck which his wife might have been
killed in had she been visiting relatives, as he
had told the neighbors she was. He wished
that this had happened.
For he preferred that
his daughter should have no mother at all than
one such as she was.
And he told Elizabeth
that he was going to take advantage of the wreckand report her dead, unidentified, for he believed that his daughter would be happier loving the memory of a good mother than possessing an evil one.
Baby's birthday arrived, and she insisted on
having her mother's picture at the party table.
a stir of wind blew in at the window and
whisked out one of the candles, the baby exclaimed that perhaps her "Angel Mother" baddone it. And just outside the window was the
baby's mother. She came back with Fred, who-

When

in.

And when

—

her hust._
scorn at the
cited little woman.
But Elizabeth, who came
from the city and who had given up her stage
ambitions to marry Brewster, rebelled under the
narrow conventions of her husband's home town.
So, when she received a card from the manager of her old company, saying that they were
playing in the big city nearby, the old longing
for the freedom and kind-heartedness of her oldi
friends surged within her.
She rebelled against
her husband's harsh criticism of "her people"
with

to the "edge"

:

father-in-law-elect strolled

Husband and wife had an argument, and
wife flounced off to the kitchen.
The man was

killing

It's

finally

ilt— $150.00
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man

Then he awoke.

free
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By TED BARRON
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a

give»

fruit

statue
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looked

If one does manual work all day, it is rather
hard on the feet to be compelled to dance at
This was what the young mechanic
night.
thought when he called upon his "best girl,"
and she immediately began making the records
do their duty, while she instructed her fiance
in some fancy steps.
The young man sighed,
for his corns were prtoesting, and he
led

ripe

all.

_ West

Big Patriotic Hit

flapjacks.

sandwich post across the way, was horrified
when Oscar told him he had put "gunpowder
Conrad fought with
in her baking powder."
(Did you ever see two sandwich
his old pal.
men, burdened with their boards, fight? It is
funny.)
He then ran into the restaurant, but
was unable to prevent the catastrophe. The
flapjacks blew up, and there was much excitement. The patrons were somewhat "battered,"
Conrad and the Girl left
but not badly hurt.
triumphantly for a ministers, while the wicked
Oscar repented of his crime, because he had
endangered the life of the woman his friend
had loved.

militia.

Cash with Order

$3.50 per set

417-419

So.

Clinton

Street,

Chicago

had escaped from prison.

Fred had

him from her husband.
When the baby went to

c

for

sleep

Elizabeth

en-

home she left a year ago. But her one
hope was blasted as John faced her, as stern
and unrelenting as ever, and told her that the
"dead could not come back." When she pleaded

tered the

with him, he allowed her to go and, just look
and she could not summon enough
She told
courage to ask him for the money.
Fred bitterly that it was no use. And then as
they went along by her husband's hank, Fred
pointed to it and said that there was plenty of
money in it. And the woman stopped short,
for she remembered the old combination of the
main vault. The baby, as if she had felt her
mother's presence in her dreams, called her
father and asked for her "Mamma." The father
walked over to the window to hide his emotion
and saw the two figures working at tfie door of
the bank across the way.
When John Brewster appeared before his wife
and Fred as they were working at the combination of the safe, she laughed at the revolver he
pointed at them, and told him that it was a useless weapon, because if he shot the townspeople

at the baby,
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ARE YOU GETTING READY ? ? ?
For the

SIXTH NATIONAL EXPOSITION

AND CONVENTION OF THE

Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of America
and the Motion Picture Industry

Coliseum

Chicago

-

July 10th

to

18th

Illinois

-

Inclusive

15,000 bona fide exhibitors within 10 hours' ride of Chicago.
This vast army are the real buyers of your goods.
If you, Mr. Manufacturer, have not reserved your space, do it now.
Show your goods where the summer breezes blow.

Apply

WM.

SWEENEY

J.
Chairman Convention Committee

for space to

LOUIS

H.

FRANK

1413 Masonic Temple Building, Chicago,

Manager
111.

of Exposition
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left Elizabeth turned and pointed her revolver at Fred and would not allow him to rob
the bank for fear the blame would be placed
on Brewster, and she did not want her baby's
father to be called a thief.
The next day she lingered in town to get one
last look at her baby, and she held the little
girl in her arms and gave her a letter for her
father and then went away. When John Brewster read the letter, in which Elizabeth told
him that his accusations had been false, and
that she had never done anything which made

he

HIGHEST GRADE

Developing and Printing
FILM TITLES
We

imarantee all work. Rive prompt delivery, it lowest
prices. Can furnish Expert Camera Man on short notice.

R.

Wabash Ave.

1620, S S.

38 (May 31).—
This release takes the spectator to one of the
most renowned spots on the continent. Travelers from all over the world have made it a
Transcontinental tours always
stopping point.
include this popular Colorado stop in their

The mighty mountain

14,142 feet
undoubtedly the best advertised
is
spot and the best known peak in the United
States.
Those who have actually seen the
mountain will have their pleasant trip recalled
to them, while to the million of others to whom
Pike's Peak is only the subject of encyclopedias
and writers, the views from the mountain will
bring the reality of personal visit. The famous
hostelry is pictured, and the ride up the mountain side on the cog railway that has made the
trip a pleasure jaunt instead of hard work, is
shown puffing its way skyward. The vistas that
unfold themselves to the eye from the top of
the peak beggar description.
itinerary.
high, and

Pathe Exchange,

WM.

Phone— Bryant

(Three PartsLinton (Sydney Mason);
(Iva Shepard)
her mother (MaMillicent
tilde Baring)
her father (Charles W. Travis)
Ethel, daughter of
Deyne (John Reinhard)
Millicent
and Deyne (Gertrude Robinson)
McClure, a factory employee ( John Mackin)
BobDora, his daughter (Birsha Shepard)
Blagg,
bie, her sweetheart (Albert Macklin)
secretary to Linton (James Levering). WritDirected by Edwin
ten by Paul M. Bryan.
Middleton.
Millicent, the daughter of a wealthy father
and mother, breaks he r engagement with Deyne
through foolish jealousy.
In pique, she becomes the fiancee of young Linton, a serious
minded fellow who sincerely loves her. Preparations for the marriage culminate in a prenuptial reception.
Deyne is present, having
been invited to be an usher at the wedding.
The sight of her former sweetheart reawakens Millicent's love for him, and Linton,
coming upon them unawares, discovers her in
Deyne's arms. He leaves the house, incensed,
after telling Millicent's parents of he r unworthiness.
Her father turns her from her
S).

—The

them

pat-
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Jungle Film Comedies
E & R JUNGLE FILM CO.
E.

Bill

Verdun, France.— Rails are laid throughout
the strategic defense areas so that batteries of
big guns can be moved quickly.

Beach Fashions.— ( Courtesy of Ocean Bathing Suit Co., New York).— Subtitles
A beach
cape with hood of black taffeta and a beach
cape of black satin.
Suit of lavender silk
trimmed with satin. A semi-empire effect of
black taffeta, with white silk trimmings. Dolly
Madison suit of pongee, with silk trimmings,
lape of old rose rajah.
Knitted Jersey
suit,
with silk knitted trimmings.
Russian
blouse effect with pantalettes and trimmings of

Miscellaneous Subjects

METRO PICTURES CORP.

Install

CORCORAN TANKS
Get No.

8 Price List

11%

JOH

NEW YORK

EXHIBITORS
Don't "wait" for business

"Go

after it"

DEAGAN
Portable Electric Una-Fon
Street and

A

Lobby Ballyhoo

12-piece Brass Band in a 31-inch
space. Weighs 125 pounds.
Your pianist plays it.

Write

J.
Deagan

for Catalog
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DORIAN'S DIVORCE (Five Parts— Rolfe
Photoplay, Inc.— May 1).—The cast:
Dorian
Keene (Lionel Barrymore) ; Florence Keen*
(Grace Valentine); Theo. Sanders (Edgar L.
Davenport); B. G. Holding (Lindsay Hall);

Henry Morgan (William Davidson)
Captain
Ross (L. R. Wolheim)
Puck (Buckley Starkey).
Directed by 0. A. C. Lund.
Dorian Keene, a broker, who has lost most
of his money in Wall street, and his wife, Florence, dissatisfied with her lot, wants a divorce.
Out of his great love for her, Dorian agrees to
allow her to have it.
While the papers are
being prepared Sanders, Florence's god-father,
confesses to Dorian that he has misappropriated funds belonging to Florence. He fears an
exposure, since she is getting a divorce, and
may demand an accounting. Dorla promises to
do what he can to protect Sanders.
They go to Dorian's hunting lodge, where
Florence agrees to meet Dorian with her lawyer.
There Sanders weakens and tells Florence of
the missing funds.
She turns upon him In a
violent temper.
A maid hears them quarreling
and soon afterward hears a shot. Hurrying into
the room she finds Sanders dead with a bullet
wound in his temple. She tells Dorian that
Florence has killed Sanders. In his devotion to
his wife, Dorian takes the blame for the crime.
Then he escapes in an automobile.
Down the road Dorian encounters a highway;

CITY

(Paddy McQuire).

Rooney, a politician, reads in the papers that
Bloggie spends his noon hour telling the other
employees that Rooney is a crook.
Rooney
later meets the father of the girl.
When they
reach the father's home they find the girl In
the arms of her sweetheart.
Rooney orders
father to get rid of Moon.
In the mlx-up which follows, Rooney gets the

I

Los Angeles, Cal.

Successful Concerns

home in his anger.
Twenty years elapse. Millicent's husband has
died and she is left in straitened circumstances with her daughter Ethel, a girl of
nineteen.
Linton has been highly successful
and is the owner of a big mill. He is a confirmed woman-hater.
Trouble arises at the
factory over improvements, and Linton takes
a firm stand against his employees.
Ethel
answers an advertisement from the office of
the factory for a new stenographer and Is acLinton, not knowing who she is, becepted.
comes strongly attracted to her, and in time,
proposes marriage.
Affairs at the mill come to a climax when
Dora, the daughter of McClure, suffers a Breakdown, following an accident.
She finally djes.
Her father, feeling that Linton is responsible
for the girl's death, vows vengeance.
With
other conspirators, he abducts Linton.
Ethel
learns of the plot and is carried to the secluded place chosen for his imprisonment, riding on top the limousine.
Discovered by the
conspirators, she is locked In an old barn with
Linton, and the place is set on fire.
The pair
make a spectacular escape from the building.

up.

:

:

New York

;

;

Warming

New York City.— Fifteen hundred athletes
start in the twelve-mile modified Marathon race.
Subtitles
At the eighth mile. A spectacular
final spurt helps Villar Kyronen beat Hannes
Kolehmainen (three time winner of the I
by t
inch.
Kyronen (left) is congratulated

Get acquainted with the

cast:

;

:

vester takes his family to town.
Philadelphia, Pa.— Twenty-five thousand persons attend military field mass at League Island
Navy Yard in memoriam to those in the Nation s service who died (luring the year.
Subtitle: Monsignor Drumgoole leads the priests.
Travers Island, N. Y.— The tournament of the
Amateur Fencers of America brings out some
spirited contests for the championship.
Subtitle:

Film Laboratories
Perfect Film Titles

Inc.

PATHE NEWS NO. 42 (May 24).
Denver, Colo. Sylvester Williams makes the
modern auto look like a two-cent piece alongside one of his own brand that eats coal, spits
smoke and runs on water.
Subtitles
You
thought it wouldn't move but just watch. Syl-

—

I

Established 25 years.
Personal atences.
tention in all cases.
N. MOORE. Loan
and Trust Building, Washington, D.

is

FLAMES OF VENGEANCE

lf.u'tu:

ions. Send
drawing and description of your
and I will give you an honest report ai to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent.
Highest refer-

"The Gnat Gets Estelle's Goat," another of
Harry Palmer's funny cartoon comics, occupies
several hundred feet of this popular release.

June

1916

10,

falls

Chicago

PATENTS

SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO.

Rooney

with an awful thud.
Rooney has Bloggie arrested for murder. But
father comes to, and Rooney promises him
some money if he will pretend he Is dead until
Bloggie is found guilty and executed. Father,
sore at his treatment, exposes Rooney, and is
locked up for perjury.
it.

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE COMPANY

Mai

GAUMONT

June

worst of

"F" and Free Trial Offer

DEAGAN

BIdg., 1776 Berteau Ave., Chicago,

111.

man who

holds him up, takes his clothing and
the machine, and leaves his outfit with the bewildered broker.
Further along the road the
automobile goes over a steep embankment and
the car is burned.
The body of the highwayman is charred beyond recognition, and every
one thinks it is Dorian.
Dorian, penniless, wanders to the water front
in New York, intedlng to take a ship for Europe.
There he learns that Henry Morgan, a
fellow broker, who was instrumental in making Florence dissatisfied with her lot, has
bought his old yacht, the Sea Gull, and Is arMorgan
ranging for a smuggling expedition.
has lost nearly all his money, and, in desperation, has taken a contract to smuggle Chinese
into this countrv for a thousand dollars a head.
Dorian succeeds in getting a Job aboard the
yacht as a stoker.
The yacht puts to sea, and when some distance from land, meets another vessel, from
which the Chinese are taken aboard. As the
vacht nears New York, Dorian, after many
thrilling incidents, gains control of the wireless
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1946
apparatus, and notifies the Federal authorities
of the smuggling scheme.
A revenue cutter
meets the yacht and the captain and crew are
arrested.
The captain names Morgan as the
man higher up.

Meanwhile Morgan has been pressing his suit
with Florence, who, believing her husband dead,
has agreed to man-,
ad he urges

AMERICAN

V-L-S-E, INC.
U:\UST-VITAGRAPH NEWS

PICTORIAL.
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dog show here,

in

Many

competing for rich prizes.
high-priced specimens of the dog king-

equipped

Perkins are

_3EL

studio

of seasoned Maple lumber, any length
desired. All leading makes of moving picture

made

Operating booths that pass inmachines.
New and slightly used. Get our
spection.
All orders
prices before buying elsewhere.
filled same day as received.
St. Louis,

Guaranteed

Mo.
in

Pacific
TanKs and Racks

thei
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New York, N. Y.—Hero firemen who have
risked their lives during the last year, are re-

to Lazy but Nap takes the necklac
and, with Fat's shoes on his feet, returns to
Fat's bedroom where he stuffs the necklace in
one of the shoes and leaves.
The next morning the loss of the necklace
is
discovered.
The widow is in despair but
Lazy comes to the rescue with his detecting
paraphenalia, and he and the chimps succeed

warded publicly by Mayor Mitchel, who pins
medals on the deserving "laddies."
Washington, D. C. Many society women en-

—

—

HEARST-VITAGRAPH

NEWS

PICTORIAL

NO. 36 (May 5).— New York.— The pick of New
York's police force parades and Mayor Mitchel
after reviewing the line of uniformed bluecoats,

London.

— The

Cymric, White Star

latest victim of the
ture of the big ship

The Service Bureau
neflclal

contact.

of the

C

Consult us

a

Camera Club brings
'-*b and mutually

j

FIRST and

get

li

"

NEWMAN "

Brass Frames and Rails

liner, is the

submarine torpedo. Picnow on the bottom of the

was taken shortly before she started her
last voyage.
Troy, N.
Students of the Rensselaer
Polytechnical Institute stage their annual push
rush.
Santa Monica, Cal. Hundreds of Japanese
families are left homeless by blaze which sweeps
their beautiful village by the sea near here.
New York. The exhibition given by the Motion Picture Board of Trade is opened by the
ascension of a balloon from the roof of Madison

Y—

—

—

Square Garden.

San Francisco, Cal.

— Scores

May Day

take part in a

fete here and Mayor
festival by plac-

—

John the Divine.

dral of St.

Governor Whit-

Mitchel take part in the cere-

monies and Bishop David H. Greer turns the
shovel of earth.
Chicago. The polar bears of the Lincoln
Park Zoo submit to the inconvenience of the
annual spring shower bath.
Washington. The National Horse Show here
Ralph Coffin's
attracts many society people.
horse "Rabbit' performs the thrilling feat of
leaping over an automobile filled with people.
Seattle. Wash.— Hundreds of barrels and bottles of liquor are dumped into the gutter by
officers who have confiscated enormous quantities of booze since Seattle went dry.
San Diego, Cal. The Shakespeare Day PageDiego exposition is s
t the San
by S
first

—

—

Read what Sam'l R. Tyler, Mgr. of the
Lyceum Theatre, Gull Lake, Canada, says
about

"NEWMAN"

goods:

..

remain.

Yours very truly,
SAM'L R. TYLER, Mgr. Lyceum Theatre.

r

Milwaukee.— Lake
craft

are

equipped

what can be done

—

boats built as pleasure
with guns to demonstrate
the way of preparedness

in

El Paso, Tex. General Obregon, the Minister
of War for the Carranza Government, remains
here in conference with U. S. military authorities on the question of recalling U. S. troops

friend's bungalow
suitcases bearing

are given the use

for their honeymoon.
"Just
the inevitable

Married" labels, they arrive at their destinaand begin on a period that bids fair to
be full of bliss.
But Fate sends Montmorency,
a stranded actor, striding down the railroad
tracks with his partners, Nap and Sallie, the
chimps, and he and the Newlyweds are drawn
together by a queer coincidence.
Montmorency is seen by a circus man who
covets the chimps, and the actor is forced to
sell his partners.
The circus man sends the
chimps in an express wagon to the station to be
shipped away but the express man is more interested in his book "Pity the Laboring Man"
than in his charges, and the box with the monkeys in falls to the pavement before the house
which shelters the Newlyweds. Nap and Sallie
emerge from the broken box and take refuge
in the nearest haven they find
which chances to
the attic of the Newlyweds' bungalov
:
Tlu-r
Mrs.
Newlyweds thinks that her husband is perfect
except for his smoking, and he thinks that she
is perfect except
for her excessive eating so
that when his cigar and her lunch vanish,
each blames the other and a quarrel is the
result.
As a matter of fact, the chimps have
made a raid from the attic and even at the
time of the quarrel, Nap is smoking peacefully
behind the hall rack and Sallie is enjoying a
lunch in the attic.
Finally mysteriously opened doors, laundry
baskets that sway to and fro, a syphon that
sprays them in the face as they open the kitchen
door and the noise of soft footfalls where no
persons are, lead the couple to the conviction
that the house is haunted.
They decide to leave, only to find that the
house has been mysteriously fired by the stolen
cigar which Nap has left on Mrs. Newlywed's
best hat on the rack in the hall.
The two rush
to

—

000

a

With
tion

—

York. Impressive ceremonies attend the
breaking of ground for the nave of the Cathe-

man and Mayor

HAUNTED. —The Newlyweds
of

'

of little children

Rolph honors the Queen of the
ing a crown on her head.

New

locating the criminal.
The widow refuses
hear Fat's protestations of innocence, and her
heart turns to the clever detective who has
recovered her necklace for her.
in
to

^pM 'KrVSiw

Cinema Camera Club n

sea

ball

Lazy's

Nap
Sallie
Nap steals a pair of Fat's shoes as he c
of the widow.
Sallie enters the widow's
by stealth, and steals the necklace whii

PACIFIC TANK & PIPE CO.
Los Angeles _- San Fra

with a monster parade and an automobile race
which is won by Eddie O'Donnell.
Fort Sill. Okla.— U. S. Army officers attend
School of Fire here, and witness artillery firing
by experts.

Lukins and Fat

Widow Farmer.

N'ap and Sallie, the chimps, are Italian street
One afternoon, they get into a scuffle
off, leaving the contents of their trays
Lazy happens
scattered over the pavement.
along.
He tries to solve the mystery of the
trays but finally stops his deductions to gloat
over a necklace which he finds among the contents of one of the trays.
He decides to forget
the mystery in the case and bear his trophy
to the fair widow.
Meanwhile the chimps have made a raid on the
delicatessen to the terror of the customers,
Lazy comes up
the widow, and Fat Perkins.
but is scorned alike by the widow and Perkins.
That evening Lazy endeavors to take the necklace to his love but Fat sees him as he lights
a cigar before the delicatessen with the necklace hanging from his pocket.
Fat thinks Lazy
has been robbing the delicatessen and gains
possession of the necklace after a squabble.
He then hurries off with the jewelry, determining
Lazy returns
to beat Lazy to the widow with it.
home. As he sits brooding, he decides upon a
which he caries out with the aid of

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

uality

with

and run

215-217 E.Washington Street

Chestnut Street

in

is

is
is

venders.

of
high
equipment

Airdome Benches

509

;

love
to the lady in question
of a decidedly industrious character.
a detective but his ability to ferret out
clues
lost upon the widow.
She prefers the
fat, but frugal, Perkins, who runs the delica-

Lazy

PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers

1916

JUNGLE FILM CORP.

SOME DETECTIVE !— Lazy

City

MOTION

L. A.

10,

The United States
of Mexico.
use of motorcycles for transguns 1 *
the border,

nickname doesn't appeal

CO.

New York

4Sth St.

t

list as •rookies" to learn military life at the
Navy League Camp near here.
Fresno, Cal. "Raisin Day" is celebrated here

R.

as she

West

LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
speediest boat on the Atlantic Ocean, with the
exception of torpedo-boats, is launched here.
More troops are moved into Mexico as the
hunt for Villa waxes hot. Soldiers are transported over Mexican railways in autotrucks

&

E.

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER

grade

I

now making

porting machine

(Trade Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue

him home, and together they tear up
the papers for the proposed divorce, which ehe
has kept in her possession.

Philadelphia, Pa.— The roof of the big Wanamaker Store is used for tennis and basketball
games, races and as a parade ground for men
and women's military organizations composed
of store employees.
San Francisco, Cal.— Canine royalty appears

is

Jfotoplaper
62

NO. -I (May

June

from the interior

The Newman Mfg. Co.
CHICAGO

CINCINNATI
717 Sycamore

St.

68 W. Washington St
117 GoldengrU *»*..

Coast Representative, G. A. Metcalfe,

San Francisco, Cal.

pack their suitcases.

But Mr. Newlywed's

umbrella persists in dancing about the room,
carried by some unseen thing, and they flee
into Mrs. Newlywed's room to find her nightgown waving aloft upon the arms of what is
apparently an apparition with its head hidden
in the white folds.
Mrs.
Newlywed faints at the continued
horrors, and Mr. Newlywed is at his wit's ends.
But help comes in the shape of the circus
man and the careless delivery man. The circus

June
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drive him back over the road he has just
the
traveled in order to try and find some clue to
missing animals.
They ring at the Newlyweds bungalow and
Mr. Newlywed, In fright, drops his wife on the
Boor and she revives. They both rush to the
door and upon hearing of the loss of the chimps,
s,.f an expatriation of the uncanny happenings
The chimps are loof the past several hours.
cated in the attic and everybody is happy.

ILLE

to

(

Peerless— Five

Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers. Ticket Chopper!. Change
Makers. Theatre Record Ledgers and Theatre Ticket*.
Catalog on request

gJBJEMgl

WORLD EQUITABLE.
FATES BOOMERANG

Ticket Office

COMPANY, 1M1 Aimlwaam

An.,

Oslrail.

Mica.

Parts

20).— The cast: /all (Mollie King);
Mildred
George Castleman (Charles Gotthold)
Arnold Morgan
Castleman (June Elvidge)
Directed by Frank H.
(Frank Goldsmith).

—May

;

;
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Developing
and Printing
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Guaranteed to be photogi
expert photographers

engin
of a
to tell the good
He hurries
the West.
As usual she is at
„ t „.s "to" Mildred, his wife.
the Bridge Club, or other place of amusement,
but being so full of his good luck he phones
However, she conher to come home at once.
tinues to play her game of bridge for another
An hour later she enters with excuses
hour.
it
to George, who allows her kisses to make
1

ber the news and she Is
talks of her going with
"Surely you do not expect me
He laughingly explains that
few months, but for years—
is not tor a
it
But she persists in
that it is a big railroad.
He makes arher refusal to go with him.
rangements for the trip, and goes off alone to
face the wilderness, with Mildred's words ringing in his ears, "When you want to see me,
you can easily come home."
George reaches the West and the building
of the road begins In earnest, but it is slow

He' eagerly

you?"

'

work

country.
One day
front of his hut

mountainous

the

in

Dan Holden, while

sitting

in

the mountains, with his little grandchild
in
Zell, sees in the distance the railroad crew
As they draw
breaking through the forest.

ALL THE PLAYERS
of prominence in any sized picture can be
furnished instantly-WIRE US YOUR
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

WANTS

ceipts.

THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN

PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of

is

the

for

point the Grand Master, in
the spirit of Myra, telephones to
assistance.
Strangely enough,
the medium commands Al-

this

doctor

moment

to answer his phone.
It is Myra speaking
the form of the Grand Master asking for
Before the message is completed the
connection is broken, this resulting from the
that the members have returned to the
lodge and have made their former leader a
prisoner. In Alden's laboratory the medium informs him that the spirit of his dead Hindu
colleague is telling him to go to the house in
the gorge quickly.
Alden departs. Having s

distance into the country in the neighborhood
of the gorge, sends her chauffeur back and
starts out on foot.
She arrives at the house,
where she finds the body of the Grand Master,

who possesses her spirit. Myra, now the personification of the Grand Master, tells him he
possesses her spirit and that she will restore
the respective spirits to their proper bodies, but
she must first hypnotize him, and herself.
Varney is outside the house and reports to
Myra that, should she desire it, he can release
the flood gates of the dam a short distance up
stream which will cause the house to be washed
away.
She returns and proceeds to hypnotize
the Master and herself.
At this moment Alden
arrives.
The Master speaks to him from the
lips of Myra : "If you kill my body hers will

She then hypnotizes herself and the Master,
and after a time the two astral bodies return
their proper imh
Myra la
the sweet girl, while the body of the Black
Master now contains his despicable soul. Alden
remembers his promise not to kill the Master
and rushes to the restored Myra. In the meantime the crafty Master withdraws and gives
Varney the proper signal. A moment later the
water hursts forth from the dam and the torrential stream descends with such force that the
entire house is washed away.
The Master
ly. while Myra and Alden are swept
down stream. After a long struggle Alden Is
to

that of the engineer. Months later, strange are
the happenings in the little mountain hut and
Zell
also in the beautiful home in the city.
is a real little mother, being called the little
of the hills, and George is bending over,
looking at their new born babe with true love
On the other hand, Mildred
and happiness.
has met a man named Morgan, a BIrtatlOUB
society man, who has designs upon her and
urges her to bring divorce proceedings against
her husband.
Leaving the city to get evidence against
George, Morgan and Mildred arrive at the little
Village, leaving in a coach for George's hut.
The driver, a half-witted chap, driving carelessly around a curve, drove bls_ wagon and
occupanl
life
well
terrible shock to George, but after
i
directing his men to give the three unfortunates
as decent burial as the little mountain place
could afford, he was at liberty to consider Zcll's
love for him in a different light with the result that after marrying the little mother of
the hills, he continues his work content at last
that his wife and babe are worthy of his

doctor.
At
whose body

in

shares her lonesomeness with

Zell

;

fact

nearer and nearer, day by day, both are fascinated by the work, never before having seen
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whereby she now possesses the spirit of the
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Grand Ma:
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She is very sceptical and refuses to
Is true.
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herself speakin

help.

Zell is attracks or steam shovels.
cars,
tracted to George and he somewhat to her. However, he explains to her that he is married but
she persists in seeing him, if only to cheer
him up. One day, while returning from watching the men at work, old Mr. Holden falls and
George carries him
seriously injures himself.
to his hut but the injury is too much for the
aged man to survive and he dies two days
later.

Myra

den

tells

him, she says:

not

is

it

Myra, but the Grand Mater
.Myra, and instructs him to get the body of the
Black Master from the lodge and to carry it to
a certain deserted house in the nearby gorge.
She then departs for the bank, where she withdraws her money.
ninn reigns in the Black Order. The
Grand Master has suddenly appeared in the
Council Chamber, something that he has i
done before. He seems frightened and yet imbued with a
mrage. He commands the members to clear
t from the lodge.
Once outside they are met by Varney, who e
plains to them the strange phenomena which
has happened. Alden, arriving at his laboratory,

at this very

when he

delighted, but
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
City.

"Amberlux."
LIVE WIRE MANAGER— Expert booker, with
Nine years' moving picture,
operator's license.
Worby, G46 E. 182d St..
vaudeville experience.
N. Y. City.
CAMERAMEN— Furnished with outfit— portable electric lights to rent. Features and industrial pictures produced.
Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
"Amberlux."
LIVE WIRE— Operate, manage, fifteen years'
experience.
Any machine, steady, competent,
open for proposition tell all. Ivey L. Daniel,
Valdes Hotel, Valdosta, Ga.
;

EXPERIEXCED OPERATOR,
wants

position.

equipment.

Projection

Go anywhere

if

sober,

reliable,

any

guaranteed,

C, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
ASSISTANT CAMERAMAN, experienced

photographer, would like to connect with some expert camera man and learn motion picture phoWalter C. Adler, 200 E.

tography. No salary.
<>9th St., N. Y. City.

STENOGRAPHER,
sires

position

young,

anywhere

in

married

de-

rflan,

Four years-

East.

Address,
experience in amusement business.
Competent, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN, with own outfit first-class
references.
Four years' experience steady reStradling, 133 Beech St., Yonkers, N. Y.
liable.
UP-TO-DATE MANAGER buys films bottom
price. Consistent in every branch of the busiSure to increase business.
ness. References.
George Birton, 630 North Villa St., Richmond
Hill, N. Y.
WANTED Engagement in America in a film
producing company by young experienced Eng;

;

;

—

lish film actress (great grand niece of the late
AdCharles Mathews and Madame Vestris).
dress Euginie Vestris, 46 Porters Grange Avenue, Smithend-on-Sea, England.

—

OPERATOR
Six years
ELECTRICIAN
stendy experience
any machine. Desires position in theater when expert projection is appreciated.
W. B care M. P. World. N. Y. City.
;

.

EXPEKIKNi'Kli FILM
knowledge

cutting,

film

ot

with

'Mtion

Address W., care M.

P.

MAX— With
and

tilling

large

thorough
editing,

corporation.

film

World, X. Y. City.

TECHNICAL LABORATORY SUPERINTEND-

ENT— Wishes
cern.
cago,

to

connect with first-class conS., care M. P. World, Chi-

Address L. M.
111.

HELP WANTED.
WANTED— Representatives

handle our new

to

Bond and reference. Ad101 ranch feature.
dress K. L. Williams. Bliss, Okla.
Moving picture camera owners in
Globe Film
every town to take local scenery.
Co., 937 Edgecomb Place, Chicago, 111.

WANTED —

DRAUGHTSMAN WANTED—Familiar

with

motion picture camera and printer design.
Film Co., 50 Spring St., Newark, N. J.

references.

ticket;

Classified Advertisements, three
word, cash with order; 50 cents
postage stamps accepted.

—

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS OPERATOR— Understands and
Wife crackerrepairs all kinds of machines.
Salary reasonable.
Will
jack picture pianist.
go anywhere. LeRoys, care M. P. World, N. Y.

B.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
FOR RENT IN OMAHA— Ground

floor hall
Central location.

with balcony seating 800.
Will remodel for moving picture house for long
lease.
N. P. Dodge & Co., Omaha, Neb.
FOR SALE OR LEASE— Moving picture room,
capacity 275
manufacturing city over 40,000.
Good location for experienced party. Reasonable rent.
Address American, care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.
;

SEND FOR LEWIS' MAGAZINE— Second edition

June

now ready

for

ful publication of its

distribution.

kind

in

Most wonderNearly

the world.

$10,000,000 worth of all kinds of business and
Lewis,
real estate opportunities to select from.
oldest successful, practical, commercial and inOffices, 578-5S0 Ellidustrial broker in Buffalo.
cott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

THEATERS WANTED.
CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical
Seventeen
moving picture broker.
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of

$50.22

A

per

minimum;

ture Broker.
Etabllshed 1806.
EllicottSq., Buffalo, N. Y.

"Amberlux."
show

WANTED— First-class

578-80

Offices,

located

In

fol-

territory
Arizona,
New Mexico or
Colorado.
Must be a money maker, and be
able to stand a rigid investigation. Want place
running 7 days per week, with dally matinees.
In replying, list and invoice the total equip-

lowing

:

ment.
Give size of town and number of competing shows and size of same.
State what film
service used and price of same.
Give the net
earnings month by month for past year.
Full
information must be given or no attention will
be accorded replies.
Banking references furnished on request.
Address P. O. Box 316,
Morenci, Ariz.
A first-class, up-to-date moving
picture theater, not less than 500 seats, New
York, Connecticut or Massachusetts.
Must be
a money maker, and running seven days a week,
matinee and evening. Must stand rigid invesGive complete invoice of equipment,
tigation.
expenses and income.
Information held confidential.
No brokers. Banking references given
upon request. Address A. E. Stacy, Plaza Apt.,

WANTED—

Washington

Circle,

Washington, D.

C.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT.
Richardson endorses "Amberlux" Filters.
FOR SALE Fully equipped theater, seating
250, open Sundays, located

—

i

"'
Populatio"
Peru. Ind.
FOR SALE or lease, movie in village of 3,000,
20 miles from New York City. Capacity 300;
equipment A-l. A., care M. P. World, N. Y.

street.

City.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
"Amberlux."
3,000 OPERA CHAIRS— Steel and cast frames
Player piano
All serviceable goods.
up.
Four asbestos booths, several machines.
new.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

60c.

$20.00

successful

How Would You

cents

1916

10,

.•vlLTi.Oii;

BUYS

a

size 12-15

flesh
ft.,

in

fibre

screen

worth

perfect condition. Rea-

Like to Save

Year

ON LIGHT?
By Using the PITECO Condenser System
You Improve Projection 50%
You Bring Out the Detail
You Save on Your Light
Price per Set, $5.00, Postage Paid

When

ordering state size projection lens in use.

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1604 Broadway,

Projection Engineers

CONSULT US FOR MODEL PROJECTION

New York

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

10,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
—

—

Continued from page 1768

WE

CAMERAS WANTED.

used moving picture maChines all kinds also opera and folding chairs
all goods guaranat about half regular price
teed In first-class condition, shipped subject to
509
Co.,
inspection.
Lears Theater Supply
Chestnut St., St. Louis, .Mo.

LARGE STOCK

of

for

cash.

Ad-

;

dress H. R. H.. care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

CAMERAS FOR SALE.

—

FOR SALB Slightly-used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reasonSecond-hand Monograph in good
able prices.
Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
condition, cheap.
N. Y.

up-to-date camera proposition ever placed upon
Send for
Tripods, lenses, etc.
the market.
particulars.
We also specialize in repairs and

City.

CAMERAS,

tripods,
printers,
perforators,
reoutfits,
polishers,
developing
private screening.
filming,
Special
Zeiss lenses, optelectromechanical reTitles,
Bberhard Schneider, 219 Second Ave.,
pairing.
N. T. City.
"AMBERLUX Lens Filters" complete, with
W.
business-getting advertising slide, $3.50.
D. Warner, Wyandotte Bldg., Columbus, Ohio.
OPERA CHAIRS—2,700 slightly used, 65c.
200 beautiful upholstered chairs reasonable. New
opera, 85c up. Open-air seats, 80c. Maple folding, 40c. Write for catalogs with direct factory
Atlas Seating Co., 10 E. 43d St., N. Y.
prices.

Improvements in all makes of cameras. R. W.
Pittman Co., 394 Canal St., New York City.

wlnders.

Richardson endorses "Amberlux Filters."
SAVE MONEY—Vistas $60. Jure $60. Pittman's $96 to $200. Peter's all aluminum $150,
guaranteed bargains. Ray,
all with F.3.5 lenses
S20 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. City.

—

PITTMAN PROFESSIONAL CAMERA—
;

ARE YOU A LIVE WIRE?— The summer

;

;

today.
1st.
trick crank,
lens F. 3.5,
case, $65.00.
2d.

five magazines and carrying
Ernemann, 100 ft. capacity, hardwood case,
Ernemann F. 3.5 Anastigmat lens in focusing
Our price, $72.00.
mount, standard size film.
.id.
Williamson M. P. camera, 100 ft. capacity,
teakwood case, equipped with F. 6 lens in focusing mount.
Our price, including sole leather
Kinograph M. P.
carrying case, $55.00.
4th.
camera, 200 ft. capacity, equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F. 3.5 lens in focusing mount, brand
Pittman, 200 ft. capacity,
new, $75.00.
5th.
leather-covered case, Zeiss Tessar F. 3.5 leris in
focusing mount.
Our price $75.00. 6th. Phantoscope M. P. camera, 200 ft. capacity, magazine
Very compact, fine mechanism.
side by side.
Bqnlpped with Carl Zeiss Tessar F. 3.5 lens in
focusing mount. Our price, with carrying case,
Ensign Daylight loading motion
$87.50.
7th.
picture camera, 100 ft. capacity, with Ensign
panoramic and tilting top tripod, in carrying

—%

old,

Sell at
perfect condition, guaranteed 1 year.
Electric bulbs, globes, fittings,
once, $250 cash.
Brady's Cafe, Ave. "A" and 66th St.,
cheap.
N. Y. City.

"Amberlux."
No. 5 and Edison movP. O. Box 1851,

FOR SALE—Power's

ing picture machine $45 each.
N. Y. City.
I

HAVE —A

Power's 6A completely equipped

Wm. Orr, 172 W.
sell for $160.00.
St., Chicago, 111.
SIMPLEX— Motor drive, used only short time,
$210 Power's 6A, motor drive, like new, $145
Motiograph. 1015 model, $116; everything comPowplete, including rheostats and rewinds
er's No. 5, rebuilt and perfect, $40; Edison ExJohns-Manhibition, rebuilt and perfect, $40
ville asbestos semi-portable booth, 8 by 12 feet,
Acme Theater Supply Co., 183 N. La Salle
$40.
St., Chicago, 111.
ONE 36"— Exhaust fan D. C. 220 V., complete
with starting box at $100. Henry Mestrum, 385
6th Ave., N. Y. City.
which I will
Washington

0th. Williamson panoramic and tilting
(46.00.
Our price, $26.50.
top tripod. In carrying case.

;

;

cameras at

diate service.
Real motion picture
Write
a great saving of money.
Vista 150 ft. capacity regular and
printing arrangement, Zeiss Tessar

KW, consisting of
LIGHTING PLANT
115- volt D C dynamo with flywheel and l'/2 H.
P. gas (or gasoline) engine, all mounted on
For
Almost new.
Switchboard.
iron skids.
sale or will exchange for motion picture camera.
William Olsen, 220 94th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
month

sea-

son is on. Why not get in on the big money
Big money in taking
taking motion pictures?
them for news, advertising and home talent. We
are specialists in equipping beginners. Our expert will be pleased to inform you if your loEstimates on comcality can be made to pay.
Highest grades
plete outfits cheerfully given.
developing and printing, title work and assembling. Our laboratory is equipped to handle
Immeall orders from 50 feet to 10,000 feet.

Motiograph, $60.00; 1911 Motiograph, f 75.00
Simplex Motor "Drive,
1013 Motiograph, $00.00
Edison ExPower's No. 6A, $150.00
$250.00
hibition, $65.00; Edison Type B, $75.00; Power's
Going quick; rush your order.
No. 5, $65.00.
Amusement Supply Co., 300-2 Mailers Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
FOR SALE— Galvanized iron booth $60.00.
Write for particulars. Crescent Film Co., 170
W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
FIRST-CLASS motor generator, with 7% H.
P. motor, starting box, field rheostat, with
Will draw up to 90
volt and amp. meters.
Inquire
Also Power's No. 6 machine.
amp.
Max Tischler, 159 Rivington St., N. Y. City.

Machine,

Zeiss

Tessar 2-inch lens, extra 3-inch lens, tilt and
panoramic tripod, two extra magazines, carrying case guaranteed bargain. Culler Film Co.,
Orangeburg, S. C.

GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 1008

FOR SALE— Simplex

on

N. Y. City.
50 SINGLE reels, comedies and westerns. $5.00
25 2-reel features, $15.00 each. AH full
reels and in first-class condition.
Check with
order.
Federal Fea. Film Co., 145 W. 45th St.,
N. Y. City.
each.

Mailers Building, Chicago,

111.

Phone 5961 Franklin.

City.

;

commission basis.
New York Film
Laboratories, Films Sales Dep't, 145 West 46th
film
St.,

NEW MODEL

NO. 4 Plttman Prof, camera
ready. Automatic dissolve, automatic takeup, both directions, 400 ft. magailne. The most

now

projectors,

AND

BUY
SELL features, educatlonale,
scenics and Industrials.
Let us know what you
want or what you have for sale. Also handle

Every machine guaranteed. Write today. David
Stern Co., 1047 R. W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

;

In business since 1885.

FILMS WANTED.

;

FILMS — With

paper, good condition,

David Speiser, 1210 P

bargains.

St.,

must be
Lincoln,

Neb.

SERIALS

WANTED

and for sale for export.
Also 5-reel feature films with paper.
B., care
M. P. World, N. Y. City.

OPERA CHAIRS—We have several lots of
good chairs from 40c. up. Let us know what
you want. We save you money. Crescent Film
Co.. 170 W. Washington St., Chicago. 111.
WRITE US For bargains In motion picture
machines and theatrical equipment of all kinds.
We have a large stock. Write for bargain list.
We can save you money on anything you need
Crescent Film Co.,
pertaining to the theater.
170 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
OVER SEAS BUYBR8 should communicate
with me, second-hand American pictures at European prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45U>
City.
St.. N. Y
FOR SALE Four Chaplin comedies. $16
each.
S. Baldwin, 314 Mailers Bldg., Chicago,

—

—

PORTER SOLD

25

FEATURE FILMS— Three,

four,

five

reelers.

my list. May we have the pleasure of
satisfied customer?
AuxiliaryFilm Booking Service, 801 Schiller Bldg., ChiSend for

making you a
cago,

111.

—

FOR SALE One four-reel feature, two threereel features, one two-reel feature, six Keystone comedies all in first-class order and only
used a short while. Plenty of paper, one, three
and six sheets, packed in metal cases, accompanied by two extra metal cases.
Cheap for
Address, People's Feature Film Co., 360
cash.
Randolph Bldg., Memphis, Tenn. Leaving the
city reason for selling.
FOR SALE Sherlock Holmes in "Tom But;

—

reels; "Bohemian Girl," 3 reels; "The
reels
all are in the very best
condition plenty of big posters will sell them
at $40 per feature, including posters
will send
one or all to any address subject to rewind examination on receipt of letter from your express agent showing that you have on deposit
enough to cover express charges can ship at
once. Act quick.
C. H. Johnson, 66 Broadway,
Portland, Ore.
FOR SALE. 3, 4 and 5-reel features in good
condition
posters for all subjects.
Select Film
Service, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE— "American Gentlemen," Liberty,
5 reels, new, $200; "For $5,000 a Year," Liberty, 5 reels, $150; "Night of Terror," Standard, 4 reels, $60; "Criminal Path." Ramo, 4
reels,
"Doc Sawyer," 4 reels, $50
$35
"Tyranny of Mad Czar," Coigne, 4 reels. $.V>
"Sister to Carmen," H. Gardner, 4 reels, $50:
"Actress' Redemption," Ramo, 3 reels (Maria
Jacobin), $25; "Witness Invisible." Blinkhorn,
3 reels, $60. Features furnished with one, three
and six sheets. Five thousand reels with posters, $3.00 up.
Chaplin comedies, new, $40.
Write for lists. G. W. Bradeuburgh, S02 Vine
Phila., Pa.
St.,
ler," 3

Auto Bandits," 3

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

J

WAR FEATURE

FILMS which have

covered

my

territory and will now sell cheap.
"The
Battle and Fall of Warsaw." 4 reels, $150.00;

reels, $75; "War of the \forld," 3
.
reels, $100; "Italy at War With Austria." 2
reels, $76;
"Russia's Mighty Army," 2 reels.
$50; "Battle of Przemysl," 5 reels, $200.
A
quantity of mounted lithographs. 1, .".
or
sheets; heralds; photos, etc.. with each.
All Id
good condition. Will ship subject to examination
on receipt notice from express agent that he
holds deposit.
Address B., care M. P. World",
N. Y. City.

MUSICALINSTRUMENTSFORSALE
ELECTRIC PIANOS for Picture Shows, with
k. yUiariK $170.
Orchestrion pianos with pipes
All guaranteed first class.
$200.
Must be sold
to close out piano business.
Send for circular.
J. F.
Herman, 1120 Pennsylvania A\
lngton, D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SIMPLEX MACHINES

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE EXPOSITION at the GRAND CENTRAL PALACE. The WISE and SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITORS buy their equipment from the MAN who DARES to TELL the TRUTH about MACHINES. It is just as
important WHERE you BUY as WHAT you BUY. You cannot buy FLIVVERS or LEMONS from PORTER. There is only one
BEST in everything. Get that one BEST from PORTER. Buy from the MAN who stands between you and the Manufacturer for
A SQUARE DEAL.
At the

F9 V

You

NEED

The Sure Way

to

the

Get

1482

BROADWAY. AT TIMES SQUARE, IM

Moving Picture World
Promptly Each Week

It

RATFS*
*v^a
» 1-ikJ.
FILL

Name

OUT THIS

Is to

EI \A/

VORK

SIIRSfRIRF

-J-U-U-Q-I-IV-I-U-Ij

Domestic J3.00 per Ye..r; Canada $3.50 per
Ycari Foreign (postpaid) $4.00 per Year

SLIP

AND MAIL

IT

WITH YOUR CHECK

Address

'
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1885
Motion Picture Exhibitor
1861
Motion Picture Photography
1883
Moving Picture World News Reel for H;iy.ls.",:i
Music for the Picture
1884
Mutual Program
1894

1902

Need

1916
1862
1869
1855
lv)04

1868

1851
1901
1898
1861

.

of

Box

Office

Phone

New Orleans, New Exchange
New Orleans, Organize In
New World Film Deal
News of Los Angeles and
No Injunction for Chaplin

1918
1922

Assn

1922
1924
1S65
1897

Vicinity

Paramount Program
New House in
Photoplaywright, The
Pirates of the Air" (L-KO)
"Plays the Thing, The," But
Plot of "The Fall of a Nation"
Projection Department
•Pursuing Vengeance, The" (Unity)

1860
1913
1878
1902
1854
1870
1879

"Reggie Mixes In" (Triangle)
Reviews of Current Productions
Revokes Orpheum License

1900
1898
1913

Philadelphia,'

"Saints and Sinners" (Famous Players)
San Francisco House, A Huge

"Sawdust

Love"

(Cub)

William. Opens Booking Office
Sorrows of Love, The" (Triangle)

Sheer,

Spokes from the Hub
me, Lewis S
Stories of the Films

ITJOl

..

.1903
1925

1902
1884

1900
1873
1868
1932

St.

"Thousand-Dollar Husband, The" (Lasky). 1903
True Censorship Begins at Home
1920

Two Kalem

Releases

1001

Universal Concentrates in West
Unsell, Eva, With Lasky

1862
1894

Vane, Denton

1891
1857
1891

Visit to the Selig Zoo,

A

Vitagraph Releases

Washington, Perfect Exchange Building for. 1914
"Who's Guilty?" (Pathe)
1898
"Who's Guilty?" Series Popular
1869
What Is a Clean Picture?
1858
"What Love Can Do" (Universal)
1901
Williams, Grace
1895
Wilson, Robert E., Joins Metro-Drew Staff. 185"
World Film Productions
1895

TO ADVERTISERScarbons AND CARBON ACCESSORIES.
Jones

& Cammack

1959
1963
1960

Mestrum, Henry
Speer Carbon Co

Gaumont Co

18.34

Great Northern Film Co
Horsley, David, Productions
International Film Service

1911
1929
Colored Insert

Kalem Co

CHAIR AND SEATING MANUFACTURERS.

1985
1965

American
Steel

Seating Co
Furniture Co

ELECTRICAL, & MECHANICAL, EQUIP-

MENT.

Amusement Supply Co
Calehuff

Supply

Fidelity Electric
Fulton, E. E
General Electric

Hallberg,

J.

H

1959
1911

Co
Co

1964
1041
1951
1940
1942
1957
1942
1958
1946
1959
1948
1849
1965

Co

Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co

Hommell, Ludwig & Co
Illinois Theater Supply Co
Kleine Optical Co
Lears Theater Supply Co
Lucas Theater Supply Co
Picture Theater Equipment Co

Porter, B. F
Stern Mfg. Co
Strelinger, Chas.

Swaab, Lewis

M

A

19TT7

1963
1957
1964
1955

Tvphoon Fan Co
Universal Motor Co
Wagner Electric & Mfg. Co

1818.

Kleine, George

Knickerbocker Star Features
Lasky, Jesse L., Feature Play Co
Lesser,

L

Sol

Lubin Mfg. Co
Metro Pictures Corp
Mutual

Film

Corp

Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co
Paramount Pictures Corp
Pathe Exchange, Inc
Patriot Film Co
Selig Polyscope Co

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co

MANUFACTURERS
TURES.

OF

MOVING

American Commercial Film Co
American Film Co., Inc
Kio-raiih Co

1963

1960
1833-37
1928

Colored Insert
Bluebird Photoplays, Tnc
1941
California Motion Picture Co
1821
Clara Kimball Young Film Corp
1961
Emerald Motion Picture Co
1944
E. & R. Jungle Film Co
1791, 1804-8. 1816-17
Essanav Film Mfg. Co
1822
Equitable Motion Picture Corp
1798
Famous Players Film Co
1809, 1819
General Film Co

v_\3-L>7

1796-97
1815

Thanhouser Film Corp
"The Fall of a Nation"

1790
1931
1828-29
1839
1840-43

Triangle Film Corp
Unicorn Film Service Corp
Unity Sales Corp
Universal Film Mfg. Co
Viking Feature Films
Vim Comedies
Vitagraph Co. of America
V-L-S-E, Inc

1792-93.

193.°,

1937
1812
1810-11, 1820
Colored Insert
1838
1844-47

Vogue Films, Inc
World Film Corp

M. P. Directory Co
M. P. Handbook
Moore, Wm. N
National Ticket Co
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co
Pan American Laboratories
Richardson, P. H
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co
Sixth National M. P. Exposition
Sosman & Landis
Standard Motion Picture Co
Sun Photoplay Co

&

Willis

Inglis

Los Angeles M. P. Co
Universal Camera Co

C.

R.

Corcoran, A. J
li

Co

Evans Film Mfg. Co
General Chemical Co
Gunby Bros
II Tirso Al Cinematografo
Imperial Film Mfg. Co
Jonns-Manvllle, H. w., Co
Kinematograph Weekly. The
Kraus Mfg. Co
Manuscripts, Universal
Marion. Louise M
Motion Picture Campaign
M. P. W. Anti-Censorship Slides
M. P. W. Circulation Coupon

Co

1944
1962
l'."~

1943
1942
1944
1941
1953
1946
1959

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
American Photoplayer Co
Deagan, J. C
Harmo Pipe Organ Co

1946
1944
1964
1962
1941
1965
1957
1561

Schirmer, G., Inc
Seeburg, J. P., Piano Co
Simon, Walter C
Sinn, Clarence E

Wangerin-Weickhardt

POSTERS AND FRAMES.
Goes Lithographing Co

Automatic Ticket Selling &
William
Botanical Decorating Co
Caille Bros
Cine Mundial
Cinema Camera Club
Classified Advertisements

1964
1964
1944
1939

1946

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.

1941
1941
1946

Menger & Ring
Newman Mfg Co

MISCELLANEOUS.

Eastman Kodak Co

PIC-

1848-49
1813
1799
1961
1814
Colored Insert
1830-33
1800
1801-03
1

Bonelli.

LENS MANUFACTURERS.

i.85o

1942
.TD62

1963
1947
1957
1946
1948
1944
1961
1944
1965
I960
1965
1964
1947
1959
1957
1947
1961

1964
1966
1965
1949

PROJECTION MACHINE MANUFACTURERS.
American Standard M.
Ring Bros
Enterprise Optical Co
Power, Nicholas Co
Precision Mch. Co

P.

Mch. Co

1941

1936
1955
1968
1962

SCREEN MANUFACTUR-

PROJECTION
ERS.
Center.

Gold

Minn

J.

H..

Co.,

Inc

King Screen Co
-.a

Cine Products Co
Screen, Inc

Radium Gold Fibre

I960
1964
1959
1938

STEREOPTICON SLIDES.
Simpson, A.

L.,

Inc

1942

THEATRICAL ARCHITECTS.
Decorators' Supply Co
Kinsila. Edw. Barnard

1963
1962

June
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FEATURING
Coming
Cool
waves
on hot
days

Air

changed
every

minute

G-E

S

g

Fans
(/////jS

Yes

^
g
2

— G-E Fans are a

l//f/llfl

big-

>\\\\\tf

nJ

feature on hot days as far as box

The

cool house is the big house.
When buying Fans look for those with the G-E monogram
over twenty years' experience in Fan
is
in the center; there
those that will be just
luilding behind it. Insist on G-E Fans
five or sue years hence as they are to-day— the quietthan oiling once a
attention
more
no
fans
need
that
running
iffice

receipts go.

—

I

I

year.
If

your nearest dealer or lightinf company cannot supply you, write us.

General Electric Company
General Office

Schenectady, N. Y.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1928,

—

May 12 A Lunch-Room Legacy (Comedy).
May 13— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series

Drama).

No.

"The Bridge of Danger" (Dr.).
May 15 Sauce for the Gander (No. 8 of the
"Social Pirates" Two parts— Dr.).
May 16— The Irish Rebel (Drama).
May 17 The Artful Dodger (Comedy).
May 19 An Innocent Vampire (Comedy).
May 20—One Chance in a Hundred (No. 80 of
the "Hazards of Helen Railroad
Series
Drama).
May 22— The Missing Millionaire (No. 9 of the
"Social Pirates" Two parts— Dr.).
May 23— Ham's Busy Day (Comedy).
May 24— The Bogus Ghost (Comedy).
May 26 A Baby Grand (Comedy).
May 27 Hazards of Helen Railroad Series (No.
81), "The Capture of Red Stanley"
(Drama).
May 29 Unmasking a Rascal No. 10 of the
79,

—

— Biograph, Lutein, Sellg,
Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem.
Wednesday— Biograph, Edison,

Monday

—

—

—

Friday Kalem, Knickerbocker, Vin
Vltagraph.

—
—

BIOGRAPH.
Mary <Drama)

(Bio-

graph Reissue No. 50).
of Graustark (Three parts-

May i7_Beverly

Drama).

May 22— The Mistake (Drama)
Issue No. 51).
May 23— Who's Looney Now?
(Drama)

June

Against

— Drama).
Across

5— The

parts-

(Two

Shutters
Closed
with
(Biograph Reissue No.

May 29— The ""House
May 31—Woman

_

.

(Biograph-Ke-

Girl

Woman (Three parts
the Way (Drama)

(Biograph Reissue No. 53).
June 6— The Yaqui Cur (Two parts— Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No. 54).

Spirit Awakened (Drama) (Bio— Thegraph
— Reissue No. 55).
14—Liberty Belles (Three parts— Comedy — Drama).

June 12

June

May

9— Celeste

—

of

(Three

Corps

Ambulance
the
parts— drama).

May 10 A Mix-Up in Black (Comedy).
May 16— The Littlest Magdalene (Three parts—
May 17— Robbing the Fishes (Comedy).
May 23— The Coward's Code (Three partsDrama).
May 24—The Cecropia Moth (Educ).
—Tom the Tamer and Kid Kelly (Car-

June

—

-

5— The
8— The

—
"Social Pirates" (Two parts — Dr.).
May 30—A Bunch of Flivvers (Comedy).
31
May —A Smokey Adventure (Comedy).
June 2—
the Detective (Comedy).
June 3— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series No.
"The Spiked Switch" (Two parts
— Drama).
June 5— The Fangs of the Tattler (No. 11 of
the "Social Pirates" — Two parts
82,

Drama).
June 6— Midnight at the Old Mill (Comedy).
June 7 In Cinderella's Shoes (Comedy).
June 9 Juggling Justice (Comedy).
June 10 The Treasure Train (No. 83 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad SerDrama).
ies

—

—
—

—

11— The Wheat and

the Chaff (Three parts

—

May
Jenkins' Jinx (Comedy).
May
Otto the Artist (Comedy).
May 16—The Beggar King (Two parts—Dr.).
May 18— Jackstraws (Three parts Drama).
May 20— The Winning Number (Comedy).
May 22— Otto the Hero (Comedy).
May 25 Prisoners of Conscience (Three parts
13
15

—

—

May

May
May
May
May
May
May

With

Black

the

Feet

ESSANAY.
9— A Return to Youth— and Trouble (Two

parts—Comedy-Drama)
10 The Fable of the Good Fairy and the
Lorgnette and Why She Got It
Good (Comedy).
15— The Jester (Three parts— Drama).
18—The Double Cross (Two parts—Dr.).of
17— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book
San Francisco (Cartoon).
A scenic subject on the same reel.
20— A Rose of Italy (Three parts— Dr.).
27— Police (Comedy).

i

the

B

>

reel.

June
June
June
June
June
June

16— The Raid (Comedy).

May
May
May

8
12
13

1

VITAGRAPH.

— The Double-Double Cross (Comedy).
— Out Ag'in In Ag'in (Comedy).
— Accusing Voice (Three Parts—Dr.).
(Broadway Star Feature).
15— A Lucky Tumble (Comedy).
— Scenes Iceland (Scenic).
19— More Money than Manners (Comedy).
20— Miss Adventure (Three parts— Drama)
(Broadway

May

in

May
May

Star Feature).

May 22—The Cost of High Living (Comedy).
May 26—The Battler (Comedy).
May 27 — The Primal Instinct (Three part*

May 29— The Rich

June

1— The

June
June
June
June

3
5

Code of the Hills (Three parts
Drama).

— Pickles and Diamonds (Comedy).
— Otto the Reporter (Comedy).
8— The Scapegrace (Three parts — Dr.).
10— Two Smiths and

June

)•

June 9— She Won a Prize (Comedy).
June 10 A Strange Case (Three parts Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
June 12 Her Loving Relations (Comedy).
June 16— Harold the Nurse Girl (Comedy).
June 17 Ashes (Three parts— Drama) (Broad-

June
June
June
j une

3— Our People (Three parts— Drama).
6— Orphan Joyce (Two parts— Drama).
7—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Berlin (Cartoon— Comedy).
A Scenic Subject on the same reel.
Drama)

10— Fool's Gold (Three parts—
13—Putting It Over (Two parts—Com.).
14— Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 11

—A

June

(Cartoon— Com.).

scenic subject on the

17—The Promise Land

—Drama).

same

(Three

reel.

parts—

—

—
—

—

way Star Feature).

a Haft (Comedy).

General Film

Company Features

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.
Caliph of the New Bagdad (Three
Comedy-Drama )
parts
Apr. 29— The Man Hunt (Three parts— Dr.).
May 6— The Resurrection of Hollis (Three-

22—A

Apr.

—

parts— Drama)

May 11—The

—

Selig-Tribune No. 38, 1»1« (Topi-

cal).

May 13 The Sheriff's Duty (Western— Drama).
May 15— The Hard Way (Three parts— Drama).
May 15— The Selig-Tribune No. 39, 1916 (TopiMay 18—The

Selig-Tribune No. 40, 1916 (Topi-

cal.)

May 20— A Boarding House Ham (Comedy).
May 22 The Test of Chivalry (Three parts

—

(Comedy).

June
j une

(Broadway Star Feature).
(Drama).

Idler

—The Lonelles (Comedy— Drama).
and Son (Three parts— Drama
— Carew
(Broadway Star Feature).
5 — New York Past and Present (His-

June 2
June 3

May 27—Oh, You Uncle! (Comedy).
May 29— Frilby Frilled (Comedy).
May 30—The Final Payment (Two parts— Dr.).

cal.)

May 27— Police (Two parts— Comedy).
May 30— The Song in the Dark (Two partsDrama) (Reissue).
May 31—The Fable of "The Willing Collegian
Who Wanted to Get a Foothold"

Make Good (Western^-

VIM.

Drama)

LUBIN.

4— None So Blind (Three parts— Dr.).
6—Father's Night Off (Comedy).
8—Skirts and Cinders (Comedy).

*)

—
—
—
—The Schemers (Comedy).
2 — The Land Lubbers (Comedy).
8— The Sea Dogs (Comedy).
9— A Dollar Down (Comedy).
15 — Hungry Hearts (Comedy).

—

—Camping
Scenic).

—*

May 11— The Water Cure (Comedy).
May 12— The Pretenders (Comedy).
May 18 Thirty Days (Comedy).
May 19 A Fair Exchange (Comedy).
May 25 Baby Doll (Comedy).
May 26—Villains and Violins (Comedy).

Sis,

May
May
May
May

Selig-Tribune No. 45, 1916 (Top.).
Selig-Tribune No. 46, 1916 (Top.).

—

—
—

lis-

Perfidy of

1930.)

KALEM.

Company

BEL1A8I DATS.

May 15—The

1916

Film Release Dates

List of Current
General Film

10,

Selig-Tribune No. 41, 1916 (Topi-

cal).

May 25— The
27

—A

Selig-Tribune No. 42, 1916 (Topi-

cal).

Thousand Dollar
(Comedy-Drama).
Five

May 29—The Hare and

—

Elopement

Tortoise

(Three

parts Drama)
Selig-Tribune No. 43, 1916 (Top.).
Selig-Tribune No. 44, 1916 (Top.).

May 29—The
June

the

1— The

13

20

27

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES.

Drama).

May 22—The

May

— Accusing Voice (Three parts— Dr.)
— Miss Adventure (Three parts— Dr.).
—The Primal Instinct (Three parts
Drama).
June 3 — Carew and Son (Three parts— Dr.).
June 10— A Strange Case (Three parts—Dr.).
June 17— Ashes (Three parts — Drama).
May
May
May

Apr.

28— The Broken Promise

(Three parts

Drama).

May 5—The Oath of Hate (Three parts— Dr.).
May 12 Broken Fetters (Three parts Drama).
May 17— Spellbound (Five parts Drama).
May 19—A Child of Fortune (Three parts-

—

—

—

Drama).
May 26—The Flirting Bride (Three parts—Dr.).
June 2 Shadows (Three parts Dram*).
June 9— The Stained Pearl (Three parts— Dr.).

—

—

June

10,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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l

STATE
RIGHTS

NOW

HIS

is

buyers.

now

one big opportunity for State Rights
A great big smashing Broadway success

offered for a genuine clean-up in a few I
A wonderfully daring play, done in a great, big dai

states.

Misational yet dignified, dealing plainly with the premeditated destructic
born. Pronounced "Humanity's most powerful weapon afain^t in*i<A marvelous production with a brilliant cast, headed by

TYRONE POWER
s

and Public, and warmly re
Father John J. Hughes, the
;n,

educators, physicians

WEBER

LOIS

endorsed by Press

£

and PHILLIPS

SMALLEY

nks highest among
productions. State Rights are going
fast. Territory already sold
ludes California, Arizona, Oregon, Montana, Idaho,
Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, North Caroli
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Texas, _Ai
Columbi_. Washington,
Jersey, Delaware and Virginia. Wise
ill
speak
us given immediate attention in the order of thei
'

SELLING

i

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
t

"Pacific

to the

STATE RIGHTS DEPARTMENT
c

CO.,

t^

le

of the

1600 Broadway, New York

Film Manufa.

Coast Center of the Motion Picture Industry

WILLIS

&-

INGLIS

Wright and Callender

Building

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

ADVANCING WITH THE INDUSTKY
wish

to

announce

their affiliation

ARTHUK
220

West 42nd

St.,

S.
New

with

KANE
York City

EVFRYTHING PERTAINING TO THE PRODUCTION
OF THE PHOTOPLAY

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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AMERICAN.
May 15— The pretender (Two parts— Drama).
May 18— Four Months (inree parti Drama).
May 22— Repaid (Two parts— Drama).
May 29— The Release of Dan Forbes (Two

—

June 2— Good Night Nurse (Comedy).
June 3 Never Again Eddie (Comedy).
June 9— Twixt Love and the Iceman (Comedy).
June 12— Their Awful Predicament (Comedy).
June 16 Almost a Widow (Comedy).

—

—

May 11 —No release this day.
May 19 Nadine of Nowhere (Drama).
May 25 Corporal Billy's Comeback (Two parU

—
— Drama).
May 31 — The Attic Princess (Drama).
June — Brother Jim (Drama).
June 8— The Sea Lily (Drama).
June 15— Betty's Hobo (Comedy-Drama!

I

Mutual Film Corp.
May 22— Her Celluloid Hero (Comedy).
May 2G Her Husband's Wife (Comedy).
May 29— All Over a Stocking (Comedy).

Topical I.
(Topical).
22 (Topical).
(

1916

|||||||||||||||||||

1928, 1930.)

Universal Film Mtg. Co.

May 17 — Number
May 24— Number
May 31— Number

10,

IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIII

Film Release Dates

List of Current
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

illllHi

I!

—

June

parts Drama).
1— The Trail of the Thief

June

5

— Drama).

— Jealousy's
First
Drama).

Wife

(Three parts

(Two

parts

BEAUTY.
May 14 — No title (Comedy).
May 17— Billy Van Deusen's Fiancee (Comedy).
May 21 — Twentv Minutes In Magic (Comedy).
May 24— Adjusting His Claim (Comedy).
May 28— The Pork Plotters (Comedy).

1

May 20—Their Social Smash (Comedy).
May 25— Mr. Fuller Pep—He Dabbles

in

the

Pond (Cartoon).

— The

Juvenile Dancer Supreme (Lena
Baskette in a Group of Classic
Dances).

—

May 13 A Fight for Love (Two parts — Drama)
May 20— Hulda. the Silent (Two parts— Dr.).
May 27—The Wedding Guest (Two parts Dr.)

—

May 27— Storming
June
June

May

— The

GOLD SEAL.

of a Gentleman (Two
—Mark
Drama)
May 16— Darcy of the Northwest Mounted
(Three parts — Drama).
May 23— The Woman Who Followed Me (Two
parts — Comedy-Drama),
he Silent Man of Timber
parts— Drama).
June 6— The Rose-Colored Scarf (Two parts
Drama).
June 13— The Melody of Love (Three parts

9

1

—

It

the Trenches (Comedy).
Can't Be True (Comedy).
Fuller Pep— He Breaks for the
Beach (Cartoon).

8— Mr.

— Pygmies of the Zoo (Ditmar's Educational).
June 10— Betrayed by the Camera (Comedy).

Dram
parts

— Professor

June 15

(

Wiseguy's Trip
Comedy-Cartoon )

— Little
June 17

— No

Journeys

in

to the

Moon

release

this

a

13—Her Wonderful

parts — Dr.).
— The Devil's Image (Two(Comedy).
— A College Boomerang (Comedy).

—

May 15 A Youth of Fortune (Five parts— Dr.).
May 22— Half a Rogue (Five parts— Drama;.
May 29— The Iron Hand (Five parts— Dr.).

—

—
—
—

May 16 No release this day.
May 18 A Wife at Bay (Two parts Drama).
May 21 Love Triumphant (Two parts Dr.).
May 23—Virginia (Drama).

——

— Love

Quarantined

"

3

May
May

—
—
—

in

Gratitude

(Two parts

(Two

parts

Sunshine Valley (Two parts

19 The Harmony and Discord (Comedy).
26
Preparedness (Comedy).
June 2 Sawdust Love (Comedy).
June 9— Jerry's Big Lark (Comedy).

FALSTAFF.
May 15 Deteckters (Comedy).
May 20— Steven's Sweet Sisters (Comedy).
May 22— Politickers (Comedy).
May 27— Sammy's Semi-Suicide (Comedy).
May 29 Disguisers (Comedy).

—

—
—
—

June 3— Peterson's Pitiful Plight (Comedy).
June 5 Advertisementers (Comedy).
June 10 Where Wives Win (Comedy).

GAUMONT.

Flat (Comedy).

ia).

—

June o No release this day.
June 9 The Code of His Ancestors (Drama).
June 11— The Sheriff of Pine Mountain (Two
parts Drama).
June 13 No release this day.
June 14 When the Wolf Howls (Drama).
June 18 The Finer Metal (Two parts Dr.).

—

—

—
—

May 27— A Stage Villain (Comedy).
June 3 A Dark Suspicion (Comedy).
June 10 No release this day.

— Clouds

June

May

—

June 17

——

~

Secret

June 16
June 18

Lights and Shadows
Kaffir's

day.

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.

—

)

— High

(Educational).

June 5— The Madcap (Five parts Drama).
June 12 What Love Can Do (Five parts

—
—
—
— Drama).
May 30— A Double Fire Deception (Comedy).
June 2 — Jim Slocum No. 46393 (Two parts -

20

May 27— The

Japan

Scenic

—

May S When a Wife Worries (Comedy).
May 10—The Go- Between (Drama).
May 12 The Capital Prize (Two parts Dr.).
May 16— When Slim Picked a Peach (Comedy).
May 21 Claudia ( Comedy
May 23—The Health Road (Drama).
May 26 The Unconventional Girl (Two parts

CENTAUR.
May

—

— See America First, No.
"Yosemlte
National Park" (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
36,

May 21— "Reel Life"
May 24— See America
Ga"

— Kartoon

May 28— "Reel

(Mutual Film Magazine).
First, No. 37, "Savannah,

(Scenic).

Komics (Cartoon).
(The Mutual Film Maga-

Life"

zine).

May 31— See America

— Kartoon

June
June

(Comedy).

17

4— Reel
7— See

No. 38 (Scenic).
(Cartoon).

First,

Komics

Life (Mutual Film Magazine).
America First No. 39, "Montry,

Ala."

(Scenic).

LAEMMLE.
May

— Her

14

Great Part

(Comedy— Drama).

Drama).

— No release this day.
— Object— Matrimony (Two

June 2
June 7

parts

— Com-

May 30— The Fur-Trimmed Coat (Drama).
June 1 — Two Mothers (Two parts Drama).

'une 4— The Wire Pullers (Comedy).
June 8 Alias Jane Jones (Two parts Dr.).
June 11— The False Gems (Drama).
June 15 Her Soul's Song (Two parts-Dr.).
June 18 Romance at Random (Comedy).

—
—
—

this

this

24

4

2

9—The

(Two

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

L-KO.
14

—The Gulf Between (Two parts— Dr.).
(Two parts—Drama).
— The Blindness
—
Jack (Two parts — Drama).
Friends (Two parts— Dr.).
— A Man's
Pilgrim
parts — Drama).

12

19
26

—

— No release
day.
17 —Gaby's Gasoline Glide (Two parti
Comedy).
May 22— No release
day.
May — A Busted Honeymoon (Comeay).
May 28— Gamboling on the Green (Comedy).
May 31 —Tough Luck on a Rough Sea (Two
parts— Comedy).
June — No release
day.
May
May

May
May
May
June
June

—

this

June 7— Billie's Waterloo (Comedy).
Teeth
and
False
June 11— Phony
Friends
(Comedy).
June 14—How Stars Are Made (Two partsComedy).

May

29

parts — Drama).
—The(Two
Adventures of Peg
No.
"The
5,

House

of

the

Ring,

Mystery"

—

No. 6 (Two parts Dr
June 12— The Adventures of Peg O' the Ring,
Xo. 7 (Two parts— Drama).

UNIVER9AL (STATE RIGHTS).
Dumb Girl of Porticl (Seven

April—The

r 17— Number
72 (Topical).
Mav 24 Number 73 (Topical).
May 31— Number 74 (Topical).
June 7 — Number 75 (Topical).

—

o'

parts

May
May

—The

4

THANHOU8ER.
Spirit of '61

—

(Thre* »»rts

Dr.).

She Played Broadway (Two part*
—When
—Drama)
May 16— The Answer (Two parts—Drama).
May 23— For Uncle Sam's Navy (Two parts—

me

9

6— John

Brewster's

Wife

(Two parts-

Drama).
(Mutual Releases continued on page 1956.)
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REEL AMMUNITION

TheMotiograph
Was Not Used

No!!
Had

To, our many exhibitors who
attended the Powers Theatre.
Wednesday afternoon, at 2:00
P. M., to review the first episode of "Peg o' the Ring," the
Universal all-star serial, the undersigned offers a humble apology for the numerous stops
which were necessitated during

the

thousands of users of
1916 Model MOTIOGRAPH.
The MOTIOGRAPH repthe

the first reel.
We feel mighty
bad over it, even now after it
is past, and beg the pardon of
one and all who were compelled
to look at a blank screen. For
the injustice to all parf*M concerned, we wish to state these
numerous stops were in no way
caused through the fault of the
films.
Mr. Van Duzee, the gen-

resents the Essence of
Simplicity, Strength and
Durability.

Write for

Literature.

eral

The Enterprise
Optical
574

Chicago,

manager of the exposition,

can

explain

very

readily

the

whys and wherefores. Again
we apologize and offer our re-

Mfg. Co.

W. Randolph

"$v

AN APOLOGY

been used in this particular instance
there would have been a different story to tell.
of

Not. 5-6

!

grets.

St.,

Editor-in-Chief

111.

Western Office:
833 Market St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

Everybody is having a good thr
The wise ones v
at the Armory.
booked Peg o' the Ring.

Richardson Says:
"The very foundation of the projection
either moving or otherwise, is light."

of pictures,

What kind of light are you using? Good
films will never fill empty seats if they are
badly projected.
want every theatre manager, owner, and operator to know what the
has done for
others, and what it can do for them.

We

WHITE LIGHT CONVERTER

Send

for

booklet

"Ghosts" and

L0923.

SO

Amp.

i.

ASfeutoerEleclncMan^^

Wagner u
ilpment

.is

Installed In

llooth

t j,

partd

it

Ask any one
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Releases See Pages

AUTHORS FILM

—

CO..

INC.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION.

April— Alsace (Five parts Drama).
April A Woman's Awakening (Five
(American — Five
Reclamation
—The parts—
Drama) (No.

25

May

29

1928, 1930.)

Miscellaneous Releases.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE.

May

—
Dr).
May — Under the Mask

(Five parts

parts—

—Drama).

— Drama).

104-).

June

1

Man from Manhattan (American
— The—Five
parts— Drama) (No. 105).
Money (Thanhouser—
— Other People's
parts — Drama) (No. 106).
Five

VOGUE.

—
—
—

May 16 The Man with the Hod (Comedy).
May 21 The Chinatown Villains (Comedy).
May 23 Rival Rogues (Comedy).
May 28—National Nuts (Comedy).
May 30— Shy Thirty Cents (Comedy).

4—Nailing

June

on the Lid (Comedy).

Drama).
May 29 Naked Hea
(Five parts— Drama).
June 5 The Eye of God (Five parts Drama).
Jun. 12— Bobbie of the Ballet
(Five partsDrama).
June 19— The Three Godfathers (Five partsDrama).
Jun. 26 — Shoes (Five parts Drama).

——

May 15—Who's

No.

Guilty?

2,

"The

M. P. CO.
& Jerry— Bachelors, No.
parts Drama).

—Tom

—

Woman's Honor (Five

parts

Tight

15

May

22

May

—

—

GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS.
Apr.

18—Big Jim

May 15—The

Girl

parts

Garrity (Five parts— Dr.)
with the -reen Eyes (Five

—
Rivals (Comedy).
—Chip's
— World
in Kidland (Comedy).
— For SaleWar
—A Daddy (Dr. -Com.)
— Chip's Carmen (Comedy).
LEWIS
SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
May— The Common Law (Drama).
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.
May 22—Notorious Gallagher (Columbia— Five
parts — Drama),

— Drama).

J.

Jun.

—

5

Scarlet

May

15

the
— Siberia,
(Scenic;.

—On

Vast

Unknown,

No.

the Island of Luzon, (Philippic
Islands) (Scenic).
the Shad Supply (Industrial).
Southwest
(Scenic
of

May 22— Saving

China).

May

22

(Comedy).

— Saints
and Sinners (Famous Players
—Five parts— Drama).
May 29— The Thousand Dollar Husband (Lasky
—Five parts — Drama).
Jun. 1 — The Gutter Magdalene (Lasky— Five
parts— Drama).
Maddalena (Morosco—
June 8— The Making
Five parts— Drama).
of

'

23

the

Stains

PATHE NEWS.
May 6— Number
May 10—Number
May 13—Number

37,
38,
39,

1916 (Topical).
1916 (Topical).
1916 (Topical).

(Famous Players

—Drama).
Clown
( Lasky
June 19— The
Five partsComedy).
June 26 The World's Great Snare (Famous
Players— Five parts Dr.).
June 29 The American Beauty (Pallas Five
parts Drama).

—

d

PHTJNPHILMS.

— Them

Was

the

Happy Days (Comedy).

ROLIN.

—
—

Goatmoblle

(Cartoon—
Casey tl
Comedy).

25
26

set

of

— Our

May 28— The

Darling's Chips (Comedy).
Indian Child's Gratitude (Utah-

Western

— Drama)

May 28— O'Brien's Investment (Jockey— Com.).
May 28—The Uncut Diamond (Puritan— Dr.).
(Releases for the Sixth Week.)

May
May

29
29

— The Price
—A Bride

He Paid (Two

to

parts

— Dr.).

Order (Gayety— Comedy).

of the Hills (Hiawatha
Western Drama)
May 30— Kentucky Brothers (Puritan— Dr.).
May 30—The Skating Craze at Moodyvllle
( Judy
Comedy )
May 31— Rival Candidates (Buffalo Western

—

—

June

— The Wheat King (Puritan — Drama).
1—The Sacred Oath (Lily— Drama).
—
Find
Joekey-^Comedy).
— The Enchanted Matches (Comedy).
2 — A Double Reward (Rancho— Western
— Drama).
2 All
the

June

2

May
June
June
June

31

1

Billie's

—

(

Love

for

of

Laura (Gayety

Comedy).

—When

a

Man Weakens

(Supreme-

Drama).

—West

—His

Indian

—The

Heart of a Peddler (Supreme

— Drama).

Guardian

(Sunset

Drama).

June
June
June
June

—Fate's
Nearly Married (Hippo— Comedy).
—
Decree
—Western —Dr.).
—Willie the Sleuth(Utah
(Jockey — Comedy).
—The King's Vengeance (Puritan
—Dr.).

3
4
4

4

WORLD-EQl ITABLB.
May 22— Tangled
29

—Fate's

—
—

Fates

Made— Five

(Brady

Drama).
Boomerang (Brady Made
Drama).

parts

May

parts

— Five

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES.
Among the Head Hunters.

May 8 Luke and the Bomb Throwers. (Com.).
May 22 Luke's Late Lunchers (Comedy).

(Buffalo-

May 25— The

PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.

May 10—A Toyland Paper Chase.
May 17— Bobby Bumps" and His

Apr. 26

—

—

Kentucky

Hammer (Supreme— Dr.).
Hindoo's
Revenge
(Lily— Two
parts — Drama).
— The Hobo
Imposter (Jockey— Com.).
— Falsely
Accused (Hiawatha— Western
—
Drama).
May 26—The Busy Bee (Gayety— Comedy).
May 26—The Village School Master (Supreme
— Drama).
May 27— The Mystery at Shallow Creek (Sun— Western — Drama).
May 27 — The Empty Crib (Supreme— Drama).
May 27—A Gentleman
Leisure (Hippo— Comedy).
May

May
May

—

—
—

of

edy).
24— The Stone

—How

Nonsense Film).

Hills

West—

—

25

(Animated Comedy — Car.).
—Leap toYear
Bring Up a Child (Colored-

(Supreme—Two

Gay ety— Comedy).

May 30—A Dapghter

The Model Cook (Comedy).
Sweet Charity

(

the Trickster (Comedy).
Dividing Line (Hiawatha West-

In the Balkans.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION.

PATHE.

May

Womi

System Is Everything (Comedy).
Their First (Comedy).

May

May 23— The

—

& Players Five „
Borrowing Trouble (Five parts-Dram;.

METRO-DREW COMEDIES
MITTHENTAL.

Hound
— Drama).

Yellow

parts

—Tricking

May 24— The Ne\

(Two

June
June
June

he

(Releases for the Fifth Week.)

May 22— Mary's Mistake

(Two

Comedy).

of

May 15—The

— Drama).

(Two

INC.

4.

Mar.

Iron Claw. No. 11, "The Saving
Dan O'Mara" (Two parts— Dr.).
Iron Claw, No. 12, "The Haunted
Canvas" (Two parts Drama).
22—The Iron Claw, No. 13, "The Hidden
Face" (Two parts Drama).

Ma y 8—The

— Dr.).
— Five

—
ern—Drama).
— Mother's
Strategy (Rancho—Western
—
Drama).
May 23— Hubby's Present (Judy — Comedy).
— Our Darling's Playmate (Comedy).
May 24— In

—Dr.).

— Theparts
Mysteries of Myra No.
— Drama).
— The Mysteries of Myra, No. 5
parts — Drama)
May 22 —The Mysteries of Myra, No. 6
parts — Drama).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTION, INC.
June— Her Husband's Wife (Drama).

May

parts

May 22—The

FOX FILM CORPORATION.

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE

Rein" (Two parts— Drama).

—

Mr. Goode, the Samaritan (Fine Arts

(Two

22
29

—A

Arts-

(Fine

parts— Drama).
The Primal Lure (Ince Five parts
Releases for week May 28:

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
1

— Battle of Hearts (Five parts— Drama).
— The Spider and the Fly (Five parts
Drama).
June 5— Hypocrisy (Five parts — Drama).
12

May 22—Who's Guilty? No. 3, "The Tangled
Web" (Two parts— Drama).

Releases for week of May 21
A Child of the Paris Streets
Five

—

1

June

innuiv.

—

EMERALD

June

May
May

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

1916

10,

Film Release Dates

List of Current
Mutual Releases continued from page

June

May 15—
May 22— Cruising Through the Philippines.
May 29 — The Murderous Moros of Mindanao.

— Visiting

June 5
June 12

— The

June

12— Perils

June 19

— La

of Divorce

—

Drama).
Boheme (Brady Made

parts

the Sultan of Sulu.

Penal Colony of Palawan.

Made— Five

(Brady

Five parts

— Five

— Drama).

parts

June

10,
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MAKE YOUR OWN CURRENT WITH A
Send

for 125-page

Set

Lighting

Brush Electric

catalogs

EVERYTHING! FOR YOUR PLAYHOUSE

MACHINES
SUPPLIES-REPAIR PARTS

^^

^fe

makes

All

^V
^^B'fl_
MtJ
»|
iff;

'

^^H'-Jjj^^*^

^^^^P
,tjB

We

»tock.

equip

theatre*
completely.

"The

4

of

machine* carried

Exhibitor*

Mail Order

yOUilEL'S
947

PITTSBURGH. PA

PENN AVE.

Are You Tired
of playing waltzc

cmg-» for

*U

A THEATRE
Orpheum
Piano

(24

Collection

N«. 1, N*. 2 an 4 No. 3
pages each), 51 cts. (or each *e
it two: S1.70 for all tfcree.
;

one

parts for Cello, Flute,
Practical

and Drums.

MS

at

NORTH POLE

the

Has Nothing On a Typhoon Cooled Theatre at the Equator

TYPHOONS COST NO MORE THAN ORDINARY EQUIPMENTS OF BUZZ OR EXHAUST FANS WHICH THEY ARE
CONSTANTLY REPLACING.
INSTALLATION TAKES A FEW DAYS ONLY. ALL SIZES
IN STOCK.

SEND DIMENSIONS OF YOUR THEATER, SEATINGS,
LOCATION OF DOORS AND WINDOWS.
YOU NEED NOT FEEL OBLIGATED BECAUSE OF
FOR INASKING OUR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
FORMATION.
CIRCULAR "W" GIVES INFORMATION.

(
f<

Discount • on orders for four
Send for free sample pages. Ne

VENTILATEtOOKYPHOONS
U
NEW YORK
WTYPH00N
FAN

COMPANY

1544-

BWAY.i

CITY

The
Trade of the United States with South America

Kinematograph

Compiled by Uie National City

Weekly
Trade organ of Gt.
Britain; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
Read
American imported films.
by everyone in the industry.

The

Finance,
Technical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world)— and every
writers

cation

Tottenham

••M

Colombia*
Bcusdor*

....

19.tU.VHM)

Gtilaoa

British*

.2im immi
200

Outaoa.

Krencb*

G20 OfM)
49^)00

r,

1

R9 901.203

23N.7i:i

ti27

8 462.567

504.014

98 045
818 S2S

M2.6S4

:tl

Street,

London,

Ltd.

W. Eag.

.16.616.912

605.244

88.695
5.876.487
153.438
5.0U BS1

860.609
9.808.761

4

I

...1322 282 189 $220,520,375 • l»8,2.&0 005

731 808
S18.793
216.08H

mmm

XIM

87 220
'

Total

HIS

.784.276

17.647.987
3.355 1)1 ft
222.909

I

mm tn

7

617.110

5.462.441

1145.338.863 $01 013 339 $146.614 630

•December. 1915. estimated.

TO SECURE YOUR SHARE OF EXPORT BUSINESS
to these various countries, advertise in

to:

The Kinematograph Weekly,
•-1I

96 000 022

for

section devoted to the KinematoSpecimen copy on appligraph.

port* from United States to

962.469

reliable

Specialist

1

Import* into Doited States fr<
1015
1914
$94.677 644 $58.°T4 248

.....

•Dtios

CINE

OUR SPANISH MONTHLY

IN/IUNDIALON

RATES

APPLICATION

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,

17

Madison

Ave.,

New

York City

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program

(Continued from page 1956.)

— Sherlock

15

—

parts

States Right Features

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT

— The

Fighting
— TheTopical).

May

8

(Vitagra

May 22— Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife (Comedy).
May 22—Hearst-Vltagraph News No. 41 (Top.).
May 26 Hearst-Vitagraph News No. 42 (Topl-

May

—Get

May

Lights of
Five parts

June

— Drama).

News, No. 44

5

Mar.

CO.

— The

March

— The

Birth of Character (Five parts

Little

— Defense

—

Mar.

ical).

Folly of Revenge (Nola

—Fire parts—
CO.

Orphan (Five parts

Drama).

PUBLLC SERVICE FILM COMPANY.

Birth of a

or Tribute?

(Topical).

RAVER FILM

Apr.— Wlllard-Moran (Four parts Sports).
CLARIDGH FILMS. INC.

(Top-

ical).

— Hearst-Vitagraph News, No. 45 (Top—Those Who Toil (Lubin — Five partsDrama).
(Vitagraph — Five
Destroyers
June 5— The
parts — Drama).
June 5— Kernel Nutt and the Hundred Dollar
(Vitagraph— Comedy).
Hearst-Vitagraph
News
No. 46 (Top.).
9—
June
June 12 — That Sort (Essanay — Five parts — Dr.).
June 12 — The Redemption of Dave Darcey
(Vitagraph — Five parts — Drama).
5

Mar.— Driftwood
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

— Dr.).

DOMINION EXCLUSIVES, LTD.

—Nurse and Martyr (Drama).
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
— "Napoleon"
and "Sally" (Comedy).

CO.

parts—

(Five
Drama).
— The Fortunate
Youth (Drama).
— Life Without Soul (Drama).
—Austria at War (Topical).

Apr.

Apr.

Bill

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
Apr.

In
—Alice
Tale).

Wonderland

parts

(Six

April— Following the Flag

—

in

CO.

Mexico (Topical).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM

— The

UNITY SALES CORPORATION.
May— My Country First (Six parts Drama).
May —The Pursuing Vengeance (Five parts

CO.

—Fairy

Drama).

FBINBERG AMUSEMENT

May

End of
Drama).

the

World

April

—

VARIETY FILMS,

INC.
Should a Baby Die? (Five parts

WAR FILM

CO.

(Six

Mar.— On

parts

— Dr.).

SYNDICATE.

the Firing Line with
(Eight parts Topical).

—

the

Qermant

OUR FORESIGHT MEANT
YOUR PROTECTION!!
Ten days

after the

outbreak of war

we

received the largest stock of French-made condensers ever shipped into this country

That's

why we

are able to offer you

now

THE KLEINE WHITE LABEL
at before-war-time prices.
Foreign factories formerly engaged in the manufacture of optical goods
for the entire world now devote their sole energies to war merchandise for their own countries,

thus making possible the distribution of inferior,
cheaply made and costly-in-the-long-run-domestic
substitutes.

71/j,

«yS,

inch

and

W/2

E.

F,

diameter

.t.

inch

diameter

4V2 inch
SV4

9V4

E.

F.,

4Vi

J

inch

Meniscus and Bi-Convex
«%.

% «H

and 9% inch E.

Cf

NDENSER

KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSERS

are

ground from pure optical glass. They do not di§color no green, pink or purple effects after a

—

They

are the only satisfactory condensAmerican market today. If you are not
using them you are not obtaining maximum results
from your projection equipment.
brief use.
ers on the

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT HAS
BEEN OUR SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS.

PRICES:
Piano Convex
Stt.

F., 4y,

inch

inch E. F., 6 inch diameter..

Our complete catalogue

will

be sent upon request.

Exclusive Edison Super-Kinetoscope Distributors
Exclusive Simplex Distributors
Distributors of Powers Cameragraphs
Distributors of Motiograpb Machines

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
Incorporated 1897

166 North State Street

—

NEW YORK FILM COMPANY.
OLYMPIC MOTION PICTURE

Man (Five parts— Drama).
CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION.

Mar.— The

New York (Vitagraph—

2—Hearst-Vitagraph

June

June

CO.
Across the Mexican Border (Two parts

Apr.— The

(Ten parts Drama).

CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM

(Sellg— Five parts

Into the

— Kismet

parU—

MEXICAN FILM

Apr.— The Salamander (Drama).

Mar.

July

GIORNALE ITALIANO.

the Italian Battlefront (Flv«
Topical).

INC.

Villa Dead or Alive 'Two parts
Drama).

May

—Comedy).
29—
Primitive
— Drama).

—

IL

Topical).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
The Unwritten Law (Seven parts— Drama
—
—The Woman Who Dared (Seven parts-

—

May 29—The

— On

Germans (Five parts

THE DEACON FILMS,
Suspect

April

FIl-M COR-

1930.)

PORATION.

—

22

April

(Essanay— Seven

Holmes
Drama).

May 15—Hearst-Vitagraph News No. 39 (Top.).
May 15— Kernel Nutt the Janitor (Comedy).
May 1JS The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Vitagraph—

May

1928,

IMC.

T-L-ft-m.

May

Releases See Pages

George Kleine, President

Chicago,

111.

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Universal Camera

The

For Motion Photography
Write for Illustrated Catalogue

The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO.
559

W. Jackson

_
.
Branchei

Blvd.. Chicago

tmmtEX
CARBONS
Made

in

Switzerland

JONES & CAMMACK
Write us

for descriptive circular

and price

list

SOLE IMPORTERS

Comer

Bridge and Whitehall Streets.

Are You Working

New York

City

at a Disadvantage?

Do you realize how many people go away from your
theatre dissatisfied with your projection? A satisfied
patron is the best advertisement you can have.
Let us show you how we can help you satisfy your
by installing new equipment and letting
by increased business.

patrons

pay for

it

itself

Write today

for

our plan.

Amusement Supply Company
NOTE CHANGE IN ADDRESS
Third Floor, Mailers Building
Corner Wabash Ave. and Madison St., Chicago, III.
Dealers in Motiograph, Power's, Simplex, Standard and Edi
Machines Genuine Repair Pari
id all good;
Motion Pi
Theatre.
S. E.

,

:

WE ASSIST
Those who are

.

contracts for the complete furnishing of
ition picture theatres.
Our reputation i

Exclusive Southern Distributors

SIMPLEX

Projectors

THEATRE ACCESSORIES

ATLANTA

GEORGIA

"SCREEN LIGHT THAT NEVER FAILS

We

ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN"Perfect*

^Minusa Cine Products Company

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1960

June

10,

1916

HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
NEW YORK

The demand

CHIGAGO

PHILADELPHIA

Carbons is increasing every day.
your orders early.

for Speer Projector

You bet-

ter place

NET CASH PRICES
Y2 x

12,

9/16 x

12,

% x 12,
% x 12,

% x 12,
1

x

12,

cored, poiinted both ends, $37.50
cored, poiinted both ends, $40.00
cored, poi ted both ends, $50.00
cored, poiinted both ends, $70.00
cored, poi nted one end,
cored, poi nted one end,

$115.00
$150.00

per
per
per
per
per
per

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

(1,
(1,
(1,

(1,
(

(500

ii

Sample Orders for 100 Corboi

fKAOt

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
M.
For Sale by Leading

HALLBERG,
KLEINE OPTICAL

J.

H.

SOUTHERN

P.

gfSSLSLr£?3:S«S

,

^g

Dept.

Machine Distributors, Including the Following:

East 23rd St., New York, N. Y.
CO., 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

MAKJL.

"W,"

St.

Mary's, Pa.

36

u

METCALFE,

NOT OUR SAY SO BUT
% % \ %

i,

THE GRAND THEATRE
V. H.

OXLEY,

117

Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

READ!

Gen. Manager

Bradford, Pa., May 19, 1916.
H. Center Co., Inc., Newburgh, N. Y.
Dear Sirs:— We want a seamless Mirroroid screen, silver flesh, 15 x IS feet, the same dimensions as
furnished us on your Order 4281 on APRIL 16, 1913. Please ship at once via Wells-Fargo C. O. D., giving
TO STATE THAT
us the usual 10% discount for cash.
ARE ONLY DOING

J.

WE WANT
WE
WE HAVE TOLD AGENTS FOR OTHER SCREENS WHO HAVE TRIED TO INTEREST
WHEN WE BOUGHT ANOTHER IT SURE WOULD BE A MIRROROID.
Yours

WHAT

US,

THAT

truly,

V. H.

OXLEY.

Mr. Exhibitor, read the above! Note the dates! GET BUSY! Write or wire for samples of Mirroroid, the perfect
screen, the screen used and endorsed by 9500 exhibitors the world over. Also the U. S. Government schools, colleges
institutions. Mirroroid is not a paint brush screen but is a metallized glass preparation coated on canvas by the
machine known. Made in 3 colors—silver white, silver flesh, pale gold; 2 finishes-ROUGH
MATTE.

and

OR

largest coating

ONE PRICE
.

June

9,

1907,

Feb.

13 CENTS PER

33
16.

SQUARE FOOT

1915.

J.

H.

GENTER CO.,

Inc.,

Newburgh, N. Y.

Ads 8SSl3St5Mt
Animated
Cartoon
Your
$100 Monthly Without Any Expense
Exhibitors Increase
y

Profits

Unlimited Subjects for Every Line of Business

Send Today

for

Our Big Free Catalog

I

t

Responsible Representatives Wanted
Exclusive Territory— Exceptional Income Assured

AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO, 30

N.

Dearborn

St.

.v

CHICAGO

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

10,

Motion theater patrons
who

daily exclaim over the

clearness

of the pictures

may not know

that

ONLY A

"EASTMAN"
is

stenciled in the film

gin

Weickhardt Pipe Organ
can produce real pipe organ
effects because it is a Pipe

mar-

but you do.

Organ

exclusively

WRITE FOR OUR THEATRE ORGAN CATALOG
It will tell

you not only what the Weickhardt Pipe Organ
but also what enthusiastic theatre
owners say about it.

is,

EASTMAN KODAK
ROCHESTER,

CO.,

t
A£wgerin~Weigkharbt ^o.
112-124 BURRELL STREET
MILWAUKEE WISGONSIN. U.S.A.

N. Y.

-

,

SCENARIOS

To Film

We

Romance.
have every Appeal known to Film Drama.
tacle.
In our Scenarios, Novels and Plays every human emotion la represented.
We have the output of the best writers for the screen.
We sell more Literary Material for Filming than all other Agencies combined.
Let Us Know Your Wants. Come To Us For That Special Script,

Manufacturers

mutcrlpti Universal, Society

of Writers,

MR. LIVE- WIRE EXHIBITOR
Have you arranged your bookings on Frederick
High-Class Comedy Series

J. Ireland's

TOM AND JERRY
Two

reels a

A

week

for 10 solid weeks.

Sure-Fire

Box

Office

Winner

Frank Howe,

Inc.

Jr.,

Interest.

Laughter.

Dept. of Sales, 220 Sth Ave..

Tear*.

New York

Olf Not—
Do »« Now
[

Monday, June 26th.
Hot Weather Season

First release,

for the

Made by Emerald Motion Picture Company
RELEASED EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

AMERICAN STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
Executive Office:

SAiN FRAiN CISCO

23£ EDDyST.
EASrCRh

RCI

LEON D.NETTER
1325

V.NE5T

PHICHOEXPHlfl PH.

164-6

W. Washington

St.,

Chicago.

Branches

L. LESSER
SOL.MOVING
PICTURE FILMS

in all principal cities.

rUlMfMPlilRJBUIORik.
,0lDW6AKnu*iaQiAn,t.ipx

MOTION PICTURE RIGHTS PURCHASED
FOR THE PACIFIC COAST

•RANCH

LOS AN6CLE.S
5»*rVes,T8'_"ST.
CALir ORrtIA

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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ist

Is

much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase
new Equipment?

Drama

the Five Act Picturized

Mr. BONELLI has other

exclusive plays for picturizaPlays with plenty of Action, Thrill and

Heart

Address:

110

planned,
in

Interest.

WILLIAM BONELLI
Friars' Club
New York

City

— Mystery Waltz
-My Little Bllllker
— Katinka Waltzes

i.

mi,

,,il

Ol.-in

t

'

IF

Cavatina

x

Love's

New York

City

IT

THE BEST BE DESIRED

at the lowest price, employ
a qualified specialist technically experienced with model

The Flatterer
The Hobbledehoy

helemv— Caressing

1434, 22 E. 17th St,

LET THE EXPERT DESIGN

.

"NOTORIOUS GALLAGHER"
"HIS GREAT TRIUMPH'
Murchison— Come

Room

e

JSU£e

Will personally visit theatres
City or within 300 miles thereof.

etc., etc.

New York

Fees moderate.

West 48th Street

PRICE LIST OF MUSIC £*rc*£

of

Theatre plans examined and suggestions made
as to operating room location. Operating rooms

An American Gentleman
tion.

your screen result unsatisfactory?
your projection current costing too

Is

BONELLI
in

1916

10,

Projection Engineer

AT LIBERTY
WILLIAM
FEATURED

June

theatre structures in Europe

.

.

Butterfly

Wilfulness..
Clogs

— Lancashire

and America.

(
I

The author

"Modern

of

Theatre Construction"
Schirmer Photoplay Series

SS&SSsSS"*"*

Complete plans and specifications,
including full detail and working
drawings at 3% on cost, specially
prepared for each project.

Edward Barnard Kinsila
Architect and Specialist

New York
G.

SCHIRMER

(INC.)

3 East 43rd Street.

NEW YORK

228

CITY

Tf^or

WEST

Studio

42d

STREET

*\W*> PATT-o

"THE STANDARD"
under which the

The

ONLY PROJECTOR

SIMPLEX PROJECTOR was

that received

initiated

and has been maintained.

THE HIGHEST AWARD AT TWO EXPOSITIONS

GRAND PRIZE

GOLD MEDAL
PANAMA-CALIFORNIA

PANAMA-PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL.
EXPOSITION

EXPOSITION
Send

for Catadogu<

= The Precision

M achineC) .Tnc.

317 East 34th: St- NewYork

1915.

!

June

10,
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Imported Carbons-

r\

Per

^

x 12 in.
Electra cored,
Electra cored, y% x 12 in.
Bio cored, 24 x 12 in. ...
Plania cored, Y\ x 12 in.

100

$20
14

20
15

Per

1000

$180
120
180
140

HENRY MESTRUM
385 Sixth Avenue,
Manufacturing Supply House

New York

for

Photoplay Theat

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
POWER— SIMPLEX— BAIRD

HALLBERG'S
MOTOR GENERATORS
MSnusa Gold Fibre Screens
The Acme
Screen
SANIZONE DEODORANT

20th CENTURY

Perf«ctl«B

of

The Perfect Perfume

for

WE ARE
Ask

LEWIS
1327

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER RELIEF DECORATIONS
Theatres Designed Everywhere

Motion Picture and All Theatre!

DISTRIBUTORS
for Catalogs

M.

Vine Street,

SWAAB

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Send for our

1916 catalog.
It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations some in colors
of theatres we have designed and decorated.
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments
it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatre
or improving the looks of your present one.

—

—

;

Send us Sizes of Theatre for Special Design*

THE DECORATORS SUPPLY

CO.

Archer Avenue and Leo Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The

best theatres in the country are

equipped with

Gundlach
Projection Lenses
This

is in recognition of their superior
illuminating power and perfect correc-

tion for a sharp, brilliant picture.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave.,

Rochester, N. Y.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

10,

ORGAN

PIPE

A Genuine

June

can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,

ORGAN

—

ALONE

TOGETHER.

HARMO

ALONE — OR

PIANO

Write

BOTH

for particulars

COMPANY

PIPE ORGAN

McCormick

1423

RICHARDSON'S

Bldg.

MOTION PICTURE
TEN DAYS

GOLD*
WWUI

HANDBOOK

FREE TRIAL*

KING
SCREENS

are

GOLD KING SCREEN

Published by

C0.,ALTUS,0KLA.

CHALMERS

the
NOW IS THE TIME TO

Publishing Co.

EQUIP WITH FANS

We

will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swingdirections,
for direct
ing in different
current at a total of $44.00; alternating,
$50.00.

Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and Ventilating

IL

It

TIRSO AL CINEMATOGRAFO

Via del Tritone

183,

Rome,

better,

and more helpful
its

predecessors

throughout the country by reason
connection with

WORLD,

in

is

of his

THE MOVING PICTURE

which his

PARTMENT

$3.00.

Business Office:

bigger,

In daily touch with practical operators

The most important Film Journal in Italy.
Published every Monday at Rome.
Excellent staff,
special bureau of information.
Correspondents in all
parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries:

is

than have been either of
by the same able author.

Lancaster, Pa.

Fidelity Electric Co.,

PROJECTION DE-

featured, Mr. Richardson
especially wall qualified to deal with
is

the problems which are constantly confronting the motion picture mechanics

Italy

upon whose

skill the industry depends so
largely for its healthy growth.

RICHARDSON'S

A

Dependable Mailing

List Service

HANDBOOK

of theatres in

list

is

MOTION

PICTURE

a carefully prepared guide

to perfect projection.

postage, etc. Reaches all or selected
Includes name of exhibitor as
the theatre in address. A list of publicity
desiring
hanges looking for features.
„__J picture news. Ui
Supply houses that are properly characterized
with address of studios, laboratories and offices, mtormatioo is
advance of theatres being or to be built.

Saves you from 30

itory.

It is an invaluable help to every single
individual in the trade who has to do with
the mechanical handling of motion picture

W60.

There are more than 4W Pages of Text
and the illustrations—of which there are
many —have been especially devised for

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
M
425

Fifth Avenue, New York
Ashland Block, Chicago

Addressing

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

Multigraphing

this

Substantially Bound
Red Cloth $4.00

in

Peace Pictures
*

the Copy.

Beautifully Colored

5*ffiS
European

War

Pictures

intra!)

Illustrated
On our own

Terms
.
.„
Moderate
,

Accompanied by
tern,

etc.,

Violinist,

Poems

country.
Operator, Lanand Clubs, in or

Pianist,

for Theatres, Lyceums
Music for dances.

out of town.

LOUISE M. MARION
445

particular publication.

Typewriting

Printing

W.

23rd Street,
Phone

10396

New York

Chelsea

SENT POSTPAID
ON RECEIPT OF PRICE
BY

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

Madison Ave.,

New York

City

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Dependable LigKi
1

Direct curren

"-

\o 4

K.W.

.

overload above current required for picture j
chine, handling 25 to 50 lamps in addition. Motor, 4-cylinder, 4-cycle, highgrade and fully guaranteed. Compact,
inexpensive. Write today for Bulletin
No. 20.
Universal Motor Co.. Dept. W, Qshkosh, Wis. *

917 Schiller Bldg.,

Chicago,

111.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June

10,
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Noii- Break-

When

able and

you win*

Open

remember we have

Chairs

50,000 CHAIRS

Sanitary

Walnut

finishes, assuring

you

01

i

il

Wi,

satisfactory selection a

Upholstered Chairs in u
specifications, depending on character of chair selected,
be pleased to forward vou Illustrated literature or *•«««>•
..

;

for

AAERIC4N SEATING CDAPANY

FREE SEATING

PLAN. Mention

this

1010 Lytton BIdg.. Chicago

paper.

STEEL FURNITURE
Grand Rapids, Mich.

;

New

i.

CO.

York, 150 Fifth Ave.

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good
most alwa>
an

1

FL0RAL DECORATIONS GIVE

Perfect Developing
and Printing

ARTISTIC

produces
your patrons.
It

Negatives Developed, .left.
Positive Printing
4c. ft.
Special

price on
orders.

TITLES

in

everlasting and need no care
the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at
your service ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

quantity

—

any language

Write

per foot

complete

— Tinting

Cards Free

ATMOSPHERE
charm — delights

Artificial flowers are practically

for beautifully colored catalogue

DECORATING
CO.
BOTANICAL
FLOWERS AND PLANTS
MANUFACTURERS

Free

OF ARTIFICIAL

Satisfaction guaranteed by
our fifteen years' experience.

208

ADAMS

W.

ST.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

GUNBY BROS., Inc.
145

West

45th Street

New York

City

Anti=Censorship Slides
54c
75c

Four Slides
Six Slide*

Pianists

Twelve

Exhibitors
Any

exhibitor sending
his name and address will receive free
of charge 11 pages of music that will
accompany any one reel society
drama. If satisfactory remit 25c. If
not return music. W. C. Simon, 510
Times BIdg., New York City. This
offer expires June 17th.
pianist

or

Quality

means
We

do

Slides

Moving Picture

D

£Lm

Exhibitors

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

$1.50

Madis.n Avenue

and Theatre Managers.

The

N. Y. City

fight

against

Legalized Censorship of Moving Pictures is your right. Show these slide*
on your screen for the next few months and help create a strong public
sentiment against this unnecessary and un-American form of legislation.
See page 1743 of our issue of March 20th for text matter. All slides neatly
colored, carefully packed and postage paid.

"Keeping Everlastingly at
Send your

slide orders

Moving Picture World,

IVANS

PARTICULAR Work

for

PARTICULAR

Developing and Printing

Brings Success"

it

and remittance at once to

17

Madison

means

Ave., N. Y.

Perfection

People

ONLY

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
416-418-420-422

Telephone SMI Audubt

MR. EXHIBITOR: Are you

West 216th

need of a modern, up-to-date Ticket
Chopper, ask your dealer to procure one for you, it is better than the
Brass Poster Frames for single sheet,
best, and costs less money.
the equal of which there is none. Ask your dealer to show you one of
in

Street,

New York

City

Simplex with tad without motors, 9 No. «A machines
itui.pi-.l with motors for A. C. or D. C.
3 No. 6 machines, 12 No. 5
When making inachinea. 2 lM,>,n Model I) at very low prices.
rroroid Curtain, none its equal.

THE STERN MANUFACTURING
LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE

CO.,

IN U. S. A.

Inc., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

SEND

IN

YOUR

CONTRIBUTIONS

June

NOW

Motion Picture Campaign
for the

Actors'

Fund
Many

Exhibitors

America

of

Exhibitors throughout

are contributing

1

0%

ceipts of their theatres

America

of the gross re-

on dates extend-

ing to June Fifteenth. Local conditions

many

in
If

Exhibitors

instances

made

this necessary.

0%

as yet
you have not donated
do so now or before June 5 th.
1

please

1

Send

The Motion

In

Your

Picture

Campaign

Contributions

for the

O

Actors Fund
Extends to
9

th

June 15
$lea*e

££>enb

W

SAMUEL GOLDFISH,

Chairman
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
30 East 42nd Street, New York

3n gout Contribution*

JJoto

Checks payable to MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN FOR THE ACTORS' FUND
J. Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York

10,

1916

June

10,
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My Dream
Has Come True
when

Years ago

motion

the

picture industry was a teething infant—
I

We have such a factory,

dreamed about a factory where

new home of

the supreme degree of film quality was the paramount

the

issue.

and printing.

I

dreamed about a

studio,

com-

pletely appointed, where perfect illumination secured
maximum light values.
I

I

dreamed about an organization

of film experts,
tifically

unit,

men

managed

—

trained to the minute; scien-

a capahle,

We have such a
and
at

it

experienced, thinking

operated to efficiently and sufficiently serve.

will

studio,

soon be available to you

reasonable rental

We

dreamed about the combination

such a factory with such a studio, so that one could
completely serve the motion picture trade.

of

perfect developing

rates.

will operate
conjunction

studio in

our

with our

factory, thus securing the highest
degree of efficiency.

We

have the ideal

organization
pletely at

— actively

your

and

com-

service.

With guaranteed film quality and adequate studio
we have everything to offer you. And, everything

facilities,

we have

to

offer is property

priced

and

honestly delivered.

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
SUCCESSORS TO

Industrial

Moving Picture Co.

Watterson R. Rothacker, President

Chicago

1968

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

'Sixteen Years of

Knowing

June

How

Power's Cameragraph
AGAIN AWARDED

GRAND

PRIZE

at the Third

National

Exposition of Safety
and Sanitation, Held

Under the Auspices of
the American Museum
of Safety, at Grand

Central Palace, New
York City, May, 1916

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET

NEW YORK Zi

m

10,

1916

MJLiUUlJLftAAii^^

TH£ PII/M
IND&X

EXHIBITORS
CrUIDE

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

luuc

17,

MUTUAL PICTURES
Ill

Edwin Ihanhowset
Presents

.^^^m

GRACE De CARLTON

in

the leading role"'

RELEASED JUNE 15™

BROTHERS
^-^ EQUAL
V
X^
^

BARBARA

2 REELS

GIIROY, ROBERT

^

<**€>*

VAUGHN &THOS.A.CURRAN
RELEASED JUNE

13'"

CLAUDE COOPER 6.FRANKE.M-?NI5H

asOTCAR&XONRADn

44

ESTATERS'
^ REAL
REEL
JUNE
12*

1

RILEY CHAMBERLIN
44

as'CONDUCTOR. 7©6"in

DOUGHNUTS
REEL

JUNE

17*

THANHOU/ER, SttJ CORP.
ROCHEUE.N.Y.

191b

June

17,
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Why

Eve Ate the Apple!

When Eve

plucked the fruit of the tree of knowledge,
wasn't because she particularly fancied the apple.
She was driven by a soul consuming curiosity.
When the new born babe first reaches out for the
moon, it is governed by the same primal instinct.
Curiosity was the fundamental law of life that impelled the first fish to flip its fins until it could soar the
it

air

and walk the

land.

Its restless, irresistible

demand drove man

to explore

the ends of the earth, to read the mysteries of the sky

and sea and land.
last sleep,
It

when

has held him from the cradle to his
he wonders of the mysteries beyond.
It

responsible for science, for art, for civilization

is

itself.

It is this

appeal to the same fundamental element in

human

nature that swept the world off its feet when
Conan Doyle's famous detective stories appeared.

William
lock
that

Gillette

added to the fascination of Sher-

Holmes by creating a being that feels, that acts,
lives. Through his genius in dramatic art Essanay

has produced a photoplay that throbs with the fire of
action, that enthralls, as the mysteries of its plot unfold.
It bears the stamp of the fundamental that carries universal appeal.

in

Sherlock Holmes, with William Gillette,
seven acts through V. L. S. E.

is

released

inc

lviwviiNVj

ri^iuftr-

A Smashing Success Everywhere
#^^"
^^F

—

Unusual in theme unusual
and original in production unusually
strong in cast and written around the most
unusual atmosphere ever used in a serial that
of the circus ring, the big top, the sawdust arena-

—

—

fascinating to

young and

old alike

/ftyOTH
I
I
I

is today the biggest and most successful serial ever produced.
Produced on a scale more lavish than any other serial filled with
the genuine thrills of circus life, love and adventure some daring
staged in under the canvas presenting the highest class performers in real and regular circus acts together with the most popular serial stars of the day

—

—

—

—

i

GRACE CUNARD
i
AND
FRANCIS FORD i
—

You are offered a money-getter a crowd winner such as you
have never even dreamed of. Book it now before your competitor beats you to it. Bookings are pouring in for the first
episodes have taken Exhibitors and their patrons by
Write or wire your nearest Universal
storm.
Exchange

for full particulars.

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern

1600

BROADWAY

Advertising

-

Handsome

six-color and gold cover on the finest, largest and most
complete advertising campaign book ever issued— now ready—
FREE to Exhibitors only. Tells you how to make the most
of this great serial.
Ready prepared ads and free

money out

igges-

Wire
Your
Nearest
Universal

30 REELS

15

Uni

Campaign Book FREE

for the Asking

Exchange

in the

NEW YORK

WEEKS

I

I

June

17,

1916
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Mi
The World

An

Achievement for Exhibitors that Surpasses

A

An

Quarter of a Million Dollar
Attraction that Means 14

Weeks

of Capacity

Houses

PUTTING

such a costly feature production extraordinary as
the Famous DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES on the
(at not one cent extra
regular UNIVERSAL
cost to regular Universal Program users), sets an entirely new
and wonderful precedent in moving picture history.

PROGRAM

Had any other film concern in the world presented such a
EXPEDITION PICcolossal attraction as the famous
TURES, they would yowl their heads off in advertising— hire a
few extra press agents, boost it to the skies, and then ask exorbitant prices for the feature.

DORSEY

To be honest with you, any film concern would be justified in
doing exactly what we describe, for no matter what price Exfamous DORSEY Pictures, both Exhibitor
and patrons would be getting their full money's worth.

hibitors paid for the

June

17,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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tenowrted

DfflOHffiURB
king Ever

Known

in

Regular Program Offerings

An Absolutely Unparalleled Event
that Promises Extraordinary
Prestige-Profit and Popularity

THE

that instead of booking this quarter of-a-million
feature outside of the Universal Program, at a<lprices,
the Universal places this magnificent
Box Office attraction ON
UNIVERSAL PRO
GRAM, should at once and for all time, convince every living
Exhibitor that the UNI\ ERSAL
offers more genu
ine monej making attractions than ALL
now (in the market COMBINED. If you are not using the Uni
versal Program make ever) effort to secure it. This big feature
can be booked by an) Exhibitor at rates which he can get from
any Universal Exchange.
fact

dollar

vanced

THE REGULAR

PROGRAM
OTHER PROGRAMS

Universal

Film
'

1600

BROADWAY

AKI.

Manufacturing Co,

I.AKMMI
-

!

-

-

\

I

\\

yQRK

1111'
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L-KO'S
The

Latest and Greatest

ALICE

HOWELL
in

"Pirates of
The comedy

films

dict of the fans.

supreme!

That's the ver-

L-KO'S do not depend upon

some alleged funny man's idea of clowning for
Funny and ridiculous situatheir popularity.
Props that cost a fortune
tions are provided.
are placed at the disposal of the best comedy
directors in the world.

Alice

Howell has made a reputation

and wit and cleverness that enable her to do
stunts that would scare the average acrobatic
comedian.
"Pirates of the Air" is PIE for Alice. She is
her element and in the centre of the stage
where the fans want to see her all the time.
in

—
—

Up in the air on an airship dropping from
one aeroplane to another in midair; dropping
bombs on the police patrol sailing through
space with an umbrella for a parachute these
are a few of the incidents that will pack your
house and send your patrons away happy.
great comedy. Don't forget to boost it for all
you are worth. It will make one grand feature

comedy

night. Don't forget that
featured and that this is a most
extraordinary comedy. Wire or write for booking today.
for a special
Alice Howell

is

—

p s. Don't forget that this
the regular Universal Program.
#

L-KO KOMEDY KOMPANY,
H. Pathe Lehrmann-

—

Don't forget the special paper ready for this
for her-

— found favor with the fans because not only
her every move a scream —but she has nerve

self
is

The Air"

is

released on

Hollywood, Cal.

1600 Broadway,

New York

june

17,
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UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION
Them
What
They Want
Give

You

have found from experience that your business is not built up or retained by showing an
occasional good picture, but by keeping your
show up to a uniformly high standard. Isn't
that so ? Then here's the solution—

Use Unicorn Service and Please
Your Audience
We

—

offer the best one and two reel subjects ever produced
with casts
of the best known stars in the country
clean and clear new film at
prices much lower than you have paid in the past for worn-out film.

—

—

EXCHANGES:
New York City

130 West 46th St. H.W.Harwell
207 Pleasant St. . S. M. Moscow
Springfield
Wm. F. O'Brien
.
167 Dwight St.
Bangor. . . Eastern Trust Bldg. W.J. Brennan
Buffalo. .
23 W. Swan St.
II. E. Hughes
.
Syracuse .
565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey
680 Broadway William Lawrence
Philadelphia
1309 Vine St.
A. G. Steen
Washington, D. C, 434 9th St., N.
St. Louis
.
.
3628 Olive St. . .
l Werner

Boston

.

ndianapolis, 129

Cleveland
Pittsburg
Detroit

.

.

Kansas City

.

Wichita

.

.

Minneapolis

.

Unicorn Exchange
Gloyd Bldg.
.
.
nicorn Exchange
Produce Exchange

.

Denver
.i-i.

i

.

.
L. C. Gross
Jack Kraemer

W. I). Uurd
R.E.Peckham

St.
St.

Harry E. Coffey

St.

.

Western Div
1

W. Cotter

J.

L. J. Schlaifer
.

Summit

11")

.

St.

.

531 Walnut
1436 Welton

.

Cincinnati

W

Omaha

.

Toledo

...

W. Washington

Mailers Bldg.
750 Prospect Ave,
125 Fourth Ave.
183 Jefferson St.

.

u Divii

Manager
Manager

.

.

.

.

Fi
tod

.

L

GoUatda

J.

A. Eslow

II.

-Murphy

To be Opened

.

J.W.Morgan

Lake City
IS ew Orleans
Loa Angela*
Dallas

I

W.L.Merrill

Seattle

Portland

Salt

The men incharge are experienced fil ni men who will

co-operate with you in every
way. Write the exchange in your territory or direct to the i\ew
ork home office.
,

»

Unicorn Film Service Corporation
IKE SCIILANK, Central Manager

126-130 West 46th
wddmt—ofo

New York

St.

scan

/„./«„.

back

paaw

i

„/,„/„/,.

of

City
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PL AYERS

48 SUPREME PHOTOPLAYS A YEAR

DANIEL FRO H MAN
PRESENTS

4*

m

Destiny's Toy
3yJ0HN

3.

&BR/EN

-A

ST/RR/NG
PHOTOPLAY

OF SELFSACRIFICE-

AND
REWARD

LOUISE

HUFF
RELEASED

JUNE

/5— ON THE

^Paramount program,

PLAYERS FILM @
FAMOUS
ADOLPH ZUKOR,
president

DANIEL FROH MAN,

12-4-130

managing director

YORK
WEST 56^ STREET,FILMNEW
SERVICE

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUS PLAYERS

Ltd.

17,
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BLUEBIRD Pholopl
Present

!7rie Three Godfathers
The most wonderful outdoor* picture ever j
<?reit Saturday Evening; Post 4
Peter B.Kyne. With a remiriubh/ strong cast

From the

t

HarryD.Carey 1 Stella Razeto
Directed

by Ed J. Lc

Saint.

1^ EORGE
^* editor of

Horace Lorimer, noted
the

Saturday Evening

"The Three

Godfathers,
is one of tke
most human stories that ever
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
Post, says:

by Peter B. Kyne,

strongest,

That

s

why

it

was adapted

screen and produced as a

for the

BLUEBIRD

Photoplay. The power of this appealing play leads you through every
human emotion. It is a living expression of an unusual episode of human life.
It

is

a

jot

BLUEBIRD—
tli

rough >

r local

it

must he good.

BLUEEIRD

Exchange

xecutive Offices

BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS
(Inc.)

1600 Broadway

New

York

June

17,
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A

photoplay

acting

is

a combination of

story, direction,

and photography.

A perfect photoplay
blending together

is

a delicate synchronization

— of these ingredients.

Sometimes in the
graphy is slighted

telling
;

of a good story photo-

sometimes the acting

fails

to

reach the heights of the direction.

Far and wide one producing firm has gained an
enviable reputation for the sureness with
it

which

builds together the delicate structure called a

photoplay.

Lasky photoplays have been termed the "highest
standard of photographic drama."
antee of Lasky on a photoplay

is

The

guar-

as consistently

sound as the mechanical perfection of a timepiece marked, "Swiss movement."

Those

responsible for Lasky leadership are not

simply satisfied to lead,

— the

effort

is

to

broaden the gap.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

^arammuW^irturel>
are the productions of

Famous Players Film
Co.,

Co., Jesse L.

The Oliver Morosco Photoplay

Only one exhibitor

Lasky Feature Play
Co., Pallas Pictures

in

each

neighborhood can talk consistent quality.

Only upon consistent quality

be

can enduring business
built.

Do you envy the assured
and constantly increasing
prosperity

of

the

Para-

mount Exhibitor?

Are

YOU Satisfied?
Write Our Exchange To-Day

Tune

17,

1916

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June- 17, 1916

^aram/mrit^idllr^
WEE K'S RELE ASES

Music

ALL STAR CAST

Specially arranged

Produced by

at

a

is

have a full orchestra
or only a piano,

the effectiveness

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES
TRAVEL PICTURES No. 18

of

each feature.

Jsko

presents

Produced by
The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co.

this

specially arranged
music will add greatly
to

Mo>rosco

01i\

EDNA GOODRICH in
THE MAKING OF MADDALENA

small

Whether you

rental.

Famous Players Film Co

Th

beginning With release

available

in

THE EVIL THEREOF

music for each feature

of April 3rd, 1916,

Frohman presents

Daniel

"Visiting the Sultan of Sulu"

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS

^change.

No. 18
Preparedness.
Better Babies.
First

Aid to the Injured.

Jobs

You Would Not Want.

Trickids.

PARAMOUNT-BRAY ANIMATED
CARTOON No. 21
"Farmer Al

Falfa's Tentless Circus."

YOU Satisfied ?

Are

Write Our Exchange To-Day

V

POIIP "inKTV FIVE.

LX

FIJTHAVENUE

NEW YORK.

V

at

FORTY HinST ST

^\

1

i*
I*

N.Y.

i

Mil.

1982

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June

^aramxmnV^icture^
are the productions of

Famous Players Film
Co.,

The

Oliver

Lasky Feature Play

Co., Jesse L.

Morosco Photoplay

Co., Pallas Pictures

Short Subjects
Each

of the short subjects on the

Paramount Program

has been
placed there because it contained
definite business building possibilities for the exhibitor.
Paramount Pictographs
Paramount- Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Paramount' Bray Animated Cartoons

and Bray'Gilbert

Silhouettes

Are you interested in filling out
your program or in adding strength
to your program ?

Are

YOU Satisfied?

L^^^^^^^L^ W

Write Our Exchange To-day

LV

Q^aramomtr

V

fess&&4

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

VJ

FIFTHAVENUE

NEW YORK,

V_^ SHORTY FIRST

N.Y.

ST
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PJfrolJWORLlD HCTWEgll^ffll

dY
to bra

-A *Y OLD

'

P
'CTUR Es
L

1

j^t

m~<:

AND

|

TURN

RIGHT^GO RIGHXes
BEGIN
WITH THESE
HOUSE PETERS and
BARBARA TENNANT

THE CLOSED ROAD"

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

//THE FEASMIFf

ROBERT

w "HER MATERNAL RIGHT"
WARWICK m "SUDDEN RICHES"

ALICE

BRADY

MOLLIE

KING

KITTY GORDON

ETHEL CLAYTON and
CARLYLE BLACKWELL

IN

"TANGLED FATES"

m "FATES

BOOMERANG"

'

EDHA WALLACE HOPPER -pcnnc
amoFRAMK SHERIDAN IN KURIL}

^.wnnrp"
VIVUKlt

AND

THEN STAY RIGHT
GET

IH

OFFICE

TOUCH WITH OUR MEARE5T BRANCH
AMD INSURE YOURSELF AGAINST

BEING LEFT

BRADY -MADE

17,

1916

June

17,
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1985

WILLIAM A.BRADY
WORLD FILM CORPORATION

EVERLASTINGLY BEAUTIFUL

LASBOHEME

FRIDAUeB^
Directed by

Direc+ed by

EMILE CHAUTARD

ALBERT CAPELLAKI.
Produced by

PARAGON

FILMS,

•mnanAM
limmnilllllNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlHIHbin

mnm

A\^RID PICTUREyWVR-EXCELLENCE

inc.

®1RABT
ii

uimi ii

mnni H

iiii

mu ii

ii

Mi

i

iniiiiiii

mnii

>.S
i

ii
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i

ii ii iiii

t>j
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mitro
preservis

HAROLD
LOCKWOOD
AN D

MAY

ALLIJON
in.

<A Metro wonderplay
of i he peat outdoors
wiihadveniure
Supreme in ^Acis
of heart appeal

alive

V

r

Directed by Fred J. Bals

hofer-

By special

arrangement with
'>**»

Released

Jl metro Pictures

^v

on ihc Meiro Program

Corporation

Junel2

Biggest Problem in the

Business

is

Solved

Film

-

E spent $£0,000 and spent it as business
men to find the answer to the dull days
of the theatre box office. ((We put eight
straight months of time on it. ({We had the
best brains and the most successful experience to draw upon and the solution is

<77K?pictureS

Magazine

One

Million copies a week- at the.
low price of a good herald, cflt's coupled
up with your theatre and your patrons
and the response has h^eix so tremendous
that we can agree to serve only those
JL

who order nowSamples and the entire solution of your
big problem are yours for the asking.
See your nearest Metro Exchange or were direct to

The PICTURES
1476 BROADWAY

^^flpfljTTmriflmi

i

Hi ii uii^^

T

&$

£ so^

-

MAGAZINE
YORK.

&&

>\N

>JEW

June

17,

I1C

19K)

I

L.

Kl'.

\\

'

IKI.I

IQOTTjyMLI

IF

A STRAIGHT TIP

YOU ARE IN THE MOTION PICTURE GAME TO WIN

PLAY THIS HAND

QUITADLE M0T10AJ PICTURE/

CORPORATION^

RELEASING THROUGH

WORLD

FILM CORPORATION

FHE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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(

B

i)

Arrangement Wit K F Zieq fel d Jr.

in

Supported hj

AMoKon Rehire NoVel by Mr.&Mrf.
The novelized version

of Gloria's

Romance

is

now

appearing

in

such

leading newspapers as

Chicago Sunday Tribune

Cleveland Sunday Plaindealer

Louisville Post

New York World

Cincinnati

Sunday
Commercial Tribune
Indianapolis Sunday Star
Buffalo Sunday Courier
Atlanta Sunday Journal
Seattle Sunday Post

Omaha Bee

Minneapolis Sunday Tribune

Denver Rocky Mountain News
Philadelphia Sunday North
American
Salt Lake City Sunday
Telegram
San Francisco Sunday
Chronicle
St. Louis Sunday Globe

Democrat
iid

Memphis Sunday Commercial
Appeal

New

Intelligencer

San Antonio Express
Des Moines Register Leader
Pittsburg Sunday Press
Baltimore Sunday Sun

hundreds of other newspapei

Orleans Sunday Item
Houston Chronicle
Reading Eagle
Boston Sunday Globe
Kansas City Star
Portland Oregonian
Lincoln, Neb. Star

Savannah, Ga.

News

ughout America

The motion picture version of Gloria's Romance is now appearing at
America's biggest and best theatres everywhere with publicity cooperation the like of which has never before been seen.

—

THE MOVING PICTURE WoKI.D
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MUTUAL SPE

June

17,
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CIAL FEATURE

*\\.

^\v

"The Secret

— /

/

of the Submarine" is full of furious action
stupendous surprises
swiftly runs the whole gamut of Intense '
Dramatic Situations, Desperate and Deadly Struggles, Sensational Thrills and Sudden Changes.
Enormous attendances are following this serial — stampeding theatres at the showing of every chapter! There's the continuous effort of Lieut. Hope, Cleo, Mahlin, Olga and Morton to win the "secret"

amazes with

—

its

—

all backed by powerful but conflicting influences. There's the intrigue constantly developing, the
double mystery, the succession of smashing sensations that make the big crowds cheer!!

American Film Company,

presents

Inc.,

The Film Novel of the Hour!
In Chapter Four the rapid

fire

of electrifying adventures fairly staggers the onlooker!

Brilliant photography and great settings bring out with a big "punch" the bitter clash of the foreign
spies and the Americans— climaxed with a tremendous bomb explosion! Thomas Chatterton and
show wonderful realism. These
triumph constantly
Juanita Hansen act with remarkable power
are supreme film scenes.

—

—

Powell's Novelization

Over 1000
Newspapers

In

Big Profits for Exhibitors!
"The

Think

of Ihe enormous interest created by over one thousand newspapers now publishing serially E.
Alexander Powell's great i

Secret of

the Submarine"

—

means tremendous crowds

an over-worked cash drawer, with
at your theatre— continuous capacity
good money pouring in constantly. Every chapter is a tenstrike. There are fifteen two-act
This great serial is
chapters in all — fifteen weeks of big husiness, of real money-making.
the motion picture triumph produced by men who made fortunes with " The Diamond From
Act today. Book this winner. Wire >..ur
The Sky" and "The Girl and the Game"
!

reservation
leading newspapers running
Secret ol the Submarine:"

New

"The

York World, Philadelphia

Inquirer. Baltimore American.
Buffalo Courier. Pitfburgh Gazette Time: San Franc imco
Chronicle, Lot An fie* Record.
Indianapolis Star. Milwaukee

Journal. Cleveland Leader. Dalla. Journal, Omaha Bee

And

1,000 Others

now — no

obligation involved.

Make

the big

crowds come

!

Apply to "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any Mutual Exchange,
or at Mutual Film Corporation, 71 W. 23d St., New York City

American Film Company,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Inc.

THE MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

June
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Helene Rosson

"The

in

Sheriff of Plumas"
An

intensely interest-

two-part " Mustang" drama— p resented by a strong cast.
play that will appeal
deeply to all classes.
ing

A

Directed by Warren Ellsworth. Released June 16.

"Convicted for

Murder"
In this two-part
"Flying A" photo'
drama, Edward Coxen,
George Field and LizetteThorne portray a gripping story of innocence convicted of crime.
Directed by

Billy

Van

Deusen's Egg-Spensive Adventure

Thomas

Ricketts.

Released June 12.

Pedigree, Pups and Pussies

John Steppling, Carol Halloway and John Sheehan
in another ripping "Beauty" comedy of the Billy

Boast not too much of one's ancestry. It might be
as Orral Humphrey finds, to his dismay, in this re-

Van Deusen

series.

freshing "Beauty" comedy.

Directed by Archer

McMackin

A

Released June 14th.

Directed by Orral Humphrey.

Released June 18th.

strong, evenly balanced program gets the crowds. Show "American" photo"
plays and your box office receipts will prove your good judgment.

American Film

Co., Inc.

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON,
Chicago,

Illinois

President

June

17,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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MUTUAL PICTURES
Love, Burglars and a Bulldog
Rube Miller's latest VOGUE
comedy success-New,
unique and unusual. Madge
Kirby, too, registers laughs
at the rate of one per second.
Directed by

Rube

Miller

Released June 13th

<

Delinquent Bridegrooms
Paddy McQuire and BenTurpin

in a

high-pressure fun film. Every motion and expression creates a furore.
Directed by Jack Dillon

Released June

1

8th

VOGUE comedies lure
amusement seekers like
sugar lures flies— secure

your bookings early and
cash in on popularity.
Vogue Film

Co.

MUTUAL PICTURES

*^S3f
$£
Make friends vwry week
''''^N'iiiiiiiiiiiii

by

introducing yoar patrons to

"Reeljife"
The Mutual Film Madazine

GAUMONTS

ENTERTAINING SINGLE-REEL THAT BEARS
THE SAME RELATION TO A MAGAZINE THAT THE
THE MUTUAL WEEKLY DOES TQ A NEWSPAPER

"Life in Florida Everglades
"Reel Life'
Eclip e of the Sun.'
weeKiy singie-reei release, containing at least tftree entertaining subjects. Send
-i

A

for

+
OTHER GREAT GAUMONT WEEKLY SINGLE-REELS

list.

Reel
MUTUAL WEEKLY -The
"
in motion pictures. e
KARTOON KOMICS-Anin

of Scoops.

News

of the

world FIRST

by Harry Palmer

that are clean

and amusing.

"SEE

AMERICA
by U.

selected

FIRST "-See
S.

Government

National Parks. Other pictures
c beauty and grandeur.

s

for

popularity,
views of

tes

and

its

GAUMONT PHOTOPLAYS
VENGEANCE "—Throbs with the passion of

BOOK THESE GREAT

plat

3-ACT

"

FLAMES OF

"

On the screen now.
THE CRIMINAL'S THUMB "—A

false step

of

medium

on her wedding day.

a

woman's

Starring Gertrude Robinson, with Iva

Shepard.

melodrama of a man's weakness and
ngth. Written by Lionel Barrymore and Wright Hui
Starring Alexander Gaden and Iva Shepard. Released June 2'.
with the strong undercurrents of
double life and duplicity possible in a great city. Written by Robert
Burns, Starring Alexander Gaden and Gertrude Robinson. Released
ington.

'GATES OF DIVORCE"— Pulsates
July

6.

akiW

of Publicity

The @mopolitan
lation of

Dtfagazime has a circu-

more than lf)OD, <3QD

each

month

.

Advertisers figure that at least five readers
This means
see every copy sold.
7,

5®, Oft)

readers!

The

July number of Cosmopolitan will
contain a two page feature story of the

International

film Service Stars

7, 5 00, 000

.

people will read about Joan. Sotihoril

and sjfw MYSTERIES

/MYR4.-

In the September issue 7,500,000 people
will learn

about Ireao Caffflo.

In the October dainty
will be featured

—

Qlivfe

TRcxmB^

The November issue

but wait
This

is

'who

are

in addition to the

CMMiXI

International

Film

*»

touch

with

Service

the doings

through

the

of the
gigantic

J-mafflt PnhUccdkyits ''
1

mWCKjic.
INTEKNMON^ BDLM
•NBVVYOiaCCiry
a COLUMBUS CIRCLE

ONE REEL IMRI^CX)MICS
by the
greatest cartoonists in the world, such as

TOM

POWERS
F. OPPER
GEORGE W. HERRIMAN
W. C. HOBAN
are

now being

E.

released

by the following

exchanges:

INTEKN^STONAL FILM SEByiC&^e.
1 COLUMBUS CIRCLE -NEW YORK Gfc

« p-i

-

m.M m*w-m

miwiia

m.M + *W -

i

June

17.
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WORLD

The Reason Why
ESSANAY

short subjects pack all theatres is because
features its stars, who are known to all picture fans, in it- one,
three act comedies and dramas.
It selects only the most amusing or the most dramatic plots.
It uses the utmost care in direction and photography.
It

two and

MARGUERITE CLAYTON and HARRY BEAUMONT
are presented in

"Putting

It

Over"

A humorous
who wants

love tangle in which a young couple "'put it over" on the girl's aunt
her to wed a rich old man. They frustrate a thief, elope and are happy

ever after.
.-•

Act Comedy

Drama, June 13

"CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL
Split

NO.

11"

Reel with Scenic, June 14

BRYANT WASHBURN

and

MARGUERITE CLAYTON

are presented in

"The Promise Land"
A girl jilts Iter bashful suitor to wed a dashing here
hardships her boyhood lover persuades her to return
time comes true love.
3 Act Drama, June 17

IU». U.H.P.t. 1907

EgamamEasEaa
1333 Argyle Street, Chicago

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1996

POLICE

June

!)

THIS IS THE CRY
ON tfVERY TONGUE
lis the lalesi

ESSa]\IHy-CHaPU3N)

Feature Comedy

CHaBUECHaEUM
himself says:
"It's

my funniest

IT IS
*

PROVIWG

A

TREMENDOUS BOX
orricE jtfXRACTHHS)

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

Reg. V. 8. Pat. 1907

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago

17,

1916

fe^^s^^iiMilii
Mass of Humanity
SAYS

ANOTHER EXH/B/TOR

GiarlieOiapliiw
Burtesqueonfanns?
Opens the Success
"load to You

Released Through

m

VITAGRAPHLuBINSEUG ESSAMAY
THE. DIG
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Po^emaII

THEBY

VIM COMEDIES
PRE5ENT

Mr.

MYERS and Miss THE3Y
IN

SPECIAL SINGLE REEL

FEATURE THE
C0MEDIE5
IN

MM SERVICE
REFINEMENT
GENERAL

15 THE HALLMARK OF THESE UNIQUE
COMEDIES, PERSONALLY DIRECTED BY

HARRY

C.

MYER5 .........

EVERY WEDNESDAY ......
WATCH FOR RELEA5E DATE . .

.,

.

/tieUI CO

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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VITACRAPH
REGULAR VITAGRAPH RELEASES

"Her Loving

Relations"

ONE-PART COMEDY, RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE

nth

—

"Dorothy Rich" has moneys and relatives. To find out whether her relatives are attracted by her health or whether they love her for her o-oJn sake,
she resorts to a

little

experiment.

May^be "blood is thicker than water;" then again maybe "money
knows unless he has seen this delightful comedy?

—

Who

MART ANDERSON

as

DOROTHY RICH

talks."

is

Anne Schaefer, George Kunkel
and George Lawrence.

supported by

me Nurse

"Harold,

Girl"

ONE-PART COMEDY, RELEASED FRIDAY, JUNE

i6th

When

Mrs. Henry^ Peck left her hubby^ at home to take care of the
bab;9 while she went to the theatre, she didn't realize that there was such a
creature as a male baby nurse to tempt overworked husbands from their duty\
Harold, the nurse girl, takes care of the baby for Mr. Peck, but if Peck
had known then what he knows before the reel is over, Harold vCould never
haVe appeared again.

WILLIAM

DANGMAN

HAROLD,

with
as
Florence Natol, George O'Donnell, Richard

Turner and HarrV

Mayo

"Askes
THREE-PART DRAMA, RELEASED SATURDAY, JUNE

.

7 th

A BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
nth

CORINNE

GRIFFITH,

m

Mower and Anne

THROUGH GENERAL

RELEASED
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VITACRAPH
''His face

is

your fortune"

Frank Daniel:
Has been a stage favorite for so marrj) years

long

He

—

is

that Ke

known

is

primarily a

— Frankwon't letus

to all generations of laughter

tell just

how

loOing Americans.

pantomime artist and the screen offers possibilities for
comedy far beyond the limitations of the stage.

the Daniels brand of

This announcement in front of your theatre

FRANK DANIELS
will

As

Box

pro\>e a

as

—

"Kernel Nutt"

Office tonic.

we

a business stimulant

prescribe

"Kernel Nutt's Musical Shirt"
the

new Daniels

release, to follow

"Kernel Nutt, the Janitor"

"Kernel Mutt

Wins a Wife"

"Kernel Nutt, the Footman"
"Kernel Nutt's $100.00 Bill"

Bookings now" through

V-L-S-E

m

<&<> VITACRAPH

Cm
\*

katt iV" st.

«mi
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locust Avic drooklyn.
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PLAYING

RETURN

TO CAPACITY

ENGAGEMENTS

HOUXtT

DEMANDED
WHEREVERo

EVERYWHEI

SHOWN

The never -to -be- forgotten

picture

that stirred the Nation's soul
JJTUART BLACKJON

AND ALBERT E- SMITH'S VITASRAPH BLUE RIBBON

MASTERPIECE

The Battle CroroF Peace"
A proved box-office record breaker
3327 exhibitors infhe United States and Canada
have found THE BATTLE CRYof PEACE"
the biggest- money maker ever released

^^

;^

5555,«m..n.„,SS5

Your
Opportunity

NINE REELf-

A
•

COMPLETE

PROGRAM
^lllliniilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Preparedness is the
Presidential campaign.

NOW
keynote

From

of

now

*

BOOKINGS

NOW

the
until

^

Election Day all political parties will keep this
big question before the public. "The Battle Cry
of Peace" is a preparedness argument of terrific
power and the wide-awake exhibitor will take advantage of local interest and show this big feature while
the election campaign keeps the public talking preparedness.

3ft<?VITAGI*AIHi

COMPANY oF AMERICA

THROUGH
V-L-S-E•ftliilllillliiiiillllllMllJilHllllir:

Now

Wliile

You

About Summer

re

Thinking

Business

Are you making doubly sure

—

that your theatre

will be just as popular in the hot
it

was

months as

in the cool?

be building solidly for
way — the way which
bring the money returns you want this
— and which
Summer — to pick out the calibre of pictures you know your

By

far the best

will

the Fall

will

is

patrons want and

like,

and

THEN BOOK THEM.

Besides having a wide array of well balanced, well known,
well selected plays and players from which you can book
on the open market, each V-L-S-E feature you take is
priced according to its box office value TO YOU.

Just look over the
pictures

list

of dynamically-charged, interest-compelling

on our continuously consistent program.

ones that

you know

will

appeal to your patrons.

Check
Get

in

off

the

touch

with the nearest Big Four Exchange, and get the price on these
features, based

on their drawing power,

for

YOUR

theatre.

What safer, saner, more result-producing policy can you follow for Summer business or for all- the-y ear-round business?

Carrying Out This Plan Means Banking

Your Summer

Profits In

Advance

23
845S4Ei4gi4£JAg!a£!4Sl4ES4gy4£

VL.S.E.Inc.
S4S!4g!4&i4S!4£!4&MEMtS4El3SPte

The top-most

effort of

Edgar Lewis
Master director of

"Trie Great Divide'
'

"Souls in Bondage

"The Flames or J onannis
is

epitomized in

Those

Who
TOIL"
A

forceful,

big,

appealing epic

Honor,

Strife

From

of

heartJustice,

and Love.

the pen

of that widely

known author

Daniel Carson

Goodr
Featuring

NANCE
O'NEIL
'The Bernhardt of America"

MEMIE^!4E!4Ei 4ei4£i45MS84£i4g!4£i4S

lUBlN

HEATURE

Re/eased through VL.S.E. Inc.

IWEH5!45!4EMEM6i4EHEHSHl

Warda Howard
supported by

Duncan McRae
Ernest Maupain
and

John Lorenz
is

presented in

"That Sort
in 5 acts

By

Basil

McDonald Hastings

Directed by Charles

J.

Brabin

Dssanay features
"Sherlock Holmes"

"The Little Shepherd

of Bargain

Row"

"Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque

on Carmen"
"

The Havoc

"

"The Discard"
" Vultures of Society "
"
" The Misleading

Lady

"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines"
"

Daughter of the City "

A

"The Alster Case"
"The Raven"
The Crimson Wing "

"

"The Man

Trail"
"

A Bunch of Ktys
" The Blindness of Virtue "
"

" In the Palace of the Kint; "
"

The

Whit-- S

" Tii.

shm Prin
" Qrauitarli "

fcvssonqy
Released through. VL.S.E. Inc.

AT. £W. A W A¥. \AW M
HE» IA W ME, Mf, ^^»
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,
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\

\

\

.

\

.

\
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^^F^ ^^^m ^^T™ ^^T^

You

Insure

Your Box Office Returns

When You
According

Book

To The Box

On The Open
Office

V alue

Market

of

Each Feature

Chicago
Adams SL and

WabaskA.*

"uUjpatre Heauitful"

EVANSVILUE, 1ND.
1900 Commerce SL

V.L.S.E., Inc.,
New York City.
Dear Sirs :-

Denver

We wish a long and prosperous growth
to the fair booking policy as established
by your company, and in fact, the only
policy that is fair to the exhibitors
from every angle.
Our recent experience
with
features, has convinced us
beyond a doubt, of the unfairness of any
policy other than the one established by
V-L-S-E.
Yours truly,
AMERICAN AMUSEMENT ASSOCIATION.

Kansas City
1 2th

&

Walnut SL

'

Secretary-Treasurer

"/ know not how
to

govern our own

course save hy the

proven experience

;

>

of others.

M

YL.S.E.Inc.
£S
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rhe Strange Case of

ARYAPAG
Many
Thousands
Of Theatres

To Audiences
Of Millions
And Everybody Happy!
The Best Known Stars
The Most Wonderful Acting
Tremendous Publicity
A Remarkable Story

«,

Going Stronger Every Day
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#PATHI5 ultra-

wh o's

S

Draws tne

TKe Proof ?
utu°h

^

•&X'
s1
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See these fine

human interest pictttres Then BOOK THEM
Produced T>y

,^'Pathe
EXECUTIVE
15 WEST 451*

ST.
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DRAMATIC SERIES

GUILTY?
Crowds
Here it is
^H

I

!

ArTOwFilm

Corp'ti

Exchange
offices
NEW YORK

u
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'The Lavtgh.it\g^

SAlTHElGLGfeatest
But who's
this

maiv?

-*

fir"

TTTF

Jtv tke. SixteeivtK

fkey come
*ke

first

il^&a^fc
Is

3^?*1?athe
v

EXECUTIVE
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anyway?

Serial

CLAW

They all thought

Has them all guessing!

it was he
-..
t

-

t-

&
9

|

1

Episode
togetkei for

HHl

tim^-r

listen ci/i^r^l

i
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&
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H
w

Corporal
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^TGOIDBERG
HIMSELF
Tfee World's

most famous

Newspaper Cartoonist

Draws Animated
Cartoons for

PATHE
These Films will make
Lauglving a Habit

/

Current Release

fTHE FATAL PIE
Released

&?e Pathe

Exchange

theWeek oP

•>

June

1/,
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AX 1VAX PRODUCTION
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY IVAN ABRAMSON
EDWARD WEITZEL

OSCAR COOPER IN
MOTION PICTURE NEWS (June

IN

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

(June 10th)

Familiarity with Mr. Abramson's work teaches
'Her Husband's Wife" deals
that the writer of
only in serious dramatic material, preferably that
His
which contains plenty of popular punch.
Dtoplajr has several lively goes with the
Seventh Commandment, and, incidentally, hits the
spectator a wallop between the eyes, when the
tho
James
introduced
to
Gates is
are.
first Mis. James Gates, and the fact is brought out
Althat the two ladies are mother and daughter.
though floored, for the instant, by such a situation, one is bound to sit up and take notice by
And the road to this dramatic
what follows.
knockout is not bathed in sunlight and strewn
.

.

This

is

10th)

an

Abramson's
manner.
Mr. Abramson is absolutely remorseles
in his punishment of brutality, lust, dissipatio
faithlessness.
He succc
action of his picture mc
the interest throughout.

J

He has provided a thoroughly

...

effective

ending,

wherein a vampire
is confronted with the
tact thai her own daughtor married the man whom
the vampire had divorced.
Mr. Abramson's direct methods also lead him to
show the vampire in various stages
from
the time when she posed in the altogether for her
lir>t lover
until she is lying dead
The scenes are nothing it not frank.
A cast headed by Sally Crute, as the vampire
Mignon Anderson, as tho daughter, and Augustus
Phillips as the chief hushanu. inter). rets the story,
under Mr. Abramson's direction, and give uniformly good performances.
•tings, photography
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

Food aplenty
tion

.

.

.

On

in such a story for moral
its artistic side, the /

rapidity o) action
and holds to the main thread of
fying oon

OPTIONS

its

reflec-

plot with grati-

as exclusive distributors of
in several territories

A REAL OPPORTUNITY

IVAN PRODUCTIONS

now

available!

For Live-Wire Exchange Owners

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS,
126

WEST

46th

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

a
tion

The Movinj Picture World

Inc.
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The

Social

Pirates
A two reel rental gives you
a feature with more widespread
advertising than any current multiple re aler and a series of greater originality

and strength than any continued photoplay on the market
the wise ones are cleaning up.

— Book

it

today at

your General Film Exchange

GEORGE BRONSON HOWARD,

By

Next Episode:
his

Taylor

underworld
is

MARIN

SA1S and OLLIE KIRKBY

"THE DISAPPEARANCE OF HELEN MINTERN"

Mona and Mary
and

Featuring

aid the police in a bitter fight that results in the exposure of a crooked politician
aides. Action in every scene with a climax that is a rip-snorter.
E. Forrest

included in the strong cast.

Released Monday, June 12 th

The Lotus

Woman

Five powerful acts, vivid with the color and atmosphere of Latin America, the spirit and dash of American soldiers of
fortune and pervading every scene the weirdly fascinating personalforget that
ity of The Lotus Woman, in whose power men lose honor and all
they are men.

Alice Hollister

—
—the original vampire of the photoplay—contrib-

utes a masterpiece of emotional acting to the title role.

Released Wednesday, June 28th

Regular

A

Complete Line

General Film Ser-

of

Advertising

Book
vice

in

— Without

Penny

a

Matter Accompan-

of Extra

ies "The Lotus
Woman."

Cost.

KALEM COMPANY,

235 West 23d

St.,

New York

City

1916

June
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Women,

wellintentioned and justly solicitous for the welfare of the
child, have been Used by designing politicians who are
for censorship only because censorship means a fat job
and glorious opportunity for "graft." Women are disposed to be fair and have often arrayed themselves on the
side of the fanatics and politicians merely because they
bad never studied the other side. When properly informed their innate sense of fair play has generally led
them to see the folly of legalized censorship.

in their fight against legalized censorship.

Entered at the General Post
J.

Office,

New York

City, ai

man writes to The
to let its readers know
of overproduction and overimportation in Great Britain. "Unless," he writes, "the
releases are greatly reduced in England I can assure you
the market will get into a deplorable condition before
very long. As it is one can only book a picture in
September and October, not before. The showman is
getting pictures at his own price."
*
*
*

P. Chalmers, Founder.

Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

17

CITY.

(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
P. Chalmers, Sr
J. F. Chalmers
J.

E. J. Chalmers
John Wylie

The

office of the

company

is

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
General Manager
the address of the officers.

Chicago Office— Suite 917-919
dolph

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Schiller Building, 64
Telephone, Central 5099.

West Ran-

—

Pacific Coast Office Haas Building, Seventh St. and Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year

Philippine Islands

Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)

Changes of address should give both old and
full and be clearly written.
Two weeks'
required to effect the alteration.
in

new addresses
time

may
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A

Second Clan Matter

British film

Moving Picture World

of

the great evils

men, meaning exhibitors as well as producers,
FILM
are watching with great
the many recent
interest

attempts to put ten and twelve reel pictures into
market in direct competition with the so-called legitimate attractions. Does the future of the motion picture
lie along these lines?
Does the production of huge
lengths hold out the biggest profits both for producer and
exhibitor?
Many film men believe that these monster
films are altogether exceptional and in the nature of
things always must be.
In no field is overproduction
more fatal than in this field. These huge productions
depend primarily, if not exclusively, upon the big theaters.
Have we enough such theaters to absorb a quantity of
these ten and twelve reelers ?
the

be

WE

NOTICE,

not without alarm, the return of the

Wild West drama with B'Gosh trimmings.

ADVERTISING RATES.

—no

Classified Advertising

mum

display

— three cents per

titles

word

;

mini-

charge, fifty cents.

Display Advertising Rates made known on application.

—

Note Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station,

New

York, and not to individuals.

(The Index for

this issue will be

Facts and

17,
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Comments

AX ESTEEMED

contemporary speaks of the "impenetrable silence" maintained for a long time by

the advocates of censorship within the ranks of the
industry.
If thai admirable silence bad been continued
but a little longer the Smith-Hughes Bill might never
have emerged from the committee which bad it in its

keeping.

we
AGAIN
country

commend to exhibitors throughout the
the splendid and highly c'onstructive work
done by the Ohio exhibitors under the leadership

Megown of Cleveland. The Ohio exhibitors
have succeeded in enlisting the co-operation of the women

dialect.

Sub-

We

old-timers as "Thar" and "Gal" and "Hoss."
Is it time
to prepare for the worst?
Maybe the "Sheriff" and the
"Half-breed" and the "Outlaw" are lurking in ambush
Let's make our protest right now.
*

*

*

FROM

time to time Tin: Moving Picture World
urged to say something hard about the many
imitators it has.
While we appreciate the good
of our correspondents we cannot get ourselves to
is

found on page 2122)

"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the
Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue
by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South
American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising
rates on application.
Saturday, June

tier

are appearing, couched in the supposed fronhave noticed the recurrence of such

will

share in tln-ir fervenl indignation.
Only the successful
publication is imitated, the failures are unnoticed, unwept,

unhonored and unsung.
*

*

*

THE

Governor of Maryland has announced the appointment of the motion picture censors.
Two
of them arc busy politicians and the third, a
woman, is the relative of a prominent political appointee
The Maryland press seems to think that the appointees
will be too busy to give much of their time to the
censoring of motion pictures.
Says the Baltimore "News":
.

._

"Such

.

selections

for

the

work

(of

censoring

motion pictures) can be commended only upon the ground
that a good many persons believe then- is a lot of
nonSense about the law and perhaps the less done under it
the better for all concerned."
The press of Maryland
evidentl) views censorship as a species of folly.
Rumor
has it that the one man who expected to become a censor

and who was responsible for the passage of the law has
been

left

of Charles

'

out in the old.
He is spending much of his
tudying examples of the Irony of fate.
May we
"ante's Purgatory as edifying and perhaps con-

soling literature on the subject?'
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An

Eclipse of the Screen
Eh

\\

.

Stephen Bush.

observation among theatergoers and
been a theatrical season in
years offering such splendid and high-grade entertainment as is now enjoyed by the patrons of the speaking["here is wonderful variety, consisting
stage in this city,
of farce, of comedy, of drama, of Shakespearean classics,
IS a

ITcritics

common

that there has not

of problem plays, of musical productions and in small
truthfully
It cannot
spots even of tolerable vaudeville.
be said that the screen is parallelling this success just
This uniform high quality on the speaking stage
now.
ma) be but a passing phenomenon and the eclipse of the

lunc

1916

17,

Whatever the
conspicuously absent from the screen.
men in the other arts may do in the way of making a
pillow out of their laurels there is no such relaxation
possible in the motion picture art. It needs the sweat of
the genius no less than the sweat of the brow.

The Chicago Convention
Bv W. Stephen Bush.

WHEREVER
made

exhibitors meet the prediction

is

that the coming national convention
League will by far exceed any other ever
No convention has ever
point of numbers.

freely
of the

held

in

aroused even a tithe of the interest displayed in the
motion picture may lie but temporary. There i^ an
Chicago event. Many and varied are the factors which
contribute to this result.
awful temptation to moralize and to draw lessons, hut we
My present
In the first place the spirit of organization has had an
will resist it for the present at any rate.
extraordinary revival in the exhibiting ranks. No one
intention i- rather to draw a happy inference from one
who has been without personal experience can even faintly
of the most successful of the plays on the New N ork
understand the difficulty of getting exhibitors to unite
stage even at the risk of advertising that play without
and to act in a spirit of intelligent co-operation. The
regard for the feelings of the advertising department.
Moving Picture World has surely tried to do its proper
It's a case where the end must justify the means.
Now then, have yon seen the play "Justice"? I will share to promote a strong exhibitors' organization. The
present revival of the organizing spirit no doubt is in some
not describe it in detail; for my purpose it is enough to
measure at least due to the constant urgings in these
tell you that the play shows the utter folly and inhumanity
columns.
of making a mental torture chamher out of a modern
*
The Moving Picture World believes in exhibitors'
The keystone of the play, the one scene on which
prison.
word.
organizations simply because, in its opinion, such organiit- success depends, passes without a single spoken
They promote
zations are helpful to the entire industry.
It
portrays the rapid overturning of reason as a result
It only lasts about five or six
They
a spirit of individual and collective responsibility.
of solitary confinement.
make or ought to make for better standards in taste and
minutes, and we are hurried through the different stages.
in ethics, for greater freedom of choice and for greater
ranging from the prisoner's futile efforts to remain calm
strength in fighting the enemies of the motion picture.
and self-possessed to the complete breaking up of his
It is a wonderful exhibition, not of
Exhibitors' organizations can do wonders in opposing the
mental self-control.
wrong sort of men in their ranks, in insisting on better
pantomime, hut of the art of expression which scorns
I only wished some of the so-called
and more progressive methods of showmanship and in
the use of words.
stimulating every kind of constructive endeavor. Next
high-brows who define motion picture acting as pantomime had been sitting alongside of me. There was soul to the efforts of The Moving Picture World in keeping
the light of organization bright and steady the most
behind this acting of the tortured prisoner. Compared
to such histrionic skill of the highest order the pantomime
potent factor in reviving the spirit of organization has
This brings up to the question
In
been the success which has attended organization.
is mere physical exercise.
The answer is fraught with signifi- more than one city organization has saved exhibitors
of who the actor is.
It's a man who has done good work both for the
from losses and from the black shadow of defeat. The
cance.
question of a living price of admission has been solved
speaking and the silent stage John Barrymore. Great
as are this man's natural gifts I doubt whether he could
both to the satisfaction of the exhibitor and the public.
The greatest and most compelling cause of the new
have done justice to the strongest scene in the play without his camera experience.
spirit of organization, however, lies in the fact that our
There is such a thing as screen drama, and it is drama
industry is undergoing profound changes and in conseIt docs seem, however, that
in its strictest definition.
quence of these changes the exhibitors will find themthe screen drama is not as yet fully developed, that it
selves obliged to meet new conditions and to rely far
more than in the past upon their own initiative and upon
requires the services of the best and most gifted of minds,
their own abilities.
In this country the exhibitor has
that it stands in need of specialization and that- its rules
and requirements and its rewards and its penalties are never been called into the councils of the industry. There
different from those of the speaking stage and wholly in
has not been, as in England and France, a film parliament
in which the exhibitor has ever found adequate represena class by themselves.
tation.
Intuitively the exhibitors feel that they will he
Just at present we are passing through a peculiar period.
All of us from the smallest exhibitor to the biggest proable to meet new conditions much better when united
and animated by a common purpose. There are many
ducer feel that the artistic element in our industry is
difficult problems for the exhibitor to meet and he feels
capable of far greater development than it has vet
remember that the public in 1911 and in 1912 that he will be better able to meet them after he is
attained.
thoroughly organized on a national basis. There is a
was ready for high-class efforts on the screen long before
good deal being '•aid about a "Bureau of Information,
the producers and exhibitors themselves realized the fact.
The public is always on the alert for the best, and the Advice and Assistance" which is to be established by the
organized exhibitor with headquarters in New York City.
feeling that bigger things remain to be done in the realm
We hope that the convention which will meet in Chiof the screen drama is strong, however ill defined it may
cago on July 11th will not only be attended by a large
appear.
One of the most successful producers has said that we and thoroughly representative gathering, but that its
work will be productive of much practical good that it
seem to have come to a standstill. There is a lot of
will be both constructive and progressive, and above all
revamping of old things, there is the ancient melodramatic
material hashed up in new ways, hut vim and originality,
things that it will aid to a sound self-sustaining financial
basis.
daring and the right kind of sensationalism are today

—

1

;
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Story Scarcity
r.v

REMARKABLE
Lasky
\

interview

is

to a reporter of the

Lo

that given by Jesse

New York Sun

last

L

week.

great weakness in motion picture production

is

freely disclosed, though many other producers have been
shy about letting the truth be known, and there is a ring
(ji sincerity about Mr. Lasky !s utterances, clearly manifest
throughout his argument, which entitles them to serious
consideration.
lie is the first of the big producers to lay
the present situation bare without the slightest attempt
at disguise or concealment, and the only one to penetrate

the Achilles

I

leel

of the business

at

one shot.

After deploring our recent lack of progress in a new and
J le can not
beautiful art, he attempts to get at the cause.
find that it lays in a dearth of good screen interpreters.
He lauds both those who have grown up in the art and
those who have come to it with reputations established in
1 am in strong accord with him, if his general
art.
is that actors and actresses arc not only responding splendidly to their opportunities, but that they often
carry mediocre plays on their shoulders to a measure of
success.

a sister

meaning

He speaks in high terms of men engaged in the scientific
departments and appears to feel no uneasiness over the
made by scenic artists and art directors
He finds that directors are improving, are striving and
doing their best with the material given them to visualize,
progress being

and, after summing up, after eliminating those not responsible for this dull period in the new art, be ask--.
"Why is it not advancing? The answer is in Shakespeare's famous line." thereupon quoting it, "The play's
the thing."
The Immortal Bard bad a way of solving complicated
problems in a manner so simple that we have come to
quote him freely on many subjects without examining
the depth of thought behind bis plain statements.
The
play for him was a medium, just as the pictured story is
a medium, and it requires
ability to fall in love with
a medium of expressing something, especially when that
medium is in itself fascinating as an art of expression.
When genius has something to express through moving
pictures, or through a stage play, the story itself ranks
first, nol its interpreters, nol those w ho direct its movement.
"I'll 'have these players play something."
"I'll have
grounds more relative than this," says Shakespeare
through the Prince of Denmark, following with "The
play's the thing," the instrument through which he intends to entrap the conscience of a kin-.
No one more
profoundly realized thai the player can onl\ improve in
measure to his opportunity. "What would lie do had he
the motive and the cue for passion that
have?" No one
1

1

i

Air. Lasky continues with a fearless statement;
"Therefore, I say the motion picture dramatic art is at
a standstill as far as real progress is concerned on account
of the poorly constructed, quickly conceived stories it is
receiving from the majority of writers who are writing

for the screen. If the motion picture drama is to progress
and strengthen the marvelous hold it already has on the
affections of the public as a form of amusement it will
need better stories, far better stories than it has been
receiving of late.
The situation is critical."
The better class of exhibitors is in accord; the public
wherein lies the remedy: Mr. l.asky does
is in accord
not mince words in saying that the need for better plays
it is above all. other considerations as
is paramount,
As to how this need should be
regard to importance.
met 1 can only speak from the point of view of one who
lias written a large number of stories for the screen
and without a dissenting voice among other authors
have met in our organizations and in private life.
he modern, up-to-date, working scenario, not a synopsis, but a complete expression of the author's idea through
interpretive action, revelation and pictural effect, a plan
so well devised and well revised as to enable the director
to put it into working with system and economy on short
notice calls for creative talent quite as high as that shown
in the novel, or in the stage drama, and a craftsmanship
so peculiar that it seems to discourage the very ones who
are best equipped by nature and experience to master
it- difficulties.
the other hand, from authors not
hi
equipped by nature and experience to apply creative and
constructive imagination to the scenario, producers may
well look in vain for any improvement on what has been
done.
By Mr. Lasky's own process of elimination we can not
look for great improvement except through the author
who has mastered the new craft, and he must be a

—

1

I

<

veritable artist besides.
itual element of thought

realized that the player would do a thou
samd times better with a vital story than with a tragedy
of Euripides, "What is fecuba to him. or he to lecuba?"

or a

the spir-

stirring

how lu- can prepare for a continuous
adventure so as to give character to principals without
losing interest, how to arouse curiosity SO as to sustain
attention during explanatory and preparatory scenes,
tively begin his story,

how

to hold expectation with gradually increasing intenhow to avoid what i- devoid of versimilitude, how to
write a logical brief from beginning to end. and how to
end with consistency ami yet with some form ^'i compensation which shall satisf) a mixed audience.
sity,

Tile producer

Not weeks,

1

more profoundly

From him must come

and passion, an awakening of
of fresh and vigorous train
of ideas,
lie must he familiar enough with the routine
of expert composition to know where be can most effec-

new moods,

scenario.
all

that

And
makes

1

asking something of an author.
months, are required to write a line
while the author has carefully in mind
for strength of structure and clarity of
is

,ui

worn "lb, uIm-" we an' patching up and reflecting, but
those suited to the new medium, to the place where we
dwell, to the time in which we are living? "I Mir drama

exposition, he must remember that his medium is one
of picture effect.
He must open a golden door to new
and delightful fields at which the imagination has hitherto
knocked in vain and reveal them through fascinating
sweetness of suggestion,
lie must originate new prob

tists," says Mr. lasky plainly, "novelists,
scenarioists, are
not delivering real plays, living, breathing, human-interest
stories worthy of the name."
They are. be declare-.

to

I

\\

here are our

\

ital

I

stories for the screen, not the out

rarely worth the effort made
screen, an effort nobly made in

to

present them on the
instance- by capable

many

interpreters and capable directors.

a nd answer them himself in a plausible and conTo mirror man in his infinite variety.
vincing manner.
understand the relation of Beauty and Truth,
the ethical effect of art upon culture, to stir a im \
ence with views of a pulsing human heart a tormented
human brain requires genius.
Ictiis

I
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Women

Go on Record Against
Pictures

All Kinds of Political Meddling

— Ask

for Children's
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With

Subjects.

By Betty Shannon.

AT

June

Oppose Censorship

THE

closing meeting of its ten-day session in New
York City last Thursday, the General Federation of
Women's Clubs went on record as opposed to legal
censorship and instituted a definite course of constructive
action for the coming two years which will mean much for
motion pictures for children. At this meeting, Aliss Helen
\ arick Boswell, chairman of the Educational Department of
the General Federation, read the report of the work of her
own and the Civics and Drama divisions of the Federation
during the session in behalf of the picture situation. The
acceptance of her report on the part of the large body of
2,500 delegates from every section of the country and the
thousands of visiting clubwomen gave the backing of the
federated organizations to the sentiment expressed. Now,
politicians will find no plea for Federal Censorship or of
State Censorship in the statement that the mothers of the
country want cither. The mothers themselves, through their
clubs, have expressed their disapproval of the political domination of picture control.
After the big motion picture conference held jointly by 'the
Educational, Civics and Drama Committees on Saturday
afternoon, May 27, at which Mary Gray Feck spoke for the
women, John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, spoke for the producer and Orrin G. Cocks for the
National Board of Review, the work of the committees was
Mrs. Dexter
concentrated in daily smaller conferences.
Thurber of Bristol, R. I., a woman who has successfully
worked out children's matinees in Providence, was appointed
chairman of these meetings by Mrs. Charles W. Cartwright
of Minneapolis, Minn., chairman of the Drama Department.
Women from many states came to discuss the making of a
demand for better films, and especially a demand for children's films.
On Wednesday a committee composed of Mrs.
Thurber, Miss Genevieve Cline of Cleveland, 0., Miss Louise
Connolly, the educational expert of the Newark, N. J., Public
Library; Miss Helen Duey of the Woman's Home Companion, and Miss Harriet Vittum of Chicago, 111., were appointed to make a survey of the field which might be presented to the General Federation. The following report,
which is the one given by Miss Boswell at the closing meeting of the session, is that survey:
Daily consultations under the direction ot the departments of Civics,
Education and a sub-committee on the Drama resulted in a most comprehensive survey of the motion picture situation from a national standpoint. A symposium of opinions has been gathered, not from theory, but
from the actual experiences of workers engaged in studying and working
out constructive methods.
These findings developed that too much emphasis has been placed upon the evil side of motion pictures and demonstrated the necessity for a positive, constructive policy to minimize the
harm and emphasize the good.
The consensus of opinion was that the motion picture must be recognized for the present as a commercial amusement rather than an educational or philanthropic medium.
That a reason for a national demand for better conditions is evident.
That this demand is based upon the peculiar danger to the adolescent
of a large percentage of the films now being shown upon the screen.
That believing in the strength of concerted action and co-operation as
opposed to antagonism, there is a great opportunity for a better understanding between the club women of the country and the motion picture
producers as to the immediate needs of the boys and girls.
That a workable plan of procedure now in operation in many communities involves a special program for boys and girls that this plan
is being extended to include the family program.
That this play now operates through local groups working with their
local exhibitors and exchanges involving the support of every club woman
in the community.
That the development of the plan on a national scope necessitates a
central committee to work directly with the producers.
;

In compliance with the suggestion in the above report that
permanent committee be appointed by the Federation to
directly with motion picture producers in this
to secure the sort of
films they want their children to see, Mrs. Josiah Evans
Cowles of California, the incoming president of the Federation, and her board of directors appointed Mrs. Charles W.
Cartwright of the Drama Department, Miss Helen Varick
Boswell of the Educational Department, Mrs. George Zimmerman of the Civics Department, Miss Louise Connolly and

a

co-operate

movement whereby clubwomen hope

Mrs. Dexter Thurber as a special committee on motion pictures from the General Federation to make a close and
scientific view of the picture industry from every angle for
the next two years and to bring the work of the women's
clubs and the producers of motion pictures together.
Further evidence of the intense interest directed fbwarrl
the motion picture by the great body of women is given in
the resolution adopted by the board, which is known as

morally, and m accordance with the recommendations of our General
Federation President adopted by this convention, be it resolved that the
atlon <
Women*! Clubs undertake a country-wide survey
uf motion picture entertainment and that it ask club women to form local
censorship committees among themselves in tin interest of motion picture
ni
also be it resolved that the lioard of the General Federal inn of Women's clubs appoint a committee to co-operate with manufacturers of films to secure a higher moral standard of general productions and a larger supply of proper and appropriate films for children.
;

Although in its fifth resolution, the General Federation of
Women's Clubs asks for local censorship boards, the word
"censorship" in this case means constructive endeavor rather
than destructive. It means practically the word "review."
the leaders of the women's clubs being unanimous in their
belief that better pictures can only be secured through an

encouragement backed by box office receipts when good pictures are shown.
Perhaps the hottest and most keenly debated question which
came up before the entire convention was that of motion pictures.
Not only were motion picture conferences left to the
regular meetings devoted only to them. A discussion which
lasted for several hours followed the talk of Dr. Cranston
Brenton, president of the National Board of Review, at the
big Civics conference at the Hotel Astor on Monday after-

noon,

May

29.

Dr. Brenton expressed his great belief in the motion picture as educational, moral and entertainment power, and
sketched the growth of the industry. He asked the women
to realize their own responsibility in determining what the
demand for motion pictures shall be. He told the history of
the national board.
He gave a history of the rise of this
present unrest and demand for censorship, which comes
from a desire to protect the adolescent child, and expressed
his disapproval of legal censorship.

Dr. Brenton's views of censorship controlled by the state
or nation roused a great storm of discussion from women all
over the country, proving, eventually, that the majority of
women do not favor this method of expressing public approval or disapproval of pictures.
On Tuesday at noon at the press luncheon given at the
McAlpin Hotel, Bainbridge Colby appeared on the program.
The Motion Picture Board of Trade entertained at one table.
On Wednesday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the upper drill
room of the Seventh Regiment Armory, Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree's first motion picture, "Macbeth," was shown
following a talk by Frank Lascelles, Pageantry Master of the
Durbar in India, on "Pageantry." Sir Herbert himself appeared after the picture was shown.
On Thursday evening at 7 o'clock in the armory, Mr. Lascelles and Miss Helen Varick Boswell announced the organization of a national society for patrons of the motion
pictures called "The Photoplay League," to which every one
is asked to subscribe.
The offices will be found in the Ritz
Carlton Hotel in New York City.
The final meeting devoted to the motion picture art, was
held on Saturday morning, June 3, at the Astor. Mrs. Charles
W. Cartwright presided and had read again the report of the
survey committee, which was given at the last meeting of
the General Federation. The report was taken up clause by
clause by various speakers.

The most illuminating talk, perhaps, was that given by
Miss Louise Connolly of Newark, N. J., herself an expert on
adolescent psychology, in explanation of the clause that the
national demand for better pictures is based upon the peculiar
danger to the adolescent child of a large percentage of the
films now being displayed upon the screen.
Miss Connolly suggested that almost nothing is known by
adults about the adolescent mind, the girls and boys of the
years between eleven or twelve and eighteen being very well
able to keep the real workings of their minds from those who
attempt to pry into them.
"Up to ten or twelve years of age, the child pays little attention to adults or to the adult world in which he is eventually to live," said Miss Connolly. "With the beginning of
adolescence they begin to notice the actions of adults, but
they do not unde/stand the 'whys,' the causal relations of
things. They do not understand the world which is going
to be theirs. They work up the relations between things
slowly. In reading, they have to dig hard to learn these
things.
But a work of art, such as a motion picture play,
suddenly puts things into their true relation before their
It is necessary
eyes. The child is suddenly given a system.
for the child to focus all of its attention through its eyes on
the screen.
It is receiving many impressions through only

June
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one sense— that

of sight.

Therefore, the photoplay must be

violently dramatic."
During the two years before the next biennial meeting of
the Federation Miss Connollv will go deeply into the subject
of the photoplay and the adolescent child.
Mrs. Dexter Thurber, Miss Genevieve Cline of Cleveland,
Miss Helen Duey, Mr. Frank Lascelles, Mrs. Dessez and
Mrs. Edith Dunham Foster of Boston appeared on the pro-

"We feel that the Federation has made possible the following out of a plan which will make a great change for the
better in motion pictures,' said Mrs. Cartwright, chairman of
the new committee at the close of the meeting Saturday.
"There should be a well defined division, we feel, between
motion pictures as a purely educational force, to be used in
connection with the, schools, and motion pictures as an
choose to focus our attention on them as
amusement.
an amusement. There is no doubt that they are the most
tremendous entertaining power of the present generation.
feel that, since the children of the nation are being so
perceptibly drawn to the picture and since their lives are
being so surely affected by what they see, it is most important that they see things which will make them better
citizens.
That is why the mothers of the nation are so tremendously interested in the pictures.
"The producers who have kindly co-operated with us during the convention have made it clear that they are willing
want to
to give us what we will create a demand for.
get the women of the nation, not so much put their ban on
the poor pictures as to put their seal of approval and concentrate their efforts on the good ones."
Miss Boswell and Mrs. Zimmerman, also on the new committee, were of the opinion that so new an art as the pictures needs time to reach its proper level.
Mrs. Thurber is especially interested in the children's program, and Miss Connolly will work along special lines ol
child psychology.

We

We

We

Colby Talks to Clubwomen
Lawyer Appeals

Forms

of

representative

of

for Their Support Against All

Legalized Censorship.

BAINBRIDGE

COLBY, who

as

the

William R. Hearst, has delivered telling arguments at
Congressional and legislative censorship hearings,
talked to 300 members of the General Federation of Women's
Clubs at a luncheon in the Hotel McAlpin on the afternoon
of Memorial Day.
Air. Colby's subject was "Film Censorship." The speaker brought with him his best brand of
oratory doubly effective by reason of its simplicity, directness and clarity.
He described the beginnings of censorship
and told in forceful manner why it should not be extended
to the motion picture.
At the close of his speech, which was
heartily applauded, he was thanked by Mrs. Thomas J.

—

Vivian, the toastmistress,

who

also

called

attention to the

table decorations were provided by the
Motion Picture Board of Trade.
The luncheon was given by the local biennial press bureau
to the press department of the General Federation.
As
guests of honor were Mrs. Grace Julian Clarke of Indianapolis, chairman of the national press department, and her
associate chairman of the forty-nine State Federations.
"We recognize the fact that your attitude on the censorship question is based upon whal you think is right," said
Mr. Colby to his distinguished auditors. "We recognize that
it is formed, that it will be formed, from such reflection and
We arc anxious to have the
information as you can get.

"I sincerely trust that I have said enough to kindle your
interest, to turn your minds into serious channels on this
subject," said Mr. Colby at the end of a twenty-minute address.
"There are statutes in every state against indecencies
or immoralities tending to corrupt morals. There has been
but one complaint against a motion picture film in this city,

and that was followed by prompt indictment and conviction.
Anything you see that shocks your sense of right or decency
or propriety you can bring to the attention of the prosecuting officer and it becomes his duty to investigate. Then the
process is set in motion whereby no guilty man can escape.
Let us see that the law against indecency and impropriety
is

exercised."

Maryland Censors Appointed
Governor Harrington's Choice Do Not Receive Popular
Endorsement Law Becomes Operative June 28.
Harrington of Maryland has at last broken

—

GOVERNOR
the suspense

in regard to the appointments for the
for the Motion Picture Censor Board
of the people who have been slated to fill the
positions were given out on Monday night, May 29. The
term of office is three years and the salary of each member
of the board is $2,400 a year.
The following are the members of the board which became operative on June 28: William F. Stone, former Collector of the Port, who is a Republican leader in Baltimore.
He will be the minority representative on the board. Mrs.
Thomas P. Harrison of Baltimore, who is a sister-in-law of
Attorney General Albert C. Ritchie. She will be classed as
a Democrat.
Charles E. Harper of Salisbury, and formerly
Mayor of that town. He is also a Democrat.
While it is known that Mrs. Harrison's name was slated
for this post several weeks ago, the Governor had a long list
of names before him of those who wished to be named for
the positions.
Mr. Stone's appointment was a big surprise
to all and in an editorial the Baltimore News says in part:

members

three

The names

"The News would commend Mr. William F. Stone's selection for a good many positions of trust and importance.
He
*
*
*
But up to the presem
is quite an efficient man.

moment nothing Mr. Stone has done or left undone would
suggest he was either fitted by training, experience and study
or by natural predilection to be a censor of moving pictures.
"Somebody said in the course of the discussion of the
censorship bill that properly to perform the duty would re*
*
*
all of a man's time.
liiire
If the duties of the
position have not been misrepresented, we stand ready to
wager. * * * that neither he nor his confrere from Salisbury is going to do the amount of censoring the law anticipates shall be done.
"Such selections for the work can be commended, therefore, only upon the ground that a good many persons believe there is a lot of nonsense about the law and perhaps
the less done under it the better for all concerned."
•

fact that the floral

moral,

the

practical,

the

political,

the

personal reinforcein positions that

ment of your confidence ami your support
we deem to be right.
"This

of

made.

The schedule

of reissues for June

is

Tuesday.

as follows:

"The Stoning," drama, 3,000 feet: Wednesday, June 7.
Labor Lost." cartoon, and "Camping With the
scenic; Tuesday, lime 13, "The Man in the
Street," drama. 3,11(10 feel: Wednesday, lime 14. "I

June

6,

"Love's

presents two very important
aspects.
One is the legal, tin other the artistic. There are
some remedies thai are mor injurious than the things said
to be redressed by the remedies.
Let me illustrate just whal
idea

EDISON REISSUES.
A number of reissues of pictures that made highly favorable impressions when they first were shown will be released
by Thomas A. Edison. Inc., through the <iener.il Film Company, during June. They will be released at the rate of two
each week, a three-reel drama each Tuesday and a singlereel or two split-reel subjects each Wednesday
among the Edison junv releases are "The Stoning" and
"The Southerners," plays that made such decided hits when
first released that repeated requests for n issn, ^ have been

censorship

1
mean. Some months ago a brokerage firm wa
of a crime against the penal laws.
The Supreme Courl "I
the United States lias jus) rendered a decision setting aside
the conviction because the officers of the law allowed theii
zeal to outrun their discretion.
While it was right to seize
records and utilize them in the conviction the Supreim
,i:
said the methods used by the officers of the law constituted
a greater crime and menace to society
than did the original
crime.
"I cheerfully and frankly admit that there are some pictures shown on th< screen thai are a disgrace to our civilization, but the way to cure them is to score the evil.
Ninetyjiinc per cent, of the business, however, is clean.
<

Blackfeet,"

of the l.i-'bl Brigade." 1,000 feet; Tuesday. June Jit, -(tin of
the Ruins" drama, 3,000 feet; Wednesday, June 21, "The
Pied I'iper of lamclin." juvenile. 1,000 feet: Tuesday, June 27,
1

'"The Southerners," drama. 3,000 feet.

IMPERSONATED FORD STERLING— "PINCHED."
\

well

man who represented himself to be Ford Sterling, the
known Triangle player, was arrested in Charlotte, X
implainl of several merchants who had lent the man
I

i

his

representations and

then

became suspicions

of him.
The man finally admitted that his name w
Sterling and he was not the popular screen favorite who. at
the lime the stranger was collecting on the strength of
...s
his name, was working daily in the studio at
\ngeles.
...

I
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closely

upon

the

<

order

of the highest
IVnnsylvania prohibiting the lower courts
from overruling the decisions of the State Hoard of
ensors, unless such decisions were clearly an abuse of dis-

cretion—in other- words, unless these decisions were such
with which no reasonable man could concur the Philadelphia Court ot Common Pleas No. 4 last week handed down
a ruling reversing the action of the Pennsylvania State
Hoard of tensors in demanding a series of climhl
the Lubin-V-L-S-E feature. "Dollars and the Woman."
The opinion is regarded in film circles generalh
important victory not only for the Lubin and V-L-S-E companies, but tor moving picture interests as a whole, because
it
offers the first hope of any restraint upon the actions of
the Pennsylvania Hoard ot Censors, since the rulii
Supreme Court, giving them seemingly unlimit..
went into effect. Ever since that decision was handed down,
the interests of the film industry in Pennsvlvania have been
hopelessly submerged under the" high-ban. h d oppr.
apparently uncheckable domination of the state censors.
As bad as conditions were prior to the bestow
added power upon the Pennsylvania Hoard of Censors, they
immediately partook of a despotism as imperious as that

1916
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Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas Reverses Ruling as
"Arbitrary and Oppressive."

FOLLOWING
courts oi

June

both parties to the controversy, personally viewed,
at the factory of
appellant, an exhibition ol the pictures upon which tb.
Passed.
this course liuels its warrant in the opinion of the Supreme
ourt, per ton Moschzisker, .1.. in the case above
mentioned
the argument ol the play reproduced in this series of pictures is
given by the appellant in its application for their examination
by the
i elisors
in the following words:

Censors Get Setback

iption."

Crewe,

in

i

former
sell

child

born

is

in

smelting

and the bespit.
n turns bom. successful and
Hut they become
mm of Crewe's

A

:

llilyer

ides

hrough baby

lover,

a

hotel.

Made
When

to

t

li

ills"

...

.

.,

of

the

any which

it

is

that in the opinion of the Court,
inspi
to convince any unbiased mind of tlie purity ol 'the
underlying r
ol the story that they illustrate and satisfy it
thai
the lender pathos
the plot absolutely' precludes the
suggestions imputed
the features that they have con;

i

demned.
The requirements imposed by the Censors

deprived

approval

thi ir

of

A

Xo. 1.
three."

appellants

the

•'!.

possible to conceive; for, by the ruling of
the film interest-- were seemingly comof obtaining any justice from the lower

Eliminate subtitle

No.

there was any room for belief that any reasonable
with the findings of the censors.
This
meant that whether the lower courts agreed with the findings
or whether they didn't, if they bad reason to think that some
sane member of the community might find reason in the
action of the Hoard of Censors, they were powerless to
alter that action.
Pictures were slashed right and left, and
there began in the state a perfect orgy of censorship from
which, by reason of the conditions imposed by the higher
courts, there seemed no relief for the moving picture manu-

G— Eliminate

for an

lital

subtitle

eliminate subtitle
Eliminate subtitle

l"

r.

ambulant

•(July

lea

beast

a

to

think

i

woman

in

come from

they

woman's

for

with baby and of
hospital,

when baby appears

this

in

street

in

reel

in

indicate'

inate

its birth.
subtitle "Men

Crewe's

of

type-

spend money

don't

Elim inate subtitle "Unless she pays."
is will ing to comply with the wishes of the Hoard

Xo. 14. It
The appellant

requirement abo\e
is withdrawn.
by the- ('elisors in

.1

it

d

is are as follows
f

bit

"the wife

Tlia

set

hi

So far

forth.

support of the

rei

:

the pictures "exhibit the pro

;i

.

I

1

•-.

subtitle

i

to

for

never forgive your insult."
'Shame.
Teh phi
the Moth,

11

subtitle

10.
Kliminate
in hospital, also

baby

ut

.1.

.

could

to
indicate reason
than approaching maternity.

A—

Xo.

court in full, which is important as a precedent in other
appeals of like nature, follows:
The Lubin Manufacturing Company has imp. mil for tin- purpose of
Pale and public exhibition, by means of the cineniatogi eph
m'fi,, ,u
a
pictures presenting tin seems ol
drama known as Dollars and the

is

the

shown

processes

a

of

lying-in

the distance of

for

heis-

1.

That the wife in shown in travail.
(e) That certain subtitles indicate that the woman is in a
pregnant condition.
That certain subtitles indicate that an improper pro(fl
posal has been made to her.
That the pictures "break down every barrier that exists between boys and girls,
c relationships of a family."
(h) That thev "show the pnv
(ill

I

1

wife's

:he

paid by an outsid.
to reasons (a), (b)
that none of these objectio
lave any louudat'

With respect

1

immoral
(c),

hospital

i

bills

were

'

idea.

and (h) it suffices
m which they are
The other obi., tiow

(d),

(g)

say

10

which when taken with their
immoral bearing or corrupting effect.
denied from the witness stand by one
(

ut

Although

to

this
oi

:

i

must be enough

:t

subtitle
to floor

fall

facturer.
In the decision, which is a sweeping condemnation of the
censors and a most complete vindication of this production,
the court holds that the board "abused its discretion and
acted arbitrarily and oppressively."
The opinion of the

.1

-Soon

—

D—

...

if

1

condition preci

m

my memories?

man might agree

Woman." In obedience to the act Of May 15, 1915, P
534
ubmitted tor ensorship to the Pennsyl
Censors.
t'pon examination by it. thev win condemn, d.
\
nation by two members of the board resulted in their being approved
conditionally.
The condition on which this approval is predicated is
md certain so-called subtitles explanatory of the
progn-s of the plot of the play shall be cut out and that certain other
subtitles suggested by the censors shall be introduced on the films that
contain the pictures.
rules, that rendition is complied with, the whole
' ion,
as tending, in tite judgment of the bean
or corrupt morals.
The matter .onus before the court upon n
of the manufacturer from this action of lb
Except in certain eases, enumerate. in the act above referred to, it
is the duty of the Hoard of Censors to examine all moving pi.
reels or stereopticon views intended to be exhibit, d or used
and to disapprove such as are saeriligious, obscene, indecent or immoral
ml such as tend in the judgment of the board to debase or corrupt
morals.
They
required to set forth in their records the ground of
*'
their cond
r approval
is withheld.
It is
unlawful to dispose of. exhibit
which has not been approved by
The Courts jurisdiction in su.
the grant bv Section
_'C.
of the act of May ].".. 1!H...
.it films to
the censors and be aggrieved by
body of the right of
appeal from the decision of the Hoard to the Court o'f Common Pleas
of the proper county.
.nut in the matter of
the Appeal of the Franljin Film Manufacturing Company, not yet reported, that the power of the Court of Common pleas extends onlv to
Hon of such orders made by the Hoard of Censors as may be
arbitrary or oppressive. The court maj
n of the ('elisors when they have been guilty of an abuse of the disci,
in them by law. hut not merely because it differs with their views upon
questions of taste or even because it regards the objections raised Into the pictures disapproved as
minute and fat
•without merit." The proper subject of inquiry in this ca -,
is whether or not the Censors in insisting on changes in the appellant's
cinematograph representation of Dollars and the Woman" have abused
their discretion and authority.
By discretion is meant the power to discriminate and determine what,
under existing eircumstan. s. is right and proper. The lawful exercise
of discretion involves a fair consideration of all peculiar feat
particular question to the disposition of which is to
eludes not only the play of fancy or caprice, but also servil.
to a hard and fast general rule.
At the hearing of tb. appeal every possible effort was in el
a solution of the question it involves by means of the ordinary methods
These, however, were inadequate, and in order to comprehend
of proof.
tho matter before them, the members of the court, with the consent of

pi.

Xo. 2. A
Kliminate
from woman's arm. This means that \
moved.
Xo.
li
Kliminate subtitle -Myself."
No. 4. C Eliminate subtitle ••Could you not

Supreme Court,

pletely
courts,

i

.

1.

.

have

o

was
a

>

carelul

study

of

the

testimony aided by a

personal

tuns under dis. ussion lias convinced the Court that in
condemning the features whose elimination from them has been directed
the Board acted on the theory that all references to such matters as
view

of

the

pi.

motherhood, birth

illations

between

man and woman

are
of lewd and evil thoughts, and that any referusually spoken of with great freedom" is debasing
Such a proposition is. of
to immorality.
Its adoption as the basis of a hard and
course, altogether too broad.
o
condemnation is tuaiii let ly unreasonable and absurd. In
applying a rub' so established to the scenes and subtitles whose elimination Ho c,ns..r- have ordered in this case the Board palpably erred.
1'pon the whole- evidence' before it the Court is of the opinion (and
so finils) that in deciding the questions indicated by its elimination requirements (iX'il'tiiig the second) the Board abused its discretion and
(so
ii. ly.
l-'or
this reason, the appeal
far as it has not be. n withdrawn) is sustained: and the- oreler ol the
nsors. so far as it involves the condemnation or disapfilms above-mentioned for default o'l
pi. tine
ng
compliance' with any ot its requirements except the second is reversed.
or

the

sex

i-odiiotiv,

iils

and

will

.

E.
I-'..

W.

.,„t

probably

conduce

W. SWEIGERT, BRIDEGROOM.

Sweigert,

Exchange Manager

of the

International

Film Service, Inc., at Philadelphia, dropped into the main
office on Saturday and announced his forthcoming marriage
June
to Miss Mai. .tie' E. Hall, also of the Quaker City.
7th is the date set for Mr. Sweigert's bencdictine debut

'
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The Motion Picture
^^^2^22CENSORSHIP TO FORE IN CHICAGO.
One of the Most Important Subjects Discussed
Coming Convention Notable Picture Stars to Be at

Will Be

It

at

—

the Exposition.

THE

National Convention of the M. P. E. L. of America,
held iii Chicago, 1912, at the La Salle Hotel, was atAt the coming National
tended by 300 delegates.
Exposition and Convention, to he held at the Coliseum
from July 10 to 18, it is expected over 1.000 exhibitors will
from far-off Australia
come
Some
these
will
of
be present.
and the Philippines, and also from Alaska.
A daily program will be the rule at the exposition at the
Coliseum and many special events have been arranged for,
including the appearance of notable moving picture stars.
of several of these will create a sensation when
they are announced.
The exposition committee announces that space is selling
that
and
the Coliseum will present a magnificent appearfast
ance on the opening night, July 12. The date of the opening
of the national exposition must not he confounded with the
date of the opening of the national convention; the latter
opens July 10 and the former on July 12.
Censorship will be one of the most important subjects
Already this theme
discussed at the coming convention.
has been dehated at meetings of exhibitors all over the
country, and a resolution embodying the consensus of opinStates
and Canada cannot
exhibitors
of
the
United
ion of the
fail, after its passage, to have great weight with the people

The names

generally.

Harry Hyman, an active member of the press, entertainment and exposition committee, recently attended the Klks'
Stat.^
'(invention at Danville, 111., and he did SO
work on the side while there in the interest of the coming.
He visited the owners of the
exposition and convention.
Central theater, the Fisher, Lyric, Habit. Colonial, Olympic
and Majestic, and presented each with a handsome colored
slide, with the request that it be shown on their si
These
until the time of the convention and exposition.
t

being distributed throughout the entire country,
and exhibitors everywhere are requested to show them and

slides are

aid in advertising the big event.

The Chicago
cumber of

are already preparing to. handle a
visitors during the period of the exposition

Sam Spedon,

will

be

from
hands

full

train

in

New

hotels

Yitagraph's popular represent-

charge of the ol
convention
It is reported Mr. Spedon will have
York.

taking can- of the reservations.
his
It
is
intention to pick up as many exhibitors on the way as is
possible, and, if conditions warrant it, he will put on another
section to take care of the overflow.
his

Sahner is chairman, for the annual state convention and
exposition, to be held in the Moose Temple. Pittsburgh, on
26, 27 and 28, reported all details being rapidly completed, and that indications are it will be the largest and
most successful gathering in the historj of the organization.
Secretary Delves stated that nearly all of the exhibit space,
comprising about 6,000 feet, has already been contracted for.
He read letters from Cleveland. Youngstown, Wheeling,
and other cities in neighboring states, assuring him of deleto the convention from those sections.
As a special feature of the gathering the League has taken
advantage of the Moving Picture World's tour of F. H.
Richardson to have him speak here on the last day of the
convention. June 28, on the subject of projection.
Negotiations are under way with the manufacturers and the Motion
Picture Hoard of Trade for several leading stars to be present at the convention.
On June 11 National President Her
rington and Secretary Delves expect to leave for New York
City, where they will remain about a week, and expect to
attend the luncheon to be given by the Hoard of Trade at

June

Delmonico's Jum
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IOWA EXHIBITORS MEET.
Matinee

Children's

Endorsed

— Officers

Elected

and

Dele-

gates Chosen for Chicago Convention.

matinees, one afternoon a week, for children
SPECIAL
were endorsed at the fourth annual convention
it

League of Motion Picture Exhibitors, held at the
Des Moines, hi.. May 23-24. In working out
the plan in Des Moines the members of the Des Moines
Screen Club will co-operate with the mothers' cl
Mrs. A. W. Brett and Mrs. Hewitt of
lecting programs.
Des Moines appeared before the meeting to urge
Auditorium,

:

shows.

cial

A. II. Plank of the Garden theater of Des Moines was
elected president of the league.
Other officers chosen were:
second
First Vice-president, VV. D. [ngledue, Marshalltown
vice-president, H. De Raggio, Colfax; secretary-treasurer. J.
C. Collins, Des Moines: executive committee, A. Frankel,
Casino theater, Des Moines; J. 11. Ileffner. Mason City, an
A. J. Diebold.
Retiring President Diebold was elected national vice-presi;

1

great

and convention.
ative,

Exhibitor

in

dent from Iowa.
will be

\Y. D.
itv.

t

N.
(

J.

I.

tes to the national convention in luly at Chicago
\bc Frankel of Des Moines. Fred Yount of Dubuque.
Ingledue of Marshalltown, Thomas A. P.rown of Iowa
P.rvant of Waterloo. I. M. Ileffner of Mason
itv,
(

I

Cook

of W'alcott.

F.

B.

Lemon

of

mention

was the

Newton and

S.

E.

ireenbaum of Davenport,
given

ball

at

KEYSTONE EXHIBITORS ELECT OFFICERS.
Also Further Arrangements for Annual State Convention
and Exposition, Beginning June 26.
Motion I'icturc Inhibitors' League of Pennsylvania, Inc., held its election of officers and directormeeting June
in
for the ensuing year a
the League headquarters, I'enn avenue and Ninth street,
Pittsburgh. The meeting was well attended and many matters of importance were taken up, including the rounding
out of plans for the coming Pennsylvania State Convention
ol the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America in this

Till

1

city.

The

retiring president, C.

Sahner, acted as chair-

\Y.

man.

The

President, \. I. Barthell
of the election was:
vice president, hied N, Smith; secretary,
lames Delves;
treasurer, I. VV. Shearer; board of directors,
W
James Delves, V J. Barthell, Frederick J Herrington, G.
result

I

W

Sahner, Sol
>ppenheimer, Christ
Oliver McKee
Hie ^earlj report
<

\

ollmer,
ol

mitted, and the figures showed the
League to be in satisfactory shape.

The

local

Henry Polk and
urei was suli

in
financial
tin

i

affairs

of

the

committee on arrangements, of which

(i.

\V.

CHANGES

IN

THE EXHIBITORS' LEAGUE.

The 'I heater Managers
Protective Association of

and Motion Picture Exhibitors'
St. Louis has again established
headquarters at Room 312, Benoist Building, the ol
I'll
were used when the organi/ation
ted.
meetings were held at the Majestic Theater at Tenth and
Franklin avenues for a few months, but it was decided that
the Benoist Building was a better location, and the heal
quaraters were moved back there.
Things are flourishing
with the association, and a much larger attend. u
ported at the meetings.
\i a recent election an entireb new board >>i offii
installed.
John Centner, one of the original movers
exhibitors' league, and the first president ^i the body, is
Williams. ,.t the \shland the
again its executive
P.
is
ater,
financial
Joe Mogler, of t'
secretary,
theater and airdrome at Ninth and Piemen avcutn
urer.
Ml of the old officers are on the executive board, harand
much
good
is
being done lor the up
monj prevails,
.

I

building of the organization.
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BROOKLYN EXHIBITORS MEET.
Lee A. Ochs Indorsed for Presidency of the National
Organization.

Associated Exhibitors of
Till"
portant meeting on the night

Brooklyn

held

an

of Thursday, June
the Triangle theater.

im1.
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the Jungle," from the pen of Theodosia Harris and is an excellent vehicle for the co-stars, Margaret Gibson and Will-

i;

its usual gathering place,
The
meeting, which was presided over by President M. J, Man
heinuT, was exceptionally well attended. One of the invited
issued
was
'President
Lee
Ochs,
who
the
State
A.
guests
charter to the organization.
A committee was appoint'
to take up the question of the high prices for electricity
with the Public Service Commission. The following men
were elected as delegates to the National Convention at
Chicago: M. J. Manheimcr, Benjamin Title, Louis Levinc
and William Brandt.
Upon Mr. Title's motion it was unanimously resolved to
indorse the candidacy of Lee A. Ochs for National President.
Mr. Ochs was heartily commended by several speakers, who called attention to the great services he had rendered to the cause of organization in the city and state of

iam Clifford.
According to advance word this is the best picture in which
famous Bostock animals have been utilized, and work is

the

said to be spectacular.
Miss Gibson portrays a rather different role than heretofore and the same is said of Mr. Clifford.
The supporting
cast is a strong one with such well-known players as Fredcrick Montague, Harris Ingraham and Claude Lampman.
Director Charles Swickard supervised the filming of the

production.

_

New York.
Two committees

were appointed with power to take up
certain grievances with two large film corporations.
A number of committees reported on the co-operative plan
of purchasing material and booking. A considerable amount
of money will be saved by the co-operative purchase plan.

Horsley Productions
Two Noteworthy Subjects Scheduled for
June

A

the

Week

of

24.

PL AY

within a play, highly dramatic, yet with sufficient comedy running through it to satisfy the most
fastidious, produced by a capable and well-balanced
cast headed by the eminent star, Crane Wilbur, will be notable among the Horsley-Mutual releases for the week of June
24, as a five-reel Mutual Masterpicture, de luxe edition, is

"The Wasted Years."
Mr. Wilbur, who is also the author of this play, is seen in
an entirely different role than in previous Horsley productions, in the character of an aged being, which gives him
ample scope for the utilization of his dramatic talent. Such
is his character as he watches the play of "Youth," to look
back over the years he has wasted.
On the other hand he is also seen as a young and innocent
country youth who falls heir to considerable wealth and casting aside the simple and quiet life of the village of his boyhood, enters a life of romance and adventure to fall victim to
a woman of the world.
Mae Gaston, who has been seen in numerous productions
from the Horsley studios, is once more the leading feminine
support of Mr. Wilbur, and it is said that in the role of a
dainty "flower" of the country, she has added more laurels to
her name.
Jessie Burnett, a new addition to the Wilbur company
shoulders the character of the "worldly woman" and John
Oaker, the dashing young juvenile, departs -from his usual
line to work opposite Miss Burnett, as one of the chief tools
to be instrumental in the downfall of the youth.
Three youngsters are also in the supporting cast, they
being Thelma Salter, Thelma Burns and George Harris.
Little Miss Salter is one of the best known child actresses
of the silent drama and her work in "The Wasted Years" is
said to be excellent.
Others who are prominent throughout the five reels are
Joseph Hazelton, who has established a reputation for his
character acting, and M. D. Moran, who is familiar to theatergoers.
Many elaborate scenes are included in this drama
which was staged under the direction of Robert B. Broadwell.
June 22 is the release date.
"Jerry's Elopement," a one-reel Cub Comedy, starring
George Ovey in his famous character of Jerry, will be the

second Horsley production released by Mutual the same
week.
Director Milton H. Fahrney has provided Ovey with a
rather different vehicle in this release, many of the very
laughable situations being new to the screen. For the first
time in many moons Jerry at last comes out on top, but only
after traveling a very rocky road.
The entire strength of the Cub Comedy supports Mr.
Ovey, the greater amount of the action falling to Miss Claire
Alexander, George George, Louis FitzRoy and Janet Sully.
Others in the cast are Jefferson Osborne, Ray Lincoln
Robert Kenyon, Joseph NonMeter, Harry Jackson anr
Arthur Mund.
The wind-up of Horsley-Mutuals for the last week of June
is a thrilling and picturesque Centaur feature, "A Siren of

What

is

a

Picture Machine

According to the High Court of the United States Customs
Department It's a "Lens Mounting and Frame."

THE
when

status of moving picture machines was fixed June 1
the United States Court of Customs Appeals
reached the conclusion that, in the absence of any
specific provision in the law for such articles, they became
dutiable at 25 per cent, under paragraph 94 as "frames and
mountings for projection lenses."

While the American Express Company appeared as the
protestant of record, it was understood that the actual importers were Pathe Freres, of this city and Paris, the merchandise in controversy being described on the invoices as
"Pathescopes."
Collector Malone held that the machines
were dutiable at 30 per cent, as "frames for optical instruments." This view was not approved by the Board of General Appraisers, which reversed the Collector and ordered
the "movies" admitted at the 25 per cent. rate. The Government then appealed to the court.
The importers, in addition to the claim under the projection lenses' paragraph, raised the point that the articles
might come under the manufactured metal article provision
calling for a custom tax of 20 per cent., but neither the board
nor the court considered this claim.

Ella Hall a Bluebird

FOR

a long time Ella Hall has been appearing in all
sorts of roles and whether she has been a little boy, a
blushing bride, a tiny girl or just a hoydenish engenue,

she has increased her following with her every appearance
Since the Bluebird program was introduced
the first of the year,
Miss Hall has been
steadily enhancing her
value not alone to her
employers, but to herself
and now she has
reached
the
coveted
place of screen stardom
which she so justly

on the screen.

—

merits.

In "Secret Love," she
divided

actually

the

Helen
with
honors
Ware, who was the
Miss Hall's role
star.
prominsuch
gained

m the criticisms
the early Bluebird,
from the
alone
not
trade press, but from
ence

of

the

daily

critics

of

papers

wherever the
shown,

was
feature
that General

Manager
M. H. Hoffman decidit would be well

ed that
to

build

with the

a

new

new

star
series of

So it was in
"The Crippled Hand"
she was given a half
features.

taste of stardom, dividing the

Ella Hall.

honors with Bob Leonard.

Now comes the announcement that she will take her place
on the Bluebird program, with regular appearances in pieces suited to her stvle. In "Ambrosia," to be
released July 10, Miss Hall will have a role that is sure to
bring her into immediate popularity with devotees of Bluebirds, and arrangements have been made for other plays
that will further increase her vogue with the public,
as a lone star
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"That Universal Program"
Red Feather Five Reel Drama

A

Week

of

is

the

Big

Feature of

June 12— Other Good Numbers.

outstanding feature of the Universal program for
week Of June 12 is the five-reel Red Feather photoplay "What Love Can Do," in which Adele Farrmgton
plays the principal role, that of a successful author who is
determined to live her life as she sees fit regardless of the
On the same day, Eddie Lyons,
conventions of society.
Lee M'iran and Betty Compson cavort about in the Nestor
comedy, "Their Awful Predicament."
On Tuesday, June 13, J. Warren Kerrigan is the feature
in the Gold Seal three-reel mountain drama, "The Melody
The Imp
of Love," in which Nell Shipman also appears.
comedy, "Her Wonderful Secret" with Harry Benham and
Edith Roberts is released on the same day.

THE

the

"How
off the
Griffith

L-KO comedy

Stars Are Made,"
program on June

supplying

the

a two-reel
14 with Alice

fun.

Number

24

Lasky's

Summer Program

Stars Will Be Extremely Busy on Big Productions at Los Angeles Studio.
studios of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company at Hollywood, Calif., will hum with activity this
summer, as the big producing firm is entering on a
Well
period of unusually interesting accomplishments.
known stars of the stage and screen will appear in forthcoming productions from the Lasky studio on the Paramount Program. Coincident comes the announcement that
Miss Fannie Ward has placed her name to a new contract
for a period of two years.
Few artists who have forsaken
the stage for the screen have won such success in the new

Numerous

THE

leads

Howard and Ray
of

the

Universal

Animated Weekly is followed by Cleo Madison in the Rex
drama, "When the Wolf Howls," in which she is supported
by William Mong.
On June 15 the feature of the day will be the Laemmle
two-reel society drama, "Her Soul's Song," with Emory
Johnstone and Dorothy Davenport in the principal roles.
"Betty's Hobo," a comedy drama in which Thomas Jefferson, son of the late Joseph Jefferson, and the child actress,
Zoe Bech, is also released on the same day together with
a Powers split reel which includes "Professor Wiseguy's
Trip to the Moon," a comic cartoon and "Little Journeys
Scenic Japan," an educational travel novelty.
Hobart Henley and Irene Hunt co-star in "The Devil's
Image," a two-reel Imp society drama, on June 16, and on
the same day's program Albert MacQuarrie will be seen
in the Victor comedy, "The Golden Boot," followed by Neal
Burns, Betty Compson and Ethel Lynn in the Nestor
comedy, "Almost a Widow."
Daredevil Marie Walcamp and Lee Hill have worked for
in

weeks past in a sensational railroad thriller "A
Railroad Bandit," which will be released on June 17 under
On the same day Gale Henry and Wilthe Bison brand.
liam Franey furnish the fun in a Joker comedy entitled,
"Love Quarantined."
Ben Wilson is featured in "The Finer Metal," a two-reel
domestic drama which will be released under the Rex brand

several

Scene from

"The Gutter Magdalene" (Lasky).

which has fallen to Miss Ward. Recently
she had the unique experience of attending a
meeting of the Theater Club in the ballroom of the Hotel
Astor as the principal guest and watching with an audience
of 2,500 women gathered from all over the United States a
screen presentation of her photoplay. "The Cheat."
Miss Ward is the star in the photoplay. "The Gutter
Magdalene.*' which will be shown for the first time in June.
The Lasky company also will present during the summer
months elaborate feature plays in which Victor Moore, Cleo

medium

as that

New York

in

Ridgely and Wallace Reid and Blanche Sweet will appear
as the stars.

Victor Moore's production is entitled. "The Clown," and
was written for him by Marion Fairfax and produced by
William C. DeMille. Miss Ridgely and Mr. Reid. who were
co-stars in "The Golden Chance." "The Love Mask" and
other photoplays, will appear in "The Selfish Woman." by
Hector Turnbull, and Blanche Sweet will be the star in "The
Dupe." by the same author.
Recently additions at the Lasky studio were completed
making it, it is said, one of the finest equipped photoplay

establishments

in

the world.

SELIG'S TOM MIX SERIES STARTS JULY 8.
The Tom Mix series of Western comedies will start
General Film regular service with "Some Duel." to be
leased Saturday, July 8. A Tom Mix comedy will be

Scene from

"How

Stars Are

Made" (L-KO).

in

rere-

These comedies are of
leased every Saturday thereafter.
the highest standard in every respect, carry logical plots and
are crowded with daring action, such as only Tom Mix and
Victoria Forde can supply.
The) will put the punch into any
picture program

THE VIKING FILM COMPANY.
Dorothy Phillips plays opposite Mr. Wilson.
June 18.
Two comedies arc released on the same day, "A Romano
nerang," a Laemmle comat Random," and "\ CollciM- i:
edy with Rupert Julian and Elsie Jane Wilson iii the cast,
nrranv." an Imp comedy in which
anil "A College I:
.lit
Roberta play the principal roles.
Harry Benham and
During the week of June \i the seventh episode of "The
Adventures of Peg O' the King," with Francis Ford and
Grace Cunard im ni-liiiiL; the excitement, will be released.
\niionnceinent is also made that King Baggot will appear
in "The Man from Nowhere." a live-reel Red Feather feature on June 19 and \ al Paul, Myrtle Gonzalez and Fred
Church in another hec-reel Red Feather, "It Happened in
Honolulu" on June 26.
Oil

I

1

1

"nc of the recent producing organizations is named the
It is capitalized at $100.00(1 with
Viking Film Company. Inc.
New York state charter and has offices on the tenth floor
The new company pro
of the Candler Building.
make the better class ,,i' subjects and expects
have its lirst
picture completed by the middle of June.
<

a

t

DeGRASSE HAS

NEW

.

.

FIVE-REELER.

•|'.\
I. lie's
Decree" is die title of .1 ii\e-reel feature film
play, written by Stuart Paton, one of the Universal City dileclois. which is being pietnrized by Director Joseph Do
The featured leads will be played b\ Dorothy
Grasse
Phillips and I. on Chancy, with a Strong BUpportll
the Universal stock company.
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STAR THEATER, DENISON, TEXAS.
M. Ridout's House Strong

in Popular Favor— Uses Style
Wurlitzer Organ— Seats 600.
Texas, can boast of an up-to-date photoplay
in
he Star.
It is constructed of steel, concrete, brick and other fire-resisting material, and has
a seating capacity of 600.
L. M. Ridout, the proprietor and
manager of the Star, did not see how many chairs he could
get in a certain given space, hut placed each row of seats

L.

K

DENISON,
house

at
is

to

a

t

respectable

distance

that nd difficulty
let

a

is

newcomer

from the other, and the

result
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entertainment, the patronage of the old Lyric became so
large that Mr. Kedmon opened the Majestic and disposed
of his

first

theater.

The Majestic has

It
a seating capacity of 1,500 persons.
pretty structure, and has all the comforts and conveniences of some of the bigger theaters in bigger cities.
The Majestic is exclusively a feature house, and shows
Paramount and Triangle productions. The theater is opened
A seven-piece
at 9 a. m. and shows are given until 1 1 p. m.
The Paramount program is shown on
orchestra is used.
is

a

experienced on the part of those seated
get past to a vacant seat.
This is
to be found in the Star.
Another

one of the many features

is the beautiful rest rooms for women and the commodious
smoking rooms for men. These are tastily and appropriately
furnished. There are a number of boxes, which can be used
as party boxes.
The operating room at the Star would be a credit to a
large motion picture theater in a big city.
It is spacious,
well equipped, and is constructed of reinforced concrete.
The steel doors and windows of this section of the theater
automatically shut when the fusible cords which hold them
open melt when the temperature increases over a certain degree.
In this case it can readily be seen that should a fire
occur it would be confined to the operating room. There is
a large vent Hue which leads from the operating room to
the roof of the theater, and this carries off all the heat
and odors which may be generated by the projection apparatus.
The interior of the Star is artistically decorated in red,
gold and cream, and neutralized colors. Ventilation is obtained by twelve ventilators situated in the ceiling and by
a draught panel with a big suction fan in it which is located

Majestic Theater, East

St.

Louis,

111.

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of each week,
while Triangle pictures make up the program for Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
The weekly advertising bill of the Majestic is quite heavy,
and this department is in charge of John Choate, an experienced advertising man.

NEW

STRAND, TRINIDAD, COLO.

Recently there was opened in Trinidad, Colo., the New
Strand theater, by Jack Nash. As the illustration accompanying this story shows, the exterior is tastefully decorated
in Gothic design.
To the left of the entrance is the spacious
and well appointed office of the manager. The interior is
artistically decorated in red and gold.
The draperies and
carpets are of a beautiful red hue.
The New Strand has a seating capacity close on to 600.
One hundred of these are opera chairs located in the loges
where smoking is permitted. Mr. Nash, who is thoroughly
familiar with practically all branches of the industry, spared
neither time nor expense in giving the population of Trini-

Star Theater, Denison, Texas.
floor.
The auditorium is plentifully supplied with
large exits with doors which open automatically.
Should
the management at any time desire to put on road shows
it could easily do so, for the Star is equipped with a stage
large enough to accommodate any size road production. It
is also supplied with a half dozen sets of scenery, electrical
effects, and a number of dressing rooms.
Mr. Ridout is always studying the wants and desires of
his big patronage, and as a result of his conscientiousness
he is meeting with very big success.
Each show is
made up of high-class, clean subjects, and the music is
furnished by a style
Wurlitzer piano with pipe organ and
orchestra attachments. The Star is known as "The Home
of Good Motion Pictures."
"I do not believe a man can be a successful exhibitor
without its assistance," says Mr. Ridout in speaking in
complimentary terms of the Moving Picture World; "it is
interesting and instructive."

near the

K

MAJESTIC THEATER, EAST

ST.

LOUIS, ILL.

Nearly seven years ago H. G. Redmon, who is now the
proprietor of the beautiful Majestic theater, East St. Louis,
111., opened in that city a rather small moving picture theater known as the Lyric.
He made a careful study of the
exhibition business from the start, and from time to time
as his patronage increased and as the industry in general
became more fixed in public opinion, Mr. Redmon made
the necessary changes in the Lyric in order to bring it
up-to-date for that time. Finally, through the giving of good

New

Strand Theater, Trinidad, Colo.

dad a moving picture theater of which to be proud. That
he has succeeded in this is evidenced by the large number
of complimentary remarks that he is constantly receiving
from his patrons and his many friends in and out of the
trade.
His constantly big pStronage has repaid him many
times for the lavish expenditure in erecting such an attracThere is an atmostive and comfortable photoplay palace.
phere of the conservatory pervading the auditorium, for Mr.
Nash, who is a lover of flowers, has used a large number
of artificial, cut and pot flowers in the decorative scheme.
This adds considerably to the happy and homelike appearance
of the interior.
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REX THEATER, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

Leichter and Selleck Take Over Photoplay House Remodel
Original Advertising Methods Give
It Thoroughly

—

Structure Distinctive Character.

THE

Rex

theater, Polk and Washington streets, San
Francisco, Cal., offers a splendid illustration of what
can be accomplished with a small house in these days
of large theaters and long programs when the business is
given intelligent attention.
This theater is located in the
heart of the Nob Hill section, surrounded by splendid apartment houses and private homes, just past the busiest part
of the Polk street business district. It is not without competition, for within a half a dozen blocks there are fully as
many moving picture houses, several of larger capacity than
the Rex, though none are more advantageously located.

This theater was taken over by Mark M. Leichter and
Harry Selleck early in 1916, and since then has been renovated throughout and presents a greatly improved appearance
over the old house. The building it occupies is of frame
construction, but the house is very comfortable, with ample
ventilation, and the decorations are neat and cheery.
It
has a seating capacity of 400 and is regarded as being one
of the safest houses of its kind in the city, there being
seven exits, making it possible to empty it on very short
notice should occasion arise.
When the new owners took over this theater it was at

2021

attention to coming attractions and in many ways visitors
to the Rex theater are kept in close touch with what has
been booked for their enjoyment.
Recently a large party
of San Francisco society leaders visited Truckee, Cal., to
take part in winter sports, and moving pictures were taken
of their activities. These pictures were shown shortly afterward at this house and the theater was filled with wealthy
patrons.
Business has increased more than thirty per cent,
since the first of the year and frequently all who desire to
come cannot be accommodated.
Mark M. Leichter, under whose able management the
business is being conducted, has been connected with the
moving picture, business for many years, having conducted
theaters in New York City before coming to San Francisco.
It is the plan of himself and those associated with him to
branch out in the local business field in the near future.
The projection equipment in the Rex theater consists of

two Motiographs, operated by Walter Bunge, and every
Matinees are
is made to secure perfect projection.
given daily from half past one to five o'clock, and on Sundays the shows are continuous. On week days the evening
performance commences at half past six. The admission
price is 10 cents for adults and 5 cents for children.
effort

Since It

PILOSES THEATER, OLD FORGE, PA.
Was Established, Three Years Ago, This Photoplay

—

House Has Been Doing Good Business Uses Wurlitzer
Organ Seats 500 and Managed by Louis Pilosi.

—

ONE

of the well-conducted photoplay houses in northeastern Pennsylvania is Pilosi's theater at Old Forge.
It

is

owned by Nicholas

Pilosi

and managed by

his

This house recently celebrated its third annison, Louis.
versary, and it played to exceedingly good business during
the celebration period, for a special program for each day
was selected for the
occasion. The theater
advertised as the
is
"Home of Reel Photoplays."
There are 500 comfortable seats in the
Pilosi palace, and there
is plenty of room between each of the rows.
The structure is built
material
fireproof
of

and

is

with

fitted

modern equipments.
The projection room

all

Rex Theater, San

Francisco, Cal.

once apparent that
to adopt methods

to be successful it would be necessary
different from those followed by most
lint little transient business could be expected
exhibitors.
and the neighborhood clientele was of a class that had been
It was early decided that
the despair of many exhibitors.
high-grade feature attractions were all that would be acceptable and the program, which is changed three times
a week, is made up largely of Metro, World and Fox offerings, with the Hea'rst-Vitagraph News Pictorial.
Music is
furnished by a recently installed player-piano and this is
being made quite a feature of the house.
From the beginning Messrs. Lichter
Selleck have endeavored to be original, and, small as it is, this house has
taken on a distinctive character that has made it well
known far beyond the boundaries of the Polk street district, and it is this distinctive feature that makes it of special

&

interest.

One of the first steps taken by this enterprising firm was
the selection of a trade mark, which has since been registered, this consisting of a monogram made up of the letters
L and S and called the sign of quality, service and refinement in photoplays. All of the slides shown in the Rex
theater are uniform in character and each feature the trade
Each film shown has a leader showing the trade
mark.
mark and the announcement that Leichter & Selleck present
such and such a production. Every bit of advertising matter, and a great deal of it is used, bears the trade mark,
until the sign has become widely known.
This concern is a strong believer in the use of a mailing
five hundred advance programs a week to
list, and mails
patrons who have signified their desire to receive such advance notices. Some of the advertising sent out is very
appropriate and illustrates the thought that is bestowed
upon this end of the business. When "The Yellow Passport"
was booked the program which was printed on yellow paper

and forwarded to patrons protruded mysteriously from a
in a neat Re* theater folder
Meal Btgna in the lobby

equipped
machines.
with
two
Music is furnished by
a Wurlitzer organ, and
an
automatic
ticket
is

slit

call

Pilosi's Theater,

Old Forge, Pa.

large and

selling

The

is

machine
foyer

is
is

used.
spa-

cious, and the lobby floor is of tile.
There are six double
exit doors conveniently arranged so that the auditorium can
be emptied in a very short space of time should the emergency arise. The interior, as well as the lobby, is artistically
decorated in harmonious colors.
The management says that the structure represents an
Although the Pilosi is primarily
expenditure of $26,000.
dedicated to the exploitation of high-class motion pictures,
there is a stage large enough to hold a goodly size road
production. There are a number of dressing rooms and a
variety of scenery, should the management ever decide to
entertain a proposition from a vaudeville or "legitimate"

show.

The theater is situated right in the heart of the town, at
the corner of Main and Grace streets. The exterior is well
illuminated, and can be seen for a considerable distance
The theater is advertised extensively,
in either direction.
and on one side of the building is a big billboard which can
accommodate five six-sheet posters. Louis Pilosi is demonstrating his ability as an exhibitor in the administration of
the "Home of Reel Photoplays."

McINTOSH TAKES OVER CRYSTAL.
William Mcintosh has recently purchased t:
theater at 212 East Fourth street, Waterloo. la., of Nichols
Mr M
Webber. He will take possession of it on lime 1
IntOSh "as for many years associated with Mr. Webber in
the operation of the Crystal and Princess Theaters in Waterloo, and disposed of his interests in these houses about a
The
to open a picture theater in W.ueilv. l.i.
Mr WebCrystal will be closed for two weeks for repairs.
ber is devoting his entire time to the Princess,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

OBSERVATIONS
BY OUR MAN ABOUT TOWN
HAS been said in some quarters that the motion picture people have been remarkably conservative in their
deportment following the veto of the Christman-Wheeler
censorship bill by Governor Whitman at Albany.
Evidently
people expressing this opinion expected to see receipt of
the news of victory followed by a jubilee demonstration
garnished with the tooting of horns, booming of cannon and

IT

waving of the emblem of American liberty. Perhaps some
them expected to hear speeches and read columns of
commendable notices in the moving picture press on Governor Whitman's action.
But the veto was not accepted
by the moving picture people with any undue display of
of

enthusiasm.
ing the
partial

Nevertheless, they are not mindful that in killhis duty in an intelligent, im-

bill the Governor did
and fearless manner.

The result of this great fight was received with mingled
satisfaction and pity. Satisfied that the Governor, in his
presentation of the veto, confirmed what the moving picture
interests have so often claimed, namely:
That the people
behind censorship methods are so satiated with self-motives
and a desire to injure the moving picture business if not
crush it that they are blind to the rights and privileges
Pity for these so-called
of all who do not agree with them.
reformers and the members of both branches of the legislature who passed for them a bill which, upon its face, was
defeated by its own viciousness so deficient in common
sense and justice that the Governor would not enter into
The
a discussion of the constitutionality of censorship.
viciousness was imposition of an unnecessary and excessive
tax and the deprival of the right of appeal to the picture
people while giving that right to the opposition. The most
silly part of the fight made by the supporters of the bill
before the Governor was a statement that it was not their
intention to have either of these provisions become a law
in the light construed by the Governor, but if he would sign
the bill the objectionable features could be eliminated at
Governor Whitman, in
the next session of the legislature.
his presentation, told these people that the practical answer
to their statement was that the moving picture would be
put to a wasteful and unnecessary expense of the greater
part of a million dollars before an amendment could be made.
The so-called reformers would deliberately pass a bill to
execute a man and then apologize for it with an amendment. No. the moving picture people did not become hysterically jubilant when the Governor gave his decision, nor
have the sponsors of the bill been heard from in any way.

—

—

—

They have been whipped into a profound
of Governor Whitman's closing comments:

silence

by one

"I have found
such fundamental objections to the form of this bill, and the
procedure under it, that the necessity for censorship has been
eliminated as a factor in its consideration."

.

Of course, some people will be disposed to discount comments coming from journals devoted to moving picture
interests on the framers and supporters of the bill referred
Many of them may attribute comment in part to a
to.
For years the moving picture people
spirit of partiality.
have complained of the indisposition of the public press
to "come out flat-footed" on subjects affecting the picture
interests at times when they should really do so, especially

when
It

is

the

the constitutionality of censorship is before the public.
with much gratification, therefore, that an editorial of
Press is quoted:

New York

"So clumsily was the movie censor bill drawn that Governor Whitman vetoed it, as he remarked, without considering at all the fundamental question of whether there should
It was a poor workman who framed the
be censorship.
provision that appeal might be taken when a film was passed
by the board, but that none could be taken when a film

was ordered suppressed!"

The quotation may in part help relieve the picture organs
charge of bias in commenting on what happened in
Albany. Our thanks go to the Press. But the part of the

of a

editorial

as

to

which

it

is

desired to call special attention

is

follows:

"The 'movies' may be

safely in their present status.
Tf there, is any producer foolish enough to put out anything
beyond the bounds of decency he will find quick enough
left

How about it, Mr. Movie Man, who is scrambling to get
under the wing of Federal Censorship? This editorial comment comes from a disinterested source, and entirely unsolicited.
Compare it with a quotation from the text of the
majority report on the Smith-Hughes censorship bill now
pending at Washington and see which is the most logical
and truthful:
"The vicious picture brings the larger return

to exhibitor

and producer, because it gets the money of the regular customer and the sensation seeker also."

What aggravates those who are sincere in the welfare
of a clean, wholesome, progressive and standardized motion
picture industry is that the first quotation is from a disinterested source, while the majority committee on the
Smith-Hughes bill claims the latter quotation is 'furnished
by a brief supplied to the committee by four of the moving
picture companies that produced ninety per cent, of the
motion pictures in the United States, so that others who are
admittedly exerting every effort to put the picture on the
highest plane of perfection and are endeavoring to persuade
all manufacturers to do likewise, find the guns of their own
camp trained upon them. To the ordinary observer the
situation is a peculiar one, to say the least.

A man who has been in the moving picture business
its infancy, and who is still very prominent in it, exthe situation:
"I can understand," said he, "that if we must have official censorship,
a federal form of regulation is preferable to a multitude of
graft-seeking bodies created by every state, city and hamlet
throughout the country; but an overwhelming majority of
ihe legitimate and law-abiding producers have been unaltersince

pressed himself frankly on

ably opposed to official censorship in any form. That was
the platform upon which the manufacturers declared themselves united, until recently a few of them decided to put
themselves publicly on record as favoring federal censorship as the least of the evils. This was their privilege and
none disputed their justification for thus placing themselves
upon record if they wished to do so. But by what method
of reasoning do these people who claim to favor everything
that will tend to the welfare of the industry, both with
respect to the public and the industry itself, gratify their
action in becoming auxiliary to the Smith-Hughes majority
and supply it with ammunition (poor as it may be) to fight
the manufacturers who remain loyal in the battle to preserve
what they deem are their constitutional rights? I am not
the only one to suspect that there is an ulterior and selfish
motive in their operations. What it is I have not been able
Some people with whom I have disto even conjecture.
cussed the subject are inclined to believe that federal law
will ultimately put out of business companies that will not
be able to spare the time, labor or expense to comply with
Some say it
the requirements of the law, if it is enacted.
will be a death rap to the five per cent, of manufacturers
who could not weather the law because they could not stand
the legitiwhy
There is absolutely no reason
a censoring.
mate manufacturers should surrender their constitutional
rights to £?et rid of this defying five per cent. The minority
report on the Smith-Hughes bill points to the way by which,
the guerrillas can be squelched when it says: "Every reasonable protection to the public morals can be secured by the

proper exercise of the local police power supplemented by
the amendment to the federal code already suggested," which
means that the United States Penal Code be amended to
include motion picture films in the list of objects barred
from interstate transportation. And there is still another
weapon that can be effectively used to eliminate the obEach municipality has the power
noxious five per cent.
immoral
to revoke the license of an exhibitor who shows
who
pictures and the screws can be put on any exhibitor
such pictures, which must ultiexhibits
and
buys
or
rents
Ihe
market.
of
the
out
them
of
makers
mately drive the
duty
have
a
exhibitors
the
authorities, the reformers and
why they
to perform in this matter and there is no reason
responsibility
should not attend to it and not saddle the
upon the country at an enormous and unnecessary expense
exhibitor canto those who are innocent in the matter. The
He knows better than anyone else
not claim exemption.
claim
what kind of pictures his patrons want. He cannot
censor
personally
to
inability
of
ground
the
on
exemption
Such inability, when a question of morality is
a picture.
the
in
stands
He
exhibitor.
an
involved, disqualifies him as
as
same position and must accept the same responsibilities

managers

of 'regular theaters.
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EASTER SCENES AT THE VATICAN.
The Eternal City has been under much excitement during
the recent Easter week services because of the presence of
certain enterprising American moving picture operators
busily "filming" th Holy Week services in St. Peter's.
For the time being the war was forgotten, every one was
interested in the great innovation of what some called "sacrilege" by the American "invasion" of what has hitherto
been sacred ground. There can be no doubt that from the
professional viewpoint the Holy Week services in St. Peter's
offers one of the grandest spectacles it seems possible to
film, the reproduction of these scenes will attract crowds
in all parts of the world.
Not only will devout Catholics
rejoice in being able to see that which they could never hope
their eyes might be able to see, but others irrespective of
creed will want to see that which they have heard is one
of the most impressive scenes in Christendom.
Papal processions and the recent Popes have been seen in
films but pictures of the most holy services taken within
the most sacred edifice of the Catholic world have always
caused a natural hesitation. The question of any profanity
was speedily settled in that still pictures had always been
permitted and a quick succession of them could not possibly
Another consideration lay in
be considered objectionable.
the fact that the war has considerably curtailed the income
at St. Peter's and the translation into Italian dollars of pictures of so great a demand could not be treated with indifference.
It was further thought that the pictures could
be of great value in keeping the faithful in all parts of
the world in visible communication with the center of their
faith and at the same time give others a chance to see that
greatest service which made St. Peter's famous. Therefore
under the Supervision of Cardinal Merry Del Val this famous
set of pictures was secured and no doubt will be well used.

DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES.
T hrOUgh an arran g emtIlt with Joseph S. Klotz. of 110 West
,n 1
40th
street, the Universal has acquired one of the most
unusual and valuable pictures which the camera has yet proIt is the Dr. Dorsey Expedition, one of the most
duced.
interesting and novel ever undertaken, and also one of
the
most valuable, for its cost alone amounted to a quarter
of a million dollars.
The Universal will release this subject in split reels, one every week, under the Powers brand.
The demand for educational and scenic pictures has been
increasing rapidly, and it is in line with this demand that
the L niversal has authorized an expenditure which might
otherwise seem excessive, in order to command this unexampled feature of foreign travel in unfrequentel spots
of the earth's surface for the millions of interested people
who
see the Universal program every week.
The expedition covered the greater portion of India,
Japan, China, Mongolia, Ceylon, Persia, and takes the
spectator into places very seldom visited even by the most
adventurous of tourists, and shows spectacles never before
seen by Western eyes.
Some of them were taken at the
risk of instant death had the presence of the cameraman
been suspected.
Long experience of travel, and years of
study, acquainted Dr. Dorsey with exactly what he' wanted
to see, and Yankee perserverance, ingenuity and daring
accomplished the rest. The result is one of the most remarkable films ever presented to an audience, and the Universal feels fully justified in paying so high a price for
such an interesting, instructive, remarkable and awe-inspiring human document.
Dr. George A. Dorsey, Ph. D., the man to whom the
I niversal is indebted for the Dorsey expedition, is probably as well fitted as any other American to realize the
salient points in foreign lands which would be interesting
and instructive to the American people for photographic
purposes.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES.
The American University

in Washington, D. C, is cothe Bureau of Commercial Economics in
spread the educational possibilities of the
moving picture by giving a series of lectures in the Hall of
This series is intended
History on Saturday afternoons.
especially for teachers and senior scholars in high schools,
and other adults who can be interested therein to the extent
of using the knowledge mi obtained in advancing teaching
through means of the pictures. It should be further noted
that these lectures are part of the extension work of the
Government
university and no admission fee is charged.
films will lie shown which cover very largely the scenic
beauties and geographical wonders of the United States, in
addition the government has prepared with great care and
cost a collection of films of the different tribes of Indians
in their native habitat in order that the Indian life and manners which are rapidly passing away may be preserved for

operating
their

plan

with
to

posterity.

A Baptist Church convention in Philadelphia has recently
is
interesting
It
praised the value of the moving picture.
to note and record thai churches an- now as a class looking
more at tlu- good in the picture rather than the bad. and to
praist
more than to blame; this means that by fostering
side, greatei
\n Indiana
benefits will accrue.
clergyman has recently gone on record as saying that the
are prrai Inn- s.ime of the greatest of aermona and
and
that their use should be encouraged
that a proper use
of the
should "- provided
He was further
n Sundays
of tin- opinion that opposition came rather from tradition
than km
pei ience,
;

"THE CRISIS" STIRS VICKSBURG.
Vicksburg,

has the picture craze in most aggravated
arrival of the Selig company of players who

.Miss.,

form since the

appearing in spectacular scenes for "The Crisis" the
drama from the book by Winston Churchill and being filmed
lig Company.
All the stars have been interviewed
time and again, and almost the entire population turned out
to witness the battle scenes which were taken in the
National
Park cemetery.
The entire Mississippi National Guard, including officers
and regimental bands, are congregated in this city.
One
thousand militiamen "clinched" in the battle.
are

JOYCE FAIR IN A THREE-REELER.
So successful have been the recent two-reel Essanay releases featuring little Joyce Fair, the 11 \ ear obi star.' that
George K. Spoor, president of that company, has decided
to give her a wider range of opportunity.
Under the new
plan she is now working in a three-reel production, "A Little
Volunteer," a story of a "little mother" who has
small sisters and brothers under her care.

"THE GAME WARDEN."
McRae is filming a two-reel melodrama,
"The Came Warden," written by N'oldc lohuson.
The featured leads are taken by Marie Walcamp. Lee Hill
('
and
Shumway. McRae recently has completed a tworeel railroad story, entitled, "The Battle ^\ the Black Rock
Director Henry

entitled.

1

Short

Line."

FORTHCOMING AMERICANS.

<

*

*

*

Among

the forthcoming American productions is "Dust."
feature under the direction of Edward Sloman
from a scenario i, v Julian I. LaMothe
Wiiinitn
wood, Franklyn Ritchie, Harry Von Meter, Loui
and Xcll Fran/en are the principal mem'-.
Scheduled for the latter part of Tune
i

The Boston, Mas-., high Schooll are on record as having
the aid of the moving pictures with guch satisfactory
results that a plan for their more permanent use is under

tried

way.
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Personal Service.
many who read this department do not realize that
our desire to give the fullest possible service, and that a
envelope
enclosed with the material submitted will
addressed
bring a carbon of the matter that may not get into print for several
weeks, permitting the earlier adjustment of the new program or
other matter.
If you want to make your program better, get right
after it and keep the printer worried until he gives you what you want.
A few exhibitors have availed themselves of this service with decided
All are welcome to ask, and no fee of
benefit to their advertising.
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Chinese Box.

The Arcade theater, Tientsin, sends in some of the work done for
The Black Box; which sounds like a back number attraction over
new in China. One of the pieces is a bill in Chinese.
This is printed on native paper, scarcely stronger than tissue, and so
thin that it was necessary in mounting it for reproauction to paste
the mount and not the paper itself. This appeals to the Chinese trade,
here, but is brand

but the houses (there are two, the Arcade and the Pekin Pavilion)
depend more on the European patronage. The management writes
I
beg to enclose herewith some of the advertising matter
I issued for our two theaters, "The Arcade" and the "Peking
Pavilion," for the last episode of the Universal Serial, "Black
In addition to the bills, I sent out 420 letters, hand
Box."
written as per enclosed sample, and delivered them in a chit
The result, nearly half
book through our own messengers.
of the people to whom the letters were sent noted in the chit
book the number of seats they wanted to be reserved. Practically every seat in the theater was booked during the day.
Those who came to the theater in the evening without booking
their seats could only get standing room. I took last night $300.
I
am indebted to the "Advertising for Exhibitors" department of the World for these as well as many other stunts I use
I
read the "Advertising for Exin my advertising matter.
hibitors" and Mr. Richardson's "Projection Department" every
week regularly and am very much indebted to you both.
:

—

—

j

pleased to reserve seats for you.
In addition to this and the Chinese bill there were three pieces in
English, two small bills about five by nine and one about twice the
All three lay emphasis upon the fact that this is the concluding
size.
and Bud story.
episode and advertise also a Chaplin and a

—

Ham

+ »

WH'IMI

•«»

:

i

We beg to inform you that we will screen this evening the
fifteenth, very last, episode of the serial film. Black Box.
To you who have watched the development of the story
on our screen, this, the very last episode, in which Sanford
Quest solves the mystery of the Black Box and unmasks
Should you
Professor Ashleigh, will be very interesting.
decide to honor our theater with your presence, we will be

~B>S,+

ru:

—

A chit is a note and the chit book the receipt book showing delivery
The letters were written in ink on the regular
of the communication.
letter head of the house and reads

»H»fi

back in Denver

Barrett McCormick was a Denver newspave the way for something better than
s then about all that Denver would pay
first house to work over to the ten-cent
great truths.
Then he went away and
ining the only fifteen-cent house in town.

i

any sort is required or desired. It is not to be expected that the
exhibitor shall also be a printing expert, and not many house managers
can curse the man of types in his own language, but if you need
it is at your command.

1

is

He coaxed the
hammered hom<

lfoniKil sahit
Please pardon the
n, but I almost feel a
personal friendship as a result of our editorial acquaintance
back in the dark age of the photoplay. First permit me to
express a somewhat tardy appreciation of your many kind
remarks anent my work and assure you that both Moving
Picture World and Sargent's columns have been and are
That applies to the photoplay writing end
the Koran to me.
as well as my interest in exhibition, for the first story I
wrote and sold was with the help of "Technique of the
Photoplay," and it has always been beside the "mill" when
the process of continuity phenomenon was taking place— and
there have been several that I am not ashamed of, for
instance, "The Disciple" and Ince-Triangle production, which
Mr. Harrison of the World was kind enough to say set the
standard for the Triangle program.
But back to Denver conditions.
It will no doubt interest
you to know that Denver is now high and dry (particularly
dry) on the ten-cent map that is all except the Princess,
which is a fifteen-cent house, and proving that price has nothing to do with it when you give them the show, and we do
for Denver.
Our clientele would bring tears of delight from
the most rabid screen idealist, for it is the most exclusive
class in the city, and we always feel slighted if the dress suits
and evening gowns are not among those present and you
know the dress suit is not an over developed product of the
great West.
Perhaps you will recall running a clipping from
mn in the "Times" mticipating the day when a liveried
tarter would o
doors of society before a "picture
)
mrs for every Friday afternoon is
how." Well,
society
e assure you that the affair is always "covered" by our society reporter and photographer and
the list and photos of those present are published in the papers
Our music is quite an attraction, our conductor, Signor Savallo,
being quite a lion in musical and social circles, a director
whose symphony concerts are always a big feature of the
Enclosed is an announcement used to Inaumusical season.
gurate our Society Screen Afternoons.
Am enclosing proofs of several newspaper advertisements
that will no doubt appeal to you as effective display.
The
effect was secured, you will of course know, by double exposure line and half tone work. We do little sensational or
stunt stuff in our advertising, sticking close to clean, refined
copy, but occasionally use a stunt such as the enclosed fivecolumn story on "The Race," paid for by the various automobile and accessory firms mentioned in the story.
Aside
from giving us five columns in each of the daily papers, the
principal value is that it turned several hundred dollars of
additional revenue to the newspapers and the surest way
to an editor's heart is through the editorial stomach
you

help,

A

1916

McCormick, the Prophet.

APPARENTLY
it

17.

—

and I know.
Mr. McCormick's compliment is nicely turned, for in the sixteenth
sura of the Koran it is written: "We have sent down unto thee the
book of the Koran for an explication of everything necessary," and in
"It is certainly a book of infinite value," which is
the forty-first sura
precisely what this paper is to the motion picture business.
The newspaper advertisements are particularly good, illustration
being superimposed upon the hand lettered text.
It
is
expensive,
but it stands out from the others on a page.
The society matinee is played up heavily. An engraved card that
really is printed from copper announces in proper form these enterIt will
stand comparison with any invitation card retainments.
The following day the papers carry a list of the society folk
ceived.
present and a cut layout of some of the patrons.
One issue to hand
gives eleven inches double column, including a seven-inch cut, and
plays up the "Row party" as a substitute for box parties, apparently
some hostess taking an entire row for her guests instead of a box.
Now that Mr. McCormick has found his way home again, we hope
he visits frequently.
:
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These are printed on unusually good white paper, one small bill carrying a Chaplin cut and the larger two stock cuts of the black box as well.
The film ran for three days, ending on a Sunday. The same material
is used for both houses, with a change of name and date.
The Arcade advertising is always interesting, and they seem to hold
Good
their ground and expand where others find the going too hard.
and intelligent advertising backed by sound management seems to be
the reason.

Making Myra Known.
The Crystal, Little Rock, Ark., is now using a house program and
up a readable and newsy little issue, taking only a page for
program and giving the rest to chat. It is intimate and friendly,
and so it will make and keep friends. On one page is an invitation

gets
the

to use the office

"The Mysteries

phone
of

if

Much of the May issue is given to
the advertising booklet prepared by th«

desired.

Myra" and

June

17,
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It is about the cleverest thing in
Internationa] is used as an insert.
this Inn that has been given out yet, something that will be kept long
Here is a good
after the series has been shown and passed along.

paragraph
Did -you ever wonder why The Crystal flashed no advertising
slides on the screen, except those o£ our coming pictures?
We know it is appreciated, because so many have remarked
about it. You come to The Crystal to be amused, not to read
advertisements.
When one buys a newspaper or magazine, it
When one goes to a
is optional whether one reads the ads.
theater where advertising slides are shown, you will either
We hear
read them or close your eyes.
Are we right?
you say aye.
They also use some good display advertising for coming films. They
Jack Hudgens
are snappy and telling, and do the house real good.
Perhaps he'll
is the program editor, and he knows what he is doing.
send you a copy if you send a return cover.
It makes a good
model to follow if you can write in the proper vein.

Cuts to Suit.
The other day we were talking things over with Harry Reichenbach,
World films, about the cut problem and he pointed out that his
department offered not only a fine and a coarse screen, but that it
would arrange to supply any special screen on request. Mr. Reichenbach is an old time press man, trained in the Broadway school, and
naturally he does things well because he knows how.

that are more newsy than the usual "
B
has a new eighteen cylinder Dash ear" style of stuff. There is nothing startling about the four pager but it is a nicely arranged, hardworking little program that has class and carries conviction without
seriously threatening the bankroll.
Here is some program talk from
one issue that will help others
I

:

VOIR HOME THEATER
The word "HOME" ever since this old world of ours began
has ever had a deep and truly wonderful meaning. A small
word as words go, but small and simple as it is, it stands for
more than any other in the whole English language, countless
joys and pleasures, fond recollections and the place where our
happiest hours have been passed. We want you to try and enter-

A
is.

Remembrancer.

A

a

little

On

Paste-Up.

is

for

this

Dreamland, Galena, 111., says its
four-pager nicely printed in black

the

hat

li

II

of yell

YOUR "HOME" THEA-

an advertising frame from the Park theater. Middleboro,
The Strange Case of Mary Page, made up of illustrations
It will attract more attenpaper and The Ladies World.
tion than any lithograph possibly could, and studying the ingenuity with

Here

Mass.,

from

The Remembrancer

feelings for this,

For you it has been built and we wish you to look upon
it as a "HOME" to which you can of an evening come and pass
an hour or two of good wholesome enjoyment after the trials of
the day are over.
We believe that there is no section of our
city that can boast of a more beautiful house to come to or one
where a more enjoyable evening could be spent. The Management is contemplating additions to the interior which will render
it even more cozy and homelike to you and at the same time
increase your enjoyment.

of the

monthly program
on the right sort

somewhat similar

tain

TER.

the front

is

printed

:

Take me Horn
i

in

Your Pocket
For Every Day Remembrance
During the Month of May, 101G.
The program lies on the second page, with house talk on the third,
It would be a better arrangement to put the program on the third page
and the other on the second. The house talk is nicely done. It reads
IN
:

OUR

TOWN— GALENA
Paramount and Metro Pictures.
is in the picture business, seriously and earnestly and extensively, also exclusively, because we believe there
is no higher form of dramatic art than is shown in photoplays.
has gained knowledge of the public taste, of
popular requirements in the picture business. We will devote
that knowledge to further service to our many patrons.
is interested in the business and also in the
people that visit us, and both shall have personal attention.
believes in better pictures, greater pictures of
finer quality and higher purpose and we strive strenuously to
them.
We hope <
believe that
LITTLE THEATRE,
gratifying success.
The "our" in the heading i double the size of the lines above i
Perhaps a competltlv exhibitor is a newcomer to the toi
below.
but the house wisely does no mention competition. It attends to
own business.

DREAMLAND
DREAMLAND

DREAMLAND

DREAMLAND

i

:

THE

Miss Spurr Starts Up.
Miss Dolly Spurr, of the Royal-Grand, Marion, Ind., used to run two
bouse organs at one time the only house we recall that ever regularly
she dropped down, but has revived the idea
issue.
Then
double
ran a
This is sixteen pages
in a new Vol. I, No. 1 of Films and Footlights.
and cover, pages -i'/i by 7, a white sixteen and tint cover with a twoOnly the back page Is given to
color specially drawn cover design.
There are stories of
foreign advertising and that only to one house.
or about each of the features for the week, news, gossip and house
talk of the usual Spurr sort, which always has been a very good sort.
Miss Spurr offers a new idea in the suggestion that a special morning
performance will be given for parties of one hundred or more; this

—

In addition to the usual suggestion of theater parties at the regular
showings. It sounds like a rather formidable idea to make up a party
of one hundred, but one hundred admissions will do the trick and hiring
the theater will be impressive and not at all costly. Think it over for
your own use and then thank Miss Spurr. About the only suggestion
that can be offered Is that the tabloid program be dolled up a bit with
fancy type faces and then plaosd On the ri^ht hand page facing the
editorial.
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
own, Bmall circus reproductions in store windows, utilizing the
various "character" dolls, a tent dressing for the lobby, with a sawdust tloor for 1'eg days, and anything in that line that will suggest
Some of the stunts suggested in
the circus, from clowns to calliopes.
The advice that the sidethe booklet should be carefully considered.
walk in front of the theater be sawdusicd for a couple of blocks should
be submitted to the authorities or you may run counter to a local
ordinance, hut there are many helpful stunts given that are within
reach of all theatrical purses.

June

Wants

Suggestions.

X. Smith, of the Mission, Amarillo, Texas, writes that he has been
He
the business for three years and is now located in Amarillo.

R.
In

This
in a program for comment on its typographical format.
a colored cover on the Hennegan style with the middle pages given
The days are dated and the copy is well prepared, but
to the program.
the printer has set the stuff to fit the space instead of setting it to
look well in the space, which Mr. Smith seems to know, since he speciThe dates are in twenty-four
ally asks lor Information about the type.
semis
Is

This is
point a blacker and sometimes larger letter than the titles.
It is necessary to get the day and date in close touch
ret necessary.
with the title, but an eight or ten point date is as large as is necessary.
Here it is permitted to overshadow the subject, and it must be remembered that the title is more important than the day since it is the
The
title that must first interest before the day becomes important.
printer <akes his copy and sets it with the general rules in mind of
having the important lines at the top. The date is the top line so he
plays that up, as can be seen in this cut.

1916

The Arcadia, Philadelphia, shows sketches of three landmarks and
One b.ock from Subexplains "One block from Ilroad street station.
X.ar city Hall." Even a stranger can get a pretty good idea
way.
But the man who picks out the program
in
the location from that.
stock has no eye for color. Better a plain white than a mournful tint.
looking
advertisement.
He won't want to
sick
read
a
A man will not
keep it by him, and some manila stock is impossible when tinted.

We

Swinging on Vion.
way Joe Vion does most things, but

the

like

the last

issue to

hand shows some back page clips taken from one of those newspaper
departments where you send a return envelope to find out where you
may obtain the things described. Even two expositions in succession
does not excuse the thrilling news that a nice picnic lunch basket is "a
seven sided box ten inches in diameter, with a canopy shaped top the
whole being done in figured satin." Most photoplay patrons will continue to be more interested in the old, reliable shoe box, and the space
is thrown away.
;

A Good

Model.

Mrs. A. R. Woodruff, of the Colonial, Camden, N. J., sends In a new
of her program which gives another wrinkle in marginal date.
The program, as has been said, is in the colonial colors, blue and buff,
but Mrs. Woodruff very courteously had a white press proof pulled of

form
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Another Independent.
is the title of a small sixteen-pager published
Ohio, independent of the houses but giving the programs of
Evidently its major revenue is derived from the
all the theaters.
seem to be working for second class entry.
they
trade advertising and
It is well edited and should grow in size with age.

The Photoplay World

feature program "for the month of May, 1916,"
They
to give the Tuesday features by dated days.
as it should be done, and do it on a mailing folder that
:ent stamp.
It is a three fold card sealed with a
display is nicely done
nothing elaborate, but neat

down

travels for

i

paper clip an

its

;

and orderly.

Well Done.
The New Mission theater, San Francisco, announces its opening by
means of an invitation good for two for the opening performance. The
card

is not engraved, but it is done in type in excellent imitation of
engraving and well printed, so that it takes more than a second look
on the part of the average recipient to be even reasonably certain. It
is one of the type script faces which is more legible and more up to
date than the once prevalent Old English. The envelope card is printed
up to match and the general effect is more than merely good.

Via C. B.
A friend in Council
offering a prize to the

Bluffs sends in a clipping from an Ohio paper
first person guessing the identity of the "Laughing Mask" before the tenth episode.
The idea is not wholly new, but
the phrasing is so direct as to merit approval.
It merely announces
The first person guessing who The Laughing Mask is before
the tenth episode of The Iron Claw, will receive a free ticket
good for three months.
"Season ticket" would be more definite than "free ticket," but the
announcement is free from the rules and regulations that too often tie
up these simple contests.
:

Tiffin,

Beyond

Service

The Chicago branch
partment

some

to

under the
keep up with

the Films.
has inaugurated a publicity deHe'll

V-L-S-E
direction of Gordon
of the

Tom

Laurence.
North's aggregation and L.

consistently valuable aid given patrons
the least factor in their success.

of

V-L-S-E

is

be

J.

Scott.

going

The

by no means

f

BETTER BUSINESS
Can be made through

Picture

intelligent advertising.

Theatre

Advertising

Covers every angle, gives you copy and suggestions for copy, and shows how the leaders
in the game have won their successes.
Costs
only two dollars and
of the hundreds of schemes will bring that much to the
house.

ANY ONE

But He Did.
The Society theater,
another funny one.
somewhere or other, had a lobby pennant for "That Shalt Not Covet."
Evidently someone did, for a reward is offered for the apprehension
Another stunt he tells of in a late issue of V-L-S-E
of the thief.
It was worked with
Pals is a Chaplin contest by the Rex. Seattle.
one of the local papers, with front page stories for five days and
the judging took place in the public square after a ballyhoo parade,
at that 1
which advertised a two week run of Cai
i !

Tom North

,

studying to find out where this program comes from. It reads
of the Square Town Electric theater, Brooklyn,

1

at

\V^r

"The Management

Michigan" presents
and then goes on

SL^ETfe—-

be noted, too, that the ten point descriptive matter is leaded
the space.
It should be eight point, which will pull the
lines in and permit the separation of the lines of greater importance
by white space. That Jesse Lasky line in the Thursday box should be
made uniform with the Monday Pallas line, if, indeed, it is absolutely
necessary that these various "presents" lines should run. It should be
possible to call it a Paramount, or a Lasky instead of the elaborate
"presents" which was started by a certain manager merely to prevent
his own and his brother's attractions from becoming confounded with
his third brother's second rate productions of their discarded plays.
There should be at least six and preferably at least twelve points of
space above and below a title line and if the rest of the matter crowds
A letter space between each
the title, some of it should be cut out.
letter of the shorter titles, such as "Madame X" would help to get
a better display and such a title as "He Fell in Love With His Wife,"
producers
inflict such an awkward
should be given two lines where
This is
length.
Printers are prone to even spacing if not checked.
It is not enough to
the greater part of the fault of this program.
supply good copy.
You must, if possible, mark the relative value of
Picture
the lines and then see. that the printer renders these values.
Theater Advertising will help a lot in marking for the printer and
talking to him afterward.
It

K

All There.

No

fT,~r7^"7.._ .„,.,,.„,
"Don Quixote"

out to

Cry

the form. The cut shows the front page and the two inside pages, and
suggests a layout that can be copied with profit.
The back page
carries underline and gossip.
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but we do not believe that fiction writing as a side line will help
much toward making both ends meet. In the first place, though it is
all story telling, the technique is entirely different.
In photoplay you
must preserve the continuity of time. In fiction you can start where
you please and go back and, indeed, it is often a good plan to start your
story in the middle and go back to the beginning in the second para-

THE PHOTOPLAY WRIGHT
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Conducted by

Inquiries.

Questions concerning the writing (but NOT the marketing) of photoplays will be replied to without charge if
addressed to the Photoplaywright Department and accompanied by a fully addressed stamped envelope. Questions
must be typewritten or written with pen and ink.
Questions as to the financial standing of concerns or the
probable markets for specific or certain styles of stories
cannot be answered.
In no case and under no circumstance will any manuscript
or synopsis be handled and if sent will be returned without
reply.

A list of addresses of producing companies will be sent if
the request is made direct to the publication office, but not
where request is made to this department.

But the most important difference is that in fiction you must sell on
style.
This is almost the first requisite, for a good style will cover
up a deficiency of plot. In photoplay plot is essential for there is no
chance to cover its lack with style, and herein lies the great difference, but style is developed only through long practise and it is far
more difficult to sell a story on style than to sell a photoplay on idea.
The idea will not carry the story. It may carry a photoplay sale.
Generally the student will find that photoplay writing hurts literary
to some extent since the short scenes make Tor a choppy and
broken development of the story when the same plan of development
followed in story writing.
Those who can write both fiction and
photoplay are doubly armed, but it must not be supposed that proficiency in photoplay will argue for a ready sale in fiction.
Virtually
a new start and an entirely fresh succession of heart breaks must be
the price of success. It would be better to stick to photoplay and hope
for the early coming, of the day when manufacturers will buy and
pay decent prices for outside stuff.
style

is

Here's a Chance.
E. J. Montagne, of the Vitagraph script department, writes that he
at present with the Bay Shore Studio where Ralph Ince, John
Robertson and Frank Currier are working.
Most of the scripts are
purchased through the home office, but this Ince section is willing to
consider one reel comedies, three reels and features. They can be adis

A New
shortly a third
VERY
come from the

Technique.

edition

Technique of the Photoplay

of

will

press. This is not a reprint of the second edition,
but is practically a new work under the old title, though the
chapters on Copyright, Study, Stolen Stories and Censorship are but
For the rest,
slightly changed in order to bring them down to date.
the arrangement of the book differs materially from the old and the
total number of chapters is now seventy-two, not counting an appendix
containing the unasked questions, a glossary and reproductions of
This more ample chaptering permits each factor
•various script forms.
of form to be treated in greater detail and by making each a chapter in
itself the book is practically self-indexing, though a simple scheme of
The total number of words is more
•cross reference has been provided.
than double that of the second edition, but the selection of a smaller,
but entirely legible type-face will permit the volume to be given something less than four hundred pages (389 plus 8 to be exact).
The exact date of issue is largely dependent upon the delivery of the
paper, but it should be ready some time in June or July.
The price
will be announced later.
It will be greater in price than the second edition, but not materially so.
Work on this third edit
something like three mont
been spent on the first and second drafts.
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The director wants stuff that will show
to him.
You want to write a real plot.
Have the real plot the stuff that shows in the effective pictures and you and the director will both be pleased.
Consistent.
A man writes that he had a drama turned down by three producing
managers so he sent it to a photoplay company. They turned it down.
and he seems to think that this argues stupidity. We fail to see the
it.

Probably the play is a poor one in spite of the author's opinion
Certainly the authorities seem to be united.

Halfway True.
When you do not sell it is possible that you do not sell because your
good enough. Not many authors will agree with that
suggestion, but it is true.
But sometimes it is merely because you
do not tell your story clearly enough to let others see' that it is as
good as you know it to be. See if that is not the trouble. It is one
of these two, as a rule, but it is as likely to be one as the other.
When you write your synopsis, knowing all about the story, you
make mental allowance for many things that should be set down on
the paper, and you do not realize that the omission has been made
because each time you read it you supply the musing facts. The editor
does not read with your knowledge. He sees only what is on the paper.
stories are not
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new work of seventy-two
chapters and appendix.
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editor,

Split your play fifty-fifty.
effective picture.
Give It

Do

Wai t( paper is now worth $20 a ton and the price Is going up. One
excellent way to add to this supply of paper wa b
to
thing along the lines of a Current suc.ess.
t.,k, Mis Plckford in Poor
We do not know but we are willing
Lilttle Peppina, for an example.
t»

An

Fifty- Fifty.
in

of

pay.
One revision-agent scheme is pretty evidently selling through the
friends of its employees the stories sent in to them.
It is not yet
possible to give the name of this concern, but it is not unlikely that
in time the company will be run down.
As the stories are offered
through outsiders, it is difficult to connect the offender with the comThis is more of a sales bureau than a revision Bch,
pany.
suggests that what one has done others may do.

Island, X. Y.

hurry, has no time to stop and figure things out, yet one recent story
reads, 'also he is softened by his son, by his first wife, marrying his
second wife's daughter by her first husband." It is all simple enough,
but it sounds too complicated, and the editor is apt to throw it out.

point.

Revision.
Just lately we saw a smeary letter in which a revision bureau advised a patron that they could fix up and probably sell her two reel
She had seven scenes for the two reels. Evidently she needed
story.
to be revised, but even seven dollars worth of work would scarcely

Bay Shore, Long

Relationships.
Keep your relationships simple and clear.
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Manufacturers'
an established rule of

IS
ITgoods

this

Notice.
department that no apparatus or other

isily prove this by binding a pair of clean cover glasses
slide and inserting them in your stereopticon, using an
from 25 to :!0. These cover glasses will stand almost
indefinitely without getting unduly warm, but a slide with dark
emulsion on will usually crack within one minute. As a rule, as
you have no doubt noticed, more slides crack on the emulsion side
than on the cover side, this by reason of the fact that the light is

be endorsed o
lence of such articles has
will

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
weeks. In
to reply through the department in less than two to three
(less
order to give prompt service those sending four cents, stamps
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
mail, without delay.
be replied to in the department one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
number.
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
Every
the editor, or both, for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps.
questionr
these
of
live, progressive operator should get a copy
without a lot of
may be surprised at the number you

Question No.

141.

What do you understand by a carbon filament lamp?
By a Mazda lamp?

By a

metallic filament lampf

Roll of Honor on Question No. 134.
have divided the Roll of Honor on Question 134 into two sections.
The first section is comprised of those who took cognizance of the fact
for conduit.
that double braided rubber covered insulation is required
The rest of the replies were correct except for that one thing.
the
Section 1. Joseph H. M. Smith, Fort Worth, Texas, who quoted
National Code verbatim; Manuel Nosti, Tampa, Fla.; W. B. Allen,
Edmonton, Canada; L. Pagenhardt, Westernport, Md., and G. A. Yager,
Anadarko, Okla.
_ ,,
_ F. F. Eell,
Section 2. Comprises W. C. Crawford, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wilson Hays, Barton, Md. B. P. Warrick, WorthingPalestine, Texas
ton, Minn., and George F. Cushing, Elizabeth, N. J.
good
in
and
completely
Brother Nosti has covered the matter quite
I

;

;

form, therefore his reply

is

selected for publication.

Reply to Question No.
By Manuel
The Question

Nosti,

a Humdinger.

It's
J.

L. Arnold, Bellingham,

Washington, says:
you know there is one more who appreciates the
for the operator, and the efforts you are
putting forth to raise him above the level of a common laborer.
Of course there are those who won't study, or even read— the
wish

I

to let

work you are doing

men who already "know it all ;" but their tribe Is decreasing,
praise be! Compliments on the new Handbook
It's a humdinger
as far as I have gone into it, and is couched in such clear,
understandable language that any one with a lick of sense
ought to comprehend it. I have been working on the questions
for some time, and sure have learned a lot about rectifiers during
the past month, more in fact than in all my three years experience, and it is all due to the questions.
!

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in.
Theater manreplies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor.
of
agers looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll

;

stopped by the dark emulsion and heats up the glass foundation
much more quickly than it does the cover glass.
Right you are, Brother Middleton. It was a very simple thing, and
had supposed there were many operators who could answer it, but It
seems not.
I

Tampa,

134.

Fla.

:

wire insulations may and may not be used in conduit?
are stranded wires usually used in conduit instead of solid?
must conduit be used and where may open wiring be permitted?

What

Why
Where

Wires for conduit must have an approved rubber insulation, double
for
braided for twin, twisted pair or multiple conductor cables, and
Provided
larger.
all single conductor cables of No. 6 B. & S. gauge, or
of
special permission first be secured from the electrical department
dry
the city, slow burning insulation may be used in permanently
wires
Stranded
locations where excessive temperatures are present.
less
is
there
are used for the larger sizes of wire in conduits, because
the
liability of damage to the insulation in pulling them through
conduit; they are more easily pulled through than are the solid wires.
or larger in
It would be almost impossible to pull solid wires No. 6
injury
serious
without
least
size into the ordinary conduit system, at

During my next winter's trip in the West, Brother Arnold, I shall
probably make the trip from Seattle to Vancouver, and if the Bellingham men wish it possibly I can arrange to stop one day in your city
and deliver a lecture on projection.

Very Bad.
J.

J.

Van

Handbook and

Dersarl, Dawson, N. M., encloses four
forty cents for the questions, and says

dollars

for

the

:

have been busy trying to get the "light ghost" out of the
of my pictures, but don't seem to have much success.
However, I will wait until the "Bible" comes, and then if I
cannot dope it out myself it's going to be put up to Dad
Richardson.
I am for not only good but excellent projection.
Although I don't like the Idea, I am compelled to project a
20 foot picture at a 54 foot throw, using an objective one Inch
in diameter, with shaded corners as a result.
TBat is not
all, however, for when I first began to use this Power's Six A,
now over a year ago, the travel ghost was terrible. I made a
shutter similar to the one you had a design of in a recent
department
also
I
cut
off
some
of
the
lens tube,
Issue of the
reversed the focusing barrel and placed the stereo bracket under
the magazine thumb screw, placing the shutter less than onefourth of an inch from the driving gear, with result that Mr.
Travel Ghost has not shown up since.
I

field

;

It strikes me you have done about everything that could be done
A 20 foot picture at 54 feet is simply awful.
this condition.
It's very, very bad, and I doubt if the definition of your picture is
Seems to me that you
What's the idea, anyway?
good all over.
might much better reduce the width of that picture by at least 4 feet.
You would get a more brilliant picture, and a far, far better proIf you get a shutter with a main blade wide
jection in every way.
enough to down the travel ghost under your present conditions, you
certainly have got to speed your machine up pretty fast or have a

under

terrific

flicker.

to the insulation.

Conduit must be used in operating room work and in all theater
including the stage; also wh^re the wires cross floor timbers
Open
in cellars or elsewhere where they might be exposed to injury.
wiring is sometimes used in mills and places where looks are not considered, but even this practice is being gradually discontinued in favor
wiring.
of
system
of the conduit
wiring,

Two Men

Editor or Fish.
Recently the editor had an "experience"; also his "better half" had
We went up to Liberty, 125 miles northwest. Left there on
one, too.
a nasty, foggy morning, and negotiated fifty miles varying from punk
to good mountain roads, in a drizzle, which at Tuxedo, 60 miles from
New York, changed to a rain. On the front of the motorcycle was a
Can you imagine us going 60
big suitcase, and on the rear the frau.
miles through a downpour at (whisper keep it from the cops) 35 to
40 miles an hour, with water coming down, and, when ftie tires struck
It was an experience all right, but we enjoyed it
it also "going up"?
all the same, and were none the worse for the drenching, though the
editor tried to get the frau to run him through the clothes ringer
when we got home.

—

Answer.

film
figure
? time ago I printed a little puzzle about a
our
.„. scorching, whereas darker portions of the film did, inviting
Up to date only two men have been able to
readers to tell me why.
solve that particular puzzle; one being J. B. Middlcton, Portland, Ore.,
and the other either Brother La Grow, Brother Martin, or Brother
Griffiths. I have forgotten which and I do not seem to locate the letter.
Friend Middleton's answer is as follows:
With regard to your puzzle page 797, April 29th issue, the
enswer is that the light is let through the white portions, which
do not absorb nearly so great an amount of the rays, and hence do
not get as hot as do the dark portions, therefore the dark porj

.

;

all

been forwarded

Tune
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ends being already scraped, and placing the new reel on the
spindle, and splitting the bottom reel on the run, the same may
be done with a little practice and care. Did this stunt myself for
quite a while, and know of two other operators who have done
However, I can make a change in six seconds,
it successfully.
affording to a stop watch, from the time the picture leaves the
danger and
screen until the new reel is on, with 1
tinuous now, as that neon the floor, so I am not running <
floor, which should be
e
i

avoided.
We have a house which is modern in all repects,
with the exception of having only one Powers Six A motor driven
I don't belong
machine. Please send me the new Handbook.
be
to the I. A. on account of no local here; also might not
able to get in. Can I send in examination and apply for memshould
I leave
bership in the I. A. while in this town? Also
amount
the
here could I get a position in a union town? What is
of dues and fees?
No, I am not going to pan you more than to say that while the stunt

you describe could be pulled off all right, still it would be very dangerous, and would not be tolerated in. any large city. I have been in
Mineral Wells, and remember the little town and its hotels quite well,
although it was almost ten years ago. I believe you are within the
jurisdiction of the Fort Worth local, and would suggest that you address L. Friedman, secretary, Local Union 330, P. O. Box 543, Forth
Worth, Texas. No, you tould not work in a union town without being
Cannot tell you the
a member, if the local controlled the situation.
dues or initiation

as that varies with the locality.

fee,

Presentation.

During the Motion Picture Board of Trade of America's Exposition
Madison Square Garden, Miss Anita Stewart was called to the stage
and was, by Local Union 306, M. P. M. O., New York City, presented
with a beautifully-engrossed resolution of thanks, and a magnificent
cluster of American Beauty roses.
The presentation was made by the editor, assisted by President Crehan, Secretary Fred Stoffregen, Al. Mackler, business agent, and
Brothers Hollender, Gluck and Edwards.
At the last annual ball given by Local Union 306. Miss Stewart
had promised to honor the local by her presence, and although the
night was stormy and utterly miserable, Miss Stewart literally got
up out of a sick bed to make her promise good. Under these eircumstances Local Union 306 thought, and thought rightly, too. it would
be eminently proper that some fitting acknowledgement be made, and
at

sentiment crystallized into the presentation as before set forth.
In closing the remarks preceding the presentation Editor Richardson
said: "These roses, Miss Stewart, will fade, but the feeling of kindlyregard and esteem in which you are held by the eight hundred members of Local Union 306 will never fade.
The thought of your kindness and loyalty to your pledged word will remain a pleasant memory,
and your shadow form upon the screen will always meet a warm smile
of welcome from the boys who man the machines in the six hundred
Greater New York City theaters."
this

From

a Manager.

On the night of May Oth, as has already been noted. I. at a banquet,
Now comes C. G. Hayes,
addressed Local Union 384, Hoboken, N. J.
manager U. S. Garden Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J., who says
I
was one of those fortunate enough to be in attendanee at
the banquet of Local Union No. 384, Saturday evening, May 6th.
and I think eongratulations for your masterly address are in
order.
I
remained until the last word was spoken at 4 a. m.,
and felt your address well repaid me for the time spent, even
I
trust that your missionary
at that late, or early, hour.
work in this direction will bear fruit, and that 1 will again
have the pleasure of meeting you personally at some future
:

Trolley Conductor Operators.
W. Middlecamp, Allentown, Pa., writes

R.

enclose a piece of film amputated from a five reel Mutual
feature.
The subject was, at the time I used it, about fifteen
days old. By inspecting the sample you will see that some operators would, or ought to make good trolley conductors, as they
(How
certainly can handle the punch to a hard boiled frazzle.
about pugilists? Ed.) By "using 2,000 foot reels, at least this particular outrage would be reduced to a minimum.
Another thing
in favor of the 2,000 foot reel is that many operators splice two
reels together into one 2,000 footer, taking them apart again, of
course, before shipping away.
Every time this is done from
two to six inches of film are wasted, which, in course of time,
amounts to considerable. Just the other day I received a five
day Mutual five reel feature. Fifteen feet from the end of each
reel one of the trolley conductor crank twisters had started his
punch working, and the film was punched clear to the end. I
was forced to take off fifteen feet of film from each reel, which
spoiled their ending.
I

The

It

brother's letter
plain enough.
He

is

:

know

that,

although

I

speak

plainly

pretty

to

undertake the contract of getting out a good attendance, I will be
These lectures
very glad indeed to give the time necessary to do it.
are given for the good of the industry, and for the good of theater
managers and operators. I am neither a film producer, a manufac1
have no axe of any kind whatsoever to
turer, or a supply dealer.
grind and only seek to do the greatest possible amount of good in Improving the methods of projection of the moving picture.
will

A. C. Michel. New
of questions, and says:

t

11

gratifying to

:

a little bit mixed, but what he is driving at
favors 2,000 foot reels, and is opposed to the
punch marks. The sample he sent is 5M inches in length and in it are
eleven round punch holes all evidently made by one operator.
Eight
pictures are ruined.
If that operator could be identified he ought to
be promptly discharged. I am sending the following letter to the president of the Mutual Film Corporation
President Mutual Film Corporation,
71 West 23d Bt, X. Y. City.
Dear Sir:
Attached hereto And a sample of film which was cut out of one
of your features by an operator.
You will observe that in
inch sample there are eleven punch marks. This evil is a rapidly
growing one which ought tc be checked. I would suggest to you
that the only practical way to check it is to incorporate into your
multiple reel features some change-over sign which the operator
can readily recognize and then instruct your exchanges to watch
Closely and charge up against the theatre every foot of film
ruined in this way.
The flashing of these marks on the screen is very bad indeed,
and, moreover, operators who take pride in their work promptly
cut off the piece of film containing them, so that in th<
of time the ends of multiple reels are practically ruined.
I
would suggest also that the punching of films by the manutacturers for the purpose of Identification, ought to be stopped.
Many operators excuse the practice of punching change-over signs
into the
in by citing the fact that the manufacturer or exchange inserts punch marks, some times as many as four or five
In each reel of film.
Trusting you will give this matter the attention it .1.
is

is

managers concerning some of their errors, still as a general proposition they are broad minded enough to realize the fact that my criticism
is wholly and entirely for their own good, as well as the good of the
moving pieture industry. I appreciate the kindness or Manager Hayes
There were not as many manin sending this letter of appreciation.
agers present as I would have liked to have seen, although at that
there was a goodly number.
So anxious am I to do all the good
At any time the Hudson
possible that 1 make this offer here and now
County Exhibitors' League wishes me to address its members, and

1

would very much like to tell you of the pleasure and benefit
derive from reading and studying the department. This, howI
am unable to do because of the fact that my working
requisite number of
is some several short of the
adjectives and synonyms necessary; also I haven't the time
because it would require several weeks of continuous pen pushing to do the job in the way I would want to do it. The booklet costs 25 cents; I am sending thirteen two cent stamps beYou will, howcause I don't want to spoil the color scheme.
ever, please donate tin- extra penny to the Society of "Expert
the projection department, and all
other methods of increasing projection knowledge do doubt
they need it.
I

I

ever,

vocabulary

All of which speaks for itself.
I
would gladly donate the extra penny
1
don't know where the headquarters of this particular organization
unless ii is in a certain city noted for wind an
J. M. of that classic village claims tin- penny he can have it with-

but

reside,
If

I

i

I

am,

Very

1

1

u

>.
I

k.

ii.

Richardson.

Richardson's

Amusement Trade Body.

Motion Picture Handbook for Managers and Operator*
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowledge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection bai

Touro Glueksmann, New Oilcans.

La., writes:
Enclosed tind clipping from this morning's lApril
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QUESTIONS

in

cinematography addressed

to this

department

will re-

>

The spring

a rule of this department that no apparatus will be recommended

Makes His

it

because he can

The accompanying illustrations show the
camera open and closed, the young constructor and a short section of film which
he made with it.
A tube containing a magnifying glass
extends from the back of the gate to the
rear of the camera and permits of focussing on the film without opening the camera.

use it for the triple purpose of taking, printing and
projecting. He showed some
really excellent strips of
film

which

with his

he

had taken

home made

box.

There is no reason that
any young would-be camera man. with a

genuity

and

little

When

in-

taking,

this

focussing

orifice

is

closed by a brass flap which turns to one
side flat against the back of the camera
on a screw through a hole in its edge.
When printing from the negative with
this camera the positive stock is placed
in the retort and a rack for holding the
negative is fastened to the top of the camera.
Directly above the feed sprocket In
the camera case is a velvet lined slot
which admits the negative and below the
take up sprocket is another out of which

mechanical

ability cannot do as well
for himself.
In the old days, when the
Company tonPatents'

trolled the
tion and i

inagazim

i

Usually a motion picture camera has a
short crank and takes eight pictures per
turn, but although the amateur mechanic
can provide a two to one reduction gear
for the crank if he sees fit, it is not
absolutely necessary, and if he is an old
machine operator, he can easily sense the
correct turning time without preliminary
practice with a short crank.

Camera.

One of the greatest examples of industry has been brought to the
notice of the Editor in the person of Conrad H. Thiele, 437 West 41st
street. New York City, who has given us some photographs of his home
made "3 in 1" camera as
he calls

belt

retort with the take up pulley on the machine head and the slippage of the belt
compensates for the increasing sized roll,
the same as the slippage of the friction
clutch on a projection machine take up.

Manufacturers' Notice.

Own

1916

17,

jectio

ceive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when four
cents in stamps are inclosed. Special replies by mail on matt«r«
which cannot be replied to in this department, $1.

It is

Tune

-il.lo

i under any
there were many
thousands of feet of independent film manufacturers'
negatives turned out from
cameras constructed from

pretext,

the negative

projection heads.
In this case Mr. Thiele
used an old Powers No. 5
head with an inside shutter
Conrad H. Thiele.
which he modified by cutting It down to one blade.
In making such a camera it is necessary to purchase a photographio
lens for taking the pictures, as a projecting lens is not suitable, although the focussing mount may be used by fixing the photographic
objective in a tube the same size as the barrel of the projecting lens
and slipping it in place in the mount.
The retorts or film magazines may be made from a good quality of

is

fed as fast as printed.

When in use as a camera these slots are
closed with pieces of brass much the same
as the focussing orifice at the back.
When printing the lens is removed and
a printing light placed in front of the
camera at a distance gauged by the density of the negative which may be inspected
during the printing through the focussing
tube at the back. If possible, for the print-

Sample Print of Nega-

ing a small

detachable handle should be

made to fit on the end of a sprocket
spindle or upon one of the shafts which,
the shutter, revolves once for each
picture or frame, as it is termed, so that
the mechanism can be more easily operated at the slower speed
It is best to adopt a uniform speed of turning
required for printing.
for printing and to vary the exposure as required by the different
negative densities by adjusting the distance of the printing light.
In printing, the negative and positive are threaded together in contact, emulsion to emulsion, taking care to make a slightly larger loop
desin the positive than in the negative, as the larger radius of curve
If
cribed by the positive film requires a longer arc to subtend it.
this is not done, the negative film must buckle slightly to accommodate itself within the loop of positive and give imperfect contact

Made With the
Home-made Camera.

tive

like

and a tendency to crawl.

A crawl is a shifting of the relation of frame and the perforations
causing unsteadiness and misframing.
When used as a projector, the screws which hold the head In the
camera are loosened and it is replaced in position on a projecting
machine stand.

Interior and Exterior

Views

of the

Home-made Camera.

i thin close-grained
cigar box wood but it is much better to obtain s
wood from a cabinet maker.
The film is wound up into the take up magazine by a spring belt.
A spindle in the center of the magazine box is arranged with a grooved

pulley on the exterior of the retort and a longitudinal slot or groove in
the spindle on the interior engages a key or peg which projects into
the center of the film spool and prevents the film spool from rotating on
the spindle, or the film spool may be keyed on the spindle the same as

The

Si

Putting the Move in the Movies.
rday Evening Post for May 13th carries an article under
for 2
worth the investment of five c

this title which
copy for every

!

to read.

is not much said about the technical side of the work
motion picture studios, the article is nevertheless of great importance
on account of the excellent way In which it presents the idea of
scientific management and factory efficiency as applied to the running
ideas which have been advocated by this department for
of the studio
application in both the studio and the factory end and which are daily
coming into greater and greater account in the management of up-to-

While there

in

:

date studios.

June
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Musical Setting for "The Lights of

May

Released

New

—

"Just a song at twilight
Yolande's secret adventure.

York."

Waiting

V-L-S-E, Inc.— Suggestions Prepared by S. M. Berg.

29 by

the

(By special arrangement with

G. Schirmer,

New

And afterwards

Music publishers,

Inc.,

THIS

".Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every
possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a
partial solution of the problem
what to play for the picture. It has
proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving to a
degree the tedium of reheaTsals, but by assisting materially in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is npt available until the
hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint
himself with the general character of the film drama he is to portray
with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues
where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that the
leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his own
library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out

—

—

(Allegretto moderato

When

banker

Hawk.
The aged

receives

Arioso

T Little loot for his during.
T "Yolande is terribly dull—"
T Martin Hawthorne
(Piano only according

— Frey.

Sylvia Waltz

I

mil

dome—

the dazzling

ir

Robinson Crusoe

:

dancing

Sllvelra.

(Allegretto)

— Romberg.

— Krler.

i

that n
l

— Ern.

(One-step)
Valse iirune
•Agitato No.
Repeat

"I was thinking
And wi
brutal—
is

— da

to a(

Serenade

"Who

(THEME)

th

passes

man

(Wedding

63%

invitation.)

"Here, Dora, take good cai

Lohengrin Bridal March.
there

"If

is

•Dramatic Allegro No.
Repeat:

Skelly

G. Schlrmer's advertisement on another page.

Insulting the Patrons.

An

the

vilh

"rell<

introduction
Iscry,

By

—

sublime
R(

vi

berg.

At

last

induced

— Rom-

Hum with Mt
(Two-step)

rerybody

ii

The Julian Waltz — Klelneeke.

"To bind our friendship."
i..

(Two-step)
»

1

'

When

Hawk and

dance
"Miss Cowles,

The

I

velvet tipped

Yolande

should like

talons—

"It would be hard to say

S.

M. Berg.

;

I
saw a young man, the pianist, struggling
the music.
through a waltz in D, but. to be frank, it sounded like L. The picture,
which was a scenic, finally ended and the music stopped, much to my
relief.
A few slides announced the coming attractions— then the feature
was thrown on the screen.
In the meantime, two young women took seats in the front row. Evidently they were the pianist's friends, for the three began an animated
conversation. The feature was well under way when a young man with
He
a violin case came down the aisle and Jumped over the railing.
greeted the pianist and the young ladies and then leisurely opened his
violin case.
He looked up at the feature a minute and then decided
that he was there to play.
He called the pianist's attention from his friends and had him
He then hurriedly searched
strike A a few times so he could tune up.
through the muelo cabinet and finally found some music which he placed
on the stand.
The picture had been running now about ten minutes
when the orchestra (?) started a late fox-trot. Without looking at
the picture, tho violinist sawed through the number, even failing to
train played with equal forte
and the whole, being entirely out of harmony with the picture, was

directed

to

«a:
.

the
nit.

he wai helping

manager all thli timet Probably In the box office.
ami wondering why bUBlnOBI WM not better. Perhaps
* show.
poi
rranmerel. The n.-xt scene was

in-

*

Evident ly
an Indian war dame. I.nt the \ inline
Ignored the change.
determined to play Bebumann'i maaterpleoe to the end, as he
be wa
continued playing it during tho seen,, where the Indiana went on the
warpath. Attempting to turn the music, the pianist let It slip and fall
ii.attempted to "fake" an accompaniment, but without
to the Moor,
n
..ir Schumann's. Traumerel came to an abrupt
while (hi needed It)
unit laid down his addle and *at back to rest
and enjoy the picture.
As I reached the door, the
I saw and heard enough, and walked out.
•man Who had reprimanded the doorman rcina:.
t

i

want-

As the "nan, n

Incident in a Theater.

a well-known thoroughfare a few nights ago, I noticed a crowd
gathering in front of a small theater. Being curious to learn the
cause of the disturbance, I joined the throng. The doorman and a
ticket and it seemed that
patron were having a heated argument o
rho held authority came upon the scene
a fight would ensue,
In a few brief words he satisfied
of the trouble.
and inquired the c
the patron that the doorman was wrong and asked him why he dared
He then made it clear that, right or wrong, the
insult his patrons.
The next time the doorman took the
patron must always be right.
Impressed by this
liberty of insulting a patron he would lose his job.
felt
that
this exhibitor gives careful attention to details,
I
remark,
which tends to make an audience satisfied.
It was a clean, orderly house, capacity about
I entered the theater.
eight hundred, with comfortable chairs, uniformed ushers, no posts to
in fact, a model house as far as appearances go.
obstruct the view
The projection appeared to be good, and the house was well filled.
I
found a seat in the second row, and naturally my attention was

ON

when-

—

few weeks' progress

x

T The

1.

THEME.

Then after all real love
71
T The end.
NOTE.— For the convenience of Moving Picture World readers a
list of the numbers suggested in the above cue-sheet is to be fot

Th,. violin

27#

any one pres-

After the private detectives

most distressing.

2.

THEME.

A Garden Dance Vargas.
(Allegro moderato)

i

—

Mrs. James Cowles.

the interpretation.

The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T)
or a described action (marked D). For instance, 3yi T "Poppy Brown"
But 20 D
is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen.
"Hawk calls on dancing master" is a description of action.
Hawk Chovinski, a sneak thief, holds up Yolande Cowles and her
father as they are coming home from the opera one night and the shock
Hawk made such a small haul that he decides to bekills the father.
come a society gentleman and ply his trade. His step-sister, Poppy,
After much
lives with him, but his brutality causes her to run away.
suffering her lover Skelly takes her to Martin Dale, wealthy settlement
worker and admirer of Yolande, who provides her with work. Hawk,
posing as a Baron, works his way into high society and meets Yolande,
who does not recognize him. He wins her affections and her promise
On the wedding day his real identity is revealed and
to marry him.
he is imprisoned. Yolande then accepts the true love of Martin, while
Skelly and Poppy are happily married.
A considerable amount of action is at a popular restaurant showing
the guests dancing. Great care must be taken in following the dancers'
tempo.

the "broad"-

"Mother, I have just
"That man's face

York.)

Love's Old Sweet Song.

for the wilful one.

—

Miie tie] Days
(Fox-trot)

— Romberg.

MKMK

Premier Amour

— Benolst.

.

night."
l'cbating with myself a moment. 1 wondered whether or not I should
point out to the manager that he wa- In-ulting hi patron hy tolerating
realized that "discretion Is the
1
BUOh inferior musical Interpretations.
better part of vnlor" and left the house.
All tho glaring errors and Indifference of the musicians escaped the
watchful eye of tho manager. The doorman was severely reprimanded
;

.
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patron over the validity of a ticket, but the
with
Evidently
9 were offending hundreds every week, escaped.
the manager paid all attention to the front of the house, as most managers do.
If more exhibitors would watch the back of the house with the vigilance they do the box-office and front of the house, there would be fewer
complaints about pour business.
A successful musical interpretation is as necessary to a picture as
i

be argued

good project ion.

How many managers
or

is

tolerate for an instant a

Mm

that Jumps, flickers,

out of focus?

They pay careful attention that their patrons' eyes do not suffer.
They read the trade magazines, always endeavoring to select the best
pictures and best

s.

T\ ice

Their machines receive careful attention.
They are oiled regularly
and when a part becomes worn, it is replaced with a new part at once.
No expense is spared on the quality of their films or projection. They
consider their patrons' intelligence when it comes to features and projection, but forget the discord and noise that comes from the orchestra
pit
which offends their patrons' ears and intelligence. Their money
is going out every week for rent and salaries
but money spent on such
an orchestra as
have just described is money thrown away.
Intelligence enters into the success of any undertaking, but many
managers neglect one of the most important features of a moving picture

—

—

I

theater

— the music.

Whether a pianist, an organ or an orchestra, the musical setting at
times should be in keeping with the atmosphere of the picture and
never for an instant be permitted to interrupt the picture, any more than
a film be permitted to jump all over the screen.
There is always room for improvement and development in music
all

same as anything else.
There are many different ways of playing a picture well and it behooves every manager to see that his musician or musicians study the
work and develop a style and method that meets with the approval of
the most discriminating patrons.
It can be done and is eventually bound to be recognized by the public.
The manager should always recognize a musician's ability and pay
him accordingly. Good things come high, and this is certainly true of
good music.
Most audiences demand good music the same as they do good pictures.
Until the music in picture theaters is seriously reckoned with, many
houses throughout the country will suffer from poor business. It has
been proved that good pictures and good music are money makers and
the sooner the manager realizes this, the better for himself and the
the

long suffering public.
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Mr. Vallejothe hut in obtaining double exposure effects.
saw the point.
Mr. Brown's original intention was to have two or three
characteristic backgrounds for his leaders, these to rurr
For example, he chose a frame of
through the subject.
eucalyptus logs tied with leather thongs for the direct
For the "Romana
quotations from Mrs. Jackson's book.

prologue with its pronounced Spanish and Indian flavor,
Mr. Brown chose the '"dobe" wall, showing first the window and again the doorway, double exposing the title over
Then he discovered he must escape the peril of
these.
monotony, so he chose other typical backgrounds, such as
heads.
a Mission Indian blanket or the pair of horses'
"When Mr. Brown's noodle gets to work," as one of his
associates declared in speaking of the subject ol "Ramona"
He soon had the idea of
titles, "it is rapid and fecund.
Hence you see the birds moving
a moving background.
about on the branches or the Indian running through the
Haming embers of the village of Temecula behind letterThe idea of the titles according to Mr. Brown's
ing."
explanation, was like Topsy— "it just growed." One of the
striking leaders is printed in white on a mountainside. The
camera is shut down so as to bring the hills into silhouette,
while the narrowed light has clearly brought out the clouds
Another, during the sheep-shearing period, reveals
above.
thousands of sheep, moving like waves behind and to the
_

side of the leader.

These are but a few instances of the many that enter
That the innovation will
into the making of the picture.
be erasped by other producers is to be expected and for
thaf matter to be hoped for. Some have already declared
One or two have attheir intention to "grab" the idea.
tempted titles seemingly suggested by those in "Ramona,"
but apparently they have failed to realize that the chier
virtue in the Clune title is its simplicity— the presence of
the natural, the absence of the artificial.

—

LITTLE AUDREY BERRY VISITS OLD FRIENDS.
Audrey Berry, who will be remembered as one of
most popular child artists in motion pictures, was a
Vitagraph Flatbush studios, during the week
and renewed her acquaintance with the various stars with
whom she worked while a member of the stock company.
The photoplay star was compelled to forego the lure of
Little

the

visitor at the

"Ramona"

Titles

an Innovation

Clune Company Makes Distinct Artistic Advance with Its
Leaders Superimposed on Still and Moving Backgrounds.

NEW

ideas in the making of pictures' are not so frequent
that we can afford to pass without comment the titling
of "Ramona," the first production of the W. H. Clune
Film Company. There can hardly be question that the manner of presentation of the titles in this subject adds to the
charm of the picture as a whole, that the leaders serve
materially to decrease the illusion-destroying powers of
these necessary evils.
For evils in large measure titles undoubtedly are and what good director does not go to
lengths in his efforts to avoid their use, to so clarify his
action as to reduce to a minimum the number that may
be required intelligibly to tell the story.
Less of fruitful thought has been given to the making of
titles than of perhaps any other department of picturemaking.
The greatest producers of the day just as an
illustration
continue to tint their titles in the same bath
On
as that which carries the scene that follows it.
the heels of a scene in straight black and white will
be a leader in pronouncedly contrasting tint a glaring
signal to the millions of picturewise that what comes next
is to be a moonlight situation or one of sunlight or one
of lamplight.
It is a jolt, a piece of inartistry that is as
frequent as it is inexcusable.
It would seem to be a case
of thousands of dollars for the director but not even tens
of dollars for the laboratory. Ask a producer the why and
the wherefore and he will blandly inform you that it is
a matter of convenience to tint the title at the same time
the film for the ensuing scene is dipped; that leaders at
best are a nuisance to be got over in the easiest way.
The leaders in "Ramona" mark a distinct advance. They
make for artistry, for notable progress. Briefly, they are
printed upon film that carries under or near the lettering
matter of atmospheric value, that which holds the spectator in the illusory grip of the particular scene about to
be enacted.
Lloyd Brown, general manager of the Clune
company is credited with the idea. It seems that Mr. Brown
in the course of his work decided he wanted something
distinctive in the way of titles.
With that absence of
commotion that marks the development of all of the schemes
that hatch in his mind, he quietly ordered an adobe hut
Then Enrico Vallejo, the Clune
built as a background.

—

—

—

company photographer, was asked why he could not use

her
picture posing, for the time being, in order to pursue
studies which took up all her time.
the little
"I am coming back to pictures some day. replied
her
when
doing
intended
she
what
lady to a question as to
education was finished, "and I do hope the Vitagraph company will give me another chance to meet my many friends
through the medium of their pictures."
Miss Berry's most important pictures under the VitagrapiT
banner includes "The Jarr Family Series " in which sheThe
Jarr: "Mr. Santa Claus," "A Close Call,
played
Crime of Cain" and "The Arrival of Josie."

Emma

WESTERN STORY FOR KERRIGAN.
Willis of the scenario department at Universal
Kerrigan,
at work on a new story for J. Warren
which is entitled "The Beckoning Trail," and in which the
Yorker,
popular star plays the role of a dissolute young
the train
during
where,
who goes to a Western mining camp
One of the strong
of events, he develops into a real man.
Kerrigan is
features of the story is a saloon fight in which
unusual
a splendid opportunity to display his gift of

F McGrew

City

is

New

offered
strength,

combat

putting half
short order.

in

a

dozen Western huskies hors de

JACCARD TO FILM SERIES.
Under the main title of "Dollars and Sense," Director
underworld
Jacques Taccard will film a series of one-reel
The
photoplays, most of which will be written by himself.
work on which
first one will be entitled "Men and Women,"
of G,
consist
will
company
Jaccard's
commenced.
been
has
Roberta
Miss
with
lead,
featured
playing
the
Raymond Nye,
Jaccard reWilson, Miss Peggy Coudray and Si Clegg.
entitled
cently has finished a five-reel underworld film play
"It

makes

a

Difference."

FEATURING THE DESERT.
Calif., just outside of the
will serve as a setting for a
scenes in the forthcoming Horsley-Mutual
the
production, "The Fool's Game," an unusual story from
in
pen of Crane Wilbur, who .will also be seen as the star

Desert land close to Newhall,

beautiful

number

San Fernando Valley,

of

this picture.

the
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at the Bright Side Once in a While.
gets tired of writing and reading, week in and week
about moving pictures with a long face and in
take ourselves and our business too
serious vein.
laugh too little and are prone to look on the
seriously.
need a tonic
shady instead of the bright side of things.
the sunshine of optimism our way.
little
of
bring
a
that will
To have our minds constantly filled by the bogey of censorship will make us forget that the future of the moving
picture cannot be permanently injured by it or any other
agency. The character of the moving picture, like our own.
and
is purified and shaped by hard knocks, bravely borne
Its future is closely interwoven
triumphantly overcome.
with our own, and it will become more increasingly serviceable to mankind if our best intelligence guides it.
How often do we miss observing the good that the moving
A bright instance of this beneficent
picture accomplishes?
observation is furnished by the editor of the Brookfield
(Mo.) Argus, whose discovery is preserved in print by the
following editorial that recently appeared in the Chicago
News, under the head, "'Movies' and Matrimony":
"There be grumpy folk who allege that the cure is worse
than the disease when told that the film shows are cutting
into the business of the saloons and are keeping people away
from cabaret performances and tango teas, but even these
congenital malcontents should say a word of praise for the
'movies' when they read the latest verdict in favor of those
great modern entertainers. The motion pictures encourage

Look

ONE

out,

We

We

We

matrimony!
"This interesting discovery has just been made by the
Brookfield (Mo.) Argus, which alleges that the film drama
Courtship having
has reduced the high cost of courtship.
been made cheaper, one may assume, without spraining a
logical sequence, that matrimony will become more popular.
"The Argus man recalls that in the days of his youth it
cost Philander to give his best girl an evening's treat $3 for
theater tickets, $2 for a carriage and a breathless sum for
The enamored youth of
All that is now changed.
supper.
today drops around in the evening, takes the girl to a picinvests a nickel in popcorn and 20
ture show— 20 cents
cents more in ice cream soda at the corner drug store. Then
Cupid, with a full heart and a full tummy, is entirely satisThe frugal lover has merely to repeat this formula
fied.
ad lib. until the fatal question is popped and 'they live happily ever after.'
"So far so good. If the 'movies' encourage matrimony,

—

more power to them! But one of the almost invariable results of matrimony among our best people is children, and
far too many 'movie' shows hang out that dreadful placard.
'No Children Admitted.' As the sponsors of families the
'movies' must consider the most important factors in famNot only must they encourag
ilies
the little people.
founding of families, but they must conserve the fai

—
i

founded."
"Gloria's

Romance"

in

the South.

mitli, superintendent of George Kleine's branch
throughout the country, recently made a flying trip
through the South, in the interests of "Gloria's Romance"
and the Kleine-Edison features. He stopped over in Dallas,
Houston ami New Orleans and reports that the picture business is very prosperous throughout that section of country
<

"Gloria's Romance" is
aters in Dallas, Waco,

now

being run in the Ilalscy theHouston and Galveston, and good
business is reported from all of them.
In New Orleans the Billie Burke novel was booked by Jake
Miller in his Empire theater for a run of twenty weeks, each
chapter being run for a week. The opening date was Sunday, June 4. The Empire is a high class theater and is patronized by the best people in the Crescent City,
Mr. Miller lias tin- exclusive showing of Ivan productions
in New Orleans, and also tin- state rights in Louisiana to
"The Unwritten Law" (California), so that, in addition to
"Gloria's Romance," his program will offer selections from
these makes.
The admissions at the Empire are 10 and 20
cents.

2035

Mr. Miller is a liberal advertiser, and after booking
"Gloria's Romance," he immediately decided on a personal
publicity campaign for that moving picture novel, in addition to the prominent publicity given it in New Orleans by
George Kleine.
Mr. Smith found business conditions of all kinds very good
in the South, due to the largest cotton crop known in many
years.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Kleine arrived in the city Saturday, May 27, and
returned to New York by the Twentieth Century on TuesMay 30. He was busily occupied during his stay and,
seen, expressed himself as being gratified with the
great success of "Gloria's Romance."
day,

when

:eived a card invitation,

by mail,

last

week to^attend

the opening of the American Theater, in Salt Lake City, on
Wednesday evening, May 31. The card came from my old
friend, William H. Swanson, who owns it and a circuit of
theaters that stretches through Colorado, Utah and Montana.
The card was gotten up especially to invite all the
nobles of El Kalah Temple, A.A.O.N.M.S.. in Salt Lake City,
with the assurance that after the show it would give Mr.
Swanson "great pleasure to meet all the nobles of this oasis
informally on the hot sands of the theater lobby."
Here's
to the great success of the American Theater!

Harry Weiss, formerly manager of Metro's Chicago
branch, has joined the forces of the Bluebird Photoplays,
Inc., as associate manager of the Chicago branch.
Manager
I. Van
Ronkle informs me that during the two weeks that
Mr. Weiss has been in the office he has increased the busi-

in a way that is highly satisfactory.
Fenimore Cooper, who is up for re-election
Judge
as judge of the Superior Court in this city, on June 5. has
filed two suits in the Circuit Court, each for $200,000 damRandolph Hearst and his publications for
ages, against
certain charges published against him.
Judge Cooper has
been a big friend of moving pictures, and has the hearty
support of the entire trade in the city. In addition to slides
recommending his re-election, the exhibitors and the trade
have flooded the city with one-sheet posters, which bear the
following request to voters: "The 'movies' of Chi
you to re-elect William Fenimore Cooper. He sustained our
legal rights denied us by powerful opposition: re-elect him
and encourage judges who are fearless in administering the
law."
L. Wm. O'Connell, who has been actively associated in
the auditing department of the Rothacker Film affg
Co.
for a year, left Chicago Saturday. June 3. for a special trip
of investigation which will embrace the entire Pacific Coast.
s intention to call upon all the film producers in that
territory, and make a comprehensive report covering the
situation, for his company. Mr. O'Connell will return to Chi-

ness

Wm.

Wm.

cago about October

1.

Mi>s Eugenie Besserer, Matt Snyder. Cecil Holland. I.eo
.in.l George Fawcett return to Chicago on
Piei
Monday.
M.i\ _"'. alter appearing in the scenes taken tor "The Crisis"
at VickBDUrg, Miss
MISS
who bad never visited New
York City, took advantage of the opportunity to pay the
metropolis a brie!" \is,t, to which she proceeded direct from
Vicksburg to take in the sights before returning to
OS AnMiss Besserer and Matt Snyder, when seen by me,
geles.
were enthused over the hospitality shown the Seh
in Vicksburg.
Several very enjoyable social functions were
giyeil in their honor.
Among these was one given by Harris
Dickson, the famous author, whose "Ole Reliabll
red such a hit in the Saturdav Evening Post
M,
Dickson threw open the doors ^i his mansion and entertained
Director Colin Campbell and the Selig pi
southern dinner
He also conducted the Sellg pi
the National Park in Vicksburg, pointing out all the points
of interest and making them memorable by bis explanations.
Matt Snyder now 82 vears of age, and veteran •! the Con•

I

.
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army, who participated in the defense of Vicksburg over 50 years ago, was given a farewell party by his
fellow players at the Vicksburg Hotel before leaving for
Chicago on his way to the Los Angeles studios.
Miss Eugenie Besserer gave me a glowing description of
the scene in Vicksburg one evening, when one of the big
war scenes was being taken. This magnificent spectacle,
unfortunately, could not be included in the pictures taken
by the camera. It was in the evening when the shades were
falling, and fully 10,000 people
men, women and children of
Vicksburg and its environs occupied every vantage point
"It was an inspiring sight,
as far as the eye could reach.
and it shall always remain wit.i me," said Miss Besserer.
The production of "The Prince Chap" will soon begin at
An all-star cast has been engaged,
Selig's Chicago studios.
and Marshall Neilan will be the director. Scenes for this
production will also be filmed in New York City and in
Los \ngcles.
A film producing company, known as the "Pleasure ProJames L.
ducers," has been formed in Twin Falls, Idaho.
Tayc, of Twin Falls, is business manager and assistant director; Wm. Rogers, director, and V. J. Ament, cameraman. Wm. Rogers is author of several successful photoplays and of a drama, "Rose of the Desert," which was played
about a year ago in Twin Falls by local talent.
The cast of the first production has been selected from
residents of Twin Falls.
It will be a semi-western photoplay, featuring Shoshone Falls and other local scenic points.
federate

—
—

company to work into their photo,
types of southern Idaho homes, ranches, irrigation
sage bush desert, Snake River canyon (with
its wonderful falls and power plants), and also Boise City
(the capital of Idaho), and the lakes, woodland and mountain scenery of northern Idaho.
In its plans, the company is working with a view to give
a beneficial advertising campaign of the entire state, including its scenic, civic and industrial features.
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moving

picture played an important part recently in the
defense submitted by a telephone company in the Common
Pleas Court. The telephone company was sued for heavy
damages by a Mrs. Freda Garletz, who alleged that both of
her hands and her back had been permanently injured after
picking up a live wire of the telephone company.
After she had filed suit against the company a detective
agency rented the house in the rear of her home, and installed a camera in one of the windows. The film exhibited
in court showed Mrs. Garletz feeding her chickens, throwing corn over a high fence and lifting heavy boards and
In addition, the film showed other feats
piling them up.
that required considerable strength.
a

The

safe in the office of the Clark theater, 4535 N. Clark

street,

this

night,
cash.

May

city,

was blown upon by burglars on Tuesday

The management reported

30.

a loss of $130 in

Geraldine Farrar (now Mrs. Lou-Tellegen), accompanied
by her husband, made a brief stay in the city last week.
They are now on their belated honeymoon, on their way to
Los Angeles, where they have engaged Blanche Ring's
bungalow for the summer. The famous opera star will en-

gage in several Lasky features under the direction of Cecil
DeMille at Hollywood. One of the features will be written
by Mr. DeMille himself. Lou-Tellegen, who is an accomplished actor, will also star in these pictures.

It is the intention of the

plays

projects, the

Harry Wellington, assistant to Wm. Jenner, manager of
the Chicago office for George Kleine, is now a proud father.
His first born, a son, who will bear the name of Richard
Linton Wellington, came into the world on April 15 last.
E. H. Spears, who for some time past has directed the
research laboratory of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., has
resigned that position to become director of laboratories of
the Barker-Swan Film Co., Peoria, 111.

"Cousin Jim," a photodrama written and acted exclusively
by members of Chicago's elite, was given its premier at the
Strand theater, Wabash avenue and Seventh street, on Friday evening, June 2. Grand opera prices ranging from $2
to $5 ruled at the opening presentation, the proceeds of
which will be devoted to various charitable enterprises. The
authors of "Cousin Jim" are John T. McCutcheon, famous
cartoonist of the Chicago Tribune; Keneth S. Goodman and
C. W. Hitchcock, all prominent in Chicago and North Shore
society circles.
Only in the directing and technical departments was this society drama a professional production. It
was staged by the Van Dee Producing Co. of Chicago, and
the photogrophy and laboratory work was done by the
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co. The latter company in securing
the special sets in the interiors of prominent homes and
leading clubs in the city and of the Blackstone Hotel, used

own special portable artificial lighting equipment. Watterson R. Rothacker, president of this company, is of the
opinion that this is the first time that a feature picture has
been made complete without using anything but special studio sets and special studio lighting.
its

Miss Viola Harpman, one of the youngest stars of the
World Film Corporation, is now in Chicago on a visit to
her home. Miss Harpman is only 17 years old, and has already appeared in "The Dragon," "By Whose Hand?"

"Chain Invisible,"

etc.,

with considerable credit to herself.

H. A. Gundling, manager of the Bryn Mawr theater, this
city, has leased the Wilson Avenue theater for the summer
months. It is his intention to introduce big film features
at this popular vaudeville house during the summer months.
The openinq- attraction on Monday, May 5, will be "The
Unwritten Law," which made a big hit at the Ziegfeld recently, being held over for a second week on account of the
great interest it created. Walter Buhl will be the manager
of the theater, and Mr. Gundling will attend to the booking.

An

Associated Press dispatch from Pittsburgh states that

Victor Eubank, Essanay's popular publicity manager, was
out on an auto spin with his friend, Frank S. Johns, whf
represents a Cleveland lithographing firm, on Saturday, May
when the machine skidded and ran into a tree, on t
North Side, near Fullerton avenue. Both men were thrown
from the auto with great force, but luckily missed the tree
and instant death.
They were conveyed to the Alexian
Brothers' Hospital, nearby, where it was found that Mr.
Eubank had his left leg broken and his face badly cut, but
not seriously.
Mr. Johns did not fare as well. His spine
was seriously injured, and at the time of writing (nearly a
week afterwards) his condition is still considered grave.
Mr. Eubank is improving fast and expects to be at his desk
at 13333 Argyle street at an early date
but broken legs
take time to mend. I heartily congratulate my friend, Eubank, that he was so fortunate, and regret deeply that Mr.
Johns, whom I have met, did not come out as safetly.

27,

—

*

*

*

The following programs have been announced at the
prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the week ending Sunday or Monday, June 4 and 5:
Romance," fifth chapter; "The
Studebaker "Gloria's
Gathering Storm" (George Kleine), Charles Chaplin in
"Police" (Essanay) and Alice Brady in "La vie de Bolv
(World), The fourth chapter of "Gloria's Romance" was
even more popular than those preceding it, it is reported.
Fine Arts— Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle in "The Whirl
of Life" (Cort Film Corporation), showing the popular

—

—
—

"Castle Glide."
Siegfeld "The Bondman" (Fox) with William Farnum,
from Hall Caine's story of that name.
Strand Lillian Gish in "An Innocent Magdalene (Fine
Arts), the Casino Club players in the society film "Cousin
Jim" (Van Dee Producing Co.), and Mut and Jeff cartoons.
Orchestra Hall Fanie Ward in "The Guter Magdalene"
(Lasky), and vocal solos.
La Salle— Fifth week of "The Little Girl Next Door"

—

(Illinois vice

film).

C. R. Seelye, business manager of the Pathe exchanges,
arrived in the city, Friday, June 2, and will remain for some
time in this territory visiting the various branch offices.

G. A. Smith, manager of the Pathe serials, is in the city
arranging for additional publicity in the syndicate papers
throughout the country, in the interests of "Who's Guilty?'

ETHEL DENIES "VAUDE" RUMOR.
A quick exchange of wires between New York and Los
Angeles last week brought a speedy and emphatic denial
from Ethel Teare of the story appearing in a Chicago
vaudeville publication declaring that she was contemplating
The story cona return to headline honors in vaudeville.
tinued to the effect that Miss Teare was to be starred in a
tabloid revue which would start a tour bringing it to Broadseason.
Fall
with
opening
of
the
way
the

June
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News

of
By

Los Angeles and
HARLEMAN

G. P.

TWENTY-FOUR FILM ACTORS
Woman

American

A

truck in the service of the American
Company, while returning from location

Chatsworth Park, near

at

WRECK.

IN

Director and Actors
Big Truck Plunges Into Gully.

When

GIANT motor
Woman Film

VON

Company

Film

Seriously Injured

this city,

plunged headlong

into a twenty-foot gully on a mountain roadway on Wednesday, May 23, injuring twenty-four persons and severely shaking up the rest of the party. Two were so severely injured

they may die. The accident was caused by the presence in
the road of a rock half submerged in the clay-like dirt. The
front wheel on the outside of the truck hit the rock and
throwing the steering mechanism out of
it,
the driver's control. The truck toppled over the edge.

jumped over

the direction of J. Farrell Macin costume for "Saul of Tarsus,"
party started rescuing those pinned beneath
Word was rushed to Los Angeles by telephone,

The company was under
The players were

Donald.

The men

in the

the vehicle.

2037

and speed officers, ambulances and police wagons were summoned.
Before assistance arrived the men had rescued
everyone from the debris and were administering first aid

and

Vicinity

CLARKE IRVINE

bungalow has been razed, the stage is covered by a huge
property room, and all the open space is bearing the weight
of stages, cutting rooms, laboratory, storage rooms, garage,
offices, and other buildings.
There are 250 employees in
place of about a dozen.
Instead of occupying one corner
the plant covers the four corners of the intersecting streets,
and it is rapidly growing. Xow there are six large companies at work. E. D. Horkheimer recently passed over the
news that two more would be put on during the summer.
President H. M. Horkheimer says the success of Balboa
has been attained only by perseverance and hard work.
The loyal standpatters who have been there from the first
are Norman Manning, business manager; Robert Brotherton, cameraman and chief of the laboratory; William Beckway, chief cameraman; John W'yse, stage manager, and
Miss May Brotherton, head of the cutting and assembly departments.
In view of the fact that Balboa stock is not for sale, and
has not been offered for sale, and that it has grown from
almost nothing to the big factor it is in the film business
today, and that it has no regular permanent releasing firm
attached to it, the success is unusual.

to the sufferers.

Assistant Director McDonough had a leg broken in two
places and several other injuries.
Mrs. Imregard Schoonemaker was perhaps the most badly injured. Others hurt

were: Mrs. K. Bernard, who was found to have a broken
hip and to be internally injured; Miss Virginia Driscoll,
Fred Madden, A. W. Drago, Kenneth McRae, Albano Luiz,
Dorothy Dean, J. E. Ellsworth, Katherine Wallace, Golda
Madden, Jane Bell, Phila O'Neil, Helen Gordon, Marie
James, Mrs. M. J. White, John McDonough, May Adamx,
F. J. Robinson, Charles Adams, Florence Dowdell, Mrs.
Charles Adams, Miss Resa Bullock and Miss Peggy Hart.
T. E. Dickerson, driver of the truck, was not blamed. The
responsibility has not been placed, as the evidence showed
conclusively it was purely accidental.
This is the most serious accident that has been experienced

by so large a number of
making on the coast.

film players in the history of picture-

"JULIUS CAESAR" TO BE
Actors'

SHOWN AGAIN

Fund to Repeat Shakespearean Drama in Majestic
Theater for Thousands Who Failed to See

Open

Air Presentation.

Owning

to the repeated demands of the public for a repeof "Julius Caesar," the California Committee of the
Actors' Fund of America has decided to give the play once
more with the same remarkable cast. The play will be indoors instead of underneath the stars, as it was given in
Hollywood. The cast will be the same except for two
minor changes, and the principals are already working to
make this performance equal the first one.
D. W. Griffith, who is now working on his greatest master
production, "The Mother and the Law," of which little is
known, and Mack Scnnett, maker of Keystone comedies,
who control the Majestic Theater, agreed t" donate their
house for the on< night, Monday, June 5. <1
tition

'

lar

weekly opening

As

a

means

on.-

day

of selling

more

seats at a

higher price the

committee arranged with the Hotel Alexandria to hold a
public dinner and dance to sell seats at auction
were stars who took part, as well as many famous persona
in stage and studio life.
The seats were from $1 to $2.50,
while boxes are $25.
It was expected thai
the ho
be sold out before the

first

day'- Bale closes.

Balboa Celebrates Birthday.

Three years ago, May 23, 1013, when Studios were not |0
thick and large, II. M and K !>
lorkheimer started work
the little studio formerly occupied by the Edison western
company in Long I'.each. There was a little -tare, a small
office in a bungalow, and lol
Today thai
oi open ground
.

Films to Teach Cleanliness.
Proving that visual education in the shape of moving pictures is far superior and more effective than lectures or
printed matter, County Health Officer J. L. Pomeroy has
filed with the Board of Supervisors the request for a moving
picture outfit. He asks for $5,000.
New York. Chicago and
other eastern communities have equipped their health departments with means for showing the residents of these
places the necessity for control of disease, improvements in
sanitation and hygiene, according to the statement of

Health Officer Pomeroy.

Film Stars

The main event

in

Unique Stunts

of the

at Ascot Races.
at the Ascot Speedway
Fund, Tuesday this week, was

show given

for the benefit of the Actors'

the automobile fashion show.
Judgment as to which of the cars and drivers presented
the best appearance was left to the audience with the result
that Priscilla Dean, of the Vogue Films. Inc.. driving a beautifully decorated roadster was awarded the first prize: Dorothy Dalton, the Ince star, second, and Myrtle Gonzalez, of
the Universal Film Mfg. Co., the third.
Following the decision of the multitude of nidi
Dean was presented with a beautifully designed cup. presented by the Pals Club. Miss Dalton received a handsome
trophy, donated by the Ventura Refining Company.
Second in importance was the ten-mile race for the championship of the motion picture studios of Los Angeles, which
was won by Arthur Hansen of the Ince studios, with Wm.
Russell of the American a close second.
Charlie Murray was the master of ceremonies. There was
much comedy in the "junk race," for a Charles Murray
trophy. This was won by the Keystone Cops.
The complete list of entries and events on the program
was as follows:
a

Firsl event -Five-mile motorcycle race, six entries; mile
minute to qualify.
Second event One-mile exhibition for juvenile track

—

record.

—

Third event The automobile fashion show, with the
lowing entrants:
Maliel N'ormiincl. Mali.] N'orman.l F. at lire Film Company

fol-

:

Kill, in

Kutli

Sloin
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Kal. in
li.irotliv
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I.-Ko; Franr.lla IIiIIIiil-i..
I.n .I.T.ime F.l.l\
\n
;

Virginia

:

I'

I,

Ka|>|.o,

1

II.

lull.

i

II.

i

1..11.

I'll..

f

I

at

:

Old),

F.tli.l

Film. mi.

.

M

•,,;,..,

'

I
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fourth .vent

Two -mil.'

iunk race. Charles Murray trophy.
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Keystone Cops, L-Ko
Rooney, Universal.

Cops,

Carter

De Haven and Pat

—

Bicycle challenge race; the Masked Marvels,
Fifth event
Keystone; McGuire and Turpin, Vogue. For the comedy
championship.
Sixth event Two-mile challenge auto race; Frank Goode,
Fine Arts; Andy Anderson, Keystone.
Seventh event Ten-mile championship, Barney Oldfield
trophy; William Russel, American Film Company; Arthur
Houson, Thomas H. Ince; "Dutch" Megers, Keystone, Keystone special; Louis L. Cody, Mabel Normand studio; Phile
Goodfriend, Vitagraph.
Filming motion picture comedy, L-KO and
Special events
Keystone companies. Free for all stunt contest. Prize for

—

—

most spectacular.

Exhibition,

comedians.

film

"How Not

to Drive,"

open

to

Al Levy, judge.

Opposes Mayor on Film Commissioner Question.
Mayor Sebastian's announcement that he would

Despite

to the new office of film commissioner
on the ground that Los Angeles needs no censorship of
motion pictures, the civil service commission has ordered examination for the office continued and completed.
The written examination for the film commissionership,
which will pay a salary of $175, already has been held. The
oral examination for the forty-eight candidates will be caljed
for the latter part of next week.
The examination for police detectives, called for June 5,
has been postponed by the civil service commission until

make no appointment
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racer.

Ollie Kirkby, one of Kalem's social buccaneers,
hospital suffering from an injury sustained in

in the
picture-

is

making.

A

skating rink in Long Beach was the scene this week of
party when the Balboa gave one of its regular month

a jolly

ly skates for the

—

all

June

Clem Pope, manager of the publicity department of the
E. & R. Jungle Film Company, has invested in a natty red

Art Acord,
boy,

was

who

slightly

employees.
is

known

injured

in
last

Mutual films as a great cowweek when he was pitched

from a bucking broncho.

Tom Chatterton, who is featured in the submarine serial
for the Flying A, last week came to town to see old friends,
do a few scenes, and incidentally drop into the World office
and leave his subscription for a year. He says he likes the
American and Santa Barbara, but it is good to see the old
faces.

Kalem has rented a ranch for James W. Home, who is
work on the first installment of the new serial he
making with Marin Sais.

starting
is

5.

"Gloria's

The advent
serial.

makes

Romance" Heads the Bill
week of Billie Burke

this

"Gloria's
a

at Pantages.
in

George Kleine's

Romance," as the headliner

new departure

in

at

Pantages,

the policy of this popular vaudeville

house.

Heretofore Mr. Pantages has never played anything on
his program which could be billed above his vaudeville acts.
He has run a number of serial pictures and feature films, but
no one before has been advertised as the exclusive head-liner
of the program.
There are very few stars before the public who are more
universally popular than Billie Burke, and her sweet and
winsome personality transfers to the screen in most attractive fashion, and the producers of "Gloria's Romance" have
not overlooked any opportunity to make use of it. The
serial will be shown in Pantages' Spokane and Tacoma houses
at the same time it is running here.

Los Angeles Film Brevities.
The fifteen-thousand-dollar St. James Methodist Episcopal Church, now under construction, is to be equipped with
a projection machine and a complete outfit for putting on
Several other churches
educational and biblical pictures.
are trying to secure moving picture machines for such purposes.

William J. Fahey, proprietor of the Joyland Theater in
Long Beach, has taken a lease on a theater which is being
constructed in his city at a cost of $15,000. The new house
Pine avenue and will be modern and up to the
minute.
It is to be called The Paramount Theater, and
will be opened in about three months.

will be at 30

Writers at the American have organized an informal club.
first dinner has been held in Santa Barbara with over a
dozen present. The pen pushers and scenarioists who enjoyed the feast were Editor in Chief William Pigott, "Pop"
Hoadley, one of the veterans; William Parker, author of
the submarine serial now being made by the Flying "A";
Al Santell. Harold Hoadley, Donald W. Rayburn, John
Wall, E. H. Gooden, Julian L. Lamothe, A. W. Coldewey,
George Wight and Karl Coolidge.

The

R. S. Sturgeon at the Vitagraph is finishing the big detective story that he has been working on for some weeks.
One set he used represented a courtroom. In the audience
he had several hundred extras yelling and protesting.
In
this scene George Holt, the heavy, runs through the crowd
and jumps from the window. In the picture he did a real
leap from the fourth story of the real court house, into a
firemans' net, and was uninjured.

Hal Lloyd, who is creating quite a character in Lonesome
Luke in Rolin-Pathe comedies, together with Director Hal
Roach, Cameraman Jim Crosby and Harry Pollard went to
Tia Juana again this week to get additional scenes for the
comedy which they made there last month.
Cecil B. De Mille has returned to the Lasky studio in
Hollywood after a trip to New York and return, via the
Mexican border. He dropped off in the south to look over
locations for a coming Paramount picture.

Ruth Stonehouse, who was injured while making scenes
for a big five reel circus picture when she jumped from a
trapeze to a horse's back, is out of the hospital and is hard
work on a new picture in which she plays a leading part.

at

This week the Lasky company burned a small village for
the newest Wallace Reid-Cleo Ridgley picture.
The town
was specially built for this purpose on the Lasky ranch.
About 500 persons took part in the fire scenes at night.
Ranchers from miles around stayed up all night to see the
film actors doing their stunts.

up

Here's a note that shows how the folks of the American
at Santa Barbara are progressing:
Fortune has dealt

hand during the last month to the members of Carl
Le Viness Company of the American Film Company, presenting them with four baby girls. The fathers are Mr. Le
Viness, William Parker, Abe Monlan and Al Vosburgh.
a royal

George Kleine has opened an exchange in the loft of the
Knickerbocker Building on South Olive street, where the
Burke serial, "Gloria's Romance," will be distributed

Billie

to the southland exhibitors.

All of the pictorial exhibit made at the great motion picture exposition recently in New York has been returned to
the Chamber of Commerce and may be seen by the people
of Los Angeles and vicinity at any time. The film division
will be shown every morning beginning at 10 o'clock.
Seeing this picture is the same as visiting nearly a dozen of
Another moving
the leading film studios of this vicinity.
picture is "The Wining of the Peach."
The scene is laid
in Tulare County.
The pictures are free, as are the lectures
and concerts that fill every half-hour period of the day.

The work on the photoplay feature, "Saul of Tarsus," will
be resumed this week by the American Woman Film Co.
Although J. Farrell McDonald, the director, has not entirely
recovered from the effects of the automobile accident in
which he and a number of the members of the company were
injured Wednesday last week, still the work will be carried
on in his absence, the directing being temporarily in the
hands of P. Z. Hartigan. All the persons injured in the accident are now reported out of danger.
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Carried to the bottom of the ocean when he became ensnared in the body of an automobile which he drove from
the end of the municipal pier at Santa Monica one day this
week during the taking of a moving picture James Keating,
an actor employed at a local studio, narrowly escaped drown-

With four other men in the machine. Keating boldly drove
Failing to appear with the others after the
the sea.
plunge, the life guards rushed to his aid and brought him to
Emergency treatthe surface in an unconscious condition.
ment at a hospital quickly resuscitated him.
into

More than a dozen stage and film favorites gathered at a
banquet given by Miss Marian Strauch in honor of Douglas
Fairbanks prior to his departure for New York.
The banquet was held in the beautiful supper club room
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
at Hotel Alexandria.
Douglas Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs. De Wolf Hopper, Mr. and
Mrs. Dustin Farnum, Mr. and Mrs. William Farnum, Mrs. J.
Lasky, Miss Marie Doro, Mr. Elliott Dexter, Mr. Robert Milton, Mr. W. D. Taylor, Mr. Benjamin Ziedman, Mrs. Lew
Jefferey and the hostess, Miss Marian Strauch.

motion picture field several years before he became associated
with the "Big U" organization. He was conected with the
Biograph Company, for which concern he wrote a number
of notable photoplay stories of recent production.

Series of

FEATURE

comedies in the regular service of the General Film Company form the subject of an interesting announcement issued this week by Melies Manufacturing Company, releasing Vim Comedies and Knickerbocker Star Features.
Harry C. Myers and Rosemary
Theby, one of the most popular comedy teams on the screen,
will appear each week in a high-class refined single reel
comedy directed by Mr. Myers. It is probable that the first
Wednesday of each
picture will be released late in June.
week will be the regular release date.
Mr. Myers has already completed eight productions, five
which have been screened in New York for the private
view of a number of film notabilities, including exchange
managers and prominent exhibitors. "Housekeeping," the
of

first

The Selig Zoo
ment on June 4.

will be the

scene of a big benefit entertain-

Enid Markey of the Ince forces will go to New York and
appear in the prologue of "Civilization," at the Criterion
theater.

Thomas H. Ince this week became the namesake of a full
blooded Sioux Indian baby born at Inceville. The infant
is to be christened Thomas H. Ince Thunder Bull, and is the
son of Chief Charlie Thunder Bull and Mrs. Nancy Thunder
Bull, both of whom have appeared in several Ince-Triangle
dramas to date.
The child is the first Sioux Indian to be born in California,
this tribe having just come from the North Dakota reservation to take part in Ince

moving

pictures.

San Francisco's famous Barbary Coast is being duplicated
at Culver City this week for some scenes in a current InceTriangle drama in which H. P. Warner is appearing as star,
under the direction of Charles Giblyn.
The story was written by J. G. Hawks and several hundred
persons are appearing in the mob scenes.
Five Triangle exhibitors of San Francisco and its suburbs

were among the

visitors this

week

at

Thomas H.

Ince's

new

plant at Culver City.

They

are H. C. Smith of the Marquee theater, in Palo Alto;
Nasser of the Palace theater, San Francisco; George Roy
of the Burlinghame Photoplay theater, in Burlinghame, and
E. R. Freidburg of the Lyceum theater, San Francisco, and
W. E. Corey of Corey and Fairland theaters, San Franci/co.

W.

Melies Offers New Comedies
High Class Subjects from Vim Studios for Release
on General Film Program.

release, presents

the

Newlyweds

in

their

Harlem

flat,

which is barren of furniture. It will be followed by "Spring
Cleaning," "The Connecting Bath," "Will a Woman Tell?"
and "Hubby's Relatives," in this order.
A strong appeal to the public is expected from the nature
of these comedies, because of their refinement and unique

manner of production. In the five pictures already screened
the comedy depends entirely upon quick perception of the
funny side of human

foibles.
There is not the slightest suggestion of vulgarity, even in "The Connecting Bath," whose
So far Mr. Myers
title is capable of a risque interpretation.
has smoked only one cigarette, entirely for the purpose of
introducing a very funny bit of business; and there is absolutely no drinking or rough handling of woman.

The many interior sets are all designed by Mr. Myers,
Included
a pupil of the celebrated Josef Urban.
those already seen are several sets which are bound
to win enthusiastic comments upon their striking originality
and effectiveness. Rlack-an-white effects are boldly used.
Harry Keepers, one of the most highly endorsed cameramen in the business, is responsible for the excellent photog-

who is
among

Mr. Keepers has introduced many unusual "shoots"
pictures above mentioned.
It is his practise,
to a scene after a cut, to present an entirely
different view of the room.
This, in combination with frequent close-ups, greatly enhances the interest of the scenes.
The scenarios for these releases have been carefully
selected by a committee comprising Louis Burstein, managing director; Mr. Myers and Bert Tracey, scenario editor.
They include the work of several of the best-known writers
of refined comedy.
raphy.

into the five

upon returning

Strand Theater Books "Tess"
Norma Talmadge of the Fine Arts, with her director, John
Emerson, his assistant, Erich Von Stroheim, and his cameraman, have departed for the New York studios where they will
immediately the production of a new five-reel Triangle
drama. Miss Talmadge will play the star role, which was
written for her by Anita Loose.
The Fine Arts players were accompanied to the train by a
number of their friends and studio associates, which included
Mae Marsh, the Gish Sisters, Robert Harron, Mary Alden,
Co-Directors C. M. and S. A. Franklin, Millard Webb, Bernard McConville, Chester Withey. W. S. Hart of Inceville and
Miss Talmadge's two younger sisters, Constance and Natalie.
The Fine Arts star found her drawing room crowded with
choice flowers, candies and literature, and as the train pulled
out of the Santa Fe station, the Fine Arts studio folks gave
three cheers and a tiger for the departing party.
start

—

Broadway's Big Theater Presents Famous Players Mary
Pickford Masterpiece During Week of June 4.
unprecedented screen career of "Tess of the Storm
Country," considered by thousands of exhibitors and
fans to be the best motion picture in which the Famous
Players Film Company ever presented Mary Pickford, is
to have another chapter of unusual interest added to its
amazing record of international success because of the action of the Strand Theater in New York in booking this
quaintly humorous and pathetic photoplay for the week of
June 4.
The presentation at the Strand Theater of this great epic

THE

the screen, often enthusiastically described
five-reel picture ever produced, is in the nature
similar to the return of stage plays that have
popularity, as the production was first released
of

mous Players

Weber returned this week to Universal City after
month's rest from her strenuous labors at the film city.
Miss Weber spent most of her vacation in New York, where
she was entertained by President Carl Laemmle and Vicepresident and General Manager H. O. Davis of the Universal
Company and other officials of the motion picture concerns.
Lois

a

Eugene B. Lewis, who recently came to the Pacific Coast
from New Pork, has been made the head of the scenario department at Universal City.
Mr. Lewis is an old newspaper man who drifted into the

in

March,

1914.

It

as the best
of a revival

had unusual
by the Fahas never been shown at

the Strand before, however, for the reason that this theater
yet in existence at the time of the release of "Tess."
After creating a veritable sensation in the United States

was not

"Tess" went to England, where it repeated its American
triumph, as it did in all the countries of Kurope and AusIn the latter country it-; presentation resulted in
the collection of twenty-one thousand Australian pennies,
with which an enormous loving cup was purchased and
sent" from Sydney to New York at a tribute to the art and
chirm of the gifted Marv. It i* said that more prints of
this feature have Keen distributed by the Famous Players
than any other two photoplays of equal length.
tralia.
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Kalem Plans Busy Summer
Hot Weather Will Mean Increase Instead

of
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Paramount Program

Lessening

Activity at Coast and Florida Studios.

THEmarked

coming

of the summer months, which arc usually
by a let-up in activity at picture studios, will
on the contrary mean unusual activity at all the Kalem
plants.
Of importance in the announcement of the company's plans for the hot-\veather months is the news that the

Regular Features for June 19 Will Be Reinforced by the
Usual Pictographs and Travel Films.

PARAMOUNT
be

Pictures for the week of June 19 will
headed by the usual two five-reeler features the
releases being the Lasky production, "The
Clown"
Starring Victor Moore, which will be shown on
Monday
and "Susie Snowflake," the initial screen vehicle of
Ann
Pennington, diminutive star of the Ziegfeld Follies.
The
latter will be a Thursday release.
Single reels on the same program for this week
will be
the

Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel-Picture "Imperial
the Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoon, "Bohhv
B H m P? ?}y Swatter' and the weekly Pictographs
With this release of the Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travelictures
Mr.
1
Holmes will make his first stop in a film tour
Berlin,

through the most interesting part of Europe as they
were
before they had borne the brunt of the fierce
fighting of
the present war
Europe's most celebrated tourist-goals
shown to Paramount audiences in this series as they
were before the present struggle began, the first point
of
interest visited being Berlin the Imperial.
Through this
journey Mr. Holmes preserves his attitude of
strictest
neutrality so that his "Easy-Chair" travellers may
view the
beauties of the country through which he passes with
unbiased appreciation.
Swatting the fly forms the theme of the latest of the
Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons by Earl Hurd. As demonstrated by Bobby on the screen, fighting the fly is
the
most interesting of summer sports.
In the Paramount Pictographs for this week will
be
seen "Keeping Time" in the "Testing the Mind" series of
Professor Hugo Munstcrberg; how to dress and undress
the baby in "Better Babies"; "Training a Lion"; "Preparing Fruit, New Ways" and "How to Fall."
will be

Scene from "The Music Swindlers" (Kalem).
Jacksonville studios will continue operations throughout the

summer.
Five companies

of players are now at work in the Kalem
studios at Jacksonville and Glendale and Hollywood, California.
to start

The new Ivy Close Comedy company is scheduled
work this week at the Jacksonville studio.

Four companies will continue the regular output undiminished through the warm months at the Pacific Coast
studios.
The completion of extensive construction work
enlarging the producing facilities at the Glendale studio
shows the promising plans for this studio, as does the recent
addition of True Boardman, famous as "Stingaree" to the
playing forces.
Director Home is nearing the closing
episodes of "The Social Pirates," Kalem's big series success
featuring Marin Sais and Ollie Kirkby, and July will find
the company at work on a spectacular new series of which
announcement will be made soon.
The studio-station on the Salt Lake Railway where the
"Hazards of Helen" are produced is another producing plant

undergoing the enlarging process rather than the expected
hot-weather let-up of most studios.
Two comedy companies at the Hollywood studio, the Ham and Bud and the
Ethel Teare forces, complete the Kalem roster on the coast.
The recent appointment of Harry Millarde, the feature producer, to direct the Ethel Teare company is an indication
of the strong backing being given these subjects.
Kalem's releases through the General Film Company will
continue to include six reels a week throughout the summer
months. In addition June also finds "The Lotus Woman,"
a five reel feature, on the regular program service.

PALLAS STAGES

NEW FARNUM

SUBJECT.

After a short vacation upon the completion of "David
Garrick," Dustin Farnum has returned to the Pallas Pictures
studios in Los Angeles and has commenced work on his
next vehicle, "The Parson of Panamint." This subject has
been taken from the story by Peter B. Kyne which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post and gives an exact
account of conditions in the mushroom mining towns of
Nevada forty years ago.
It is understood that "The Parson of Panamint" will prove
the biggest production yet undertaken by Pallas Pictures.
Among the more elaborate sets now being built is a replica
of a complete mining town on the spot in the desert where
a boom-days mining town formerly stood. This will be the
most pretentious set ever erected by the Pallas organization,
which t judging from those used in "The Gentleman from
WilIndiana," will necessitate an enormous expenditure.
liam D. Taylor, who is directing the new film, is experiencing
no little trouble in securing the exact types for the minor
parts.

_

.

!

Snared by the Halter
Barry Gives Up Single Blessedness in Apartment
where "Gas Administered" Sign Hangs in the Window.

"Bill"

BARRY

ILL "
has "went and done it!"
At the
**T)
f-% fashionable hour of high noon Thursday, May 25,
he left the ranks of the happy bachelors in which he
has carried a flaming banner for years and became a benedict.
All of this is by way of saying that William Leslie
Barry and Miss Nan Jacobus were united in the bonds of holy
matrimony Thursday at noon by the Rev. Maitland Bartlett,
pastor of the Beck Memorial Church, New York City, at
the pastor's apartments on East Fifteenth street.
"Bill" had been threatening to do the trick for a long
time.
It probably is a matter of only truth but no significance that in one window of the apartment house in
which the wedding ceremony was performed there hangs a
sign "Gas Administered."
Mr. Barry, until a few weeks ago, was advertising manager
of the Nicholas Power Co. At the present time he is associated with the Monroe Press and is continuing his association
with motion picture people by soliciting printing from them.
Miss Jacobus left home and mother in Montclair, N. J.
The wedding was a quiet one, being attended only by Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Powell, and A. MacArthur and W. P.
Milligan, all of whom are close personal friends of the contracting parties.
Mr. Powell provided the wedding automobile which was gaily bedecked with bridal flowers and
white satin ribbon. MacArthur and Milligan whistled the
"Bachelor's Dirge" in lieu of a w-edding march. Mr. Powell
was host at an elaborate wedding luncheon served at the
Prince George Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry have taken a house in Bayside, L. I.,
and already have a little flivver running around.

SELZNICK CLOSING DEALS.
Cohen and
J. Selznick's two representatives, Ben S.
Spitzer, made such rapid progress in negotiating for
the distribution of the future Clara Kimball Young features
in Chicago and throughout the middle west that Mr. Selzmck
has already followed them to the Windy City to close several
Messrs. Cohen and Spitzer had
big deals they had started.
only been in Chicago a week when affairs took such definite
form as to require Mr. Selznick's immediate presence to
Lewis

Ned H.

complete the negotiations.
It is understood Mr. Selznick has formed a partnership
with big western exchange men similar to those he formed
in Philadelphia, Detroit and Boston.
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The

offerings.
latter June

Mutual Program
Thirty-two Reels of Satisfying Pictures on the List for Week
of June 12.
reels,
including two Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, featuring Crane Wilbur
and Winnifred Greenwood, comprise Mutual releases
First of the Masterpictures, De
for the week of June 12.
Luxe Edition, "The Inner Struggle," starring Miss Green-

THIRTY-TWO

fori

be released June

yill

12

and the

17.

The Vogue comedies include "Love, Burglars and the
Bulldog," with Rube Miller for release June 13 and "Delinquent Bridegrooms," starring Ben Turpin, which will go
to the public on June 18.
"Beauty" releases present Carol Halloway and Johnny
.Sheehan in "Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-spensive Adventure,"
for release June 14, and "Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies," with
Orral Humphrey, for release June 18.
"Jerry, and the Moonshiners," starring George Ovey, is
Cub

the

offering for June

16.

1

Louis A. Buettner
Progressive Exhibitor of Cohoes, N. Y., Who Will Be a
Delegate to the Chicago Convention.

'

3sB A

type of the modern progressive exhibitor
Y., joint owner
is Louis A. Buettner of Cohoes, N.
with Louis J. Shearer of the Cohoes Opera House
Mr. Buettner is the president
and the Majestic theater.
of the organized exhibitors of Troy, N.Y., and the foremost
champion of organization in the capitol district. The strong
and growing organizations of exhibitors in Albany and
Schenectady are largely due to his efforts. He demonstrated the practical uses of organization when, in the
county of Rensselaer,
he restored prosper-

?

1

ity to his
hibitors.

HH

i

i

lit

SPLENDID

fellow ex-

Murderous
foolish

compet

i

t

and
i

o n

Scene from "The Inner Struggle" (Mutual).

had come very near

wood supported by Franklin Ritchie and Roy Stewart, will
be released June 12. "The Wasted Years," Crane Wilbur's

ruining
more than
one exhibitor in Troy
and its environs. Mr.
Buettner possessed of

starring vehicle follows on June 15.
In addition to these
five act features, Mutual releases for the week are composed of a number of short length features, including a
three reel drama, four two reel subjects, a number of single
reel comedies and the three popular Mutual feature releases

—The

Mutual Weekly, Reel
and See America First.

zine

The

Life,

a thorough knowledge
of the exhibiting business, possessed like-

wise in an uncommon
degree of the power

The Mutual Film Maga-

to

a young physician, portrayed by
Franklin Ritchie, who quits the girl he loves to minister
to the stricken lepers in a colony far out in the Pacific,
furnished the basic theme of "The Inner Struggle," in which

Miss

self

sacrifice

of

of

from Troy and the
nickel is no
longer
the unvarying unit of
admission. Mr. Buett-

its

its great punch is a mental one.
"The Wasted Years," second of the Mutual Masterpictures,
De Luxe Edition, of the week, in which Crane Wilbur is

action and

finds this popular player essaying a role seldom
witnessed on a motion picture screen. It is a psychological
drama, in which the follies of a man's early life are brought
back to him with bitter memories in the years which follow.
Mr. Wilbur's supporting cast includes Mae Gaston, John
Oaker and Thelma Salter, popular child actress recently

ner took a prominent
in
the
recent
state
convention at
Albany where he was
elected
delegate
to

starred,

engaged by the Horsley-Mutual

studios.

The
15,

three reel drama of the week will be released June
under the title of "The Window of Dreams." This is a

Thanhouser production in which Grace De Carlton and Bert
Delaney have the principal roles.
Mutual two reel subjects for the week present a host
popular players.
First of these short length features,
"Circumstantial Evidence," in which the chief parts are
played by Edward Coxen and Lizette Thorne, will be re"Brothers Equal" is the two act Thanleased June 12.
houser production of the same week with Barbara Gilroy
in the lead, supported by a capable company of players.
It
will be released June 13.
William Stowell and Helen Rosson are the featured
players in "The Sheriff of Plumas," a powerful story of
the cow country, which will go to the public June 16, under
the Mustang brand. "The Star of India," a gripping drama
of the Orient, fcatinui" Maigaret Gibson and the Bostock
animals, is the Centaur contribution of the week.
It is
scheduled for release June 17.
of

Mutual laughmakers for the week of June 12, offer a
number of novel stories and bring into play various of
the popular Mutual mirthmakers.
"Real Estators," starring
Claude Cooper and Frank E. McNish and "Doughnuts,
first of the new comedies featuring Riley Chamberlin
in
his popular role of "Conductor No. 786," are the FalstafT

diplomacy

patience
succeeded in banishing
ruinous
competition.
The long show for
five cents disappeared

This Masterpicture, De Luxe
Greenwood stars.
was written for Miss Greenwood by Julian Louise
under, the personal direction
a straight drama, powerful in

tact,

and

Edition,

Lamothe and screened
Edward Sloman. It is

inspire confidence,

using

part

the "^ional convenLouis A. Buettner.
f
tion at Chicago.
Mr. Buettner has learned the art of exhibition through
The houses under his control are
years of experience.
models in every way and the prosperity they enjoy is but a
result of Mr. Buettner's intensive showmanship.
Previous
to coming to Cohoes Mr. Buettner had owned and operated

amusement

enterprises

Gloversville,

Amsterdam.

Buettner

in

ambition.

is

He

and

moving

I'tica.

N.

V.,

picture

theaters

in

and Kane. Pa. Mr.
energy and

his early thirties and full of
will be heard from in the future.

FRED. ("BING")

THOMSON RETURNS TO
VITAGRAPH.

Thomson

has been engaged bv the Yitagraph Company of America as director for E. H. Sothern,
who has begun work at the Yitagraph studios m BrOjoklyn
On three photo-dramatic productions.
Bing")

Thomson was

-elected OUt Of a large number oi possible
for the work of directing Mr
Sothern. He is
as one of the moat artistic and forceful directors now
d in the production of screen drama.
Thomson began his career a- a motion picture director
with the Yitagraph Compain several jreara ago after a long
experience in the theater. Since that time, lie has been with
several Other concerns.

candidates

known

1
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Dixon Will Have Studio

FamousJPlayers^to Star Donald Brian

Producer of "The Fall of a Nation" Preparing for More
Big Subjects.

BRIAN, celebrated comedian and matinee
idol, and left wing of the inimitable "Donald and Julia
and Jo" trio, in the current stage success, "Sybil," is
by the Famous Players in a modern smuggling
story which will be released on the Paramount Program
within the next few weeks.
Mr. Brian is one

SPECULATION

as

to

the

future of

the

and Laboratories, Sunset Boulevard
Avenue, Hollywood, Cal., has been

Dixon Studios
and Western
set

at

rest

by

Thomas Dixon on the eve of the production at the Liberty
theater, New York, Tuesday, June 6th, Of his mighty pre-

ONALD

D"~

to be starred

<

known

best

the

most

ar

popular

figur
on the stage today, h
clever work in "Sybi
IVtll
r.n.u
the
season adding to the
laurels which he has

''The

in

gathered
Siren,"

Princess"

"The
Dollar
"The
and

Merry Widow,"

the
he
great
success.
However, before entering musical

created

in

which

of

last

his

first

Mr. Brian
played a number of imin

comedy

portant roles
straight

Dixon Studios and Laboratories, Hollywood,

Cal.

paredness spectacle, "The Fall of a Nation." Mr. Dixon is
so well satisfied with the results of his collaboration with
Victor Herbert that he has decided to devote the new plant
exclusively to the production of big operatic spectacles. He
announces that Bartley dishing, his assistant in the staging
of "The Fall of a Nation," and the managing director of the
production department at Hollywood, is now preparing
plans for a new spectacular feature along entirely novel
lines.
The making of small features is not contemplated at
this studio.
It is interesting to note that the filming of "The Fall of
a Nation" had been going on for several weeks when ground
was broken in October for the Dixon Studios. Construction of the plant and continued production were carried on
simultaneously.
It was not until January 15th of this year
that the last nail was driven in the studio where "The Fall
of a Nation" was completed and where its successor will
soon be begun.
The plot on which the plant is situated was formerly an
orange grove. Part of the grove still remains as a screen
Overlooking
for the Sunset Boulevard side of the studio.
this grove are the mechanical departments and dressing
rooms. Adjoining the latter are the stages, one a glass enclosed affair and the other open but equipped with improved
The rear of the lot is reserved for exdiffusing curtains.
terior scenes.
A replica of old Mulberry Bend, New York,
was constructed there for "The Fall of a Nation."
Towering above the mechanical departments is the chalet
top, in which there is room for four complete paint frames.
Along the Western Avenue side are the executive offices,
leading down to the laboratories. This latter department is
said to be one of the most complete in any motion picture
In charge is William C. Thompson, chief phostudio.
tographer, a graduate of Columbia University, and a member of the American Chemical Society and other organizaUnder his direction the capacity of the
tions of chemists.
laboratories is 500,000 feet of film weekly.
Here as many
prints of "The Fall of a Nation" as may be required can be
turned out as rapidly as desired.

GERALDINE FARRAR LEAVES FOR CALIFORNIA.
With the long winter season of grand opera and concert at an end, Ceraldine Farrar, looking her very happiest
started last Monday with her husband, Lou-Tellegen, on
that long deferred honeymoon trip to the land of motion
pictures at Hollywood, California.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou-Tellegen were passengers on board the
20th Century Limited attached to which was a private car
for the star and her suite.
Miss Farrar's drawing room was

embanked with

roses.

A summer devoted to the motion picture camera is no
novelty for the prima donna as she had the unusual experience a year ago of making three big productions at the
studios of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company at
Hollywood, California, including a filmed version of the
opera "Carmen" all within a period of nine weeks.

comedies

among which was "The
Man From Mexico."
The

which

role

play

will

for

Famous Players
of

a

wealthy

is

he
the
that

young

American who revolts
at our tariff restrictions
Donald Brian.
and decides to bring
a handsome necklace
into this country without the formality of mentioning the
fact to the customs officials.
He is married and he loves
his darling wife, of course, but he cannot resist the temptation to practice a little harmless deception upon her.
Alas
for the lady's peace of mind, the deception includes an
actress and an imitation necklace which is a perfect replica
of the exquisite affair which he purchased for his spouse.

The result is a general scrambling of wives, actresses,
customs officials and detectives in which our would-bo
smuggler and his friends have a very painful experience.
It is a swiftly

moving comedy

of action that

is

ideally suited

to Mr. Brian.
Work on the production has already begun
under the direction of Sidney Olcott who has many excellent
Famous Players productions to his credit.
This is not Mr. Brian's first appearance before the camera
as he has already been starred on the Paramount Program
by Lasky.

MORE

V-L-S-E

PROMOTIONS.

Last week marked many important changes in the Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc., whose policy it is to
elevate from the ranks, the most important of which was the
promotion of F. F. Hartich, Assistant Manager of the
New York Exchange to the managership of the Syracuse
Branch Exchange. Mr. Hartich's elevation will be received
cordially by his host of friends who have followed his career
with the V-L-S-E since he joined that organization less than
a year ago. It is being looked upon as a striking illustration
of success attained by intelligently directed effort, persistent
application and studiousness.
It is especially noteworthy
because of Mr. Hartich's short period of association with the
industry.

In the Cleveland exchange, A. M. Holah, salesman, has
been promoted to the position of Assistant Manager. Mr.
Holah goes to the new position particularly well qualified
by reason of his experience in sales promotion work, and intensive development.
Mr. Holah, who has been covering
part of Ohio, has turned his territory over to James Surrell,
a new salesman.
Frank D. Stanton, manager of the Fraklin Park theater,
Boston, Mass., has left that position to become associated
He will work in
with the Boston branch as salesman.
Massachusetts territory exclusively. This Boston appointment will enable George Balsdon, manager, to visit his
territory

which he finds essential.
Assistant
will take care of office details during these

frequently,

Manager Reardon
trips.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Vitagraphs for

Week

of June

1

General Film and V-L-S-E. Will Issue a Number of Excellent Subjects from Eastern and Western Studios
of the Big Company.
Released by General Film.
;i
Vitagraph Broadway Star Feature, is a
npathetic drama, produced by Vitagraph WestBranch, which is bound to please. In it are
l
seen Corinne Griffith. Jack Mower and Anne Schaefer.
"Ashes" tells the story of a man whose life is embittered,
when his wife, Miriam, whom he loves better than life itself,

"A

SIII'.S,"

2043

"In Old Kentucky," and its filming was supervised by Paul
Scardon.
After enjoying himself immensely in Mexico with a beautiful senorita, Frank Daniels, as Kernel Nutt in "Kernel Nutt
in Mexico," wakes up to find himself embracing his wife in
his little flat.
Wifey "laces" it out to him, but try as he will,
he cannot fall asleep again and regain his pleasant dreams.
Alice Washburn as Nutt's wife and Adele De Garde as the
senorita, assist Mr. Daniels in separating the audience from
many hearty laughs. Frank Koch, Jr., wrote the story while
C. Jay Williams directed the picture.

Roy Hauck

AS

a youth of many and varied attainments, first on the
stage and more recently on the screen, Roy Hauck,
aged fifteen years, has an enviable record. He comes
On his mother's side
by his accomplishments naturally.
he is connected with a number of prominent actors and

among them
McCoy (Mrs.

actresses,

Bessie

Richard Harding
whereas the
Davis),
other branch of the
family included Minnie
tant

Hauck, an imporgrand
figure
in

opera for

many

years.

Having reached the
age of seven, Roy made
professional
appearance at the Hip-

his

first

for about
one year thereafter
continued in stage prohe
which
ductions,
abandoned to play juv-

podrome and
Scene from "Her Loving Relations" (Vitagraph).
dies while giving birth to a child.
He curses the innocent
babe as a murderess and leaves the house of sorrow to wanWilliam E. Wing wrote the story and the
der aimlessly.
production was supervised by William Wolbert.
"Her Loving Relations," is another subject from the Hollywood studios. This is a one-part comedy featuring Mary

Anne

Schaefer, George Kunkel and George Lawrence are seen in Miss Anderson's support. Dave Smith
produced the picture from the scenario by William E. Wing.
In "Harold the Nurse Girl" William Dangman is seen as
Harold, a nurse girl that is, he has an estabished business,
which consists mainly of minding babes at so much down
and so much an hour, according to the disposition and lung
power of the infant. When Henry Peck entrusts him with
his infant, he little dreams what trouble is in store for him.
Florence Natol, George O'Donnell, Richard Turner and
Harry Mayo are also seen in this comedy. The scenario is
by Edward J. Montague and Frank Currier had charge of
the direction.

Anderson.

—

Released by V-L-S-E.
Vitagraph's Blue Ribbon Feature for the week of June
is

one worthy of the talents of

its

star,

James

12,

M-orrison.

enile

houser
list

leads in
pictures.

of

which

Than-

The

photoplays in
he has proved

his ability in prominent
roles, includes "Guilty

or

Not

"Her

Guilty,"

Big

Brother,"

by's

Plot,

"BobTin

rhe

Roy Hauck.

Soldier and the Doll,"

"A

Gentleman

for

a

Day," "The Million Dollar Mystery," all Thanhouser productions; also the Arrow Corporation's "Right Off the Bat"
and George Kleine's "Gloria's Romance." starring Billie t
Burke.
Weighing only one hundred pounds and measuring five
feet, three inches, Roy scarcely looks like a boy of fifteen,
although his training has developed a versatility that might
He can drive any kind of a
be envied by a mature man.
machine, ride or drive a horse and is an expert at swimming,
For
high diving, boxing and acrobatic and fancy dancing.
the past two years he has been his own business manager
and handled his contracts. At the close of a busy day Roy
is accustomed to indulge a taste for music, for he is something of a pianist with a repertory that runs all the way
from grand opera to ragtime.

WELCOME DINNER TO ALICE

JOYCE.

For a welcome bade to the screen Mi-- Mice Joyce was
honor guest at a dinner given at the Strand Root" Garden,
Sunday evening, June 4. This dinner was attended by the
other principals in the cast of the big spectacle. "The Battle
Cry OI War." which is being produced In I. Stuart Blackton of \ itagraph, among them being Joseph Kilgour, Harry
the

Kelly, lames Morrison. Naomi Childers.
Tcmpler Saxe. Walter McGrail and Edward Elkas, as well

Director William P s. l'arle.
Mi-- Joyce has ni-t reappeared in the ranks of her motion picture friends after an
absence of a year and a half and has begun work on the big
feature picture at the Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn.

as

MISS

Scene from "The Redemption of David Darcey"
(Vitagraph).

Dave Darcey"

an appealing story of
the struggles "i a crook to reform
Morrison has the title
mil-.
(tool. .in.
in
-i.
\i, uri-nii is fi\<n excellent sup
port l.\ Emmanuel \
["urner, Belle Bruce, Billie Billings,
Marj Maurice, Robert Gaillord and Gordon Graj
tni
scenario comes from the pen of Charles T. Dazey, author of
.1

i

of

i

ia

CRAWLEY WRITES SCENARIOS.

Mi-- Constance Crawley, popular star of American Mureleases an.
fax orite o\
the Speaking Stage, is now
actively engaged, in addition to her screen work, in the
writing of scenario- for he \tncrican Mutual -tinlioII, r
in -i effort in this line will be released shortly in two acts
is an
under the title of "Fear."
It
interesting storv dealing with cowardice and fear, the action of which is centered
in
a
typical border cow town.
tual

"The Redemption

I

t
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Chester Beecroft With American- Mutual
Opens New York

Office to Negotiate with Big Stars, Authors
Also Will Handle Foreign Business and
Advertising Campaign of Chaplin and Mutual

and Directors
Direct

—

Serials.

THAT

the

American Film Company intends

leadership

in

the

way

of all productions

to
i^

maintain
evidenced

by the opening last week of a New York office, in
which prominent players and well-known writers of fiction,
drama and scenario will be gathered to the fold of the
"Flying A." Chester Beecroft, whose experience and whose
achievements in various branches of the business amply
qualify him for the important duties of the position, has
been chosen to manage the new office.
Already he has
taken up his duties in Rooms 1627 and 1628 of the Masonic
building, 71 West Twenty-third street.
S. S.
Hutchinson, president of the American, has wisely
determined to continue his policy of personal supervision,
so that when he and his associates decided to confine the
future activities of the company to the biggest and most
desirable attractions that can possibly be procured the necessity of a metropolitan office became apparent.
James Kirkwood, director, and Mary Miles Minter, star,
have already been engaged for American productions, and
negotiations are now under way with two of the most famous
female picture stars in the world as well as with three great
dramatic stars, who will be presented in the play or plays
with which they are most closely identified in the minds of
theatergoers.
The guiding idea in this new departure will
be the careful study of the real demand of the generality
of picture audiences and the development of the artistic and
technical phases of the motion picture along lines most
conducive to the permanent success of the industry.
A frequent cause of failure of individual productions which
have had the advantage of a great star or a great play has
been the weakness of the connecting links. A great star
needs equally great directing, and a great play or story is
Granted
frequently ruined by incompetent "scenarioizing."
these major requirements have been fully met, there is still
the peril of improper technical and scenic preparation, hopeless camera men, bad laboratory work, and last, but still
important, unskillful advertising.
To guard against the operation of any such faults in the
productions of the American, Mr. Hutchinson has instructed
Mr. Beecroft to contract with the greatest actors, with the
authors of current works of fiction and drama for their most
striking successes, and original stories to be written for
special stars, experienced scenario writers who have had
literary training to put such creations into "working" lorm
for the studio, master directors of the Kirkwood class, crack

camera men, etc.
When John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, advanced the policy of that distributing organization to its new point of commanding efficiency by limiting
its releases to brilliant and pretentious big star or big photoplay productions, each capable of creating its own individual
business and profit for the exhibitor without depending at
upon any other Mutual releases, the American was the
first company to see the wisdom of the plan and put it in
instant operation.
That the American is in earnest in its determination to
produce only the "ultra" in motion pictures and is properly
equipped to do so will be apparent to all when it is recalled
that it was Mr. Freuler who conceived the idea and worked
out the details of the contract whereby Charlie Chaplin is
now receiving $10,000 a week, plus $150,000 bonus. Mr.
Freuler is one of the principal stockholders in the American
and is vitally interested in its progress, so that it becomes
reasonable to expect that the Chaplin standard will be
closely followed.
Mr. Beecroft will also handle the export department, as
far as sales and contracts are concerned, of the American,
Lone Star Company (Charlie Chaplin), North American
("Diamond from the Sky," etc.), "Damaged Goods" and
some others, and special advertising on the newly-acquired
stars and the series of pictures in which they will appear.
all

GAUMONT COMPANIES NOW AT FLUSHING.
When

the Comanche of the Clyde line reached New York
4, it carried the Gaumont players who had
come from the winter studios at Jacksonville, Fla., to spend
the summer at the American headquarters of the Gaumont
company at Flushing, N. Y. Here are located both the

Sunday. June

studios and the laboratories of the United States branch of
the world-wide Societe des Etablissements Gaumont.
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George E. Middleton
to statements which General
ACCORDING
Alexander Byfuss of the California concern

Manager

has just
given in the press, the actual directing brain behind

the firm's producing activities belongs to George E. Middleton, producing manager, of whom the picture world has
heretofore never head a word.

The

the

of

feature

announcement

lies

in

the fact that Middleton
is not a new aquisition
the California
to
people, but has been
quietly working in the
background ever since
corporation's
the
inHe has never
ception.
associated
his
name

with

his

ever,

and

those

work,
it

how-

is

only

most intimately

connected

with
the
corporation

California
that have so

much

as

suspected his existance
as a

film

director.

Among the greatest
of the productions with
whjifch the recent announcement credits
Middleton are "Salomy
Jane," "Mignon," "Salvation Nell" and "The

Unwritten Law." It is
to be noted that it is
George E. Middleton.
in these same productions that Beatriz Michelena has made her outstanding screen
success.
Middleton has just completed the film adaptation
from C. N. and A. M. Williamson's "The Woman Who
Dared," in which Miss Michelena is playing the stellar role.
It is under his immediate direction that Otis Skinner will
appear in the film dramatization of "Kismet."
In commenting upon his announcement and the reasons
for so long withholding it from the public Mr. Beyfuss said:
"Although Mr. Middleton's work has been of the most artistic and powerful calibre from the first and we have never
had the smallest doubt about his continued success, all mention of his directing responsibility has been withheld at his

own

request.

been the policy of our corporation always to
speak for themselves and to make no claims withevidence.
Mr. Middleton believed that
this should apply to himself as well as the affairs with which
he was so intimately connected. Although he had been a
close student of all things dramatic and had penetratingly
studied picture requisites, he wished that he might work in
the background until he had proven his capabilities beyond
has

"It

let results

out

all

substantiating

possibility of question."

ANOTHER PHOTOPLAY PAPER.
Add to the list of photoplay papers the Kinema News
published at Tokio by S. Isono and edited by Y. Matsushita.
first issue is dated March 20th, and consists of twenty
four pages well illustrated with half tones and gelatine prints
interleaved.
It is printed entirely in Japanese characters
save where the ideograph fails to represent required words,
when the names or titles are set in English type. This
gives a rather peculiar effect where an occasional word
This paper maintains no
falls in the body of an article.
Japanese editor, so the literary quality of the magazine may
not be passed upon, but it is interesting to note that the
growth of the business in Japan makes possible the issuance
of a paper of such pretension and typographical quality.
The

EDWARD BRENNAN

IN

METRO

SUBJECT.

Edward Brennan, one of the foremost leading men in the
country, who has appeared in many Metro wonder-plays,
next be seen on the screen in "The Quitter," the MetroRolfe release for July 10, in which Lionel Barrymore is
In this production Mr. Brennan proves his apparstarred.
ently unending versatility, playing the role of a rugged

will

_

in which he is called upon to participate in
strong dramatic situations. Mr. Brennan was featured
with Grace Elliston in "Black Fear," a Metro wonderplay,
and had a similar role in "The Woman Pays," with Valli

mining man,

many
Valli.
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No

Price

Too Great

World Film Spending Ten Thousand Dollars

Studio for Clara Kimball

to

Improve

Quality of Stories.
By William A. Brady.

E of the prominent New York dailies recently published an editorial in which it condemned the motion
picture industry in general for the lack of appreciation of those who supply the written material.
In cold
words, they decried the unwillingness of film producers
to encourage writers by reason of the fact that a limit had
been set on the price of material.
"So much for so much, has been the slogan with newspapers and magazines for the past century.
reporter
gets a given amount for so many columns.
short story
writer gets so much for a three thousand word tale.
cartoonist gets so much for each of his cartoons, unless
he is permanently employed yet the fact that producers
of film plays set a standard price for a standard article,
is unjust.
"There is no limit to the price we will pay for good,
logical, dramatic material.
If a writer is important and
brings us a big story, he can almost command his own
price.
If a writer of unknown quality can bring us a written
tale that will attract unusual attention and make an unusual
picture, he can get far more for his product that he can
for a like amount of work in any other field in the world.
"We pay for material, any sum commensurate with the
importance of the writer, bigness of the story, unconventionally of the plots and promise of the scenario.
John
Smith is as welcome to us as Sir James M. Barrie all we
want is the finished product.
"There is no field in the world where a reputation counts
for less than in motion picture making.
"An author, in order to attract attention, must lay before
us a finished work.
If it is unfinished we must, in order
to produce it, put a professional writer to work, have it
revised and scenes, situations and climaxes injected, all of
which, when the film is produced, go to the credit of the
original writer.
"But, to my mind, at least so far as World Film is concerned, there is no limit to the price we will pay for original
court the finest stories from the World's
material.
greatest authors, and in our scurrying for new and pictur-
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material have finally prevailed upon Thomas W.
to allow us to convert his thrilling financial story

Young

Selznick Leases Big Tract Near Flushing— Construction to

Begin Immediately.

AFTER scouring
the Clara

New York

the environs of

OX

esque

2045

for a likely

site for
Kimball Young Film Corporation
studio and printing plant, Lewis J. Selznick, president,
and Miss Young, star and vice president of the company,
decided this week on a section of land in the vicinity of
Flushing, L. I. A long-term lease was signed for five acres
of meadow and woodland on the shore of Flushing Bay.
The work of constructing the studio and adjoining plant

will begin at once.

The architectural plans for the studio were drawn to meet
the ideas of Miss Young and her director general, Albert
Capellani.
These call for a studio floor space 100 by 150
feet.
The walls and roof will be completely glassed and
the front end of the studio, facintr on the bay, will be so
constructed as to be thrown wide open, permitting sets to
be erected within the studio showing a natural sky background and glimpses of the shore and bay.
One of the biggest architectural gardeners in the East has
been engaged to plan the grounds around the studio and
along the shore front. There will be several kinds of formal
gardens for exterior scenes and an artificial lake and waterfall.

Among
specially

the innovations planned for the studio itself is a
constructed flooring that will be impervious to

shock and free from vibration.

With

the

new

flooring the

work may be carried on close
camera in operation without affecting the film.
Another feature will be the two revolving stages, on each
of which four interiors of ordinary size or two big sets can
be erected and "shot" without moving the position of the
camera and lights. This device has been proved a tremenheaviest sort of construction
to a

dous saving

in

time.

The dressing room accommodations planned are unusually
Miss Young practically drew the dressing
room specifications herself, being determined to avoid, both
for herself and the members of the company, the many
commodious.

inconveniences she has suffered in other studios. It is hoped
to have the studio completed by the end of the summer.
For her first production, a picturization of Robert W. Chambers' famous novel, "The Common
lease a studio in New York.

Law," Miss Young

will

Lawson
to

films.

of Murgur's 'La Vie de Boheme' and
early production of many more fiction
best illustrates our seriousness in wanting only the

Omaha "Movie"

"Our production
the

contemplated

classics
best.

—

tion.

"We

are advertising at an expense of ten thousand dollars
for new writers, new idea creators, new plot architects
all because we want to ^et away from the hackneyed, tiring
'two men and a woman' ideas.
"Last week a noted playrwight, one of whose plays created a furore on Broadway this season, wanted to do business with us.
He wanted to write six scenarios a year.
would have liked to engage him but he demanded one
thousand dollars in advance, before even submitting his
But an hour
synopsis.
had to decline his services.
later we paid an unknown writer five hundred dollars for
a finished scenario, which on the face of it, proved original

We

We

and

attractive.
"We recently bought one scene from an author to insert
into the story of another writer, and paid almost as much
for the scene as is sometimes paid for an entire story. The
author of the play, when it is screened, will get full credit
for that scene.
are in
"There is no standard price for World Film.
the market for the product of tin- best authors, for which
are just as much in
wc will pay the highest prices.
writers.
matter
from
obscure
original
for
the market
invite newspapermen to semi us ideas ami stories.
want new and better material there is no limit a good
story to start with, is half the battle won.
"We have stellar players of every imaginable type and
we want material that will permit of them displaying the
do not want
versatility they are supposed to possess.
stories bordering on the forbidden topics of conversation.
do not want to put
do not want vampire stories.
world,
of
the
people
anything
the
show
to
screen,
on the
we would not broach as a subject during a dr.i.

We

We

We
We

—

—

WILLIAM
given

chat.

SWEENEY, who

attended the "movie"
J.
at the Auditorium, Omaha, Thursday, May
reports the event was a big success. The affair
was under the auspices of the Omaha Screen Club and of the
Photoplay Managers' Association.
About 3,000 persons were present. The grand march was
ball
25,

led by Bryant Washburn,
Cassinelli, of the Emerald

of Essanay, and Miss Dolores
Motion Picture Company, who
were followed by Richard C. Travers and Miss Caroline
Winters, of the Emerald. These photoplayers accompanied
Mr. Sweeney on the train to Cmaha. and there were, besides.
Lee Moran and Eddie Lyons, of Nestor-Universal, and
Franklin Farnham, of Universal, who were on their way to
the Coast and stopped over to attend the ball.
Mr. Sweenev took advantage of his visit to boost the coming Chicago National Convention and Exposition, and was
given hearty assurances from many Nebraska exhibitors
would attend.
Tin- officers of the Omaha Screen Club are F
\
Van

llusen, Jr., president; S. II. Goldberg, vice president; C. \V.
Taylor, second vice president; I. E. Kirk, secretary, and
lake Schlank, treasurer.
The officers of the Photoplay
Managers' Association are S. II. Goldberg, president: \Y. O.
Jensen, treasurer, ami II.
Walls, secretary.
I'..

FITZMAURICE FINISHES "ARMS AND THE

Wc

We

Wc

WOMAN."
I'it/mauricc of \stra. I'athe producer, has comWOrk "ii "Arms and the Woman" and is mv.
"The Romantic Journey," an original five reel feature
•i
Seiti and Ouida Bergere, tor the Pathe

pleted
,.n

.

spoken of in polite circles ai.
no1 lit to offer millions of people of every thinking class
We want clean, original, dramatic material— and will pay
amply for it. Those who write for the morbid, the penrerl
And the low thinking can save their po
"Subjects

Ball a Success

Three Thousand Persons Present Affair Reflects Credit on
Omaha Screen Club and Photoplay Managers' Associa-

unlit In

Ik-

I

William Courtney
well

known Broadwaj

now
others.

playing

in

is

the star and the cast is made up of
actors, among
are Ui<

"\'i\

whom

Good

Eddie";

sfacey

Harlan and
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Tefft Johnson a Manufacturer
Former Vitagraph Player and Director Will Issue Weekly
Stories of Childhood Doings.

THE

Tefft Johnson Film Corporation announces the completion of three single-reel stories. These will be ready
They will be
for public showing within a fortnight.
the forerunners of regular weekly releases designed especially for children's programs, but not without interest for
produced
by Tefft
grown-ups. The subjects are all to be

Scene from "Sonny Boy" (Johnson).
Johnson, who also will be seen in them. Mr. Johnson was
for seven years a player and director for the Vitagraph. He
was for two years with the Edison Company prior to that.
On the stage Mr.

Johnson was
years with

for tv

David Be-

lasco, for three years
of that period playing
with Mrs. Leslie Car-

Mr.
company.
ter's
Johnson's ability as an
actor and as a director
well known to
is too
the trade and to picrequire
turegoers
to

any extended comment
here.

The subjects completed by the Johnson
company are "Sonny
Boy at the Bat." "Sonny Boy at the Dog
His School Days."
Featured in these are
young Willie Johnson,
who is said to be no
in

director.

M

Johnson

will

seen as Daddy Dear,
while Mabel Kelly will
portray Mother Dear.
Toto, a trained water

Tefft Johnson.

17,
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and New
Ones Begun.
activities were noticeable at the David
Horsley studios during the last half of the month of
May, there having been completed nine reels of film,
constituting six pictures and work was started on three new
Last Half of

INCREASED

subjects.

Director Milton H. Fahrney and his

Cub Comedy company

finished three pictures, starring vehicles for George Ovey;
the two dramatic companies completed three photoplays,
one of which is said to be the best work of Crane Wilbur,
star and author. The co-stars, Margaret Gibson and William
Clifford, will be filmed in two Centaur features, in which
the Bostock animals also take a prominent part.
"The Fool's Game," a drama of the two-reel length, from
the pen of Crane Wilbur, who is also the star of the producMr. Wiltion, is a story believed to be new to the screen.
bur portrays the part of a multi-millionaire and falls desperately in love with one who returns a sham affection, but who
is,
in reality, devoted to a youth of her same set.
Mat
Gaston and John Oaker make up the supporting cast, and
although there are but three principals the eternal triangle,
does not exist in this offering. Robert B. Broadwell handled
the direction.
Margaret Gibson and William Clifford, co-starring in the
latest work of Francis Worcester Doughty, are cast in ideal
parts.
"The Star of India" is the title of the play and is a
two-reel subject in which the Bostock animals are used in
large numbers. Many of the scenes present an excellent idea
of life in the jungle, introducing lions, leopards and elephants. Hand to hand combats with the beasts and a
furious jungle fire add to the massiveness of the production.
Director Charles Swickard supervised the filming of this
Centaur feature.
The three offerings of the Cub Comedy company, all from
the inventive mind of Director Milton H. Fahrney, are of the
same high standard as has marked past productions of this
brand. George Ovey is the star in each, and large and capable companies assist the popular funmaker, chiefly among
the casts being Claire Alexander, dainty ingenue; Louis
FitzRoy, George George, Janet Sully, Jefferson Osborne and
other Cub favorites.
"Jerry and the Moonshiners" is the first of the trio to be
released, Jerry's attempt to pass counterfeit money launching him on a rocky road from the start. "Jerry's Elopement" is one long laugh from start to finish, George Ovey
taking all sorts of abuse before he finally overthrows the
obstacles which stand in the way of a happy marriage. The
last, "Jerry's Big Haul," gives Mr. Ovey even larger scope
for clean and wholesome comedy, the three pictures, in fact*
being among the very best from this group of David Horsley
players.

"JAX"

Show" and "Sonny Boy

June

Horsley Studios Busy
May Sees Many Subjects Completed

WELCOMES IVY

CLOSE.

Ivy Close, Kalem's latest star, arrived at Jacksonville last
week on the Clyde liner Comanche being met by a lartie
delegation that included many members of other companies
Jacksonville's
in "Jax" in addition to the Kalem forces.
newspapers also combined in extending a welcome that left
the famous English stage star and beauty a very much
flustered person.
"I hated to leave New York," she laughed, "But Jacksonville has been so wonderful that I have forgotten all
my regrets. To be perfectly happy now the only thing I
need is the word to start work."

spaniel, also will figure

much in these stories of boyhood, the portrayal of the incidents in a youngster's life that will be recognized by all
males, large as well as small. The stories will run in length
from 850 to 1,000 feet and will be sold on a state's right basis.
The officers of the company are Tefft Johnson, president;
Charles Abrams, secretary; Joseph A. Schuchert, of Buffalo,
vice-president and treasurer.
The permanent studios will
be in New Jersey.

MARGUERITE SNOW JOINS

BEBAN THE FRIEND RELIABLE.
When Thomas H. Ince was forced to delay his departure
New York to arrange the many details of preparation*

for
for

massive production of "Civilization" his first
his
thought was to seek some one to leave Los Angeles for
New York in his place some one who would truly represent
him. He sought no further than his closest friend, George
Beban.

—

The

IVAN.

Marguerite Snow, after completing a year with the Metro
organization, has joined the Ivan Film Productions.
It is
said an especially attractive offer won Miss Snow to the
Ivan ranks. Her first role under the Ivan banner will be
"The Faded Flower," which was written especially to feature
her by Ivan Abramson, the author of the many Ivan successes. An especially strong cast is being assembled to support Miss Snow.

latter agreed, in spite
breaking his promise to his
them on their tour.

of the fact

it

necessitated his

beloved Friars to accompany

A CORRECTION.
William E. Wing is the author of "Miss Adventure," VitaBroadway Star Feature, released SaturThrough an error another person was given
day, May 20.
credit for the authorship on the film.

graph's three-part

June
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General Film Service Brings Approbation from
Exhibitors Program for Week of June 12.

Policy

A

2047

Saturday's program will close with Selig's
"The Cowpuncher's Peril," featuring Tom Mix.
Sunday the General Film Service innovation, a five-reel
feature, will be presented in "Pay Dirt," produced by Knickerbocker, featuring Henry King. This is a drama having to
do with the western gold fields, and is said to be exceptionally fascinating in plot and presented in a superb manner by
Mr. King and supporting company.
ards of Helen.

Featuring Stars in Short Subjects
of

—

RECENT

advertisement of the General Film Company
The Moving Picture World calling attention to the
more than thirty stars appeared in General
Film Service program during the week May 29-June 3 emin

fact that

phasized the predominating policy of General Film Service
of presenting stars in one, two and three-reel dramas and
comedies as well as in five-reel features. This policy undoubtedly is receiving the cordial support of exhibitors, and the
significant remark made recently by William N. Selig that
"Since the General Film Company had emphasized that policy, the Selig Polyscope business through the General Film
Company had trebled," is convincing evidence that the manufacturers releasing through the General Film are profiting
by this policy. George K. Spoor, president of Essanay, is
another who is enthusiastic over the policy of featuring big
He again recently announced
stars in short-length subjects.
that Essanay's biggest stars will be seen in one, two and
three-reel releases.
With the advent of hot weather, during which exhibitors
say it is more difficult to hold the attention of patrons to
so-called features, unless they are exceptionally interesting,
the General Film Service program of short pictures, and of
great variety, and made distinctive by noted stars, should
appeal.
General Film Service for the week June 12-18 inclusive bristles with the names of famous film artists.
Kate Claxton's greatest success, "The Two Orphans," picturized by Selig, will be the first release of the week. The
Selig company has been calling attention to the unusual cast
Kathlyn Williams,
It includes
featured in this reissue.
Myrtle Stedman, T. J. Carrigan, Lyllian Leighton, Adrienne
Kroell, Charles Clary, Winnifred Greenwood and William
Stowell.
Stress has been laid on "beautiful scenic effects,
gorgeous costumes, and the strictly all-star cast." Tears
occasioned by the pathos in "The Two Orphans" will be
quickly dried and forgotten when the next picture, a Vitagraph comedy, "Her Loving Relations," is thrown on the
screen.
Then the Selig-Tribune will flash pictorially the
important news of the world.
Biograph's reissue of "The
Spirit Awakened," featuring Blanche Sweet and made more
interesting perhaps by having been directed by D. W. GrifThen, just to send everybody home
fith, will be presented.
in good humor, Lubin's comedy, "Otto the Cobbler," will be

shown.
Essanay's "Putting It Over," a comedy in two parts, feaMarguerite Clayton and Bryant Washburn, will be
on Tuesday's program.
This will be followed by
Kalem's "The Alaskan Mouse Hound," a single-reel comedy,
which will precede "The Avenger," in two parts, by Lubin,
in which L. C. Shumway is featured.
Then will follow one
of Edison's exceptionally strong reissues, "The Man in the
Street," in which Marc MacDermott and Duncan McRae
turing

Kirkwood Joins American

KIRKWOOD,
JAMES
directors, has signed

one of the ablest of photoplay
long term contract with the

a

American Film Company, Inc. He leaves immediately
American studios in Santa Barbara, Cal., where he

for the
/ill

begin the direction of a series of feature photoplays
starring
Mary Miles
Minter.
The contract
negotiations were conducted
by President
John R. Freuler of the

hh
>

Mutual Film Corporation.

Mr.

Kirkwood's

ex-

peerience includes the
production of some of
the most notable features in the history of

photoplay manufacture
in America.
He began
directing seven years
ago, after a long and
successful
career
or)
the speaking stage, his
entrance into the picture field being due to
I).

W.

Henry
they

Griffith
Salter,

and

when

were working

at

Biograph

James Kirkwood.
the
old
studios.
a director lor the Biograph. Mr. Kirkwood put out
the picture versions of a number of the Klaw and Erlanger
productions, principal among them "Classmates," in which
Blanche Sweet and Henry Walthall were starred.
Mr.
Kirkwood directed ten pictures for the Famous Players,
featuring Mary Pickford, and playing important roles in
As

"The Promise Land."

these productions, among them "The Eagle's Ma'
hind the Scenes." "The Dawn of a Tomorrow" and "Rags."
He also directed "The Gangsters of New York," a highly
successful feature production made at the Reliance studio's
and released by the Mutual Film Corporation. As a director for the Reliance. Mr. Kirkwood in one year made two
one-reel pictures a week which is something of a record in
high pressure direction.
Mr. Kirkwood. as a director, places great emphasis on the
importance of the scenario, and he expresses it as
viction that while the public is tired of stunts, it never
will tire of the motion picture's interpretation of real human
experience. He holds the motion picture to be a fundamental
form of art expression, with the future as detinit,
as the future of sculptor, painting music and the drama
"There seems to be a good deal of talk lately." said Mr
Kirkwood, "concerning the scarcity of motion picture stories
and a great deal written about it in tin p
far as
know, they always have been scarce, and to the
best of my belief they always will be scarce.
Trained
now taking up the work of writing photoplays,
1'iit
even with more of them doing so. good stories will
be scarce
Good stones are scarce in magazines, in books
and in plays, so why shouldn't they be in motion pictures,
where they must have all the qualities which make them
desirable as stories foi type publication and the Special
quality for visualization?
"l oelieve that the most desirable son of plaj
todaj imodern and American, whether a swift moving drama with
strong, human characterizations, or a comedv devoid of e\
travagance. its incidents growing out of the foil.les of human
nature, rather than produced b) one ,,f the characters sum
ing another with what is commonly railed a slap-stick "

Marguerite Clayton and Bryant Washburn.
Lubin
will provide a one-part comedy, "Hubby Puts One Over,"
which will precede "Ashes." a Vitagraph three-act drama
in which ('orinnc Griffith and Jack Mower are featured.
The
thrill of the day's releases will piobahlv be emphasized b\
Kalem's "A Race Through the Air." an episode of the Ha/

Hoard of Review
passed
unanimoush
face's cinema speetaele alter a ie\icw of the
production of "Civilization." The board reached [|
without c.miment before the members left theii seats

first

share titular honors.
"The Bachelor's Alliance," a
the first subject for Wednesday.

Kalem one-part comedy,
It is

is

followed by Essanay's

"Canimated Nooz Pictorial" and a short scenic production.
"The Charge of the Light Brigade," an Edison single-reel
reissued drama, featuring that widely-known favorite, Ben
Wilson, will then be shown. The program for the day will
close with Biograph's "Liberty Bells," a three-part comedy,
in which Dorothy Gish and young Jack Pickford furnish the
fun.

Lubin offers "The Sons of the Sea." a drama in three parts,
which leads Thursday's pro-ram.
Lucy Payton is featured
this, a guarantee in itself that the picture is well acted.
The Selig-Tribune is one of the strongest features of this
day's releases, and "Hungry Hearts," a Vim comedy in one
in

part, will close the day.

Marguerite Nichols and Daniel Gilfether share honors in
" \n
)ld Man's Folly," a Knickerbocker Star Feature three
part drama, on Friday's program, and will be followed bj
one of the Sis Hopkins series, "The Stenograph*
egy." Then "Harold, the Nurse Girl," a Vitagraph comedy,
and "The Raid," a Vim comedy, each one reel, will be
'

screened.

Another instance of where Essanay's big
in

short

reels

will

stars are featured
be seen in the firs! release Saturday in
in three pails, featuring th(

1

.

I

l

artists,

BOARD OF REVIEW PASSES
The

National

Thomas H

"CIVILIZATION."
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Richardson on the Road
Projection Sharp of the

England by "Gas

Moving Picture World Doing New

Wagon"— Sees Waterbury

Connecticut,
WATERBURY,
the vernacular of
are there

fifteen

is

the Streets,
picture theaters in that city, but a

number of these houses are managed by men
enough theater managers— men who have
a comprehensive understanding of the "picture game" and
who study their business. The houses are open on Sunday,
are real, sure

and the theaters have the hearty co-operation of the pulpit
the city.
In fact the ministers, themselves, have not
only admitted, but frankly said that the Sunday pictures
have done much to produce orderliness among the workmen
oi the city on the Sabbath day.
The school teachers of Waterbury are much interested in
moving pictures. Recently one of Waterbury's teachers remarked that her pupils acquired more information on the
early history of this country through viewing the Columbus
film than they had been able to absorb from their books.
Waterbury is essentially a manufacturing town.
At
present the army of the unemployed is conspicuous by its
absence, which means that times in Waterbury are good, and
the moving picture theaters are prospering.
Taking, for example, the Strand theater on East Main St.,
one of S. Z. Poli's theaters (he has three in Waterbury), the
house seats, on the main floor and balcony 2,300.
The
auditorium is spacious, and while the decorations are not
particularly sumptuous they are very pleasing.
The house,
viewed from the back, is really very pretty indeed. The
music is supplied by a Choralcelo Organ, which is said to
have cost the mere trifle of $10,000. The action of the organ
is entirely electrical.
I am not going to personally vouch
for the $10,000 end of it, but it certainly cost a good round
sum of money. The projection equipment is rather poorly
located, in that the angle of projection is tolerably steep,
though there has been decided improvement made in that
respect.
The operating room formerly was (as usual)
located immediately under the ceiling at the highest point
it
was possible to attain in a very high gallery. It has
since been moved to the front of the balcony, which secures several degrees improvement in the angle of projection,
and at the same time gives plenty of room between the
ot

lens and screen, viz., 78S4 feet. The ventilation of the room
is none the best.
There should be an intake duct running
to the open air and the fan speeded up to its normal; also
It is not to be
a proper hood at the exhaust would help.
expected that an operator can produce the best results when
working under conditions which are, to say the least, parThe
ticularly in the summer, decidedly uncomfortable.
projection equipment consists of two Power's 6A's.

Now don't get the idea from the foregoing that I was not
The Strand is a corking good
pleased with The Strand.
theater, and its manager, Jean Belasco, is what we commonly term a good scout, although he doesn't like me
any more, because he took me, together with Charles E.
Gradwell, over to the very most swellerino cafe in Waterbury for lunch, and what happened to his bank roll would be
shame to tell.
Another of Mr. Poli's houses, The Garden, is located almost directly across the street from the Strand. It is
managed by Peter Murphy, who, besides having the glory
(and work) of being secretary of the operators' local is now
(new honors suddenly acquired) manager of the house.
Directly across the street from the Strand is the Park airdome, which does an excellent business when the people
patronize it, but during most of the front part of the present
season the Rain-God has put the kibosh on the box office,
and put it on right too.
Down street from the Strand is the Princess, a five hundred seat house, and in the other direction the Bijou, a 350
seat house, and by the way, there is a little joke that goes
with the Bijou, which is now closed to be remodeled, prior
The late
to being reopened under a new management.
manager says he knows there was lots of money in the picture business because he himself had put in a lot. Not far
away is the Scenic, seating 800, managed by J. H. Nichols,
a

_

Mr.
bears the reputation of being a regular feller.
Nichols not only bears the reputation of being a theater
excellence, but also he has been tried by his
fellow exhibitors and operators and found guilty of being

who

manager par

one of the boys.
Taking it up one side and down the other the writer is of
the opinion there are any number of very much worse places
than the charming little city (population 100,000) of Waterbury, Connecticut.
F. H.

Yorke

Film

RICHARDSON.

June

AM ETRO
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Metro Subsidiary

in

Corporation

Allison Subjects

First.

what we may term, in
"A live wire." Not only

considerable

who

Changes

New

— Henry

Sponsor for LockwoodOtto to Direct.

company

of players, headed by Harold Lockwood and May Allison, are now mixing much business
with some pleasure at the Thousand Islands, where
they have gone to make the exterior scenes for their next
production, "One Cylinder Sam." Heretofore they have appeared on the Metro program under the auspices of the

Quality Pictures Corporation, but in the future the Lockwood-Allison features will be released by the Yorke Film
Corporation, a newly-organized producing company.
Fred
Balshofer is president of the Metro-Yorke comp»n>.
Several of the prominent members of the Lockwood-Allison company are with them in the north, including Lester
Cuneo, the well-known heavy leading man. Beginning with
"One Cylinder Sam," and in the future, Henry Otto, a newcomer to the Metro forces, will direct Mr. Lockwood and
Miss Allison. He was formerly with the American company and later with the Universal, and is considered
one of the ablest directors in the country. His features are
invariably highly artistic, as is evidenced in such productions
as "Undine," a recent Universal release.
J.

Upon their return from the Thousand Islands the Lockwood-Allison players will complete the interior scenes for
will go to California, where

"One Cylinder Sam." Then they

they will probably be located permanently.
"The Masked
Rider," which Mr. Lockwood and Miss Allison have just
completed, will be released on the Metro program June 12.

At Leading Picture Theaters
t.ie Week of June 4 at New York's Best
Motion Picture Houses.
"Tess of the Storm Country" at the Strand.

Programs

for

MARY

PICKFORD

in

the

Famous

Players'

screen

drama, ''Tess of the Storm Country," a "repeat" of
Is perhaps Miss Pickord's greatest success, was
the leading feature at the Strand theater for the week of
June 4. German war pictures, a Max Figman comedy ("His
Birthday Gift"), Strand Topical Review, a "Mutt and Jeff"
cartoon comedy and the third issue of the Goldberg film
cartoons were also shown.
The soloists were Grace Hoffman, Bruce Weyman, George
Scott and Flo-ence Hardeman.

what

"Macbeth" at the Rialto.
The Triangle-Fine Arts film production of "Macbeth," with
Sir Herbert Trr.e in the title role and Miss Constance Collier
as Lady Macbeth, was the attraction at the Rialto, the usual
travelogues and scientific studies in film form and vocal and
instrumental solos being omitted. An ambitious orchestral
setting was the only music heard.
"A Gutter Magdalene" at the Broadway.

At the Broadway theater, Fannie Ward was the star in
the Jesse L. Lasky-Paramount production, "A Gutter Magdalene," written for her by Clinton H. Stagg from the story
by Willard Mack. In this photoplay the spectator's interest
is sustained throughout.
It abounds in situations of great
intensity, its theme portraying a woman's triumph and redemption. The usual weekly news, scenic and educational
studies; cartoons and comedies round out the program.
Eighty-First Street Theater Program.
At the Eighty-first Street theater four new Triangle feaOn Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
tures were shown.
new
Norma Talmadge was seen in "Going Straight."
Triangle Keystone comedy supplied the lighter portion of
the bill. On Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
ter" Collier in "The Bugle Call," and the latest Keystone
comedy formed the picture part of the program.
.

A

dus-

E.

FORREST TAYLOR JOINS KALEM.

E. Forrest Taylor, prominent on both the stage and screen,
the latest player to be added to the Kalem forces at work
on "The Social Pirates." He is appearing in leading male
roles opposite Marian Sais and Ollie Kirkby.
Frank Jonasson, also of the Glendale company, and E.
Forrest Taylor were both for years members of Willard
Mack's famous producing stock company at Salt Lake City.
Later Mr. Taylor "formed his own repertoire company, touring with Clara Kimball Young as his leading woman. Catherine Countis and Brandon Tynan are other stars with whom
Mr. Taylor has appeared. After being featured in "The Deep
Purple" he last year left the stage to accept a feature screen
is

offer.
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Seligs for June

Women

and July

Fine List of Subjects Announced Featuring Several Prime
Favorites.

CONTINUING

his policy of utilizing his best stars and
for regular program service, William N.

best stories
Selig, president of the Selig Polyscope Company, announces another list of unusual picture plays for the final
two weeks of June and the first week in July. These dramas
will be released in regular service of the General Film

Company.
"The Reprisal," released Monday, June 19, features such
popular stars as Fritzi Brunette, Jack Pickford, Guy Oliver
and others. "The Reprisal" is the story of the South and
of the vengeance of a woman. Miss Brunette and Jack Pickford are afforded many opportunities for versatile work and
the plot is strictly an out-of-the-ordinary one.
"Taking a Chance," released Saturday, June 24, presents
Tom Mix, the cowboy star in an unsual western story which
affords him many opportunities to exploit his habardous
feats.

On Monday, June 26, "The Sacrifice" will be released.
This gripping drama is particularly timely, containing as it
does a strong plea for preparedness. There are some wonderful battle scenes presented.
Eugenie Besserer enacts the
leading role and is supported by Harry Mestayer and Guy
Oliver.

"The Return," one of William E. Wing's best motion picstories, is booked for release through General Film
Company's regular service on Monday, July 3d. Kathlyn
Williams is featured and is talently supported by Guy Oliver,
Wellington Playter, Harry Lonsdale, Sidney Smith, Vivian
Reed and others. There are a number of elaborate sets.
Those who have viewed advanced showing of the drama
state that Kathlyn Williams is given the best role of her
ture

triumphal career.
On Saturday, July

the

8,

Tom Mix

series

of

Western

comedies begin. A Tom Mix one-reel comedy will be released through General Film Service every Saturday thereafter until further notice.

2049

Indorse

Open Booking

Chicago's Political Equality League Declares Scheme Gives
Exhibitors Chance to Avoid Improper Films.
the result of a city-wide campaign in Chicago to expose exhibitors who persist in showing immoral moving pictures and thereby to force manufacturers to produce cleaner and better film plays, the Women's Political
Equality League of that city has just issued a report giving
the Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc., first place in the
list of producers working toward that end.
In the reDort,
recently compiled by Mrs. Guy Blanchard, chairman of" the
Motion Picture Investigation Committee, following a canvass of every theater, large and small, in the greater city,
the V-L-S-E is shown first in the percentage of good, clean
plays produced.
With a view to ascertaining the cause of this situation in
the hope that the solution would lead the way to better pictures in general, the members of the league instituted a
second inquiry. As a result of this inquiry the open-booking
pc hey of the Big Four, which permits individual exhibitors
to select those pictures best suited to their clientele, was
declared to be the dominating influence responsible for
V-L-S-E's good showing. A fact worthy of note in the report is that the oldest and largest exhibitors in the city were
those who lead the list striving for cleaner pictures. This
is
taken as conclusive proof that progressive exhibitors
throughout the country are harkening to the public demand
for film plays that can be shown alike to children and grown-

AS

ups.

The investigation of the League had its inception last
November. Under the direction of Mrs. Blanchard the city
was divided into districts and a competent woman placed in
charge of each. Each district manager was in turn provided
with a corps of assistants, who were detailed to visit the
forty-five theaters in her respective district.
From November 25 to April 10 1,755 visits were made and 4.563 reels of
film inspected. The investigators were provided with blanks
for a complete report of the film plays and the houses in

which they were shown.
Many investigators, appending comments to their reports,
of encountering frequent assertions of exhibitors that
they were unable to play clean features at all times because
it was
impossible for them to select them.
They had to
take what they could get, owing to contracts for long periods which they had signed up with various exchanges. A
meeting was called to discuss the matter. M. A. Coynski
proprietor of the Newberry and Vision theaters, one of the
oldest exhibitors in Chicago, surprised the gathering by the
declaration that the excuse of exhibitors that they had to
take anything sent them would not hold— that there is one
organization, the V-L-S-E. which permits exhibitors to
select the features they desire and see them before playing
told

NEW MUTUAL MANAGER
J.

L.

Boston

IN BOSTON.

Roth has been appointed manager of the Mutual's
succeed

C. Butner,

who

resigned to enter
Mr. Roth has been a salesman in the Boston
a new field.
His promotion came as a result f f
office for the past year.
a visit to Boston of Hunter Bennett, sales manager of the
corporation.
Mr. Roth has been an exhibitor for several years, and
prior to his connection with the Mutual was manager of the
Park theater, Boston. W. H. Patten will continue as assistant manager.
The sales staff consists of W. V. Hart,
R. E. Riddick, F. G. Snodgrass and R. Pinkham. H. Hirsch
is serial representative,
R. F. Borroto is manager of the
Bangor, Me., office, which is subsidiary to the Boston office.
office to

J.

WAR

HENRY REIMERS DEAD.
Henry Reimers,

43 years of age, died at the Bellevue

Hos-

May

30th, 1916.
His body was shipped to
Reimers was with the
his brother in Chicago for burial.
Selig Polyscope Co. for eighteen years holding the position
He was known
as general superintendent of laboratories.
as the father of cameramen, being the first man to use a
motion picture camera and establish a laboratory in this
pital,

Tuesday,

The members of the League then heartily indorsed the
open booking policy of the V-L-S-E as the one manner in
which to cleanse moving pictures.

country.

Reimers was not only the first cameraman, but one of the
very best. He made several tours of the world, and everyone
proved successful financially. He held the last position with
the Diamond Feature Film Co., 1S47 Broadway, New York
City, for which company he photographed some of the best
features that were ever produced.
Communications can be
addressed to his brother, Fred Reimers, 520 Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.

FILMS BOOKED

DAYS AT LOEWS.

100

Samuel Cummins, of 1476 Broadway. Xew York, has closed
the biggest individual war film booking contract by signing
up the latest and what is considered absolutely the most
sensational German war films ever shown in this country
known as "Germany's Battles at Verdun" under the auspices
of the New Yorker Staats-Zeitung.
The representatives of the Loew offices immediately upon
seeing this picture booked it for 100 days three sets of
They are to have the first run in their houses. This
prints.
picture is in four reels, being cut down from seven and contains nothing but action.
The titles are in English and in
German and are up to the very last minute of the war.

—

R. R.

NEHLS

IN

NEW

YORK.

R. R. Nehls. general manager of the American Film Company. ha-~ been in Xew York for the past week or more looking aftd the interests (if llis tiltn.

UNIVERSALITES FOLLOW COURSE OF EMPIRE.

"POP" ROCK CONVALESCING.

H. O. Davis, Kcneral manager of Universal City, who has
weeks been in New York City, departed for the
West on Sunday, June 4. Preceding him to Los V.n
the result of the adoption of the concentration poliev by the
Universal, were Jane Gail, Matt Moore. William Welsh ami
On Saturday, June 10, Ben Wilson, rlobarl
Joe Gerrard.
Henley, William Barwood, Irene Hunt. Howard Crampton,
Edith Roberts and Mrs. Roberts will also depart.

"Pop" Rock, known to the trade as the daddy of the Yitagraph Company, has about recovered from a slight indisposition that sent him to bed for a few days.
"Pop" has practically retired from active participation in the Vitagraph
Company and is enjoying himself at his beautiful country
lyster Bay, I.
His son, John Rock, whose home
is in Chicago, Is hi
business an.'
panted by his wife. They expert to return on Saturday.

for several

l
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Producing Pioneer

a chap that manufactured film in 1905 be
considered something of a pioneer in a business
that is
little over one decade old?
Well, back in 1905

itseli

—eleven years ago, which is an age, in this business!— Herman Stern was making moving pictures with Fred S Bals-

Why

hofer.
stick
to

ANEWweek

picture theater,

the

King's Cross, was opened
this
in Darlmghurst, a near suburb of Sydney.
lew show has comfortable seating accommodation rfor 2,000 people, and is well fitted up, while
exterior and
interior decorations are tastefully carried out.
The management, Waddington's Ltd., are showing Paramount features, the opening attraction being the Lasky
feature "The Secret Orchard," with Blanche Sweet.

™A

"The Birth
Royal

of a Nation" begins its season at the Theater
management of J. C. Williamson Ltd.
Saturday, the 25th instant.
special orchestra of

under the

next
A
twenty-five performers has been engaged, and will render
the appropriate musical score. The prices of admission arc
the largest ever charged for picture entertainment in Australia, ranging from one shilling (25 cents) to six shillings
($1.50), the latter price being for reserved seats.

he didn't

making

film

isn't told, but it must
have been Stern's loss
a s
Balshofer
and
everybody else making

moving
that

time

pictures
are in

a

t

the

"magnate" class today.
Lacmmle, Lubin, PowKessel,

ers,

Selig!

but
why make Mr.
Stern feel bad?
Stern
strayed
into
the producing of advertising films in 1910,

making him somewhat
of

a

field

these

pioneer
also.

films

in

that

He showed
at, among

other
The

Universal feature was released this week. This
four-part comedy drama "Mrs. Plum's Pudding,"
in the leading role.
picture is not up to the standard of other brands
of features shown in Sydney recently, but big things are
expected from Universal in the near future. The next release is "Scandal," to be followed by "Business is Business,"
"Just Jim" and others.
The Fraser Film Company hold exclusive Australian
rights for Broadway Universal Features, Red Feather Photo-

was

first

the

with

Marie Tempest

The

plays,

and Bluebird Productions.

theaters the
Prospect Hall, Brook-

lyn.

Then he became
manager of

assistant

Prospect Hall, staying
there

three

"magnate"

The present Triangle program consists of the seven-part
Kay-Bee subject "Peggy" featuring Billie Burke; "Jordan is
a Hard Road," with Frank Campeau; and a one-part Keystone entitled "Fido's Fate."
The Triangle Playhouse, which seats 1,600 persons, has
been packed nightly with this program, which is an illus-

growing popularity of Triangles.
Australasian Films Ltd. announce that the next program
will be headed by the Kay-Bee production "The Disciple,"
starring William S. Hart, supported by "His Picture in the*
Papers," a Fine Arts comedy-drama with Douglas Fairbanks in the leading role, while a Keystone comedy will
also be on the bill.
The press has given very fine reviews
of the last two double programs, and it is expected that
the new one will be received even more favorably.

inent Australian writer.
takes place in the South

Much

of the action

in

this

story

Seas.

Current screenings include "The Christian," an eight-part
adaption of Hall Caine's famous novel, by the London
Derwent Hall Caine, son of the author, and
company.
Elizabeth Risdon have leading roles.
"Pennington's Choice," a splendid Metro feature, starring
Though these
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne.
two stars are not quite as popular here as in America, they
nevertheless have a large following, which assures the sucappear.
they
which
in
picture
any
of
cess
"The Secret Orchard," the Lasky production. This subject is likely to prove more popular than others from this
studio, being a much deeper play, in addition to being
dramatically stronger.
"The Master of the House," an Equitable five-reeler, of
average entertaining qualities.
_

TOM

Sidney. X.

S.

\\\.

S.

IMRIE

Australia. April 19, 1916.

RUSSELL SMITH WITH TRIANGLE.
Russell E. Smith, the well-known writer of feature film
has just been added to the staff of the Triangle-Ince
Scenario Department and has already started work on a new
Fairbanks
feature in which it is more than likely Douglas
stories,

will be starred.

Stern.

distinction.

Anyway,

Stern's forte

seems

to

lie

in getting more business for his exchange than most of the
other representatives, and there may be money after all in
following the line of least resistance. Time and his growing
strength with the exhibitors will tell, in Herman Stern's

case.

FOOTE AND DEXTER WITH MOROSCO.

tration of the

The George Willoughby Photograph Co. has finished its
second production "The Woman in the Case," and is now
engaged on another five-reeler "A Pearl of Great Price,"
from an original scenario by Randolph Bedford, a prom-

Herman

years.

Then he went with the
Universal 23rd street exchange in New York City.
There
he has just won the first competitive sales prize offered by
the management of that exchange to hustling representatives, aforesaid prize consisting of a gold watch fob suitably inscribed. Perhaps that compensates for missing on the

Courtenay Foote and Elliott Dexter have been engaged
by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company and are now
at work at its West Coast studios.
Mr. Foote is known a.?
a leading man of more than ordinary talent and has a large
following among patrons of the photoplay in this country.
With Bosworth, Inc., he appeared with great success in
"Hypocrites" as Gabriel, the monk who carved the statue
of "Truth."
In "Captain Courtesy" he portrayed the heavy
character opposite Dustin Farnum, while in several of the
Elsie Janis photoplays he also appeared to advantage as
leading man for the famous comedienne.
TZlliott Dexter is another actor of accomplishment and
has a large following both as a screen and stage player. On
the speaking stage he has appeared in many successes during
his ten years in this field.
On the screen he has portrayed
important roles before Paramount patrons. Both Courtenay
Foote and Elliot Dexter will appear for the first time under
Morosco management in "An International Marriage."
now being produced with Rita Jolivet in the stellar role.
This photoplay is planned for release on the Paramount
Program early in July and is the initial George Broadhurst
play to be adapted to the screen.

the

KNICKERBOCKER PICTURE ON BROADWAY.
Negotiations are pending whereby the General Film Comwill secure a theater in Times Square. New York, tor
week of June 18 to exhibit the new Knickerbocker Star
Feature production. "Pay Dirt," in five reels. The deal was
closed early this week.
This latest strategic move of the General Film Company
must be credited to President George Kleine, who con-

pany

the

ceived the idea of establishing a criterion whereby eastern
exhibitors mav ascertain the strength of the features released on the General program.
"Pay Dirt" is a story of the gold fields, adapted from a
drama' which had a successful run a few years ago. Henry
King, the star, has a strong following in the east, and it is
expected the success of his latest production on Broadway
will inaugurate a standing policy whereby General Film
features will be frequently exhibited for a week's run in a

leading

New York

theater.
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'For Idea Only"

visualize scripts.
They can see nothing that is really new.
Here is a story like one that pleased when Biograph madeThey purchase that. Here is another that was a hit with
a Lubin trade mark. They buy that.
Here is a third story
that is better than either of the others, but the idea is so
new that the editor never heard of one like it. Back it goes
to the author.
It may be marked "Not in our line."
In
reality it is too original.
It contains a new thought.
The
editor cannot realize the idea or its value.
it.

By Epes Winthrop

Sargent.

COMMENTING

upon a recent story a manufacturer remarks "1 would gladly pay a thousand dollars for
The
the working manuscript of a good feature.
trouble is that I never can find them. Practically all of our
will accept his
purchased ideas must be reconstructed."
First
of
matter.
the
look
into
statement, but let us also
all,
Suppose that we split with him
a little arithmetic.
fifty-fifty and agree that he would be willing to give five
hundred dollars for a good working script. That means one
hundred dollars a reel for a five reel subject. The idea
in proper action is worth that much.
As a matter of fact
it is cheap at that price.

We

But what really happens?

The good idea comes in, perhaps not in the manner the
editor approves of. The idea is liked. The editor writes the
author that they like the idea but that the script must be
entirely reconstructed.
For this reason they can offer him
merely the nominal price of forty or fifty dollars. Suppose
that the offer is accepted. A staff man is put on the job and
spends perhaps forty dollars worth of time making a working script. For ninety dollars the studio has a five hundred
dollar idea.
It has saved four hundred and ten dollars.
But has

it?

In the first place the script is not as good as the author's
continuity.
All
It has been taken and debased.
originality of thought in the development of the action has
been edited out. The story has been robbed of a certain
charm of individuality and has been reduced to the dead
sameness of all the other ideas this studio has offered. It
is much the same as the story the staff man reconstructed
It is very like the idea he will "fix up"
the week before.
next week. The little flashes of fancy that are the expression
of individualism in the author are thrown aside.
Perhaps
the reconstructor has not even looked at the continuity.
Some men even brag that they never read continuities. In
place of this novel bit of business or that new twist, which
the reconstructor does not see or cannot appreciate, we get
the same old recourse to diaphragming, to close-ups, to disIt has come to the point
solves, to hackneyed light effects.
where a five reel story without hampering trick work would
All of the special tricks have their
be a positive novelty.
uses, but in an effort to gain semblance of novelty, they
are overworked.
As a result, the idea that might have been new if the
author's ideas had been followed out, has become as stale
as any studio-made idea. The imagination that was the sole
excuse for the purchase of the story has been thrown away.
It is no longer a story by John Jones, it is the same old stuff
that Sam Smith always writes.
This confirms the manufacturer in his belief that it is no
use trying to buy on the outside. What is the use of paying Smith a salary to reconstruct stories that are no better
The practice
than the stories Smith can write himself?
merely represents the additional payment to the author for
In a way the manuwhich absolutely no return is had.
He is to
facturer cannot be blamed for the stand he takes.
blame that he puts the fate of his entire business enterprise
so completely into the hands of incompetent persons who,
for their own sakes, cannot afford to encourage the free
They want to hold their own jobs. They must
[am
maintain the fiction that all scripts must be reconstructed by

crude

<

They must make

the staff.

certain their

own

positions,

and

They cannot encourage the free lance
this works two ways.
author with decent payments or the script room would cost
so much that salaries would be cut, and if they encouraged
the free lances to the poinl where the right sort of men went
to work and learned the technical side of the business there
would be a reduction in the Staff anyway.
All the manufacturer knows or sees is that his editorial
a\mL'" him money.
The average cost of his
features is well under two hundred dollars whereas he knows
it
others who pay five hundred and a thousand dollars
Perhaps he even goes through the
taff.
must l" a good
ions and finds that there is little worth
Id cannot know that the best ideas go to the men
whili
who paj the best and who give the author the most
IK does not know thai the "idea
treatment
only" policj is keeping from the work men who can and will
d

m "i

k

hen
belli

f

thai

th<

a

foi

lln

,

For

fait

ditOI

pi

i<

and

incompetency.

e

his
It

)

the situation does not

change.

Many

are honest in their
employer's best interest
intention is no excuse
unable to
art
Btterlj

staff

Good

editors

Sometimes the editor does

see the value of a

new

plot and

unable to purchase because the director will not take
director is unable to comprehend anything that is

yet

is

it.

The

He

make a
story, and it will not
in his hands
because of his inability to grasp the thought.
He is too unintelligent to
He can only copy. At that, he can only copy badly.
think.
And the man he works for backs up his director because,
since the earliest day of the director there has been the
tradition that a director cannot make a good story from
a script he does not like.
This is perfectly true, but why
not get directors whose mental capacity permits them to
grasp the ideas of others? If the manufacturer has a pair
of shoes that pinch his feet, he gets another pair.
If he
has a director who cramps his stories, who wedges all
productions into the narrow compass of his own mind the
manufacturer cuts down the ideas to suit the mental capacity.
He never thinks of getting a broader gauge director just
as he got a larger pair of shoes, though he would never
dream of having a couple of his toes amputated to make his
feet fit smaller shoes.
out of the ordinary.

good

declares that

—

it

—

will

not

There is only one way to get good stories in proper
Get an editor who really knows stories.
Get a
man; not a dramatic man, because he is buying stories
and not plays. But not all story men are well qualified.
Get men who can see good in the work of others. Permit
them to pay reasonable prices for good stories. Let them
encourage the promising writers just as the editors of 1910
developed the present stars.
Cut out the idea of paying
only for the plot suggestion.
Favor those who can give
individuality to their development, and then, if the director
cannot follow the author's thought, get men who can. There
must be such men. If there are not, they can be trained.
They are not broken down stock company directors, they
are more likely to be authors, but they can be had and
trained, and they and they only, can bring novelty to a
business that sadly needs it.
variety.

story

RUBINSTEIN RE-ENTERS PRODUCING FIELD.
Leon

J.

Rubenstein

("Ruby"), the Thanhouser publicity

has resigned his position, with two weeks notice.
It has long been rumored that Ruby would make this move,
yet his resignation caused no mild surprise.
director,

Rubinstein has beenvat New Rochelle for almost two years,
since Edwin Thanhouser returned from Europe.
He engineered Mr. Thanhouser's re-introduction to the industry
and then started a series of spectacular publicity stunts.
His advertising won quick recognition by its originality,
and his knack of playing to the theater man produced
results.
While at the helm in New Rochelle he made a
specialty of stunt work, and in the past year he gathered
Florence La Badie will no doubt
in a number of scoops.
be sorriest of all to see him go, for Ruin was particularly
successful in securing publicity for her.
Before taking up his work at Thanhouser's. he was m
the producing business as head of the Ruby Twinplcx
When the time came he sold out.
Studio, which he built.
Now
which later transpired to be wisdom on his part
he will practically resume where he left off. but declines
nj details of bis plans except that he will show
Rubinstein
production
new
entirely
of
trade
an
Style
the
leaves New Rochelle with the best wishes of the company
and the board of directors.

VON KLEIN OUT OF HORSLEY STUDIO.
Bert 11. Von Klein, since last October the general man
ager of the David Horslej motion picture studios. Ins miend connections with that institution David Horsley, sole
owner and direct. .r-genei al of the Studios, has elevated John
jasper, formerly the purchasing ftgenl at the plant, to the
position made vacant by Mr. Von Klein.
Von Klein stated that he had not
In discontinuing. Mr
made up his mind for the future but that he was negotiating
for a similar position with one <>f southern California's film
Mr Von Kiem vacated bis offici -'
business.

Sail... las.
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"How
Al

Draws Well.

Britain Prepared"

Lichtman Declares Many Film
Possibilities of Picture

Now

Men Could Not
at the

See

Lyceum.

ff£iUCCESS!"

exclaimed Al Lichtman, general
of the Patriot Film Corporation, which controls the
rights for the United States of "How Britain Prepared," the official British film now being shown at the
Lyceum theater, New York. "Success! Well, if turning
them away by the hundreds every night and a chorus of en-

^
^

thusiastic praise

from the entire

New York

press isn't a suc-

do not know what the word means."
have got a 'winner' for sure," he continued; "although

cess, then I

"Wo

one after another film man turned it down and it would have
been lost to America had not a group of serious business

men been invited to take a last look at it before Charles
Urban under whose direction the pictures were made by
authority of the British Government took it back to London disgusted with his reception by 'the trade' here."
"So these gentlemen just snapped it up," went on Mr.
Lichtman. "In a day or two they formed a $100,000 syndicate to finance the pictures. The Patriot Film Corporation
was born and the patriotically demonstrative houses that
have been greeting 'How Britain Prepared,' at the Lyceum,
are the result."
"And some people thought that the 'war film' had seen its
day," was remarked.
"This is not a war film," retorted Air. Lichtman. "This is
a Prcparedness-for-War film something totally different.
That's one of the elements of its success. It shows us exactly what we Americans must do if a war cloud should
threaten our tranquillity. And, indeed, as the Evening Sun
critic said, in that respect, it is 'calculated to stir the spirit
even of a pacifist.' As for Urban's wonderful films showing
Admiral Jellicoe's great North Sea Fleet on guard and in
action something to which recent events have given an
increased importance- such an authority as Commander
Crank of the United States Navy said to me that they are

—

—

—

—

—

simply incomparable."

"And now that you have this big success," Mr. Lichtman
was asked, "what are you going to do with it?"
"A pertinent question. Answer: Although we have had

many

offers for rights, including the largest legitimate theater circuits, we propose sending out 'How Britain Prepared'

We

intend choosing the
ourselves, as a big road attraction.
best theaters in every city, but we will always give preference to the big first class moving picture houses with good
will
fair with everyplay
orchestras.
You may be sure we
body. The gentlemen behind the enterprise would not stand
for anything else."

RICHARD HARDING DAVIS' LAST STORY IN
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CUB COMEDY COMPANY CELEBRATES.
A celebration in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of the
the successful completion of half
many weeks was held at the David
Horsley studios, Los Angeles, Saturday night, May 27, the
guest of honor being Director Milton H. Fahrney. The big
stage at the north end of the plant was transformed into a
huge ballroom, and when the festivities started fully three
hundred persons were present, the assemblage being composed of the entire working force of the studio as well as
many prominent lights of the film colony of southern CaliCub Comedy Company and

a hundred pictures in as

fornia.
David Horsley, sole owner, and director-general of the
studios, planned the event, in recognition of the faithful services of Mr. Fahrney and his associates. Sharing the glory
of the occasion with Mr. Fahrney were five members of the
Cub Comedy Company who made up the cast of the first
This honor fell to George Ovey, star
picture, a year ago.
of the company; Louis FitzRoy, assistant to Mr. Fahrney;
Janet Sully, Jefferson Osborne and Ross Fisher, the cameraman who turned the crank throughout the entire five thousand scenes or more used in making the fifty productions.
One of the surprises of the evening was the -appearance of
the Cub Company band, consisting of twelve pieces, under
the leadership of George Ovey. It was the first public appearance of this aggregation and they made an excellent showing
from the start.
program made up of talent from the celebrating company occupied a good portion of the evening, it being so
arranged that it alternated with the dances, thereby making
the activities continuous. At midnight the grand march- took
place, the procession being headed by Mr. and Mrs. Fahrney,
followed by the Cub band and then the company.

A

ACORD SERIOUSLY INJURED.
It was entirely an accident, and not because the horse
proved capable of unseating Art Acord, that he was badly
hurt during the filming of a scene for a Mustang picture entitled "Sandy, Reformer," at the Santa Barbara studios of
the American Film Company, Inc., recently.
The Mustang company was on location in one of the
densely wooded valleys of the Santa Ynez Mountains.
Acord's part called for him to ride down a steep slope among
boulders and through thick underbrush. At one of the most
perilous points, the horse lost its footing and fell sidewise
down the incline. Feeling the horse going, Acord attempted
One of his spurs caught in a
to spring off on the upside.
worn cinch, and he was dragged after the rolling, pitching,
struggling horse. Before the animal could regain its feet.
it had rolled over the rider inflicting severe internal injuries

—

PICTURE.
"Somewhere

"THE PRIMA DONNA'S HUSBAND."

in France," the last story from the pen of the
late Richard Hardin;? Davis, is now being arranged for filming at the Triangle-Ince studio. The story is a particularly
virile one and it promises to be one of the film sensations
of the year.
As now being written, it is likely that Louise
Glaum, the well-known Triangle star, will be seen in the
featured part.

The Triumph Film Corporation has secured the Lyceum
Theater for a trade showing of "The Prima Donna's Husband,"
Monday, June 12th at 10.30 a. m. This is said to be an exceptionally strong photoplay, directed by Julius Steger and
Joseph A. Golden, with Holbrook Blinn heading a cast that
includes Clara Whipple and Kathryn Browne Decker.

Scene from "Sorrow of Love" (Ince).

Scene from "The Capture of Red Stanley" (Kalem).
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Mr. Geo. H. Smith of the Yitagraph Co. returned to the
offices from his American tour on the eve- of the recompany's big subject "The Battle Cry of Peace."

London

lease of his

D. TIPPETT, the managing director of the British
JOHN
"Universal" Company— the Trans-Atlantic,— promises to

become an inveterate exhibitor. The week has seen his
second venture in London in screen presentations with "The

Dumb Girl of 1'ortici" at the Philharmonic Hall and incidentally in a style calculated to command the attention of
The first day's proceeds of the exhibitions
the aristocracy.
of the Pavlowa film were in aid of war charities and considering the ultra-selectness of the audiences it was I believe
Queen Alexandra's first visit to a public kinema entertainment
and such delightful little impositions as cigarettes at tenshillings each, the results were most gratifying.

At a meeting the other day of the London County Council
theatrical sub-committee one member described the principle
of compelling Sunday kinemas to devote part of their proceeds to charitable funds as one of blackmail and suggested
that along the same system of reasoning the L. C. C. tram
cars should give their quota of Sunday fares!
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.

—

—

Octavia Handworth Returns
Old-time Favorite Comes Back

we going

to

sighted, to rail against the pictures. They are the outstanding social fact of our time and it is for us to make the best of
them, which we have hitherto been very far from doing.
Especially do we wish to see the kinematograph used in
schools. It is now being pressed upon the Imperial Council
at Delhi for acceptance by the Indian Government for use
in all public schools and it has been suggested that in England and America, schools might combine by using a common building and so not incur great expense. Picture-house
proprietors would probably welcome cooperation to this end."

The concluding observation is for once accurate and coming from the one-time most formidable opponents of the
motion-picture is, to say the least, interesting.
But the
experiences of many exhibitors with designs upon the educational development of the kinematograph have not been happy
ones. Instead of cooperation from the authorities, ecclesiastical or educational, dissenting cranks have frustrated many
praiseworthy propositions and I have known cases where
special facilities arranged for school chiildren to see educational films have been actually resisted through the domination of the text-book fads. It is unnecessary to wade through
Plutarch or Gibbons to find that war is as great a revolutionary factor to mind as body so it is not surprising that this
along with other old cherished prejudices should have gone
to the wall.
The educational authorities might do much to
encourage the idea. In one Northern city they have made a
laudable start by permitting 25,000 school-children to see the
"Britain Prepared" series of war-films.
The children attended the exhibitor's hall at nine in the morning, accompanied by their tutors, and were clear before the ordinary
performances. The local education authorities arranged the
collection of the kiddies "twopences" and, it is most gratifying to observe, not a single parent amongst the 25,000 refused the wherewithal of admission to his offspring or voiced
any objection to the innovation.
The time of writing is the second week of the administraAmusements Tax and there is no gainsaying that
imposition last week, coming simultaneous with a spell
of brilliant weather, an hour's extra daylight, and the ratification of the general conscription bill for all men of military fitness, was conducive to anything but good business.

tion of the
its

The country and suburban showmen appear to have been hit
hardest through the new exaction but this week conditions
are

more promising

all

round.

The

first Kerrigan serial was unspooled to the trade in London last week, Two of the villains in different episodes of
"Terence O'Rourke" have been furnished with Teutonic attri-

butes for the more palatable assimilation of the British film
fan.
There is no point upon which Trans-Atlantic publicity
scores oftener than upon these little touches of topicality.

A journalistic friend who was amongst a privil
invited to see a recent War Office acquisition from the official
camera-men at the front gives a vivid account of a wonderful
film of the St. F.loi battle. He states that the military
authorities think it the most realistic war-film vet issued particularly
because it shows close views of concentrated artillery
fire
and a Fokker biplane in flames. The film will be shown to the
_

Important Role

in

in

"Who's

Guilty?"

ALWAYS
IT friends.
This

is

master the Kinema and direct it intOMiseful channels or are we going to allow it to master us?" is a
question that has been exacting much thought and discussion
from a few perplexed prelates of the Established Church.
Says one, "it is worse than useless, it is foolish and short"Art-

a pleasure

to

welcome the return of old

world of the
theater, where "here today
gone tomorrow" seems so
inevitably the rule. And so it is with unusual delight that the
host of admirers who so long have followed the career of
Octavia Handworth on
stage and screen note
her reappearance in the
silent drama.
Miss Handworth was
some years ago the first
is

particularly true

—

in the

star of the American
company which the famous house of Pathe
established. Under the

guiding hand of her
husband, an extremely
popular and capable diMiss Handworth
climbed
slowly
but
steadily into the dizzy
eminence of stardom.
Then she went to Europe, to appear there for
several years in pictures
and on the stage.
Upon her recent return
to
the
United
States she was engaged
"gobbled up" might
rector,

—

describe
the
by W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Company, which is producing the "Who's Guilty?" series for Pathe. So that really Miss
Handworth has but returned to her first love in the motion
picture field.
better

process

—

Octavia Handworth.

To those who see her for the first time as the scheming
in "Sowing the Wind," one of the "Who's
Guilty?" series, it will seem as if Miss Handworth has eclipsed
her part, as if she were, if anything, too convincing in a difficult and rather unsympathetic role.
But those who have
made the previous acquaintanceship of this clever young
woman will realize that with her return to pictures she
merely has set a new mark of dramatic attainment.
The average "adventuress" we mean the stage type of adventuress is usually dark, with solemn, sullen eyes that seem
to brood as if over darkest Egypt's past.
Yet M
worth is a true blonde. Nor is there aught in her eyes when
they are not conscious of the camera's work, of anything save
kindness and good humor. Also an "adventuress" is supposed to be a wicked woman of fixed and daring purpose:
Miss Handworth rather gives the impression of subtle cunning and masterful design.
All true "adventuress" types are- or they -av should he
housekeeper

—

—

—

a

force.
In this, at any rate. Miss Handworth fills
ibcd defines, except that she carries domination to
point of riegalnesa
For regal she is, rather than master-

dominating

iii>

ful;

dominant rather than dominating.

Under the careful direction of Lawrence H. McGill. who
wing the Wind," all of the cleverness of this unusually clever woman is brought to the fore.
So sincerely
has her work been done that, at the conclusion of the "Who's
Guilty?" series. President Shallenberger of the \irow Company plans to present Miss Handworth in a stellar role in a
feature drama now being written for her.

iHt,
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"The Destroyers"
Lee Stewart Makes Debut as Leading Player in
Vitagraph-V-L-S-E Picture.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
V-L-S-E released on June 5 'The Destroyers," the flvepart Vitagraph Blue Ribbon In which Lucille Lee Stewart makes her debut as a leading player.
The subject,
the script for which was written by James Oliver Curwood,
was produced by Ralph Ince. Mr. Ince has made no effort to
Lucille

THE

make his story depend on one player; in fact, there are five
upon whom the Interest centers. The opportunities given Miss
Stewart in this picture are hardly sufficient to afford an adequate index as to her capabilities as a leading player.
The

June

17,

1916

she may be recalled for her excellent work In numerous Lubin
photoplays; Mr. Blackwell is, of course, well known to all
picture patrons, whereas Mr. McAllister has proven himself
to be an effective actor on the screen as on the stage
In point
of prestige, alsosuitability in the present Instance, the featured
players were a happy selection.
From the popular viewpoint, if not always from the more
exacting one of logical art, "His Brother's Wife" is a promising offering in that it contains certain unfailing
elements
of appeal.
There is Helen Barton, the wife, ready to sacrifice
herself for her husband, stricken with tuberculosis
after his
financial ruin; there is the husband's dashing young
who magnanimously foregoes a tempting affair with thebrother
sorely
perplexed wife, and when it is desirable to strike a domestic
note calculated to arouse a sympathetic response in the audience, there is a pretty child, an innocent victim of the
tragedy

convenient arrangement in the progress of the~ploVis"true \nd
at times the director permitted scenes not essential
to the
action, such as those of an Apache dance and a spirited
race
on snow-covered ice; but in the main the story advances with
commendable directness. First, we meet the Burtons in the
time of their prosperity, suddenly ended by the disastrous fire
started by a discharged employe; then we meet the brother

Scene from "The Destroyers" (Vitagraph).

McCloud

role of Josephine

is

a

i

;r, as to awaken interest
Stewart so well acquits herself,
in her future work.
"The Destroyers" is a good picture. Its opening is in the
north woods, snow-covered. The status of the principal characters at the end of the first reel is in doubt.
It is at this
]

that the story reverts to its chronological beginning,
is unfolded the story withthe story, the explanation as to why the uncommunicative
in solitude and as to why the young woman is
so far from the surroundings to which plainly she is accustomed. It is a dramatic recital and holds throughout. When
the tale fades back into the present the result is a strong situation and it is capably handled.
Huntley Gordon has the role of McCloud and later of Peter
God, the municipal reformer who, on account of his activities,
is "framed up" by a defeated candidate for the mayoralty.
As
the result of a struggle in which two persons are killed he
goes to the woods, away from civilization, believing himselt
John Robertson is
a murderer and hunted by the police.
I^awler, the politician, who succeeds in destroying the reputation of the man who exposed his crookedness. Virginia Norden
is Coralie De Gar, the willing instrument of Lawler.
It is
an excellent cast.
The opening of the story is effective. Over the snow-covered
trails speed the six dogs and their sled with its human freight.
They are seen from near and from far. The staging of the fort,
with its log buildings, is realistic. The illusion of the woods is
well sustained throughout the picture.
point

and for more than three reels there
in

hermit lives

of

Reviewed by Lynde Denig.

<HE

T

three players at the points of the triangle in this fivepart drama Ethel Clayton, Paul McAllister and Carlyle
Blackwell comprise as strong a combination as any pro:r need desire.
It would not be fair to either the author
he story or to the director, Harley Knoles, to state that
actors are the making of the picture; but surely they do
r share, and each has a drawing power worthy of con-

—

—

(World).

"The Code of the

Hills"

Lubin Western Studio Produces Three-Part Subject Containing

Good

Situations.

Reviewed by George

Blaisdell.

THE

Lubin Company released on June 1 "The Code of the
Hills," a three-part subject treating of life in a primitive

community and

"His Brother's Wife"
Premo-World Film Drama Presenting Three Players
Marked Ability in an Adequate Story.

Scene from "His Brother's Wife"

who, having gained a fortune on an Australian ranch, visits
York, and next we follow the events dependent upon his
chance encounter with Helen.
When the action shifts to
Saranac Lake there are opportunities for beautiful scenes and
convincing bits of drama.
The separation of husband and
wife, as the result of an unjust suspicion, is not improbable,
according to photoplay standards, and the reconciliation on
the night that Helen scores as an actress in a stellar role is
within reason.

Xew

also in the city. The story is written by
Mr. Mayo
Millard Wilson and is directed by Melvln Mayo.
would have added materially to the illusion of his picture had

he seen fit in staging it to have incorporated backgrounds
containing mountains or even hills. So far as this writer obwas not present the faintest suggestion of these.
Lucy Payton plays the dual role of mother and daughter.
Bird Hopkins is the lawyer who on vacation meets and marries
the former.
The union is an unhappy one, and the mother
returns to her home. A daughter is born and the mother dies.
The father is unaware of the existence of the newcomer. In
later years the daughter goes to the home of the lawyer, now
a judge, to kill him in revenge for his having sentenced to

served, there

June

17,
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prison a man who had been the child's protector as he had
also been the unsuccessful suitor for the hand of the mother.
The daughter, unaware of the Identity of her father, stands
beside the painting of her mother In the Judge's study and
with pistol in hand. It is a situation of dramatic power. The
design of Nan to kill the judge Is aborted by the intervention
of the actual murderer, the brother of the man sentenced, who
has come to the judge to confess. The story told by the visitor
unites father and daughter and steps are taken to free the
one in prison. As the crime for which he had been sentenced

of the story presents a remarkable spectacle, excited action
under the cloak of night, with indistinct forms hurrying from
the saloon, and guns flashin^.
le strangers
getaway with their loot. The scenes on the desert where
the men do their best with the new-born babe will be found
both pathetic and amusing, and sometimes singularly gruesome. The double exposure work representing the spirits
ol
the two older men who died on the desert that the babe
might
be brought to safety by the younger man, driving a couple of

"The Lotus Woman"
Kalem Release Containing Many Picturesque
Scenes— Alice Hollister in a Vampire Role.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

Five-Reel

THElady

line in George R. Sims' "Ostler Joe" descriptive of the
"who lured men's souls to the shore of sin by the
light of her wanton eyes" applies equally as well to
Juana, the Lotus Woman. This lady vampire is a native of
South America, and was reared in rigorous seclusion by her
haughty old father, Don Roberto, until the arrival of a dashing rebel chief at the hacienda. Whereupon she is found the
next evening in the garden by her sire clasped in the arms of
the rebel gentleman, Lopez by name.
When Don Roberto
voices his disapproval he is shot down by Lopez, and the
couple is next seen in camp, with Lopez in command of a
conquering army. Jerry Mandeville, an American soldier of
fortune, disappointed in a love affair at home, joins the rebel.
and the Lotus Woman tries her fascination on him. She is
repulsed and vows vengeance.
Mandeville's successful rival
next appears on the scene, and Juana makes a quick conquest

Scene from "The Code of the Hills" (Lubin).

was the shooting of a n in who had insulted the daughter of
the judge the code of th hills is accepted by the latter, there
is no further prosecutioi
and all ends happily.
"The Code of the Hills
will make an acceptable three-part
subject.
,

'

"The Three Godfathers"
Six-Part

Photoplay Presents Story
Appeal by Peter B. Kyne.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Bluebird

of

Strong

THE

exceptionally human character of this story allows of
its extension over six reels of film without becoming
tiresome. The regeneration of three crooks through the
enforced adoption of a lone infant born on the desert and left
their
care by a dying mother, forms the main theme of
to
Peter B. Kyne's story, cleverly adapted to the screen by Harvey
Director E. J. LeSaint with Stella Razeto and Harry
Gates.
Carey in the leading roles, and George Berrell, Frank Lanning, Joe Rickson and Hart Hoxle in the supporting cast, has
made the production one of the welcome sort that the exhibitor may show with impunity before any audience.
The introduction of the main theme of the story has been
done in a most satisfactory manner. We are thoroughly well
acquainted with Ituby Merrill of the western dance hall. Bob

Scene from "The Lotus

The way

of him.

Woman"

(Kalem).

thus opened for Mandevillo to prove himhis lady love as the final picture
upon the screen. The patli leading to this proper
conaummation of the tale la a bloody one, bowi
strewn with the bodies of Lopez, the Lotus Woman and tn«
self the better

is

man and win

American.
During a perfect whirlwind of strictly
melodramatic action the rebel chief is killed by Don Roberto
about to finish Juana; the American la shot down
tad of soldiers, and Juana performs
•the happy dispatch" by the aid of her own stil
nihai rassment of riehes in the way of plot makes the story
somewhat slow in getting under Way. but. the exposition unci'
over, eventa mOVe forward .it a rapid and compelling pace
Judged from Ita own viewpoint 'The Lotus Woman" la a
faithless

just as he is
while tryla
.

lake all play a of its i.,ss. the characters
photoplaj of merit.
dominated by the melodramatic exigencies of the altuahave been outlined with a Bteady hand. The atmosol Latin lm< rii
la sustained in the locations
oiiKhont the live reels
Uloe Bolllster'a performance of Juana is oonststent, admirable In expreeslon and ph\siciill> attractive, although she
does not attempt to make this last quality unduly prominent
e who depends upon her mental appeal to entice her
\ai
\
victims is a novelty in this da> and age
Harry Millar. le. who
had charge of the production, is quietly effective as Mandeville, and Arthur Albertaon, j-im
sfaoklln, Jamai
and i'. .v. Cuaaaoh
an excellent account of the other imnoi t.mt cha
,

are

lions, but

phere

i

•

Scene

Godfathers"

(Bluebird).

Sangater, the oowpunoher from nowhere, and the

ten, who,
he was

it

transpires,

knew Bob

In

the

fume

•

thi

"pen"

when

suniKk'liir hois.-s.' h.-i
tit.safe
breaking eplaode and the Right Into the daaarl
Bob
trying i" make a ataka with which to return and marry Ruby,
takes a laal ohanee on a crooked Kama, tttaga the girl from
him to aafety, refualng to "laj down al the pinch
and rushes
through tin' bullet-swept street with the boraea al the signal
from Hi- other three. The dark atreel aoene al thl
"<I..im'

f

>

>

t

"Bogus Ghost" Was by Gardner.
Through an
Bogua Qhost,"
Kalem, Mas I
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"Civilization"

A

Most Powerful and Compelling Film Spectacle Contrasting the Apparent Peace of Civilization with the
Grim Reality of War.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.

ASTheA SPECTACUE
spectacular has been

"Civilization" la an undoubted success.
rather emphasized on the screen
Exacting standards have been
these last lVw months.
i>m even judged by these exacting standards Mr. Inoe's
it is altogether probable
production bears the severest test,

Bet,
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Before this strange transformation takes place the Count is
led to a spot in the "borderland" which is palpably copied from
the Dante film and is told that "Here abides Immortal Hate
chained to herself." The Count seems much impresed and then
disappears from the story except as to his outward and visible
form. Before the audience reaches this remarkable scene it has
been profoundly impressed by the horrors of war. The early
scenes of war, the terrible contrast between the apparent peace
of civilization and the grim presence and reality of war, have
been portrayed with a realism and an art rarely surpassed in
film history. No stronger appeal on behalf of suffering humanity lias ever been made in words or in pictures.
Toward the end of the picture, when we have supped our fill
of horrors, a new series of horrors is shown, strong, artistic,
realistic, overwhelmingly powerful but withal anti-climactic.
The titles with negligible exceptions are good, but there are
altogether too many of them, and the long narrative which introduces the pictures is apt to become tedious. The picture, except in the purely allegorical attempts, is clear and powerful
enough to tell its own story and unnecessary titles only in-

With

all

its

confusion of ideas the feature has a compelling

which could have been greatly enhanced with the right
In spots the music was suitable enough, in other
was altogether out of place. The success of the music
depends entirely on a skillful use of crescendo and diminuendo.
The composer, it seems to me, has overlooked most of his
interest,

sort of music.

places

it

opportunities.

The acting surely was not up to the height of Mr. Ince's
"great argument." Herschell Mayall was an impossible King of
strutted most of the time. Howard Hickman had

Wredpryd and

Scene from "Civilization" (Ince).
its
.•ill
that the spectacular element in this feature
popularity and its commercial success, and if there were no
other criterions this review must end right here. An attempt
has been made, however, to produce an allegory and to convey
a great idea. Whatever criticism is attempted here will conMr. Ince
fine itself entirely to that aspect of the production.
has endeavored to use the artistic and psychological power of
the screen, and his laudable and ambitious efforts in this direction call for a just but sympathetic analysis.
of all mediums of expression, of all forms of literature, nothIn all the literature of
ing is more difficult than allegory.
the world, ancient and modern, the successful allegories may
be counted on the fingers of one hand. The use of the supernatural requires little less than genius. In "Civilization" the
most daring use is made of the supernatural. Mr. Ince takes
us to "The Borderland" which he informs us "flows" between
Earth and Eternity. What we see there is by no means clear,

a most unenviable part as Count Ferdinand and did the best he
could. Miss Enid Markey as Katheryn Haldemann may eventually develop into a good actress. There were moments when
she encouraged such a belief, and of her ambition and .her conscientious effort there can be no doubt. She, too, had an almost possible part and never seemed quite clear just what to
do with it. George Fisher acquitted himself well in the extremely delicate and difficult part of Jesus.
The pantomime preceding the film at its first showing at the
Criterion on the night of Friday, June 2, was exceedingly well
done and deserved the rich applause it received. The audience
was extremely lavish in its demonstrations, as may be judged
from the fact that the quotation of one of the ten commandments brought forth a storm of applause.
At the end of the performance Mr. Ince came uopn the stage
in response to the noisy demands of his friends.
He was evidently much moved by the favorable reception of his most
ambitious effort and made a short speech acknowledging his

"The Spider and the Fly"
Robert Mantell and Genevieve Hamper in Well Acted Melodrama by the Fox Company Five Reels.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
spider in this picture, "The Spider and the Fly," is
played by Genevieve Hamper.
It is a five-reel offering
full of the old-fashioned melodrama's high lights and
deep shadows. The spider, after wrecking the lives of several
men, among them a gentleman who loved her too well, played
is
converted
and
becomes a slum worker,
Mantell,
Robert
by
but is too late to save the poor, broken gentleman.
The juvenile parts are taken by Claire Whitney and Walter
Miller, two guileless young folks who see only enough evil In
the world to come through their trials and tribulations safely.
Stewart Holmes plays the chief helper of the "Spider." In
the early scenes there is a most charming child, one of those
kiddies, it seems, who are earnest and sensitive and who can
be played upon even to tears of sympathy as sweetly as a

—

rHE

One notices the Fox skillful workmanship in the picture
abundantly. There is a wonderfully effective use of close-up
scenes that pick out the faces where the drama values are
There are sets and backgrounds
highest for the instant.
that are unobtrusively perfect. The quality of the story will,
as an offering, depend on the taste of the audience it is the
old-fashioned melodrama, nothing more or less, but well acted
It is not a picture
(for the most part) and well produced.
that those who are asking for substantial offerings would
seek, nor would those who want pictures significant of real
life care much for it.

—

Scene from "Civilization" (Ince).
though it is weird and picturesque. In this "borderland" we
meet the figure of Jesus. The inventor of a submarine, "Count
Ferdinand," has refused to fire a torpedo at a peaceful passenger ship, and though he was the commander of the U-boat,
he preferred to kill most of the crew and blow up the boat to
executing the orders of his inhuman king. He is drowned and
his soul is presently found wandering in the "borderland."
He
Jesus meets him and addresses him as "Count Ferdinand."
praises the Count for the service he has rendered to humanity
and announces that He will reappear upon earth in the form
and shape of the Count and preach peace.

Second Year for Editor Mitchell.
his final OK upon Mutual Weekly No. 75,
to the screen, Pell Mitchell completed his second year as editor of this motographic news reel.
The Mutual Weekly is manufactured by the Gaumont Company at Flushing, N. Y. Mr. Mitchell has edited one hundred

When

he

put

which has just been given

issues. Since he began, he has secured for the Mutual
the enviable reputation as the standard. During his
incumbency the Mutual Weekly has recorded a number of
Even
scoops which testify to his enterprise and alertness.
away from the office Mr. Mitchell remains "on the job," since
a second office is maintained in his New York apartment that
he may keep constantly in touch with the news of the world.
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"Gloria's

\

Romance"

V

Arouse the Keen Interest of the SpecPreference for Freneau and in the
Web That Is Being Spun Around Him.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
WAS not mistaken in foretelling in my review of Chapters II and III of "Gloria's Romance" that the indications
I
pointed to increased action and keener interest in the
Chapters IV and
tator

in

2057

Gloria's

chapters soon to follow.
Chapters IV and V cannot fail to stir spectators into the
belief that the story is very much worth while, notwithstanding the luke-warmness that may have been created by th^
first three chapters because of their simi

cepts him.

This scene is very well acted. Freneau's proposal is made
most original way, the dominating impression being cold,
intellectual forcefulness, with an artificial show of deep sentiment. Billie Burke's Gloria is just what we would expect on
this occasion.
She listens to his words in silence, looking at
him all the time out of eyes filled with a trustful tenderness
and their lips meet in the first kiss.
Pneumonia seizes Gloria as the result of the sleigh ride, and
the old fogy family doctor is called in. He comes near putting
an end to the story right here, but Dr. Joyce comes to the
rescue, the old fogy fires himself, and our heroine is spared to
encounter whatever joys or ills the future may have in store
for her.

in a

"The Evil Thereof"
Unpleasant But Powerful Famous Players Subject Is Well
Made and Well Acted.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
Famous Players released on June 5 "The Evil Thereof,"
a five-part adaptation of the drama by Channing Pollock
and Rennold Wolf. It is a "morality drama"; an unpleasant subject is treated in a powerful way. The object of
the story is to show the widely divergent uses to which money
may be put. There is shown the contrast in which the spendthrift showers money on those who share his orgies and the
scant consideration he bestows upon the wife of a laborer
fatally injured by his machine.
The picture is directed by
Robert G. Vignola in the Famous Players style.
Two characters stand out in the story. Frank Losee is seen
in the role of the wealthy man who is in business not because
he needs the money, but because he believes it to be expedient
to get away from the possibility of the charge of being one

THE

of the "idle rich"; the broker is altogether despicable, a libertine without a saving grace unless it be the lavish manner in
which he throws money, hundred-dollar bills, to his women
friends.
Grace Valentine is a manicurist who is seduced by
the broker and, disowned by her father, afterward has no interest in life; her subjugation is complete; there is nothing
for -her to do but heed the "beck and call" of the broker.
It

Scene from "Gloria's Romance" (Kleine).
and tameness of action, necessitated by the avowed purpose
of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes to write a moving picture
novel that would show life as it is reasonably lived.
It is pertinent here to submit the opinion that it might
have been better, in the first filmed novel of this type, had
Chapters I, II and III been all included in the first release.
It seems to me that if this plan had been followed the disappointment of many who were not prepared for a story of
this type would have become hearty interest and support.
It now appears evident, after viewing Chapters IV and V,
that interest henceforth will be cumulative and that the new
type of film novel

— instead

of unfolding its greatest thrill in

the opening chapters and then gradua'ly dwindling into monotony and wearisomeness until the close will continue to exer-

—

greater influence as it proceeds.
I expect to see finer
opportunities for acting on the part of the principals and of
all the other important characters and to witness a denoueni. hi that will be worthy and satisfying.
Chapter IV is headed "The Social Vortex." Here Freneau,
the gentleman adventurer who plays havoc among the hearts
..t
women, renews his attentions to Gloria, and through her
girlish cunning succeeds In
at her coming-out
I withstanding
that her aunt
Hortensia bad blueHe had made his peace with
penciled his name on the list.
her over his failure to recognize her at the opera by paying
her the artful compliment, "You've grown so wonderfully
beautiful thai
didn't know you," and while her father slept
in his chaii
acl be bad conducted a wireless
on with her by means of his and of her opera glass
and taken hei off to the refreshmeni
m, where he fullj
in her favor.
a tin.- touch of corned; In this scene (or scenes), in
cise

"Scene from
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ilorla is a girlish, radiant
to the winds at the dictates of

dot Ing old million
over his powerlessness to
hi r

1

her

1

keep her

in

her

StrangeU contrasting pair. The two roles are splendidly
The smooth villainy of the one s matched by the deep
despair of the other.
The story is a Buocesslon •!' tragedies of the soul and also
The culmination is near the close of the banquet
of blood.
where the brokt
his friends, or
yon will.
if
Tin' brooding manicurist, repentant, rebellious,
overcome bj sham.-, plunges the carving knife Into the breast
is

a

played.

—

The scene in the Stafford mansion showing the initiation of
Gloria as a debutante is animated and picturesque, and Miss
Billie Burke is the star toward which all eyes are directed.
to
lv<
Gloria
her opening dance to any of the young
gallants who press her for the favor, and finally selects her
old Dad for that honor, but his heart trouble soon makes Iors
of his feet and he resigns to another. Kreneau is her favorite,
and the Jealous Dr. Joyce registers in his mind that Gloria
dances with him just a bit too often an. makes it his duty
to have a talk with him and threaten him.
Chapter V, "Th<
m," introduces a new character, Gideon Trask, who promises to interfere more effectively
With tli.' plus ..I the wily Freneau than does either Gloria's
father or Dr. Joyce.
A sight of this stranger by Freneau
recalls a chapter out of his reckless past life, bvtt that is soon
m.| we see him sleighing with Gloria the following
day behind her new ponies. Billie Burke handles the ribbons
like a prize winner at a swelldom's horse show and looks
ih.
On the trip, at the inn, where
they stop for a cup of tea that is never drunk, so far as the
i

I

'

•

I

of the

cage.

i

h..st.

•The Kvii Thereof

Is

realism

gilded brutality.

The story

grips.

MABEL TALIAFERRO

IN "GOD'S

HALF ACRE."

Mabel Taliaferro, the famous stage and screen favorite, has
enl w itii Metro- Etolfc to appeal
The first of this number,
eleven more flve-part productions
"Ood'S Half Acre." is now In production, and wiH bl
the middle of July.
Edwin Carewe, who has been directing
Miss Taliaferro, and who ai
a red with her in "The Snowbird," her last feature on the Metro program, will direct all
the Taliaferro productions.

CLIFFORD ELFELT WILL DIRECT "MUGGINS."
Clifford Kit- -it has been selected to Bin "Muggins." .. one
reel comedy drama in which Cr.t.hen Lederer will play the
lead, with N. Mvles opposite, and supported by Adele FarrlngThe filming of tins picture
ton and little Elizabeth .laynes.
play will require at least another week.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
"Chip's

Children Appear in Juvenile Film Corporation Burlesque on
Famous Charlie Chaplin Picture.
Reviewed by LynOe Dent?.
is a burlesque on a burlesque depending somewhat,
though not entirely, on the supposition that prospective
audiences have viewed the original. To thoroughly appreciate Charlie Chaplin's comedy version of "Carmen" it is wise to

HERE

Ot

the serious

productions

first;

likewise the
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"His Great Triumph"

Carmen"

l

Scene from "Chip's Carmen" (Juvenile).
these two reels, made by the Juvenile Film Corporation,
under the direction of James A. Fitz-Patrick, will be grasped
more completely if the incidents in the famous Essanay burlesque are recalled. An exhibitor who has shown the Chaplin
picture would not go far wrong in booking "Chip's Carmen,"
while the impression left by the original is still fresh, especially if the taste of children, or that of adults with a childish
sense of humor, is being considered.
The spirit of this picture is ingenuously youthful and thereIt is very much as though a party
in lies most of its charm.
of clever youngsters had been inspired to adjourn to the
back yard and spend the afternoon playing "Carmen," having
secured an assortment of costumes from their elders. Indeed,
something of this idea is carried out in the introduction of
Joseph Chip Monahan, the juvenile imitator of Chaplin. His
mind filled with memories of the "Carmen'' burlesque, he returns home and wanders out into the fields with his goat.
Presently he falls asleep and the scene dissolves into a fantastic distortion of the picture just witnessed.
In the dream, Chip Monahan becomes Bon Doze, who Is
fascinated by the wiles of a nine-year-old Carmen, cleverly
Then all of
presented by Chip's sister, Janethel Monahan.
the lad's playmates enter into the action as bandits, toreadors,
or just plain spectators of Bon Doze's heroic encounter with
the bull. The scenes are brightly acted by the children, among
them Dolores Mitrovich, a dancer of rare grace.
of

Reviewed by Lynde Denlg.
two-thirds of its five-reel course, "His Great
holds true to a tense story of an unusual naafter that, after the climax in the life of
Buttsy Gallagher has been reached and passed, there is considerably less to engage the attention. Had the plot been allowed to run its natural length, it is probable that we should
have had a three instead of a five-reel picture, and the Impression left by William Nigh's complete portrayal of a pathetic weakling would have been stronger in consequence.
Although Marguerite Snow is given a prominent place in the
His is the charcast, this is essentially Mr. Nigh's picture.
acter that stands out In unchallenged prominence, attracts
sympathy and justifies the stoTy. Buttsy is a mental and
physical incompetent, possessing a craving for the pleasant
things in life without even the ability to maintain the respect of his associates in the slums. Abused by everyone with
whom he comes in contact, his one pleasure in life is gained
by skulking around the homes of the wealthy, where the
lights and the luxury awaken dreams in his unbalanced mind.
This accounts for his presence at the mansion of Judge
Winters when a man is shot by burglars, who escapes leaving
Buttsy in a compromising position, although the judge's
daughter and a fortune-hunting count know that he is blameless.
Thus far there has been nothing extraordinary; but with
the progress of the trial the nature of Buttsy is revealed in a
quite unprecedented light.
When it comes to a choice between the electric chair and a return to the old life of misery,
the defective chooses the chair and urges his guilt for fear
that the luxury of death may be denied him.
It is here and in scenes immediately following that the
story reaches a logical climax, the effect of which is lessened
by the last reels, designed to show the ultimate good fortune
of Buttsy
a man destined by nature for misfortune.
The
direction of the picture indicates care and the acting of Miss
Snow, Robert Eliot, Julius D. Cowles and others su.fices.
about
FOR
Triumph"
ture;

but

—

"The Window of Dreams"
Three-Reel Thanhouser Presenting a Simple Story Artistically Treated.
I. MacDonald.
an impression than a drama, a production in
are scarcely conscious of the number of its
parts, which, by the way, are three, a simple theme
clearly outlined and not overburdened by detail other than
that which has a direct bearing on the story is what constitutes this perfectly natural and deeply pathetic picture.
Agnes C. Johnson is responsible for the scenario which was
directed by Howard C. Mitchell with a cast consisting of Grace
De Carlton, Bert Delaney, Clifford Gray, Betty Lawson and
Carey L. Hastings. The production teaches a valuable lesson
to the oversuspicious wife and sweetheart by showing the
untold sorrow which the jealous disposition Is capable of
causing to all concerned.
In the instance presented in the
A
picture a mere trifle is the cause of a terrible tragedy.
lover late for his appointment with his sweetheart because
he is engrossed in leaving at her home a canary which he
names "Joy," suggesting that she can always keep it in its

Reviewed by Margaret

MORE
which

of

we

"The Gutter Magdalene"
Feature with Many Admirable Points Featuring
Fannie Ward in the Leading Part.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
its absurd and ill-fitting title, this production
DESPITE
may he ranked as a thoroughly successful Lasky feature.' In its clever seizure of profound psychological
moments, in its portraiture of phases in underworld life, in

A Lasky

inspirational devotion to perfect details, this feature stands
the first rank. I must qualify the statement right here in
Fannie
to give the exhibitor the right perspective:
She starts well as the victim of the
is not at her best.
nbler's flashy deceit, but her conversion and her entrance into the Salvation Army was far from convincing
Conversion implies a triumph of sincerity, a welling up of the
spiritual nature, a change of soul. There was indeed a splendid opportunity for the display of high histrionic gifts and
there was much in Miss Ward's past performances to encourage the belief that she would meet the highest expectations.
As a matter of fact, she never got further than looking unWith this qualification the highest praise
naturally demure.
Jack Dean, Billy
is none too high for the merits of the film.

its
in

order

Ward

James Neill, Gertrude Kellar and Robert Bradbury
made a most satisfactory cast. The story is a strictly modern
one, and the settings as well as the atmosphere lend great
force and interest to the production. The pictures and scenes
of low life while never in the least offensive are startlingly
The whole situation is handled with extraortrue to life.
dinary skill. The feature, I am pleased to add, is remarkably
Elmer,

free

from padding.

Scene from "The

Window

of

Dreams" (Mutual)

cage so that it will never escape from her, meets his death a
few minutes later through the pettishness of the sweetheart,
who, absorbed in her fancied grievance, allows him to wander
on a hillside that is about to be blasted. In attempting all
too late to make him understand his danger she herself Is

made a cripple for life.
The remainder of the story shows the invalid observing from
her window the domestic life of a newly-married couple who
have come to live next door. At the moment when their bark
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strikes the breakers she Is able from her superior knowledge
and the part played by circumstances to smooth their path
and be of use in a financial crisis.
Grace De Carlton is to be especially commended for her
intelligent

work

in

this production.

Triangle Shows

Two

Subjects

"An Innocent Magdalene," Fine Arts, an Unusually Fine
Picture "The Dividend," from Ince Studio,

—

Shows

Structural Weakness.

"An Innocent Magdalene."
sweet and dignified as its main characterization, ideal
in conception, well designed and artistic in execution,
"An Innocent Magdalene," by Roy Somerville, is more
than an enchanting story it is a valuable contribution to the
support of the moving picture business. The new art would
drag along through a sickly youth If nourished only by the
Bright hopes of
general run of makeshifts and plagiarisms.

AS

—

of fine develop..f

:

.

beatuiful character.

"The Dividend."

A play of social criticism with a strong theme. "The Dividend," a five-reel Ince subject written by C. Gardner Sullivan,
is admirably handled and interpreted with skill. William
H.
off the honors as a hard old capitalist who
judges everything in the world, everybody, including his own
son, and even himself by one standard of valuation, that which
Thompson carrying

affects his property interests.
Outside of this marked characterization, one not intended to attract sympathy, there is
lacking some form of compensation for the almost continuous injustice done by the father to his weakling son and to
those wage earners who earn his dividends.
But the play's
chief weakness lies in the fact that a wholly unexpected and
unconvincing fit of repentance is forced upon the old capitalist
in order that he may be punished by the spectacle of his dying,
decadent son.
Such abrupt conversions are jarring in the extreme. Dickens took the pains to lead his hard old characters through
fear to a change of sentiment and conduct, and there are
plenty of facts and motives through which the transformation
can be made plausible. That of the oil capitalist at the last;
moment, for no very apparent reason, reminds one of the

hard-hearted parents

in

conventional comedy,

when they sud-

denly turn from their original intention to oppose the happiness of a young couple and say "God bless you. mv children,"
after all. That a playwright so capable as Gardner Sullivan
should base his conclusion on such unsafe grounds indicates
that he is going at too high a speed, trying to do too much
in a very limited time.

"The Man from Nowhere"
Five-Reel Red Feather Offering Features King Baggot as
Falsely Imprisoned Convict Who Wins Pardon.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
construction and general story-value this is one of the
best of Red Feather releases.
The author, William H.
Clifford, and director, Henry Otto, have wrought a harmonious production which gets up an unusual amount of inEven one of those unbeknighted wretches (watch
terest.
your step, F. P. A!) who profess to find it difficult to concentrate on moving pictures ought to enjoy this.

IN

Scene from "An Innocent Magdalene" (Triangle).
I

full

'.

upon such occasic
cent Magdalene,"
terless paste imlt
The story starts off with an exquisite characterization. It
makes us well acquainted with a tender-hearted little Southern girl placed in small-town environment and brought up
in strict seclusion by an egostical father, an aristocratic gentleman of the old school, at odds with progress as well as with
his unpretending neighbors.
He represents the fast-decaying
Idea that distinguished ancestry must dominate present merit.
Pride of family is all he has to sustain an assumption of superiority that lacks other reason for existence.
Unable to
meet conditions as he finds them, lacking in both mental
breadth and gracious tact, the soured old pretender lives in a
state of semi-retirement and obtrusive respectability and attempts to keep his daughter from soiling contact with ordinary people, very much to their general amusement and occaThis characterization presents some interestsional derision.
ing contrasts and is so decidedly American that it gives atmosphere to the play.
The girl is inspired by the better part of her father's pride.
She carries herself with a fine deportment that results more
from purity and elevation of mind than from over-estimation
of herself,
The characterisation is complex, is that of a human
being rather than of an Ideal, and Lillian Gish presents It so
clearly that the impersonation may justly be called the best
she has ever done. Pure, sweet and grave, the Southern girl
falls in love with a handsome stranger, and he boldly asks
He la turned out of
the father for her hand In marriage.
The lovers are married without parental consent, and
doors.
the old aristocrat writes his daughters name in the Bible
among dead members of his family.
The young wife Is not hurt by discovering that her husband
in a man ..i
light morality, I gamble? In peril of arrest, for
she inspires him to a change of occupation, though too late to
She is not broken down when he Is
save him from arrest
entenced to a year's Imprisonment. She exhibits great ri.uiage when a woman out of her husband's past appears as hi*
Hist wife, but she gives up her home and goes back to her
He rejects her as a soiled
father because aha is with child.
thing.
Small-town .society turns upon iter the finger «>f scorn.
The church points to her as an example. She finds refuge in a
negro eabln and glvea birth to a child, but the strain of sustained Ignominy proves too much for her fortitude after she
has aerved her divine mission, and her mind beglna to weaken
She Is finally saved from self-destruction bj her husband, who
finds an Impostor In her place on his return from prison, and
the cruel egotism of her father i* bltterlj punished
The
Whole story moves With clarity ami VtgOT through Its scenes,
but there is no forced effort t" rouse and sustain attention,
i

King Baggot is featured in the leading role. The first reel
introduces him as a young man just returning to his Virginia
home, where he is welcomed by his sister, Betty. In a few

mm

present existence depend for sustenance
examples of true artistry, as "An Innoand shining gems among a lot of lus-

•

-•*

Scene from "The
I

t.

7

f

Man From Nowhere" (U

aphic

|

prison, convicted of shooting his slstei
away by the real villain of the pice
His years of imprisonment; the aavlng of a prison outbreak;
the friendly interest of the governor's daughter, and then his
release by the warden to show up a sard sharp at an evening
entertainment, all make good, well-handled Incidents
The production is particular!) strong in plot and original
it .succeeds
making Improbable incidents prob.situations
to

m

hackneyed scenes and blends humor and
There is no conscious striving for efon the part of the very capable cast, and tills helps
strengthen the affects achlevt
roseph Qranbj Helen star*
in the
tin. Frank Smith. Joseph Gerard, Johnnie Walker and others.
able, avoids obvloas,

drams entertainingly.
fect

•*

•

.

Carleton has finished a two-real drama, entitled "The Days ol The Missions," featuring Dorothj DavenThis photopla] deals with the early
p,,it and i:inor\ Johnson.
Dlrectoi

Uoyd

ess heart Interest theme through'
:i
picp.iiniK to begin Hi"' production Of a new picture
II.
,,,\t week, the title of which has not been announced
The
Jolmson.
leads Will he plaVed !> MlSS |ia\enpolt M
1
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"The Committee on Credentials

Maw

limb

Reviewed bj Robert C. McElravy.
moving picture performera have risked
in

falls

over

cliffs

in

life

and

Order to provide sensations

for the screen, but it is doubtful if anyone ever made
a wilder plunge than the one accomplished by Joe Rickson at
the close of this Bison release. He plays the part of a squatter
who shoots up a town in a fit of drunken rage, brought oti
nreasoning
jealousy. He escapes, under the fir« of r
by
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Ivan Exchange Owners to Convene.
The great success enjoyed by the Ivan productions and the
enthusiasm with which they are greeted throughout the country has caused the owners of franchises as distributors of this
brand to desire more features along similar lines. With a view
of increasing the output, the exchange owners from all over
the country are coming to New York, where the executive and
production departments of the Ivan Company are located.
Among those already in New York are: William Hershberg,
president of the General Feature Film Company of Chicago;
.Mayer Silverman, of the Liberty Film Renting Company of
Pittsburg; Harry A. Samwick of the Merit Film Corporation
of New York; E. W. Lynch of the E. W. Lynch Enterprises
of Boston, and II. Schwalbe of The Electric Theater Supply

Company

Among

of Philadelphia.
those who are en route to

New York and who

have

signified their intention of being present are: C. D. Struble
of The Monarch Feature Film Company of Kansas City, Mo.;
A. T. Lambson of the Reelplay Feature Service of Seattle,
Wash.; H. L. Charnas of The Standard Film Service of Cleveland; J. F. Cubberly of The Zenith Feature Film Company of
Duluth; L. J. Santikos of the Central Feature Film Company
of Waco, Tex., and A. M. Graham of The Queen City Feature Service of Birmingham, Ala.

Scene from "The Committee on Credentials" (Universal)
in a small rig, and is thrown over the cliff in this vehicle.
performers would care to imitate this feat.
story, based on a tale by Peter B. Kyne, is a strong
both in general atmosphere and presentation.
Harry
Carey has the part of Ballarat Bob, a gambler. Rickson plays
the squatter and Olive Fuller Golden the wife.
The first two reels are a trifle slow in action, but provide a
good psychological preparation for the action when it comes.
The events of the last reel are fast and furious. Clem, the
squatter, insists on playing the roulette wheel in spite of the
The latter, knowing the needs of
gambler's remonstrances.
his wife and child, takes Clem's savings to her.

guns,

Few

The

one,

Clem conceives the idea that the gambler is a rival in his
wife's affections.
He shoots first an old prospector and then
Bob. This arouses the camp and there is a free-for-all gun
fight, winding up with the tragedy as told.
_

Variety Prepares Series.
What was merely regarded as an interesting experiment by
President Louis Rosenbluh of Variety Films Corporation
turned out to be a conclusive demonstration of the desire and
ability of motion picture patrons to furnish acceptable scenarios for a series of productions to form a sequel to the fivepart feature, "Should a Baby Die?" which is being distributed
by this company. A cash prize offered by exhibitors in conjunction with Variety, for the best suggestion, and adequately,
advertised prior to the showing of the picture, did not fail to
draw interested patrons to a number of houses.
The overwhelming evidence of the popularity of such a contest, which at the same time might mark a new departure in
picture production, prompted President Rosenbluh to secure
an additional force for the handling of scenarios by movie
fans, who found the requisite inspiration in "Should a Baby
Die?" for the unfolding of their hitherto hidden talents.
George Szirmay was put in charge of the scenario contest
department of Variety Films Corporation, and has already begun active work on the production of a "series of picturizations for

Park Theater, Boston, Gets "Brady-Mades."
Through an arrangement entered into early this week by
William A. Brady of World Film and Thomas D. Soriero,
manager of the Park theater, Boston, the forthcoming "BradyMade" pictures on the World program will be housed in that
theater.
The deal was consummated by Mr. Soriero during a
short visit to New York. The Park theater, Boston, located
on Washington street, near Boylston street, is one of the
most important houses in the New England territory devoted
to film presentation and for the past two years a varied program, but beginning July 3 with Alice Brady in "La Vie De,
Boheme" the place will play World Film production exclusively.

film fans."

Good Bluebird Features Coming.
General Manager M. H. Hoffman has arranged a series
summer-month releases which will keep public interest

of
in

Bluebird Photoplays at high tension, if the advance promises
shall be fulfilled and thus far the Bluebird people have always furnished features that lived up to their announcements.
Exhibitors may, therefore, expect during the summer a series
of releases that will maintain an even standard, and keep their
clientele in line for the further good things the regular season

—

will

"Myra" a Big Hit Everywhere.
Last week the Princess theater, Chicago, was the scene of
a pre-showing of three episodes of "The Mysteries of Myra."
More than nine hundred people, film magnates, exhibitors,
newspaper and trade paper representatives attended. J. K.
Burger, manager of International Film Service exchanges, who
staged this great performance, states that this is the largest
audience ever gathered to view a pre-showing. "The Exhibitors," states Mr. Burger, "are tremendously pleased with the
'Myra' series. At the finish the entire audience gave us continued applause. All trade paper people say our exhibition is
the largest ever held, and that it makes history for Chicago."
A similar pre-showing of "The Mysteries of Myra" was given
at the New York theater roof on Tuesday, May $3, at 10:30
o'clock in the morning. Twenty-six hundred invitations were
issued to this performance.
The "Myra" series from its initial release has been a continued triumph of photoplay production and merchandising.
The story becomes more intense and vivid as episode follows
episode, and successful exhibitors fortunate enough to secure
a booking are daily writing the International to tell of the
unprecedented business done with this great feature series.
The huge success of the New York and Chicago perfor
augurs well for the remaining episodes of "Myra."

and by

afford.

Among the attractions for July will be four plays that Mr.
will create an unusually good impression,
introducing three of Bluebird's pretty girl stars and showing
Warren Kerrigan, the matinee idol, in what is considered to be
the best work he has done for the screen. Violet Mersereau
will be seen as the star of "Broken Fetters"; Ella Hall makes
her second appearance as a Bluebird star in "Ambrosia," and
Louise Lovely is seen in her regular order as star of "The
Grasp of Greed." Kerrigan's vehicle, this time, is "The Silent
Battle," and there will be Lois Wilson in his support to add a
charm of feminine loveliness to the situations.
Hoffman believes

Standard News Film Has Unique Subject.
Miss Nan Hathaway, the famous English emotional actress
in this country, assumes the leading role in the spectacular photoplay production, "The Price of Liberty," which the
Standard Newsfilm will release on American flag day, June 14.
The publishers of this new production describe it as a "drama
of 'Americanism.* "
They state that it will be unique in that
actual and not fictitious events in the great world war will
be shown as they apply to this country; a new device has been
used to combine two "actualities." In the scenes showing the
destruction of New York monster aircraft now in use by the
warring nations will be shown in the skyline an 1 also the
uses of the different kinds of aircraft in attempting the annihilation of the American metropolis. Private showings of this
somewhat "different" photoplay will be held in New York this

now

Much Interest in "Who's Guilty?" Contests.
Several live exhibitors out west have found in the Pathe
"Who's Guilty?" produced by Arrow Film Corporation,
opportunities for unique and forceful advertising such as do
not often exist. J. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager of Pathe, has recently received three letters, one from an
exhibitor in Milwaukee, another from St. Louis and still another from Seattle, which show that without collusion or any
outside suggestion each exhibitor had hit upon the same idea
of intensifying public interest in the series.
series
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General Film

Company

ANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL,

NO. 10 (Essanay), May 2-J.— Preone of the subjects cartooned by Wallace A. Carlson in
this number of his comic pictorial.
The artist's clever drawing is
shown in other timely topics. Half of the reel contains a western scenic.

C

paredness

is

THE BATTLER

(Vitagraph), May 26.— Hughie Mack has the title role
comedy by C. Graham Baker and Lawrence Semon, and
knocks out a bunch of fighters, with the aid of a newly-invented gas
bomb. The picture is a good comic offering. Ed. Dunn, Billy Baxter,
Claire McCormick, Danny Hayes and Doc Donohue are members of the
in this one-reel

THE CAPTURE OF RED STANLEY

(No. 81 of the "Hazards of Helen"

Railroad Series) (Kalem), May 27.— Helen, the operator at Lone Point,
performs a new stunt in this installment of her adventures. As usual, she
risks life and limb as though high-priced leading ladies of skill and
daring could be replaced without loss of time and at little expense. The
story grades up to the average "Hazard.-"

A FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR ELOPEMENT

(Selig),

May

27— Two

crooks attempt to steal five thousand dollars from the father of Tom's
sweetheart, and find that they have carried off the young lauy as well.
Tom is mixed up in the affair, but manages to win the girl. An interesting
one-reel western drama. Tom Mix, Victoria Forde, Joe Ryan, Sid Jordan
and Chet Ryan are the familiar names on the program.

FRILBY FRILLED (Lubin), May 29.—Edwin McKim directs this broad
farce or burlesque, as its name implies, on "Trilby." Davy Don is
Svengarlic, the wonderful "hyp," who gathers his singular power from
surrounding sizzling electric cocktails and inhaling "juice" from dynamos.
The show goes to smash when the engineer, bribed by Frilby's lover, shuts

wealth. The young man selected as the goat is also ambitious to make
an alliance, as he, himself, is without funds and assumes the pickler's
daughter has them. The picture is photographed at Atlantic City and
carries the atmosphere of the big shore resort. It contains a few laughs.

HICKS IX XIGHTMARELAND (Edison), May 31.— Two subjects are
in this number of The Animated Grouch Chaser, "Hicks in
Nightmareland" and "Cook vs. Chef." The "Hicks" cartoon is particularly amusing.
"A Trip Through Uganda, British South Africa," is
given

i

tile

S

THE SCHEMERS (Vim) June 1.— Plump and Runt are rivals for the
hand of a fickle young woman and Plump is the loser. Not satisfied
with winning the lady, Runt turns villain and tries to ruin the weighty
but always virtuous Plump.
The way in which the fat person is rewarded by fate is highly edifying. It is also a pleasure to state that
the reel has the additional virtue of being equipped with frequent and
well-developed laughs.
THE LAND LUBBERS (Vim), June 2.—The familiar but none the
less effective device, the revolving stateroom, is the big comic hit of
this one-reel farce. Pokes and Jabbs are the leading lunmakers, and
the finish is rapid of movement and prodigal of laughs.
THE LONELIES (Vitagraph), June 2.— Lillian Walker and Evert
Overton form the happy pair in this bright one-reel comedy.
Win.
Shea and a serious-minded little monkey are two more worthy members of the cast. The story is a reflection of certain phases of city life
and is both entertaining and amusing.
CROOKED TRAILS (Selig), June 3.—A Tom Mix production in
which the author plays the "lead" and the entire cast does riding
"stunts" of a hair-raising character.
Victoria Forde, Pat Christman,
Sid Jordan and Joe Ryan all show how well they can stick to the saddle

the power. The picture contains absurdities that will move to mirth.
THE SELIG-TRlliUNE, NO. 43, 1016 (Selig), May 29.—National
Guard Tournament at Sheepshead Bay, L. I. classic dancing, Boston
running race, New York; leopard gives a tea in Lincoln Park, Chicago;
canoe races, Auburndale, Mass.
largest dams in the world, Elephant

of a flying broncho.

Vincent Astor's first flight in aeroplane, Marblehead, Mass.
dog show, Belmont Park, L. I. aeroplane race, Sheepshead Bay, L. I.
THE RICH IDLER (Vitagraph), May 20.— Joseph F. Poland has written a bright one-reel comedy-drama and filled it with the wholesome incident and character that so many plain folk find to their taste. It is a
homely little romance, but the poor girl marries the rich young man, and
all ends happily.
Mary Anderson and Webster Campbell are youthful and

of this three-reel comedy and has written a snappy and amusing photoplay.
Two college youths, whose poor school records turn their friends
against them, are forced to shift for themselves.
They become stock

off

;

;

Butte, N. M.

;

;

;

sincere as the lovers.

Director,

Dave Smith.

A BUNCH OF FLIVVERS (Kalem), May 30.—A

review of

comedy was printed in the issue of June 10, page 1901.
stocked with fun.

The

this

"Ham"

reel is well

THE FABLE OF THE WILLING COLLEGIAN WHO WA.wED TO
GET A FOOTHOLD (Essanay), May 31.—The subject of this one-reel
fable is one that George Ade has treated with great familiarity. George
loves to take a good-natured fling at the young man starting out In life
with a profound belief in the efficacy of his nice new diploma, and the
lanky humorist has not lost any of the fun of the matter by sticking
close to the truth.

A SMOKEY ADVENTURE

(Kalem). May 31.— The

efforts of

a cigar
original

salesman to get his goods Indorsed by a millionaire is the
theme of this one-reel comedy. The gentleman's wife has to come to
his aid, and Ethel Teare does it in her usual whole-hearted fashion.
The picture has been adroitly directed by Harry Millardc. Victor Rottman, Gus Leonard and Myrta Sterling complete the quartet of leading

THE SELIGT-TRIBUNE,

NO. II. 1816 (Selig J, June 1.— l'r.
wedding Of. Dr. Cary T, Grayson and Miss Alice Gordon,
mv MeAdoo among
Hou
Hay Shore, L. I., one hundred ton house loaded on scows;
at West Point; celebration in honor of Drake, Krntfleld,
Gov. McCall visits training ship. Boston; with toe I. 8. TroopCal.
buying horses and mules for the Allies, San Francisco.
In Mexico
SIS, THE DETECTIVE (Kalem), June 2.—The scenes in this one-reel
"Sis" shift from the Hopkins farm to the city, and toe lady Ol toe pigA review of the pictails has many amusing adventures as a detective.
ture was printed in toe issue of June 3, Page 1700.
THE SPIKED SWITCH (No. B2 ol "The Hazards ol Helen" Railroad
Series) (Kalom), June 3.—Edward W. Matlaek, the old reliable writer
author of this one-reel drama. He lias supplied the
of "Helen ."
thi
and led up to It in an interesting manner. Helen
Gibson risks her neck In the same reassuring fashion as In the preceding
Lnlbus and P. s. Pembroke are member*

New

York,

General Film

;

Col.

THE SCHEMERS

(Essanay),

Company

Specials

May 27.— Joseph

A. Roach

the author

is

brokers and win a fortune on nothing but nerve.
They also win a
wife apiece.
Their display of high finance is more laughable than
impressive and the complications are cleverly handled.
John Junior,
Harry Dunkinson, Elizabeth Burbridge, Frances Raymond and Josephine
Sylvester form a speedy cast.

THE PRIMAL INSTINCT (Vitagraph). May 27.— Mrs. Owen Bronson
has hit upon a novel plot for this three-reel screen drama. The theme
is well worth the telling and belongs to the class of drama that is
built upon character and not upon theatric situations.
Leah Baird
portrays the heroine skillfully, and Don. Cameron, Jack Ellis, Leila
Blow, Van Dyke Brooke are satisfactory in the other important roles.
Director, Van Dyke Brooke.
UNMASKING A RASCAL (No. 10 of "The Social Pirates") (Kalem),
20.
An attempt to defraud a young girl out of her fortune is
Mona and Mary in this Installment ol
Bronson Howard serial. A review of tlu picture was printed on Page
1709 of the June 3 issue.

—

May

neatly stopped by

I

THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE

May

28, -In writing this
three-reel photoplay. Win. Anthony McGulre has maintained the directness and simplicity of plot to be found in an Aesop fable. The bare and
the tortoise of the picture are two brothers, and their progress In life
is a repetition of the famous race in which steady plodding won.
The
love interest dominates toe theme, one brother being the
The BOSOM
all the virtues, and the other endowed with
\ i,
IVSTJ
are \arieil ami Interesting, and Harry Metayer. Edward .1. Plsl, Harry
Lonsdale. Fritzl Brunette, Lillian I lay ward. Edith Johnson and Win.
Win. Robert Daly directed the
Scott keep the acting at a high level.

(Selig),

:

.

,

,

picture.

;

;

I

of the cast.

PICKLES \Nn DIAMONDS

(Lubln), June 3.- This single reel comedy is baaed
Ldolpb Pfefferschnltiel, one-time pickle
magnate, to recoup his declining fortunes by marrying his daughter Into

the
l-sue,

son.; in THE DARK (Essanay), May BO
with Richard C. Travers, Cerda Holmes. Rryant Washburn and
In toe east, lias a blind heroine and a gSSMron
The earnest acting of the principals gives the picture an

John Cossar
sentiment.

air of reality.

THE FINAL PAYMENT (Lubln), May SO, This two-part
hardly be described as original In conception or convincing In Its workIn the cast are
ing out. Too many coincidences r ol> It of plausibility.
l. C. Bhumway, Helen Eddy. Velma whitman and Kelvin Kayo
THE WOMAN

BLACK

IN
(Biograph), May :;i. A five-part adaptaThe piction of a play presented on toe stage by Kiaw and Brlanger.
ture makes Brat rate melodrama, capably acted by Lionel Rarryinoro,
Evans. Alan Hale and othei
,1
Millleeiit
in the
,

M

iy

27.

THE CODE OF the HILLS

(Lubln), Juns

l

\

three-part subject

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
good

containing

will

THE CHORUS

HELEN

be

found

In

this

week's

June

17.

1916

ward Coxen and George Field. The girl and hero are in service as detectives an u their quarry Is a gentleman thief.
The opening action is

OF
(Edison), May
Although the heroine
of this three-reel photoplay becomes one of those familiar screen characters, a member of the chorus, the Incidents surrounding this situation
They are also of decided dramatic value. A fireman is the
kre novel.
hero of the story and performs a gallant rescue for the big scene.

slightly mechanical, picturing the theft of a necklace at a reception.
Later the action comes up well. The abduction of the girl and her
timely rescue while being assailed by the villain are handled in an
intensely melodramatic way.
The number Is not particularly new. but
works up good suspense and holds interest well.

William Adison Lathrop wrote the scenario and George Ridgwell was
Sally Crute has the title role and Herbert Prior plays

A
FRIEND (Mustang), June 2.—A two-reel number, by Hal
Cooltdge, featuring Nita Davis, Lawrence Peyton, Robert Hannum and
Art Accord.
Later a dog and a baby do much to monopolize the atthe dog is very clever and performs some really notable
The story, which is Western in setting, gets a strong natural
development.
The opening scenes, showing the unhappy wife and her
worthless husband, are close to life.
The events of the second reel
are exciting and will have wide appeal, particularly to children.

30—

the director.
the hreman.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE THREE GODFATHERS,

June 19.— An excellent six-part feature with Stella Razeto and Harry Carey In the leading roles.
A full
review of this production which Is an adptation of the magazine story
by Peter B. Kyne, will be found on another page of this issue. The
adaptation was made by Harvey Gates, and directed by E. J. LeSalnt,
with a splendid supporting cast. The story treats of the regeneration
of three crooks through the finding and enforced adoption of a newborn babe on the desert.

Fox Film Corporation.
THE BATTLE OF HEARTS, May 21.— A

fishing

village

melodrama

that is pleasing and exciting. It is freshly interesting, yet has the oldtime are sure fire quality that makes it easily commendable as an offering
for the average bouse.
A longer review will be found on another page
of this

Issue.

THE SPIDER AND THE FLY, May 28.—A

five-reel

melodrama with

Robert Mantell and Genevieve Hamper. Well acted for the most part
and beautifully put on, this picture, though an old-style kind of story,
should prove a safe guess for the average theater.
be found elsewhere in this issue.

A

longer review will

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE

COME-BACK (Quality-Metro), April 24.— While the plot in this
five-part picture is rather slight, most of the scenes, very well staged
acted, with Harold Lockwood and May Allison in the leading roles,
are interesting. Much of the action is laid in a lumber camp in the
winter, where a youth who has led a dissipated life in New York deand

For a photoplay using such familiar ma-

velops a manly character.
terial,

"The Come-Back"

is

surprisingly

good.

Subtitles

MANS

tention
stunts.

are written

in a pleasing vein.

THE SNOWBIRD

(Rolfe-Metro), May 8.— Released in six reels instead
"The Snowbird," written by Mary Rider and
of the customary
directed by Edwin Carewe affords an excellent opportunity for the
wholly delightful Mabel Taliaferro, also for Mr. Carewe, who plays the
Miss Taliaferro depicts a pampered
chief character in her support.
society girl, who, to save her father from financial ruin, journeys to
the Canadian wilderness in search of papers needed to make good his
In the wilds she meets a dominatin
title to valuable property.
t dramatic
and the result is according to precedent. Tt
strength and others of picturesque quality.

;

CLOUDS IN SUNSHINE VALLEY (Centaur), June 3.— A fine tworeel story of the "dry" country, where water for Irrigation purposes
basis of warfare.
is, the
Wm. Clifford and Margaret Gibson play the
leading roles.
Carr, owner of the irrigation ditch, makes an unjust
raise in rates in order to force the settlers to sell.
There is a battle
fought between opposing sides, in which the girl's father and others are
killed.
The atmosphere is excellent and the photography bright and
pleasing.
The situations contain a good deal of natural drama and
are well handled.

WHISPERING SMITH (Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe— Signal),
June 5.— A five-part production featuring Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan. The scenario from which the film was made Is an adaptation
of a novel by Frank H. Spearman, and the material which it affords
for a stirring picture is abundant.
The situation around which the
story centers is an attempt to stop the looting of wrecked freight
trains.
The foreman of the wrecking gang is discovered to be the ringleader among the looters, and the detective sent out on the job being a
former sweetheart of his wife's, and is run out of town, a circumstance
which eventually ends in the murder of the detective's brother, and the
return of the detective to avenge his blood. The final conquering of the
gang is accomplished with the installation of a new superintendent,
and the persuasion of the foreman to join his wife again and ride
straight.

—

JOHN BREWSTER'S WIFE (Thanhouser), June 6. A two-part production featuring Ernest Howard and Lthyle Cooke, with pretty Ethela tiny tot of possibly five years, attracting as much attention as the older players.
The story on which this picture is based
is not an
exceptionally well balanced one, and in spite of careful
work on the part of the director and players does not ring quite true.
According to the story a wife whose early ambitions savored of the stage
grows tired of her home and leaves her husband, with unhappy results.
mary Oakland,

five,

;

Mutual Film Corporation.
MUTUAL WEEKLY,

NO. 74 (Gaumont), May 31.— A launching at
of a new causeway, drills, celebrations, classic
dances and other events are pictured in this entertaining number.
Charleston,

opening

THE COMETS COMEBACK

(Beauty), May 31.— This is one of the
most original ideas that has been put in comedy for many a day.
Many of the scenes have been taken by a rapid camera, representing
what takes place after the passing of a certain comet when the world
slows up.
No finer analysis of motion from the movements of people
walking on the street to the rough-and-tumble fist fight could be
imagined than is seen in this picture, which is excruciatingly funny.

NAILING ON THE LID (Vogue), June

4.

—A

moderately amusing

farce comedy in which a man's love of money leads him to submit to
being placed in a coffin to verify a report that he has been murdered
by an employee of a crooked politician, who is anxious to get this
particular employee out of the way to prevent his telling tales out of

THE FLAMES OF VENGEANCE (Gaumont), June 8.—A three-part
of the old school featuring Gertrude Robinson with Iva
Shepard, supported by a capable supporting cast. Judging the producfrom a purely melodramatic standpoint it is well produced and
entertaining.
It treats of bow a wopian on the eve of her marriage
is discovered with a former lover, is cast off by her fiance, and marLater her daughter becomes an employee of the
ries the other man.
man her mother had intended marrying, falls in love with him and
He
saves him from death at the hands of the workers in his mill.
then foregoes his intention of treating her as her mother has treated
him, discovering that he is really in love with the girl.
melodrama

tion

SOUL MATES (Mutual Masterpicture de luxe), June 8.— A five-part
production from thee American studios featuring William Russell,
The story
Charlotte Burton and other well-known American players.
of an unhappy domestic situation brought about through the
In some respects the picture is artistic,
actions of an unfaithful wife.
but too much has been shown of scenes that are extremely suggestive.
treats

WINDOW

THE
OF DREAMS (Thanhouser), June 15.— This threepart production is one of rare artistic treatment. The theme is simple,
and concerns in the first place a tragedy caused through a young
woman's jealous disposition, when her lover is killed and she becomes
a cripple for life, and in the second place her opportunity to avert a
domestic rupture between a newly married couple whose life she is able
A full review of this excellent producto observe from her window.
tion will be found on another page of this issue.

school.

ADVERTISEMENTS (Falstaff), June 5.— A nonsense number, with
Two rival restaurants employ sign carriers and
a girl to bake pancakes in the window. Oscar and the girl fall in love
and disrupt the rivalry, or rather bring it to a head. This has numerous amusing moments and is pleasingly presented.
a knockabout finish.

SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 39 ("Montgomery, Ala."), June 7.—This
number gives some excellent views of Montgomery, Ala., and surroundings, including the home of Jefferson Davis, scenes on the Alabama
rivers, and various other points of historic and scenic
Interest.
On the same reel with "Escapades of Estelle."
ESCAPADES OF ESTELLE (Gaumont), June 7. A cartoon number
from the pen of Harry Palmer giving a continuation of the colored
woman, Estelle's remarkable adventures. This time she places rather
and Tallapoosa

—

too
first

much faith in the sayings of
man she meets after leaving

a phrenologist who tells her that the
his office is to be her husband. Very

amusing.

Mutual Film Corporation

Specials.

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUES (Paramount), June.— "Visiting
the Sultan of Zulu in Jolo" is the title of this issue of the travel picThe explorer and his party enter
tures being made by Burton Homes.
Jolo, said to be the smallest of fortified cities, are entertained by the
Sultan and have an opportunity to study the Moros at close range. An
interesting number in a valuable travel series.

FARMER ALFALFA'S TENTLESS CIRCUS

(Paramount),

June-

is responsible for this spirited comedy drawing bearing the
of the Bray Studios. It is certain to amuse; but the more important subject on the reel is reserved for the second part, entitled
"Mimi, a Study in the Mentality of a Chimpanzee." Here we have close
views of a chimpanzee doing many astounding things, all indicating
mental processes generally supposed to be exclusively human.
PICTOGRAPHS (Paramount), June.— Some extraordinarily fine pictures of a motorboat being tossed about in the rapids of Snake River,
Idaho, are included in a well varied number of Paramount Plctographs.
The Better Babies department, always carefully edited, treats of the

Paul Terry

stamp

benefits of outdoor exercise for children, whereas an unusual subject
with an effective comedy touch, shows the meaning of various signs
used by tramps, William Wadsworth impersonating the tramp.

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

17,

Triangle Film Corp.
THE BUGLE CALL
with Willie Collier,
women and children

Jr.,
all

(Kay-Bee), June 4.— A story of military life,
Sure to be popular with
in the leading role.
over the land.

—

GOING STRAIGHT (Fine Arts), June 4. An old story of a reformed crook's temptation, but well played and fairly interesting.
REGGIE MIXES IN (Fine Arts), June 11.— A comedy melodrama
with Douglas Fairbanks in a role well suited to his geneial interpretation of character and athletic ability. Full of adventure and move-

THE SORROWS OF LOVE (Ince), June 11.— A tragedy of love resulting from the weak character of a nun who twice broke her vows.
Its principal merit lies in picturesque backgrounds and artistic treat-

humorous moments and

iw,

_
is

WHAT LOVE CAN DO

a characteristic number.
(Red Feather), June 12.— A

the as-

This

has

five-reel offering

by Gertrude H. Andrews, featuring Adele Farrington as a newspaper
woman of years and experience. She presents a well drawn character
in the opening scenes.
Later the plot takes on a melodramatic tinge,
and the scenes in which the scorned woman fills up on liquor and goes
to Paige's home for an accounting are not quite so convincing.
The
break in this particular character tends to weaken the production as
a whole. The atmosphere of the newspaper office is good and the strike
scenes, while lacking any particular continuity, are well staged.
A
near-tragedy results at the close, but the happy ending is achieved. A
fair offering.

THE MELODY OF LOVE (Gold Seal), June 13.— A three-reel numfeaturing J. Warren Kerrigan as a young Irishman who pursues
the open road.
He stops at a mountain cabin, where he falls in love
with the daughter of an old man known as Hardpan.
He discovers
gold in a creek near the cabin and this, together with rivalry over the
girl, leads to trouble.
The construction is not very strong at times,
which causes the action to move slowly. The scenic effects are perhaps
the strongest feature of the production, these being very attractive.
The offering is one of about average strength.
ber,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
TW1XT LOVE AND THE ICEMAN (Nestor), June 9.— A farce-comW. H. Ratterman, featuring Billie Rhodes, Stella Adams, Neal
Burns and Harry Rottenberry. The jealous iceman substitutes spoiled
meat for the widow, in order to queer the butcher. But the trick Is
A pleasing little number, with some
discovered and trouble follows.
very fair character work in it.
THEIR AWFUL PREDICAMENT (Nestor), June 12.—A comedy
Trost,
featuring
Billie Rhodes, Eddie Lyons, Ed
number, by W. and M.
Burns and Lee Moran. A stolen necklace brings confusion to the house
edy, by

party, the thief being one of the guests. The girl is arrested, but later
cleared.
Rather conventional in plot, but has amusing moments.

WHEN THE WOLF HOWLS

(Rex), June 14.— Cleo Madison and
Wm. V. Marg appear in this story of an artist who wins success with
starvation staring him and his wife in the face.
The wife is about to
commit suicide when he makes good. The tone of this is a little depressing, but it Is strongly handled and achieves a happy ending.
AN ANGEL UNAWARES (Imp), June 13.— A pretty little romance,
by Wm. Addison, featuring Edith Roberts and Harry Benham.
There
is a touch of novelty in the situation in which the hero finds the girl
trying to get a dinner for her fathers visitor wltnout killing her pet
rooster.
The plot is not strong, but it proves entertaining and enjoyable.

ALMOST A WIDOW (Nestor), June 16.— A comedy number which
revives an old favorite situation.
The young husband misses his
steamer and sits in a card game. The steamer is reported sunk and
he returns with a big story of his personal bravery later It develops
This is amusing in spite of Its
that the steamer did not sink at all.
familiarity and is presented by a pleasing cast, including Neal Burn6,
;

Betty Compson and others.

THE GOLDEN BOOT (Victor), June 16.— The angry housewife throws
It contains a fortune In money,
an old boot at an unwelcome tramp.
hidden there by her miserly husband. The tramp's experiences would
have been more amusing If not handled with such a strong touch of
burlesque.

A

fair subject.

LOVE QUARANTINED

(Joker), June 17.— Gale Henry, Wm. Franey,
Peacock and Milburne Morantl appear In this comic number,
by Allen Curtis. Dr. Killem, In love with the girl, has her quarantined
for smallpox.
He also refuses to treat the father's aching tooth until
he consents to the marriage.
This is a characteristic number, with
some funny spots In it.
Lillian

Universal Film Mfg.
JIM BLOCUM, NO,

Company

16398 (Imp), June

Specials.

2.— A two-reel number, featur-

ing King Baggot and Edna Hunter.
This tells a story that Is entertaining and gets hold of the sympathies.
There Is good suspense In
the opening scenes, whore the taxi driver loses his job and then makes
a losing fight to save the life of his child. He plans to have revenge on
the doctor who refused his child's case In favor of another.
But his
career as a burglar never matures, as he saves the doctor's wife from
danger Instead of robbing the house. The closing scenes are happy
Well-constructed and entertaining.
ones.

THE ROSE COLORED SCARF (Gold Seal), June 6.— A two-reel number by Eleanor M. Ingram, featuring Herbert Rawllnson and Agnes
Vernon, who are getting some splendid results in polite comedy. This
pictures the love affair of a wealthy young girl and the financially embarrassed young man who acts as her chauffeur.
The situations are
very entertaining and the number Is handled In a very attractive way.
offering Is a good example of the better type of love story.

HER SOUL'S SONG (Laemmle), June 15.— A two-reel number, by
Calder Johnston, featuring Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson.
is that of a young opera singer who marries a young man
and loses her voice when the baby is born. She dislikes the child, but
later returns to it when it is ill
she regains both her voice and her
happiness.
The story is a good one and is given a fine presentation.
The ornamented title and subtitles are decidedly artistic and the two
principals are pleasing.
The baby also shares the honors, being unThe story

;

commonly

attractive.

THE DEVIL'S IMAGE (Imp), June 16— A two-reol number, featuring
Hobart Henley, Irene Hunt and Curtis Benton. In the story the young
husband dreams that he has become a dope fiend. Hobart Henley does
some very creditable work in tbis repelling part. Such a picture.
though a little unpleasant to the average observer, should have a
powerful effect on the mind of anyone tampering with drugs.
Such
efforts are not usually particularly commendable, but this one carries
a good plot and Is sincerely and forcibly handled.
It should prove a
valuable sermon of the screen in these days when drug addiction is so
A RAILROAD BANDIT

(Bison), June 17.— A splendid two-reel Westby Wright Roberts, featuring Lee Hill, Marie Walcamp,
Shumway and others. A bandit organization, a box of gold
and some decidedly attractive Western mountain scenic effects
are among the ingredients. The action is good and some stirring stunts
of one kind and another are performed.
The photography is unusually

ern number,

L. C.
bullion

V-L-S-E, Inc.
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 43, 1SI16 (Vitagraph),
May 30.— Riots in Dublin auto race, Chicago blind soldiers at Otto
Kahn's London home canoe race by girls at Auburndale, Mass. Col.
W. F. Stone and James B. Reynolds preparing for Republican Convention, Chicago; Ithaca students training; Children's Pageant, Sacramento, Cal.
Gov. McCall of Massachusetts visits training ship; pur-

ALIAS JANE JONES (Rex), June 8.—A two-reel crook story, by
V. Mong. who appear! with Edna Mnlson, Roy Hanford and others.
The
This follows the operations of two male and one female crooks.
She
latter hides In a trunk and gits Into OVntloman George's room.
turns out to be a detective and hands him over to justice. This has
no great dramatic moments, but the element of surprise at the close Is

Wm.

pleasing.
PI

It

KINKY

makes a
TKKTII

fairly ntrong offering.

AND FALSE FRIENDS

knockabout Dumber, featuring Reggie Morris us

(L-KO), June
a young d.nti

assistant creates trouble by maltreating the girl's father

In

11.—
t

HI

the dental

;

;

suing bandits in Mexico.

HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 44 (Vitagraph),
2.
Memorial Day parade, New York; girls play water football,
Preparedness Parade, Boston
fete for crippled children,
Haverstraw, N. Y. delegation visits Roosevelt at Oyster Bay G. A. R.
meet at Danville, 111.; hippo taken to tank, New York Zoo; military
exhibition, Governor's Island
athletic meet at Harvard
military drill.
Culver Academy, Culver. Ind.
June

—

Venice, Cal.

;

;

;

;

;

;

World-Equitable.
HIS BROTHER'S WIFE (Premoi. June •"• Wry well acted by Ethel
Clayton, Paul McAllister and Carlyle lllackwell. this five-part drama
Interesting offering, carefully directed and properly staged.
A review appears on another page of this Issue.
makes an

Miscellaneous.

The

OBJECT MATRIMONY (Victor), June 7.— A two-reel number, by
Paul West, featuring Harry C. Myers and Rosemary Theby. The engaged young man, out of a Job, employs himself as a professional husband-to-be at a matrimonial agency. He has some very funny experiences
There Is considerable vulgarity in some of the situations, but
of the comparatively harmless sort and carries enough genuine
It Is
humor to make It excusable. His girl learns what his occupation Is
and soon puts an end to It. A laughable burlesque offering.

;

;

;

CARMEN (Juvenile), June. A two-reel bnrleeqae on Charlie
burlesque of "Carmen," brightly acted by a company of
headed by Joseph Chip Monahun.
The picture Is likely to
appeal to the youthful members of an audience,
A re\ lew may be
found on another page.
CHIP'S

Chaplin's
children,

"LOTUS WOMAN" IN REGULAR SERVICE.
in order to definitely remove donhta apparent in the minds
chlbltora Kalem wishes t.> make emphatic announcement that "The Lotus Woman," the coming tive-reel feature,
win i..- released in the regular program service of the General
Film Company,
Dzhlblton may thus booh "The LotUa Woman," which features Alice II. .Ulster, the original vampire of the photoplay,
without extra charge. Advance showlnps of this picture are

now being given

to

exhibitors at

nil

General Film

Company

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

MYSTERY ABOUNDS

IN

pen of Minnie Krakauer.
Lillian Walker, who is featured

in this picture, portrays the
young girl, who, after marrying
(Evart Overton) in the country, is horrified at
being brought to live in a house which holds terrible connec-

role of

Edna

Harry

I.eland

Uncle Sam's

LATEST BLUE RIBBON.

"The Man Behind the Curtain," Vitagraph's Blue Ribbon
Feature for June 19, is an excellent photoplay of the type that
holds the breathless attention and admiration of the audience
from start to finish. It is in five parts and comes from the
Hall, a beautiful

June

officials

live
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unharmed

locks or bolts on their houses and prisoners are not
in a stockade.
This release is unique in its
and descriptions of two remarkable places.

lfined

interestinng views

TO THE CREDITORS OF THE PICTURE PLAY-

HOUSE FILM COMPANY, INC.:
The Picture Playhouse Film Company, Inc., has been adjudged a bankrupt by the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York. We represent the receiver
appointed by the court and also some of the creditors. If this
estate is efficiently and economically managed, we believe a
dividend will be paid on the claims of all general creditors. It
is our desire to continue the receiver as trustee and to that
end we seek your co-operation.
If you wish to co-operate with us, please send us an itemized
statement of your claim and we will prepare your proof of
debt and power of attorney.
Awaiting the favor of an early reply, we beg to remain,
ulv,
Yours
WILLIAM

F.

CARELL.

Having finished "Her Husband's Wife," the newest Ivan
Director General Ivan Abramson is working on the
scenario for his next production, which will be put into work
within the next two weeks.
The theme for the new Ivan
production will treat of an evil in modern society life and
will present the facts as only Mr. Abramson can illustrate
them. As yet no title has been decided on for this play, but
the working name of the story is "The Faded Flower."
feature,

Scene from "The

Man

Behind the Curtain" (Vitagraph).

tions for her. In her mind's eye she sees once more the body
of Mrs. Stanhope as she has found it in this house months
Then she recalls how the curtains had parted while
before.
she stood as if transfixed and a man (William Dunn) had
stepped forth and told her that things looked very bad for her
and she had better escape. Frightened at the apparent hopelessness of convincing a jury of her innocence, she had taken
his advice and gone into hiding. Next day, in the papers, she
read that a female accomplice of a dangerous band was suspected of the murder, but she was afraid to refute the state-

ment. Then she had married Lelanu, Mrs. Stanhope's son by
a former marriage, and he had brought her back to be torShe finally
tured by the accusation which hung over her.
meets the man who had stepped irom the curtains on that
day, and, with clever manipulation, she manages to prove his
guilt.
She now returns to her husband, able once more to
sincerity.
look him in the eye with
Miss Walker's lovable personality is plainly evident throughout the picture. Templer Saxe and John Costello round out a
capable cast. The picture was directed by Cortland J. Van

"THE

TWO ORPHANS"

(Selig).

Probably the most pretentious cast of characters ever appearing in a picture play released in regular service is that
presented in "The Two Orphans," a Selig Diamond Special.
This will be released through the regular service of General
Film Co. on Monday, June 12th. This play marks a new era
in film production, for it presents a strictly all-star cast, including Kathlyn Williams, Winnifred Greenwood, T. J. Carrigan, Myrtle Stedman, Charles Clary, Adrienne Kroell, Lyllian
Leighton and others. The mere announcement of these stars
should be enough to crowd any motion picture theater.

AT THE PENAL COLONY OF PALAWAN.
re his return to Europe for an extended journey through
mntries of the Old World, Burton Holmes takes his
screen admir* s to one more beauty spot among the distant

Philippines.

islands of th

in
cenic and photographic features and unique in
is this Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel-Pic"At the Penal Colony of Palawan and Up the Underground River," the final release in the Philippine cruise. For
two miles up the dark, winding river which penetrates into
the heart of the Island of Palawan, film audiences will travelpart of the time under its verdant mountains. Through the
glass bottom of Mr. Holmes' boat are seen the marvelous submarine forests of coral and sea plants and their inhabitants.
This scenery, however, is only incidental to the main journey
to the Penal Colony.
In the Bilibid prison of Manila Mr. Holmes showed the regeneration and rebuilding: of Filipino manhood in its highest
development. Inmates of Bilibid who have passed beyond its
walls through their own merit are sent to Palawan, where
through the humanity of Uncle Sam they are permitted to live
lives of comparative freedom, each having his own home, in
which he is surrounded by his family, and his own farm.
the Philippines
Palawan is the last step of the convict

Unusual

;

ture,

i

Scene from "The

Two

Orphans"

(Selig).

The Selig revival of "The Two Orphans" is taken from the
world-famous play of Kate Claxton. The production abounds
in wonderful scenic effects gorgeous costumes and talented
acting by a noteworthy company of stars. The Selig Company
certainly to be commended for its consistent policy to raise
the standard of regular motion picture programs and to introduce real-for-sure feature films in regular film service.
The Kate Claxton vesion of "The Two Orphans" is the best
version and one that should appeal to those who remember
the wonderful success attained by this actress in the play.
is

June
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"FRIDAY,

THE

"The New Princess theater in St. Paul opened the third
chapter of "Gloria's Romance" last Monday to over 8,000 paid
and the New Palace theater in Minneapolis is shpwhold-out business right along."
ports:

13TH" (Paragon).

"Friday, the 13th," the novel which stirred Wall Street,
N
State Street in Boston, to its very depths, and by far the most
talked-of novel dealing with the intricacies of the Stock Exchange, from the prolific pen of that master financier, Thomas
W. Lawson, will be Robert Warwick's next photoplay vehicle,
in which this celebrated actor will play the role of Robert
Brownley, whom on account of his phenomenal success on the
Stock Exchange, became known as "the Napoleon of Wall
;

THE TRIANGLE

KIDDIES.

The other day a brand new moving picture on which the
producers had spent much time and money was shown for the
first time.
The reviewers spoke in glowing terms of the picture and then as a sort of climax to their criticism, took occasion to speak of the work of the Triangle Kiddies. There are
five of these interesting youngsters in all.
In some pictures
only one or two will appear, but in many of the pictures all
five are used and what's more, picture goers have come to look
forward to the laughing, tumbling, frolicking children in the
pictures and when they don't all appear, the admirer of this
one or that one is certain to voice his or her disapproval.
The children have appeared in such well known pictures as
"Let Katy Do It" the five grew to seven in that picture, by
the way "The Children of the House," "Going Straight" and
scores of others. Not that the children care or that it is likely
they will ever be called anything but just "Triangle Kiddies," It
might be mentioned that their names are George Stone, Violet
Radcliffe, Carmen de Rue, Francis Carpenter and Ninon Fovieri.
Now watch for them and see if you don't fall in love with
every last one of 'em. If it matters in the least, it might be
added that the eldest is eight.

—

—

ROLIN FORCES MAKING BIG BURLESQUE.
The Rolin Film Co., makers of Pathe's Lonesome Luke comeput special effort and a large sum of money on a burlesque of "Julius Caesar," which it is making. To show the
magnitude of this one-reel production the company has utilized
among its hundreds of extras the several hundred pretty dancing girls who took part in the Actors' Fund presentation of the
great Shakespearian tragedy which was enacted on May 19 in
Hollywood. The whole studio is being utilized in one giganitc
set for this production.
dies,

Scene from "Friday, the 13th" (World).
Street."
It is a role eminently befitting such a sterling actor
as Mr. Warwick, who was, by the way, Mr. Lawson's personal
choice for the part.
When William A. Brady announced his intention of producing for the World Film program the biggest stories ever written, and that these would be produced under his personal supervision, in their proper atmosphere and with all their details most accurately and minutely carried out, "Tom" Lawson, who has for many years been one of Mr. Brady's staunchest friends, suggested the filming of his story of the Stock
Exchange. Details were discussed and it was decided to film
this story which thrilled financiers of this country as they
had never been thrilled before.
Robert Warwick and his
director, Emile Chautard, made a trip to Boston, where they
outlined the details of importance with Mr. Lawson, such as
the characters, the scenes and the sets which would be required to give the story its proper staging. Through Mr. Lawson's influence the World Film was able to secure from the
brokerage firm of Flagg & Stone, the privilege of taking the
Stock Exchange scenes in their offices. The Astor was also
used one Sunday morning for the pit scenes, which attracted
thousands of pedestrians to the scene.
As a whole, this is by far one of the most satisfying productions in which Mr. Warwick has ever been seen.
Director
Chautard spared neither pains, time nor money in producing
the picture according to Mr. Lawson's own ideas, and when
Mr. Brady saw the finished picture, he said that he could place
his stamp on it with the utmost satisfaction that it would pi
all beyond description, and Mr. Brady is known for his ability
to pick the material that will take the country by sto:
"Friday, the 13th" will be the regular release on *he Wor!
Film program for July 17.

/

"HEEZA LIAR OUTWITS MEXICAN BANDITS"
(Paramount-Bray).

Having failed to capture the elusive Villa in his first sortie
into the heart of Mexico, Heeza Liar returns to the border to
confer with Scott and Funston.

Hearing that Pershing has
been surrounded and is in danger of annihilation, the entire
force of American troops goes to his rescue, leaving the Colonel to defend two miles of border single-handed, in "Colonel
Heeza Liar and the Bandits," a coming release of the Para-

mount-Bray Animated Cartoons.
Plotting of the Mexicans to make a raid the following night
is disclosed to Heeza Liar and he quickly collects all of the
phonographs for miles around, places them at intervals along
the border, thoroughly concealed, and puts into each one a
record prepared long before for just such an emergency. At
the psychological moment the Colonel turns on the switch and

ords of ar-

GOOD REPORTS ON GLORIA'S ROMANCE.
No matter how inclement the weather,
Romance" Is proving such a box

"Gloria's

Burke In
magnet the

Billle
office

country over that capacity business is being done by nearly
every house playing the picture. Below are just a few reports
from different Kleine exchange managers selected at random
from a long list of similar reports:
B. T. Hardcastle, manager of the Kleine office in Atlanta,
Bays: "The Piedmont opened Monday in a drizzling rain which
continued throughout the day and night, but played to full
houses all day long. It was the only house in the city doing
any business, most of the others not having at any time more
than a handful of people. The following day it cleared up In
the afternoon, but a hard rain throughout the morning and
noon hours and an overcast sky frightened the people against
coming out. However, at night the Piedmont was Jammed,
and every one went away delighted with the production they
had witnessed."
Foster Moore, of the Kleine branch office in New York,
ii. iii

proprietor of the Hall

Now Jersey, .states that the Billle Burke In 'Gloria's
Romance' business at his Hoboken U. S. Photoplay theater
was an a solute turnaway for the three days, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, though Tuesday night there wai
Circuit in

I.

rain.

At

hi
•..her.- he charges
amission, his opening Monday night was to raparitv,
Turn <i'
night, In
rainstorm, the house n

broken
Charles m. The

of the

Minneapolis Klein

exchange,

tiller?

a

mad

and infantry

in aotlon,

frightening the bandits

01

Retribution follows fail at the Colonel's heels, howt
captured by the bandits and tied to a oaotus, then left to
starve in the desert
An eagle res, ues him as food for her
young, but in aeroplanlng t" the eagle's nest. Heeaa Liar is
able to locate the bandit's headquarters
Later he makes his
escape with the aid ol an unruly mule, stolen from tii.> bandit
ramp, then delivers his Information .it head
his reward.
is
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"THE ADVENTURES OF PEG

O'

THE RING"

(Universal).

Grace Cunard and Francis Ford are back on the coast after
their flying trip to New York, and work on the latest episodes
of the Universal Special Feature, "The Adventures of Peg o'
the EUnsr," is progressing rapidly. The seventh episode of the
serial is set for release during the week of June 12.
Other Universal serials have been great box office successes,
but "Peg o' the Ring" promises to surpass all records. The
fact that Miss Cunard and Ford will play the principal

June

17,

1916

Howard Estabrook turns

the current on and off several times
for the benefit of the camera, and the effect Is both novel
and startling. All this is shown in the seventh episode of this
remarkable feature series.
Experts who have viewed a pre-showing of this part of the
picture state that the scenes in which the Cooper-Hewitts are
used are entirely new to the screen and that they have never
before seen anything like the photographic effects attained.

"THE PROMISE LAND"

•

(Essanay).

This three-act photoplay has a story fully as strong as

many

'lis it in a straightforward manner
sure to appeal to any group of spectators.
Bryant
Washburn and Marguerite Clayton appear for the first time
Both have been with Essanay since
together in this piece.
their first experience in pictures, but never had been cast together until this time.
"The Promise Land" is but the first
of several pictures in which they wilj perform, so well do
they appear as opposites. With Mr. Washliui
and Miss Clayton, two stars of international reputation, in the leading roles,
this play offers an example of President George K. Spoor's plan
of putting his best players in short-reel productions.
Edmund
F. Cobb and Harry Dunkinson, each of leading-man caliber,
top the supporting cast. The story is one of small-town sweethearts, the boy a drug clerk with ambitions. As he goes away
to study medicine a young traveling salesman wins the girl.
Some years afterward the drug clerk is a surgeon of recognized ability at a city hospital. The girl, deserted by her husband, becomes a nurse to support her child.
It so happens
that when the victim of a railroad wreck is brought in the new
surgeon gets the case and the nurse is sent to help him in
the operating room.
They recognize each other and then
i

that

is

ii

Scene from "Peg O' the Ring."
roles alone assures the success of the feature, bu
in addition,
seventeen hitherto untried stunts will be worked

circus serial.

These hair-raising episodes were suggested to Mr. Ford and
Miss Cunard by veterans of the sawdust ring from real life
happenings. Since the serial was started hundreds of circus
people have written to the Universal stars offering suggestions,
and many of these will be adopted. In addition, when Miss
Cunard was in New York, she conferred at Madison Square
Garden with representatives of a big internationally known
circus regarding special circus stunts for the picture. Startling
developments can be expected before "Peg o' the Ring" is
finished.

UNIQUE STUNT BY WHARTONS.
Ordinarily in studio work Cooper-Hewitt violet ray lights
are used overhead and on the sides of the "set" the lights
themselves do not show in the picture, the rays being reflected downward upon actors and settings.
The seventh episode of "The Mysteries of Myra," however,
afforded opportunity for a distinct novelty in photoplay craft,
and the Wharton brothers were quick to make the most of it.
In this episode the Black Master's spirit enters the Maynard
home and materializes under a red light red light being conducive to materialization and violet light antagonistic. After

—

—

Scene from "The Promise Land" (Essanay).
identify the victim as the former traveling man and the nurse's
husband. They strive to save him, but in vain. The surgeon
shows the girl that the promise land is their little home town
rather than the city of which they dreamed, and they return
together.

ESSANAY GETTING SCENICS.
The scenic beauties of Canada from Nova Scotia to British
Columbia and from the Georgian Bay country to the Yukon
by several squads of Essanay camera men dur-

will be filmed

ing the summer months.
Great preparations are being made for the Yukon pictures.
Animal life in this great north country will be given as much
attention as scenic, and the camera staff has orders to get a
series which will show how polar bears live, regardless of the
difficulties.
So thorough will be the canvass of this country
for appropriate scenery and animal studies that the party is
not expected to return until late in August or even in SepAll scenics will be released in split reels with the
tember.
Canimated Nooz cartoons by Wallace Carlson and other 500foot productions.

PARAMOUNT "SHELL PLATE" WEEKLY.
The Paramount Pictures Corporation issues its "shell plate"
The page contains all sorts of matter "shorts" and
"longs," pictures of stars and scenes in each of the two weekly
Paramount releases. This page, in proof form, goes to every
exhibitor and to the newspaper in his town or small city.
Circular letters have told the exhibitor the advantages of
that if his newspaper receives shell plate, it
the proposition
will be more likely to print publicity for his pictures than
Shell plate does away with comif it has to set up the story.
position charges, and the editors of this class of newspaper
using Paramount Publicity have welcomed the new page.

—

weekly.

Stunt

in

"The Mysteries

of

Myra.

materializing, the spirit of the Black Master attempts to turn
on the gas in Myra's room and in so doing throws a flood of
violet rays full upon himself and dematerializes in great
agony.
In producing these scenes a set of Cooper-Hewitt lights are
shown both before and after installation. During the action

—
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"A

RAILROAD BANDIT"

,ide
ppeal to the fancy of the populace.
Coniderable success has been attained in providing sensations,
nt of excitement to accelerate the intereluding incident to an emotional climax,
Kittens Reicherts play
in the first act, the role which Miss
Mersereau, as
p, carries through the four remaining

(Universal).

i

It is nothing new nowadays for the Universal to engage a
train consisting of an engine and fifteen or twenty box cars or
a dozen passenger coaches.
The Southern Pacific, Santa Fe,
Union Pacific, Oregon Short Line ajid other western railroads
have even turned over local passenger and freight stations to
In fact, the relations
the picture people from Big U town.
one great trans-continental line and the Universal are
This company, the Santa Fe, recognizing that
very .lose.

and there is
est and speed the
reels.

Wm. Garwood

is

featured

tiss

man, and Paul Panzer and Isabel Patters
to

important roles

in

developing the

Mersereau's leading
have been assigned

i:

esting plot.

FROHMAN COMPANY TO SCREEN

"JAFFERY."

"Jaffery," William J. Locke's most popular novel, is to be
screened by the Frohman Amusement Corporation. As the
author of "The Beloved Vagabond." more than from anv of his
other writings, Locke has been associated in the public mind
in the past. Yet this new book. "Jaffery" has already outsold
"The Beloved Vagabond" and will certainly retain 'at least

equal place in the hearts of his many admirers. The story
lends itself to very beautiful dramatic treatment, and forms in
essence a pictured play that might, with only the loss of scenic
variation, be quite as effective on the stage.
For the name part the author's own friend, whom he had in
mind in writing the book, has been engaged. This is C. Aubrev
Smith, the English actor who played wnth Marie Doro in the
play from another Locke book, "The Morals of Marcus." Mr.
Smith has done some strong picture work before, notably in
"The Builder of Bridges" and "John Gladye's Honour."
Others in the cast have been chosen with as much care, the
familiar names including Eleanor Woodruff, Eric Blind, Florence Deshon, Doris Sawyer, Paul Doucet and Stanley Dark.

Scene from "A Railroad Bandit" (Bison).
City is one of the
Eastern tourists, has issued sp
and urging tourists to visit

Universal

i

:

greatest attractions to
ders describing the city
of the greatest sights

in California.

HOLMES TO TOUR CANADIAN ROCKIES.

In "A Railroad Bandit," a two-reel Bison railroad drama
featuring Marie Walcamp and Lee Hill, a western railroad
turned over an engine and train crew and a dozen coaches to
the Universal merely for the privilege of having the name of
their line in Universal moving pictures. There is no doubt that
Universal pictures receive a tremendous circulation in all parts
of the world, and the advertising departments of many railroad companies have come to realize that it is a paying proposition to have the name of their road roll across the cinema
screen painted on their coaches..

WALTHALL

Burton Holmes, the celebrated traveller and lecturer, whose
Journeys are shared by screen audiences each week in the
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures, has left for a trip
through the Canadian Rockies. Through the land of Evangeline Mr. Holmes will travel during peach-blossom time, later
going to Newfoundland and for a visit to the historic shrine
of St. Anne de Beaupre.
The journey, which will cover all of
Canada, will be made in the car of the late Lord Strathcona,
and Mr. Holmes will be entertained by Lord Shaunnessy. He
has also been invited to be the guest of the Duke of Coniiaught
during his Canadian visit.

IN "THE LITTLE MUSKETEER."

Picture patrons familiar with Henry B. Walthall's rich Inn of Southern character leads may await with expectancy his newest production on which Essanay has just
I

MARGUERITE

begun construction.
"The Little Musketeer," to be filmed in five acts, gives Mr.
Walthall the wide opportunity necessary for the display of his
unique ability, and the chance to offer a powerful portrayal of
a part which requires just such acting as his to be successful.
mposed of many stage stars will support him. Antoinette Walh.i, famed for her parts in Belasco productions,

CLARK

STAR

OF

"SILKS

AND

SATINS."
Marguerite Clark makes her next screen appearance in the
Famous Players production. "Silks and Satins." which is released on the Paramount Program June 12.
The play is an
unusual one, opening in the present and then reverting to the
Napoleonic era as the story of the romance of the great-greatgrandmother of the little bride is related to her and furnishes
her with the solution of her own grave problems.
J. Searle Dawley, who directed "Silks and Satins." has gathered an exceptional cast about Miss Clark, includn.

ntield, will take the feminine lead.
Hayden will handle the new piece. One
thousand Infantrymen and several hundred horsemen to take
Exteriors will lie
guerilla foraging parlies, will he Utilized.
artlllerj and rifle range of thi
n
linois National Guard.
"The Little Musketeer" is a drama of Civil war times, without bringing the war topic directly Into it. It was written ny
.Mortimer
I'cck
especially
Charles
for Mr. Walthall, and the
Both love the
latter takes the double role of two brothers.
same girl. A murder is committed and each believes the other
The climax is In keeping
Is guilty and attempts to shield him.
with the rest of the story, a strong point reached aftei

ous intense situations.

WOMEN FOR LEADING

ROLES.

—

Something new in motion picture dramas two \
saying the principal roles— is presented in "Flames of Vennont-Mutual production. Miss Gertrude Robinson and Miss Iva Shepard are the principals, the
former in the role of a young girl and the latter as the
Teamed together in this production, thi

women

give .,n exceptionally stirring Interpretation of the
roles as- gned
hem. The success of the two women
the leading roles has prompted the Gaumont-Mutual studios
in is for them in which they will
the principals.

difficult
In

t

i

"BROKEN FETTERS"

(Bluebird).
de scenes and settings for
Bluebird for July 3, In which Violet
II t star in that
tad
be product ion. going
to China
the llnal action In
Chinatown and upper Pitta avenue.
By olever
artifice the Oriental atmosphere has been pleasantly Infused,
and as there is always a mysterious Interest In Chinatowns,
In whatever city they are looated, the element of novelty will

New York

and

letters,"

the

I

i

Scene from "Silks and Satins" (Famous Players).

I

I

Ivsides.

Thomas Holding.

\V

Williams.

A

some of the most elaboi
erected in the Famous Player! studio uere huilt foi
dUOtlon, among them a three.story Interior of tin
'bateau, and another Intel
over one hundred foet In depth.
The picture Is a delightful
blending of the present and the past, In which Miss Clark
plays both diminutive heroines in her Inimitable way.
and Fayette Perry,

'

c
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"THE SHERIFF OF PLUMAS"

(Mustang).

Because her rare type of beauty fitted exactly the heroine
William Piggett's Stirring story of the West, "The Sheriff
of Plumas," Helene Robbod was especially selected by Director
Warren Ellsworth to portray this role in the picturization of
this popular story by the Mustang-Mutual studios.
Her apof

in

fort

this

production will mark Miss Rosson's

first

ef-

|
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RUTH ROLAND STARRED IN PATHE'S
MONIAL MARTYR."

17,

1916

"A MATRI-

In Ruth Roland and Andrew Arbuckle, the two players
featured In "A Matrimonial Martyr," the five-part Gold Rooster
play made by Balboa and treated to the exquisite process of
Pathecolor in the Pathe company's Paris laboratories, we see
that rarity of screen art actors physically and temperamentally in accord with their parts.
In the double role of Erma Desmond and Mrs. Hugo Stanley,
Ruth Roland is happy. The play calls for her happiness only
as Erma Desmond; but Ruth's volatile temperament revels
happily in her interpretation of the irascible, waspish termagant, Mrs. Hugo Stanley; for her chameleon feelings conduce
to making each part more real for contrast with the other.
Miss Roland first won the admiration of countless screen
enthusiasts by her consistent playing In the now famous "Who
Pays?" series, released by Pathe about a year ago. A native
daughter of California, which has produced so many favorites
of the stage and screen, Miss Roland has been before the public since she was four years old.
After finishing her education in Hollywood, she had considerable stock experience and wound up in vaudeville before
going into pictures. She joined the Balboa forces about a
year and a half ago and rose rapidly. Only recently she made
a great success in "The Red Circle" serial and in the Gold
Rooster play, "Comrade John," wherein she co-starred with

—

William

Elliott.

"LA VIE DE BOHEME"

(World).

"La Vie De Boheme," in which Alice Brady, the charming
World Film star will make her appearance late in June, re-

Scene from "The

Sheriff

of

Plumas"

(Mustang).

ceived

directorial patronage at the hands of Albert Capelfamous French producer, creator of "Les Miserables,"

its

lani, the

William Stowell and Harry McCabe, the latter a newcomer
to Mustang-Mutual releases, appear at the head of a capable
company supporting Miss Rosson. "The Sheriff of Plumas,"
which was put into scenario form by Karl Coolidge. is an unusually appealing story of the Far West, replete with stirring
situations and presenting an exceptionally novel domestic
situation.

RALPH HERZ

IN METRO'S "THE

"The Purple Lad
which Ralph Herz

five-part

He has had a long and

PURPLE LADY."

Metro-Rolfe
featured.

will be released on the Metr
feature will serve to introdu
su<

te

26.

This Metro

the silent drama..
on the speaking

Scene from "La Vie De Boheme" (World).
"Camille" and at one time
most operatic director of
the French capital.
For the making of this exceptional subject, Mr. Capellanl
did not rely on his own knowledge of Murgur's story, but called
into conference a number of his friends among the Metropolitan
Opera House singers and directors, and they were asked to
look at such of the film as had been completed and suggest
for forthcoming scenes, with the result that a most artistic
atmospheric production is seen.
As an opera, under the name of "La Boheme," Murgur's story
has become a classic of the music world. The tale itself, torn
with the heart yearnings is of the young girl. "Mimi." who, as
a baby is left at the "Motherless Home," later taken from there
by an inn keeper and given a place as domestic. She is assaulted by a drunken inmate and rescued by a Bohemian musician.
She leaves the inn and takes up flower-making and
meets her destiny in Rudolph, the scion of a notable familyhonorable withal and loving as a true spirit.
Alice Brady as "Mimi" responds to the high tense, tempo
Her sublime sorrow, her majestic
called for by the story.
manner of flitting from gloom to joy and her death-bed request for "a muff to warm my hands" sees the film dissolve
itself and leave the auditor struggling to hold back the tears.
In addition to Miss Brady, Paul Capellani, Zena Keefe and a
specially selected cast of players, have important parts. The
scenic environment is perfect, the detail and atmosphere carries out the general effect, and as it was aptly described by one
of the Metropolitan Opera House singers, "La Vie De Boheme"
is a symphony of art.
"La Vie De Boheme" is in five acts and will be released as
"Brady-Made" June 19 on the regular World program.
1

Scene from "The Purple Lady" (Metro).

and is perhaps best known for his work in "The Soul
"Madame Sherry," "Dr. De Luxe," and recently in
"Ruggles of Red Gap." He is truly an international artist as
he was born in Paris, has German relatives, was educated in
England and is now a naturalized American citizen. He came
to America with Mrs. Patrick Campbell, playing with that
star in "The Joy of Living," "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" and
"Aunt Jeannie."
Miss Howley is another stage favorite who won added fame
on the screen. She was last seen on the Metro program in
"A Yellow Streak" with Lionel Barrymore, which was pronounced one of the best features produced last year. She was
known for several years on the vaudeville stage as "The Manhattan Girl." There is a strong supporting cast in "The Purple Lady," which includes Alan Hale, Howard Truesdell,
George Pauncefote, Guido Colucci, Gretchen hartman, Mrs.
William Bechtel, Cora Williams and other well-known stage
and screen artists.
"The Purple Lady" Is a picturization of the play of the same
name by Sydney Rosenfeld, which enjoyed a successful run
on Broadway,
stage,
Kiss,"

John Junior, Essanay juvenile leading man, has another
comedy part in "The Schemers," a forthcoming three-act
comedy-drama,
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INTERNATIONAL ANIMATED CARTOONS.
"A Quiet Day in the Country" by the famous F. Opper, and
George Herriman's "Krazy Kat at Looney Park" are the new
International animated cartoons booked for release June 5.
These split-reel comedies grow better every release and the'
late offerings are quite the best yet turned out by the wellknown cartoonists. With vastly improved situations and action both comedies are riots of laughter from title to finish.

who are interested
Mary l'ickford and

in the future careers of Anita Stewart.
Charles- Chaplin and their probable effects
on the motion picture industry. "Novelty .Votes" is mailed to
exhibitors only; but any 01 our readers may obtain
the June issue if they will send their names and addresses to
"Novelty Notes," 116 Bast Twenty-third street, New York.

UNITY MARKETS SERIAL ON UNIQUE PLAN.
llow .Menace," the sixteen-episode serial starring
Stevens, the famous dramatic artist, which is being distributed through the Unity Sales Corporation, is the first serial
ever to be sold on a State's right basis, according to Andrew J.
Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the Unity.
Mr. Cobe reports that the entire country has been practically sold on "The Yellow Menace," within a week of the
•announcement of its acquisition by the Unity concern. The
extreme timeliness ol the subject lias no doubt a great ileal to
do with this, as orators in the House of Representatives and
presidential candidates are at the present moment striving to
arouse the country to a sense of its danger from across the

Edwin

Pacific.

NEW KNICKERBOCKER-VIM

BULLETIN.

Two bulletins in one is the result of a novel method adopted
by the Melies .Manufacturing Company in its latest issue of
the house organ advertising Knickerbocker star Features and
Vim Comedies. The new bulletin is a saddle-stitched booklet
of twelve pages and covers the Knickerbocker and Vim advertising matter occupying opposite halves of the publication
and meeting in the middle, upside down to each other. Thus
the information the exhibitor requires is provided in a form
that obviates confusion and is handily preserved in a binder
supplied for the purpose.
Scene from "Krazy Kat at Looney Park" (International).

Krazy Kafs

on the roller coaster is a scream and Cousin
Willie in pursuit of the pig are just about the funniest objects
we have seen in animated cartoons. Opper and Herriman seem
to have hit upon a style of navigation for these characters
that classes with the "Chaplin Shuffle" In its palmiest days.
Watching these pictures on the screen it is hard to believe
that they are not actual living beings, but only children of
the artist's imagination, taking on life and expression at the
trip

CHANGE

IN A

GAUMONT

TITLE.

After announcing as its photoplay for June 22 "The SpatuThumb," the Gaumont company has decided to change the
to "The Criminal's Thumb." This is the three-act drama
which had its ending changed by vote of the women of the
Gaumont stock companies. The authors, Lionel Barrymore
and Wright Huntington, wrote that the heroine was to marry
late

name

ROONEY REACHES UNIVERSAL

CITY.

Pat Rooney has reached Universal City and will be directed
by Roy Clements in a series of comedies, the first one Demg
"The Bell Hop." Rooney has been appearing on the
vaudeville stage, and is one of the best-known comedians in
the country.
He was at Universal City once before for a
brief engagement.
Additional film plays are being written
for the comedian.
Work will be commenced on the first episode next week.
entitled

NEW

"VIM" POSTER

TRADE MARK.

Vim Comedies have dropped the cartoon style of poster so
long distinctive of the Vim brand, and have adopted a newdevice, consisting of a Shakespearean fool with a bauble. The
device is used as a border for one-sheet posters, the Vim name
appearing on a balloon which the fool holds tethered with
a string. In the panel is inserted a comedy scene from the
subject, posterized in three colors with photographic reproduction of the players' faces.

young attorney who secured the acquital of the wea» young
man with whom she had been in love when the story opened.
Miss Iva Shepard, Miss Gertrude Robinson, Miss Gertrude Mcthe

in

any

it

was

of the final productions
possible for her to

in

work

photoplay 'to be made at Flushing,
within a week.

N.

Jacksonville.

at
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of time.
will be

Fix..

Her lirst
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Two sist.rs. Helen and Queenie Rosson, are employed at the
American .Mutual studios in Santa Barbara. Despite the year's
the two bear such a striking resemblance
thai

il

Helen

is

in

with difficulty they are told apart.
Strong dramatic roles and Queenie

member

-'"!. ol

Scene from "The Criminal's

Thumb" (Gaumont).
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tide, entitled "Percentage Pictures,"

which

is

important

to

i

BitUS

merit ol' the Interior, which is
scenic tilm of National Parks through the Gaumuit company.
has a most remarkable series of views of the Yellowstone
which win
Mutual Picture June 14. These are
equal in photographic
\cellence to the pictures of Yoseniitc
which proved such a popular Gaumont scenic release through
Mutual. The pictures of ti,,. geystera. the st
"" other beauties of nature with which the park is tilled, made
a u onderfuU] popular release.
i

NOVELTY NOTES FOR JUNE.

parts.

studio

and is now preChapter of this series of pictures deal-

tilth

the national

Coy, Miss Lucille Tafl ami Miss Mathii.le l!:ui,iM were B
in declaring the heroine would stick to the man to whom
had first given her love. The stoi

comedy

Hilly Mason has Completed the fourth epiHilly," made in one reel, in which he plays

Smiling
"Mase Hall

Qlm the

Both are stats.
in

the

of
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American Director William Bertram in "Like a Knight of
old" put N'ita Havis through a strenuous week in shooting that
stage robbers picture. Nita is used to being dragged by runaway horses, Hung over cliffs and plunged into icy cold mountain streams.
"The director certalnlj made us earn our keep
"I've
this week." Nita was heard to tell one of the extra men.
been in tight places many a lime, but todaj he had me hanghad left to cling to."
ing on by my imagination. That's all
1

"The Fourth Tree" is the title of a one-reel comedy drama
Oduced by Director Clifford Elicit, the featured lead
being Vola .Smith, with Hayward Alack opposite.
Elfelt already has finished his first one-reel production at Universal
City, entitled "Muggins," the lead being taken by Gretehen
nil Norberl Myles opposite.
Clever work was done
in this drama by Elizabeth Janes, one of the child actresses
of Universal City, and Adele Farrington in the heavy role.

Holmes and her -company of Signal-Mutual players
are now far out on the Pacific, bound for Hawaii and the
orient, where they are to enact a number of scenes for "xneDiamond Runners," a Mutual Star Production, to be released
in rive acts late this summer.
About twenty persons, including
players, cameramen and assistants to J. P. McGowan, who is
Helen

directing

the

production,

made up

the

party.
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An automobile and a bicycle furnish the thrills for "Daredevils and Danger," a Beauty-Mutual comedy, featuring that
The
trio of Carol Hallowoy, John Sheehan and John Steppling.
story has to do with an invention of a self-aiming gun and an
excitable chase after the inventor by a herd of foreign representatives.

Mutual feature,

his third

undecided.
In this release, the
famous laughmaker will be seen in the role of an itinerant
musician, in which the violin, which he plays BO Well, ami an
Edna Purviance, Eric
accordion furnish the chief music.
Campbell, Leo White, Charlotte Mmneau and the other members of his company appear with him in this production.
the

Constance Crawley has written a story entitled "Fear" which
is now being filmed in two reels under the directions of Frank
Borzage, with Mr. Borzage, Anna Little and Jack Richardson
It is now expected that "Fear" will
in the important roles.
be offered to the public on June 30.

.

The Smalleys nearly have completed the five-reel society
drama, entitled "The First Stone," written by Lois Weber and
starring .Mary MacDonald, with Horace .Morgan appearing opA big cast of Universal players appear in this
posite her.
film story, including Maude Emory, Jack Mulhall and Ernie
Many of the scenes were taken at the wonderful ElShields.
liott-Brandt Rancho, said to be one of the finest ranches in
Other scenes were taken at San Diego
the United States.
and at a huge cattle ranch at Oceanside. Many beautiful sets
were erected at Universal City for the use of the Smalleys
for

this

production.

"Killed by Whom?" is a two-reel "Flying A" sociological
drama written by William Parker and directed by Carl M. Le
Viness.
Vivian Rich, Alfred Vosburgh and George Periolat

play the principal parts, and the story is very interesting from
the standpoint of modern legal justice.

Alan Forest and George Bebhardt are the most recent addiAmerican-Mutual studios. Their initial appearin support of Helen Rosson in "The Sign of
Spade," a forthcoming American-Mutual feature in five
Forrest will appear in juvenile role opposite Miss Rosacts.
son, while Gebhardt will essay the "heavy."
tions to the

ances will be

Lone Star Deitz, the famous football coach, who some years
ago captained the Carlyle team when it defeated Harvard, has
a small part in the next American Audrey Munson picture,
"The Gem of the Western Seas." All the men that appear in
The celebrated model they supthis feature are six-footers.
port is a slight American girl of about five feet two.

With

his

company working

in

the lumber

camps

of

Hum-

county, California, Director Jay Hunt is filming "The
Wilderness Creed," featuring Lu Cille Younge, with Jack Holt
Hunt already has filmed a one-reel seaplaying opposite.
drama, made en route to Eureka, and will make two mountain
dramas of two reels each before his return to Universal City.
boldt

So powerful a means of education has the art of cinematography become that many large manufacturers throughout
The
the country are adopting it is a medium of education.
Willys-Overland company was among the first of the automobile manufacturers to look with favor upon the screen in
connection with its work in disseminating knowledge of motor
car construction.
A lecture descriptive of the Knight sleeve
valve motor, illustrated by 2,000 feet of motion pictures made
by Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, is being given in
various cities throughout the country by Henry H. Hower of
Willys-Overland. The picture, many of them interior views of
a motor in actual operation, are declared by exhibitors to be
remarkable for their sharpness and clearness of detail. Without them, according to Mr. Hower, it would be extremely difficult to drive home many of the points of vital interest.

Alan Forrest, who recently joined the forces of the Amerl.
can-Mutual studios, has had an eventful career as a screen
actor. One of his most notable successes was as the heavy in
the serial "The Master Key." Leaving the Universal he joined
Lubin, where he worked in many releases, including several
features.
He achieved a signal success in "A Sister of Cain,"
and in "Jackstraws" features. At present he is working in
"The Sign of the Spade," to be released shortly in five reels.

Murdock McQuarrie, one of the most widely-known character actors on the Coast, has come to the American Studios to
direct the company headed by Helene Rosson.
His first picture will be "The Sign of the Spade," by Kenneth B. Clarke.
It will be at least ten days before Director v Otis Turner completes the five-reel drama entitled "The Seekers," by Olga
Printzlau, and featuring Flora Parker DeHaven, with the
well-known character actor, Charles Mailes, as leading man.
A strong cast is provided Director Turner, in support of the
dainty little star, who plays the part of a nurse in a quaint
religious community.
The heart interest story runs throughout, with plenty of action.

Two women, Gertrude Robinson and Iva Shepard, play the
principal parts in "Flames of Vengeance," a forthcoming Gaumont-Mutual three-part feature. A production in which the
two principal roles are handled exclusively by women, are

the

"Smiling" Billy Mason has completed the fifth episode of
"Base Ball Bill," a series of one-reel comedies surrounding
the diamond and in which Mason plays the featured lead.

The famous collection of Bostock animals appearing in Horsley-Mutual releases are now en route from the studios at Los
Angeles to New York, where they will appear during the summer months at Luna Park in Coney Island. A "Horsley-Mutual
Special," consisting of twelve cars, is bringing the animals
East. During their stay in Luna Park, visitors will be given
an opportunity of seeing just how motion pictures in which
animals are used, are made. Captain Jack Bonavita is in diAt the
rect charge of the transportation of the collection.
close of the summer season at Luna Park the animals will be
returned to the Los Angeles studios.
"Love's Bitter Strength" is an American photoplay without a
Edward Coxen, Lizette Thorne and George Field conunder the direction of Alfred Hollingsworth, who has taken over the Ricketts company. This
subject is a film adaptation arranged by Anthony W. Coldewey
from a story by Nelle Brown Duff.
villain.

stitute the important cast,

Director William Worthington is preparing to take over
the direction of Ruth Stonehouse, the well-known star, who
will be featured in a five-reel film play taken from Mendelssohn's "Spring Song," introducing Miss Stonehouse as a girl
who dances, full of vivacity and life. The supporting cast has
not been determined, and will not be until the film version is
completed.
Director Murdock McQuarrie, who for the past six months
has been directing Signal-Mutual five-reel features, has transferred his baggage to the American-Mutual studios. His first
production under his new employers will be released shortly
under the title of "The Sign of the Spade." Helen Rosson has
the leading role in this production, supported by George Gebhardt, Alan Forrest and a strong company of players.

Early next week Director Lynn Reynolds will finish the
picturization of his own story, written in five reels, entitled
"The Deacon's Demise," featuring Myrtle Gonzalez. Val Paul
appears opposite Miss Gonzalez, with a strong supporting cast
including Nanine Wright, Lule Warrenton, Fred Church,
George Hernandez, Frank McQuarrie and Jack Curtis. Miss
Gonzales does some notable work in this film play, and some
very beautiful sets have been provided by Manager Charles
Rankin of the production department at Universal City.

rare, indeed, in picture fields.

"The Wasted Years," next of the Horsley Mutual features,
starring Crane Wilbur, will be released shortly in five acts.
Thelma Salter, who boasts but six years of age, will be Mr.
Wilbur's chief support. This production will mark Miss Salter's first appearance as a Mutualite.

King Clark, who recently joined the American forces, is to
be seen in "The Dancer" as his introduction to the public under the "Flying A" banner, with Vivian Rich and Margaret
Nichols playing the principal feminine roles.

"Flames of Vengeance" will be the second of the new threereel features produced at the Gaumont studios in Flushing
for release through the Mutual. Gertrude Robins
Mason, popular Mutual stars,
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Iva Shepard famous Mutual "vampire." John Reinhard, John
Macklin, Albeit Maeklin, Mathilda Baring. Charles W. Travis
and James Levering are the other players in the cast. Edwin
Mlddleton is staging the drama.

Edward
dios,

Schulter, technical director at the Rolfe-Metro stuthings in readiness for the production of
which Francis X. Bushman and Beverly

In "She Was Some Vampire" the featured leads are played
by Gale Henry and William Franey, a comedy in one reel
which is being filmed by Director Allen Curtis at Universal
The story was written by Curtis and is a satire on the
City.
vampire woman, many of the scenes being taken at the seashore. Others in this laughable screen play are Lillian Peacock. Milburn Moranti and Charles Conklln.

getting

is

"Romeo and
Bayne

Juliet," in
will be starred.

Now it is the "homeliest boy" who is to make his bow as
a star of Mutual releases. Gertrude McCoy, star of GaumontMutual feature releases found him at the recent motion picture
He introduced
exposition held at Madison Square Garden.
"It's not me real monicker,"
himself as "Tommy McCarthy."
Tommy explained, "but it will have to do. I've got to have
Tommy,
a phoney title, like all the other picture players."
they say out at the Gaumont-Mutual studios, where he is now
working in his first release, has real ability and a wealth of
Tommy will shortly depart for the Vogue-Mutual
talent.
studios in Los Angeles, where he will become a regular member of the playing forces.
Director Jay Hunt is in the woods of the northern part of
California filming two logging camp photoplays, in which the
lead is played by Lucille Younge, with Jack Holt appearing
En
Albert MacQuarrie also appears in the cast.
opposite.
route to Eureka, Hunt filmed on the steamers a one-reel story
Ben Cohn accompanied the comentitled "On the High Sea."
pany as scenario writer. The director and his company will
be away for at least ten days more.

§

conducted by the Bodin Amusement Co.

WASHINGTON,

and Montgomery, Ala., were the first of the cities visited. His
tour will occupy about ten weeks, during which he will obtain
views of not less than twelve of the principal Southern cities.

"Any Youth," a psychological society drama, has been filmed
by Director Allen Holubar from his own story. Holubar plays
the lead, with Dorothy Phillips opposite, and supported by HecThis one-reel picture required a
tor V. Sarno as the heavy.
great deal of double and triple exposure, depicting as it does
the thoughts of a man as they flash across his brain.
Following "Flames of Vengeance," the Gaumont company will
Thumb," a melodrama written by Lionel
Barrymore and Wright Huntington. The leading roles will be
taken by Alexander Gaden and Iva Shepard. A peculiar twist
to the story is given by the fact that the heroine does not
marry the strong man, but says that the weaker of the two
needs her. Others in the cast are Lucille Taft, Mathilde Baring, Charles W. Travis, Henry W. Pemberton and James Levering.
The drama is being directed by Edwin Middleton. It will
be released June 22.

production, featuring Louise
very beautiful sets have been
many of them being his own
not been announced, but it is

Lovely and Lon Chaney. Some
used by DeGrasse in this picture,
conception.
His next story has
being prepared for his use early

The meetings, and ceremonies attendant upon each of the
several conferences held, between General Scott and Funston,
representing the United States, and General Obregon, Mexican
Minister of War, were photographed by L. N. Burrud, a Mutual
Weekly cameraman who has been in Mexico with Gen. PershIn order to obtain these pictures, a special
ing's expedition.
permit had t<> be obtained from both the United States and
Mexican au1
- ned
by each of the threi
pants in the conferences. General Obregon posed several times
for the camera.
"The
J.

Silent

Battle,"

—

$175,000.

CLINTON, ILL.— W.

Warren Kerrigan

is

Sudduth,

B.

5

Jackson avenue, plans to

erect a one and two-story moving picture theater. Including
stores and apartments, 44 by 120 feet, to cost $10,000.
IA.

—The

Isis theater

has been taken over

by Guy Curtis.

WATERLOO, IA.— The
by Nicholas Webber
tures exclusively.

—

WEBSTER

CITY, IA. W. Z. Zetterell has the contract to
erect a two-story moving picture theater and apartment building, 44 by 124 feet, for E. H. Martin, to cost $20,000.

LA— Natchitoches

NATCHITOCHES,

Opera House

Co.,

Inc.,

D. L. Suddath, secretary, is considering plans for the erection
of a commodious fireproof opera house.

NEW
brick

ORLEANS, LA.— William Klein

moving picture theater at

614

will erect a one-story
Canal street, to cost

$40,000.

NEW

ORLEANS, LA.— Orpheum Theater & Realty

Co.,

of

is reported as planning to erect a $40,000 theater
University place.
recently took over
the Aladdin theater at 930-32 West Baltimore street, plans to
make extensive improvements to the house. It has seating
capacity for about 500 persons.
BAY CITY, MICH. Extensive Improvements are being made

San Francisco,
in

BALTIMORE, MD. — B. Friedmann, who

—

to the

Washington

theater.

DETROIT, MICH.— The Catherine theater, operated by the
Amusement Company, has been remodeled, enlarged

Lincoln

and the seating capacity increased.
RATON, N. MEX. Extensive improvements have been made
to the Princess theater and the seating capacity increased.
CLARKFIELD, MINN.— T. T. Thompson, who recently took
over the moving picture theater formerly conducted by H.
Kitchen, is making a number of improvements to the house.
The seating capacity will also be increased.
MAHNOMEN, MINN.— H. F. Hanson has purchased the Grand

—

theater.

VIRGINIA, MINN.— E. Springer has purchased th<
it as a first-class moving picture house.

theater and opened

MOON SCREENS
Before buying any screen
get in touch with us.

reel

live

theater,

CHICAGO, ILL. Richard W. Owens, care Jackson Brothers'
Real Estate Co., 513-15 N. La Salle street, is having plans prepared for a two-story moving picture theater, to cost about

feature production In which
starred, with Lola Wilson opposite, haa

a

O

Garfunkel, 103

Saunders. Fellsmere, Fla., will
erect a moving picture theater, 55 by 100.

release "The Criminal's

Within a few days, director Joseph De Grasse will have
finished the picturization of "The Grasp of Greed," a five reel

&

moving picture

FORT PIERCE, FLA.—Hall &

INDEPENDENCE,
Edwin Guetlein, the Gaumont-Mutual cameraman, Is now
touring the South securing pictures for "See America First,"
After Atlanta, Savannah
released each week by the Mutual.

C— Greenburg

D.

street, N. W., plan to erect a one-story
37 by 35 feet.

National Exposition

been oomph ted
Jaok Conway. He Is now working
on his next production, which will start early next week, with
tured lead, aupported by Miss Wilao
rter, and othera of the Universal City stock

tu ro Art.
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company.
Millions of dollars have been spent, countless lives sacrificed,
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WKST

Kidelit> K. a It y Company has let
I'AI.M I'.KACll. KI.A
ct to Clarence Wilcox to erect an addition to their
tildlns, 40 By 32 feet; fireproof; Carey roof; wood and
Boors; cost, $8,000.

picture theater.

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

— Sheffield

Amusement Company,

J.

president, is having plans prepared for a one-story
picture theater, 55 by 194 feet, to cost $40,000.

Miller,

tile

moving

COFFEYVILLE, KAN.—J. B. Tackett is having plans prepared for a one-story moving picture theater, 60 by 140 feet,

nd redecorated the interior.

cost

to

$20,000.

—

MUSKOGEE, OKLA.-J.

Brophy, care Yale theater, plans
to convert a business building into a modern moving picture
theater. The alterations will cost about $16,000.
A.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— The Stanley Corporation is reported
to have under consideration a plan for the purchase of 1900
to 1912 Market street and erecting thereon a commodious fireproof moving picture theater, with seating capacity for about
The site includes a number of old store build4,000 persons.
ings and two storehouses on a lot 152 by 176 feet. The buildings are assessed at 1305,000.
In contemplating the erection
of a moving picture theater at Nineteenth and Market streets
the Stanley Corporation is believed to have in mind the possibility of the government erecting, as has been proposed, a
new postoffice building on the south side of Market street,
between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets. If this project is
accomplished, the present Stanley theater, just west of Sixteenth street, will be needed as a part of the postoffice site.

PROVIDENCE,
theater and

I.— E.

R.

F.

office structure,

Albee plans to build a six-story
168 by 81 feet, with wing 100 by

43 feet.

—

NASHVILLE, TENN. Crescent Amusement Company will
erect a moving picture theater on Fifth avenue; interior finish
of white; walls in French gray; exterior French renaissance;
dark red brick and terra cotta; ornamental iron marquise extending over entire front; four marble stairways; 15 private
boxes; pipe organ with two sets of echo organs; indirect lighting system; fireproof; seating capacity, 1,500; cost, $100,000.

HOUSTON,
made

&

to the

—

TEXAS. Extensive improvements have been
Pastime theater. The house is owned by Schulman

Sons.

—

DETROIT, MICH. Frank Farrington Company has the contract to erect a theater building for the Boulevard Theater
Company. It will be located at the corner of Gratiot and
Mount Elliott avenues and be known as the Rialto.

—

IONIA, MICH. A site upon which to erect a modern moving
picture theater of fireproof construction has been purchased
by Paul Ferrell.
Work will probably be started within a
few weeks. The house will have seating capacity of 1.000.

TRAVERSE CITY, MICH.— Contract has been let for the
construction of a two-story brick and stone trimmed moving
picture theater, store and office building, 73 by 125 feet, for
Julius Steinberg.
The structure will be fireproof and cost
about $30,000. Fitzpatrick & McElroy Co., 118 North La Salle
street, Chicago, are the lessees.
ST. PAUL, MINN.— Architect Arthur S. Devon, 705 Germania
Life Building, is preparing plans for a modern moving picture
theater, 50 by 100 feet, to cost, $10,000.

TRIUMPH, MINN.— C. H. Patsche,. Fairmont, Minn., Is preparing plans for a modern moving picture theater for Henry
Bernhardt.

KANSAS
the

CITY, MO.

being operated

now being operated

THERMOPOLIS, WTO.- The

a new movhas seating

ing picture theater
capacity of 400, and

Isis is the name of
opened by J. B. Bogard. It
cost approximately $15,000.

—

MONTGOMERY, ALA. Strand Amusement Company will
remodel its present building and bring its seating capacity
up to 1,200. Construction work will not begin before October.
MOULTON, ALA. Oscar Chenault is reported to erect a mod-

—

ern brick moving picture theater.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Extensive alterations have
A new balcony has
to the Haight Street theater.

been
also

The improvements cost about $4,000.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. Rosa & Bodania will shortly start
work on the construction of a one-story moving picture theaThere
ter at the corner of Twenty-ninth and Church streets.
been constructed.

—

will be seating capacity for

has been taken over by

J.

Hughes.

C—

WASHINGTON, D.
Architect D. F. Meyers, Bond building,
preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 30
by 80 feet, to cost $6,000.
LAMAR, COLO. — Lamar Opera House Company
plans for a two-story opera house,

50

is

by 140

considering

feet,

to

cost

$30,000.

BRISTOL, CONN.— The
It is

WASHINGTON,

Schneider, Sr., will erect a moving picture theater; fireproof;
red matt brick and stucco; red Spanish tile roof; swinging
sashes extending from floor to ceiling; cooled-air ventilating
system. Will also contain two stores and two four-room suites.
Cost, $35,000.

JERSEY

CITY, N. J.— Dr. H. Charles Hespe, 390 Central aveerect a one-story moving picture theater, 65

nue, plans to
by 130 feet.

TROY,

N.

Y.

— Architect

E.

W.

Loth, 253 Broadway,

is

pre-

paring plans for the remodeling of a store property into a

modern moving picture
D.

theater.

—Hartman

Photo Play Company plans to

modern moving picture theater

erect a
tion,

N.

by 125

50

CLEVELAND,

of fireproof construc-

feet.

— Reserve

Photo Play Company, Robert M.
McLaughlin, president; M. E. Beckwith, secretary; 635 LeaderNews Building, is considering plans for a one and two-story

moving picture

O.

theater, to cost $100,000.

on Fillmore

theater,

is

the house as a first-class

Franpenberger has purchased
corner of Thirty-ninth and

the

about 450 persons.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— The Regent

Nathan M. Higbie.

at

—

LOUIS, MO. Kingsland Theater and Realty Company,
organized by Harry W. Lohrum, Richard Zeppenfeld and Joseph

MANDAN,

made

—Donald

Rex theater located

ST.

r

street,

NEW ORLEANS, LA. Joseph Johnson has opened a new
moving picture theater at the corner of Washington avenue
and Prieur street. The house has seating capacity of 600.

Bristol theater has been leased by
reported that Mr. Higbie will operate

moving picture

BRISTOL, PA.— Smith, Hardican Co., 1606 Cherry street,
Philadelphia, has the contract and will shortly commence
work in building a one-story addition, 35 by 70 feet and
making other alterations to the Forrest theater.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Myer Magil has conveyed the Imperial theater at 215-19 South Sixtieth street to Robert Bloomgarden for a nominal consideration, subject to a mortgage of
$72,500.
It is a one-story brick and concrete structure, on
a lot 32 feet front by an irregular depth.
The property is
~
:

$70,000.

theater.

C— Architect

Julius Wenig, 725 Tenth
street, N. W., is preparing plans for a one-story moving picture theater, 48 by 105 feet, to cost $10,000.
D.

—

FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. Mr. Sulzer, Miami, Fla., will
erect fireproof reinforced concrete moving picture theater, 75
by 100 feet, to be operated by Frank Bartmus, proprietor of the
Rex theater.

CANADIAN, TEXAS. —Humphrey Grocery Company has

let

the contract to John Bryan to erect a brick addition, 25 by
100 feet, to their moving picture theater, to cost $3,000.
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Convention

Number

of
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Pursuant to our custom

for several

^ years past, the only Special Number of THE MOVING PICTURE
WORLD will be] published current
with the National^Convention

of the

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League

of

America.

The Convention

will be held in the
Coliseum, Chicago, the week of
July 10th. Our Convention Number
will be dated July 15th.
{[1

^

We

respectfully suggest that prospective advertisers reserve their
space now. All advertising copy must
be in our hands by June 24th, marked
plainly so that it will receive proper
publication.
|]j

^

note that in spite of the unU| Please
usual advantages offered through
this number, because of its increased
circulation and intensified interest, the
advertising rates remain the same.

^
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Trade News
Gathered by Our

'

—

affairs has just been conafter days of consideration by
the parties concerned, when the Strand
theater was sold by Eugene Boucher, who
has been its owner since it was built, to
W. E. McPhee, owner of the New Central,
and O. B. Fernandez, owner of the Bijou,
who will be associated together under the
firm name of McPhee & Fernandez, with
Mr. McPhee as manager. Both the Strand
and Bijou theaters were closed during the
past week.
The New Central will be kept for road
shows entirely, while the Strand will be
devoted to a straight program of highclass picture shows, including regularly
Paramount and Triangle plays. The Bijou
will remain closed, at least for the pres-

summated

ent.

New Maine
Portland,

Me.

Film Company.

— Lochren

Film Corpora-

tion has been organized here for the purpose of conducting a general manufactur-

commercial, mercantile, mechanical,
Capital
trading or real estate business.
ing,

stock, $1,000,000, of which $500,000 is common and $500,000 is preferred; par value,
President, R. E. Mon$10; paid in, $50.
roe, Portland; treasurer, Carl W. Smith,
Portland; clerk, Isaac W. Dyer, Gorham;
directors, William Lochren, Stanley B.

Houck, Minneapolis. Minn.; Carl W. Smith,
E. R. Monroe, M. G. Connellan, Portland.
Approved May 26.

W. U. Baker Opens New Theater.
Lubec, Me. W. U. Baker opened a new
moving picture theater here on Decora-

—

tion Day,

This

and

is

using Universal service.

new house has been

for Mr. Baker's
profitable.

use,

built especially

and should prove

Pathe Comes to Bangor.
Bangor, Me.— Another film exchange, the
Pathe, will be opened in Bangor shortly.
Al Bevans, who is to be the manager of
the local branch, is now looking for a
Mr. Bevans has been in the
location.
business for the past ten years, having
started with George Kleine when he opened
his Boston branch. For the past few years
Mr. Bevans has been managing exchanges.
He was assistant manager of the Boston
General Film exchange and was recently
manager of the General Film exchanges
in Albany, New Haven and Syracuse.
The local branch, which is to be established so that the company will be better
able to furnish the people of this state
with Pathe pictures, will control the territory this side of Lewiston. The Boston
office has charge of the other territory in
Maine. Mr. Bevans will be in position to
furnish exhibitors in this section with
features, serials and singles of all kinds

made by

his company.
Another benefit expected in having an
exchange In this vicinity Is that, with a
In Bangor, the company will be able
cover this territory for the Pathe

man
to

When anything of particular
Weekly.
note happens in this vicinity, Mr. Bevans
will have a camera man on the spot at
once to take pictures for the weekly.
H.

Smith to
Manage
Exchange.

P.

Bangor, Me.

— H.

P.

General

Smith, of the Bos-

ton office of the General Film Co., has
taken the Bangor exchange, on Franklin
manager, to succeed George H.
Newhall, who was drowned a short time
ago. Mr. Smith has been in the film business for the past eight years. He was
formerly in the booking department, but
for the past three years has been handling the work in the feature department.
Mr. Smith made a trip down through
Eastport last week and is greatly pleased
with conditions thus far. He likes the territory he has been placed in and thinks
there are great prospects for business
street, as

this

summer.

—

Me. The
Century
theater,
brothers, proprietors, has just contracted for Broadway features from the
Bangor office of the Universal Film Company.
Bluehill,

Mason

BOSTON REPORTS EARLY

SUMMER BUSINESS GOOD
Barnum &

Bailey's Circus Dents Week's
Business in Boston Business in
State Prosperous.
By William Flynn, Boston Correspondent.
Address Boston American.

—

"ROSTON,
Mass.— Barnum & Bailey's
"Greatest Show on Earth" put a dent
the receipts of several Boston moving
picture houses last week, but in spite of
this counter attraction most of the larger
photoplay theaters did a good business.
This was particularly true of the Park,
Fenway and Modern theaters, in which
the cooling systems have been given a
thorough overhauling in anticipation of
the approaching warm weather.
Both of the Olympia theaters, the Orpheum and the Boston, drew their quota
of moving picture lovers, and the majority of the smaller houses held their own.
Judging from the present outlook the
moving picture business in Boston and
the rest of the New England territory this
summer will be far better than it has
been for years past.
Many of the local film exchange managers are enthusiastic over the prospects
in

and their enthusiasm has been enhanced
by the large increase in the number of
summer moving picture houses that are
due to be opened at New England summer resorts within the next few weeks.

Edward

J.

Farrell,

New England manager

of the General Film Company, says the
bookings of his office have held out re-

Frank Vine, of the local
International Film office; Frank Grady,
of the World; W. H. Bradley, of the Triangle; George Balsdon, of the V-L-S-P, and
markably

well.

1916

Correspondents

Weil-Known Maine Theater Changes Hands When W. E. McPhee and O. B. Fernandez Buy the Strand Theater from Eugene Boucher— Latter Has Owned It
Since It Was Built—W. E. McPhee Will Be the Manager for the Firm.

OLD
theatrical

17,

Week

of the
Own

Old Town's Strand Sold
By John Flannags
Park View
TOWN, Me. An important deal in

June

Harry Campbell,

of the Fox office, also
report large bookings, and the general
business aspect throughout the territory

is

encouraging.

BRAINS AND BEAUTY GIRL.
New England's Fair Representative,
Phyllis Curl, Is a Blonde.
Boston, Mass.— Miss Phyllis E. Curl, the
girl who has been chosen to represent New England in the beauty and
brains contest by the World Film Company, has received so many congratulations from her host of friends and persons she does not even know that she is
in a quandary as to how she is going to

Boston

answer them

all.

Miss Curl is nineteen years old. She is
a striking blonde with wavy gold hair
and dark blue eyes. She is five feet six
inches tall and has an erect and graceful
carriage.
Her father, who died some
months ago, was a buyer of antiques,
and with him she has traveled practically
all
over the world. She has been in
Africa, Australia, Japan and Europe.
Following the death of her father the
young lady was compelled to seek employment, and after working a short time
as a stenographer she secured an engagement with William Hodge in "Fixing Sister." She was persuaded to enter the contest by her friends and is overjoyed to
think she won. Miss Curl is a graduate
of the Girls' High School in Boston, and
those who have seen her predict a won-

derful future for her on the screen.

An Organist of Fine Discrimination.
Boston, Mass. Part of the success of
Loew's Globe theater, in Boston, is due
to the brilliant talent of Francis J. O'Connor, the organist. Mr. O'Connor has made
a deep study of the science of interpreting motion pictures on the organ and his
work augments the value of the photoplay on the screen to such an extent that
he has built up a following among film
devotees that few moving picture house
musicians can boast of. He follows the
theme of the picture on the organ in a
manner that makes one feel as well as see
the action as the reel unwinds on the
screen, and discriminating audiences are

—

loud

in

their praise of his efforts.

NEWARK NEWS
By Jacob

J.

Building,

Kalter,

Newark,

51
N.

LETTER.
Strand
J.,

Theater

Special

Correspondent.

]SJ

-L^"

Airdomes Are Opening.
EWARK, N. J.— The season for open
air moving picture places was prac-

tically

inaugurated

in

this

city

during

the last week or so. The expectations of
the airdome owners are much better this
year than last. Weather conditions last
year were deplorable. In a conversation
with an airdome owner, the Newark correspondent of the Moving Picture World
learned that thus far ideal conditions
have prevailed as far as the open air
places are concerned. The larger parks
have also opened their season. Vailsburgh park, Newark; Olympic park, Belleville,
and Hillside park, Irvington, all

were opened last week. The wonderful
business of the past week augurs well
for the succeeding weeks.

June
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Bayonne's
Bayonne, N.

J.

—

Mr. Boyland has
some extraordinary features in his
and he reports good business.

House.
Plans have

pre-

-chitect, for the
pared by Kugene Reilly,
erection of a one-story brick motion picture house to be built at 978 Broadway,
will cost
which
house,
Bayonne. The
$6,000, is

owned by

—

Another Open

Air.

—

East Orange, N. J. James A. Endiso
has built at 389 Dodd street, this place,
a modern open air motion picture place
at a cost of $500.

Regal Incorporated.
J.
The Regal Amusement
at C7 Main
street, Paterson. The concern is capitalized at $10,000 and will probably take
over the Regal theater, situated at the
same address as the registered office. The

Ruppert Opens Airdome.
Trenton, N.

J.

—

the business of the concern
amusement business.

B.

S.

Moss

to

is

Open

Interests

Madge Evans
Newark,

shown

do an

J.— The

N.

B.

N.
at the

and Hill

—

Popular.

incorporators

Madge Evans, recently
Paramount theater, Broad

J.

streets,

New Camden

the Moving Picthat practically

making arrangements to have their
house show this six-year-old wonder. The
is

Corport'ion has completed arrangements whereby they are to be represented in New Jersey by the Messrs. R. S.
Clark and F. D. Hunt, who are to act as
exclusive New Jersey agents.
Mr. Clark was with *he V. B. S. E. Corporation for the past year as their New
Jersey representative, and is now uniting
with Mr. Hunt, who has been handling
the Moss Features for several months.
The boys have opened an up-to-date office In the Proctor's Palace theater build-

little film actress is very popular here in
Newark, and it is expected that other
playhouses will arrange for her personal
appearance in the near future.

BALTIMORE ITEMS.

—

stein, architect.

Lakewood Incorporation.
Eakewood, N. J. The Gem Amusement
Company has been incorporated here with

Boyland at City, Irvington.
Irvington, N. J. I. Boyland, well-known
exhibitor around these parts, has taken
over the City theater, 765 Springfield ave-

Ed Myrick presented all the lady patrons at his house, the Columbia, Portland, with a small bottle of perfume one

—

—

registered offices at 305 Sixth street. The

To

Satinskv and Rose

(For Baltimore Letter See Pat;,
"Gloria" at Strand.
Baltimore, Md. The management of the
Strand
theater,
404-6
North
Howard
street, has booked "Gloria's Romance" and
the first episode was shown this week
for the first three days.

—

old friends.

Concern.

Max

are S. MacGregor,
Black.

New Open Air Theater.
Newark, N. J. An open air picture
house has been opened at 267-269 Prince
street by Morris Gold. He has installed
a new operator's booth at a cost of $100.
The booth was designed by M. B. Silber-

ing, 114 Market street, Newark, N. J.,
where they will be glad to greet all their

Peranio,
V. Alex-

Camden, N. J.— The Cumberland Amusement Company has opened offices at 509
Market street, Camden, for the purpose
of promoting amusements.
The authorized capital is $5,000. The incorporators

every theater booking World productions

Picture

Salvatiore

and American

in

Newark correspondent of
ture World was informed

Newark

Moss Motion

S.

are

Sanfelici Alexander

"Sudden Riches," is
probably now the pet of the city. The

Office.

Newark,

Company has been organized

at

Company, with registered offices at 135
East Hanover street, has just been chartered. The incorporators are: Charles C.
Hildinger, George D. Bishop, Russell H
Lamont. The capital stock is $10,000, and

—

Paterson, N.

—

Chartered.
The Success Amusement

be used for

will

Syndicate at Penns Grove.
Penns Grove, N. J.— The New York theater Syndicate has been formed at this
place with an authorized capital of $37.000. The incorporators are Frederick D.
Doty, Giles S. Doty and E. S. Kilmer.

Jersey City, N. J. The Ocean airdome,
Bay River and Ocean avenue, has been
opened by William Ruppert.

Company

Success

which

$3,000,

is

amusement purposes. The incorporator!
are Harry G. Hecht, Anna K. Otto and E.
M. Firschbaum.

Atlantic Exhibition Company.
Newark, N. J. With a capital of $10,000, the Atlantic Exhibition Company has
chartered
at 828 Broad street, Newbeen
ark. The members of the concern, which
conduct amusements, are Powell
will
Crichton, Frank T. Matthes and Alex R.
Fordyce.

A. Cohen.

2075

capital

nue, Irvington.

New

Sunday

recently.

Exhibitors

Notice Changes in Addresses.

Below is a list of our correspondents and addresses.
Send items of news interest about your work to the nearest
correspondent— other exhibitors will be interested in what
you are doing.

Maine.— J.

Ga-A. M. Beatty, 43
Baltimore, Md.— J. M. Shellman,

Xew

Atlanta,

Boston, Mass.

— Win.

Buffalo^ N. Y :

— Jos.
'

N. Flynn,
A.

Copinhill Ave., Atlanta, Ga.

—

Newark,

J— Jacob

McQuire, 611 Erie County Bank Uldg.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
(.'rain,

1404

Jr.,

in

X.

Phll

New

l

erry

Williams, Minneapolis Tribune.

S.

J.

Salter, 51 Strand Theater Bid-..

WB SerVke
P(U

News

Pittsbur.'h

132 No. Jefferson

Orleans, Ba.

la

d«f S?

9tarks Bldg.,

^

leans— George M. Cheney.

way,

1902 Mt. Royal Ter., Baltimore.

Boston American, Boston, Mass.

Flannigan, 147 Park View Ave.. Bangor. Me.

P.

.Minneapolis.

31>C
'

Service,

New-

Davis Pk-

Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philu-

Jenkins Arcade

6011

Bld K

.

Bitts-

rtlan.I

Oreg
ain,

610

National

First

Bank

st.

Salt

Dallas,

Texas.— S.

A. M. Harrison, «1S

c

Comal

St.,

Dallas, Texas

10

Detroit, Mi'

Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Bldg., Detroit,

Day,

Bake

Ban Frani

-a.

Qlebler, 136 Vanol Bldg., SI

ii.

city.

1-.

11

T

•

\v

a

Plcl

''mm

.

a,

:

ioi

Mi.

Louisville,

N.-i

Ky.-

v., th st

s.,1,

-.

.

Lake City,

Bei ki

!i

.'

state

Kansas City

Louis, Mo.
..

Denver Times, Denver, Colo.

Denver, Colo.
li

Bonis-

—205 Corn Belt
'.

.Ii

,

I

l"l

Life

,

O Weinberg,

N. 1

BJ.

puver,

B C

1:

C

Oerrard

st

Noveltj Theater,

Thomas,

BI]

1:

.

Tor. .mo, Qnt,

]

R<

BUImt.,

Starks

HI. I,

St

N

I
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Philadelphia Ball
Local Operators Give Brilliant Dance on Decoration Day at the Eagles' Temple
More Than Five Hundred Persons Attend The Hall a Bower of Beauty
An Excellent Program The Committee in Charge.
Special to Moving Picture World from Philadelphia News Service.

—

—

—

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. On Decoration
Day more than five hundred Philadelphians attended the fifth annual ball of
the Moving Picture Machine Operators'
Union, Local 307, held in Eagles' Temple,
The
Broad and Spring Garden streets.
occasion was one of festivity, and those
present voted it a huge success, which
fact was corroborated by the members of
the executive committee both as to attendance and financial results. The crowd
gathered early and everything was running at full speed long before the allotted time. The ballroom presented a remarkable sight as the beautiful gowns
worn by the ladies in attendance blended
with the gorgeous decorations. Special
efforts were made to have the decorations
of a character long to be remembered,
and too much credit cannot be given to
those in charge of that portion of the
affair.

The moving picture industry
delphia
ball,

in

Phila-

was strongly represented at the
supply men and folks

CENSORS ACTED "ARBITRARILY."
Court of Common Pleas Administers
Sadly Needed Rebuke to Censors.

Pa.— In

Philadelphia,

a

recent

opinion

handed down in Common Pleas Court No.
2,
Judge Audenreid held that the Pennsylvania Board of Motion Picture Censors
"abused its discretion and acted arbitrarily" in eliminating a number of scenes
and sub-titles from a film dealing with
motherhood. In effect the court held that
motherhood was a fit subject for presentation upon the moving picture screen.
The decision is hailed as a decisive victory by local moving picture interests, as
it is established that their right of appeal
to the Common Pleas Court from decisions
of the censors may not be without effect.
This follows closely upon the heels of a
recent decision stating that the court was
no place for viewing moving picture films
and that the word of the censors was final
except in extraordinary instances.

exhibitors,

from the various exchanges mingling together on the floor. Charles Segal, president
Philadelphia
Exhibitors'
of
the
League, was easily to be distinguished as
he moved from place to place greeting
those present. He made a brief address
in which he remarked that the exhibitors
as a body wished to congratulate the

members of the Union upon the most proficient manner in which their organization was conducted and stated that it was
their sincere

Joseph Graves' Airdome.
Water Gap, Pa. Joseph H. Graves has
opened an airdome on Main street, Delaware Water Gap, and announces that he
has met with most gratifying results con-

—

sidering the earliness of the season.

already

44th Street Airdome Opens.
Philadelphia,
Pa. Messrs.
Somberg,

Rosen and Geber have opened their airdome at 44th street and Parkside avenue,

the

excellent

lines

—

directly opposite to

Fairmount Park, and

report a very good patronage to date.
This establishment has an ideal location
and is frequented by many during the
warm summer evenings.

Philadelphia.

A
It

of

would be unfair to state which form
entertainment was most enjoyed by

nobody seeming

to

tire,

and

it

was noticed that there were more upon
the floor as the evening progressed than
during the early hours of the ball. While
speaking of dancing, the grand march
must be mentioned. It proved to be a
beautiful procession led by Benjamin Harrison, a

Much

member
of

the

of No.

credit

8.

for

Grand Will Be Larger.
N. J.
Announcement has been
made in Camden to the effect that Abe
Greenberg, owner and manager of the
Grand theater, Broadway near Mickle
Camden,

Fine Program.

those present, either the cabaret show
or the dancing. A most excellent vaudeville program was offered, the talent being drawn from the members of the union,
and it must be said that every act was
well presented and the large crowd thoroughly appreciated the efforts of the operators. The dancing was enjoyed to the

utmost,

1916

complimented upon his new
This marvelous instrument,
combining an organ, piano and orchestra,
revelation in the way of
in the vicinof the theater enjoy listening to the

certainly a

is

good music and folks living
ity

music in the evening with the result that
Mr. Stamper's receipts have increased accordingly.

Bids are at present being received for
alterations and the erection of an addition to the Poplar theater. 903-907 North
Sixth street, J. M. Kennedy, Jr., and M.
Steeple and Brothers, owners.

MID-NEW YORK LETTER.
By

Weinberg, Special Correspondent,
Novelty Theater, Troy, N. Y.

E. O.

New

V-L-S-E. Manager at Syracuse.
N. Y.— F. F. Hartich, for a
long time assistant to Mr. Partridge,
branch V-L-S-E, has been promoted to branch manager at the Syracuse

SYRACUSE,

New York
office

for the

same concern.

Philip Gentille in Albany With Pathe.
Albany, N. Y. Philip Gentille, at one
time assistant manager of the Regent
theater, Buffalo, N. Y., is now located at

—

Albany

in

Pathe exchange.

Sunday Shows

—

in

Cohoes.

Cohoes, N. Y. Picture theaters in Cohoes will soon try to open on Sundays.
There is considerable agitation on foot at
the present time for and against Sunday

wish that Local No. 307 con-

along

A

in

17,

is
to be
choralcello.

This

form of entertainment is new to that
place and the folks in that vicinity have
taken a liking to the idea, all of which
bodes well for the future prosperity of
the airdome.

strange coincidence of the affair was
the fact that the ball fell on the date of
the birthday of William Katz, manager
of the Stanley theater and a well known
member of the union. Mr. Katz was
showered with congratulations by those
in attendance and this live film man was
voted one of the most popular exhibitors

tinue

June

Philadelphia, and paid his respects to
of his friends In moving picture
circles before departing. He likewise purchased considerable new equipment from
the Swaab Film Service, 1327 Vine street.
Manager Stamper, of the Tioga theater,
to

many

the successful

in which the ball was conducted
due the officers of the organization.
P. Bache, John J. Stevens, Walter G.
Murray, John A. Harris, Louis Krouse,
Abbot Oliver and William Hamilton all
deserve special mention for the untiring
manner in which they went about prefor the affair and for the comble manner in which they handled
the actual festivities. It is hoped bv man;

manner
is

B.

Philadelphians that the Moving Picture
Machine Operators' Union, Local No. 307,
enjoy unlimited success, and judging from
al trend of conversation at the
ball any future entertainments offered by
the union will meet with the same well-

—

street,
has purchased the property of
Charles Foulon, 205 Broadway, adjoining
the Grand. It was stated that plans are

under way to rebuild the Grand and make
it larger.
The new building will have a
frontage on Broadway of 62 feet and a
depth of 125 feet. The seating capacity
of the house when completed will be about
1,600.

Silver in the Photoplay Business.
One of the odd features connected with
the recent growth in the value of silver
is the added expense which it has put on
the moving picture industry.
Silver is
now selling around 72 cents an ounce, owing to heavy European and Asiatic demand. It is well known that it is an essential in photographic chemicals, and the
Engineer and Mining Journal prints an
estimate of the silver used by the moving
picture
industry
as
about
15,000,000
ounces yearly, or considerably more than
$10,000,000 worth at the present price. If
this calculation of consumption be correct the film producers now use about 7
per cent, of the world's annual production,

which was estimated at

ounces for

195,600,000

1915.

i

Philadelphia Notes of Interest.
Steve Trumbette, well known exhibitor
of Carbondale, Pa., was a recent visitor

Leases Mechanicsville Houses.

—

Cohoes, N. Y. Louis Beuttner, now interested in both theaters in Cohoes, has
secured options on the two houses in
Mechanicville, owned by C. Meyerson and
F. Howland.
It is expected that the deal
will be closed by June 1.

E. J. Schmidt With Bluebird.
Albany, N. Y. E. J. Schmidt, formerly
road man for Rex film exchange, Albany,
now covering the entire State for Bluebird photoplays. Mr. Schmidt at one time
handled "Neptune's Daughter" in Pennsylvania, and he is very optimistic on con-

—

is

ditions in this State.

NORTH CAROLINA NEWS LETTER
By Clarence W.

Linz, Special CorrespondTenth St., N. E., Washington, D. C.
Universal Exchange Incorporates.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. The North Carolina State Corporation Commission
has recently granted a charter to the
Universal Film Exchange, Inc., of Char-

ent, 635

—

The incorporators are J. J. Lanie,
Mr. Dardine is the manager of the business which
is quite an extensive one.

lotte.

Paul Dubois and E. F. Dardine.

New Theaters Hereabouts.
The Auditorium at
Wilmington, N.

C—

Wrishtsville Beach is being enlarged
preparatory to the opening of the season.
Raleigh, N. C. The Strand theater here
The
practically ready for opening.
is
formal opening will take place upon the
completion of some of the decorations and
the installation of the seats. This will
take place some time during the month of
June.
The Acme theater will
Goldsboro, N.
not be completed for some little time and
it may be that the formal opening will
be postponed until after the summer
months, probably until the middle of
September or first of October.

—

C—

June
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Uncle Sam Will Recruit with Films.
The preparedness
D.

C—

Washington,

invade the motion picture
is to utilize the theaters in the effort to secure the additional
soldiers required to recruit the army to
its new strength of 175,000 or more men
T<> accomplish this the War Department
is planning to have pictures made showM

field,

is

to

Uncle

for

Sam

army

iv side of

The camera-

life.

are to start with the recruiting staand then in following the work
take up the drill work. There will
,.
feet of film showing the athletics
in which the soldiers engage when off
duty and the other fun and amusement
provided for them.
It is said that these
pictures will be "unvarnished," showing
armv life as it actually is minus the gold
Prospective recruits will be shown
braid.
It
the discipline that exists in the army.
is believed that the films will have a real
effect upon the youth of the country and
greatly increase enlistments.

men

tions

Summer Films

at the Gaiety.

C—

The Gaiety theater,
Washington, D.
on Ninth street, Northwest, between E
and P streets, has recently closed ita
regular burlesque season and has been
given over to the exhibition of motion
A
pictures during the summer months.
new policy thus prevails and particular
attention is to be given to women and
children.
A ladies' rest room under the
supervision and care of a woman attendSmoking, perant has been provided.
mitted during the regular season, is now
prohibited.
Bluebird and Red Feather
first-run features have been booked for
this house.

"A* good as gold.
"As fi ne as

'

snow.'

other papers

i

"As white as
Why do

silk.'

n this

invariably

field

compare with the

try to

s

tandard of
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the

There

*

* rea,on

-

Robbins Opens Georgia Theater.
Washington, D. C. S. Robbins has rereopened the Georgia theater, on
Georgia avenue, Northwest, as well as
Schuetzen park, an airdome.
S.

—

—

some

closed for

time.

School Benefit at the Princess and
Apollo.

Washington. D, C. Playground finances
were given a considerable boost when
Joseph P. Morgan, manager of the Princess theater, at Twelfth and H streets.
Northeast, turned over that house to the
teachers and pupils of the Henry T Blow
school for a benefit performance. A similar performance was also given at the
Apollo theater at 621 II street, Northeast,
h the courtesy of
hi OV
flail,
tor the benefit of the schools of the
I

I

and Better Service After June

Linz, 635 Tenth

WASHINGTON,

C—

D.

J.

X.

St.

Leo Yates

B.,

is

the happiest film man in Washington
for several reasons. First he is nearing the end of his labors incident to the
moving of the Washington Film Ex-

now

from

change

419

Northwest, and

to

307

Ninth

getting the

in

street.

is

WORLD

purposes.
This space is in turn divided
so as to allow of the use of one part
thereof as the private office of Manager
Yates, while the other section is occupied
by the cashier's and bookkeeping departments. Beyond this Is another space shut
off by partitions which is to be utilized
as a reception room. Here is to be installed a magazine table, and it is safe to
bet that the MOVING PICTURE
will always have a prominent place among
the magazines that will there be made
available for the exhibitors who visit the
office.
Comfortable chairs and photographs of the famous actors and actresses
will complete the equipment of this room.
Another room similar to the reception
room is to be occupied by the booker, and
at one corner of this section will be a
place for the handling of incoming and
outgoing films. The rest of the space is
being devoted to the storage of films and
paper, for the shipping room, and at the
rear is a space fitted out for rewinding
and examining the reels handled in the

WORLD

The entire upper

Crall, of the
Va,, Its

Imperial theater, Newport

owner,

manager

r,

through

floor of the building

is

but when the last brushful of paint is
deposited on the ceiling and partitions, he
will have as fine an exchange as is to
be found in Washington. "I am very well
pleased with my new quarters," said Mr.
Yates.
"We are going to find them a
whole lot cooler this summer, the rooms
are better situated and we are going to
find it much easier to serve our custom efrs.
The various departments ate s „
separated as to avoid confusion.
At the
old place there was little or no prlvacj
for the offices and we were Oft<
rupted while conversing with customers
by having an expressman or some other
person wand.-, int.. the off,,-,, and
,I "" 11
'""' '" """" '"'
comer of
-*'

'

w • ure also better located foi
the Ninth street oara slop almost In front
""• building and a f.-w steps awav
ar.
the Pennsylvania evenUi
1

"'

the

pi.,

tO
,

SO
i

I

loiris

foi

B.
'

film

v\

:.\
iii.

tow
.

.11

d

men

did

equipping

ummer.

'

V. D. Shreve Buys Revere Theater.
Washington, D. C. V. D. Shreve has

—

city.

New

''

announcing

thai behe Will be aide to
new four-reel look boa
'" ""• Present time he has onlv he, „
reels
a
week. Inter"
with the Philadelphia of'I'"
Interstate Kiln, Comp U

'"", """,'
li

;',.

h:,N "

flallj

National Film Company.

Washington, D.

— The

National Film
the

laws of the District of Columbia, with a
capital stock divided into 200 shares of
a par value of $50 each, "to manufacture,
photograph and print moving picture

and

films,

cessories

to sell said films or other acto the film trade."
to manage the busi-

pertaining

The trustees who are
ness for the

year are Isaac B. Nord-

first

linger, Benjamin A. Bowles and George
They are to engage in
R. Macomber.
business at 2133 Pennsylvania avenue,

Northwest.
The National Film Company will produce, among other things, catchy advertising films. Prior to incorporation it engaged in this same line with good results.

Universal Opens Clarksburg Office.

—

Clarksburg,
W. Va. The Interstate
Film Company, which markets the Uni-

program

in

this

territory,

is

to

open a branch office in Clarksburg, W.
Va. The Bluebird and Red Feather features will be served from the Washington
office as heretofore.
Surplus films and
paper are being shipped from Washington
to form a nucleus of the Stock to he kept
on hand for the service in West Virginia.
The office Is to be opened on or about
June 15 M. 11. S.-igel has just left Washington for the West Virginia territory, intending to travel through the state for
several weeks with the features of the
Bluebird and Red Feather brands
Mr.
Selgel ea
:..!
onehalf his time In West Virginia and the
balance In the stale of Maryland.

War Tax from

April's

Wash

Theaters.

i'

hibitora and others engaged In the show
buaineaa will be relieved of a great bur,
den when Congress repeals the so-called

war emergency revenue
Mia taxes upon
upon

pretty

The

which

law
ail

;\s-

•

the

good

authority
this
that
will be taken to become effective
July.

lateel

Bgurc

available

at

I

IB,

'"'"
i..

C.

Company has been incorporated under

oi

aleo

ginning With .hine

i

ir

flCieni

Prank

v '»•

Correspondent,

recently taken over the ownership of the
Revere theater, on Georgia avenue, Northwest, and this house will hereafter be
managed by W. O. Wren, at one time manager of the Strand, one of the string of
motion picture houses operated by Tom
Moore. The Revere was formerly operated
by Mrs. Hawkins, who has since retired
from the motion picture business in this

course
Ml

Special

C.

productions. One particular advantage of
this to the exhibitor is that all of the
reels he will get under the new service
will be of the same age, and those who
show Universal will not have to go elsewhere to secure a fourth reel.

versal

to be used by the poster mounting department and for the storage of paper for
Bluebird and Red Feather features.
There Is still a lot of work to be done
before the exchange will be put into the
shape contemplated by Manager Yates.

the program Included the dim subject,
"Hiawatha," loans for the oooaslon by E.
'i'.

D.

new quar-

far superior to the old
one in every respect.
When visited by the correspondent of
the
MOVING PICTURE
the
rooms were in the possession of decorators for they are to be repapered, the partitions are to be refinished, and the ceiling is to be repainted. A new system of
lighting is also being installed and when
all of this work is completed Mr. Yates
will have a very fine place in which to
do business.
A considerable amount of space at the
front has been partitioned off for office

change that

15.

Washington.

and second, he has an ex-

ters in shape,

u

News,
Spurn,

—

—

New

nounces a
By Clarence L.

cently

The Elite Theater Reopened.
Washington, D. C. A firm trading under the name of Keane & Britt have reopened the Elite theater at Fourteenth
street and Rhode Island avenue, Northwest, running an all feature program.
They are said to be doing a nice comfortable business.
This theater has been

Yates' Fine Office

Washington Film Exchange Has Now Moved Into Its New Quarters and Manager Yates Is Delighted With Them Some of the Interesting Details An-

i,i.

<-""M>let,

the

Ij

Red

fter Inn
iv. the,

are for the
that

month

of April
Tl
that thirty-day period
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during
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ending
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Olean's Clean Theater
—

By Joseph McQuire, 611 Erie County Bank Bldg., Buffalo,, Special Correspondent.
OI.KAX, N. Y.— "An all-feature proExhibitor Cordingly Sick.
gramme is the attraction at my theOswego, N. Y. Jerome Wilson, road
ater." said J. W. Barnes, proprietor of the
representative of the Mutual Film, BufGrand, Olean, N. Y., who was a recent
falo, brings word that Manager Cordingly
visitor in Buffalo.
"Cleanliness is a rule
of the Gem theater, Oswego, N. Y., is still
always enforced at the Grand. If a persuffering from a serious illness.
son rubs a silk handkerchief over any
seat in the house and picks up a particle
The Hiltonia to Be Enlarged.
of dirt I will give him $10.
The walls
Hilton, N.
E. C. Weeks, proprietor
were painted at a cost of $1,000 and the
of the Hiltonia moving picture theater
curtain came from the Burnham studios.
of Hilton, N. Y., has increased the size
My house has always passed the state
of his house, so it now seats 700 persons.
fire inspection with flying colors.
I use a
Mr. Weeks is noted for using an agnew G-A Towers machine. We lay pargressive policy in pleasing his patrons.
ticular stress on good order, and in eight
years I have never had to eject a patron.
My audiences co-operate with me in
Screen Club Outings This Summer.
keeping up the high standard of the
Grand, and after a show even the floors
Buffalo, N. Y.— The discussion of plans
are in a clean condition.
To avoid all
for a series of summer outings was a feadelays and disappointments I always have
ture of the last meeting of the Buffalo
my shows booked two months in advance.
Suggestions on this line
Screen Club.
To accomplish this I make frequent visits
were made by Manager Mack of the Gento the film exchanges in my territory,
eral, and if the plans go through, Bufand for new ideas keep close tabs on the
falo exchange men, exhibitors and their
moving picture business in New York
wives will have enjoyable trips to Niaand other cities."
gara river resorts.
The members may
also motor to the Buffalo Automobile
Club's country headquarters at Clarence,
J. R. Levy New World Film Manager.
Buffalo,
X.
Y.
The newly-appoinrea
manager of the World Film Buffalo
branch says: "We shall use every means
Items from Buffalo.
to co-operate with the exhibitors and give
Buffalo, N. Y.—Lionel Edel, brother of
them superior service."
Harold Edel, manager of the Strand the"No matter what
ater, Buffalo, has been appointed assistthe. exhibitors' wants
ant manager of the Strand theater, Syra-

—

•

Y—

—

may be, we shall
make every effort to

FJ
J.

to

We

are fea-

turing

the

Brady-

Dumb

to

none

in

the

Mr. Levy has joined
Screen
Buffalo
the
He was visitClub.
ted by H. S. Drum,
assistant general
the
of
World Film.

of cities, from New
and Dallas, which

Minneapolis

York
I

re-

cently visited," said Mr. Drum, "I found
many evidences of prosperity, and the
exhibitors generally were in an optimistic
mood.
We are catering both to the
masses as well as the classes in the production of our pictures, and, with this
popular appeal, their hold on the public
everywhere throughout the country is as-

Prosperity in Port Allegany, Pa.
Port Allegany, Pa. A. Berg, of Berg &
Ristine, proprietors of the Grand and Star
theaters, Port Allegany, Pa., was a recent visitor in Buffalo.

—

"Moving picture fans
the smaller towns,
ours, are as discriminating as those
cities,"
the
big
of
said Mr. Berg, "and I
am always on the
lookout for up-to-date
in

films

and

features

I

visit

Buffalo.

busi

A. Berg.

is

be-

cause the glass factorie;
principal industr

My

firm,

in

Uni-

"The

owned by the Rosedale Amusement
has been closed.
Y.— Harold B. Franklin,
Buffalo, N.
manager of the Lyric theater, Buffalo,
announces a new summer schedule for
performances at his house. The matinee
performances will remain as in the past,
but on account of the lengthy day the
evening shows will commence a half hour
later than heretofore.
Geneseo, N. Y.— G. A. Hallstead of the
Rex theater, Geneseo, N. Y.; C. H. Landers
of the Fredonia opera house, Fredonia,
N. Y., and F. C. Fisher of the Fisher theater, Seneca Falls, N. Y., have taken on
falo,
Co.,

the

Paramount

service.

BALTIMORE NEWS LETTER.
By

M. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Ter.,
Baltimore, Special Representative.

J.

of

and

with several merchants

of the town, has given an appropriation
for an old-home week celebration the
week of July 3d. This will draw a big
crowd to the town, and we hope to get
a share of the benefits at our theaters."

—

for the past three years has been employed in the Washington branch of the
Mutual Film, has been made manager oi
the branch Mutual exchange in this city.
He succeeds J. T. Cunningham, who has
Ramer, formerly of New
resigned.
A.
York, has also become associated with the
Mutual office here. Mr. Evans is well acquainted in Baltimore, having handled the
Mutual master pictures and serials for the
He
past nine months in this territory.
states that he will endeavor to give the

same courteous treatment
which they have been accustomed. He
now making headway with the new
booking arrangements introduced by the
Mutual, whereby exhibitors can book a
series of pictures featuring one star, to
exhibitors the

lation.

handling the

—

Evans Heads Mutual Exchange.
BALTIMORE, MD. Edwin G. Evans, who

advertising

when

»

Abrams was a Buf-

Madame Pavlowa

Girl of Portici."
Buffalo, N. Y.
J. Feinen, formerly of the
Elite theater, Buffalo, has taken over the
Marlowe theater, this city. F. E. Grubb is
now in charge of the Elite theater.
Buffalo, N. Y.— The Rialto theater, Buf-

E. G.

like

Port Allegany

—

ond

manager

number

theater, Syracuse.
Buffalo, N. Y. Ben
falo caller.
He was

versal feature,

field."

R. Levy.

"In a

please.

He succeeds Archie Moses, who has
taken a similar position with the Eckel

cuse.

made pictures, which
we believe are sec-

to
is

17,

1916

—

Exhibitor Barnes of Olean, N. Y., Offers His Patrons $10 If They Can Find a
Particle of Dirt on Any of His Seats When He Opens Interesting Notes
About Theaters and Exchanges in Buffalo Screen Club's Outings.

—

June

First Milo Release Shown.
Baltimore, Md. The first release of the
Milo Film Corporation of Baltimore, entitled "The Charity Ball Game," was given
a premier showing at the New theater, 210

West Lexington street, on May 30th. L.
A. DeHoff, the manager, states that he
will use it as part of his program for
Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday, June

Several prominent merchants
Baltimore were present at the exhibiwhich was held at 11:45 A. M. Among
them were A. S. Weinburg and Jacob Epstein, of the Baltimore Bargain House.
The proceeds gained through the rental
of the film will go lor the benefit of the
Hospital School for Crippled Children.
Part of this picture was made at the
Oriole Park ball grounds on May 20th.
A. Kurnick was the photographer.
5th to 7th.
of

tion,

Grand Attired
Baltimore,

manager

of

Md.

for Eagles.
E. Anderson,
theater, 511-17

— Charles
Grand

the

South 3rd street, Highlandtown, Baltimore, has just had elaborate decorations
of bunting, pennants, flags and shields
placed on the exterior and interior of his
large theater.
The house has taken on
quite a gala array and has been done
in honor of the Eagles' convention, which
is to be held here on June 4th to 10th.
J. A. Barry With Milo.
Baltimore, Md. J. A. Barry, formerly
associated with the forces oi the Fine
Arts Film Co., Los Angeles, Cal., as assistant director, is now with the Milo Corporation, this city, and will shortly begin
active operations for them.

—

E. Powell Leaves the

—

New

Pickwick.

Baltimore, Md. Edwin Powell, who for
several years has managed the New Pickwick theater, 115 North Howard street,
gave up this position on June 3d and has
left for New York, where he will become
associated with the firm of William H.
G. Horton
Nye, a building contractor.
Gaffney, who recently purchased this theater, will now manage it himself.

Pavlowa Playing Record Houses.
Through the hard work
Blechman, manager of the Picture

Baltimore, Md.
of

—

J.

Garden theater, "The Dumb Girl of Portici," in which Anna Pavlowa is being featured, is now playing to record houses at
It was stated that the picthis theater.
ture would be held for two weeks, to be

followed by "Where Are My Children?"
with a three weeks' run at this house.
Children's Programs at the Parkway.
The Parkway theater, Baltimore, of
which Bernard Dephin, Jr., is manager,
been conducting the Special Children's performances for about a year and
they have proven to be a great success
both from a financial standpoint and as
Following is a
an advertising medium.
list of some of the attractions he has

has

played:

Mary

Pickford

in

Players.
Alice in Wonderland

Cinderella — Famous
—Nonpareil.

Mary Sunshine.
Good Little Devil Famous Players.
The Wishing Ring— World Film Corp.
Little

—

Little Dutch Girl— Biograph.
Rip Van Winkle Republic.
The Foundling Famous Players.
Wild Flower Famous Players.
The Patch Work Girl of Oz— Oz Film Co
The Magic Toy Maker Oz Film Co.
Rumpelstiltskin— Thanhouser.
The Goose Girl Lasky.
The Old Homestead Paramount.
Treasure Island Warner's.
The Prince and the Pauper Famous

The

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

Players.

— Famous
— Kalem.

Molly Make Believe
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Loyalty.

The

Girl of Yesterday.

—

Players.

The Golden Locks.
The Camp Fire Girls.
This list doubtless will be of interest
to our readers, as almost every week a
request comes from some exhibitor re-

garding children's programs.

—

20th, he tried to catch hold of her

was an

New Owners
Baltimore,

hand

accident.

Dream.
Dream theater,

for

Md.— The

North Gay street, which was formerly owned by Louis Katzner, has been
sold by him to the Jorio Brothers. This
theater will now be under the management of Herbert C. Jorio, who states that
he intends to show only the highest grade
582-4

pictures.

Ford's Treasurer Back.
Baltimore, Md.— This has nothing to do
with the famous automobile man, but
with Thomas Gavan, treasurer of Ford's
opera house, who has now completely recovered from an operation for appendicitis.
His many friends are calling at
the opera house to give him the glad
hand on his recovery.

Broadway Theater Rebuilt.
Baltimore, Md. The Broadway theater,
509 South Broadway, opened its doors to
the public on Monday, May 22d, finely arextensive remodeling
rayed, after the
which it has been given by the management. Fire destroyed this theater in the
first part of February and it has now
been entirely rebuilt. New Edison No. 7
hand driven projection machines and a
new plaster screen have been installed.
The house is now under the management
of J. Louis Rome, assisted by I. R. Martin,
who, it is understood, will succeed Mr.
Rome as manager in a short time. Before the theater was destroyed by fire
Mr. Martin was the manager.

—

Property to Bushman.
Md. On Wednesday, May
conveyance was made by Maude B.

—

Baltimore,
17th,

Blakiston to Francis X. Bushman of the
known as
Blakiston
estate,
110-acre
Thornton Farm, near Rlderwood, In the
Green Spring Valley. The title was guaranteed by the Title Guarantee and Trust
Company. F. N. Iglehart & Co. were the
brokers through whom the deal was con-

summated.

—

Detroit has been greatly upset for
the past week over an ordinance governing the storage of celulose film and introduced into the common council on

Tuesday, May 24. It has been referred
committee, although
to
the ordinance
there is every likelihood that it will pass,
especially in view of the disastrous fire
of one of the local film exchanges a few
weeks ago.
The ordinance in question is one of the
most important and is one of the most
rigid ever introduced
be printed
cil. The ordinance is too long
here.
It has been published in Detr
and should be carefully read. Should
pass it will mean that quite a number
vacate
the film exchanges will ha
their premises now occupied, as it would
be impossible to make them come up to
The
the requirements of the ordinance.
ordinance was drafted by John C. McCabe,
city boiler inspector, with the assistance
of the building inspector and the corporation counsel.
The ordinance co mmittee has agreed to
grant a hearing tc the managers of the
local exchanges ir connection w ith the
proposed new ord nance regulating exsome parts
change buildings.
of the ordinance which are favored by
the exchangemen and other parts to
which they are strenuously opposed to.
They will have full opportunity to express themselves before the ordinance
committee at an early date.
>

r

New Big U. Exchange.
Detroit, Mich.— The Universal Film Co.
and the Bluebird exchanges are busy this
week moving from their temporary quarters at 183 Jefferson avenue, to the building at the southeast corner of Cass and
Fort streets.
This building is of solid
brick, two stories high and is fireproof in
every respect. A special steel film vault
is being built in the rear.
When all completed the new quarters of these film
companies will certainly rank with the

The building is centrally located, only four blocks from the
heart of the city, one block from the post
office and a stone's throw from the Detroit News and the Detroit Journal. For
the present only the first floor and basement will be occupied, but ultimately the
entire second floor will be added, so that
the Universal and Bluebird will consume
the entire building.
When seen by the World representative, George W. Weeks, general manager,
stated: "The fire inconvenienced us verj
slightly because the New York office was
exceedingly prompt in sending on new
film and additional paper.
But we want
to say a word about our customers; they
are a loyal bunch they stood by us realizing our predicament— and not a single
one became impatient. They co-operated
with us in every way they could, and 1
can't speak too high of this fine spirit of
loyalty.
In our new quarters we will b<
in a batter position than ever before to
give our customers good Service." Just
as soon as the new building Is In readiness Manager Week! will hold an Informing for exhibitors, in Detroit ami
Michigan.
auditor of exbest in the country.

—

In Detroit.
Alma, Mich.— Tho new moving picture
house owned by C. A. Miller will be ready
to open about the first of June.
A Satin
Goldfibre Screen is being installed.
Grand Haven, Mich. The Robinhood
theater, Grand Haven, owned by N. and
H. S. Robblns, will open the early part
of June.
It Is a new enterprise in every

—

respect.

—

Whitehall, Mich. A new theater Is being erected by the Whitehall Dramatic
Club.
Detroit, Mich. Harry R. Guest, of the
famous newspaper family of Guests, has
been appointed editor of the Weekly 1'ilm
News, the bouse organ <>r the John n.
Kunsky theati
[ok ai d
O. Pierce.

i

i

:

—

>

Council,

—

—

Punished.
Baltimore, Md. On Tuesday, May 23d,
Justice Gerecht of the Eastern Police Station sentenced a man to two months in
the House of Correction for hugging a
seven-year-old girl in a moving picture
show on South Broadway. The child was
accompanied by her two sisters and they
had the man arrested.
In the Western Police Station a man
was fined $11.45 on a charge of assault
preferred against him by a woman who
stated that as she was standing near him
in a crowded moving picture theater on
Lexington street on Saturday night, May
it

Ordinance

Common

Makes Stringent RegulaGoverning the Storage of Cellu lose Film May Put Some Exchanges to
Great Inconvenience Ordinance Committee to Hold Public Hearing.
By Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Bldg., Detroit. Special Correspondent.
Robert S. Bendell, manager of the BlueMICH. The film industry of
^ETROIT, MICH.—
DETROIT,
City's

tions

Show Mashers

The man claimed

New

Detroit's
McCabe Measure, Now Before

I

in

Bert

1

oit

avenues, De-

has returned to the daily change
policy for the summer months. The same
statement applies to the Strand theater,
troit,

Grand River and Fourteenth streets, both
houses being owned by John H. Kunsky."
At the Alhambra boxes are being installed
in the rear of the main floor auditorium.
Mr. Kunsky has abandoned the idea of
charging 50 cents per year for the Weekly
Film News, his weekly house organ, and
will send it out free each week to those
who request that their name be placed on
the mailing list. The Weekly Film News
unquestionably is the finest house organ
of its kind published in the United Statesby any exhibitor. It is more than a house
organ it is a film news magazine.

—

Mowitt

Jack

Managing

the

Knicker-

bocker.

—

Jack Mowitt, former
Empire theater, has been
appointed manager of the Knickerbocker
theater,
Jefferson
and the Belle Isle
Detroit,

manager

Mich.

of the

bridge.

Detroit Notes of Interest.
The Avenue theater. Woodward and Jefferson avenues, will remain closed until

sometime

August,

in

as a stock musical

when

will reopen
theater.

it

comedy

John E. Ryder, who for several months
has been doing special work for the Essanay serial, 'The Strange Case of Mary
Page," is now representing the latest Essanay release, "The Little Girl Next
Door." This film started an Indefinite run
at the Grand Circus theater, 301 Woodward avenue, Detroit, on May 26 and
has been showing dally grains In business.
All seats are 25 cents and the film is
shown continuously from 9 a. m. to 11
Mr. Ryder makes his headquarters
p. m.
Film Co.

eral

wold

office.

100 Gris-

street.

The oldest
Detroit

still

plci

peration

i:

on Woodward
and Larned street;
Chapoton. The

Je,

is

theater la
the Princess

between Congress

managed by Louis

A.

bout

i

this

theater is that it was originally
started by Mitch Marks, now thi
of the Strand theater in New York and a
chain of houses in Buffalo and other
cities.
In a later issue we will have something more to say -about the I'm
Detroit Mich— The Keroheval theater
at l.o; Keroheval avenue, has bei
for commercial purposes.
The building
will be remodelled Into stores.

Jackson.

pheum
line

of

Mich.—Arthur A. Frudenfeid
appointed manac, r of the Or.'a. kaon, succeeding frank
another
Mr Frudenfeid oomea

theater,

business.

i

he

was manman-

ag.-r of the Majestic.
He previously
tels in Springfield, in., and

enport,

John
Detroit,
for tin-

Tl

wot k bai der

I

Notes of Kunsky Theaters.
Mich.— The Alhambra theater.

Detroit,

Woodward and Kenilworth

He has

la.

also been in

Dav-

thi

paper bui

Michigan for the Only
ilatlone,

N

bird features for Michigan, reports: "We
haven't a single complaint to make. Business is getting better all the time and we
are taking on new accounts every day."
J. L. McCurdy now looks after the road
work in Michigan for Bluebird productions, while Ira H. Cohen looks after Ohio.

I

b

II

Kuthave already w
thirteenth- annual

nil.-,

|

i

i

of

Commerce

cruise

of

of

the

inn mwv

1V.1

UIXC

Hit at Sunday Baseball
Are Proposing to Have Sabbath Games of BaseExhibitors Are Hoping That They
ball Declared Nuisances Like Picture Shows
Will Soon Get Voters Tired of Blue Laws.

Nashville, Tennessee, Authorities

By

G.

D.

Crain,

Jr.,

1404 Starke

—

thorities are endeavoring to so apply the
law as to stop Sunday has. •ball in Nash-

Sunday moving picture shows were
a nuisance under the old blue
and Anally cloBed up. While there
no state law apparently relative to
Stopping ball Karnes on Sunday, it is figured that it would be comparatively easy
baseball games nuisances if
to declare
picture shows could so be designated. In
some states the courts have held that
while the common law principles were
applicable to picture shows and theatrical
productions they were not applicable to
baseball. City Attorney Albert G. Ewlng,
Jr., Attorney .lames A. Watts and Attorney John R. Aust are about to bring the
question to an issue. Watts is backed by
the ministerial association and contends
that ball playing is illegal, while Aust
supports a contrary contention and represents the baseball association.
Moving picture men are of the opinion
that the Sunday closing agitation is being carried too far by the ministers' contingent, and that the citizens of the state
will shortly become so tired of being tied
down by a lot of ancient laws that they
will take the trouble to support bills at
next session of the legislature which
tin
will permit the theaters, picture houses,
ball parks, etc., to run without a miserable war being waged at all times.
ville

declared
laws,
is

Sunday Exhibitors Fined.

—

Chattanooga, Tenn. At a recent session of the criminal court judgment was
passed on the cases of four moving picture exhibitors, namely, C. T. Bobo, H. M.
M. H. Silverman and Peter Block,
who were indicted along with Howell
Graham several months ago, for operating picture theaters on Sunday, and before
the decision of the state supreme
l.usk.

court.

The

men

were

all

indicted,

charged with "conducting a nuisance."
Each was fined $5 and costs by Judge McReynolds. When the indictments were returned it was agreed that Howell Graham
should test the constitutionality of the act
upon which the charges were based, and
the other defendants should abide by the
decision in that case. The state supreme
court affirmed Judge McReynolds' decission, but went much further than he did
in

its

Special Correspondent.
ger of the Orpheum theater, a legitimate
house, during the winter months, and his
Opening at the Strand compared favorably
former Orpheum opi
with
There was a big line of autOS extending
the full block for the opening of the picThe sue, .ss of tin openture theater.
ing was largely due to excellent newspaper and other publicity.

Bide., Louisville,

NASHVILLE, T.im Taking tin- recent
Supreme Court deolBlon on
State
moving pictures as a basis, the local au-

findings.

Publicity in Ad. Puzzle.
Nashville, Tenn.— The Princess theater
recently conducted a special little puzzle
for
tlie ladies through the columns
contest
Each day except
of the "Tennessean."
Saturday an ad was inserted in the papers in which one line was missing. This
in other columns
found
be
line was to
Every lady finding the
of the paper.
missing line and placing it in its correct
position was admitted free of charge upon
ntatii
of the Ldvertis
nt.

LOUISVILLE SMALLER HOUSES
PLAYING SHORT SUBJECTS.
Managers Find That Transient Patronage Doesn't

Want

Features.
By G. D. Crain, Jr., 1404 Starks Bldg.,
Louisville, Ky., Special Correspondent.

KY.— According to sevLouisville managers, especially
those operating at five cents, and playing
to a transit patronage, long photoplays
are not producing much money for such
theaters, and most of the small downtown
houses are going back to single and
Good comedy,
double reel productions.
drama and melodrama are all good in
short subjects, but the average person
dropping into the five-cent house is endeavoring merely to kill a few idle minutes, and hasn't the time nor inclination
For instance,
to watch a long photoplay.
in the middle of the day many people
drop in to spend a part of the noon hour,
but haven't time to stay an hour or an
hour and a half to see a five-reel subEven two and three-reel
ject run off.
subjects have been found a little longer
than the popular demand, it is claimed,
and the little houses are leaving the long
photoplays to the big theaters catering to
the higher class business.
Judge W. A.
Kinney of the Princess Amusement Company recently adopted a new program of
short stuff which is coming back strong.
LOUISVILLE,
eral

Free Picture Shows

—

in

City Parks.

Secretary John Lewis has been authorized
the Crescent
to close a contract with
Amusement Co., and has been instructed
to endeavor to secure the presentation of
pictures
having an educational value
along with comedy and other subjects.
The performances really cost the city
nothing as they are presented under a
contract with the Crescent Amusement
Co., whereby it is agreed that the company be permitted to devote one-third of
its time to showing advertising matter at
the performances.

publicity

agents,

etc.,

are

working out

very slowly, and so far there has been
no definite action taken in the matter.
is badly in need of such an organization and it is hoped that the orill be successful in getting the

Louisville

plai

ovei

Another Boat Show.

—

Dover,
Company,
Ky. The
Bryant
operators of a show boat known as thn
"Princess," recently purchased an additional barge, 40x140 feet, on which to
The
build a theater seating 800 people.
barge will be equipped with all modern
conveniences, electric lights, etc., and will
be towed by a small steamer supplied

with a calliope.

Arthur Lane's Line of Autos.
Memphis. Tenn. Arthur Lane, the new

—

manager of the Strand theater in Bellevue. which is operated in connection with
a summer garden, is making things hum
Mr. Lane is manain his latest venture.

of

Chairs.

Dublnsky a Sons, of Newport. Ky.,
asked for the names and addresses
manufacturers of opera chairs and

moving picture

chairs suitable for use in
theaters.

Manager Ward Reopens the Alhambra.
Richmond, Ky. Miss Anna Belle Ward,

—

manager

of

Alhambra

the

of

theater,

Richmond, Ky., has reopened the house
which was closed for several weeks while
being enlarged.
New chairs have been
installed, a balcony built, the building
extended back, and the entire theater
done over.

E. A.

Lawson Takes

the Parkland.

—

Louisville, Ky.- E. A. Lawson has taken
over the Parkland theater, which was
recently closed by T. H. Johnson. Mr.
Lawson has taken on Universal service,
and expects to make the little house
prove profitable.

Worth Noting

Louisville.

in

George Strong, who for three years was
with the L. H. Howe travel pictures, has
taken a position as operater at the Star
theater of Louisville.
Virgil Winters, who recently opened
the operating booth at the new Arista
theater, has resigned to become operator
at Keith's house, which is running sum-

mer

pictures.

Joe Hebert, of the Unicorn Film Co.. of
Indianapolis, Ind., and S. N. Luhter, of the
Union Film Co., of Cleveland, O., were recently in Louisville calling on the exhibitors.
Walter Vandewalker, of the General

Film Company's Indianapolis

office,

was also in and made bookings with the
Orpheum and Westonian.
Lee Goldberg, manager of the Mary
Anderson theater, and temporary manager of the Keith theater, had a visitor
week in the person of J. J. Murdock,

last

of the Keith interests.
The
Keith house has been showing the
Cry of Peace" to good crowds.
last winter at
the Mary Anderson.
J. H. Cristy, of Salem, Ind., and J. Wells

a

director

local

"Battle

The picture was shown

of the Scenic theater of Scottsville, Ind.,
visitors at the Louisville Mutual office.
Ben Cohen, representing the

were recent

new Clara Kimball Young Film

Co.,

was

in the
city and visited Percy I..
manager of the Mutual office.
Rowland Clark, manager of the Arista
theater of Lebanon, Ky., was in Louisville last week, calling on some of the

also

Smith,

exchange

offices

and

local

exhib-

itc

Screen Club Progress Slow.
Ky.— Plans of local exhibitors to organize a local screen club, composed of exhibitors, film men, newspaper
Louisville,

Subject to such reguNashville, Tenn.
lations as the Board of Park Commissioners shall deem proper to prescribe,
free motion picture exhibitions will be
given at the city parks this summer.

Wants
J,

havi

EXHIBITORS.
A new

list

of special correspondents is

printed on another page. Send items of
news interest to the nearest office.

Hellier, Ky.— R. F. McClure and J. M.
Pickell are now operating the Rex theater.
The firm has moved the theater from
the third floor of the Mullins building to
the ground floor of the large building
formerly occupied by G. W. Barkley & Co.

Extensive
improvements
have
been
to the Jo Jon theater of Leichfield,
which has been done over and equipped w-ith an entirely new front.
T. E. Neer, a special representative of
the V-L-S-E Cincinnati, O., office, has
been making a trip through Central Kentucky. At Danville, Ky., he closed a contract with Dr. John B. Stout, of the Danville Opera House, for showing a number
of high class pictures, such as "The Ne'er
Do Well." "Sherlock Holmes," "God's
Country," "Woman," etc.
Middleboro, Ky. The Brown Amusement Co., of Middlesboro, is reported to
be making arrangements to build a new
three-story brick building in which a
moving picture theater will be located.
Maysville. Ky.— The Washington theater of Maysville, has made several minor
improvements, including a number of ad-

made
Ky.,

—

ditional

electric

lights

at

the

front

and

INDIANA NEWS LETTER.
Special

to

Moving

Picture

News

Indiana Trade

World

pany, is at work on a scenario dramatizing
the poems of James Whitcomb Riley. The
dramatic right to one of Riley's bestworks, "An Old Sweetheart of
Mine," has been purchased by Mr. McLaughlin from the Bobbs-Merrill Company
of Indianapolis.
Mr. McLaughlin's screen and stage version of the poems will
:ontain all the
characters so dear to lovei 3 of Riley, such
as Little Orphant Annie
the Raggedy
Man, Doc Sifers and Squi e Perkins.

from
,

Service.

Bonfire Burns Airdome.
tXTASHINGTON, Ind.—A small bov de»»
stroyed the source of one of his
chief pleasures here recently when he
set fire to the airdome, a motion picture
open air theater which had been closed,
but which local men were planning to
open for the summer run. The small boy
started a bonfire near the frame side of
the airdome and shortly afterward the
theater was a mass of blazing timber.
The loss was estimated at $500.

New

"The Girl

the Opera
of Hearts." at the
Decides," at the Alhambra, and " .Vace Suicide," at the Orpheum. All four productions drew crowds.

House;

"The

Battle

Standard; "The

Law

Who

Filmed the Kiddies
Come.
Cleveland, O. The Alhambra theater
instituted a pleasing novelty at its children's matinee this week, when every
child attending was given an opportunity
to get in a real motion picture.
The pictures were taken in front of the theater
and will be shown in the house in a few
days.
The Monarch and the "Wind-a-Meer theaters have also adopted the policy of giving special matinees for children.

—

Southern Theater Opens.

—

features.

—

Arrested ior Banned Film

—

Exchange Manager, Newly in Charge of Local Office, Gets a Suspended Fine on Account of Film in Circulation Before He Came to the
Exchange Need of Some Better Way to Identify Censored Film.
By Kenneth C. Crain, 610 First Nafl Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Special Correspondent.
In Cincinnati,

—

Gayety Airdome Opens.
Lafayette, Ind.— Horton Brothers' Gayety airdome has opened for the summer
run after the big downtown open air theater
was repainted and redecorated

the idea of censored pictures for children
and the women of the city who are leaders in social work have banded
themselves together to provide this sort
of

entertainment for the kids. The theater
managers of the city, it is understood
will get together with the women
and the
censored shows will be distributed around
the

various theaters.

Nat Wolf Managing Terre Haute House.
Terre Haute, Ind.— Nat Wolf is the
new
manager of the American. Nat comes to

this city from Chicago, when
connected with the Interstate Amusement
-

company as manager of the Plaza Nat
waa formerly associated with the Alfred
Hamburger company, owners of a string

of fourteen houses. Wolf says
there
some things the local theater needs are
to
i""
in the Terre Haute class,
and he
is going to work Immediately
to provide
those thing's.
i

nati office of the State Industrial Commission, in charge of a deputy, with a
force of fourteen men, who have been
acting as film inspectors, in addition to
their other duties, but this force has no
apparent authority to enforce the mandates of the State Board of Censors, even
if it had exact knowledge of its orders.

H. M. Berman, formerly of Kansas City, but for the past
three weeks manager of the Cincinnati
Buckeye Film Co., ran into an unexpected and exceptionally hard jolt very shortly after he took charge of things in the
City, in the shape of the vigilance
the local self-appointed censors who
have been making the fur fly so busily
of late.
A certain film, "Dad's Doings

Queen
of

years.

Promoting Children's Films in Lebanon.
Lebanon, Ind.— Lebanon has taken up

O—

CINCINNATI,

throughout.
New machinery was installed
as well as a ventilating system that is a
novelty in an airdome. The Gayety has
always been popular and this season
promises to surpass others of preceding

among

—

week without a change.
with the Green Eyes" was at

entire

Cleveland, O. Mayor Davis and Councilman Zmunt delivered addresses at the
ceremonies marking the opening of the
new Southern theater, W. 25th street and
Prame avenue. The new house seats 1,000
and is one of the prettiest picture theaters
in the city.
G. T. Sharp and wife will
manage it. The house will make a special
effort to present only programs with big

Big Tin Can Day in Spencer.
Spencer, Ind.— "Tin can day" proved a
success at Spencer, just as it has proved
a success in many of the smaller cities
of the state. "Tin Cans for Movie Tickets" each ten cans entitling the owner
to
admission to the theater brought
about a "million" cans to the cheater
front.
The cans otherwise were worthless. The city health authorities thanked
the Spencer manager for getting rid of
the cans they said they had tried and
failed.
Indianapolis papers carried some
publicity, local papers were full.
The
plan is a success.

—

Three Picture Hits.
Cleveland, O. Four downtown theaters
deemed the photoplays they had booked
last week as strong enough to run the

known

Religious Films at the Bijou.
Piqua, O. Under special arrangements
with the management of the Bijou, at
Piqua, O., the house is being used on
Sundays, both afternoon and evening, by
the local representatives of the International Bible Students' Association for
the exhibitions of religious films.
The
first of a series,
"The Creation of the
Universe," was shown recently to large
houses, the attendance being the larger
by reason of the fact that no admission
is charged.

—

and Dirty Dollars," came under the ban
of the Ohio Board of Censors, but had
none the less come into the possession of
the Buckeye Company before Mr. Herman's arrival, and apparently had been
making the rounds of some of the smaller
theaters, until the censors here viewed it
and investigated.
The result was that during its exhibition at Othello Dempsey's Pekin theater
it
was seized and Mr. Berman, who was
innocent of any knowledge of
the circumstances, was arrested, charged
With violating the censorship Statute He

Will Remodel the Columbia.
Portsmouth, O.—Manager Fred X. Tynea
Columbia theater. Portsmouth. O..
let a contract for the remodeling of
his house, with provision for additional
pace, which will enable him to
its seating capacity to about BOO, making
it one of the largest houses in that part
of Ohio.
Work has already begun, and
"'ill be pushed so as to

his position in court, and in
view ,,f the facts the heavy fine of $300
and costs, which was imposed, was suspended, with a warning that any similar
violation would mean that the fine would
.1

be

collected.

Mr.

Dempsey

was

of the

has

held

and was not arrested.
Mr.
Herman, who was with the Metro organin Kansas City, and
is
familiar
with the operations of a local censor s:iys
he appreciated the cordial welcome exended
'innati.
and intends
to use every effort to fight shy of tri ild..
ization

l

'

the

i

niiiMT

hereafter.

.

nd In
tuple
of the fall season

Holah of the
V-l.-S-K local office announces that the
forthcoming releasee look qatti
anything yet seen on the program.
William Gillette'a performance of his famous Stage SUCCeBS, "Sherlock II.
one of the nev. group, while Edna stay in
"Salvation .loan," Kathlvn Williams in
"The Crisis." and oth.
heavy bookings,
I

CLEVELAND NEWS LETTER

Need Better

By ""^Persons,

Special Correspondent,
410 Standard Theater Building.

Local

Film by Social Leaders.
Society men and women

CLEVELAND. O,
here,
R.

.Tames

under

the leadership
Garfleld, arc to appear

photoplay entitled "The

a

In

I

to be screed at ,>,,. Metropolitan
theater
the latter part of .June
The proceeds are
I«r II,.- benelit of ,1,,- |',, ,,, 1, \\
.,

Fund. Mrs. Carficid
';' '"
the Cleveland commit!.
i

,

<•],,,.

is

.

fund

and

become
York,

indue.

film

cause.

,,!!,,

.1

s.,eiet\

,

1:1

toll
.,,•

k,.,

making

directing the

01

i.,

\,.

u

x

l

know
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the

present

'

the
I"

of

>

dim
gO b>

is

in

I:.

-

ei

•.

.

I'lioto

ri

la

not
•

all

that

the

exhibitor

has

determining u loth,
and this, as In the reM in Lgei Llbson, handling

right,

all

i"-"i-

have been turned d..« n,
stamp of the board on
i

I

Screening Riley's Poems.
Robert ii
UcLaughlln

I

1

"|

Cleveland. «.
president of the

aa

'•"'*>

-

"•

acti

Miss Kathi-rine
is

Identification of Censored
Film.
t
the several clashes between lilin exchange men. exhibitors and
censors, local and state, in Cincinnati, it
is more than possible that some plan
will
be evolved, with the approval of the auambus, looking to the
more efficient operation of the censorship
laws, for the elimination of .,!.,
aide dims and the protection ..1
hlbltor against the trouble which results
owing Alms which be has no

As

always conclusive nor a auffoient
the annoyance and hu-

ii»n am.inst

miliation

ot

am

itrolllng

some

calved an Inquiry recently which
naive popularity of moi
"'res. and also the extent to which T1IK
UoviNt; I'UTI'UE
is read
The
letter came from
IV
Caswell, of Long
city, Alaska, u
Indicated a dealre for dim ser-
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clnnatl firm through aaoi
uh.. was a regular reader of the
t
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and information.
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Peoria,

WISCONSIN NEWS LETTER.

a Film Center

111.

Expressmen in Chicago Brings Business to Peoria— American Express
Company Has Been Shipping Films There to Be Transshipped to Other Points
—Film Men on the Job There and Find It Convenient.

Strike of

By Prank H. Madison, 6749 Emerald Ave.,
Correspondent.
111.—Peoria has become a film
Peoria, 111. Motion Picture Operators'
because of the strike of exUnion No. 434 attended in a body the funeral of John J. Spelman, one of the niuin-

—

PEORIA,
center

pressmen in Chicago. Unable to get films
in and out of Chicago by the usual methods, the American Express Company has

Golden,

been shipping stuff to Peoria in carload
lots by freight and transferring it to
other points from here.
The location is a good one for motion
picture men supplying the Illinois field
and several of the exchanges have men
on the ground looking after the shipments.
The Famous Players' Film service opened headquarters in the Federal

—

"Us Three," a local
a "Fatty" comedian, proIllinois Film Company of

Springfield,

-III.

comedy with
duced by the

this city, did so well at the

ater

that

Well.

company

the

is

produce a comedy a week.
will have the first showings.

Manager Day

moving picture theater

manager

Mattoon,
ing $2,000

— Manager

Uran

is

expend-

Grand receives a syphon automatic ventilating system.

Omaha
Jake

Special to

NEB.

may have

Its

are ten exchanges in Omaha.

Referendum on Sabbath Shows

Theater Changes in Illinois.
Vernon, 111.—The Majestic theater
under new management.

Mt.

Monmouth,

dome

111.

—The

Monmouth

air-

not be operated by a Rock
Island syndicate as planned, but is being dismantled.
Jacksonville, 111. Frand Leeder, pianist
at the Majestic theater for three years,
has acquired a partner's interest in that
will

—

Pekin,

Wiley,
formerly
111.— Gilbert
owner of the telephone system at Danvers, has purchased the Court theater
here from Ellis C. Bostlck.
Pekin, 111.— B. Fricke, of Peoria, has
been contemplating opening a moving
picture theater in the Kellar building in
this city.

Chenoa, 111.
destroyed by

—The
fire

Opera house here was

believed to be incendi-

ary.
Loss, $20,000.
Streator, 111. The

—

"legitimate" season
at the Plumb theater has ended and It
will become ..n exclusive feature picture
house, using V-L-S-E, Fox, World, Para-

mount, Metro and Triangle service.
Lincoln, 111. The Lyric theater has
split its admission fee for summer; it

—

will be a five-cent house.

—

Kewanee, 111. Manager Chris Taylor of
Dreamland theater has received word that

bath.
Petitions resulted
of a special election for
cide the issue.

in

the

June

27

calling
to de-

—

—

—

Build

to

a

Fireproof

Service.

taken over the interest of Mr. Schaeffer
in the Star-Lyric shows.
Crofton, Neb. Emery Greenwood has
opened a moving picture theater here.

—

Theater Changes in Iowa.
Oskaloosa,
la.
Charles Walker and
William Drake will operate a moving picHogh avenue and C street.
Dubuque, la. H. W. Fulton has resigned as manager of the Princess and
Strand theaters to accept a position as
manager of the Victoria theater on the
Northwest side in Chicago. William Billos of Chicago succeeds him here.
Sloan,
la.
Ed. Hankinson has purchased the moving picture theater here
from Frank Hunting.
Pocahontas, la. Louie Hronek has purchased the interest of L. O'Donnell in the

—

ture airdome at

—

—

Princess theater.
Bouton,
la.
Harold Thornburg
opened a moving picture show in

—

has
the

Thornburg building.

—

Woodbine, la. Carroll Johns and Fay
Davis have assumed the management of

Manager Garman Leases the Elite.
Lincoln, Neb. The Strand theater will
be operated as a summer garden using
Manager Garpictures and specialties.
man of the Strand has taken over the
lease to the Elite theater and after redecoration it was opened as a feature
picture house.

the

moving picture theater

here.

—

Dakota Theater Notes.
Wahpeton, N. D. Arthur Snyder planned
open the new Photoplay theater with
"carnival night" with an abundance
of streamers and confetti.
Triangle service will be used and bills changed three

—

to

a

times a week.

Muse, Magnet and Orpheum on Honor
Roll.

—Only

three theaters in
Lincoln comply with the safety laws according to the report of an inspector for
These are the Muse
the city engineer.
and Magnet, moving picture houses, and
the Orpheum, running vaudeville and
Lincoln,

Neb.

Jake Schlank Leases the Gayety.
Omaha, Neb. Jake Schlank, of the Hipp
theater, has taken over the Gayety theater for a ten-week season of pictures.
He will use an orchestra. The house
will be operated at a five-cent admission.

—

License

—

Law

in Lincoln.

Lincoln, Neb. The City Council of Uni-.
versify Place has passed an ordinance requiring moving picture theaters to secure licenses.

Nebraska Theater Changes.

—

a

Superior, Neb. J. H. Morrison will open
moving picture theater here.

Broken Bow, Neb.

now

—

Penn, N. D. The Penn Opera house
company has been organized with the fol-

lowing

officers: President, J. M. Morgan;
vice-president, G. M. Peterson, and secretary and treasure
A. S. Miller,
Miller will also act as manager.
New Rockford, N. D. Donald Niven
leased the opera houi >e to D. L. Devereaux, who has been •emodeling and redecorating.
Bryant, S. D. Louis Canedy
the lease of the Opera house
Baumbach, who will alternate the picture
shows there with those at the Idle Hour
theater.
Havana, N. D. J. B. McMadin has sold
the Lyric theater to Carl Anderson.
Ree Heights, S. D.—Nicholas & Siever
have opened a moving picture show here.
Mandan, N. D. The Hartman Photoplay
company, which is the incorporate name
of the old
& S Photoplay company,
has signed contracts with the Mandan
Construction Company for the construction of a moving picture theater on the
J. M. Hanley property.
Armour, S. D. Otto Raber plans the occupation of a fireproof theater, either renting structures now planned or erecting a
building for himself.

—

i

films.

his son, E. Forrest Taylor, has accepted
a position with one of the producing companies of the Kalem.

Windsor, 111. Business men are contemplating giving free open-air picture
shows once a week.

theater here.
Falls, Minn.
R. J. Neumann
sold the Empire theater to Frank
of Caledonia, Minn.
Sheboygan, Wis. Manager Steffen is
installing a new indirect lighting system
at the Rex theater.

—

in

Seward.

Seward, Neb. The initiative and referendum law has been invoked to see
whether Seward people want Sunday picture shows.
The council passed an ordinance closing the houses on the Sab-

children.

Is

Mikadow

Chippewa

Maher

Moving Picture World from Midwest News

— Omaha

—

Shows.

the

has

Expects Fine Exchange Building

film
business
concentrated.
Jake
Schlank, proprietor of the Hipp theater,
proposes to erect on Douglas street benth and Eighteenth streets
a four or five-story fireproof buildin_
pecially designed for film exchanges and
the other offices allied with the motion
picture industry.
The site will be used
for a photoplay theater, but if enough of
the film folk take to the idea the plans
will be broadened. Lower insurance rates
are likely in the proposed building. There

to

here.

Manitowoc, Wis.— P. R. Walker, former
of the Grand theater at Green
has accepted the management of

Bay,

Proprietor of the Hipp Theater, Plans
Building for Local Distributors.

Schlank,

OMAHA,

The Grand

to Give Special Childrens

—

111.

improving the "K" and
in
Both get new interior
theaters.
decorations,
new projectors and the

Grand theplanning

111.
Manager Day of the
theater has met Garfield ParentTeachers' Club half-way and will try out
special Saturday afternoon shows for

Streator,

Dawn

lights

electric

were turned on here for the first time it
good motion pictures possible.

Harry

Comedy Paid

the

—

Quite properly the photoplay had a big
part in the municipal celebration of the

Grand

The Adams Express Company
is partially solving the problem by making Galesburg a more important transfer
point.
Many means are used by Illinois
exhibitors to secure films from the Chicago exchange during the express strike
in the windy city.
Bert Lindsay, one of
the managers of the Star at DeKalb,

Local

— When

space for four machines.
La Farge, Wis. M. Perkins & Son have
purchased the Electric theater from A.
E. Davidson.
Wrightson, Wis.—H. F. Roebke has
been making arrangements to open a

made

event.

warehouse.

drives to Chicago in his auto.
Manager
E. Graupp of the Orpheum at Rockford is doing the same thing. When possible a week's supply of films is being
secured.
Manager Joseph Hogan of the
Dreamland at Seneca missed a feature and
had to go to Morris and Marseilles to
borrow enough for his show. In Morris
the proprietors of the Empire and the
Royal take turn about in going to Chicago to get the show.

111.

to Moving Picture World from
Midwest News Service.
Theater Changes in Wisconsin.
AJA.RINETTE, WIS.— The new moving
i»l picture theater at Main street and
Pierce avenue will seat 700.
It will be
60x100 and will have an interior of Ivory
and gold. The operating room will have

Special

—Horace

Kennedy

is

operating the Lyric theater, having

—

—

—

H

—

June

17,
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LOUIS NEWS LETTER.

ST.

A. H. Giebler, 236 Vanol Building,
Louis, Mo., Special Correspondent.

St.

California Airdome Opens.
airdome,
ST. LOUIS, Mo.— The California
Sidney and California avenues, opened
on May 28 with a program composed of
picture features and serials, and occasional vaudeville. The California is a very
beautiful garden, with ample space, many
seats and a spraying fountain near the
entrance. On rainy or cold nights the
program will be moved to the Gravois
theater, at Gravois and Jefferson avenues,
some three blocks away.
S.

J.

Baker Wins

Louis, Mo.

St.

Bluebird
ing big

offices

with

—

S.

J.

J.

April and said that
they were going out
for the prize, and they

bagged

it

— just

like

that.
Baker says, "It wasn't the easiest
thing in the world, because there is some
competition in St. Louis territory, but
If you go after the business right and
have the right kind of stuff to offer to
exhibitors It can be done"— and he done it.

Maryland Airdome Running.
Louis, Mo. The Maryland airdome,

—

St.

South 13th street, opened also on
with an all-picture program. The
is run in connection with the
theater of the same name, a block and
away,
half
and the program can easily
a
moved
be
to the house in case of cold or
rainy evenings.
1900

May

Louis, has been apof the Unicorn Film

St.

pointed manager
Service exchange at Memphis, Tenn. Mr.
Shurman has had much experience in the
film business in almost every branch of
the art as exchange manager, salesman
and exhibitor. He departed for Memphis
on May 30, after making the rounds of
Film Row, where he received many good
wishes for his fut\

Baker, manager of

in St. Louis, is registerBluebirds.
He has been
awarded the monthly
prize of $100 for making the best proportionate increase for his
Baker is a
territory.
manager of the live
wire variety, and he
and his two trusty
traveling representa-

Baker.

Sam Shuxman Goes to Memphis.
Sam Shurman, well known In moving
picture circles in

28,

airdome

MICHIGAN NEWS LETTER.
Renew Licenses by June 11.
MICH.—Michigan theaters
which failed to renew their licenses
by June 11 would be closed and the wires

LANSING,

D. Beckley Managing the Iola.
Louis, Mo. The Iola theater and
St.
airdome, which has been closed for a few
weeks, has reopened at California and
Lafayette avenues, under a new management on June 1. W. D. Beckley is the
new manager, and will show an all-picture program for five and ten cents ad-

—

mission.

Short Film Runs Solid Week.
Louis, Mo.— Manager H. P. WolfSt.
berg, of the General Film exchange, 3610
Olive street, says his office has broken
all records for long bookings on short
films with Chaplin in "Police." The comedy ran for a week solid at the New
Grand Central theater, the Royal and the
Lyric skydome, on the first week of Its
release.

World Film Shows Film on Tuesdays.
St. Louis, Mo.— George W. Fuller, manager of the World Film offices in Film
Row, has established Tuesday as regular World feature projection day at William Slevers' New Grand Central theater.
Grand and Lucas avenues. The current
Bradymadc picture for each week will
run free for the benefit of exhibitors at
noon of every Tuesday.

New Pathe Serial.
W. Francis, publicity agent of the
rathe Exchanges, Inc., was In St. Louis
recently arranging for the publishing of
the new serial "The Grip of Evil," which
succeeds "The Iron Claw." C. S. Edwards,
of tho local Pathe Exchange, reports that
II

Michigan Theater Changes.

—

Escanaba, Mich. The Bijou theater, a
Ludington street near
Elmore, has gone out of business.
Vermontville, Mich.— The Family the*
ater has opened here In its new location.
five-cent house on

Wednesday will remain feature night.
Athens, Mich. Wood & Woodruff, conhave closed a deal to erect an
opera house here.
South Haven, Mich. Louis Slowlnskl
and Charles Knox, of Portland, Mich.,
have purchased the moving picture the-

—

tractors,

—

—

Owosso, Mich. Fred R. Patterson, who
recently sold his Temple theater at Portland, Mich., is remodelling the building
at 113-115 West Main street with a moving picture theater which will seat 886.
It will open some time in the fall.
Iron Mountain, Mich. A. E. Brauns Is
erecting a 75x125 moving picture theater

—

here.

Minneapolis Club Doings
City Screen Club's Frolic for Actors' Fund Planned to Take Place in the ShuClub Governors Increased to Seven, and
bert Theater on June 9 at 11 P.

Twin

They Will Choose Their

Own

M—

Chairman.

Address The Tribune.
Williams, Special Correspondent.
Blindness of Love," a Metro release, wa*
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.— The actors' fund shown
at the first program in the new
entertainment planned by the Twin
theater.
City Screen Club will take place in the
Shubert theater, according to the presG. C. Johnson Honored.
Vaudeville acts furnished by
ent plan.
the various theaters whose managers are
The Association of
Paul, Minn.
St.
members of the club, will make up the
Commerce of St. Paul has officially desigprogram which will contain twelve turns.
nated G. C. Johnson of the Monogram
The Palace theater orchestra will furSlide and Publicity Company, to record
New
nish the music and the New Grand,
the business men's trade booster tour the
Palace, Gayety and Unique theaters are
first week of June on the films.
among those which already have promised talent for the evening.
Interesting Local Items.
The screen club has increased the numAlbert Lea, Minn.— V. B. Valleau has
ber of governors from five to seven and
sold the Broadway theater here and has
has elected Prosper Schwle and J. P.
bought the Cecil theater at Mason City,
David G.
to the new places.

By Percy

S.

—

Reisman
Rogers also was elected

a

member

of

governorship group to succeed J.
T. Van Meter, former manager of the
General Film corporation, who has been
transferred to another post. The governors will elect their own chairman.
the

W.

leading thereto cut by order of the staU
le
fire marshal, it was announced.
The middle of May there were 100 delinquents in
the state.

ater here.

office.

Prize.

tives, Levy and Shurman, loaded their guns
for Bluebird contracts
along about the first of

S.

"The Iron Claw" Is being shown In
eighty-four theaters in St. Louis and
East St. Louis, a record that has not been
surpassed by any serial in this territory.

D. Thatcher, Jr., Handling Serial.
Minneapolis, Minn. J. D. Thatcher, Jr..
of the Mutual exchange, formerly with

la.

—

Wenatchee, Wash. This town has the
opportunity of putting itself on the film

map if it wants to pay $10,000 for It.
The Pathe company has offered to take a
feature picture here

coming

to

if

the cash

is

forth-

pay for preliminary expendi-

tures.

—

exMinn. The Mutual
Minneapolis,
change has secured the services of John
May, the former Metro man, who has ac-

Miles City, Mont. The Star theater has
been opened here by H. W. Carlie, raanc
ager, after a period of "dark" time as a
result of remodeling being done to the
building.
It has been renamed the Iris.
Luverne, Minn. W. L Klug, manager
of the Palace theater, has returned from
a visit to Minneapolis, where he booked
"Neptune's Daughter," a Universal film.
Powers Lake, N. D. A motion picture
theater soon will be opened in this town
by Edward Mortensen.

a position as general traveling
May is an old Iowa exrepresentative.
hibitor and has been road representative
for a number of exchanges.

Caledonia, Minn., has bought the Empire
theater here from R. J. Neumann.
Rhinelander, Wis.— The Cozy theater

J.

—

New Empress theater at Kansas City,
aiding in the work of booking "The
L. E. Davis
Secret of the Submarine."
also is engaged in the sale of the film.
the
is

John

May

to Travel for Mutual.

—

cepted

Northwest Feature Exchange Moves.
Minneapolis, Minn.— The handling of
several new big features already con-

—

—

Chippewa

Falls,

Wis

— Frank

Mahler of

has been opened here.
Slough
Minn. Thomas
Chaska.
purchased the picture theater here.

—

has

tracted for has forced the removal of the
Northwest States Feature Film Company
from the Produce exchange to 9 Western
Ben Rosenberg, manager, asavenue.
serts the addition to the company's stock
required the enlargement of the plant.

C. D. Wells Will Travel with "Gloria."
Minneapolis, Minn— C. D, Wells, formerly a traveling salesman handling tllme
for himself, will cover Iowa and the Dakotas with Billle Burke's "Gloria's Romance" for the Klelne-Edlson Film Ser-

Victoria in St. Paul Opens.
Paul, Minn.— Three theaters In a
St.
mile on University avenue is the record
The Victoria, tho last
of Henry Brelleln.
of his houses to be opened. Is decorated
He has InIn ivory and blue-gray tints.
The Victoria
stalled a $6,000 Fotoplayer.
Brclleln's string,
Is the largest of Mr.
having a seating capacity of 600. "The

W. L. Merrill Heads Local Unicorn.
-Us, Ulan. -Friendi of w. l»
learn that he has returned to
Minneapolis after several months spent In
Mi Merrill formerly was m.-ui••!, United 1'iim Ben Ice of MinnHe will assume eharffa here of
eapolis.
>tion.
tiu> Unicorn Wli
Merrill
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Miss Anna Sessions Heads Local World

Saenger Co. Gets Strand
Bj

Now B

—

Has Been Leased by the Saenger
Amusement Company for Ten Years E. V. Richards Will Have the Management of the House, Which Is to Be Like Its New York Namesake,
George M. Cheney, Now Orleans Corre spondent of Moving Picture World,
anyway, hired a watchman for the propORLEANS, LA. -With the anerty, and proceeded to give their regular
nouncement that .mound would shortly
evening's performance after the damage
broken for the new Strand theater and

New

Orleans' Strand Theater,

lding,

—

NEW
he

office

building

Karonne

in

nt

by

came

street

Leo

also

had

repa

n

i

ed

it

Fellman, rea'

and agent, that the theater had been leased lor a period of ten
years by the Saenger Amusement Company, one of the largest operators of moIn addition to its
tion picture theaters.
other large interests, this widely-known
amusement concern directly operates ten
theaters in Louisiana. Texas and Arkansas.
Where their financial success determined
them to come to the metropolis 01 tht,
South. The affairs of the Saenger Amuse-

Manager Hoyt T. Morrow.

—

New Orleans. La. The General Film
Company's New Orleans manager is Hoyt
Morrow, who has been in the moving
picture business continuously since 1905,
T.

during which time he has been connected

Company,

'

will be used throughout, assuring
a perfectly fireproof structure. The ventilation will be thorough, and silent rotary
fans will be installed six feet apart
throughout the auditorium. A pipe organ
will be a special feature.

New

Orleans.
in
According to the latest compilations of
New
film exchanges in the Crescent City,
Orleans now has 69 moving picture the-

aters actually in operation. In the same
breath it must be mentioned that J. J
Fabacher's new Portola theater and the
Pearces' new Newcomb theater, both Can;
street houses of beautiful design, have but
recently opened. Herman Fichtenberg is
making rapid progress on the Canal street
his
site that will be the future home of
$100 000 Globe theater. Construction of a
great big Saint Charles street house by
1

They have something to sell,
and they are getting so that they are
business.

making

the manufacturing, distributing and exhibition ends of the business, having been
in

with the General Film Comas traveling salesman for
an..
Louis
City
St.
>-ith
later beet ning
their Atlanta branch in a like
then being placed in charge of the Jacksonville branch in 1912, which position he
connected

pany

in

1909

Oklahoma

their

held until the latter part of 1913, when
he became interested in the Odeon and
Folly theaters, Savannah, Ga., leaving last
November and assuming charge of the
New Orleans office in December, 1915. He
is now in charge of the Memphis branch,
in

New

addition to the branch in

Orleans.

Ne

7

>ade,

Orle;

opped

off in

nager for
Orleans

New

uth-

:

S.

this

E..

week and

paid his respects along Film Row. During
Mr. Meade's stay in New Orleans thirty
film and newspaper men were the guests
of J. J. Fabacher in the latter's new Portola theater, where "God's Country and
the Woman," a new Big Four release, was
given its premiere in New Orleans. The
entire eight reels were shown the guests,
who pronounced the picture a smashing

My
Men

—

Hearties,

With

Film

Aboard.

New Orleans. J. Eugene Pearce, one of
the premier yachtsmen of the S>outh, as
well as premier exhibitor, entertained a
number

The Broadway's Troubles.
New Orleans.—Union troubles are blamed
by the management of the Broadway the-

prominent suburban house, for the
cutting of wires and damaging of the
house, which necessitated closing down
for the better part of a week. The malicious marauders did not stop at this, bur
proceeded to put the whole theater on the
blink. The management of the house, determined to stop the vandals and show

GIRL

VICTIM

OF

SCREEN AMBITION.
Blanch Hoover Dies by Own Hand
Los Angeles Wanted to Act.

—

By

in

M. Beatty, Special Correspondent,

A.

43 Copenhill Ave., Atlanta, Ga.

ATLANTA,

GA.

—Did

the sudden realiza-

tion that her dreams to become a
moving picture heroine were doomed
prompt 20-year-old Blanche McGill Hoover, an Atlanta girl, full of soul and full
of temperament, and a college graduate,
to seek a seclusive spot in the woods
near Los Angeles, Cal., Saturday morning and put a bullet through her heart?
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Hoover,

of 140-A. Luckie street, have wired the
chief of police of that city to make an
investigation.
A brief telegram conveyed the news to
the family Saturday.
It said that the
body of an unknown girl, 20 years old.
neatly dressed, clutching a gold cross in

her hand, had been found and that a note
had been pinned on the girl's dress asking that Mrs. B. M. Hoover, of 140 Luckie
Mr and Mrs. Hoover
street, be notified.
are positive the body is that of their
daughter. They have authorized the body
be shipped to Atlanta.
For several years, according to Mrs.
Ruby Wiley, a chum of the dead girl, who

an apartment at 140 Luckie street,
on the floor above that occupied by the
Hoovers, Blanche Hoover has nursed a
tender affection for the moving pictures
She
She had her favorite screen stars.
never cared for Mary Pickford. But, according to Mrs. Wiley, Blanche was simply
crazy about Theda Bara, Lillian Gish, now
posing in California, and Maude Adams,
lives in

Heave Ho,

New

Boehringer probably will begin
it's a safe bet that
Orleans will have seventy-five moving picture houses before the end of *his
not quite reached
has
city
the
And
year.
the 100,000 population mark, all of which
is food for serious reflection.

their selling quarters attractive.

ATLANTA

early in October, so

Ernst

C.

Nowadays the film exchanges are
getting away from the idea that they can
be quartered in a barn and still get the

steel

The New Houses

ar-

the

last

day.

the world.

principal one in
Gravier street and the other two in
Baronne street. The gallery will appeal
as one tier of seats, but will have three
mezzanine floors, from which the seats
The floor of the
will be easilv accessible.
feafirst mezzanine will have as a special
ture a beautifully appointed reception
room and retiring rooms for women and
children.
will
building
The exterior of the entire
be white terra cotta, and concrete and

the

He succeeds

fitted
out extravagantly, and its
handsome appointments have made it an
envied by all in 'Change Row. New
Orleans Manager R. E. Barron has fitted
a real nice front office with rocking chairs
and fresh cut flowers on a table every

The new theater

the

Manager.

office

ests in the DeSoto Building company,
which is building the new Strand, are
Harold W. Newman, Commissioner or fubNewlic Safety in New Orleans; Leonard
man. Henry Beer and Edgar Bright, oi
and B. Beer, the largest cotton firm
II

entrances,

Southern

been

.

three

Fox

Levin

Louis

New Orleans. —Louis Levin, from
New York o-..ce of Fox, shortly will
rive in New Orleans to take charge of

week resigned as
southern division manager to take charge
of the Metro exchange' in Kansas City,
Mo. The New Orleans office of Fox has

which

will be patterned along
Il
the lines of the Strand of New York.
will accommodate an audience of 2,000
within an auditorium of graceful and attractive proportions, finished throughout
There will be
in Caen stone and marble.

appointed to take his place. This is the
first time in the history of the city that
a woman has been named manager of a
film exchange, and probably the first time
in the entire South.
Miss Sessions is a
very capable young woman, who is very
popular with the exhibitors, and there is
every reason in the world to suppose that
her position will be permanent.

W. Harden, who

of the best-known motion picture men ii:
the countrv and close friend of S. L. RothMr. Richapfel, of New York's Rialto.
ards will shortly take up his residence
The controlling interin New Orleans.

in'

inasmuch as Miss Anna H. Sessions was

entire southern district.

has amusement
connections in fourteen other states, is
handled by Julian and A. D. Saenger.
The new Strand, it was announced, will
be managed by E. V. Richards. Jr.. on-

ment

Film.

New Orleans. F. F. Creswell, manager
of the Crescent City office of the World
Film, left last week to assume charge of
the Cincinnati office of World, and thereby
made some film history for New Orleans,

of

New

Orleans film

men on board

his vacht "Spitfire" during the regatta at
The film men
the 'southern Yacht Club.
had the time of their lives. The yacht
won a handicap race with them on board.
and the SpitHandicap,
Queen
was
the
It
fire came in handily ahead with several
His guests included
minutes to spare.
H. Kirkpatrick, handling the "Mary
J.

Page" serial; H. G. Morrow, manager general, and K.. A. Bugbee, manager of Metro.

At the conclusion of the races the film
sojourned to Spanish Fort,
North Shore, and Chef Menteur, picking
up a half barrel of speckled trout from
the waters of Lake Ponchartrain on the
way.

managers

the star of the legitimate stage.
Miss Hoover wanted to go west, believing her chances to get in the moving
pictures would be better there.
Miss Hoover, who had written quite a
few comedy scenarios, had been in California only about three weeks, and the
report of the tragedy comes as a shock
to her

many Atlanta

friends.

Charles Chaplin in "Carmen" created
some new records at the Trianon theater.
In his latest Mutual release, "The Floorwalker," he has run a solid week at the
Plaza theater.

June
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WALTHALL

by

Entertained

Colonel

Little

ATLANTA.

IN

Kansas City License Fees

Screen

Club.
Atlanta, Ga.—Henry Walthall, the idol
of ,he South 1, c-cause of his vivid portrayal
of "the Little Colonel" in the "Birth of
a Nation," as will as his being a Southerner by birth, is this week the guest ol
the "Screen Club' of Atlanta.
Included in the club's program of en-

tertainment was a beefsteak supper. The
banquet at the club was an elaborate affair.
President William Oldknow sat in
the toastmaster's chair. When it came to
a speech Walthall blushed and lost himmisfortune of
self, apologizing for the
failing to inherit oratory as one of his
talents. But as a story teller he proved
value.

his

Oldknow Gets Two Big

Features.

William Oldknow, general

Atlanta, Ga.

southern manager of the Consolidated
Film and Supply Company, has purchased
the southern rights for two motion picture productions, "The Dumb Girl of Portici" and the recently-filmed New York
sensation, "Where Are My Children?"
Arrangements are being made for the
showing of the later picture at one of Atlanta's large houses in the very near future.

DeBruler Books First Run Paramount.
Atlanta, Ga.— The Paramount ffrst releases will be shown at the Piedmont, AtManager Ralph
lanta, beginning June 1.
DeBruler has secured the program from
the Southern Paramount Pictures Com-

shown

Second-run Paramounts will be
in future at the Georgian. Atlanta,
the policy formerly obtaining
house.

which
this

in

J

Joe Marentette Goes to World Film.
Atlanta Ga.— Joe Marentette. manager
of the General Film offices in Atlanta, and
.one of the most popular figures in the
local moving picture colony, has resigned
to take the direction of the Atlanta divi-

World Film. The World headquarters are in the remodeled Hirsch
Mr. Marenbuilding on Marietta street.
tette took charge Monday morning.
Joe Marentette is one of the best-known
and best-liked men in the southern film
He has been in the picture
industry.

sion of the

game

what

since

known

is

ver-

film

in

when moving

nacular as the "dark ages,"

the world's tiniest and
He has
hardest-struggling industries.
been in Atlanta for several years.
Mr. Marentette is treasurer of the
Atlanta.
Screen Club in

was

pictures

one- of

At Kansas City Exchanges.
A new system has been adopted by
George Bowles, the hustling publicity

who

of the Universal,
as editor of the Universal

manager

also acts

Weekly.

Th'.s

connection with that publication
on the suggestion of H. H. Daniels, an
exhibitor of Oswego, Kans, a number of
copies are printed with one page left
On this blank page the manager
blank.
of the theater which gets the paper has
his week's program printed. The Monarch
in

is

a

l:

name

the

new exchange

of the

publication issued by the Kansas City ofI,,,.

or

the

film Com-
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It

Be Made

Cost of

Yearly

$12.50,

the

1

very prominent suburban theaters
went before the finance committees of the
Upper and Lower Council in an effort to
fifteen

have the cost of their license fee reduced.
The first of July is the date when all such
will be renewed, and this action is taken
so that when this date comes the moving
picture theater owners will be able to realize on their efforts.
The fee is now $100 per year, one of the
largest required for any business in Kansas City. The plea of the owners was triai
this be reduced to $12.50, the average
amount required for any trade. In the
lower house their request was granted and
the finance committee of that body agreed
to support any ordinance decreasing the
fee.
The members of the upper house
committee said the best they could do
would be to cut the license in half, making
it $50, and that their action would have
to depend on the view taken by Mayor
Edwards. If he was of the opinion tnai
the city could not do without the revenue
thus derived they could not favor it. However, it is believed that the efforts of the
managers will be successful to the extent that the license will be reduced to
$50, as suggested by the upper house.
The matter is now in the hands of the
mayor, after which it will be voted on in
the houses, following the introduction oi
an ordinance.
John G. Hiatt, manager of the Gladstone
theater, acted as chairman of the committee which made the protest.

Club

become

to

is

the mailing
picture men
will soon be
be perfected

to moving
around Kansas City, a dinner
held at which final plans will

circulars

and the organization put on
permanent basis. The following is an
extract from the circular sent out by the
three undersigned, which will probably
cover every point that might be of Impora

tance to the body:
1st. Should the club be purely social, oi
organize to consider and abate trade evils
as well? 2nd. Should its membership be
limited to exhibitors and exchange empl..\ees, or be open to all possessing actual interest in motion picture and allied
enterprises? 3d. Should organization be
perfected at a big stag dinner at some
leading down-town hotel, or at a formal
lib
held at one of the theaters
'

member

of

Interested In
such an organi-

and assisting

in

guiding

Would
zation

you,
a

personally,

be

'

week una
would you

5th. what day of the
tlnies?
u bat bour of the day or night

recommend as being most convenli
concerned

all

to

tith.

,

loi

Is

U

I'-'"
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;

—

prietor, finds his time fully occupied with
his law practice, since serving his time as
assistant prosecuting attorney of
first

Buchanan county.

Osawatomie Airdome Running.

—

Osawatomie, Kans. J. P. Kelley, manager of the Majestic theater, announces
that he will open the Osawatomie Airdome in the near future. The place has
been thoroughly overhauled and repainted,

new seats provided, new

attend th.- organisation
suggestions would
functions of such 8

\

Willis

LSI.

W

en

I

theater;

R

ED

bangs.

City's Oldest Picture

—

local

House

Closes.

circles

1"

ater,

the

al<

the

new moving

picture

Kingston, Mo. Messi ISathgate have purchased the Ma
from the former managers, the
.-

Hamptons.
Marshall,

Orpheum

Mo - The

at

place, which has been closed for
time, has been reopened as a not
ture bouse under the mat
.no.
Qnlon Star, Jin If lues, nt pi

this

some

i

under consideration mature. W. P
Will soon op'ii a moving plctuhere
C.

W. Harden Heads Local Metro.
W. Harden, well known to
•

men and

exhibitors In this ten Iti
the office of man
Service In Kansas citj
-

Picture
vacated i.v n m Berman, who
to take charge of the Universal office In
Mr. Harden has been nullCincinnati
on of the United
the Po» Kiim Corporation for
oi
l<

the past two months, and pre> lou
time in- was manager of the r
iter

win
thai

a

i

i

Mam

that

Missouri Theater Notes.

\i,

picture
72(1

">

wiring,

part of the

•

Canst
1

that

house will soon enter the local field.
Belleville. Kans.— Work on the Chapin
building on Broadway street is pi
Ing in line shape and the moving' picture
lions. which Will be installed by
parties will soon become a reality.

C.

Gilday,

electric

one of the most

it

in

Kansas Theater Notes.
Anthony, Kans.— The Novelty theater at
this place has been purchased by Mrs.
Cook.
Muscotah. Kans. It is reported among

What

th.-

making

up-to-date airdmn.s

as tO the

undersigned are taking the Inttlthis matter at the suggestion "i
i-n
in stlj
bop
manv int.
will lei ns lo-ar frmi. you Immi
Signed bv K. C. MUlS, Mutual BXCl

As

a

the

taking

Frank Tracy Managing the Electric.
Frank Tracy, formerly
St. Joseph, Mo.
doorman and assistant manager of the
Electric theater, St. Joseph, Mo., is no*
managing the theater. Barney Riley, pro

tain installed,

Following

reality.

a

600

of

the house. A remarkable fact concerning
tn;s theater is that since its first opening
day, in 1898, it has changed hands but
once.
Carl Mencing and J. F. Menciog
started the place, and in a short time admitted A. D. Flintom, at present the head
of the Kansas City Feature Film Company, into the partnership. In 1911 these
parties relinquished their claim, and the
house went to Harry Fogel, the present
This place has witnessed ever/
owner.
advance of the game from its location on
the second story of a building over a
penny arcade, but itself has seen very
few changes. It Is said that nearly every
person in Kansas City of middle age has
at some time or other witnessed a show
In this house.

and the stage remodeled and a new cur-

CALL SCREEN CLUB MEETING.
Kansas City Picture Men Will Hold a
Get-Together Dinner and Talk Plans.
Kansas City, Mo.- Kansas city's Screen

"

'

Reduction

Ask That

I

Western Film Suppl> Company,

the imi

City Finance Committee and Ask for
Licenses— Now Have to Pay $100, But
Average Cost of Trade Licenses,
to Moving Picture World from Kansas City 1
KANSAS CITY, MO.— One of the most place could no longer pay its expenses.
important movements undertaken by
Coincident with the closing of the pHce
the exhibitors of Kansas City was rea long article appeared in one of the Kancently launched when the managers oi
sas City newspapers telling the history of

Jos,

anil

Managers Appear Before

Fifteen Theater

Harden

is

an

eni

lub and
the pi oposi .i screen
loubt plaj an aotlve part In lt»

of

i

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Film Frolic

in Dallas

Screen Club, an Exchangemen's Organiza tion of Dallas, Texas, Plans Annual AllStar Entertainment on June A L. B. Remy Appointed Manager and Ned DepiThe Committee in Charge.
net, the Treasurer of the Show

—

—

By

SI

A.

M.

Harrison,

61S'

Comal

St.,

DALLAS, TEX. — The

Dallas Screen Club,
an organization of the motion picture exchange men of Dallas, will give
the annual all-star frolic at the Majestic

The program will contheater June 4.
sist of vaudeville and a number of short,
snappy motion pictures donated by the
various exchanges. It Is planned to make
the entertainment an annual affair.
B. Remy of the Triangle is managing director; Ned Depinet of the Consolidated
Is treasurer, and others in charge of the
entertainment are R. H. Logan of the
World, C. A. Clegg of the Mutual, and
W. M. Byrd of the Box Office.

L

New House

—

The theater

the Best.

called

is

located

on Main street near Congress avenue,
will seat over 500. The building was
formerly occupied by a bank and its in-

and

which

will
terior is beautifully finished,
make this one of the most attractive theThe
aters on the inside In Houston.

house opened June

5

with "Peg

o'

the

"The Ne'er-Do-Well" Goes Big.
Houston, Tex. The publicity campaign
for 'The Ne'er-do-Well" was one of the

—

biggest ever attempted In the history of
Houston, and the result was that hundreds were turned away the first day of
Anthony Xyidias
its showing Houston.
was the man that pulled off the campaign, and opened the Houston engage-

ment

the

of

picture

at

the

Interstate

Amusement Company's Majestic, SaturMay 27, for an indefinite run. Xyia

is

known

to
in

well-known exhibitor and
have put on "The Battle Cry

style in many
the larger cities in the Southwest.

Peace"

Texas,

there are

six.

Correspondent,
Paul Christensen has been

Special

assistant
manager of the
Houston office of the Consolidated. Mr.
Christensen was recently with the World
Film in Dallas* as booking clerk.

appointed

Change of Management.
Abilene, Tex.— H. C. Hanie has sucJ. C. O'Malley as manager of the
Queen theater at Abilene, Tex. Although
the Queen is one of the finest houses in
the State in towns of 10.000 and under,
Mr. Hanie has put in many improvements. The most notable one is that of the
ceeded

Broadway

is

of
ol

Hurley to Have
Hurley,

New

Mexico.

New

—L.

Theater.
P.

Dallas,

Tex.— On Sunday, May

Consolidated

"Cats"

won

out

21,

over

the
the

Bros.' "Bears" in an exciting game
of baseball with a score of 2-1.
The game scheduled to be played be-

tween the Motion Picture "Cubs" and
McGoldrick "Panthers" was called off on
account of wet grounds.

Banquet for Cats.
The Consolidated Film &

—

Supply Company gave a very enjoyable
banquet May 26 at the T. M. A. Hall
at Dallas in honor of the Consolidated
"Cats" and their lady friends. A rousing
good time is reported.
Princess at Midland Sold.
Midland, Tex. H. P. Dunnagan has sold
out the Princess theater at Midland, Tex.,
The Kirksey Bros, have
to Theo Ray.
been employed to manage the theater.
They were formerly exhibitors at Alpine,
Tex., also Lampasas,' Tex.

—

Peebles Succeeds Touchon.
Houston, Tex. H. T. Peebles has been
appointed manager of the Houston office
of the Consolidated Film and Supply Co.,
succeeding Charles D. Touchon, who has
resigned.
Mr. Peebles has been travelling representative of the Universal in
this territory, and is a well-known film
man, having been in the picture game

—

Mr. Touchon
since its infancy in Texas.
announces that he has accepted a position with the W. D. Nevills' theaters in
Dallas, having been employed as- general
representative of the theaters,' of which

1916

—

Franklin, Texas. The Gem theater of
Franklin, Texas, has been purchased by
E. T. Book. The same policy of exclusive
pictures will be followed as In the past.
Brenham, Texas. The New Queen theater at Brenham, Texas, has reopened.
This theater has been closed for several

—

weeks.
Galveston, Texas. The Crystal, Vaudeville and Crystal Majestic theaters of Galveston, Texas, have closed for the summer.
It is
reported that both of the
houses will open in the fall with exclu-

—

sive pictures.
Victoria, Texas. The Gem theater at
Victoria, Texas, has been reopened by its
C. A. Dayvault, and reports gooo.
business. The theater has been reopened
after a bunch of repairs and remodeling.

—

manager,

After all, there is only one moving
picture paper that you really need,
and this is IT, conducted by the
largest and most experienced staff of
editors and correspondents.

Leases Airdome.

—

Abilene, Tex. J. T. Hodge of the Gem
theater at Abilene, has leased the Dixie

airdome in this city. The Dixie is one
of the best-known in the state and one
of the most substantially built in the

—

Houston, Texas. The Union theater at
Houston, Texas, under the management
of S. R. Hall, is being remodeled.
The
Union is one of the best equipped and
modern suburban theaters in the State.
Longview, Texas. J. M. Wells, of Denison, has recently purchased the Garden
theater at Longview from H. R. Yates,
and has been in Dallas looking over serv-

—

Manager Has Right
Bowie, Tex.

Idea.

—G. L. Berry has taken over

the shows in the city of Bowie, which
includes the Lyric, Gem, Opera House,
Grand and Airdome.
Realizing that
six shows are entirely too many for a
town of 30,000 population, he has closed
all except the Airdome and Lyric for the
summer.
Mr. Berry certainly has the
right idea on the show business in small
all

ice for his new house.
New Castle, Texas. S. P. Wood has recently bought out the Majestic theater at
Castle, Texas.
Haskell, Texas. Dick Nolan, of Haskell,
Texas, has put his theater in charge of a
manager, and he and wife are away on a
two months' vacation trip.
Dension, Texas. L. M. Ridout (the man
with the smile that won't come off), of
the Star theater at Denison, Texas, was
a visitor to Dallas the 25th.
Stamford, Texas. H. D. Neece, owner of
the Cozy theater at Stamford, Texas,
closed his theater for the summer May 22,
and has opened the new Cozy airdome
It is one of the best equipped in the city.
Big Springs, Texas. Joe G. Carter has
closed the Gem theater at Big Springs to
have same remodeled, and about June 15
will open it up on a larger scale.
Stamford, Texas. Pete Chopolas, of the
Candy theater at Stamford, Texas, was in
Dallas May 16 and 17 booking features.
Port Arthur, Texas. J. A. Holton of
the Port Arthur Amusement Company,
was in Dallas the week of May 15-20.
Clarendon, Texas. J. H. Mulkey was
in Dallas week of May 15-20, at which
time he purchased a 1916 Motiograph
from the H. K. Barnett Film & Supply
Company for his theater.
Merkel, Texas. H. F. Gronne, of the
Lyric, was a visitor to Dallas week of

—

New

—

—

towns.

Cullimore Goes to Houston.
Houston, Tex. Fred Cullimore, who
has been assistant manager of the Mutual
Film office at San Antonio, has been

—

office

of the

same company, and will act as assistan\
manager to Mr. Tomes.
Theater for Colored People.

Hurst

Dallas, Tex.

Gooding of
New Mexdrawn up

the Hurley theater at Hurley,
ico, reports that he has plans
for a new $10,000 theater.

transferred to the Houston

Baseballdom.

17,

installation of a $5,000 pipe organ.

South.

Ring."

day,
dias

Dallas,

for Houston.

Houston, Tex. Paul Berracco, who built
the Texas theater at Houston, and has
been its owner for several years, is just
completing his new playhouse to be

June

—

J. W. Pinkerton, of the
at Hearne, Texas, will not
use his airdome this summer as he has
Installed a cooling system in his theater.

Hearne, Texas.

Queen theater

— Miss

E. Johnson, owner of the Key theater at Houston, Tex.,
is building a new theater at the corner
of Milam and Travis streets to be caiieo.
the Lincoln, and it is to be for colored
people only. Tnis is the most expensive
house for colored people on record in the

Houston, Tex.

—

—

—

—

—

South.

Byron Johnson with Mutual.

—

Houston, Tex. Byron Johnson,
recently with the Enterprise Film

until

Company of Houston, has been employed by
the Mutual Film office at Houston as
shipping clerk.
Mr. Johnson has been
the film business in the territory for
several years and is well known to exin

hibitors.

Among Texas
Wichita

Gem
Dallas

Falls, Texas.

theater

May

bought the

at

Exhibitors.

—M.

Poise, of the

Wichita Falls, was In
Mr. Poise has recently
theater, and it is rumored

16-17.

Gem

that he is figuring on another.
Bridgeport, Texas. E. L Turnbow, of
the Little Gem theater at Bridgeport,
Texas, is figuring on remodeling it at an
early date.
Anson, Texas. Graves & Purifoy have
opened the Cozy airdome at Anson, Texas,
recently with Universal service and Blue"
bird features.
Bremond, Texas. Ed Muret has purchased the Rosary theater of Bremond,
Texas, for S. D. Patterson.

—

—

—

—

May

15-20.

—
—

Bryan, Texas. W. R. Fairman of the
Dixie was in Dallas May 14.
Forney, Texas. A. W. Riter of the
Childress paid Dallas a visit during week
of

May

15-20.

—

Kingsville, Texas. R. D. Jones was in
Dallas recently and purchased a 1916 Motiograph for his theater.
Denison, Texas. C. F. Colby, who formerly had charge of the Mirror theater
at Denison, and recently sold it to J. V.
Smith, was in Dallas May 16. Mr. Colby
will probably take a much-needed rest
this summer, but in the fall expects to
be in the game again. He is on the lookout for a desirable location.
McKinney, Texas. Chas. Kimball of
the Pope and Lyric theaters was'in Dal-

—

—

las

during week of

some changes

May

15-20,
in his film service.

making

IN CALIFORNIA.
Sol Lesser Visits Branch Exchange.
San Francisco, Cal. Sol L. Lesser, head
of the Golden Gate Film Exchange, Inc.,
and the All-Star Feature Distributors,
Inc., is making a trip to Los Angeles to
arrange for bookings on "Where Are My

Film Trade Board Moves

—

Children?" being accompanied by "Mike"
Rosenberg.
This production is to be
shown here shortly at the Tivoli for an
Indefinite

run.

The Golden Gate

Film

exchange has secured the California,
Nevada and Arizona rights for the
Slaughter-Lamson films recently shown
with great success at the Empress.

Exchange Management Changes.

—

San Francisco, Cal. D. J. Chatkin, vicepresident of the United Film Service Corporation, was a recent visitor here and
appointed M. Epstein,
formerly head
booker for the California Film exchange,
manager of the Pacific Coast interests of
the concern.
Dave Tompkins, who has
held this position for some time, plans to
go to Los Angeles shortly.

Fox Coast Manager

Visits

San Fran-

cisco.

—

San Francisco, Cal. E. R. Redlich,
Western representative of the Fox Film
corporation, was a recent visitor here,

coming from
headquarters.

where he makes his
characterizes Seattle as

Seattle,

He

moving picture adverFrancisco as the home of
amusements and the possessor of the finest suburban houses of any city in the
world, and Los Angeles as the city of
small theaters.
the city of heavy

San

tising,

Exhibitors Visit Southland.

—

San Francisco, Cal. Emil Friedberg, of
the Lyceum theater and secretary of the
Francisco;
Exhibitors' League of San
William Nasser, of the Palace theater;
George Nasser, of the Castro theater; H.
C. Schmidt, of the Markee theater, Paro
Alto; and Mr. Roy, of the Burllngame
theater, Burlingame, left recently for Los
Angeles and vicinity by auto to visit the
leading studios.
A great time is predicted, for a more jolly combination would
be hard to find, and after giving the inimitable H. C. Schmidt the "once over" the
producers there may be expected to announce a "find."

San Francisco Business Newslets.
Ford & Myers, who recently bought the
theater from George Knowles, have
also taken over the Vicksburg theater at
Twenty-fourth and Vicksburg streets and
the new Palmer theater, located between
The Acme and Vicksburg
these houses.
theaters have been closed, except on Sundays, while the Palmer will be conducted
all the time.
Ackerman & Harris have booked the
Pathe serial, "Who's Guilty?" for their
houses in San Francisco, Oakland, Port-

Acme

land and Seattle.

making a stay

of a

few days.

Emmick has

returned from a trip
to Los Angeles and other southern California cities, where he did a great business on the Mutt & Jeff comedies.
A. A. Richards of Modesto, Cal., was
a recent visitor here and purchased a
motor generator set from G. A. Metcalfe.
Leon Bories is now covering the Sacramento and San Joaquin valley territory
for the Universal, and I. N. Cohen Is
touring the Sacramento valley in the inE. H.

terests of Bluebird.
"Doc" Gardner, an old-time exhibitor of
Marysville, Cal., was a recent visitor here
renewing old acquaintances.
Louis ilyman, of the All-Star Feature,
Is making a trip through the San Joaquin
v;iii,-,
and upon ins return will go to the
Yosemite valley for his vacation.
The Western Pacific railroad is now
showing moving pictures at Feather Rlv,.,

inn,

using

lllairsdeii,

—

—

and

to

get closer to the film exchanges.

A large office has been selected on the
floor and the organization will
have the use of an assembly hall for its
seventh

meetings.

A number

new members
and the member-

of

have been added of late
ship now includes the following concerns:
California
Film
Exchange, Morris
Markowitz; Mutual Film Exchange, X. K.
Stout; Pathe Exchange, Harry W. Oviatt;
Metro Film Service, Louis Reichert; Golden Gate Film Exchange, Sol L. Lesser;

L

Progressive

Film

Herman

Exchange,

Wobber; Fox Film Corporation, William
J Citron; World Film Corporation, M. E.
Cory; International Film Service, H. L.
Knappen; Triangle Film Corporation, Ben
Simpson; Globe Film Exchange, I. H.
Feature
Fred S.
is manager and Maurice L. Asher is
attorney for the organization. The Film
Exchange Board of Trade has been very
F.

Lichtenstein, and the All-Star
Distributors, Inc., Sol L. Lesser.

Peach

active in the fight against censorship here
and has secured financial assistance for
the work from all but two exchanges in
the city.
It is lending its support now
to an ordinance that is being prepared
and which is designed to end for all time
the agitation for censorship by placing
moving picture houses on an equal footing with regular theaters.

VICTORY IN RAILROAD CASE.
Railroads Cancel Order Against Carrying Films on Trains and Boats.
San Francisco, Cal. The Film Exchange
Board of Trade of San Francisco and the
exhibitors in the suburban districts have
won a signal victory in their fight against
the order of the railroads that moving
picture films could be carried no longer
on trains and boats as hand baggage, but
must be shipped by express.
Several
meetings were held that were attended
by exchange men, exhibitors, representatives of the railroads and the National
Bureau of Explosives, and the matter was
discussed from all angles. It was agreed

—

that conditions here were different from
those prevailing in almost any other city
in the country, in that films are carried
but such a short distance on boat and
The cities of Berkeley, Alameda,

train.

Hutchinson of the Mutual was a

S.

S.

recent visitor here,

San Francisco's Film Exchange Board of Trade to Be Located in Hewes Building
at Sixth and Market Streets— Will Now Have an Assembly Hall for Its
Meetings Companies That Have Joined.
By T. A. Church, 1507 North St.. Berkeley. Cal., Special Correspondent.
FRANCISCO, Calif.
The
brought to a close the suit of the World
SAX Exchange
Board of Trade
San
Film against the Turner & Dahnken cirFrancisco has made arrangemei
cuit to secure the payment of $14,900, almove its offices from the Merchants Naleged to have been due for feature film
tional Bank building, 625 Market street,
productions under contract and incidentto the Hewes building, Sixth and Market
ally rendered a very interesting interstreets.
This change is being made in
pretation on the question of what conorder that more room may be secured
stitutes a feature film.

Cal.,

World features.

1

\\

Ice

a

Week,

Oakland, Richmond, Albany and Emeryare parts of San Francisco in all
but name, a state law preventing their
consolidation, and but few films are carried by exhibitors outside the limits of
the Greater San Francisco.
At a hearing before the State Railroad Commission
on May 22 the railroads agreed to cancel
their former order, provided that in the
future all moving picture film be encased
in a metal fiber-lined box under lock and
key during transit from the film exchange to the theater. Exhibitors are being warned to use the utmost care in
carrying films and printed notices of what
is expected of them are being placed in
every box.
ville

Contracted for Features.
About a year ago the Turner & Dahnken circuit signed a contract with the

World Film whereby

it
was to receive
fifty-two feature films and to pay for the
same at an established price. When deliveries of the films commenced the ex-

hibiting firm contended that a number did
not come up to the standard that was
expected and refused to either run or pay
for them, using but a few of the fiftvtwo contracted for.
The World Film
Corporation then brought suit to compel
payment under contract and the Turner
& Dahnken circuit brought a counter suit
for damages in the sum of $10,000, claiming that a loss was suffered from the
films that were run and that the distributing company has also broken its
contract in various ways.

A

What rs a Feature.
large part of the testimony during

trial, which lasted two weeks, hinged
upon what constitutes a feature moving
picture.
The attorneys for the Turner &
Dahnken circuit contended that mere

the

length of film did not make a feature picture, nor any one single element, setting
forth
that
a
single
reel
might be
brilliant
feature.
They set forth
that
a
feature
must have a
star
performer of prominence, a continuous
Btory with an appropriate ending, good
photography, proper settings and an efficient cast.
Many of the subjects under
discussion were analyzed and the weak
points
discussed,
among these being
'•Mliss,'' "The Moonstone," "The Fairs and
the Waif," "The Arrival of Perpetua" and
the "Master of the House."
The cuse
reached its climax when the judge ordered
that some of the productions be shown
on the screen at the Fairyland theater.
The jury decided that these were not feature films in the strict meaning of the
term and found for the defendant. However, it also found that the Turner &
Dahnken circuit was not entitled to damages in the counter suit filed.

a

New World

Film

Productions

Than

Better

Old.

These suits have not interfered with
the showing of World Film productions
at the Tivoli theater, as the Brady pictures are being exhibited there regularly
and are giving good satisfaction, the new
releases being of a much higher order
than the ones refused by Turner A Kalin-

Supply House Doing Fine Business.
San Francisco, Cal.—The Brack Photoplay Supply Company, which recently took
over the supply b
Brock,
is enjoying a splendid volume of business.
Among tin" late sales have been two simplex

machines for ttiehelsen Brothers,
who con, in.
the Clement theater here;
two Simplex machines, two Caills ticket
machines ami change makers for
t

selling
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Shows Too Long

sloe

—

Admissions

— Mixed

By Abraham

Programs Welcomed.

Nelson, Portland Correspondent of the Moving Picture World,

PORTLAND, OREGON

People
ixhibitor

one reel after another to ms
meet the other fellow's competition by quantity instead of quality is
hurting the whole film industry in tie
city, declared several of the prominent
i

exhibitors, having; in mind presumably the
new policies of long shows that have been
put into effect in Portland terri.1
Myrick, of the Columbia, when
questioned on the subject, said that it li id
never eome to his knowledge that any
demand had been made by the people for
a Ions show nor for free admissions, y« t
shows are steadily being lengthened, and
Borne theaters persist in giving free admissions
under certain circumstances.
Long shows will soon become tiring, said
Mr. Myrick, and people will lay their lassitude to the photoplay as a class of entertainment and the whole industry will
!•:.

suffer.

Graham T. Holtzclaw, of the Circle tnealso stated that people were complaining of long shows and that an hour
for a nickel and an hour and a half for a
dime was giving the people their money's
Mr.
worth, which was all they wanted.
Holtzclaw decried the scarcity of good
short subjects, and declared that mixed
programs are in public favor and would
come back to their own the minute good
ater,

picl

uld

1

:

had.

CENSOR COLWELL ALERT.
Caught Sight of Uncensored Scrap of
Film in Vaudeville Act.
Portland, Oregon. J. A. Johnson, manager of Pantages theater, was arrested on
for showing an uncensored film.
26th
May

—

Julia Rooney, sister of Pat Rooney, usea
a short piece of film to hold the stage
while changing her costume in her act
with Walter Clinton The entire film took
about a minute and a half to show and
had been used by Miss Rooney in her act
In every part of the United States for the
past five years. It had only been censored
once, in Canada, where five dollars had
been paid to have the official stamp afThe act had nearly concluded its
fixed.

week's run when Mrs. Colwell discovered
the presence of the short piece of uncensored film in the city, and, after viewing
viewers
it with another member of the
committee, its seizure resulted. Mrs. Colwell stated that, personally, she could see
nothing wrong with Miss Rooney's film,
and that the sole reason for its seizure
was that it was being exhibited without

the city ordihighly indignant

of

a permit, in violation
nance. Miss Rooney was
over the treatment accorded her, declaring that she had no notice of the ordinance. She said she had taken the matter
up with the White Rats, who had wired
her that the assistance of that organization would be forthcoming, if required.

J

Mutual Exchange Notes.
Portland, Oregon.— W. J. Drummond and
reS. "Woodv came down from Seattle

cently to attend a meeting of the Mutual
exchange managers of the Pacific Northwest held here. The purpose of the meeting was not divulged. The Mutual moved
into its new quarters at Ninth and Davis
streets May 27.
Louis Amacher, former booker for Universal at Seattle, has been employed by
the Portland Mutual office, and H. S. Hastings, formerly booker for Mutual at Seatcashier at
tle, has become bookkeeper and
Portland.

Code Travels by Auto.
Oregon.— C. H. Code, booking

Portland.

"Mary Page"

in this territory,

into the wilds of central

took a trip

Oregon recently

,ith

—

Exhibitors Complain of Tendency to Lengthen Programs Say That Long Shows
Will Eventually Hurt the Business People Do Not Want Long Shows or Free

and made several hundred miles across
this rough country In a racing machine,
better than train time. Although
the towns are small and far between. Mr.
Code reports good business In the Central

making

rltory.

Musicians

May

Fix

—

New Wage

Scale.

Portland, Oregon. It is understood that
a meeting of the musicians' union, to
be held in June, the question of an inThe
creased wage scale will be raised.
mewing popularity of showing a vaudeville act occasionally with pictures is said
to be the cause of the raise, and the proat

pleturt

Heard on Film Row.

—

Enterprise, Oregon, s.
A.
Gardinier,
who recently acquired the Peoples' theater,
is remodeling the house and extending its
length 50 feet to accommodate a new
additional seats.
Pendleton, Oregon. Deary and ChandBOld the Alia theater to Gulicb
u ho also run the Cozy.

—

!

The

Dalles, Oregon.

New

Betttngen

—

—

nl

man

for Universal

and Butte, has returned

Picture Houses Follow Mining
Near Nederland, Colorado, Discovery

— Manager

of the Grand theater has taken over the
Pastime, recently closed, and will renovate
the house.
Cottage Grove, Oregon. W. J. White,
who recently bought a theater in Sprll gfield, has also acquired two theaters here.
Portland, Oregon. W. J. Haight, an oldtime exhibitor, has opened the Woodlawr.
theater.
Emil Erickson, formerly booker

of Valuable

in Portland
to Portland.

Boom

Tungsten Deposits Bring Many

Picture Theaters.

E. C. Day, Denver Correspondent of Moving Picture World.
re dotted with tents.
Col.— The tungsten mining
They are the
eh has made wealthy scores
of the miners and prospectors, and
xtend for miles in every direction,
of poor miners and has attracted to Colofro
hese that devotees of the film
rado hundreds of prospectors from all
followed
pour
evening,
each
and it is to
parts of the country has been
modate these amusement seekers
by a moving picture boom that is only
our theaters hav
second to the mining excitement itself.
of six
illes.
Six months ago the Nederland district,
located about 30 miles north of Denver,
was as quiet as a churchyard. The town
Prosperity in Arkansas Valley, Colo.
of Nederland was the supply station for
The prosperity of the moving picture
the surrounding community and it was
business in the Arkansas Valley, south of
ft
the only settlement in the vicinity.
Denver, is reflected in announcements of
hotel, a general merchandise store
had
the completion of two new theaters in the
blacksmith shop, but little more. It had
district.
no theater or other variety of amusement
Manzanola, Colo. Fred Russell at ManSuddenly new uses were found for tungzanola has just finished work on his new
opera house and opened it to the public
sten, the black metal which abounds in
for the first time June 15 with a program
the mines of the district. The price of the
Activity
of high-class pictures.
ore took a sensational leap.
There was an influx of people.
Rocky Ford, Colo. F. W. Todd, an exgrew.
perienced showman of Rocky Ford, has
New buildings sprung up everywhere, and
among them was a moving picture theater.
leased the old postoffice block there, and
work of remodeling it into a theater is
Then other settlements were established
around Nederland. Lakewood, the first of
now in progress When completed it will
The
be operated as a photoplay house.
these, four miles above Nederland, has
Stevens Camp, another
plans call for seating accommodations for
its film opera.
settlement three miles below the town, is
to have a photoplay theater as soon as one
can be built. As another development In
C. R. Gilmour in Minneapolis.
the moving picture boom, a second theater
Charles R. Gilmour, former manager of
Nederis being completed in the town of
the World Film Exchange in Denver, has
land at a cost of $10,000.
gone to Minneapolis to take charge of the
Six months ago this district which
Gilmour has comWorld office there.
few hundred
claimed a population of
pletely recovered from his recent illness,
iners and had no moving picstruggli
due to an operation for appendicitis.
jw is throbbing with humantheity and is supporting two thriving
aters and waiting for two more to be comNew Theaters and Changes.
pleted and opened.
Raton, N. M. J. B. Yeager, owner of
B F. Long, owner of the first theater
the Princess theater at Raton, is remodelat Nederland, has been compelled to add
theater for the purpose of ining
his
accommodate
40 feet to his playhouse to
creasing its capacity 150 seats.
R. L. Humphrey, the Lakethe people.
Yuma, Colo. The Gem theater at Yuma,
wood exhibitor, is contemplating enpartially destroyed by a cywas
Colo.,
who
Tenton.
B.
larging his house. Mrs. E.
clone which caused several deaths, injured
financing the building of the $10,000
is
many and did great property damage. A.
declares that it will be the most

By

DENVER,
boom

v

i

.

—

—

i,

—

—

theater,

modern and up-to-date ever built in a
mining camp. N. M. Mills, of the Huh
nothing Company of Nederland, has been
engaged to manage the place. Vieno and
Hamilton is the name of the firm which
They comis building at Stevens Camp.
Film
pleted arrangements with the Mutual
Exchange in Denver this week for com-

equipment for their playhouse.
Nederland quite a town has been
up in the few months since the boom
struck the district, but at Lakewood and
Stevens Camp there are few buildings.
Stevens Camp, the newest of the settlements, consists now of a mill, a mine
building or two and a newly-built store
and the foundation or skeleton of the new
The mountains
motion picture theater.
which rise on each side of the camp, how-

plete
\t
built

Conant, proprietor of the house, immediately began w ork of rebuilding the theater and expects to be operating again
in a few days.
Crosby, Wyo. Dr. S. G. Moser, of Denpurchased equipment through the
ver,
Mutual exchange for a moving picture
theater which he will open at Crosby,
Wyoming. The town is at present without a theater. Dr. Moser has spent several months learning the business under
the tutelage of Rass Burtis, so that he
will be prepared for any emergency.

B.

—

A.

J.

Conway With V-L-S-E.

A. J. Conway, former assistant manager
of the V. L. 9. E., has joined the Pathe
staff in Denver as a road representative.

june
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Thomas, Special Correspondent,
Rogers Bids., Vancouver, B. c.
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Manitoba-Saskatchewan Censor Board.
TITINNIPEG, MAN. The Joint moving
»» picture censor board for the provInces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan has
just been appointed by the Norris cabinet,
acting in conjunction with the officials at

Regina.
The board comprises John W.
Horn, chairman, who has been serving on
the old board under the Winnipeg city
government; .Mrs. H. it. Patriarche ot
this city,
recommended by the Local
Council of Women; and Charles Robson,
who is retained on the new board as the
representative of Saskatchewan. Alberta
declined to join in the inter-provincial
arrangement proposed, but will, it is
stated, accept the rulings of the new

Manitoba and Saskatchewan will divide
either the surplus or deficit resulting from
the work of censoring, although with a
tax of $2 per reel there should be no
dagger of incurring a deficit. The board
takes up its duties on June 1, and for
the present will use the same projection
room which has been used by the city
board, at the corner of King and James

'Vince, former manager of the local
and C. R, Dipp
has been installed
in his place.
Mr. Dippie is personally
acquainted with practically every exhibitor in the British Columbia territory, having previously been in the service of the
Mutual, and should make a popular and
efficient manager,
W. G. Carruthers continues as booker, while E. P. Carruthers
remains in charge of the shipping department.
Mr.
Price announced that hereafter
about fifty reels per week would conn
into each western office, giving a selection about twice as great as formerly
and allowing of an extension of Mutua;
service to a larger field of exhibitor?
throughout the territory.
It
was explained that the Mutual productions have
been sent over a circuit of the various
branches, being allotted a certain length
of time in each office.
This circuit having been completed, the films are now on
the second round, for older service, whil*
a new lot of first-run pictures is on it?
first round.
Mr. Price stated that the
Mutual's business in Canada is showing
a steady increase, due partially, of course
to the release of the first Chaplin subject, but not entirely so, as the bookings

office,

films aside from 'The Floorwalker'
nave been heavier than for some time
"The Floorwalker Is booked up solid for
four weeks, without the loss of a dav,
ami Mi. Price states that the subject is
sweeping the country. Eight prints are
being used in Canada, and are available
from each office on the regular release

i

Alterations are

now

being made

in

the

Mutual

offices here, as a result of Mr
Price's visit, and involve the re-arrangeof some of the departments, as well

ment

as the removal of all ground glass partitions, with the substitution therefor of
clear glass.
W. F. Barrett, formerly in charge of
the Universal office at Winnipeg, has just
joined the Mutual forces, working out of
Toronto as special representative of the

head

office.

E.

Huttelmayer Goes East.

J.

C—

Vancouver, B.
E. J. Hutt<
operator at the Colonial theater and business agent of Vancouver Local, No. 348.
I. A. T. S.
E-, will leave shortly for Niagara Falls. Out where he will have charge
.

streets.

An appeal board of two men will also
be appointed within a short time. No salary is provided for the appeal board members, but they will be paid a fee for
each occasion on which they are called
upon to review rejected films.
-

New Sign Regulation.
Winnipeg, Man. As the result of the
havoc created by the severe wind storm
few weeks ago, during which the
"*
nd theater's big electric sign fell to

—

of a

the sidewalk,
to be so ame
penalties for those who fail to
maintain their signs in a thoroughly substantial manner.

The matter was brought

up before the board of control following
the receipt of a communication from the
insurance brokers, informing the city that
the policy under which the city was insured had expired.
Mayor Waugh stated that the necessities of the situation would not be covered by bonding those who maintain
signs, as the object of any legislation in
this connection would be to protect citizens from bodily harm, rather than to
protect the city's finances in case of possible

damage

suits.

A Beautiful Theater Lobby.
Edmonton, Alberta. The Empress theater

lobby

has

been

completely

trans-

formed for the summer season, and is
now a beautiful bower of (lowers and
plants— artificial, but so naturally made
and arranged that the illusion of reality
Is
complete.
A fountain has also been
installed in the
>\.i, and j„ addition to
I

has the addi-

t,

ling the air.

01

The

house has ado,, led the sub-title of "The
of Flowers."

Garden

Takes Lease on Maple Leaf.
Vancouver, B. C.— William Brown has
recently taken over the lease on the
Maple Leaf theater, foi mei Ij held by the

Amusement Company,

il

mission

md

has

'I.

ben

redui ed

The

to

.•id-

i

p

of semi-weekly, as form<
Mr. Brown thi
the Maple I.e., I. Ma iesl
with the same price and
Brown Is In active

Amend
—

—

—

>

:

Provincial authorities revised the schedule
of taxation.
According to the original
rates an admission ticket not exceeding
ten cents required an extra one cent. Under the revised arrangements a five, ten
or fifteen cent admission ticket requires
a one cent tax and two cents must be
paid into the Provincial treasury for admission tickets costing from fifteen to
fifty cents.

The change makes a big
ned,

difference,

theaters in outside
centers which charge a regular admission
of fifteen cents per adult.
The Provincial licenses for moving picture theaters for the year expired on June
1, and regardless of a previous announcement there is no change in the schedule
of fees for such licenses. In municipalities of over 15,000 population the annual
license fee in Ontario for a picture house
is $150; in centers of 3,000 to 15,000 people the moving picture fee for the year
is $100, and exhibitors in towns of less
than 3,000 people must pay $75. A new
operator must pay $5 for his first annual
license and $3 for each renewal.
Apprentices pay $1 during the year of their
training.
Film exchanges pay a yearly
the Ontario government of $150,
with additional fee of $1.60 for each reel
ubmltted to the Ontario Bo
Censors.
Under the flew regulations a
municipality
is
compelled to
license to the holder of a
Provincial
for exhibitors.
Incidentally the
a traveling Hi
as for a moving picture theater
i

i,

Changes

at
user,

Local
it.

c.

—

r

population, namely

polio;

The

rs.

I.
in

In

(rear.

regulations
Is

iii

Hie

Included

tO

this

act

a

trip

i,

,n

I

more than

t

Of
«

•

authorities
sold

ticket used.
law, however,

There
which

hall

be ad-

(

This theater
hold special

icket.
inged to

lifted

for which a mother
Saturday
Mild!,
are admitted with one
ten-cent admission ticket. The latter requires a one-cent war tax. If each adult
and child had to use a separate ticket the
war tax would amount to four cents.
The announcement of the theater with
regard to the special Saturday show reads
as follows: "We would like the mothers
to take advantage of our special Saturday
matinees for the children. The price is
very low mother and three children, ten
cents. War tax, one cent extra."
The theater in question is the Classic

—

Redwood and Qerrard
This

house

eluding
I

'lasers

street Bast
is
running the Pathe serial
Claw" and other features, in-

Famous

Gold
Rooster,
and Blograph releases.
Pathe,

Films at Hamilton's Savoy.
Toronto, Ont.- The BftVOJ theater. Hamilton.
Ontario, has switched from burlesque to moving pictures for keeps
Bluebird, Red Feather and Universal proplot

bei.

Paramount Leases

St.

John Opera House

st. John. x. i:
The Paramoui
Corporation, with headquarters
rOntO, have leased the opi
John, \ B., where the company is running
I

o\\

i,

Weekly

pictures.

Canada was given

ii.

ih.ater. Toronto, during

more than one aol ami not
pi ople can
appear in the

mge
Mr,
of a.
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Film,
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Price
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$160 for the
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Tax
—

Ontario Patron

Ontario Authorities Make Changes in Rate of Tax on Bought Theater Tickets Now
Only One Cent Asked on 15-Cent Tickets and Two Cents on Tickets Up
to Fifty Cents
No Change in License Fees.
By W. M. Gladish, 1263 Gerrard St., E. Toronto, Special Correspondent.
^pORONTO, Ont. Immediately after the
Admits Three on One Ticket.
1 Amu:
nlo
Tax Act
tor
Toronto, Ont. One Toronto
feet in Ontario, whereby pati
beat the i:ovhas discovered
moving picture theaters and other places
nnection with the sale of
of entertainment have to pay a war tax
to patrons of his house,
in proportion to the price of a ticket, the
perfectly legitimate and

v
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staiiinent ot the Strand
the n.-w Canadlai
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

Weeks Ending June

for

and June 24

17

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 2124, 2126, 2128, 2130.)

General Film Company.

General Film Company.

Advance

Current Releases.
MONDAY, Jl'XE

12 of the "Social Pirates"

LUBIN—Otto the Cobbler
SELIG— Selig-Tribune No.
TW ° rphans
T
9^:
?^
T
VITAGRAPH—
Her
Loving

^

I

in

-

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Liberty Belles (Three parts— Comedy)

EDISON— The Charge

of the Light Brigade

toon)

KALEM—

•

Scenic subject on the same reel
The Bachelors' Alliance (Comedy)

THURSDAY, JUNE
of the Sea (Three

KALEM— The

parts—Drama)

...

.

Stenographer's Strategy

(Comedy)..
Old Man's

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— An
(Three parts-Drama)

^

SS A

Y

Nurse Girl' "(Comedy)

T he

17,

.'

Wi\\
^0715
20714
20720-1-2
20723
20724

Pr mise and
^~^ the
^ the T
~
T
Race Through
Air (No.
84 of i"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Sleries) (Drama)
Puts One Over (Comedy)
SELIG The Cowpuncher's Peril (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Ashes (Three parts—Dr.) (Broadway
°

(

hre

^ Part

r

—

Star Feature)

parts

20729

20731

-

2

"3

20738
20734
20739

20735-6-7

SUNDAY, JUNE

KNICKERBOCKER STAR

— Drama)

(Drama)

(Biograph

-,._.

,.

.

BIOGRAPH-The
„„.

.-

Re.

.

—

(Comedy).

TUESDAY, JUNE

20, 1916.

(Biograph Reissue No

Reformers (Drama)

„ 4 „
„
„
*_.
EDISON Out
of the Ruins (Three parts Drama).
ESSANAY—The Girl at the Curtain (Two parts— Drama) (Re-

„«,''

—

.

—

.

.

issue).

KALEM — Ham

Comedy (Not

yet decided).

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1916.
EDISON— The Pied Piper of Hamelin (Drama).
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Undecided Brunette"

KALEM — Ethel

,

(Comedy,.

Teare Com. (Not yet decided).
22. 1916.

Is Law (Three parts— Drama).
Tribune Np 50> 1916 (Topical).
VIM— Never Again (Comedy).

_ Seli&

SELIG

.

.

FRIDAY, JUNE

23, 1916.

KALE M-Her Great Invention (Comedy).
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE-The

Blood

Ancient
(Three parts Drama).
VIM— For Better or Worse (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH-Curfew at Pokey Center (Comedy).

—

SATURDAY. .JUNE

ESSANAY— A

Little Volunteer

KALEM— "Hazards

24, 1916.

(Three parts— Drama).
(Not yet decided).

of Helen" No. So

LUBIN— Persistency

(Comedy).

SiELIG— Taking a Chance (Drama).

IS, 1916.

FEATURE— Pay

THURSDAY, JUNE

LUBIN— Love

20728

1916.

LUBIN — Hubby

(Five

20717-8-9

20725 -6-7
'

SATURDAY, JUNE

£
4
KALEM
—T
A
T

7

.'

VITAGRApS-HaroTthe

—

.

15, 1916.

SELIG— Selig-Tribune No. 48, 1916 (Topical)
VIM-Hungry Hearts (Comedy)
FRIDAY, JUNE 16, 1916.

VTM^Th'

6

7

°,

20716

Nooz Pictorial No. 11 (Car••
•••• ••'•

•"••••••••••••

—A

LUBIN— Sons

2

n°7 n a
20708
20709-10

19, 1916.

Boy

.
,
,„
4
/XT
(1C
Serv.ce of, the
the a
State (No.
13 of the "Social
Pirates") (Two parts— Drama).
LUBIN— Otto's Legacy (Comedy).
SELIG— Selig-Tribune
No. 49. 1916 (Topical).
°
_
„,_
„
,„„_
parts Drama).
The Reprisal, (Three
SELIG
'

20711-2-3

(Drama)

(Reissue)

ESSANAY— Canimated

Misunderstood

56)
'

parts-

^

, !

No

VITAGRAPH— Stung

13, 1916.

(Three

Street

issue

„
r
KALEM-In

20705
47, 1916 (Topical)
20703
Three Parts— Drama).. 20699-700-1
<
Relations (Comedy)
207P2

the

BIOGRAPH— A
"

(Two parts-Drama)

Drama) (Reissue)
N Y PUt t n& "
Ver (T
P ar _Dr ama)
,
?,
x7° , (Comedy)
,
KALEM The Alaskan
Mouse Hound
....
LUBIN— The Avenger (Two parts— Drama)

r^V ^—^

20701

(Comedy)

TUESDAY. JUNE

EDISON— The Man

Releases.

MONDAY, JINK

12, 1010.

BIOGRAPH— The Spirit Awakened (Drama) (Biograph Reissue No. 55)
KALEM — The Disappearance of Helen Mintern (No.

Dirt
20740-1-2-3-4

VITAGRAPH—Underneath

the

Low

Down

parts—

(Three

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving; Picture World. These are Published Two Weeks In Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The
Stories of the Pictures in Mo.t Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being in
Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

JULY 4th ATTRACTIONS
A Three Reel
Civil War

A
FAIR

REBEL

HIS

AND

Spectacle

HIS
Released

June 28

General Film Service

TRUST
TRUST

FULFILLED

A Two

Reel

Spectacular

Drama
the Civil

of

War

Directed by

D. "W.

Griffith

Released
July 4th

Biograph Company
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

Weeks Ending June

for

17

and June 24

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 2124, 2126, 2128, 2130.)

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SUNDAY, JUNE 11, 1016.
(Serial

LAEMMI.E— The

False

Gems (Drama)

L-KO — Phoney Teeth and

REX— The

False Friends (Comedy)..

Mountain (Two Parts-

Sheriff of Pine

Drama)

01503

MONDAY, JUNE

Peg

o'

the Ring No.

7

SUNDAY, JUNE

(Two Parts

— Drama)..

Drama)

04810

04812
04811

01508
01507
01525

81509
01510

(Comedy)

MONDAY, JUNE

AMERICAN— Convicted

ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number

01513
01511
01512

(Topical)

24

THURSDAY, JUNE

— Comedy)

.

Japan (Educ)

in Scenic

FRIDAY, JUNE

.

.

.

01516
01516

01517
01519
01518

—Drama)...

Quarantined (Comedy)

SUNDAY, JUNE

01524
01523
01522

— Drama)

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE — The
of

Peg

o'

the Ring (No. 8)

01527

No01526

Adventures

(Two parts

TUESDAY, JUNE

— Drama)

parts

—Drama)

.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1916.
ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 25 (Topical)

L-KO— The Jailbird's Last Flight (Comedy)
VICTOR — The Scarlet Mark (Two parts— Drama)

THURSDAY, JUNE
BIG

U— No

POWERS— The

Young

.

.

01533
01532
01531

parts

Sheriff

of

04827

(Two parts—

Plumas

SATURDAY, JUNE

CENTAUR— The

17, 1016.

(Two parts— Di

Star of India

(Comedy)

SUNDAY, JUNE

18, 1916.

BEAUTY— Pedigrees, Pups
GAUMONT— Reel Life, No.

VOGUE —

and Pussies (Comedy)
7 (Magazine)
Delinquent Bridegrooms (Comedy)

.

.

04831
04833
04832

MONDAY, JUNE

10, 1916.

AMERICAN— The Gentle Conspiracy (Two parts
Drama)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The Wasted
Years (Centaur

— Five

parts

— Drama)

(No. 111).

"WEDNESDAY, JUNE

21, 1016.

BEAUTY— The House on Hokum Hill (Comedy)...
GAUMONT— See America First, No. 41, "Birmingham,
Ala."

(Scenic)

— The

of

the

Green

Village

(Shadowgraph)

GAUMONT— The

23, 1916.

77 (Topical)

THURSDAY, JUNE 22, 1916.
Thumb (Three parts

Criminal's

Crowd (Turner

—

Ghost of the Jungle (Two parts Dr.).
JOKER— The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters (Comedy).

—Five

parts

the

— Drama)

Madding
(No. 112).

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, 1916.
CUB —Jerry's Elopment (Comedy)
MUSTANG A Modern Knight (Two parts— Drama).
*

01538
01537
24, 1916.

—

"

01539
01540

SATURDAY, JUNE

CENTAUR — A
Drama)

04938
04839

Belle

Drama)

SATURDAY, JUNE
release this day.

16, 1016.

MUTUAI^Star Production— Far from

Rosary (Drama)

POWERS—No

MUSTANG— The

04822-3-4

FRIDAY, JUNE

the Moonshiners (Comedy)

22, 1916.

—Comedy)

BISON—The

15, 1016.

— Drama)

CUB —Jerry and

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number

IMP— The Heart Wrecker (Comedy-Drama)
NESTOR— What Could the Poor Girl Do? (Two

REX— The

(Topical)

THURSDAY, JUNE

01529
01528
01530

parts—Dr.)..
(Comedy)

FRIDAY, JUNE

76

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The Abandonment (American — Five parts — Dr.) (No. 110).
THANHOUSER—The Window of Dreams (Three

01544

release this day.
the Secret Panel (Three

Sleuths

04821
04821
04819

Komics (Comedy)

20, 1916.

BIG U— The Grip of Crime (Drama)
GOLD SEAL,— The False Part (Two
IMP— His Picture (Comedy)

IMP— Behind

(Scenic)

10, 1016.

NESTOR— Wanted a Husband (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— The Man From
Five parts

Deusen's Eggs-Spensive Ad(Comedy)
America First No. 40 "Yellowstone-

National Park"

18, 1016.

Boomerang (Comedy)

MONDAY, JUNE
(

venture

04816-7
04818

1016.

GAUMONT— See

FALSTAFF — Doughnuts

LAEMMLE — Romance at Random (Comedy)
REX — The Finer Metal (Two parts — Drama)

where

01520
01521

release this day.

College

14,

17, 1016.

BISON — A Railroad Bandit (Two Parts

IMP — A

1016.

13,

BEAUTY— Billy Van

parts

— Drama)

SATURDAY, JUNE

POWERS— No

TUESDAY, JUNE

16, 1016.

Image (Two Parts

NESTOR— Almost a Widow (Comedy)
VICTOR— The Golden Boot (Comedy)
JOKER — Love

04813-4
0481S

Inner

(No. 109).

THANHOUSER — Brothers Equal (Two parts — Dr.).
VOGUE — Love, Burglars and a Bull Dog (Comedy)

—Kartoon

01515
01514

(Comedy Cartoon)

Devil's

— Five parts— Dr.)

MUTUAL WEEKLY— Number

15, 1016.

—Betty's Hobo (Comedy-Drama)
LAKMMLE— Her Soul's Song (Two Parts— Drama)
POWERS— Professor Wiseguy's Trip to the Moon

BIG U

IMP — The

(Two parts-

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

14, 1016.

Made (Two Parts
Howls (Drama)

—Little Journeys

12, 1016.

Murder

for

Drama)

FALSTAFF — Real Estaters (Comedy)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The

.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE
Stars Are
the Wolf

(Serial No.)

Heaver (Mutual Magazine)
VOGUE— His Blowout (Comedy)

GOLD SEAL-

L-KO — How
REX— When

1016.

,

Stout (Comedv)
Life," No. 6, contains a Million
Dollar Concrete Bridge, Raising Terrapin, The

Struggle (American

IMP— Her Wonderful Secret
REX— No release this day.

1

BEAUTY—Thinim
GAUMONT— "Reel

12, 1016.

NESTOR—Their Awful Predicament (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— What Love Can Do
(Five Parts— Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The Adventures
of

Mutual Film Corporation.
No.)
01504
01505

Siren

of

the

Jungle

24, 1916.

(Two parts-

MUTUAL PROGRAM

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS

CRANE WILBUR

GEORGE OVEY

MARGARET GIBSON
WILLIAM CLIFFORD
THE BOSTOCK ANIMALS
will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my producti< ins.
U ik them.

These animals

summer
will

><

I

Studios:

Los Angeles, California
Bayonne,

Laboratories:

London

Office:

93

New

Wardour

Jersey

London, England

St.,

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
kfi

I>

II..

-.1.

y

now

.it

Hotel

I

uiwtrini advertisement*, pleme mention The Moving Picture World

Company

General Film

_

Berniee,

.__

Lemuel Z. Hawksberry, a wealthy butter merchant.
The warning is unheeded. An amateur
theatrical is pl.cnii.d in which Mrs. Chelmslord's
famous emerald necklace is to be used. Beatrice insists that Vincent he given the leading
part instead of Hawksberry, and the two youngii
with a copy of the play in their
hands make love under the eyes of the unsusinnt.
Calico Jake, with fraudulent introductions, gets part in the play and steals
ice.
It
happens that Vincent and
Berniee, eloping, choose Jake's getaway automobile and all end up in a police station. The
gems are recovered, a wedding celebrated and

Stories of the Films

•

OTTO THE COBBLER (June 11!).— The cast:
Katie (Patsy De Forest)
Otto (Daw Don)

;

;

His Wife (Emily Dowry
Siege!); The Counterfeiter
I

;

Sclmiolt.-

i,

B.

Tnard

(George Egan); His
Wife (Florence Williams). Adapted and directed
by Edwin McKlm.
Otto is a cobbler. He has a shop in a basement
under a millinery store. Otto and two old cronies delight m watching the ankles of the people
that stop to look in the

Millinery

Willie as a son-in-law.
Willie catches Otto flirting.

window

He

t

—

1

threatens

to

Otto's wife and Otto, to insure Willie's
tell
silence, approves of him as a son-in-law and inMaggie orders
vites him back to the house.
They
Otto declares he shall stay.
Willie out.
argue the point and Maggie chases Willie. Otto
counts his money and becomes resigned to the
fact that he has not enough to uphold the dignity of being "Boss of the House."

A

counterfeiter, being pursued by the j P° lic<
e of Otto's shop and drops
past the e
full of bogus bills down the
"
and thinks he
way.
Otto finds the suit
business to one
He gi T
is a millionaire.
goes to a store, where he gets
himself togged out in a swell - -"I and a plug
hat, and starts for home.
Willie, meanwhile, has received word that he
is to inherit $500 of real money and Maggie npw
When Otto
approves of him as a son-in-law.
comes name, Willie's joy is cut short, for Otto
disdains to notice him, except to assume Maggie s
former attitude and orders him out. He ejects
Willie and then shows Maggie and Katie the
5

i

—

'

suit case full of

Joyce, awakened, hears him removing valuables,
aided by Jenks. Desperate, she grasps her fosterfather's revolver and covers the two men. While
holding them at bay she phones Mason and shouts
a few words which explain her predicament. He
'"'
the police and Vaughn is captured.

The

S.\

at. ly

s

giv.

t

ing and

The

VERNON HOWE BAILEY'S SKETCH BOOK
OF BERLIN AND SCENIC (June 7). This split
reel offering is suggested as an extremely timely
release.
The German controversy has created a
tense interest in the capital city of the Kaiser's

empire and the sketch artist has to offer in
motion drawings, a picture of the city more clear
than any photographs. His pencil has caught the
principal government buildings, where the emare now directing the great war,
with the famous palaces are located

peror's

is

telling neighbors of Ot-

_junterfeiter darts through the crowd and
Otto, Maggie, Katie,
off with the suit case.
The police catch
Willie and others give chase.
Otto
the counterfeiter in front of Otto's shop.
and the others come on and Otto claims the
inform
him it is counterpolice
The
suit case.
feit and Otto is stunned.

runs

ORPHAN JOYCE (Two Parts— June 6).— The
cast: Joyce, the little orphan (Joyce Fair);
His
Mason, a grain speculator (John Cossar)
Jenks, the butler (John
wife (Marion Murray)
Jim Vaughin, burglar (Jack Milton).
Thorn)
The loss of their little girl has saddened Mr.
and Mrs. Mason. The day after the funeral the
latter unexpectedly meets Joyce, whose only home
She is struck by the
is the nearby orphanage.
;

This release is highly instruct
at this time will satisfy a natural American's
curiosity concerning the city of Berlin.
Scenic
from western America shares the reel.

—The
ife

__

(Nell Craig)
Gilbert Juds._
Lois Bedford, his accomplice (Marion
,

;

;

Gilbert Judson and Lois Bedford live by their
Cards furnish them with their principal
source of income. Helen Rowe, wife of a wealthy
is their prey at the time
is delighted with them
wits.

young business man,
story opens.
She

however, and she begin
Judson. She gets in c
and becomes desperate.
Her husband purcha
jewelry for her. It co

;ning

O. U. slips for

I.

it

i

jewelry stolen.
She goes to
offers

it

to

him

Judson with the real one and
in payment.
He suggests there

CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL NO. 11
(June 14). Canimated Nooz camera men have
recorded the opening of the baseball season,
showing how the baseball bug
The
terrible examples of its sting an shown.

—

:

:

his

flight

is

The sieve-like appearanc e of his body,
been shot as often a s reported, is
if he has
shown.
A consignment of thr<
offered.

for I guess most everyone of you
dreamt the same thing yourself," says Dud.
,

;

is

FOREIGN

is

a split reel with scenic.

PER YEAR

-

S3.00

-

-

M.50 PER

-

-

S4.00

YEAR

PER YEAR

(Broadway Star Feature
3).— The cast:
Silas
Emily Lewis (Mary

(Charles Kent)

;

C'arew (Charles Wellesley)
Mrs. Weston
(Mrs. Kohler)
Mr. Lewis (Frank Chapman).
Author, Katharyne W. Filkins.
Produced by
Harry Davenport.
Bob, son of Colonel Carew, a life-long friend
of the Lewis family, is given a position with
Lewis' firm, where the latter's son, Jack, also
employed.
is
Jack is in sore straits because
of the exorbitant demands of Jane, whom he
loves, but who is leading him on merely for the
sake of the luxuries with which he supplies her.
Jane is not a bad sort, but her love for the
good things of life asserts itself prominently.
When Jack introduces Bob to Jane, the two are
attracted to each other.
After some tome Bob
proposes to her, telling her that he will be tfnable to touch his fortune for at least two years,
surprised to find that she has
learned to 1 re him, despite the fact that she
aas been mistake! about his wealth,
She consents to the marriage.
Jack, down
Bob for a loan. The latter
noney to help hin
to get
and meanwhile leaves the payroll in his desk.
When he returns he finds that Jack has disappeared with the firm's money. Knowing that
Jack's mother, Emily, who has been almost a
mother to himself, is seriously ill, and that the
knowledge of her son's crime would kill her,
Bob assumes the responsibility for the theft.
Wheatly, Lewis' business partner, learns the
truth about the robbery, and his memory goes
back many years t
time when Emily had
spurned him.
born within him
The spark of i
and he determines to prosecute Jack to obtain
for
his
mother's
treatment so long
satisfaction
ago. He goes to the Lewis home to accuse him
of the crime, but when he sees his former
sweetheart for the first time since his proposal
had been refused, he realizes that he still loves
her and the sight of her has driven from him
all thoughts of revenge.
Col.

;

;

s

:

her.
He recognizes Judson as wanted for
several other crimes.
He lets the criminal go,
takes the diamond piece and returns it to Mr. and
Mrs. Rowe, keeping the latter's escapade
But Mrs. Rowe has learned

only picture of Villa taken sine

DOMESTIC
CANADA

Parts— June

.tley

;

She n
kept.
One night the safe is broken and the
maid disappears. Mrs. Rowe is relieved. She
had purchased a paste imitation of the diamond
and placed it in the safe. Her husband thinks the

;

BARGAIN

VITAGRAPH.
CAREW AND SON
—Three

Germany.

;

A

destitute.
called.

is

—

""

Calhoun)
Murray).

On the way to
struek with awe and wonder.
the bank, the counterfeiter is attracted by the
One
excitement and recognizes the suit case.
f
the neighbors tells hii

Margaret and her baby are
baby becomes ill and Hunter

He saves its life and there is mutual recognization
between
its
mother and himself.
Charlie, who has deserted the family, is killed
in a train wreck.
David Hunter shows Margaret that the promise land is their little home
town, rather than the city and they return togethei

aids

together

money.

Willie, meanwhile,

David Hunter is a bashful suitor for the
hand of Margaret Jamison, Charlie Grlflwold, 8
young traveling salesman, comes to the little

;

Stine)

;

His Wife (Mar

Chelmsford, a friend of his mother's,

NEW

—

YORK, PAST AND PRESENT (June

Father Knickerbocker personally conducts
We see
tour through the great metropolis.
the familiar landmarks milestones in the
rapid flight of time such as the site of Washington's headquarters, Van Courtland Mansion,
Trinity and St. Paul's churches. Bowling Green,
in fact, all points of interest in the city. These
views fade out and in their place we see the
same site as it appeared back in the Colonial
days, when the historical event for which the
spot is noted, took place. Characters and locations
of the days of Washington are reproduced.
Washington and other notables, dear to the
hearts of all true Americans, are shown in
The reel closes with a
their favorite haunts.
wonderful panoramic view of the city, taken
from the pinnacle of the Woolworth Building.

5).

a

all

—

—

—

:

SHE WON A PRIZE (June 9). The cast:
Molly Moore (Edith Storey): Charles Adams
Grace Belknap (Josephine
(Antonio Moreno)
;

Tune

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

17,

Enrico
Mrs. Belknap (Mrs. I'illsbury)
McLiride)
Pearl
Perkins (Florence
Natol).
Written by Epes Winthrop Sargent
Directed by George D. Baker.
All that glitters may not be gold
but Molly
"steno" to Charles Adams, certainly
I'arhi

;

;

(Donald

;

—

scenario contest, Molly decides to have a good
time.
With the aid of a blonde wig, the makeup box and some swell clothes, she makes
nize her in her finery. When the
becomes infatuated with a count and returns
his engagement ring, Molly tries to console him
and he becomes interested in her. Later, Molly
exposes the count as a waiter and he does as
much for her by removing her wig and "showing her up."
Back in the office once more,
Adams sees that Molly has supplanted his
former fiancee in his affections and she gladly
accepts a second-hand engagement ring.

A STRANGE CASE (Broadway Star Feature
Three Parts— June 10). The cast: Burnham
and Lefty (Harry Morey) Nan (Adele Kelly)
Weldon (Frank Holland)
Rogan (Ned Fin-

—
;

;

;

ley)

;

Tony

(Edward

Elkas)

;

Louis

Edwards). Authors, Jane Dixon and
mond. Director, Eugene Mullin.

(Charles

Roma Ray-

we could only get in touch with Burnthis Lefty behind bars in jig
In the one sentence, Weldon, the DisAttorney, voiced the sentiments of the
Weldon called a special meeting of his staff to get them out after Lefty,
the clever crook, who baffled the entire New

When Henry Peck's wife goes to the
to work.
theater and gives him instructions to take care
of baby, Peck does not relish the job.
Harold
comes to the rescue, and the baby is given into
his care.
At the theater, just as the villain is struggling with the fair heroine for the possession
of the chee-i-ild, >frs. Peck recognizes her darling offspring, which a "prop" boy "borrowed"

dently takes her to the cradle, thinking that
their child is peacefully reposing there. On removing the covers, he discloses a pickanniny,
which Harold has given him in exchange for
The noise that follows is enough
his own kid.
to make a 42-cent. sound like the breaking of the
breakfast dishes.

—

York

police force.
Some months before, Burnham, a detective,
after carrying out one of his sensational raids

capturing Rogan's gang, has disappeared
mysteriously and had never been heard from
since.
Soon after the raid, Rogan, true to his
promise, had waylaid and stunned Burnham
with a blackjack, intending to do away with
him. When Burnham awoke, Rogan could see
that his memory was lost, and decided to use
him for his own purposes.

and

Burnham readily became as famous as
"Lefty," the crook, as he formerly had been as
"Burnham, the Sleuth."
In
all
his "jobs"
Lefty had been highly successful, and now,
seeing the District Attorney's activity, he de-

ASHES (Broadway

— June

—The

Star Feature
includes

—Three Parts
Grif-

Corinne
Jack Mower and Anne Schaefer. Written
William E. Wing. Produced by William

fith,

17).

cast

by
Wolbert.
Lavishing

all his love and devotion on his
gentle wife, Miriam, won after hardships and
toil, Gordon Bennett is plunged into darkness
and hatred of all mankind by her death at the
birth of his daughter.
Denouncing the

Foi eighteen years his conscience is dulled
is an unhappy exi stence, despite finansuccess.
At last, "frc im somewhere out in
the light" Miriam comes tc him in a vision and
asks him why his arms a re empty.
Overcome
by this vision. Gordon at last
age to touch the little volume, kept inviolate all
these years, from which Miriam had read to
him every evening in their happy married life.
It is the means of disclosing a long-hidden letter from the sweet-souled Miriam.
The letter
revolutionizes Gordon's feelings, and at last he
starts to find his baby daughter, after eighteen
years.
Chance throws a clue in his way in the
person of a nurse who had charge of Miriam's
baby. He follows this slight thread, and seems
at last to have found the object of his search.
The girl, already drawn to the lonely-heartsick old man, seeks counsel of a friend, and together they decide that to tell him his search

and his
cial

"show him where he gets off" by robown home. He takes his sweetheart,
Nan, one of the band, to help him. In making
his getaway, Burnham falls and re-opens the
wound in his head. Nan is raptured, but released for lack of evidence. The shock restores

cides to
bing his

Burnham's memory of things prior to his start
in a life of crime, but does not recall his life
as Lefty.
Weldon sees Burnham and is overjoyed, for
he now can prophesy Lefty's capture. Burnham starts out on the trail and, from Nan
learns the truth about himself.
He captures
Rogan and Nan is shot in the fight. Burnham
turns himself over to the District Attorney, who
willingly arrests him for his many crimes,
knowing that no jury could convict him. In the
hospital, Nan is rapidly recovering and the light

BIOGRAPH.

The
to

girl, her father and Invalid mother toil
keep their small farm which is mortgaged.
falls due, and, gathering together
earnings, they find the

The mortgage
their

Schaefer); Uncle Rabb (George
Kunkeli
Larry (,"ood (George Lawrence). AuWilliam E. Wing. Producer, Dave Smith.
"I'll see whether or not my money is the key
;

thor,

affections."
With these words, little
Rich leaves to visit her relatives.
Dorothy's father had just died, leaving her his
but before allowing anyone the benefit
money, she determines to find out which
are deserving.
Shabbily dressed, she calls on
one of her aunts with a hard-luck tale of how
her father had lost all his money In the stock
market.
They show her little sympathy, and
finally order her out of the house.
Her grandmother, who, though very poor, Is
ng an adopted son, sees her plight and
into her own home, depriving herself
that Dorothy may have the necessities of life.
Dorothy now sees which of her relations really
lore her, and tells her grandmother that she
need no longer want for anything whlrh money
ran buy. When lor loving aunt hears the truth,
to

their

Dorothy

fortune,

in a shipwreck.
girls at the school are

lost

The

of the mortgage money, and, having victimized
one of the young women of the village, decides
to get this money and go away.
It is now
that the Christian boy shows his spirit and

taken by the swing-

ing suits and with the two girls go to another
part of the beach.
Mrs. Sprouts misses the
girls and goes in search of them.
When she dls!

the window.
hold a secret

The

a.

"If

time."

In the meantime, the fathers of the girls
have fallen in love with Mrs. Sprouts and are
striving hard to win her affections, she believing herself a widow, her husband having been

from Harold without that worthy's knowledge,
and after a struggle she rescues the infant from
the villain's clutches.
At home, hubby confi-

ham, we'd have
trict

whole gathering.

2095
formation from the school, the fathers of the
are so favorably impressed that they decide to send their daughters to Mrs. Sprouts'
girls

drag them back
punished by be-

belles

of the dor-

mitory
feast and invite their
schoolmates to join them. The boys scheme to
play a joke on the girls and disguise themselves
as burglars in order to gain admittance to the
feast.
At sight of the two supposed burglars
the girls are thrown into a panic. The boys are
soon recognized, however, and are given a hearty
welcome by the girls.
The party is resumed. The boys are teaching
the girls to dance.
It is not long, however,
before Mrs. Sprouts is disturbed by laughter
and shuffle of feet.
Suspecting something Is
wrong, she arouses the janitor from his slumbers, who in turn gets the town constable.
The
boys resume the role of burglars to avoid compromising the girls.
They are arrested and
taken to the town lock-up. The girls are reprimanded by Mrs. Sprouts.
During the course of these events, Captain
Ketehum, who has sailed for the desert island,
has landed and is digging for the treasure, while
Jasper Pennyfeather is busv at work on his

The

Invention.

girls,

realizing

the

plight

of

the boys, plan to get them out of jail.
They
call to see them and by fondling the jailer
manage to steal the keys. They free the boys,
and the four young people decide to avoid further trouble, so proceed to get married.
Not
having any means of support, they start a cook-

ing school.

Captain Ketehum finds his supposed treasure
and also finds a shipwrecked sailor who later
out to be the husband of Mrs. Sprouts.
The captain with his treasure sails for home,
also taking with him the shipwrecked sailor.
Jasper Pennyfeather has perfected his flying
machine, and has it nearly built on the water
turns

Mrs. Sprouts has discovered that the girls
are married.
She sends a note to Mr. Pennyfeather telling him that his daughter has eloped
and is married. He hurries to the school and
there meets Captain Ketehum, who has arrived
with his chest containing the supposed treasure
Jasper Pennyfeather is disturbed on finding
Captain Ketehum calling on Mrs. Sprouts who
is the object of his attentions as well as of the
captain's.
They both make love to her, and In
order to decide which shall exhibit his wealth
first,
they toss a coin.
Jasper Pennyfeather wins and he invites the
Party to the shore to see his flying-boat perform
Hut it refuses to move. Verv much disgusted,
they return to the school.
Highlv elated at the
thought of winning the hand of Mrs. Sprouts,
the captain exhibits his treasure, which, when
opened, is found to be a hoax, for it contains
nothing but a horseshoe and a couple of lemons.
In the meantime, Mrs. Sprouts recognizes her
husband and takes him back.
Jasper Pennyfeather and the captain gaze at each other
mournfully and, realizing their failure go away
very disconsolate.
The young people In their
cooking school are prosperous by this time
and win the blessings of the old folks.

of her

THE si:\ DOGS
the
in
rays of the sun, Plump and Kunt arc rudely
awakened by some overworked sailors and offered work. "Who ever worked, while the larder
was full?" answers Hump, showing their larder,
a two-week old *
the sailors
plan to shanghai the two loafers and our two

u

LIBERTY BELLES
—The cast: Dorothy
Evorleigh

II.

(Jack

(Three Parts -June 14).
(Dorothy Gish); Jack
Margery (Gertrude

l'ekfordi;

'1

Mail,

of castaways.

is

not deceived by

i

HAROLD THE M'ltSK OIRL

(June 16)
Harold (William Dangman); Marion

Tin- ea I:

'

,

hading

nian (Kiehard Turner); manager of theatre (Ilarrv Mayo).
Author. Edward J, Montague.
Director, Frank Currier
Minding babies at so much down and
an hour, according to the disposition and lung
power i,r the infant, is a new occupation Winn
Harold
good
icy In the
noil);

i

:,,

il.

oid.

before leaving

in

girls

Into

a

young

bborhood
write

l.uli.

of

thi v

school

The

college.

names
and Captain Ketehum
the

and particulars,
of

I;

I

to

as
to

of
the

is

led.

tmd that the oar- arc missing.
What Is
done" An idea strikes one of tholr numA ropo 1- tied around Hump's nock and
ilnal hi- wish
ho Is pushed Into the

to be

ber

propul Ion

n aiwr

thor

cans

and

of

d<

of

which
terribly

,

receiving

ideal life

ng the pair make love to the daughthe family and everything
marriage boll.
One dav | small boat
and the whole crowd embark only

In

boys

principal
for prices
n

ters

days the loiterers on a distant

plot

hoarding

.'

the

l<

Here an

Intervals of sating the tropical fruits

-

lor true Character, Dorothy
poll-hod

her bright,

them-

a
They are put to work now, but,
diving overboard, after a throe davs' swim land
rt
isle,
where thev moot a family
.

Margery Pennyfeather and Jack Evorleigh,
Dorothy Ketehum and Phil Fuller ai
hearts and chums.
Margery's father, Jasper
1'ennyfeather, is of an inventive turn of mind
nig to build a hydroaeroplane, which
he intends to sell to the government.
Captain
Hiram Ketehum, Dorothy's father, is preparing
to sail
to a desert island
in
search of a
treasure In which he believes lies his fortune.
n\ leathers and Ketchuuis are neighbors
small New Jersey town
The fathers of

the In-

tired,

but happy after lis long walk

<
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.

older

in

to

'
•

day
and

lour

M

oi
to

tile

iu

which

by

brat) d

Governor
rtieipate.

LS

i

John-

Frank

letanous scheme.
I!y
.-mint;
upon tile
lie succeeds in
forcing llie smoke Pack
parlor of the house.
Here 1'okes

knickerbockers.

Birmingham,

Ala.

— Beneath

and registers the mining claim, and
approaches,

Tom

Alien

he

is

linds

by

arrested

the

what Betty has done

Kthel are spooning, while Kiln Is mother
executing some harmonious selections on the
piano.
When the smoke tills up the room Pokes'
lust thought is lo save Ethel, while the mother
rushes tor help.
However, the awful thought

paying *1 a week lor the
a piano that is about to
Pokes' conduct, so he forgets
ol

r. st

lor

be

ol
lo

his

'Stars

and

piano and sweep them down the

street,

the dock and into the

THE STAINED PEARL, (Three Parts— June
;»).— The cast:
Captain Ray (Henry King);
Hawkins (Charles Dudlcv) Paul (Harry South-

Oyster Bay, L.

i

leodore out in the wood
the and lhnbi r,
inly T. K. could

(Katherine UurkeJ

;

Pi,

;

In.,;'

Pi m

dm

,-,|

l,\

.1.

Winihro"

Kelley.

Colonel Fairfax, an old-time Southern gentleand his sixteen-year-old granddaughter,
find tlnmselves at the close of the Civil
War with a large and much run-down estate.
They are poor beyond description. One servant,
old Rastus, more than seventy years of age.
and loyal to the
lained in their
Edith,

(

De Linieres (Char
Linieres (Myrtle Stcdmani; Marianne (Adrienne Kroell)
La Frochard, the hag (Lyllian
Jaques Frochard, an outlaw (LeighLeighton)
Pierre Frochard, the cripple (James
ton Stark)

earns that
friend.
od

;

l

he ha>

;

;

man who is beneath her tation in life. A child
,ouise, the blind girl.
Infuriated, Diane's ari'st tratic father kills his
daughter's husband, and forces her to wed the
Count De Linieres, who > kept in ignorance of
Louise's existence.
Loui
charge of a peasant wo
daughter, Henriette.

no (George
the city, the Marquis De Preales
Henriette, is attracted by her beauty and
In the meantime, Hendes to kidnap her.
te sees Marianne, an outcast, about to take
1

.

:

man,

"

;

Bella

(June 13).—
Colonel
Fairfax
(.1
E.
Nichols)
Edith
R.,i
Fairfax
(Edith
Spottiswoode
(Alexander
Shannon)
Raoul
I'inckncy
(Harry
Henhami;
Rastus
(Jack
Rnlgeway). Written by William Addison La;

life

Ethel, thinking
only of his beloved piano.
Dropping Kthel on the couch, I'oki
the piano outside, when Jabbs from the roof
gina to spill water down on top of
the piano.
Pokes covers up the piano to proled it. but more trouble comes to him when
the mother returns accompanied by two white
wings armed with a street cleaning hose. Actjclions of the revengeful
_9 turn the hose upon Pokes

IMP.
HER WONDERFUL SECRET
i

the

and

s

1916

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

is

;

Slim

I

ellininey
into the

ard)

office

a-

17.

to

little chaps,
Preparatory
of the Morgan Park
School, act like soldiers before they are out of

r

(he

be pan! lor on the insiallim nl plan
p. r week.
When the piano is installed,
disgust ol
to avenge

piano,

a

carnival,

June

D. Horkuein:

Whence came it'.' No man knows. On the
tide it came to land in the pocket of a

Ins nephew, Rami! Pinckney, who is
to inherit his fortune, that he will be delayed
for several hours, and sends him to the Fairfax
plantation to make excuses for his delay. Edith
is
about to kill "Daniel Webster," the only
chicken left of their big stock in order to provide dinner for Spottiswoode when Raoul arrives.
He asks Edith if she needs any help.
She is so disconcerted at the presence of the
>tranger. that she allows "Daniel" to escape.
Raoul introduces himself, but does not specify-

woode

tells

that he
traveling

Mr. Spottiswoode's nephew and
is
Edith explains that she
companion.

was about to sacrifice the rooster, though he
had been a pet for many years, as they expect

full

drowned man's
and was killed

coat.
Tonio slew Guido for it,
in his nun by Pietro, who, flee;
to the ship of Captain
employment as a seaman. Mate Hawkins saw
the gem and coveted it, but Captain Ray took
the pearl, "for safe keeping," as he said.
And
in a quarrel he struck down the mate and hid
the body in a great sea chest.
Stowed away in
the hold was Paul, who loved the captain's
daughter.
He it was who found Hawkins near
death, and hid him in the hold, whence he reappeared as a ghost to Captain Ray.
In his
sleep the captain had hidden the pearl in a
shotgun, and with that strange bullet,
i

Hai

and killed
forever, and

SELIG
York, N. V.

41 (May 22).
— Reviewed
by Mayor
csuer, hu.uuu perEdison, march in a

ai

ade in

jse of

Preparedness.

Hen Springs, Texas.— View
t'iew of looted settlein which three American
nerican soldiers were
led and one American boy wounded.
Nine
nt

lerican
i

o

fr,

Frochard,

an old

woman

beggar, lives with her two sons, Pierre and
Jaques. and Louise now falls into their hand-.
The Marquis brings Henriette to a garden
given in honor of the Chevalier .Maurice
Henriette, desperate, appeals to
De Vaudrey.
the Chevalier's honor to save her from the Marquis.
In an ensuing sword battle, De P'reales
is
killed.
Henriette tells of the loss of her
supposed sister, Louise, and a search is instituted for the missing Louise,
The Count De Linieres, now Minister of Police, discovers that there is in existence secret
archives containing the histories of noble families.
The Countess tells the Chevalier the story
of her early marriage and of her baby Louise.
fete,

to make him suspicious of his wife, but the Chevalier tears out
the incriminating page, and burns it.
The Chevalier is in love with Henriette and
arouses the King's displeasure by proposing to
the girl, but she refuses him and he continues
Meantime,
his search for the missing Louise.
Louise, clad only in rags, is forced by Frochard, the outlaw, to sing on the snow-covered

The Count overhears enough

SELIG-TRIBUNE XO.
New

es,
I

lard,

defended this settlement for
Bandits lire on American refugees,

soldiers

hours.
are forced to flee from their homes in
The bandits are killed after being cor-

xico.

with
nues
leading to the Rio Grande. __ reassuring sight
to the sorely tired people of El Paso is
they see these tents in the moonlight.
Charlestown, Mass. Governor McCall reviews
parade, and 40,000 people pav 5 cents each to
visit the Navy Yard and see the all day performance staged to aid the Naval Relief Society fund.
Vicksburg, Miss.—-Twenty thousand persons,
from all sections of the State, gather here to
witness spectacular floral pageant.
Sheepshead Bay Speedway, L. I. Speed kings
risk life and limb in 150 mile
Trophy auto race here.
Chicago, 111.— The 5th Division Engineers of
the Illinois Naval Reserve are given a lesson
in diving by an expert from the U. S. Navy.

—

—

Mem

SELIG-TRIBUNE NO.

42 (May 25).
Mc Kinney Springs, Texas.— Troops A and B
the Sth U. S. Cavalry, under command of
T. Langhorne, leave here in pursuit of
bandits who participated
in
raid
at
Glenn
Springs.
El Paso, Texas.
As a precautionary
U. S. troops make daily inspection of M
district for concealed weapons and am
of

Major G.

—

The Countess pleads with Henriette not to
marry the Chevalier.
Henriette hears the
voice of her blind sister in the street below and
attempts to rush to her, but is arrested. Louise
is dragged away by Frochard.
Henriette is exiled, but Marianne, the outcast, changes places with her.
The Chevalier's
valet, Picard, locates Louise in the old boathouse occupied by the Frochards.
P'icard carries the tidings to Henriette, and the Chevalier

summons

diers.

covers

the aid of the Count
Henriette arrives at the Frochards. disher sister, but when they attempt to

escaDe, Jaques, the outlaw, bars the way. Pierre
'-'i Louise, and
Just
es in a knife fight.
his weaker brother, the
arrive, batter down the doors and arPierre
Frochard and Jaques.

THE COWPUXCHER'S PERIL
The

cast:

Tom Meyers

(Tom

(June 17).—

Mix);

Betty

Chrisman
Thompson (Victoria Forde)
Pat
Ryan).
(Pat Chrisman)
Slim Padgett
(Joe
Written and produced by Tom Mix.
Tom Meyers and his partner have a little
claim near a little western town.
When Tom
with
Slim
goes to town for supplies, he falls in
Padgett, a bad man, who wagers that he can
outride Tom.
Tom races Slim and the contest
is viewed
by Betty Thompson, a ranch girl.
Slim angered at being defeated, follows Tom
to his mine, and discovers that Tom has found
pay dirt. With another desperado, Slim overcomes Tom, gets the mine papers and starts
;

;

the distinguished guest

would be greatly disturbed at the sacrifice of
"Daniel," and persuades her to let him live.
Raoul is then introduced to the Colonel, and
while Edith is out of the room, he requests him
not to divulge to her that he is Mr. Spottiswoode's nephew, and the Colonel agrees to keep
Raoul then takes Rastus
his identity a secret.
into his confidence and provides him with ample
money to secure provisions. Edith and Raoul
ransack the trunks in the old attic for some

By this time Mr. Snottiswoode
suitable attire.
arrives they have Rastus arrayed in a gorgeous
coat with brass buttons and a collar that nearly
The Colonel is
chokes the old man to death.
fitted out in keeping with his station, and Edith
herself is resplendent in a dress that had been
grandma's

in

days

1

bad
Of
and Edith is much abashed when she
is
Mr. Spottiswoode's
that Raoul
finds out
nephew, but she readily forgives the deception
under the influence of the dinner. In the evening, when the Colonel and Mr. Spottiswoode are
chatting bv the fire, Edith and Raoul are seated
over by the old piano in the shadow, talking in
low tones and seeming very much interested in
each other. The two old men look at them and
There is every evidence
smile at each other.
of a match in the making.
c

,

the

I

IMAGE (Two Parts— June
cast: Henry Delaney (Hobart HenRex Delaney. his brother (Tony Mero)

THE DEVILS
10).
ley)

— The
;

James

;

Mortimer

(Curtis

Benton)

;

Blanche

Griswold (Irene Hunt). Written by J. Grubb
Alexander. Produced by Hal Clarendon.
Blanche Griswold is engaged to James MortiHe ascertains that his late father's esmer.
tate is bankrupt and feels it his duty to release
Blanche from her engagement until he is a
success, as he fears he cannot support her in
luxurious stvle to which she is used. Alvin
Hi.
Griswold, Blanche's father, has become involved
in some big deals which are turning out disAs ruin faces him
astrouslv for all concerned.
be remembers the admiration evinced by one,
Henry Delaney, a wealthy bachelor, for his
daughter Blanche. Through the pleadings of her
Delaney.
marries
father Blanche
James Mortimer, having opened an office as
an architect in a distant city, hears of the marriage and. resolves to put Blanche out of his
Delaney. on one of his trips ahroad.
thoughts.
has become inoculated with a serious form of
tropical fever, and uses drugs in small quanRex
tities to ward off the recurrent attacks.
Delaney. his brother, discovers his growing
to di suade him trom the use
habit and sees
of the drugs, but
feels the
Delai
lack c
take the drug

f

June
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17.

the h."

left

and

'ling

-

returns to the anniversary reception. Later that
His wile has
night Henry returns to his home.
ml he steals out into the darkened liHe iinds the
brary ior a dose of the drug.
i

taking
She denies thi- in amazement, never
the drug.
having even known that he used a drug. Dethrough the night fighting the cravnewsreads
satisfy.
He
a
ing which he cannot
paper on tire table and ascertains that the
Harrison Anti-Drug Act is now a law, and that
will be impossible for him to obtain any
it

greatly worried.
The crook and Potts are examining Billies grip and the crook-butler finds
the jewels, which Billie has again hid in the
But when
grip, and puts them into his pocket.

<.i

Realizing that he cannot get any more drugs
through the usual channels, he becomes a
nervous maniac by morning, when a fierce fight
ensues between his brother Hex and himself.
lielaney is overcome, and in his weakened conIn the
dition, he is rushed to a sanitarium.
meantime James Mortimer has become a successful architect, and his plans are accepted
Delaney has
for a new building in New York.
recuperated slightly in the sanitarium, but the
drug terror has not left him. He manages to
bribe his nurse to procure drugs from the office,
and. alone in his room in the sanitarium, he
A vision of his
takes large doses of the drug.
wile appears before him, and he resolves to re-

wraps the jewels

Billie

some paper and

in

gives them to the butler-crook to take to the
Potts then puts the handcuffs on
jewelers.

and when Eddie

Billie,

tries

fight

to

2097

When they reached the cabin,
obeyed.
Bud;, an, though very weak, was still alive,
and Mary learned for the first lime that he was
her father.
Realizing his danger, Jack sought a hiding
Here he found Rattleplace in a deserted hole.
snake Pete. The murderer, escaping the scene
of his crime, had fallen into the hole and had
broken' his arm. After a struggle, Jack dragg. d
Pete before the sheriff, and the i
girl
I

him, he

puts the other handcuff on Eddie, in which
plight they are discovered by uncle and Ethel.
the
other.
to
save
accuses himself
But a confederate of Potts had been keeping
his eye on the crook-butler, and as he leaves
the house grabs him. Explanations follow and

Each

and Eddie become engaged.

Billie

LAEMMLE.
HER SOULS SONG (Two Parts— Jum
Mary Salsbury (Dorothy DavenBaul Chandos (Emory Johnson); baby
Baby Kerrigan); nurse iVirginia Southern).
Produced by L.
Scenario by Calder Johnstone.

The

ALMOST A WIDOW (June 1C).— The cast;
(Betty
his wife
Mr. Gordon ( N'eal Burns)
Compson) her friend (Ethel Lynn). Story by
Produced by Horace Davey.
Robt. McGowan.
Gordon has to take a boat trip but misses
the boat, and during the time which he has to
;

;

wait for the next one is persuaded by his friend
Eddie to play a little game. His wife and her
friend decide to go slumming that night. The
also decide to make a raid, and catch
polii

i

New

in

and there

attends a ball,

York,

gust.

Delaney beats upon his wife's door, and, failing to obtain admission, he seats himself at the
table and indulges in large doses of drugs, followed by gulps of whiskey. While he is drinking he looks across the table and sees the
image of his other self, standing in front of
him. His other self advises him to murder his
wife. Delaney fiendishly agrees. He enters his
His hands
wife's bedroom and leans over her.
start clenching and unclenching toward her
Blanche sits up in bed and, seeing her
throat.
husband's far. sinks hack in terror. Then Delaney turns on his other self, draws a revolver
and fires. His other sell' lades out. and he falls
to the floor dead with a self-inflicted wound.
Mortimer, fearing to leave Blanche alone
with her insane husband, lias waited outside.
Hearing the shot, he rushes in. and the picture

with Mortimer and

Cades out

Blanche

each

in

Gordon and his friend, and in spite of their
protests, take them off to jail and lock them
up for the night. In the opium joint in which
the wife and friend are, the police come on and
but the wife manages
air, st the whole bunch
to hide behind an officer and makes her escape.
The next morning the wife is astounded by
the news that the ship upon which her husband
was supposed to have taken passage had beeD
sunk.
She dons widow's weeds and sympathizing friends send flowers. Gordon and his friend
are in a quandary when they hear the news,
but decide they will tell the wife that he is the
She is overjoyed to
only surviving passenger.
;

bear this, but just at this point her friend appears with a later edition which announces that
The wife
the ship has arrived safely in port.
is very angry and is berating her spouse when
arrest in the opium
When the officer is

hand that she had evaded
joint on the night before.

which

he gives the wife her purse,

admitted,

GOLD

SEAL.

THE MELODY OF LOVE (Three PartsJune 13).— The cast: Jack O'Brien (J. Warren
"Hardpan" Henry (Buck Connor)
Kerrigan)
Mary
'Diamond" Dave (Norbert A. Myles)
(Ethel Phillips); Vera Lou (Nell Shi]. main;
;

;

;

(June 12).

—The

cast:
Mr. Grey (Harry Itattenberry
niece (Ethel Lynne)
Cousin Mary (Billie
Rhodes); her young man
Kiddie Lyons); Jim
Slick (Ed. Burns)
1'otts (Lee Moran).
Mr. Grey and his niece invite their cousin,
Mary, and In r sweetheart to pay them a visit.
)

his

;

;

Bet,

Billie phones to her sweetheart, Eddie, to Stop
the drug store for a package, telling hiin
she will meet him at the depot. Jim Slick, a
crook, steals a necklace from a large jewelry
firm and is being closely followed.
He manages to get into the drug store at til
s making his purchase and adroitly

at

v.i,
.11

e||

When

Billie

jewels

and

or sii. i.
to get tin

and hands her

Etli,

I

A

i

i.

arrive

Billie

one

no

rather

think:,
detectl

llle

nil

a

la

ut

I.

i

un,

at

who

.

qui

I.

J.

her

Is

I

i

I,

lh,

,,l

ill

I.

I

liH

Mary Salsbury loves Paul Chandos, who is
make a start in life in a small town.
Paul asks Marv to be his wife, but she tells
will never marry until she has either
made a failure or success of her voice. She
haves for the ciiv to have her voice trained.
him she

Five years later, Paul, now a successful busiis induced
to witness a great star's

.

is

i

a

M

also desired the girl. Mary.
not know that Hardpan was Mary's
but one night Jack found the old
i

win

I.,

Ing her

I,

Mil,

u

had

In

.iii.l

I,

in

his

hell, \,

1,1

and

hi

II,

llu.

hi.

hi,
Ill,

el

,||

1

lie

her

in

i

lugging him

,.!:!

:

blm.

.,1

I

take .la.k In

.,,,
,,

In r

uing.

thai

,

,

!

the

In,

Mary wrote
.,1,1.

i,

,1

V.

Jack,

to

the message

fell

Into
to

I. mii

i.i

own home and keep him there
Have

th,

ill

dawn and
i

•

I"

ft

lie

|l

V

throat, and he tells
Valeria that she will not be able to sing any
more. As days go by she becomes moody and
despondent.
Finally she can stand the desire for her
former life no longer, and decides to leave
Europe to receive treatment for her
for
Valeria and Paul separate after a
voice.
heated conversation, leaving the child in his
In Europe Valeria is advised by physicare.
cians that there is positively no hope, and that
-die had better return home to her husband and
This advice makes Valeria brood, and
child.
Realizing
in a vision she sees her baby ill.
she has given up everything for nothing, she
Winn Valeria returns
decides to return home.
Paul's
home, she finds her baby at death's
to
door.
Paul at first refuses to allow her to see
the child, saying that it is her fault the child
But
ill.
having had no real mother's care.
is
she pleads, and he allows her to see the baby
-*-asks the do
>r says tin re
insane woman. She picks
up the child, screams that no one shall take
her. and then soothes the crying baby
it from
bv humming a lullaby. As she sings, sin realWith this
izes that her voice has come back.
realization, she tights more and mor.
Paul looks at her sadly, bcehilds
life.
the
Late that night
lieving it is beyond all hope.
Valeria it still seen at the bedside of the child.
Next morning, when the doctor comes he finds
the child much better, and tells the parents
that with real mother love the baby may live.
A touching reconciliation follows between hus-

The doctor examines her

band and wife.

ROMANCE AT RANDOM

(June IS).— The
Mrs SulArthur Botts (Rupert Julian
Wilson
Tom Sullivan
(Elsie .lane

east:
livan

i

;

I

Marc Benton).
Arthur Botts
day as Arthur

Scenario by

I

;

E.

.1

flaws, m.

One
fastidious dresser
is
lounging in a park
tetition is attracted by a well dressed woman
who has the air of a woman in the b.
cumstanees. She steps from an automobile and
Arthur bOOOmeS Interthe walk.
tig
The woman appears to
ested, and follow- her
be faint, and Arthur, hurrying to In r side,
a

is

ii

.

;

i, i

Rattle-

bis tool,

home llardpan

'

b.

Then,

led lh,
to v> ra
rack O'Brien
ge.il in, to bide hint," said
hitler luitur.

her

The

services.

his

offers

woman

a

l*i>on
escort and Arthur goes home with her
arrival at the hou-r. Arthur -tarts t„ have
and the woman ask-; blm If be knows the number of the house and the strict whet,
She tells him that if he will promise not to try

she will offer hiin

either,

i

xiCur glad
wine tor In- km. In. and the two enter the bouse.
tlon in
ihe woman ai
bringing him In. and -hows him a letter from
an attorney stating that she ha- no legal
grounds to get n divorce from In r liu-b.niil but
i
make him believe (here I- another
man In the ease, he will
\rtliur then l.arns that his companion Is married and hltl.rU upbraid- h, r for
nan appears
hiin as
a
using him
I
to relent for Using Arthur and Urges him to
••

|

r

,

urt

I

the

blm

If

he

finds

iinotli,

i

hen

E.l.l

a deteci
thing for Hie thief to

k

li

tO the

r

MWI1 Have
and then

cabin

came

again meets Mary,

Paul constage he will allow her to do so.
sents.
A year later, when Valeria gives birth
to her child, she loses her faculty for singing.

.

,1

Jack went to the Last
Vera Lou, a dance ball

d him.
bei ml take,
to return, but

w

en,
M,

lh,

I

|„

Bellowing the

tii

ti

Mill

It

1

,

Mill

:n li.,,,

pli

jewel

II,

I

at

ill

i,

notice

V.

dO

it
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Hardpan's

who wanted
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aleria Salsbury. After
meetings, Paul again asks Valeria to behis wife, and she consents on one condl'
tion, that any time she wishes to return to the

many
come
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Jack
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He
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who he thinks
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who
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itolen

Strike claim.
Time passed,

rol

Billie
W.ll
|„

,

..

looked
singer.

.I who was really Mary's father, also
hears the troubadour's song, took a fancy to the
lad and showed him the sights of El Dorado.
In a saloon brawl, which followed an Insult,
cast by Diamond Dave, a gambler, upon the
name of Mary, Jack fought with Dave and
Hardpan. by shooting up the lights, saved the
lad and took him to his own cabin on the Lucky

,i

i

her

in

for his

place.

which

.hi.,:.

Tin

won a place for the lad
it
heart and a job at her woodpile to pay
board, while Mary, who lived with Biddy,
and listened, and learned to love the big
llardpan Henry, wl
wned the Lucky

work-

i\

,

PottS talks with the

In

Warren Kerrigan.
Jack O'Brien comes to the mining town of El
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hut
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..pen

thinks

(Mary Talbot); "Rattlesnake"
Mullen); Sheriff (T. D. CrittenWritten by Nell Shipman. Produced by

W.

i

den).

(

;

•

Malum

Biddy

THEIR AWFUL PREDICAMENT

Carleton.

B.

trying to

,

That same night James Mortimer, having arrive!

They are both shockmeets Blanche Delaney.
ed and embarrassed at the meeting, and he
Delaney, drunk with
escorts her to her home.
morphia and whiskey, enters his house and
He
sees Blanche and James Mortimer together.
puts a wrong construction on this and, insults
.James Mortimer.
Blanche flees to her bedroom, locking the door,
while Mortimer leaves the house in angry dis-

east:

port i;

til,

i

while

man

in

di

Arthur

ll

I'.iped

r

'

ltd,

left

The woman
to

his

I.

thoughts.

In

any

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
While seated near a table, he picks up an
album and idly looks through it. The book is
devoted to pictures of one Tom Sullivan, prizefight promoter, and pictures of prize lighters
he has trained. Sullivan's picture is of a strong
man, and Arthur begins to feel pangs of uneasiness.
When the woman returns Arthur
suggests it would be a good plan for him to
"run along." But before be ("
'

lie is a small, sickly
in height, and he looks from his
wife to Arthur in an inquiring way.
The woman runs to him and pleads with him to keep
temper.
Arthur
looks at the man with
his
blank surprise and drops his weapon.
Seeing
how small the man is, Arthur swaggers up to
htm and tells him he is a friend of his wile's
Sullivan greets him with a smile and invites
him to make himself at home.

about four feet

Mark Marmus (Bertram Grassby).
W. V. Mong. Produced by Cleo

Madison);

When Hester bears this, she realizes her
husband's nobility of character.
Stephen i.sks
Hartley how he found out about the embezzlement, and the banker tells him that Marcia,
Stephen's former mistress, gave him away out
Marcia was the beautiful and mys-

of revenge.

woman who had

Hartley in his
Stephen recently quarrelled with
office.
Marcia, and she told Hartley that Stephen was
taking bank funds.
Hartley doubted the truth
of this accusation until Grimes, the bookkeeper,
Hartley assures the
showed him the ledger.
bank clerk that he will pay back the missing
funds and give him another chance. Stephen is
overcome with his employer's magnanimity,
while, Hester, realizing her mistake, sobs softly
behind the curtains.
It is imperative that Hester rush home to get
the note she left there before her husband
reaches the house. How can she get out of the
Hartley hears her crying, and achotel room?
cuses Stephen of having secreted a woman in
the room. Stephen pleads guilty, and begs that
Hartley let the lady get out of the room withterious
private

visited

her way out of the room in the darkness, and
rushes for home. There she destroys the note,
powders her red eyes and changes her gown.

by

Scenario

Madison and W. V. Mong.
well with Ralph and his landlord has
ordered him to vacate their studio.
Elsie, the
wife, broods over the situation.
Obsessed with
the idea that she is a millstone about the neck
of her husband, she decides to eliminate herself as a troublesome factor.
To this end Elsie
leaves the studio, intending to kill herself.
During her absence, a messenger boy brings
Gardner a note from an art collector as well as
a check with the information that it is an advance on the purchase price of the picture.
Gardner is overcome with joy at the sudden

gone

Hoping to please and
to astonish his wife, he hides
the check in a little sock, which his wife had
made in anticipation of the arrival of the little
stranger, and then retires to an adjoining room.
change

at the

in

his

fortune.

same time

The wife enters and, not seeing Gardner, and
thinking he has gone out, prepares to drink the
contents of the bottle, first sitting down to write
a short note to Gardner.
Gardner, in an adjoining room, is impatiently
awaiting the discovery of the check.
In the
other room the wife finishes the note and is
about to drink from the bottle, when Gardner,
unable to stand the suspense any longer, rushes
into the studio.
Elsie, in her nervousness, has
dropped the bottle of poison. Ralph senses that

THE FIXER METAL (Two Parts— June

— The

cast:

Jerome Hartley, a banker

18).

(Ben

Wilson)
Hester Hartley (Dorothv Phillips)
Stephen
Carlton
(William Welsh)
Grimes
(Charles Ogle)
Marcia (Leonora von Ottinger).
Scenario by Harry Dittmar. Produced
by Raymond L. Schrock.
Hester Hartley still feels the call of youth
and enjoys society and dancing. Her husband
is devoted to his business interests, and often
refuses to escort Hester to evening functions.
Stephen Carlton, who is Hartley's assistant at
the bank, through his many calls at Hartley's
home, becomes infatuated with Hester, and
finally succeeds in getting her to elope with
him by telling her that her husband has been
;

;

;

;

rer-eiving secret calls from a beautiful woman.
She elopes, misses the train by two minutes,
and, as the next one does not leave for two
hours, Stephen suggests to Hester that they
stop at a hotel.
Hester is nervous and wants
to go home, but Stephen dissaudes her.
Just as Stephen is registering a boy from
Hartley's bank enters the hotel to deliver a
letter.
He spies Stephen. After Stephen has
gone the boy notes that the bank clerk has
signed the register as "Mr. Morton Glover and
wife, Pittsburgh."
In the meantime, a bookkeeper hands a ledger to Hartley, showing him
certain figures.
Hartley asks for Stephen. The
bank boy is dispatched to find Stephen, and
he tells Hartley he saw him go into the hotel
and mentions the name that Stephen used on
the register.
Hartley goes to the hotel, asks
for Stephen, and is conducted to the room
where Stephen is. Stephen answers the knock
at the door, and Hester sees who it is just in
time to hide behind the curtains. She is cringing with fear, believing that Hartley has been

home and has found her

note,

which she has

written him telling of her elopement. Stephen
too. thinks Hartley has come to prevent their
elopement. Hartley tells Stephen he knows all

and has come

to save him.

Hester shrinks in

fear behind the curtains.
Hartley goes on to
II
Stephen that he knows of his embezzlement
of bank funds— that he has come to save him
before the directors find it out and imprison
t

VICTOR.
THE GOLDEN BOOT (June 16) .—The cast:
Miser (Ed.
Wife (Mary Haines)
Brown); Weary (Albert McQuarrie). Scenario
by Olga Printzlau. Produced by Wm. Bowman.
In a little house lives old Miser Tight and
They are at breakfast. Miser Tight
his wife.
stows some money in an old boot, when his
wife is from the room, and hangs it back upon
the wall. Then he sets out to collect more rent
from his tenants. Near the house Weary Blink,
He
a tramp, is reposing upon an ash heap.
awakens and sets out in search for food. He
Miser's

;

at Miser Tight's house, but the wife refuses to aid him, and, after repeated attempts
to secure food, she becomes exasperated and
flings out the old shoe at the tramp.
He finds
the money in the shoe and sets out for the town
He tries repeatedly at the different
to spend it.
stores, but the merchants, alarmed at the sight
of the roll of bills, think that he has stolen it,
and they send for the detectives, who follow
Weary Blink.
Miser Tight arrives at the home of a poor
The wife tells
laborer and demands his rent.
him that her husband works on the building
opposite the little house, and Miser Tight sets
out to get his money.
Weary Blink leads the
detectives and the police a merry chase, and in
the officers' scramble for the money he gets
away. It happens that he drops a bill directly
beneath the scaffold on which the poor laborer
is at work, and in the scramble for the money
In
the scaffold falls and the man is injured.
the commotion the tramp is forgotten, and the
Miser
hurt man carried into his little home.
Tight, not at all touched by the pathos of the
follows the crowd there and demands the
calls

,

mey.
the crowd has left, Weary Blink, who
has sneaked into the rear of the house for protection, hears the brutal miser hounding the inBlink enters the room, pays the
jured man.
landlord off and deposits him on the street
below.
Then, realizing that he has caused the
accident to befall the man, he showers the remainder of the money on the bed and goes on
his way, leaving the little family rejoicing. In
the lumber yards, where he sits down to rest, he
looks at the boot which contained so much
and yet so little for him, and falls asleep.

BIG

U.

(Zoe Bech)
Old Bill (Thomas Jefferson) j
Written
by
(Marjorie
Ellison).
Governess
Calder Johnstone. Produced by R. H. Cochrane.
Edward Farrington is elected magistrate in a
city in Southern California.
Of late the community has been overrun by hordes of tramps.
It is therefore decided to arrest each hobo coming into the territory, and to sentence each one
ha;
Judge Farrington
to the chain gang.
"
and the
and a girl, the former in his early
A widower, his chilof five years.
dr.-n
his greatest love, and little Betty is
;

One day while Betty is romping in the garden
an old tramp comes to the gate and asks for
Befood.
Betty gives him a big plate full.
fore he leaves, he gives her a silver whistle as
a remembrance. The whistle is engraved with a
peculiar coat of arms. The next day Betty goes
for a walk with her dog, and goes up into the
nearby foothills, where she lies down for a
nap and

falls asleep.

Night comes on, and when
home she becomes lost.

she tries to find her way
Her father and brother

go

in

search

of

her,

June
and he takes the

fed,

little

child

17,

to

1916

her home.

Her father and brother ask her where she has
been, and she tells of the kind old man who,
before taking her back home, gave her as much
food as he could.
But Old Bill, knowing the
i
edic against tramps, has taken the advice
of his cronies and hurried off.

A

few days later in a nearby town Old

Bill

arrested with his two pals and brought before Judge Farrington. All three are sentenced
days on the chain gang. The old man
it pretty
hard, and when he is finally
led to the road where the gang is at work, the
toil soon proves too much for him, and he tries
to rest when the deputy is not looking.
But
for this he is driven to harder work, until he
falls from exhaustion.
Betty is motoring with her brother Teddy at
this time and passes the gang just as Old Bill
falls to the ground.
She has the car stopped
and goes to succor her rescuer. Betty and her
brother demand the release of the old man, but
the deputy refuses.
That evening the children
tell their father about it.
Betty shows him the
silver whistle the old man gave her, and when
he looks at it he gasps with astonishment.
Memories return and he wonders how the tramp
came into possession of the engraved toy. The
next day he sends to the sheriff and orders the
old tramp brought to his home.
When the tramp is led to the gate and sees
the judge, he fears some new calamity has befallen him.
But the magistrate treats him
kindly, and sends for his daughter. Betty comes
out with Teddy, and the old man looks at the
boy with wondering eyes. The judge questions
Old Bill, and asks him where he got the whistle.
The tramp tells his story Years before he
had been a servant in the home of John Farrington -"way back East" and one of his chief
duties was to look after his employer's son.
The father gave to each a silver whistle, so that
l
they were out hunting or on long tramps,
if they got separated they
*
_
ach
other.
His employer failed in business
Old Bill lost his position. He worked at vai
trades, but with the on-coming years he
is

to sixty

takes

:

—

.

time of it and had gradually fallen
ways of a tramp.
The judge listened to the story, and when
is through asks Bill if he doesn't remember
UI ~
The judge tells Old Bill that he (the judge)
;

he

and

girl.
The judge rises and goes into the
house, leaving the children with Old Bill.
He
returns and shows the mate to Old Bill's whistle.
He gives this to the old man, and tells
him to use it as in other days, and that Betty
will carry the whistle Bill has given to her.

L-KO.

HOW

STARS ARE MADE (Two Parts—June

14).— The
well)

;

the

cast:
Lillian
janitor (Ray

Russell
Griffith)

;

(Alice Hothe devil

(Dick Smith).

She was just a poor, but honest girl, out
looking for a job, when she happened to see
the L-KO Film Company offices, and dropped in
to secure a job.
They did not think much of
her work in a tryout as an actress, but when
she told them of the number of little mouths
she had to feed the manager took pity on her
and gave her a job as janitress.
Her ambitions were far above the job, and
when she discovered an old discarded newspaper, telling of a big floral parade in which
the L-KO Company was to participate, she
decided that with the assistance of the head
janitor they ought to be able to walk away
with the parts to be portrayed.
After some persuasion, the janitor decides to
join her in the impersonation.
They arrive at
the scene of the parade after donning the apparel of the other actors and actresses.
But
there was something doing when the actors and
actresses who had been chosen by the L-KO to
do the work discover that some ona bad stolen
their wardrobes.

JOKER.
LOVE QUARANTINED
Lil

(Lillian Peacock);

(June 17).— The cast:

Pa (Wm. Franey)

;

Ma

(Gale Henry);
Doctor
(Milburn Moranti)
Heinie (Chas. Conklin). Produced and written
by Allen Curtis.
Lil and Moranti, a young dentist, are in love,
but Pa has other plans.
His choice is Heinie,
but mother favors Moranti.
Moranti asks the
hand of Lil, but Pa refuses and tells her she
must marry Heinie that very day, much to
the latter's joy.
Pa orders Lil to her room to
get dressed for the wedding, but Ma tears the

;

wedding dress.
Moranti, who has been kicked out by Pa, returns to his office and confides in his partner.
They return to Lil's home, where, through the
window, they tell her of their plan. Ma paints
spots on Lil's face and Lil starts screaming,
bringing her father to her room to see what the
trouble is.
He finds Lil very sick and phones

for the doctor,

who pronounces

smallpox and

it

uantinea.
Meanwhile, Heinle has gone for

tin

hut when they arrive at
quite an elderly man
the house and try to enter, the doctor prevents
When they try to force their way in, the
th.in.
doctor calls a cop and the two are thrown out.
Father is distractedly pacing the floor upstairs when he stumbles over a rug, causing his
He tries to leave the bouse, but
tooth to ache.
Finally
5 prevented by the cop and the doctor.
;

:
to the house through Lil's room. The
cop starts in pursuit, Pa with his hand to his

doctor, Lil and the mother start for
where later Pa rushes in deThis
inti attend to his tooth.
Moranti will not do until he has gained Pa'9
consent to their marriage. Pa reluctantly concalls Lil from the other
Moranti
and
sents
office, just as lleinie and the cop with the minExplanations follow and Moister come on.
ranti starts pulling Pa's tooth.

Then the

Moranti's

office,

RED FEATHER.
WHAT LOVE CAN DO

(Five Parts— June
12).—The cast: Calvert Paige (C. N. Ham"Brad"
mond) John Morris to. C. Jackson)
Hamilton (Kingsley Benedict); Matthew H. F.
Magill
Lil
Tony (Harry Mann)
Crane)
(Mina
Johnnie Paige
Farrington)
(Adele
Hunt).
Jay
(Mrs.
Aunt Mary
Jeffries)
Scenario and production by Jay Hunt.
The wife of Calvert Paige died while he was
When he emigrated to the
still a young man.
West he left his baby daughter in charge of
Years later we see him the
his sister Mary.
owner of a number of mines and of a leading
;

;

I

;

;

;

have a final understanding
Brad and Morris meet each other in the hotel.
latter learns that Paige's daughter is on
way and that Brad intends to ask for her

The
the

that night.
Hammond goes to Paige's
finds Lil there.
Lil, realizing her
condition from the glass of whiskey that she
took before leaving the house has a sudden fear
herself,
because before leaving home, in
moment of anger, she brought the revolver
with her. Hamilton urges her to return home,
but she announces her intention of going upstairs and awaiting the arrival of Paige.
As

hand

house and

of
a

starts to leave, Johnnie and her
Lil, meanwhile, remembers leavarrive.

Hamilton
aunt

ing her handbag downstairs and decides to go
and get it. She has taken off her shoes, and,
not stopping to put them on, hurries downstairs.
She enters the library thinking no one
there, but Johnnie and her aunt see her
is
lirst.
Lil, feeling the humiliation of her position, demands an introduction from Hamilton.
She points to her
Hamilton urges Lil to go.
shoeless feet, and Matthews is sent upstairs for
her shoes.
Hamilton has persuaded Johnnie to stay at
the hotel instead of the house on account of
the strikers. Lil tries to put on her shoes, but
Johnnie helps her on with
is unable to do so.
them.
Her father enters at this point and
flies into a rage on seeing his daugther on her
'i de-

years before the story opens, Lil
had arrived in the town and secured
Paige became fascinated
Morris, also an employee of
the girl.
Lil became infatuthe paper, loved the girl.
ated with Paige, but be was not inclined to
marry a woman unless he could secure her in
no other way. Lil, being free and democratic,
Morris
virtually became the mistress of Paige.
hated Paige for his possession of the girl, but
he was her true and loyal friend.
At the time this story opens, Lil had gained
the reputation of being one of the brightest
newspaper women in the game, and was th€
author of several books. She held Paige mora
by her independence and personality, but iD
In
spite of this he had begun to tire of her.
his dealings with his miners, Paige was graspThey began to show
ing and unprincipled.
signs of discontent, and appealed to "Brad"
Hamilton
Hamilton, a lawyer, for advice.
takes the matter up with Paige, but with no
success.
Paige's daughter, now a young lady, desires
to be with her father, but he prefers the unJohnnie Paige, his
fettered life of a bachelor.
daughter, has sent her father a picture of herself and Brad sees this prominently displayed.
Several

Magil

work on the paper.

with

Johnnie and her aunt visit New York, and
while there become acquainted with Brad, who
has come East on business. The two become
Lil realizes that Paige is tired of
friendly.
her and the two are beginning to have quar-

One day, Lil, visiting the house, is lookThis action arouses
ing at Johnnie's picture.
the anger of Paige, especially when Lil speaks
She resents this attitude and
of the daughter.
he tries to soothe her wounded feelings.
Paige writes Lil a note breaking the engagement. At the same time he writes a letter to
his daughter and in sealing them, the two become mixed. Lil receives the letter intended
for Johnnie, and after reading the first line or
The
two realizes there has been a mistake.
He is
next day she takes the letter to Paige.
much worried over the effect of the letter that
Johnnie will get, and his fright touches Lil.
She tells him that he need not worry, that he
would hardly write anything to her that ho
would be ashamed to have his daughter read.
Paige's irritation at his own mistake turns to
He says things to
violent anger against Lil.
her and humiliates her to such an extent that
the break between them grows wider.
In the meantime, the strike has become serious.
The strikers are bitti
sweetheart of
a deputation, led hv Tuny, th,
the girl whose father has been killed In a
riot, cnlls upon Paige, vowln
Johnnie reIs
not at home and they have.
rels.

I

She knows of
through reading stories of the latter in
she begins to undi
different magazines,
Bha d.
and her
Lil

A

il

n

I
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General O'Ryan reviewing troops.
Col. Cornelius Vanderbilt (at wheel).
Boy scouts from
Hebrew Orphan Asylum. Sham battle. Ruth
Law starting for race in clouds. Rodman Law,
dynamites baloon, escapes by parachute.
Two
daredevils, Ruth and Rodman Law.
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Roads,
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attend tloral pageant to

c

Id,

the

Beating
torcyclist
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Cal.

A RAILROAD BANDIT

mo-

ago.

I'oint

21

scc-

Subtitle

III.

(Two

Parts— June

cast: Jack Russell (Lee Hill)
Mary
(Marie Walcamp.i. Written by Wriuhl
Produced by Henry McRae.
young construction engineer
;

"

his conat the Ridge
Rock Station just in time to interrupt a hold-up.
The "Limited" was to stop at Ridge Rock for
the shipment of bullion from the mine of Jacob
Kendall, but, fearing a return of the outlaws
after the departure of the construction train, at
the earnest solicitation of the Ridge Rock operator, Russell consented to take the bullion on
his train and meet the "Limited." A
who is driving the engine, turns a sharp bend,
he is stopped by a young woman, who says she
rith

is
Mary Kendall, daughter of Jacob Kendall.
She explains that her father's "Special" is on
the "Nantook" siding, from which point she bad
undertaken to ride in the electric handcar,
which, unfortunately, had become disabled. Russell gives Mary permission to ride with him in
the engine cab.
While Russell is relating the
details of the hold-up, the fireman calls his attention to a man standing on a pile of ties, trying to flag the train.
As the train
(

before the train crashes into them.
Mendosa's men now rush in and open fire on
the train.
The engineer is shot in the head.
Fearing for the safety of Miss Kendall, he hides
her in the sand box.
Mendosa leaps from his
horse into the cab.
While he and Russel are
struggling, another of the outlaws leaps from
his horse into the cab and throws back the lever
and stops the train, just as Mendosa delivers a
heavy blow which renders Russell unconscious.
The outlaws escape with the bullion. A number of the outlaws and trainmen were killed.
When Russell comes to his first thoughts are for

just

i\
of Miss Kendall.
He tries to Start
the engine, but it will not move, for it has been
disabled by the outlaws.
The electric hand car
Russell instructs his fireman to get
is fixed.
the engine in shape and takes the train to the
siding.
Just as Russell and Mary are about to
on the hand
:ir, Milton, Jacob Kendall's private secretary, who has been hiding
under the mattress in the bunk in the caboose,
orders Russell to remain with his engine, and
lie
Milton
will take Miss Kendall
to her father's ear.
Miss Kendall tells Milton
that Mr. Russell is wounded and needs attention,
so all three ride back on the hand ear
M. ndosa and his gang appenr again as the electric
ear is starting, but Russell manages to get
away, but not before he gets another wound.
Around a curve they s. e the "Special" backing
the main line.
Mary gives her father a
1

|

'

—

her.

nd his enr as his
RusD I wounds.
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Kendall goes to Nnntook to
aid ha may desire
a steak
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still at
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Special"
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Lil knows
striker, and
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Governor Reviews Veterans.—Ranks of Civil
Hue" thinning fast. New York
Subtitle:
Famous Zouaves with battle

Subtitle

dena, Cal.
Close to the President. Seldom seen view of
Nation's Chief as he honors hero dead. Arlington National Cemetery.
Subtitles
At right,
wife and daughter Margaret.
A hearty laugh.
"Some Pep."
Cartoons by Hy. Mayer.

(June 7).

City.

.

Mexico.

— Millionaire colonists
for preparedness. — Pasa-

Do.

to

famous resort train

of

Wai

banners.

— Coahuila,

Trying out guns. Caught. Lieut. -Col. Alvarez,
raid leader and Capt. Torres.

Roberts.

breaks through the guards, and entering the
room, rushes upon Paige.
The latter attempts
to protect himself
with the revolver taken
from Lil, but Tony wrests it from him and
fires.
Lil throws herself in front of him and
saves Paige's life. Morris sends out the inside
story of the strike to the newspapers.
During
Lil's long illness, Paige, realizing that she has
saved his life, when she finally recovers her

—

:

Kendall

;

newspaper.

—

Ship
Beats
U-Boat Crowd cheers
Coal
"Wandle's" sailors who drove off submarines.
Wandsworth, Eng. Subtitle
Cash for gunners.
Remembering the Lusitania. Sad procession
anniversary
mourns lost liner on
of sinking.
London, Eng.
'Murder Material." Bring 10 tons of grim
war relics from Verdun for Allies' bazaar.—
New York City.
Royalty Reviews Troops. Western
battalions parade on Victoria Day an:
Ottawa, Can. Subtitle
His Royal Highness,
Duke of Connaught.
Over the Bandits' Trail. Langhorne's cavalry dashes 215 miles in SO hours
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Russell.

Mary
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KU-.S.-H

pull

g. is

Two

of

Milton's wun from
scouts,

him.

who

Mi'lldnsa's

1

.

reconnoitoring, see the combat from
and. recognizing Russell, decide to
~ B of the outlaws flros, Intending to hit Kus..

The
hut

-

other, firing a last shut, attempt:
Russell takes the horse of the fallen ban. lit
i

nnd pursues his companion. The sheriff and his
men find Mary and Milton lying on the ground.
Milton tells the sheriff that Russell was insulting Miss Kendall, and he interfered, and that
Russell then shot him and made his
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larded a freight and has s
fully secluded himself from the watchful train
lie is about to alight at a station when
.lew.
the town constable detects him.
There is no
limit to give up, a
way of e
bright idea comes to Jerry.
He has with him a
big roll of stage money and with it he bribes
Making for the town tavern, Jerry
the "law."
believes that he can fool the man behind the
bar with his take money.

i

Airdome
Days Are
at Hand

i

.

Kendall, who has just arrived, hears the explanation, and nrd.rs the sheriff to get him. Hut
before the sheriff can execute his orders. Russell comes riding in with the second bandit lying
across his horse.
II,
gives an account of the
shooting of the bandits, anil thereupon Murray
informs him that he is his prisoner for the
shooting of Milton. The wounded bandit dears
the situation, telling them he him .If shot Milton, although intending to shoot RnKendall then i:i\e
'

Kendall orders Milton and the bandits
aken to the ear. He apologizes to Russell, and
walking on ahead, leaves Russell and Mary to
valk together to the "Special."
sheriff.

THE STAR OF INDIA (Two Parts— dune 37).
The cast: Grace Radnor (Margaret Cibson);
Lord Ashdown (William Clifford I; Sir Lionel
West (Frederick Montague); Arthur Fit/alien
(Al D. Blake); Con Magee (Louis Durham);
Rajah (Charles Gay); Shung (Dave Allen).

—

Directed by Charles Swickard.
In the year 1756, the slaves of a certain
Rajah of India unearth a remarkable diamond,
which, on account of its enormous size, is
The gem is
christened "The Star of India."
handed down as an heirloom to the Rajah's
de-eendants.
In the year 1!)12 the gem is
mysteriously stolen and the blame is shifted
onto the shoulders of one Sir Lionel West, a
wealthy collector of jewels.
Previous to the theft, Lord Ashdown, an English nobleman, to escape the numerous traps of
the many lend mothers who are desirous ot
marrying their daughters to him, takes up his
residence in India, where he falls in love with
Grace Radnor, a niece of Sir Lionel West.
Arthur Fitzalhn, Sir Lionel's nephew, desires
Sir Lionel has observed
to marry his cousin.
the reckless and dissolute habits of Arthur,
but does not openly show his displeasure until
his nephew announces the fact that he seeks
the hand of Grace.
Sir Lionel states his objections frankly and
to the point and to avoid any possibility of
Grace being annoyed by his unwelcome attentions, drives Arthur from his home with a
demand never to return. Thrown upon his own
resources, Arthur subsequently accepts a proposition from a crafty and unscrupulous Indian
Prince to secure for him the celebrated diamond
"The Star of India." Success in this and his
mission accomplished, Arthur now plans to abduct Grace, so by means of a decoy letter she
is lured to an unoccupied cabin which was formerly the headquarters of the conspirators who
aided in the theft of the diamond.
Con Magee, Lord Ashdown's valet, witnesses
the abduction, hides on the trunk rack of the
auto and rides off with the party to the cabin
Arriving at the journey's end,
in the jungle.
Con appropriates the car and drives off to spread
the alarm.
At the cabin, Grace and Arthur
are attacked by a lion.
Grace flees to an adjoining room and Arthur, with a chair as his
In
only weapon, attempts to defend himself.
the struggle with the beast the lamp is overturned, the cabin catches fire, and the sparks
ignite the surrounding jungle.
Lord Ashdown and his friends, guided by Con

CUB.

;

(Joseph

Von Meter)

;

left.

she induces Jerry to hide in the attic.
The
join the father in the hunt for the
stranger, but the girl will not betray her new
flame.
The angry r
t firing off their

Fibre

Screen utilizes to the best possible advantage every ray of
light which is projected upon
it

— therefore,

it

saves

money

Constable

in

electrical current bills.

The Radium Gold Fibre
Screen gives superior definition
and retains for the audience all
the fine shading of color this

—

quality also makes it possible
for airdomes to open before
nightfall

where Radium Gold

Fibre Screens are used.
Then

can be no sagging or bagi nng

_. .. t they show their heads above the flooring. Jerry greets them with bottle after bottle,
well aimed.
Revenue officers who are searching
for the moonshiners are attracted by the shootJerry sees them from a window and deing.
escape, when, noticing the constable
Villi
the]
mind
chai
inanag. s
get
i

:

i

revenue

the

of

officers.

To save himself, Jerry

way

offers

to

show them

moonshiners' camp. His invitation is accepted, and the revenue men capture
the moonshiners and the father.
As they are
led away, Jerry shows pleasure, believing that
he will be left to woo the pretty daughter, but
the constable recognizes Jerry as the man who
gave him the bad money find a moment later
Jerry and the
our hero is also a prisoner.
captives are chained together and carried away,
while the daughter and mother tramp along
behind, weeping bitterly.
the

to the

BEAUTY.
BILLY VAN DEUSENS OPERATION (June
7).— The cast: Billy Van Deusen (John Steppling)
Doctor (John
Nurse (Carol Halloway)
Sick Friend (Dick Rosson)
Sheehan)
A Nut
;

;

;

;

(Robert Klein),

Van

standing in front of
fair une was endeavoring to
crank a "Ford' that refused to be cranked.
Billy
st the lady.
He cranked and
ked, and then he realized that perhaps there
When he found
gasoline in the tank.
t and purthat that was the trouble he went
;arted
of gasoline and
chased a five-gal"
the lady's flivv
for her.
In starting the
crank got hack at him by slapping him on
lady got sympathetic, bound
and suggested that Billy ride
illy

Deus.

•

where Radi urn Gold Fibre Screens are
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device

every
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screen
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Shipments.
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became amorous and inShe couldn't

holding the lady's hand.

She stopped the flivver and told
Billy a trick.
While Billy
Billy to get out and get under.
was fiddling with the ear's intestines she made
a sudden start and left Billy biting the dust.
Arriving home, Billy found a messenger
Billy took the telegram
perched on his steps.
and read with sorrow that his friend Jack
Ainsley had been hurt in an auto smash
Jack was
and was confined in the hospital.
lying on the bed when Billy rushes in and beThe
came demonstrative in his condolence.
nurse admonished him to be a little quiet in
Billy

I

where she headed in, __
was none other than the Fair One who had
with

Billy tried to
One was all for
Then
all her attentions to Jack.
Billy left.
In the hospital hall, from the Harmless Ward,
strolled a weeping "nut" who was searching
He garnered Billy near the
for his lost clam.
elevator shaft and wailed out a sobbing tale
about how he had lost his "poor little pet
Billy gasped and tried to get away.
but the nut vas after him -until Billy fell
card
down th elevator shaft. The
put
all through the building and poor Billy wa
a
ha daged but not
anaesthetic
The
the
invalid.
loor
other

been

troubled

flivv. ritis.

recall the incident but the Fair
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Fibre Screen
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The

(June 16).

Moonshiner
cast:
Jerry (George Ovey)
(George George); Father (Jefferson Osborne);
Mother (Janet Sully)
Daughter (Claire Alexander)
Bill
(Abe Lincoln)
Tom (Arthur
;

hides until all are out of
pretty .laughter of one of
Ion follows and the girl s

that

Radium
Gold Fibre

of fire.

she turns back to escape the fire she is confronted by the lion, which has also escaped from
the cabin.
Lord Ashdown arrives in time to
snatch the girl from the ferocious beast. Trapped
by the fire, the conspirators flee for their lives,
but are intercepted by the rescue party, who
overpower them and recover "The Star of In-

JERRY AND THE MOONSHINERS
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dragged him

li.ii

off

to the

But
operating room to he mi inio sections.
adenly awakened and refused to be cut
up.
The doctors and the inn rues fought with
and Bubdued him.
The "nul strolled the ho pltal hall and whimpered While llle hail One (elided
"nut's" Incantations came to the ears of the
she rushed out to learn the
Fair One ai
She ,
that a grave mistake
being made In the operating room and she
i
rushed there.
The doctor was just about to
begin the slaughter when the Fair One rushed
in and announced the truth.
Hilly was revived
<iuickly while the "nut" was being taken to the
padded cell."
billy came to, and, calling the
Kai
One to his side, announced that in return

—

i

'

.1

I

gold bodice.
Los Angeles. Cal.— Charles Chaplin aids war
orphans. $5,000 fund is raised at carnival for
the fatherless children of France.

Jourdanton. Texas.— And now
Day." One of the unique holidays

but the
inquired the cause of the mirth, the doctor
informed him that he admired his taste, but
being that the Fair One was already Mrs. DocHilly couldn't possibly marry her.
So Billy
reached for the ether bottle and put himself to

(Arthur

tor,

Till

Stout

Ward)

MM

Mrs.

;

1

"

than Stout.

'

Stout that was forced in.
bone and the once nicely
rags.

He

Artistic

the Aviator

him out

idea

Stout's

is

thinned to the

fitting clothes hung
Thinim helps him to

office, where he falls into a chair completely
unnerved.
Mrs Stout looks at the shadow of
her former husband and threatens to go into
hysterics.
Again sin pleads with Thinneu to
and restore to his former rotundity
her poor little hubby.
lakes from
Bo Thinim
his
Anti-Thin Fluid," one gulp of

Projection
Large sums of money, the
best artists available, and the
most particular care may
produce a truly artistic film.
But its success or failure
depends largely on the way
it is projected.
Maybe you're trying to
get perfect results from an
alternating current light. It
can't be done.
Any operator who has
used both will tell you that
the best results can be obtained only by using direct
current.
It alone produces
that steady restful light so

much

desired.

the

I

i

A WestinghouseCooper Hewitt

and wreaks

lation

MUTUAL.

it to you.
Furtherwill give you reguof light to suit the

will give

more,
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f

he thinks to get square with Rube,"aIso
to get the big money.
Rube is intrusted with
the book, therefore. Art is more than willing.
He engages a couple of rough necks that are
also employed in the service and they attack
Rube.
At first they are unsuccessful.
Rube,
fearing another attack, and thinking that Madge
will not be suspected, gives it in her charge.
He is seen by the Spy's confederate, who tells
the Spy.
Rube is then assaulted, his clothes
taken from him and donned by Art.
Madge is taken up in a plane with Art. She,
of course, thinks it is Rube.
Up in the air, Art
3 get the book from Madge.
They struggle.
and both fall
of the machine.
Madge happens to grab a parachute, while
self by grabbing a rope hanging from underneath the machine. Art has the book.
Madge
lands safely. Rube finds her, they hurrv to the
office of the Spy and find that Art has just arrived.
He is showing the book, when Rube
regains the book, and puts them all to
tlight with the aid of a revolver that he finds
the light, then to the office of the Colonel
wnero Rube is rewarded for his bravery with
the hand of Madge.

it

very dense and colored films.
Operation of outfit is simple
and noiseless. Nothing com-

7).

*.

HIS BLOW OFT (June 11).— The east: The
Crook (Arthur Moon): Hi- Accomplice ( Rena
Rogers)
Hill
1'addv McOuire)
lllo.
Turpint: The Plumber (Jack Connelly):
A
Frenchman
(Kdward Sedgwick);
His
Wife
(Louise Owens).
Bungling Bill and Bloggie read thai Murphy,
a rich plumber, is willing to let two capable
men conduct his business on a commission
basis while he is on his honeymoon.
They succeed in getting the job.
Murphy's fiancee is the
pal of a crook, and when he gives her the neckattention and jumps
into an auto.
Murphy is prevented from following by Slim,
her accomplice, who knocks him off the running
hoard ol
and he is picked up by a cop.
i

:

;

',

Rectifier Outfit

MUTUAL WEEKLY

i

for the

,

in the class, but fi is t insists that Thinim try
the course on her husband.
Stout is loath to
be the "fall guy," but Thinim and his flunkey
helper hold him and force him to drink seme
ol Thinim's Thinning Fluid."
Once the stuff
is in his system they take him to the Apparatus
Room for the rest of the cure.
Stout is thrown into the steam room and enveloped with steam under pressure.
Mrs, stout
commences to feel doubtful about her husband's
health and watches him through the glass peephole in the furnace floor.
Thinim soon decides that Stout has been "steamed" enough
and lets him into the "Dry Room," a place full
with heat and little air.
Stout soon dries up
and sags under the ordeal.
Mr
Stout
pleads that
Thinim allow her
shriveled hubby to come out into the open and
offers the thinning magnate many sheekcls if

many

the Aviation Service of
a copy of the new code
spy has orders to get a
ribe Rube, who is

of
?s

i

is the thin woman, and Stout makes no secrot
of it to his spouse.
She catches him flirting
with one of the thin 'uns and weeps copiously,
but he pacifies her and takes her to the park
Here they come across an
for an airing.
advertisement in a paper and discover Thinim's
advertisement. The Stouts decide to call on him.
Thinim has no trouble impressing the Stouts
Mrs. Stout enrolls
with his wonderful system.

like so

in the

Colonel

;

cast:
(Lucille

Stout

"Snake
Lone

it's

Brown's
Daug
(Henry Huckin

11»— The

(June

Humphrey)
the chief"

great thinning establishment organized to make fat people
lin and
thin people thinner.
Little Stout and Mr
Stout
are hardly a matched pa'
Stout

him

Tavares)
Colonel

;

Thinim (John Cough).
s

to

Ray)

f

STOUT!

(Orral
;
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Milanese Silk Jersey Sport Suit. Mushroom hat
to match.
Mustard Silk Smock-coat for garden
wear.
Smocking of Copenhagen Blue.
Latest Fashions in Evening Gowns. (Courtesy of Mme. Sophie Rosenberg, The Clarldge
Shop.)
Subtitles:
Blue, embossed with silver
flowers (left I.
Black satin, embroidered flowers,
rhinestone
trimmings
(right I.
Purple
evening gown.
Lavender Georgette crepe with

who thinks he is drunk.
Murphy bribes the
...
cop by putting his hand in his pocket, and the
cop releases him, but the wilv plumb.
of giving him some money, hands hue
slice of choming gum. and
cop realizes his trick, rv

n

Arriving home. Slim and the girl. w>
Dora, find that a water pipe is leaking in the
Dora informs the ianitor, who phones for
Hloggle and Bill.
Before they reach Dora's
apartment Bloggio and Bill have a number of
unfortunate ,.,. un. n,
Bill's effort* to stop
the How of water prove unavailing, and he
starts out of the room, when he s, es the stolen
ith Slim
follow in- him. as Dora has seen Rill's theft, and
she informs her a. complice
Bill, knowing that
Slim is following him hides |„ the hall, and
Slim dunk- he has entered Romany's apartment
When he go. s in Bill
Romany's wife screams and Romany throws
Slim out
Slim strikes the hallwav Moor with
gripping thud, and then hear- screams in his
is

wall.

.

.,

ina and Japan.
Subtitle
•ho will Star
•III.
Inacloture, and
:

m

plicated to get out of order.
Folder 4205-B will give you
further information.
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for it.
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You should read

The making

of a

good comedy

man who made

Keystone
Comedies famous. Don't you
agree that 56 comedies in
the past seven

months

record to be envied

is

a

action so funny that the audience will be kept laughing, combined with a good story.

Years ago Mack Sennett discovered the knack of
producing a comedy that could be guaranteed to
furnish screams of joy, roars of laughter, and he has
kept up the good work ever since, until now Keystones are even better than ever, if that is possible.
Now he has a special formula which is often used.
Proved to get desired results at all times, it is something like this

"Take one perfectly good dramatic plot, soak in
several gallons of fun and laughter, pour in one
villain

?

a man-sized job

difficult

it's

the above note from
Mack Sennett, the

is

—far harder than the production of a large feature
film — for
extremely
to have continued

and mix thoroughly.

sweetheart, and

stir

Add one

the contents until

it

favored
is

com-
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pletely twisted out of shape into a hilarious tangle
of fun and frolic."

Time, expense,

inconvenience are never
spared in the making of Keystone Comedies. The
orders are to make the best pictures possible, regardless of cost. The wrecking of an expensive automobile, the burning of a two-story house are
trifles.
A dip in an icy lake at the top of a snowy
effort or

mountain or a leap from a moving train are details,
while a journey of five or six hundred miles for a
special location at which to take a few scenes is all
in the day's

work.

The proper selection of a program is all important
to the successful theatre. It is always necessary to
furnish a good
proper balance.

comedy

or

two

to give the bill the

Keystone Comedies are acknowledged

to be the

best Comedies today; and the exhibitor who can
show these pictures to his patrons is sure to give
them a laugh and send them home in the very best
of spirits.
Keystone Comedies are released only
through The Triangle Film Corporation as a part
of
and on a regular program.
If you are not running Triangle Plays, drop us a
line now for information regarding their presentation. It is just possible that we may be able to show
you how to increase your box-office returns.

TRIANGLE PLAYS

Triangle

Film Corporation
1457 Broadway

New

York City

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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him unconscious. As Helen tries to explain,
Homer strikes her in the fare, accusing her of
sending the child out with the maid so that
Murphy,

come

has

meanwhile,

Slims

upon

into standing In (rout of the apartment house,
mil In enters the janitor's, where he gets into
i
Bghl with the janitor and his wife.

Murphy

I'pstairs

int

ruder

Murphy,
goes to

is

mueh

too

who

enters the apartment of Ho-

him.

for

thinl.

and

ho

an,

I

then
runs evi-ryhmly

The janitors wile alls in a cop, the
out.
same one Murphy tricked, ami win;
Murphy, lie starts to beat him. The janitor's
wiir throws the necklace down, and flees with
i

>

apartment

the

has moved to the new
Film Building

faints.

r.i/.y,

Dora's apartment,

HALLBERG

beneath

that

7th Ave. at 49th

she could be alone with her lover.
Banished from her home by her infuriated
husband, Helen seeks rest in the park. She is
lured
an apartment and robbed of her
to
Not knowing where to turn for asclothes.
he hastily scribbles a note and drops
it out of the window.
It
falls into the hands
of Truax. who rescues her just in time.
He
tak.s her home to her husband, forces Homer
to listen to the truth and then Helen refuses
to longi r live with him.
The lesson comes too
lomi r, n ho bj his
ru<
reatment,
has forfeited her love forever.
Later on, Truax
ui'.t- ll.l.n, and woes and wins her for his
i

i

[

St.

t

and has established the greatest

show-room

world for Mo-

in the

Bob Kingdon (George Field)
Louise
Helm (I.izitte Thorne) Gordon Helm (Charles
Newton); Pete Donovon (Jack Farrell)
the

Coxen)

;

;

;

about to start out wh.n il:.
with Murphy and the cop.
The flow of water
stopped by the janitor, who hammers a
is
wooden plug into the hole in the pipe.

....

tion Picture machinery, apparatus

exhibition
LOVE,

Bl

RGLARS AND

A

BULL DOG

There

and supplies.

be on

will

standard

all

make Mo-

(June

The east: Old resident (Kubo Miller);
13).
his wife (Alice Neice)
the new neighbor (Ar-

Machines,

Picture

tion

Motor

;

thur Tavaros)
hi-,
wife (Madge Kirby).
DiScenario by Thos. Delrected by Hube Miller.
;

Rube, the old resident, whose principal work
is
sitting around reading while his wife does
the work, is engaged at his regular task one
day. when the new neighbors move in.
Rube
hurries over to greet the wife.
Alice,
his
wit.', sees him over there and promptly chases
him home. Arthur, the new neighbor, also obJecta to Rube talking to his wife, because he
is jealous.
Later, w^hen they are settled, Rube
and the new neighbor's wife have a flirtation
from their windows. Of course, they are caught
and punished by their other half.
One day the laundry man makes a mistake
and leaves the laundry for the new neighbor at
the house of the old resident.
While his wife
is out. and the new
neighbor is also absent,
Rube takes the laundry over, but leaves a part

Generators, Transformers, Con-

Lenses of

Carbons,

verters,

all

kinds, with a full line of accessories

and

on

supplies, operating

single or poly-phase A. C. as well

A

as with D. C.

board

has

special switch-

been

Watt meters,

provided

with

and ampere

volt

meters and the necessary control
switches to
are going to rob the place.
Rube, when he is
caught, jumps out of the window.
The new
neighbor's dog chases him.
Rube climbs in his
own window and the dog follows him. The new
neighbor and the wife of the old resident discover the crooks and chase them in a closet.
The new neighbor goes for the police. Rube,
failing to shake the dog in his own house, runs
to the new neighbors.
The crooks have gotten
out of the closet and locked up the new neighbor's wife in it.
Rube, to get away from the
dog, gets in the closet and shuts the door on
the dog.
There he finds the wife.
Then the
husband returns with the police.
Shots are
fired through the door, etc.
The crooks are
caught by the dog.
Rube convinces the new
neighbor that he caught them, and everything is
all

serene.

the

of

a prospective

efficiency

HALLBERG

20th

formers and other
ratus with any

of

the

CENTURY

MOTOR GENERATORS,

electrical appa-

make

Projection

am

distributor of

all

makes moving picture

machines and furnish everything complete
the theatre,

an

receives

assignment

Elliott's

closest friend
investigate charges of

from
and the

.-ity

editor, to
graft against
the city administration.
Inasmuch as Gordon
Helm, "the father of Louise. Elliott's fiancee, is
the power behind the political machine, Elliott

anticipates trouble, but accepts the assignment
as a matter of duty.
In order to play fair with Helm, Elliott warns
purpose of the "Call." Helm, believthat Elliott
jut wav of his dete
m not to press the
light of the
nott to go as far as he
This results in certain charges being
likes.
brought home to Helm and proof furnished to
the district attorney.
Helm's right-hand man. Donovon, learns that
the expose is to be made immediately by the
"Call" and gives Helm an advance copy of
the story.
Elliott begs Bob to hold the story
until he has seen Helm and has explained his
position fully.
Bob does so, and asks only that
Elliott phone him immediately after his interview with Helm, so that the story may go
through at once. The interview between Helm
and Elliott results in a violent quarrel. Elliott
and Louise, who has taken his side, leave the
house, when Elliott remembers his promise to
Bob, and returns to call him up.
A few moments after he has left Louise, she and the old
family butler are startled by a shot and rush
into the house to find Elliott in Helm's library
his
dead
butler
having
standing over
body. The
overheard the quarrel, accuses Elliott of the
crime and he is arrested. At the trial the butler's testimony with that of Donovon, only too
glad 'of the way, ends in
i

;

Louise

prostrated, and Bob's efforts to aid
Upon the morning of the date
is to be passed, the butler

is

Elliott are vain.

Trans-

Machine.
I

AMERICAN.

give

purchaser an absolute demonstration

;

"Call,"

Kingdon.

for

new and used apparatus.

upon which sentence

at work in the library, trips and catches hold
of the portieres, pulling one of them down. _He
picks it up and finds a note behjnd it.
from Helm wr ltten immediately after
departure and explains that a phone
Donovon has convinced him that exl
inevitable, as a result, he has taken
Louise the disgrace of
The
a convicted felon.
being the daughter
butler goes through a struggle, but word that
Louise is in a critical condition, determines
him. He hastens to the court, arriving just as

about to be passed, and gives the
Bob grasps the situathe judge.
of
•xplains the possible chai
His story of the
death.
message from Donovon, Helm's decision
i
falling
of the message besuicide and the
the curtain when Helm clutched the table
after shooting himself, is accepted by the
Elliott is cleared and
and prosecution.

sentence

is

message

to

<

Send
for

The green-eyed monster is depicted here in
the mind of Homer Withington, a successful
business man, because he used his brains, and
in an unsuccessful husband because he failed
to use them.
His wife, Helen, leads a terrible
existence because of his jealous fears, and his
little daughter Beatrice lives in the midst of

for Free Circulars

and Catalogues, but

Hallberg's Big 100-page Catalogue,

send

Cents.

2S

EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETELY AND
CARRY "SPEER" AND OTHER MAKE CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.
I

turmoil and suspicion.
Homer is so obsessed with the fear that his
wife la entertaining someone else, that he leaves
the office and rushes home to spy upon her.
On another occasion he accuses her of flirting with Randolph Truax, a social favorite, who,
up to that moment she does not even know.
One day Homer catches his wife Helen writing
a letter.
He snatches it violently from her
hand, only to find that it is to her mother. His
frequent apologies satisfy each time, but leave

J.H.HALLBERG iitK-

Truax takes her

7th Ave. at 49th

in his machii:
._
home.
He places her on the davenport and
makes her comfortable.
Homer,
snooping
around, enters by the back stairway, and just
as Truax is placing the pillows under Helen's
head. Homer enters and sees.
Magnifying the

situation

in

his jealous

anger,

Homer

seizes

a

heavy cane, and sneaking upon Truax strikes

A MAX'S FRIEND (Two Parts— June 2).—
The

Nell

cast:

and

iiiid

of Quality

NEW YORK

;

Jim spends most
gambling and the rest

her part.

The House

;

Hal. an Old Friend (Art Acord).
Nell are married, unhappily for
of his time drinking
In
in abusing her.

(Tom Hanan)
Jim

Davis); Jim, Her HusTom. Her Brother
Peyton)

(Nita

(Lawrence

band

St.
A year passes and a cb'ld fs born to them.
One dav Hal finds a dog in one of his traps.
broken.

nurses
in

it

Tie takes

back to health

it

and
Jim is

«o his cabin

Meanwhile.

serious difficulty in the town where he lives.
citizens there decide to eot rid of him.

The

June

17,
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ACTOR
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PRODUCER

TEFFT JOHNSON
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K. Itowlandi;
Deputy Shcrill
l.mgliaml ;i
i:. lit. n, I, t
at the Three Horses Saloon (William
II, l.i.n
Tom Smith |C. I. Wells) Roomy.
J. S. Bucks
Chief Despatcher (J. B. Perkins)
Daley,
li. (J.
Woods);
Manager
(N.
Z.
General
G. McSuperintendent (C. 11. Wisschussen)
WiekCloud, Superintendent (Chance Ward)
Clerk in Superlnwiro (William Drunton)

C.
.

di-tanoc

on. ami. seeing a cabin in the
Hut before knockgoes towards it.
look in a window, anil there

onus
lie

June

Pathe Exchange,
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PATHE NEWS

(

;

-

;
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the

Jim comes

Texas children handl,
Sheepshead,

is

haunting him.

baby, is leaving. The dog pounces on him. and
In the end Jim is
a furious fight follows.
Again returning to Hal's cabin, the dog
killed.

And then he leads them to the
j body.
second cabin, where, in care of the mother dog,
they find the baby.

_
La
Little

Eva

—The
Niles

Reno); Nita Dudley (Anna Little);
Joe Mex (Jack
(Mary Gladding)
;

Richardson).
The pilgrim first makes his acquaintance
as he trudges on his weary burro in the trackwastes of the desert, approaching a western
He is one of the ordinary sights.
He gains but scant attention from those he
Pausing at a saloon, the first chance
meets.
to indulge, he swaps a pair of spurs for a
drink and sits down at a table to enjoy it.
He makes a hit with Jim Niles, foreman of
Dudley's ranch; and is hired as a cow-puncher.
Nita Dudley, the daughter of the ranch owner,

less

settlement.

comes home from

creating
pleasurable excitement about the ranch.
The pilgrim takes everything calmly, registering no excitement over the arrival of Nita,
and still less over the act of striking down Joe
Mex with a blow, when that worthy attempts to
interfere with his drink and his comfort in the
saloon and dance hall.
Joe Mex is found after
the melee, lying prone on the floor, stabbed
The pilgrim mounts his
with his own knife.
horse and rides back to the ranch. In the bruch
near the ranch house the pilgrim grimly rolls
a cigarette while the cowboys search for him.
Nita, hearing of the fight, dons her western
attire,
takes her emergency kit and starts
off to the aid of the injured Joe Mex, knowing
he will need help. Losing her way, she meets
the pilgrim, who escorts her safely to the side
The pilgrim clears the
of the wounded Joe.
room and in a cool, calm manner assists Nita
in caring for the wounded man.
His rare
courage is rewarded by her friendship and in
the days that follow Nita and the pilgrim enjoy
many lone walks and rides together.
And one day, when the pilgrim, emboldened
by her attitude, declares his love for her, she
takes a picture from her dresser and hands it
to him with the simple announcement, "We
are to be married next month."
True to his
cool nature, the pilgrim accepts the information
blankly, lifts his hat, nods a calm farewell, and
joins again the great army of pilgrims, riding,
scouting, working, floating throughout the vast
cowlands of the West.
school,

a

of

flutter

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
WHISPERING SMITH

(Signal Film Corp.—
Five Parts—June 5).— The cast; Marion Sinclair (Helen llnlm,
Sinclair's Friend (Belle
:-.

Hutchinson)

;

i

;

Whispering

Smith

Gowan)
Murray Sinclair (Paul
Du Sang (Leo D. Maloney) Karg
;

;

ROLL
TICKETS

(J.
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Mc-

Hurst)
(F. M. Van
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of
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to
in

man
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Y.— Rodman Law,

N.

defies Fate
for military

the balloon and

the

once more as
authorities

dare-

he de-

'"

He

makes the descent with a para-

—

Coast Artillery Fort. Great twelve- inch morguarding the United States Coast are given

IS

Whispering Smith loved Marion, a carefree
and beautiful Western girl. His love was that
living man, who know- no
phvsical danger, but is reticent and hashlul
Lacking as a suitor the
in 'his love affairs.
characteristics that made him esteemed and
feared among his fellow-men, he was beaten
out for her hand by Sinclair, a dashing devilmay-care sort of fellow among the women, but
an "unscrupulous and vindictive man at heart.
Marion's life with Sinclair was not all joy
and happiness. Slowly he was killing her love
for him. but in the manner of his kind he believed that harshness was the way to rule

of the strong, clean

"Meanwhile, Hal and Nell are frantically scourWhile at their
ing the country for their baby.
cabin the dog is awaiting their return.
Jim endeavors to sleep, but always he hears
the faint cries of the baby, and thinks that it
is

king,

devil

;

fearless type of

what is
a chance to shew
nothing of the bully or braggart
is only a man who knows inlight and never falters in
is
that justice is given where it
deserved and crime punished on the same
.

celebrates its own
Subtitles
week.
catch a rattler.
as if they were

to

rattlers

kittens.

*

itinctlvel; what
his steps to see

cabin, and, finding

same

to the

Roadmaster
Adams)
J. P. McGowan.

virile,

American whoso theory

true

him. there
about him.

Li

wet,

(Hugh

(May 27).
Hundreds of snakes are

1"

up when this city
"clean-up"
of
Kmg shows how

kind

novel

;

offlce

(Slim Roe). Directed by
Whispering Smith is a

the baby is missed
Ihe dog
Hal and Nell become frantic.
takes up the trail and finally comes across Jim,
He sees the
just as he is crossing a stream.
blipdon following and becomes frightened.
and is
stream
ping on a rock, he falls into the
The dog sees the baby in
being carried away.
r
snatches It out, and takes it to a
Under this cabin a
nearbv deserted cabin.
mother dog is nursing a family of pups, and
dog brings the baby in and
11. Us
Dripping
then returns to get Hal and Nell.

ami

NO.

Texas.

Jourdaiiton,

rounded

A Snake

1916

17,

Inc.

;

who

When the story
man of a wrecking

opens, Sinclair,
crew on a mountain
transcontinental railroad, is living
in one of the company's cabins in the small
division terminal, "Medicine Bend," a typical
Western railroad and mining town. This town
was located at the foot of a steep declivity-,
noted for the frequency of the wrecks occuring there, particularly among freight trains.
The officials of the road were worried at the
great number of the wrecks, but were more concerned with the robberies that took place after
No trace of the thieves could
each collision.
The railroad detectives had about
be found.
given up in despair when Whispering Smith
was sent to "Medicine Bend" to put an end to
Sinclair was never suspected.
the robberies.
Smith, however, discovers soon after his arrival that Sinclair is the brains of the gang enSmith, to
gaged in looting the freight cars.
save .Marion the disgrace of having her husband
branded as a thief does not expose him, but
causes the division superintendent, McCloud, to
discharge him.
Life for Marion soon becomes unbearable and
This arouses to frenzy the
she leaves him.
desperate man, who plans to get revenge on the
railroad by burning the "Smoky Creek" trestle.
Assisted by several of the band who had been
engaged in looting the cars, Sinclair sets fire
to
the trestle, causing a disastrous wreck.
Smith, determined to capture the men responsible, discovers that Sinclair is at the bottom
Again his love for Marion induces
of the plot.
him not to expose her husband until he talks
He effects a reconciliation between
with her.
sm, lair and Marion and upon the former's
promise to lead a better life and to leave "Medi-

women.
is

lor,

section

of a

,

cine Bend," Whispering Smith lets him
with his Wife, and the girl he still loves.
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largest project in the world.
Subtitle The
total capacity of the lake is 802 billion gallons.
l'.ell, lonte,
Pa.
Followers of Izaak Walton
find health and excitement as the trout fishing

—

THE FATAL PIE (Pathe— June 5).—We're
going to let Goldberg, the cartoonist, tell the
story of his picture cartoon, by printing a few
of the subtitles of the film.
Well then
"Lotta Mincemeat," the beautiful
heroine of his romance, admired for her charm
and refinement, eats soup without walking the
:

Nut Sundae, an honest soda clerk, betrothed
Lotta, has amassed a fortune of $81.30 by
putting sawdust in the ice cream soda.
I. Pickup,
a prosperous junk dealer, who is
determined to steal Lotta from Nut, has tempted
her with a nickel's worth of chewing gum and
a horse-car ride, but she sticks to Nut.
Julius Mincemeat, father of Lotta, who makes
pies for a living, but who gets his income from
his hardware business through which he sells
hammers and axes to make an impression on
his pies, sees Pickup in the act of forcibly showering his attentions and hands on Lotta, and
delivers himself, as follows: "My child is being attacked.
I
hope she doesn't scratch the
furniture in the struggle," etc., etc., until Nut
Sundae, falsely imprisoned, has "a sudden inspiration."
He disguises himself as an orange
phosphate and spills through the bars to liberty and Lotta.

to

—

little fish about thre
inches long, inhabiting the cold rivers.
It gets
its name from the spikes which project from its

THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE.— The

$1.25

is

shows the stickleback, a

release dates for the first and the subsequent
episodes of this serial have been changed since
we printed the synopsis of the first installment
Under the new schedin the issue for May 13
ule the first episode of this serial was released
on May 22, and a svnopsis of it was printed
released
iixv i'j-jii of May 13 issue. No. 2
tory of it was published in
May 29,
the same issue and on the same page as the
A description of instory of episode No. 1.
talimont No. 3 can be found on page l.".!M of
This was released on June
the May 20 issue.
5
These stories contain the old release days,
and the exhibitor is cautioned in using them
Synopsis
to see that he affixes the new date.
of No. 4 will be published in a subsequent issue.
A complete list of the first six releases of this
serial with their revised dates is published in
this issue in the pages containing the release
days of all pictures.

Five Thousand.

pounds and

go

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

Ten Thousand
Twenty-five Thousand
Oh Fifty Thousand
On One Hundred Thousand

Ten-inch
seven
disappearing guns, which play a prominent part
in the European War, are also kept ready.
Great Lakes, 111.—The call for Citizens' Preparedness is answered by the Great Lakes Academy, whose students are given thorough training in naval tactics.
Subtitle More such boys
as these and this Nation need not fear.
Heartened and rested, remParis, Prance.
nants of the heroic Belgian army march proudly
on their way to reinforce the Allied front at
Verdun.
New York City. President and Mrs. Wilson
arrive to attend the marriage ceremonies of
his medical aide and friend, Surgeon General
Cary T. Grayson.
Subtitle
Dr. Grayson and
his bride, who was Miss Alice Gordon.
El P'aso, Texas. All hands cheer as the last
post is placed on the Elephant Butte Dam, the

'back and sides. It is a greedy little fish and a
great fighter. The next picture shows the green
tench, a fish about a foot long and much sought
It has small, deeply imbedded scales
as food.
and is most tenacious of life. At one time the
touch of the tench was believed to have miraculous curative powers.
The carp, next shown, is
readily domesticated and is usually bred in
originally introduced in this
ponds.
It was
country from Europe. The length of life of the
carp is proverbial.

THE ZINC MINES OF LANG HIT (French
[ndo-China June 5). Lang Hit is in French
fndo-China, and the method employed in taking zinc from the mines is different from our
method, and is highly interesting.
Much of the mining machinery is operated by
lectrieity, generated in the power station shown
Hand drills are still used in some
in the film.
parts of the mines. The ore is conveyed to the
works on a cableway. and a primitive wheel
supplies water for washing it.

—

—

,

special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings. 5,000, $2.50. Stock TickPrompt shipments. Cash with the
ets, 6c per 1,000.
Send diagram for ReGet the samples.
order.
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

Your own

NATIONAL TICKET
Shamokin, Pa.

CO.

"Motion Pictures That Are Worth While,"
So says the

'Pictures That
And

every other

New York Evening Post

Might Have Been Made By Rudy ar d Kipling,'
Writes the New York Evening Sun
New York

An

paper, without exception, echoes these sentiments.

Unqualified Success!

Hundreds Turned Away At Each Performance

HOW BRITAIN PREPARED
OFFICIAL ENGLISH FILM

Showing how
formed

5,000,000 civilian volunteers were transinto an efficient Army in 18 months by

LORD KITCHENER
And also Motion Pictures of

ADMIRAL JELUCOE'S GRAND FLEET
ON GUARD AND IN ACTION
Pictures made on the flagship, "Iron Duke," the "Queen
Elizabeth" and other warships involved in the recent fight
with the Germans.
By

CHARLES URBAN,

the only civilian permitted to take such photographs.

United States Rights Controlled by

THE PATRIOT FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue,
AL LICHTMAN,
Correspondence with

New York

General Manager.

first class

theatres invited.

How the ore is washed, crushed and ground Is
Then we see the zinc ore conclearly shown.
veyed to the smelting furnace. The calcined ore
is shown being broken up by hand before being
It is then
placed in sacks for shipment.
i

AROUND MOUNT

FUJI (Picturesque Japan-

foregoing).— Mount
reel
as
called Fujiuama and Fusiyama)
dormant volcano in the Island of Hondo,
Lake
the loftiest summit of Japan.
base, is
is
at
its
which
guchi,

On

same

(also

Fuji
is

and

a
Is

Kawa-

of prominence in any sized picture can be
furnished instantly-WIRE US YOUR
—If you fall to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

WANTS

THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw

ceipts.

from its height of 12,390 feet in the
waters of the lake below. The nearby village
natives threshing corn to be stored
of Funatou
as winter food; scenes near Mount Fuji's crater;
ikone; Lake Montusu, another beautiful body of water near Mount Fuji, and a genfleeted

more money than the mere

Leila, thinking to help Tom, offerher stock to Brent whom she permitted
Brent learned Tom's mine
to see her often.
was at last a success, and failing to inform
Leila of this, bought the stock at a ridiculously
low price.
Just after she delivered the certificate to
Brent
Brent, Leila learned of his deception.
refused to return the stock except on imposThen Tom entered the house,
sible conditions.
unknown to either Leila or Brent. He heard

Then

The mysterious

("The

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
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cents

75

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS,
from

to $25

$8

mitted on any

iciting motorboat chase follows.
The vilLegar, having landed, commandeers a
and rushes off with the girl, who is
bound and gagged. Davy, Golden and the detectives follow in an automobile, and when
Legar sees this be throws Margery to the tracks.

flat-car

size,

THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The indispensable

article for

train, traveling at express speed, threatens
the girl's life, and the Laughing Mask, resurrected, does a trick at the switch.

5).—

He doesn't like his work, but
a butler.
he likes his job. It gives him a chance to wear
He's a bum butler, too. Snub, a
a dress suit.
Luke

is

gallant,

who

is

sweet

on

the

your mailing

madam's maid,

Jules

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE
players,

600

8 x 10, of
different

all

the

names,

20c. each.

i

frames,

50c.

each.

i

from the stage,

Legar,

the

Iron

Claw,

sends

emissaries

to get the fortune which he has recovered and
which is secreted in a woods some distance off.
But when they arrive there, they are confronted
by a revolver in the hand of Laughing Mask
and are ordered to hand over the instructions

finding the hiding place.
A battle ensues,
flies from the hands of the man
holds it. As one of his companions jumps

for

and the paper

who
for

prominent

it,

Margery appears on horseback and dash-

ing past makes a daring pick-up.
In the mixup the Mask is shot in the left hand. Margery
returns home and there meets the detertives
Davy appears
in search of the Laughing Mask.
wrists the Mask appears in the doorway,
of the prisoner, and
fools us to a fare-you-well. The next episode is
called "The Vanishing Faker."

per thousam

$10.00

AN AWFUL ROMANCE
12).

KRAUS MFG.
West 42nd

220

Street,

CO.

NEW YORK

12th Floor Candler Building

Catalogue of over 600 players and

for

samples

free.
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all sizes,
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LUKE LAUGHS LAST

Every

each.

prominent player.

Double

lainous

be persuaded into a hasty departure by
well-meaning Henry and Marjorie, Hugh

—

15
—NO.
Two Parts— June 5).—
the treas-

veiled stranger steals
ure from Legar, and the Claw, irate at his loss,
attacks one of his henchmen, who doubts his
The latter, maddened, and approachsincerity.
ed by the veiled woman, offers to barter the
secrets of the criminal for half of the fortune.
The veiled woman then goes to Margery and
her father, and asks them to be present when
They
the traitor hands over the confession.
are suspicious, and the frightened girl orders
She and
the stranger to reveal her identity.
her father are astounded beyond measure when
Davy's face appears below the lifted veil.

Henry Scott as

i

Was it Leila? Was it her mother? Was it
The picOr were they all guilty?
Brent?
ture raises this question.

THE IRON CLAW

and

runs away. Then, when he reads in the newspapers the next day of the general belief of his
guilt, he feigns suicide.
Marjorie and Henry,
believing Hugh dead, are married.
Later Hugh
comes back.
Bitterly he accuses Henry of
charging him with the theft so that Henry could
marry Marjorie.
In a struggle between the
brothers, Turnbull is accidentally killed.
And
then, too late, the bonds are found.
But for
all this who was really guilty?
Was It one of
the individuals concerned or can the tragedy
more properly be blamed on a too general proneness to judge seeming circumstances as fact?

details of the transaction that left him bitterly
suspicious, details that goaded him to madness,
Was Tom guilty?
and resulted in tragedy.

Resurrection"— Feature

employs both Hugh

the

;

sell

—

lull

WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 5 (Sold Out"— Arrow
Parts— June 5).— This picture tells of
Leila Austen, a wealthy girl, who leaves Halsey
Brent, a young suitor, to marry Tom Carter, a
mining engineer. Mrs. Austen was more than
merely a rich mother she was a good mother,
Rather
devoting her life to Leila's growth.
than interfere with what seemed the choicest
desire of their daughter's heart, her parents
finally consented to Leila's marriage to Tom,
though preferring Brent as a son-in-law. Mr.
Austin even gave Leila a ten-thousand-dollar
check as a wedding present, in order that she
might continue to enjoy the luxuries to which

ed to

into the room of the lady of the house, and with
the assistance of a professional brother, scares
the lady out of her bed and into a fit.
Still
Then the crowd below makes an
trouble.
uni Qthuslastlc attempt to get the gunmen above.
Most trouble. Luke gets his hands on a orace
of regular revolvers and while he's worrying
about what he's going to do with them, the
burglars walk into them and Luke laughs last

more

father's faith in Henry rather than Hugh, Marjorie loves the younger brother.
Old Turnbull
gives some valuable bonds in Hugh's care, and
the latter, eager to meet Marjorie and be clandt'stinely married, misplaces them.
Henry tries

—Two

them.

?

WHO'S GUILTY? No. 6 ("Sowing the Wind"
—Arrow—Two Parts— June 12).— Cyrus Turn-

;

Leila and Tom establish themselves happily
near the mine that Tom owned and was developing, and Leila sank her ten thousand in
her husband's property. In return she received
stock certificates. Tom's mine, through lack of
development, failed, and Leila's

Snub have dealings with the cop.
trouble.
Then in comes a burglar. He
there's nothing in the place worth stealI

ALL THE PLAYERS

Write us, giving details

and we

will

of

your

send you a remedy.

Airdome Benches
made

of

desired.

seasoned Maple lumber, any length
All leading

makes

of

moving picture

Operating booths that pass inspection.
New and slightly used. Get our
prices before buying elsewhere.
All orders
filled same day as received.
machines.

LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY
509

Chestnut Street

CO.

St. Louis,

Mo.

—Heinie

(Mittenthal— June
and Louie wake from their slum-

ber and after a quarrel about the division of
their stolen breakfast, they set out to seek their
fortunes in an unsympathetic world and spoil
a valuable painting in the hands of Don Mendez, an art connoisseur, who is out with his

—

Don Mendez is a fiery don who was raised on
a bottle of tobacco juice, and he tells the boys
"You
they will work out the damage or die.
shall watch this door of my sister's room, so
that her American sweetheart can't spirit her
away," he tells Heinie. "And you this one," Is
But sister's sweetheart
his command to Louie.
comes in through the window, and together he
Sister
and sister plan our heroes' downfall.
entices first Heinie into her room and then
caresses him with a brick. Louie is next and
Then the sweetreceives the same attention.
hearts elope and leave Heinie and Louie to the
mercies (?) of the paprika person who awakes
in due time and furnishes the hard luck twins
with the excitement to which they are accustomed.

FRANCE'S CANINE ALLIES

—

(Pathe— June

12).
The dogs draw sleds over the soft snow,
through which horses,

MARVELOUS PROJECTION <?/ CIVILIZATION
At the CRITERION THEATRE, Broadway at 44th St., New York. MR. THOS. H. INCE, MASTER PRODUCER of the STUPENDOUS SPECTACLE "CIVILIZATION," selected B. F. PORTER to furnish
and install the WORLD'S BEST UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
MOTION PICTURE MACHINES and personally supervise the Projection. Every
EXHIBITOR should see the SUPERB PROJECof this MILLION DOLLAR PICTURE. The LAST WORD in Motion Picture Projection. PORTER stakes his reputation on the

TION

Projection of

B- F\

CIVILIZATION.

PORTER,

1482

BROADWAY. AT TIMES SQUARE.

NEW YORK

A *1 00:22 PICK-UP
EVERY MONTH
If you are exhibiting to an average of a thousand people a day. you
can add $100 a month to your income and do it easily.

—
—

Here is a money-maker that

thousands of theatre patrons
is as good
the country over think as a "feature." It is a feature with brisk,
interesting action, live subjects, laughable cartoon effects, and a lot
of entertaining tricks to please the crowd, tied to the most modern
motion-picture advertising ideas to please your local business men.

—

You

don't have to be an advertising solicitor to

—

sell this service.

It

Just show a scenario to one of your business friends
show him what the feature is like have him try it one month and
you've made a friend and customer.
sells itself.

—

^_

—

A |SIMATED

^ERTlP6
The most important thing about these films is that the public likes them.
They give you a source of increased revenue without drawing the criticism of the crowd. They are not to be classed with slides, because they
are a part of the entertainment itself, and spectators seldom walk out
when they are being shown.
Camel Films have revolutionized motion picture adverThey are prepared with the good will of the public
mind— and they represent a kind of advertising that is
o valuable that any live business man is a favorable prosed when you present the proposition to him.

tising.

n

Here is the Animated Advertising the people like— the
nd that advertisers appreciate. We make the selling of
is service easy.
We send you complete, understandable
for banks, drug stores, jewelers, etc., and you can
ic or more to the point of giving the service a
r

I>r..

wr

.i

good money—easy to get; a
you have shown your patrons wh

hat will grow

complete particulars— also ask for booklet,
Your Advertising," which tells all about

te for
1

CamelFilm (g.
3715

GRAND WE.,

"The Kind
That's

Chicago

of Motion Picture Advertising

As Good As a Feature Film"
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But before

v.

itn

his

bodyguard.

'a.heard Ihat the lilaekfeet Ini" descend on the outpost to
be sacrificed as an
the god who has brought down the
happily nturus at this time and resumes the reins of authoritv. The Indian attack
takes place, and after a thrilling fight, in win, h
are greatly outnumbered, Angus
[tea
goes forth to offer himself as the victim.
He
is miraculously
saved, however, and returns to
the fort.
But he finds that all the garrison
have gone save Lois; and with these two great
enemies alone in a torrible situation there comes
about a great finish to a remarkable film.

ahout

to

A CHILD OF THE PARIS STREETS (Fine
Arts— Five Parts— May 1>1).— The east: Mine
Dufrane (Jennie Lee)
Judge of the French
Court (Carl Stockdale)
Eldest Son
(Tullv
Marshall): Julie
Mac Marsh); Young Artist
(Robert Harronl; Nurse (Loyola O Connor) an

ft

'

1/,

ran take place an epidemic of
f'aks nut. and in terror the cowardly

offering

ill

the trail alone.

wedding

He. s

Brass Frames and Rails

the

to

l-'lLlUKli

;

;

i

A MATRIMONIAL

MARTYR

:

Pathecolored—
Gold Rooster Five Parts June 11)).— Erma
nil her undo and aunt on tin ir
on Long Island.
She is in love
With Chester Clynch, but her uncle frowns
upon her choice and the two decide to elope.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Hugo Stanley, wife of a scientist and a lady of very uncertain temper, is
holding the fort against her husband and
dauguter. She is in one of her moods, and the

—

—

(

JnHSTraTEfflBaifflttLi

/

EXPOSITIONS -,/

A MOVING PICTURE ART
1

„

(SATO CHfTBAL PALACE

1

balks at

of the Paris apaches,
the judge of the French Court to

M

pleads with
span- judgment on her son, who is arraigned
before him charged with theft.
But lie is deaf
to her entreaties, and sentences the vouth to
gallows.
Heartbroken.
Dufrane,

9

family lights shy of her.

Erma plans to elope, but
moment and decides not to

Mme. Dufrane, queen

the last
uncle,

Her

go.

however, learns of her plans, and in his anger
insists that she carry them out.
She goes to
the city and takes up her abode with a friend.
Later, she leaves to accept a position as companion to Mrs. Stanley. The latter notes the
marked likeness between the girl and herself
and hires her. Mrs. Stanley then, her husband
and daughter having gone off, leaves for
tions to cover the expenses.
There is a house
party In progress at Stanley's at the time, but
even the guests and servants fail to recognize
Erma as the former employee, thinking that
she has gone off.
The only change they do
l
Is in the remarkably sweet disposition of

—

Read what

Lyceum
about

R. Tyler, Mgr. of the
Gull Lake, Canada, aays

Satn'l

Theatre,

"NEWMAN"

Gentlemen
Frames received
claim them to be.

goods:

:

K. and are everything yoa
The quicker other theatres use

0.

your frames, the better for their business.
I might
say they arrived without a scratch, glass Included.
Will always recommend your Brass Goods.
I
remain.
Yours very truly,
SAM'L R. TYLER, Mgr. Lyceum Theatre.

The Newman Mfg. Co.
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO

717 Sycamore St

68 W. Waihlngtes St
117 Golden«rti Ana.,

Coast Representative, G. A. Metcalfe,

daughter's

hand,

to

whom

Mrs.

the
Mme.
who
loves this boy better than her life, retires to the
den of the apaches, determined that the judge
shall suffer.
Then, with the assistance of her
eldest son, she kidnaps the judge's infant daughter, Julie, and escapes with her to the den.
Julie is raised as an apache.
She is taught
to steal with such expertness as to escape the
shrewdest of the police.
But, with her instinctive refinement, Julie rebels against her

San Francisco. Cal.

Stanley

Jected, return.
Then the daughter comes home
from boarding school, all of which greatly complicates matters and creates some highly dramatic and laughable situations.
Stanley falls
In love with his "wife" (who isn't his wife at
all) and Gilberta, the daughter, smothers her
"dear mother" with kisses. It's a lovely fix.
Matters finally are straightened out, but not
without many absorbing complications. Finally
a message from the real Mrs. Stanley, who had
fled to Reno, announcing that she has secured
a divorce, clears the road for Stanley and
Erma who wish nothing more.

she packs her few belongings, and takes shelter
in the studio of a young American artist, tor
whom she has posed several times. These two
fall in love, and he attempts to protect and
safeguard Julie but one day she ventures out
on the street, and the apaches seize her and
carry her back to the den. Mme. Dufrane, her
hatred aroused, orders her band to strangle her.
Meanwhile Julie's old nurse, who has been
reduced to the position of selling trinkets on
the streets, has seen Julie carried into the house
of the apaches at 17 Rue Mort, and warns the
judge, her father.
Also the young artist learns
of her danger, and rushes with the gendarmes
to the stronghold, where Julie is rescued just
as the apaches are about to put her to death.
;

Of course, the artist is entitled to some reward
for his goodness, and he proposes that the judge
let him have Julie's hand in marriage.
And
being a good father, if a stern Justice, he gives
his daughter to the young man with his blessing.

MR. GOODE, THE SAMARITAN (Fine Arts—
Five parts May 28). The cast:
Alphonse
Irving Goode (De Wolf Hopper)
Shorty Sal
Shifty Ed (Edward Dillon),
(Fay Tincher)
Montgomery Fox, alias Foxy Monte (Chester
Withey)
Evelina Uoode (Margaret Marsh):
Mrs. Goode (Lillian Langdon)
Butler (Max
Davidson).
Mr. Goode, a wealthy old gentleman, takes his
wife and daughter, Evelina, out for a spin in
their automobile, but throwing in the wrong
lever the machine backs into the side of the
road and burns up.
They continue their journey on foot. Meanwhile, Foxy Monte, a polished
crook, has stolen a beautiful car that has been
left standing at the curb in a nearby town,
and as he whizzes by he sees the Goode family.
He stops and offers them a lift. Of course, they
gladly accept.
And while the ride is continued
he persuades Mr. Goode to buy the roadster.
Mr. Goode is so easy, in fact, that Monte determines to impose on him again.
When Goode is called out of town on business he makes the trip in his new machine. As
an alarm has been sent out to the police by
the original owner of the car he is immediately
apprehended and thrown into jail. His family,
believing he has been detained on business,
make no inquiry about him, but go on enterining Foxv Monte, who has come into their
full beard and another
circle disguised by

—

—

;

:

;

;

Triangle Film Corporation
THE PRIMAL LURE (Ince—Five partsMay 21).— The

cast: Angus McConnell (William
Hart); Lois LeMoyne (Margery Wilson);
Richard Sylvester (Robert McKim) Pierre Vernaisse (Jerome Strom).
Angus McConnell is factor of the outpost of
the Hudson Bay Company, which is dignified
by the name of Fort Lu Cerne. The summer
has been disastrous for the trappers, and they
are deeply in the company's debt for provision.
Angus keeps account of what they owe in a
Duok
little book, and one night this precious
Angus vows all manner of vendisappears.
He
geance on the culprit who has taken it.
pse watch on the office, and at last he
S.

;

>

ThePHOTOPLAY
I

A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY

HUGO MUNSTERBERC
The book which every

critic of the
screen ought to read, and which every
friend of the "movies" will read any-

make him

with her own fair hands, so he concludes she
is the thief, and has her thrown into the gaol.
Then Richard Sylvester, the company inspector,
comes to Fort Lu Cerne on his rounds. He sees
reLois, falls in love with her, and has her *-

On his promise that he will har
leased.
gus dismissed as factor and himself i

mEBmmOFAJVWART
At

all

Sl.OO net
and COMPANY
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man) big engagements have
been made, many important financial deals
have been consummated, a number of highpriced books and plays have been sold for photopla) purposes and the exploitation and sale
of Feature Pictures has been arranged
\\
are fortunate in being affiliated with
Arthur S. Kane, 220 Wesl 42nd Street,
v.
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due course Itemiugton and Briggs jimmy
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enter.
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goes upstairs to see

FILM TITLES
danger, informs the hostess that Ed and £
notorious crooks.
Then he nersuades Evelina,
whose hand has been refused him by Mr. Goode,
)
It is at this point that Ed
elope with him.

with

THE MARKET OF VAIN DESIRE

(Ince—

Five parts— May 2S).— The cast: John ArmHelen Badgley (Clara
strong (II. B. Warner)
;

great metropolitan church from
He has been tuere but a
country parsonage.
time when he is utterly disgusted with
the sham and hypocrisy of the fashionable persons of his congregation who affect religion.
That is. he is disgusted with all save Helen
Badgley, daughter of the millionaire patron
.

short

i

Tanks and Racks
PACIFIC TANK & PIPE CO.
San Francisco
Los Angeles California

Send

MOVING PICTURE
-«

is

Count d'Montaigne, and convinced the
all that is loathsome in manhood, ho
She readily admits she does
tb Helen.

minister. Millionaire Badgley has
discerned truth in his words, and he orders
But not before he
the Count from his home.
learns that his wife has actually contracted
with the nobleman to marry Helen. The Count

threatening suit.
is reading in his study when the
Count enters and demands that he accompany
him to the side of Helen's mother, and retract
Of course. Armstrong refuses, and
his words.
as he turns to his chair again the Count strikes
him a heavv blow over the head with his cane
Horror-stricken at what he has done, the Count
The directors of the church.
flees the country.
calling to inform Armstrong that his resignation
automatic, hnd him lying upon the floor.
la
They send for a doctor, and for Badgley, who
arrives, accompanied bv Helen, who has found

EQUIPMENT

-«=*

trade

SUPPLIES

that

Armstrong means much

to ner.

finish.

THE 3'JGLE CALL

(Ince— Five Parts— June
4).—The cast: Billy Willie Collier. Jr.); Capt.
Wm. Andrews (Wyndham Standing)
Mary
(Anna Lehr) Sergeant Hogan (Thomas Guise)
;

FULTON COMPANY

W. Lake St.

CHICAGO, ILL

CONDENSER BREAKAGESTOPPED
Mount;

fits

any lamp in a

nu.,.,1.
]';i\s for itsell
week.
La
a

Get

circular.

in

Positively

Used everywhere.

$4.50.

Condi usei e\]n nsej ended

money back.
W. G. PREODEY.

;

;

Lame bear (Joe Goodboy).
Billy, who is the little son

of Captain An'ommai lant of a Western army post,
has one ambition in life, and that is to become
a good soldier.
This he has confided to his
Sergeant Hogan, and

friend,
the sergeant takes
pains to foster the idea.
He really needs all
his courage to face a new situation that has
come up in his life. His father is going to
marry again. While he knows absolutely nothing about his prospective stepmother, he can
conceive of no one worthy of taking the place
of his beloved mother, who lies in the little

or

158

Eddy

St., Si

D0UBKWJJRRECE1PTS

ness his friendship stops.
Soon after the wedding his father is called at the head of his
regiment to quell an uprising of the Sioux Inforty miles away.
He leaves his bride

"—

in

little

The distant trouble

goes,

Armstrong

ing

i

E. E.
152

J idea whereby he may solve the problem.
He bids this woman come to his church on
Eventthe Sabbath and he will pay her well.
ually she agrees.
Next morning, in the church, he takes for
And
his theme the degredation of marriage.
calling Belle, the woman of shame, from the
vestry, he draws a parallel which no one can
mistake between the case of the girl who peddies her nitiful body for sain and the girl who
barters her beautv in the market of vain desire.

Unfortunately, Briggs escapes In the excitement, and his desire to be revenged on the man
who lias double-crossed him leads to a smash-

for Price List No. 14

Get acquainted with "FULCO"
The Department Store

MACHINES

man

biS Wife, he" knocks" Brags' to the^iS?
n
ou
Of course, this has aroused the other guests,
into the hall Remington's
escape has been cut off. Grace's quick wit saves
the situation.
She plants her husband's mask
gun anu jimmy on the unconscious Briggs and
tells the guests that her husband
followed her
to the place in time to save uer from
a desperate burglar, the injured man lying on
the

and as they throng

DEAGAN ELECTRIC
UNAPHONE CALUOPE
FOR

STREET -LOBBY- PIT

ruse on the part

of Lame Bear, the Indian chief, and
his picked braves, he swoops down on tne weaicened garrison at the fort.
The defenuers of
the fort are so few in number that It is but a
question of time before they must surrender.
Billy, bearing in mind the admonition of his
father to take care of his stepmother, takes her
away from the fort by a secret passage and
hides her in a cave in the hills.
Suddenly he observes the wavering men at
the stockade.
Bethinking himself of his Duglh

The out-

(Fine Arts— Five parts—
The cast: Grace Remington (Norma
husband
her
John Remington,
Talmadge);
(Ralph Lewis); their children (Ninon Fovieri,
Francis Carpenter, Fern Collier); Mrs. Reming-

GOING STRAIGHT

REGGIE MIXES

his Valet (Joseph Singleton); AgGirl of the Slums (Bessie Love)
the Cabaret
(W. E. Lowery)
his Right-Hand
Proprietor (Wilbur Higbyl
an Admirer of Miss
Man (Frank Bennett)
Fleming (A. D. Sears).
Reginald Morton is a wealthy idler of athHe has become bored with the
letic tendencies.
shallow social set in which he moves, although
he is engaged to marry Dorothy Fleming, a
member of it. Dorothy is engaged to Reggie
mainly because of his money, and is flirting

Fairbanks)

•

nes,

;

;

the

;

Tony Bernard

;

;

;

Remington and his wife,
Higgins.
crime,
Grace, used to work with Briggs in many house
robberies, although for the last Remington and
Briggs served time in prison. When they were,
Remington
found that Grace had borne
released
him a baby, and for the baby's sake, determined

EASY TO BUY
EASY TO PLAY
EASY TO CARRY
ALWAYS A HIT

to live straight.

expose Grace for her complicity In by-gone
crimes, and have her sent to prison to do her
Remington loves his wife, and for her
"bit."
he
without her knowledge,
although
sake,
agrees. Unaware of his danger, Grace has gone
to spend the week-end at the home of a wealthy
friend, the very place, it so happens, that
Briggs has selected to burgle.
will

SCENIC

IN (Fine Arts— Five partsReggie Morton (Douglas

June 11).— The cast:

Jimmie Briggs
ton^ Maid (Ruth Handforth)
the Ragged Waif (George
(Eugene Pallette)
Stone); Mrs. Van Dyke (Kate Toncray); Her
Children '(Violet Radcliffe, Carmen Derue).
John Remington, a respectable real estate
man. goes down Into the slums to negotiate the
purchase of a warehouse for a client, and there
Briggs recmo.-ts Jimmie Briggs, a gangster.
ognizes Remington as his former partner in

desperately with all comers.
While out in his automobile one day Reggie
chances upon a lost little girl sitting on the
curb.
He takes her back to her home in the
slums and there he sees and falls In love with
Agnes Shannon, a sweet young girl of good
family now compelled to earn her living in \
cheap cabaret. He then discovers that Dorothy
is

faithless to

him and breaks

his engagement,

leaving him free to pay court to Agnes.
hood,

and Bernard has instructed one
Agnes to him. Regbeats up the hench-

of his henchmen to bring
gie frustrates the scheme,

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

and
Write for descriptive catalogue
subjects from all parts of the
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We

will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swinging in different directions, for direct
current at a total of $44.00; alternating,
$50.00.
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York,N.Y.
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man, and the owner of the dive In which Agnes
works hires him as his bouncer.
But Bernard has not given up the idea of pos-

lenges Bernard to enter a room alone with I
and have It out, the man who survives the batBernard agrees.
tle to get the girl.
is smashed,
A flght takes place. The light
- ~ "n, their shins

MENGER
& RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Poster and Lobby
Display Frames
W.

304-8

Phone Bryant

3 exhausted to
By a supreme effort Reggie deals the
go on.
final blow and staggers out, where Tie Is attacked bv the band. But the police have been
How Reggie finally wins Agnes is
tipped off.
romance.
Of
the culminatio
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(Bessie
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&
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(William

Film Comedies

Jungle
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Angelica de Vecchlo (ura Carew)
(Herschel
Mayall)
Carlo
Candoni
Prince
Parodl (Wedgwood i\owell).
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compelled to resist his forced atten-

While at dinner with Stimson, Velma cannot
from taunting him that Bobbie is at
apartment alone with Velma's theatrical
manager.
Stimson is suspicious and goes at
once to Velma's apartment, arriving there in
refrain

her

NEW YORK

WATCH FOR

Bar-

is

6621-22

;

THE SORROWS OF LOVE

June
—
riscale)

June
Bobbie

CO.

disclosed the fact that Bobbie is protector of
her little brother and sister and the court
orders that the children shall be turned over
to Mrs. Stimson's society of settlement workers
and that Bobbie shall go to a reform school.
The closing incidents of "Bobbie of the Ballet"
discloses how Hook Hoover rescues Bobbie from
the reform school, after which young Stimson
e and they live happily

Cal.

;

Beatrice, who is a nun and who is known to
the rest of her sisterhood as the "Lily" because of Tier great goodness and purity, hears
for the first time in her life of the real wickedness of the world without the convent walls,
when the Prince Candoni brings bis ward, the
Contessa Angelica de Vecchio. to the place for
refusing to give up her low-born lover. Carlo
The Contessa dies, pining for Tier
Parodi.
lover.
And Parodi is released from prison
where he has been kept because of his marriage.

r)IVf)IU
I

STUDIOS AND
LABORATORIES

METRO PICTURES
—

CORP.

THE MASKED RIDER (Quality Five parts—
June 12). The cast: Bruce Edmunds, a revenue detective, and "The Masked Rider" (Harold
Lockwood)
Grant Carr (H. W. Willis)
Tom
Monjar
(John
MacDonald)
Hart
Patrick
(Harry Berkhart)
Mrs. Hart (Clarissa Selwynn)
George Edmunds
(Harry Linkey)
Squid Archer (Lester Cuneo)
Jimmy Jamison (Howard Truesdell)
Jill
Jamison (May
Allison).
Written and directed by Fred J.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Balshofer.

She tells him of the sad death of
released.
the Contessa; and his heart filled with the desire for revenge, he takes Beatrice with him
to a meeting of workmen led by Guido Barli,
an atheist. These workmen are laying plans
for the overthrow of the tyrant Prince CanBeatrice calls Guido to task for his
doni.
She converts
atheism, and they fall in love.
him to religion.
Then, when Guido is consoling the wife of a

Brush

THE CATALOGUE OF
Electric Lighting Sets

much that is valuable about electric
lighting in general, and moving picture work
in particular. Send for it.
contains

THE CHAS.
Box MP-2,

A.

STRELINGER

CO.,

Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Bruce Edmunds takes a place in the revenue
to help rout the moonshiners in the

service

who was

a landscape painter, had selected the
picturesque locale in the south for his work,

and while there became infatuated with Jill
Jamison, a mountain girl, and daughter of
Jimmy Jamison, owner of the Bat Cave Hotel.
The friendship between the girl and George,
aroused the enmity of Squid Archer, boss of the

comrade who has met with misfortune, Beatrice

sees him holding the woman in his arms, concludes that he is faithless and leaves him.
Finding her gone, Guido becomes bitter and reHe goes to his eager
turns to his old beliefs.
band and bids them storm the palace of the
Beatrice hears of their intention and
prince.
warns the prince that thev are coming. He
at once summons the soldiers and a bloody
battle takes place in which most of the workmen are killed. The future has but one solution for the dying Guido and the remorseful
and how it works out is the finish
Beatrice
of the film.

Iran^^rteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.

HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG.

CO.

Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

431

;

SONG SLIDES
Cash with Order
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Miscellaneous Subjects

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS,

$3.50 per set

INC.

BOBBIE OF THE BALLET

(Five parts— June
12).— The cast: Bobbie Brent (Louise Lovely)
Stimson
Mrs.
Jack Stimson (Jay Belasco)
Velma Vrooman (Gretchen
(Jean Hathaway)
Henry Fox (Gilmore Hammond)
Lederer)
Hook Hoover (Lon Chaney) Mrs. Hoover (Lule
Warrenton). Scenario written by Ida May Park.
Director Joseph De Grosse.
Bobbie Brent is a chorus girl who supports
her invalid mother and her little brother and
sister.
.lack Stimson, just out of college, is
lavishing his inheritance on Velma Vrooman,
leading woman of the company in which Bobbie
Young Stimson meets Bobbie and
is employed.
becomes interested in her, much to the disap-

"PEG

;

"There's A Dear Little Mother
Longing for You To-Night"

;

;

;

;

;

Velma.

pointment
In
Stimson's mother is a settlement worker.
her meanderings among tenement dwellings.
she arrives at Bobbie's home, discovers the
dying mother and her two children. When her
mother suddenly dies, Bobbie removes the chilof

SPECIAL
Big Patriotic Hit

brother

and

sister

under her
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Velma makes

i

terrible

masked

rider

so

gallant.

tells

her she

New York

132d Street

That night Bruce leads a group of government agents in the moonshining district. The
distillers
take
refuge
under
ground
They are driven out
a heavy charge of dynablowing up their catacomb.
Squid manescape.
He hurries to the Jamison
Hotel,
the proprietor and attempts
illicit

through secret passages.

your newsdeal-

supply you every week with
a copy of this paper, send your

subscription direct for one year or
six

months

cannot

You

to address below.

afford

to

miss

a

single

when Bruce explodes

mite,

*-

to

to accompany him in his escape.
in time to prevent him and a terstruggle between Bruce and Squid follows.
roll down a flight of stairs and Bruce
his revolver.
Squid, retreating toward

force Jill

Bruce arrives
rific

They
loses

As Squid
second time Jill crashes a chair over his head
and sends him unconscious to the floor.
The
moonshiners are made prisoners and Jill nurses
Bruce until he recovers sufficiently to accompany
and disables him.

her to a real parson.

See Title Page for Rates.

to her dying mother.

pany likewise appears.

the

Touching her golden curls Bruce

er cannot or will not

gagement. Bobbie is Instructed to call at Velma's
home, where the manager of Velma's com-

iy
wins the respect and favor of Jill.
After that Jill and Bruce are often seen together.
Squid only hides his anger at this
situation because of Bruce's ministerial garb.
The following day Jill takes Bruce for a walk,
during which he learns much of his brother's
life there.
He does not disclose his identity and
has difficulty in controlling his emotions.
One
night, soon afterwards, the moonshiners are
startled by the appearance of a mysterious
masked rider, dressed in a white, buckskin
suit and riding a white horse.
By his actions
the moonshiners know he is not a bandit. They
fire at him and give chase, but he eludes them.
While Jill is riding near a mountain stream
she surprises the masked rider who is watering his horse.
The masked rider is so startled
that he covers her with his revolver before he
realizes who she is.
Recovering quickly he
bows and profusely begs her pardon.
Jill's
fears are allayed, and she smiles when she

By TED BARRON
A. L. SIMPSON

i

dren, and having also discovered her son's attachment for Bobbie, discloses to him what she
deceit.
girl's
chorus
be
the
considers
to
Straightway he terminates the friendship between Bobbie and himself.
Matters fare badly with Bobbie and her two
surrepassistance
dependents and but for the
titiously rendered by Hook Hoover, a mild sort
of criminal, who has found refuge from the
by one day dropping into Bobbie's
police
"apartment" through the skylight, the two children might have starved or else Bobbie would
have been required to forego the promise made

i

finds

L-I-B-E-R-T-Y

If
little

dead with a bullet wound in his head and his
body buried in the mountains.
Bruce arrives at Bat Cave disguised

WORLD-EQUITABLE.
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prosperous manufacturer,
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most
THE
ment

telling advertise-

of the Sealpackerchief handkerchief reads "You
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World

the leader
in its line not because it says it
but because manufacturers
is,
through
and exhibitors
long experience that it is accurIt is
ate, reliable and informed.
not of mushroom growth, covering lack of knowledge with
plausible but specious words.
is
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solidly upon experience and knowledge.
recognized everywhere as the sole authority on
It is consulted
matters pertaining to the craft.
It is as essential to business as
and relied upon.
the theatre is to the exhibitor, the studio to the
It is a very part of the business it
manufacturer.
It has helped hundreds of exhibitors to
represents.
It is helping
success through advice and caution.
hundreds of others to attain the same result. It places
at the disposal of the exhibitor in the desert the experience of the Broadway manager, and brings to him, in
turn, the clever ideas of the man who must be clever
It is the exchange for ideas
to exist in a limitless field.
for the entire business, and where but one paper is read,
this is the paper that is found in the hands of the subscriber. The circulation field of the MOVING PICTURE
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and most valued part of the exhibitor's working library.
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It is
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and
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Richard has In his employ a man
child of five.
addicted to gambling. After repeated warnings,
he discharges him, fearing that some day he
may have a losing streak and take some of the
Being of a moody, vindicative
Arm's money.
turn of mind, he vows revenge.
The same evening the Bartons are giving a
pnrty and it is arranged that Mrs. Barton will
Charles Burham, a
for her guests.
recite
theatrical manager, is present and, charmed
with her elocution, tells her there is always
a position waiting for her should she ever deThe party is abruptly
sire to go on the stage.
ended when Richard receives the news that his
plant is on lire, having been set by the disRichard assists the firemen,
charged employee.
gets drenched and catches a severe cold, which
The litigation over the
turns to tuberculosis.
insurance of the plant has forced the little family
to hard circumstances and they are compelled

to seek cheaper quarters in which to
During all this time, Howard Barton, a wild,
young brother of Richard's, who has been seeklive.

ing his fortune in Australia, has at last achieved
success, and decides to return to New York.
He has' written Richard at the plant, but when
he arrives there, finds the place in ruins. He
vaiu to locate his brother's present
tries
in

whereabouts.
Richard is discouraged, and during this strenuous time, his wife is like a guiding star, taking discomforts cheerfully and giving him the
loving care, tender sympathy and moral support
He, howthat only a good woman can give.
ever, has not much moral stamina, and adversitv breeds peevishness and irritability. After
a time they are so impoverished she has to
shop
pawn
in
the
While
pawn her jewelry.

Theatre Slides S1.25 a dozen
NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY, LOCKPORT,

CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR
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if

she will but

let

Helen rebukes
__
in the future.
him, but not until he has given her his name

and address.

When

she

finds

later

that she
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P.
Republic Building,
J.

to

apartment.

Howard arranges
into

the

for the little family

mountains.

He

— remaining
them

off

to

AMERICAN
(Trade

go

away,
for
all
until Richard insists that he come, as he has
been injured while out sleighing. The presence
of Howard is a trying ordeal for Helen as well
as himself. Being unable to quell his passions,
he resolves to leave for Australia, but while
talking about the past, Richard steps into the
room and hears the terrible truth. Angry, he
turns his wife from the house.

makes

i

:

West

Write

She goes to Burnham and obtains a position
on the stage, at the same time caring for her
She is cast in a play very similar to
child.
that in which she has figured in real life.

Madame Bondorti on the stage, Richard is
by her resemblance to his own wife, but when
he hears her speak, he is sure it is her. A few
davs later, after Richard learns the great depths
of "the sacrifice his wife made for him, he realizes
how he had been unjust to her, and through
Howard's efforts, they are brought together
through the pleadings of their child, Bess, who
has been in an orphanage during these years
After the loving union of the
of estrangement.
three, Howard leaves for Australia, never to

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP.
(Oliver
—

THE MAKING OF MADDALENA

Morosco Photoplay Co.— Five Parts June 8).
George Hale, a rather good-for-nothing son of
wealthy parents, is engaged to marry Marie, a
young society girl. She refuses to marry him
Young Hale's chum,
until he has made good.
Augustus Foster, an art student, induces Hale

him in his studio in Rome. To win the
admiration of his sweetheart, Hale accepts his
chum's offer and starts his career as an artist.
Being of a carefree, happy disposition, he
Here he meets Maddadallies with his work.
lena, a very beautiful young Italian girl, who
Her father, a rough and
poses as his model.
muchly-dissipated Italian of the poorer class,
has abused his daughter most shamefully, using
the money she earned selling flowers to buy his

Write
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Have you arranged your bookings on Frederick J. Ireland's High
Class comedy series

TOHNJERRY?
IF

NOT-DO

Two

reels a

IT

week

NOW

for ten solid

Monday,
release
First
weeks.
June 26th. A sure fire box office
winner for the hot weather season.

denouncing him and announcing her engagement
to Signor Pastorelli, a great artist, who was
then living in America.
Leaving her home because of her father's
abuses, Maddalena seeks refuge in the studio of
In a fit of rage over the news of his
Hale.
sweetheart's betrothal to Sig. Pastorelli, Hale
announces to his friends his intentions of marrying his beautiful model, Maddalena. He marries her, a son is born to them.
Hale finds the
struggle for existence a very difficult one and
seeks employment.
He becomes ill, loses his
position.
Hale's father, who has learned of his
marriage and illness, decides to go to his son
and bring him to America, to his mother, who
is grieving for him.
This he does, takes his son
away until he is well enough to go to America.
He would like to take the child, but the mother
will not give him
Maddalena's brutal
up.
father, seeing an opportunity to get a few dollars from the elder Hale if he should bring him
the child, kidnaps the baby.
Grandfather Hale, with his son and grandson,
leave for America.
Months later, Hale's chum,
Augustus Foster and his aunt, Mrs. Wright, go
to find young Hale, only to learn from poor little broken-hearted Maddalena of her desertion.
Mrs. Wright takes the girl as her companion to
Paris.
Here she is educated.
They finally
to

America.

Here Maddalena becomes

In

terested in settlement work, meets Dr. Cornstock and interests him in her great work among
the poor.
She becomes a trained nurse, nursing in the homes of these poor people. An epidemic breaks out in the city, a most dreaded
disease and one day she learns through the
newspaper that her child has been stricken with
this disease.
She goes to the home of the
child's grandfather, acts as nurse to her child.
The child becomes very ill, the elder Hale does
not recognize the young nurse as his daughter'- 'w, and thinking
the child is dying, says:
called home because of the seriousness c
child's illness, comes into the room and recogtakes place,

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE.

en in his determination to exterminate the
Black Order. Mrs. Maynard hands Dr. Alden a
slip of paper on which is written the address
of Bert Reese, the clairvoyant, and suggests
that Alden see this man who can communicate with anybody living or dead.
Dr. Alden
states that he knows Reese.
Myra says she
will go with him and they leave together.
Varney arrives at the Maynard home and is
"aitted by the butler.
While he is waiting

Made by
closet.
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Young Hale is greatly attracted to the
drink.
One night at the studio,
beautiful Maddalena.
where a number of his friends were celebrating
the Fourth of July, in true American fashion,
the studio gayly decorated with American flags,
bunting of red, white and blue, a letter Is received by Hale from the American sweetheart

come

Mark Registered)

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER
62

buy

and

CO.

Chicago

jfotoplaper

cannot raise

any more money and must have money

medicine, she dresses up for the sacrifice, and
goes to Howard's apartment. A few days later,
Howard's letter reaches Richard, who sends for
Both brothers are happy at seeing
his brother.
each other, but when Richard introduces his
wife, Howard recognizes her and she meets his
brother's wife as well as the visitor to his

CO.
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

The Musical Marvel
pitiable tale, tells her that

him entertain her that

N. Y.

known

their errand.
Mr. Reese thinks he can
communicate with the Master of the Black
Lodge, and Dr. Alden asks him to deliver the
following message, "If you stop your attacks
on Miss Maynard and others I will agree to
Meanwhile, the Master
leave you in peace."
"
into a lead lined chamber which is supi

all occult influences.
Reese
deavors to communicate with the Master, but
fesses that there is an obstruction, and that
cannot get his message through to its des-
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That niiiht the Black Master resolves to end

drawing and description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent. Highest refer-

the red light in Myra's closet he walks around
the room hunting for a weapon
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violet rays.
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St.,

New York

Express."

pillar

London.— Sir Roger Casement,

Irish

leader,

Old Bailey on the charge of
high treason, the result of the
uprising
in Dublin.
Louisville, Ky.— Twenty-five thousand race fans
flock to Churchill downs to see the Kentucky
Derby, the turf classic of the year.
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of Developing and Printing

News

PICTORIAL

Cardene, Cal. Ten thousand plates of ripe
and appetizing fruit are given away at the first
annual celebration of strawberry day.
Chicago. Unique motor train is introduced
in Lincoln Park to carry visitors through the
Zoo. The train is facetiously dubbed "The Cater-

Get acquainted with the

V-L-S-E, Inc.
of

NEWS

—

Scouts at his homo on Sagamore Hill.
Seattle, Wash.— Water sports are features at
the University of Washington Junior Day Celebration, and some thrilling stunts are performed by the daring students.
Chicago. Agricultural
exhibition
is
made
practical here by demonstrations of blasting
and uprooting tree stumps to make way for
cultivation of timber lands.
Benicia, Cal.
A new automobile ferry will
be used here by touring motorists is christened
and launched.
New York— Private William Cohen, of the
United States Army, who was killed in Mexico,
is
accorded high honors at a military funeral
in

rays
the mercury vapor
under which he dematcrializes in agony. Mrs.
Maynard enters the room and Myra informs
her that the Master has been destroyed by Dr.
violet

Aldens
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light
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Sellers,
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breaks down the door and rescues

butler

H>

Marseilles.
France. Russian
troops
arrive
France t help the Allies repel the German
hosts and a. _ „
given b
oyoue w-icome by the
French military authorities and the populac
Philadelphia, Pa.— Princeton's crew wins the
ChiUls cup. the feature event of the American
Henley Regatta on the Schuylkill River.
San Francisco, Cal.— Inventor of the novel
fire escape risks his life and that of his young
daughter in a leap from the top of a twelvestory building.
Chattanooga, Tcnn.— Negro Baptists hold bapconverts
i

We're Always Ready

bedroom and then her clothes

he materializes
Entering Myra's room

spectators.
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y of the Red Sox.
Chicago. Fire destroys an old malt house
near lure with heavy loss. Firemen have great
dillieuliy in combating the spectacular blaze.
New York. Death follows in the wake of
speeding autos on
he Shcepshead 13ay motor
race course, and Carl Limberg and his mehamcian are killed when their car is wrecked
and liursts into flames in view of thousands of
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Mack
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'owers to a finish.
The Master
ction; ho brings in a small table and a hypnoi/.iiiL;
machine which he places on the table
Hunt lit ;i chair.
Varney meanwhile, rcadbook on the Maynanl library, hears Al-
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City

two releases of the Hearst-Vitagraph
No.
Pictorial in our last week's issue.

should have read No. 37, and the release
date for this is May 8. No. 36 should have been
This reel was released on May 12.
No. 38.

:\:<

Lee Stewart)
Peter God (Huntley Gordon)
Lawlor (John Robertson)
Philip Cur(Richard Turner)
Coralie (Virginia Norboarding house keeper (Florence Natol)
police sergeant (Harry Mayo). Author, James
Oliver Curwood. Director, Ralph Ince.
"My leg had been badly crushed by the bear
trap and I was unable to move about.
The
kind old hermit nursed me back to health and
when I left him, I loved him like a brother,
but he would tell nothing of his past.
All I
know about him is, that his name is Peter
God."
Philip Curtis, of the Northwest Mounted Police, was telling the story of his adventure to
Josephine McCloud. a young woman whom he
had met near his cabin. Although only mildly
interested at first, the name of Peter God visibly moved her and she begs to be taken to him.
;

;

tis
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biggest

parade

in

march in
history demanding preof

citizens

paredness lor the I'nited States, the first of a
in ions that are to be
held in the larger cities of thffcountry.

Boston- Water Queen makes a daring dive
from Boston Bridge into the Charles River,

®eickljarbtT3ip0 Organ

risking her life in the thrilling plunge.
New York. -Ten thousand children of the
public schools take part in this city's May Day
Fete in Central Park, presenting a pretty spectacle as they dance round scores of May poles.
Revere Beach, Mass. This pleasure resort
is endangered by fire which destroys two hotels,
but the main part of the beach is saved by the
heroic work of the firemen.
Albany, N. Y. —Representatives of the motion
picture industry visit State Capitol here, to
protest against the proposed censorship law
which is p-nding before the legislature.
El Paso, Texas. The Border Conference between Generals Scott and Funston of the U. S.
A., and General Obregon, Mexican Minister of
War, ends without the granting of Obregon's
request that U. S. troops be withdrawn from
Kezii o.

—
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He tells her of his love for her, but she imFor her
plores him not to speak of it again.
sake, he takes up the trail and agrees to carry
Through the deep snows, he
a letter to Peter.
travels by dog team, lonesome as man has ever
been, and at times, tempted to return and tell
her that Peter God is dead, but he pushes forward despite all hardships until he reaches the
Outside the red flag is hanging, a warncabin.
ing to all that the "red death" lurks within.
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Inc.
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Supply nouses that are properly
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well as the theatre in address,
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Air-

Show
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No difference what screen you are using, we will improve your
picture seventy-five per cent. Better light, greater depth of Focus
with Rembusch Famous Crystal Fibre Screen. Seeing is believing.
Let us prove to you by demonstrating. Special Eastern Agents.

M

Your

Street, Philadelphia

JOBBERS OF POWER'S, SIMPLEX, MOTIOGRAPH. STANDARD
AND THE NEW EDISON DREADNAUGHT MACHINES
AND GENUINE PARTS

425

to

or Movie

Easy Time Payments
t
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a colors

FREE

t
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nachines.

is to

showing S
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Don't

Kingery Manufacturing Co. cwSSil

Motion theater patrons
who

daily exclaim over the

clearness

A

Lens

Equipment that

of the pictures

may not know

Spells

that

Steady

Success

The houses that are crowded day after day and
week after week are those which show pictures with
brilliancy,

"EASTMAN"

sharp definition and clearness of

detail.

fyaooscK [omli
is

stenciled in the film

gin

mar-

enses

but you do.
assure you these necessary features which

mean sucand profits.
With a Bausch and Lomb equipment you can be as

cess

EASTMAN KODAK
ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

CARTOON ADS

proud of your pictures as your patrons are pleased
with them—and your operator will be contented.
The Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are regularly equipped with these lenses
and you can obtain them thrmiKli any lilm exchange.

Bausch
566 ST.

& Ipmb Optical ®

PAUL

ST..

ROCHESTER.

N. Y.
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Disregarding the warning, Philip
rinds the lonesome hermit, apparently waiting
for the band o( death to claim him.
He delivers the letter and the stricken man's intense
grief is clearly shown by the twitching of the
muscles of the face. Then Peter tells him to
listen while he tells the cause of his mysterious
silence.
"First, Curtis, 1 must tell you that the woman you love Is my wife. Years ago, my name
was Richard Steele then. Josephine and I were
as happy as mortals could be. Lawlor, a friend
of mine, was running for mayor, and I found

that he had been connected with various crookIt was a question of friendship or
ed deals.
duty. As a respectable citizen, I thought it my
I
duty to keep him out of the mayor's chair.
gave him a fair chance by telling him to quit
I
presented my evithe race, but he refused.

Some time later,
dence and it defeated him.
through a ruse, I was brought to a house on
the outskirts of the city, where I was drugged.
When I awoke, I found a woman, Coralie De
had known for some time, conGar. whom
fronting me with hair disheveled and clothing
I
asked her what had happened and she
torn.
denounced me for enticing her to the house and
assaulting her.
knew it was a plot of some
I
sort and scoffed at her, until a policeman enThe papers, next day,
tered and arrested me.
had glaring headlines, proclaiming my perfidy
1

to the public, and I was ashamed to look my
fellow-men in the eyes. After the matter had
blown over, I saw Coralie entering Lawlor's
and followed her.
By listening at the
I heard enough to prove that Lawlor was
I entered
at the bottom of the dastardly plot.
and got Coralie out of the room, determined to
He grabbed a gun
fight it out with the cur.
and fired, but I deflected his aim and the bulThen
the
killing
Coralie.
let went through
door,
I wrote a letter to
I shot Lawlor and ran out.
my wife, telling her that I would hide under
Now,
the name of Peter God and here I am.
Will you go back to
rurtis. you know all.
Josephine and tell her that she must not come
here, as I am dying, and when I am gone, If
wish you lots of luck toI
Bbe loves you, I
office,

door,

—

—

Then Josephine, who had followed

close after
The griefPhilip, stepped through the door.
Ftri-kon fugitive tried to hold her off, for he
feared she would be infected with the malady,
After the
coming
to
him.
on
insisted
but she
a
first shock of the reunion she shows him

newspaper with

the

confession

which

Lawlor

loves Josephine, and starts out on a hunting and trapping trip, hoping that in the sombre
timberlands he will forget his great sorrow.
With careful attention and nursing at the hands
of Josephine, the signs of the pestilence have
vanished from Steele's body, and, with a clear
conscience he prepared to return to civilization
with his wife.
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enjoying himself with petite Estralla, her husband comes in, armed to the teeth and out for
blood, but when Nutt nonchalantly bends a
rubber dagger, hubby is dismayed and seeks
healthier quarters. Alone once more, Nutt turns
to caress his Spanish beauty, but wakes up
and finds himself making love to his own wife
in his comfortable flat in old New York. Wifey

KERNEL NUTT'S
June

5).

Daniels)

$100 BILL (Vitagraph—
cast: Kernel Nutt (Mr. Frank
Cornelia Van Asterfeller (Miss Adele

— The
;

De Gardo)
Miss Betty Green (Miss Alice
Washburn). Author, L. Case Russell. Director,
Jay Williams.
Satisfying a champagne taste with a beer

THAT

;

—

pocketbook is rather a difficult proposition but
a cute little century note comes to Kernel Nutt'a
assistance.
Nutt finds the hundred bill on the
sidewalk and proceeds to spend it, but is unable to do so, as no one has change— that all inOut with a pretty
"chalking it up."
young heiress, Nutt was showing her
time on the hundred he had found, just when
things were coming along fine, all Nutt's creditors
for

change for the

find

payment

bill

and besiege him

of their debts.

After the young fortune has vanished, he still
half his bills unpaid, and then, to help
matters along, the owner of the hundred gets
They start condemnation proafter him. too.
ceedings on his person and divest him of watch,
finds

hat, coat, vest, etc., in

When

payment

of their debts.

Xutt spreads the glad tidings that CorAsterfeller, the millionairess, had
all become very
his belongings.

Van

nelia

promised him her hand, they
apologetic and return

A

description of it was printed c_ ,_
1583 of the May 27 issue.
"The Suspect," a
five-part Vitagraph picture, was released on
date.

May

22.

KERNEL NUTT IN MEXICO (Vitagraph—
June 12).— The cast: Kernel Nutt (Mr. Frank
Daniels)
Mrs. Nutt (Miss Alice Washburn)
Estralla (Miss Adele De Garde)
Manuel (A.
Author, Frank Koch, Jr.
Lloyd Lack).
Director, C. Jay Williams.
;

;

;

Why

go to war when there

is

a fine cafe,

and a pretty senorita handy? No, no, Nutt prefers to make his permanent headquarters where
the red wine flows and the girls
wiggly dances.
Just when Nutt

SORT

12).— The cast:
John llcppell
Maxwell (Ernest Maupai
(John Lorenz)
Mrs. Heppell (Marlon Skinner)
Maureen Heppell (Betty Brown) An actress (Peggy Sweeney).
John Heppell, a wealthy young man about
town, falls in love with Diana Laska, a noted
actress, and marries her.
After their child is
born he tires of her and goes back to his old
way of living. Infuriated at his neglect, Diana
leaves him and goes abroad with Philip Goodier.
He also tires of her in time, and she becomes
a notorious character on the continent.
Finally she awakens to the evil of her life and
tries to reform.
She finds her path strewn
with thorns as the world holds her for what
she has been.
A longing is kindled in her
heart for her daughter. Her first husband has
remarried and refuses to permit her to see
ard)

;

;

;

;

her.

Sick of life, she attempts suicide. She is attended by Doctor Maxwell.
He instills hope
into her by promising to aid her in her atpartly by threats Diana Laska i_ ...
the Heppell home as the governess for Heppell's son by his second wife.
She meets her daughter only to find that she
is
engaged to Philip Goodier, the man who
had cast her off. Horrified, she tells the Heppels her daughter must not marry him.
Goodier denounces Diana, while admitting his relations with her, but cannot understand why
she should have an influence over the Heppells.

Finally,

Diana

him that the

tells

girl to

whom

is engaged is her daughter.
He consents to break the engagement only
on condition that she leave the house and
never see her daughter again. The woman who
has developed under Doctor Maxwell's Influence, then makes the supreme sacrifice of giving up her daughter to save her from her own
shame.
And through this sacrifice she wins
atonement for her sins.

he

DITMAS THEATRE
PERTH AMBOY,

Wanted Projection

THEY HAVE
We

N. J.

of the Finest

IT

NOW

Condensing
and Projection Lenses and Improved their
Projection 100%.
We can do the same for
Installed Machines, Special

We
quip

Motion
Picture

you, Mr. Exhibitor.

Theatres

Tell

Us Your

Projection

Troubles
Completely

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1604 Broadway,

Projection Engineers

CONSULT US FOR MODEL PROJECTION

New York

June
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Features and indusRay. 326 Fifth Ave.,

produced.

pictures

I

3,000 OPERA CHAIRS— Steel and cast frames
60c. up.
All serviceable goods.
Player piano
new.
Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

trial

Advertisements, three
word, cash with order; 50 cents
postage stamps accepted
::

LARGE STOCK

uaed moving pict

of

N. Y. City.

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR,

sober,

reliable,

Projection guaranteed, any
wants position.
equipment. Go anywhere If ticket; references.
C, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

—

—

Six years
OPERATOR
ELECTRICIAN
any machine. Desires posisteady experience
tion in theater where expert projection is appreciated.
W. B., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
;

OPERATOR—

Seven years'
wishes
position.
references,
Brook Ave., X. Y. City.

PIANIST—Long

experience

experience,

best

Bonomi,
all

1299

Expert

lines.

Library. A.
Sight reader.
picture dramatist.
Strictly reliable, neat appearance.
F. of M.
Musical Director, L. B. 298,

State all In first.
Freeport, 111.

teed In first-class condition, shipped subject
Inspection.
Lears Theater Supply Co., 508
Chestnut St., St. Louis. Mo.

able prices.
Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap.
Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

OPERA CHAIRS— 2,700 slightly used, 65c.
200 beautiful upholstered chairs reasonable. New
opera, 85c up. Open-air seats, 80c. Maple folding, 40c. Write for catalogs with direct factory
prices.
Atlas Seating Co., 10 E. 43d St., N. Y.
City.

have

several

lota

OPERATOR — Stricly

—

position

desires

sober,

a great saving of money.
1st.
Write today.
Vista 150 ft. capacity regular and trick crank,
printing arrangement, Zeiss Tessar lens F. 3.5,
five magazines and carrying case, $65.00.
2d.
Ernemann, 100 ft. capacity, hardwood case,
Ernemann F. 3.5 Anastigmat lens In focusing
mount, standard size film.
Our price, $72.00.
3d. Williamson M. P. camera, 100 ft. capacity,
teakwood case, equipped with F. 6 lens In focusing mount.
Our price, including 6ole leather
carrying case, $55.00.
4th.
Klnograph M. P.
camera, 200 ft. capacity, equipped with Zeiss
Tessar F. 3.5 lens in focusing mount, brand
new, $75.00.
5th.
Pittman, 200 ft. capacity,
leather-covered case, Zeiss Tessar F. 3.5 leris in
focusing mount.
Our price $75.00. 6th. Phantoscope M. P. camera, 200 ft. capacity, magazine
side by side.
Very compact, fine mechanism.
Equipped with Carl Zeiss Tessar F. 3.5 lens In
focusing mount. Our price, with carrying case,
$87.50.
7th.
Ensign Daylight loading motion
100 ft. capacity, with Ensign

of

good chairs from 40c. up. Let us know what
you want. We save you money. Crescent Film
Co.. 170 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

with up-to-date theater where good projection
Elmer
Handle any equipment.
is
desired.
Paterson, Tama, Iowa.

FOR SALE 500 opera chairs in first-class
condition at low price.
Young Men's Christian
Association, 152 Temple Street, New Haven,

HAVE— A Simplex
Write for particulars.
ington

Chicago,

St.,

condition.

first-class

in

Wm.

200—0

WANTED— Moving

Orr, 172

W. Wash-

111.

carbons, one 12 x 12 ft. curtain,
These articles are all
one Simplex rewinder.
in good condition.
Price for everything $100.00.
inch

picture camera owners In
every town to take local scenery. Globe Film
Co., 937 Edgecomb Place, Chicago, 111.

Address

DRAUGHTSMAN WANTED— Familiar with
motion picture camera and printer design. B.
Film Co., 50 Spring St., Newark, N. J.

wide and deep, $40.00. A big bargain. Crescent Film Co., 170 W. Washington St., Chicago,

J.

F.

or separately.
Scranton, Pa.

for $25.00

423,

ft.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th

ropean prices.
N. Y. City.

SALE— Four

FOR

THEATERS WANTED.

each.

Box

good condition, must ••
1210 P St., Lincoln,

Speiser,

high,

St..

freight.

Box

FILMS WANTED.

—With
paper,
David

FILMS

bargains.
Neb.

Bragdon, Old Town, Maine.

GALVANIZED IRON BOOTH—5V>

Exhibitor,

PROFESSIONAL Moving Picture CameraTripod, tilt, developing outfit.
Everything like
new $225. Tropical, 03 Bayshore, Tampa, Fla.

FOR SALE— 1912 Motiograph moving picture
machine Fort Wayne coinpensarc 110 V. GO cycle,

"Amberlux."

HELP WANTED.

price, $26.50.

Every machine guaranteed. Write today. David
Stern Co., 1047 R. W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
In business since 1885.
SCHNEIDER— 100 foot developing outfit, film
all

A combination worth your while; will go anywhere, New England preferred. X., care M. P.
World, N. Y. City.

Our

top tripod, in carrying case.

mender, measurer, two big Muitlflex Reflectors,
stereopticon.
All nearly new, cost $112.50, sell
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ave.,

l

First time at liberty, desires steady job.

minimum;

—

•Amberlux."

OPERA CHAIRS—We

per

cents

Classified

•

Caaplla
eemedtes,
$16
Baldwin, 314 Mailers Bldg.. Chleaao,

S.

308, Canton, Ohio.

scenlcs and Industrials,
want or what you have fer sale.

on

film

commission

Alse handle

New York Film

basis.

Laboratories, Films Sales Dep't, 145 West 4sXh
Buffalo, N. Y.

Elllcott Sq.,

••Amberlux."
To lease on the monthly payment
er with modiTii ventilating system
less than COO, one fully equipped
t

WANTED—

that s
for moving pictures and located in
land or New York preferred.
G.,

New EngBox

227,

Leominster, Mass.

WANTED—

To buy or lease theater or moving picture house with stage suitable for vaudeville.
Full
particulars,
size,
seating capacity, opposition houses, weekly expenses. Address X. Y. Z., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT.

FOR SALE— Power's 6A

WRITE US — For bargains In motion picture
machines and theatrical equipment of all klnda.
We have a large stock. Write for bargain list.
We can save you money on anything you need
pertaining to the theater.
Crescent Film Co.,
170 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CAMERAS WANTED.
WANTED—

Motion picture camera for cash.
Professional, any condition, any price.
Address H. R. H.. care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

;

May

:

conduct

this
ir

28th— $82.40
$262.55

loth

.

Maj

Mav

;

33

I

L'lHh

-K",;

(139

wonderful movie cost about $50 a
This enterprise positively

round.

Personal rea oni compel owner
worth 120,000,
days and will
to make change within next
sacrifice same for $0,500.
If we were permitted
to name the house and the city. It would be
Old the moment this notice appears in this
Movie llrokers, 580 Elllcott
Lewis,
paper
Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
.".

EQUIPMENT FOR

SALE.

"Amberlux."

"AMBERLUX

Lens

Filters" complete, with
advertising slide, $3.50.
II getting
W.
bill!
D. Warner, Wyandotte nidg.. Columbus. Ohio.

each.

25 2-reel features, $15.00 each.
All full
reels and in first-class condition.
Check with
order.
Federal Fea. Film Co., 145 W. 45th St,
N. Y. City.

PRESIDENT WILSON'S Review of the Atlantic Fleet, 1 reel, $25.00.
M. Miller, 3d floor,
Mailers Building. Chicago, III.
500 SINGLE REELS $1.50 each. 100 features
$20 to $100.
Hatch. 284 Market St., Newark,
N. J.
FEATURE FILMS— Three, four, five reelers.
Send for my list. May we have the pleasure of
making you a satisfied customer?
Auxiliary
Film Booking Service, 801 Schiller Bldg.. Chl-

CAMERAS FOR SALE.

ARE YOU CAPAHLE OF STANDING PROS-

\i,in

first-class

endorses "Amberlux" Filters

Richardso

PERITY?— This question must be decided while
you are reading this advertisement or you will
never have the same opportunity.
Movie located on the principal street in a town of about
l.'.D.OiMi
inhabitants; central part of New York
State.
7 days and 7 nights.
Modern In every
detail
receipts for the lust 4 days were as follows

machine,

Condition, rheostat, reel winders, all accessories
$140.00.
T. Holcombe, Milford, Del.

up-to-date camera proposition ever placed upon
Tripods, lenses, etc.
the market.
Send for
particulars.
We also specialize in repairs and

Improvements in all makes of cameras. R. W.
Plttman Co., 394 Canal St.. New York City.

sale In A-l condition with
F. Moore, 92 Griswold St..

:

SAVE MONEY— Vistas
to $200.

$00.

Peter's all

aluminum

Regular shipment
blon

\

llrokaw

New

Hldg.,
:;

I

COOP C >\1>I

IN
Pitt-

for

IMrolt, Mich.

made.

c,t

our

Cinema Su

York

.

London, England.
U.K.

Kilt

Jure $00.

posters

Bli

EXPORT And domestic buyers ol
hand and new films all makes supplii

l'hn.

man's $90

FEATURES— With

SEVERAL

NEW MODEL

NO. 4 PUtman Prof, camera
ready. Automatic dissolve, automatic takeup, both directions, 4O0 ft. magazine. The most

now

SUBJECTS

ALSO

VN!> 5 REEL
IION, I'd
I'll

VIM

V

I

$150.

with F.3.5 lenses— guaranteed bargains. Ray,
320 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. City.

all

son
Big money in taking
taking motion pictures?
for news, advertising and home talent. We
are specialists In equipping beginners. Our expert will l» phased to Inform you If your loEstimates on comcality can bo made to pay.
Highest grades
plete outfits cheerfully given.
developing and printing, title work and assembling. Our laboratory Is equipped to handle

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FORSALE

I

them

$200
All guaranteed first cla*«.
to close out piano business.
Srnd
.1

K

ington,

Herman. 1120 Pennsylvania
D.

Must be sold
for clrenlar.
Ave.. Wash-

C.

MISCELLANBOUS.
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The G-E Mercury Arc
is

a profitable investment.

Rectifier

the simplest,
efficient device for
It is

most dependable and most
transforming a. c. into d. c. and you know
how necessary direct current is for projection.
The clear, bright, white non-flickering pictures
you can get with the G-E Mercury Arc Rectifier tells in the long run at the box office. And
the big saving in current bills is another strong
point in favor of your investment.

—

General Electric Company
Schenectady, N. Y.

General Office

ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
Des Moines,

Birmingham,

Dultlth,

Ala.

Boston, Mass.
Buffalo. N. Y.

Richmond, Va.

Denver, Colo.

Atlanta. Ga.
Baltimore, Md.

i

Hartford, Conn,
Indianapolis, Ind
Jacksonville, Fla
loplin,

Kansas
Cleveland, Ohio

Columbus. Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

Rochester, N. Y.

Io

Minn.

Elmira. N. Y.

Mo.
City,

Mo

Knoxville, Tenn.
*jfief!fcy.

lie,

Tenn.

New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Niagara

Falls, X. V.

Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
ace, R,

J

St. Louis, Mo.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco. Cal.

Schenectady, N. Y.
Seattle.

Wash.

Spokane, Wash.
Springfield, Mass.
Syracuse. N. Y.
Toledo. Ohio

Washington, D. C.
Voungstown, Ohio.

For Michigan business refer to General Electric Company of Michigan, Detroit,
cas Oklahoma and Arizona business refer to Southwest General Electric Company (formerly Hobson
Electric Co.), Dallas, El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City.
For Canadian business refer to Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

la answering advertisements, pleas* mention
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Film Release Dates

List of Current

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 2090. 2092.)

General Film

Company
Hazards of
Series
Drama).

Helen

—

HkiLli.HI DATS.
Lubln.

Railroad

May 22— The Missing Millionaire (No. 9 of the
"Social Pirates"— Two parts— Dr.).
May 23— Ham's Busy Day (Comedy).
May 24 The Bogus Ghost (Comedy).
May 26— A Baby Grand (Comedy).
May 27— Hazards of Helen Railroad Series (No.

Sellg.

—

— Biograph, Edison, EssaWedneaday — Biograph, Edison, Essanay, Kalem.
Thursday — Lubin. Selig. Vim.
Friday — Kalem, Knickerbocker, Vim,
Tuesday

"The Capture
(Drama).

81),

of

Red Stanley"

a Rascal No. 10 of the
— Unmasking
"Social Pirates" (Two parts— Dr.).

May

29

May 30—A Bunch of Flivvers (Comedy).
May 31 —A Smokey Adventure (Comedy).

Vltasraph.

— the Detective (Comedy).
— Hazards"The
of Helen Railroad Series
Spiked Switch" (Two

June 2
June 3

Sis,

No.
parts

S2,

June

Closed
with
(Biograph Reissue

Girl

the

6— Midnight

e

7

e

12

9

Way (Drama)

ies

June 12— The Spirit Awakened (Drama) (Biograph Reissue No. 55).
June 14 Liberty Belles (Three parts— Comedy Drama).
June 19— A Misunderstood Boy (Drama) (Bio-

—

20—The Reformers (Drama)

— The

— Drama).

Disappearance

(Biograph-

Helen Mintern
(No. 12 of the "Social Pirates"—
of

Reissue No. 57).

— The

16

Magdalene (Three parts-

Littlest

May 17—Robbing the Fishes (Comedy).
May 23—The Coward's Code (Three parts—
j-opia

—Tom

the

May 30— Helen

Moth (Educ).

Tamer and Kid Kelly (Carthe

of

Chorus

(Three parts-

(Three parts— Drama).
—The Stoning
Lost (Cartoon),
—Love's LaborWith
Feet
Black
—Camping
Scenic).

6

June
June

7

June 13— The Man in the Street (Three parts
Drama).
June 14— The Charge of the Light Brigade

—

Drama)

(Reissue).

ESSANAY.
May 16— The Double Cross (Two arts—Dr.).
May 17— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book »f

May
May

May

—A
20—A

San Fraaclsco (Cartoon).

scenic subject on the same reel.
Rose of Italy fThree part* Dr.).
27— Police (Comedy).

May 18 Jackstraws (Three parts Drama).
May 20— The Winning Number (Comedy).
May 22—Otto the Hero (Comedy).
May 25 Prisoners of Conscience (Three parts-

—

Drama)

.

May 27—Oh, You Uncle! (Comedy).
May 29— Frilby Frilled (Comedy).
May 30 The Final Payment (Two parts— Dr.).

—

June
ju

Who Wanted

to

— —

Nooz Pictorial
— Canimated
(Cartoon — Cpm.).

14

No.

11

— A scenic subject on the 6ame
June 17 — The Promise Land (Three parts
the Curtain (Two partsJune 20— Thp Girl
Drama) (Reissue).
June 21 — The Fable of "The Undecided Brunette" (Comedy).
reel.

nt

—A

June 24

Little

Drama).

Volunteer

(Three

parts-

June

5

— New

—
—

York

Star Feature).
Past and Present

(His-

torical).

June 9 She Won a Prize (Comedy).
June 10 A Strange Case (Three parts— Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
June 12 Her Loving Relations (Comedy).
June 16 Harold the Nurse Girl (Comedy).
June 17 Ashes (Three parts Drama) (BroadJune
June
June

—
—
—
—
way Star Feature).
19— Stung! (Comedy).
23 — Curfew at Pokey Center (Comedy).
24— Underneath the Low Down
(Three

e

e

General Film Company Features
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.
6— The Resurrection of Hollls

e

May

Is

e 24

A Scenic Subject on the same reel.
June 10— Fool's Gold (Three parts Drama)
June 13— Putting It Over (Two parts Com.).

(Broadway Star Feature).
(Drama).

Idler

—The Lonelies (Comedy — Drama).
and Son (Three parts — Drama)
— Carew
(Broadway

June 2
June 3

Code of the Hills (Three parts
Drama).

—Persistency

(Comedy).

—

May 25—The

Selig-Tribune No. 42, 1916 (Topi-

cal).

May

May

—A Five Thousand Dollar Elopement
(Comedy-Drama).
29— The Hare and the Tortoise (Three
parts — Drama).

parts

— Drama)

(Thres

—

May 13 Accusing Voice (Three parts Dr.)
May 20— Miss Adventure (Three parts— Dr.).
May 27 —The Primal Instinct (Three parts
June
June
June
June

Foothold"

Get

Drama)

May 29— The Rich

3
5

e

—
—

—

—

1— The

— Pickles and Diamonds (Comedy).
— Otto the Reporter (Comedy).
8— The Scapegrace (Three parts — Dr.).
elO— Two Smiths and a Haff (Comedy).
e 12— Otto the Cobbler (Comedy).
13—The Answer (Two parts — Drama).
e 15 — Sons of the Sea (Three parts — Dr.).
17 — Hubby Puts One Over (Comedy).
19— Otto's Legacy (Comedy).
22— Love
Law (Three parts— Drama).
e

e

-The

5

(Broadway Star Feature).

May 22—The Cost of High Living (Comedy).
May 26—The Battler (Comedy).
May 27 The Primal Instinct (Three parts

—

e

(Comedy).
June 3— Our People (Three parts Drama).
June 6 Orphan Joyce (Two parts Drama).
June 7— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Berlin (Cartoon— Comedy).

June

—

—

VITAQRAPH.

(Comedy).

Two parts— Drama).
— The Alaskan Mouse Hound (Comedy).
— The Bachelors' Alliance (Comedy).
— The Stenographer's Strategy (Com.).
Race Through the Air (No. 84 of
—A the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series — Drama).

s

graph-Reissue No. 56).

May

—
—

—

13
14
e 16
e 17
e

—

—

—
—

June 1 The Schemers (Comedy).
June 2 The Land Lubbers (Comedy).
June 8— The Sea Dogs (Comedy).
June 9— A Dollar Down (Comedy).
June 15 Hungry Hearts (Comedy).
June 16 The Raid (Comedy).

the Tattler (No. 11 of
Pirates" Two parts-

at the Old Mill

Cinderella's Shoes (Comedy).
Juggling Justice (Comedy).
The Treasure Train (No. 83 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Ser-

e

2

parts

— In

—
10—

No.

(Biograph Reissue No. 53).
June 6— The Yaqui Cur (Two parts— Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No. 54).

June

of

"Social

s

52).

— Drama).
Across

VIM.

—
—

May 18 Thirty Days (Comedy).
May 19 A Fair Exchange (Comedy).
May 25— Baby Doll (Comedy).
May 26— Villains and Violins (Comedy).

Drama).

_
_
Shutters

.

Fangs
the

parts-

(Two

May 31— Woman Against Woman (Three

5— The

5— The

(Biograph-Re-

May 22— The Mistake (Drama)
issue No. 51).
May 23— Who's Looney Now?

June

—

—Drama).

BIOGRAPH.

Comedy ).
May 29— The House
(Drama)

June 12— The Two Orphans (Three parts— Dr.).
June 12— Selig-Tribune, No. 47, 1916 (Topical).
June 15— Selig-Tribune, No. 48, 1916 (Topical).
June 17 The Cowpuncher's Peril (Drama).

—Carew and Son (Three parts—Dr.).
—A Strange Case (Three parts—Dr.).
—Ashes (Three parts— Drama).
the Low Down (Three
— Underneath
parts — Drama).

3

10
17
24

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE.

27

—

May 12 Broken Fetters (Tars* parts—Drama)
May 17 — Spellbound (Five parts Drama).
May 19—A Child of Fortums (Three parts-

—

May 29— The
June
June
June

Selig-Tribune No. 43, 1916 (Top.).
1— The Selig-Tribune No. 44, 1916 (Top.).

—
—

—

3
Crooked Trails (Western Drama).
5
A Temperance Town (Three partsDrama).
June 5— The Selig-Tribune No. 45, 1916 (Top.).
June 8— The Selig-Tribune No. 46, 1916 (Top.).
June 10 Going West to Make Good (Western-

—

Drama).

May 26— The

—

—
—
18— Pay

Dirt

23— The

Ancient

June 2
June 9—
June 16
June
June

Flirting Bride (Three parts— Dr.).
Shadows (Three parts UramftV
The Stained Pearl (Three parts— Dr.).
On Old Man's Folly (Three parts-

Drama).

—

(Five parts Drama).
BIo d (Three parts-

June
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PAVLOWA
^^

THE INCOMPARABLE— IN

asa^H

"the dumb girl of portici
The Supreme

Artistic

tm m
-

Achievement of the Decade

Produced at a cost exceeding a quarter of a million dollars

STATE RIGHTS
The biggest production that ever hit Broadway.
The supreme moving picture of the century. Pavlowa, the Incomparable in the wonderful screen
adaptation of Auber's opera, "The Dumb Girl of
Portici," produced by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company at a cost of over a quarter of
By arrangement with Max
a million dollars.
Rabinoff. Directed by those geniuses of the film
world Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley.
An appeal, and a punch that will attract every
moving picture lover. Has played to capacity at
return engagements in Chicago and New York.
An assured success which offers State Rights
buyers the opportunity of a lifetime. Territory

—

NOW

SELLING

open and offered for sale includes Missouri,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina and New York State (excluding
Greater New York).
Wire, phone, write or call for full particulars.
Special advertising campaign ready for use of
Exhibitors. Address promptly, STATE RIGHTS
still

DEPARTMENT.
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
CARL LAEMMLE.

President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern
1600

BROADWAY

-

-

In the

Universe"

NEW YORK

CHARLIE— FATTY— MAYBELLE
THE BIGGEST COMEDY TRIO IN THE WORLD
MAKING A HIT FROM COAST TO COAST

SEE

THEM

IN

OUR

CARTOONS
STARYOU COMEDY
WILL WANT EVER? ONE OF THEM
LENGTH

STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE
SOME cool) TERRITORY STILL OPEN

Herald Film Corporation
126

New York

West 46th Street
In answering advertisements, please mention

The Moving Picture World
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Film Release Dates

List of Current

(For Daily Calendar of Program

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.

BIO

—Corporal

May 31— The

Mutual Film Corp.

i

5

>

*

—
—

June 12 Their Awful Predicament (Comedy).
June 16 Almost a Widow (Comedy).
June 19— Wanted, a Husband (Comedy).
June 23— What Could the Poor Girl Do? (Two
parts Comedy).

—

25

—

U.

Princess

May

—
—
June 3- -Tammany's Tiger (Two parts —Com.).
June 10— The Cage Man (Two parts — Drama).
June 17 —A Railroad Bandit
(Two parts(Two parts

Ghost of the Jungle

— Drama).

27

Woman Who Followed Me (Two
— Theparts
— Comedy-Drama).
May 30—The Silent Man of Timber Gulch (Two
parts — Drama).
June — The Rose-Colored Scarf (Two partsDrama).
June 13— The Melody of Love (Three parts
June 20— The False Part (Two parts — Drama).
6

Drama).

(Comedy).

Fire Deception

— JimDrama).
Slocum No. 46393 (Two parts
June 6— His Little Story (Comedy).
June 13 — Her Wonderful Secret (Comedy).
June 16— The Devil's Image (Two parts — Dr.).
18— A College Boomerang (Comedy).

June 2

June
June 20— His Picture (Comedy).
June 22 Behind the Secret Panel (Three parts

—

Group

Classic

of

—

— Mr.

Fuller Pep He Breaks for the
Beach (Cartoon).
Pygmies of the Zoo (Dltmar's Educa-

—
—

tional).

June 10 Betrayed by the Camera (Comedy).
June 15 Professor Wiseguy's Trip to the Moon

—

—
release
— No
Young
—The
No release

June 17
June 22
June 24

— Jealousy's
First
Drama).

—Drama).

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.

— The Madcap (Five parts—Drama).
—What
Love Can Do (Five parts
Drama).
19 — The Man from Nowhere (Five parts

June 5
June 12

Drama).

REX.
May 21 —Love Triumphant (Two parta—Dr.).
May 23—Virginia (Drama).
May 26—Harmony In a Flat (Comedy).
May 28—A Gentle Volunteer (Three partsJune
June
June
June
June

—
(Drama).
—AAs Cad
in a Dream (Three parts— Drama).
6— No release this day.
9— The Code of His Ancestors (Drama).
11 — The Sheriff of Pine Mountain (Two
parts —
3
4

June
June
June
June
June

13— No release this day.
14—When the Wolf Howls

—The
23— The
25— The
18

(Drama).
(Two parts Dr.).
Rosary (Drama).
Fool (Two parts Drama).

—

Finer Metal

—

June
June

—The Limousine Mystery (Two parts
2— No release
day.
7— Object— Matrimony (Two parts — Com-

June

9— The

May

Mothers (Two parts— Drama).
—Two
The Wire Pullers (Comedy).
—
8— Alias Jane Jones (Two parts— Dr.).

1

'une

4

June
June 11— The False Gems (Drama).
June 15— Her Soul's Song (Two parts-Dr.).
June 18 Romance at Random (Comedy).
June 25— The Rogue With a Heart (Drama).

—

this

edy).
Scorpion's

Teeth
(Comedy).

Stars Are
—HowComedy).

June
June

21—The Jailbird's
25— Dirty Work in

parts-

29

—The

Adventures of Peg
"The House
5,
(Two parts Drama).

No.

— The

—

o'

of

the Ring,

Mystery"

Adventures of Peg

No. 6

(Two

—

Made

False

Friends

(Two parts-

—
—
—

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS).
Dumb Girl of Portlcl (Seven

April— The

parts

Drama)

Last Flight
a

Beanery

(Com.).

(Comedy).

parts

— The Star of India
CUB.
19— The Harmony and
26

(Two parts

Discord
—Preparedness (Comedy).
2— Sawdust Love (Comedy).

—Dr.).

(Comedy).

June
June 9
June 16

— Jerry's
Lark (Comedy).
— Jerry andBigthe Moonshiners (Comedy).

May 27— Sammy's Semi-Suicide (Comedy).
May 29 Disguisers (Comedy).

—
—
—
—

June 3— Peterson's Pitiful Plight (Comedy).
June 5 Advertisementers (Comedy).
June 10 Where Wives Win (Comedy).
June 12 Real Estaters (Comedy).
June 17 Doughnuts (Comedy).

May
May

—
GAUMONT.
"Savannah,
— SeeGa"America
First, No.
(Scenic).
Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
—
28— "Reel Life" (The Mutual Film- Maga-

24

37,

May 31— See America
June
June

First,

No. 38 (Scenic).

Komics (Cartoon).
—Kartoon
Life (Mutual Film Magazine).
— Reel America
First No.
"Mont— Seegomery, Ala."
(Scenic).
Komics (Cartoon).
— Kartoon
8— The
Flames of Vengeance (Three
parts— Drama).

4
7

June

39,

June 11— Reel Life— Contains

a Million Dollar
Concrete Bridge, Raising Terrapin,

(Mutual

June

Film Maga-

"YellowAmerica First, No.
— Seestone
National Park" (Scenic).
— Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
18— Reel Life (Mutual Magazine).

June 14

40.

MUSTANG.
May 19— The Blindness (Two part*—Drama).
May 26 Jack (Two parts Drama).

—

—

June

"

.Turn

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
May

o' the Ring,
parts Drama).
June 12 The Adventures of Peg O' the Ring,
No. 7 (Two parts Drama).
June 19— The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring
(No. 8 Two parts Drama).

and

June 14

(Three

—

—

June 11— Phony

Sting

Drama).
June 16 The Golden Boot (Comedy).
June 21— The Scarlet Mark (Two parts— Dr.).

June 5

— Comedy).

(Two

in

24

L-KO.

parts

parts-

(Two

—
—
—
—
CENTAUR.
May 27 — The Kaffir's Gratitude (Two parts
Drama).
June 3— Clouds
Sunshine Valley (Two parts

The Beaver

VICTOR.

June

Wife

Murder

June 4— Ima Knutt Gets a Bite (Comedy).
June 7 Billy Van Deusen's Operation (Com.).
June 11 Thinim Stout (Comedy).
June 14 Billy Van Deusen's Eggsspensive Adventure (Comedy).
June 18 Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies (Com.).

May
May

Drama).

The Heart Wrecker (Comedy— Dr.).
JOKER.

— Convicted for
— Drama).

June 17

day.
Sleuths (Comedy).
this day.
this

May 22—Half a Rogue (Five part*—Drama).
May 29— The Iron Hand (Five parts— Dr.).

June

IMP.

May 16— When Slim Picked a Peach (Comedy).
May 21—Claudia (Comedy).
May 23—The Health Road (Drama).
May 26— The Unconventional Girl (Two parts

—

It

(Educational).

23

June 23

a

in

— Storming the Trenches (Comedy).
— Can't Be True (Comedy).

June 1
June 8

GOLD SEAL.

May 30— A Double

5

May 21—Twentv Minutes in Magic (Comedy).
May 24—Adjusting His Claim (Comedy).
May 28— The Pork Plotters (Comedy).
May 31— The Comet's Comeback (Comedy).
Baskette
Dances).

BISON.

May 20— Hulda. the Silent (Two parts— Dr.).
May 27 The Wedding Guest (Two part* Dr.).

May

June

(Three parts

BEAUTY.

—

24— The

1— The

(Two

—

parts Drama).
Trail of the Thief

June

June 12

(Drama).
June 1— Brother Jim (Drama).
June 8— The Sea Lily (Drama).
June 15 Bettys Hobo (Comedy-Drama).

June

May 22— Repaid (Two parts— Drama).
May 29— The Release of Dan Forbes

Comeback (Two parti

Billy's

Attic

2090. 2092.)

May 22— Her Celluloid Hero (Comedy).
May 26— Her Husband's Wife (Comedy).
May
21)— All Over a Stocking (Comedy).
'-

— 2——Good
Night Nur
Never Ag-'~
9—Twixt Lov

May 17— Number 20 (Topical).
May 24—Number 21 (Topical).
May 31— Number 22 (Topical).
June 7— Number 23 (Topical).
June 14 Number 24 (Topical).
Juno 21— Number 25 (Topical).

May

Releases See Pages

May— Where

Are

My

Children?

(Six

parts—

May
May

—
Number
— Number

24

31

73 (Topical).
74 (Topical).

June 7— Number 75 (Topical).
June 14— Number 76 (Topical).

THANHOUSER
May

9—When

Played Broadway (Two parti

She
— Drama).

May 16— The Answer (Two part* Drama).
May 23— For Uncle Sam's Navy (Two part*—
Drama).
May 30 The Nymph (Two parts— Drama).
June 6 John Brewster's Wife (Two partsDrama).
Juno IS— Brothers Equal (Two parts— Drama).

—
—

(Mutual Releases continued on page 2128.)

June

I/,

iyio

inn

lvlkj

w

ntiUKr,

viimu

MOTION
PICTURE PROJECTOR

The BIGGEST
Buy

Today

of

is

THE LATE MODEL

MOTIOGRAPH
Every exhibitor when purchasing a Projector should take into consideration QUALITY,

PROJECTION

and PRICE.

The

MOTIOGRAPH

Ask

the

is made only of the
best material, is unequaled in projection and
is priced for conservative buyers.

man who

is

using a Late Model

MOTIOGRAPH.
Write for

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
Western Office: 833 Market

St.,

literature.

574 West Randolph
San Francisco,

St.,

Chicago,

Cal.

Think from the Patron's Standpoint
Put yourself in
would be pleased

his position.

Ask yourself

if

you

to be drawn to a theatre with a
strong programme and then have the picture flicker
and jump before your eyes.

Your patrons enter your theatre, alter reading
your advertisements, anticipating a pleasant hour or
two an hour of recreation and rest, [f they leave
your theatre with smarting ryes, disgusted, or
humored, how can you expeel them to return?

—

i 1

us

Lei

how

to

Let us

-what

tell

make

tell
it

1

you how to scud them away smiling;

EVERY PATRON A REPEATER.
WHITE LIGHT can do for VOU

you what
has done

Fi

Dthers

WaincrElcd^icSManiiSaiftiirini Compaq Saint Louis

1

Film Release Dates

List of Current

(For Daily Calendar of Program

(Mutual Releases

I

from page 2126.)

Releases See Pages

2090. 2092.)

Miscellaneous Releases.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE.
Reclamation
(American — Five
— Theparts—
Drama) (No.
Hay 29— The Man from Manhattan (American
—Five parts — Drama) (No. 105).
Money (Thanhouser
rune
—Other People's
Five parts— Drama) (No. 106).
June 5— Whispering Smith (Signal — Five parts
— Drama) (No. 107).
rune 8— Soul Mates (American — Five parts
Drama)

Way 25

104-).

1

'une

(No. 108).
Inner Struggle (American— Five

12— The

June 15

parts— Drama) (No. 100).
Abandonment (American
parts— Drama) (No. 110).

— The

— Five

AUTHORS FILM

April

— Alsace

April— A

May— Under
May

22

(Five parts

Woman's

—A

the

Bull

parts

May 20— Naked Hea

Dm

parte
June o The Eye of God (Five parte D]
12— Bobbie of the Ballet (Flv:

—

i

—

lev).

Drama).
June 10— The Three Godfathers (Five partsDrama).
Jun. 26— Shoes (Five parts Drama).
EMERALD M. P. CO.
June 1 Tom & Jerry Bachelors, No. 1 (Two

—
— Drama).

FOX FILM CORPORATION.
May 22 Battle of Hearts (Five parts — Drama).
May 29—The Spider and the Fly (Five partsDog

Drama).
—Hypocrisy
(Five

June 5
June 12

—

parts Drama).
Mysteries of Myra, No. 6
parts Drama).
Mysteries of Myra No. 7
parts Drama).

May

—

Tight

Iron Claw, No. 12, "The Haunted
(Two parts Drama).
Iron Claw, No. 13, "The Hidden

—

Canvas"

May 22—The

Face" (Two parts— Drama).

Arts— IFve Parts-

(Fine

(Ince— Five parts— Dr.).

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
(Releases for the Sixth Week.)

In the Balkans.

May 30—A Dapghter
Western

(Hiawatha-

the Hills
— Drama)
of

May 30—Kentucky Brothers (Puritan— Dr.).
May 30—The Skating Craze at Moodyville

—

(Judy Comedy).
May 31— Rival Candidates ( Buffalo— Western-

June
June

—Her Husband's Wife (Drama).
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION.
Mar. —Chip's Backyard Barnstormers (Two part*
— Comedy).
Mar. —Chip's Rivals (Comedy).

June

— A Modern Hercules (Hippo—Comedy).
——The
Wheat King (Puritan — Drama).
The Sacred Oath (Lily— Drama).
—
Find
.Comedy).
— The Enchanted Jockey—
Matches (Comedy).
2 —A Double Reward (Rancho—Western

June

2— All

June

2—

INC.

31
31

1
1

Billie's

(

—Drama).

June— World War in Kidland (Comedy).
c
'-'-— A Daddy (Dr.-Com.)

Love

for the

of

Laura (Gayety—

His

—Drama).

rmen (Comedy).

June

3—The

SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
May— The Common Law (Drama).
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.
May 29 The Scarlet Woman (Popular Plays
"*"-

June
June
June
June

— Nearly Married (Hippo— Comedy).
—
Fate's Decree (Utah — Western — Dr.).
4— Willie the Sleuth (Jockey— Comedy).
4— The King's Vengeance (Puritan — Dr.).

June

5

J.

—

&

(Releases for the Seventh Week.)

Players-

Drama).

12— The Masked

Rider

System Is Everything (Comedy).
Their First (Comedy).

—

Garrity (Five parts Dr.).
with the ^reen Byes (Five

—TheDrama).
Rosary

(Balshofer— Five

METRO-DREW COMEDIES

Heart of a Peddler (Supreme-

3
4

orian's Div

June

Parts— Drama).

parts

Straight

Drama).
The Bugle Call

May
May

GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS.
Apr. 18— Big Jim
May 15—The Girl

—

Going

(Two

LEWIS

May 15— The

—
—

(Ince— Five

(Two

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION,

ARROW.

—

—

5— The

June

Guilty? No. 2, "The
Rein" (Two parts Drama).
22—Who's Guilty? "

—

parts— Drama).
The Market of Vain Desire
parts Drama).
Releases for Week of June 4:

—

May 20—The

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

parts— Drama).

— A Woman''; Honor (Five parts— Dr.).
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
May 22—The Mysteries of Myra, No. 5 (Two
June

May 15—Who's

Releases for week of May 21
A Child of the Paris Streets (Fine Arts
Five parts Drama).
The Primal Lure (Ince Five parts Dr.).
Releases for week May 28
Mr. Goode, the Samaritan (Fine Arts Five

—

—
—

— Drama).

Mask (Five

Son of the Immortals (Five parte

parts

-1

parts

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.

—

on
June
June 6— A Plane Story (Comedy).
June 11— His Blowout (Comedy).
June 13 Love, Burglars and

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION.

INC.

—

Nuts (Comedy).
— National
Thirty Cents (Comedy).
— Shy
Nailing
the Lid (Comedy).

May 28
May 30

CO..

—

Drama).
Awakening (Five

(Puritan

— Two

parts

June

5— The

June

Reward (Hiawatha
—Western— Drama).
6— The Crucial Test (Lily—Drama).

June

Baby

in

the

(Gayety—

Case

— BobComedy).
Armstrong's

6

— Drama).

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION.
MITTHENTAL.

PATHE.
May 15— Siberia,

May
May

the Vast Unknown, No. 7
(Scenic/.
Ob the Island of Luzon, (Philippine
Islands) (Scenic).
Saving the Shad Supply (Industrial).
Yunnan Fou (Scenic of Southwest

—
—
—
China).
22— Leap Year (Animated Comedy —Car.).
Bring Up a Child (Colored22

—How

to

Nonsense Film).

May

29

Jun.

1

—The

parts — Dri
Making of Maddalena
— TheFive
Five parts— Drama).

June 8

June 12

— Silks

(Morosco

—Drama).

— Destiny's Toy (Famous Players— Five
parts — Drama).
— The Clown Lasky—Five- partsComedy).
World's Great Snare (Famous
—ThePlayers—
Five parts— Dr.).
June 29—The American Beauty (Pallas— Five
parts— Drama).
June 15

June 19

(

June 26

3— By

May
May
May
May

10—Number

13— Number
17—Number
20— Number

38,
39,
40,
41,

1916 (Topleal).
1916 (Toaloal).
1916
(Topical).
1016 (Topical).

May
May

June
June

—

—
—
—

—
—

Right of Sex (Famous PlayersFive parts Drama).

—

— A Toyland Paper Chase.
—Bobby Bumps and His

10
17

Goatmoblle

Comedy).

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
15

PICTURES.
Among the Head Hunters.

—
—

May 22— Cruising Through the Philippines.
May 29 The Murderous Moros of Mindanao.
June 5 Visiting the Sultan of Sulu.
June 12— The Penal Colony of Palawan.

—

In-

(Puritan-

June
June
June 10— The Rustler's Retribution (SunsetWestern Drama)
June 10— The Eternal Truth (Supreme— Dr.).
June 10 Hubby's Escapade (Hippo Comedy).
His One and Only (Comedy).
June 11 A Squaw's Loyalty (Utah Western

WORLD EQUITABLE.

May

29

— Fate's

Boomerang (Brady Made-—Five
Drama).

parts

June

May

Pale-Faced

Necklace

Drama).

— The Formula (Lily—Two parts
Drama).
8— Johnny-on-the-Spot (Jockey — Com.).
— The Higher Voice (Rancho—Western
—
Drama).
9— The Re-Made Maid (Gayety — Com.).
9— The Two Waifs (Supreme— Drama).
8

PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
PATHE NEWS.

and
(Comedy).

Brides

juns

June

and Stains (Famous Players

Five parts

July

—Mixed

Thousand Dollar Husband (Lasky

— Five parts — Drama).
— The Gutter Magdalene (Lasky—Five

'

June 12— Perils

of

parts

June 19
June
July

—

— HisFiveBrother'
Wife (Brady
parts— Drama)

5

— La—Boheme
(Brady
Drama).

26— What Happened

— Five

Made

at 22 (Brady
Five parts— Drama).

3— The

Crucial Test
parts
ra
a)-

—

m

Made—

Made—Five

Divorce (Brady

— Drama).

parts

Made-

(Brady-Made— Five

IMPOIRTED CARBO
Plania— Soft Cored, 5-8x12, per 100, $9.00;
Plania— Soft Cored, 3-4x12, per 100, $14.00;
SAVE

MONEY ON CARBONS— then
Price $2.00 per

We Equip

Supplies

—Repair

Parts

get a pair of

pair— and you

will

per 1000, $80.00

per 1000, $120.00
HOMMEL'S CARBON SAVERS

SAVE MORE MONEY

Theatres Completely

— All

Makes

Machines — Carried

of

EVERVTHING-FOP-YOUR-PLAVHC

in

Stock
At

"The Exhibitors
I

^

47p ENN AVE."~
P^^9
PITTSBUR GH. PA.

MAIL ORDER HOUSE"

FMte$
AF\E-

to the e xh/&/tO/=^

THE BIGGEST ASSET
SUCCESS is a Refreshed and
CLEAR, FLICKERLESS PROJECTION.

Best Advertisement and Surest Sign of

ESSENTIAL

is

You do not have

dfr&>£r

to take our

word

for

it,

Smiling Audience, and the

FIRST

because

PROJECTORS

are demanded by the most exacting Exhibitors, from the Atlantic to the Pacific and in Foreign
Countries.

Send

for Catalog

"A"

The Precision M achine (q .Inc.
317 East 34th: St-

NewYork

KNOWLEDGE BRINGS SUCCESS
Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchan^eman, Operator,
Men Everywhere :— The moving picture

and Film
business

is

one of the youngest but one of the lead-

We may well be
ing industries of the world to-day.
proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do
you know all about it? It will yield larger returns for
ONE YEAR
SIX

SS.W

MONTHS
Sec

title

$1.50

page for rate* Canada and Foreign

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

Madison Avenue,

New York

an equal amount of

work

weekly issue of the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

to the

men who know.

Each

coninformation than you can get
from all other sources. Subscribe now if not already on
our matting list. You will get your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs less.
tains

more up-to-date

List of Current Film Release Dates
(For Daily Calendar of Program

(Continued from page 2128.)
V-L-S-E.. INC.

M»r 16—The Ordeal

of Hlisabeth

F1t« parts

— Drama).

States Right Features
Apr.

—Tie

Fire King (Five parts

PORATION.

May 8— The

May ii>— Kernel

Nutt, the

—Comedy).
the Primitive

May 29— Into

(Topi-

(Sellg— Fire parts

Fighting Germans

(Five parta

THE BEACON

(Topi-

Footman (Vitagraph

— Drama).

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM COR-

—

May 26— Hearst-VlUBraph News No. 42
May 28— Hearst-Vltsgraph Newa No. 43

2090. 2092.)

ALL FEATURE BOOKING AGENCY.

(VitatTaph—

Vay 19— H«am-Ylt»*raph News No. 40 (Toe.).
May 22 The Suspect (Vitagraph Fve parts—

—

Pages

Releases See

May —Get

FILMS, INC.
Dead or Alive 'Two parts—
Drama).

Apr.

— The

Salamander (Drama).

Villa

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Mar.— The Unwritten Law (Seven parts— Drama)

May— The Woman Who

Dared

(Seven parts

Drama).

— Kismet (Ten parts Drama).
CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM CO.
Mar. — The Birth of a Mas (Five parts— Drama).
July

—Those
Who Toil (Lubin —Five partsDrama).
—TheDarts—
Destroyers
(Vitagraph — Five

June

5

June 5

Drama).
5— Kernel Nutt's One Hundred
Bill (Vitagraph— Comedy).

Juno

Dollar

— Hearst- Vitagraph News No. 4G (Top.).
— That Sort (Essanay— Five parts— Dr.).
—The Redemption of Dave Darcey
(Vitagraph

June 9
June 12
June 12

—

—

Five parts Drama).
June 12— Kernel .Nutt in Mexico (Comedy).
June 12— Hearst-Vitagraph News, No. 47 Top-

—

/

CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION.
Apr.— Wlllard-Moran (Four parts Sports).
CLARIDOH FILMS, INC.
Mar. The Birth of Character (Five parts Dr.).
DOMINION BXCLUSIVES, LTD.

—

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
Apr.

leal).

— Hearst- Vitagraph

June 16

in
—Alice
Tale).

April

GEORGE KLEINE.

29

— Gloria's

Romance, No. 2, "Caught the
Semnioles" (Drama).

Wonderland

parts

(Six

FBINBERG AMUSEMENT

News, No. 48 (Top-

ical).

May

RAVER FILM

— Following

May >>-Tae End

THE NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION.
May

UNITY SALES CORPORATION.

CO.

—Fairy

CO.

—Diana (Drama

of

the

World

—The Yellow

(Six

— On

IL

M.

(Drama).

VARIETY FILMS,

CO.

parts—

April

Drama).
April

— The Fall of a Nation (Three parts — Dr.).
THE SON PHOTOPLAY CO.
—A Woman Wills (Five parts— Drama).

June

the Flag in Mexico (Topical).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM

CO.

Mar.— Life Without Soul (Drama).
Mar.— Austria at War (Topical).

—
—
Apr. — Nurse and Martyr (Drama).
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Apr. — "Napoleon" and "Sally" (Comedy).

— Should

INC.
a Baby Die? (Five parta

WAR FILM

GIORNALE ITALIANO.

— Dr.).

SYNDICATE.

Mar.— On

the Firing Line with
(Eight parts— Topical).

the Italian Battlefront (Flv« partsTopical).

the

Gemsant

OUR FORESIGHT MEANT
YOUR PROTECTION!!
Ten days

after the outbreak of

war we received the largest stock
That's

why we

of

French-made condensers ever shippedinto this cou ntry

are able to offer you

now

THE KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSER
at before-war-time prices.
Foreign factories formerly engaged in the manufacture of optical goods
for the entire world now devote their sole energies to war merchandise for their own countries,

thus making possible the distribution of inferior.
cheaply made and costly-in-the-long-run-domestic
substitutes.

^

«V* 9V2 and lay, inch E.
inch diameter
inch E. F., 4y, inch diameter

F,

«L*

*Vi

S%

...

F., <y,

are the only satisfactory condensAmerican market today. If you ara not
using them you are not obtaining maximum results
from your projection equipment.

They

Our complete catalogue

will

be sent upon reqnast.

1.7S

Meniscus and Bi-Convex
«%, 7H, $Yt and 9Vi inch E.
diameter

are

—

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT HAS
BEEN OUR SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS.

PRICES:
Piano Convex
«%.

KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSERS

ground from pure optical glass. They do not di»no green, pink or purple effects after a

color

brief use.
ers on the

inch

2J(

Exclusive Edison Super-Kinetoscope Distributors
Exclusive Simplex Distributors

Spot Light Condensers
7'

9,

j,

IS

>,

II

and

and
12

12 inch E. F., S inch

inch E. F., 6 inch

dUm-

diameter.'.'.'

ZM

Distributors of Powers Cameragraphs
Distributors of Motiograph Machines

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
Incorporated 1897

166 North State Street

George Kleine, President

Chicago,

111.

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

17,

TO ALL
IANUFACTURERS and DISTRIBUTOR!

FEATURE FILMS

of

On behalf of
WILLIAMSON-WADDING-

TON

[PICTURES,

L'T'D

New Money

OF AUSTRALASIA,
whom

I

country,

represent exclusively in this
I beg to announce that they

(WILLIAMSON WADDINGTON
PICTURES LT'D.) are at all times
-

prepared to consider and arrange for
the purchase each week of significant
feature films of the best and

most

at-

tractive type, requiring at least fifty-

two

(52) big features yearly, for Ausand New Zealand. If you are

tralia

prepared to deal with me HERE, to
supply their requirements, I will be
glad to hear from you at once, as to
what you have to offer, what ar-

rangements you would propose, and

upon what terms,

For Every Theatre
Even in the smallest towns, scores of motion picture
theatres are making $600 yearly and over from this
self-running BUTTER-KIST Pop Corn machine that
stands anywhere and draws folks from all directions.
Big houses making up to $3000 NET profits per year
and more. We'll send you plenty of signed sale* records from men on your own side of the wicket to prove
it
beyond a doubt.

Pay From Your

Profits

Butter-Kist earnings.
Capacity 70c. to $4.00 per hour. You make 3J/Jc. NET profit from
every bag.
On the sale of only 80 bags a day you make $1000 NET per year.
Theatre in Coffey ville, Kan., writes: "Average $3 NET per day."

BUTTER-KIST
Pop Corn
Machine
now a

regular feat
r

uupoiiiH'd

America.

Pops,

kernels,

with Mire erealiiei
heats eaeli thirty white morsel

etc.

tiling crisp!

Tins Mocess Rives eracklii

I

;

am fully authorized and prepared

toasty

from

all

flavor.

other

to conclude all such business for this

Increases

concern by direct dealing HERE IN
AMERICA, rather than through any

Attendance

foreign office or connection.

WALTER
(Agent

lor

C.

JORDAN

Williamson-Waddington Pictures, Ltd.)

EMPIRE
1432

THEATRE

BLDG.

S51

Holcomb & HokeMfg.Co.!

Broadway. N«-w York

Sole American Agent for

J.

C. Williamson. Ltd.. of

An

rrring advertisement!, plea

551

Van Buren Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.

mention The Moving Picture World

I

|

v.ii

.

Illllell
Buren

polls

SI
si

Iml

.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
"

price list of music SsttigrSzjr
"The Lights of New York"

Hum With Me

II

....

1.00

....
....

1.50
1.05

Wait*

rtl

Sono
A Garden Dance

...

—

"

st— Premier
isde- Sen

—

.

sheet preceded by

an

asterisk

The author

('

!

"Modern

of

Theatre Construction"

S£

Schirmer Photoplay Series

IT

THE BEST BE DESIRED

theatre structures in Europe

w

90
la

1916

and America.

Js— Lo
Edwards

17,

at the lowest price, employ
a qualified specialist technically experienced with model

.

r.k,
The Julian Waltz
riv
Happy HottentoU
i'ih— Minstrel Dayi

75

Little

LET THE EXPERT DESIGN
IF

Hloh j
One-Step
Everybody

Two-

Serenade

June

Complete plans and specifications,
including full detail and working
drawings at 3% on cost, specially

volumes now ready.
Price per volume (containing 10 numbers): Small Orchestra. $3.20; Full Orchestra,
o

Each number separately. 00c. small; 80c full.
These prices are subject to a professional discount of 25% to patrons of the
-'
uro World, transp
transportation costs to be added to net amount.
Quotations

H.40.

prepared for each project.

r

small orchestra; editions for piano solo,

:

which purchases "

or
>r

G.

SCHIRMER

(INC.)

full

Edward Barnard Kinsila

orchestra or extra parts are

Architect and Specialist

a regular monthly d
orchestra leaders on

3 East 43rd Street,

NEW YORK

New York Studio

CITY

-Imported Carbons ^
% x 12

in.

$20

x 12

in.

14

Bio cored,
x 12 in. ...
Plania cored,
x 12 in..

20

Electra cored,
Electra cored,

^H$

%

385 Sixth Avenue,
Manufacturing Supply House

HALLBERG'S

$180
120
180
140

15
%
HENRY MESTRUM

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
POWER—SIMPLEX— BAIRD
Minusa Gold Fibre Screens
The Acme

of Screen Perfection

SANIZONE DEODORANT
Ask

for Catalogs

LEWIS M. SWAAB

New York
Photoplay Theatres

for

MOTOR GENERATORS

20th CENTURY

1327

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Vine Street,

Did you see the performance of SPEER Projector Carbons at the Motion Picture
Exposition in Madison Square Garden? If you didn't it is your loss Order a hundred
SPEER Carbons and try them yourself The results will please you.

—

—

NET CASH PRICES
y2
9

16

x
x

12,
12,

% x 12,
% x 12,
% x 12,
1

x

12,

M.
M.
M.
per M.
per M.
per M.

cored, pointed both ends, $37 .50 per
cored, pointed both ends, $40.00 per
cored, pointed both ends, $50.00 per

(1,000 in

cored, pointed both ends, $70.00
cored, pointed one end, $115.00

(1,000 in

a

(500 in

a

cored, pointed one end,

$150.00

a

(1,000 in a

(1,000 in a

(500 in a

TSAUt. MrtR
For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
,

New
State

York, N. Y.
Chicago,
St.,

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT

111.

E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO., 813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Me,
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

CO., Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

THE MASTER MODEL MOTION PICTURE MACHINE
The many

projector to buy

for durabilost of operation, splendid ser-

American
achine, the
t

id

inst

of

Standard

Motion

MASTER MODEL.

comparatively fewer, but big-

better pai

breakdow

>nd big repair
ty

against short

Standards

Write

bills,
life.

exclusively

MODEL
tion.

practical features

found

make

When

complete particulars about the

the

operator

which are

MASTER

can

com-

to the artistic projection of the film

have been

for

on

for greatest ease in opera-

your

pletely control the machine without having to fuss about with a dozen annoying
details, he can devote more of his time

on

patrons

MASTER MODEL.

AMERICAN STANDARD MOTION PICTURE MACHINE

CO. IIO

WEST 40

June

17,
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RADIOpatentVppl
X^fi ^M at Slide
CD FOR

The Service Bureau

ot the

beneficial contact.
Consult
diately tatlilactory results.

Cinema Camera Club bring*

FIRST and

ui

get

Imme-

'

THE PERFECT TYPEWRITER
MAT-SLIDE

Rapid, Efficient Service

Cinema Camera Club

"^BMp

r.

scones with dramatic

-amatic

Orpheum
Mourns

tn» b«ft

»
Net.

1,

(24 pages
$1.15 for

Piano
rfaa;

o
5

three.

K

'

"Get

I

the

N

Radio

•

S3

Mat

i

Habit"

Collection

>^ THIS TELLS THE STORY-

t

n

Ns>. 2

and No.

S

each), 51 cts. for each

I

i

tat- all'

O

The RADIO enables the exhibitor to flash clear, crisp
typewritten announcements
in a minute at a cost of a
few cents. Does away with
the ''sloppy'' handwritten
''60 words in 60
slide.
seconds.
SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, IMMEDIATE

i

Are You Tired

Xu

^^^

"We

^^^

Cornet, 35 c

eta. all three. First and second aeriei
twa;
kave parts (or Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trosaboae and Drums. Practical for Piano alome
ia coenbination with any above instruments,

rushiiiK

^T

"We

sold our last box of Radio mat-slides today and we would anprarilta >our
Tii,
nurtlnvi-st theatre
thmuuli nur order for 5000 more at all imssiulv si«-,<l
l: -"'"'
Co..
"'» hatJt."
(Signed) BOALTO THEatkk

m I'm

are free to confess that the Radio Mat Slide is the best that
301 nil. k.n 11 l.\l SEBTICE. Houston, Texas.

we have

seen.

You have them

all

beat."

SAMPLES GLADLY SENT UPON REQUEST
If

Trial box ot 50 slides with cover glasses sent postpaid on
your dealer cannot supply you send direct to us.
Money refunded If you don't get the Radio habit. Accept no substitute.

receipt of $2.

RADIO MAT-SLIDE
Perfect Developing
and Printing
Positive Printing

4c. ft.

on

quantity

TITLES

in

Twelve

Slides

per foot

MIL EXHIBITOR: Are you i
Cheaper, ask your dealer to pro
and coats less money. 1
the equal of which there is non«

rent

$1.50

"Keeping Everlastingly at

GUNBY BROS., Inc.
New York

£

Madiaon Avenue

N. Y. City

sentiment against this unnecessary and un-American form of legislation.
See page 1743 of our issue of March 20th for text matter. All slides neatly
colored, carefully packed and postage paid.

Satisfaction guaranteed by
our fifteen years' experience.

«Sth Street

Di

Address

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

Moving Picture Exhibitors and Theatre Manager*. The fight against
Legalized Censorship of Moving Pictures is your fight. Show these slides
on your screen for the next few months and help create a strong public

any language
complete

West

59c
75c

Four Slides
Six Slides

Corda Free— Tinting Freo

145

New York

St.,

Anti-Censorship Slides

Negatives Developed, .left.
Special

West 42nd

CO., 121

Send your

slide orders

Moving Picture World,

City

loll

modern, up-to-date Ticket
it is better than the

itt for ypu,

it

Brings Success"

and remittance at once

1

7

to

Madison Ave., N. Y.

We

have 6 Simplex with and without motors, 9 No. (A machines
uipped with motors for A. C. or D. C. 3 No. 6 machines, \1 Ne. 5
2 Edison Model D at very low prices.
When makini ia
mention machine you are interested in.

ichines,

boat,

<

your dealer to show you one

of

liry

Exclusive Dealers tor Mirroroid Curiam, none

its equal.

CO., Inc., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
THE STERN MANUFACTURING
LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE
IN U. S. A.

Lithographed Streamer Banners
Triangle,
Paramount,
all
Equitable, Metro, Fox,
Pathe, and all other Feature Plcfor

World,

AGENTS WANTED

rem

LOVELY MARY.

30c.

EACH
.

POSTER CO.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Juno

1916

READ!

READ!
PRINCESS THEATRE

May

Calgary, Canada,
Inc.. Newburgh, N. Y.
Gentlemen:— We have a Mirroroid Screen

26,

1916.

H. Center Co.,

J.

2

17.

YEARS AND

in

use here, same having been in use at the present time

HUM

SATISFACTION as far as results
MONTHS. THE SCREEN HAS GIVEN F.\c
In fact, believe WE HAVE THE BEST PROJECTION IN THE CITY, etc.
Very truly yours,
GEO. AYLESWORTH, Mgr.

2

are concerned.

Mr. Exhibitor—
the above, received from one of the 9500 satisfied users of Mirroroid, a sufficient proof for you to consider
of A MIRROROID SCREEN
LET US SEND
LARGE, FREE SAMPLES FOR TESTS.
Make your receipts
all suits for infringement.

Isn't

the

NOW?

installation

YOU

Note the materials used, realize Mirroroid patents protect you against
even greater by obtaining perfect projection results; 9500
exhibitors have already done so.

WHY DON'T YOU?

PALE GOLD
SILVER FLESH.
.LORS-S1LVER WHITE,

ALL SHIPMENTS
SAME DAY ORDER IS RECEIVED
YOURS FOR PROJECTION CONTENTMENT

^SHt^OCOHORMA^

H.

J.

IL

TIRSO Ah CINEMATOGRAFO

The most important Film Journal in Italy.
Excellent staff,
Published every Monday at Rome.
Correspondents in all
special bureau of information.
Yearly subscription for foreign
parts of the world.
countries

GENTER

Via del Tritone

183,

Rome,

CO., Inc., Newburgh, N. Y.

In answering advertisements, please mention
The Moving Picture World

R:ErrLTEX

$3.00.

:

Business Office:

FOOT
CENTS PER SQUARE

"SnTpRICE- 3313

Italy

CARBONS
Made

in

Switzerland

JONES & CAMMACK
Write us for descriptive circular and price

Corner Bridge

I

,

EVERYTHING YOU
OUGHT TO KNOW

list

York Ciiii-

Ne-

Peace Pictures
Beautifully Colored

Also

European

War

Pictures

(Neutral)

Get Best Results

to

in the

Conduct of Your

Illustrated
On o r own

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
Where

Electricity Is

Concerned

country.
Violinist, Pianist, Operator, Lantern ', etc
etc.,> foT
for Theatres, Lyceums
L<
and Clubs, in or
Music for dar

Accompanied by

A fA
WnPfrlPr
Tf I1C 1 11C I Yflll
lUUAlC
IS

Poems

MANAGER OR
MANUFACTURER
AT YOUR EASY COMMAND IN

M-J _ t
moderate

out of town.

LOUISE M. MARION
445

W.

23rd Street,
Phone

10396

New York

Chelsea

Motion Picture
Electricity
By J.
Electrical

H.

This Splendid

Work

Day You Have
Sent to

HALLBERG

Any

Will
It in

Pay for Itself the
Your Possession

First

Address, Charges Prepaid, on Receipt of

TWO DOLLARS AND

FIFTY CENTS

Chalmers Publishing Co.
17

'SCREEN LIGHT THAT NEVER FAILS'

Expert with an International Reputation

Madison Avenue,

New York

City

We

ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE

SCRLM-M

BlMiNU5fi
Company!
j^ _1 N Q Cine Products
„-.--_
S«, T L UIS

|

C..C.OO

r.

,

f

.

.,

Tune

17,
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mm.toz.tt)>
LIGHT PLANTS
3 to 400 H.P.

n

*i

Make
Special

for

current

2 cents per
Elec

K.W.

"

to 75 H.P.. s
cheap as a 5000 H.P.

Send for Catalog 98

EX2
Settle It

Right

We

Now

can't make you open your eyes and see how impossible it is to get good projection out of an old
machine, if you don't want to; but we would like to
show you how you can put in new equipment at a
very small expenditure.
Write us today for our plan for Larger
OFFICE

BOX

RECEIPTS.

We

sell

on the instalment plan.

Amusement Supply Company
NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Third Floor, Mailers Building
S. E. Corner Wabash Ave. and Madison Street, Chicago, III.
Dealers in Motiograph, Power's, Simplex, Standard and Edison
Machines, Genuine Repair Parts and all goods pertaining to the
Moving Picture Theatre

ft

MARTIN"

ROTARY CONVERTER

Perfect

- Even-

Positive Prints
your business and prestige
with our guaranteed develOur
oping and printing.
service back of your work means satisfaction
It
will give them comfor your customers.

INCREASE

plete screen satisfaction, the kind that brings
repeat orders for you.

it

We handle your
<\prrt attention.

work with our own. giving

Negatives which show under or overexposure we intensify or reduce to produce
ever} detail and perfect prints.
Let OS quote yOU prices.

Expert Camera
For Real

i

'SUN-LIT PICTURES'
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING

Imperial Film Mfg. Co.
Offices:

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
W. Adams

St..

Chicago

1010

Brokaw

CO.

Bldg.,

Furnished

teed.

547-549 Peoples Gas Building,

Studio and Factory:

9

Men

era nun. completely equipAll work guaranstock.

New York

950

Edgecomb

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Place,

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION PICTURE

HANDBOOK
Published by

CHALMERS

the

Publishing Co.
All Eyes

on a Line
The

A NEW CHAIR
That Enables Everybody to
See and Be Comfortable
Can

be

changed

from

an

adult's

chair to a child's chair by pressing
the catch and raising as illustrated.
Returns to adult's position and
locks just as easily.
It provides a child with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest
the right height and puts the child's
eyes on a line with those of adults,
enabling him to see without annoyance to others or discomfort to
himself. The

It

and

third

is

latest

edition

of

work has just come from

valuable

bigger,

better,

this

the

and more helpful

than have been either of
by the same able author.

its

predecessors

In daily touch with practical operators
throughout the country by reason of his

connection with

WORLD,

in

is

THE MOVING PICTURE

which his

PARTMENT

is

PROJECTION DE-

featured, Mr. Richardson
qualified to deal with

well

especially

the problems which are constantly confronting the motion picture mechanics

upon whose

skill

the industry depends so

largely for its healthy growth.

RICHARDSON'S

HANDBOOK

is

MOTION

PICTURE

a carefully prepared guide

to perfect projection.
It is an invaluable help to every single
individual in the trade who has to do with
the mechanical handling of motion picture

Adjustable Chair
theatre owners something for which
there is a real need. Fortunately it is not
an extra expense but an added source of

offers

profit

because it-

Does away with
the

the free kids.
patronage of children;
''h children.

mfort

cmiaren on

of

also

There are more than 400 Pages of Text
and the illustrations—of which there are
many—have been especially devised for
this

particular publication.

holding

tneir laps.

Attracts patronage from theatres not equipped
with Foco chairs.

FOCO
e

film.

Chairs cost new only a few cents
than ordinary chairs. Made in all sizes

Substantially Bound
in Red Cloth $4.00
the Copy.

Write for booklet showing reel of actual

Push Back

Family Opera Chair Organization
317 N. 10th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

SENT POSTPAID
ON RECEIPT OF PRICE
BY

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
917 Schiller Bldg.,

Chicago,

111.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
305 Haas Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

In Child's Position

June
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Non-Breakable and

i

|

HIGH

When

Quality

Sanitary

STEEL

LOW

I

|

Price

^
/CAST

6
1
ro
"J
walnut
,

Hand

We

Chaii
seatin

fot

Aaerilan seating company

FREE SEATING

PLAN. Mention

w

charge what

meaauremer

Send

in

IMMEDIATE SERVICE

immediate shipme
on many ityles- Se
out-of-door

rn*

Other designs or unupholstered and Uphslitared Chairs In unlimited numbers furnished In 25 to 54 days after receipt of
specifications, depending on character of chair selected.
wUJ
be pleased to forward you Illustrated literature on Veneer (plain)
Chairs, or Upholstered, kindly state in which you are Interested.
'•-'
n service, specializing In designing economical
£ for theatn
Is tendered to you

IRON

I

ALWAYS

6 1 desl«n " In Antique M*hoR»n- and ClrcanUm
?
finishes, assuring you or a satisfactory selection and

I

Opera Chairs
ond

you want Opera Chairs remember we have

50,000 CHAIRS
^

this

paper.

STEEL FURNITURE

CO.

Grand Rapid", Mich.; New York, 150

Fifth Avi

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression is
most always gained by the first

The Original and Leading Moving Picture

glance.

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE

The

ARTISTIC
It
produces
your patrons.

Artificial flowers are practically
everlasting and need no care
the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at
your service ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

Kinematograph

—

Weekly

Write

Trade organ of Gt.
Britain; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
Read
American imported films.
by everyone in the industry.

The

—

cation

OF ARTIFICIAL

208
We

W.

ADAMS

W.

E»«.

Tottenham

Street,

Lond.n,

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Trade of the United States with South America

>Drtn»

B ank

Imports Into United States from
1015
1914
1913
$94,677,644 $66.974 248 124 675

.....

Colombia*
Ecuador*
Gulaoa British'
.

.

.

87.284.043
l».61fc 000
6.290.000
260.000
620.000

24 238.713

15.455.000

11

1.

29.6

034 808

818 82S
31 821

Preparedness

01 198
269,941
9.597 168

10 910.934

Prepare music for your feature
that will positively follow every
It ran only be done with
scene.

new

C.

Bldg.,

idea of music for the pic-

Write

tures.

SIMON,

for

free

Suite 510,

New York

Quality

10.824.587
1. 860.609
9.808.781

..$322,282 189 $229,520,375 tl»8,269

do

Audubon

7
7

608.916
617.110

215.05*1

5.462.441

OUR SPANISH MONTHLY

RATES ON APPLICATION

VAIMS

PARTICULAR Work

PARTICULAR
Printing ONLY

for

Developing and

$881

647 165
646
630.244
731.808
S18.TS3

CINE MUNDIAL
17

Madison Ave.,

means

416-418-420-422

West 216th

Street,

New York

City

New

York City

Perfection

People

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Telephone

I

7

2 .$21

$145,338,862 $91013 339 $146,614

C

to these various countries, advertise in

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,

We

16 616.912

TO SECURE YOUR SHARE OF EXPORT BUSINESS

Times

means

1916
$52 1*83.035 $27.l27.w58
980.000
805.9 .
84 883.540
23.275.S94
17.800.811
13 627 618
17.213.000
5.784.276
8 277.000
2.504.014
'.171
1
1. 812.684
694.000
865.244
658,000
282.430
83.695
5.878.487
7.520.000
8.0*9.000
4 158.438
7.398000
5.023.532

1915. estimated.

sample.

City.

ILL.

quote absolutely the lowest prices ever offered on reliable goods.

Compiled by the National City
Ltd.

W.

catalogue—

DECORATING
CO.
BOTANICAL
FLOWERS AND PLANTS
UTACTURERS

to:

The Kinematograph Weekly,

my

for beautifully colored

reliable

Finance,
writers
for
Specialist
Technical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) and every
section devoted to the Kinematograph.
Specimen copy on appli-

t-ll

ATMOSPHERE
charm — delights

I

UK MOVING PICTURE WORLD

i5>en& in jpour Contribution J^oto!!!
Mail

YOUR May

15 th Donation

to the

MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN
for the

ACTORS' FUND OF AMERICA

TODAY

iExJjtbttora
Many Exhibitors who have signed up to contribute
10% of one day in their theatres to the Motion Picture
Campaign

for the Actors'

Fund

of America are delay-

ing the culmination of the campaign by tardiness in
sending in their checks. Lists of contributors are being withheld from publication awaiting the checks
promised.
Exhibitors! Please send in your checks
today!

&tvto in |?our Contribution J^otott!
SAMUEL GOLDFISH,
Chairman Executive Committee

30

East 4 2d Street (Annex),

New

York

Please mail in your tribute at once.

Checks payable to the Motion Picture Campaign for Actors'
Fund, J. Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Ave., Brooklyn,
New York.

June

17,
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"We

capable
of more than we do."

But
is

are

all

a great big building and

this is

capable of turning out miles
of quality film quickly.
Yes Sir:

— This

is

really the

home

of

Perfect Developing and Printing
and it also houses the most modern
multiple set studio in the world.
Just think

of

the

advantage

you of having this wonderful
and entirely, at your service.
to

Just consider

plant, actively

how much

time

and money you will save, and how much
inconvenience and worry you will avoid, by
using this studio and equipment.

It will
investigate

pay you to thoroughly
what we have

to offer you,

if

you

contemplate producing, or having any developing and printing done.

You

Our

can
factory is yours.
here secure the supreme degree of film quality
properly priced.

Our studio
completely

at

will

your

disposal

soon be
at

reasonable

rental rates.

And,

if

you

are not getting
now from your nega-

100 </o screen brilliancy

tives, it's essential to your business
you come where you can get it.

life

that

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
SUCCESSOR TO
Pictu
Co.
Industrial
trial Moving Picture
Wattenon
Vatterson

Prcsidcn
R. Rothacker, President

Chicago

mtL MUVINL. riLlUKU

"SIXTEEN YEARS OF

WUKLU

June

i/,

KNOWING | HOW"

A PROJECTION MACHINE
CAN BE NO BETTER THAN

ITS

INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT
A RADICAL ADVANCE

IN

"INTERMITTENT" DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
ACHIEVEMENT THAT HAS PLACED

IS

THE MEMORABLE

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
IN

ITS

PRESENT PREEMINENT POSITION.

made possible by the only basicly different rotary
over 300 years, applicable to use in projection machines.

Perfect Projection of motion pictures
intermittent
Fig.

1 is

movement

in

a phantom view of the Movement complete.
Its very appearance
it above all other movements.

bespeaks

the

strength and durability which distinguish

Fig. 2 shows a frontal view of the important elements. At Point A will be seen the unique
shape of the driving cam by which maximum speed is obtained in changing from one picture to
another, with minimum wear on the film.

The Whole Combines for Steady

JR

Catalogue

G

Flickerless Pictures

gives full details

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET

NEW YORK

iyio

vui. <ia, au.

ra

"^rrm^^r^FriiTnT

rrTce fUl^ents
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LEWIS S. STONE
SUPPORTED BY

|

Marguerite Clayton
E. H. Calvert

Sydney Ainsworth
IN

"According to
the

Code"

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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THE WORLD/ GREATEST
COMEDIEJSTARAING

HE COMEDY KING
OF TilEM ALL

AT LAST — the

big
event in Filmdom has
arrived and as usual,
as in every other
the UNIVERSAL
great enterprise that has given better
films to the world takes the lead.
This is the event that thousands of Exhibitors
throughout the world have been wanting; the event that millions
have been clamoring for.
photo-play
lovers
of
CLEAN COMEDIES without the vulgar stuff; without the disgusting slap stick;
and minus the cheap clap-trap.

—

—

—

—

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

CARTER DE HAVEN, the King of
modern day comedy, will play the
lead in a series of subjects that will
establish, once for all, the fact that comedy films can be
produced without the slam bang usually presented in
the very ordinary, mediocre comedies of today.

Wm

^^
^^

This series will be elaborate, distinctively different, and
distinguishable by numberless points of vast superiority in every detail. From
script down to the last finishing touch of masterly direction, this series of comedies will stand out from the mass of offerings on the market today, as a genuine
pearl stands out from all rank imitations.

The series will be directed and produced by Wallace Beery. No expense
will be spared to give the public the rarest of treats and surprises that will mark the
most radical departure yet conceived in this branch of the moving picture industry.
Watch

>oon.

for the first rele,

Watch

for all the followir

ng picture* that will herald them,
you more fact* and figures. Betl

different, disti
the other. Yc

e

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
Carl Laemmle, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern

1600 Broadway

in

the Universe"

New York

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

of

a Cfilict''
BY THE FAMOUr
NOVELET, FRANK
DANBY, OF PIC5j
IN CLOVER" FAMr
ANOTHER HEAI
ft

INTEREST ENGLISH
PRODUCTION LIKE/

"MY OLD
S$WfL

DUTI

tf

&Xchcii

c

June

24,
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It's

got

them all
beat-

Huge Box

Office

Attraction

that is getting the money in gobs for thousands of Theaters, huge
conception, unique in plot, different in atmosphere, new and clever in
the manner it is staged and fascinating more and more as the episodes
ome and go, "Peg O' The Ring" stands out alone as the BEST serial on the
rket today.

THE RING

T>E!

pep
as the action, the sets, and gives the public
this country exactly what they want in distinctly new and
clever serial entertainment. The very fact that it gives th
public what it wants is why it is winning out BIG every
where. Headed by the two greatest Serial Stars—

GREATEST

GRACE CUNARD

mi*
SHOW

AND

OtfEASZTH

FRANCIS FORD
icluding a

> *'

m

A

huge

<

/ tri

15
WEEKS

mpetit

fUNIVE RSAL)

— l&s^"

UNIVERSAL
Film Manufacturing

Company

nle, President
i

Manufacturing

BROADWAY
NEW YORK
1600

SO
REELS
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A Tonic for Yo

THEJO
OF

IN

IVI

Jin Intensely Melodram
Incidents of MarVel
The Kind

of Screen Perform
Present Financial Success of the
It takes something out-of-theordinary to attract and hold the
interest of a warm-weather audience and here it is, a picture that
tells its story in a succession of hairraising incidents. The appeal is to
the eye there is no knotty problem to tire the mind.
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Summer

ur

Business!

CKEY
DEATH

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!
Here's a States Rights campaign based upon conservatism and truth.
We are firing our opening shot only after having
carefully investigated every detail of existing conditions.

We

know that the country is flooded with socalled "features."
know, too, that, with scarcely a single exception, these features are as much alike as two

We

peas

Human Daring

We

—

—
—A

A story with a thrill a min-

—

and the thrills are
wholesome ones. A big circus scene in which 3,000 peo-

A

dramatic
chase that sets the blood to
pie

appear.

tingling,
ion

— Lobby
E^ I

Photos, Slides and Newspaper Cuts.

IV/I 4m^

NEW YORK

J-

CITY

L.

A

We Are Offering
Really Big Feature

A feature that is big because
to satisfy a big public demand.

ance on which was built the
Entire Motion Picture Industry

ute

pod.

"star" of doubtful ability.
know that there is a great and growing demand for screen performances that will grip the
feelings performances that tell their stories in
quick, lively action that is easily understood.

atic Photoplay Full of

ous

in a

We know that the public is being bored to death
with spineless plays made only to exploit some

Kempner

it

has been

made

feature that fairly teems with the kind of
action that no solitary individual with red blood in
his veins can resist.
A feature that is full of startling surprises.
A feature with an appeal for all classes of picture patrons.
A feature that sweeps its audiences along with
it at break-neck speed.

—
—
—

We

Are

Selling

a The Jockey of
Death"
.at prices that cannot fail to make our proposition
attractive to "every . State Rights buyer in the

country.
We are determined that each

make money.
The scale of

prices we
have established are based
upon just what the feature will bring back to the
buyer and the figures

—

which mean

his

making

a

substantial
profit
also
mean the financial success of our enterprise

Better Wire

Us Today!

man we

sell

shall
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PL AYERS

48 SUPREME PHOTOPLAYS A YEAR

®£

DANIEL

FROHMAN

Introduces

The

captivaling.fascinating

her

initial

screen appearance,

Susie
Snowflake"
_j

V—#
A photo- drama

of Broadway
and the Home To urn*

Shannon

Fife,

Released June 22 n- on the

paramount program,

FAMOUS
PLAYERS FILM <§
ADOLPH ZUKOR,
president

DANIEL FROHMAN,

124-130 WEST

56Xt!

managing director

STREET, NEW YORK

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUS PLAYERS

FILM SERVICE

Ltd.

24, 1916
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COLUMBIA
rURBS CORPORATION

presents
The INCOMPARABLE

IVIOLA

DANA

in her first MBTKO wonder play

The

nowm,

o/FOMAJsfS

tAN>D
KveA.cts
of viial ac rion

and charming

romance
and
directed, by
John H Collins

TVriiierv

tro
pict&des

Released
on. the

Meiro Progi^Lin
Jui\e 26 th

•

-.

hat Erfiibitors say about

*Ihz X l\a

JL

V->AV-Li>J

Magazine

"Not only does your magazine hold our patronage, but
each time we send to a new name we find that it makes a new
customer."
Carl p
Mgr

^

STRAND THEATRE,

Fremont, O.

" Our patrons look forward to Metro day, knowing that the
magazine will be distributed on that day; and, as a manager,
I have noticed heralds, photos, pennants, etc., in the streets, but
have yet to find a copy of THE PICTURES MAGAZINE,
proving to me that these magazines are carried home to be read

during the leisure hours."

p A Abbott> Mgr
BLOOMBURG AMUSEMENT COMPANY, Asheville, N.

G.

"I distribute 2,000 a week, but rarely find one left in th(
I am convinced that they brought in a better class ot
patronage, together with an increased business that warrants
the expense."
Wm H
Mgr

theatre.

Stevens>

STRAND THEATRE,

Waterbury, Conn.

/JRE yoxx aboard trie express train
Headed for big box office sticcess?
If not, g'et in.

touch today witK

THE PICTURES MAGAZINE
Bioadway,

1476

^

£7ew York.

^;^^^Sii^.^

cn, »tion
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always advertise

the

LASKY name

—it brings

J.

me
E.

business"

TOMPKINS,
Princess Theatre,

Colorado Springs,'Colo.
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June

are the productions of

Famous Players Film
Co.,

The

Oliver

Co.,

Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play

Morosco Photoplay

Co., Pallas Pictures

Quality in a photoplay will
desirable patron-

attract
age.

Consistent quality in a prowill hold and build
up that desirable patron-

gram
age.

Paramount

exhibitors

prosper today and build up
for tomorrow on a foundation of consistent quality.

Are
C^^^j i^^^^r^

YOU Satisfied?
iWrite Our Exchange

\*S FOUR EIOHTY FIVE

tyaramourifc *

¥

IS

FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK.

To-Day

V

N.Y.

at

FCRTY FIRST

ST.

24.

1916

June
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^paramount'^ftiMre^
June
Fannie

Ward

.Lasky
The Gutter Magdalene.
Famous Players
The Evil Thereof
The Making of Maddalcna.Morosco
Famous Players
Silks and Satins
Famous Players
Destiny's Toy
Lasky
The Clown
.

All Star Cast

Edna Goodrich
Marguerite Clark
Louis Huff
Victor

Moore

Ann Pennington

.

Famous Players
The World's Great Snare. Famous Players
The American Beauty
.Pallas

Susie Snozuflake

Pauline Frederick

Myrtle Stedman

.

.

.

July
By Right of Sex
Her First Consignment

Peggy Hyland
Hazel Dawn
Wallace Reid
Ridgely
Dustin Farnum
Blanche Sweet

and

M

Rita Jolivet

Marguerite Clark
Louise Huff

YOU

.

.Famous Players,

The Taming of Helen .... Lasky
Davy Crockett
Pallas
Lasky
The Dupe
Famous Players
The Test
An International arriag eMorosco
Famous Players
Little Lady Eileen
Famous Players
When Shadows Fall

All Star Cast

Are

Famous Players
.

Cleo

Satisfied?

Write Our Exchange To-Day

^aramouni^ictUrQ^(^p4xraticfi
^j
V__^ porty piust
A I
NEW YORK. N.Y.

\~S roua pjomty iwe. _Lx fdtmavexue

at

st,
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June

^aramounV^ictlire^
are the productions of

Famous Players Film
Co.,

The

Rifle vs.
Make

Lasky Feature Play

Co., Jesse L.

Morosco Photoplay

Oliver

Co., Pallas Pictures

Shotgun

of twelve representative people that you would like to see in your
theatre and then figure out how many
of these twelve would be interested in:
a

list

Paramount Pictographs
(The Magazine on

the Screen)

Paramount- Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Paramount-- Bray Animated Cartoons

and Bray-Gilbert

Silhouettes

dark with a shot-gun
is not likely to bring home much game.
Daylight and the rifle—that's the Paramount exhibitors' way.
Shooting

in the

Are

YOU Satisfied?

L^^ShB^^^^ w

Write Our Exchange To-day

K**
|

|^T

*

*1

'*

mm&s>&

^arcmount^lcUire^^p^raUo/iLX FrFTHAVENUE V
FORTY FIRST
FOUR EIGHTY

^y

FIVE

NEW YORK.
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MB
MANY AN EXHIBITOR THINKS
HE 15 PLEASING HIS
PATRONS WHEN HE
IS

ONLY PLEASING
HIMSELF
Lewis J Sel znick
.

;

s
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George Kleine? Greaiesi

.

; AiHo^emei* Wii(v F. Ziefcfeld.Jr.

AMoKoivPicture NoVel by Mr. &Mtf. Rupert Hufckef.

like
lex
lainty
ightfuli:
.Miss Burke hi
use.
Ity tliat fairly beams
•

itty

Kelly in Chicago Tribune

'Gloria's

I

a personalout on ti

Manager Hemrick

screen.

of

tl

Hex is much gratified with the r
ception the picture received by re
ord-breaking crowds yesterday."

— Portland Oregonian
With
preme"

trade.
i

"Gloria's

Ro-

human

kind of a
find echo in hearts
street

and

village

Billie Burke, _. the Queen theater
Saturday, broke the house record foi
Saturday attendance. Manager C.
A. McKarland said the crush was
the heaviest he had experienced since
the house was opened, and that the
crowds jammed the lobby throughout the day, and in some parts of
the day blockaded the sidewalk
Billly Burke appears in a picture

a

.

.

—Minneapolis Tribune

— Houston Chronicle

—Seattle Post Intelligencer

Billie Burke, the "star suin "Gloria's Romance," the
million-dollar film novel, as the headline attraction on a program of exceptional merit, the T. & D. theater,
the Portland home of Turner &
Dahnken motion pictures, opened yesterday. Billie Burke charmed thousands just as she did in "Peggy" and
the two reels of "Lost in the Kverglades" are full of Billie Burke

.

'

Day

went to
Ig with a lot of other fans, to see

ething different— something wonfine— Billie Burke in Gloria's
like all the others I
away satisfied. I had seen Bil-

fully

nance— and
ie

Burke and something

fine

and

dis-

tly different.

Rupert Hughi
lutely new standard

in literary

merit

motion-picture stories. Miss dirk'
is
bubbling over with good spirits
and cheerfulness. The film is taking
the motion-picture fans by storm,
el

and the Columbia

is

)

11

interesting experiment was begun last night at the Globe theater
with the first exhibition of the first
chapters of a new movie serial entitled "Gloria's Romance," with Billie Burke as the star.
Miss Burke
proved herself a good screen subject.

She

is

winsome and

cunning.

Ko-

be Keystone turned hunpeople away yesterday.
is a tender symand beautiful story that
liss Burke an opportunity

Romance"

ie

really striking acting.

—New York Morning Telegraph
Billie Burke fastened her grip even
tighter on New York audiences last
night when she appeared in the first
two chapters of the George Kleine
II. iri
oim.a nee"
V
at the Globe theater.
The serial
''

i

1

I

]

the services of a fairyland sartorial
wizard and to use a colloquialism,
In
"there ain't no such animile."
"Gloria's Romance" Miss Burke is
ravishingly beautiful and more winsome than ever before.

—

Detroit

News

Radiant Billie Burke in a new serial film opened yesterday at the Majestic theater; and Billie. who is
introduced to us as. a little girl.

a.

her present play Miss Burke,
who is in the role of a tomboy
daughter of a millionaire, develops
an infinite capacity for michief. This
leads her into a variety of escapades
In

of the first "motion
el"
called
"Gloria's

Romance" is run until time for the
vaudeville program, between the matinee and evening shows, and then
again between the two evening vaudeville performances.
Billie is given
some wonderful opportunities to display her ability in the gymnasium
with boxing gloves, with the foils in
a fencing bout, as the hostess at a
chafing-dish party, as a girl graduate and as her own natural, playful

girlish

looking, and when she dons the
clothes of a boy she is altogether

11 P.

it

day at the New 1'ala.e.
The doors open at noon, and "Gloria's

—Tulsa (Okta.) World
If Billie Burke is to appear in
more exquisite gowns than those
worn in the first chapter of "Gloria's
Romance." she will have to call in

presenting the

story to capacity houses from

accommodate admirers
the "Glorias Rois shown at least

Burke,

six limes a

Kleine is making an out' of the ordinary serial in "Gloria's Romance,"
the first chapter of which is now being shown at the Lyceum. It is unusual in its story, in the excellence

An

Des Moines Tribune
the Palace yesterday

in

Miss

mance" production

— Canton (Ohio) News- Democrat

—New Tori Times
frothy

In order to
of

doesn't look a bit over twelve. The
serial is said to have cost a million
dollars, and from the introductory
episode one guesses readily that the
press agent is no faker.

from which most of the comedy ac-

I

—Seattle Post Intelligencer

1

v..

ll-'e'lu...eti'easl

roundings.
SOi

.1

The

'and interesting suris
pi< tun
a per-

triumph for

Billie

P

she is excellently supported by Henry
Knlkcr.
Without being spectacular.
"Gloria's Romance" is entertaining
and exciting. The beauties of Palm

—Indianapolis Star
No more

some ad-

popular picture has ever
been shown than "Gloria's Romance."
which,
featuring
charming Billie
Burke, is packing audiences into the
Keystone.
Week by week interest
in this charming serial -rows, until
it
seems that ere long the theater

s.-,

photographic effects which
materially add to the finish of the

will not be large enough to hold all
who want to follow the fortunes of

f

production.

Gloria.

id (Cal. ) Tribune
novel sets a new
in literary quality of moure stories, for it is logioalii

I

work
miral)]

compelling tale of the roa young society woman.

is

•

responsible for

"Gloria's Romance," with petite
Burke playing the part of
Gloria, is making a hit with motionpi. lure patrons of the Rex.
Rupert
Hughes has written a story that fits
Burke
like one of her own
Billie
gloves.
She just revels in it. And
Billie

diminutive comedienne has no
competitor when it comes to revel-

this
ing.

She

is

the

real

spirit

of joy.

June
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Supported ty HENRY KDLKEIt

20 Feahire Chapters! ForBoolrinfcsApply toNearest Kleiivc BccK^e!

-New

—Sioux

York Mail

lot

neither

thorough

ough

who

characters

of

nor

villains

Kvei -lades,"

the

in

chap-

one of
ter
"Gloria""
KKlein. 's 20-parl photoplay serial \<-,ituring Millie Burke. lb
EColker
and other stars, was cut husiasti.ally

my

received at the Colonial on Wednesday, and the opening of the elabo•

i

normal

—Minneapolis Tribune

Falls Leader- Press

"I... st

different in a serial is being
developed. All serial pictures heretofore have been built of weirdly impossible and thrillingly melodramatic
iin -id. tits, but this serial is made up
(it subtler
tilings; a pr. l> st"i y. a
thine,

ar<

film
ivork

\el
of Billie

l

in:

|

Burke.

thor-

nuns of a

li'.>

Despite the fact that the vaudeville

program

-

< at

?ho

their absurdity.

week

this

New

at the

Pal-

ace theater is one of the best ever
presented at that theater. Miss Murk.
holds her own in the film portion m
the program.
The patronstrate their Interest by remaining
after the vaud. ville to view the serial,
and so keen has the interest
been that it has been necessary to
run the film after the last perform-

|

to the

louse
Friday to see "Gloria's
(per a

limit

slory,

I

in

of scintillating C4

envied by stagefolks the

lit

v.

—

— Dallas News
Seattle

Times

Millie Murke is more lovely Mia
ever In the third chapter ol
Kouiance." for she app.
school girl who plays
tennis, fcncs and holds cha!ing-dis
orgies in her room.
.

I

ater

tin-

Mar. A liaiid-lo-band eonwith a real Seminole Indian is
in chapter two n! tic

in

their

effort's

HEAVY RAIN
THEATER WAS PACKED."

D'ESPITE

I

flicl

"Gi-

BURKE MORE
LOVELY THAN EVER BEFORE

Automobiles lined the streets and
people blocked the sidewalks in the
vicinity of the .Muse theater Friday
ni^lit.
when the tirst chapters of
"Gloria's It. nuance." featuring Millie
MurUe. were shown at tic
'Lost in the Everglades,

new Rupert Hughes
which Millie Uurke is the

Kiiui.iiH-e,"

in

Her charming actions,

"BILLIE

— San Antonio Express
«

Murke

surely a star

pa.it>.

late

•

— Omaha Bee

The Irand

Millie
ls

accommodate tics

night, to

i

—Pittsburgh Press

the big thrill

-Atlanta Journal
-Norfolk {Fa.) Pilot

heavy

rain, tin

— Houston Chronicle

—Peoria Star
The Apollo today has the second
hapter of "Gli
Millie Uurke has a.
climax of photoplay production— the

i

i-hicli

Bui
has
already establlished herself as a forem
star, just as she has long been b.
loved on the speaking
Bill

'•

tact

ill

i

I

hat line e.i n aim
d gold ol her hair

I

,

.

wonderful him m
and "camera
term Wholly unknown
•

..I!

I

1

I

.

,

in

ni

ii.

i

and

•

•

I

•

appeal

.

-

the

to

"PRODUCTION A MARVEL OF
BEAUTY AND EXCELLENCE
—Worchester Gazette
II"
Worcester w.

little

sum-

— Springfield News- Record
Burke,

Billie

•

-

lion

pi...in

i

ill

which she

actress

the

fUmdom

In

in

i.

her

most

-Illinoii State Journat
I
•

i

.

latest

pleased

I

Mauv
Who
Miss

sn

v.

l'.ui

I

ni

in

Murke was shewn
in...--.,

Millie

•I
as though she w
person.

'GLORIA'S

ROMANCE

public several
...
pi ML
an
1

|

k

1

her

production

man

Is

Btorj

of

de.p

Intel

be ap-

•

IS

— Milwaukee Ntws
Millie

Murke.

.

.

d.

miee, Wisconsin

llillie

With
I

i

"At
I

awav.

i
.

new

lilm

w

is

u.

I

..I

i

theat.-r

Murk.

With

Millie
.\.
bcautil'i.:!

and
hi

th<

.in

.

Ileiit

asi

is

showing up
.he most

t)

.

i

.

.

months

ii.

o

of the

Columbia

tin-

"Gl.

in

malice." threatens
br, ik all
records she set W hell Sll.
i

Cii

i

•

ipidl

— St Louis Globe-Democrat

which

u

:

in

and her

SHOWING UP BEAUTIFULLY."

Od
Wick.

ones g

n

Ing

The

In

.ival of the
Millie
Murke. at the I.yric
lal.sl and neatest lilm sn
titled "Gloria's It. nuance."

i

—Savannah News
h'St

l

and the

i,.

-

sterda> at the \\
nil is going to be set .low
the annals of motion p
•

ill

'

i

Miss Burke'

player.

subsequent installments of "Gloria
K. .main." measure up to tie

I

..
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LONDON
VERDUN
on

A

stupendously spectacular production staged at the cost of a million lives. These are the
only authentic pictures ever taken of the Zeppelin Fleet's Arrival in England their attack on

London

— the

—

—

of destruction in their wake; "Deadman's Hill" and the historic siege of Verdun
as exhibited under the auspices of uJljr N?m ffork (Slab? to turn away audiences at the
trail

Park Theatre.
This

is

showman

the First of the

Mammoth

Productions which will be exploited by Filmdom's Master
Productions confer with

— Real Showmen who can handle Colossal

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION, 587

Fulton

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Efeiebttd "Photoptaqr
Qnr>ou,nce

niarq lilac jCaren
in an extraordinary
cindknna production®

Oddai^r"OT> ancient £utl'
Produced bq that roaster geni/mr
Jar>e

SUGGESTED
story

by

by Jane

Stella

Ad Jams;

Wynne

Herron;

adapted for tbe screen, and produced

by

tbat genius of tbe film

world

WEBER

LOIS

—

"Shoes" tbe work of tbese tbree
notable women —is tbe nearest approacb
to screen perfection ever presented.
It is

an intensely buman story of a

working

girl

wbo

"sold berself for a

pair of shoes.
greater than drama. It is a chapter from life.
Maintaining the
It is a photoplay masterpiece.
standard
is a perfect
"S
photoplay.
It is

—

BLUEBIRD

Book through your

local

hoes"

BLUEBIRD

Exchange

or Executive Offices

BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS
(Inc.)

New York

1600 Broadway

'*•
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EQUITADLE _

PICTURES

$

QU1TADLE MOTION PICTURED C0PP0RAT10f\T|?
RELEASING THROUGH

WORLD FILM CORPORATION

\T\

/i

t
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Link

Studio to Theatre Patron-

General Film Service

Perfect

is

Here's Proof from Exhibitors:—
"/ received my program which shows Bryant Washburn in an
Essanay and Mary Anderson in a Vilagraph. It is rather soothing
to an exhibitor to see the old favorites back again in the regular
program. Honestly, I think one of the greatest drawbacks to the
industry has been the withdrawing of favorites from the regular
program. * * * Hope you will continue this policy.

STARS;

"LIONEL DELACROIX,
Plaquemine, La."

PICTURES:

"Just had the pleasure of running Edison's

OF THE AMBULANCE CORPS'

and I

'CELESTE

it the most
magnificent three reel subject that has been offered in General Film
The theme is very interesting; the lightService for many a day.

and detail work excellent
of art not easily forgotten.
ing, directing

and

the

"BERT GOLDMAN,
Manager New

photography a work

Princess Theatre,
St.

" This

consider

Paul, Minnesota."

real service. Wired you at midnight
for program for next day and you stop a train here with a box of
This is real
film that never does carry express to this town.
service and you more than made good your promises.

SERVICE:

is

what I

call

"R. E.

FALKINBURG,
Lexington, Nebraska."

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
440

FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Inc.

&

June

24,
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Soieral 33lm Same.
Stars in Short Reels
corner stone of this service,
is

is

built

programs

presenting

anety,

picture.

No

number

with

in

stars

other

program compares

Pictures

of

Helen Gibson

//

in

Kathlvn Williams

of

Mary

Stars

Fritzi

This

is

how we earned our

Stars

Pickford

Henry King Edith Storey
Brunette

Davy Don

—and hold

lead

who made

features

now appear
reel releases

features.

very

as

we

These pictu

acme

of

In all of them
will

find

Stars

GENERAL FILM COMPANY,
440

&

FOURTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Inc.

it
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Smerol 35lnt Soviet.
lUBIN
Releases

MmteyJumiVbflN DONCOMEDy

I^GACY"

t)TTOS

(one act)

JhursdiayJune 2 2

,
J^

ve's

La\^«
w

(three act drama)
Sajtur&ciyJune 2%

PERSISTENCY
ACT COMEDY
ONE

^

lUBIN
-

:

^

June

24,
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Soitral 3EUnt Seiwe.
STARS WITH BOX OFFICE VALUE!
Ham

and Bud, Helen Gibson, Ethel Teare, Sis Hopkins

— there

are

names

know mean extra money in the box-office every time you announce
You get feature drawing power at a one reel rental.

that you

them.

i

I

'

!

Ml

I

LarFmg

SIS

is

Supported by Henry Murdock and Frank Minzey

3Zy wheNYou

kNow

Im

HOPKINS

'

"Her Great

rjow.

the LaFF*

in

Invention"

Easily one of the best Sis Hopkins Comedies yet
released.
Sis has a wonderful invention for making

TeecKlR

gun-powder harmless. The only trouble is that it
does not work and well, things that happen then
don't give you a chance to stop laughing until the last
scene of the picture fades from view.

—

Released Friday, June 23rd

"That Lonely Widow"

"The Beggar and His Child"
Ham
and
fall

is

dresses
in a fair

Bud
way

as his darling child
to wealth when the

comes.

Ethel Teare, as a girl reporter, gets
into a jolly mix-up that keeps the laughs
in swift succession.
Released Wednesday, June

Released Tuesday, June 20th

21

HELEN GIBSON
The

Screen's

Most Daring Actress

in

"The Mysterious Cipher"
are missing the one sure bet, the single reeler that never fails to bring them back
In "The Mysterious Cipher," Helen lives up
if you are not using "The Hazards of Helen."
exposing conto her title of "the screen's most daring actress" in a story that shows her
Thrilling horseback riding and a breathrailroad.
spirators who sought to defraud the
taking leap to a speeding freight arc among the punches.

You

Released

Saturday,

June

24th

KALEM COMPANY
235-39

Pk

West 23d Street

New York

City

&

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Soifrol JUm Same.
What

the Critics Say
of the Latest

Essanay-Chaplin

Comedy

"POLICE"
This is without question a tremendous
office production because its worth
has been definitely proved.
You can
count it a real winner.
Wid's Independent Review.

box

This
getting
est

new

Chaplin

crowds.

the

'Police,"

if

possible,

To appreciate

Mildred

Joclyn,

it

is

watch

Chicago

Post.

vehicle of tremendous laugh

power ranks with Chaplin's greatNew York Dramatic Mirror.

in

funnier than ever.

'Police"

is

a winner.

Dallas (Tex.)

Herald.

work.

Exhibitors who want to give their patrons a real laugh should show this picExhibitors Herald.

ture.

—

"Police" is funny
Motion Picture News.

Manager

Field

in

of the

the

extreme.

one think

it,

the most screamingly funny of all
funny comedies. Atchison (Kans.)

It is

Colonial

says

Chaplin's "Police" drew the biggest Sunday crowd he ever had. It is as funny
as the advertising would strive to make
laughter.

Chaplin fans are delighted with this

comedy which drew capacity crowds at
The Empress. Des Moines (la) Register.

and moves the house

to

Kitty Kelly, Chicago Tribune.

his

Globe.
This mirth provoking comedy

is

pleas-

ing all crowds at the Regent theatre.
Indianapolis (Ind.) Star.

Charlie Chaplin Himself Says:
"It's

a Scream"

1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

H

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Saural JUm Same.
The Absolute Test
of All Photoplays
Every photoplay must meet the

final test of sales power.
If it does not, it is a failure.
If it cannot attract the public it is useless,
as no photoplay is of any value on a shelf.
Essanay's short subjects have met this test; its actors are known the
world over; its plots carry the fundamental element of human interest that
appeals to all.
Essanay plays sell; they please.

FRANCIS
is

"The

BUSHMAN

X.

presented

in

At the Curtain"

Girl

The strange case of a couple who wed with a curtain between them, so that neither
Having carried out the provision of a will, they separate. Later they

sees the other.

meet and

fall in

love to find they are already man and wife.
2 Act Drama (reissue)
June 20

.GEORGE ADE'S
"Fable of the Undecided Brunette"
is another of his quaintly humorous satires
uproar of laughter.
/ Act Comedy

ANN KIRK

and

c

the present day

girl.

It

keeps

all in

an

EDWARD ARNOLD

are presented in

"A
The story
tion

Traitor to Art"

of a girl's tragic failure aa an artist in a great city; her final reclamalife through a minister who loves her and brings her

from the ultra-Bohemian

happiness.

3 Act Drama

June 24

1333 Argyle

fk

St.,

Chicago

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

2166

Soifral 3Unt

On

June

24, 1916

Smk&

the other side sat the

man

whose life she had come to take. Against
him she bore the deepest hate a woman
can know. But with all her dishonor, and
with the confession of murder still on her
lips, there was another who
took her into his arms and
held her blameless.

Would

you have done as he did?

"Would You
Forgive Her?"
A

Vitagraph three-part

Broadway Star Feature

with Leah Baird
supported by Arthur Cozine, Jack
Ellis and Van Dyke Brooke.

Written by Dodd Crane and produced by Van Dyke Brooke.

<&<? VITAG&APH

£**
%.&

&

EAST

IV ST.

-4

COM PAN Y of AMERICA

LOCUST AVE- BROOKLYN. N.Y.

NEW YORK- CHICAGO

•

LONDON

•PARIS

£*j:

%0

£

June

24,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

Saimil Stint Semce.
REGULAR VITAGRAPH RELEASES
i

i

Stung
ONE-PART COMEDY.

RELEASED

MONDAY, JUNE

i

9 th

Sometimes tkere is a "back-fi;
when a practical joker overworks Kis ingenuity.
So it was with Hopper, who had made everyone's life miserable with
his pranks.
To cure him of his peculiar sense of humor, his wife turned a
little trick on him that made Hopper's jokes look like kindergarten work
Oh yes, Hopper was cured.

Curfew at Simpton Center"
ONE-PART COMEDY.

RELEASED FRIDAY, JUNE

23rd

The

married ladies of Simpton Center were going to hav^e "some party,"
one of those fancy dress affairs like they haOe in the big city, by heck
They)
were all going to dress up like school girls and the men had strict orders to stay
away.
But before the party was over a hurry call was sent out for the men.
!

Children under sixteen must be in bed wnen the curfew rings
the law, and each husband had to pick out his

own

school

at

nine" said

girl

wife and

prove she was over sixteen.

'Would You Forgive
THREE-PART DRAMA.

A
wi «K

Broadway Star Feature

LEAH BAIRD

Supported by Arthur Cozine, Jack

"7A<>

Hen

RELEASED SATURDAY, JUNE

Ellis

and

Van Dyke

VITAGRAPH COMPANY o? AMERICA

Brooke.

24th

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June

24,

1916

Sai£ral3iliii SarictBabe" Hardy
in the

Thursday

Thursday, July

6

A DAY AT SCHOOL
with

Plump

and Runt
(Hardy and Ruge)
Any comedian would
laughs

with

this

the

funniest

get

but
one of

story,

Hardy and Ruge make

it

comedies of the

Friday, July 7

FURNISHED ROOMS
with

Pokes and Jabbs
(Burns and Stull)
Fierce competition between two
boarding houses, aggravated by what
happened after the actor and the trombone player came.

326 LEXINGTON AVENUE,

Es

NEW YORK

CITY

S

I

unc

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

24,

Soitral Stint Serwa!
TyPICAL SCENES FBOM TOE

FIRST

F£W

FEATURE COMEDIES

DEFINED SINGLE-REEL COMEDIES
OF THE HIGHEST CLASS
-

.

DIRECTED 5/HADCyc.MYERf

WATCM

FOR RELEASE

m\

326 LEXINGTON AVENUE,

5k§C

NEW YORK

CITY

^

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Soitral 3Um Sxmet-

J

Smcteuocfeer
g>tar Jfeatureg
THREE-ACT DRAMA

present the

m

THE ANCIENT BLOOD
Featuring

VIRGINIA NORDEN

ON SUNDAY

The

A powerful

tale of the Great
Northwest, with an emotional climax set amid

homes

the stately

FIVE REEL
Feature in the

of

England.

General Service

Released
Friday
;

June 23
June Release
Direction of H.
M. and E. D.

PAY DIRT

Horkheimer

Featuring
A Drama
Released June 18

of the

HENRY KING

Gold Fields

Direction of H.

in

Five Masterful Acts

M. and E. D. Horkhcimer

lUuctabocto &tar ^features

i

326 Lexington Avenue,

New York

City

30

June
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Sai£rolSUm Smkz.
THE

THE

SELIG-TRIBUNE

SELIG-TRIBUNE

The

Greatest News Film
All the News and Shows
Twice Weekly Through Gen-

World's

Which Gets
it

First.

First in
in

War,

Popularity.

First in Peace,

and First

The Leading News Film

by Right of Superiority and Originality.

eral Film Service.

IF [IT

HAPPENS, YOU SEE IT FIRST IN THE SELIG-TRIBUNE!!

THE SACRIFICE
A

Selig Special

reels,

i

thr,

heart-stirring

featuring Eugenie Besierer, sup-

ported by Harry Mestayer and an
star cast.

An

all-

appeal for Preparedness.

Released Monday, June

26.

THE GIRL OF
GOLD GULCH
Tom Mix

never appeared

in

a

more

interesting or thrilling Western drama
than "The Girl of Gold Gulch," released Saturday, July 1. A succession of

hazardous feats and

thrills.

Selig Service Praised in England, as Well as in
The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly says:

"'The Blood Seedling,'

America
a

Selig

production in three reels, is a remarkable production in several respects uncommon
and out of the ordinary in style and treatment, and a plot treated in so masterly a
fashion as to keep one in excited wonder to the last moment, for the secret is not
divulged until the final scene, and then in a most extraordinary manner. The old
world atmosphere and the manners and customs of half a century ago are a welcome
change from some of the super-up-to-date productions of which we see so many. Of
course, it contains the usual elements of love, hate, jealousy, vice and virtue, but
they are so disguised and presented in such a charming manner as to be almost
The photography is exceptionally good and the acting all that
unrecognizable.
could be desired. The picture is one we can strongly recommend to Exhibitors who
are on the look out for something novel, lor it is a subject that cannot fail to be a
success on any program."
:

Selig Polyscope

&

Company

Chicago and Everywhere

a

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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VITACRAPH
Blue Ribbon Features
are

warm leather attractions. The temperature doesn't
when a "Blue Ribbon" poster is up. Tke crowd

matter

knows tkat "Blue Ribbon" means
and Winter or Summer, that means

Tke Man Bekind

good

a
a

24,

1916

®
m

picture,

full

house.

tke Curtain
WALKER,

Five part drama featuring LILLIAN
supported by Evart Overton and William

Tke Redemption

of

Dunn.

Dave

Darcej)

Five
F.ve part drama featuring
feat
JAMES MORRISON.
Dazey Author of "In Old Kentucky."
Written by C. T. Dazey,
Directed by Paul Scardon.

Tke

Destroyers
Five part
Fiv-e

drama featuring

LUCILLE LEE STEWART.

From James Oliver
C
Curwood's book "Peter God."

Dn
Directed
by Ralph

Tke

W.

Ince.

Suspect
Six part dra

From the

play by

H.

J

Tke Ordeal

of Elizabetk
LILLIAN

Five part drama featuring

WALKER

support*
Directed b

From the book by George C. Hazleton.

God's Country and tke
Eight part drama with

Seven

part

and

Directed by Rollin S. Stur

Curwooc
From the book by James Oliver Curw>ood.

Tke Law

Woman

WILLIAM DUNCAN,
Dl
GEORGE HOLT
NELL SHI
SHIPMAN.

Decides

drama with

HARRY T. MOREY. DOROTHY KELLY
HARR
DONALD HALL.
D

and

by William P. Earle and Marguerite Bertsch.
Written by Marguerite Bertsch and produced
p

Salvation Joan
Seven

part

mm

EDNA

drama featuring
MAY.
Written by Marguerite Bertsch.
Directed by Wilfrid North.

Bookings

now through

V-L-S-E

COMPANY oP AMERICA
BAST IV ST. mt LOCUST AVE. BROOKLYN. N.Y.
>
NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON PARIS %JF

Vfte VITAGftAPM
:*"V
'».#•

/fc

•

•

•
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Frank Daniels as Kernel Nutt
Hifjace is your fortune.

l|

"Kernel Nutt"

box

~W®'0k)>

^

\

'V-

4Lg

Bfe

?P

^M H| '<&p BfeV"

office.

Frank

WS And

JmB^^^

^^^JHHT

^° you know tliat y° u are
getting unlimited publicity

:

Daniels

is

be sure you
in on "The
Escapades of
Mr. Jack " with
Frank Daniels.

cash

mobilizes the
army of laugh
lovers at every

the
the

—

master of his craft
very imp of laughter.

For

WRF
^HHHv

3H§i

^>Jt'''

^B^H
iBi

^W

Hj^v

on "The Escapades of Mr.
Jack" all over the country.
day in and day out ? The
Hearst newspapers, and hundreds of dailies on the syndicate

years the big comedy attrac$£$
\WiBtoBm
tion of the stage, he has
wHB
L
q
proved an even greater feat>£$|b
IffflBfl
ure on
the screen.
"The
fllfl Sfr
^6h ft
Kernel Nutt" pictures are the
service, covering every corner of
ifiB H& MbBB flf
spice of the program—just the
the country, are printing Jimmy
8JJLJB8B wBf
«ral
thing to send the crowds home
Swinnerton's funny drawings of
with a laugh, and make them
"Mr. Jack" on their comic pages.
TOM
come back smiling. "Kernel Nutt,
Everyone in your neighborhood
the Janitor,"
"Kernel Nutt Wins a
knows "Mr. Jack" and follows his pranks.
S^Bff
Wife,"
"Kernel Nutt, the Footman,"
Frank Daniels has made him come to life
1
WBf
"
"Kernel Nutt's Hundred Dollar Bill,"
and as a result "The Escapades of Mr. Jack" is
^Kf
',.'«'';
"Kernel Nutt's Musical Shirt ;"j followed by
another Vitagraph money-maker for exhibitors.
H^V

Hw
Hw
Hr

^L

mB

W«

Flirts With
M onday, June 19th

"Kernel Nutt
^0H^^

/5£\

^gp

Released

W

.

H9
Hf

Wifie"

Vita graph

Bookings now
th
8h
v
s E

r

S£££££^lll!il^
IfIWereGoin£toPlaij

.Essanai) Chaplin's

BqrlesquGaaCarmen'
"lWouIdf»BLif Whatever,

JVeceJvari/

Get *t-

fo

M

lean tell i|ou without question
that this is a tremendous box
office attraction because its
worth has been

definitely proven*

-cy&yerWid Gwtniri<£
Exhibitor
Technical Man

Film Critic and
Ma£aybr\e Editor
InFor.m
THE

A

MAGAZINE—

In Fa

FILMOOM

Charlie Chaplin's

I

-BURLESQUE ON CARMEN
Essanay— V.

AS A WHOLE
STORY
DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

LENGTH

Sti\V

WID'5

BfcADSTaELT
OF

would say that

C E

I

NDEPENDENT
REVIEWS
OF

FEATURE
FILMS

this

can

be booked any place safely
L. S. E.
Great

Box

Office

Winner

and played up heavily

in

Good
Good

Bits of Business

the advertising*

Good
Wonderful Personality

Good
Good
rVrnd

Four Parts

Released ihru

VImaph biNN Srig Essanay^
4ffik

THE BIG FOUR

/j^t)

,

;.^h-j:v4

:•

V-'

•

-•

HV

.:

:-,.,. ,•• -,i;« :-.'-.

Look!

Stop!

Listen!

A MAN

in Pennsylvania received $10,000 for suggesting
the use of these words by the railroads.

They
them

will be

to the

worth equally

as

much

to

you

if

you apply

conduct of your business.

Stop!

—

—

the box-office value
Consider the drawing pozvet
of
each picture for your theatre before you book it. You
would not pay the same for a mixture of copper, silver,
and gold that you would for pure gold. Neither should
you pay the same for all pictures, regardless of whether
they are good, bad, or indifferent.

Look!
See every picture screened before you book it, and then
know will please your paa poke." All pictures are
not of equal appeal. Do your booking on a basis that
what
will permit you to take
you want and what your
patrons want, rather than what someone else wants
you to take.
select only those which you
trons. Don't buy "a pig in

Listen!
Keep your ear to the ground for your patrons comments
and then pass these on to the manufacturer. In short, use
'

your position
order.

to

have pictures made

All of which, when

Book

to their {your patrons')
up, simply meatus

summed

the V. L. S. E. Wsvy

The Open-Booking, Box-Office Value

A.r, \at, \av, \Ar* yjKr.

-aifl^

Way

\av. vat* IA.K lAT' lAP UX^ *4

iVL.S.E.Inc.

^™ ^^tm ^^m ^1U fl^B ^T^ »™^^ rtU rtW ^^*m ^^*m ^^Tam ^TW ^"TW

SI

:?4^fcfl

H^&fe'^c

"

The Man Behind
The Curtain "
A

Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
Feature in Five Parts
With

Walker

Lillian

Supported by

Evart Overtoiv
!

Caught in a demoniac mesh
of intrigue, a woman faces
the very abyss of mis-

ery.

j
j

Love, honor,
,

home— all

are in the
balance.
She uses
the only weapons
she has the appeal of sex— and

—

the arch con-

spirator

is

caught

in
the net of

his

own

weaving.

%

Ui

/

AMAArA^r \^r.i^K\^rAArAArAAK\^rA

r

A

TRE Y1TAGRAPR C0«PAI?y OFMERICA
L. S. E. Inc.
Released ihrougfi

V

t

The Topmost

Effort

Of

EDGAR LEWIS
Master Director of

"The Great Divide"
"Souls in Bondage"
"The Flames ofJohannis'
Is

epitomized in

"Those

Who
Toil
A

big, forceful, heartappealing epic of Justice,
Honor, Strife and Love,

From

the pen

of that

widely

known author

Daniel Carson

Goodman
Featuring

NANCE
O'NEIL
"The Bernhardt of America

"Into

The

Primitive

Robert Ames Bennet's Most Popular Story, filmed
as an intensely thrilling drama of Jungle life, and
featuring Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver, Harry
Lonsdale and Eugenie Besserer.

"A

superior production." Motion Picture News.
Motography.
"Strictly out of the ordinary."
"Realistic and purposeful." Exhibitor's Herald.
"Kathlyn Williams at her best." Dramatic Mirror.

"Into The Primitive

—

Two Men and a Woman"

^^— ^^» JT— i"^— ^T— -^— -m. ^-n— rru

5ELID
V
Relea sed
through.

.

.

—

L.S.E. Inc.

XAVAAVAAVAAVAATAsir^YSiv.L/xrtiL/ir.ttW?

Homestake Opera House
M. C. KELLOGG, Manager
Lead, S. Dak.,

May 20, 1916.

V.L.S.E. Inc.
New York City.
,

Gentlemen
I trust you will not take as flattery,
nor as a forerunner for some special concession, the few true facts as I see them, and
as expressed below:
I have been an exhibitor of V-L-S-E features ever since they were first released in
this territory, which is over a year.
There
must be a reason
First of all, would say that if honest
and square dealings, well balanced programs,
with clean and wholesome subjects, are to be
considered as assets, the V-L-S-E certainly
has them.
Your open booking policy is a boon to
every exhibitor, for the tastes of various
communities are bound to vary, so it is up
to each exhibitor to study his patrons and
cooperate with your exchanges.
The plan of scaling the price of each
subject is a splendid one and most equitable.
Every subject can't be as good as another
even though the directors and actors try to
It's the box office statemake them so.
ments that tell which are the best. In other
words, the public has its likes and dislikes, and all you or I try to say or do
can't change them.
In this day of so-called chaotic film
conditions, it is apparent that the producers who stick closest to the real commercial side of the business, are those that
will withstand the much talked of "over production. "
Yours respectfully,
:

Adams St. and
Wabash Av«.

:

Kansas City
Mo.
12lh& Walnut SL

j

'

"/ know not how
to

govern our own

course save by the

'

\

I

777.

firoven experience

<?4

of others.
,

r

Manager.

/

1^ \AK AK t^K IAT, I* K \A K IAF. \AV, WVT*
I

VL.S.E.Inc.
AW
AW
Y

YAW

Y

AW

. Y

W
Mf. YA W. YA W YAW. \A W YA"1 W»
.
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in
-MACBE1ru
In Five Parts

Shakespeare's Immortal

D rama

Featuring

ARTHUR BOUCHIER as Mack?th and MlS$
VIOLET VAN BRUGH as Lad:V Macbeth
Played on the Historic Ground at Dunsinane Castle

The Big A Film Corporation
has fulfilled a long
lic

felt

and enormous pub-

demand by releasing the immortal drama,

"Macbeth"

in five parts,

featuring the fam-

ous Shakespearian Players, Mr. Arthur Bou-

Macbeth and

Miss Violet Van
Lady Macbeth. This stirringPhoto Drama de Luxe will have a tremen-

chier as

Brugh

as

dous appeal, and prove a sure box

office

attraction.

State Rights

Now

Selling

Write or wire for your territory

For Booking.

NEW YORK
and

NORTHERN

NEW

Big
145

A FilmNewCorp.

W. 45th

Street,

York City

JERSEY

Apply

to

SELECT FILM
SERVICE
US W.

4Sth St.. N. Y.

Room

10O«

Phone Bry.nt 1(M

I

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

A "repeat"

is a sure proof of
picture popularity

BATHE S ultra-dramatic series success

WHO'S GUILTY?
getting them
Here's What Denver says:
is

GUILTY
By Special Request "Who's
Guilty" will

be repeated

TODAY

THEATER
In Addition to the

Regular Program

Featuring

ANNA NILSSON and TOM MOORE

Produced

V ARROW FILM CORPN.

25 WEST

'45 th ST.

I

June

24.

1916

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

'?-•$»

Exchange
OFFICES

NEW YORK

MB

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

PATHE presents
the Five Part

Gold RoosteTPlay

MATRIMONIAL MARTYR
beautifully treated in.

PATHECOLOR
A drama containing

mucK

good

acting*,

some pathos, some

comedy and much

human nature.

Produced ~by Balboa
Featuring-

RUTH ROLAND
Released the week of June 19th

EXECUTIVE
25

WEST

4,5 1& ST.

June

24,

1916

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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One big chorus of praise and
not one dissenting* voice!
That's true of

PATHE'S

biggest serial

fRO/V

CLAW

Ask the multitudes
of Exhibitors showing
this

phenomenal

success!
Produced

by-

Feature Film Corporation,
Edward Jose, General Director

TfieVK
EXECUTIVE
25 WEST 45 tU

ST.

June

24,

1916

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Exchange
OFFICES

NEW YORK

-n
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June

24,

POST MASON ENTERPRISES

C.

Presents
in

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Three

A

Photo Play Spectacle that

will

NEW YORK LONDON
SYDNEY,

Australia

pack any theatre in the Universe

Reels

mm vm

THE WONDER

CITXofthe WORLD

BY DAY and BY NIGHT
Living,|Breathing Realism and Grandeur Unsurpassed

—

—

TIME The Present. SCENES Every place of interest, inworth of World-famed Buildings.
Theatres, Bridges, Hotels, etc.; depicting in reality slum and
tenement life: Chinatown Little Italy The Bowery Coney
Island The Great White
by day and by night. Marvelous
night scenes of the Woolworth and Singer Buildings illuminated
also Broadway at midnight, celebrated Cabarets. Roof Gardens
cluding- over a Billion dollars'

—

—

—

—

Way

:

and

(

'afes.

—Wonderful

Panoramic Views

Featuring the Entire Population
of Over 5,000,000 People
Wire or Write
NOTE:
tacle

This wonderful specarranged to be presented in

entirety or as a series.
Elaborate 1-3-6 sheet pictorials.

its

rrlr

"A Nurse's
Dedicated

to

..I

I

Sacrifice"

big features outright.

of the
2 reels

Arc.

Emden"

when

Credentials

C. Post

tela
ol

arrange and finance Austraon percentage or buy

lian tours

.hortly

England'* Joan
Edith Cavcll

"The Sinking

for State Rights

Managing Director

C.

desired.

Mason

Post Mason Enterprise*

1702 Candler Building.

220

West 42nd

Street,

New York

Telephone— Bryant SM4-M3S
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PLURAGRAPH FILM CORPORATION
PRESENTS

THE ENCHANTING SCREEN CLASSIC

D-I-A-N-A
(THE HUNTRESS)

BARONESS VON DEWITZ

PAUL SWAN

DIANA

APOLLO

(Goddess

of

(Cod

The Moon)

The Sun)

of

The Greatest Love Story of the Immortal Ages
Interpreted With Beauty and Sympathy
By a Splendid Cast.

A SUPERB GRECIAN BALLET
IN

OF OPERATIC DANCERS
FASCINATING AND ENTRANCING DANCES.

at the Strand Theatre, New York; The Tremont
Temple, Boston; The Stanley, Philadelphia

Booked

TERRITORIES SOLD FOR
NEW ENGLAND
Eastern Feature
Boston, Mass.

Film

Co..

STATES
57

Church

Street,

NEW YORK STATE-NORTHERN NEW
JERSEY

Merit

Film Corporation,

New York

126

West

46th

Street,

City.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA-SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY— DELAWARE-MARYLAND
—VIRGINIA

Electric Theatre Supply Co., 13th and Vine Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa.

TEXAS-OKLAHOMA-LOUISIANA
-ARKANSAS
Scott & Sanford,
Texas.

1911'..

Commerce

Street. Dallas,

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA-WEST VIRGINIA
Liberty Film Renting Co

,

9M Penn Avenue.

Pitts-

The above names are those of the keenest judges of qualitypictures in the industry

iCan

You Afford Not

to Follow Their

Example

?
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NOTHING SO STUPENDOUS EVER

Now Playing Twice Daily to Capacity
at theCriterionTheatre,Broadway and

44th St. and

TURNINC THOUSANDSAWAY
FROM THE BOX OFFICE!
" 'Civilization will remain at the Criterion Theatre all summer and all winter."
—George Kaufman, N. V. Tribune.
9

By C.

GARDNER SULLIVAN

June

24,
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OFMAN
CONCEIVED BYTHEBPAIN
CE
T")N.Y
Journal
Z'vttel

(21

Eve.

^GREATEST
TRIBUTE EVER PAID A
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER
BY THE WORLDS FOREMOST CRITICS.
"Every past performance of the
motion picture makers was outdone, and
by an incredibly wide margin, last night
at the Criterion Theatre, when 'Civiliz
tion* was shown for the first time."
-Louis De Foe. N. Y. "Morning World."

"'Civilization' sets a new standard in
motion picture enterprise, and stands out
as the highest attainment of the art of

the

screen."

— Rennold
"

Wolf, N. Y. "Telegraph."

'Civilization,'

seen

at

the

Criterion

last night, is the most remarkable picture of war that the screen has
Ince on an artistic
It places
shown.
footing with David Belasco. 'Civilizashort, is a gigantic r
all, human picture

Theatre

"Entertainment

on

an

artistic

le

with 'Ben Hur.'"

—Alexander Woollcott,

N.

Y.

"Time

"It was a daring thing to attempt the
formidable task of challenging comp

^ ^ ^ .g.^

^ ^.^^
red."— Charles
American."

q(

of &

J*^

^

^.^

Henry Meltzer, N.

Y.

may

be said that 'Civilization' surpasses anything which has gone bef,
in motion picture production."
S. M. Weller, N. Y. "Review.
"It

—

"'Civilization,'

a

pictorial

<

work."
Charles Darnton, N. Y. "Evening World."

-Burns Mantle,

N.

miSfflfflit
THOMAS

H. INCE, 1005 Brokaw Bldg.,

Y

LOUIS SHEWIN

NEW YORK GLOBE

New York

City
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Juno

UNICORN

FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION
This

Is

What You Get
Mr. Exhibitor
The very

one and two reel subjects ever produced. Every cast composed of stars of national reputation.
best

—

Clean and clear new film at prices
much lower than you are now paying
for poor subjects and worn-out him.
Make up your mind now
it

will

make money

to investigate Unieorn

for

you

and

please

Film Service,
your audience.

EXCHANGES:
New York City

130 West 46th St. H.W.Harwell
207 Pleasant St. . S. M. Moscow
Springfield
.
167 Dwight St.
fm. F. O'Brien
Bangor . . . Eastern Trust Bldg. W.J. Brennan
Buffalo
23 W. Swan St.
.
H. E. Hughes
Syracuse . . 565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey
Albany . . . 680 Broadway William Lawrence
Philadelphia . 1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen
Washington, D. C, 434 9th St., N. W.
St. Louis
.
.
3628 Olive St. . .
Sam Werner

Boston

.

.

...

Omaha

.

Kansas City
Wichita
.
Minneapolis

.

.
.
.

Unicorn Exchange
Gloyd Bldg.
.
.
J. W. Morgan
Unicorn Exchange
Produce Exchange W. L. Merrill

Indianapolis/ 129 W. Washington St. J. W. Cotter
Chicago . Mailers Bldg.
L. J. Schlaifer
750 Prospect Ave.
Cleveland
.
L. C. Gross
.
125 Fourth Ave.
.
. Jack Kraemer
W. D. Ward
.
183 Jefferson St.
.
Summit
St.
R.E.Peckham
Toledo
415
.
.
Harry E. Coffey
Cincinnati
531 Walnut St.
.
L. Goldstein
Denver . 1436 Welton St.
Western Division Manager . . . J. A. Eslow
Pittsburg
Detroit

Eastern Division Manager

.

Fred B. Murphy

To be Opened
Atlanta
Seattle

San Francisco
Portland

New

Dallas

Salt

Lake City

Orleans Los Angeles

The men in charge are experienced film men who will co-operate with you in every
way. Write the exchange in your territory or direct to the New York home office.

Unicorn Film Service Corporation
IKE SCHLANK, General Manager

126-130 West 46th

St.

New York City

(Names and dates of our releases can be found in ''schedule of
and coming releases" on back pages of this publication)
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earst international

New*

Pictorial-:

war
€L

stuff

HEARST INTERNATIONAL

The

NEWS PICTORIAL
up

C

to the

will feature

tlic

most

minute war pictures.

Ariel Varges of tne International Staff, is
American photographer with tne Allies

the only
at

ft

'

C

Salomca.

Nelson G. Edwards,

photographer with

is

tne only

Turkish

tne

American

German

and

armies in Asia Minor.

C

Tracy Mathewson,

dent,

International Correspon-

the only official motion picture

photographer with the punitive expedition in Mexico.
is

—

CL In France, Germany, Austria, Italy in all
countries at war an International Film

—

the

Service

photographer

is

on hand.

exceptional Avar material.
ternational Film Service

the greatest

CL

Go now

war
to

It
is

This means
means that the In-

in a position to get

subjects.

our nearest exchanges.

INTERNATIONAL FILM

SEEtylCEdfo:.'

1 COLUMBUS CIRCLE" NEW YORK.

Gfy
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MILLIONS!
Hundreds upon hundreds

of theatres

from one end of the

country to the other are showing "The Secret of the Submarine" to packed
houses! Over one thousand representative newspapers are publishing E. Alexander Powell's
millions are following this
great novelization of "The Secret of the Submarine." Literally
millions look forward every week to smashing, crashing chapters that
triphammer hit
stampede audiences to remarkable demonstrations of enthusiasm! The success of "The
Secret of the Submarine" knows no bounds, is making new motion-picture history!

—

—

American Film

Co., Inc., presents

The Film Novel of the Hour!

Directed by George Sargent

Overflow Your Theatre!
Book "The Secret

of

Submarine" Today!!

the

Overflow your box
receipts. Boom all your

office

with bumper
Book "The

attractions.

Secret of the Submarine" for that

dull

night.

—

Make

its

wonderful drawing-power pay you big profits
instead of
a competitor. Send your reservation now
no obligation
involved
just helps protect you. Act today while pub-

—

—

lic

interest

is

at

fever

heat!

High-power

co-operation

of every kind.

Apply to "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any
Mutual Exchange, or at Mutual Film Corporation,
71 W. 23d St., New York City

American Film Company,
SAMUEL

S.

HUTCHINSON,

Inc.
Pi

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Ipj

u

THE MOST POPULAR STAR
OF THE AMERICAN SCREEN

^ £fa

3ix ^Powerful Dramatizations

ofdramou? Works by Celebrated Authors

PRODUCED BY TURNER FILM COMPANY]
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C/rt a

marvelous Character izalion

Bathsheba, the ^mpulsi^e Capricious but fascinating Uioman
upon whom. JracjecUj and 5uffer~
ino, is brought by ner Own, Actions
of

IN

_ product-ton or trie r^reac
<r

J

i

lovel bu L._

D<ran of fmqlisk CiceratWe CTnomacWarcty, CXttt*

§-^

RELEASED JULY 20 T-H

Doorsteps
Utt olaborab 5 £lCT screen version or ike Successful
Q>mectu -Drama ^/^Uolecl dctor-aurhor Kenru^8clu;ard&

RELEASED AUGUST

I7

T-H

lOK

CDelsL
8fcr

om

IN

c^rom bKeKccord-breakittn
ckelcecord- breaking
Qom

-W

^ ACT5

^:
K

best seller"of ckaVttattte by Clllenttaiitte^>

RELEASED SEPT. 14™

rtir*v

c ufhe Firsi
5cttier5 5^°^> r
U Laurence Irimblc 5f*CT

RELEASED OCT. 12™

FLOUNCE

9T

."

.1^..

TIMER w us:
Sh?pGirb j?edeGmecl
V^5ACTS
1

;

/7RR/J/VGE FOR THE COMPLETE SET OF
FLORENCE TURNER PROPUCTIONS NOW

Version of bhe U)ell Kiioum
American Poem £y IDill Carlton

w

RELEASED NO*/
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BBS g g^gg
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BB B g^ES E 1 53
JBOOK6P THROUGH TM6 68 MUTUAL EXCHANGES
J

\
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Released June 22
As you can

see from the pictures above, this is an exceptional play that keeps you guessing to
strong Gaumont cast headed by two popular stars, Alexander Gaden and Iva Shepard, "The Criminal Thumb" is responsible for its possessor's final undoing after three strong acts
revealing night-life in a great city. Written by Lionel Barrymore and Wright Huntington directed by Edwin Middleton.

A

the end.

;

THREE GREAT GAUMONT SINGLE REELS EACH WEEK
MAKE THEM WEEKLY ATTRACTIONS ON YOUR PROGRAM
MUTUAL WEEKLY
iest"

News

Reel in America.

on the front page

of

REEL LIFE
rt
*

Weekly does

to a

f^&j±$&g*

First to give the

news you read

your newspaper.

Tlle

same

Mutual Magazine in Film. Bears the
relation to a magazine that the Mutual

newspaper.

KARTOON KOMICS gpgjM-tfjfa %
with
On same
young and

reel

old.

^^ AM£RICA FIRST
tional

leases
Ga.,

Parks taken by Department
include

Yellowstone,

6aamoDt
FLUSHING, N. Y.

Pi"

'

»

|«nic, with official
'

of the Inte

Peak,

Yosemit

and Birmingham, Ala.

Co.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

S.

1916

June

24,
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MUTUAL PROGRAM

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS

CRANE WILBUR

GEORGE OVEY

MARGARET GIBSON
WILLIAM CLIFFORD
THE BOSTOCK ANIMALS
will be at I. una Park, Coney Island, for the
Animal pictures
of 1916 (opening May 27th).
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their in-

These animals

summer

teresl in

my productions.

Studios:

Los Angeles, California

Laboratories:

London

Bookthem.

Office:

Bayonne,
93

New

Wardour

Jersey
St.,

London, England

DAVID HORSLEY PRODUCTIONS
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GREATEST
SERIAL STORY
EVER PRESENTED
Novelized by

An

ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE

Elaborately Staged High Class Production

Aglow With Tense Thrilling Situations
A Punch in Every Episode

THE WORLD FAMOUS

SCREEN STAR

MAURICE COSTELLO

^/wfwn?
IN 16

EPISODES

Released

THE METRO

ARRANGE YOUR

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEADVERTISING
THE CONSOLIDATED
1482 Broadway

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

LARGEST
Advertising Campaign

EVER UNDERTAKEN
Will be Advertised in Every City in the
U. S. That Has a Daily Publication

A Direct Benefit

to the Exhibitor

THE POPULAR

CHARMINGLY BEAUTIFUL

ETHEL GRANDIN

Through

FIRST RELEASE AUG. 21

EXCHANGES
BOOKINGS

NOW

UNIQUE
CAMPAIGN
MENT OF OUR

FILM CORPORATION
New York

City

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

TRIANGLE
Motion Pictures are successes or failures because the
public patronizes them or
withholds patronage.

a

If

picture achieves financial success it is
either because it is a bad picture depending on crude sensationalism, or
because it is a good picture made according to high ethical standards by talented men and women with

a definite purpose behind

it.

TRIANGLE PICTURE PLAYS are of this latter
class. Their aim has been to portray the big things
life, to bring to the screen the greatest possible
aualitv and Quantity of entertainment, until now
have earned first place where
all good things are appreciated by merit alone.

of

TRIANGLE PLAYS

TRIANGLE

The actual cost of making
PICis never considered. The orders are to make
the best and then beat that in the next picture to
spare no effort to get just the right effect that indefinable touch of perfection so noticeable in TRIProductions.

TURES

—

ANGLE

—

June

24,
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T\triancle7T

PICTUREPLAY/¥
TRIANGLE PLAYS
miles

upon miles

of

word in
They show you

are the very latest

the production of motion pictures.

wonderful natural country

peoples you have read about only in books.

They don't hold you to one set of emotions, either,
but rush you swiftly through the gamut of them all.
They

give comedy, tragedy, laughter, tears, all in
Their magic carries you delightthrough space and time.

rapid succession.
fully

You spend an hour among

the marvels of the
and snow and wonderful
scenery.
Then, whisk! You are on the blazing
Mexican battlefields holding your breath as a horde
of savage soldiers descends on a defenseless city.
Another change and you roar with laughter at the
ridiculous complications of some Keystone Comedy.
beautiful

If

North,

its

ice

you are an exhibitor and are not running TRI-

ANGLE PLAYS why not drop us a line for information regarding their presentation.

«

Triangle Film Corporation
1459 Broadway,

New

York.
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A
A
OP ^^^^

THOMAS

DIXON

^^^™

VICTOR

HERBERT

/NATION
NOW

L

PLAYING LIBERTY THEATRE,
NEW YORK SUN

"A triumph

'•Battle thrills in 'The Fall of a Nation.'

Wonderful scenes

of

NEW YORK
"Finely
score

is

spectacular.

War."

mntless

for film art.

Will please

thousands."

NEW YORK

TIMES
Mr.

NEW YORK

NEW YORK AMERICAN

PRESS

photographic spectacle,
with 'The Birth of a Nation.'"

Herbert's

"As

effective."

a

it

i

EVENING JOURNAL

EVENING WORLD

"The scenes of battle are terrific in
their scope and magnificent in their

"A powerful and fascinating spectacle.
The audience watched it with breathless

photography."

interest."

EVENING MAIL
"'The Fall of a Nation'

is

inspiring

CAPACITY BUSINESS AT
PRICES MARKS ALL

$2

PERFORMANCES

OFFICE/" OF THE

CORPORATION

:

1480 BROADWAY, NEWYORK

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

FOREIGN

intrigue and the insidious work of spies
the theme of the next episode of " The Social
Pirates/' the series that is making history for consistently maintained strength and originality. Preparedness — the topic of the
hour — lends added interest to
is

in

the Service of the State"
Released Monday, June 19th

Mona and Mary

are volunteers in the service of the Government
in frustrating a dastardly plot that only escapes success by the
narrowest of margins.

The Wise Ones Are Cleaning Up On
This Sensationally Successful Series
By

GEORGE BRONSON HOWARD.
Book

Featuring

MARIN

at the Nearest General Film

Kalem Company, 235 W.

23d

SAlS*nd QLL1E

K1RKBY

Exchange

St.,

New York City
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ALICE HOLLISTER

Box Office Value!

Alice Hollister, known wherever
motion pictures are shown, and with
a real following, presents an emotional triumph in her role of "The
Lotus Woman," at whose feet all

men

A

Big Smashing
Production !

are captive.

The

vivid and colorful atmosphere

of Latin-America

tense

drama

mounting

In Regular
Service
Book

is

the setting for

a five act story unforgettable in its

—punch

in the World's Biggest

punch

You can pocket

cli-

the extra rental

the day you pack your house with

"The Lotus Woman."

!

after

steadily to a crashing

the wise"

— get

"A word

to

busy to-day and

Programme— General Film

Service

Released Wednesday, June 28th
Complete Line of Advertising Aids

Kalem Company, 235 W. 23d St., New York City
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industry looks forward to the Chicago convention with
great expectations.
We look for much valuable constructive work.

ONE

of the biggest South American buyers of
films heretofore located in London announces

EXHIBITORS'

impending removal to Xew York. The
South American market is knocking at our doors more
every day. Europe is utterly unable to furnish
his

loudlj

Entered at the General Post

New York

Office,

City, ai

Second Claii Matter

P. Chalmers, Founder.

J.

Published Weekly by the

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

17

CITY.

(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)
J.
J.

P. Chalmers, Sr
F. Chalmers

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
General Manager
the address of the officers.

E. J. Chalmers
John Wylie

The

company

office of the

is

Chicago Office— Suite 917-919
dolph

Schiller Building, 64

West Ran-

Telephone, Central 5099.
Pacific Coast Office Haas Building, Seventh St. and Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649.
St.,

Chicago,

111.

—

the needful supply. The monopolistic conditions now
existing in South America depend for their continuance
entirely upon the European supply.
The conclusion
from these premises is obvious enough to be drawn by
a child. What we need is a little study, a little enterprise, a little progressiveness on the part of American
producers and distributors. If you are interested let
us tell you that Cine-Mundial, the Spanish edition of
the Moving Picture World, will point the way if you
care to invest two cents in postage.
*

*

*

OURNew York

esteemed contemporary and namesake, the
World, amiably suggests that some
of Shakespeare's plays might be made into films.
Quite so. Our records show that the Vitagraph Company has filmed most of the great and popular Shakespearean plays in 1908 and in 1909. We are hungry for
good suggestions let the distinguished editor try
;

again.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year

Philippine Islands

Canada
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)

Changes of address should give both old and new addresses
in full and be clearly written.
Two weeks' time may be

ADVERTISING RATES.
mum

—no

charge,

fifty

display

— Address

We

— three cents

per word; mini-

cents.

Display Advertising Rates made known on application.

Note

will be a very lively and spirited contest
for the presidency of the National League when
the great hosts assemble in Chicago to elect a
successor to Frederick J. Herringfon.
have no
doubt that the best man will win.
feel that the
election may safely be left to the delegates without
newspaper advice or assistance.

We

required to effect the alteration.

Classified Advertising

THERE

correspondence, remittances and subscription! to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station, New York, and not to individuals.

AN

(The Index for

this issue will be

found on page 2jo8)

"CINE-MUNDIAL," the monthly Spanish edition of the
Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue
by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South
American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising
rates on application.
Saturday, June 24, 1916

Comments

Tin

Moving

Picti

ittendam

ai

e of

World

urges the fullest
delegates to the National

Convention of the Exhibitors' League to open
At presenl the exhibiting
hicago on Juh 11.
ai
branch in the industr) is the only one with a con
(

siderable organization. The industry will soon be con
Fronted with struggles and problems of many kinds
and there will be need for a strong organization within
in the impending battles
the ranks of the industry,

againsl censorship in Washington and in various states
the aid of the exhibitor is indispensable. This aid can
best be given by the organized exhibitor. The whole

young

exhibitor in Utica, N. Y.. pub-

has
patrons read these weekly chats eagerly.
to be a special

bond

^i

There ought
good feeling between every

exhibitor and his audience, and our Utica friend has
reached an ideal condition.
heartily commend
his example to all other exhibitors who want to try
something original in advertising.

We

Motion Picture
Till' about
tO end

Board of Trade, it is reported,
will not defy
its activities.
the tradition which forbids criticism on epitaphs
and in obituaries. The failure of the organization of
course proves nothing against the principle of genuinely representative trade parliament, in which all inTin MOVING
terests are treated fairb and equitably.
Pn ik! World Bve years ago earnestly advocated the
formation of such a parliament, calling attention to the
similar institutions in France and Great Britain.
hope that the next effort to organize such a body will
meet with SUCCeSS. In this hope we are confirmed by
the sight of the dangers which confront the industry.
is

Facts and

energetic

lishes a neat little weekly the feature of which
He always
a friendly chat with his patrons.
something of interest to say to them and the
is

all

We

i

We

next six months will m ike it very plain to ever}
the industry that a strong and united organiza
commanding the confidence of the whole film
world is an absolute necessity.
Ilie

man
tion

in
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Stealing- Plays
By Louis Reeves

Tl [AT

authors are plagiarizing is a general complaint
of producers.
That producers arc appropriating
from scenarios submitted to them for approval
and as regularly rejected is a general complaint of authors.
The usual excuse offered when the steal is discovered does not commend itself strongly to charitable
consideration. There is not the slightest doubt that two
men do have the same idea for a play at the same time
and develop it along similar lines.
There is also not the
slightest doubt that comets now and then appear in
the sky.

Honorable producers, like honorable book publishers,
are aiming high. Their purpose is to establish a reputation for superior quality.
They are constantly on the
lookout for original compositions executed in a masterly
way. They are employing men of discriminating intelligence to examine scenarios and eliminate all but those
worth the risk and expenditure of thousands of dollars
for visualization.
A letter from one of these reputable
houses recently came to my attention and I have taken
the liberty of quoting from its contents.
It was in general an encouraging letter to an author whose script was
returned.
"It is against the policy of this company to buy scenarios or synopses from any source outside its organization unless we know the man or woman from whom we

buy

it.
This protection is necessary in film procedure
because plagiarism is an every-day occurrence, and it is

also possible for a writer to sell the

same idea to two
or three producers almost simultaneously if the idea is
would not be inclined to buy even an
exceptional story from an unknown writer because we
should not be able to protect ourselves."
Now the unknown author may have a corking good
story, all his own, worked out intelligibly for the
screen.
How is he to market it under such conditions ? I called
on the producing concern responsible for the above statements and was further enlightened. Said the writer of
the letter: "There is another reason why we
would not
buy from a writer whom we do not know, namely,
that a man who has sent a scenario sky-rocketing
to various studios can never be certain that he owns his
own
product, that some scenario man in some one
of these
studios, with a smaller sense of honor than
is proper,
might take a vital theme or punch out of the synopsis
or scenario and then reject it.
Then the innocent and
properly qualified purchaser of this scenario might find
himself face to face with the situation of having produced a stolen story."
good enough.

The

We

fact that the original scenario writer

is

innocent

would hardly make the producer feel any better about
having run into such a situation.
Nor is the author
benefited in the long run, in spite of the payment
made
for his hard work.
He is bound to suffer a loss of
reputation, the very thing he most cherishes, on which
his
success must eventually depend.
Through contemptible
pilfering, made possible by lax studio methods, an honorable producer is robbed of valuable property and the author, at the same time, robbed of good repute.
The problem of getting away from stories not-worthwhile, based on some devitalized subject or hackneyed
situation, neither original in composition nor skilled
in
arrangement, may seem simple enough, but there are involved more complicated problems, those of encouraging
fine authorship without involving a serious
loss to the
producer through plagiarism.

1

The high-class producers who took the pains to send
a letter to the author who had taken pains in writing a
scenario submitted to them for examination arc justified
in their attitude.
They did not discourage the author.
They simply enlightened him as to their policy an'd their
principles, and they made it possible for him to establish
himself in confidence. A step in the right direction has
been taken, and there is little doubt that other reputable
concerns will rise to the necessity of fair treatment and
straight dealing within the near future, with a hoped-for
result that crooks will be gradually eliminated from the

business.

But listen to what the New York Evening Sun has to
say
"Said the movie men to the Authors' League,
'we can't pay you writing fellows any big royalties. The
reports of our profits are greatly exaggerated.' Said the
movie men to the public, 'Come and see our marvelous
million-dollar production.
spare no expense.
equip great studios.
buy vast Western ranches.
pay our stars $50,000 to $600,000 salaries.' But the ingenious men and women who furnish the ideas that give;
life to all this furniture get $25 to $50, or on a higher
level $500."
For a capable author to imbibe and perfectly understand what is of deep interest to our people at the
present moment is an immensely difficult matter in itself.
For him to study his audience and discover now they
must be addressed means mental effort. For him to
contrive and construct through long weeks a story that
shall at once be vital and entertaining, that lends itself
to exposition both clear and artistic, means more than
T can briefly tell
it means that he has entered the hardest profession on earth.
The hardest profession in the world is not becoming
easier.
Besides broad comprehension of his subject,
wealth of invention and discriminating taste, the author
of screen stories of the better sort must have a knowledge of what structural arrangement best suits screen
presentation. Then if he merely submits a synopsis and
leaves the rest to be worked out, he permits another man
to write his story, and he cannot become knoivn to producers as a dependable quantity, an author who has mastered his craft. The best introduction an unknown author
can have is a scenario of masterly composition.
:

We

We

We
We

—

The scenario of today is a complete working scheme,
carefully studied out in advance, so that it may be exemasterly scenario is not
cuted without costly delay.
only a great instrument of economy in the cost of production, it is the first and foremost essential to artistic
and financial success. If it is all right to pay directors

A

large sums for the supervision of story visualization, and
actors adequate compensation for the interpretation of
roles, there does not seem to be any reason why the
author who creates, not steals, a story should not be compensated as he is in literature and the drama except that
that

A

work of

his

mind can be

easily stolen.

against those lax studio methods which
is found in the dearth of good stories an
the screen. The entire moving picture industry is mainly
supported by storv value. That support cannot be re->,
reaction

permit stealing

placed by makeshifts, and to rot that support with wormy
peculation is to endanger its future safety for the sake of
a small temporary advantage. If producers do not protect the author, it will only confirm that men are seldom
blessed with good fortune and good sense at the same
time.
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our young and lively British cona recent issue prints

"An Open

The
object of the letter is stated in these words: "Wanted:
'Reciprocity' for British Films." The letter no doubt
reflects the feelings of most British film men, and we
have therefore thought it worth while to reproduce
Letter to Tin-:

MOVING PICTURE World. "

important parts. This, however, is not the only
we have for reprinting the substance of the
appeal.
The severe handicaps which now beset the
British producer, the period of storm and stress
through which the entire industry is passing in Great
Britain and her colonies, are eloquently described in
the letter. We think it is not without its historic value.
We are only too glad to comply with the request
contained in this remarkable appeal. We are aware
of its merit.
Let us recall to the memory of our
esteemed contemporary that The Moving Picture
World has in the past on more than one occasion
urged the special claims of British-made films upon
the American public.
We have on such occasions
dwelt upon the bonds of language and literature and
common traditions. We have spoken of the splendid
possibilities of good British films in this market.
We
are pleased indeed to be able to add that the British
producers have completely verified our predictions of
success.
Four and five years ago British producers
could scarcely find a market for their films in their
own country, today no foreign film is more popular
here than the film of British origin and none sells as
readily. This is no idle optimism.
Onl} a few days
all its

reason

ago the representative of a new hut enterprising film
producing company in London left these shores after
having disposed of all of his feature subjects to one of
the biggesl American companies at prices eminently
satisfactory all around.
We, of course, have always
tried to do our share by giving these good productions
the favorable notice they deserved and we shall continue to pursue this policy.
Credit for the growing success and popularity of
British' made films is of course due mainly to the merits
<<\
these films.
While British producers keep on giving us such splendid productions as "The House of

"The
Temperley,"
Middleman,"
"Bootle's
Baby,"
"Brother 'Miners." "England's Menace," "How Britain
Prepared" and "David Copperfield," we can do little
more than

join

in

the

general

applause.

The reason

we happen to remember these features out of the
multitudes which oppress our memory is plain: Of
all the foreign-made features the ones just named were
the only ones shown in such big houses as the Strand
and the Broadway, etc. Tin. Moving Pictuw World
does nothing more than voice the general and hearty
welcome which the American public has always been
read) to accord to the British made film of merit.
As matters stand today and as they haw always
stood in this country the British made film has a shade
the besl of it compared t.. other foreign-made films
We do not know whether our friend of The Cinema
would call this reciprocity, bul whatever you may call
it
it
seems to us like a s,,iid substantial advantage
We would like to have a representath e of our esteemed
pontemporarj come over and spend a few evenings at

America

in

Bush.

.

the Screen Club or in any other place where film

men

"most do congregate." We have little doubt that he
would join the friendly chorus of British film men
whom we are always glad to welcome. Let him interview any of his countrymen who have ever been our
guests here and be convinced that our neutrality is
not at

all chilly

The most

but decidedly benevolent.

interesting part of the text of the letter

follows.

My Dear World: You are a journal with a wide circulation throughout the cinematograph industry and you enjoy
an enviable and well-deserved reputation for disinterestedness and reliability. You have been described as the "Film
Bible," and we are disposed to agree that the exaggeration
is pardonable.
Without laying claim to divine inspiration"
your influence is far-reaching and dignified and conies as
near to being Authority as one could hope for in the sphere
of trade journalism. With one notable exception, practically
every important aspect of the cinematograph industry has
been materially developed by your instruction, guidance and
encouragement.
That exception is the status of the British film in America
and the measure of reciprocity which, we venture to think, is
due. particularly at this juncture, from the American to the
British industry.

Your editorial silence on the peculiar position which has
sprung up between the American and British trades is all
the more remarkable in that at least one other leading
cinema trade organ in the States, and several American representatives on this side, have not only realized what is due
from America to Great Britain in this matter, but are each
"doing their bit." as we say here, to rectify to some extent
the balance of cinema trade between this country and yours.

To

this

movement,

a

commendable but somewhat

belated one.

the

World, hitherto, does not appear to have lent its editorial
The British cinema industry asks "Why?" and
certain editorial comments in the World which
might almost suggest an attitude of very chilly neutrality
towards the British industry.
support.

A fig for neutrality! The time lias come for the American
industry as a whole to recognize that its fortunate position
in the British market, owing to the war, calls for. if it does
not necessitate, a measure of reciprocity for British films in
*
the American market.
*
*
While the British producer fights, is it not reasonable to
expect that his films should earn as much money as possible
on behalf of his dependents, and. perhaps, even provide him
with some capital to promote a fresh start in business on his
return?

—

This, my dear World, is where you "come in." You and
can point out to the American film men that
the highly favorable position which they enjoy in the British
market is due to the fact that the war has deprived them,
and will increasingly deprive them, of competitors, and that it
would be a \cr\ dignified, .i graceful and ,i Sportsmanlike
act on their part if they made arrangements to see that while
British producers, actors, and film men arc fighting to keep
British markets open for \inerican films, the American industry, in return, gave British films a fait show in tmerican
Miat would be better than a "neutrality" which
merely keeps the l!ritish producer's sr.it warm for him, but
the cushion..

none better

—

|

is
it
certain!) "up to" you, my dear World, and we feel
on will respond with a stirring editorial calculated
sun- thai
to semi American buyers hot-foot in quest of British films.
The search will repaj them, and the British producer will be
able to devote himself more thoroughly to the task of penknows
ning in the Huns on this side of the Atlantic.
but that, if allowed to escape, they mighl assault even the
bulwarks of America?
\

Who

With respectful greetings, mj
I'.elieve

deai World,
me, \oiirs \erv fraternally,

Till'

I
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Discuss Organization

At Luncheon Attended by Unusually Representative Body
Committee Is Appointed to Report on Plan for a
Successor to Board of Trade.
By George Blaisdell.
of the most thoroughly representative gatherings
of film men ever grouped about one board sat down

ONE

to a luncheon
at Delmonico's on Thursday, June 8.
invitations which brought out the threescore men had
been signed by Walter \V. Irwin as chairman and Edward
Earl as secretary. Anion- the objects stated in the call was
"the determination of definite policies on matters affecting
the industry as a whole." The luncheon had been under way
but a few minutes, however, before Mr. Irwin made the

The

definite announcement that the Motion Picture Hoard of
Trade bad not been able to Fulfill its objects, and that the
meeting had been called for the purpose of considering the
formation of an association which would be representative
oi the entire industry and one that would gain the confidence
of everyone in it.
He said the board was willing to amend
its charter in any way to meet the wishes of those around
the board.
It was willing to go further than amendmentit was willing to dissolve.
The speaker pleaded for a militant organization which would be able to present a concerted front on any question affecting the industry, and that
without in any way lessening the effectiveness of any organization now existing or that may be formed in any particular
branch of the trade.
The announcement came as a surprise to a great many of
his hearers.
Seated around the board were many manufacAt the conclusion of Mr. Irwin's
turers and exhibitors.
remarks he spoke for twenty minutes Commodore J.
Stuart Blackton talked briefly. The president of the Board
of Trade expressed his conviction that the one big question
of the day is whether the industry needs a trade organization,
and he added that question should be settled. If the body
should decide an organization was not needed, there was no
use wasting time talking. "Let us go right on as we have
done in the past." he said, "and suffer as we have done in the
past and we will suffer a great deal more in the future, I

—

—

—

believe.

"The present board is perhaps a nucleus, and I will reiterate
what Mr. Irwin has said, that every man in the board will
eliminate himself from any office he holds, if for the good
Mr. Blackit is necessary that this be done."
ton expressed the opinion that the recent misunderstanding
over trade shows would prove to be a blessing in disguise, in
that all who had to do with either had realized the futility
of trying to run a divided house.
Following a standing expression as to the advisability of
forming an organization, in which only two men remained
seated, the chairman was formally instructed to appoint a
committee of twelve to draft a plan. The first action was
taken as the result of a motion offered by J. E. Brulatour.
Mr. Brulatour called attention to the nearly unanimous action
of the meeting and then asked W. W. Hodkinson, who was
one of the two who had failed to arise, how he stood on the
proposition.
The president of the Paramount replied that
he wished to know more about the purposes of the organization before going on record.
A lively discussion ensued, in
of the industry

which W. A. Brady also tried to learn the position of Mr
Hodkinson. Mr. Irwin called attention to the fact that next
year thirty-eight state legislatures will meet, which emphasized the need for organization.

James Delves, national secretary of the exhibitors, was
if he believed the proposed association
would in any way interfere with the exhibitors' organization.
Mr. Delves said he could express only his own opinion, and
added that the question should be submitted to the executive
committee. He added that in Pennsylvania there was a censorship law, and in that fact was found one reason for his
presence at the meeting. He said, in answer to Mr. Irwin,
he believed such an organization as that proposed would on
questions affecting the whole industry receive the co-operaasked by Mr. Irwin

tion of exhibitors.

After another long colloquy between Mr. Irwin and Mr.
Hodkinson, the latter said he was in favor of anything that
would advance the interests of the industry, provided from
his viewpoint it was feasible or workable.
Asked as to
whether he knew of any reason why the industry could not
develop an effective organization, he replied there seemed
to be no reason beyond the fact that the industry is in a
state of flux.
Not directly answering a emery as to whether
he would be willing to abide by the decision of the majority,
Mr. Hodkinson said he would like to attend the meeting at
which the committee made its report, and if he found the
plans such as he could sympathize with he would be very glad

come
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much more

discussion, he agreed to serve
on a committee to investigate the feasibility of bringing about
tin' formation of an organization that will be helpful to the
industry.
Mr. Irwin, answering an inquiry of Mr. Blumenthal as to
sis of the meeting, said it was called as a result of
meeting of the directors of the Board of
tin
last
Trade; that the board had recognized the fact that it had
not obtained the confidence and the support of the entire
industry, and that for the general welfare it was necessary
to have an organization that would. To that end invitations
had been sent out to representative men asking them to come
to the luncheon.
Objection's were entered to the composition of the committee as it had been named by Mr. Irwin. One man was
opposed to lawyers on general principles and that brought
the laugh on Mr. Irwin, in which he joined while others
thought the exhibitors should have a larger representation.
After deciding to elect the committee that will take up the
drafting of a report on plan and scope, there was a reversal
of opinion, and Mr. Irwin was empowered to appoint a fresh
committee, one that will comprise representatives of the
supply men. the exhibitors, the trade press and the manufacturers.
The following were later appointed:
J. E. Brulatour, Nicholas Power, J. H. Hallberg, Lee A.
Ochs, John J. Wittman, L. L. Levine, W. Stephen Bush,
to

in.

Alter

—

—

William A. Tohnston, Tracy Lewis, W. W. Hodkinson, Jesse
Lasky and W. W. Irwin.
It was decided to meet again three weeks from date at the
same place. The meeting had been in session for two hours
and a half. The atmosphere had been somewhat heated at
times, but at the close the best of feeling seemed to prevail.
Here is the list of the men present: Walter W. Irwin,
Binder, Terry Ramsaye, Tracy
J. Stuart Blackton, J. W.
Lewis, Paul Gulick, J. C. Graham, Samuel M. Field, Paul H.
Cromelin, Lee A. Ochs, W. Stephen Bush, L. B. Jennings,
J. C. Flinn, Carl H. Pierce, J. M. Solomon, Jr., J. H. Hallberg, Arthur Leslie, John Manheimer, William Brandt, Samuel
Lesselbaum, Louis H. Levine, P. A. Parsons, Fred Beecroft,
Carl Anderson, Lloyd D. Willis, Ralph Ince, Benjamin Lyons,
George Blaisdell, E. K. Gillette, William A. Brady, Adolph
Zukor, Charles Urban, Max Oestreicher, Harry A. Cochrane,
Edward Earl, H. T. Edwards, John H. Wittman, Henry Cole,
John C. Bolte, Herman Pollak. W. W. Hodkinson, Raymond
Pawley, C. R. Macauley, William M. Seabury, William N.
Seligsbers-, Jack Edwards, P. A. Powers, J. I. Schnitzer. Leslie Mason, C. V. C. Van Deusen, Albert S. Le Vino, J. A.
Berst, W. E. Schallenberger. David Horsley, Charles Condon,
Cranston Brenton, Samuel Goldfish, Arthur S. Friend, Albert
H. T. Banzhaf, Samuel Spedon, Sam Trigger, Ben Title,
A. J. Barthell, Louis F. Blumenthal, James Delves, Arthur
'"
James.
Statement by J. W. Binder.
J.

W.

Binder, executive secretary of the Motion Picture
after the meeting gave out this

Board of Trade of America,
statement:
"I

am much

gratified at the representative attendance at

I believe the action taken is wise and along
the meeting.
constructive lines. The original plan of organization and the
budget of the Board of Trade were never considered by me
as being permanent. The plan was tentative and the budget

intended to suffice only for the organization period, until
membership had been secured. When it became
apparent that, from whatever reason, the full strength of
the different branches of the industry could not be enrolled,
I at once began work upon a broader plan, a larger budget
and a more equitable method of raising the same. Under the
former procedure, a few concerns bore the brunt of the expense connected with the board's work.
"I am sure that the committee appointed will work out a
plan which will be fair and equitable and which will enlarge
upon the beginnings made by the Board of Trade. I do not
feel, nor does anyone, I believe, familiar with what the board
has accomplished, that it has in any sense been a failure. I
have only to point to the splendid fight made against the
Federal Censorship bill in Washington, the achievement of
the Wilson dinner and to the fact that in the eleven states
in which the legislatures met this year, out of sixty-four
bills hostile to the motion picture industry introduced, only
eleven became laws, to prove this assertion.
"It is a source of keen regret to me that I shall not be here
I am
to take an active part in the organization to be built.
sailing for London on Saturday to execute a private commission of an extremely important nature, which it is a great
honor to have been asked to undertake. I shall be absent
If the committee has not completed its labors
until July 15.
at that time, my best efforts and as much time as I can give
wjll be at its disposal,"
the full
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Ask Receiver for General Film
Waters and James B. Clark, Acting as Protective
Committee of Preferred Stockholders, Bring
Action in Supreme Court.
gross mismanagement and a systematic dissipation of assets of the General Film Company, Percival L. Waters of New York and James B. Clark of
Pittsburgh, acting as a protective committee, have commenced an action in the Supreme Court of the County of
New York against Albert E. Smith and others constituting
the directors and owners of the common stock of the General Film Company.
The summons and complains were
served upon the defendants Monday, Tune 12.
The plaintiffs are represented by Cadwallader, Wickersham & Taft.
An accounting and a permanent receiver are asked for.
Percival L.

defendants and none of them are entitled to any part of the
above-mentioned credit balance standing in their favor upon
the books of said defendant General Film amounting to

ALLEGING

$2,240,164.87."

The complaint further alleges that the sum of $2,396,397.50
already paid in cash to the defendants "or a large part
thereof is due and owing from the said defendants to said
defendant General Film Company, together with interest on
the said sum from the dates of the various improper payments."
As among the "negligent and wrongful acts" the complaint
charges that the defendants, to the "great loss and injury
of said General Film Company and its preferred stockholders, decided upon a policy disastrous to said company but
favorable to the competitors of said company, many of whom
were then accustomed to distribute said 'feature' motion

The summons is a lengthy one— it contains over 30,000
words and recites the history of the Motion Picture Patents Company and the General Film Company and includes
the license agreement under which those concerns were operated.
As a resume of the history of the licensed motion
picture companies for the past half dozen years the document makes most interesting reading.
After going into these particulars the plaintiffs demand
judgment in the following terms:

—

-

2211

Company to the credit of the aforesaid defendants of $2,240,164.87," it adds.
The plaintiffs aver that this "credit balance is an erroneous, improper, wongful and illegal credit and that the said

—

pictures to wit, the elimination of all 'feature' motion pictures from the distributing programs of said General Film
Company, and in pursuance of said policy did so eliminate
such 'feature' motion pictures."
Among the specifications in regard to the foregoing are
the institution by George Kleine of a feature service, the
organization of the V-L-S-E, Inc., and the discontinuance of
releases through the General Film Service of the Kleine
and Edison subjects. It is charged that this action constituted a "gross discrimination" against the General Film
Company in violation of Paragraph 6 of a contract dated
April 21, 1910.

1. That the loss sustained by the defendant General Film Company by reason of the wrongful acts
of the other defendants here, as hereinbefore more
particularly alleged, be ascertained and determined.
2.
That the defendants other than said General
Film Company be directed to pay said sums severally
to said General Film Company, and that judgment
be entered against them in favor of said General
Film Company for the sums so ascertained.

The complaint is dated June 6, was sworn to on June 10
and served on June 12. The defendants are given twenty
days in which to make answer to the complaint.

That an accounting be had against each of the
defendants other than said General Film Company
respecting said payments and credits and every other
3.

Dixon Denies Race" Prejudice
in His Own Blood and Sense

may be necessary to be so determined.
it be decreed that the improper and illegal
hereinabove referred to are not lawful liathe said General Film Company and that
the same be canceled upon the books of said company, and that all further payments of said amounts
as so credited be enjoined.
5. That a permanent receiver of the property and
assets of said defendant General Film Company be
appointed, with all the rights, powers, duties and
liabilities of permanent receivers in such cases, and
that the officers and directors of said defendant
General Film Company be enjoined and restrained
from transferring, disposing of and interfering in
any way with said property and assets, and from doing any acts which may interfere in any way with
matter that
4.

That

Says German Strain

credits

BEFORE
Fall of

I

said receiver.
6. And that the plaintiffs may have such other and
further relief in the premises as may be just, besides

"It is alleged that the large number of German faces in
the hosts of the invading army and in the cast in The Fall
of a Nation convicts the author of cherishing anti-German
prejudices.
On the contrary, I chose these men because
they were out of work and hungry. Five hundred Germans,
many of them reservists, applied to me for work in the
battle scenes of the picture, and I was -lad to give it to
them.
They represented fairly well the varying
the imperial confederation of Northern Europe which I
My greatgrandfather,
imagined to be attacking America.
Prussian, Colonel Frederick Hamb right, fought in the
a

costs.

After enumerating various resolutions of the board of directors bearing on larger financial transactions the complaint
sets forth:

"That pursuant to said resolutions said defendants not
only have caused said sum of $2,396,397.50 to be paid in cash,
but have also caused large credits to be entered upon the
books of said defendant General Film Company in favor
of the defendants, Kiograph Company, Kalem Company
(Inc.), Pathe Frercs, Lubin Manufacturing Company, Melies
Manufacturing Company, Vitagraph Company of America,
Film Manufacturing Company, Selig Polyscope
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and Kleine, and said
George Melies, on the following dates and in the following

amounts respectively:
During the calendar year 1910
During the calendar year 1911
During the calendar year 1912

$134,863.11
1,055.579.98

'

War at King's Mountain. The German strain
blood, as well as my inherent sense oi fa
the components of Americanism, would prevent me from
Mv quarrel is with
singling oul the Teutons for attack.
imperialism whether pro-\ll\ or pro-German.
And mv
desire is to uplift the ideal of true American democracy,
which is in danger of being lost sight of by the partisans
of the overseas quarrels."
Revolutionary

iii

my

all

1,678,26823
510.552.95

During the calendar year 1913
During the calendar year 1914
During the calendar year 1915

1,133

RALPH HERZ MARRIES.

I

123,860.54

$4,636,562.37

Ralph Heiv, the Metro star, who will make his debut in
motion pictures on the Metro pro-ram in "The Purple
adv." which lias just been complete, lias been quietly married to Mi-- Frances M
in WashD c, and the daughter of the late Major William
romance
Richard Logan. The wedding, which grew out oi
that bad il- I.e. 0111011- last winter, was solemnized in the
a few friends at the Shorchani Hotel. WashingMr Hera and his bride are spending their honeymoon
ton,
in
Atlantic Citj and New Yoik City
I.
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"Fall of a Nation" from Charge.
going to Eos Angeles this week to start "The
a Nation" there, Thomas Dixon, its producer
said: "In view of the criticisms of certain scenes
wish to reiterate the statement that "The Fall of a Nation"
is
not directed against any nationality, class or] racial
element in this country. My friend S. Stanwood Menken
is quite mistaken in saying 'Your picture is manifestly antiGerman.'
Against Mr. Menkens' expression I would put
the opinions of the local German press which are uniformly
as favorable to my play as the great majority of the
English language papers. The entire point of the play is that
the nationalities here, whether British, Irish, Teutonic.
French, Italian or Eastern European, should be fused into
an united Americanism.

ness

bilities of
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Man Meets Exhibitors and
Waterbury and New Haven.

Projection Department
in

Operators

neral consensus of opinion was that, considering the
due to non-delivery of a notifying letter, the
decidedly successful and all expressed them-

difficulties
affair was

selves as well pleased.

Waterbury.

WHATKYKR
bers of Local

may be said for or against the mem304 at least it must be conceded that
to "gel busy" and produce results «'ii
learned by my greeting here.
Local 304

else

they

know how

short notice, as

1

It is officered by live, progressive
lias twenty-two members.
nun, and that, let me tell you, is more than half of the
The Waterbury local has
fight ill any labor organization.

New

Haven.

The New Haven local is one of the really live wires. It
men as John Griffiths of Ansonia, and Charles
Hyde, who justly style themselves projection engineers. A
yoodly percentage of the members are progressive and study
both the practical and technical end of their business. The
union demands of its members that they deliver the goods
contains such

is possible under the conditions the
works under for not all New Haven managers,
sorry to say, supply up-to-date equipment. In fact 1
saw one Power's Six still grinding away, and its little lamphouse and inefficient (by comparison) little lamp looked
rather queer beside the large lamphouse and lamp of modern
projectors. The retention of such equipment is a very poor
business policy.
It does not pay you, Mr. Manager, from
any possible point of view.
The Simplex and Power's machines are both very much
in evidence in New Haven, but H. B. Coles, president of the
Coles Moving Picture Machine Corporation, was in the
city preparing to place the new Coles machine on the New

on the screen, so far as

—

individual
I

am

Haven map.
Waterbury Operators and Managers.
secured a remarkably good scale, going as high as $30 a
week, the lowest being $20.
This is decidedly above the
average here in the East, and it follows that it is up to the
\\ aterbury boys to deliver the goods on the screen.
The
projection department has long since taken the stand that
in order to do justice to the photoplay it is absolutely necessary to have well paid men in the operating room, because
you can't get real ability and brains for nothing; it has
also taken the stand that the men who receive good salaries
must either produce the goods in return or get out and let
in somebody who will.
1 am a great believer in fair play,
and managers who pay good salaries are entitled to good
results on the screen, always assuming that they will provide the equipment necessary to enable the operator to apply
the knowledge he is expected to possess. It must not be presumed, however, that the best operator in the world can
put on high class projection with a No. 4 Power or an
Edison Exhibition model machine, because it can't be did.
There "ain't no such animal."
On the other hand, given
the best equipment in the world the incompetent operator can
not put on real high class projection, and put it on at a
reasonable cost, all of which is not to be taken as in any
way reflecting upon the members of 304. It is an unfortunate fact, however, that some (not all) of the Waterbury
managers are asking their operators to "make bricks without
straw," in other words asking them to project high-class
pictures with their equipment in sad need of repair. Also,
I am told that some of the Waterbury managers require the
projection of five reels in forty-five minutes, or, in other
words, nine minutes to the reel, which, if true, is nothing
short of outrageous.
Some of the men it was my very genuine pleasure to meet
ilniing the afternoon were J. Corrigan and Peter Murphy,
respectively president and secretary of Local Union 304;
Jean Belasco, manager
Poli's
Strand theater;
Walter
Griffith, manager Poli's theater; J. H. Nichols, manager of
the Scenic: Frank Frauer, manager of the Star, and Charles
E. Gradwell, editor of the Sunday Mail.
In sizing up the whole thing I find Waterbury seems to
be distinctly above the average, both from the operating and
managerial point of view. Take, for instance, such men as
Mr. Nichols, Mr. Belasco and Mr. Frauer. They represent
the future of the moving picture business simply, wholly and
entirely because they are willing to learn
are progressive
and not hide-bound.
Managers who represent the other
extreme are those who will not listen to argument, who
have no real knowledge of the height, depth and breadth of
the motion picture business, or the business of exhibiting, or
the business of projecting
pictures
and who absolutely
refuse to accept knowledge from anyone.
I am told that
Waterbury has one or two examples of this kind of manager,
and if so they constitute a brake or a drag on the industry
in that city, the one consolation being that in clue course
of time they will eliminate themselves.
At 11.30 practically all the managers and operators in and
about Waterbury gathered at Poli's theater on East Main
street and listened attentively to yours truly for one and a
half hours, after which a buffet luncheon was served on the

—

During the evening, under the guidance of Brother W.
H. Upton, I was gasoline buggied out to the Dixwell theater,
Dixwell avenue, of which W. H. Whitan and W. H. Wood
proprietors and managers.
I found
Brother Nick
Vallan projecting a really splendid sixteen-foot picture,
using two Simplex machines and a Hallberg motor genThe latter had been through a fire and was
erator set.
not working very well. Vallano was using 50 amperes with
The picture was on a calcimined screen bora 60-volt arc.
dered with black and surrounded by a shadow box. The
projection left but little to be desired. The picture was not
too large, yet amply large enough, and stood out, clean-cut
and beautiful. Messrs. Whitan and Woods are progressive
managers and Operator Vallano is delivering the goods on
are
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New Haven Moving

Picture Local 273,

I.

A. T. S. E.
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At the Winchester theater F. W. Hart, manager; John
Richardson, operator was another excellent picture. The
equipment is two Simplex projectors and a Wotton Rexolux.
Brother Richardson has a most excellent operating room.
The front wall is black and the spot shaded with amber
glass.
The observation ports are of ample size and the
All the operating rooms I saw had
ventilation excellent.
incandescent lights burning, which is bad.
Printed invitations brought out practically every oper-

—

ator,

theater

manager and exchange man

in

New

Haven,

as well as several from other towns, to a reception to the
World man. It certainly did credit to the local.
F. H.

RICHARDSON.

MUTUAL'S PRESIDENT IN CHICAGO.
John R. Freulcr, president of the Mutual Film Corporation,
spending the week in Chicago, locking into the affairs of
the Mutual in the Middle West territory.
is
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Douglass Fairbanks
New

Star of the Screen Will

Months— Through

in

Remain

New

By George

York

East for Three

in the

He

with the Stage,

"Do you know

Says.

Blaisdell.

spent a quarter of an hour with Douglass Fairbanks.
JUST
mean, that good bad man Reggie. Take
You know who
he
every inch
my word for
that he looks — and
any one who has seen the player on the screen knows that
he looks like a man — a regular fellow, one who "belongs,"
I

and

in

it,

is

any company.

The

^^^

all

stage player who became a famous
screen actor on one
"The
p r o d u c tion

Lamb"

—

—

walked

hotel on the
of the day
rived
in
New
The smile with
his

^fc*^ ^Hfc
Kk^

noon

m ^^^

into
after-

he arYork.

which

he greeted an awaiting
friend made unnecessary the identifying re-

,^f

mark

of the hotel clerk

to the effect that

he

"Here

To one

now."

is

who had

within a week
seen "Reggie" it was
the last word in naturalness. It was ten minutes before the World

man saw
duce

was

to

fit

himself

—

intro-

there

bunch around the

a

actor.

Norma

Tal-

madge, passing through
with her mother, greeted
her fellow-player.
Master Fairbanks, as
husky as his dad, stopped long enough to be introduced to
the group. Mr. Fairbanks in talking to his friends was seated
on
big circular tabic, nonchalant, indifferent to the easv
chairs a few feet away. It was interesting to sit back and observe the maner of man this Fairbanks is when not before the
camera.

Douglass Fairbanks.

;t

The

player's visit to

New York meant

Broadway in six months.
worked in seven pictures,

Come

his

first

sight of

While in Los Angeles he has
which have been released.

six of

to think of it, that means thirty-five reels in twentysix weeks
a record which bears no earmarks of "temperaAnd there's an eighth picture well under
mental stuff."
way. The man, in fact, is without frills. His bearing is just
what an admirer of his work and his personality pictures it
wholesome, frank, hearty. His conversation sparkles the
words flow fast and free, and so do the chuckles as he talks
of his experiences the past half year. Asked as to the possi"I've
bility of his return to the stage, both hands go up.
"And
ducked the stage forever," he replies emphatically.
pin to have a ranch," lie adds.
Mr. Fairbanks' last subject is "In the Carquinez Woods,"
one of Bret Harte's stories. The player seems to think it
has "got it on" "Reggie." He didn't say just that, but he
expressed the opinion that it ought to be a rattling good
The exteriors were photographed in Calaveras
pienre.
The forest
County, up among the California big trees.
rangers to the number of ten helped out the seventy members of the company by starting a fire and burning over sevbenefit
of
for
the
picture.
yards
square
the
eral hundred
were speaking of "Reggie Mixes In," or the writer
brought the subject into the conversation. The latter had
told of what happened in the Rialto on the previous Friday
m. In
[n the showing of the fight in the saloon in which
the two nun swing over a table, one powerfully lunged man
It upset the house, already
in the balcony yelled "Oh!"

—

—

—

We

on edg<
"Yes," said Mr. Fairbanks "my opponent accidentally got
hurt in that muss, too." The player spoke of strangle holds
and half nelsons; something went wrong and the picture
was held up for half an hour while the injured man was
The "gangster" who broke the fall o
g X ed up.
from [he roof, tOO, was unfortunate in the result of the
1
1

v

1

1

1

thai

l

—

—

—

I

I

I

go1 a

bit

gOU|

told there were one or two fellows
that's not
since, too, but i gues

really

looking for

me

—

—

"Have I?" And Fairbanks was serious. "He's one of
my best friends. The boys gave me a dinner at Los Angeles
departure. Bill Hart sat on my right. Alan
just before
Dwan in his speech said he would like Bill Hart and Dug
Hart remarked that
Fairbanks to do a picture together.
he was agreed. I told them I was going into big training
in New York for three months, but under those circumdiet to beef, bullets and
stances I would have to confine

my

my

blood."
talked of men we admire on the screen and how sometimes the regard for the personally unknown is confirmed
when meeting them in the flesh. "Take it from me," said
the actor, "anybody on the screen that you love
If you like Bill Farnum
to be a pretty fine man to register.
and Bill Hart it is because down deep, basically, they are
It is not what they assume, it is what they are.
fine men.
If on the screen you dislike a man it is because there is in
his composition something that does not ring true, he's not
At the dinner of which I have spoken every
a real man.
one of the hundred men was in line jovial spirit when Hart
His remarks took a serious turn— you
began his speech.

We

In a minute
that quiet, even tempered wav of his.
These are the kind of
a half he had us all in tears.
that make friends off the screen as well as on it."

know

and

men

Fairbanks' first work in New York will be the completion of a Sub j ed si ,ted in the West, a story combining
Following
the atmosphere of the Atlantic with the Pacific,
Ins three months' stay here he said there might be a tup to
The
South America it was -on the lap id' the gods."
director.
lid compliments to Mr. Dwan. his present
Both are in \c\\
.1
Emerson, a formei director
,,,i,.
m, Emerson having arrived a i.u d

Mr

:i

il

•-,

ensued.

had some professional "pugs" in the making of that
aid Mr. Fairbanks. "Griffith was opposed to their
told him
feai < mj getting hurt, but
told the boys in the bi
would take chances
Othing easv about it at all

"We

employmenl through

2213

the picture business money comes in
from all directions. I've collected $1,800 in accident insurance since I went to the Coast.
But it's great, though.
I've been working outdoors for four months.
I can hardly
walk in ordinary shoes, these low-heeled affairs. I feel as
if I was going to fall backward.
I was just getting used to
the big, high-heeled sort.
No more for me the old days in
New York get up late in the morning, a stroll around to
the Lambs, a ride in the park, a nap in the afternoon, then
the theater and supper afterward.
Now I am called at 5
o'clock, see the doctor and get bandaged up; then out on
location.
If by luck we escape the doctor and ambulance
it
is dinner between 5 and 6 and then to bed."
"Where did you learn to ride a horse?" was the somewhat personal question shot at the player. The writer was
thinking of the remarkable horsemanship in "The Good Bad
Man," where Mr. Fairbanks seemed to out-cowboy the cowboys.
"Why, I used to play polo, but I had never ridden
a western horse," was the reply.
"You know when I first
went out the cowboys said they would get me a nice easy
horse. I told them I wanted nothing of the kind. I wanted
a regular horse. They got me one.
In this last picture they
furnished me another regular one. too.
I
think I rode
everywhere on that animal but on his back. For recreation
I got what I was looking for.
I rode a bucking broncho.
1
also tried roping a steer in this last picture.
For five
months I have been rehearsing with a rope yes, the fancy
New York tonight at the
stuff.
I am going to try it on
Allied Bazaar."
A small copper or was it gold? button in the lapel of
The wellthe player's coat caught the eye of the writer.
known expansive smile was in evidence.
"You know Catalina?" he said. "Yes? Well, that button
means a twenty-eight-pound yellowtail. It took me an hour
and ten minutes to get him in. And all the while Bill Farnum was smoking a big black pipe that nearly made me
I have scrapped with
sick
that is, when the fish didn't.
Indians and Mexicans among others, and it hurt to feel I
was being licked by a fish."
"Since seeing your last two pictures I have been thinking
what unusual possibilities there would lie in a ten-reel western picture with you and Bill Hart together," said the
writer.
"I don't mean playing against each other, but as
pals; a regular man's story, leaving the women out of it,
You've met Hart?"
perhaps, or largely so.
in

UNITY SELLS TERRITORY TO VARIETY.
\ndrew
Cobe, vice president an. general manager of the
Unity Sales Corporation, announa s lie has just consummated
I

I

wherebv the states' rights to the entire state of New
outs
York and northern New Ferae} have been acquired bj
Rosenbluh, president of the varietj Pilms Corporation, tor
the tWO Unity features, "Mv Countrj Fust" and "The 1'ur-

a deal

1
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Vitagraph Taking on

New

Players

Peggy Hyland and Virginia Hammond to Be Featured in
Larger Company's Forces.
A Greater \ itagraph Company of America is the slogan
recently adopted by the \ itagraph Company who>c repreSmith and J. Stuart Blackton, are
bending every energy, backed by an experience dating from
the inception of motion picture production in this country,
In the immediate future a number
to accomplish this result.
of new faces will be seen on the screen, fathered by this
while new personalities and different
company,
famous
methods of expression will add a distinctive attractiveness
to the already popular picture stories enacted by the "old
guard" of the \ itagraph Stock Company.
Heading the list of new players appears E. H. Sothern,
ime on the legitimate stage dates from his first
introduction to an audience at the l'ark theater, New York.
September 8th, 1879, up to a few weeks ago when he retired
from the stage for good.
Perhaps the next new player of importance to be signed
by the Vitagraph is Peggy Hyland, who, although new to
American audiences, is popular in England. In pictures Miss
Hyland has played in "The Love of an Actress," "John
Halifax, Gentleman," "Infelice," and "Caste." Her first work
under the Vitagraph banner will be as Air. Sothern's leading

sentative heads, Albert

E.

June

Abrams Head

of

New England Exchange Man

Elected

Group

Till

James Steele
secretary

These,

Lawrence.

These rumors have now taken such

definite shape

governing the movements of
is said, that the contracts
the company have been drawn up and await only the signatures of those concerned.
Some delay on the preliminaries
has been caused through the temporary illness of one of
large capitalthe prominent members of the organization.
ization has been placed behind Miss Lawrence in her new
venture, and the services of one of the finest directors in
the country is to be procured. The best of vehicles will also
be placed at her disposal.

A

NEW SCENARIO EDITOR FOR

UNIVERSAL.

B. Lewis, who recently came to the Pacific Coast
to write feature scenarios, has been made
of the scenario department of the Pacific Coast studios

Eugene
from
head

New York

of the Universal Film Alanufacturing Company by General
Alanager Davis. Mr. Lewis is an old time newspaper man.
Before becoming associated with the Big
organization
he was connected with the Biograph Company.

U

"INDIANA" SUBJECT PLEASES STATE OFFICIALS.
The preliminary presentation of "Indiana," the historic
motion picture filmed by the Selig Company to commemorate
the history of Indiana as a state, was given in Indianapolis
State House on Wednesday evening, June 7. A select audience
was present, including the Indiana State Historical Commission, the Governor of Indiana, members of his staff, and
other state officials.
All expressed their great satisfaction
over the worth of the motion picture.
"Indiana" will be
shown in all parts of the Hoosier State and elsewhere.

is

of Pittsburgh
treasurer.

and
with

William W.

Hodkinson,

former
the
president,
Raymond
and
Pawley, constitute the new
board of directors.

Mr. Abrams who is now
brought so prominently into
the film world,
has been
connected with film exchanges for six or seven

M^fe^^
|^^^

She is now working in "The Battle Cry of War."
Barney Bernard, representative of the better class of
comedians who impersonates Jewish characters, is also a new
\ itagraph player, who bids fair to become as popular in
pictures as his Abe Potash was in "Potash and Perlmutter,"

it

Big Dis-

change in the administration of Paramount
Pictures Corporation since its organization two years
a^o was brought about on the afternoon of June 13.
ai the annual meeting of the company.
Following a meetstockholders at which were elected a new board of
directors,
Hiram Abrams of the Famous Players Film
Company of New England, was elected president. William
L. Sherry of New York was
elected vice president and

roster.

NEW COMPANY FOR FLORENCE LAWRENCE.

of

firsl

Alice Joyce, a well known and popular player who also
has won fame both on the legitimate stage and in pictures,
another recent and valuable addition to the Vitagraph
is

For some time rumors have been afloat with regard to a
new moving picture company to be headed by Florence

Head

—

lady.

Air. Bernard's initial work as a
on the legitimate stage.
photoplay star will be in a character similar to Potash in
which the humor and pathos of the Jewish race is exemplified.
who
has been leading woman for Sir
\ irginia Hammond,
Henry Irving, E. H. Sothern, William Courtenay, under the
Frohman management and many other notable players is
the latest legitimate stage star to join the Vitagraph forces.
Aliss Hammond's stage experience has embraced almost
every kind and variety of work from comedy to tragedy.
Her first appearance as a Vitagraph player will be in a
feature written especially for her by Cecilie B. Pettersen.
Thomas Alills, Miss Hammond's director, has just been
appointed to the position he now holds, having been raised
from the ranks of stock player, where his work received
more than usual attention.

Paramount

James Steele of Pittsburgh
Secretary and Treasurer.

tributing

24, 1916

UH
^E
I
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H^B«
ot^Rn

^^^^^^^^™«
Hiram Abrams.

years.
lis
entrance into
the field was as manager
of the W. E. Greene cxchange of Portland, Me., he
I

later

becoming a part
Mr. Abrams and
Greene three years

owner.
Air.

ago organized the Famous
Players Film Companv of
New England, of which the
former is president and the
latter

treasurer.

A

year

on the formation of the Paramount company the contook over the New England territory on that prohas
been a director of Paramount
gram.
Mr. Abrams

later

cern

from the beginning.

make

his

home

in

The new

New

president of Paramount will

York.

Mr. Abrams notified Adolph
Famous Players Film Company; Jesse
L. Lasky and Samuel Goldfish, president and treasurer respectively of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, and
the heads of the Pallas and Oliver Alorosco Photoplay Company of the change of administration. The executives of
these companies, which release their productions through
Paramount, promised their co-operation in making the new
administration attractive to the exhibitors and the photoplay
public.

Immediately after

his election

Zukor, president of the

Asked for a statement Mr. Abrams said:
"The constantly growing interest in the motion picture
throughout the country permits us to anticipate a most active
era for the Paramount Pictures Corporation in the future.
The heads of the various producing companies releasing
through Paramount have assured me that they will make
every effort to surpass their artistic standards. On the
roster of these companies are the most noted stars of the
stage and screen, including Mary Pickford, Geraldine Farrar,
Afarguerite Clark, Marie Doro, Pauline Frederick, Blanche
Sweet and many others.
"I was very gratified to receive these offers of continued
co-operation from the producers. It is obvious their united
support is essential to Paramount's success. Their statements to me today set at rest all rumors of the possibilities
of their affiliation with any other film interests."
When Mr. Zukor was asked if he had anything to say in
regard to the new administration in Paramount, he replied
that Mr. Abrams was right when he said the producers would
give every support to the newly elected officers.
Mr. Hodkinson, when a World reporter called at his office,
sent out word that there was nothing especial to say, that the
action indicated no change in ownership or policy so far as
he knew. He declared there had been no disagreements and
He would retain his
that everything had been harmonious.
interests in his western exchanges, he said, which distribute
the Paramount program.
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Mason Opens New York

Owen Moore With Famous

Office

Australasian Specialist

Weil-Known Player

CPOS1

OWEN

Has Completed Picture of New York
Which He Will Exploit.
MASON, known throughout England and

Australasia as a manager of international tours, be•
ing formerly associated with Hugh D. Mcintosh,
Australasian Films, and the Greater J. D. Williams Amusenu'iil Company, lias opened a New York office in the Candler
Building, New York City, from which he will operate his
Australasian tours.
Mr. Mason has just completed a three-reel feature, the
American rights of which will be sold on the state right

"The

entitled

basis,

Wonder

—
—

City

of

the

World
Greater New
York By Day and By
Night," which shows

of

has

and played opposite her
in
the first photoplay
in
which
was
she
starred by that com-

Woolworth and Singer

pany, "Caprice," as well
as
in
several
subsequent successful pictures.
Their joint appearance under the Famous Players' banner
marked the reunion of
Miss Pickford and Mr.
Moore since the old

The

Mason

C. Post

Mason.

in its entirety or as a se
Mr. Mason is open to arrange
and finance Australasian tours for big features or to buy
the Australasian rights of them.
Two features which Mr. Mason brought from Australia,
"The Martyrdom of Edith Cavell" and the Official Australian
Navy pictures, showing the sinking of the Emden at Cocas
Island, will also be released shortly on the state right basis.
The Canadian and English rights of these two productions
have been secured by the Famous Players Film Service,

Toronto, Canada.

Berst Distributes Bonuses
Pathe
Seventy-two
Employes Receive Checks from
Executive Awarded Under Profit-Sharing Plan.
Santa Claus in June is the unusual role which
has fallen to J. A. Berst, vice president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc. Mr. Berst celebrated
the first day of the month of roses by signing seventy-two
bonus checks drawn to the order of seventy-two hustlers in
the Pathe branch offices who earned this money over and
above their salaries. These checks are the first to be sent
out under Mr. Berst's new profit-sharing plan which has been
responsible not only for greatly increased business for Pathe

PLAYING

hut also greatly increased earnings for many of the sales
force.
Members of the staffs of thirty offices will receive
these checks which range from amounts representing "vacation money" to large sums.
C. R. Seelye, the Pathe business manager, who is now
making an inspection tour among the various Pathe offices,
reports th.it Mi Berst's bonus -ystcm has everyone digging.

ACTON DAVIES

DIES.

Acton Davies, for many years dramatic critic of the
Evening Sun, and associated with die Edison Company
during the years 191415, died in the Lakeview Hospital,
He had been stricken about a week
hicago, on June 12.
previously v.ith rheumatism of the heart Soon afl
ing his place on the Sun, Mr. Davies became actively interested in scenario writing, his first important work being a
series of newspaper stories produced by the Edi
pany with Mary Puller ai the Btar. Latei Mi Davies was
engaged by Edison to act in an advisory capacity in the
selection of scenarios.

notable-

He

completed a most

mous Players Mr.
Moore appeared in support of Mary Pickford,

buildings illuminated.
Australasian
rights are not for sale,
being retained by Mr.
Mason for the Post

1

trade

the

Corporation.
In his previous connection with the Fa-

the

Travelogues,
with which he starts on
a world's tour in the
near future. The production has been arranged to be presented

among

and public. Mr. Moore
has been a popular figure on the screen ever
since the pioneer days
of the motion picture
and has been identified

just

slum and tenement
life; Chinatown, Little
Bowery,
Italy,
the
Coney Island, the Great
White Way by day and
by night; marvellous
scenes

est

in

successful engagement
with the Triangle Film

ity

night

Players

Is Re-engaged as Co-star with Hazel
Adaptation of Big Stage Success.
MOORE, one of the best known players on the
screen, has been re-engaged by the Famous Players
Film Company, under a long term contract, and will
shortly be co-starred with Hazel Dawn in an adaptation of
a great stage success on the Paramount Program, the title
which, when announced, will undoubtedly create great inter-

Dawn

with
several
productions.

places of interest, including over a billion
dollars' worth of worldfamed buildings, theaters,
bridges, hotels,
etc.; depicting in real-

2215

Owen

Moore.

Imp and Biograph days, when they first appeared together.
Mr. Moore has won his spurs chietly by his delightful impersonation of whimsical, romantic young lovers, but in his
forthcoming appearance with Miss Dawn he will play one of
the most forceful characters which has been seen on the New
York stage within the last few years. It is the first time
Miss Dawn and Mr. Moore have been associated on the
screen.

Miss

McCoy

to

do Three-Reelers

Important Announcement That Already Four Manuscripts
Have Been Accepted as Starring Vehicles for

Her

THE

— First

Release

in July.

pronounced success scored by Gertrude McCoy

Gaumont

in

"The Isle of Love," has influenced General Manager F. G. Bradford to k'ivc exhibithe

feature,

tors of shorter photoplays an opportunity to feature Miss
McCoy in their houses. Hence Miss McCoy will
in a number of three-reel Mutual pictures. Pour manuscripts
have already been prepared for her. The first picture will
be Robert Burns' story of New York life, "Gates of Divorce." It will be released July 20.
No expense is being spared in giving Miss McCoy stories
which have been fitted to her talent
Robert Burns has
gone over his story. "Gates of Divorce," to tit it to her personality.
John B. Clymer will provide the Following photoplay, "The Wonderful Desire," to be released August 3.
Rennold Wolf is the author of the picture starring Miss

McCoy August 17. \ strong company has been assembled
from the Gaumont players to support her in these photoplays.

"THE JOCKEY OF DEATH" READY.
"The Jockey of Death," big "thriller," witli its action and
atmosphere smacking of the circus, is about ready for the
market after a number of week- of careful editing intended
to

make

it

a sure-tire success for state rights buyers throughwho are looking for exciting screen stories

out the country

and keep the interest <.^i their summer audiences.
The picture is being handled by Signet Films, a company
i>>
1..
Kempner and having
Mr. Kempner and
the Candler Building, New York <.'itv.
icpress the opinion that they have "something different" in the picture Hue and expect "l

to attract

I

to achieve

great popularity.
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CHICAGO CONVENTION AND EXPOSITION.
Wide

Interest Is

Event

Shown Throughout

— Various

the Country in the Big
Committees Are Working

Earnestly in Preparation.

AT

a

meeting of the Convention and Exposition Com-

mittee of the Sixth Annual .National Convention and
Exposition, held in Room 1413, Masonic Temple, on
Thursday, June 8, it was decided that the object of the
Beauty Contest will be the selection of the best looking
woman and man in action before the camera. The contest
will be open to aspirants from all sections of the country,
though the larger number naturally will be confined to
Chicago. A committee of technical experts selected from
men in the producing business will be the judges.
The selection of a hotel for convention purposes has not
yet been decided, but the announcement will be made next
week.
It will be either the Hotel La Salle or the Hotel

Sherman.

The contract

for

badges was awarded to Street

&

.

Wright

of Chicago.

is

The contract for posters will be let on Friday, June 9.
The mail arriving at headquarters in the Masonic Temple
growing in bulk every day. The letters are from manu-

facturers and supply houses in all parts of the country, with
inquiries concerning space, while a great many are from
exhibitors throughout the country, asking for information
regarding the amusements, entertainments, etc., that will
be offered during convention week.
Following is a list of film manufacturers and machine
manufacturers and supply houses, who have already contracted for space at the Coliseum:
General Film, Pathe Exchange, Inc., Universal, Mutual,
Metro, World Film, International, Selig, Essanay, Vitagraph,
American Standard Motion Picture Corporation,
Ivan,
Emerald Motion, Picture Corporation, Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Bluebird, Melies, Monarch Film Pro-

Power Company, Midwest
ducing Company, Nicholas
Chicago; J. P. Seeburg Piano
Theater Supply Company,
Company, Chicago; Bartola Musical Instrument Company,
Chicago; National Cash Register Company, Dayton; E. E.
Carbon Company,
National
Fulton Company, Chicago;
Cleveland; Mirror Screen Company, Shelbyville, Ind.; ExCompany, Chicago; Sosman & Landis,
hibitors' Supply
Seating ComAmerican
Chicago;
Howell,
Bell
&
Chicago;
pany, Chicago; American Photo-Player Company, Chicago;
Amusement Supply Company, Chicago; Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company, and Mills Novelty Company,
Chicago.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE CONVENTION.
Big Preparations Under Way, and June 26, 27 and 28 Promise
to Be Memorable in Film History of Keystone State.
State Convention of Pennsylvania Motion Picture
Exhibitors will be held on June 26, 27 and 28 at the
Moose Temple, 628-634 Pennsylvania avenue, Pittsburgh. Committees have been busy for the last month or
two in preparing a first-class event. An invitation has gone
out to every exhibitor in the Keystone State, and a very full
attendance is looked for, as the responses from every section
have been most gratifying. Not only Pennsylvania but West
Virginia will be represented at the Pittsburgh convenWhile the convention will, of course, be one of busition.
ness mainly, the social features have by no means been
neglected. The Trade Exposition, held in connection with
the convention, promises to be an unqualified success.
Every exhibitor will receive a hearty welcome, and Pittsburgh will take care of him and his wife to his entire satisfaction.
A special Ladies' Committee will help the wives of
the exhibitors see and enjoy Pittsburgh on its social and

THE

entertaining side.
At this writing, A. J. Barthell, president of the Pittsburgh
local, and James Delves, state secretary of the Pennsylvania
league, are in this city making final arrangements, being a

June 24. 1016

special committee appointed for that purpose.
Mr. Barthell
and Mr. Delves have been hard at work securing the presence
oi distinguished film stars of both sexes for the state convention and have met with a good measure of success after
much hard work.
Matters of supreme importance will come up for discussion during the business sessions of the convention.
The
question ot censorship will not be the least important. Ways
and means will be considered to secure a repeal of the obnoxious Breitinger law. The convention will invite the producers to co-operate in the campaign against censorship. For
this reason alone there ought to be an impressive attendance

convention. Another topic to be discussed will be the
question of exhibitors' grievances. Mr. Delves points to the
success of the convention at Albany and says that Pennsylvania ought not to lag behind New York in this respect.
There will be the fullest and freest discussion, a fact which
will be readily believed, for Pennsylvania has stood for free
discussion at every state and national convention. The allimportant question of projection will likewise be one of the
big topics of the convention, and on June 28 Frank H. Richardson, the projection expert of the Moving Picture World,

at the

will deliver a lecture

on

this subject.

The convention promises to eclipse the historic gathering
Harrisburg. Delegations of big size are expected from
eastern Pennsylvania. Western Pennsylvania will be represented at the convention as never before. The watchwords
will be "Harmony and Co-operation" and "All for One and

at

One

for All."

President Ben H. Zerr of Reading is particularly anxious
a creditable showing of eastern exhibitors at the
convention.
Realizing the many live-wires in the western
part of the state Mr. Zerr is endeavoring to have the eastern
part show up equally as well.
Among the locals to be represented at the convention will
include Philadelphia, Reading, Wilkes-Barre, York, Harrisburg and the new local in the coal regions. President Zerr
urges every exhibitor in the state, whether a member of the
league or not, to attend this convention.
to have

INDIANAPOLIS HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING.
New President — Organization of Screen

Ike Beitman Is the

Club Under Discussion.
Indianapolis Motion'Picture Exhibitors' League held
annual meeting and elected its officers for the ensuing year. Ike Beitman, owner of the Savoy, Empress,
Victoria and part owner of the Tacoma, was chosen president,
succeeding Joseph Gavin. Roy Bair succeeds himself as vice
president.
Harry Cook, manager of a string of houses
owned by Frank Rembusch, is the new treasurer, and A. C.
Zaring, who long has been a leader in moving picture doings
in Indianapolis, succeeds himself as treasurer.
Mr. Zaring is
the guiding hand in the office of the organization.
The Indianapolis league is one of the livest in the country,
maintaining a fine suite of offices in a downtown building
where the exhibitors may go and come as they please, talk
over business affairs, and even enjoy themselves in a social
way. The association was organized several years ago, when
the motion picture field broadened out in Indianapolis, and
it has proved a big help in the development of the business
in the city.
It has been one of the things which has contributed to the record Indianapolis holds that of being the
biggest motion picture theater city in the world when considered from the standpoint of population.
There was some talk at the last annual meeting of forming
There
a screen club here, but no definite action was taken.
were some members of the league who favored the reorganization of the Exhibitors' League to make it into a screen
club to which the managers and owners of film exchanges,
their employes, film reporters and others would be eligible to
membership. This plan did not meet with general approval,
however. It was pointed out that the league was originally
designed to become a help to exhibitors, and that under the
present form of organization it had
been successful in
accomplishing that. It was feared by the opponents of the

THE
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plan that the taking in of other branches of the film industry
would tend to disrupt the organization perfected by the
exhibitors, and this was a thing not desired.
It is possible, however, a screen club will be organized in
There is a need for some organization to
Indianapolis.
bring the exhibitors and film exchange men into closer touch
with each other and a screen club would fill the bill.
"I believe a screen club would be all right in Indianapolis
if it was built around the social idea," said Mr. Beitman, the
new president of the exhibitors' league. "I personally do not
favor the other idea. While no definite action has been taken
relative to forming a screen club it would not be surprising
if meetings of the organization soon resulted in the forming
of such a club."

BRONX EXHIBITORS MEET.

—

Lee A. Ochs Speaks on Proposed Standee Ordinance Six
New Members.
Cinema Exhibitors' Association of Bronx County
held a well attended and highly enjoyable meeting at

THE
its

headquarters, 1243 Southern Boulevard, on the night
June 8. John YVittman was in the chair, while
Haggerty acted as secretary. The meeting was

of Thursday,

James

J.

addressed
Robitzek.

Senator

by

J.

J.

Dunnigan

Alderman H.

and

The subjects discussed were the standee law, the
increased license fee (bill now before the Board of Aldermen) and the admission of minors. State President Ochs
was present and spoke of the prospects of getting the Board
of Aldermen to enact into an ordinance the principle of
Judge Gaynor's standee rule. He reported progress and said
that great efforts were now being made by the Manhattan
organization to get such an ordinance through the Board of
Aldermen. W. Stephen Bush of the Moving Picture World
made a short address urging the exhibitors of Bronx County
to continue their splendid efforts to advance the cause of
organization and promising them the support of the Moving
Picture World.
The following new members were received
into the organization:
John Shelberg, Webster theater;
Sobm, Billiken theater; John Mainaro, Tremont
Casino; L. Ostend,
Elkwood theater; J. Lowrie, Model
theater; H. Rottenberg, Pequatorian theater,
and Richard
Brady, associate member. Recruiting has been uncommonly
good, owing to the tireless efforts of Organizer Henry Cole.
At tin- conclusion of the meeting refreshments were served
and heartily enjoyed by the big crowd of exhibitors.

Joseph

MANHATTAN EXHIBITORS CHOOSE DELEGATES.

—

Name Men Who

Will Represent Local at Chicago Beefsteak
Dinner for Lee A. Ochs.
by the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, Local No. 1, at their offices at 218 West 42nd
street, on Monday evening, June 5, arrangements were
to send a big delegatioin to Chicago, and the following

AT
made

a meeting held

were elected as

dl

1

t

1

'.

Central.

The committee reported final an
arding the
dinner to be given to Lee A. Ochs on June 28, at
Reisenweber's, Brighton Beach, and judging from all appearances and the great demand for tickets the affair will be one
-rand success.
For tickets, apply to I. N. Hartstall, 218
West 42nd

street.
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<

elaborate luncheon
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Brooklyn

exhibit'. is

[angle Theater oi
list

Mooncy,

the

name
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From the enthusiasm and spirit shown it looks as if the
organization will be a great success. There has been much
preliminary work on the proposed club and much credit is
due to E. C. Mills, Joseph H. Gilday and E. R. Pearson for
the progress made through the past month. These three men
have sent out a number of letters and have done much personal work, with the result that they have the satisfaction
of seeing an organization of the local industry formulated
and on the road to success.
The officers elected are E. R. Pearson, temporary president; Charles W. Harden, secretary, and C. S. Edwards,
treasurer. A committee was appointed on permanent organization and the club will meet again in two weeks.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Marguerite Clark at the Strand
Marguerite Clark was the screen star at the Strand theater
for the week beginning June 11, in "Silks and Satin-."
The
story is one peculiarly fitted to Miss Clark. There are two
phases of the photoplay, one dealing with today and one
of the long ago. Felicite, the little girl Miss Clark plays in
the picture, is in some doubt as to the advisability of the
marriage arranged for her by her parents. Finding an old
diary of one of her feminine ancestors she lives through her
trials and in this ancient person's history finds a lesson for
her guidance. The photoplay was produced by the Famous
Players Film Company.

On Monday

the Strand offered Charlie Chaplin in his latest

comedy release, "The Fireman." Other pictures on the program were the Strand Topical Review, an educational film.
and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon comedy. A violin solo by Jan
Rubini and numbers by Emma Ecker and Bruce Weyman
were features of the musical program.

"The Making of Maddalena" at the Broadway.
Edna Goodrich in the Morosco-Paramount feature. "The
Making of Maddalena," was the star attraction at the Broadway theater. Most of the scenes are laid in Rome, the
picturesque atmosphere of student life surrounding the story
Italian
model, played by Miss
Goodrich.
Charlie
Chaplin in his latest
Mutual-Chaplin two-part
comedy, the Broadway Weekly, scenic studies and cartoons

the

completed the

bill.

"The Apostle of Vengeance" at the Rialto.
William S. Hart in the role of a clergyman was the star of
"The Apostle of \ entrance," a photoplay with scenes laid
in the back woods of
Kentucky and moonshining and a
family feud figuring

in

the plot.

In spite of his ministerial

role, Hart becomes thoroughly "riled" as the story unfolds
and starts out on the warpath until the still, small
conscience brings him back to the fold
The Rialto also
included on its program news events, travel and scientific
pictures, comedy features and solos by Mine. Jeanne Maubourg, Mr. De Frere and Cristeta Goni.

Eighty-first Street Theater Program.

At the Eighty-first Street
angle
Films ware shown

Wednesday
Fay Tincher,

theater
I

>n

anoth

Monday.

Tuesday
re,"

in

"The

Two uVlock Tram." were

and
and

featured.

)n
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
Douglas
Fairbanks in "Reggie Mixes in." and rlarrj M
arce in "Bubbles ,.i Trouble" were the picture
of the program.

numbers

recent

DANNUNZIO SIGNS WITH AMBROSIO.

,.:

Brooklyn was omitted

in

Mr
delegates t" the National Convention,
who has always taken a nao«l active interest in
natters, was elected unanimouily.

of

of the press.

<

MOONEY AMONG NATIONAL DELEGATES.
.ii
•

the

to take

h gislation.

An

H. C.

OXL

of a beautiful

Li.
V 'nil-. Samuel 11. Trigger, Louis F. Blumenthal,
at stall, William
Benjamin Lyons, Max Oestreicher, 1. N.
Morris
Roihapfel,
Hilkemeier,
Wittman, Samuel
I.
J.
Xeedle, Charles Steiner, Adolpli Weiss, Charles [faring, Otto
i.enigswald, Ed. Gorman,
Samuel Rhonheimer, Henrj Haring, Joseph Klein. Albert rlarstn, Frank
Max Tischer, William Bigall, A. B, Samuelson,
Herman Mayer, Mr. I'.oek. Louis Rosenthal, ('hail.
David Picker.
P. Martineau, Philip Menschel. Al Jutkowitz and Messrs. Glynn & Ward.
Arrangements have
been
made to engage a special train on the New York
(

KANSAS CITY HAS A SCREEN CLUB.
Eighty Exhibitors and Exchange Men Organize New Film
Men's Club on June 9.
of the largest meetings the Kansas
City moving
picture men ever held took place at the Hotel Baltimore Friday, June 9. This meeting accomplished a
preliminary organization of Kansas City's much-talked of
Screen Club, 'ihe dinner was held at 10.30 that evening, and
was attended by nearly a hundred. This included exchange
men, exhibitors, supply house representatives and members

The

Authors

Film Company,

Inc.,

American n

\mbrosio. announces that Gabriel D'AnnunziO, Italy's
greatest poet, has signed a long term contract with Vmbrosio
for the filming of all his works, past and to come.
lives of
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Selznick and Aaron A. Jones Close Big Deal.
deal between the firm of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
city, and Louis J. Selznick, president of the
Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, was closed in
Chicago on Friday, Tune 9. Contracts were signed giving
to the firm mentioned a five-year franchise for all the Clara
Kimball Young productions in the territory embracing Illinois, Indiana, southern Wisconsin and western Kentucky.
This means that Jones, Linick
Schaefer will have exclusive control of all the Clara Kimball Young features in this
This is considered one of the most important
territory.
film deals, from a money standpoint, yet transacted in ChiWhile the money consideration has not been named,
cago.
it
is rumored that it goes well up into the six figures.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, with the Ascher Brothers and
Alfred Hamburger, control the largest circuits of theaters in
this city, and they are not only owners of the houses, but
they operate them as well. It is expected that the first release of the Young; Company will be made some time in

Louis

of

October. This will be "The Common Law," in six reels.
It is understood that the following subjects will be of the
same length, and that the releases will be made at intervals
The name of the firm through which
of about thirty days.
the Clara Kimball Young productions will be released has
not yet been named, but it is understood that the Central
Film Company of this city will do the booking.
"I am extremely pleased with this deal and with everyone
concerned in it," said Mr. Selznick after the contract was
signed.
"The Clara Kimball Young pictures will strike a
new gait which will be difficult for others to follow." Mr.
Selznick promised that Miss Young, his star and the part
owner of his business, will be present at the Sixth National
Exposition and Convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, held in Chicago from July 10 to 18
An Appreciation That Is Just as Warmly Appreciated.
The following letter, bearing the date of June 2, from
William KoenigJ secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association of the Northwest, was recently received at this
office:

—

Dear Sir. As secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association
of the Northwest, I desire to express to you the sincere thanks of the
of our organization for the assistance you rendered in making
our exposition a success.
particularly desire to express our appreciation of the kindly attitude you assumed toward our exposition

members

We

and toward the motion picture exhibitors.
Trusting that at some future time we may be able

to reciprocate,

we

It is very gratifying to receive such a communication,
but the policy followed is one that has been made possible
only by the earnest desire of the Moving Picture World to
serve moving picture exhibitors and the moving picture industry in all its branches in any and every way that will
contribute to the best interests of all concerned. That has
been the policy of the Moving Picture World since its first

Miss

i

this

&

issue in

Do linger here for just as long
As you can make your stay;
for lure will be some aching hearts
When you have gone away

J.

Aim.

1907.

Bessie

Eyton Inspires Devotion During Vicksburg
Visit.

Charming Bessie Eyton, in the role of Virginia Colfax, the
beautiful southern belle in "The Crisis," won the hearts of
a host of admirers down in Vicksburg, Miss., who witnessed
the filming of the big spectacular war scenes by the Selig
Company that were taken on the original spots in that city
where the events took place during the Civil War.
The Vicksburg press devoted many columns to the visitors,
and one newspaper man, more intrepid than his fellows, contributed the following stanzas to the Vicksburg Herald, in
singing Miss Eyton's praises:
Perhaps you do not realize
i
day
<

'

dear Miss P.essic Eyton
One can hear the ladies say
While they gaze in admiration
;
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Chicago Film Brevities.

B,°.wman traveling representative of the
Automatic
Selling and Cash Register Company,
recently opened
f r that c oncern
in the St
.°
fc uiYding
a Chicago representative of the
Moving Picture World Mr. Bowman remarked that in
all his
travels throughout the United States in
the interests
company he could not recollect having met an exhibitorof his
who
did not read the World.
Mr. Bowman states that in many
instances he found exhibitors who had a complete
file of the
publication from the first issue, in 1907.
Mr. Bowman reports hue business for his company, in this territory.

Ti!L?
litket

.

"

n.^n'T
u
During
a conversation with

,

The Woman's City Club of Chicago has issued invitations
tor a special private exhibition of their "Child
Welfare Film"
Strand theater, on Monday afternoon, June 12.

at the

W. R. Van Courtland, formerly connected with the Lyric
and the Empire theaters in Lima, Ohio.; the Grand in Columbus, and the Grand in Tiffin, is now editor of the Photoplay
World. He visited Chicago last week on business.
At

the recent opening of the

American theater

in Salt

Lake

Mr. and Mrs. William H. Swanson received felicitous
telegrams from Miss Billie Burke and George Kleine
the Shriners in attendance at the opening was H H
Buckwalter, of the El Jabel temple, Denver, who is George
Klein's western representative for the Billie Burke serial,
which was shown at the opening.
City,

Among

I am glad to report the triumphant re-election of Superior
Court Judge William Fenimore Cooper. The judge led all

the other candidates in the first, ninth, eighteenth, twentieth
and thirty-third wards. He received a total vote of 89,277,
and stood fourth on the list, the first candidate receiving 95,673, and the sixth, 82,912.
F. H. Clifford, operator at the Beach theater, Harper avenut and Fifty-first street, this city, renewed his subscription
for the World last week.
"The Ne'er Do Well" was presented at the Beach on May 25 and 26, at 25 cents admission,
and showed to capacity houses. H. W. Sams is house manager of the Beach, while Max Schwartz takes care of the
bookings.
Manager Sams and the cashier are also subscribers and readers of the World. The cashier reads it, he
says, in order to be able to answer intelligently the questions
asked by patrons concerning the features run at the theater.
The Rillie Burke moving picture novel is also having a heavy
run at this theater.

Douglas Fairbanks, of Triangle-Fine Arts, stopped over in
Chicago between trains on his way from Los Angeles to New
York City. Miss Pauline Bush was another stop-over visitor,
also proceeding from California to the metropolis. Another
short-time visitor was Miss Valentine Grant, of the Famous
Players forces, who was on her way to her home in Seattle,
where she will spend a vacation with her family. In about
a month she will return to New York to engage in another
picture by the Famous Players.
J. K. Moore and C. B. Ryson, officers of the Vitascope
Film Corporation, with quarters in the Marquette Building,
city, were held to the grand jury on Monday, June 5,
under $1,500 bonds, by Judge Caverly, in the South Clark
Street Court, on charges of operating a confidence game.
The complainant was Bruno Jasinski, of this city, who testified that he answered an advertisement of the company, in
which they agreed to make a moving picture actor of him.
Their terms required him to pay $100 for stock, in addition

this

to $50 for a course of instruction. Jasinski testified that after
he had paid his money, Moore and Ryson failed to give him
se of lessons, and kept changing their offices from

June
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place to place so that he was unable to get back the
he had paid for shares of stock.

money

Director Marshal Neilan began work in New York City on
"The Prince Chap" on Thursday, June 8. Miss Bessie Eyton,
Cecil Holland, Leo Pierson and other Selig players are under
Mr. Neilan's direction.
Special scenes will be filmed in
Gotham, after which the company will return to Chicago,
where work on the photoplay will be continued. Mr. Neilan
will not only direct "The Prince Chap," but will play the
leading role.
James L. McGee, general manager of the Selig Pacific
Coast studios, spent several days in the city last week on his
return from Vicksburg, Miss., where big scenes of "The
Crisis" were completed.
He will return to Los Angeles in
a few days.
Mr. McGee was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
N. Selig at their home on Lakeview avenue on Wednesday
evening, June 7, when his birthday anniversary was celebrated.
His brother from Milwaukee was also a guest on
the occasion.
Director Colin Campbell, who has also returned from
Vicksburg, will remain in Chicago for some time superintending the cutting and trimming of the big "Crisis" film, which
will be in about twelve reels when completed.
Jack Wheeler, editor in chief of The Selig-Tribune. did
some very enterprising work in filming the Preparedness
parade in Chicago, Saturday, June 3. A special Selig Preparedness film was all ready for exhibition in numerous
Chicago theaters Saturday evening, while the parade was
Ihe Republican Convention at the Colistill in progress.
seum, which occupied the week beginning June 5, has also
been filmed under Mr. Wheeler's direction. Among the special cameramen assigned to convention work were L. J. Simons, of Washington, D. C, Fred M. Delaven and John T.
Pasztor.

Chicago Branch Manager Holah, of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
also deserves credit for his enterprise in getting moving pictures of the great demonstration and finishing them in time
to be shown in several Chicago theaters while the parade
was still going on. Orchestra Hall and the Pastime theater
in
the "Loop" district showed the pictures to crowded
houses, and other theaters in outlying districts also showed
Tin
Pathe
the pictures before the marchers disbanded.
News cameramen were Joseph Ruckcr and K. W. Fasold.
The technical work on the Pathe News pictures was done

Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company's

at the

plant.

The following programs have been announced at the
prominent downtown theaters in Chicago for the week
beginning Sunday or Monday, June

11

and

12.

Dixon Shows His Picture

ALTHOUGH
technical merits

critics differ widely as to the dramatic and
of Thomas Dixon's propaganda mopicture production, "The Fall of a Nation," the
large and friendly gathering which crowded the Liberty
theater. New York, on the evening of Tuesday, June 6, to
witness the first public presentation of that remarkable subject found lots to interest and amuse as the story was unfolded on the screen.
As first shown the picture was excessively long and it
was nearly midnight before the finale appeared, but length
did not seem to tire, for there was plenty of enthusiasm left
at the finish to demand the appearance of the author and
producer, together with the writer of the music, which contributed so largely to the success of the entertainment.
noteworthy feature and one which aroused the curiosity
of the audience at the start were the uniforms of the young
women ushers beautiful white costumes of military cut. including trousers and puttees, and altogether becoming. The
significance was revealed later when it was shown in the
picture that such was the uniform of the "Loyal Legion,"
an organization of patriotic women which was mainly responsible for turning defeat into victory according to the
author's scheme of things.
Mr. Dixon's characterization of several men of affairs in
the United States drew laughs and hisses from the audience,
and some of his title and "cut-ins" were the cause of merriment. Throughout the more serious passages tense interest
marked the attitude of all present and the beauty of some
of the scenes elicited hearty applause.
As the light faded out on the last scene insistent calls for
He
the author brought Mr. Dixon in front of the curtain.
briefly thanked the audience for their kind reception of his
work and then gave way to Victor Herbert, the composer
companying music. Mr. Herbert assured the audience that his part in the entertainment had been most delightful to him, as he wa.; personally heart and soul for pre-

tion

A

—

paredness.

The audience was one of considerable distinction. His
honor Mayor Mitchel and party were conspicuous, together
with many other distinguished men and women in private
The' trade was well represented. J. Stuart Blaekton.
life.
[esse L. Lasky, H. E. Aitken and others equally prominent
During the first intermission "Long Tom"
'were there.
Dixon and "Short Tom" luce met and exchanged congratuAltogether it was an auspicious opening for a
lations.
raosl

interesting picture.

Studebaker— "Gloria's Romance"— sixth chapter, "Hidden
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Melcalf, of Kincaid & Metcalf, owners of the Opera
Airdrome in Greenfield, [11., was a caller last
Paramount pictures are run two nights a
business was reported by Mr. MetPathe one oight. G
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Milwaukee Exhibitors Entertained

Pathe

Fine Arts— "The Whirl of Life" (Cort Film Corporation),
with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle, has proved so popular
that it will be continued for another week.
"The Bondman" (Fox) has been retained for
Id
another week by Mr. Hamburger. This film has proved a
big attraction and business getter.
Strand— Second week of the Casino Club players in the
society film "Cousin Jim" (Van Dee Producing Co.) Mutt
and Jeff cartoons, and other pictures.
Orchestra Hall— Marguerite Clark in "Silks and Satins
(Famous Players), Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons,
"Fountains and Palaces of Rome" and "Scenes Religious,"
Nellie and Sara Kouns will be the
travelogues (SwastirkaL
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REAL REEL ROMANCE.
Kathlyn

Williams,

Selig

Star,

Weds

Manager Morosco

STAGE

Charles

F.

theater. J. A. Quinn has again showed his enterprise as a
film impresario by securing exclusively for those seven days
the gigantic Vitagraph production, 'Preparedness,' or 'The
Battle Cry of Peace.' In order to interest the youth in serving the flag, special matinees are to be held for school children, while military organizations of Southern California are
writing Mr. Quinn for special nights at which they can attend in a body."
Mr. Quinn is building a formidable looking fort on the
front of the theater building.
Here will be stationed patrols,
wireless station, aeroplane landing and many other things to
attract attention.

Eyton,

Studio.

and friends of Kathlyn Williams.
Selig featured star, will be agreeably surprised to learn
of her marriage, which took place in Riverside, near
here, on Friday, June 2.
Charles F. Eyton, a well-known
Mr. Eyton and Miss
picture manager, is the bridegroom.
Williams, accompanied by relatives and close friends, departed for Riverside at noon and were married at 5:30. The
ceremony was performed by the Rev. I. D. Van Arnan in
the rectory of the First Methodist Episcopal Church. The
bridal party comprised Juan De La Cruz, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yon Saxman, Mr. and Mrs. Al Filson and Mr. and Mrs.
lovers, film fans,

ANOTHER
"The

Ed. J. LeSaint.
Miss Williams is one of the bright stars of filmland, beloved from the Atlantic to the Pacific by that great army of

Americans who march daily upon the moving picture theaMr. Eyton is one of the owners of the
ters of the country.
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, and has been connected
with the local show world for the past sixteen years.
The marriage was the culmination of a romance that had
At that
its inception in Salt Lake City some ten years ago.
time Miss Williams was a member of the Willard Mack
Stock Company, which was playing in the Utah city. Fate
sent Mr. Eyton there to overlook a new play, in which Mr.
Morosco was interested. He met Miss Williams and was
Shortly aftergreatly attracted by her ability and beauty.
ward they became engaged and the wedding day was set,
when the inevitable "lovers' quarrel" occurred and they
drifted along different paths, only to meet again in this city
about a year ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Eyton left for an extended trip through the
Eastern States. Upon their return they will be at home to
their legion of friends at their home, 858 Bryan street.

FILM FOLKS FROLIC.
at Santa Barbara Have Lots of Fun Between
Scenes— Thirteen Owls Club Entertains.
The Thirteen Owls Club was responsible last Saturday
evening for one of the most enjoyable parties ever given in
local filmdom.
One hundred and fifty couples, members of
the "Flyinp- A" companies and their friends, assembled at

Americans

Unity Hall, to be part of a hard times function, which members of the Owls had cleverly planned.
Nothing could possibly have been more appealing than the
Owls themselves, as ragged country children. The following
members fully maintained their reputation for cleverness in
carrying out the general impoverished effect: Misses Carol
Halloway, Peggy Perkins, Genie Forde, Nell Franzen, Vivian
Rich, Opal Eason, Audrey Munson, Jude Martin, Teddy
Eason, Marty Martin, Sally Newsum and Jodie Frame.
The "Flying A" quartet, Walter Beale. Jack Sarrell. Oscar
Gerard and Bowman Johnston gave several musical numEarly in the evening and prior to the dance the Cliff
bers.
Dwellers had a Dutch lunch in the western town at the end
of State street. The Cliff Dwellers compose the technical
department under Mr. Langley. but there were many guests,
the party

numbering

sixty.

EXHIBITOR QUINN A LIVE ONE.
'

To Show "Preparedness"

or "Battle Cry of Peace" During
Preparedness Parade Week in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles has one live wire picture showman and heis J. A. Quinn, ex-manager of Quinn's Garrick, and until recently manager of Quinn's Superba.
In commenting on the ability of Quinn as an exhibitor, who
is always springing some new and exciting pleasures for his

host of patrons, the Times says:
"Coincident with the announcement that the big preparedness parade is to be held on June 14, comes the interesting

news that the full
to be celebrated as

week commencing Monday. June 12, is
Preparedness Week at Quinn's Empress

Vicinity

IRVINE

and

P.

76"

BIG PRODUCING FIRM.

Be Made by the Continental Producing Company.
Another film company has been started in Los Angeles.
The ideas and prospects of the firm, as outlined by the
president, Robert Goldstein, well-known coast costumer, arc
broad. It is the intention of this company to produce a new
motion picture production in twelve reels, the title of which
is
to be "The Spirit of 76," to reproduce the American
Revolution, including the picturization of the causes which
led up to it
the production to be perfect as to historical
accuracy and detail, with an entirely original and sensational
story closely interwoven.
Robert Goldstein, president of the Goldstein Theatrical
Costuming Company of Los Angeles and San Francisco, is
one of the stockholders in the Epoch Producing Company,
which produced and own "The Clansman"; the Wark Producing Company, which is now making D. W. Griffith's
largest production, "The Mother and the Law," and is otherwise associated with D. W. Griffith in a business way. Mr.
Goldstein is also connected in a practical, artistic and business way with most of the large film producing companies
in Southern California.
George L. Hutchin, secretary and
manager, is president of the Festivals Association of the
Pacific Coast; was manager of the Portland Rose Festival,
and later was engaged to plan, design and build the great
pageants, spectacles and parades for the Exposition at San
Francisco.
He is also a writer and dramatist, having had
Spirit of

Is to

—

.

theatrical experience.
The director of this production will be George Siegman,
whose position as director in D. W. Griffith's companies, together with his experience in Mutual subjects, fits him for
In the "Clansman," Mr. Siegman played the
the position.
part of Silas Lynch, one of the most important in the production. He has sixteen years of independent directing and

acting to his credit.

Santa Barbara Welcomes Miss Minter.

Led by the Mayor and various of his official family. Santa
Barbara. Cal., residents gave a rousing reception to little
Mary Miles Minter. the American-Mutual child star, on her
recent arrival at the southern Californian city to begin work
on her first Mutual feature release.
Long before the arrival of the train at the station numerous
Accompanied
of the city's stanch residents were on hand.
by her mother. Mrs. Charlotte Shelby, Miss Minter appeared
on the rear platform, and after a brief address of welcome
delivered by the Mayor she was escorted through the crowd
and rushed to the American-Mutual studios, where the celebration continued.

As a token of comradeship members of the AmericanMutual playing forces insisted that Miss Minter be delegated
to open the
the parade
took part.

new concrete

dressing quarters at the plant. In
to the studio exactly 162 autos

from the depot

"Civilization" Car

Wins

the Ascot Races.

As stated briefly in these columns last week, Arthur Hansen, of the Tnce forces, won the ten-mile event at the Ascot
races for the benefit of the Actors' Fund of America. Hansen, piloting a big Mercer flying the colors of "Civilization,'

1
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made

a spectacular race which earned him the Barney Oldfield trophy and the film championship of America.
negotiated the ten-mile distance in ten minutes and six seconds,

He

defeating Ashton Dearholt, of the American Company, in a
car entered by William Russell, and Wallace Beery, of the
Universal, in another.
The race was a sensational climax to a sensational program. Leading almost from the start, Hansen maintained a
consistent pace and never once was in danger of being
passed, though there were some exciting brushes.
A thrill
was furnished in the sixth lap when Beery's car threw a
rear tire and threatened to turn turtle.
The driver handled
the wheel with skill, however, and piloted the machine to

2221

Grey has started earnest training and expects to win easily.
He is an exceptionally good handball player. Ham is well
known in filmdom and in club circles. He formerly was connected with the Universal, but at the present time

is

playing

leads in Nestor films.

H. M. Bunce,

who

recently came to Monrovia from Salt
Lake City, has been secured by the Monrovia Feature Film
Company to handle all detail work of the publicity campaign
that will soon be launched by that firm in connection with its
production of big feature photoplays. Mr. Bunce is an experienced newspaper man. having a practical working knowledge of all departments of the work.

safety.

accompanied by a number
City on Wednesday last

Beverly Griffith, who. with Gilbert Warrenton of Universal
was sent to the Mexican border by General Manager
H. O. Davis to cover the news in film for the Universal
Animated Weekly, believes in preparedness. Recently he
wired from El Paso to Mr. Davis for a supply of flares which

invited to take part as an "extra man"
and agreed to become a spectator in a stock exchange scene.
Other distinguished visitors to Universal City during the
week were Madame Marie Rappold. the famous grand opera
singer, and Dr. Alfred Hertz, the well-known musical
director.

furnish light at night for the taking of scenes. When the
returned this week to Universal City thev projected a
number of fine night scenes. Beverly Griffith came into the
World office to pay his respects and incidentally relate a few
of his most thrilling experiences.
He said when they were
not dodging bullets they were being entertained by very
high and gentlemanly Mexican officials. But they got the

Admiral Winslow Visits U City.
Cameron Winslow, commander of

Admiral

the United States Navy,
visited Universal

fleet of

of

his

officers,

City,

the

Pacific

week.

The Admiral was

wo

pictures.

Los Angeles Film Brevities.
We made a trip to the beach this week and found that the
Balboa has added Fred Huntly to its staff of directors. Prior
to his present connection, Huntly put on photoplays for some
of the leading producers. Another newcomer here is Edward Jobson, the erstwhile endman of minstrel fame. He's
one of those big, fat, happy men whose very presence is
cheerful.

A certain section of the big Lasky studio is active again,
because George Melford, having returned from his vacation,
has begun work on another Cleo Ridgley-Wallace Reid production, "The House of the Golden Windows." This makes
the fourth production in which these two have been costarred
*

*

*

Hollywood studios are going in for athand have formed a club to benefit of all actresses. As
a result a conference was held with the young women, Mrs.
C. H. Richmond and Miss Julia Tolman Lee representing
the Young Women's Christian Association, and Mrs. H. T.
Wright the women's clubs. The plan adopted was received
with great enthusiasm. Lule Warrington talked on "The
Value of Drama Study" and Miss Ella Stevens, physical director of the Y. W. C. A., conducted class work in gymnastic exercises and esthetic dancing. This week Allison
Gow talked on "The Life of Ibsen." and Miss Stevens followed with the physical work. The Hollywood public library
is being used as a meeting place at present, but it is quite
possible that larger quarters will have to be provided.
Picture girls of

letics

Ever popular Ruth Roland and Roland Bottomley of the
Balboa studio won a silver loving cup this week for being the
Several
best one-steppers in a free-for-all dancing contest.
hundred couples entered and it was a nip and tuck affair. In
finale, the winners were pitted against Charles Murray.
tin
the Keystone comedian, and his wife.

Geraldinc Farrar, the Lasky star, and her husband, Lou
Tellegen, have arrived in Los Angeles to begin their annual
summer engagement at the Lasky studios in Hollywood. Tt
is expected Miss Farrar will do two pictures this summer.
It has not yet been decided whether her husband will appear
with her or in productions of his own. The Lasky company
has secured the residence and grounds at the corner of Sunset Boulevard and Western avenue for the diva's home.

One afternoon this week when the Rolin Players were out
on location doing some big outdoor scenes for "Julius
Caesar," sneak thieves entered the studio from the rear and
went through several of the dressing rooms until they were
scared away by an artist who was painting scenes for Caesar's
home. Bebe Daniels lost a purse, together with a fine yellowsport coat. Miss Margaret Joslin discovered a pair of her
good shoes had been taken.
The Balboa's annual plunge party in the Long Beach
natatorium developed a new contender for swimming honors
Henry King, the film star, being located just a few blocks
from the Pacific Ocean, the workers at this studio have daily
opportunities to perfect themselves in aquatics. Mr. Kinu'
had no trouble in pulling away from the bunch, and now he
is thinking about entering the
Pacific Coast championship
contest, to be held this summer. The purse, hung up by the
Balboa studio, which King won, he promptly turned over to
the Actors' Fund. The women's race was won by Mrs. W.
A. S. Douglas, who had just a shade the better of Ruth
Roland.
in

Arthur Shirley, formerly leading man with Thomas Dixon,
has joined the Selig forces and is playing lead opposite Kathlyn Williams in a current five-reel feature, entitled "The
Valiants of Virginia."
Director Charles Giblyn has started production
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Culver

in

France"

is

a tale of lore

and intrigue

in

war-

torn Europe.

With a company of fifty players William S. Hart left this
week for a point on the international boundary line south of
El ("entro. to film some scenes in a new Triangle play written by Monte M. Katteriohn.
*

*

*

Arts Studio., have decided to change the title
Tullv Marshall's recent play to
"Drugged Hopes." instead ,,f 'The Dope Fiend." which was

The Fine

of

Norma Talmadge and

the original

working

title

•
Tt is

are

at

City of "Somewhere in France," a picture play from a story
The scenario
written by the late Richard Harding Davis.
was prepared by J. G. Hawks, and the leading part is taken
by Louise Glaum, with a supporting cast including Howard
Hickman, Robert MacKim, George Fisher, Jerome Storm.

*

*

Master George Stone, the five-year-old Fine Arts player,
has been borrowed by the Ince S.mt.i Monica studios to
appear prominently in a Kaj Bee Triangle plaj with William S. Hart
Master George attracted considerable attention with his performance in "Let Katie Ho It." and has
appeared in Fine Arts plays ever since their inception

Kenneth McGaffey, director of Lasky publicity, ad\iscs as
,isk\ star, celebrated a birthtli.it
Marie 1><t... the brilliant
day anniversary recently. Quite a party had been arranged
Among the presents u.is
for her at her Hollywood home.
complete motion picture camera, presented her by Charlie
No sooner was the gift received than an automo.
Chaplin.
I

,i
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was dispatched to the studio, and some lights hurried to
the Dexter home and a scenario was written and photographed with the little camera. Later in the week the scenes
were projected in the basement of the house and promise to
success.
The cast was an all-star one, including
barli<
haplin, Elliott Dexter, Miss
:s,
Doro and others.
bile

!

'

<

From Honolulu comes word

of

the

activities

of

Helen

and the Signal Film Company. A
were taken on board the steamer, ami
Honolulu and during a hard trip into
the interior of the island. It is said some wonderful scenery

McGowan

Holmes,

J.

P.

number

of

scenes

while tluy
he

will

of

this

were

in

shown

to the public for the first time as the result
expedition.
The company is expected back at the

Los Angeles studios some time

this

week.

Bessie Eyton Visits

June

New

24,

1916

York

Actress Gets First Glimpse of Metropolis With
Marshall Neilan's Company Making "The Prince Chap."
[RECTOR MARSHALL NEILAN brought his company to New York a few days ago to get some exteriors for Selig's "The Prince Chap," not to conduct a
sightseeing tour, although it happens that three members of
the party
Bessie Eyton, Leo Pierson and Cecil Holland
arc visiting the metropolis for the first time. Between trips
to Connecticut and hours spent on New York's waterfront,
Selig

D

—

where some of the action of the story transpires, the visitors
may find time to learn whether the much advertised Fifth
Avenue shops and the lights of Broadway fulfill expectations. But
first impressions were inconclusive, if not disappointing.

Wheeler Oakmah, who is well remembered in "The Nc'erDo-Well" and other screen successes, is now Mable Normand's leading man.

Henry MacRae has taken his company of players to Glacier
Park, where a spectacular film production, entitled "The
Sun Woman," will be filmed. Several hundred native Indians
will be used.
Marie Walcamp plays the title part.
Kerrigan and a large company of Universal
J. Warren
players returned this week from Yoscmite Valley after filmDirector Jack Conin- scenes for "The Beckoning Trail."
a large number of remarkable picturesque scenes
in the famous national park and vicinity.

way took

Ed Lyons and Lee Moran, who have recently returned to
Universal City, are producing and playing feature leads in a
one-reel comedy, entitled "Kill the Umpire," written by Ben
Colin, of the Universal staff.
Rollin S. Sturgeon, director-general of the Western Vitagraph Company, has gathered together about two hundred
expert divers and swimmers to take part in a realistic shipwreck scene he has incorporated in a six-reel Blue Ribbon
feature, "Through the Wall." In the filming of these scenes
one of the largest liners on the Pacific Coast will be used.

The company arrived in the rain and everything appeared
gloomy on the morning that Miss Eyton
looked from a window of the Great Northern hotel and confessed a readiness to be convinced of the beauties of the
city.
Meanwhile it was easier to talk about what she had
done and hoped to do in pictures.
Miss Eyton is a product of Southern California, and one
of the few actresses who has never broken her allegiance
to the company that gave her a first engagement.
Five years
ago she started with Selig as an extra and today she is a
star under the same management with a number of big pictures to her credit and others in prospect. She regards her
work in "The Crisis" as the best she has ever done, for the
story and the character she portrays offered ample opportunity for the kind of acting she likes best.
In speaking of her start as an actress Miss Eyton said
that among her friends in Los Angeles were players who
insisted that her features were ideally suited to screen
needs.
Without any previous stage experience she applied
at the Selig studio and was employed as an extra, partially
because of her usefulness in doubling for actresses who could
neither swim or ride horseback, two accomplishments in
which she is proficient. Presently, with the coming of an
opening in the stock company, Miss Eyton was given a
permanent place and since then she has been continuously
rather dark and

busy.
I have any regrets," she said, "it is that my directors
to believe that I am best adapted to serious emotional
there is nothing I prefer
some of the most pleasing
performances I ever gave were of that character. Perhaps I
will get more similar opportunities in the future and still
farther in the future I want to have a trial on the speaking
stage, for it appears to me that
chances for young
the
women will be better than ever in a few years."
Miss Eyton is a typical Western girl, fresh, vital and
devoted to outdoor sports. When the present production is
completed she will not regret returning to Los Angeles and

"If

seem

Frank Borzage, of the American Film Company, Santa
Barbara, was given a dinner party Thursday last week at
the Arlington Hotel, when nine of his bachelor friends
gathered to honor the remaining days of his bachelorhood.
Among those present were Rea Berger, Ashton Dearholt,
King Clark, Harvey Clark, George Ahern, Alan Forrest, Wallace MacDonald and John Sheehan. Mr. Borzage is to marry
Miss Rena Rogers, of Los Angeles, some time next week.

To work in the films one had to belong to an association,
said the proprietors of the "Movie" Employees' Association,
71° West Seventh street, to all who answered their advertisement for 200 men for moving pictures. Then they proceeded
to charge 50 cents for initiation to the association and 25
cents for the first month's dues.
So many persons were
caught by the advertisement and paid their dues without
result that H. A. Cable, deputy state labor commissioner,
who later applied to the association, paid his money and
became a member. Then he arrested the man in charge of
the office, Merrill Stearn, who was arraigned in police court,
and pleaded not guilty.
Stearn alleges the real head of the association is missing,
in company with ?400.
Commissioner Cable says he has
received more than 400 complaints and believes the
of victims will exceed 1,000.

number

DICK EDMONDSON CAPTURES BLUEBIRD.
Congenial "Dick" Edmondson's latest triumph is the acquiof the Bluebird program for the United Kingdom.
This brand is meeting with favor in the trade across the
pond, and with his unexcelled generalship will shortly rank
with the best in the field.
Edmondson, a pioneer in the film industry, began his
career in California as exhibitor and manufacturer of pugilistic events.
He returned to his native land with the Johnson-Jeffries contest pictures and has since successfully exploited American productions, among which were the productions of B. A. Rolfe Photoplays, Dyreda Art Films. Masterpiece Film Corporation, Salisbury's wild animal pictures,
California, Life Photo, Balboa, Equitable, and Frohman
Amusement Corporation.
His main European offices are located at 118 Shaftesbury avenue, London, W,
sition

roles, when, as a matter of fact,
to light comedy, and I know that

her bungalow-

EDISON MAKING LOCKE'S "WHERE LOVE

IS."

Ann Murdock,

the famous Frohman star, and Henry Stanan actor best known to the American public by his
appearance in the role of Jerry with Laurette Taylor in
"Peg o' My Heart" for one thousand performances, are
engaged at the Edison studios in New York in the producford,

tion of a five-reel feature picturization of "Where Love Is,"
an adaptation of William J. Locke's novel of that name. The
cast engaged in making the picture is composed, for the
greater part, of well-known stars, for among the members of
the company that is playing in the support of Miss Murdock
and Mr. Stanford are Leonie Flugrath, Mabel Trunnelle, Bige-

low Cooper and other Edison players who have wide reputations. The first scene of the picture was filmed on June 5,
and it is expected that fully two months will be required to
complete the elaborate and carefully made production.
William J. Locke, the writer of "Where Love Is," is one
of the best-known of present-day English novelists.

AUTOMATIC OPENS WESTERN HEADQUARTERS.
The Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company announces the recent opening of its Western branch in
Arthur Klein,
the Lytton Building, Suite 1432, Chicago.
general manager, has already sent in some good business
to the company.
Following are a few of the theaters which have just adopted
Oakland Square thethe Automaticket System in Chicago:
ater, Midway Hippodrome, Rosewood theater. Cosmopolitan
theater, Beach theater, Plaza theater, Band Box theater.

June
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Clubwomen and
Views

the Motion Picture

,

"better health" can and is being disseminated by the motion
Their power is only being
pictures, just as by the press.
hinted at. The motion picture will more and more become
allied with the better and higher interests of humanity.

of Eleven Leaders of the Recent Biennial Gathering
in

New York

City.

By Betty Shannon.
are eleven
T1IKRE
tion of Women's

has just closed

who

in

MRS. BLAIR. Albany,

departments in the General FederaClubs, the biennial session of which

New York

City, all

are leaders and authorities in their

headed by

Chairman
Censorship, legalized, of
to the laws of democracy.
I do not believe
that legalized censorship, if it were not so,
would cause the production of motion pic-

keenly that the
is a trefactor in the
of today. Some are
in favor of Federal censorship. Most of them
are not. The interest
of
the
of the child
nation is close to the
of
them all,
hearts
and they are sincere in
feels

motion picture

mendous
life

their

who
their

mo-

the

will

MRS.

came
popularity
along.
Now they have
hardly enough business
to keep them going,

Helen Varick Boswell.

producers to

find

the demand. The
great future of the motion picture cannot be
estimated.

in

its

GEORGE ZIMMERMAN. Fre-

mont, Ohio.

Chairman Civics Department.

alone would
enough to make me
enthusiastic over them. They have given the poor, as well
as the rich, a place to go to with their families.
I feel also
that it is better for people to read anything, so long as it
is not vicious, than read nothing at all.
And so
feel that it is better for people to see motion
pictures as they are today in the picture theaters, rather
than see none at at all. They are not up to the standard of
perfection which they are striving for and will reach in the
next few years, but to millions of people whose lives have
been empty before they came they give things of beauty, of
educational and social value to think about. There is much
in them than many reformers are apt to credit
id
them with.
MRS. F. S.
Stamford, Conn.,

That

see.

fulfill

wealthiest

our town
until the motion picture theater with all of

people

are particular
children to

Every paying demand

statements follow:
The saloonkeepers

were

Mrs. George Zimmerman.

one

I

WARDWELL,

Chairman Music Department.
believe the motion picture art is so young that it only
has to be given time to develop into the sort of a power we
who are interested in the welfare of the young want it to.
women may help in molding that art; indeed, we are
helping mold it by the public sentiment and the public taste
Iping create
believ< legal censorship, which may
power, is unfair and may become pernicious.
The only right way to obtain pictures that we want
iand the men in every locality all
ake the wot
over the land and all over the world ask for those

There

no

is

doubt

the motion picture is the greatest educational and amusement force in the world today. And there is no doubt all
thinking people— whether the people who go to see pictures
or the people who produce them—are struggling for a better
dm tion. There is no doubt there are many harmpictures produced which can and

ful

We

I

i

i

|

\

A.RICK BOSWELL, New York ity,
Chairman of Educational Department.
(

must be remedied

if

the producers and consumers can come to an understanding.
To me, one helpful solution would seem to be in the
appointment of a federal commission to investigate all sides
of picture production and consumption and to meet and consult with the producers and the National Board of Review,
already established. I am not at all certain that legal censor-

would he advisable, although

ship

MRS FRANKLIN

I

P,

am not convinced.
[A.MS. Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Chairman Legislation Committee.
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They are businessmen. Tiny will give us better picThe gospel of
tures when we make it worth their while.
to.

The power for ill or good of books is well known. And
because motion pictures are visualizations ,>\ ideas which
hooks may only present in words they are all the greater in
I
do not think producers know
their power for ill or good.
or realize how much harm the pictures they make can do to

The women who gathered at the biennial meetchildren.
ing of clubs do, because they represent the mothers and
of children who arc being helped or harmed by
I
feel something must be done to improve the
pictures.
tandard Of pictures which children are seeing. Feddo not believe neceseral censorship or state censorship
must be a national feeling.
It
sary.
I

When my
when

children were growing up they were constantly
through various stages in their moral development
tused me sleepless nights for two weeks or more,
would Suddenl) awake ami find ibein entireh \.m-

I

mi
tru<
to a lai ge extent with the
VYe are spending sleepless nights, some of
The
us, trying to adjust what we consider a great problem.
past two years have shown even thinking person that the
oui
ire so constantly changing that we cannot laj
supposed weakness, for the minute alter we
"ii anj
fingei
do the weakness will have vanished or changed to something
The pictures will go on developing and improving in
else.
spite ..i oi along with our worry.
The best we can do is
1 nej will c
to encouragi
e out all right when the) have
M
time
ik. Minneapolis, Minn.,
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Chairman Literature and Librarj Extension Department,
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People should be taught to ask for better pictures.
tunate,
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nol tO Stop tO criticise the poor ones in existence.
a by any means
feel the present-day standard of pictures
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conservation the) arc also of great amusement value,
["he producers do not realize as yet the possibilities they have, or they would not create the cheap and
vulgar pictures which Unfortunately are most often --ecu upon
The picture entertainment must become more
the .screen.
worth while, or they will lose out. 1 believe that they will

such

value

become more worth

MRS.

while.

JOHN DICKINSON SHERM

\.\.

Chicago,

111.,

Chairman Conservation Department.
think motion pictures to be of great educational force,
but not a great art force. I have never seen a picture which
impressed me as being a work of art. They have been too
cheap and shallow in their appeal to be considered as having
any connection, I believe, with art. My advice to producers
would be to have a real, inspired artist, a great moralist
and a wonderful technician, in their employ. Motion pictures
can never be real art until real artists who know true art
values have a hand in t heir creation.
The tawdry and cheap
must be done away with.
The greatest offense which the motion picture can make is
in its offense against good taste.
Poor taste is being forced
upon children in the photoplay. They are growing up with
ideas given them in the pictures.
It is vital that good taste
be displayed in the majority of pictures and that the youth
of the land be protected against evidences of bad taste.
I

MRS. MELVILLE

F.

JOHNSTON,

Richmond, Ind.,
Chairman Art Department.

believe there should he a federal board of censorship,
I think motion picture censorship should be standState censorship is not satisfactory for the nation.
is censorship which is not legal.
The calibre of
pictures must be raised to a higher standard, and I think it
can only be done through federal censorship.
I

because

ardized.

Neither

MRS. JAMES W. REMICK, Concord,
Chairman

of the Industrial
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made

by Philip O. Mills during his association with the Picture
Playhouse Film Company will be interested in knowing that
Mr. Mills sailed from New York Sunday, June 4, for France
to take a commission with the American contingent of "soldiers of fortune" who are serving with the Allies.
In conversation with his friends months ago Mr. Mills
expressed his determination to be on the ground in Europe
when the present unpleasantness is brought to its close. That
there was sincerity in his determination is indicated by the
action which he has just taken.
His commission is with the
French ambulance corps.
Mr. Mills has always been active in military affairs, his
liking for army life probably resulting from the fact that his
father, now deceased, was an officer in the United States
regular army and for a long time traveled in Europe studying

military conditions there.

RIALTO FILMS EFFECT PERMANENT
ORGANIZATION.
Jesse J. Goldburg, the general manager of the Rialto Film
Corporation, returned Monday morning, Tune 5, from a trip
to Detroit, where a meeting of the Board of Directors of that
company was held and the plans for future operations of the
company were definitely determined upon. Officers of the
company were elected for the ensuing year as follows: President, I. Goldberg; vice-president and general manager. Jesse
J. Goldburg: secretary and treasurer, S. T. Goldberg. Messrs.
I.
& S. T. Goldberg are the financial backers of the Rialto
Film Corporation and are also the owners of the Lilies Cigar
Company of Detroit, Chicago, Tampa and Havana, Cuba.

MISS

TALMADGE HONORED BY JERSEY

24.
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City-

Executive Head of Big Picture Plant Carries Back With
Him Rights to Many Stories.
his trunks packed full of scenarios, his grips
with scripts and plots bulging from his coat
pockets, H. O. Davis, director-general of Universal
Mr. Davis' stay in
City, has left New York for Los Angeles.
the East was prolonged from time to time, for the principal
object of his trip was to purchase scenarios, moving picture
rights to boi.k>. past, present ami future fiction hits, and in
fact everything which offered good possibilities for screen

Willi
crowded

The moving of the eastern companies of the
production.
Universal to Universal City naturally increases the demand
for scripts and Mr. Davis has spent considerable time reading manuscripts and visiting the various book publishers and
magazine editors in his search for good material. During
his stay in the East he read hundreds of scripts, and in the
last four weeks of his visit he purchased over $20,000 worth
of scenarios and negotiated for the moving picture rights for
some of the best books and magazine stories on the market
today.
It is the intention of Mr. Davis to produce photoplays that
uplift, instruct and educate, as well as amuse, and he has
been guided by these elements in his choosing of scripts.
He is absolutely opposed to the morbid melodramas and
plays without morals, for he believes the public do not want
to see unpleasant things.
A careful study of some of his purchases is interesting.
Mr. Davis has purchased the rights to "The Pearl of Orr's
Island," by Harriet Beecher Stowe; "The Rose Garden Husband," by Margaret Widdemer; "Idle Wives," by James Oppenheim; "The Measure of a Man," by Norman Duncan;
"The Place Beyond the Winds," by Harriet Comstockj "If
Any Man Sin," by Cody; "The Spotter," by Canfield; "The
Mainspring," by Charles McLean; "Little Eve," by Edgerton; "Walda," by Mary Kincaid; "The Edge of Hazard," by
George Horton; "The Light on the Hill," by Martha Gielow;
"The Message," by Louis Tracy; "The Promise," by James
Hendryx; "The Last Lady of Mulberry," by Henry Wilton

Thomas.

MILLS OFF FOR THE FRONT.

friends

June

Davis Returns to Universal

to

CITY.

Norma Talmadge, the charming young Triangle film star,
has been chosen as the Jersey City Maid for the "Made in
Jersey City Week," which the Jersey town began to celebrate on Monday, June 5.
Besides being guest of honor
at a banquet of over 700 men Miss Talmadge's face will peek
out at you every time one of the official badges for the
week flashes into view, from the cover of the menu for the
banquet, and finally Miss Talmadge herself will appear not
only on the screen but at the conclusion of the banquet as
the personification of the emblem chosen by the Chamber
of Commerce under whose auspices the week's celebration is
being held. Yes, Miss Talmadge was born in Jersey City.

He also bought scripts and rights to plays from, among
others, Fred Jackson, Captain Leslie Peacocke, H. O. Durant,
John Russell, Robert Wells Ritchie, Suzanne Buck, Albert
Payson Terhune, Lawrence McCloskey, Kate Jordan, Anna
Wynne, Andrew Soutar, Mary Rider, Helen Bailly, the Rev.
S. C. Spaulding, Thomas Smith, Edna Schley, Robert Davis,
Clarissa Mackie, Willard Bradley and Robert Innis.
The scenario department will continue its headquarters at
1600 Broadway for several weeks, where Helen Starr and her
big staff will be engaged in disposing of the enormous quantity

of material

now

in

hand.

OBJECT TO TREATMENT OF CHILDREN.
The Children's Society has secured a summons for the
studio manager of a New York film company for allowing
a young boy to take part in a screen drama, without having
The boy entered a
obtained a permit from the Mayor.
restaurant near the studio, with paint on his face, and attracted the attention of some members of the society who
were present. They followed the boy back to the studio,
and upon finding out that he was working without a permit
went to the Children's Court and obtained a summons for
the studio manager; also one for the boy's mother.
The superintendent of the Children's Society stated that
cases have been brought to his notice where young babies
were subjected to fright and bodily discomfort in order that
some thrilling scene could be filmed, the parents submitting
without a murmur, so long as they received the amount of
the child's hire. This condition, he claimed, and the reckless manner in which the lives and limbs of older children
are risked in the making of moving pictures have aroused
the society to the necessity of taking decided action in the

SHIFT IN EXCHANGE MANAGERS.
the management of the
street distributing office
for the Universal, and has taken over the management of
With him goes
the Bluebird Exchange at 1600 Broadway.
his brother, Earl Kramer, who will in his new position continue to be assistant manager.
Hi Gainsborg, who has been assistant manager of the
Twenty-third street exchange of the Universal, has been
transferred to the Mecca. Sam Zierler will be the manager
of the Twenty-third street branch. The changes take effect
F. B. Kramer has resigned from
Mecca Exchange, the Forty-eighth

on Monday, June

12.
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filming a multiple reel production to be entitled "The
Test," from a scenario by a prominent Australian writer.

Triangle Plays opened in Adelaide, S. A,, two weeks ago
West's Picture Theater. The first subjects to be screened
were "The Coward," and "Crooked to the End." The films
have been very well received, and are attracting big crowds.
The prices of admission charged range from 6d to 2/6 (10

AUSTRALIAN NOTES

at

_

cents to 60 cents).
the 1st of May, was the release date of two
stralian pictures, "In the Last Stride," and
'Joan of Arc' of Loos." Martyn Keith, a prominent Australian producer, directed the former and assisted in
the direction of the other.
"In the Last Stride" is a picture which will have a wide
appeal in this country. The story includes a boxing match,
Les O'Donnell and
a football match, and a race meeting.
Dave Smith, both well known professional boxers, take an
Harold Horder, one of the most
active part in the picture.
prominent Australian League footballers, appears in the
football scenes.
The leading role is taken by Alma Rock
Phillips, who has appeared in several Australian productions to date. The story is good, though the action is slow
at times.
"The 'Joan of Arc' of Loos" has been already mentioned in
my previous letters. It is a four-part war drama, with the
locale in France.
The scenes and locations have been so
carefully chosen that it is hard to believe they were taken
in Sydney.
Big things may be expected from the George
Willoughby Photoplay Company in the near future. They
have just finished their second production, a screen adaptation of "The Woman in the Case," with several of the cast
of the "Joan of Arc" picture.

M<

INDAY,

The Melbourne season of these
Saturday, the 6th of this month.

productions

starts

on

The

The

big twelve-part patriotic war topical "Britain Prepared," has just finished very successful screenings in Melbourne and Adelaide.
*

*

*

A concern, known as the Reliance Photoplay Reviews,
has been formed in Sydney with the object of supplying
exhibitors in the country districts of Australia with a
review of all features released by the various exchanges.
Hal H. Carleton, a motion picture journalist, and Tom S.
Imrie, Photoplay Editor of "The Mirror," newspaper, control
the company.
During the past two years Australians have become great
picture fans. Since features came to the fore about eighteen
months ago, and people began to find that there was as good
amusement in photoplays as in stage plays and vaudeville,

Ltd.,

In the past two
the picture houses have prospered.
years no less than eight fine photoplay theaters have been
opened in the city of Sydney alone, the smallest of which
has seating accommodation for 1,000 persons.
Reports received by the Chief Secretary, Mr. Black, show
that there are now 113 picture shows in the city of Sydney
and the immediate adjacent suburbs. The average weekly
attendance is 430,000. The whole population of the above

first to

district

Owing

to

the

expiration

of

the

leases,

Union Theaters,

have lost two of their Sydney theaters this week. The
close was the Colonial, which has been run as a conIt was one of the first to be built by the
man who founded continuous picture theaters and who did
tinuous show.

much

for the film trade in Australia, J. D. Williams.
Hoyts Ltd., a Melbourne picture concern, has secured the
building on a long lease, and will remodel and reopen it in
Additional seating accommodation will be
a short time.
fitted, making a seating capacity of over 2,000 persons.
It
is understood that the new theater when opened will also
run continuously, from 10.30 a. m. till 11 p. m.

so

The other theater is known as the Glacarium, and has
been controlled by Wests Ltd. (a branch of Union Theaters,
The Waddington Pictures, Ltd., have secured this
house, and have opened it as a continuous show. Heretofore
onlv nightly performances were given. The Glacarium has
seating accommodation for 2,000, all on one floor.

Ltd.).

The Sydney film market seems to be experiencing a glut
Nearly all the shows in the city and
features just now.
suburbs are screening two features (of four or five parts
each) on the same program. The J. C. Williamson Co. were
the first to start this system at their Theater Royal about
two months ago, when two Fox features were the standard
attraction.
This was followed up by the Triangle program
at the night sessions of the Triangle playhouse
two fivepart features and a two-reel Keystone.
Now it seems to
have spread to almost every picture theater in and around
Sydney.
The Triangle program presented this week is lauded by
critics as being the best balanced program yet.
Two luce
'The [ron Strain," and "The Corner" were the
Subject
(tractions in the dramatic section, while comedy
clement was supplied in the Keystone "Fatty and Mabel
in

—

.

Adrift."
Of the

two five-reelers the audience seemed to like "The
Iron Strain" best
Dustin Farnnni is known to picturegoers mi this country, having been featured in a Lasky

"The Corner"

features

three

stars

totally

unknown

to

audiences. Willard Ma
in
and
IV cetl
Clara Williams.
The fine acting, however, made a deep
This picture is a gripping drama.
impression on all present.
the kind most enjoyed by picture audiences in this par.1 of
the
ontinent.
The attendance this week has l.een the largest yet, and
probably this is due to the fad thai the Keystone features
Mabel Normand, who is extremely populai here.
"Patty and Mabel \diift" is easily the funniest Keystone
screened in Sydnej yel
The fine photograph} In the picture
has been widely commented on
i

all

is about 700,000.
Taking the average charge of admission at sixpence, the
attendance given means that £10.700 ($53,500) is spent each

week

in

at

pr<

ed

i

/.aland

form of amusement.
*

*

*

had an interview

"The Birth of a Nation" was presented on Easter Saturday at the Sydney Theater Royal, and will continue for an
unlimited run. The price of admission are the highest ever
charged for picture entertainment in Australia, ranging to
6

shillings

($150)

A splendid

orchestra of thirty

per-

formers rendered the musical score. The huge picture has
been favorably reviewed by the Sydney press, as may be
seen from the following excerpts:
The Mirror: "This is a remarkable production and in it
I). W. Griffith has eclipsed anything yet done in the making
of motion pictures."
The Sun: '"The Birtli of a Nation' is really a wonderful
film, the most elaborate thing yet done in motion pictures."
The Sydney Morning Herald: "The captivating quality
nf this wonderful photoplay largely arises from the width of
its outlook, and the manner in which it brings home to the
mind the awful nature of the American Civil War, through
the medium of vivid bird's-eye view of battles v.
n\ er hills and dales."

Another new theater, the Haymarket, was opened in
The management claims that
Sydney on Faster Saturday
it
is the lamest "continuous" show in the Southern hemis"no people.
phere, aThe intei
theater is beautifully decorated, the walls being painted with
an artistic design on a brown background.
T
idation is very comfortable, tip up seats being used
!

throughout.
tures,

Red

Peather

Photoplays

m"\

nine

Bird productions will be screened first-run exclusive!) at the
"Scandal" was the main attraction on the opening

theater.

A pictun

this

this week with a country exhibitor
controls several picture theaters in various country
towns in N. S. W.
He states that features are much in demand by his patrons,
outdoor pictures being very acceptable. Society dramas and
similar subjects do not catch on.
Serials are still
popular in the country, "The Exploits of
Elaine" and "The Romance of Elaine" being a big attraction at present.
This exhibitor has been drawing large crowds with Equitable productions and is procuring district rights for Triangle
plays.
In spite of the fact that very few country exhibitors
are able to personally see, or get advice about, the pictures
they book, the usual programs submitted by the exchanges
are of a very high standard.
I

who

bill
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Newcastle, X. S. W., al.su has a new theater. This
Strand, which was opened last week by the Mayor of

is

the

New-

Ashmead Bartlett's pictures of the Gallipoli cam(released in America by Universal) were screened
opening program.
New castle is the second largest city in N. S. W., having
a population of about 70.000.
There are many fine picture
cast k.

paign

at the

theaters.

Since the war began many companies in England and
elsewhere have produced "patriotic" war dramas, with stories
based on actual incidents from the front. Some of these have
been very good, while others were just the opposite.
An Australian production, in three reels, entitled "Murphy
of Anzac," released this week, is unfortunately one of the

The story would win a prize for inconsistency,
while the direction is poor.
The location is Gallipoli, and
a story of the life of Private W. Simpson (known as
Murphy) who saved many wounded with the aid of a donkey
during the battle on the Gallipoli peninsula.
Ho met his
death while doing this good work.
latter kind.

is

A fine Triangle program was presented this week at the
Triangle Playhouse.
This consisted of "The Disciple," an
Ince production featuring Wm. S. Hart; "His Picture in the
Papers," from the Fine Arts studio,
with
Douglas Fairbanks in the leading role; and a Kevstone comedy, "A Game
Old Knight."
Although the Fine Arts comedy was the best picture, "The
Disciple" was billed as the star attraction.
It is a rather
slow moving drama, though a very suitable vehicle for Hart.
"His Picture in the Papers" is a genuine comedy, and every
Sydney paper has had much to say about Fairbanks' fine
performance. "A Game Old Knight" is a two-part comedy
on the usual Keystone lines.

June

before such educational institutions as Cornell University,
University of Michigan, John Hopkins University, Catholic
University of America, University of Illinois and University
of Minnesota.
The lecturer, according to exhibitors, is particularly well
fitted for this work, because of his long association with Mr.
Knight and with the men who have done so much to develop this motor.

Miss Justice
One

of

rERE
Film

Company by

Maibelle
story,

in

Heikes

"The Song

in

those

TOM
May

3,

S.

who saw and never

Justice's

forgot

heart-interest
beautiful,
its repetition that the

the Dark," for

company
drama in

reissued the
the two-reel

This
original, May 30.
film, it will be remembered,

many

was declared by
reviewers to be

the most original story
of 1914, and was woven
around the touching
and pathetic episode of
the little canary bird
which had been blinded
by the cruel vendor

A Melbourne picture theater proprietor has been fined £20
for opening a new show without the consent of the Victorian
Board of Health.
Australia,

Wider Field

Her Famous Film Stories Reissued by Essanay
on May 30.
have been so many requests made of the Essanay

Animal Pictures."

S. \Y.,

1916

Empire Hippodrome, where crowds were turned away; in
Canton, Ohio, an audience crowded the Alhambra theater
and 200 were turned away because of lack of room; in Kalamazoo, Mich., the lecture was held at the Fuller theater, in
South Bend, Ind., at the Oliver theater; in Warren, Ohio,
the Warren Opera House was chosen; in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
the Majestic theater; and the lecture also has been given in
Syracuse, N. Y., Harrisburg, Pa., Indianapolis, Boston and

On Good Friday sacred and educational programs were
presented at most Sydney picture theaters.
The Crystal
Palace screened the eight-part London film "The Christian,"
adapted from the novel by Hall Caine. The Globe had "The
Life of Christ," while other houses had "The Passion Play,"
"A Trip Through Great Britain," and "The Salisbury Wild

Sydney. X.

24,

able to give what is declared to be the most vivid description
of the power curve ever developed.
Thai tlie public is interested in an educational film of this
kind has been demonstrated in every city in which the moIn showing the pictures,
tion picture lecture has been held.
it is the policy of the Overland Company to select the best
The house is leased outright
available theater in the city.
for the day, a full orchestra is provided, a vocalist is secured,
and as a preliminary feature a popular song film is projected.
In Quincy, 111., the motion picture lecture was held at the

sold it, to make it
sing better. Also how
sang so wondrously
during the dark hours
of the night to the
of the
girl
society
beautiful

who

IMRIE.
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Mechanical Demonstration

amazement

Automobile

Makers Use Pictures to Explain Intricate
Motor Mechanism.
motion picture long since has been recognized as
an aid to the development of science in its various
forms.
The Willys-Overland Company was among
the first of the automobile manufacturers to look with favor upon the picture screen in connection with its work in
disseminating knowledge of motor car construction.
A lecture descriptive of the Knight sleeve valve motor
illustrated by 2,000 feet of motion pictures is being given in
various parts of the country by an engineering expert of The
Willys-Overland Company.
The pictures are declared byexhibitors who have seen them to be remarkable examples
of what can be accomplished by the modern manufacturer

who bought

THE

with the aid of the camera.
In the pictures are brought out details of the construcand operation of the Knight sleeve valve motor, and
without the aid of the film the lecturer declares it would be
extremely difficult to explain to the public many of the points
that should be brought out.
How properly to illustrate a power curve on the motion
picture screen is a problem overcome by the Overland people.
When this part of the lecture is reached, there appears
on the screen a square frame, up one side of which is indicated by figures various degrees of horse-power; along the
bottom of the frame are figures indicating the number of
revolutions per minute, and the frame itself is charted.
While the lecturer is talking a small mark appears at the
lower left hand corner of the animated chart, and as he proceeds with his explanation of power development in the
Knight motor, the mark becomes a small line and slowly
finds its way upward and across the screen.
Thus, the lecturer with the aid of the motion pictures is
tion

„.,

«... „
^.
T
Maibelle Heicker Justice.

it,

and how

the tiny singer became
the comforter in her
life when she lost her
own sight. In this unusual story, Richard C.
T r a v e r s and Gerda
Holmes are featured.

Miss Justice at the present time has entered into a wider
field and is writing only long features.
Coming into the photoplay field first as a successful writer of novels and fiction
for Cosmopolitan and other magazines, she is now transscribing many of the strong, original plots she formerly intended to use for her longer novels, into complete scenarios
for the screen instead, and by the original treatment of her
material is accomplishing results which she has long cherished in the production of superior photo-drama.
Well-known Broadway stars have called upon her for original dramas to meet their requirements, so that lately several
powerful features have issued from her pen. Miss Justice
from the first, has been one of the very few authors who came
over from the field of fiction to that of the photodrama, who
has been able to write the finished, technical scenario, at the

same time making her plot or story the biggest feature of- her
She writes wholly from inspiration, yet is a careful,
conscientious writer, and has always declared that the screen
drama will never reach its zenith of perfection until original
photoplays alone are produced, to the exclusion of anything
else.
And so in order to establish the correctness of her
principles, she has set out to accomplish much in a wider
field.
Miss Justice is at her home, 41 West Forty-seventh
street, New York, but will leave for the north some time during the summer.
work.

June
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OBSERVATIONS
OUR MAN ABOUT TOWN

AT LAST

the various interests in the motion picture industry have taken the only course open to them for
an effective and decisive campaign for its protection.
This course has always been open to them, but lack of foresight cm the part of some, lack of confidence in each other
n the part of others, and an uncalled spirit of independence
on the part of not a few who felt that they were qualified
and equipped to manage their end of the business without
assistance or interference from other branches of the industry, has prevented inauguration of a movement to combine all interests in one great co-operative body. The idea
to bring all producers of photoplays and all exhibitors, exchange men. and manufacturers of and dealers in projecting
machines, as well as the makers of the raw film stock, into
one league, cannot fail to win the hearty endorsement of
all ivho aim to protect and advance the welfare of the moving

picture

business.

All

these

dependent upon

are

interests

each other. An attack upon or injury to one affects all, and
none can stand idly by and see another suffer through the
of those whose aims are inimical to the business as
a whole.
acts

The declared policy of the new movement outlines a
united and decisive campaign against official censorship in any
form and for the introduction of a bill at Washington by
which a Congressional committee shall be appointed to investigate
the
moving picture industry which, with its
capitalization of half a billion dollars, ranks fourth in the
industries of the nation. This voluntary movement for public
ition is designed to get before the people the real
facts bearing upon the Standing, conduct, operation, importance and rights of the great industry. The promoters hope
thereby to bring before the public mind facts and conditions
which they have been unable to adequately present in their
contests against the aggression of their rights before the
various state- legislatures, the censorship boards and petty
officials in municipalities
throughout
the
country.
The
rulings against them, with few exceptions, have been so
unreasonable and arbitrary that impression has been created
that there is no national or state constitution in existence
So arbitrary have the censors become that they have reversed the rule of law that the prosecution must provide
evidence of guilt. In their eyes the producers and exhibitors
of moving pictures are automatically guilty until they prove
inm

their

the united movement, followed by an impartial
widest public investigation possible, the moving
to convince the public that there
of local, state or national official censorship, and
they also aim to obtain a convincing ruling that they are
entitled to the same constitutional privileges that apply to the
press and speech. At the same time they hope to
conclusively show to the public that the official censorship
are not acting in good faith; that they do not
conditions as they exist; that existing laws and
municipal regulations are ample to attain what tin
claim can only be secured through official censorship; tli.it
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and
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nsorship is a forerunner of political jobbery and graft;
that censorship boards and their supporters have shown they
cannot operate either impartially, conservatively
Governor Whitman convicted the latter when he
sistently.
-i'.mi the Cristman Wheeler hill and fudge
\udeiireid, of the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, has just
led a ruling of the Pennsylvania Hoard of Censors
for an action he declares was "manifestly unreasonable and
absurd."
ludge Vtidenreid went still further and said the
it- discretion and acted arbitrarily
and onpressively." The decision must be the more humiliating to lli. censors and their supporters on account ot ,t
following upon the heel- of a victory the) secured in the
hi.
Supreme Court, which prohibited the lower
i
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censorshio should

The magnitude

It
is
a noticeable fact that
every time opportunity is
afforded to practically
test
their
claims the censorship
agitators are discredited. They stoutly maintain that there
are no existing laws and municipal regulations to regulate
the character of moving pictures.
This is successfully
refuted by recent action of the
municipal
authorities in
Newark, N. J. The Chief of Police and witnesses pronounced
a moving picture as "unclean, unwholesome and immoral,''
and the license commitee of the Common Council suspended
the license of the theater in which the picture was shown.
For the present purpose it is immaterial whether the condemnation and action was justifiable. The fact is established
that the authorities can suppress improper pictures and make
clean the business with more keen effect than censorship
can: and this can be accomplished after the people at large

have- hail an opportunity to censor the picture.
If a mistake
has been made through faulty judgment, or otherwise, the
aggrieved can have their day in court without being obliged
to spend weeks in showing they were victimized through
an abuse of discretion in pre-censorship. It is far better to
take chances with the people and the municipal authorities
than be the victims of the whims and prejudices of a handful of men whom a court of law brands for abusing its
discretion and acting arbitrarily and oppressive. The
municipal
regulations, aside from the constitutional point of view, are
preferable to the official censorship system because they
not onlj administer a decisive blow in cases
where it is
shown to he warranted, but also
eful reminder to showmen and exhibitors to be cautious in their
selection and booking of subjects
It would
seem that this
is
the true keynote to the purification of the motion
picIt
tures.
is the arm of restriction that reaches the
stealthy
immoral producers and exhibitors, who ignore or del\ censorship regulations and must ultimately drive them out of
business, which the legitimate people have been
It is not tin- absence of regulations which
do.
ha- given the
censorship agitators their slight foothold for complaints
but
the failure of the municipal authorities t,, perform
their
duties ami the failure of the agitators and other self-stvled
reformers to see that they do i,
t

ion

i

i.il
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pating the development from time to time of great problems
affecting its vital interests which can be successfully met
only by united conferences and action.
The necessity of an unswerving unity of all interests and
efforts to secure it is not based upon any plan to direct the
great wealth
represented in such a combined
movement
towards the improper attainment of that which should not
be sought. Aside from legitimate expenditures, the financial
resources have no bearing on the matter.
What the promoters seek is a unanimity which will prevent the recurrence
of a condition which
now exists, but fortunately is not
formidable enough to cause apprehension on the part of the
majority engaged in the business.
For instance, we find a
few of the film producers favoring Federal censorship. They
do not want official censorship, but have the opinion that
by a Federal enactment the multitude of State and municipal
censor boards may be wiped out.
Taking the pulse of
the moving picture business as a whole, it is more than
probable that had the organization now sought been in operation a joint conference would have left the Federal bill
without any cooperation from the moving picture field, even
as an expedient.
The same may be said of action taken by
exhibitors at Cincinnati, ()., who went on record in favor
of federal regulation of pictures because Mate censorship has
not been a success. With complete unity and a conference it
is doubtful if one of these exhibitors would have declared
"Those who oppose it (Federal censorship) say it is unAmerican * * * but 1 maintain that censors are required
for motion pictures as well as other things, because there
is
always a certain class who will take advantage of the
freedom given them. And yet the Congressional minority
report on the Smith-Hughes Federal Censorship bill states:
"This bill violates the principal of the constitutional guaranty of a free press * * * it is utterly un-American in its
character and in the highest degree dangerous from every
point of view." It will thus be seen that through lack of that
unity and opportunity for joint conference which is contemplated by the new movement we find some producers and
exhibitors diametrically opposed in opinion to those who
are operating in their behalf and for the welfare of the
moving picture industry.
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the following
but there

object,

discuss

it

better without

which,
sending you several copies of my house organ
end.
report, is not exactly accomplishing its
,.„
Seeking
would like to have you tell me wherein it fails.
I
churches
local
of
light
the
took
up
I
interest,
something of local
it cannot have
accomplished
has
it
been
as
and
to oust saloons
improving, my probeen an error and as business is slowly
As re
hibition talk cannot have kept them away.
am taking
coming to me so slowly I begin to fear that I
le does
under false pretenses. My clientele
i

my1

advertisers'

money
.
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ry

to some pushing young
will get the advertisements and collect for them on a combasis.
Then the exhibitor will have more time in which to
rest of his duties properly.
Instead of personal reminis-

man who
mission

perform the
cences

use

gossip of the neighborhood.
Write of the films brightly
and interestingly.
Take up the reforms that interest all and not
merely a portion of a community, and make it a ten cent paper trying
to draw ten cent people to a ten cent house with a ten cent program.

Too
Edmund

Full.

Reid, of the Palace, Barnesville, Ga., sends in a four page

program that is almost too full of type. He runs two weeks to an issue
and gets a full weekly program into a space 2]/2 by 6 inches. As a
result the lines of type are so crowded that you must be very
much
interested

He

sensational

the days
These have doubled my business for
pictures are, the
thosTtwo days, but the better and finer my
Tins little paper which is very carepoorer the attendance.
personal supervision
fully distributed in 2,000 homes under my
cent, attendance,
should it seems to me, bring out a three per
radius and only one
as these houses are all within a six block
than 1 am.
competing house, which is not doing much better
most of these ads, collect
sell the advertising space, write
I
proof on a bunch
the bills, write most of the paper and read
to janitor work and being
of foreign printers besides attending
some little job.
in the house during all sessions—
He
exhibitors.
Here is a man who is typical of hundreds of other
and does not know what the matter is. Three
...j
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work and farm out the advertising

janitor

Guessing

the exhibit)

suppose that
no need tor it. and \vc
writes:

ma

WORLD

PICTURE

not

if you read it through.
This is largely the printer's fault.
uses the largest possible type for that space and apparently does
know that a smaller face with some white space would have
better.
We show one page of it, a little more than half

worked much

serials.

finds business slipping
With
same lines.
within a week have all been along the
letter*
programs and general management
the same advertising, the same
the business is not holding up.
public is tiring of seeing the
general
the
that
is
trouble
chief
The
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stuff

stories and generally
of years ago built up into
a hit then. The director thinks
too damnably stupid to improve
)le

trick stuff, irising and
the 'Vt'orv" so' h'e' flosses it up with a lot of
than to say it has
the like and his employer does not know better
Until we get better stories and more intelligent
been improved.
from the houses.
business methods, the patronage will slowly slip
People are tired of the same old thing.
oncoming of
That is the chief cause of failing business, and the
summer makes more pronounced a condition that has long been apparent
Until a lot of directors, including some of those
to keen observers.
business, the
with the greatest reputations, are thrown out of the
Very few manufacturers
exhibition end will continue to retrograde.
fewer still see the
see their own pictures— all of the output, and
They do not realize how rotten production
pictures of other firms.
This is in reply to the dozen or so letters that have
is getting.
been received and the hundreds that presently will be.

to
Taking up the more purely personal side, this Exhibitor seems
The surest way
have erred in taking sides on a popular question.

to the
the saloon out of business is to attract the patrons
Most men hang around saloons because they have
theaters.
question
place to go. To take sides on what is practically a
It is a good plan to fight with the
liberty is dangerous.
as a whole.
better element for reforms that will benefit the community,
good
it
but prohibition is too closely akin to censorship to make
We think
medicine for a theater management to take up actively.
that in a way this is reacting against the house.
•

„„„f

of personal

papers
But a more potent indicator is a paragraph in one of the
This exhibitor gave out free tickets, few of which were
sent in.
These were for children and required the presence of an adult
used.
When the price was raised to ten cents for
at a five cent admission.
Some people would not go to see The
adults business was better.
five
Birth of a Nation in a five cent house merely because it was a
They want a ten cent theater and would stand a quarter
cent bouse.
Evidently the house holds
admission for the right sort of features.
Only the best features and singles should be booked.
itself too cheaply.
any
had,
by
be
The present program does not represent the best to
means and we believe that if the exhibitor has carried out his threat
to resort to
that will be

sensationalism he will find an immediate gain in business
followed by a still more disastrous slump.

For another thing, the house organ does
Like the she
in the proper style.
that
takes
The exhib
gives a column
One
those to whom the paper comes.
No one
of his life history with the promise of more.
If they read at all
be interested in the writer to that extent.
they are interested in film, so talk film and locality and 1<
Make it bright and snappy.
out the rest.

interest

i

and a half

i

To begin

with, the date should be eight c
Then the vario
should get eight point,
should get six point
This will get all of the type in and still make it look
It is a grave error to use the largest possible type.
like a lot less.
It
workmanship
to
the
possible
is good
get
best
display through contrast,
and if the printer does not know this, he should have it explained to
him. We presume that Mr. Reid merely left this to the printer, but a
printing office is a hell of betrayed confidences and the printer should
be watched even more closely than the cashier, for he
greater financial damage on a two dollar job thar the box office person
can do by decamping with a week's receipts.
This matter of display by relative size is o;
that the exhibitor
should hammer into his printer's head if he has
open up the ivory
dome with the offender's own job press. It is
size, but the relativc value of sizes (within limits, of course), that
full page open display newspaper advertisement and look at it
through a reducing glass. You get smaller type, but even if you reduce to two inches wide there is the same well balanced proportion.
Instead of using a reducing glass, reduce the type sizes proportionately
and you'll get the same relative values. There are many times that a
ten point line will give you a better display than a twelve or even an
Don't say "He is talking to Reid."
You may need
eighteen point.
more than Mr. Reid does, for his seems to be a case of
it much
confidence misplaced. He personally knows more than his printer seems
to, which is why we use him for a text.
size.

and therefore the pictures, are n
years ago. largely because they
two and three reel stories of a
The stories m
fives with padding.

stead of twelve.
descriptive lines

twelve point.

I

i

All But the Ink.
The Marshall, Manhattan, Kans., sends in a four page program that
They have a drawn design
spoiled by poor ink and bad press work.
for the front page that is nicely done, but the ink gives some benday
The ink seems to get into the type
effects not intended in the original.
and clog the letters or else the type was cast about the time Ben
For the program they use a line eight
Franklin bought his outfit.
As the face is only eight point, the eye gets tired before
inches wide.
is

traverses a line and loses the place on the return to the next line.
would be better to set in two columns, three days to the column.
Xo display
better display would be possible by this arrangement.
used in the program proper, most of the matter being solid descriptive matter with a ten point all-cap face for titles and names in body
type where these are used. With a two column layout all of the titles,
where more than one is used for a day, could be given a line each
and so brought up. When the change is made, it should be arranged
to have the days dated, and at the same time the eighteen point line
should be cut to a ten or less. At present the day is used to get some
The program
display instead of the title, which is not a good plan.
appears in its proper place on page three, the second page being given
to house talk and the back to three of the features and a vaudeville
The general effect of the program is one of overcrowding. A
act.
little white space on the third and fourth pages would more than pay
for itself.
The program is on good stock, but the ink spoils its effect.

it

It

A

is
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house talk is a good argument for the open market, the heading
running "Would you buy four applies to obtain one good one?" and
following this up with the statement that they take their pick of feaHere the use of a
tures Instead of contracting for an entire output.
l

be

makes

larger type

not work with the Gem or the Star.
Experiments with colored stock
are to be conducted carefully, but now and then a change is pleasing
and this program is one of the best of recent issues.

The Back

the lines easier to read.

Ky.,

3,

One!
New Family

theater, Adrian, Mich., is the first to announce that
owing to the cost of paper it must discontinue its monthly program on
surfaced paper.
It also urges its patrons to save old paper stock,
particularly rags and rag paper stock. Why not use your own program
or screen to further this movement? It is getting more serious all the
time.
It may hit you soon.
Tin

To Production

Press Agents.

:

—

Draw
We

for

I

John

rights

ex-

i

It

With Scenic

Effects.

J. W. Ballenger, of the Dean, York, Neb., tells how he handled "The
Battle Cry of Peace."
To some big town managers it may seem a
small thing to frame up the setting shown in the cut, but Mr.
Ballenger has no staff of artists to fix things up and he knows the

the Line.

foreign advertising in programs, but
then something comes along that we do not much care for. sucl

strong

are

slate

does not react against the offender, but against the business as a whole. He cites one manager who lost money on the following attraction because of the offense given by the lurid stuff in the
papers. Neither of the films mentioned lives up to the reputation given
them and it is unfortunate that they and the pictures as a whole are
made to suffer at the hands of the few.
Mr. Thompson has been hobnobbing with G
rge A. Bleich and he
says that all we have written and more is
ue of the man from
Owensboro. He finds that a layover with M
Bleich takes the bad
ta'ste of the other rencontre out of his mouth.

vertising.

Read this from the Rowland and Clark Regent program, Pittsburgh,
and realize that perhaps a lot of your stuff sounds just as silly to the
exhibitors.
They are not the collection of low browed asses that some
press agents take them for. Do real work.
Actual excerpt from "press notices'' of a film attraction
"All this was taken only by great pains and hardships in an
isolated mountain place in Georgia which was the only section
of the American continent where the exact Scandinavian scenery
could be found." In other words the only Tuesday they found
open during the week was a Thursday.

Kick.

Roger Thompson, a

handling the Castles', The Whirl of Life in
the clipping from a Cincinnati paper exploiting Forbidden Fruit a; "more daring than Damaged Goods," recently
reproduced in these colum is. He has been following that film which is
being sent through that se ction with the same exploitation and methods,
and is better able to not s the result. Those who attended expecting
"The Garden
Eden" as Mr. Thompson puts it, were disappointed and the other and better element became suspicious of all
traveling companies.
That is the trouble with this form of ad-

J. Diffly

Candidate for

CORONER
Montgomery County.
Eminently qualified to perform the
duties of office,
with
being
familiar
Post Mortem conditions, acquired thru
experience as Licensed Undertaker and

Embalmer.

inly indirectly responsible.
The
big boss hedged on the cost of the house organ and farmed it out to an
man with the result that John and his ripe undertaking
thrusi at the amusem. ni
inam supervision of foreign advertising and coniid b
are farmed should carry a clause that advertising should
medical and certain othi r styles of advertis,
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We are moved to write you a few lines occasionally to let
you know that we are still moving the mi
The enclosed photograph is just a stage set ns,
on the
"Battle Crj of Peace"
It
was the Opening Number, and called
,]

AMERICA.
The writer made a short address regarding the
play, the house lights then dimmed down and the

naturi
trout curtain
rose to the tunc of AMERICA played by our special
ight piec,
orchestra. As the curtain rose red lights flooded the stage, and
a r.d spot Illuminated the bird of freedom,
it
looked
RICH, and the mush and enthusiasm of the audience put th,
pep in the picture to hold them through to
As you will note, the Bet is mounted on rol
the orchestra closed AMERICA the eagle moved slowly to one
side and the picture Started Without a minute's drat;
In
fact it was on before the eagle had entirely
kept tin- audit net Int
We turn, d loOM 28 little rubber balloons from the top of a
i

.

Prom iii« Moving Picture World under date of April 22nd.
Do you ever read
"
Get a copy and convlnc, yourself that
.1 Poll'i Dim Street theati r are the
in
the world today and

eli

advantage of giving an extra display lor a special feature,
For that
matter it would work in the cities, and lots of theaters that could
get something special have simply run the film on the screen without
any special demonstration.
Mr. Ballenger belongs to the class of
managers who know the value of making a fuss over things and
he knows that merely running pictures on a screen is not the beginning and the end of the exhibition business.
11,
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yourself, your department, and the boys who confrom the four points of the globe, our most sincere
and expressions of good will.
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Dates.

it

thanks,
to own a big stage and a staff of scene painters
order to be able to do things, but any clever man whose heart is
mind
in his business can start off the audience in the right frame of
instead of throwing the title before a cold and unresponsive jnob
liallenger phrases, he can
it
think it is in the picture, but really
frame of mind.
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The Dreamland, Augusta, t'.a., sends in a four page program with a
new idea
The cover is in two colors, black and pink, the tint being
rather too light to pay for the second run.
It is used to give color
tropical scene with a most voluptuous lady swinging in a hamIt
would be better to run the design as a
a pink lake.
form and not only save money but gain effect, for the
tint is too weak to help the effect, but, to the contrary, pulls it down.
Inside the program for the week is run on the second page without
comment, this comment being run on the third and fourth pages, the
to a

mock over

single black

Writes Letters.
Avon, DUca, N. Y., puts his trust in letters;
Idea advanced In Picture Theater a.dver
can write a good letter can write interesting
The Brat page of the Avon Theatre News
press Stuff.
letter to his clientele, well written, brightly phrased and dealing with
When he took in the exposihis own doings and the shows to come.
tions in New York he wrote of the people he met and remarked thai
the theater equipment did not interest him, as he already had all of the

William
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Jr.,

rrylng

Using that the

of the
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up-to-date

things

in

his

own

house.

That

drives
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the

point

The back page he gives to
formal declaration would.
and players and the inside pages to the program and

better than a
talk of plays

house announcement, the latter coming last, the three dlvl
If he does
bill taking the second page and top of the third.
of a half page for his program he adds a couple o
Bpace permits, calling attention to the possibilites of the house
list
mailing
or whate
the
,nd to hostesses, building up
These are all set in the type used for the descripl
itself.
matter and appear to be a part of the pogram and not an interpolat
progn
for
the
measurement
irregular
using
an
This is better than
and taking the space gained for announcement, since it preser
time.
It should
Try the scheme yourself
balance of the layout.
it
program
your
you
divide
if
you.
too.
for
work
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Well,

Why

Not?

L. J. Burkitt, of the Lyric, Morrison, 111., errs when he says that
He cannot
he is going to "bother" us considerable from now on.
bother us by writing lotters, and he is welcome to go as far as he
likes.
His main point is that the local paper charges inch rates
He thinks he'll start his own
for any write up material it runs.
program and let the paper slide. If he has to pay inch rates for
comment and will run the right sort of sheet, we think it will pay
It is a mighty short
better than buying space in the regular paper.
sighted editor these days who does not run a photoplay department.
Editors the country over are not giving from half a page to four
or five pages a week to photoplay just because the man who runs the
They give the space because they find
local theater is a good fellow.
Even in Philathat it pays them in the approval of their patrons.
delphia where it once was the rule that each theater got as many lines
of reading notice as they ran lines of advertising now boasts some
It
capital photoplay departments and it is the same the country over.
But we note one line in
that now holds off.
is only the fossil sheet
.Mr.

What's

the

oul

man who

He says:
letter.
bump him for a little article once in a while he politely
me that "I never see you bringing any comps down

Name?

a

in

in Albion, Mich.
-Now let us
veiand and the Breitlnger in
ice for a house name, in spite
gets out a ti n page folder, pages 2</2 by 4,
and on go:'d stock, but
add somewhat to the
expense to get ih. aecorlion told that they ise.
A better fold can
be devised and the placing of folding mark
will also help.
Seven
pages are used for the dallj attra tions, wl
two underlines and a
The various subjects are told about, b
front.
not given,
This is the better plan when the publish)
do his own writing
It
and still gains interest for the release, greater
from the bare sketch of the story.
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Maude

the

Philadelphia.
of its oddity.
nicely printed

It
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not

.Murray

lorn,),

a
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Hard on Owen.
Owen Moore generally gets his press notices on his work, but the
Orpheum, Gardner, Mass.. advertises him differently, and this is how
he looks

:

You can see Owen Moore, he is the lucky
man that married Mary Pickford —

JORDAN
A

IS

A HARD ROAD

Triangle Masterpiece Featuring

GISH

JDOIROTHTX"

(The Beauty in the Birth of a Nation)

Mary

Word's

Husband

liurkitt's

When
informs
here for

(OWEN MOORE)

I

my

office

force." so every inch

I

get

I

pay for by the

It's

the Best

"Western"— We Ever Saw

inch.

Why not
Passes are as the breath of life to the country editor.
If we ran a house
send him some and see what he does after that?
and wanted space we would make the editor a photoplay fan if we not
only had to give him free tickets, but throw in a drink each time he
visited the house.

Mr. Burkitt also asks for an opinion on some job work, a herald and
It is good work for a
Cahill-Igoe postcard, done by the local man.
The house mark seems to
small shop, but the heading is badly done.
be this
a

:

Y

R

I

L THEATRE C
Built

up to a

STANDARD— Not Down

been better
given
the underlir
that shows that the hou;

Moore the

Moving.
H. A. Chenoweth, of the Opera House, Milford. Mass., is changing
over to the Opera House, Westfield, Mass.
Before he left Milford
he was given a benefit with a double Sunday program, the evening
bill being entirely different from the matinee attractions.
He sends
in his most recent form of advertisement which is a strip of card
just wide enough to take in the column cuts supplied by Triangle
On paper these clips would be too small, but on card
they can be doubled to fit the
pocket and distribute nicely. The
cuts show. up well on cheap st> ck and give a far better display than
would local composition.
If yc i take any service that uses a rather
deep single column cut in its mat service, it will pay to try this
scheme out. Room is taken at the top for a few additional lines, the
entire card being 2 5/8 by 7^

BETTER BUSINESS

te Price

Can be made through
This is done with type and it will be seen that the condensed letter
used is too thin to stretch across the space taken by the word "theater."
nailer type should be used for theater and an extended letter
for Lyric or, better still, a drawing should be made in which the spacing
is properly and neatly done and this should be used as an original from
which cuts of one and two column widths may be made, and these in
turn should be electrotyped. It will cost three or four dollars, but this
As it stands
Investment will be more than returned in added effect.
no two forms are the same. Three samples are sent and each is different.
The slight variation from uniformity spoils the effect. Five dollars
is not much to spend on a house trade mark.
It will bring back more
than that.
In the newspaper advertisement sent a double rule cuts one part
of the advertisement from the other.
Even the office boy should know
He should be chided. It is
better than that, let alone a compositor.
The rest of the advertisement is not
not done in the best circles.
badly set. but this is inexcusable in a printer.

Mr.

Picture

intelligent advertising.

Theatre

Advertising

Covers every angle, gives you copy and suggestions for copy, and shows how the leaders
in the game have won their successes.
Costs
only two dollars and
of the hundreds of schemes will bring that much to the
house.

ANY ONE

GET
17
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something and if it doesn't the man who finds it loafing is going to
know why and presently he will discover that the director who writes
his own stuff or works with a studio writer is the basic cause
of the
lacking interest.
Then that type of director will be led into the yard
and executed and in his place will come a man whose story for this
week will be unlike his story for last week and last month and last year.

THE PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Conducted by

Some Reasons.

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this
department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department.
Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
ink.
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.
A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.

What

W

When we printed a letter from W.
how many other writers would get
There seems to be just one, Franklin
your May G number of The
Graham Jones makes

Is It?

says that Charles L. Gaskill puts into a nutthe fault of the picture when he says that the photoplay
but another form of the novel. He says that it is, but that it
And the same day Wyndhai
should not be.
chief drag of the pictures the fact that it
.Mr. Jones is an actor and wants to see tne
id of a story.
Mr. Gittens is an old magazine man and want
play form.
They are both right and both wrong.
story told instead of acted.
A photoplay is a story told in action, just as we said in the very first
A story told in action is a story form but acted
edition of Technique.
If the
It is NOT a play form, but it is acted like a play.
out.
directors, a majority of which arc old stage directors, could only realize
that the photoplay must have the story form and not the play form,
we should have better and more competent direction, but so long as
efforts are made to tell the story as a play because a director does not
know any better, just so long will we suffer the sight of a hybrid.
Photoplay is a new art form that combines the play and the story, but
not a
It is a narrative,
takes most of its qualities from the story.
drama and should be treated as such, but most directors will continue
to give heed to the visual situation rather than to the mental punch
form.
adapt
themselves
intelligence
to
to
the
story
lack
the
because they
We are inclined to side with Mr. Gittens and Uannister Merwin in their
director is first of all a story teller and then
can
the
story
of
man
who
put
into
action
instead
then—
a
not
until
and
is

The
Only Way.
way.
x iic v^my
how

Interested in a story yourself,
Hut do not get Intel
It?

elj

others

•est

faith

in

c

i

Synopses Only.
The old limit
afraid to take words for a synopsis only.
250 words for the reel is all right where you have thi
back up your Sketch of the plot, but when your synopsis is all yon
.ml
do not send a -ketch but a scenario in its propi
if you
reBumi ol the story,
ondense to a
completi
paragraph of a hundred words or so for an introduction, but follow
h ether it is one thousand words
this with the full ai.
of
to

ii\.

.ir

lull

ill.

cript,
ell

II

Make

it

lake

but

Hold

plain to them.
the space you

need

story

reel

five

till

i

thousand words.

who wr

|

:

and directors) who have ideas."
And further, why should an author who has a big Idi
it for a song when, if he is capable,
he can give an original touch
to the many scenes and turn out something different
from the
ds of the hack which we see so much and which
the
people are becoming heartily tired of.
The acting plot is the real thing. Hut it requires weeks of
labor and believe me sometm.es. more often, months
of deep conthought. He must visuaiiz. each scene and exercise
not destroy continuity of thought.
He must
create incidents that are interesting, gripping and
thoroughly in
harmony with his plot or complications will arise and without
gr. at care that he does not destroy continuity
of thought. Ht must
work will be a hodge-podge of incongruities. Hem,, liftv or
a
hundred words as a description of the main or vital theme of
your
Play together with the action, the cast and Bcene
plot should
be all thai is necessary and for which one should be
paid upon its
editors

We are with Mr. Hall "all fours" in his propositions, if a story is
worth making from the authors synopsis, that idea
is
worth money
whether it is told in twenty words or two thousand. It is the
idea and
not the physical labor of typewriting tor which the
author should collect
611 1
bar<? su eeestion from which a two reel story
should be made
u
,, ^
should
be worth not less than Sod, lor without that idea
the work of the
reconstruction man would he valueless
He has everything but the idea
Will. on, the idea his work Is worth
nothing.
If a script is worth a
lice of one hundred dollars a reel surely
the idea should be
worth not less than half of that sum, yet even some ...
the best comten and even five per cent, lor the idea.
If you are a day
irge for your time by the hour.
If you are thinker, charge by
the idea.

a

in

to the short synopsis for
for the story when you

a- a Btory.

Selling

Newness.
not matter
A thing is new when II has not been
thai you lev
n before
It m
and yet he
hi m.i oi
an old story to oil,
He lives among boo!
him thai ins plot was old
hul he thoughl OUl a big ide., all by hiinsell and is surprised to he told
i

If
">'

i

I

i

Wisdom.

you have written

-"

I""

first

a good story, do not lose faith in
he positive that it really Is a good story

It

if

it

THIRD

inai authors now star!
hi li
un\
the
It
brother and Bister who nearly marry and we havi

the half

Hall,

Moving Picture World Mr.
statements which call for

:

shell

i

s

writers by the mile at live cents a word."
That, "Two hundred words will easily cover any of the average
current releases. Any competent director can spread them over
live thousand feet of otherwise valuable film."
The absurdity of these statements seems apparent for the following reasons
1.
Prose without a story containing vital incidents and action
have no place in the photoplay, and a large amount of magazine
stories turned out by writers by the mile at five cents a word would
hardly produce a dozen scenes of interest because of the absence
of that quality of incidents and action. Words don't make
a play.
2.
A two hundred word synopsis will not cover the average
current releases of five reel films. A simple story for a single reel
in some case., |g possible in so few words.
Hut think of asking
even our most competent directors to make a feature multiple
real picture from one so short and give the
author of the idea
credit for the work or pay him for what the dire
ore Why should not the author work out the acting
plot
himself? Mr. Sargent has well said— -There are others
(beside
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Technique of the Photoplay
Will come from the press some time in
This is not a reprint of the second

June.

edition, hut a
<ii
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Dual Brooklyn Union.
The editor is in receipt of an invitation
known as the Motion Picture Workers' Union

Important Notice.
to

the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible
In order
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks.
(less than
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps
mail,
actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be
without delay.
replied to in the department one dollar.
Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed
number.
in
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six
to
Kither booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps,

Owing

tn

Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
the editor, or both for 40 cents.
You
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions.
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of study.

Question No.

142.

sending in
Best answer will be published, and the names of others
Theatre managers
replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor.
Honor.
looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of

Which

is

the more efficient, a carbon or metallic filament
the relative light-giving power per watt?
is

What

lamp:'

Roll of Honor on Question No. 135.
Smith,
The Roll of Honor on Question 135 consists of Joseph H. M.
Wilson Hays,
Fort Worth Texas; W. C. Crawford, Brooklyn, N. Y.
liarton Md
W. B. Allen, Edmonton, Canada; C. E. Linstruth, Carthage,
;

;

R. S. Fanning, Chattanooga,
Pagenhardt, Westernport, Md.
Bell, Palestine,
George F. Cushing. Elizabeth, N. J
Tenn.
T, us. and Walter Collins, Tiffin, Ohio
The Roll of Honor replies to question 135 were all very good, but n
use of glass in th
single reply gave all the points for and against the
Roll of Honor replie
ports, therefore I have myself, assisted by the
the form
tabulated these various things and presented them
;'

X. Y.

L.

i

i

reply to question 135.

By

Reply to Question No. 135.
F. H. Richardson, New York, N.

Y.

The Que

the lens md obWhat arguments are there for and against „_
for lens ports.'
servation ports'' What kind of glass would you suggest
What is a 'shadow box," how would you apply one to the observation
l

and what purpose would

it

serve?

observation
The various arguments in favor of glass in the lens and
objectionable, may
ports are- (a) Prevents draughts, which are always
unhealthy, and may
be quite injurious to the operator's eyes, are often
currents carry
be under some conditions, highly dangerous. These air
of the
with thorn dust which is bad for the lenses and the mechanism
the
(b) Prevents noise in operating room from disturbing
projector.
Noise may be caused by worn projectors, motor generator
audience
Compels in(c)
sets, alternating current arcs, talk, or rewinding.
instead of
fresh
sh
stallation of vent pipes so that operator will get
irtic ularly
ich
the second hand article which enters via the ports,
the
unhealthy if the operating room is located up ne
uld be ;itis lutely
the lens ports stopped up it

With
usually is.
necessary to ventilate the operating room, since, i
the room would be unbearably hot, especially in summer.
ports
The points against glass in the ports are: (a) Glass in lens
reflection, though if
will cause some ioss of light by absorption and
(b) There is likely to
proper glass is used the loss will be but slight,
which
glass,
port
observation
the
of
be some reflection from the surface
view of the picture.
will
to some extent, interfere with the operator's
glass at an
This may, however, be entirely eliminated by setting the
(c) The^ glasses must be kept
angle, instead of straight up and down,
considerable adand free from dust, which im
has
Kind of Glass: A photographic plate from which the emulsion
made by dissolving, a large
be. n removed by soaking in a solution
water,
handful of ordinary washing soda in about two quarts of warm
Such plates, already
ports.
is best for both the lens and observation
Never use any other
used may be obtained from any photographer.
plate
-lass in a lens port, but if you cannot obtain a photographic

Be

<

in which there is no visible flaw.
is
an open frame surrounding
As appli
painted dull black on the inside.
mini observation port, the shadow box should be
arger than the observation port, and should be
r
designed to prevent the operator's view

A

recently

The Motion Picture Workers' Union
lyn,

will not only cover

but the whole United States after
New York organized.

we

Brookand

get Brooklyn

Greater

Your plan

W. W.
from many

of organization is the

whereas

I.

plan, pure and simple, and
points of view it is a very

I tell you frankly that
excellent plan of organization, still in my opinion and judgment it
would be extremely unwise for New York City operators, or any other
operators for that matter, to affiliate themselves with that kind of
organization, since to do so would be to immediately enter into a fight
not only with the stage employes and the electricians, but with practically the whole labor movement,
which is, rightly or wrongly,
organized under the American Federation of Labor plan of organization.
I
am perfectly willing to admit, and, in fact, have upon several
occasions pointed out to local 306 the fact' that Brooklyn has been
to some extent neglected.
This was, however, taking all conditions
into consideration, unavoidable.
do not believe, though, that the
I
Brooklyn operator is going to benefit himself by taking an action
which
in effect, jumping out of the frying pan into the fire, and
>hall no doubt reap your enmity, I am compelled to mosv.
lly advise Brooklyn operators to not affiliate with your organimphat
1:

,

;

;'

port,

to visit an organization
of Brooklyn, an organiformed, which designs to take into membership operators, musicians, ushers, reel boys, lecturers, exchange help, porters,
etc.,
in fact, all men or women identified with the motion picture
theatrical business.
The writer of the invitation, Alfred De Gregory,
secretary of the Union, says

zation

shadow box

leing

t

to

zation.

doubt but the manager will welcome your union with
open arms, and make some concessions to it, because he very well

knows

that, regardless of the possible relative merits of the plan of
organization, the entrance of a dual organization into the field is
going to act just as it always acts, and that is to keep the operator
back, and prevent him from securing any material advantage through
organization.
It is no use to tell me that it won't work that way.
my brother, because I have been in the organized labor movement for
more than thirty years,, and I have seen literally dozens of instances
They always end the same; a fight between the two
of this kind.
organizations and nothing permanent gained by cither. Moreover, let
me tell you that your organization is foredoomed to lose, because it
will have to fight the entire labor movement of New York City, and
you can't do that successfully. I freely grant that you are probably
entirely sincere, but. my friend, when you start out to form a dual
union of operators you are making a tremendous mistake, and one which
will react on the men themselves by keeping them back, possibly for
years. My advice to the Brooklyn men is. if you have any complaint
regarding the method* practiced by 306 art into that body, attend it*
meetings, and proceed to literally and vigorously raise the devil" until
the things you complain of are remedied.

Off Center.
Hidelgo theater, El Paso, Texas, asks

What
room

is

:

will be the effect in the projection if the operating
8 feet out of center, the building being 41 feet wide, and

the throw 100 feet.
If

the

operating

room contains two machines and

it

is

8

feet

off

=
=

934 feet off center with the
center, then one machine will be 8 + 1^
screen, whereas the other will be 8 - \ lA
&A feet off center with the
The result would be a side keystone effect, which could bescreen.
remedied by filling in the aperture at the top and bottom and filing it
There would be
See Page 156, third edition of the Handbook.
out.
some distortion. That is to say, the light ray would have to travel
farther to reach one side of the screen than the other, therefore, since
the rays spread as they travel, objects in one side of the picture would

be magnified more than in the other, but if the picture be not more
than 16 feet wide and the throw be 100 feet, this would probably not
be very noticeable.
The worst- trouble would be out-of-foeus-effect, which could only be
remedied by stopping down the lens, or raising one side of the aperture
plate, and raising one side of the aperture plate is hardly a practical
thing to do with any machine, and is impossible with some of them.
You can secure depth of focus which will overcome the out of focus
effect by reducing the diameter of the objective, but this, of course,
means light loss. You had better get that operating r
fairly good picture
if you can possibly d
i

tnder the conditi
picture possible, and the
those conditions.

lUght
t

-sible

pict

it

be obtained under
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Educational Committee.
J.

It.

Young, Boston, Mass., says:

V., Local :::;? has started an Educational
an excellent action for the local to
Boston Local 182 has had an Educational, or 1'rogressive
Projection Committee for some time.

Note that Itica, X.

take.

Glad to hear it, Brother Young, but the amount of good accomplished
by committees of this kind will depend directly upon the activity displayed by the committee and the interest shown by the individual memPersonally, I believe that one of the very
oers of the organization.
best, most effective actions an organization can take to arouse its
members to the necessity for maintaining excellence in results on their
screen is the checking up of the work of the individual members without the aforesaid individual members knowing that it is being done.
In other words, the executive officer of the union should be given
power to at any time appoint any member, or members of the union as
a committee with instructions to visit different theatres, and, unknown
to the operator, check up the projection, citing in their report the name
of the reel, the exact time, and a description of any fault that may
occur.
In considering this suggestion (this is by no means the first time
I have made it)
remember that any fault in projection must of necessity reflect upon the operator, even though he be not to blame, and
therefore, if he be a union man, upon the organization itself.
If this
fault is found to be due to faulty equipment or other thing beyond
the control of the operator, then such action as seems advisable may

You Can Search Me.
L. P.

Gregory,

New York

City, says

:

I have a copy of the opening night program of the new Rialto
theatre, 42nd Street and Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork City.
I
notice therein pictures of the musical director, the concert manager
also of the personal assistant to Mr. Rothapfel, of the
manager, of the treasurer, of the director of publicity, and a
picture of S. L. Rothapfel. I don't, however, find any picture of
the chief operator.
Why is this? In a list together with the
head usher, master of properties, chief electrician, first assistant
electrician, and second assistant electrician, I do find the name of
the chief operator, though not that of the assistant.
What is
the idea?
It seems to me the public would at least be as much
interested in tli.
of the man who puts on
tlu picture as that of the treasurer and the director of publicity.
;

,

,

What do you

think about

it,

Brother Richardson?

don't think about it at all.
The operator is merely the boob who
puts on the show; he is the man who does more than any other individual to send the audience away pleased or otherwise
outside of
that he does not amount to much. Seriously, however, this whole thing
probably, away down at its roots, hinges on the fact that the operator
is not spectacular.
He don't wear a plug hat, nor does he appear before
the assembled multitude in a claw-hammer, or even in uniform, and I believe that is the reason be gete little or no recognition in matters of this
kind.
It
really is, however, just a little bit surprising that the projecting end receives even less consideration than I]
1

when 1 purchased the second edition of the Handbook you
would not have found it on the wall. Your remarks, however,
with regard to Brother Noonan are not in the least exaggerated.
He's a good man, is Noonan, and deserving of all you said. It
was myself who sent you that cushion top with thi
emblem a few years ago.
Attached hereto find drawing of the belt tightener you saw on
my machine. If it meets your approval you can possibly
benefit some operator who cares to make one for himself by
publishing it.
The belt tightener is O. K. Yes, I think we all learned con-iderable
about carbon manufacture that day.
The trip through the plant was
both of interest and profit.
My visit to your theater was a short one
and, of course, I did not get all the details, which accounts for my
apparent neglect to mention the 'other operator," who it now appears
was

yourself.

Can't

i

rlclans.

From
L.

Cleveland.

Shafranck, Cleveland, Ohio, writes:
Well, you are back at your disk again.
No doubt your trip
proved profitable, and I hope that operators and the business in
general will benefit therefrom.
I
myself find that In our trip
out to the National carbon factory 1 learned a whole lot
more about carbons in their making than
thought 1 had.
wish also to thank you for your comments or our operating
room.
Possibly you did not know I also work for McGowan
Im<
felt a littli
bit
peeved to
J.

1

I

I

Do Without Them.

William F Reed, treasurer of the Harrodsburg
rodsburg, Ky., says

Amusement

Co.,

Har-

:

Enclosed find check for $4.00 for which kindly mail me the
new Handbook. I am glad it is out, for 1 have been waiting

The Moving Picture World and the Handbook
patiently for it.
are two things the exhibitor absolutely cannot do without and
stay in sight of the procession. I am operator for this concern,
as well as its treasurer, and while we are, to quote Luke McLuke, "small town hicks," still anybody who can beat our picture for clearness and steadiness will have to leave their couch
very early in the morning at least that is what travelling men
and strangers say also in my trips to Cincinnati and Louisville
I have not seen any better picture, though to be sure there arenicer houses.
If you are ever down this way on your go-devil
just switch around into the oldest town west of the Allegheny
Mountains and we will not run you away from the box office,
but will take genuine pleasure in filling every one of your hollow
teeth with spring chicken and old country ham, not to mention
the trimmings. In closing I wish you every success in the world
in your fight for the operator and the moving picture industry.
Man, man
if you knew how good that old country ham sounds to
Yours Truly, you would not have taken the risk of offering it as a
bait.
I
am particularly partial to that sort of fodder. Don't know
when 1 will be able to come to Harrodsburg, but there's no telling what
may happen in the future.
;

;

!

Some

;

i

Apologies.

Job.

From Tennessee comes the following. The name of the town and
theater is suppressed, because 1 could not publish such an article and
give the names without knowing the facts to be absolutely correct, and
I cannot go to Tennessee to investigate.
Tennessee writes
:

rtain theater in this town should happen to advertise for
an operator, here is what any brother who applies will be up
against.
First you must work with a negro.
He threads and
starts the machine and you do the rest.
They want you tocome down in the morning and pass around hand-bills, and
paint signs on the sidewalk.
If the colored man does anything
wrong you are the goat. They won't allow you to associate with
their competitor or his operator.
If you are not kept busy at
the theater proprietor owns a garage—get nu
•

The foregoing is given as illustrating the very vague and decidedly
hazy ideas some small town managers and owners have of the responsibility of the position of operator.
It would be,
think
good ink to comment on such an utterly foolish proposition as this.
The "manager" in question would do exceedingly well to siik to hi>
garage.
He may be a garage man par excelicn.c tut
he is something worse than a very bad Joke.
1

V

s
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Spherical Aberration.
The

contributed by Ralph \V. .Martin. Los Angeles, Cal.,
u will be observed
the consideration ol our readers,
Martin's drawing sustains the conclusion we have long

tol lowing article

for

:
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purchase what is known as the Qundlacb Xo. 2 lens, or a Crown or
Haiiseb and Limit' lens ei equal diameter, and then stop it down to the
requirement of the table, namely: 2S-8 inches. This, of course, would
mean considerable expense. Hut it also means considerable expense to
continue wasting a large percentage of your light, and that is exactly
what will happen just as long as you keep the lens you have working
under the- conditions the denciences of your projection machine make
"i
maj
able to so change the machine table
I
do not rethat you can get the lamphouse back where it belongs.
member tost how the Ernemann table is built, therefore cannot say
whether that would be practicable or not.
would call your attention to the new Nations]
As to the carbons
metal eor.d negative carbons.
You say you are drawing "60 amperes D. C." without any economizer or transvc iter. Well if it is D. C. you could not use an economizer
assume that is a typographical error, and that you
or transvc iter, bo
if that is the case and you can go as
are pulling 00 amperes A. C.
high as 72 amperes A. C. why the screen effect of 72 amperes A. C.
to 40 amperes I). C,
would be practically tlv same as
l'sc of alternating current is, for projection,
quality of the light.
altogether out of date, and you should have a current rectifying device of some kind, which I note in an unpublished paragraph of your
letter you are going to install.
tic

I

vod

at.

namely

that the practical effect of spherical aberration
illumination at the spot and screen.

of

-

:

a pin-point crater is shown tocussed at the aperture,
and the effect of spherical aberration in the condensers is shown,
somewhat exaggerated in order to make the meaning more
It is also necessary to use a pin-point crater to prevent a
clear.

in Pig.

I,

make

the drawing unintelligible.
Now it is well known that a properly corrected objective lens
will focus every separate point on the aim to a corresponding
This idea has been faithfully carried out
position on the screen.
<uthe
in Fig. 1. in the construction of the
throw, although the screen is so far distant that it cannot be
shown in the drawing.
It is noticed that the conditions produced by spherical abberration in the condenser system, or the primary beam, are carried
Section
forward and again reproduced in the secondary beam.

confusion of lines which would

\
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Lens System.
W. Becker, Schenectady, X.

In

1

,

1

1

1

condensers.

says

:

;

'

.

most cases when using a short focus objective, the shutter
cannot be placed back much farther than 11' I! where the beam
has already begun to diverge. Also, with long focus objectives,
position A A is really the narrowest section of the total beam;
but the concentrated portion at the (enter continues to narrow
down toward B> B'. but the shutter cannot most effectively be
here on account of the spread of the rays at the outer
edges of th« beam.
If the reader will examine those diagrams of the beam which
show no spherical aberration in the condensers, there will be
found a shutter position similar to A A 1 which is ideal from
every point of view.
In this position the beam has a minimum thickness and in
through it the shutter blade simultaneously cuts off the
light from every point on the film and the shadow of the edge
of the blade does not show on the screen. The cut-off and cut-on
of the shutter is thus made a true dissolving or fading action
which is much sough! alter by machine manufacturers as a
means for reducing flicker. Hence another boost for corrected

Y.,

Please advise me as to my lens system, basing the advice upon
the following data.
Objective lens 5K E. P.
diameter opening
7 10 inches; back focus 3; 4 inches; width of
picture 14 feet 4'/2 inches; distance lens to screen 8V/2 feet;
drawing 50 amperes A. C. through an economizer using a Gold
Fibre Screen. Please don't ask me to get a lens of larger diameter
as I just simply know the firm wont do it, therefore I am trying to make the best of what I have.
1

Brother Becker if you have a Handbook, as you ought to have.
could settle all this for yourself. Please understand that
at you, but merely calling your attention to the fact that you ought
have one of the books, and be prepared to deal with problems of this
kind yours
have given nic all the necessary information <
from the apex of the front condenser to the film when
cept the dis
the lamphoi
pulled back as far as you can get it.
If you have a
Handbook.
ig to table Xo. 1. page 141, look down the left hand
come to 1 7/10, in the ninth horizontal division, then
follow aero?
division to the right and you will find 2.88 to be the
t
longest bacl
us that diameter objection will accommodate without
light loss,
led you can get 22 inches between the aperture and
tne apex of the front condenser.
Assuming you can get that distance, you would have to have a lens l.ys inches in diameter in order to
avoid light loss. As the matter now lies the only thing you can do is
pull your lamphouse back as far as you can get it, and if that distance
exceeds 20 inches use two ~'/2 inch condensers
if it exceeds 16 inches,
and is less than 20 inches use a G /2 and a V/2 inch condenser if it is less
than 17 inches use two G'/2 inch condensers, placing the condensing lenses
so that they almost, but not quite touch each other.
You say your firm
won't get another lens. Well, perhaps not, but they will pay for one
anyhow, because the lens you hare irill [lire constant light loss, and they
will have to pay for that loss in the form of electric hills, so tliat, in
course of time, tluu u ill have paid) the price of a txexo lens -without getting
anything at all id return, therefore the sensible thing to do is get a lens
If you will tell me the distance between the apex
of larger diameter.
of the front condenser and the film when the lamphouse is back as far
as it will go, I will tell you what diameter lens you must have to avoid
light loss, or if you have a Handbook you can get that information youri

:

;

l

From San
K.
I.,

Hush,

secretary
writes as follows:
G.

;

Diego.

Broadway Amusement Company, San Diego,

The writer has recently received a copy of the new Handbook.
It surely should prove of great benefit to any one connected with
motion pictures. We are having some difficulty in getting sufficient light on the screen at our Broadway theater.
We use
Eruemanu projectors, and have found them to be very satisfactory
indeed.
The two machines now in use have run steadily for a
year and three-quarters, with absolutely no trouble, and seem to
be still in first class condition.
We use $4 inch National top
and % inch American Bio lower carbons.
Our success with
this combination is very good.
We ordinarily draw 60 amperes
D. C, but can go as high as 72. Condenser sizes are Q'/2 and V/2
KUine French condensers; E. F. of objective 100 feet. We take
current directly from the mains, using no economizer or transverter.
The screen is plaster and is treated with a preparation
put out by Win Browning of Lis Angeles, which seems to give
very good results, as the picture shows but little eye strain
from the front seats, with a marked reduction of distortion from
the side seats.
The house seats 930 and is (JO feet wide; front
row of seats is about 20 feet from the screen. Until recently we
used Paramount service, but DOW are in the open market, using
the best from the World. Metro and Bluebird. The main trouble,
as stated above,

is

that the picture

is

rather dark, particularly

self

from Table

page

1,

141.

Would Work.

It
E. Paterson,

Tama, Iowa, answers question

Although this

is

my

first

letter to the

132, and says
department I have been
:

very great helps to the operator. I procured the new Handbook
and it sure contains some great dope, particularly in the optical
and electrical end of things. Is there any possible way by means
of which two arcs can be lit off one Fort Wayne compensarc?
The idea is, when nearing the end of the reel on one machine, to
The
strike the other arc, and thereby obtain a perfect change.
way we have it now is
the two arcs are connected in series,
with a single pole, double throw switch arranged to short circuit
I
could find nothing with regard to this in the new
either lamp.
Handbook. With our present arrangement, when near the end
of one reel I freeze the carbons on arc No. 2 and open the short
Then when we change over
circuit switch, as per diagram.
the switch is thrown to short circuit the other lamp.
:

when running the heavily

tinted films, such as Lasky frequently
puts out.
If you can offer any suggestions that would tend to
improve this condition we would be glad indeed to hear from
you and pay your fee for same. The objective lens diameter is
ft
1
10 inches
distance from its rear surface to the film when
picture is in focus on the screen is
11 10 inches, and the extreme distance possible to get the film from the apex of the
front condenser is li'A inches. Apex ol condensei
now about
II, inches from the film.
It requires but a glance at Table Xo. 1. page
111 of the Handbook
;

:',

-

show that

In the first place
this condition is very, very bad indeed.
u should pull your lamphouse back just as far as you can get it.
the second place, in order to avoid light loss with your present ob•tive lens it would be necessary to get the lamphouse back so that
e apex of the front condensing lens would be about 25 inches from

That, however, would be a very extreme condition.
Yon need
lenses of larger (limiirtrr.
jectivt
Looking at Table 1. page 1-11 of
Handbook, you will see that with 14 inches between the apex of the
mt condenser and the film, and a :: 11 10 inch back focus you would
vc
to have a lens 2's inches in diameter in order to accommodate the
ery likely the only way you could get that would be to

p

film.

<?

.

Your arrangement. Brother Paterson. is perhaps as good as any I
have seen. The only way you can burn two arcs off one compensarc
The only trouble with this is that the added
is to place them in series.
resistance of the second arc decreases the amperage considerably, which
The way Brother Paterson has the
of course shows on the screen.
thing rigged up is
he connects one leg of the compensarc secondary to
the lower carbon of arc No. 1, and the other secondary leg with the
lower carbon of arc No. 2. He then connects the upper carbons of both
lamp one and two with the center binding post of a double-throw.
From one end of this switch he connects directly
single pole switch.
to any point on the wire running to the lower carbon arm of lamp No.
while the other end of the switch is connected to the other wire
1,
leading to the lower carbon arm of lamp No. 2.
Sketch this out and
you will see how it works. It is a very good arrangement.
:

1
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Official Errors.
The powers that be In Sioux City, Iowa, have, evidently without
consulting any competent authority, evolved a new building code
which, Insofar, as it applies to moving picture theater operating rooms,
Here
it might be worse.
has only one thing to recommend it, viz
are some of the most glaring errors.
"The 'booth' shall be completely enclosed with fireproof construction, or shall have a substantial braced frame of structural
steel with riveted or bolted connections.
The door must be of
corresponding construction, and must be substantially hung
with hinges in an iron angle frame and must be self-closing."
For the benefit of those who evolved this particular clause let me
say that a gravity closing, sliding door, is, where conditions permit of
its installation, much to be preferred as against the hinged door.
"There shall not be more than two openings in the 'booth" for
each moving picture machine, one for the operator and one for
the machine. The opening for the operators view (they mean
observation port, but don't seem to know its proper designation,
Ed) shall not exceed 48 square inches, and the opening for the
machine shall not exceed G4 square inches."
:

This is indeed beautiful.
The opening for the observation lens
need not, in most instances, exceed !J square inches, with an opening
of no greater size for the stereopticon, K one there be, yet they allow
64 square inches, although they limit the area of the observation port
to 48 square inches, which operates to seriously and needlessly hamper
the work of the operator.
I
have not time to go into this matter and
explain to the Sioux City authorities all the reasons why the limiting
of the observation port to 48 square inches is not only utterly needless, totally foolish, and entirely bad.
It probably wouldn't do any good
They
simply
anyhow.
evidently
copied this particular thing from some
one of the other multitude of ordinances containing an idiotic clause
of similar import instead of consulting those who are presumed to
know something about subjects of this kind, as, for instance, the Sioux
City Operators' Union, or the projection department of the Moving
Picture World.

Hut the
well, wouldn't it.'
For the information of the
absolute minimum diameter
fan is required in the flue
Leaving
18 or Jt» inches.
ventilation out of the question, what earthly chance would there be oJ
the smoke and gases from a film fire passing out through an 8 inch
With that 8 inch pipe stunt, instead of the gases and smoke
pipe?
passing away in case of fire it would generate so rapidly thai it would
very quickly be forced out around the sides of the shutters covering
every opening in the room and when that happens you just watch the
audience pile up in a heap. You will also observe there is no provision
made for a damper weighted so as to be normally held open, the same
only to be allowed to be held shut by attaching to the master-cord.
You will also observe that even this little, piffling vent pipe may be
These law
omitted if there is a window through the outside wall.
makers do not know that in order to get good projection the operating
room must be dark, and therefore the window in the outside wall must
be closed and made light "^.ight or else effectually darkened by means
of a properly constructed shutter, the installation of which the law
does not require. - Therefore if an operator knew his business and had
this window closed, in case of fire the condition would be very much

The air would go out a square hole just as
absurd part is the "8 inches in diameter."
Sioux City law makers let me say that the
should be exactly twice that, and unless a
then th. diameter should be not less- than

worse than bad.
"Every rheostat used in any moving picture booth' must be
mounted on a slate insulator properly supported on steel supports
properly fastened to the floor."
The law makers do not know that a rheostat should, if placeu in the
operating room at all, be put as high as you can get it so that the
heat will pass directly out of the vent flue without first parboiling
But I forgot that the Sioux City operating rooms won't
the operator.
have a vent flue, merely a sort of glorified metal wheat straw, so
it won't make much difference where the rheostat is placed.
"All the machines must be securely fastened to the floor to
prevent accidental overturning or moving of same."
At last we have before us an example of almost more than
Ah Hah
The railroad
human wisdom. Spike your machines down, gentlemen
company will doubtless loan you a few spikes. Imagine accidentally
Seriously, there is nothing
overturning a Baird projection machine
wrong with this particular provision except its absurdity. It certainly
would be an example of a solid ivory top theatre manager or operator
who would not fasten his projection machine down, or at least so
anchor it that it would not be accidentally moved by some one falling
against it.
This whole proposition is but a repetition of the utterly foolish acts
of other law making bodies, who, when a thing of this kind if up for
action, instead of consulting some authority in matters of this kind,
or the local organization of operators, proceed to copy the blunders
already committed by others, and solemnly enact them into law.
The
only thing that can be said for the Sioux City law is that I have seen
worse ones considerably worse. The two distinctly bad features of It
is the vent flue, and the needless limiting of the size of the observation
port to an opening which makes for inefficient work on thi
!

!

"Shutters shall be held open by a small combustible cord in
series with a fusible link at each opening, and one on the main
cord so arranged that the link is suspended directly over the
film when in the slide of the apparatus.
The cord shall be so
placed that the shutters may be easily released by hand."

This section is very loosely drawn, and it would take considerable
guessing to determine what is meant by "in the slide of the apparatus."
There is one item in this particular section which is distinctly good,
viz: where it says that the master cord (they don't call it master-cord
because they probably do not know the proper name for it) be so
arranged that the link is suspended directly over the film when in the
slide of the apparatus, meaning, presumably, over the aperture of the
machine.

"There shall not be more than two shelves, 12 inches wide and
*
*
4 feet long. *
All shelves must be of slate, steel, or other
fireproof construction, or if constructed of wood shall be at least
Va inch thick, and entirely covered with tin, with lock joints, and
shall be supported by iron brackets."
then some more piffle. The operating room is
presumed to be thoroughly fireproof. Will the owl-eyed wiseacres who
promulgated this particular piece of wisdom inform me what earthly
difference a couple of hard wood shelves, or even pine shelves, for
that matter, would make in the case of film fire, even though they be
red with tin with lock joints.''
Even supposing these two
chunks of wood did catch fire. The little additional heat and smoke
they would make would not amount to two whoops in the new Jerusalem
one- way or the other.
That "cover it with tin with lock Jo
l

ridiculous to

m

I

[deration.

.•Every permanent moving picture "booth mu
With an air inlet In two opposite sides of the 'booth" for supplyair to the operator.
Each in
by 8 ln< he high, the bottom located
the "booth." AH inlets must be covered with wire netting of not
-
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Wagner
John

KortilT,

New York

Converter.

City, orders a

Handbook, and says

:

would like to
ding operating room dimensions
iwo machines. Th, present law, which
compels a seven foot height, is not sufficient, particularly for a
tall operator and big machines in tin summer tunc.
My room
is ;> x It with a 7 foot ceiling, and
find the !l x
part very comfortable, since 1 can walk around both machines easily
but the
-

I

'.>

I

;

ceiling

is

too low.

Am

using Speer carbons sine.
for the bottom.
do not lik,

cored above and $£ cored
th, cored lower bo well as the
solid Bio, but it la difficult to gel solid carbons.
The i 4 upper
I find to be excellent,
Then Is do fault in them.
screen.
The picture is as bright ..
pulling SO amperes through a
which
in two years lias net given mi
,\,n a 1ml. bit of trouble.
Have an BO foot throw with in 11 foot picture on an Atmo
Yes.
agree with you that a 1 toot ceil
feet ought to.
also agree with your
[lOBBlble to gel it. be the minimum.
I
wont say until others have been
[ore than that
heard from.
As to the
,ii," until the manufacturers show and
demon trate to thia department that the] have an article of merit I
cannot comment Intelligently.
If their screen i- a really good one it la
would make that fact known
1916,
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Motion Pi cture Handbook for Managers and Oper ators.
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowledge, abil ity and diligence. No such work on Project ion has

opening ahall be clroularl

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

Madison Avenue,

New York
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Inquiries.
cinematography addressed

to this

department

will

celve carbon ropy of the department's reply tiy mall when I
Special replies by mail on mat
cents in stamps are inclosed.
cannot bo replied to in this department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is a rule of this department that no apparatus v
editorially until the value of such appliance

its

editor.

Camp

Fire Pictures.

II., Zanesville, Ohio, writes:
I
have been a consistent reader of your department since its
inception and can truthfully say that I have derived from it more
and secured more knowledge on the subject of cinematography than from any other source I have been able to find. I

C. A.

I am going to make some pictures at the
Soldiers' Home in the northern part of the state, parade and
the unveiling of a monument, etc. There are to be some
exercises in the evening which I want to get. The idea is, I
believe, that the old soldiers are to have a campfire and swap
yarns as they did in '61. This is part of the program and I
think by the use of magnesium flares I can get it. I have
never done this before and am writing you for the best method
have a
I
of procedure. What lens aperture shall I use?
Eosch and Lomb Zeiss F. 3.5. From whom can I get these

On Decoration Day

It is certainly most gratifying to me to know my efforts are appreand I wish to thank you for your kind words. My stock of
knowledge is absolutely free to anyone who is interested in the making
All you have to do is to drop me a line and I will
of motion pictures.
answer your questions to the best of my ability.
Motion pictures made at night are no more difficult than those made
in the day time, providing, of course, you know how to proceed. Your
idea of the campfire is a good one and should make a very pleasant

ciated

picture.
Magnesium flares are made in four different sizes and. are
about the shape of a Roman candle, but a little larger in diameter.
They are made to burn one-half, one, one and a half and two minutes
For
respectively, the largest size being about twenty inches in length.

a campfire effect it would be necessary to dig a hole deep enough
to allow the flare to stick out of tbe ground about ten inches. Then
pile the wood over it in such a manner that the flame would strike a
part of it and spread. Be sure and set your camera on the lee side,
for if you are on the windward side and there is a breeze blowing the
smoke is liable to get into the lens and spoil the picture. A tree or
two near at hand would also add to the artistic effect, as would the
tinting of the positive a light copper color. Use your widest lens
aperture. These magnesium flares can be obtained from I. C. Newman
& Company, M20 Broadway, New York City, dealers in motion picture
fireworks.

F.

D.,

Indianapolis, Ind., writes:

I see by your article in the Moving Picture World that static
trouble seems to be the bugbear of the majority of camera men.
Would you believe if I told you I have never had a foot of
motion picture camera. Well, it's the
many thousand feet of film in my
camera and have never had any trouble from that source.
This camera I have been using almost daily for fourteen months
and I think my good luck is due to the fact that it is cf nearly
all metal construction.
The only part that is not metal is the
top and bottom and part of the side, which is of wood, and the
velvet clips in the magazines.
But I have my troubles, nevertheless, particularly in the finishing of my work.
Most of it
I send to Chicago, but am not at all satisfied with the character
of the work.
Could you recommend a firm there in New York
who do first grade work and what are the prices? Do you
think there is any possibility of the price of raw stock advanc-

static since operating a
truth.
I
have exposed

>yright,

1916, I
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ing? Cameras, chemicals, lenses, etc., have gone up, and it
seems only natural that film should.
is not troubled with static can certainly consider himself
fortunate. But when you make that statement you had better
knock on wood. Fully seventy-five per cent, of retakes in the studios
are necessary because of this very aggravating occurrence. There is
absolutely no sure fire preventive for static, but there are many things
one can do to reduce it to a minimum.
Yes, I think your luck is due to the metal construction of your

Anyone who

very

I cannot recommend any particular firm here who do developing and
printing.
Those whose advertisements appear in this paper can be
depended upon for satisfactory work.
The most of them charge five cents a foot for developing your
negative and printing on positive stock.
No, I do not think there is any immediate danger of film going up In
price.
Only those commodities that are imported have advanced.

Mysteries of Picture Making.

benefit

have read several books on the subject which I secured from
the local libraries here, but none of them have the real "dope"
as have your articles in the World.
Have been an amateur photographer for several years and
I
about a year ago became interested in motion pictures."
bought a camera and have made some pretty fair stuff, mostly
local pictures for exhibitors and occasionally sending some
Xow I want a little information direct.
stuff to the weeklies.

June

The Illustrated World Magazine for May carries a number of interesting photographs taken in tbe finishing department of the motion
picture studio.
The explanations which accompany the pictures are quite amusing to
one initiated in the "mysteries of movie making" on account of the
evidence ignorance of the author in the practical work of the studio.

Compensation.
This word compensation is the only one I could think of to head a
few lines to thank the many correspondents whom I have never met
except through these columns.
This department has been a labor of love with me it has been
hammered out in the spare moments that I could grab from a busy
life of bread and butter grubbing, and had it not been for the encouragement of the letters you have written me I would not have been able to

—

keep

it up.
It was with many misgivings that I wrote an article (Bigger Salaries
for Cameramen, March 25, 1916) and took a whack at some of the
I feel mighty proud and yet mighty
failings that beset our profession.
humble, too, at the many letters of appreciation which were sent me
and more than all else do I appreciate the Honorable Life Membership
presented me by the Static Club of Los Angeles and the letter which they
sent regarding the article.
That's what I mean by compensation, the feeling that my efforts have
helped my fellow craftsmen and that they have sanctified my labor
with their approbation.
Almost in the same mail with the letter from the Static Club came
one from John Macintosh, Secretary of the Royal Photographic Society
of Great Britain, informing me that at the last meeting of the executive
council I had been elected to the coveted honor of a Fellow in that
society, the highest of its kind in the world, but I assure you that I
have not half the pleasure and pride in the decision of that august
body that I have in the approval of my fellow workers in the great field

of

cinematography.

It is my fondest hope that I shall continue to merit the kind expressions you have accorded me and that with riper experience I shall ever

grow stronger
It is
this.

in your hearts and in your work.
only with your good will and your co-operation that
Selah
it ever increase.

May

I

can do

!

Another Amateur Camera Builder.
Since publishing the notice in regard to the camera made by Mr.
Conrad Thiele, Mr. Fred Keys of Sapulpa, Oklahoma, has sent photographs and a short description of a camera which he constructed
from the mechanism of a Kinograph camera and a Williamson claw

The original camera which he used for this construction was a small
one of one hundred feet capacity, in which the movement was largely
constructed from die castings and which would, consequently, not stand
a great amount of wear. For this reason he substituted tbe Williamson
claw movement, which he purchased separately.
It is perhaps pertinent to say that the Williamson claw movement
to be used in the construction of either cameras or printers may be
purchased from G. Gennert, 13th street, New York City.
He enlarged the capacity of the camera from one hundred to two
hundred feet by constructing a new and heavier case of mahogany and
other hard woods.
He says
"I have made several films, one 2,800 feet long and have
had very good luck, doing the developing and printing myself, printing
with a home-made printer that I constructed from a No. 5 Power's
head run by an electric motor."
It will be remembered that this is the same type of bead which Mr.
Thiele used in the construction of his camera.
:
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Musical Setting for "Reggie Mixes In."

Tv

Released June 11th by the Triangle Film Corporation.

thought

thin

Repeat:
11

"Musical Sul
THIS
possible musical

not designed to solve every
requirement of the film, but is intended as a
what to play for the picture.
partial solution of the problem
It has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by
e the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially
relieving
g those conditions encountered when the film is not available

hour

"I've just got a letter."
Girl bids Reggie good-night.
(Shots.)
(Glass smashing.)

Ii

15

T

45%

T

"There's your messenger."
Meanwhile a costume ball.

47

D

When Reggie

i-

—

performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by
managers from their local exchanges in advance of the (late of release.
This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint
himself with the general character of the film drama he is to portray
with his orchestra.
music at the title or descriptive cues
win re it is to be played the tempo or characteristic is given so that the
leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his own
library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out
the interpretation.
The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a
thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate
the various cues, which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T)
]<>;. T "A new sort
or a described action (marked D). For instance:
of girl" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen.
But 59 D "Fight continues" is a description of action.
wealthy young man. proposes to Dorothy Fleming of the
until the

T

'-,

4."

leaves

•'.ill

happiness.
This picture is a comedy drama with many scenes in Gallagher's
saloon showing girls singing at the tables. The whole character of the
story is allegro in action.
Not particularly: VA cuckoo clock, ~</2 automobile effects. At 23,
of fighting, struggles, smashing of winlire and shooting.
Th. THEME elected is "Love is like a firefly"— Friml.
Time schedule: »;!.'•', minutes (five reels— about •
I

Orlob

Ginger
(Two-step)

All Full of

Rosey

Waltz Divine
48'A

T

When

Romberg

Polo Rag
(Popular song)
Repeat: THEME
Misterioso No. 2

Another night.
girl finds letter.

Reggie re-enters saloon.

"Lay

off that guy."
he gets me, get him."

"If

(Smashing of

Agitato NO. 2

glass.)

Fight continues.
Shots.
In the hospital

The love test.
"He says he is the bouncer."
"You must wait and meet."
The end.

Aware

refuse him; but she accepts.

1

ball-

of

hallow and flirts with another he does not consider himself
bound.
While riding in his automobile he meets a new sort of girl, a
dancer at Gallagher's saloon. Disguised as a tough he becomes the
"bouncer" at the saloon. In a series of exciting adventures he proves
the worth of the girl and the story closes with their hope of future

THEME

Hurry No.

To

Lone

the

Repeal

THEME

:

Pianist.

By S. M. Berg.
pleased to note that readers have found the articles
Among some correunder this beading of assistance to them.
that
spondence received the following letter appears to be so earnest
I
feel it deserves special attention
Dear Sir: I have been reading your articles in the "Moving Picture
World" and also your Music Cues for current releases. I would like to
say a few words in appreciation.
am employed in a theater seating about one thousand, using a
I
Metro, Triangle and World pictures, with a
The writer

is

program of Paramount
change of program daily.

have neither orchesl

1

So you see your articles

using straight piano.

«—

B

of particular Interest

I

•'•

i

I)

Bcripttve cues.

Opening.

Telephone hell
Concluding that this

We now come

Friml

Firefly.

(THEME)

(Auto

•

I

I'hilopoena Waltz

Berger

HEME

is.

to a point

name

lountry

i

Repeal

Nevln

commodo)

(Allegro

'

'

I

would seem different. 1 would surely be
it
ear any suggestions you would be able to make.
Thanking you in advance for your valuable assistance and trusting
articles
may continue to appear in "The World."
your very Interesting
Very truly yours.
I am

ol the

t

"Frame up

thai

gas-house

La

i

(

new kid

.

,

Friml

Onlvaa

loquette

Allegro moderato)

the

i

'Take

time.

Igitato No,
Ki ep

My
i

u. u

gel

him on

bis

way

Vil

.

I,

nt,

Roberts
i

i

I'irai.- Lady
Popular song

Morrl

i

iiucr.
-.

.

1 1

1

l.il

CI.
I..

\n hour

ol

'

.

I-

the pianist who
da) ipenl on technical studies win do wonders
:

Klelnecke

Ir

I

.

tor pictures

i

doing

th]

i

«

Hill
absnltitclv

.In ing

work-

.

i.l.

The Trombone Man

M

"My boun

becoming acquainted with th.I.. tore
acquiring the music ,•
ihcor. Ileal training and
u\ results can he obtained from Ihi
m. nil and U.u h are OUlpO

simply a question Ol
composers, hut

is

diiVetent

(Shot.)
bint the fight.

T

to others

•old he no trouble in acquiring enough suitable music for
the piano, for a perusal ol the catalogues of the various music publishers
will convince the ambitious player that there is no dearth of piuno

to

!

T

11K1, I.MAN.

The following suggestions, it is hoped, will he of assistance
who have Similar difficulty a- outlined in the sbOTi

It

T

etc

The Lyric Theater, Covington, Ky.

.

The leader

tt

llute.

This valued reader has asked for help and Information on a subject
that is probably confronting others who have only a piano to interpret

T

Gang

cello,

RBTTA

THEME

I

Reggie dec Id

l>

I

.

violin,

Into the W.,i
of girl.
"She's the new dancer."

In

•

Love Is Like a
(Moderate)

Cuckoo clock

ML' o'clock
"It's lunch time, sir."

securing music that soundu well for piano
time is appropriate for pictures. 1 would
very much if you would send me a list of music I can use.
Another thing I am unable to do is to use a theme for a picture.
play the same tiling thing two or three times
me when
am repeating too much. I
in the same picture people will think
played an organ and used the different stops, such as

have great difficulty
alone and at the same
I

"REGGIE MIXES IV

Romberg
i

Dana

Nokia
id.rnto)

much towards Lmproi
Mill he made

Deal mil
student.

i.

.

..

v

practiced SlOWly and car. fully, will do
atlon of the
for the painstaking and conscientious

toqulre a list of th.- practical theoretical
studies and exercises that win benefit him will sand an outline of just
what he has accomplished in music th.- writer will be gia.i to furnish
him with a III ol Studies that will prove helpful.
K. R

pi in

I

M -ore

derived

from
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Your work, wliieh

playiiiR the best musie.

can

t>e

made highly enjoyable and

at

present
if
a

inter, sting

may seem
program

irksome,
meri-

of

torious music is selected and arranged.
There is a veritable mine of piano music and there is no reason why
every scene and every phase of action cannot be fitted by the alert
and intelligent pianisi whose aim is to play the pictures well.
For example, what could be liner for a plaintive scene than the
second movement from Haydn's 18 symphony; or the Andante from

Brahms

.'!

symphony?

For an outdoor scene, wooded

dells

and water

falls,

what could be

appropriate than Chopin's Etude, Op. 10, No. ."'.'
Several of Chopin's waltzes lit the pictures well, especially the slow
to the ear.

n. ore

movements, wliieh are exceptionally melodious and pleasing

Chopin's nocturnes should not be overlooked when selecting music for
pictures, nor his mazurkas, some which lit certain
Grieg's music is suitable for pictures, especially the Peer C.ynt suite.
Dwarf Dance," the "Butterfly." several of his nocturnes, and that
the
beautiful masterpiece of tone coloring "To Spring."
The average pianist
ust he patient and willing to practice.
Then
the difficulties in many of these pieces. When
this point is reached the pianist's work becomes a pleasure instead of
a hard and unceasing grind, as many rind it.
lie who spends time acquiring a technic that will help understand
the best music will he amply repaid for all time and labor spent.
especially when he begins to appreciate the works of the great masters.
It
is well to vary your program with works of the modern composers.
Rudolf Friml and Homer Bartl.tt have written some exceptionally fine

—

i

numbers that arc suitable for pictures.
Some of Friml's pieces suited for pii
Op. 41, Russian Romance Op. "(». Mi
delightful little number in E major.
He who wishes the best in waltzes can find none better than those
by Strauss and Waldteufel.
Paul Lincke has written several waltzes
that are suitable for pictures.
The works of Beethoven. Brahms. Rubinstein, Mozart, Haydn, and
other great masters can be purchased in volumes. Tschaikowsky's music
is well suited for picture work, many of his pieces being in a minor
Parts oi Beethoven's sonatas (it pictures exceedingly well. Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words are also appropriate.
Two valuable volumes for the pianist who wishes to play the best
1.
Anthology of Piano Classics— A collection of 28 selected compositions by Bach. Beethoven. Chopin. Field, Handel, Haydn, Mandelssohn.

Mozart. Schubert, Schumann and Weber.
2.
Anthology of Modern Classics for the Piano 32 compositions by
Brahms, Dvorak. Grieg, Henselt, Jensen, Liszt, Moskowski, Paderewski,
Rubinstein, Saint-Saens, Schutt, Schytte, Sgambati, Sinding and
Tschaikowsky.
Carefully fingered and revised, these two volumes are an indispensable
and important acquisition to any pianist's library.

—

THE

comedies.
That the company to support Miss Close will be of allstar proportions is indicated by the drafting of Henry Murdock, the acrobatic comedian who became a screen star over
night in Sis Hopkins comedies, for the new subjects.
On
Murdock's shoulders will rest the principal farce by-play in
support of Miss Close.
William McKey, who for three seasons played the title
role in "David Harum" throughout the country, is another
comedian of prominence to be secured for the Ivy Close
productions. Mr. McKey has been prominent on the screen
during the past winter in feature productions and will also
be remembered as a Kalem favorite a few years ago.
In
addition to his three seasons with "David Harum," McKey
gained notice on the stage in the title role of "Eben Holden,"
in the Charles Frohman production of which he appeared for
a season.
McKey gained fame throughout the country as
the Sheriff in "Pudd'nhead Wilson," a role he played for
five seasons.
Robert Ellis, who will stage the new comedies, is reckoned
among the most valued members of Kalem's producing staff.
Before taking the directorial reins for the first time, two
years ago, Ellis was for years one of the most popular of
screen players. His screen productions for Kalem have included many of that organization's most successful multiplereel productions, many of the Broadway Favorites productions presenting prominent stage players being found in the
list.
The Sis Hopkins comedies staged under his direction
have brought him into notice as a comedy producer.

Raff.

THEME.
al interpretation

has been dealt with in the issues
oi the Moving Pictui
World, January 15, 22, and February 12, 1916,
""
when a series of articles, "Hi
to Play the Theme" and "Themes," and
their appropriate usage wire discussed in detai;
To the lone pianist taking up this new probli
possibly may seem
that they are repeating themselves unneeess
but it should be
realized that you are not a soloist, and to g
best results from
your theme — it is advisable to vary the tempo o
ally or play slower
or faster according to the action on the screen
One of the successful musical plays of the
owes much of its
and popularity
the fact that the theme (love motif) is
repeated over and over.
The theme selected should be of
melodious character and always
Played with thought and expression.
In one of the articles
dissected a score which has been prepared
for a Triangle production.
This demonstrated very clearly how much
it

'

;

i

—

I

lune 24, 1916

Company

is Complete
Robert Ellis to Direct Famous Beauty Henry Murdock and
William McKey in Strong Company.
first definite announcement concerning the organization that will produce Ivy Close comedies came from
the Kalem Company this week with the news that
Robert Ellis had been chosen to direct the new subjects.
The famous English star has already begun work before
the camera at the Jacksonville studio, and Kalem officials
are enthusiastic concerning the outlook for the coming

Ivy Close

NOVEL ADVERTISING FOR PARAMOUNT
EXHIBITORS.
Scraps of wall paper were effectively utilized by the Regent theater, Alameda, Cal., for a novelty in advertisements
during the recent engagement of Marguerite Clark in "The
Prince and the Pauper." a Famous Players production for
Paramount pictures. The announcement which the scraps
of paper carried is reprinted in the "Talking It Over" col-

umn

edited by William Walker Hines for Paramount exhibitors in Paramount Progress.
It reads:
"We are tearing paper off the walls of the Regent theater
to make room for the crowds who will want to see little
Prince
and
the Pauper.'
Marguerite Clark in 'The
A small cut of Marguerite Clark was used and the printing
was attractively done. Any exhibitor can obtain bits of
wall paper from a paper hanger at a nominal cost and this
kind of advertisement, because it is unique, may be used
upon occasion very effectively as Paramount Progress points

Big type and few words should be the rule, however.
is not particularly good for printing and small
type cannot be read.
out.

how frequently

We

it

as the paper

was played.

have just had presented

to us Thomas H. Ince's wonderful picture
Fall of a Xation."
A special music
been written for the latter by Victor Herbert.
It will be of great
interest to follow the musical interpretations of these
features.
It is mentioned in the above letter that
if the pianist used an organ
with its many varieties of colorings and shadings—
that the repetition
of the theme would not become monotonous.
There are various ways
ot playing the theme— and an intelligent
understanding of its importance
can be realized in the fact that every cue-sheet
prepared for the bi"(

miration" and 'The

never without its theme.
The theme is usually an andante movement of moderate
tempo and
should be played smoothly and legato. Develop a singing
style to your
playing and handle the thei
n a clean and tuneful manner.
Then it
specially if it is a piece of recognized

CHARLES HILL MAILES WITH UNIVERSAL.
Following

his

performance

in

Otis Turner's production of

"The Seekers," starring Flora Parker DeHaven, Charles Hill
Mailes was engaged as a member of the Universal City
stock company to play leading character holes.
Mr. Mailes is one of the cleverest men at make-up in

motion pictures, besides being one of the best actors. He
was for six years with the Biograph before joining the
Universal and his work has made a decidedly favorable
impression.

FILMING AN EXPRESS COMPANY.
The American Express Company, having reached years of
youthful discretion, has had itself photographed collectively
Imbued with a desire to see itself as
speaking, of course.
others see it, the company engaged a motion picture camera,
cast its officials for "leads" and subordinates for lesser parts,
set the scenes, cried "camera" in the most approved film
voice, and the machine began to grind out some 6,000 feet
The picture is decidedly interesting as showing the
of film.
many commercial uses to which motion pictures can be put.
The American Express Company intends to use this film for
"interior publicity" purposes; that is, to interest its thousands of employees in all parts of the country. Eventually, it
may show the film to the public.

—

GENERAL FILM COMPANY EMPLOYE KILLED.
Miss Nellie Phillips, a bookkeeper employed in the General
Film Company branch office at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was killed
Saturday. June 3, when a street car in which she was riding
was struck by a train.
Miss Phillips had been employed in the Wilkes-Barre office
for over two years and her efficiency and fidelity were highlyappreciated by the General Film Company.
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MACBETH.

A MINISTER'S ADVICE TO MINISTERS.

UNDER

the title of "The Moving Pictures— Their Relation to Religion and Morals" a clergyman has recently
addressed his co-workers as to the value of the moving pictures. After referring to the fact that the picture industry has become the fifth in the United States and that
the financial results— "a veritable gold mine" have enriched
many worthy and some unworthy people; also pointing out
effects for good and for evil of some of the "out of proportion" salaries paid to many of the "stars," the clergyman
calls attention to the two sides of the uses of the pictures.
The evils of the pictures are attributed first to the "commercialism" aspect as found in the desire of those whose
chief object is only and alone "that which pays best" and has
no regard to either quality or the effect upon the human mind
or upon society. Already the pictures are of necessity classified as the "High and the Low," the latter appealing to the
lower classes, somewhat segregated and fed upon the most
sensational and least beneficial of subjects. The results of
this class of subjects will be vi'cious in the extreme unless
that demand which is calling for more and better stories

—

is

met.

Turning from the magnitude of the business, it is next
proper to consider the influence of the moving pictures upon
First, with regard to education it
the people generally.
It is
promises to become the most potent of teachers.
dwarfing the work of colleges and is demanding admission
into our public schools, where it is covering the entire school
curriculum. Added to these must be named all the sciences,
arts, industries, sanitation, better homes, social reforms, and
civic betterment, besides giving us in pictorial form the
world's news, and travelogues whereby we are carried to
Surely here is the teacher's best
the ends of the earth.
friend; and who has more far-reaching teaching possibilities
The wise teacher-minister is without
than the minister?
doubt the one who is wide awake to the possibilities of the

moving

picture.

What is the relation of the motion picture to religion and
morals? First, we find that the pictures have given a severe
blow to the saloon and the pool parlors; they have united
families in an unprecedented manner without thanks to either
social or religious pretensions; this alone should win the
support of the Church and auxiliary organizations. Again,
they have brought a cheap, satisfying pleasure to all classes,
especially those to whom a moderate price is the first consideration.
Here they have put into the minds of the ministers a suggestion at least as to what course to pursue if
they would capture and entertain the people.
What then is the right attitude of the Church towards this
young giant? Let us be warned by past experiences. In
former days in dealing with the peoples' amusements the
Church has made many and fatal blunders. By standing
aloof and condemning those pastimes it should have sought
to direct and improve in tone; it alienated large numbers,
and became greatly misunderstood.
In their contentions,
the ministers were never successful; they prevented nothing
the people were determined to have, but, on the contrary,
by branding them as scandalous and immoral they only
helped to debase them. The result has been that church
members pursued those things in spite of the Church's prohibition, and society was worse for the conditions thus
brought about.
The churches claim to have 35,000,000 members nominally;
these members represent most of the wealth and influence of
the country; they can, if they choose, direct the course of
the moving pictures by wise patronage of that which is best
and by a friendly criticism of that which is worst. Managers
are watching the crowds; let the better element demand and
encourage that which is good and refuse the bad, and within
one year the whole business will be revolutionized."
The pictures need the churches and moral forces not as
police, but as patrons, or even possessors
not as antagonists and arbitrary censors, but as friends and councillors.
Let us seek the best good of this mighty power and help
to make it the best teacher and preacher the world has ever

—

seen or heard.

—

This great subject

in

moving pictures has enriched the

library of those films calculated to bring honor to the screen
in general, and to the series of pictures dedicated to educational purposes in particular.
Shown for the first time in
the Rialto theater, New York, this week, an appreciative public, by their large numbers and intense interest, testified to
their great satisfaction and pleasure that the moving picture
had, if possible, immortalized one of Shakespeare's greatest
productions. As a scenario writer Shakespeare is certainly
in a class by himself, and with such an exponent of his art
as Sir Herbert Tree everybody expected great things; and
it is safe to say that the greatest expectations were more
than realized. It is of especial interest to record here that
in such a play as Macbeth, with "its accompaniment of fearsome killings," so great has been progress of the proper
adaptation of the moving picture to most gruesome events
that all the old-time crudities and horrors which shocked
the average beholder and aroused the self-constituted censors
have been entirely eliminated, making this film a model for
all in its most admirable handling of tragic events.
There is a sense in which the film picture is superior to
the spoken play, as evidenced by the mental pictures which
distress Macbeth; as also by the use of similar pictures which
show the growth of Macduff's suspicions. The sub-titles, or
captions, are kept well in character by the use of exact quotations of Shakespeare's lines in timely and exact methods.
cannot see pictures of this description without feeling
regret that we did not have the benefit of the moving pictures in our own school days.
What wonderful helps in
study the children of today enjoy!
In Macbeth, Shakespeare as a writer becomes familiar and helpful to the scholar.
Sir Herbert Tree as an exponent of histrionic art becomes a
teacher, and the scenic productions revive the times portrayed, while the pictures become masterpieces for the enrichment of the youth of today.
At the close of the first presentation of Macbeth with himself in the title role Sir Herbert, in thanking his admirers
for their reception of his efforts, spoke of "the educational
value behind the attempt of the producers to depict the classics through the instrumentality of the motion picture."
He
added, "It has been said, 'Money is not the only power';
and I hope we have carried that idea into the presentation
of these wonderful works of Shakespeare, not only upon the
spoken stage, but also through the medium of the pictures.
"Much has been said in a slighting way of Shakespeare
on the screen; but did not Charles Lamb write his 'Tales
of Shakespeare'? and I may add not without purpose.
If
we, too, though through the medium of the moving picture,
contribute our small mite to the great cause of education, we
shall not have labored without purpose.
In viewing a picture such as this, the children, and perhaps others, get an
underlying idea of tin- threat work, and go to the study of it
with greater understanding and a greater incentive to acquire
its intellectual riches.
"This is primarily an undertaking of education, and I regard it as wonderful that we have at our command a median)
through which we may teach by pleasure instead of through
distasteful cramming.
I
deem it a wonderful privilege to be
able to contribute, even in a limited way, to this modern
marvel of teaching through pleasure."
There is no doubt that educational Irinematography has
received a great help, not only by the production bj
an actor as Sir Herbert Tree of one of the classics, but more
especially by what he has said as to the educational object
ami purpose of such productions.

We

—

SUPERIOR FILM IN LARGER QUARTERS.
'Ihc
Superior Film Manufacturing Company, of Des
Moines, la., has taken a long-time lease on the building at
577 Seventh street.
The company was organized in June,
1913,
The pasl three years have been productive of most
'-•ratifying

results.

The new home
department

is

affords greatly increased facilities

under the supervision of competent men.

Fach
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The New Piedmont Theater
Hugh Richardson

Builds

House

in

Atlanta at a

June

Miss Turner Heads Mutual
Far

Cost of

$100,000.

From

24.

1916

June 19

for

the Madding Crowd" Is the First of Six Subjects Featuring Popular Player.

HE

chief feature offering of the Mutual Film Corporation for the week of June 19 is "Far from the Madding
Crowd," a picturization of Thomas Hardy's popular
story of the same name, first of a series of six five-act Mutual star productions featuring Miss Florence Turner, popular star of the screen and stage.
Filmed under the personal direction of Larry Trimble, conceded one of the most able producers in the film industry,
and with the star surrounded by an exceptional cast of
players,
this Mutual star production is certain to take its
Henry
place with the first rank of recent feature releases.

THE

new Piedmont theater in Atlanta, Ga., is one of the
most modern moving picture theaters in the South,

It is located in the center of the city, just on the adjoincorner from the Keith theater, and a few doors from the
Ansley Hotel, the home of the Atlanta elite, and across the
street from the Piedmont Hotel, one of the leading business

ill-

hostelries of the South.

The Piedmont was erected by Hugh Richardson, an Atmore than $100,000, on a site

lanta capitalist, at a cost of

Edwards, Campbell Gullan and Malcolm Cherry, all members
of the Royal theater of London, are the principal players appearing in Miss Turner's support. The picture will be re-

"The Welsh Singer," "The First Settler's
leased June 19.
Story," "Doorsteps," "Shop Girls" and "Redeemed" are the
additional feature productions starring Miss Turner which
will be released in forthcoming months by the Mutual.
Miss Turner has long been recognized by motion picture
critics as one of the foremost portrayers of stirring emotional
parts and announcement that she is shortly to appear as a
Mutual star is certain to be received with just enthusiasm by
Mutual followers and the industry at large.
"The Wasted Years" is the second of the feature releases
issued on June 22. This ic a Mutual Masterpiece, De Luxe
Edition in five acts, featuring Crane Wilbur. "The Wasted
Years" was written by Wilbur and screened under the
direction of Edward Broadwell.
Mutual's three-part feature is Gaumont's "The Criminal's
Thumb," with Iva Shepard, "vampire" of Gaumont-Mutual
releases, and Alexander Gaden appearing in the chief roles.
The two-part feature releases are led by "A Gentle ConIn this picture, released
spiracy," an American production.
June 19, Vivian Rich and Alfred Vosburgh have the chief

Piedmont Theater, Atlanta, Ga. Owners Charles and
Peter Mion, Manager Ralph De Bruller.

roles.

"A Modern Knight," featuring Art Acord and Nita Davis,
Mustang, will be released June 23. This is a stirring and
unusually interesting story of the West.
The Centaur release of the week, starring Margaret
Gibson and William Clifford, and bringing into play a number
of the celebrated Bostock animals, will be released June 24,
under the title of "The Siren of the Jungle."

few years ago for about $400,000. The house
was erected from the plans drawn up by Architect A. Ten
that sold a

Eche Brown, who visited some of the larger cities to secure
the most modern ideas before definitely laying out his plans.
The Piedmont was leased to Charles and Peter Mion, tile
and marble contractors, for

a period of fifteen years, at a
rental that is said to be the highest ever recorded in that
section of the country. The theater is under the management
of Ralph De Bruller, a wideawake and enterprising showman, and it enjoys the patronage of the very best people in
Atlanta.
The theater has the exclusive first-run service of Paramount features and has also the exclusive first-run of the
George Kleine Billie Burke serial that has just been released.
A feature of the daily program is the J. P. Seeburg Motiem
Picture Player, style V, which was purchased from the\
Automatic Player Piano Co., the Seeburg southern representative.
The big instrument is operated by a relay of
three experts, who were brought to Atlanta for the purpose,
and during morning and early afternoon exhibitions the instrument works automatically to the entire satisfaction of
the management and patrons.
The accompanying cut shows at the entrance of the theater
Mr. Seeburg, president of the Seeburg Piano Co.; Messrs.
Charles and Peter Mion, the owners; Eugene Wilder, of the
Automatic Player Piano Co., and Mr. De Bruller, manager
of the house.
The engraving fails to convey anything like
correct impression of the beautiful interior of the Pieds^nont, but the photograph from which it was made was th
t§t on hand at the time of writing.
.

NEW PLAYERS FOR INTERNATIONAL.
Under the leadership of Director-General Paul Dickey, the
human dynamo, things have begun to hum at the International Studios. Harry Fox has been engaged to play comedies, and says that he loves screen work.
Betty Howe, fresh
from her comedy successes with Vitagraph, has joined the
International. This vivacious young woman has a charming
screen personality and is particularly attractive in comedy

Comedy releases for the week are comprised of "Ruffhouse," with Rube Miller, and "The Iron Mitt," starring Ben
Turpin from the Vogue studios, for release June 20 and 25
respectively; "The House on the Hokum Hill,' with Carol
Halloway and John Sheehan, June 21. and 'Th-' '..y's Work,"
"jerry's Elopestarring Oral Humphrey, Beauty, June 25.
ment," with George Ovey in the chief role, will be released
June 23.
Mutual Weekly No. 11 and "See America First," will be
released June 21, while Reel Life, the Mutual Film Magazine, will go to the public on June 25.
!

\

Miss Young Goes on Vacation
!

July 16 She Will Begin Work for Her Own CompanyDirector Capellani Preparing Studio.
Clara Kimball Young, star and vice president of the film
corporation organized in her name, has finished her last picture for her old company, World Film, and after a brief
vacation will begin work on her first production, "The
Common Law," an adaptation of the noted American novel
by Robert W. Chambers. Before leaving for Poland Springs
Miss Young will decide upon the three pictures to follow
"The Common Law." While at the springs Miss Young will
make a thorough study of the character of Valerie, the heroine
of Chambers' novel, and on her return will be prepared to
step right into the role before the camera.
In the meanwhile Albert Capellani, chief producer, will
complete his adaptation of the novel and begin the construction of interiors at the studio so that there will be
no delay in beginning the production on the date set, July
The Director General has practically decided upon the
16.
two directors who are to work under his supervision in the
preparation of two pictures simultaneously. The title of the
second picture will be announced within a week or two.

On

roles.

Irene Castle is ready to act for International. Nigel Barrie,
of "You're Here and I'm Here" fame, has been engaged to
play leads.
Mr. Barrie is a typical outdoor man.
Olive
Thomas will lend her charm to the lens for the new Hearst

ington

organization.

Paramount Pictures Corporation's

GEORGE

R.

MANN

IN

NEW

YORK.

George R. Mann, general manager of Paramount's WashExchange, has returned home after a visit to the
offices,

New York

City.

June

24,
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Varied Program
New

for

General Film

Famous Old Ones Will Be Released

Stories and

Week
uncommon

of June

in

these days to find in one, two and
pictures released the same day on the General
Film Service program at least a dozen notable stars.
You are likely to find in these reissues of famous short pictures the names of Lionel Barrymore, Mary Pickford, Dorothy or Lillian Gish, Robert Harron, Jackie Saunders, Frank
Mayo, Charlie Chaplin, Helen Gibson, Henry Walthall,
Bryant Washburn, Marguerite Clayton, Mabel Trunnelle,
Lillian
Milicent Evans, Otis Harlan, Bigelow Cooper,

IS not
ITthree-reel

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne.
This
roster certainly embraces ability and variety, and it is not
surprising that exhibitors are showing their appreciation

Walker,

of it.
The program for the week June 19-24 inclusive is exceptionally strong in names of performers who have attained
fame in moving pictures. "The Reprisal," in three parts, by
Selig, featuring Fritzi Brunette and Jack Pickford, will be
first on the program Monday.
This is a story of the south-

which romance plays a prominent part. "Stung" and
"The Elephant's Dinner," Vitagraph short subjects, will provide the first comedies of the week, while Selig-Tribune
News will tell the story of important happenings. "The Misunderstood Boy," a one-part Biograph reissue in which
Robert Harron and Lillian Gish share honors, will be shown
next.
"Otto's Legacy,' a Lubin one-part comedy, will be
last to fade away on the screen that day.
land

in

Essanay's comedy-drama in two parts, "The Girl at the
Curtain," a reissue featuring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, will be the first picture shown Tuesday.
This
will be followed by a Kalem comedy, "The Beggar and His
Child," after which a Biograph reissue in two parts, "The

Reformers," presenting Mae Marsh and Robert Harron, will
be screened. Then will follow "Out of the Ruins," an Edison three-part reissue featuring Pat O'Malley and Gladys
Hulette. This picture achieved great success when originally
released.

The program for Wednesday will start when "That Lovely
Widow," by Kalem, is shown. Then will follow Essanay's
"The Fable of the Undecided Brunette," one of George Ade's
Edison offers "The Pied Piper of Hamelin,"
best stories.
a drama reissue in one part, in which Herbert Prior is
starred and which will be the closing number for that day.
Lubin's three-part drama, "Love's Law," in which Adda
Gleason and C. E. Van Auker are featured, will be the first
Then will follow the
presented on Thursday's program.
Selig-Tribune, bringing the bigs news of the day right down
to the very minute, after which a Vim comedy, "Never
Again," featuring Plump and Runt, will be offered.
Virginia Norden will be starred in the first picture shown
Friday, a Knickerbocker Star feature three-part drama, "The
Ancient Blood." A Kalem comedy, one of the Sis Hopkins
series, "Her Great Invention," will follow, and Vitagraph
offers "The Curfew at Simpton Center," and "For Better or
Worse," a Vim comedy featuring Pokes and Jabbs, each a
single reel comedy, will close the day's program,
"A Traitor to Art," an Essanay production in three parts
in which Ann Kirk and Edward Arnold have the leading
roles, will be screened as the opening pictures Saturday.
"Persistency," a Lubin one-part comedy, precedes "Would
You Forgive Her?" a Vitagraph drama in which Leah Baird
and Arthur Cozine have the leading roles. Then will come

"The Mysterious Cipher," an episode
of Helen." The program for the week
end by "Taking a Chance,"
ing

Tom

Mix,

Pure cowboy

whom
in

Selig's

Selig claims
pictures.

is

in Kalem's "Hazards
will be brought to an

one-part drama featurthe only original

Simon

moving

General Film Advances Employes
Change Announced in
Moines, Oklahoma

the
City,

Exchanges at Des
Philadelphia and Atlanta.

Heads

of

EFFICIENCY

meeting with its reward these days
is
the General Film Company's employes and
substantial recognition in the way of promotion is
order of tin- day. This is in line with the policy announced
by Presi.]'
ine when he took ever the reins of
the General Film Company six months ago, and he
every opportunity to demonstrate thai he meanl v
lie said when he announced thai "good things were in store

among

i

The

latest

l>eneh< .n
;

\

..f

Mr

Kleine's policy

is

Charles

Stombaugh, who has jusl been named branch mans
Mi Stom
Des Moines, sui
baugh has been in the emploj ol the General for some time,
his i.isi position being in charge of the
king department

ofiirr at

I

at the Minneapolis office, from where he was transferred to
his present responsible post.
J. W. Hicks, until recently assistant branch manager at

Kansas City office, has been transferred and promoted to
branch manager of the Oklahoma City office, succeeding A.
L. Teagarden.
Both
promotions are considered
these
rewards of efficiency.
George T. Aimes, widely known in the industry, has been
placed in charge of the Philadelphia office, succeeding H. H.

the

19 to 24.

Buxbaum, who was recently transferred

to

New York

to

occupy a similar position there.
Another change announced is the designation of C. C.
Ezell as branch manager at Atlanta, Ga., succeeding Joseph
L. Marentette. Mr. Ezell's experience in the film business goes
back to the early days of the industry, and he has never
failed to win his spurs in any of the responsible positions
he has held.

Coming Bluebirds

ANNOUNCEMENTS

forthcoming Bluebirds indicate
and there is promise that during July and August exhibitors will have at their dissome of the best subjects that have ever been shown
under the Bluebird trade mark. The cencentration of exceptionally good features has been planned for the purpose
of giving showmen material with which to combat the call
of out-of-door amusements an opposition generally considered to be more potent than anything the regular season
of
a diversity of subjects,

posal

—

presents.

Battle" will recall J. Warren Kerrigan and
Lois Wilson, to the Bluebird program late
Willis created the scenario from the
title written by George Gibbs.
The director was Jack Conway and the photoplay has just been
finished.
Maud George, Harry Carter, Ray Hanford and
J. F. Connolly will be among the principals.
"The Deacon's Demise" may be changed as the title of a
novel production, written and produced by Lynn Reynolds,
to be released in early August. The leading players will be
Yal Paul and Myrtle Gonzalez, others in the company being

"The

Silent

his leading lady,
F.
in July.

McGrew

novel of the same

George Hernandez, Fred Church. Frank McQuarrie, Nannie
Wright. Jack Curtis and Lule Warrenton.
Another release of high class will be "L'Abbe Constantin."
adapted from the Ludovic Halevy story of the same title
by E. J. Clawson, and dirfcted by Rupert Julian. Mr. Julian
will also be one of the players in a company that will include Francelia Billington, Louise Lovely, Zoe Bech, Elsie
Wilson, Henry Girard and George Berrill.
The more immediate releases, for late June and July, embrace the gripping problem play. "Shoes," with Mary MacLaren playing in a Lois Weber production of surpassing
interest and importance to the Bluebird program; "Broken
Fetters." presenting Violet Mersereau. William Garwood and
an excellent company of players: "The Love Girl," which
presents Ella Hall and Harry Depp in a Robert Z. Leonard
presentation, and "The Grasp of Greed," based on one of
H. Rider Haggard's stories, which will be played by Louise
Lovely, Lon Chaney and Jay Belasco and others.

WORLD FILM TO GROUP

STARS.

Within the next three months William A. Rrady will offer
on the new World Film program a series of all-star oast
pictures in which the cream of the array of players under
control of the World Film Corporation will he seen together.

production is that of last season's Broadway sue
'and and Wife." which under the direction of
Harry O'Neill, was completed in two weeks of actual work
The east in, hides Ethel Clayton. Holbrook Blinn. Kmmett
Holmes.
love
and
Dion
Gerda
Montagu
Titheridge.

Mr
casted

Brady

is

tjoing

to

produce

a

number

of

similarly

plays,

BEN GRIMM ENGAGED BY METRO-YORKE.
I!
Grimm, of the reportorial stall of the New York
Fburnal, has acepted
position as special press
representative of the Yorke Film Corporation, the new producing company headed by Harold Lockwood
\Uison. releasing regularly on tl
Grimm is now with the company at the Thousand Islands.
where the Lockwood-Altison com|
in photo
graphing the exterior s,
Cylinder Court"
ship

Ben

.i

,
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Consolidated
New Company

Making Big

Will Release "The Crimson Stain Mystery"
Costello'and Grandin Co-Stars.

—

Announces That

Through Metro

AFTER

months

painstaking efforts in perfecting details of its organization, the Consolidated
Film Corporation announces its plan to release "The
Crimson Stain Mystery." a serial screen story in sixteen
episodes, the first to he offered on August 21.
The Consolidated has been organized for the purpose of
The connections which
doing big things in the industry.
have been made in the
several

of

way

well-known

of

performers,

screen

and

rectors

sponsors
theirs

is

di-

financial

indicate

that

to be an activ-

the field which
attention
will
attract
beyond the ordinary.
ity

in

Their financial strength
confidence
and
the
which has already been
established

in

their

prospects

indicative
is
that the serial which it
now has in the making
is to take a prominent
place on the program
of regular releases of

Metro Pictures Corporwhich strangely
enough, has up to the

ation,

Maurice Costello.

present time been without a
serial
picture
its offerings,
pictures in one of the

among
The new company

is

making

most modernly equipped studios
establishing

itself

comfortable

e

East and

is

this

week

in

business

Longacre
Building.
O. E. Goebel, a general amusement purveyor, who
offices in the

motion

the past few years and

widely known

is president of
the company.

States,

Of importance almost
equal to the announcement of the organization of the company is
the announcement that
Costello,

serial

We

We

We

We

to

Exhibitors.

THE

These included Chicago, Cleveland Cincinnati and
As was the case last summer with the V-L-S-r.,
Louis
Goff found the lie given all along the line to the stereoot
typed assertion that warm weather reduces the volume
Increased business, and lots of it, was the
film business.
report in each of the branches visited.
the produc"I et the public dictate the sort of photoplays
is the aim of
ing companies present," says Mr. Goff. "That
Our idea
policy.
the Big Four, through its open booking
should flash on his screen the
is that each day an exhibitor
releases that will be available for
titles and plot outlines of
to
patrons
his
requests
slide
The
week.
him the followingsome other manner.
indicate their choice by applause or in
is for
"
\nother plan that strikes me as being practicable
paper
of
slips
among his patrons
the exhibitor to distribute
of stars and such
outlining available releases, giving names
upon which
information as the patron should have and
The blanks could be dechoice.
they may indicate their
exit, and by the verdict of his
the
at
box
vote
a
in
posited
guided.
be
could
exhibitor
patrons the
offices.

Ethel Grandin.

Mr. Costello
has been enjoying a vacation for the past few months, but
will return to his work before the camera well qualified to
add to the laurels which he has already won.
Ethel Grandin, also a screen star, by right of many past
successes, has been secured to interpret the leading feminine
role in "The Crimson Stain Mystery." T. Hayes Hunter will
generally supervise the direction.
The scenario for the new serial is the product of Albert
Payson Terhune, whose work for the screen within the past
few months has attracted almost as much attention as have
his hundreds of short stories and books contributed to modern American literature.
offering.

NATIONAL TO ISSUE WORLD'S FAIR SERIAL.
The National Cinema Syndicate, Inc., has just purchased
World's rights to the official Panama-Pacific International Exposition negatives from E. M. Asher, who recently
acquired these rights from the Exposition Players' Corporation.
E. H. Kaufmann and S. M. Krellberg, executives
of the National Cinema Syndicate, Inc., announce that they
will market the pictures throughout the world in serial form,
this being the first atempt to market scenic and educational
pictures in this manner.
the

Inc., announcement is made that in
future exploitation of its product the customary heralding and promotion of individual stars will be abandoned.
Instead of directing efforts to create new stars or to further
magnify the transient notoriety of players Bluebird will center
on advertising its trade mark and establishing the Bluebird
name as an insignia of merit in photoplay production.
"We shall immediately undertake a national advertising
campaign," says Mr. Hoffman, "to bring to the attention of
theatergoers the merits of our productions.
shall point
out the many good qualities they possess, and will demonstrate to devotees of motion pictures just why Bluebirds
are worthy of public patronage.
"This advertising campaign will forward the interest of
Bluebird exhibitors in every community throughout the
country.
shall not localize, but will use papers of national circulation and will back the national campaign with
billposting in localities we shall select as necessary to our
purpose. The play, the author, the entire acting company,
the director and the merits of the production as a whole will
be expatiated upon in our publicity.
"We expect that there will be objections and kicks from
many and various sources; we anticipate that some exhibitors will say that they cannot survive unless the passing
But there
notoriety of individual players is emphasized.
was never an innovation but what there were those ready
to decry its feasibility, and we are fortified by the merits
of our own conviction, and shall proceed unwaveringly with
our purpose.
know the nature and
"We have thought it all out.
quality of the releases we have prepared, and we know that
there is not one of our plays that require a 'name' to make
know that our plays are better than any star
it better.
we might employ. And we also know that any number of
players, male or female, could be billed and boosted from
obscurity into prominence through the medium of these

assistant general manager of the V-L-S-E, A.. W.
four
Goff, is back in New York, following a tour of
middle western cities in which the Big Four has branch

will

initial

Will Exploit the Brand and

Hoffman, general manager of Blue-

Let Public Choose, Says Goff

Com-

which

be the company's

It

Not the Players.

V-L-S-E Assistant General Manager Makes Suggestions

pany, has been secured
to play the lead in the

new

Future
11.

for

years a bright
in the firmament

star
of the Vitagraph

in

M.
THROUGH
bird Photoplays,

plays.

throughout the United

many

1916

"We shall be one organization to insist that Shakespeare
And in advertising our trade mark and exploitright.
ing our products we shall advance arguments that will inlluence the public and bring home the fact that the play is,
And while we are explaining to the
indeed, 'the thing.'
theatergoing public wherein Bluebirds are superior because
of the quality and because of the superior methods employed
in producing and photographing our plays the exhibitor is
toing to have a greater support than we could give him by
placing our publicity dependence upon the mere name and
notoriety of any particular individual."

in the
picture field for

Maurice

24,

was

has been active

is

June

Bluebird Will Plunge on "The Play"

Serial

St

Mr

John W. Grey, International publicist, is going to the Motion Picture Exhibition at Chicago.
John says he is going
He is just
to have the most startling exhibit on the lot.
likely to do that little thing.
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Vitagraph's,

Week

of

June

1

Two Comedies

and a Drama Go Out Through the General
and a Blue Ribbon and Daniel Comedy Through
V-L-S-E.

Released Through General Film.
comedies and a drama are scheduled by Vitagraph
for release through the General Film for the week of
June 19. "Would You Forgive Her?" is 'the threepart Broadway Star Feature drama. "Stung" and "Curfew at
Simpton Center" are each thousand foot comedies. Leah
Baird, who is featured in "Would You Forgive Her?" is

TWO

Scene

Would You Forgive Her?"

f:

(Vitagraph).

seen as Eleanor Baine, a shopgirl who possesses more than
average feminine charm. Van Dyke Brooke, Arthur Cozine
and Jack Ellis are also seen in this picture. Van Dyke
Brooke directed the picture from the scenario by Dodd
Crane.
"Stung" is from the pen of Stanley Dark, who also plays
Wally Yan directed the production with
the leading role.
Lillian Burns and Templer Saxe as the remainder of the cast.
In "The Curfew at Simpton Center" six wives find themselves in a strange predicament.
Otto Lederer, George

Kunkel, Webster Campbell, Jack Mower and Florence Vidor
seen in this comedy which was produced by William
Wolbert and written by Edwin Ray Coffin.

are

Studio Facilitates Production
Essanay Company Paying Particular Attention to Shorter
Subjects, Including Use in Them of Leading Players.
ESSANAY'S new studio, which now has been in full
operation for several weeks, has proved a boon
to the company in facilitating the quick production
of photoplays.
With the large number of feature productions as well as shorter films, Essanay was greatly handi-

capped for a time in producing with sufficient speed. All
obstacles were overcome with the opening of the new
studio.
With the extra floor space and with the summer
camps established, all of Essanay's score of directors can
work at once if necessary.
The result of this speeding up of productions through
additional floor space has resulted in the company having
completed plays for many weeks ahead. Practically all
photoplays for the month of August now have been finished
with work going on for still further advance dates.
This
additional room also gives more opportunity for careful
detail work on the
shorter subjects.
George K. Spoor,
president of Essanay, is a firm believer in the one, two
and three reel comedies and dramas, and believes in giving
them as much attention to detail, as the longer features.
'While there is room for first-class features the shorter
subjects will always be in demand," said Mr. Spoor.
'I
believe in putting just as good material into the shorter
subjects as in features and in playing up the leading actors.
The popularity of the short photoplay will never wane. In
fact it is on the ascendancy without interfering
in any way
with the hold features have on picture patrons. A two or
three-reel drama well played, to my mind, is one of the real
attractions of the motion picture theater."
The three-act Essanay releases for July are ample proof
that
President Spoor practices the theory in which he so
thoroughly believes.
In all of them actors of established
reputations appear.
"The Regeneration of Margaret" is a
strong story on the topic of defective babies which carries
a love interest also.
Warda Howard, Ernest Maupain and
John Junior take the leading roles. "Power," is a powerful
story of politics and love. Sydney Ainsworth and Nell Craig,
with excellent support, appear as the leads.
"The Secret
of the Night," a detective story with the hero's part one of
deciding interest, is played by Lillian Drew, Sydney Ains-

worth and John Lorenz.
"The Grouch" is a comedy drama with Harry Beaumont
and Harry Dunkinson. John Lorenz and Ann Leigh are
featured in "Repentance," a story of how a girl drives away
her fiance by her sneers at religion, only to see her error and
win back her faith and the man.

Released by V-L-S-E.

"The Man Behind

the Curtain," a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
Lillian Walker with Evart
Overton and William Dunn, is listed for June 19. Minnie
Krakaner wrote the story. Templar Saxe and John Costello

Feature

in

five

parts, featuring

are also seen in this production.
Frank Daniels is seen in the title role of "Kernel Nutt
Flirts with Wifie," the latest of the "Kernel Nutt" series.
Beryl Caton is the author of the story and its action was
Alice Washburn is active in
directed by C. Jay Williams.
the "double crossing."

NAT GOODWIN SUES MIRROR.
Nat C. Goodwin claims $13,750 salary and expenses for
eleven weeks' unfulfilled contract with the Mirror Film Company, and on June 8 his attorneys filed with the Sheriff of

Queens an attachment against the film company's property
in Glendale, where it owns fourteen acres and a series of
studios.
Justice Thomas F. Donnelly of Manhattan issued
the attachment.
Goodwin alleges he was engaged under a six months' conHe was to receive
tract by the film company on Jan. 17.
$1,250 each week for taking a leading part in the productions
of the company.

ROSE— DE MONTFORD.
The wedding of Norman S. Rose, one of the heads of the
publicity department of the Triangle Film Corporation, and
Miss Eloise de Montford, Stepdaughter of Maurice V. Samuels, a New York playwright) who is widely known in theatrical circles as secretary of the Society of American
Dramatists and Composers, was solemnized June 10.
Mr
Miss de Montford is a native of Chattanooga, Tenn
Rose is a former Cleveland newspaper man, but has been
in

New York

for

several

years.

2243

New

CHICAGO TO SEE "CIVILIZATION."
Thomas H. Ince, producer of the photo-dramatic spectacle
"Civilization," which has proved a sensation at the Criterion
theater, New York City, left for Chicago this week to arrange
for the production of his spectacle in that city.
Mr Ince is accompanied by his executive staff, including
Reade, Jr., general
representative,
J. Parker
and J. L.
Bernard, director of publicity and advertising. The Chicago
opening will be at the Chicago Grand Opera House between
June 24 and 30.
It is understood
upon good authority no confirmative
statement has yet been issued in regard to the purchasing or
marketing of the states rights on "Civilization." There have
been many rumors but none are continued. Victor Shertzinger, who wrote the score of "Civilization," accompanies
Mr. [nee to Chicago with the party.

RUTH ROLAND

IN

KNICKERBOCKER SUBJECT.

Ruth Roland is the latest acquisition to the group of
popular stars appearing in Knickerbocker
Star
Features.
Pursuing its policy of obtaining the best-known and most
highly gifted player-, the Mehes Manufacturing Company
has arranged with II. M. and E. 1> Horkheimer tor the production of a number of three and live-reel dramas featuring
Miss Roland, and the famous star of "Who Pays?" and
other popular serials is now working in her lir-t picture tor
release on the Knickerbocker program in the General Film

SOUVENIRS FOR PARAMOUNT PATRONS.
Several thousand artistic
supplied by the Paramount

through
mark on

Paramount
Pictures

buttons are
Corporatiot

being

l(

yellow background and make attractive souvenirs
tor distribution anion- audiences seeing Paramount pictures.
a
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Activities of

Unity

General Manager Cobe Takes on "Tweedledum" Comedies
Departments Enlarged.
COBE, general manager of the Unity
.1.
Sales Corporation, announces he has signed up for
the comedy releases of the Eagle Film Company of
Jacksonville, Fla., following negotiations with William J.

ANDREW
Dunn

of that concern.
Mr. Cobe declares that in the person of Fernandez Perez,
the Spanish comedian who portrays the principal comedy
character of the "laugh pictures," he has discovered the
Charlie Chaplin of the future. The films will be known as
the "Tweedledum and Twcedledee" series, each being complete in itself but connected by an underlying plot.
The activities of the Unity Sales Corporation in the past
few weeks have covered a wide field considering the youth
Besides planning extensive advertising
of the corporation.
campaigns in connection with "The Yellow Menace," the
sixteen episode serial in which Edwin Stevens is starred, Mr.
Cobe has developed plans by which the story of "The Yellow
Menace" will be presented in serial form in 1,100 newspapers
in the large cities of the country.
The business of the Unity has developed so rapidly that
during the past week new quarters were engaged for the
press and advertising department and the auditing department was enlarged. Mr. Cobe reports unusually heavy busiand "The Pursuing
with "My Country First,"
ness

Vengeance."
A forthcoming release by the Unity is "The Bishop's
which employs many well-known players and has

Secret,"

many

"We

thrilling scenes.
have only just

started to develop our plans," said
in the near future I will have an announcewill be of interest to everyone in the
can only say at the present time that it involves a
plan of distribution elaborated from my present ideas."

Mr. Cobe, "and

ment

trade.

new

to

make which

I

Universal Eastern Forces Thinning
Big Fort Lee Studio Will Be Emptied by June 15—Julius
Stern to Produce on His Own Account.
THE MIDDLE of June the half-million-dollar studio
which the Universal completed at Fort Lee only three
months ago will be practically deserted, and the eastern
Victor and Imp companies will be on their way to Universal
City, .where the Universal forces will be centralized in the
future. Julius Stern, who has been the manager of the eastern studios for a number of years, will leave for the Coast
within a fortnight.
He is taking with him the best wishes
and good will of the many actors and actresses who have
been employed by him during his sojourn here. At present
he is very busy getting affairs straightened out preparatory
to his leaving for the Coast, where he is to embark in the
field of film manufacturing.
"It is my intention of starting a producing company on
the Coast, where I will make my own pictures," said Mr.
Stern, "which may be released on the Universal program.
We have engaged Francis Ford and Grace Cunard, who
will probably make a serial for us after they have finished
'Peg o' the Ring' for the Universal. And we are now negotiating with other well-known players.
"At present I am getting everything in shape preparatory
to my leaving.
All the companies are making strenuous
efforts to have their pictures finished by the latter part of
next week so that they will be able to leave for Universal
City.
William Garwood leaves the company and goes with
Metro.
There is a bare possibility that Mary Fuller and
Violet Mersereau will remain here in the East.
However,
that hasn't been settled as yet."

BY

CAMPBELL "TAKES" FORTS FOR "THE

CRISIS."

Director Colin Campbell of the Selig Polyscope Company
escorted special players and a staff of cameramen to Charleston, S. C. on Thursday, June 8.
At Charleston, old Forts
Sumpter and Moultrie were filmed for the forthcoming Selig
production of "The Crisis."
After
visiting
Charleston,
Director Campbell will go to New York on business connected with the production and then will return to Chicago.

SCENARIOIST ALEXANDER GOES TO U-CITY.
J. Grubb Alexander, scenario writer at Universal Heights,
N. J., is one of the staff of that studio who left for Universal
City in advance of the "main guard." This occurred because
Mr. Alexander, who had long been pining to write in the
Western atmosphere, had his application for a transfer "in"
before the general transfer of Eastern Universalites was
decided upon.
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International Launches News Reel
Hearst International News Pictorial Will Make Its Bow
Exhibitors on June
a

is

reel

for
the International Film Service, Inc.,
Hearst International News Pictorial.

the

in

is

The

International has
to contribute to this ne
and representing Inis
Aerial
ternational

cameramen in
reel.
With

to
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brand new current event release
THERE
This news
booked
two releases

and

filmdom.

week by
known as

a

is

parts of the world
the Allies at Salonica

all

Varges, a cameraman
has more adven-

who

tures every week than
the average person has
lifetime.
Mr.
in
a
Varges will record the
more interesting events
on the battle front for
the new Hearst Pictorial.

Nelson G. Edwards
another film faithful
will take a chance
on getting shot a few
times a day for the
is

who

benefit

He

of

now

is

and

camera.

the

at Constanti-

with

nople

the

Germans.

Mathewson
United

Turks
Tracy

is

with the

States

punitive

forces in Mexico.
E. B. Hatrick, who
has personal charge of
the
Hearst
Interna-

News

tional

and who

MUrl
J.

K. Burger.

Pictorial

ubjects, has arranged for
an authority on ne
the quick shipment of the film from all parts of the world.
Mr. Hatrick has the new system so clearly defined the releases will go out on time without a hitch.
No small measure of credit for the success of the new reel
is due J. K. Burger, manager of branch exchanges for the
International.
By means of the telegraph, which is used
extensively by the I. F. S., on account of affiliations and wire
service with the various Hearst publications, Mr. Burger
arranged for the distribution of the news reel to the many
exchanges.
General Manager E. A. MacManus states Mr. Hearst will
infuse some radical and revolutionary ideas into the new picHence it is confidently expected a news reel of a
torial.
brand new and different type will be developed in the Hearst
is

International

June

News

Pictorial.

The

first

release

date

is
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ESTABROOK POPULAR WITH COLLEGE BOYS.
Knowing that Howard Estabrook is being starred in that
remarkable scientific serial of spirits and astral bodies, "The
Mysteries of Myra," one might think this was a snap of one
of the scenes in this most unusual film. It is not. The Myra
mystery does not follow the hackneyed melodramatic lines
of the early serials. It has a wonderful new theme that compels attention because of the puzzling thoughts regarding
mental telepathy and spirits presented in a manner which
follows authenticated scientific discoveries.
Mr. Estabrook is working at Ithaca, N. Y. That's where
Wharton, Inc., the producers of the big International Film
At Ithaca is also the big university,
serial, has its big plant.
Cornell.
The college boys often work with Wharton, Inc.,
which has exceptional exclusive privileges about the campus
and buildings, and Mr. Estabrook, being a regular fellow,
was soon a real hero with the college men. He helped them
with a big benefit entertainment for the athletic fund and
then had a big prize contest for an amateur one-act play, in
whjch he afterward appeared personally at a benefit which
he gave, with the help of the Cornell boys, for the Actors'

Fund.
This was a tremendous success, breaking all attendance records in Ithaca.
Mr. Estabrook's work with the college men has made him
He picked
a real enthusiast about the Cornell varsity eight.
them to win the spring regatta and perched himself on the
pilot of the observation train from which vantage point he
saw his prediction fulfilled. The star of "The Mysteries of
Myra" also thinks Cornell will win the big regatta at Poughkeepsie on June 17. He says he has become quite a forecaster since doing so much mental telepathy and scientific
work in "Myra."

—
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Paramount Program

for

June 26

Pauline Frederick and Myrtle Stedman Will Be the Headliners
Cartoons, Travelogue and Pictographs

2245

Stars Shine in Universals for June 19.
King Baggot Heads a Good List With "The Man from Nowhere," a Red Feather Drama.
BAGGOT, Mary Fuller, Herbert Rawlinson, Ben
Wilson, Violet Mersereau, William Garwood, Thomas

—
Complete List.
KING
pictures released for the week of June 26
PARAMOUNT
Jefferson,
will
"The World's Great Snare," in which the
be

Famous Players will feature Pauline Frederick, and
"The American Beauty," a Pallas production starring Myrtle
Stedman. "The World's Great Snare" will be released on
June 26 and the Pallas picture on June 29. Short subjects
also announced for release this week by Paramount include
"Bobby Bumps' Fly Swatter," Earl Hurd's drawing in the

Paul Panzer, Edith Roberts, Eddie Lyons,
Lee Moran, Billie Rhodes, Edna Hunter, Gale Henry, William Franey, Hobart Henley, Francis Ford and Grace Cunard,
stars of "The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring," all appear on
the Universal program for the week of June 19, supported
by dozens of other seasoned players who work under the
Big U banner.
King Baggot has the position of honor on the program
for the week of June 19, appearing in the five-reel Red Feather
drama, "The Man from Nowhere," in which he is supported
by Helen Martin. On the same day Neal Burns, Betty Compson and Ethel Lynn disport in the Nestor comedy, "Wanted,

A

Scene from "Bobby Bumps' Fly Swatter" (Paramout Bray).

Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons; the "Spreewald Near
Berlin," in the Paramount-Burton Holmes travel pictures
showing Europe before the war, and the twenty-first release
of the Pictographs.
In the opening scene of this release of the Animated Cartoons Bobby Bumps, the adventurous youngster originated by
Earl Hurd, discovers that a perfect skating rink is supplied
by Dad's unadorned head.
Dad is shown on the screen
attempting to take a nap and keep off the flies at the same
time.
close-up of the rink reveals the flies performing
stunts on roller skates.
Bobby pauses in his industrious
knocking out of the flies for the pup to brush a few off of
Dad's head, but the sport proves too tame, so he shifts the
responsibility to the pup.
The fly brush attached to the
pup's tail works nicely and entirely to Dad's satisfaction
until a bee enters the scene, causing general excitement, a
chase, and an aeroplane flight.
Pictographs in this edition will show the "Training of a

A

Lion"; "Which Do You Remember," in Hugo Munsterberg's
"Testing the Mind" series; a screen jaunt to Coney Island,
and the picturizing of Montessori methods in the "Better
Babies" release, "Seeing with the Fingers."

"BEAUTY EMPORIUM" FOR VITAGRAPHERS.
A "Beauty Emporium" for the convenience of actors and
actresses will soon be opened at the Flatbush studios of the
Vitagraph Company. It is the result of a suggestion made
by Evart Overton to Studio Manager A. Victor Smith, and
will be the only one of its kind connected with any motion
picture plant.
A building located within the inclosure, directly opposite
the big studio, is being converted into this new department
and when completed will contain a woman's hair-dressing
and manicure parlor, barber shop, bootblacking stand, tailoring establishment and first aid department, for the exclusive
use of members of the Vitagraph Company.
Among

the engagements announced by William A. Sheer
are Carlyle Blackwell, to star with the Solax Company; Alma
Hanlon, to star with the Ivan company; Jack Meredith, to
play the lead in a I'rcmo picture; I. Herbert Frank and

Helen Weer, with Triangle; Arthur Donaldson and Robert
with Ivan and William Hinckley, as the lead with
Petrova in the next
Popular Plays and Players

Vivian,

Olga

production.

NOT ASSOCIATED WITH WEIR.
The Motion

Picture World:
inAmerican Magazine contains a
1
Weir, in which is included the state
collaborating with him in the writing of motion picture pjays,
This is a mistake
have no connection
with Mr. Weir business, literary or social whatever
Sir.
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Sleuths."

Harry Benham and little Edith Roberts make a delightful
pair of sweethearts in the Imp comedy drama, "The Heart
Wrecker," which will be released on June 23. On the same
day Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley reissue "The Rosary,"
which, although four years old, is considered to be one of
their masterpieces.
Just so the day won't be too serious,
Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Billie Rhodes cavort about
the Nestor two-reel comedy, "What Could the Poor Girl

in

Do?"
The supernatural and

life after death enter in a large measure into the Bison two-reel animal drama, "The Ghost of
the Jungle," which is said to be one of the earliest productions in which Rex de Rosselli and Yona Landowskv have
appeared for the Universal.
On the same day William
Franey and Gale Henry cut up some didoes in the Joker

comedy, "The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters."
On June 25 Ben Wilson appears in the two-reel Rex
domestic drama, "The Fool," in which he is supported by
Edna Hunter. On the same day Hobart Henley shares honors with Sydell Dowling in the Laemmle drama" "The Rogue
With a Heart." On the same day Gertrude Selby and Reggie
Morris do their worst in the L-Ko comedy, "Dirty Work
in

a

Beanery."

During the week
"The Adventures

of June 19 the eighth two-reel episode of
of Peg o' the King" will be released,
with Francis Ford and ('.race Cunard furnishing the thrills.
"Peg" is putting all the other Universal serials in the shade
as far as popularity is concerned.

VIM COMPANIES REMAIN IN SOUTH.
Contrary to expectation, the three

Vim comedv companies

come to New York for the summer "months, but
in Jacksonville. Fla
Managing Director Louis
Burnstein, after consultation with Mark Pinion:.,
mined to take advantage of the extraordinary season which
is
Florida
experiencing, and dispense with the difficulties attending removal from the spacious and up-to-date Studios
on the St. .lames River, This decision affects the companies
will
will

SHEER ANNOUNCES NEW ENGAGEMENTS.

Editor of

Husband."
On Tuesday, June 20, Herbert Rawlinson and Agnes Vernon share honors in "The False Part," a two-reel Gold Seal
light drama, which is followed on the same day bv the Imp
comedy, "His Picture," in which William Garwood and
Violet Mersereau play the principal roles. Thomas Jefferson
and Zoe Bech, his little co-star, share the screen in the
Big U drama, "The Grip of Crime," on the same day.
Mary Fuller in the two-reel Victor detective drama, "The
Scarlet Mark," is the feature of the program for June 21.
Miss Fuller is ably supported by Joseph Girard. On the
same day Animated Weekly, No. 25, and the L-Ko howler,
"The Jailbirds' Last Flight," with Bill Armstrong, Carmen
Meyers and Gene Rogers will be released.
"Behind the Secret Panel," a three-reel Imp drama, in
which Paul Panzer, William Welsh and Sonia Marsel take
the principal roles, will be released on June 22 as the feature
of the day. It will be followed by the Powers comedy, "The

not

remain

-

headed by Harrj C Myers and Rosemary Theby, Hob Burns
and Walter H. Stull. and •Babe" llar.lv and Billy Rugc
The news was received with satisfaction from all t'
who have formed ties that hind them to the Southern city
J.

K.

BURGER GOES SOUTH.

K. (Simon I.egreel Burger, manager of branch exJ.
t.-rnational Film Service. Inc. left on Thursdav
June 8. for Philadelphia, Washington and At!..
Burger has in-t recently returned from an extended business trip west and reports that "The Mysl
Showing to unprecedented business
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Alec Francis with World Film

TWO

popular film players, Alec B. Francis and Johnny
11 Hies, well known from their work in past productions, are now permanently with the World Film CorMr. Francis, formerly in such Broadway suc"The Solicitor," "The Girl from Kays," "The Bj
long time photoplayer, made
rister," and "Our Flat,"
Wishing Ring," in which
••II
his World Film debut
\ ivian Martin appeared,
en he lias portrayed many
in
such
sucroles and
cessful film productions

Dark," "The Imposter,"
"Alias Jimmy Valen-

"Man

Girl,"

of

"The
and
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Perils of

"Deadman's

man

Homme

and brick

as

is

Alice Hollister, First

WHEN

it

is

known all over
The blowing
how a mag-

shelled into a heap

ntor

Uppingham Col-

comes from experience
by roaming the British
Empire from Lands
Alec Francis.

to Simpra.

Vampire

the writer of screen history comes to a chapter
dealing with the vampire craze, he will have to give
special mention to Alice Hollister as "the original
vampire of the photoplay." The Kalem star, featured in
"The Lotus Woman," will be remembered by old-timers as
being for years "the" vampire of the photoplay before that
type of character became so common a source of inspiration
to writers and producers for the screen.
It was in Kalem's famous Biblical spectacle, "From the
playManger to the Cross," that Miss Hollister began her pis
ing of roles bordering
on that type when she

Frank

lege and Mount Memory College, Ireland,
and for years he sought
that
education
the

End

Le Mort

The Kemble Film Corporation of Brooklyn has secured
the American rights for these films, and they will be statesrighted by them.

Divorce," in
Wallacfc

and

Hill,"

nificent structure of steel
of ruins.

Edna

Hopper

New York

France, is shown in all its thrilling realism.
up of the Malancourt Bridge at Verdun shows

Driftwood," and is now
work in support of
Miss Young in "The
Story of Susan."
He
has just completed his
appearance in a highly
important role in "The

Sheridan appear.
Mr. Fran

Park Theater Under

wake.

in their

the
Ballet

at

which

at

Globe Auspices to Be State-Righted.
part Zeppelins are playing in the World War is
in moving pictures in "The Zeppelin Raids
on London, and the Seige of Verdun," which played to
capacity audiences in the Park theater under the auspices
Pronounced at the time of their
of the New York Globe.
first showing as "the most spectacular war pictures ever
seen," they show the giant Zeppelins flying over London,
the bombardment of the city, the attack on the huge dirigibles
by anti-aircraft guns, and the devastation the "Zeps" leave
portrayed

as "Vanity Fair," "After

Hour,"

Whicn Showed

Pictures

THE

poration.

tine,"
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Kemble Secures Zeppelin Raid Films

appeared as Mary Mag-

Johnny Hines, one of
the leaders of the young school of eccentric light comedians,
He is now at
also has become a permanent World player.
work in support of Alice Brady in her forthcoming producDuring his several years as a screen
tion, "Miss Petticoats."
player, Hines has appeared in fifteen features.
Johnny Hines graduated from the stage, where he has

well

pire,"

a

bered

Kalem

er,

was

duction

days

Vam-

"The

dalene.

in

remem-

two-reelanother proof the early

which

essayed
Hollister
interpretation
of

appeared with William Gillette, George M. Cohan, under
the management of William A. Brady, and with Oscar

Miss
an

the
colored woman.
More recently Kalem's
feature, "The Destroybe rememer,"
will
lurid

Hammerstein.
In addition to Francis and Hines, Frank Beamish and J.
Clarence Harvey are allied now under the Brady-Made
banner.

bered.

Of French descent,
Miss Hollister is ideal-

PHOTODRAMATISTS TO HOLD OUTING.
The Photodramatists,' formerly the Ed-Au Club, numbering among its members the most prominent writers for the
screen, have reached the age-old conclusion that "all work
and no play" may affect them as it did the immortal Jack,
and at a meeting held June 8 decided to enjoy an outing and
general reunion. At the invitation of Edward J. Montague,
of the Vitagraph's Bayshore studios, that particular beauty
spot of Long Island was chosen as a Mecca, a shore dinner
to follow after the pilgrims have paid their devotions at the
shrine of Director Ralph Ince.
June 24 was set for the pilgrimage. Recreant members
of the Photodramatists take notice, and send in reservations
if intending to join the caravan.
Address the secretary, Mrs.
Mary Louise Farley, 607 West 136th street.
After an address by L. Case Russell, the club members
were treated to a showing of the latest Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, "The Destroyers." Planning big things for the
coming year, an entertainment committee composed of Mrs.
L. Case Russell, chairman; C. Doty Hobart, of the Famous
Players, and Edward J. Montague, of Vitagraph, was appointed.
The club, which already numbers among its members the
best-known writers and directors for the screen, plans to
open its doors to the established writers of fiction and drama
who are entering the photoplay field.
Director Rupert Julian

is

filming:

"L'Abbe Constantin" as

a five-reel feature, the scenario having been prepared by
E. J. Clauson of the Universal City staff.
Julian will play

the lead, supported by an all-star cast, including Francelia
Billington, Louise Lovely, Elsie Jane Wilson, Zoe DeRae,
Douglas Gerrard and George Berrill, who plays the Abbe.
A great deal of expense has been gone into in providing sets
for this screen production of the famous book by Ludovic

Halevy.

ly fitted to parts

mak-

ing the emotional de-

Alice Hollister.

of the vampire
She was born in Worcester, Mass., and educated at
the Convent Villa Maria, Montreal. In "The Lotus Woman,"
which is released June 28 on the General Film program,
Miss Hollister presents some of the best work of her career
as the woman of fate whose hidden hand rules the destinies
Her vain efforts to win the
of a Latin-American republic.
love of Jerry Mandeville, an American soldier of fortune,
bring on the train of circumstances of which the story is
made.
"The Lotus Woman," which is in five parts, was staged
under the direction of Harry Millarde in locations found at
such distant points as St. Augustine, Jacksonville and New
York. Millarde is also seen to advantage as Jerry Mande-

mands
roles.

.

ville.

EARLE WILLIAMS

IN

VITAGRAPH SERIAL.

Earle Williams, the Vitagraph star, who won favor in
such popular feature productions as "My Lady's Slipper,'
"The Juggernaut," "The Sins of the Mothers," "The Goddess," etc., has been working in a serial by C. N. and A. M.
Williamson for the past six months, and which was originally
intended for release during the latter part of last May. But
weather conditions during the winter months held up the
work, extending the time of production, which will entail

work on his part well into the summer. The serial is now
scheduled for release in September, when Mr. Williams will
again be seen on the screen in one of the most pretentious
serial productions ever released by the Vitagraph Company,
and one suited to his personality and dramatic ability.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Censorship in Australia
Deputation of Clerics and Reformers of New South Wales
Broach Matter to Chief Secretary.
Sydney, N.

A

S.

W., Australia,

May

5,

1916.

DEPUTATION

representing the Catholic Federation
and the Council for Civic and Moral Advancement
waited on the Chief Secretary of N. S. W., Mr. Black,
Mr. Earp, M.L.C.,
to ask for a censorship on picture films.
who introduced the deputation, said that although many of
those who purveyed amusement for people were worthy men,
there were others now that picture shows have spread far
and wide who placed pictures on the screens which were
only moral poison. They debauched the mind, and the debauching of the body followed. These pictures were shown

—

—

largely to children.
Sir Thomas Anderson Stuart said that the censoring of
films was essential, especially in country centers, where managers put on films which they would not dare to screen in

the city.
The attraction of children to the picture shows
was bad morally and physically. The picture shows had
grown to such a magnitude that it was necessary that the
government should take some control in order that healthy
and wholesome pictures should be put on the screens.
Archbishop Wright (Church of England) said he believed
that it was the duty of the state to control the picture films.
There was exceeding danger of the morals of young people
who were taken to see the pictures being misdirected. The
fact that there was no censorship enabled people to spread
poison through the country by means of the pictures.
He
believed that the spread of venereal diseases was due to a
certain extent to pictures which had a bad effect upon the
morals of those who saw them.

—

Mr. Cleary, president of the Catholic Federation, said he
had the approval of Archbishop Kelly to speak in behalf of
the Catholic community. A great commotion was being raised
in other countries over these doubtful pictures.
Many of
them were immoral; others were grewsome. The books of
Victoria Cross were tabooed by the Customs, and yet pictures of them had been permitted to be shown in various
photoplay houses in the state. There were other films, which
were not immoral or grewsome, but were anti-religious, and
this being a Christian community some decency should be
shown towards the religion of the people. The leading managcrs of the theaters were agreeable to a censorship being
established (?).
(I doubt the correctness of the last sen-

much

if

for their methods.

The various exchanges in Sydney are, as a whole, strongly
against censorship. Australasian Films and Clement Mason,
Ltd., are strongly against the movement; the Co-operative
Film Exchange does not agree with censorship, but favors 2
mild form of regulation. The Fraser Film Exchange has
never given its views on the subject.
Australian Feature Films, Ltd. (agents for Paramount) are
the only exchange that has announced that it favors censorship.
This announcement was made about two months ago
week later the exchange released
in a weekly newspaper.
the Lasky feature, "The Secret Orchard," and widely advertised the fact that the Paramount Corporation had defeated
the Pennsylvania censors in court over the picture. And yet

A

they say that they favor censorship!

There is no doubt that the movement will
resistance from exchanges and showmen.

Tom

North Describes Exhibitor I. L. Williams of SnohoStory That Reaches the Heart.
(From V-L-S-E Pals.)
night at a certain time down the street comes a
man, gently pushing in front of him a wheel chair in
which reclines his crippled mate. Unable to walk and
dependent upon her husband for every move she makes, she
is nevertheless made happy, for not alone her husband but
everyone who knows her are always finding ways to help
So

mish— A Simple

EVERY

her.

They live in Snohomish, Wash., where Pal I. L. Williams
Orpheum theater, and are very fond of moving
The wheel chair they thought would hinder them
from attending, so the husband one night decided to wheel

runs the
pictures.
his wife
ater.

t

—

1MRIE.

S.

"A Real Pal"

Rev Father Sydes gave instances of films which he thought
not only vulgar, but highly immoral.
Rabbi Cohen said there were immense possibilities for good
in picture shows if the censor got to work and suppressed
the coarser and degrading tendencies.

—

meet with strong

TOM

tence.)

Professor Mclntyre (Presbyterian) thought there could
be no doubt that the picture theaters were being used for a
purpose which was not in accord with the good growth of
morality in the community.
Sir Philip Sydney Jones and Rev. C. Prescott (of the Methodist Church) also addressed the Minister.
Mr Black, in reply, said that films which were shown here
had passed certain censorships. It was a mistake to say that
films were shown which had been rejected elsewhere. It was,
he thought, also wrong to say that pictures were being shown
in country districts which could not be screened in the city.
Id have a report prepared, and if it could be proved
that pictures of the kind had been shown in the country, the
people who screened them would have their licenses cancelled.
He did not think that any one censor or any group of
mid agree on the question of the moral or immoral
character of any picture. He agreed that scenes of murder
were injurious to the young mind to the very greatest extent.
The state had recently gone so far as to compel the excision
of parts of films which showed murder scenes. It might be
better if pictures no matter how accredited were submitted
mittee privately for censorship. That point would be
submitted to the Cabinet. There were many pictures of educational value which gave great pleasure.
Pictures showing
scenes of murder, scenes of horror, and salacious scenes
should not be shown. Neither should irreligious pictures or
which
display
made
a
of
disloyalty.
Children
those
were the
chief visitors to picture houses, and he thought it would be
to limit the hours at which children should be
allowed to attend.
H« would endeavor to secure the sane
t<»ii
of the Cabinet to the creation of a board to censor all
films shown lure, and also to allot the hours at which children Could attend on Saturdays and holidays in particular,
when films of an educational value might b<
It is just the same thing as has happened in America.
These
en no doubt nu.cn good, bul it is question-
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they are ever within the walls of a photoplay theater
once a year. They have got it into their heads that pictures
are bad for the community, and no doubt wish to be made
members of the board of censors they are so keen about.
It must be admitted that there are a few exhibitors in Sydney who, like many others in other countries, draw big
crowds by suggestive advertising.
For instance, "Five
Nights," Victoria Cross's novel, as a picture was a most harmless production.
But the management advertised it widely
as being a filmatization of the banned novel. The same took
place with the picture "Three Weeks," which was no worse
than the usual sex picture or play. Perhaps these gentlemen
go by the outside appearances; but, if so, it does not say
able

down

to the

Orpheum

and- carry her into the the-

Pal Williams was there and saw how anxious the husband was that his wife should see the show. He carried
in, and with the help of Pal Williams gently placed her
in a seat.
With her husband sitting beside her she talked
and laughed at the picture and showed more genuine enjoyment than r.nybody there.
The next night Pal Williams missed the couple, but the
next they were there again. "My wife cannot stand being
lifted about every night, so we were unable to come last
night," he said.
Pal Williams and the husband again carried the wife into the theater and olaced her in the same seat
she had before. She had said she liked the seat.
After the show that night Pal Williams, armed with a
hammer and screw-driver, went to the back of the house
and tore out the seat that the crippled wife had occupied,
drew the nails from the floor and made everything ready.
her

On the following night when the couple arrived he told them
to go right in, wheel chair and all.
They found the space
where the seat had been, made ready for the chair. Delighted
beyond words, the husband placed the chair in the vacant
-pace and sat down next to his wife.
The seat next to the space is always vacant, no matter
how crowded the house is. for everybody in town knows of
I'al
The couple come to the
Williams' act of kindness.
theater every night now. and the days ate less long for the
wife, she tells Pal Williams
How great appear BOme of the little thoughts we have
when they take form in action. How easy it is to do these
little

kmdnesea and how

This thoughtful

idea of
the things that

his

town, and respected by

happy
Pal

we

feel

for

doing them.

William-'

is
typical of him.
the leading exhibitor of
hi- associates
PAL.
A

make him
all
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Hi. it has completed the production of "The
lifFord
Fourth Tree." written by Olgl l'lint/lan and |>>
TiFniversal City.
by Fred M j ton ol
le. id was played bj
Vols Smith, supported by Mini Cunard,
1-Tfdt
Hayward Mack. Noberl Myles and Edwin P.. own
is
expecting to produce three or four mountain pictures.
iV.ituring Mis. Smith, most of the scenes of which will be
I

.
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Spokes from the

romance interwoven.

Hub

By .Marion Howard.

THIS

belated letter will start in by telling readers of
the great satisfaction expressed by all lovers of the
photoplay over the almost unanimous feeling against
censorship displayed by that great biennial of women's clubs
in New York City.
At the various sessions where the subject
was discussed
was privileged to hear men and women of
brains and standing talk sanely and sensibly before delegates from forty-eight states in the Union, and they were
mighty good listeners. Every phase fore and aft was presented and opportunity given "the floor" to fire questions
or air pet views.
watched the situation keenly and silently,
though prepared to speak in behalf of a free screen and
against censorship so undemocratic, unethical if not unconstitutional.
We, the people, are the best censors. Altogether it was a triumph for our cause and those dear women
take back home some mighty good ideas with which to
1

combat narrowness and worse.
Returning from

Broadway,

where

I

saw some preten-

tious reels like "Civilization." a masterpiece by Thomas Ince;
"The Fall of a Nation," with its preparedness keynote, and
other good
pictures, 1 find
"Ramona" running to good
houses, but now in its last week, and all the theaters doing
well.

While

in

New York

L. Rothapfel entertained

S.

members

of the Hub Film Club at his theater, rightly called "Temple
of Motion Pictures."
were personally conducted about
the house by his attractive young secretary, Belle Louise
Siegel, and shown every courtesy.
saw "Reggie Mixes
In." and for the first time his opposite, Bessie Love, who
at times very closely resembles Mary Pickford in feature
when her face is in profile and lowered a bit. Watch her
for yourself.
Reggie got away with that name in the
slums is a wonder, and how he escaped alive after all those
fights is another thing to ponder on, for there was no sham
about any of it. He is some sight on emerging from the
fightfest, yet we find him in a close-up with a smile.
Later
it was refreshing to see him
in immaculate evening dress
with his pretty girl found in the slums.

We

We

How

Perhaps the best outing given us delegates was that
offered by the Vitagraph Company at its studios, where we
spent an entire afternoon and learned much from inside the
lines.
Among the first to greet the Film Club members
were Mary Maurice, Edith Storey and also Earle Williams,
who was rehearsing a scene for an Italian subject.
were conducted under the river, then over the elevated to
the studios by Ethel Cunningham, who is to be in one of
the Frank Daniels'
sketches and who
presented
many
players and directors to our little coterie of fans. Our party
was shown the modus operandi in picture-making in and out
of doors. Commodore J. Stuart Blackton made a neat little
speech of welcome, and we were all "snapped." It was a
red letter day for the week.
I looked in at the Strand
and saw "Sweet Kitty Belairs," a charming play with Mae
Murray given a greater opportunity than in "To Have and
to Hold."
This costume play is bound to be a success, so
picturesque is it and so well done.

We

Hats off to Director Frank Lloyd and Pallas for giving
us "David Garrick," which has struck the Hub with force.
Mrs. Ayer put it on at the Exeter theater for three days, but
I predict there will be a demand
for a return engagement
when the merits of the offering go broadcast. The play itself
was ever a favorite with theatergoers, and we would like to
hear the lines spoken by Dustin Farnum, who makes an
ideal David in the film version.
Another one to score is
Winifred Kingston for whom I have never cared much in
the Western plays— with the robust Dustin but here she is
a picture of daintiness and shows more power than heretofore.
I should line up this play with "Vanity Fair," "Sweet
Kitty Bellairs," "My Lady's Slipper" and "She Stoops to Conquer" for correct costuming, and no modern stuff injected.
What a delicious comedienne Lydia Yeamans Titus is! The
scene when David spills the cup of tea on her gown was one
to remember. A feature during the presentation was the playing by Jarvis Jocelyn of old English songs, notably "Drink
to Me Only With Thine Eyes," whenever David was thinking of Ada.
An unusual amount of applause followed the
play, which should be shown everywhere, as it is a classic.

—

—

*

*

*

"The Mark of a Gentleman" seems an excellent picture for
mixed audiences, young and old, as it carries a good story
in

manliness and

is

clean

all

through, to say nothing of the
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titles!
In a Metro picture with
liarity."
1 noted the word "allright."

Watch your
"Sweet

(

Drews

the

in

What's your
The error is not quite so bad as the too frequent
which has no place in the dictionary, but why not
two words and thus be all right?

authority?
"alright,"

make

it

Anything Zangwill writes

1

—
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Universal offering worth while
.iml so well done by Herbert Rawlinson, Helen Wright and
Athletic prowess plays a
an altogether capable company.
vigorous part and there are really funny scenes over the
efforts of fat men to reduce their avoirdupois. Another short
picture by the same producers was "The Wooing of Aunt
Jemima," a good comedy, released here for Sunday programs
It is a

when

pictured

the

story

is

sure to compel attention, but

stirs

every

emotion.

The Hub

literary set turned out to see our own Pauline Frederick in
a somewhat novel idea in the working
out of the story into a sort of "looking backward" manner.
enjoyed it immensely, also, the fine support given the
star by Thomas Holding, Frank Losee and others.
Particularly beautiful were some of the outdoor scenes like the

"The Moment Before,"

We

pair on horseback riding along in the moonlight in front
of the shimmering sea.
It is a splendid Paramount offering.

William Krauth with his Park theater orchestra is doing
work in accompanying the pictured scenes, and
orchestral selections and also request numbers.
Recently he introduced a distinctly patriotic feature in a
march dedicated to preparedness, during which red, white
and blue incandescents lighted the foliage framing the stage.
Pictures of Washington, President Wilson and "Old Glory"

excellent
he gives

were thrown upon the screen while the orchestra and entire
house rose during the playing of our national air. There

was prolonged and spontaneous applause

rightly bestowed.

"The Feud Girl" has been seen here
and went well, for it shows clearly the
who no doubt still exist to some extent

in the

theaters
of the feudists

at several
life

mountainous

regions of the South. The feud in this play is settled in a
way that appeals to everyone who understands and appreciates the meaning of the scriptural phrase, "A little child shall
Rather a
lead them," in this case it was the unborn one.
daring idea, but it brought a lump to one's throat.
One
kiddie wanted to know what they were whispering about
and his mother told him to "shut up." Nice mother that!
Hazel Dawn had strong support. There was a good story
all through and the men in front enjoyed the fist fights
though some of the feminine fans said they could not see
any fun in such pummeling. The closing reel showed the
wonderful results of the get-together spirit and the evolution of the mountaineers aided by capital and young blood.

Lubin

certainly

has

a

winner

in

"Dollars

and

the

Woman" with Ethel Clayton, whose work we so enjoyed in
"The Great Divide" with House Peters. In this newer play
she runs the gamut of emotions and the story is excellent.
I cannot for the life of me see why the Pennsylvania Board
Here we have an incident
of Censors disapproved of it.
with a bit of sex stuff, but what happens? The man instantly
sees his error, swallows his medicine, and sets about making
amends to the little woman who sought his financial aid for
It was a splendid bit of work.
the husband she adored.
The Hub has not seen the Gish sisters or Mae Marsh for
some time, so we are anticipating the coming releases by the
Company which will soon give us "An Innocent

Triangle

Magdalene," and a play for

little

Mae

in

which

animals

Soriero,
figure.
In New York I ran into Young Thomas
manager of the Park theater of the Hub, who was over to
get some new ideas, though he has plenty on tap. Farther up
Broadway I happened to find Manager Walter Irwin of the
V-L-S-E at his desk with a hearty welcome. There was
the same cordiality at the International Film office in Columbus Circle, and as usual at the Metro studio. It is worth
while to get to New York and feel the pulse of things in
film land

and gather inspiration.

We

have a treat in store when "Bob" Warwick is released in "Friday the Thirteenth." Another World Film release will give pleasure, "The Velvet Paw," with Gail Kane
and House Peters. We expect Kitty Gordon to come back
with her back display ere long in "The Crucial Test" now
in

rehearsal.

"The Dumb Girl of Purtici" is being shown at the Copley
theater after practically all Boston fans had seen it at the
big Boston theater.
Many are taking it in again at this
cosy playhouse.
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What

Is

a Photoplay

By Epes Winthrop
what
JUST
a business

Sargent.

a photoplay?
It seems
largely, almost wholly,

remarkable that in
founded upon their
production there should be such indifference as to what
a photoplay really is.
It is even more surprising that so
few should really know the answer. The man who makes
automobiles knows all about the manufacture of automobiles.
He studies every angle of production. He knows something
of metallurgy, something of mechanics, knows fabrics and
material in general, shop costs and systems and he gathers
men about him whose expert knowledge of these matters
supplement his more general information. In motion picis

tures

is

it

all

different.

There are not three manufacturers of films in the entire
who really and truly know a photoplay when they
They do not even know that the very term is a
misnomer. They have been running plants and have been
making money. They were content. Now that most of
them are no longer making money, they are turning to costly
stage stars, to camera tricks, to new advertising forms and
business
see one.

some are even spending money
are

how

for manuscripts, but there

few manufacturers who know what a photoplay
it should be made.

2249

They produce them with

is

or

In the first place, a photoplay is not a play.
It is here
that most of the misconception has arisen, fostered largely
by the directors, most of whom have been drafted from the
stage or who have risen from the ranks of photoplayers
trained by stage directors. Wyndham Gittens, of the Melies
company and formerly one of the editors for Frank A.
Munsey's
string of periodicals, puts most compactly the
thoughts of others when he says that a motion picture is a
story and not a play and is to be told as a story and not as
a play.
This is not exactly correct, for the motion picture is
neither a story nor a play.
It is a form peculiar to itself,
but it is best described in a definition this writer originated
for a Lubin form sheet some seven years ago and which
was later incorporated into Technique of the Photoplay.
photoplay is a story told in action instead of words.
That
It is not a play told in action instead of words.
would be a pantomime and photoplay is not pantomime. It
is a story told in action and it should be told as a story and
not as a play. That is where the trouble has laid right
along.
From the very beginning there has been something
radically wrong with photoplay production, but the novelty
of the idea, the cheapnes of this form of entertainment and
the favor in which the leading players have been held has
permitted the imperfect productions to find acceptance just
as in 1896 people crowded into the vaudeville houses and
store shows to see fifty feet of film showing perhaps a
scene just outside the theater.
For twenty years the success of the business has been
based upon varying forms of novelty and not upon the inThe old scenics tired.
trinsic value of the work presented.
They were replaced by short farces. These in turn palled
and were amplified into the full reel length. In time they
grew to two, to three, to five-reel lengths, and with "Cabiria"
and "Quo Vadis" length alone was supplemented by a splenThis was foldor of production hitherto undreamed of.
lowed by the presence of stars of the dramatic stage and for
a time this served just as the exhibition of the dramatic hasbeens in the vaudeville theaters served their turn to bring
to these houses a clientele hitherto strange and, in passing,
a clientele now largely lost again.
In vaudeville when the novelty of the dramatic art waned
the problem became one of presenting real plays instead of
old stars in any vehicle that would serve to take them on
and bring them off. It is the same way with the pictures.
have played the last of the trump cards, apparently, and
at last, after twenty years, are suddenly required to make
Rood with motion pictures and not with novelty alone, and
there are not a dozen directors in this country who can bat
an average of .300 successes, because there arc nol
directors who have even a rudimentary knowledge of the
They are making plays; not
true principles of photoplay.
'I
they are successful only to the degree in which
Ihev unconsciously place narrative before the artifice of the
It
is almost wholly accident
that brings about the
Stage.
-

the technique of the stage, modified
but slightly to conform to the new conditions.
They are
not story tellers.
They cannot appreciate story telling.
They demand plays and accept only those stories in which
the theatrical predominates over the truly dramatic, which
is something very different from the theatric.
If the play
is not striking from the producer's point of view, he proceeds to fix it up to his liking, cramming it with old and
threadbare tricks that he has used in all his other productions and reducing it to the same level of mediocrity.
He
cannot realize a real photoplay because no matter what his
reputation he knows little or nothing about photoplay production. He is a stage director working as a stage director
would work because he has no knowledge of story telling
and would not use it if he had.

—

—

When

the business outgrew the old-time picture people;

when

a higher standard seemed to have become necessary,
manufacturers turned to the stage for men competent to
In all these years these directors have
direct the players.
ruled production with iron will, doggedly and determinedly
adhering to old standards and methods. They are the prodwhen
the men who were there when the
a
time
ucts of
business started were no longer competent to conduct affairs.
They were an improvement and their work a novelty. So
long as novelty lasted there was no complaint, but now
If there is to be a photoplay business
the order changeth.
there must be photoplays, and a photoplay is not a play at
all but a story told in action instead of words and told as
The action must be vivid, intera story and not as a play.
esting, gripping, but it must be narrative action and not
play action.' Not until this is understood will the condition
who have drifted from the
those
of affairs improve and
theaters be brought back to the enjoyment of real pro-

ductions.

As a play "The Clansman" was but an indifferent success.
\s a photoplay it finds a better exposition because Mr.
has told a story and not a play, something he does
not always do.
Griffith

A

We

Frank Shaw
LITTLE over four years ago. a clean-cut young chap
walked into the Vitagraph yard at Flatbush and asked
to see Sam Spedon, head of the publicity department.
At that time the Vitagraph Company operated a stock room,
where were kept photos and cuts of players, banners, postal
cards, etc., that found

A

ready sale among theater proprietors and picture fans. This branch

was growing so fast it
became necessary to enlarge the force in order
to have one person devote his entire time to
looking

after

it.

Young

The

boy

sixteen-year-old
got the job.

imFrank
began mak-

mediately

friends with
Vitagraph players

ing

iflL^aV

^C>

*

Jf

the

and

other employes, and it
was but a short time
before he was in the
good graces of every
one connected with the

company. He was also making his personality

felt

plant
ness

to

by

outside

the
willing-

his

and
oblige
in looking
after mail orders and
telephone requests of
nearby theater mana-

promptness

From

the position of

boy

in

Fr „ lk

shaw

1912,

hits.

oflice

Take from your own experience the photoplays that have
made the strongest and most lasting impression. How many
of these are pi ay 8 and how many are storiesIf you can

through the intermediate grades, to the bead of the news
service department of a big motion picture concern in 1916,
where he not only has innumerable duties to contend with.
but directs and OVJ rsees the work i>\ a force of twelve, is
In- enviable record of Prank Shaw, head oi the new- service
department of the \ itagraph Company, who has \,
his twenty tii st birthday.

differentiate, you'll find that most, if not all. were
tives in action rather than plavs in action alone.

This

is

because the
'Ihev view

nun who make them
all

-.torus

ti

om

narra-

trained to
the angle of the stage
are

i
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The Country Theater
Frank G. Andrews Writes of the Importance of the House
in the Small Town — One of the Ribs of the Industry.

THE

country theater

may

not be
moving picture industry, but it

—

the
is

at

backbone
leas! one

of the
of the

ribs
and it's no tilth rib, either. By country theater
mean picture houses in towns of less than 5,000 population.
The condition which the country exhibitor has to face is
somewhat different from that of his city brother, and it is
1

one which manufacturers, and exchange men as

well, should
not posing as a know-all in the moving
have been peculiarly favored for several
years t.> watch and study this particular end of the business.
know the country side of the picture show business
J think
as well as the next man. this because most of the highbrows
of the industry have given the better part of their attention

carefully study.
picture game, but

1

am

I

1

to the

problems of the

city exhibitor.
You eliminate the country theater the house where they
give just one show a day, ami that in the evening beginning
at 7:30 and you have done something that will make sellers
of film wince when once they come to realize its full effect.
Therefore 1 think it of extreme importance that manufacturers who prepare films ar.d exchanges who commercialize
on them should give this end of the business more than pass-

—

—

ing thought.
It is probably true that the picture business is just now
facing a crucial test. Thousands of theaters are closing, and
the boards are not being nailed up alone against those located
in the cities.
Closed theaters are numerous in the country,
too.
The reason is that there are and have been for some
time too many theaters for the number of people available.
It has reached a point now where the old question of the
survival of the fittest makes its inevitable intrusion.
It used to be that some fellow with a hundred and fifty
dollars fixed up a storeroom and packed 'em in. Somebody
else saw him carrying his money to the bank and rented a
storeroom across the street. Both did so well that a third
man started. They were all doing well until some experienced fellow from a larger city down the road heard of it.
He came up, built a modern place, introduced modern methods, and "hogged" the business.
The three little fellows
cussed the big fellow to his face, but the other man had the
place, showed the goods and got all the business.
His one
blade of grass is now growing where three grew before, and
the public wouldn't go back to the old way for anything.
That is why so many small places are closing. It doesn't

necessarily mean that fewer people are attending picture
show's or that they are growing tired of pictures although
I'll admit that the long features of mediocre quality, of which
there are many, do try their patience and faith in pictures
at times.
Here is the strong point about the picture business in the
small town:
The exhibitor- must depend upon the same
patrons night after night. The every-nighters are the backbone of his business. When he loses one he has just cause
to w eep.
And he can't hold any one customer unless he
He may advertise the
continues to please that customer.
top of his head off and tell 'em in the papers that he is showing the best pictures on earth, but it won't draw the country
patron, only just about so long. You may entice them into
a city theater by various dodges, but it's what you show
in the country that counts, because there are no transients.

—

r

Here is where the small theater faces its greatest problem.
The exhibitor knows what his customers want and goes to
bed sick when he is stung on some feature. He knows that
the showing of the unsatisfactory picture is going to react
He
and hurt his attendance for several nights to come.
_

knows that the showing of one unsatisfactory picture will do
more to tear down his business than the showing of three
good pictures can counteract. Patrons are too prone to call
a picture "rotten" and as slow as cold molasses to praise a
good one. People characteristically will knock twice where
they will boost once.
Now the small exhibitor would very much like to satisfy
his patrons and thereby swell his receipts; but how is he going to do it? His heart is right and he means well. He wants
only good pictures and is willing to pay for them. But how
There
is he going to get pictures that are uniformly good?
Take the best feature service in the
ain't no such animal.

world today.

get features that the company will
masterpieces, but you will find some

You may

guarantee to be

all

among them

that your patrons will classify as very ordinary,
cases will call absolutely rotten an unpleasant
but fairly descriptive word of quite modern origin.
He
If an exhibitor takes a service, he has got to take it.
must take it as it runs good, bad and indifferent which is,

and

in

—

some

—

—

ndid, aboul the

June
way they

He
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can't pick out the
He can't have all

.m.l sidestep the poor ones.
Pickfords, Pearl Whites, Francis Bushmans and Clara
lie must take the culls along with the
Youngs,
-

Mary

run.

Kimball
primes.

Country people generally prefer the features to the smaller
but there are times when they are dubious.
To
five or six reels of a widely-advertised feawaiting for the punch that never comes, is a trying test
To watch the antics instead of the acting of
a company of misfit actors and actresses, who apparently are
trying so hard to earn the money that they overdo their
parts, is not entertaining; it is pitiful.
Don't get the idea
that patrons of the city theaters are the only ones wise
enough and intelligent enough to perceive these things.
Country people are picture-wise quite on a par with patrons
in the centers of civilization.
They see pictures, dream pictures and serve them at the table, and some picture fans and
fairnesses living in towns of two thousand can tell you more
about certain actors and actresses in a play than the men
who made the picture know about it themselves. Some of
our people are travelling encyclopedias of information on
pictures. Really, in a country town, what else is there to do?
Much can be written about the moving picture situation
in the country towns, and perhaps I shall contribute more
at some future time. The point of what I have said is that
people who manufacture and sell pictures should give especial attention to the peculiar needs of the country exhibitor
because even the fellow with no opposition is having just as
hard a row to hoe as some of his desperate city brethren.In other words, whether you've got opposition or not, you
can't get people into your theater unless you please them.
You may drive a horse to water but you can't make him
subjects,

watch through
ture,

on the nerves.

Will

Pay

$1,000 For Scenarios
Sum

Herbert Blache Says He Will Give That
Choice of Writer's Output.

for

First

BLACHE, president of the United States
HERBERT
Amusement Corporation, announces he
willing to
is

pay $1,000 apiece for good dramatic scenarios. "In
fact," states Mr. Blache, "I would rather pay $1,000 to good
feature writers who will give me first choice of their work
than a lesser sum. But I must have first choice and the work
must be the writer's best. I have no objection to writers
who sell $1,000 stories to me writing for as many other
producers as they please, but they must first present all
their dramatic themes to me if they want $1,000 right along
for their plays.
With that simple understanding, I am
willing to give $1,000 for every dramatic theme I can use.
and I accordingly hope to surround myself with the best
staff of scenario contributors in the country."

Madame and Herbert Blache will shortly open their
Greater Blache Studios adjoining the present Blache-Solax
studio on Lemoine Avenue, Fort Lee, N. J.
The Greater
Blache Studios will produce dramatic features for World
and Pathe, in addition to the programs with whom they
It is due to this additional
have present arrangements.
production work which starts the moment the Greater
Blache Studios are opened that Mr. Blache needs scenarios
A spirited effort is being
of the strictly feature order.
made to interest all the bigger writers of moving picture
scenarios, but the figure will be as cheerfully paid to an
unknown if he can write "big" stuff.

—

—

NEW YORKERS FORM PHOTOPLAY

ONE

LEAGUE.

of the outgrowths of the recent meeting of the
delegates of the Federated Women's Clubs which was
held in New York City was the formation of the
Photoplay League and the appointing on the advisory committee of such prominent New Yorkers as Cornelius Vanderbilt, Adolph Lewisohn, Isaac N. Seligman, Mrs. J. Borden
Harriman, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson, Mrs. James
Speyer and many others prominent in the social life of the
metropolis.
At their first official meeting held at the Seventh Regiment
Armory recently, after the organization was instituted, the
forthcoming Pallas release "Davy Crockett" was shown as
an example of the modern high grade picture.
Mr. Lascelles, one of the speakers, closed his remarks
with an appeal to the Womens Clubs of the country to form
committees to review all motion pictures in their respective
localities and memorialize the manufacturers of any plays
which seemed to them as improper to be shown.
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Horsley Pictures for July
Has An

Interesting

Program for the
Cub Comedy.

First

Week — Good

UNIQUE

A

romantic comedy drama, in which a motion
picture star portrays the part of a motion picture
star, is among the Horsley-Mutual offerings for the
week of July 1, the novel characterization falling to Crane
Wilbur in the two reel Centaur feature, "The King O'Make

Orpheum

Believe."

play was written by Mr. Wilbur and the authorhas provided a very strong up-to-the-minute vehicle
highly dramatic in many respects with an excellent comedy
relief.
Mae Gaston shoulders the leading feminine role,
which is a sympathetic part, allowing this talented young
actress plenty of opportunity for splendid acting.
John
Oaker, the popular young juvenile actor, is also well cast
and he handles a difficult part in good fashion. Others supporting Mr. Wilbur are Joseph Hazelton, Pearl Elmore and
O. Biglow.
As Neil Stuart, "The King O'Make Believe," Crane Wilbur
accidentally comes in contact with Hope Hathaway, Miss
Gaston, who has been crippled since childhood and wealthy
by inheritance is the victim of a scheming guardian who
insists upon a marriage between the girl and his lazy and
•

uneducated son.
"The King" comes into the girl's life and he, hearing
of the abuse she is forced to endure, offers help. The guardian plans a hasty marriage and the faithful colored nurse
summons the actor to prevent the wedding. The guardian
is successful, however, but while the youth is fleeing with
his bride, the horses attached to his buggy become unmanageable. To save his own life the youth leaps to the
road, but his act is fatal to him. "The King" overtakes the
runaway team, saves the girl and takes her to his mother's
home. Science and love work wonders for a happy and
pretty end.
The play was staged under the supervision of

Robert

Director

S.

Broadwell.

A

screaming one reel Cub Comedy, featuring the little
star George Ovey in his famous Jerry character, is another
of the Horsley output for this week. "Jerry's Big Haul" is
the name of the comedy and Mr. Ovey introduces some new
and very laughable antics before he finally makes his haul,
which is his engagement to Josie, a pretty little dark-haired
heiress, ably played by Claire Alexander, the dainty Cub
ingenue.
At the start Jerry gets in trouble with the landlady and
To escape he runs away and is confronted
by Josie. It is love at first sight. The father of the girl
does not approve of Jerry until the funny little fellow saves
the father's treasure box, after several would-be safe blowers have done a lot of damage. Director Milton H. Fahrney
has produced a very realistic explosion scene, rarely seen

then the police.

in

comedy.

Others in the cast are George George, Jefferson Osborne,
Janet Sully, Louis FitzRoy, Robert Kenyon, Gordon MacHarry Jackson, Arthur Mund and Ray Lincoln.

Favor Extended Bookings
Exhibitors in Kansas City Territory Finding Many Advantages in Longer Runs.
FACTOR of more than passing interest among local
Kansas City, Mo., is that of extended
in
bookings. Although most managers are influenced by
their particular needs, the general consensus of opinion is
The fact
that extended bookings are extremely desirable.
remains that nearly each week sees a new house in the Kansas
The
City territory adopting the extended booking policy.
manj
arguments
to prehave
of
this
favor
in
men
exchange
sent to the exhibitor: saving in express rates, cutting in adverAll
these,
tising bills, lower film rates, and better music.
and many others, the exchanges contend are factors in devel-

A

question.

Better pictures

taken On extended bookings
important items favoring this scheme.

money when

When
opened

is

one

for

at St. Joe.

NEW PLAYERS FOR HORSLEY.

The

star
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but one picture two straight days; that was "Chaplin's Burlesque on Carmen," and a new attendance record was estabe second night.
Prominent theaters which have adopted the extended booking are as follows:
Regent, Royal, Winnwood, Warwick,
Lencord, Sapphire, Wonderland, Empress, Gilliam, Benton.
A few of the out-of-town theaters are Watson, Holland,
Wichita, Majestic, Wellington, Chelsea, Springfield, and the

During the past week four new members have been
added to the acting force at the David Horsley studios,
and they will be seen in the near future Centaur features
of the Horsley-Mutual productions.
Myra Davis Dowling, an experienced actress of the legitimate drama has been engaged as a member of the supporting company of the co-stars Margaret Gibson and William
Clifford and her first effort will be in a character part
which gives her an opportunity to display her talent in such
work. Marguerite Foss, who is familiar to motion picture
viewers, has also been added to this company.
Lloyd Holton, who in the past has been seen in a number of big productions for Southern California producers,
has been cast with the supporting company of Crane Wilbur
and Cortne Bradford, known as the "girl on the cover."
she having posed for many artists throughout the country,
makes her debut as a motion picture actress in a forthcoming Centaur feature, with the Crane Wilbur company.

RAVER MOVES TO ROCKVILLE CENTER.
The

Raver Film Corporation moved their executive
Rockville Center, Long Island, last
The building which will house the offices of the
company is finished and ready for occupancy.
So much of Mr. Raver's time was demanded at the studios
offices to their studios at

week.

in

the supervising of construction and installation of equip-

ment that the
World Tower

offices

which have been maintained

in

the

building were moved to the studio as soon
the office building was completed.
In -heir new home the Raver Company will have even
better facilities than they enjoyed in their New York offices.
Everything was carefully planned by Mr. Raver personally
with the result that things have been arranged to secure
the greatest amount of efficiency.
The studios are only thirty-five minutes from Xew York
City.
Territory buyers seeking state rights on 'The Other
Girl" the Augustus Thomas play featuring James 1. Corbett
or "Driftwood" from the play by Owen Davis; "The Fortunate Youth" from Win. J. Locke's novel or "Life Without Soul" adapted from Mary W. Shelley's book Frankenstein will be met at the depot by the company's automobile and the pictures will be exhibited to them in the
studio projection room.
as

BROOKLYN EXHIBITORS TO HOLD FORUM.
At the regular meeting of the Brooklyn Exhibitors at the
Triangle theater, at 11:30 o'clock on the evening of Thursday. June 15, an open forum will be held.
The exhibitors
will be addressed by General Manager Walter W. Irwin of
the V-L-S-E, General Manager M. II. Hoffman of the Bluebird exchanges, Commissioner Hartigan of the Weights and
Measures Bureau, General Sales Manager C. R. SeelyC of
Pathe, Deputy Commissioner Kaufman of the
License
Bureau, and Borough Inspector John Dillon of the Police

Department.

MR.

URBAN RETURNS TO ENGLAND.

Charles Urban, who two months ago came to the I'niteil
States to exploit "How Britain Prepared," the remarkable
subject produced under his Supervision with the co-operation
oi the British Government, returned home on Saturday,

June

10.

less

oi

Frank Newman, proprietor of the Royal theater,
house and announced that he would change the
lit
twice a week, he was Scoffed at by
This, however, did nol deter Mr. Newman from
he has the mosl successful moving pic- plat
is taken as a model
ty, ai
in K '<•it<
A short
;n the
ntire Southwest.

that

GOLD KING SCREEN FOR NEW JOPLIN,

MO.,

HOUSE

it\. Kan., who own and conGrubel Brothers, of Kans.is
trol a chain of theaters m Kansas and Missouri, have recently
purchased a Gold Kin- Screen for their New Electric theater
in Joplin, Mo.
President Jones will personally supervise the
(

installation of the

.....

ture

]

t!,.

'

l
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FRIEDMAN INCREASES "SPOILERS" TERRITORY.

I

ewman

started twice-weekly, changes, the
up with shows lasting not less than one
mans times much longer. Gradually other lions, s
adopted the plan, until now many little suburban theaters
One noticeable exception t<>
ctures successive days
this is the Apoll... which in the past several years has shown

Willis

\\

I

I

open.-.

I

Benjamin Friedman, general manager of the Friedman
Film Corporation, of Minneapolis, has seemed the
"The Spoilers" for Iowa. Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.
This makes eiarhl st.ites in whieh Mr Friedman is booking
•trolled Minnei
i

tana and North and South Dakota.
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THERE IS SOMETHING NEW
MR. EXHIBITOR!
THE

HOLLAND FEATURE FILM
OF OHIO

CO.

NOW PRODUCING THE
" BATTLE BETWEEN THE MONITOR
AND THE MERRIMAC"
WILL BE READY TO RELEASE THIS

MASTERPIECE ABOUT AUGUST

31

Fifty-four years ago the battle of Ericsson's Monitor with the
settled the question of wooden navies for the entire
world.
This ten-reel production, staged on the spots where the original events were enacted, will set a new pace in the presentation
of feature photo-plays.

Merrimac

REMEMBER THE RELEASE DATE, ABOUT AUGUST 31

WE

NOW DIRECT WITH STATE RIGHTS
INDIVIDUAL EXHIBITORS
AND
BUYERS

WILL BOOK

WRITE

The HOLLAND FEATURE FILM CO.
OF OHIO
Headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio

Studio,

3608

Euclid Avenue

_

June

24,
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"The Redemption

of

Dave Darcey"

Tie

Reviewed by Margaret

or eleval
gather that divorce is perilous because it may be the
outcome of unjust suspicions leading to tt*e separation of a
congenially mated couple, the wife in the present instance
being played by Edna Wallace Hopper, the husband by Frank
Sheridan.
They are
ntirely devoted pair despite a dis,-oung wife's fondness for pleasures
that
quite beyond her middle-aged husband—
enters the household and deliberately plots
trouble.
Fortu
the preseni" of Mason Tegars,

We

MacDonald.

I.

standing of the screen among thoughtful people.
is not objectionable, in that right and virtue
story, in material and treatment, suggests
i

l

new

ithing

enjoyment which
THE
due
production may

the spectator feels in viewing this
to the fine impersonation by

be

a]

Lriumph; but

James Morrison Featured in Five-Part Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon Feature of Thrilling Melodramatic Style.

James Morrison of the character of Dave Darcey, a crook,
whose addiction to crime began, when, as a hungry little
street urchin, he stole from a fruit stand and was hauled off
by a police officer to face the punishment of the hardened
criminal. Or it may be due to the magnetism of the story it-

—
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gmngwoman

debonnair man-about-

a
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regardless of the barrier of matri

with Constance.

Everything works out according
schemer— Graham becomes secretly

to the plans of the adroit
jealous, then openlv jealous
and finally, confronted by seemingly undeniable evidence
ot
guilt, he disrupts the happy family, and all
the while there
S n0t the Sl
ht st CaUSe f ° r a dlvorce
In the last part ot
tht
the fi
final reel, .\?
the J:
home-wrecker, bavins appropriated as much
of Grahams money as she needs, runs away
with another man
n
n 0te
learS C ° nstance and make
°
" Possible a
fond i^unio n
For its variety in locations and the richni
the picl
Is
be
nival at night being especially worthy of i.„
is her*
that Constance falls through a hole in the ice
and is
/ the man \
:h whom her name is unfavorably
linked. Sc
the deposed wife is employed as
a
and tho:
Chinatow
well p
-
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Scene from "The Redemption of Dave Darcey" (Vitagraph)
self, which deals with a sociological problem in which none
of us can fail to be interested, although the Utopian manner
in which certain important events are Introduced leads us to
regret that the story had not been developed in more professional style.
There are also frequent disturbing jumps in
the assembling of "scenes. At times the picture runs smoothly
and we find ourselves absorbed in the remarkable tale Ot
"The Redemption of Dave Darcey" when suddenly a roughly
molded connecting link causes our senses to awaken to a point

Of

rltlcl

In the opening of the story we see Dave returning with his
a thieving expedition.
A few hours later at a
to which he Is treating his friends he is attacked by
resulting In a spectacular scene in which
Dave shoots the gangster who feigns death. In his flight
Dave enters the home of Grace Harrington, where a dance
is also in full swing.
Here he is protected from the police, and
Philip Henton, Grace's sweetheart and son of a munitions
manufacturer, at Dave's request for a chance to make good
offers him a position.
This he fills satisfactorily until he la

dance

when

the

young

arlng on behalf of Benton's
millionaire has beoome infatuated with a
ni
An attempt to blow up the munitions
is frustrated

Scene from "Perils of Divorce" (World).
Without
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a Three-Part Drama— "The Squaw's
an Indian Subject, With Many Stirring Scenes.
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"Perils of Divorce"
World Film Melodrama in Which Edna Wallace
Hopper Plays the Part of an Ever Faithful Wife.
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youth who suffers sufficiently for his misdeed; also Lionel
Barrymore, as a man who lives down one serious mistake
and becomes governor of a state. Gertrude Robinson figures
prominently In the story, whereas, several of the subordinate
parts are presented by players whose names are now featured
whenever they appear on the screen. Were the story less
diverting than it is, the cast, no doubt, would assure its
The plot follows with plenty of detail the trouble
success.
resulting from the theft of bonds from a bank, the subsequent
run on the Institution and the series of c

To show affection and at the sai le time a heart full of selfishneai takes more art and is mor e effective. A mothe
while she deceived her daughter would have made h audience
hate her to a triumph of art.
But she seems no to have
i

tried to do it.
The story, even with
Many of the parts are fli

iwbacks, holds extremely well,
The staging is excellent,
cted.

rfeet

"The Making
In Morosco Subject

in

of

atmosphere and

effect.

Maddalena"

Edna Goodrich Gives Splendid

Inter-

pretation of Pathetic Italian Character.

Reviewed by George Blaisdell.
Making of Maddalena," a five-part subject produced
INby"The
the Oliver Morosco- Photoplay Company, the splendid
characterization of Edna Goodrich is the making of a picture
She is the center of interest
that has much to commend it.
throughout. It is a pathetic role, that of Maddalena, an Italian
a painter's model, who falls in love with a would-be artist
who comes to Rome to "study.." Miss Goodrich's portrayal ot
Maddalena, the timid, sweet-faced step-daughter of a sof, Is
marked by unusual charm and sympathy, and also judgment.

girl,

Scene from

"Men and Women" (Biograph)
ill

of

t

are in appropriately staged interiors.
Mabel Normand, Alfred Paget and Claire McDowell, are the
leading players in "The Squaw's Love," a vivid little romance
of Indian life that works up to a thoroughly impressive climax.
Particularly fine are the river scenes, with the canoes being
tossed about in the rapids during a chase that means life or
death for an ostracized brave.

"Hypocrisy"
by Fox That "Holds Up the Mirror" in PartWill Be Considered a Big Picture.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
PICTURES with vital themes are not too many,

A Melodrama

MOVING
and this

one, "Hypocrisy," a five reel Fox picture, not
deserves praise, but is sure of popular success. It
shows us the bluff and pretence of a certain circle of modern
society and of people who live without means in splendor,
parasites often of the most shameless kind. The picture makes
them out a mean lot, and it is pleasing to see them shown up.
It tells the love story of the daughter of one of these shameless social parasites.
The girl is played by Virginia Pearson,
who makes her very charming indeed. That the story develops with imagination and has several exciting, melodramatic
incidents is in its favor; but it doesn't take much imagination
Perhaps the producer of it knew
to see shortcomings in it.
that the spirit shown by his letting what was pretty good remain for good enough was, at bottom, part and parcel with
the spirit he holds to our scorn. He is as wise as the king
who puts tin in his own silver coin. It is a spirit of bluff and
pretence that is often shown by picture makers.
The worst thing in the picture, perhaps, is this: The villain
thinks he can fasten a great crime on the hero and make him
a "by word," and the crime is the selling of stocks in a railroad that everyone knows is in the hands of a receiver. The
buyer is the villain himself, a great figure in finance, who
knows all about the road and wants the stock to effect an
illegal merger.
Would modern society count that a crime or
a business virtue? The picture makes the crime so great that
the hero's wife does the selling, since her husband would
never consent to it, to pay her bridge debts and thereby gets
into all kinds of trouble from which she nobly rescues her-

only

self.

Again, the picture makes itself trivial by keeping the
in the limelight in season and out.
That he should
come with the mother on her first visit to the daughter after
her runaway marriage to the poor young man, is almost unthinkable, the more because the mother came for his sake.
His being there in spirit makes it disgusting to have him there
in person.
The mother is trying to get her daughter away
villain

from the young husband for the rich man's sake. It would
have cost more money and more pains to have made the situation clear by suggestion rather than by having the man himself come to rub in the truth, so to speak, and make the dull
spectator understand.
Again, the mother, as played,

is but a poor figure without
atmosphere or background or understanding of the role, a dead
weight all through. She is nothing but the typical stage
villainess.
Such a villainess thinks that a character to be
hateful must smile hatefully and leer with lifted eyebrows.

Scene from "The Making of Maddalena" (Morosco).
of her acting tends to submerge that of her
supporting cast. One player who stands out, however, is John
Burton in the role of Randolph Hale, the father of the artist.

The excellence

The locale of the picture is New York City in the opening,
in the second phase, and back to New York at the
denouement.
The subject is an adaptation of the play by
Samuel and Mary Lewis. There is a typically long stage cast.
While in construction, "The Making of Maddalena" is not

Rome

impressive, nevertheless there are a goodly number of situations
that stir, some of them notably. That such is the case is due
much to the personality and the work of Miss Goodrich.
Randolph Hale, when informed that his wife is declining- in
health on account of the casting out of the son, kisses his
wife good-bye and announces he is going to Rome to bring
back the boy. He leaves the house as if he were catching a
street car rather than a steamer making weekly sailings.
Again, the unidentified pestilence supposedly sweeping the east
side so virulently as to register 900 cases in 24 hours violates
the probabilities because it is against the history of the town
these -modern days.
Director Frank Lloyd has well staged the subject.

"The Avenger"
Two-Reel Lubin Melodrama Founded on a Mysterious
Murder Written by Julian Louis Lamothe.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

—

ALTHOUGH

the Stars and Stripes protects all sorts of
religious beliefs, it has remained for Julian Louis Lamothe to supply the Hindus of this country with a temple
for the worship of Buddha.
It is located In the cellar of a
tenement in one of the Coast cities and is the scene of the
closing episode of "The Avenger," the two-reel photoplay which
is the subject of this review.
A mysterious murder is the first incident in the drama. William Worthing, a collector of curios, is the victim. He is found
upon the floor of a room, the door and window of which are
bolted on the inside. Suspicion points to Manu, a Hindu servant, but until the son of the murdered man is sent for no
progress is made in solving the mystery. Young Worthing
recalls that, while in India with his father, they visited a
temple and learned of a little Image of Buddha that contained
a bit of sacred parchment. This image he had seen later among
his father's curios. Knowing that the sacred relic had been
stolen, the younger Worthing concludes that Manu murdered

\
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order to get back the image and to square
accounts with the despoller of the temple. His suspicion is
correct, and the last reel shows Manu restoring the relic to
an altar of his god. The deity proves very ungrateful, however, and allows the American to hoodoo the Hindu Into taking
hia own life by a series of hanky-panky tricks from the
"Magician's Own Book."
Ever since Wilkie Collins wrote "The Moonstone" tales of
the relentless avengers of the East have held a weird fascination for many simple souls, and also for those of a loftier
father

his

in

"The Conne< ing Batl
uple preparing to get a divorce
are placed in adjoining rooms in a hotel where there is considerable confusion over the use of the bath. Needless to
say a chance meeting brings about a reconciliation.
"Will a Woman Tell?" is founded on the notion that it is
impossible for a woman to keep a secret, though a lack of
reticence may have serious consequences; whereas in "Their
Dream House" we find an amusing exaggeration of the trials
of newlyweds, who are fooled by a glib real estate agent into
renting a cottage that is very pretty to look at but unsubstantial.
Mr. Myers and Miss Theby are to be complimented
on the first of their comedy productions for the General Film
program.

"On

the Italian Battle Front"

War

Pictures Are Handled in This Country by
Italian Journal.
Rei
ed by Lyi
Denig.
nation in Europe has its official war pictures, Just
as it has a blue book, or a white book, or a yellow book,
and in due time the pictures as well as the books are
circulated in this country. England, France and Germany have
had opportunities to present their versions of the conflict, and
now the military activities of Italy are at hand in six reels of
the most varied, interesting and pictorially beautiful film that
has come to America from any source. The Italian Journal,
under whose direction the picture is being shown, engaged
Weber's theater, New York, for an indefinite run beginning
Other prints will be displayed elsewhere.
The gr<
difference between this and the usual picture of
le front is due to the wonderful country in which
for.es are operating. There are hundreds of feet
Official

EVERY

be

selei ted

from these six reels for reKease as a

Scene from "The Avenger" (Lubin).
mental growth. When transferred to the screen stories of this
order have the added merit of being able to visualize the
"magic and spells" performed for the benefit of the faithful.
Fairy tales, detective stories and tales of mystery, a relish for
them long outlasts our childish faith in their verity!
Leon D. Kent, who directed the picture, has shown a failappreciation of its needs. The acting of L. C. Shumway, Sidney
Hayes, Robert Gray, George Routh, Velma Whitman and Kelvin
XI;..

,

the

nts of the

uir.

New Vim

Comedies

THE

joys and disappointments and the everyday Incidents
domestic life are the inspiration for the comedies
being made by Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby, late

of

Universal, and now producing for the Vim brand. The
titles of four single-reel pictures shown in advance of release
They are "Spring
will indicate the nature of the subjects.
Cleaning," "The Connecting Bath," "Will a Woman Tell?" and
"Their Dream Souse," probably the most laughable of any.

of

Scene from

"On

the Italian Battle Front."

scenic subject, and of course their value is increased immensely
by reason of the human interest attaching to the graphic depiction of the offensive and defensive operations of the armies
of Italy. Those who visit the various battle fronts generally
return convinced that the war is lacking In romantic qualities,
a conclusion that in no way applies to the conflict between
Italy and Austria.
There is no attempt here to show actual fighting on a large
scale; rather a detailed visualization of the problems confronting modern soldiers engaged in mountain warfare. The Alpine
troops in action bring a sequence of remarkable
which one is made to feel the perils of mountain climbing supplemented by the perils of war. In the backgroui
towering:, snow-covered peaks, and then follow evei
the military operations necessary for the occupancy of these
immense natural fortifications. The hauling
the mountain sides, the provisioning of the men, the building;
of redoubts to make more Impregnable those provided by
nature, are problems being met hy milit
this particular phase of the great Campaij
the need for heroism and initiative on the part of
the individual soldier. The Italians occupying the summit of
...
sentry duty at an altitude of lo,
feet, the lowering of the wounded from a mountain top
Elements placed t>y ti..
are among s quantity of scenes calling for attention, Then.
too, in this v.i > ably edited colleotion of
in In the Adriatic
Concise sub-titles arc printed in English and Italian.
•

.

I
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"The

Fall of a

Nation"

Spectacular Plea for Preparedness Is Presented at Liberty Theater— Music by Victor Herbert.
Reviewed by Lynde Denig.
of "The Birth Of a Nation" essayed his second
Till: author
i.uno without the aid of Griffith, and in "The Fall
Nation" he produced, with the assistance of Bartley
Cushing, a photoplay that, need not be compared with earlier
woks because in several vital respects it is quite different.
Where magnitude was desirable in arousing a war spirit in the
audience Mr, Dixon prepared battle scenes on a gigantic scale,
and the thrill one experiences when watching them is intensified by
Victor Herbert's stirring music, probably the most

Thomas Dixon's

appropriate score ever written for the accompanime
motion picture. For nearly half an hour toward the close of
the first act the horror, the excitement, the noise and the
tragedy of battle are brought within the four walls of a theater, and again at the end of the second act there is a thrilling
depiction of an active nation in arms. But for the really
need net wait for
distinctive quality of the production
lary as they
spectacular effects,
tainment of this type.
thei e and treated it
Mr. Dixon chose a treme
personal affairs
with keen regard for the
In numberless
in the lives of those who c
:alled tricky he
ways and with a clevern
ity means unavoidable personal suffering, the breaking up of families and death
—the death of the individual as well as that of the community,
the nation. He used many children in his picture,
1

1

i
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comedy such as lends

spice to everyday life, others to bitter
ridicule, perhaps the bitterest ridicule of public men ever
placed "ii the BOreen, The good taste of showing actors,

unmistakably intended to represent William J. Bryan and
Henry Ford, carrying flowers to a conquering army where
iiven the task of peeling potatoes, would be more
questionable it newspapers had not accustomed us to unrestrained satire. At all events a New York audience laughs
:ii>, more heartily, no doubt, than will the audiences
in Detroit, Mich., and Lincoln, Neb.
anient of the picture is that of Theodore Roosevelt
and the New York Tribune. What we need more than anything else just now is militant Americanism armed to the teeth
to defend us from the forces of European powers certain to
turn their attentions to this country as soon as their own
disputes are settled. In a prologue covering important historical happenings in Europe and the United States between
1620 and 1905 Mr. Dixon shows with some success why the
This is his first
ideals of this country are worth preserving.
reason for preparedness.
But unfortunately the dominant factions in the nation are
blind to the impending danger, while right in the heart of
New York conspirators employed by a foreign emperor are organizing to aid the invader. Even the heroine of the story,
Virginia Holland, a leader of women's clubs, is an ardent
pacifist, whereas her most promising admirer, John Vassar, is
a stalwart young congressman, who tries without results to
put through defense legislation. These are but two of the
characters figuring prominently in a quite complex plot that
keeps all of the essential figures in the foreground, either as
patriots or traitors, during the ensuing action, terminating
with the fall of the nation. Following a succession of tremendous battle scenes, clearly photographed and well assembled
to work up suspense, unprepared America is annexed by the
conqueror. During all this there is little appeal to a mind
only open to conviction through a logical presentation of
plausible arguments or facts; but most audiences will be carried along on a wave of patriotic emotion.
When it comes to reclaiming the country Mr. Dixon gives
his imagination yet freer play by creating a band of loyal
women, "Daughters of Jael," who secretly organize and then
use their wits and charms to ensnare the officers of the dictator's army, preparatory to a country-wide uprising.
The
final scenes, with their dash and spirit and the young women
riding here, there and everywhere in their pretty white uniforms, recall the Ku Klux clan episodes in "The Birth of a
Nation," except that in the present instance it is rather difficult
to take the military operations seriously.
Flora MacDonald gives a particularly sympathetic performance as the Italian woman devoted to her Little Tommaso,
Loraine Huling is a. pleasant girl, but too young in appearance
to suggest the leader of a great movement: Arthur Shirley
makes a manly young congressman, whereas Percy Standing
and Phillip Gastrock, among others in a large cast, deserve

"That Sort"
An

Adaptation of Basil McDonald Hastings' Play in Five
Acts, by Essanay, with Warda Howard, Duncan McRae
and Ernest Maupain in the Reading Roles.

A
A
A
A

little dreaming by tl e way.
little toiling day by day;
little pain, a little strife,
and that is life.
little joy

—

Reviewed by James

S.

McQuade.

AS

I viewed the first filmed act of "That Sort" I was impressed that the opening half of it was somewhat tedious;
but this was soon forgotten as the story progressed, and
interest grew until the final act created in my mind the verdict
that the film play, based on the stage play by Basil McDonald
Hastings, is a fine picture. But I restrict the application of
"fine" to the powerful and convincing story and to the excellent
acting of Miss Warda Howard, Duncan McRae and Ernest
Maupain, not omitting due praise to John Lorenz and Miss
Bettv Brown.
Nor must commendation be lacking for the adaptation which
was done by Charles J. Brabin, who also directed the producDirector Brabin made some oversights in the settings
tion.
which will tend to detract from the. merits of the production
when viewed as a whole. I refer particularly to the theater
scene where John Heppell (Duncan McRae) is seated in a box
and Diana Laska (Miss Warda Howard) is on the stage
dancing. Not another soul can be seen in the picture, which
is intended to represent the interior of a theater while a performance is going on. And to make the scene^ still jnore
incongruous, we see John Heppell,
th the flowers he has brought for the occasion,
actress
The s ne should have been omitted altogether rather than
The contrast between this and
e it unrealistically.
to prod
interior settings of the photoplay rnakes the blemish
other fii
direction of the cast Mr.
all the more
prone at times to leave
although
skillful,
Brabin is able nd"
imagination of the spectator. The attempted
too little
of Diana Loska,
'

Scene from "The Fall of a Nation" (Dixon).
full well that nothing moves an audience more surely
than the tears of a child; he introduced fresh, pretty girls
and subjected them to the ruthless hands of drunken soldiers;
he made much of an ignorant Italian's devotion to his adopted
country; he presented dumb animals, appealing in their helplessness; in fact, he overlooked few means of reaching the
heart as it responds to patriotism or sentiment.
Then there is another yet more exceptional quality in "The
Fall of a Nation" the adroit use of humor and satire, the
quick contrast by which the author shifts from a scene of
tragic moment into one of effective comedy. For of an admittedly serious work the number of laughs in this production
is unprecedented, and they are laughs having a legitimate
place in the story. Some of them are due to natural, human

knowing

—

instance; though I
release of the film.

believe

this

The construction of the photoplay impressed m
One of the opening scenes in the first act shows D:
lying on the floor of her

novel.

Laska

n the Hotel Carlton, apparently

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
She is discovered by the help, and a doctor is ummoned.
Doctor Maxwell (Ernest Maupain) restores her to consciousness, and, struck by tier intelligence and refinement, persuades
her to tell him the story of her life.
The story of a woman's wrongs is thrillingly told on
screen up to the moment of her attempted suicide, and
during its recital, the pictures tell us a story within the
dead.

I

story, a striking instance of the flexibility of

moving

pii

Heppell (Duncan McRae), the woman's husband that was, and
with the daughter that she had borne him before his drunkenness and brutality had driven her from her home into a cold
and callous world, in which she had fared badly and sadly;
and so from this point in the story until the close we watch
with ever-increasing interest the contest for Diana Laska's
re-instatement in her rights.
The closing scene, in which Diana's mother love forces her
to renounce forever the hope of letting her own daughter
know that she, and not another, is her real mother, is powerfully emotional, and sways both heart and mind by its fervid
spell.

In this scene Miss Warda Howard is seen at her best in the
port of Diana. Indeed, Miss Howard may always refer with
justifiable pride to this fine characterization.
Duncan McRae's John Heppell is a worthy opposite to Miss
Howard's Diana. There is an air of distinction about Mr.
McRae's acting that stamps him an artist. He will be remembered by many as the Edison director for some time, and also
as a member of several distinguished dramatic companies. He
was specially engaged by Essanay to play John Heppell.
That old favorite, Ernest Maupain. adds another to his numerous photodramatic successes in the role of Doctor Maxwell.
In the final fade-out we catch sight of Diana and the Doctor
seated in an old boat on the sands, In absorbed conversation.
Director Brabin has been very happy in the introduction of this
scene, as the thought flashes on the mind of the spectator
that, perhaps, after all, there is a haven of rest and true
happiness in store for the greatly wronged actress; and so
•everyone who sees the picture will go home with a telieved
and happier feeling'in both mind and
The release date was June 12.

and

and easy continuous action marks every inch of

stirring,

the film.

"Medicine Bend'' will please children as well as adults. They
will be pleased with Helen Holmes as the faithful wife of the
bully, Sinclair, and they will be pleased with J. P. McGowan
as "Whispering Smith." Leo D. Maloney, as Du Sang, who was
"as cruel as a soft bullet," will be a much admired type. Paul
C. Hurst carries away laurels as Sinclair.
Tony is another

iplendidly cast, and Thomas Q. Lingham'as
sheriff of Medicine Bend is not easily forgotten.
production will be released on the program of the

"Shoes"
Impressive Five-Part Bluebird Production, Directed by Lois
Weber, Features Mary MacLaren
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
a brief chapter in the life of a girl who worked
and ten cent store at five dollars a week, Lois
that is a credit both to
the Bluebird Photoplays, Inc. The picture is
founded on a story written by Stella Wynne Herron. the basic
Idea of which originated in a book by Jane Addams.
Eva
Meyer, the girl of the story, after months of struggle against
poverty, relinquishing her pay envelope with little complaint
each Saturday night for the support of the family, which included a lazy father, is "sold out for a pair of shoes."
The production rings true, and at no moment do the players
appear to be acting. It reminds one of turning the pagi
of life's unhappiest chapters. No detail of the simple little
drama of life as it passed in a poor family, consisting of four
children, a hardworking mother and a father whose chief con-

PICTURING
a

in

five

Weber has made a production

herself and

to

"Medicine Bend"
Western Melodrama, Sequel to "Whispering Smith," Well Produced and of Sustained Interest.
Revie e,i by Mai
Marl 'on:, 1.1
NOVEL by Prank H. Spearman is the basis for this ami
a previous five-part production made by the Signal Film
Corporation, entitled "Whispering Smith." In these two
pictures is employed an extensive cast headed by Helen Holmes
The characterization has been remarkably well carried out and
bevy of types well suited to the atmosphere In
a
Signal's Five- Part

.
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cloak of stolidity behind which Eva conceals her misery Is appropriate to the character of the girl. Her final desperate
plunge when she sells her virtue for a pair of shoes closes as
far as we are concerned this chapter of her life without a
conjecture as to what the next may bring forth. The suggestions of what she might have developed Into under other conditions increase the value of the picture as a sociological study.

"Macbeth"
Sir

the phantom dagger or the pursuing ghost of Banquo. Judiciously used close-ups of his wonderfully mobile features enable
Sir Herbert to reveal the ever-Increasing mental torture that
eats into the soul of the usurper.
The Lady Macbeth of Miss Collier is no less impressive, for
she, too, possesses a rich personality perfectly suited to Shakespearean tragedy. She uses natural advantages of face and
figure with unfailing intelligence to indicate emotional feeling
and the hard cruelty of the relentlessly ambitious woman. In
the sleep walking scene and the scenes preceding the tragic

Herbert Tree and Constance Collier Appear in Finely
Artistic Adaptation of Tragedy Produced by
Reliance Corporation.

Reviewed by Lynde Denlg.
place Shakespeare's plays
few exceptions attempts
WITH
screen have been disappointing. There has been
on
to

the

To say that "Maclittle Shakespeare and a dull picture.
beth," acted by Sir Herbert Tree and Constance Collier for the
Reliance Film Corporation, is among the exceptions is too
much like damning with faint praise, whereas the production

It
deserves the heartiest and most emphatic commendation.
will win on its merits as an interesting, artistic photoplay, as a
faithful representation of Shakespeare's tragedy and as a masterpiece of expressive acting that truly reflects the genius of
Sir Herbert and the marked ability of Constance Collier. There
has been much talk about preserving the art of great actors
through motion pictures, but slight accomplishment, either
because the players were lost in the new medium, or because
Here we have a happy
the subjects were unwisely selected.
combination of actor and play, also a director competent to
handle a great tragedy John Emerson.
Students of Shakespeare who fear a desecration of a masterpiece, or what amounts to much the same thing, a mere
skeleton lacking the mind, the soul and the psychology of the

—

Scene from "Macbeth" (Reliance).
death of Lady Macbeth, Miss Collier reaches the high moments
of a superb performance.
But it must not be gathered that the picture depends entirely
upon these two characterizations. Other roles are properly
presented and in the concluding reel, bringing the attack on
Macbeth's castle, there is a stirring spectacular conflict handled
on a large scale. Prom first to last the production, 7,500 feet in
length, is marked by artistic lighting, tinting and appropriate
settings.

"Who's Guilty"
and Sixth of the Series Continue to Bear Evidence to
the Fact That the Commonest of All Crimes
Are Crimes of Circumstance.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
series which is being made for the program of the
Pathe Exchange, Inc., by the Arrow Film Co., can be
likened in quality and drawing power to the "W,ho Pays?"
Both draw attention to the
series terminated some time ago.
unhappiness, and oftimes tragedy resulting from careless
Fifth

THIS

actions, selfish aspirations, unjust suspicions and various other
from which others than the original blunderers Buffer.
i

Scene from "Macbeth" (Reliance).
original, will be given a new insight into the possibilities of
the screen.
As Mr. Emerson adapted the play and directed it.
his is the credit for the production of a picture that not only

visualizes the dramatic incidents completely and convincingly,
but makes clear the mental processes of Macbeth and Lady
Of course, he could not have done so much without
first caliber, but it is equally true that Sir Herbert
and Miss Collier received the most valuable sort of co-operation
in making the audience understand.
There is not the least
excuse for missing the vital points of the drama.
In constructing a photoplay of this type the art of a director
is manifested in the scenes he chooses to visualize, scenes that
cannot be shown on the stage, but the meaning of which is
communicated to the audience through subsequent dialogue.
When such additions are made it is not altering the original,
rather expressing the same things in the language of the screen,
and it is this language that Mr. Emerson utilizes with fine
effect to realize the true spirit of "Macbeth."
The murder of
the king is visualized, as are many other happenings left to
the imagination in stage performances, but never once is anything foreign to Shakespeare's tragedy allowed to intrude.
When speech is necessary, lines from the play are invariably
used, and the arrangement of the scenario necessitates few
explanatory leaders. It is a treat, indeed, to read so much- of
Shakespeare on the screen, even if some familiar quotations
are slightly altered.
Sir Herbert is a virile, compelling Macbeth, possessed of the
rare art that makes possible the communication of emotional
states.
Characterization with a psychological background is
possible where such an actor is concerned.
see the birth
of ambition after the prophesy of the witches and feel the
irresistible force of temptation as Lady Macbeth urges courage
that his deeds may fulfill his hopes. There is infinite variety
lid .subtle shading in the portrayal, as Macbeth, suffering from
the conscience that "makes cowards of us all," shrinks before

Macbeth.

actors of the

We

Scene from "Who's Guilty?" (Pathe).
th.
well
leful
No. 5 of the "Who's Guilty?" series entitled "Sold Out" draws
attention to a lack of faith in human efforts. A young wife becomes discontented with the provision made f«r her by her young
husband who is still in the throes of prospecting a mine which
has shown no signs of paying. Lured away by a foolish mother
the wife pays a visit to her home and meets a former lover
whose every effort has met with success. A letter from his
mother-in-law asking for the release of her daughter from her
matrimonial tie brings the husband who has now struck it rich,

Foi

i

June
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post baste to the city in time to see his wife attacked by the
millionaire who has also succeeded in swindling her out of the

A fierce struggle takes
in her husband's mine.
place between the two men, resulting in the wife being hurled
down the stairway to her death.
No. 6 handles another situation in Which one of two brothers
employed in the same Office is unjustly accused of stealing
valuable bonds on the day on which he secretly marries his
employer's daughter. He then runs away at the proposal of
his wiio and brother who upon hearing that he has committed
The return of the falsely accused upon accisuicide many.
dentally learning that the bonds have been discovered where
they had fallen behind his desk, results in a fight between the
two brothers and the lodging of a bullet in the body of the
young wife's father, causing his death.
Whil. this number which is entitled "Sowing the Wind" may
lack the consistency of story which marks the preceding number, the interest never flags.
The stars, Tom Moore and Anna
Nillson, are holding themselves worthy of having been chosen
for this series.
stock she had

"It

Happened

in

tempts to use an emergency hose pipe to extinguish the flames,
with a result of adding to them. The unexpected happens elsewhere throughout the building, water bursting from pipes In
every room until a flood comes pouring down the stairs, out
through the entrance, down the street and into the ocean. On
this flood, riding on rocking chair and in small tub come the
fjuilty proprietor and a guiltless young wife with whom he has
been flirting. They shoot the shoots on the staircase, glide
swiftly down the streets and gutters, and, so great is the
momentum they acquire, they are last seen racing swiftly out
to sea.
The farce is quite as startling in its mechanical effects as it is amusing. Once under way it moves with zip, and
it

will

provide a spirited contribution to the variety of any

program.

Two Kalem

Releases

"In the Service of the State," the- Thirteenth Instalment of
"The Social Pirates," and "The Stenographer's
Strategy," a One-Reel "Sis"

Honolulu"

Five-Reel Red Feather Production Tells Light-Running Story
of Love and Travel in Many Lands.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
this five-reel number Lynn Reynolds has written and produced a pleasing comedy number, not strikingly original in
plot or incident, but attractive at all times to the eye and
enacted by a good cast.
Myrtle Gonzales and Val Paul play the young couple whose
love affair is the leading feature. C. Norman Hammond, Fred
Ghurch, Lulu Warrenton, Jack Curtis and George Hemanuei
play the minor roles. The settings are pleasing and suggest
satisfactorily American, Oriental and Hawaiian scenes. The
photography Is also very good.
The comedy tone is excellently maintained and the main
criticism of the plot is that it follows too closely a given trend,
lacking the element of surprise which lifts a production into
the first class. In other words, it has a rather obvious development for this type of story. Yet it sparkles with life and
interest in a scenic way.
V.il Paul Appears as the son of a wholesale fish dealer, who

IN

Comedy.

Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
"In the Service of the State."
thirteenth instalment of the George Bronson Howard
serial contains a new line of adventure for the Lady
Avengers. A foreign spy steals an important paper from
the Government and gets on shipboard with it.
The vessel

THE
is

well out to sea before the loss

is

;hip,

Scene from "In the Service of the

Scene from "It Happened

in

Honolulu" (Universal).

Perils

with no success, until
Mona and Mary take a hand in the affair. They, also, are passengers on the ship, and woman's wiles once more triumph
over susceptible masculinity. The spy has placed the paper in
a safe in his stateroom, the combination being known to the
purser of the ship. As soon as Mary and Mona learn this, a
trap is laid for the purser. Under the influence of the tender
passion, he plays into the hands of the two girls and gives
Mona a chance to extract the paper from the safe and turn It
over to the Secret Service man.
Most of the scenes occur on shipboard, and were photographed on a vesei
a natural consequence, the
locale Is the real thing; the director, .lames w. Home, has
taken every advantage of this fact. The picture is the most

and

-

among

also

is

the most

entertaining.

Ma. in Sais and Ollie Kirkby display a new and val
robe for the ocean trip, and manifest all their old relish for
Ho- task at hand
D Forresl Taylor is a good looking and
capable Carson.
U 1. Dell and Frank .lonasson
tlo- spy and the purser.
..

Two-Reel Keystone Farce

of Lively Ingenuity Directed by
E. A. Frazee.
va by Louis Reeves Rarrlson.
contrived on the old Bennet lines, "Bathtub
paratory
Peril
scenes, and tn
il
deal of amusing character revelation at any stage 01 the Story, luit all Is
it
makes
to work,
little difference who the people are when so much tl
shlng Is going on In such a lively presentation, A
u hen the stupdl proprle.I.
,\
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he '-li.ii
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that
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recover

wins the heart of a girl in spite of the fact that his rival Is
a titled English lord and that her mother is opposed to him.
He leaves to keep his appointment with the girl in Honolulu
and is subsequently suspected of stealing a large sum of money
from his father. The secretary is the really guilty one. The
h father's detective, whom he evades freson is followed by
quently He is thrown into jail m Honolulu, bul CD
escape and is afterward cleared.

Knowing

discovered.

i

"The Stenographer's Strategy."
was a for,--. oi.- conclusion that any yOUl
endowed with such natural gifts tor spelling, punctuation and
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"Silks and Satins"
Marguerite Clark Has Delightful Role in Costume Play by
Famous Players.
tewed by George Blalsdell.
j T IS a delightful role Marguerite Clark has in the Famous
I
Players live). art "Silks and Satins," released June 12. The
picture is of a story within a story, but the one within
o near being all of the show that what remains, that
Ith the modem touch, may almost be left out of consideraThe Felicite of the day that is past is by her father enon.
i:,\

June 24, 1916

Putting a Thrill in "Gloria's Romance."
li.it
the manufacturer announced in adfad
ipite tin
of its release that "Gloria's Romance" was going to beUiohalism and "stunts," Chapter &
absolutely free from
George Kleine i lotion picture novel, in which Billle
mtains a real thriller In the way
s the featured star,
which is going to make theater
atomobile accident, o
Bit up and gasp.
The 'accident" occurs when Gideon Trask, a new character
story, is pursuing Richard Frenau, the "heavy" of the
piece, as the latter speeds away in a high-powered car. Trask
rushes down the street after Frenau's car and since his gaze
is fixed on the disappearing automobile he fails to see a big
car that is turning into the avenue from a side street. The
driver catches sight of Trask, makes an effort to avoid hitting
him, discovers it is too late to swerve clear out of the way,
and a moment later the body of Trask is sent forty feet away
by the impact of the big auto. Frank McGlynn, an actor already known to thousands of screen fans for his work with the
Edison company, plays the role of Trask, and he literally took
his life in his hands when he calmly staggered in front of that
big auto and then allowed it to hurl him to one side. There
was nothing "staged" or "faked" about the accident. It happened exactly as it appears on the screen, and no dummy was
substituted. But McGlynn is mighty glad there was no "retake" on that particular scene, for he was badly bruised and
battered when he arose from the pavement and brushed the
dust off his clothes at the end of the film making.
1

:

i

'

Vest Pocket House Organs Successful.
John A. McNear, Jr., manager of the Mystic theater at PetaScene from "Silks and Satins" (Famous Players).
to wed not the man she loves; before the wedding the
death of the father throws the young woman under the guardianship of an uncle and into the samo home with a drunken
It is to Jacques
cousin whose suit takes a forceful turn.
Desmond, the cavalier, her thoughts turn; it is to Jacques that
Jacques gets
Felix, her fiance, also turns to rescue Felicite.
Felicite from her uncle's house at the point of his sword and
it is to her bold knight the young woman elects to give her

gaged

—

—

Miss Clark well fits the role of Felicite come to think of It,
she has a habit of fitting; her roles. Vernon Steele has the
leading male part, that of Jacques. He possesses the dash and
the physique that make it convincing. Clarence Handysides is
the drunken Marquis, the uncle who assumes the "guardianship"
of Felicite
a good characterization, as is also that of W. A.
Williams, who is unrecognizable in the make-up of the equally

—

Thomas Holding makes much of the minor role
son.
of Felix, the exquisite engaged to Felicite.
There are stirring scenes following the arrival of Felix at the
home of the Marquis, where the cavalier swings his sword in
drunken

approved d'Artagnan manner; and there are, too, scenes that
amuses when the tall fellow and his diminutive companion in
male attire arrive at the inn, to which the good knot-tying

monk

is

brought.

—

"Silks and Satins'" is an ideal matinee subject the marked
approval of the women in the Strand Monday afternoon attested that fact and it should be a popular subject with evening houses as well. It is finely staged and costumed.
J.
Searle Dawley directs.

—

Latest Fashions in Vitagraph Blue Ribbon.
Edith Storey and Antonio Moreno do credit to the leading
roles of "The Shop Girl," a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature in
five parts, announced for release June 26.
"The Shop Girl"
was picturized from the novel of the same name by C. N. and
Miss
A. M. Williamson and directed by George D. Baker.
Storey is first seen as a clothing model on board a steamer
returning from Europe. Peter Rolls (Antonio Moreno), son
of a rich man of the same name, becomes infatuated with
her despite her station, but his sister, Ena, breaks off the
affair by telling Winifred that Peter is already engaged and
is only trifling with her.
In the city Winifred loses her position with the modiste and
finds herself blackballed in the trade.
She finally obtains a
position as laleswoman in a store owned by Peter's father.
Meanwhile Peter searches the city in vain for her. His search
leads to his father's store, where he is informed that his sister
had obtained Winifred's discharge that morning.
Following
information given him at the store, Peter is just in time to rescue Winifred from the clutches of Megeison, the store manager, who had inveigled her into his home.
Although skeptical
of Peter's intentions at first, Winifred's happiness is complete
when she sees that he really loves her.
A capable cast of Vitagraphers is seen in this production,
among them Lillian Burns, Enward Dunn, Thomas R. Mills,
Josephine Earle, Harold Foshay and Templer Saxe.

The

Mutual Makes Changes in Titles.
the five-act Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edirelease June 12, has been changed from -"A Man's

title of

for
Soul" to "The Inner Struggle," and that of the two-reel American-Mutual release for the same day from "Circumstantial
tion,

Evidence" to "Convicted of Murder."

Cal., advocates the use of vest pocket house organs in a
letter to the Progressive Motion Picture Company, which has
been contributed to Paramount Progress. Paramount Progress,
the exhibitor's organ of the Paramount Pictures Corporation,
receives on an average of eighty to a hundred organs each
week, and this communication of Mr McNear's Is particularly
worthy of attention.
"I strongly advocate the use of a program only large enough
to be accommodated in every man's and woman's pocket or
pocketbook, as so many of the patrons of the motion picture
houses are those on the streets or engaged in business that
drop in to see a show or arrange their dates so as not to conflict with other business, in order to see a picture that appeals
to them.
It is a fact that a program such as I suggest and
make use of will please them and be appreciated by every one,
more so than one that is too large to be conveniently carried

luma,

the ordinary pocket," declares Mr. McNear.
is issued weekly and is ready for distribution
and Sunday shows for the week commencing the

in

"My program
at Saturday

following Monday, thus giving the best two days of the

week

advance advertising."

for

Ivan Inaugurates All Star Cast Policy.
Somewhat along the lines of revivals of famous old-time successes in the legitimate, where a cast is composed of all stars.
will be the newly adopted policy of the Iv:
1 Productio
which will in future limit its productio
o casts composed
only of performers, each one of whom
uld ordinarily be
starred alone.
The first film to be made along these lir
1 be "The Faded
Flower," the next release on the Ivan program. Besides <
ploying Miss Marguerite Snow, Rose Coghlan, the famous legitimate star who this year celebrates her golden jubilee as an
actress for fifty years, will be in the cast. Alma Hanlon is included.
Arthur Donaldson, the original Prince of Pilsen, a well-known
delineator of character roles; Edv ard Mackay, a name known
to theatergoers the country over, and William A. Bechtel, the
"Man of a thousand faces," are also included in the next Ivan.
"The Faded Flower" should be ready for release about July
1, through the Ivan Exchanges.

Royalty Sees Pavlowa Film.
Queen Alexandra of England witnessed the Pavlowa

film,

"The

Dumb

Girl of Portici," on May 16 at Philharmonic Hall, in LonAt the conclusion of the performance her majesty expressed her pleasure and enjoyment of the picture, and stated
this was the first public cinema performance she had attended.
The Princess Royal, Princess Henry of Battenberg, Princess
Maude, the Grand Duke Michael and Countess Torby, the Princess of Monaco, the Due d'Orleans, the Countess Grosvenor and
Lady de Trafford were a few of the other notable people present.

don.

Champion Kid Casey in Paramount-Bray.
Changes in the release date schedule for Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoons make possible the debut of a new leading

man

in these

drawings, "Kid Casey, the Champion," originated

by Fred Moser, who will appear before Paramount audiences
for the first time on June 15. His initial adventure will take
the place of "Colonel Heeza Liar and the Bandits," the release
date of which has been advanced one week. Subsequent animated cartoons, which have already been announced, will appear in their original order, but with the release dates also advanced one week in each case.

June
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General Film Company
WAY (Biograph), June

THE

GIRLS ACROSS THE

of the Biograph reissues, acted by
Chrystie Miller and Mildred Manning.
told and strong in heart interest.

5.— Another
Mae Marsh, Robert Harron,
The story

S.

General Film

—

;

Boy Scouts build bridge at Ricer Grove, 111. Sinn Fein
exchange
International
scenes after the rioting in Dublin
parade at Dublin
German and Irish parade at San
auto race at Indianapolis, Ind.
Mrs. Finley J.
Francisco Garden party at Governor's Island, N. Y.
Shepard and Finley J. Shepard, Jr. Oyster Bay, parade of Roosevelt
boomers Col. Roosevelt addressing the crowd at his home.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

AND PRESENT

NEW YORK

(Vitagraph), June 5.— An excelPAST
lent guide to many of the most interesting buildings and locations
The plan of
of New York City is furnished by this one-reel release.
reproducing the early life of such historical spots as Bowling Green
and Washington's Headquarters enhances the interest of the reel.

MILL, (Kalem), June 6.— Ham and Bud have

MIDNIGHT AT THE OLD

Both worthies are nearly
a weird experience in this one-reel farce.
frightened out of a year's growth while trying to obtain a subject
A quick moving comedy
for a number of doctors to experiment on.
average merit.

of

IN CINDERELLA'S SHOES (Kalem), June 7.— In this one-reel
comedy Ethel Teare gets most of her comedy out of a pair of shoes
This is contrary to the
that are several sizes too large for her.
original Cinderella's experiences, but Louis B. Gardner has built a
number of clever comic complications around Ethel's over-generous
footwear, and Gus Leonard, Jack McDermott and Victor Rottman help
her to keep the action stepping lively.

THE SELIG-TRIP.UNE NO. 40, 1910 (Selig), June 8.— Hospital in
school girls have
Lincoln Park, Chicago, during G. A. R. parade
San Francisco, encampment
outing at Manchester-by-the-Sea, N. H.
monster procession, London Republican candidates
for citizen soldiers
at Congress Hotol, Chicago; President Wilson at Memorial Day serfashion show at Madison Square Garden, New
vices, Arlington, Va.
York ; Preparedness Parade, Chicago.
;

;

;

;

;

THE SEA DOGS

(Vim), June 8.— Several of the incidents in this
one-reel farce are not only good for a hearty laugh, but required a
Plump
deal of hard work and expense to transfer them to the screen.
and Runt are the chief fun-makers, and the scenes where Plump is
forced to tow the boat while walking on the bottom of the sea, is one
of the best

features of the reel.

THE TREASURE TRAIN (No. 83 of "The Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series) (Kalem), June 10.— The operator at Lone Point again puts
the railroad in her debt by preventing a robbery on the line at the
S. A. Van Petten is the author of the scenario
risk of her neck.
and Producer James Davis has staged it with his usual keen eye
P. S. Pembrooke, Harry Schum, Roy Watson,
to correct local color.
Ed. Gibson and G. A. Williams supplement the efforts of the nervy
Helen Gibson.

TWO

AND

HAFF

SMITHS
(Lubin), June 10.— There is a good
A
deal of plot to this one-reel comedy, but not much amusement.
The
picture was written and directed by Clay M. Greene, and is not up
to his usual standard.
Francis Joyner, George R. Clarke and June
Daye have the leading characters.

VERNON HOWE BAILEY'S SKETCH BOOK OF BERLIN

—

(Essanay),

June 7. The sketches of the German capital showing the palaces and
the principal government buildings, make this reel doubly interesting.
artist retains his old cleverness with the pencil.
A western scenic
the

The

i

the East, but soon shifts to a western ranch and ends with a stage
hold-up and a dashing rescue of the heroine by Tom.
Expert horsemanship adds to the interest of the reel. Victoria Forde and Joe Ryan
are members of the cast.

simple, clearly

is

NO. 4.">, 1916 (Selig), June 5. Monster
Army, Washington f re in Detroit motion picture

THE SELIG-TRIEUNE,
aeroplane for U.

2261

i

JUGGLING JUSTICE Kalem), June !).— Sis Hopkins turns suffragette
in this one-reel comedy, runs for Justice of the Peace, is elected, and
adminsters the law in a manner wonderful to behold. The reel is full
of amusing character types and laughable situations.
Rose Melville's
beaming smile Is of vast Importance to Sis, the actress never seeming
Henry Murdook and Frank Minzey are promito tire of her creation.
nent members of the cast.
Tie
LUthor < thi scenario Is Samuel J.

OUR PEOPLE
icles

Company

Specials

(Essanay), June 3.— This three-reel photoplay chronthe inhabitants of a small town.
A run on the

the doings

of

bank forms the big dramatic moment. The story is wholesome
and well supplied with character studies. The sub-titles are cleverly
Bryant Washburn, Gertrude Glover. Thomas Commerford,
worded.
Richardson Cotton and Florence Oberle form a strong cast.
THE FANGS OF THE TATTLER (No. 11 of "The Social Pirates")
(Kalem), June 5. The methods of a blackmailing editor are exposed
in this instalment of the George Bronson Howard serial.
The picture
It was reviewed in the issue
keeps pace with the previous releases.
of June 10, page 1901.
THE YAQUI CUR (Biograph), June 6.— Made by Griffith several
years ago, these two reels comprise a strong Indian drama, well worth
re-issuing.
Robert Harron, Walter Miller and Lionel Barrymore are
local

—

A

in the cast.

review appeared in the issue of

May

G.

THE STONING

(Edison), June 6.— A three-part re-issue that will
remembered as one of the most successful photoplays ever released
by the Edison company.
A finely acted story, filled with the truth
be

and beauty of

life.

ORPHAN JOYCE

(Essanay), June 6.— A two-reel drama in which
Miss Joyce Fair has one of her juvenile roles that find favor
patrons of the screen.
The story tells of a little orphan
who is adopted by a wealthy couple, the child repaying them by saving
the household from being robbed.
The youthful star is as winning as
ever, and is assisted by John Cossar and Marian Lydston.
little

with

many

THE SCAPEGRACE

(Lubin), June 8.— The story of a banker's son
steals from his father and commits suicide when he is fount! out.
this three-reel photoplay by Josephine McLaughlin offers nothing :iew
in plot, but has the merit of sticking to its theme.
The material has
been ably handled by the director. Jack Byrne, and is ..i'.od by a

who

competent cast which includes George Routh, Bird Hopkins, Alan Forrest, Adelaide Lronti, Ada Gleason and Eveiyn Pngj.
THE STAINED PEARL (Knickerbocker), June 9.— Frank melodrama
is this three-part subject.
The action is fast and the story contains
interest.
Henry King has the leading role, that of the captain of
a ship one of the crew of which brings aboard
pear
h? has
stolen.
Two murders already have been done to secure the jewel,
and before the story is finished two or three others are killed.
In
major part the picture is staged on ship-board.
A TEMPERANCE TOWN (Selig), June 5.—A three-reel screen version
of Charles Hoyt's celebrated character comedy, "A Temperance Town,"
featuring Otis Harlan as Mink Jones, could not possibly fail to provide excellent entertainment.
Hoyt's good-natured satire on vice committee and temperance reformers has no dry moments, and his sketches
of the leading citizens of a country town are humorously true to life.
The picture was directed by T. N. Hefferon, and Otis Harlan is supported by Grace Darmond, John Charles, James Bradburv and Leslie
1

J.

King.

Fox Film Corporation
HYPOCRISY, June 5.— A notable five-reel melodrama that the audience seemed to find worthy. It is a substantial picture holding up to
scorn the "bluff and pretense" of a certain circle of mot
and of people who manage to live In luxury on nothing a year at the
expense of others who are worth more to the world than they ever
thought of being. A longer review will be found elsewhere in this issue.

|
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the east.
The picture is well produced and entertaining, and
The unexpected apthe story of a sheriff with a shadowy past.
pearance of an old pal In company with whom he used to tap safes is
The story is
the cause of a tragedy in which each shoots the other.
not exactly a probable one in some respects, but is entertaining.
also

in

fells

this.

in

JERRY'S BIG LARK (Cub), Juno '.".—A fare comedy Dumber In
Jerry (George Ovey) after various oHht amusing
meets With a motion picture company, mistakes artifice for reality and
up generally.
WHERE WIVES WIN (Falstaff), June lit.— This is an unusually
number wherein the daughter of a truck driver receives
hei
lover In her lather's home and makes him dance so much that
while she helps her mother with the dishes he falls asleep and dreams
a western cowboy,
He rides down stairs on a white horse
and sees ins sweetheart's mother haul her father out of a saloon,
lasso him and give him a run home while she rides the horse.
which

.!

.

Mutual Special Feature

-.

SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE, NO. 4 (Special Feature), June 12.—
Chapter four of this serial leaves a good impression and shows a marked
improvement over some of the previous chapters in adaptation and
production.
The action, which is continuous, is interesting and well
arranged.
With all concerned endeavoring to gain possession of the
secret which is snpposed to be contained in the book bought by Stephansky, Cleo is seized and bound and placed in the cellar of the
Stephansky home, where a bomb is later exploded, and we are left to

THINNEN STOUT (Beauty), June 11.— An amusing farce corned] In
Which Orral Humphrey plays the role of Stout, Lucille Ward that of
Mrs. Stout, and John Gough that of Thinnen, who claims to be able to
make people thin or stout as they desire. Some comical occurrences
take place in the institution, various domestic disturbances are also
In order, and altogether the offering is of fair entertainment value.

wonder how Cleo escapes.

REEL LIFE, XO. G (Gaumont), June 11.—An interesting group of
subjects will be found in this issue of the magazine in film, including
the construction of a $1,000,000 concrete bridge over the Tennessee
River, which is a fully detailed and remarkable illustration, the making
of a moving picture, showing the manipulation of a theater audience
by a director in the photographing of "The Idol of the Stage," and
Gaumont animal studies which were photographed at Bronx Park.

NO. 41, 1916 (Pathe), May 20.— Interesting items of
General Cousins decorating soldiers' widows with honors
gained by their husbands at Verdun, at Greenwood, S. D., one hundred
and sixty Sioux Indians are admitted to U. S. citizenship, the first
National Guard seaplane put in operation, and various scenes from the

BLOWOUT

HIS
(Vogue), June 11.— A slapstick comedy containing
It concerns prina moderate amount of entertainment value.
cipally the attempt of two novices to take care of the business of a
plumber while he is away. It would be difficult to outline the plot
which is as usual with this kind of picture a jumble of various things.
only

REAL ESTATERS
lots,

(Falstaff),

June

12.

—Oscar

and Conrad buy two

with running water. They find they have purchased a section of
beach and have considerable fun with the agent who sold
This is just a whimsical idea and gets up a fair amount of

the ocean

them.

SEE AMERICA FIRST, XO. 40 ("Yellowstone National Park") Gaumont), June 14. This number contains some beautiful views of Yellowstone Xational Park showing various terraces over which the mineral
water trickles, Shoshone Lake, and the geysers. An animated cartoon
entitled "Johnny's Stepmother and the Cat."

—

JOHNNY'S STEPMOTHER AXD THE CAT (Gaumont), June 14.—
On the same reel with the above this animated cartoon will be found
Johnny's stepmother goes uptown and leaves
distinctly amusing.
The cat gets frightened and breaks up the china
to mind the cat.
Johnny is locked in the closet in punishment for same.

him
and

DOUGHNUTS (Falstaff), June 17.— Riley Chamberlin appears in this
as a street car conductor on a vacation. He marries a girl who cannot
cook, and her food brings him weird nightmares. The dog and the fat
boy eat her doughnuts and both are sent to the hospital.
A light
comedy subject with smiles running all through it.
DELINQUENT BRIDEGROOMS (Vogue), June 18.—A knockabout
number, by Robert A. Dillon, featuring two hoboes and two well dressed
gentlemen who get their wardrobes mixed and all land in jail. This
has no particular novelty in plot, but has some fairly amusing
moments

in

Pathe Exchange,

European war

Mutual Film Corp.

Specials

THE PILGRIM (Mustang), June 9.—A two-reel Western drama, by
Edward Kaufman, with Frank Borzage, Anna Little, Jack Richardson
in the cast.
This Is much better than the average Western
number in presentation. The action is not pronounced, but works up
well to the climax, where the traveler saves a man's life after stabbing
him, wins the girl's love and then gives it up to resume his tramping.
The production arouses considerable feeling in the observer and is
THE LION NEMESIS (Centaur), June 10.—A two-reel
Wm. Clifford, Margaret Gibson, Al Garcia and a

turing

presumed

to

number, feawell trained

be possessed by the soul

Arabic legend. The girl is lured away
by the Rajah, who has hypnotic powers. The one thing he fears is
the lion, and at the end of the story the beast kills him and saves the
girl.
The soul of the murderer is then released. This makes on the
whole a better offering than usual of this semi-mystic sort. It is not
extremely dramatic, but keeps a close hold on the interest.
BROTHERS EQUAL (Thanhouser), June 13.—A two-part production
based on race prejudice. In visiting an estate of his father the heir of
the estate meets a white man who he afterward discovers is the son of
a colored woman by his own father. The mother, a leper, about to be
burned to death, is rescued by her son, who then kills himself in the
presence of the white girl with whom he is in love, his brother and
others.
The picture, although not a pleasant one, inspires thought. It
portrays the young man after preaching equal brotherhood to the
negroes discovering what the problem means when brought home to
himself.

MEDICINE BEXD (Mutual Masterpicture de Luxe— Signal), July 3.—
An unusually attractive five-part Western melodrama directed by J.
P. McGowan. The production is a sequel to "Whispering Smith" and
is played by an excellent cast headed by J. P. McGowan and Helen
Holmes.
the magazine

svlew of this production appears on another page of

THE SHERIFF OF PLUMAS
ern featuring Charles Newton.

June 5.— An amusing

farce

THE FATAL PIE (Pathe), June 5.— This amusing animated cartoon
from the pen of Rube Goldberg concerns principally Lotta Mincemeat,
her father, Julius Mincemeat, Nut, her sweetheart, and Pickup, her
wouldbe sweetheart. A peculiar turn of fate in which a pie stuffed
with dumdum bullets plays a forceful part lands Lotta and Xut in the
same garbagemobile, after various unhappy incidents.
On the same
reel with "Head-dresses of Holland."
HEAD-DRESSES OF HOLLAND

(Pathe), June 5.— An unusually inmany quaint head-dresses worn

teresting subject showing in colors the
in different parts of Holland.

THE ZINC MINES OF LANG HIT

(French Indo-China) (Pathe),
5.
In this picture will be found instructive views to the extent
possibly four hundred feet of film, showing how zinc is mined,
crushed, conveyed to the smelters, etc., in French Indo-China at the
mines of Lang Hit. On the same reel with "Around Mount Fuji."

June

—

of

AROUND MOUNT FUJI (Picturesque Japan) (Pathe), June 5.—
of views of a dormant volcano, showing the people at work in its vicinity, the lakes with which it is surrounded, and other attractive and beautifully photographed scenes.

most beautiful scenic consisting

Pathe Exchange,
THE IRON CLAW,
is

the

name

Inc., Specials.

NO. 15 (Feature), June 5.— "The Double Resurwhich is as thrilling as the rest of

of this episode,

This time Davy reappears as a mysterious veiled lady,
is afterwards pursued into a certain attic by Legar and his men, and
is apparently thrown from the window in a trunk.
It transpires, however, that Davy has let himself through the floor by means of a trap
over which the bottomless trunk had stood. Margery is also kidnapped
again, and rescued by the "Laughing Mask."
WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 5 (Arrow), June 5.—-"Sold Out" is an inseries.

tensely interesting number of this series.
A young woman marrying
the man of her choice goes with him to the mining country and invests ten thousand dollars, given her as a wedding present by her father,
in the mines.
Before they have begun to pay she becomes discontented.
tragedy occurs later in which the husband, defending his
wife against a former rich lover, who has swindled her out of her
mining stock, is the indirect cause of his wife's death. Well produced
and well photographed. A full review will be found on another page.

A

altogether effectively done.

lion named Monte.
The lion is
of a murderer, according to the

(Phunphilms),

—

this

and others

front.

LUKE LAUGHS LAST

comedy in which Lonesome Luke in the role of a butler is the center of
a pretty mixup, accidentally capturing two burglars at the same time.
Some of the comedy types in this film are unusually comical the fat
policeman, for instance, and his partner, "tall and lanky." This is an
unusually stirring comedy.

rection"

it.

Inc.

PATHE NEWS,

this issue are

(Mustang), June 16.— A two-part Wei
Helen Rosson and William Stowell a

WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 6 (Arrow), June 12.— The title of No. 6 of the
The production, in which Octavia Handseries is "Sowing the Wind."
worth appears, as well as Anna Nillson and Tom Moore, is well staged
and intensely interesting. The story concerns an unhappy play of circumstances in which two brothers employed in the same office, their
employer, his daughter and housekeeper are involved. An unjustified
suspicion and its consequences make this one of the best of the series.

Universal Film Mfg.
A COLLEGE BOOMERANG

Company

(Imp), June 18.— This number, by Cath-

erine Carr, features Edith Robert and Harry Benham.
The girl acts
as maid while working her way through school, and wins the love
of the young professor of chemistry in spite of a false accusation of
dishonesty made against her. The plot is not particularly new, though
rather pleasing in sentiment.

WANTED, A HUSBAND (Nestor), June 19.— A comedy, by Al E.
featuring Neal Burns, Betty Compson, Ethel Lynn, Stella
Janecke. The young wife pretends a young lawyer is
her husband, during the absence of the real one. This leads to amusing complications.
This rather conventional story includes some Interesting scenes taken at Coronado Beach, Cal.
Christie,

Adams and Joe

THE GRIP OF CRIME
scissors grinder

and his

(Big U), June 20.— A story of an Italian
by Calder Johnstone. The old man is

child,

A
;

!

June

24,
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He is arrested and the child's
used as a tool by some blackmailers.
The story is quite
the gang members are punished.
story saves him
Thomas Jefferson and Lena Baskette appear.
appealing.

V-L-S-E. Inc.

;

HIS PICTURE (Imp), June 20.—A

pleasing comedy subject, featuring Violet Mesereau and Wm. Garwood as a young married couple.
The wife dresses as a little girl in order to allay her suspicions regarding hubby's conduct. She carries out the part effectively. This is
novel and amusing in a quiet way.

A JAIL BIRD'S LAST FLIGHT (L-KO), June 21.—This pictures the
experiences of two male flirts, lured to the police station by a pretty
Billy Armstrong, Gene Rogers and Carmel Myers play the
lady cop.
The running scene, explosion in jail and other episodes are
leads.
Slightly rough In tone but amusing and acceptable.
laughable.

THE YOUNG SLEUTHS (Powers), June 22.—A juvenile subject,
featuring Frank Butterworth and Irma Sorter. The boy and girl play
This is rather slow in
detectives and assist in catching a bank thief.
It makes a fairly
action, but gets more interesting toward the close.
strong juvenile number.
THE FALL OF DEACON STILLWATERS (Joker), June 24.— A charcomedy of the eccentric type, by A. E. Bishop, featuring Gale
Wm. Franey and others. The deacon is appointed by the AntiHe winds up by taking part in a
Sin Society to stop prize fighting.
This is slightly rough in tone, but has a number of
fight himself.
laughable incidents.

acter

Henry,

NEWS

HEARST-VITAGRAPH
PICTORIAL, NO. 45, 1916 (Vitagraph),
6.
Boston, recruit fireman at drill
anniversary celebration at
Berkeley, Cal.
Boston, Spanish War Veterans memorial
services at
Soldiers' Home, Hampton, Va.
new monorail car test, San Francisco
Women's Federation delegates at Vitagraph studio Dr. Mary Walker
and Frank Daniels
Harvard regiment given flag
President Lowell

—

June

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and General Wood review regiment; prominent men in Republican
ranks New York, burial of Policeman Henry Schwartz Harlem River
regatta
Peace Advocates gather at Washington
push ball contest,
;

;

;

New

;

York.

THE REDEMPTION OF DAVE DARCEY

(Vitagraph), June 12.—

melodrama in which the title role is splendidly impersonated
The development of the story is not done in a
professional manner, and several rough spots are noticeable
but
withal the picture is entertaining.
It deals with the regeneration of
a crook and contains a number of spectacular scenes. A full review
five-part

by James Morrison.

;

appears on another page of this

issue.

HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL,

—

NO.

46,

1916 (Vitagraph),

9.
Prominent politicians at the Republican Convention, Chicago
destroying eggs from China at San Franfete day parade, New York
Cornell crew training at Poughkeepsie
cisco
Preparedness Parade,

June

;

;

;

;

Chicago launching barge, Manchester naval cadets receive diplomas,
Annapolis President Wilson and Secretary Daniels at Naval Academy
private school girls at the seashore; Battleship Oregon, San Francisco;
New York Police at miliPortland, Maine, congregation paint church
tary camp; Red Sox and Phillies at Boston; Brooklyn waifs have dinner
anniversary of Boston artillery company.
at Coney Island
;

;

;

;

;

Universal Film Mfg. Company Specials
THE SHERIFF OF PINE MOUNTAIN (Rex), June 11.— A two-reel
by Wm. Addison Lathrop. featuring Ben Wilson, Dorothy

,

World-Equitable

number,

Phillips and others.
This is a story of the northwest, in which a
young sheriff collides with a gang of opium smugglers. The settings
comprise a winter landscape with a heavy fall of snow on the
ground, a dog team, smugglers' den, etc. The story is conventional in
plot, picturing the way in which the sheriff and brother of the girl
clash and then make up their difficulties. The story has no particular
novelty, but the cast is pleasing and presentation agreeable.

WRECK

THE
(Universal Special), June 12.— No. 7 of the "Peg o'
the Ring" series.
The opening scenes contain considerable repetition
of things already pictured.
Peg recovers and discovers that she has
falsely accused Lund, Jr., of being one of tbe counterfeiters.
She tries
The circus is started again and Peg
to clear him of this implication.
once more appears in her act. The second reel closes with Peg and
Lund, Jr., jumping from a freight car running wild, to escape an approaching train. The number as a whole does not contain much action.

—

NOWHERE

THE MAN FROM
(Red Feather Photoplay), June 19
flve-reel feature offering, by Wm. H. Clifford, unusually well conKing Baggot Is feastructed and directed carefully by Henry Otto.
tured as a young man, sent to prison fqr killing his own sister, though
he Is entirely innocent of the crime. The events are dramatic and consistently worked out.
There Is quite a lot of originality in plot and
It is one of the best all-around five-reel subjects shown
incidents.
Irene Hunt, Helen Marten, Joseph
by this company in some time.
Gerard, Frank Smith, Johnnie Walker and others also appear. A first
A

rate subject.

THE FINER METAL

(Rex), June 19.— A two-reel number, by Harry
Dltmar, featuring Ben Wilson, Dorothy Phillips, Wm. J. Welsh and
Chas. Ogle. The characters concerned are a bank president, his wife
and tbe cashier. There is a piece of unusually good drama in the
second reel, where the president spares Carlton and then allows the
woman to flee without learning who she is. This situation alone makes
the offering one of unusual strength. The parts are all well played. A
good number.

THE

CRY FOR HELP (Universal Special), June 20.—No. 6 of the
"Peg o' the Ring" series. Both Peg and Lund, Jr., escape from the
counterfeiters' den after exciting experiences.
Secret Service men
strike a trail which is about to connect Mrs. Lund with the gang, but
Peg, In a sudden seizure, hysterically points to Lund, Jr., as the guilty
one. The number contains a number of quite thrilling incidents.

THE SCARLET MARK

(Victor), June 21.— A two-reel offering, by
Catherine Carr, in which Mary Fuller plays the double role of Allison,

PERILS OF DIVORCE

(Brady-Made),

12.— A

June

MUNSON ART FEATURE RELEASED JULY

managed

WHAT COULD THE POOR GIRL DO? (Nestor), June 23.— A tworeel burlesque comedy, by AI E. Christie.
Eddie Lyons, Billle Rhodes,
Lee Monin and others are featured. Jed, a country youth, falls In love
with a young lady safe cracker, who has come to the country to reform. The gang, led by Dirty Jerry, follows and takes her back. Jed
goes to tbe city on a rescue expedition and some rapidflre situations
ensue. A chase ecene, a dash over high rooftops, and rough and tumble
gang fighting aro features.
This has numerous precedents, but Is
strong on action and enacted by a pleasing cast.
tiik

—

AHEARN COMEDIES FOR RESERVE.
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., manager of soles and publicity of the Reserve Photo-Plays Company, producers of Ray Comedies, has
Just returned from the Cleveland studio "and reports excellent
prospects for the future. In conjunction with the single reel
comedies releases beginning June 21, the Reserve Photo-Plavs
will release through Mr. Cobb a series of comedy cartoons by
"Ahearn," head of the Ntwspaper Enterprise Association, which
controls many papers In the Middle West.
Mr. Cobb has so arranged the future releases as to allow for
a serial of six episodes of Johnny Ray In "Jerry the Janitor."
which will be followed by the "One Armed Paper-hanger with
the Hives," a one-reel subject.

KERRIGAN COMPANY

IN YOSEMITE.

Universal City, Calif.. June.— J. Warren Kerrigan and a larg-e
of Universal City players, including Miss Lola Wilson.
plays opposite him. Miss Maude George and H.irrv Tarter, are in the Yosemite Valley filming sc<
onlng- Trail," a five-reel feature photopluv written b\
Willis of the Universal City staff.
Director Jack Vo
pects to take a large number of the scenes In the famous
National Park and iriclnlty before the rompan\ returns to
Universal City for work on the bit:

company

who

written by Rex dc Roselll,

i

!

MYERS-THEBY RELEASES BEGIN JULY

5.

July 5 has been determined upon ai the date for the first
release In the General Film service of the Vim feature .oniedles starring- Harry C\ Myers and Roeemary Theb]
keeping" Is the title of the
:
u ii w edneada] in the
vice.

"Spring Cleaning"

GHOST OF THE JUNGLE

(Bison), June 24.— A two-reel numplays a leading role, assisted by
Yona Landowskl, Guy Hedlund, Colin Chase and others. The South
African settings are pleasing and the plot batter than Hie average for
this type of story.
The girl is lured away from the cabin
venturer, who also carries off the father's diamonds.
The rather ilv.s
pursuit and meets with terrible suffering In the
scenes are exciting and Interesting.
ber,

17.

On July 17. Samuel S. Hutchinson will present to the public
a high-art, six-part photoplay featuring: Miss Audrev Munson,
the famous model. In the title role "Purity." The subject is an
allegory written by Clifford Howard for the renowned Miss
Munson,, and directed by Rea Berger under the personal supervision of Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Company, Inc. Prominent in the cast supporting Miss Munson
are Eugenie Forde, Nigel De Brullier and William Carroll.
The play is based on Greek mythology with Puritv. represented by a nude female figure, exerting an influence for good
over the world.
Then, as stanzas of allegorical poetry are
composed by a poet, the characters. Evil, Beauty. Art, Music
and Drama are introduced in the flesh.

i

Wanda, an adventuress. This would have been
Wanda had not been employed directly, but had
to substitute herself secretly as the rich girl.
The situation
as presented is too Improbable to carry the illusion strongly.
There
Is also a little too much coincidence In the closing scenes.
This contains some fairly strong plot material but Is faulty in construction.
a wealthy girl, and
more convincing if

melodramatic

story showing how a wife is cast off by her husband when in reality
The picture was correctly produced by Edwin
is entirely guiltless.
August and adequately acted with Edna Wallace Hopper in the role of
the wife. A review may be found on another page of this issue.

she

"A

who

is

the

till.

MILLION FOR MARY"

(Flying A).
Hoffman, the well known playwright and author, has

written the vehicle

and

I'lll.

will
•

i

•

•

irr

make

in

which

t)».>

their debut

<a'.-

under the "Flying A" banner.

the

direct p<
preeldent of the

American Film

i
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"THE REPRISAL"

(Selig).

"The Reprisal," a Selig Diamond Special, produced by William
ily, from the story written by Elizabeth R. Carpenter,
be released Monday, June 19, in regular service through
"The Reprisal" is an unusually
tli.
General Film Company.
Btrong drama, and in every respect uphold-s the enviable
standard sot by Selig shorter-length productions. It features
an all-star cast, including Fritzi Brunette, Jack Pickford, Guy
Miss
Oliver, Frank Clark, Al W. Filson and Lillian Hayward.
l

will

June

24,

1916

purchased the New England rights to "The Yellow Menace,"
the sixteen-episode serial starring Edwin Stevens, and featuring Florence Malone and Margaret Gale.
The states covered
by Mr. Rifkin's franchise include: Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island.

"JAFFERY"

(Frohman).

Interesting personalities will surround C. Aubrey Smith in
which the Frohman Amusement Corporation is filming from the new novel of that name by William J. Locke.
Almost without exception those who have been chosen for the
various parts are known equally well on the stage and screen.
Ability as well as appearance are particularly necessary in
making a picture from this book, for its effectiveness rests
largely upon portraying the subtle shades of characterization
which Mr. Locke's pen has so skillfully conjured.
Eleanor Woodruff went from the stage to photoplay work.
Eric Blind has been familiar to play-goers both in England
and America for many years, his principal engagements here
being with Mrs. Fiske and Margaret Anglin. Paul Doucet has
just completed his engagement with Elsie Ferguson, playing
Fritz Schiller in "Margaret Schiller." Florence Deshon, after
finishing an engagement with "My Lady's Dress," was first
called to picture work by The Famous Players company. Doris
Sawyer is an English actress whose last parts before leaving
"Jaffery,"

America were Ruth in "Hindle Wakes," and Agnes in "Jim
Penman."
With such material to portray Mr. Locke's story, so thovoughly known in book form, the Frohman company should
produce a picture of unusual interest.

for
the

"A

Scene from "The Reprisal" (Selig).
Brunette and Jack Pickford are afforded many opportunities
for versatile work, and they take every advantage of these.
The plot of the story deals with the fruitless love of a
southern girl for the man of her choice. The man's brother
The girl vows to be revenged
interferes in the love match.
and years later marries the brother. How all the wrongs are
righted and how the woman Anally comes to understand that
her thoughts of revenge are really thoughts of love add in
making "The Reprisal" an absorbing production. The scenic
effects are exceptionally good, and there is a

TRAITOR TO ART"

(Essanay).

This is the tragic story of a girl's struggles to succeed as an
artist in a great city, calling for an emotionalism in portraying
her sufferings and lack of success that keeps the drama at a
high pitch of tension. It is tragic almost throughout, relieved,
however, by light touches of the sometimes happy days of
studio life, where the artists, successful and unsuccessful, romp
at their Bohemian dinners. These touches act more as a foil to
the more somber elements which is intended to show the
I

MASSIVE SET USED IN COMEDY.
What is considered the most massive set ever used at Universal City was provided by Charles Rankin, director of productians, and his department for using in filming a number of
the scenes in "The Bell Hop," in which Pat Rooney is being
featured, under the direction of Roy Clements.
As indicated
by the title, it is the lobby of a big hotel, and in It is produced
some of the clever comedy which has made Rooney a favorite
on the vaudeville stage in all parts of the United States. Working with Rooney are a number of the best known players of
Universal City, including Adele Farrington, Beulah Lewis, Hayward Mack, Jay Belasco and Ed Sedgwick.

MORE GAUMONT ANIMAL

STUDIES.

In the sixth "Reel Life," the Mutual magazine in film, the
will show more of its popular animal studThese have been taken by Elwin R. Sanborn. Although
pictures of animals in captivity, Mr. Sanborn has caught them
so characteristically that his film is being used by naturalists
for purposes of scientific study. The film shows the beaver at
work and at play, and the white peacock and the zebra.
As "Reel Life" has at least three divisions of interest, the
reel for the week also contains pictures of the million-dollar
concrete bridge being built over the Tennessee river at Chattanooga, and entertaining views of how a motion picture director handles two thousand extra persons in a photoplay.

Gaumont company

4

ies.

NEW ENGLAND SOLD FOR "YELLOW

MENACE."

Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the
Unity Sales Corporation, announces that through negotiations
conducted between himself and Herman Rifkin, general manager of the Eastern Feature Film Company, that concern has

HI

Scene from "A Traitor to Art" (Essanay).
lie in the path of those
There is nothing
more a depth of
pathos that touches the heart and wins the sympathy. The
story also is brightened by the climax, after the girl had succumbed to the inevitable and admitted herself a failure, she
finds she has won the love of a young minister. Although she
awakens to the fact that a career is not for her, she finds happiness In love and in the fact that through her duties as the
minister's wife she at last can be of some use to the world.

almost unsurmountable barriers that

who hope

for success, alone and unaided.
of the sordid in the play, however, reaching

June
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"THE GENTLE CONSPIRACY"

"THE FALL OF DEACON STILLWATERS"

(Universal)
The Woman's Confederated League of Clubs and Rolling
Pins is in session. They are about to elect a president and it
looks very much as if Deacon Doolittle (William Franey)
You see Beatrice
will be elected, although he 3 a mere man.
Fltznoodle (Gale Henry), the chairman of the Associated Hen
Fest, is strong for the deacon, and if there is any way she
can swing him into office she will do it.
On the afternoon when this imposing flashlight group picture was taken the deacon was addressing the Anti Sin League,
i

(Flying A).

The combined efforts of Author Charles 11 Peck and Director
Carl M. LeViness offer Miss Vivian Rich a golden dramatic opportunity in the two-part "Flying A" drama, "The Gentle Conspiracy," in which Alfred Vosburgh and the famous character
actor, George E. Periolat, have the supporting roles. This Is
the story of an idle girl who tires of her unromantic life of
luxury and seeks romance in the city, where she falls in with
a fast young man and is killed in an automobile accident.

Scene from "The Gentle Conspir

Scene from "The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters" (Universal).
an auxiliary of the Confederated League. All the women are
hanging on to the deacon's every word. He is telling them
that wine and women "never got no man nothin'," that drink
is damnation and dice are the devil's own work.
As a matter of fact the Deacon is a hot old sport and pulls
oft cock fights in the basement of his home every once in a
while, is a regular feller with the ladies and has been caught
He once knocked out a famous pugilist.
in cabaret shows.

He can

be seen

doing his double dealing work

in

comedy, "The Kail of Deacon Stillwaters," which
leased on the Universal program on June 24th.

"THE ETERNAL QUESTION"
Mme. Petrova,

the
will

In her second part she comes to the home of the rich girl
as a burglar in the dead of night and is caught. Her striking
resemblance to the dead daughter Is discovered, and she is
adopted, in a gentle conspiracy to defraud the blind mother
who has not been told of the death of her daughter. It later
is proved that the adopted girl is the daughter of her mother's

"The Gentle Conspiracy"
Jun.

is

to be released

by the Mutual on

19.

Joker
be re-

PARAMOUNT POSTER ATTRACTS ATTENTION.
The Fenway theater, Boston, Mass., has been using a most
effective bit of poster advertising for Paramount Pictures, one

(Metro).

the gifted actress, will be seen in the starring

"The Eternal Question," a five-part Metro wonderplay,
produced by the Popular Plays and Players, which will be released July 3. This feature was produced under the direction
of Burton King and the supervision of Harry Revier, superA
vising director at tin- Popular Plays and Players studio.
strong supporting cast includes Arthur Hoops, Mahlon Hamilrole in

which is attracting widespread attention and causing general
comment, although very few words are used. The management Is getting out a quarter-sheet poster in two colors bearing
an eight-inch Paramount trademark, which at once arrests the
attention.

PICTURES AT CHURCH CONFERENCE.
Motion pictures of an educational, religious and scenic atvi
played an important part In connection with the Twei
seventh Delegated General Conference of the Methodist Epi
pal Church, held in Saratoga Springs. X Y„ during the mi

Scene from "The Eternal Question" (Metro).
ton.

Edward Martlndel, Warren Oland, Henry Leone, Howard

Misslmer and Evelyn Dumo.
The story of "The Eternal Question" deals with the discussion
of two club men on the eternal question, woman. One held that
birth and breeding made the woman, while the other contends
u.i. largely responsible. They made a
that .loth.
test their theories.
A young woman, the role essayed

wager
l.y

to

Mine

lvtrova. playing < grind organ ami carrying a nfonki
along at this tune. She Is sclc. ted lor tin Ir subject.
There are
wealth of Interesting situations and big scones
,1
In "The Etc,
:

,

,

Hall at Methodist Episcopal Conference, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y.
Qreat cue was taken in the selection of proper equipment and the results obtained prove, conclusively that motion
pictures could well bo adapted for use In connection with
church work. In the Convention Hall, another Simplex Projector wilh dlaaolvini itereoptlOOn attachment was Installed.
The Board Of Foreign Missions held their meeti:
casino and
ted outside Of the
building. This platform supported the metal booth which contained a Simples P
1
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•THE GHOST OF THE JUNGLE"
No,

this is

the naturalness and

(Universal).

not an illustrated song slide for "Howilali,

how

do you do," the now Universal fox trot; it is not even a
It is a scene from "The
scene from "Hawaii, how are you?"
Ghost of the Jungle," a Bison two-reel animal drama in which
Rex De Rosselli and Tons Landowska play the leading roles.
A complete native African village was built for "The Ghost
of the Jungle." and two hundred of the blackest negroes west
of the Rocky Mountains got temporary jobs while Director
Hunt was busy filming the great animal picture.
A great deal of double e

charm

fectly logical ami healthy
ish that they fairly romp

their elders the sensible

of their acting— they are such perchildren, clean-minded and hoydenthrough the five acts, while showing

way

to arrive at results.

VIVIAN MARTIN IN INITIAL MOROSCO PICTURE.
Vivian Martin, who recently arrived in Los Angeles to take
up her engagement with the Oliver MorOBCO Photoplay Company and Pallas Pictures, is now engaged on her first vehicle
to be released under the Morosco brand on the Paramount
Program. "Nell of Thunder Mountain." bv Alice von Saxmar,
is the title of Miss Martin's new subject.
The story tells of Nell, a mountain girl reached by the spirit
of progress to the extent of rebelling against the sordid conditions and stifling scope of her life. Although different from
her people, she yet retains a great love for her own kind. The
photoplay will present an unusual ending that will grip any
audience with its logic. The star and supporting cast under
the direction of Frank Lloyd is now at work in the pine forests
at the top of the San Bernardino mountains in a spot noted for
Its wild beauty.
The cast includes Edward Peil, William Jefferson, Jack Livingston, Louise A. Emmons, Alice Knowland,

Herbert Standing ond John McKinnin.
master of the tripod.

James Van Tress

is

TOY"

"DESTINY'S
(Famous Players).
Louise Huff makes her first appearance as a featured player
the productions of the Famous Players Film Company when
"Destiny's Toy," written and directed by John B. O'Brien, is
released on the Paramount Program on June 15. This is Miss
Huff's second Famous Players role, however, as she appeared
in that company's adaptation of Denman Thompson's "The Old
in

Homestead."
In

this

production Miss Huff has an

exceptionally

strong

Scene from "The Ghost of the Jungle" (Universal).

some of the "supernatural effects" have been admiringly commented upon. In one scene the heroine dies of
ture and

fever in the African jungle and her spirit is seen leaving her
body when death comes. Her spirit again plays an important
part in the development of the plot when it leads the man
who left her alone to die to his own doom. She is seen leading
the way down a raging torrent which ends in a waterfall and
over this waterfall the man who has deserted her finally
"The Ghost of the
plunges to his death in a frail canoe.
Jungle" teems with exciting adventure and tragedy.

LOVE

"THE
GIRL" (Bluebird).
The release of "The Love Girl" on July 10 will mark he
second issue on Bluebird's summer program of features. Orig
inally announced as "Ambrosia," the change of title to "Thi
Love Girl" was decided upon for commercial purposes and
considered by the producers to be in the nature of an improve
i:

Hall, who enacts "the girl;'
is really the "leading man'
his "teens;" Adele Farrington

The leading players will be Ella
Harry Depp, a youthful actor who
of the piece,

although

still

in

Scene from "Destiny's Toy" (Famous Players).
cast, including J. W. Johnston, John Bowers and
The major portion of the action was staged on
Block Island, the picturesque scenery of which makes it an admirable location for that part of the story which has to do
with the life of Nan Carter, the role played by Louise Huff,
after she has been rescued from shipwreck by Barnacle Joe
and has been adopted by the kindly old fisherman.
"Destiny's Toy" is a combination of romance and desperate
battles, the fight in which the police raid the headquarters of
the gang being one of the fiercest struggles ever recorded on
the screen. Special music has been arranged for this production by G. Schirmer, copies of which are obtainable from the
various exchanges.

supporting

Harry Lee.

"SUBMARINE" COMPANY DOING STUNTS.

Scene from "The Love Girl" (Bluebird).
Betty Schade, Kingsley Benedict and Grave Marvin. The writing and producing has been done by Robert Z. Leonard and the
play is in five acts.
Hindu mysticisms and occult science play an important
part in the plot, and there will be a lesson for "faddists" in
the final discovery that the disciple of Budda is shown to be an
impostor with a criminal record. This unmasking of villainy
is accomplished by the boy and girl, who exercise better judgment and show more common sense than their elders.
The boy and girl will interest every theatergoer through

The entire "Secret of the Submarine" company, under the
leadership of Director George Sargent, recently journed down
to Dos Angeles to film some of the exciting scenes with an
aeroplane which furnishes a series of exceptional thrills in the
big picture.
After a revolver duel between Lieut. Hope. U. S. N. (Thomas
Chatterton) and Lamor Johnstone (Gerard Morton) the aeroplane catches fire and burns in mid-air. When this part of the
scene was being taken the fire got too warm for comfort, the
aviator adding unexpected realism to the film by the way In
which he made an almost perpendicular dive for ground and
safety.
It was a narrow escape, but the speed of the machine
forced the flames and smoke to the rear and away from the
wheel until the ground was reached. Miss Juanita Hansen,
leading woman of the company, has become an enthusiastic
aviatrix since working in this picture.

June
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"REEL LIFE"

(Gaumont).

The Gaumont company, producer of the interesting single
reel Reel Life, the Mutual Magazine in Film, has outlined
several interesting programs In this weekly release. It is the
policy of the company to have "Reel Life" edifying as well as
entertaining, the same in character as a magazine. For this
subjects are chosen with great care. There are
ts
usually three different ones upon each reel for the sake of
No.

Life"

"Reel

7

Gaumont animal

devoted to

largely

is

NOTES OF THE TRADE
/

RAWLINSON, who for some time has been a feaHERBERT
tured player under the direction of William Worthington
at Universal City, has been transferred to the Robert
Leonard company and will be featured with Miss Ella Hall,
under the direction of Leonard. Under his new director. Rawlinson will appear in a five-reel feature photoplay entitled

"Little

Eva Edgarton."

Arthur Acord, popular hero of Mustang-Mutual releases, is in
home at Santa Barbara seriously injured, the result of being
thrown from his mount while enacting a scene for "Sandy, Reformer," a forthcoming release. As a result of Acord's injury,
work on the production has been halted, pending his recovery.
his

During the time the members of the New York police department will be engaged in military training at Fort Wadsworth,
perfecting themselves in the handling of the big coast defense
guns, the Vitagraph Company of America has generously offered to supply a moving picture entertainment with a change
of

program

nightly.

Lillian Hayward again appears as a vampire type in "The
of Mystery," a Selig drama in course of production by

Germ

William Robert Daly.
Before proceeding with the work of picturizing the five-reel
Harvey Gates, starring Ruth Stonehouse, Director

feature, by

Beaming and Threading

the

Loom

for

Weaving (Gaumont).

studies. It also has an entertaining section showing the work
of students at an agricultural college. The following issue,
No. 8, may be the means of saving many lives, since it shows
how gasoline may be safely handled. This is one of Gaumont's
important contributions to the "Safety First" crusade. There
is an Interesting series of pictures showing the New York
City Street Cleaning Department at Work. A third section
shows the growth and habits of the snail.
Until it is flashed upon the screen in "Reel Life" No. 9, few
people will know that spinning of wool as a home industry
is not a lost art in America. The Gaumont camera man stumbled into a mountainous section of Georgia, where he was surprised to find the women of the families of even well-to-do
farmers were engaged in carding and spinning wool for home
use.
Egyptian temples, mammoth
There are picture
mids and kingly tombs that were old when King Solom
ruled in Jerusalem. A third section of this issue is made up
of more of Gaumont's popular Animal Studies. Bird Life will

be featured.
"Reel Life"
day.

No.

8

is

was

released as a Mutual Picture every
issued June 18.

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS SHOW FIRST

Wednes-

AIDS.

First aid to the injured has been plcturized in an interesting
manner by the Paramount Pictures Corporation in a release
of the Plctographs showing what the emergency aids are and
how they may be applied In various cases. The pictures were
posed by a young boy and a nurse and the films show what
ready remedies should be applied in certain accidents, how a
a bandage may be utilized in making a tourniquet
to atop Hi> flow of blood, how a wounded knee may be bandaged, and what to do for gash in the head, an injured hand
and cuts about the face.
I

MARY MILES MINTER AT AMERICAN STUDIO.
Minter

now

busily using her wonderful powers
American Film Company, Inc., under
the personal supervision of Samuel S. Hutchinson.
It is
"Youth's Enduring Charms," a striking appropriate title for
iiiis tiny actress' photoplay effort.
The story is by sfabelle
rustics, and direction has been pi
William C. Dowlan, a director of recognized ability.
.\l;ii\

.Mile-,

Is

in her first picture for the

William Worthington will produce a one-reel political photoplay, with the leads played by Jessie Arnold and J. F. Connolly.
It is entitled "Cross Purposes," and Is written by Bess Meredyth.

"The Girl Philippa," story by Robert W. Chambers, which
in one of the popular magazines, is being produced by the
Vitagraph Company under the direction of S. Rankin Drew.
Anita Stewart will be seen in the title role. Others in the
cast are S. Rankin Drew, Brinsley Shaw, Anders Randolf,
Frank Wupperman, Ethel Corcoran, Alfred Rabock and Julia
Swayne Gordon.
ran

Twelve lions, six leopards and a number of elephants, in addition to various other members of the Bostock animal aggregation, appear in numerous of the scenes of "The Siren of the
Jungle," a two-act Centaur-Mutual drama, starring Margaret
Gibson and William

Clifford.

"The Deacon's Demise" has been finished by Director Lynn
Reynolds, In five reels, and will be released as a feature. Reynolds declares that it is the best story he has made. Myrtle
Gonzales is featured, supported by Val Paul and Fred Church,
with a strong cast including Lule Warrenton, George Hernandez, Frank MacQuarrie, Nanine Wright and Jack Curtis.
Reynolds is preparing another story for production, in which Miss
Gonzales is featured, but the title has not been announced.
Carl Rich, the five-year-old son of Charles

J.

Giegerlch, a

well-known New York newspaper man, has joined the ranks
of motion picture stars and has already made his Initial appearance in "The Redemption of Dave Dai
Blue Ribbon Feature, announced for release early in Juno.
Little Carl enjoys the distinction of appearing as
acter impersonated by Jlmmle Morrison when a child
What
made special appeal to players and director was Carl's almost
uncanny resemblance to Mr. Morrison, both as his natural self
and when made up for the oharactei

Miss Cleo Madison and
William V*. Monn.
•
an Bye," In
Miss Madison, and with a cast Including sfoni i. m Wells,
Charles Qunn, Bertram Qrasab] and B T
of the se..
in the Malllm mountain*
Angeles, and some beautiful photographic B
Miss Madison expects to produos nezl a three-reel tiim play
entitle, "Tilly, the Little Swede." written
!
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N Heiiion. of the Bells Company, has begun work
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.Mullm, of the Vitagraph Company, is
•rk upon a three-reel melodrama with Evart Overton, Denton Vane, Miss Mayfield, Logan Paul and Adele Kelly
This production will be released under the Broadway star trademark,
.

contain

Company

seven stoics and
are the lessees.

500,

t

about $10,000.
KANSAS CITY,

MO.— The Comedy Club,
Warwick street, is considering plans for
building, to cost $25,000.
ST. LOUIS, MO. The Knickerbocker theater at
avenue has been taken over by Barrett Bros.

—

the principal characterizations.

the public.

to

—

and Carman street has been purchased by a company organized
by Newton B. Roney and others. It is planned to erect a large
moving picture house of fireproof construction on the site.
ELIZABETH, N. J.—Julius Schmitt, 210 Broad street, will
convert a three-story hall building, 50 by 100 feet, into a modern moving picture theater and store building. The alterations
and additions to be made to the structure will cost approximately $30,000.
LAS VEGAS, N. MEX.— Work is well under way on the new
$50,000 opera house for Brown & Rosenwald.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— One Hundred and Ninetieth Street Holding Corporation, Hyman Horowitz, president; Columbia theater
building, 47th street and Seventh avenue, New York, are considering plans for a theater structure, 75 by 200 feet.
EAST ROCHESTER, N. Y.— H. B. Eyer, well-known banker,
plans to erect a moving picture theater, store and office building to cost about $25,000.

E. H. Sothern began work as a Vitagraph star on June 1.
His first picture as a cinema player will be a domestic drama
by Paul West, in which the distinguished actor will be seen
as Blake Waring. The picture is being produced under the
direction of Frederick Thomson, Mr. Sothern being supported
by a specially selected cast.

Pat Rooney is at work at Universal City, under the direction
of Roy Clements, filming the first two reels of a comedy series
entitled "The Bell Hop," written by Charles E. Van Loan, especially for Rooney.
Rooney is supported by Adele Farrington,
Ed Sedgwick and Hayward Mack and a number of others of the

for

Universal City stock company.
Director Fred ("Bing") Thomson,

known throughout

the

mo-

tion picture world as one of the most capable directors, has
returned to the Vitagraph Company and will direct Mr. E. H.
Sothern, the famous legitimate stage star in his screen career.
Supporting Mr. Sothern in his first picture are Peggy Hyland,

ROCKVILLE CENTER, L. I., N. Y.— Lawson & Bauer will
shortly erect a two-story moving picture theater, 45 by 144
feet, to cost $20,000.
Lessee, Thomas F. O'Connor, Atlantic

a recent acquisition by the Vitagraph Company; Rose Tapley,
Charles Kent and Florence Radinoff.

avenue, Lynbrook, L.

I.

CLEVELAND, O.— G.
;-story

George Cochrane has started making a one-reel
comedy drama, entitled "When the Stars Foretell," the leads
being played by Marjorie Ellison and Jack Connolly, supported
by Malcalm Blevins and Herbert Law. The story is by Calder
Johnstone, of the Universal City staff, and is the tale of a girl
with an uncanny sense of forecast.
Director

F.

Criswold has the contract to erect

moving picture

theatt

for

James W.

Allison, 306

Engineers' building.

DONORA, PA.— John

Haffner has

Princess theater and made improven
lighting system has been installed.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. The Poplar Moving Picture theater,
at 903-907 North Sixth street, has plans by Carl P. Berger for
a one-story brick addition. The addition, which will be 57.6 by
152 feet, will double the present seating capacity.
LEMMON, S. D. A stock company has been organized
here for the purpose of erecting a moving picture theater, 25

—

working with Alice Washburn, under

—

of C. Jay Williams in the superlative singlewhich are released by the Vitagraph weekly.

direction

reelers,

Park

DAVID CITY, NEB.— W. H. Hughes, who recently took over
the Community theater, has made extensive improvements to
the house, including a new addition.
CAMDEN, N. J. The property at the corner of Broadway

Director Lloyd Carleton is working on the production of "The
Shepherd," prepared for the screen by Eugene B. Lewis, from
the story of Elwood Hemming. The featured leads are played
by Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson, supported by Richard Morris and Alfred Allen.

the

3145

LIVINGSTON, MONT.— The Van Brocklin building has been
converted into a modern moving picture theater and opened

Lionel Barrymore is the co-author of "The Criminal's Thumb,"
a three-reel Gaumont-Mutual detective drama, in which Iva
Shepard and Alexander Gaden are starred.
John Reinhard,
Henry W. Pemberton, Lucille Taft and several other members
of the regular Gaumont-Mutual stock company appear in support of the co-stars.

still

Saenger Amusement

—

::iin

eluding Anita Stewart, Brinsley Shaw, Anders Randolf, Frank
Wupperman, Julia Swayne Gordon and Mr. Drew will be seen

is

eight offices.

theater is to be remodand an addition built, 50 by 100 feet. The improvements
will cost approximately $5,000. L. I. Bedford is the manager.
wiu.MAK, MINN. Extensive improvements have been mad©
to the Majestic theater, and the seating capacity increased from

Rankin Drew has begun work on a new Vitagraph photo-

Frank Daniels

1916

eled

play, plcturized from a popular serial by Robert W. Chambers.
It is to be a Blue Ribbon Feature, in which an all star cast in-

in

24.

PORT HURON, MICH.— The Family

Holubar has produced his second one-reel society
drama, entitled "The Primitive," featuring Ruth Stonehouse
and himself, with Jack Holt playing the heavy. Miss Stonehouse consented to appear in this drama while awaiting th«»
preparation of the five-reel feature, in which she is to be
Holubar will begin next week on another one-reel
starred.
Aim play, which he has written.
Allen

S.

June

indirect heating; vacuum cleaning system; pipe organ; interior
finished with Caen stum; dull black wrought iron balustrades
and fixtures; entrances finished in white marble. Will also

V.

by 70

feet, to cost $6,000.

MILBANK,

— E.

G. Anderson, who recently took over the
theater, is making a number of improvements to the
house, including redecorating the interior.
MARSHALL, TEX.— The Elk theater, recently taken over by
C. M. Maconnico, has been overhauled and redecorated.
S.

D.

Comic

PICTURE THEATERS PROJECTED

SULPHUR SPRINGS, TEX.— Barnes & McKnight have reopened the Mission theater and increased the seating capacity.

y
l-

TERRELL

CHICAGO, ILL— M.

M. Rothschild, 712 Federal street, has
let the contract for the erection of a two-story moving
picture theater, 99 by 77 feet, with wing, 149 by 27 feet.
CLINTON, IA.— The A-Muse-U theater, recently taken ovei
by Norman Smish and L. Rosenfield, has been redecorated.
MARSHALLTOWN, IA.— Extensive improvements have been
made to the Lyric theater, owned by F. L. Keith, and a new

TEX.

— Gwynn

&

Byar,

c

have made extensive alterations
Theater Company will enlarge and
improve building.
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.— Profit Sharing Theater Company, care
G. J. Lange and R. C. Berger, is considering plans for a $50,000

ater,

WACO, TEX.— Orpheum

addition erected.

HOISINGTON, KANS.— Bert Olson plans
moving picture theater
cost $40,000.

two-story
by 150 feet, to

to build a

and hotel building,

75

CARTOON ADS

ORLEANS, LA. — De Coto Realty Company is having
prepared by Favrot & Livaudais for the Strand theater,

NEW
plans
at

Baronne and Gravier

zanine

floors;

seating

streets;

capacity

two stories high; three mezexterior white terra
roof vents and exhaust

2,000;

cotta; concrete and steel; fireproof;
fans; silent rotary fans six feet apart

throughout auditorium:

|

June
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Trade News
Gathered by Our

Mark

Mitchell
Rumor Has

Correspondents

It That the Picture Theater Magnate Is Contemplating Building a
Picture Theater in Boston Denied by Al Newhall of the Strand in Lynn, a
Mark House Building Theater Now in Worcester.
By William M. Flynn, Boston Correspondent of Moving Picture World.

—

—

BOSTON, MASS.— It

is

persistently

ru-

mored about this city that Mitchell
Mark, one of the most prominent moving
picture men in the East, is planning to
build a magnificent new theater somewhere in Greater Boston. Al. Newhall,
who is associated with Mr. Mark at the
Strand theater in Lynn, says he is not
going to build a theater in Boston. However, the rumor refuses to be downed and
exhibitors and exchangemen are speculating as to where the new theater will
be located should it become a reality.
Mr. Mark has been very successful as
an exhibitor and his connections with the
Strand theaters in New York and Lynn,
the Comique In Lynn and theaters in
Buffalo, N. Y., and other cities in this
section of the country has given him
greater experience and a wider outlook
than most exhibitors are fortunate enough
to possess.
There are many persons who
believe that another large moving picture
house in the heart of Boston would not
only find it difficult to show a profit, but
would also hurt the houses that are there

now.
Available down-town sites are practically all occupied by moving picture theaters at the present time, and with the
tremendouj -verhead expense, the majority of them are laboring under the advent of another playhouse would spell
disaster to one or more of them. In view
of the existing conditions it is believed
that if another large house is contemplated by anyone it is to be built somewhere outside of the so-called theater district of the city, possibly in one of the

Mark

Mr.

is

building

a

theater

in

a company of players were in New Bedford last week posing for some scenes in
Miss Brady's latest vehicle, "Miss PettiThe Park and Fenway theaters
in Boston are now handling Brady-made
programs and other large theaters showing Brady-made goods include the Empire
at Providence, R. I.; the Empire at Portland, Me.; the Eagle at Manchester, N. H.,
and the Park theater at Worcester.
coats."

Hearst organs

Walter S. Davidson, who was formerly
connected with the Boston office of the
Pathe Company, is also on the road for
the International and reported to be doing very well.
Most of his efforts are
confined to the State of Maine, where he
is said to have a host of friends among

novel

this

week,

is

highly

street.
The lower floor of the building
contains the executive offices, the bookitment and the exhibiting room.
Upstairs are the poster ond shipping departments, win!.
pai tmenl
Ituated in the basement.
There are thirty-three vaults capable of

000

reels

of

film.

Local Picture by Boston Journal.
Boston Journal has launched

The

moving picture contest

Preparing for Patriotic Film.

Mass.—ESmlle

Chautarde,

the

bury Park, Ocean Grove, Manasquan
and
Point Pleasant. He reports that the exhibitors and hotel men in this
territory
are complaining bitterly
f the delav in
the summer season.
He also states that

according to Dame Rumor, Walter Rosenberg will reopen the Parker theater,
Long
Branch, and run same in conjunction with
the airdome adjoining the new
Broadway

Mr. Exhibit >r:— You
helpful inform ation by

mg

one trade paper

skimming

been made public.
ntest is based on the popularity
vote Idea.
The leading fifteen young
Women and fifteen young men are to be
selected a.s the east for the photoplay,
and the young woman and man lathe greatest numb
\\\
be
eleoted to play the leadi
it
th<
play is produced it is planned to publish
dally
thi
whloh various
aii particulars

well-known director of the World Film,
was in
some settings for the new World picture

ol

went

three weeks and

Hi

o

I

sites In both communities.
While
ton Ohautarde was entertained by

irisited

Frank

World Film, who Is now aotlvely
an advertising oampaign which he claims
has been

showing

b
I

tremendous help

to

exhibitors

.'.

(he
the

in

the filming.

winner of the

addition to the other
re to b" a n a rded to
scenario contesl and

le.-oi)

open
are at

moral
that

1th

pi

young women and men who

to aii
leat

The
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the scenario
,

,|
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more

illy
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Newark,

"Myra" Doing Well.
N J.—H. W. Johnston and

Rambonnet With Universal.
-Newark. N. J.— Edwin A. Rambonnet,
lormerly with the General Film, has joined the staff of the Universal, at 186 Market street, as roadman.
In his new car
Mr. Rambonnet expects to make manv
trips throughout the state in search of
business.
Mr. L. Gainsborg, manager of
irk branch, also reports that S.
E. Fried, his other road man, is doing
exceptionally fine business.
Keystone
Newark,

N.

Park Opened.

m

j

RubenHeld has open-

ed the airdome at Broad street and
Qighth
avenue.
The place will be called Kev-

stone Park.
Everj TueBdaj evening will
be COUntl
store and ,,,, Thin d
Inge amateur night will be held
\

Kimball Representation
Newark, N J

in

-b.ui

organ builders of I'hieago. was
all

to
''

week seeing
his oi -an
:

Mr,

l

Vol

i.i.

the exhibitors

for the

lome

,

Newark.

Company
\

in
In

motion plotui
x
here from

New

k.

World's Free Reels.
Newer]
plotures

...

bj

„,„,,.

appl

Newark
tremendo
rlton,

Newark,

i

provide

musl be written about

Bio,

A.

H. Westfall, working the Jersey territory
of the International Film, dropped in the
other day. They report exceptional bookings on the new serial
"Mysteries of

i

the

fret

aref

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

i

i.

will

w mklv

one paper you need.

a
contest

—a

which offers an opportunity for fifteen
young women and fifteen young men to
appear in a moving picture to be made
ami pi-minced in Boston and also gives the
local scenario writers a chance to see
what they can do. The name of the company that is to film the picture has not

i

Boston,

"

f
tne local Dranch of the AVorld
*ilm, has just returned from a
most successful trip on the Atlantic coast,
stopping off at Long Branch, West End
A.s-

in this territory.

Abe E. Penn is the latest addition to
the staff of road men connected with the
local office of the International.
Penn
is
new to the moving picture business,
but with his reputation as a salesman
and his knowledge of people and conditions in New England, through which he
will travel, he is expected to prove a
valuable addition to the staff working
under the dirtction of Manager Vine.

the exhibitors.

new home on Ferdinand

ger

theater.

—

business matter
pleased with the

LETTER.

—

General's New Boston Offices.
Boston, Mass. The New England branch
of the General Film now boosts of the

moving picture exchange in New
England.
Manager Edward J. Farrell,
Who went to New York on an important

NEWARK NEWS

By Jacob Kalter, 51 Strand Theater Bldg.,
Newark, N. J.
Levison Returns From Trip.
Newark, N. J. —Leo F. Levison, mana-

Heard at International Exchange.
Boston, Mass. Mr. Frank H. Vine, New
England manager of the International
Film Service, is enthusiastic over the new
Hearst International Pictorial series, the
first of which was released in this territory on June 15.
The new series was
formerly put out by the Hearst-Vitagraph
Company, but since the reorganization of
the Vitagraph Company it has become a
distinctively Hearst product and receiving all the benefit of the publicity in the

Worcester at the present time.

largest

Week

of the
Own

Boston?

in

2269

an

>
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Philadelphia Prospers
Opening of the Summer in the Quaker City Brings No Falling Off in Attendance
Early Closing of the Larger Theaters and General
at Moving Picture Shows
Prosperity of Local Business Reasons for the Good Attendance.

—

Special to Bloving Picture

World from Philadelphia News

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— A

most peculiar
situation confronts the exhibitors of
Philadelphia ami vicinity at the present
time.
Despite the unseasonable period
satisfactorymost
the
year
of
the
conditions are being experienced at the
During the
majority of local theaters.
past several weeks the moving picture
theaters have been exhibiting to large
houses and there seems to be no indication of any tendency contrary to this analysis.
Large theaters such as the Stanley, the Arcadia, the Palace and many
others report unusual crowds and in
many instances they have been forced to
close the box office long before the accustomed time. Generally, at this time
of the year, the moving picture industry
suffers a relapse and small attendances
This is due largely to
are the result.
the warm weather and the fact that
many persons commute to nearby resorts
where they can escape the hardships ot
the warmer weather.
While the weather to date has been ot
a most unseasonable character, the mere
fact that summer has set in generally
serves as a notice to the public to discontinue the practice of visiting their
favorite theater and the exhibitor suffers
Many reasons are being
as the result.
advanced to explain the contrary conditions now prevailing, but the main cause
seems to be the general prosperous conditions of practically every line of business.
Commercial and industrial establishments in this vicinity are operating
to capacity and labor is at a premium.
This has naturally resulted in bringing
about a state of affairs whereby the average working man has more money to
spend on luxuries such as theaters, smok-

Most exhibitors are
ing, visiting, etc.
willing to attribute their good fortune to
this reason and a strong feeling 'of optimism is prevalent in moving picture
circles in this grand old Quaker City of
Philadelphia.
Majestic, Fine Shore Theater, Opens.
Atlantic City, N. J. Monday, June 5,
marked the opening of the Majestic theater,
Jersey Shore's largest and most
modern moving picture theater.
Th6
management of the theater had published
notices to the effect that the theater
would be opened to the public on Saturday, June 3, but through some misunderstanding it was found impossible to do
so on that date, hence the postponement.
Notwithstanding this fact, a large crowd
was on hand to witness the first show in
the Majestic and they were certainly not
disappointed in either the accommoaotions
afforded or the character of the pictures
exhibited.

—

New Amusement Incorporation.
Highlands, N. J.— The Highlands Amusement Company has recently been granted
a New Jersey charter. The character and
object of the new concern is to conduct
moving picture

theaters.

Harry

A. Scul-

thorp, Jesse Sculthorp and George E.
Jenkinson, Jr., are the principal incorpo-

New

Producing Company.

The Felber Film Company has been incorporated in Delaware to manufacture
moving pictures. The new concern has
been capitalized at $50,000, John E. FitzCostello and John E
Felber being the principal incorporators.
gerald,

John

T.

Ben Zerr Leases Star Theater.

—

Reading. Pa. Ben H. Zerr. well-known
moving picture exhibitor of Reading, Pa.,

on South Tenth street. The
will make an effort to

new management

give the Schuylkill avenue potrons the
best pictures available and will continue
the majority of the features instituted
by Mi. Zerr.

NEW THEATER

IN RALEIGH, N.

C. E. Tandy Visits Asheville.
Asheville, N. C. C. E. Tandy, general
of the Southern Paramount Picture Corporation, was a visitor here last
week. He came to Asheville to confer
with S. A. Lynch, president of the corporation, on the affairs of that organization.
Mr. Lynch announces that the cor-

C.

—

Aaronson & Brown's New Strand a
House to Be Proud of.
By Clarence L. Linz.
RALEIGH, N. C. Aaronson & Brown
have opened their new Strand theater,
one of the real show places of the South.
The foyer is handsomely finished in mar-

manager

ble

and the interior walls are finished
The lighting and
Venetian marble.
ventilating systems are as near perfect as
possible.
The lights are so arranged that
not a single shadow is thrown nor are
any of the lights visible to the audience

states

in

Tandy and

—

Baltimore's
City

24, 1916

The projection room is built to afford
the greatest possible amount of safety.
It is above the balcony and the walls and
ceiling are of concrete.
In the lobby is
a writing desk, public telephone and distilled ice water is obtainable.
Retiring
rooms for men and women patrons are
located on the balcony.
A direct view of the stage and screen
is obtainable from each seat.
They are
upholstered in green leatherold, and the
doors are covered with the same material

Service.

proprietor of the Schuylkill Avenue motion picture theater, has leased the house
to Haas & Moyer, owners of the Star theater, located

June

even in the top row of the balcony. The
house has six ventilators controlled from
the roof, where two large fans are so arranged as to inject and eject air as re-

has procured Texas, Oklahoma
in addition to the other
now controls. Mr. Lynch, Mr.
their associates have controlled the output of Paramount pictures
in the Southern states for some time.
Both the gentlemen named are among the

poration

and Arkansas
it

best-known

New

men

films

in the country.

Fire Regulations

in Local Building Laws That Will Be
Important to Exhibitors and Exchange Managers.

Committee Recommends Changes
By

J.

M. Shellman, 1092 Mt. Royal Ter., Baltimore, Special Correspondent.

The proceeds gained through the affair
be sent to Mrs. John W. Garrett and

ill

Ed

of
the
the National Board of Fir Underwriters
which should be called to the attention of
all the exhibitors and owners of moving
picture theaters in this city are listed

below.

The committee made its investigations
months of January, February
and March of this year. The following
are the recommendations of import which
might affect the moving picture theaters:
That the building laws be amended, with
special attention given to modern requirements for construction and fire prevention,
particularly as to limitation of areas and
to

private

fire

protection.

That additional ordinances be adopted
and the present ones be amended to form
a complete code of regulations governing
the manufacture, sale, storage and transportation of explosive and inflammable
That a systematic inspection of old wiring be made, defects corrected and all
wiring be subsequently reinspected at suitable intervals.

Manager Wales Introduced.
Baltimore, Md. H. E. Friedman, who

—

is

soon to leave the Washington, D. C,
branch of the World Film Corp., brought
Manager Wales over to Baltimore on Monday night, June 5th, and spent several
hours visiting his many exhibitor friends
in this city with the purpose of introducing Mr. Wales to them and to bid them
all goodbye before he leaves for Chicago
to become associated with the Pathe office
there.
Mr. Friedman has many friends
in Baltimore and all wish him good luck.
L. A. DeHoff Worked for Benefit.
Baltimore, Md. Through the activities
of L. A. DeHoff, manager of the New
theater, 210 West Lexington St., a large
portion of the success, attendant to the
benefit card party and dance given at
Evergreen-on-Ave., the beautiful estate of
Mrs. T. Harrison Garrett, should be accredited to him. Moving pictures were a
feature of the event, and Mr. DeHoff

—

worked very hard on the preparations.

Wharton, the

novelist, in Paris, for

he benefit of the American hospitals in
France.

i

-

G. S. Benjamin's Showmanship,
Baltimore, Md. As a unique advertising
G- s Benjamin, manager of the

—

featurej

_

Red Moon

theatre, 20 West Baltimore St.,
had the lobby of his house decorated with
Chinese lanterns, banners and flags and
employed a travelling showman, A. Anderson, to give a demonstration exhibit and

talk in front of the theater explaining
how opium is smoked. This was all done
to call attention to the showing of the
Bluebird feature, "Hop, the Devil's Brew,"
which was playing there on Saturday, June
3rd.
In addition to the show, Mr. Benjamin costumed his usher as a Chinese
mandarin, and he did a few stunts in
front.
The exhibit consisted of a Chinese
drum, daggers, sandals, etc. A splendid
crowd was attracted to the house.
I. O. O. F. Campaign at Hippodrome.
A big I. O. O. F. campaign is now being
carried on at the Hippodrome theater,
through Harry Woods, the manager. Thi3
campaign will be continued until June
30th, and it is stated that through this
activity a wonderful help has been given
the beneficiary organization. It is understood that it has been successful in every

New

Theaters Near Baltimore.

—

Baltimore, Md. The contract for the
one-story $10,000 picture theater, to be
erected at Pennsylvania and Fulton Aves.,
has been let to Gustav Stohr, 2851 Pennsylvania Ave. It is stated that contractor
Stohr wants sub-bids on the electrical fixtures.
J. R. Forsythe, 232 St. Paul St., is
the architect.
Baltimore, Md. Plans are now being
drawn up by architect, A. Lowther Forrest, Law Building, for additions to be
made to the old Casino building located
at 2 East North Ave., to cost $100,000.
Hancock, Md. Plans are now nearing
completion by Architect A. J. Klinkhart, 29

—

—

West Washington St., Hagerstown, Md., for
a three-story moving picture theater, store

June
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apartin.nl building in the city by
('has. Myers, Station A Kent Of the W. M.

and

of tliis city.
Md.-

R,

i:

Hampden,
rep

ni. in.

the

Through Julius J. GoodHiodman Estate,
I

alrdome

Idea]

Hampden has been

of

Object to Censored Films
Washington, D. C, Exhibitors to Make Strenuous Objections to Censored Film
from Maryland Thrust Upon Them— Patrons Don't Want Mutilated Pictures

At the end Of tins season it
intention of these interests to erect

purchased.
is

tin

on this site a dance hall and moving picture theater with a seating capacity of
1,200.

ASSISTANT OPERATORS

ORGANIZE IN NEWARK
Will Attempt to Induce City Authorities
to Issue Licenses to Competent
Assistant Operators.
By Jacob J. Kalter, 51 Strand Theater

Newark,

Bldg.,

N.

Corre-

Special

J.,

spondent.

NEWARK,

N. J.— At a recent meating
at Iroquois hall, the assistanl
moving picture machine operators banded
themselves into an organization to be
called the Assistant Motion Picture Ma-

held

chine

Operators'

Association

Newark.

of

The new organization is not affiliated
with any other body, and is not connected with organized labor.
The main purpose of the association is
to attempt to induce the local city authorto issue licenses to all qualified assistant operators.
The new organization
also intends to see that only licensed assistant operators shall work in the booths.
Jacob J. Kalter, Newark representative
of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD, acted
ities

as temporary chairman, and in opening
the meeting explained briefly the objects
of the association.
The officers for the
ensuing term were then elected.
They
are: Morris R. Heslowitz, president; Martin
Kirschner,
vice-president;
Edward
Krasny, secretary; William Reyle, treasurer; George Zwiekel,
business agent;
Milton Feldmeyer, sergeant-at-arms. The
association gave a rising vote of thanks
to the MOVING PICTURE
for
the interest displayed by that publication in the new association.
On Tuesday, June 7, a delegation consisting of M. R. Heslowitz, Martin Kirschner and William Reyle of the association,

WORLD

with Jacob J. Kalter of the WORLD ai
spokesman, conferred with Captain C. Albert Casser, of the bureau of combustibles
and fire risks in regard to issuing apprentice licenses.
Mr. Gasser stated that he
was heartily in accord with the objects
of the organization and would do his part
in keeping the booths protected.
It is
due almost entirely to Mr. Casser's efthe past that the Newark booths
have been so free from fires and other
The result of the conference was
more than gratifying to the committee,
and the aslstants of Newark are anticipating wiiii pli
i,,, n
they
i

,

By

—Want

to

Clai

L. Linz,

:

Have

the First

Tenth

635

View
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of

N. E.,
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WASHINGTON,

Washington,
formerly with

who has been

j >.

<•

],,.,,

\

t

Film.

Berman,

Daughter, and "The S]
will continue to
with thesi and other featur<
foi
the
Masterpiece Film Company, of 1838 Vine
ilia, I'.i., which organiza>h
OVer the business in
ibis territory
formerlj bandied bj \ii.

w

..

hing-ton, D. C.

The Crandall
announced
i>

•-fiit

anolb.
their

i

are becoming exasperated and want some
man punished to the limit as an example
to all others similarly inclined.

"There is another point to look at. if
we tell our patrons that Maryland has
censored our pictures it is going to star'.
another hue and cry for home rule and
home censorship; we are putting a
thought into the heads of thosi
would perhaps just jump at a chance to
start something.

International

am firmly of the belief that if the
•I
people of Baltimore really knew what this
board of censorship is and what it will
do, there would be a kick for its elimination.
The public generally has
ception of what is going to happen. Now,
if the exchanges do as we suggest
serve
us first, right down to the last exhibitor
the mo
Iter patrons of
Baltimore are soon going to complain of
an inability to see other than nlm
lilms thai arc perhaps rainy and more
do
..IIS
not want to see disconnected stories, and
want tO Show them."
Other Washington exhibitors int.
on tins subjeot hold views very similar
•

'

to thosi
thej believe that In the

end the plan suglit

the

Maryland exhibitors

in

the

rapidity

with

that

which
must be

Washington. 1. ,'
ing matter that
wolds is a n. u slum
pull.d
iii
the
so

\

.

surprise

his

to

very

re-

and they quickly made up the difference,
promising immediate action to see that
there would be no recurrence of the trouExchangemen and others doing a
ble.
O. D. business should watch their returns closely to see that they are not
similarly victimized.
C.

Worthless Check Nuisance.
lo^al
Washington, D. C. Some of the lo£al
mplainWtg

—

exchangem

prevalence
wortniess
ot
against
the
checks, one of their number having received seven in a single day, although
that is perhaps a rather unusual occurrence.
Bad checks, however, are not so
much feared as in the old days, for most
of the exchanges now demand payment
for service In advance and some ask in
addition that a deposit for one or two
weeks of service be made. The time is

coming when some few men who
knowingly give worthless checks are gofast

ing to be made to answer in court for
The exchangemen have
their actions.
right along hesitated about doing so. but

Over

Takes

V-L-S-E,

Business.

Washington,

— The

International
which recently opened
C.

1>.

Film Service, Inc.,
re with Frits B. Wathne as manhas taken over the business formerly bandied by the V-L-S-E exchange
involving the booking of the Hearst-Vitagraph Weekly, now to be known as the
ager,

International

News

Pictorial

Capital City Notes.

Marcus Notes had as

|

Casino theater. Seventh and K
Northwest, several hundred net
men, representing papers all
United states, at an Initial showing In
this terrltorj
of the photoplaj
illdrenr
Tom Moore, of the Garden, Strand and
Plaza theaters, has just presented himiitomoself With a |6,l<
For comfort the machine
blle.
mates a Pullman car. and Mr v
i

more

lU

01

"Is

friends.

B Lust owner of the business
niied Film Ben loe In tl
has purchased .mother print of
"Time's Pun< tared Ron
Bidnej
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)
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produi

for
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Virginia,
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manipulate

Much

thing.

a $15 C. O. D. came back $10—
somebody had gotten away with a five
spot.
The authorities were then notified

cently

rights for Florida, Tcnii.

C. O. D. RETURNS.
Larceny by Express Employes
May Not Be Noticed.
ll

and

t.i

lidding thcin-

bip,

Petty

•

size

C,

ivhat
the lg-ht
shall see and we believe you should givo
us reejs that are not all jumbled up or
which have parts missing,' and they will
be right.

WATCH YOUR
Another Crandall Dividend.

1).

make quite a little change on the side.
For instance, the complaining exchange
manager stated that some time ago be
sent a case of films and paper as C. O. D.
$15.70.
The man who handled the transaction as on employee of the express
company changed the wrapper to read
$15.50 and sent that amount back to the
shipping office.
The victim was very
loath to make any very big complaint as
long as the matter remained involving
only a few cents, and in overlooking it
he evidently led the manipulator to believe they were getting away with a good
to

—

the local V-L-S-E, and
traveling through North
\. ptune's

the Films.

Washington,

D.
The exhibitors of
the District of Columbia are soon to
hold a meeting to voice their objections
to any move on the part of the local exchanges to pass on to them films that have
previously gone before the censorship
board of the State of Maryland and perhaps have had the most vital portio.i
stricken out.
The theater managers,
particularly
those who show nothing but features, are
wondering what the outcome will be. In
commenting on the matter, Joseph P.
Morgan, who is associated with Harry
M. Crandall in the management of a
string of houses here, said: "The exchanges should see to it that all films
make the rounds of the theaters in Washington,
Virginia and North
Carolina,
which states, with Maryland, form the
Washington territory, before going into
Maryland. This would insure to us here
in the District of Columbia and the exhibitors in the other states named, where
there is no censorship, pictures that have
not been all shot to pieces at the will of
three people who cannot possibly speak
for the other hundreds of thousands of
people who must and want to see the
same pictures untouched.
"I feel that the exchanges owe to their
other customers to see to it that they are
served before those in Maryland. To do
other than this is going to put the exhibitors in the uncensored territory in
For ina very embarrassing position.
stance, in Baltimore, if an exhibitor there
shows a vital scene taken out somewhere
in the middle of a reel, if their patrons
complain, can say: 'Well! You must not
blame us; your board of censors ordered
that part eliminated.' We of Washington
have not that excuse for the people will
say to us: 'The Maryland Board of Cen-

—

IN WASHINGTON, D. C.
Len. L. Berman with Masterpiece

2271
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theater,
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Screen Club

Makes Good

Film Organization Proves Its Power in Effecting the Death of a
Ridiculous Ordinance That Would Have Banished Film Exchanges from the
City— Fire Marshal's Attempt to Scare the People Foiled.

Pittsburgh's

Moving Picture World from Pittsburgh News

Special to

PITTSBURGH,

l'a.

— Through

the efforts

committee of the
Pittsburgh Screen Club a proposed ordinance to relegate all film exchanges to
th.' suburbs of the city was finally defeated at a session of the councilmanic
committee on public safety last week.
The attempt of County Fire Marshal
of

the

Thomas

L.

campaign

Pfarr

to

foist

the

ridiculous

measure upon the lawmakers of Pittsburgh was laughed at by the moving picmen,
uneasiness
dignation
pressed by
ture

but nevertheless created

some

for a time. Considerable Inover the proposal was exfilm concerns and real estate
interests alike, in view of the recent removal of many of the exchanges from the
old district in Ferry street and Fourth
avenue, known as "film row," into modern fireproof quarters.

Tried to Scare Pittsburgh.
The ordinance originally considered by
council was to limit the height of buildings used in the film business to 90 feet
In
testifying before the councilmanic
committee Marshal Pfarr asserted that
th*re were enough explosives in downtown Pittsburgh in the form of moving
picture films to blow up the entire business section. He further advocated his
ordinance to prohibit the use of any
building either for the manufacture or
storage of films except in the suburbs.
Another clause in Marshal Pfarr's proposed measure was to issue an order prohibiting any child under five years of age
from attending a moving picture show
and forbidding the carrying of bundles
and baskets into theaters, as these things
would add to the loss of life in event of
At the final hearing on the proposed
ordinance John McAleer, chairman of the
committee of the Pittsburgh
Club, opposed the measure s
cessfully. He demonstrated the lack
explosive qualities of film under ordinary
conditions by attempting the (?) hazard
ous feat of burning a strip of film while
holding same in his hand. Among film
men who testified as to the ridiculousness
of the ordinance was B. F. Lyon, manage]
of the International Film Service, wh
futed the charge that films are dangeroui
as explosives and stated that danger
fire from that source is very small, as
result of the precautions taking in ha
dling them.

campaign
Screen

i

Pittsburgh Screen Club Nominations.
Pittsburgh, Pa. One of the liveliest and
best attended gatherings ever held by the
Pittsburgh Screen Club was the nomination meeting held recently in the club

—

headquarters,

Lyceum

Building,

Pitts-

burgh. President H. B. Kester occupied
the chair. Following the reports of the
committees the candidates for officers and
board of governors for the annual election, July 2, were named.
The nominees are: For president, H. B.
Kester,

Charles
Lande,

New

seating capacity will be 1,000. Among
other features of the house the projection
booth is built of steel and is located on
the outside of the theater. Two Simplex
machines are being installed. Wagner
and Wishart have conducted the Globe
theater in Connellsville for the past four
years with much success, and they are
embodying in the Paramount tht results
of their experience. When the new house
is opened the Globe theater will be discontinued and the building it occupies
converted into storerooms. C. A. Wagner,
who has personally looked after the
Globe, will continue in the active management of the new house. The large
patronage which the Globe has enjoyed
will assure the popularity of the Paramount among the moving picture goers
of Connellsville and vicinity.

year term, G. R. Ainsworth, M. Feitler,
George Sweitzer; two-year term, Chas.
Seltzer, George Oldfield, C. W. Eckhardt,
John McAleer, John Long; one-year term,
Mayer Silverman, D.
Harmon, A. J.
BarthelL

L

—

—

templated. Manager Hooley states that
if the film attractions prove a success a
regular program of pictures will be continued beyond the summer months. In
preparing for the inauguration of the new
policy the beauty of the large theater has
been enhanced by new decorations and
the lobby is a bower of palms and flowers.
Pathe's "Who's Guilty?" serial will
be shown three days to an episode, beginning June 15. The Essanay Chaplin

was shown June 8, 9 and 10,
to the George Kleine serial
Romance," which has also been

film "Police"
in

addition

"Gloria's

booked.

Albert Ayles Takes Over the North End.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— The North End thenear East
has been
taken over by Albert Ayles, formerly operator at the Royal theater, East street,
for several years past. Located in one of
ater, on Perrysville avenue,
street, Northside, Pittsburgh,

the best residential sections of the city,
the North End has an exclusive patronage and will continue to maintain a high

The house is attractive and up-to-date and seats about

standard

in its pictures.

450.

May

Build

—

New

Theater.

Pittsburgh, Pa. Baziotes & Antonopoowners of the Olympic theater, Fifth
Pittsburgh, has purchased for
$150,000 the property at 317-319 Diamond
street, at the rear of their theater. It is
likely that an addition to the Olympic or
a new picture house will be erected by
these well-known exhibitors, but no definite plans have as yet been formulated,
as the building on the site is now occupied under lease for another year.
los,

avenue,

24, 1916

at Springdale.

Springdale, Pa. The Grand theater has
been purchased by J. A. Faulx, who is remodeling the house and adding greatly to
its attractiveness by new decorations on
both exterior and interior. Feature pictures are to be shown in the near future.

W. K. Provan With Pathe.
W. K. Provan, formerly assistant manager of the Pitt theater, Pittsburgh, has
recently joined the road forces of the
Pittsburgh Pathe Exchange and looks
after the Northwestern Pennsylvania territory. Mr. Provan makes his headquarters at Erie.

George P. McKee Comes to Local Fox.
The Pittsburgh offices of the Fox Film
has strengthened its road staff by the addition of George P. McKee, an experienced
film man, formerly of Washington, D. C.
Wolf & Brown, prominent exhibitors
Western Pennsylvania section, have
recently
purchased the latest model
Motiograph projection machines for their
theaters in Cresson, Lilly and Ebensburg.
The machines were installed by Ludwig
in the

Hommell &

Co.,

Pittsburgh.

A mammoth

electric sign, in the form
an American flag, has been erected
atop the Liberty theater. East Liberty,
one of the finest of the larger theaters in
Pittsburgh. The emblem is visible for a
great distance and makes the Liberty
stand forth conspicuously at night.

of

AN INTERESTING THEATER.
Use of Colored Light
Globes Novel and Effective.

Colonial Theater's

Lin:

C'lai

Vaudeville House Books Film.
Pittsburgh, Pa. The Sheridan Square
theater, in
the East Liberty district,
Pittsburgh, has booked a number of big
features to be shown in connection with
its vaudeville, and a decided change in
the policy of this handsome house is con-

A. W. Cross, A. H. McClelland,
Seltzer;
vice-president,
H.
A.
P. Donovan, G. R. AinsWorth;

Wm. Mayer; treasurer, Chas.
Reamer, David Simon, Mayer Silverman,
John Long; corresponding secretary, M.
J. C. Kornblum; official organizer, Max
W. Herring; board of governors, three-

—

and thoroughly up-to-date in every way,
having cost about $30,000 to erect. The

J.

secretary,

Service.

House in Connellsville Ready.
Connellsvllle, Pa. The attractive new
theaters of Messrs. Wagner and Wishart,
at Connellsville, Pa., is receiving the finishing touches of decorators and furnishers and will be ready for opening about
July 1. It will be called the Paramount,
and promises to establish a place among
the foremost theaters in Western Pennsylvania. The building itself is fireproof

June
Buys Theater

W. VA.—The Colonial
theater which was recently opened
here has a seating capacity of about 350.
It is equipped with a huge orchestrion
and everything has been done by the man.
agement to insure the comfort and enincluding gold
fiber scre(
and two modern projection

BLUEFIELDS,

A featu: of the house is the electric
illumination. In each of the globes there
are three sets of lamps, one of yellow,
one of red and the third green. If there
happens to be a fire scene, the lights
within the theater imitate the reflection
from the flames by the use of the red
globes; for night scenes the green lights
are used, and during all of the daylight
scenes the yellow-globed lights are in
These changes are all controlled
use.
from the operator's booth, and the operator has become very efficient in his handling of these lights to the end that
many pleasing spectacles are produced.
The house is in charge of James L.
Brown, formerly manager of the Orpheum theater, which was recently darkened.
The Colonial is owned by Mr.
Matz, of the Matz hotel. It is understood
that he is considering the erection of a
new theater that will have a seating capacity of 1,600.
Serving a Mountain Territory.
Ponceverte, W. Va. Mr. Eagan, who
maintains a branch here for the General
Film and the motion picture theaters located in the coal field country, carrying
as high as five hundred reels in stock,
has a new Buick which he uses to make
quick deliveries to his patrons.

—

An Attractive Little Theater.
Alderson, W. Va. The Russell theater,
a very attractive small-town house, has
recently been opened by its owner, R. R.
Russell.
The theater has a seating capacity of about four hundred on the floor,
which is reserved for the white patrons.
In addition there is a balcony, for the
Two modern macolored population.
chines have been installed In an up-to-

—

I

June

24,
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A. Mole, and is consolidating the two
programs with the intention of closing
This latter is a small house
with perhaps a seating capacity of about
can

a great attraction.

Royal and Dixie Combine.
Princeton, W. Va.-Mr. Pearce, of the
Dixie

Royal theater,

Bv

The Royal
accommodate about
seven hundred patrons and is in a very
good location.

Weather

has taken over the
formerly operated by F.

Down

Richmond, Va. Turns

viewed by the censors. Moses Hofheimer
offered to supply those interested In censorship with free tickets for a 10 o'cIdok
matinee when they could look over th>
were reg-

New

Hopewell Amusement Co.
Hopewell, Va.— The Gayety Amusement
Company of this place was recently

granted a charter by the Virginia state
corporation commission.
The incorporators are J. C. B. Gholson, of Hopewell,
Va., president, and O. M. P. Brown, of

Washington, D.

C.,

imum capital stock
with a minimum of
being $10 per share.

secretary.

The max-

placed at $50,000
the par value

is

$5,000,

Lynchburg's Gayety Will Be Pretty.
Lynchburg, Va.— There will be no prettier motion picture theater in this city
than the Gayety when the Imprevements
contemplated by C. A. Goebel, its present manager, are completed.
Contracts
have recently been awarded and the work
«'H under way. The interior of the
li
house Is to be gone over completely
I'd.
deooratlona are to be quite elaborate. On
the side walls ii
umber of
panels showing Swiss scones and
harmonising with
colorings and a oelllni Of pals
<

free!

of this

u

ill

blue,

casting their eyes skyward the last

—

gagement in this section of the country
last year will make a return booking this
season. June, so far, has been a little better than June a year ago, but it has been
far from satisfactory. We have had five or
and what is worse, rainy
six rainy days
nights so far this month, and the days
when it does not rain the air is too chilly
for al fresco performances. Last year was
disheartening.
Lots of exhibitors lost
enough money trying to keep their outdoor places going through May and June
to put a crimp in the whole summer's business, and many who stuck it out and
played the whole season, just did beat the
wolf by a few yards. Usually St. Louis is
an ideal airdome town. Year before last
the season was long and hot and dry.
There were not more than five evenings
during the whole
son that outdoor performances coul
be given. The namber of airdomi
St. Loui
large this year
ist summer, and many
have waited u
late in the season to
open. Many fill
prophecy a gradual

by a Mr. Mulholland.

t

decline

—Robinson

of

the

busir

irdoi

have purchased
the interests of Harrison & Tate in the
Lyric theater here, and extensive improvements to the house are contem-

weather does n
prove more satisfactory,
with the probable exception of cases
where the theaters and airdomes are adjoining, and the programs and audiences
can be moved into the house when the

plated.

clouds begin to weep.

Bedford City, Va.
of

Christiansburg,

Brothers,

:

Va..

Ontario Operators
By W. M.

Gladish, 1263 Gerrard
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Soskin with Paramount Staff.
I. Soskin has been added
staff of the Paramount

Toronto. Ont.
the

to

—

I

poratlon her.- as the direct
tative of Messrs. J. J
,id
Jules Allen, president and secretary resj
of the company. Mr. Soskin was the Paramount representative In Vancouver not
long ago and he was
<'..i

i

;l

managership

the

to

•

John, N. B., right across th
Mr. Soskin has been author
Aliens to have general supers
business under their direotloi

Walter Davidson Joins World Film.
Ont.- announcement

Toronto,

I

ids that Walter
.n the headquai

oentlj

Davidson, until reti

Toronto has Joined the
head offli . of the World Film Ii
Mr Davidson is Wldel] known In Canadian
till.
circles
Mr.
Burton has left
World
ilversal, at

the

i

!

Individual

merits

.
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On Juiin

that

Correspondent.

reached all operators in Ontario had not
yet applied for a renewal of the Provincial cards. The operators have, therefor*,
scored a victory over their employers.
There are more than four hundred
licensed and qualified operators in Ontario at the present time, it Is declared.

oi
Picture
Exhibitors'
Association
Ontario waited upon Hon. J. W. McGarry, not long ago, to press for a reduction of the training period for apprentice
operators from one year to six months.
The claim was made that so many booth
men had enlisted for war that there was
a danger of labor shortage, while several
exhibitors expressed the belief that they
might be compelled to close down their
houses for want of mach'ne operators
The government's representative promised
to investigate the matter.
A few days later a delegation representing the Moving Picture Projection
Machine Operators' Union waited on the
authorities to point out that there is a
sufficiency of "grinders" for all present
needs and, any reduction in the training
period for "rookies" would receive the
serious objection of the operators, who
claimed that the exhibitors were merely
trying to flood the labor market in order
ikon the wage feature,
n \\.i~
pointed out that the scale tor union operators In Toronto Is only $15 a week,
whereas operators In many cities In the
states were making much higher
The representatives of the exhibitor!

..I

Win

Parliament Refuses Request of Exhibitors and Will Not Reduce
Apprenticeship Requirements.

Provincial

i

—

—

picture theater with a seating capacity of about 350.
Mr. Walker expects to open for business about July 1.
There are two houses here already showing motion pictures; the Opera House
has a seating capacity of about 350 and
the Star theater will accommodate perhaps 200.
Both of these are controlled

Mr,,-.-,
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The lighting system hu been
over to the new Indirect type
an Improved v.ntil.,1,:
Installed and 11
<>f this, the house
will be kept ooo] and
•
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tion

girls,

the

Features "Rain"— Long
Feared.
LOUIS, MO. Exhibitors have been

few days when they could see the sky—
and making doleful forecasts that the
bad weather that played a summer's en-

Censorship

—

films in his theater before they
ularly exhibited.

Moving Picture World.

Man

Run

Ordinance Committee Votes 6 to 2 Against Local Censoring of Film— Police Have
Powers Enough to Handle Matter.
By Clarence L. Linz, 635 Tenth St., X. E. Washington, D. C, Special Correspondent,
RICHMOND, VA.— The Ordinance Com- comfortable
all times during the summittee of the City Council recently
mer months. This in itself is a very
voted adversely on the proposed motion
worthy improvement.
picture censorship ordinance which has
During the six months that he has been
been more or less in the limelight for
manager of the Gayety theater Mr. Goesome time. The final vote was 6 to 2. As
bel had made a host of friends.
previously reported in the columns of the
Moving Picture World it had genL. Walker to Open Theater.
erally been thought that the committee
Pocahontas, Va. L. Walker, who wa.s
would take this action and the result of
formerly engaged in another line of busthe vote caused little or no surprise
iness here, has undertaken to remodel
among the exhibitors of this city. A numhis store so as to convert it into a mober of the members of the committee had
expressed the opinion that a rigid censorship could be enforced under existing
law if required, and these and other officials of the city have contended that the
employment of a paid board of censors
was not necessary.
The Council had before it two separate
propositions involving censorship. At the
meeting at which rejection took place,
Clerk of Committee A. H. McDowell read
a letter from Congressman Montague, at
Washington, containing information to
the effect that the bill for national censorship of motion picture films would
probably not be acted upon at this session
of the National Congress.
The motion
for rejection was made by Councilman
Walsh and voting with him were Messrs.
Cheatwood, English, Ferguson, Gunst and
Ladd. Those voting in favor of reporting the ordinance with the recommendation that it be adopted were Messrs.
Christian and Paul.
The members of the Council were in»
formed by Manager Chesley Toney of the
Theato that the Richmond managers were
just as anxious as anyone else to have
the proper kind of pictures out of regard to their patrons. He declared that
the proposed ordinance would drive the
small theaters out of business as it called
for the payment of 50 cents on all films

Louis Correspondent
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Work

League's Civic

Cleveland, O., Motion Picture Exhibitors Put Shoulder to the Wheel in Campaign
for "Better Babies"— Raise Several Thousand Dollars Theaters That Showed

—

Special Film for the Dispensary and Hospital.

By Hubert Persons, Standard Theater Building:, Cleveland,

—

CLEVELAND,

O.
The biggest and most
far-reaching activity Ohio motion picture exhibitors have ever engaged in, is
the way Benjamin J. Sawyer, president of
the Northeastern Ohio Motion Picture Exhibitors' League characterizes the "better
babies" campaign the league lias just completed.
For the week ending June 10, 146 picture
theaters in Cleveland and suburbs, showed
the film "A Baby's Fight for Life," for the
benefit of the Babies' Dispensary and Hospital, and contributed one cent a head for
everj person viewing the film. Not only
did the picture men contribute money to
the campaign to raise funds to help the
babies, but they gave the use of their
theaters and permitted Camp Fire Girls
in nurses' costume, to solicit funds for
the dispensary in each theater.
Ten downtown theaters showed the film
June 3, following a parade formally opening the babies' campaign. Contributions
from persons in audiences in these ten
theaters reached nearly $600, in addition
to the contributions from the theater
owners. The total amount the moving picture men have succeeded in raising for
the babies has not been tabulated as yet,
but it is certain to be several thousand

dollars.

houses:

—

Monday. Princess, Mall, Bijou Dream,
Avenue, Dreamland, Corona, American,
Crescent, Bronx, "Wonderland, Orpheum,
Strand, Cameraphone, Reel, Standard, Ray,
Alvin, Mt. Lebanon.
Tuesday. Peerless, New Palace, Colum-

—

bia, Ideal, Chic,

Norwood, Addison, Gordon

Park, Eclair, Savoy, Glenn, Doan, Funland,
Jewel, Starlight, Atlas, Keystone, Virginia,
Crown, Home, Manhattan, Comet, Carlyon.
Wednesday. Strand, Superior, Ezella,
Lark, New Colonial, Dome, National, Plaza,
Castle, Ball Park, Orpheum, Wade Park,

—

Monarch, Alhambra, Knickerbocker, Marquis, Metropolitan, Duchess, Penn Square,
Wind-a-meer.
Thursday. Family, Cedar, Delmar, Elys-

—

ium,

Buckingham, Main, Peerless,

Erie, Royal, U.

Dixie,

Fountain, Globe, Haltnorth,
Temple, Sun, Angela, Glenside,
Chaplin, Victoria, Quincy.
Friday.— Kinsman, Park, Rex, Ferko,
Palace, 116th St., Milo, Miles Park, Deucan,
Harvard, Market Square, Moonlight, Olympia. Tabor, Broadway, Washington Park,
Vandora, Luna, Pastime.
Saturday. Elsonian, Park National, Professor, Majestic, Irfs, Marvel, Amphion,
Wonderland, Southern, Lincoln, Troy, Denison Square, Troy, "Y," Pearl, Eagle, Liberty, Clark, Norvel, National and Ridge.
Sunday. Photo Play, Fulton, Randall,
Lorain, See It, Gordon, Victor, Cozy, Empress, Boulevard, Madison, Gordon Square,
Golden Eagle, Highland Square, U. No.,
Nemo, Enjoy U., Melba, Homestead, LakeS.,

—

—

wood and Lucier.
The campaign was

in

charge of a com-

mittee composed of Charles A.

Megown,

Sawyer, Frank Kenney and
Deutsch.

B.

J.

Correspondent.

homestead, the former residence
President Garfield at Mentor.
Other
pictures were taken at the Country Club,
the Hunt Club at Chagrin Falls, the Cleveland Yacht Club, and the town house and
country estate of Charles
One
Otis.
scene shows a number of society folk
disporting themselves in the swimming
pool at the Cleveland Athletic Club.
Garfield

of

A

The Enjoy-U's Own Weekly.

—

Cleveland, O. Gustave C. Schroeder,
proprietor of the Enjoy-U. theater, 7700
to give his audiences
weekly features of his own making, as
the result of an experiment he tried on
Memorial Day. Schroeder mounted a motion picture camera in his automobile
and drove about among holiday crowds in

Lake avenue, plans

neighborhood.

his

result was a goodly number of
snappy neighborhood stuff which
enjoyed a week later on
Now Schroeder will repeat
screen.
experiment weekly.

The

of

audiences

"Where Are

My

—

Cleveland, O.
dren", the film

Children?"
"Where Are

feet
his

the
the

in

Ohio.

My

Chil-

argument against race
opened June 10 at the Cleveland
Opera House.
It
was first privately
screened by Manager George Gardner, before an audience of city officials, clergysuicide,

Theaters That Showed the Special Film.
During the week the special film made
by Director Weston, of the Reserve Photo
Play Company, was booked in the following:

>ecial

O.

S.

men and

educators.

Strong and Fred Desberg, of this
city,
have incorporated a company to
handle the film in Ohio. It is attracting
wide attention.
E. P.

Benefit at the Lucier.
Cleveland, O.— The Woman's Guild of
St. Peter's
Church gave a benefit performance at the Lucier theater, Wayne
and Detroit avenues, June 13. The film
offering was "God's Country and the

Woman."

—

May Build Theater in Youngstown.
Youngstown, O. C. W. Deibel, in seeking a permit from the city council to
construct an elevated foot bridge over
an alleyway connecting two pieces of
property he owns, declares he intends to
construct a motion picture theater with
a seating capacity of 2,500 if council
grants him the permit.

—

CINCINNATI NEWS LETTER.
C. Crain, 610 1st Nat. Bank
Bldg., Cincinnati Correspondent.

By Kenneth

McMahan &

Jackson Get Another Big
Film.

F.

(^ INCINNATI, O.—McMahan & Jackson

Special Film to Help French Orphans.
Cleveland, O.— Miss Katherine Russell
Bleeker, of New York, has Just completed
a reel entitled "The Perils of Society," to
be shown at the Metropolitan theater the
latter part of this month for the benefit
of the fund Cleveland society women are
raising to aid the French war orphans.
Some of the scenes were laid in the old

have added to their list of big features
the Great Northern Film Co.'s production,
"The End of the World," a six-part film

in

24,

1916

conjunction with

Small Fire at Museum Theater.
Dayton, O. A small fire in the operating room of the Museum theater, at 21S
Valley street, caused a loss of about $75
by the destruction of a film and some
other damage, and incidentally illustrated
that a panic is not necessary when a blaze
occurs.
Manager Charles Wood calmly
announced to the audience that there was
a small fire, but that there was no cause
for alarm, and the audience, under his instructions, moved out with equal calm.
The fire department prevented a possible
spread of the fire, extinguishing the blaze
Manager Wood's coolness unat once.
doubtedly contributed largely to the prevention of possible trouble.

—

Children's Films at Zanesville.
Zanesville, O. The organizations interested in having pictures designed especially to interest and instruct children have
succeeded in making arrangement for spe-

—

cial programs once a week, on Saturday
mornings, and the several exhibits which
have been held were all well attended. A

typical program shown recently included
a Pathe colored picture, "The Adventures
of a Madcap," and several other comedas well as some scenic pictures.

ies,

MICHIGAN NEWS LETTER.
to Moving Picture World from
Midwest News Service.
Michigan Showmanship Notes.
T ACKSON, MICH.— A local paper was
J
conducting a cooking school and Manager McLaren, of the Majestic theater,
showed at a Merchant's matinee a timely
Essanay Domestic Science film "One Girl

Special

in a

Children Dance at the Olympic.
Cleveland, O. The Olympia theater, E.
55th street and Broadway, was packed
to the doors the nights of June 10 and 11,
when Miss Katherine Ressler, presented
seventy-five children of the neighborhood
in a dance revue."
According to W. H.
Miller, manager of the Olympia and the
Haltnorth theaters, the children are the
best drawing card of the year for him.

V>

June
which was shown here

the Pavlowa film, is also drawing well. The
firm entertained a remarkable assemblage
of stage and literary notables recently on
the occasion of the visit of the touring
Friars to Cincinnati. The attraction was
a private showing of "The Burglar and
the Lady," a film version of James J.
Corbett's stage success, in which he is
featured, and as Mr. Corbett was a member of the Friars' company, the occasion
was opportune for the special exhibition,
which was apparently much enjoyed.

Thousand."

—

Red Jacket, Mich. Manager William N.
Paananen, of the Star theater, has added
125 seats, bringing the capacity up to 425.
The house has been redecorated.
Big Rapids, Mich. A summer policy at
the Cozy and Princess theaters has been
arranged. Special features will be shown

—

each night.

Ahmeek,

Mich.

—Manager

Kosman, of
young

the Rex theater, is conducting a
ladies popularity contest.

Michigan Theater Changes.

—

Jonesville, Mich.
E. D. Rice, of Leslie,
Mich., has purchased a moving picture
theater here.
Bay City, Mich. The Aladdin Theater
Co. has purchased the Star theater. Lloyd
Simpson is now manager of both the Aladdin and Star theaters.

—

—

Hubbardston, Mich. Russell Bangle has
opened a moving picture show here.
Manistee, Mich. The Gem theater operated for the last two years by Allen and
Frank Christianson in connection with the
Electric theater, has been closed.
An
extra machine has been placed in the
Electric which will handle the business.
Grand Rapids, Mich. The
Empress
theatre will run vaudeville and films this

—

—

"

portraying what happened when a comet
struck the earth. It will be handled on a
state-rights basis, like some of the other
features which the Cincinnati firm controls.

McMahan
tucky and
business.

Dumb

Girl of Portici," which
& Jackson own in Ohio, KenIndiana, is showing to capacity
they
report.
while "Diana,"

"The

Bay

City, Mich.

—Richard P.

Leasy, head
of the Wenonah Theatre Co., has purchased the Washington theater here.
Jackson, Mich. Frank R. Lampman has

—

resigned
theater.

as

manager

—

of

the

Orpheum

Ishpeming, Mich. M. L. Clancy, of Ishpeming, and J. D. Heritage, of Va„ have
taken over the Princess theater at Thief
River Falls, Minn.

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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24,

Mich— Manager

Harbor Springs,

Lehy,

Of the Lyric theater, Has installed a new
operating room and has remodeled his
lobby and ticket
Kalamaaoo, Mich. W. K. Randall, city
inspector, has issued a statement praising
the Bre prevention conditions he found in

—

moving picture theaters.
Bay City, Mich.— Col. M. S. Butterfieli
was recently in Bay City and completed
arrangements for remodeling the Bijou.
The changes include redecorating and re-

Gilligham Out of G. F.

NEWS LETTER.

ILLINOIS

Frank H. Madison, 6747 Emerald
Ave., Chicago, Special Correspondent.

By

New Theaters and Changes.
AVERYVILLE. ILL.— The Village
dome opened June
season.

Minook,

for the

Film Exchange Resigns to Open His

By Jacob Smith,

Wenona,

111.

has purchased a moving

ter here.

—

Elmwood, 111. The Palace theater building here has been sold to W. S. Winget
of Peoria who likely will lease the theater.
Windsor, 111. J. W. Franklin of Mattoon
has purchased a moving picture theater
His son George will be manager.
here.
111.
Stewart L. Crebs of
Robinson,
Carmi, 111., has awarded the contract to
J. A. Behrick & Son of Mt. Vernon, Ind.
to erect a moving picture theater here
seating 800 and costing $22,000.
Alton, 111. The Airdome opened for the
summer with "The Battle Cry of Peace."
Local Naval Reserves and Boy Scouts

—

—

—

DETROIT, MICH.— A.

Gilligham,

J.

New Empire theater buildWoodward avenue, where he
Mr. Giloccupies the entire third floor.

fices at the
ing, 189-191

ness under the style of the National Film
Company, the name under which he formery operated before he sold to the GenMr. Gilligham started as an exchange
ten years ago, operating the
National Film Company in Detroit and
the Vaudette Film Company in Grand
Rapids.
There were six motion picture
theaters in the United States when he
opened the Vaudette theater in Grand
Rapids in 1906. Since then he has gradually been increasing the number of
houses until they include the Majestic,
Orpheum, Strand, Idle Hour, Original
Vaudette and Monroe Vaudette, and the

man some

New Empire

in Detroit.

The Grand Rap-

are operated as the Gil& Smith Enterprises, Mr. Gilligbeing president and the largest

theaters

ids

ligham

ham

stockholder.

the

main

June

attraction.

—

Robinson, 111. H. E. Otey has opened
remodeled Grand opera house. The
floor has been lowered five feet.

Bonds

Payment

Insure

to

—

for Current.

Salem, 111. The City council has passed
an ordinance requiring managers of moving picture theaters to file bonds that
they will pay the city for all electrio

current

bills.

Madison,

Licenses

Wis.,

and

Safety

Rules.

By Midwest News

Service.

MADISON, WIS.— License

will be refused moving picture theaters in Wisconsin which have not complied with
safety requirements of the State Industrial Commission.
Installation of panic
bolts on doors is one of the needs of many
houses. Building Commissioner Dean says
some Madison houses keep their exits
securely locked during performances.
Madison, Wis.— The White House Theater Co. has been incorporated with capital
stock of $100,000. The Incorporators are:

Lyman

Wheeler, Thomas A. Manning
and O. C. Weber.
Beloit, Wis.
Frank MoCarthy is now
Rex ami sir. ind theaters.
G.

—

IN DETROIT.
Admission Raise
Detroit

the

at

D

I

I

I

ml

he

Alhambra

K, ii

Alhambra.
Moule. man-

theater,

w

..HI,

1st.

Mr. Gilligham has extensive motion
picture holdings as well as numerous valuable real estate investments which reBesides
quire a great deal of his time.
the interest in the theaters above mentioned, he is vice-president of the Union
Amusement Company, operating the Detroit Opera House; he is substantially
interested in the new Circle theater in
Indianapolis; he owns the property on
which is located the Park theater. Woodward avenue, near Elizabeth street; he is
just placing on the market 24 acres at
Livernois and Twelfth streets which he
has sub-divided into lots; he is president of the Detroit Screen Club; member
of the Motion Picture Board of Trade;
Thirty-Second Degree Mason; Member of
the Mystic Shrine, F. & A. M., Wolverine
Automobile Club, Board of Commerce,
life member of the Lodge of Elks as well
as other clubs and social organizations.
Mr. Gilligham will always be glad to
welcome exhibitors, exchangemen and
those interested in the motion picture
business at his new offices, New Empire
Theater building, 18-191 Woodward avenue, where he owns the lease on the en-

Ming.

Detroit Board of Commerce Cruise.
when the steamer City
lit,
Mlcb
away from II.
Third street, Thursday morning, .tune g,
it
bad "" board John 1. K unsk
\v. Trendle and
rioward Pierce, as well
Reubens, the latter goin
motion picture operator.
The trip is an
annual one in the form of a cruise taken
Del

1

and of the

Inci

.

other

item in
ronted with the
•venue, or of presenting mediocre attractloj
ilntaii

hambi

r

nor

Commerce
\

.lift,

rent

route

tor

Is

eaob

are vls-

—

«

i

n

charge

LI,

eluding boxes).

Centreville's Community House.
Work was comCentreville,*. Mich.
menced June 3 on the new Centreville
theater, which it is expected will be completed by September 1. The cost will be
It has
in the neighborhood of $10,000.
been financed by a stock company consisting of fifty members citizens and
It is designed
farmers of this village.
to fill a place in the community life and
make Centreville a better place in which

—

—

to

live.

P. Church Managing the Forest.
John P. Church is now
Detroit, Mich.
manager of the Forest theater. Woodward avenue near Forest, which is under
the same ownership as the Your theater.
J.

111,

IB

New

Deltha Theater.

—

died sud>ning on Sunday,
the following
d
itrolt,

Wednesday.

Worth
Detroit,

a Passing Glance.

Mich— The Garden

commencing

At This Paper's Detroit

Office.

will

be

now

the example of the Alannounced a daily-change
of changing four times a

illowed

hambra
policy

ami
instead

The Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation of Michigan has tiled articles of
association with the Secretary of State
The amount of auat Lansing, Mich.
thorized capital stock Is $200,000 and the
Gordon, Charles
stockholders are Harrj
Butcher,
Beals an.i Bdward
Good luck and best wishes to Edward
w. Butcher, m na of
be
Strand theater, u ho be< ame a
on Wednesday, June :. al Troy, N Y.,
i

w

I

!

home.
Port Huron and Detroit parties are negotiating for the Citj
Mich., on Military street, and to
h.i nd-..uie
erect thereon
new motion
The plans already drawn
call for a bouse aeatlng 1.500.
The Stratford theatet
nand avenue, Detroit, under the
m. -nt of B. V. McGrath,
month
e\ crv
di\ Idend
'

i

>i

i

picture theater,

i

that

'Ut

thl

'lcture

u

orld
and that
Omplete Journal

it

is

11.

Charles G, BOOS, formerly wit!
Feature Film Company. Of
called at our office.
Mr BtO01
superintendent of photography with the
Film Company

las

run into
tell us

men who

exhibitoi

all

theater,

under the management of Joe Woods, and
the strand, under the management of
Dewltt C. Shook (both Kunsky theaters)

-

oenta for all

baleony
Main door boxes

for

—

for
capacity
Detroit,
Mich. Seating
1,200 persons on one floor is to be provided in the Deltha theater, which Is to
be erected on the west side of Holcomb
avenue, just nortli of Mack avenue, for
the Deltha Amusement Company.

March

t<

i

:,1

mam-

its

taken

('

and ton cent
in

.

policy of "No ploture

i

Sunday, June
seats

represents individual paid-in-advance subscriptions.
This is the best kind of circulation for the advertiser. Don't depend
on being able to get the \\ orld at a
newsstand subscribe for it by mail and
get 52 issues direct to your office or residence for only three dollars. It's the best
can
inv
ake.

i

thai

too good

189-191

at

to the trade.
Occasionally someone calls
at the office to find out why the paper
can't be purchased at every newsstand. In
this connection we want to say that the
circulation of the Moving Picture World
is practically all paid-for circulation and

of

this city, a national light in the film
world both as an exhibitor and exchange
man, and the oldest in point of continuous service of the General Film Company, has resigned the managership of
the Detroit exchange, ond has opened of-

When the General Film Company took
over the National and Vaudette Film
companies, Mr. Gilligham was appointed
manager of the Detroit exchange immediately opened, and has continued in that
capacity until sending in his resignation

making the

exhibition a suc"The Melting Pot" was the second

assisted in
cess.

Distributing

503 Free Press Bldg., Detroit, Mich., Special Correspondent.

ligham will conduct an exchange busiair-

summer

— White Bros, have closed
theater for the summer.
of Dana,
—Joseph Luning
picture thea-

Own

111.

the Electric
111.,

1

of General

Company— Calls New Concern National Film Company— Offices
Woodward Avenue— Some of Mr. Gilligham's Activities.

local

modeling, the installation of a new ventilating and cooling system and two new
Simplex machines.

Manager

Detroit

the
the

recently
Is

which firm

Is

no*
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Watch Your Thermometers
Gives Worth While Talk to World Readers on the Importance of Keeping an Equable Temperature Throughout the House While Show
On Pointers on Comfort That Every Exhibitor Ought to Realize.

Louisville Exhibitor

—

Is

By

Starks Bldg., Louisville, Ky., Special Correspondent.
tow has sold his holdings in a numto. one of
the leading moving picture men of
of houses, and most of his holdings are
this city, careful regulation of temperHis succonfined to local theaters.
atures in moving picture theaters is somein the moving picture field has been
thing that is overlooked in the majority
Ph.-i
lenal.
of cases. This exhibitor has placed a number of thermometers in various parts of
"Manhaters," Local Film, Ready.
the house, and either in winter or sumLouisville, Ky- -J. Johnson Mussellman,
mer a close watch is kept on them and
manager of the S tar theater, and actively
the temperature kept at about the same
he management of the
connected with
pitch.
This house has a washed air coolPrincess Amuserr ent Company, operators
Ing system in addition to its many fans
Orpheum
of the
Orpheun and Casino theaters,
and is enabled to keep the air equable
played "Henry," the leading part in the
either in winter or summer.
Many ex.Manhaters," a Ruth picture produced by

June

expects to open the

eter

somewhere
look at

it

to view the thermometer every
quarter or half hour in order to keep the
house really comfortable. It is comparatively an easy matter to keep a house
cool that is merely half full, but as it
fills up
it
is necessary to use artificial

cooling.

Pays

It

to

Watch

Closely.

June a case was called to attention where the audience was fanning
itself in an effort to keep cool, while
through oversight the side doors to the
theater were securely closed. A glance at
a theromometer would have called the
manager's attention to the fact that everything was not as it should be. Another
house in an effort to hold down expenses
is guilty of the penny wise and pound
foolish system of turning off its electrical
fans about half way through the second
night performance.
According to this
manager the house is half empty during
the latter part of the last show, and its
a waste of current to use the fans. HowEarly

in

ever, he overlooks the fact that after
sitting under a fan for three quarters of
feels uncomfortably

the
stale

is

off,

from the previ

air

has not escaped from the house.

Make It Some One's Regular Job.
"Of course it is possible to overdo ventilating" said this manager, "as in the
case of a house that had its side doors
wide open

last December in an effort to
A number of people be-,
came chilled, and dissatisfied with the
management. What's everyone's business
is no one's business and the wise manager

cool off the house.

should detail one of his ushers, door men,
or someone to keep close watch on the
thermometers, and hold him responsible
for

any

slip ups."

New

Aristo's

Louisville,

Sunday Matinee.

—The New Aristo theater,

Ky.

Second and A streets, has taken advantage
of the fact that it is in a residence neighborhood that is free on Saturday afternoons, and has just announced that hereafter matinees will be held on Saturday
afternoons as well as Sundays.
While
most of the theaters run Sunday matinees
even in the suburban districts, this theater is the first to announce regular Saturday afternoon performances. The neighborhood is excellent for such a program
which the management feels confident will
prove a success.

Switow Wants
Louisville, Ky.

— M.

the McHenry Film Co., for the Broadway
Amusement Enterprises. The completed
shown at the Novelty, during
the week of June 18, and later at the entire string of Broadway houses. Miss Sara
Weissberg won the leading role of "Ruth."
film will be

temperature

:m

to

Retire.

Switow, head of the

Switow Amusement Co., which has built
many moving picture theaters in Louis-

Kentucky and Indiana during the
past few years, reports that he is prepar-

Mr. Mussellman went through the throes
of a fake wedding on the wide steps of
Wilthe Jefferson County Court House.
liam Conklin directed the picture, while
Arnold Rocardo did the camera work. The
picture took in a number of interesting
local scenes, mostly in the finer residence
districts.
What will add greatly to the
picture's drawing power is that it is entirely free from advertising matter, and
is really merely an interesting little local
photoplay.

Local Business Notes.

—

Louisville, Ky.
That a really high class
film production never becomes dead is the
contention of Manager Lee Goldberg, of

theater, who again
showed "The Spoilers," The Rex Beach
story in which William Farnum, Thomas
Santschi, Kathleen William take the leading parts. This film was shown on a number of occasions at the Mary Anderson,
and always pulled good attendances. Mr.
Goldberg brought the film back and
showed it for four days at the local Keith
houses starting the run on Wednesday,
June 7. It is said that many Louisvillians
have seen this picture a number of times,
but are not tired even yet.
The Orpheum theater, Louisville, has
been doing a good deal of advertising in
connection with its showing of the new
serial "The Secret of the Submarine,"
which will be run in single chapters for
fifteen weeks, the showing having started
on Sunday, June 4. The Cherokee theater,
in the Highlands, which will also show
the serial, has been running slides announcing the picture for several weeks
previous to the first showing.

the

picture

dome

in

TENNESSEE NEWS LETTER.
By

D.

G.

r
i

new

a blaze of light.

G. D. Grain, Jr.. 1404

LOUISVILLE, KY.— According

24, 1916

—

Ky. J. H. Stivers has just returned from Cincinnati where he purchased
equipment for the new Garden-Gods theater, the new airdome which will shortly be
completed. A power plant with a voltage
of 220 has been installed, and Mr. Stivers
Irvine,

Crain, Jr., 1404 Starks
Louisville, Ky.

Bldg.,

Where Negro Theaters

Pay.
NASHVILLE, TENN— Exclusive negro
picture theaters have done so well in
Nashville, which has a large colored population, that the Bijou Amusement Company recently opened the old Bijou theater
as an exclusive colorod theater. The Bijou,
on Fourth avenue, was at one time a
part of the Jake Wells circuit in the South.
With the opening of this theater the
colored people will be well represented
by photoplay houses. It is planned to keep
the place up to a high standard and show
the best photoplays obtainable. The building has been put in goofl repair and made
a good opening with the circus play "Peg
O'

the

Ring."

Free Films in Parks.
Free moving

Chattanooga, Tenn.

—

pic-

tures have been started at Chattanooga in
Warner Park, under the auspicies of the
park commissioners, and operated by a
Main street moving picture man. Nashville will also start similar pictures before
Advertising slides will be shown
long.
between pictures. It has been stated that
the pictures would be interesting photoplays and that travel stuff and so called
educational pictures dealing with the manufacture of this and that would be barred.
Conducting free moving pictures along
this line is a new idea in the Chattanooga

Mary Anderson

New Middlesboro Theater.
Ky. The Brown Amusement Company, operators of the Manring
Amuzi
theaters, has confirmed the reand
will shortly build
company
the
port that
a new theater. The new building will be

—

Middlesboro,

of fireproof construction, will seat 450
The newest types of heatto 500 people.

ing and ventilating plants and a mezzanine balcony will be installed.
When

completed the house will be the largest
and finest in the mountain district of the
state.

Kentucky News Items.
Eminence, Ky. The New Grand, «n airdome, was recently completed and has just
been opened to the public.
Prestonburg, Ky. The management of
the New Magnet theater has opened its
new house, which is very attractive though

—

—

Co-operative Boosting.
the
of
Tenn. Several
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga theaters recently came out
with a co-operative advertisement reading "It's always cool in the Alcazar, Fine
Arts, Alhambra, Superba and Bonita picture theaters." The Typhoon cooling system is used in all of these houses. The
Alcazar is featuring its cool house in its
advertisements which carry a line "Come
in and get cool." The ad paid them all, no
doubt about it.

—

Local Notes About Film Shows.

The Majestic Amusement Co., of Memphis, Tenn., recently booked the intensely
interesting new serial "The Secret of the
Submarine." The picture will be shown at
Empire theater, No. 2 every Wednesday,
and at Empire, No. 1 on Thursdays. Price
of admission at these two houses is five
The Strand theater, of Memphis, Arthur
Lane, manager, recently announced a new
feature program whereby five or more
reels of feature material will be shown
nightly with a daily change in program.
According to the Majestic Amusement
Co., of Memphis, Tenn., Charlie Chaplin is
as funny or funnier in the Mutual releases
than in his former productions.
The Gay theater, of Knoxville, Tenn.,
recently played a return engagement of
"The Love Mask."

The Glendale Zoo, at Nashville, is now
featuring band concerts and moving picture shows as added attractions, and is
opening the season with a good run of
business.

The Belmont theater, the popular little
suburban house of Nashville, located at
Sixteenth and Grand avenue, is offering
long bills. Eight reel programs are not
unusual at this theater.

ville,

ing to retire from the industry, and Is
disposing of his moving picture theater
During the past few months Mr.

holdings.

Weeksburg,

Ky.

•The

Weeksburg

a capital stock or
ncorporated by E. M.
and G. A. Lund.

>rth

Strand Cuts Out Screen Ads.

—

Evansville, Ind. The Strand has barred
advertising matter. Music from the Fotoplayer will take its place.

1

June
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INDIANA NEWS LETTER.
to Moving Picture World from
Indiana Trade News Service.
O. E. Banschbach to Manage a Shelbyville Theater.
SHELBYVILLE, IND. Otto E. Bansch-

Daylight

Special

—

bach, for a number of years associated
with Frank Rembusch as manager of his
theaters, has taken charge of the Grace
theater of this city.
The new manager
was brought here because Rembusch and
Charles Blackstone, who have associated
for several years, have dissolved their
business Interests. Rembusch is a national
figure in the motion picture world and is
the inventor of the screen which revolu-

tionized projection.

Miss Barrett Buys Evansville Theater.
Evansville, Ind.

former

— Miss

newspaper

Marie Barrett, a

woman,

is

the

first

woman owner

of a motion picture theater
She recently purchased the
Theatorium, one of the best houses of the
city, and has been operating it successfully
since she secured ownership. Miss Barrett
has been taken into motion picture circles
and does her share of the things that make
in Evansville.

the

business

exhibiting

successful

here.

Fresh Air Mission Benefits.
Terre Haute, Ind.— Mrs. Charles A. Stevens, who has charge of the Terre Haute
Fresh Air Mission, has enlisted the aid of
moving picture house owners of the city
and will give benefit shows in a number
of the houses "beginning immediately. It
has always been customary for the moving picture men to help out in this work,
and they are beginning early this year.

H. H. Riner Buys Princess Theater.
Plymouth, Ind.— H. H. Riner has purchased the Princess theater from Aley
Dawson, taking possession recently. The
theater was closed for a week while the
new owner put it in repair, sadly needed,
and has reopened to good houses. Riner
is known as a live wire in these parts and
is capable of making the show a great
success.

Movement

—

—

—

—

—

ture

was well

received.

Minneapolis

in

DayUght— Calls

Local V-L-S-E. Office Decides to Take the Extra Hour of

Hours from

From Perry

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— The V-L-S-E

March

Wolff,

at

the

Minneapolis exchange at a previous time.

Newton Davis, a film road
experience, has been added

—

W.

S.

Smith, sergeant-at-arms.

K. L. Niles Buys
Kasson, Minn. K.

—

Menomonie House.

newspaper
man of sixteen years' standing and formerly editor of the Republican here and
the Adams Review at Adams, Minn., has
purchased the Orpheum theater at Menomonie, Wis.
He also is owner of the
Idle

L. Niles, a

Hour theater here with Mr. Dyer.

Hardin Theater Notes.
Hardin, Mont.— M. L. Patton and

A.

L

Bliven of Alberta have bought the Pearl
theater here from R. W. Hickman.
Mr.
will move to Vandalia, 111.
Mr.
Bliven is a theater manager of experience
having managed theaters at Council Bluffs,
Iowa; Omaha, Neb., and Superior, Wis.
Dan King will erect a new theater in
Hardin.

Edward Hinz Will

Build Theater.
Minn. Edward Hinz. already
owner of three theaters in this city, seems
to have an insatiable ambition In the
moving picture field. He has announced
plans for a new playhouse. His present
interest are the Cozy, Lyric and Princess.

—

Batters Will Try Their Averages.
Minneapolis. Minn.— A. A. Hlxon. assistant manager of the Minnesota Metro office,
has gathered a team of baseball men

from among tho employes of th,changes In th, ,-lty end has challenged

the Twin City Screen club to organise
a nine and tight out tho burning question of superiority. Hlxon plans to stage
the game on some Sunday morning at
Nicollet park wiiii.- Iflka Caatllllou li on
th*.
road with his Minneapolis baseball

of

to

the

city

Phillips in charge.

The Independent Film Corporation again
makes an announcement of enlarged
J. E. Moor, one of
service to its trade.
the proprietors, says that the weekly release of the company now will be twenty-

Theater Changes Hereabouts.

—

Eureka, S. D. A. E. Smith has -sold out
his interest in the theater here to F.
Southern and A. M. Berg, who have as-

sumed charge.
Corsica,

S.

D.

L

— The new theater here

has

been taken over by V. P. Carlson and I.
Sweard.
Velva, N. D. The new Park theater has
been opened here by Ira Oaid. Mr. Oaid
added a band concert to the picture program on the occasion of his opening.
Glenwood, Minn. A new theater is to
be erected here by J. H. McCauley.
Pine Island, Minn. A new theater to be
put up here will be erected by Rudy Smith
and W. H. Newsome of Rochester. Minn.
Fairmont, N. D. Frank Dickerson 18
building a theater here.
Wimbleton, N. D. The opera house in
course of construction here is the property
of Dr. Henry Baudaux.
Aberdeen, S.
The C. W. Gates Amusement Company is putting up the Strand
theater here at an outlay of $50,000.

—

—
—
—
—

D—

—
—

Canistota, s. D. Dr. Clark's new theater
here will cost $10,000.
Mandan, N. D. The Hartman-Photoplay Company has started work on its
$25,000 theater here.

New

Hickman

Austin.

some

man

Universal exchange here.
The Theater Equipment Co., has taken
offices in the new Film Exchange buildexclusively for film busconstructed
ing,
iness.
It has taken advantage of a removal to larger quarters and installed a
machine repair department with W. C.

J.

I. A. T. S. E. Local Elects.
Paul, Minn. The officers elected by
Local 356, I. A. T. S. E. are: George La
Victor, president; Guy Whitticar, vicepresident; Earl Hoffman, recording secretary; Albert Trizone, financial secretary;

St.

get

to

staff of the

ago.

who was manager

and had an opportunity

1

Minneapolis Short Notes.

—

C.

the

in

a first-hand view of the situation.

A

J.

— Business

dications point to a continuation of that
This is the report
healthful condition.
brought back by H. C. Remington, who
covers the field in the Dakotas for the
Paramount exchange at Minneapolis. He
has been on the road continuously since

N. Robinson Heads Local Fox.
Minn.— S. N. Robinson,
Minneapols,
formerly manager of the Fox Los Angeles
office,
has been made manager of the
Minneapolis exchange in the Jewelers exchange building.
He succeeds Earl
Westcott who is to become western repreMr.
sentative for the Fox company.
Robinson worked under Mr. Westcott here
J. C. Wolff Will Guide Local Unicorn.
Minneapolis, Minn. W. L. Merrill, who
has been in charge of the Unicorn office
in the Produce building has been promoted.
The shift in authority was announced as Mr. Merril left for a vacation
of some length, after which he is to be
given a higher position with the Unicorn
service.
He is being succeeded here by

Both Dakotas.

in

Minn.

Minneapolis,

theaters of the small towns throughout
North and South Dakota is brisk and In-

S.

months

Good

Business

officers here have set an example for
the other exchanges in the city in the
matter of early closing during the summer months. A statement issued by the
manager announces the company has decided to make a new trail if necessary and
has joined the extra hour of daylight
movement.
So far no other establishment in any line of business in Minneapolis has tackled the extra hour proposition although much talk has been going
on about it in the newspapers. The V-LS-E employes now are coming to work at
7 a. m., and quitting at 4 p. m., instead
of working from 8 a. m., to 5 p. m.

several

Office

7 till 4.

Williams, Special Correspondent, Address Minneapolis Tribune.

S.

Harry Cunningham, business agent and
Indiana Notes of Interest.
Winchester, Ind. The Dreamland management is receiving many compliments
because of new decorations and the installation of a new machine, bring the
Dreamland up to Winchester standards.
Attica, Ind. Attica is commenting on
the "different shows" whicn are to be
found at the Arcade. The management
has introduced the Burton Holmes travel
pictures, something new in Attica, and
the reward has been worth while.
Rockville, Ind. Tad L. Johnson has purchased the Cozy theater. Melville Johnson
will be the new manager.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.— Ft. Wayne has had its
"Society Show." It was a real society show
for the "little four hundred" of the little
city turned out in full force to help make
a picture which is to be shown at the
Jefferson.
The leading parts were taken
by youngsters of talent.
Richmond, Ind. Dunlavy and Bond of
Detroit have purchased the Union airdome
of this city and have changed the name
to the Garden as well as making a change
in appearance which will make the theater
fit
the name.
Vines and shrubbery and
Interior decorations have been added.
Camden, Ind. Merchants are giving free
motion picture shows at night.
Indianapolis,
Ind.— "The Little Girl
Next Door," the big screen production
based on vice conditions as revealed by an
Investigation by an Illinois vice commission, was Bhown at the Regent recently and no mistake was made by Bingham, Crose and Cohen, owners of the
Regent, when they booked the production
which had taken Chicago by the ears.
Indianapolis filed In and out of the doors
of the theater continuously and the pic
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Dakota Theaters and Changes.

By Midwest News
Madison,
seats

to

S.

D.

— Mulvey

Imperial

the

Service.

Bros, add
theatre without

missing a show.
Mllnor. N. D.— C. W. Nordstrom and
Dick White will erect a modern moving
picture theater here.
Fairniount, X. D.
Frank Diekerson is
having a moving picture theatei

—

K.-mnare, N. D.

—L

F. Darling, manager
in,, I,.uat Tolley

Of the LyoeUm theater, has
lantern, nts to operate shows

and l.ansford.
F.Ik Point B. IV- A Q, Shepherds, >n will
operate a moving picture show In the

open

house.

\\ 'until, -.Ion.

V

P.

instructed
i

-An
here

opera
for

1m

house

Is

Henry

taudaui
Carrtnffton, N.

md John

1

Lang have purehaeed

tin

N'.
B.— Jacob Baillet has 1, the
ntraet for the eonstruetlon of an opera
house.
Hlllaboro,
t

.i

M

i-

i

D
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New Orleans Lowers Tax
Parish Tax Assessor Takes

Lower Idea

June
The Pathe
ei.lleetioii

24,

1916

week broke all
"After all," Manager
this

office

records.

Raoul Janet said, "that's the only things
anyway. Pathe has gone ahead
illy in this city, without a bit of
braggadocio to help along.
I find that
business is on the increase, and that the
Goldberg cartoon series will prove a
winner in the South."

that count,

Value of Film on Hand at Local Exchanges—Managers Still Consider Their Assessments Too High and Have
Asked to Have the Matter Threshed Out in the Civil District Court.
B -v Geo
x.w Orleans Correspondent of Moving Picture World.
VJKW ORLEANS, 1..V As announced in tlons are scheduled to begin on a large
•L^ Moving
Ticture World, eight exscale within less than thirty days.
of

.

leans

suits in the
District Court last Friday afternoon
against the Board of Assessors of the
Parish of Orleans for reductions of assess1

'i

tiled

,

Civil

ments on Mm. The companies and amounts
ot
assessments and amounts they want

redmed

arc:

Mutual Film Company... $27,000
World Film Corp
20.700

v

S.

'•

-

i:

Inc

.

General Film Co
'led

Sou.

I'.i

20,000
20,700
22.500
15,500
20,700
20,500
declare In their peti-

(Cniver.)..

amount

Pathe, Inc

Fox Film Corp
The exchange men

to $7,000
to
2,900
to
2,000
to
5,500
5,500
to
to
3,500
to
3,600
to
1,700

t it>ii
that the taxation is onerous and
unfair.
They state that they are willing
to pay a fair price per foot for all film
carried locally, but that they do object
to paying for 20.000 feet, for instance,
when only half that amount is carried.
An early hearing of the case is expected.

—

Big Film Men Visit New Orleans.
New Orleans. La. This city has been
favored with visits of a few' "big guns"
in the business.
C. Drum, of the

Onlv a week ago Harry
World Film Corporation,
was entertained during a short stay here.
Then Pat Powers, treasurer of the Universal, dropped off in New Orleans for a
few hours between trains to the coast
Mr. Powers didn't have time to visit the
exchanges, but held a few chats with

men

picture

the

in

vicinity

of

Herman

Fichtenbergs Plaza theater. Arthur Lucas

manager

of the

He

visitor.

his journey

left

Triangle, was the latest
New ^Orleans continuing

westward.

_

,

.

_
„
Fox Forces.

Changes in Local
New Orleans, La. Louis Levin, the new
Southern Division Manager for Fox, left
on .May 29 for Dallas.
Mr. Levin announced an important Fox change at
Atlanta.
In that city Thomas W. Brady,
formerly a Fox road man out of the Detroit
office, has been appointed manager of the
Atlanta headquarters, succeeding O. P.

—

Hall,

resigned.

Paul Engler, heretofore acting manager
Fox Atlanta office, has been made
personal representative of Mr. Levin, and
as such will be transferred to New Orat the

leans.

Mr. Levirf finds a healthy increase apparent at the New Orleans office, and
his
company
excellent
prospects
for
throughout the whole of the Southern
territory.

Film Favorites as Fashion Leaders.
New Orleans, La.- Madam Antoinette
Evans, wife of R. King Evans, New
Orleans manager of the V-L-S-E exchange, who several months ago put on
a fashion show at the Crescent theater in
conjunction with the showing of the Paramount program there, has been engaged
°y t5l e New Orleans Times-Picayune to
write a series of fashion articles for that
newspaper. Mme. Evans will conduct her
own daily department. Her wide acquaintance with film folk will enable her
t0 answer any questions as to just what
the noted film planets are wearing and
not wearing. Mme. Evans is of an engaging personality herself, and, with her
husband, has won many real friends.

—

—

Sabbath Referendum at Bogalusa.
Sa
a
etUi n Signed
h,^d?eds
K
?Z
nundieds o'f
of women, ^
has been
presented
to Mayor Sullivan, and it asks that Sun-

w o^

day motion pictures and baseball be abolished.
A much longer petition, signed by
800 Bogalusans, and requesting that Sunday amusements be allowed to continue,
followed it.
Ever since the agitation
started, an old Sunday blue law was dug
up, and Bogalusa is observing it strictly.
It incidentally develops that in the coming
election

to decide the question, women,
that is, married women, will be allowed
to vote for the first time in the history
of the state.
.

They Assisted

New
N

at

Nola Barbecue

a ™ade^ss'=t^

Orleans
fii™
™<>
e n
fl

a

*

Southern Film Convention Notes.

New

— It

Orleans, La.-

is

Pearce, who is
president of the association, said so recently, while making several interesting
announcements. In the first place, it is
exposition
will be held
the
probable that
in January, and not in February, during
the Mardi Gras season, as was originally
planned. The exposition will last four or
six days, Mr. Pearce said, and already,
from the promises he has received from
manufacturers, the greatest, glitteringest
galaxy of film stars ever sent South will
assemble in New Orleans for the big film

Eugene Pearce.

Mr.

^nT oufexp^s^n givfover^^rTof
^V^lJ^^to
££
5KK Thu^dfySrVoon^S
his handsomely appointed Canal street
Boehringer lL"
\ Tr
J'^h
T " ang
thea
a secretary whom he will appoint
was n'^P
ZZ-J^

t.v e.Tf

?„e

fo c'.l

of

e

w

m,Z
™
L, ^L^"f Company
WaS

nreTident of

offi™

by"an

h

:

!

t
virtue
ot

having hirheenpii tuI-^lJli
the pit from earn- mo nine

Hannon

llham

'

a

S

a

Among

the exchange men present were
Stephens, of Mutual, and Al G. Shear,
of Consolidated. Among the newspaper men
present were R. S. Pritchard, moving picture editor of The Item; N. S. Thatcher,
moving picture editor of The Times-Picayune. Messrs. Morton and Bowdin Caldwell,
the former the advertising manager of The
Item, were also present. A. G. Newmeyer,
business manager of The Item, and James
M. Thompson, the publisher, also dropped
S. T.

in

SSraTSl

b^adcas't

of-

of

tei

-

Everybody talked shop a good deal, and
seemed to enjoy it. The Nola Company's
plans for the near future were also under
discussion. These include the engaging of

a complete producing company of the first
order under a successful director. Opera-

fices to

shortly to attend to exposition matters,
Assisting him in arranging various details
are Al. G. Shear, manager of the UniversalConsoliaate a, and Karl A. Bugbee, manasev of Metro's Crescent City office.

„
New

_

,

Orleans

~

News

Notes,

Fire caused a loss of $1,025 at the
People's theater, Andrew Taenz, proprielor,
at 2735 St. Andrew street. Flames started
from a projection machine and spread to
the main floor.
P. V. Black, owner of the Grand theater,
Donaldsonville, La., and J. C. Landen, of
the Istrione theatre, Jackson, Miss., were

week on Exchange Row, and
purchasers also.
"The Battle Cry of Peace," indorsed by
unprecedented advertising in the New
Orleans Times-Picayune, which newspaper
brought the noted film to the Crescent
City, is entering on its second week to

visitors this

crowded houses.

the latest feature releases.
The new
theater opened June 3, and its owner is
E. E. Saucier.

—

Jackson,
Miss.
The Plaza
airdome,
which opened on May 22, with Bell and
Carleton as managers, reports exceptionally, good business.

PICTURES IN GEORGIA TO PAY
FOR PROHIBITION.
Rates
for
Yearly Theater Licenses
Raised Exchange Licenses Also
Go Up.

—

By

A.

M.

Beatty, 43 Copenhill Ave., AtSpecial Correspondent.

lanta.

ATLANTA, GA.— Prohibition

in

Georgia

is causing a decrease in revenue over
the state, and in order to meet expenses
municipalities are busy endeavoring to
raise tax on not only necessities, but the
pleasures people enjoy.
The Atlanta tax committee is making
vigorous efforts to bring the income of
the city up to total of last year, when the

The committee took up the question of
raising the tax on soft drinks, but found
that the. services of the city attorney
in the matter
could be made.

were needed before any move

The committee however, turned

its

at-

tention to moving picture shows and
raised the rates a sliding scale of $100
for 5-cent houses, $200 for 10-cent houses
and $300 for houses charging more than
10 cents.

Film distributors will have to pay more
taxes in future, their license being raised
from $50, on those doing a business about
$8,000 and
$200 for those above that

not too early to

talk about the convention of the Southern
Motion Picture Trades Association, thinks
J-

—

Bay St. Louis, Miss. Bay St. Louis is
soon to have an airdome that will show

R. H. Goodman With Mutual.
Atlanta, Ga. Robert Hastings Goodman, who made his stage debut in Atlanta
about twenty years ago, has returned home
to be connected with the local office of the
Mutual Film. When he received orders
to report to the Mutual offices in Atlanta,

—

Mr. Goodman was actively engaged in
helping with the rehearsals of the Friars

new

Frollic.

Alpha Fowler Buys the Vaudette.
Atlanta, Ga. The Vaudette theater, for

—

eight years one of the leading motion picture houses in Atlanta, has changed hands.
Alpha Fowler, former manager of the
Alpha theater, has returned to Atlanta
from a trip to New York City to take sole
charge of the Vaudette. He succeeds John
and Gus Evins, who have not yet announced their plans for the future.

KANSAS CITY NEWS.
Juvenile Film Movement in Kansas.
Kansas City, Mo. Coming hand in hand
with the women's clubs and the ParentTeacher councils, is the project of supervised pictures for children in Kansas by a
committee of Topeka women. It is said
they are contemplating the establishment
It is said that
of a community theater.
with the closing of school, the special
matinees will be discontinued, and plans
promoted for the community theater. If
such a place is not erected especially for
these events, it is probable that a hall
will be rented and equipment purchased.
At Kirwin, Kansas, moving picture exhibitions are put on every Saturday after-

—

—
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BOOD at thi' local theaters under the direction of tin- women. The pictures exhibited
are supervised in every sense of the word.

Among the Kansas City Exchanges.
The Kansas City Feature Film Company

New conin excellent business.
tracts are coming in in great shape and it
like a banner year for Flintom's
Three pictures which are taking in
"The
good shape are:
mally
Eternal City," "The Hypocrite" and "The

looks
firm.

A

the

office of

recent caller at the local

General Film was E. A. Schuster, auditor
Mr. Sehtfster was here
of that company.
for several days.

"As good a.
"As fi

*old. '
"As white as
do
le as silk."
1 this held invariably

Why

• now.'

other papers

i

compare with the standard

try to

of

MOVING PICTURE WORLD?

the

There

*

*

reMOn
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C. A. Jones, traveler with the Universal
recently left Kansas City on a trip of unusual duration. On this journey Mr. Jones
will visit the eastern ilne of Colorado.
The employees of the local Pathe office
recently held a banquet at the Baltimore
hotel, the occasion being as a result of the
revenue derived from the profit-sharing
The following were
plan of the Pathe.
present: C. S. Edwards, Jr.,- William Beckenstein, Hattie Bolton, Ruth Richards, E.
E. Heller, K. A. Agnew, Darline O'Dell,

Emma

Mary Bowman and

New

Guenther.

Publicity Department.
Mo. C. E. Edwards, Jr.,
local Pathe manager, has installed a publicity department, placing Howard Jamison,
who formerly traveled in southern Kansas
hern Oklahoma at the head. The
chief function of this department for the
present at least, will be to boost serials.

Pathe's

—

City,

Lfi

i

not be so much a publicity department as it will be a co-operative deThe idea is to work with the
and
exhibitors
various
newspapers
throughout the district with the view of
not only exhibitor's shows but
will

It

i

pictures.

Kans.—T.

Meneffe is building a
new moving picture house here.
Louis Christie is conScottBVille, Kans.
sidering the erection of a new moving picP.

—

•

bei

tei

—

Seneca, Kans. Albert Koelzer, manager
of the theater here, has sold his house to
Mr. Turley, Who takes imJuly 1, is the date set
Belleville, Kans.
for the opening of a new theater here,
at but one house in the

—

city.

Kansas
Kansas,

Mc

City,

building

is

very

a

Buckmen, Kansas,

at

it

by his brother, who
mot Ion picture man.
Well.

Is

theater
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will

be
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of Wellington, has leased one of his theawho Inline! I;. man\lr.
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1
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aged the Imperial theater of tfc
Mi.
Irayman decided to bi oaden hi
a little, and be did not want
dened with two

I

Held
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Mr.
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E. Folan, traveler for the Pathe, was
recently n, the office ol
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house

Is

packed
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,

exhibitor
\ltli..iigh

is

th«
I

N.

i

is an
this sort in
experienced man. It is sa.id that most ol
the city commissioners are on the part 01
the exhibitors, but they fear the political
effect of repealing the ordinance
would undoubtedly welcome an injunction
of this sort, as it would make tb<
while a repeal would make them
tral,
unpopular with those favoring the .strict

Oklahoma and Texas and

-

Blue Stockings Hire Counsel.
The Sundaj observers, [earing that the
missioners will not protest with
vigor against the repeal of the
A. K<
have retained
lawyer, to uphold th<
The city churches have appointed
committee of three of the leading ministers to present their view of the

Howe Heads

G. B.
Alt.

N.

Local Associated.

thr<

nit

l.ii

-

the Universal Film and Supply, G. R Hoi
assistant manager, recently resigned his
position.
He is now active head of the
Associated Film Service, 319 Qloyd Bldg..
formerly owned by H. H. Hill.
Mr. Oill
recently organized the Motion Picture Supply Company and his time will now be
spent on directing the activities of that
He still retains an interest in his
firm.
former enterprise, however

sufficient

e,

<

».

well known
,,i
the ease.
;.

Quy

Brown,

i..

who. for four years was supervising theacommission and
ter censor for the citj
church fed. -ration of Trenton, N. J., and
who was at the head ol the "Cle
Mov< ment" In N< w

The exhibitors held a mass meeting at
the Palace theater on June i, which "as
attended bj a ver\ llTgt
m fact, thai mans persons were turned
The pastor of tin- Unitarian Church,
.,« ..-.
Re> i. m. Birkhead, was m charge of th.
and mad.- a talk favorable to
Mr.
theaters on Sunday.
the
Mills

The Road Man and His Roadster.
Kansas City. Mo.— Salesman J. Krwin
Dodson travels out of the local CJi
Film and Supply Company's office
automobile. With pleasant weather
near future, and the convent, n

in

an

In

the

machine as

opines

he Will not only gain more p
the exhibitors but will materially

that

among

\> it now st. n its
Dodson is the last winner of the UJ
monthl) prize contest offered t>\ tile I'lll\ersal for the sal. -sin. in getting the most
i

Mi.

W.
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Special to Moving Picture World from Kansas City Xews Service.
moving picture
Colonial's New Policy.
exhibitors of this city have applied
Wichita, Kans. Don Powell, proprietor
to the District Court for an injunction to
of the Colonial, has recently taken a very
keep the city commissioners and police
important step in the policy of his house,
from enforcing the local ordinance against
raising his price from five to ten cents
Sundav theaters. Those who brought the
per performance. Coincident with this he
suit are as follows: L. G. Hicks, Don
also signed a Blue Bird contract requiring
Powell, J. M. Benson, A. R. Ford, Joe C.
a two-days run each week.
and
Martling
Fox, C. C. McCollister, E. L.
the Southwestern Amusement Company.
The case was brought before presiding
The Regent's Fern Pots.
Judge Thomas C. Wilson on June 3 and
Kansas City, Mo. The new Regent theawas postponed until June 17, on account
ter of this city has gone one step farther
of the absence from the city of City
than most theaters in regard to floral decoAttorney James Conly.
rations. On the outside of the house, suspended from the beautiful canopy, six
The petition alleges that the ordinance
bowls of ferns have been hung. The botis void because there is nothing legal to
tom of these bowls has been covered with
uphold its adoption; that the Kansas constitution is being violated; and the rights
a grassy substance and the effect is cerpresented
tainly very pleasing. This house is located
of citizens of this country as
on Kansas City's busiest street and the
in the constitution are being infringed on
freshness and novelty of the display is
by forcing the houses to close on Sunday.
exceedingly
refreshing,
These however, will probably not be the
and especially
will
exhibitors
pie; ung
which
the
main points
the
adopt. The basis of the fight will be on
the argument that the people of the city
To
the
Allisons,
a Girl.
picture
moving
the
favor
keeping
are in
of
This, it seems, will be a
"Doc" Allison, of the paper department
houses open.
of the Kansas City Feature Film, has been
much stronger argument than any of the
busy informing his fellow-workers of the
others, as they would require much legal
.addition of a baby girl to his family. Alsquabbling.
though the maiden is rather young to map
out her own career, it is freely predicted
E. C. Mills Will Lead Picture Men.
that she will eventually land in a Paraenlisted
The exhibitors of the city have
mount picture. The child has as yet not
assistant
the aid of B. C. Mills,
been named, but the office force is full
Mutual.
the
branch
of
of the Kansas City
Qd Mr. Allison still has
of
campaigns
been
through
Mr. Mills has

WICHITA, KANS.— Eight

mday.

Theater Changes Hereabouts.
Hoxie,

Enjoin Sabbath Closing
Wichita, Kan., Exhibitors Apply to District Court to Keep City Commissioners
and Police from Enforcing Local Ordinance That Forbids Sunday Pictures
Interesting Line-Up of Forces.

.1
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A Big Dallas Studio
J.

D. Barton Investigates Possibilities Around Texas Metropolis for the Production
Said to Have Contracted With Margaret Anglin for Two
of Moving Pictures

—

Years to Make Screen Productions.
By S. A. M. Harrison, 618 Comal St.,

DALLAS, TEXAS.— A

motion picture
studio said to represent an outlay of
$500,000, and to be backed by leading proi"

the East,

is

a prospect for Dallas.

Margaret Anglin will be featured in the
it is announced.
J. D. Barton of New York, a motion picture producer who has obtained a twowar contract with Miss Anglin and James
Shosgreen, her manager, was in Dallas
investigating the possibilities of
r, cully
a site for the studio. They are to produce
eight pictures a year.
Mr. Fitzhugh, who has been associated
with the motion picture business for sevs, said the Dallas climate the year
round is better than that of either California or the East for the production of motion pictures. He explains that heavy fogs
especially in the winter, interfered with
taking pictures around New York, Chicago
and California, and that these conditions
would not be encountered here.
productions,

i

New House Manager
Dallas, Texas.

—Nash

for the Queen.
Weil, formerly of

San Angelo, has been appointed assistant
house manager of the Queen theater at
Dallas. John DeStefano is the house "manager. This is one of the many Hulsey enterprises scattered over the state.

First

Annual

Frolic, Dallas Screen Club.

Dallas, Texas.

—The

Dallas Screen Club

entertained
their
many friends with
their first Annual Frolic at the Majestic theater at Dallas on June 4th, giving matinee and night performance, and

from all appearances it was a success.
The program consisted of "vodeville" and
run pictures, the latter being donated
by the different film exchanges in the city.

first

Boyer Buys Southern Cabiria Co.
Dallas, Texas. On May 27th a sale was
consummated whereby F. J. Boyer took

—

over the Southern Cabiria Co. from his forpartner, L. C. McHenry. The company
doing business at the old stand and report an excellent business.

mer
is

—

Solan Takes Over Texas Theater.
Houston, Texas. G. W. Solan Is now

—

owner and operator

of the Texas theater
at Houston, Texas.
Guy Graham, administrator of the estate of Tony Solan, former owner of this theater, has been discharged by the court.

New

Crescent theater in Temple, was a recent
visitor to Dallas.
Shreveport, La.

—

Among Texas

—

Exhibitors.

Dallas, Texas.
W. D. Nevills has closed
the Nickelodeon theater at Dallas for an
indefinite time, and it is rumored that same
is to be remodeled.
This theater was one
of the first to be operated in Dallas when
moving pictures were in their infancy in
Dallas.
Dallas, Texas. E. T. Peter, manager of
the United Film Exchange, who has been
quite ill recently, has recovered.
Temple, Texas.— J. J. Hegman of the

—

1916

i

the

l

least.

— E.

V. Richards of the
Sanger Amusement Co. at Shreveport, La.,
visited the film exchanges in Dallas recently.
Amarillo, Texas. W. H. Coons of the
Mission theater at Amarillo, was in Dallas, week of May 29th.

—

LONG RUNS RULE

William B. Hene who has been manager
house for McCourt will continue
same capacity for the time being
The Tabor has just completed a two
weeks run of the "Unwritten Daw." No
picture is shown for less than one week.
of the

IN DENVER.

Local Public Makes Three Day Runs
Profitable Features in Small Towns.
E. C. Day, Denver Correspondent of
Moving Picture World.
DENVER, COLO.— The daily change in
program, which a year or so ago was

—

By

believed to be absolutely necessary for
the success of any moving picture theater
is gradually being shoved into the discard. First the big Denver theaters tried
two day runs and have increased it from
time to time until now no picture is put
on for less than three days and in a
majority of cases its run is even longer.
The plan also has been found to be a
success in the smaller towns and even
the neighborhood houses in Denver are
holding big features for two days and
making a success of the venture.
Albuquerque has gone a step further and
demonstrates that even a small community
can stand a week's run with a big feature.

This town of 11,000 saw its first week's
run with "The Birth of a Nation" as the
attraction.
Then it put on "The Battle
Cry of Peace" for seven days and followed
this with "Ne'er Do Well."
Each was a
success and now "Sherlock Holmes," "God's
Country and the Woman, " and the Unwritten Law" have all been booked for,
each for a week's run. It is proposed to
stick to the plan permanently

V-L-S-E. Service Department.
Denver, Colo. Frank Harris, manager
of the V-L-S-E exchange in Denver has
added a service department to his already

—

has been placed in charge
of A. G. Edwards, an experienced advertising man.
Explaining the objects of the latest departure, Mr. Harris said: "It has been the
plan of our exchange, as well as all others
in this section to devote our entire time
to finding a market for our pictures. Once
we had booked a feature we dropped the
matter. The new service department will
follow each booking to the date of its exhibition and Mr. Edwards will assist the
exhibitor in exploiting every picture that
is rented by the exchange.
He will write
newspaper advertisements, or advise exhibitors in the conduct of special advertising campaigns. This plan will help the
exchange as well as the exhibitor.

Subrenters Caught Through Labels.
Denver, Colo. A flagrant case of subrenting of films has been discovered by
exchange men in Denver.
A Nebraska
exhibitor who has been served through
Denver offices and who has given local
managers more grief than all of their
other patrons on account of delays in
returning films, has been caught subletting pictures to exhibitors in nearby
towns and a warm session is in store for
him.
The scheme was discovered through
express labels that the exhibitors had
failed to remove from the shipping cases
before returning the films. Whether the
parties to whom the pictures were subrented were in on the plan and divided
the expense of one rental for two or three
showings, or whether the exhibitor who
did the sub-letting reaped the harvest
alone has not been definitely ascertained.
However, the exchange managers have
forwarded bills for the amounts that

—

would have rightly come to them through
the proper renting of films, and have
served notice on the guilty party that his
place will be attached unless he remits.
Theater Changes Hereabouts.
Alamosa,
Colo.
Carter
& McMahon
opened their new moving picture theater

—

here Jun<
Douglas,

10.

Wyo.—W.

J. Butler has almost
completed work on his new theater and
expects to be showing moving pictures
regularly before July 1.
Thermopolis, Wyo. Otto Schmidt late of
Basin, Wyo., sold one theater and bought

—

He

disposed of his interest in
at Basin to G. H.
Ellicott and immediately purchased the
new Opera House at Thermopolis. The
latter will also be named the Big Horn and
will make a feature of high class pictures.
Breybull, Wyo. This city has one new
theater and another is in course of construction.
The Amusement Hall which
has been used by road shows and for
dances and amusements of various sorts
has been taken over by J. C. Preston and
turned into a moving- picture theater.
Liebrecht and Bickert have started work
on a $5,000 photoplay house which they expect to have in operation by the middle
of July. The new theater will be known
as the Bijou.
Lusk, Wyo. W. L. D. Beedy, owner or
the Opera House at Lusk, has sold out to
J. C. Manning.
He will continue to show
pictures in the theater.
another.
the Big

Horn theater

—

—

PRAIRIE STATE
Travelling Salesman.

Dallas, Texas.
A. W. Pluess has been
to the traveling force of the V-L-S-E
office at Dallas, with San Antonio as headquarters. Mr. Pleuss has succeeded W. B.
Nelson, who has returned to Chicago.

added

24,

of 25 cents will be continued.

Dallas, Texas, Special Correspondent.

efficient office. It

At It in Houston.
Houston, Texas. The Houston exchanges
are experiencing the same trouble that
the Dallas exchanges have, that is, the
sub-rental of films, and they have combined their efforts to eliminate anything
of the kind.
They are going to take full
advantage of the State law for protecting
themselves against this mode of stealing.

June

Vick Roy, while a pioneer in the amusement game has never before conducted
a moving picture theater. He took O'
the Tabor after several weeks observation of its successful operation by Peter
McCourt. The policy of showing only big
features with a minimum admission charge

Vick Roy
Denver,

to

Manage Tabor Grand.

—Another

change in the
Tabor Grand opera
house has brought back to the moving
picture industry one of its earliest and
best boosters, L. B. Vick Roy. As manager
Colo.
of

management

the

of concessions at City Park, he
introduced to the local public.

was first
Moving

pictures were a novelty and Vick Roy
threw them onto a screen which was built
out over the lake. They were shown free
for the purpose of attracting a crowd with
a view of building up his consession bus-

At the time downtown exhibitors complained of the free show.
However, it
developed that the scheme did more to
build up the moving picture business in
Denver than any other one thing.

NEWS LETTER.

Moving Picture Wor id from
Midwest News Service.
Theater Changes in Nebraska.
KEARNEY, NEB.—The Crescent theater
will be replaced by a $15,000 moving
picture theatre to be erected by Fred G.
Special to

Keens.

—

Waco, Neb. Smith & King
moving picture theater here

sold
to

the

Harry

Hedrick.

Theaters and Changes in Iowa.

—

La Porte City, la. H. I. Salmon, of this
city, has purchased the Royal theater at
Albert Lea, Minn.
Waterloo, la. Nick Webber sold the
Crystal theater at 212 East Fourth street
to Wm. Mcintosh.

—

June
«

:

1
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24,

City,

1

Wlllard A

Keck

is

The

la.

of

partnership

theatre.
Manager Charles Fuller, of
Mystic, la.
the Gem theater, will erect a new theatre.
Sac City, la. Frank G. Smith and

—

—

Claude

B.

Kerr

will

operate

a

moving

picture airdome here this summer.
Wapello, la.— H. C. Wittman, formerly
r of the American theater in Muscatine, has purchased the Gem theater
here.

—

Sheldon, la. B. C. Boggs, of Anthon,
has purchased the Harvey theater.
la.,
He will be assisted in the management by
J. A. Bernard, of Anthon.
Shenandoah, la. L. D. Hall has sold the
Zenith theater to H. B. Holdridge, ol

San Francisco May Have Another Immense Theater on Market Street, Between
Fifth and Sixth Will Have Seating Capacity of 3,000 Persons Protests Against
It Have Been Made, But Backers Expect the Permit.
By T. A. Church, 1507 North St., Berkeley, Cal., Special Correspondent.
state recently accompanied by Mrs. Stout,
FRANCISCO, Cal.— If present plans
following a visit here by S. S. Hutchinson,
are carried through, and official sancpresident of the American Film Manufaction can be secured, another great theater
turing Company. After spending a short
will rise shortly in the amusement center
time at Los Angeles a trip was made to
of the city on Market street between Fifth
Santa Barbara by automobile and the
and Sixth streets. D. M. Fraser recently

—

—

SAX

had plans prepared for a large house on
Stevenson street, a thoroughfare running
parallel to Market, and has asked for a
permit to construct a covered bridge over
this narrow street to secure an entrance

studios in that vicinity inspected.

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS.

from the main artery of the city. It
the plan to erect a moving picture and

week

Northern California Notes.

vaudeville house with a seating capacity
of more than 3,000 and to use the Empire
theater, a five cent moving picture house,
This lobby
as an entrance and lobby.
would be almost two hundred feet in
length and would be on an easy grade
from Market street, passing over Stevenson street at a height of sixteen feet.
Upper Market street theater and property owners feel that such an arrangement would greatly up et property values
and have appeared at le hearings of the
Street and Building c mmittees to protest against the granti g of a permit for
"

—

Madison,

S.

D.

i.s

—

Lindsay, Cal. F. H. Smith of the Empress theater has opened a fine airdome
for the summer.
Porterville,
Cal.
Howell Bros. have
equipped an airdome for the summer
months and will occupy this until the
house now in course of erection is completed. The cooling system to be installed
in this will make the use of an airdome
unnecessary in the future.
Exeter, Cal. The Una theater will be
closed for the summer shortly and use will
be made of a fine airdome. The latter has
brick side walls and is a very attractive

—

—

—

The American airdome will
opened shortly with moving pictures

Visalia, Cal.

be

Another Frisco Theater?

Keck has been dissolved and
now sole owner of the Cozy

and vaudeville. The walls of this airdome are covered with advertisements,

1

ger of
this bridge.
£
Empress theater, appeared before these
committees of the Board of Supervisors
recently with a long petition signed by
property owners and merchants in this
block protesting against such action be-

the

but forest effects have been produced with
these, making the setting quite artistic.
Lindsay, Cal. F. G. Hyde, an exhibitor
of this place, was injured recently in a
mine explosion and nearly lost his eyesight.
Hayward, Cal. The Hayward theater

taken, but the petition was turned
down as the Supervisors recommended that
the permit be granted.

has been closed and important alterations
made by G. F. Madsen, the proThe house will also be renovated
throughout and new draperies installed.
Pinole, Cal.
M. Tcherassy, who conducts
a theater at Richmond, Cal. is equipping
a large house here, the projection equipment being furnished by Walter Preddey,
of San Francisco.
Pittsburg, Cal. S. Enea, who conducts
the Palace theater, has purchased a Powers
Cameragraph No. 6 B. from G. A. Metcalfe
of San Francisco.
Stockton, Cal. The Grand theater has
been sold by M. D. Serrano to W. T.

a splendidly illustrated catalogue of three
hundred and fifty pages of all the Paramount releases and is now distributing
this among exhibitors in the Pacific Coast
states from its exchanges at San Francisco,
Los Angeles and Seattle. The publication
is in great demand as the cuts illustrate
the advertising matteo available, even
the heralds being reproduced.

Metcalf.
Fresno, Cal. White's tneater will be
closed during the summer season, except
for two nights each week

of

—

—

will be
prietor.

—

—

—

—

Globe Film Exchange Moves.
San Francisco, Cal. The Globe Film

—

Bteln,

conducted by I. H. Lichtenre,
which has been located for the past
i.ii
the third iloor of the Pantheater building, has removed to
Li

tages

i

Oil

the fourth floor of that

Country Exhibitors Visit City.
San Francisco, Cal. During the past
a number of exhibitors from interior cities have been here to arrange
for summer service and exchanges have
done an increased volume of business.
H. D. Hubbard, of the Photo Play thea.

Paramount Releases Catalogued.
San Francisco, Cal. The Progressive
Motion Picture Company has just issued

—

World Closes Big Contracts.
San Francisco, Cal. M. E. Cory, manager of the local branch of the World

—

Film, reports a heavy volume of business
late on Brady-made pictures some of
the contracts signed being among the
The
heaviest ever made for films here.
Turner & Dahnken circuit has taken these
for its Tivoli theater here and its T. & D.
houses at Portland, Oakland, San Jose.
Reno and Watsonville, first runs being
secured for each place. Charles Goddard

contracted for
these pictures in the Capitol City and
after the first of Beptembi r will b
to show then) In his line 1,700 seat house
now in course of construction.

Sacramento,

of

New shelving and Qxtun
building.
Installed ami tin- exchange is now
better shape than ever to serve Its

been

has

Cal.

Large Film Stock Moved.
The Qi orge Kleins

San Francisco, Cal
..mi ki.

ago arranging for the opening of his
airdome and was given a special review
of "Carmen," featuring Geraldine Farrar,
which was booked for the opening attraction.
J. B. Barnard of Niles. Cal., whosi
Is within a half a block of the Essanay
which is now closed, was also a
recent visitor here, as was John Di Stasio
of Sacramento.
Other visitors were M. Schuhmann of the
Gem theater, Pleasanton, who booked the
ter

studio,

Paramount program, and Mrs. Viola Rice
of White's theater, Salinas, who is showing
Paramount pictures rive days a week.
Pictorial News Proving Popular.
San Francisco, Cal. The popularity ol
the Pathe News here is steadily growing and the Rialto, Tivoli and Hippodrome
theaters are all featuring first runs, quite
a showing for the downtown district. The
latter house has booked the Pathe serial
"Who's Guilty?" and this has started off
to a flying start.

—

San Francisco Brevities.
The Royal Feature Producing Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock
$7,500 by V. S. Jones, M. P. Hansen
and W. H. Kiler.
Winter's
theater,
new house at
a
Templeton and Mission streets, lias been
opened by ch.nics afoser with
Paramount and select feature 91
C. i.. Williams, head of the C L, Williams
of

Company.
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Censors in Oregon
Portland Body Considered by Exhibitors to Be the Nucleus of Censorship in Beaver State Portland Censors Circulate Reports to Tributary Towns New

—

—

June

the

of

Boards Formed.
By Abraham Nelson, 601 Journal Bldg., Portland, Ore., Special Correspondent.
PORTLAND, ORE.—ThiB city is con- luncheon of June 1 was Dan Kelleher,
sidered by the state's exhibitors as
president of the Independent Retailers Ascontaining the nucleus of the censorship
in Oregon.
So-called reform bodies in the
smaller cities send to the state's metropolis
censorship data and the Portland
for
supply the other censor boards of

sociation, who are leaders
against the measure.

the state with lists of its condemnations
and eliminations.
Within the past few weeks a new board
has been established at McMinnvllle and
reform organizations are demanding a
censor board at Corvallis. Each of these
towns have but two theaters.
The McMinnvllle board consists of three women
and two men and exists by virtue of a new
The members journeyed
City ordinance.
to Portland on May 30th and consulted
with F. T. Richards and Mrs. E. B. Colwell,
Chairman and secretary, respectively, Of
The McMinnvllle
Portland board.
the
board then went back to the valley town
and blossomed forth armed with elimination blanks similar to those used by the
Portland body and commenced to censor
pictures.
The Pathe brand was the first
affected. A misunderstanding arose as to
what the Portland board had told the McMinnvllle board its opinion was of "The

here May 27. The seating capacity is 850.
Manager Mitchell of the Liberty theater

misunderstanding was cleared
away.
The McMfcnnville board was set
upon condemning a picture in the "Who's
until

the

Guilty" series until B. J. Sperry, manager
of the Portland Pathe office, made a flying
trip to the valley town and convinced the
censors their action was too drastic. The
compromise ruling of the board was the
elimination of about 200 feet of film. Roy
Madden, road man for Mutual, also made
a trip to McMinnville to treat with the new

The Portland censor board has on its
mailing list the censor boards at Medford,
Ashland, Salem, Pendleton, Eugene and
McMinnvllle.
Sunset Reopens.
Portland,

two weeks

—

Ore. After being closed for
for alterations in the lobby, the

Sunset theater opened June 4, again under
the ownership of J. A. Jennings, who remodelled the house two years ago. E. M.
Loy, former booker at the Metro exchange,
is

manager

be straight

of the house.
first

The policy will
5 and 10

run pictures at

cents.

Newcomers.

—

Portland. Ore. Leonard Clark, former
booker at the General Film Exchange, and
now with Universal, is a happy father.
The reason is an eight-pound boy born
June 2. It is highly proper that this event
should be given space in these columns
as the marriage of Mr. Clark to Mary
Damain, then stenographer at the G. F.
office, was also chronicled herein about

year ago. Verily, time doth pass.
Jimmie Cassell, who edits the photoplay column of the Portland Oregonian,
The event came
also a happy father.
to pass about the same time as Mr. Clark's.
a

is

New
Boise,

in

the

fight

Enterprises in Idaho.
Idaho. A new airdome opened

—

and Liberty gardens also operates the air-

—

A theater seating about
800 will be erected here.
Emmett, Idaho.

Will Change Twice a Week.

—

Portland, Ore. The T & D, Portland's
largest photoplay house, has changed to
Manager
a twice a week change policy.
Leonhart stated the reason for the change
was that the film market had so adjusted
itself that two good programs weekly were
now available. The T & D has signed up
for World pictures commencing June 21.

Changes in Portland Managers.
J. V. Lynn, recently road man for Universal, has become publicity manager for
the Peoples Amusement Company and will
handle publicity for the Peoples and Pickford theaters. Mr. Lynn formerly occupied
a similar position at the Peoples.
Lester Fountain,

who opened

the

Hippodrome and made the house

A &H

a phe-

Lunch

Still

Interesting.

—

The deceptive titled one-day-of-rest-inseven law is still receiving the attention
of the association, and present at the

1916

Hippodrome

here.

Travelling Visitors.
Ira J. Dodge, manager of the Georre Kleine offices in Seattle,
was in Portland recently in the interests
of '•Gloria's Romance. "
He reports a b!g
volume of business on this picture and
has booked it at the Pantages in Tacoma
and Spokane. He reports that E. J. Donnellan, formerly manager of the S. & C.
Empress in Seattle, has become traveling
Portland, Oregon.

—

solicitor for Kleine, working out of the
Seattle office, and will book the Billie
Burke picture on the road.
W. C. Ryder, manufacturer's representative for Melies, was a recent visitor looking over the field for Knickerbocker features and Vim comedies and made his
headquarters at the General Film exPortland.

change while

in

Local Briefs.
F. M. Simonton closed

Portland,

Ore.

—

with Edwin James
show E & R Jungle

of the Majestic to
films in that house.
Portland, Ore. J. R. Harrington, manager of the Universal exchange in Seattle,

—

Wm. Potter, manager in Spokane,
attended a meeting of the Pacific Northwest managers here recently.
Stayton, Ore. O. P. Leslie has sold the
Star theater to Chas. S. Clark.
Portland, Ore. The censor board's reand

—
—

port for

May shows no condemnations

703 reels viewed, but 24 eliminations

in

were

ordered.

Spokane Considers City Censor Ordinance
Council

May

Pass

Law

Giving Power to

Some

City Official to Censor Both Pic-

tures and Theatrical Acts.

Clark Patchin, Spokane Correspondent of Moving Picture World.
Commissioner
an
Argall
presented
SPOKANE, WASH. An ordinance creamendment which would give the city
ating the office of a city censor for
censor, created under the proposed ordimoving pictures and other theatrical pronance, the right to bar a picture which
ductions has been presented to the city
tends to incite race riot or race hatred, or
commissioners by Commissioner F. K.
that shall represent or purport to repreMcBroom, because he now lacks authority
sent any hanging, lynching, burning or
to prosecute violators of present city regplacing in a position of ignominy any
ulations on pictures or acts.
presentation
human being, the same being incited by
The ordinance followed the
"shady"
alleged
couple
of
race
hatred.
"After the European War,"
in Spokane of a
he said, "there will probably be motion
productions, one a picture without regard
pictures taken by one side or the other
to eliminations ordered by the National
which will tend to arouse prejudices
Board of Review. The proposed ordinance
against one or more of the nations now
imposes a fine of not to exceed $100 for
in conflict."
managers to which may be added 30 days
in jail for false or misleading statements
with reference to pictures to be shown.
Street Parade Film Case Settled.
The ordinance was given its first reading
A. B. Hager, of the Hager Amusement
and many objections were entered by
Enterprises, Idaho Falls, Idaho, and who
members of the Theatrical Managers' Asim theater there, has
uit, started almost a
Following a star chamber session of
ages for having

By

S.

—

moving picture exhibitors and Commis-

sioner McBroom the letter said. "The gist
remarks of the managers was that
thev have always been good and carried
out the suggestions of the Public Affairs
department, and the proposed ordinance
The ordinance did
is entirely unnecessary.
of the

not suit some of them and they wanted

it

At one vaudein some places.
house last week the performance was
and one of the acts indulged in
much unnecessary profanity during a
drinking scene. I went to the theater one

amended

ville

rotten,

Portland, Ore. The weekly luncheons
of the Oregon Motion Picture Men's Association are still well attended. The newest
member to be initiated into the organization is M. O. Leonhart, of the T & D.
The initiating ceremonies in his case
consisted of making him pay for his own
lunch.

24.

nominal success from the first day, has
returned to Los Angeles where he is manager of the local A & H house. Walter C.
Smith, manager of the Spreckles Hippodrome, San Diego, has been transferred so
Portland and arived June 2 to take charge

night and told the manager to stop the

performers from using bad language and
he promised to do so. When I went again
the next night the same thing was going
on as if nothing had happened. At one
of the picture houses the recommended
eliminations of the national board were
not made after they had been ordered.
We do not want to hurt anybody's business but these people have got to obey
the rules."

his

moving

pictur<

.

some

reels

destroyed by th<
chief of police and
deputies during a ound-up parade. Manager Hager
ys:
"I wish to state that
it for May 11 in the district
court, but the day before the trial the
parties whom I was suing opened negotiations and were willing to compromise,
they paying me a sum of money to have
the case withdrawn, which we did."
An Idaho Falls paper says: "The much
talked of case of Al Hager of the Orpheum
and Rex theaters versus Dow Williams,
president of the War Bonnet Round-Up,

and Larry Hansen, chief of police, has
been amicably settled to the satisfaction
of all parties concerned."

W.

Spokane Brevities.
manager of the Spokane

Potter,

Universal Film in Spokane, has returned
from Portland where he attended a meeting of the managers of the Spokane,

i

June
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Seattle ami Portland houses, to confer
relative to business.
He reports business
brisk in his territory.
.Miss Lucille Zlntheo, of this city, has
winner of a recent contest
been selected
and will be afforded a chance to be a
picture star with the World Film
.1

company.
Pii.st River, Idaho.— J. Edward Feist
has opened the Strand moving picture
th.ater here and is running Mutual pic-

Wash.

Spokane,
ing

— A.

representative

Patton. travelthe Mutual Film

R.

of

Corporation exchange, has returned from
a several weeks
trip over the territory
and reports that business is generally
good.

Thompson Falls, Mont. — Carter Brothers
at Thompson Falls have sold the Rex
theater to

H. Lux.

J.

BRITISH COLUMBIA NEWS.
Moving Pictures in the Trenches.
Edmonton, Alberta. A letter received by
a local paper from the chaplain of the 49th
Battalion of Edmonton, now on the firing line in France, conveys the informa-

—

tal the band of the 49th is engaged
regularly in supplying the music for a
picture show which has been established
in a large tent slightly to the rear of
the trenches. Two shows are given each
evening-, and this tent is on a circuit with
several others of a similar nature. Power
for the projection machine is derived from

an old ammunition mechanical transport.
Calgary, Alberta. Another interesting
letter just received from the trenches was
written by a Strathmore boy, who had the
shock of his life one evening while in one
of the moving picture tents which are such
a factor in the entertainment of the
soldiers.
Among the pictures shown were
several views of the Strathmore district,
which he recognized immediately, and
then followed other scenes in which appeared several of his former neighbors.
This film was made about four years ago
sentatlves of an English company,
who were in this country securing scenes
of Canadian farm life.

—

Worth

a Passing Glance.

Man.

Winnipeg,

— Manager

Seamans

of

the Strand theater donated his entire net
receipts on two recent days to the 197th
Recruiting
,,i
the 51 and
every evening for some time past, In an
effort to secure additional men for the
,,

'

ToBreakI.A.T.S.R?
Vancouver, B. C, Theater Managers Ma y Combine to Eliminate All Union Operators Complain That Union, for Its Own Purposes, Spreads Alarming Reports of Dangers in Booths and Frigh tens Patrons.
By E. C. Thomas, 821 Rogers Bldg., V ncouver, B. C, Special Correspondent,

—

VANCOUVER,

B.

<?.

—A

Complaint of the Managers.
The particular objection to the union lies
they are stated to have laid

Vancouver,
Electric

C

B.

Rail h

a

i

The
I

'

British
pa nj
ha

Columbia

on the dangers attending the work done
by operators, and the consequent effect
of these statements on the minds of the
public. "After the manufacturers and exhibitors have spent untold thousands of
dollars in educating the public to the absence of danger which exists in a moving picture theater," said Mr. Dewees,
"and in providing elaborate safety appliances in making conditions so that it
is practically impossible for an accident
which would injure any member of an
audience to happen, the operators have
continued to spread alarming reports of
the dangers attending the exhibition of
films.
Not only was this emphasr/..
recent hearing In the Victoria relative to
the proposed amendment to the Moving
Picture Act, but the operators' union has
even caused to be published m the local
labor paper an article along the same
Unes.
Our contention la that when the

membei
the dangers of the

business thai

porting them, and

'

shown B short
B C, under the

ores w ere

time ago at Chilllwack,
of

i

he

i

i.i

of

1

1

ade

I

Porter.

Q
chief electi icai engineer of the
Vani ouvi r, B. c.— A. D. Kean

company.
ol

Film Kxchange made the first
comedy ever produced In Vancouver al the
opening of the bathing season. May SO,
recruiting principals and supers from'the
i';ni:iil.i

ranks of the

Vancouver Amateur Swimming Association. The picture was shown
the- Dominion theater during the week

at

following,

members

and

in

a

body.

H. J. Allen Visits.
Vancouver, P.. C.- H .1 Allen, In
of the Calgary office of the Famous Play'
ers Film Service, was in Vancouver recent iv ahead of the British government's
ten-reel war picture, "Britain Prepared,"
Which will he shown at the Orpheum for
the week of May 29 at prices ranging
from 25 cents to $1.00. Manager James
Pilling reports a very gratifying advance
sale for this engagement.
After a few days spent in Vancouver
and Victoria, Mr. Allen returned to Calgary.

they

are

In

«•'>

thai

-e.l

is

sup-

affect

the

the

in-

in

men

a

Canadian

winner

"Beauty

the

of

and

Brains Contest" conducted jointly by the

World Film Corporation and the Photoplay
She is the only one to
selected from Canada, and will leave
the United States in the near future
take up her new work, accompanied
her husband, who has also decided
enter the photoplay field.
Magazine.

be
for
to

by
to

"Secret of the Submarine" Coming.
Vancouver, B. C. C. R. Dippie states
that great interest is being shown by local
exhibitors in the American's new serial,
"The Secret of the Submarine," the first
episode of which is expected here about
Special advertising
the middle of July.
matter has been prepared for Canada
under the direction of C. B. Price, general
manager, and the nature of the subject
should guarantee big business with the
picture throughout the Canadian terri-

—

tory.

a

man

a

Hi

it."

,i

is.

long term

competent
machine,

to

for

—

Prohibition.

Man. The Macdonald ProAct, which went into force on
has brought about a very serious
financial problem which promises con1,

siderable trouble before it is finally solved.
With prohibition in effect, there will be
a loss of more than $250,000 annually in
public revenues, and in an effort to find
of raising at least a part of
this, a heavy tax on places of amusement
has been proposed. Strong opposition to
this plan is being voiced, but so far there
no assurance that the theaters will
is
not be burdened with a large additional
.

What Manager Groves Turned
Sask -The
promoted

operate

of

last

In.

Sunday

the

Manage;

I.'.

funds of II
Battalion was given on a recent Sunday
hen he Collection amounted to
ii, .
This
Regina theater.
brings the i. nai amount realised from
i tainments up
he lastin
his earned
.ii o\ sa
.\ii,
the

swell

I.,

...

I

t

i

I

t

i

member

of the battalion.
by the ISStl
tra. (he battalion mala chorus, ami v
ous Individual perfoi mere.
1,1,1,

everj

,,i

Numbers wen given

i

is

Pay

Pictures to

Winnipeg,

hibition

June

i

should be phi ..in ..I
ridiculed the contention thai
of appri nl iei -ship
ncci

projection

Mr. Dewees stated that the matter ol
not Involved In he present mo\ e,
and that
iduction Is contemplated.
Neither is there any Intention 01 employ ing returned soldiers as operators.
The
sole obJ« cl i- the elimination of the union's
he operating rooms.
t

i

i

Union's Interest in Legislation.
At the latest mi sting of the Vancouver
Trades and Labor Council, held
Thomas of the Moving
1

-

the

attention

of

the council to the Impending change, and
charged that the reason tor the move was
that the operators had interested themselves In the legislation compelling ap-

plicants for operators' licenses to pass
a practical examination.
He stated that
he had knowledge that all houses in the
city had agred to do away with union
and Included the vaudeville
houses. It is not thought that there will
be any change at the Pantagea the. iter.
howevei
p uing of
the Orpheum has definitely decidl
tinue with union men.

Run Features

First

i

called

oi

of the club attended

dustry,

i

put out a set of films demonstrating the
many uses of electricity on the modern

wife of one of the members of the Permanent Players stock organization at the
Dominion theater, has been adjudged the

in the stress

.

197th.

particularly

drastic action is about to be taken by
a large proportion of the exhibitors of this
affecting their relations with the
city,
operators' union, and individually, with the
members of the Vancouver Local Xo. 348.
As given to the Moving PicI. A. T. S. E.
World representative by W. P.
ture
Dewees, managing director of the Rex
Amusement Company, Ltd., operating the
Rex theater, the plan contemplates ^the
elimination of all union operators employed in the theaters which have entered
into the agreement, and the substiution
of non-union men.
In some local houses
non-union operators are at present employed, and these will of course not be
affected by the change; but those who are
members of the labor organization Will be
notified that if they wish to retain their
position they must get out of the union
forthwith. In any case, states Mr. Dewees,
some of the men who have been considered agitators will be dismissed, and
others given their places.

i

i,

..

.

p

teweea

C

l:

i

at

Rex.

•

th< at<

i

ai

In

quiring

I

nielli

YaneouN

in

.

The

i

Re«

I

run

successful three-day
a
"Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque In
secured through the Big Pour

finished

and

Seattle,

walk.r.' the
Chapllns, with

the new
of
featui

of

first

the

last

company's

productions
perennial Chai lit
addition to aii
first
run on all II
lias
i

,

i

'

w

i

ii-

I

ng

\\

t

w

Of

Mutual

i

•

'

The "Carmen" burlesque was

ru-

w nl. Keystone's "Stoh
and did capacity business
crowded houses were also the rule
the Globe the,.
shown for three days followlni
lit.
and the World man found
.HI
he
lioX
O
In
wreathed in Smiles
All the production*

junction

•

i

i

.

'

Canada's Fair Representative.
Winnipeg, Man— Mrs. Arthu

Th<

the R<

ol

'>*( run privileges for thi
of comedy, is exciting

mentioned
the Globe

art

I
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

Weeks Ending June

for

24 and July

1

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 2310, 2312, 2314, 2316.)

General Film Company.

General Film Company.
I

Advance

Current Releases.
Serial No.

MONDAY. JUNE
BIOGRAPH-

1», 1916.

Boy (Drama) (BioNo. 56)
KAI.KM In the Service of the State (No. 13 of the
"Social Pirates') (Two parts Drama)
graph

A

Misunderstood

— Reissue

issue No. 58).

20750

—

LUBIN—

Comedy)
-.

ng-Tribune No.

49.

VITAGRAPH—Stung!
ii

1916 (Topical)
parts Drama)

(Comedy)

BSDAT,

.M

m:

BIOGRAPH — The Reformers (Two

^(».

(Biograph

— Reissue

EDISON—Out of the
ESSANAY — The Girl

No. 57)

Ruins (Three

i»ie.

— Drama)
parts — Drama)..

Drama) (Reissue)
Beggar and His Child (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

EDISON — The

Pied

Piper

of

20755-6
20757-8-9

(Two parts

KALEM—The

20752-3
20754

21, 1016.

Hamelin

(Drama)

(Reissue)

20762

ESSANAY—The

Fable of "The Undecided Brunette"
(Comedy)
KALEM—That Lovely Widow (Comedy)

THURSDAY', JUNE 22, 1916.
(Three parts— Drama)

— Selig-Tribune

VIM— Never

No.

50,

20767

FRIDAY, JUNE

20771

—

Ancient

Blood (Three parts Drama)
"Worse (Comedy)

VIM— For Better or
VITAGRAPH— The

Curfew

at

20768-9-70
20773

Simpton

Center

(Comedy)

ESSANAY — A

—

—

VITAGRAPH— The
ESSANAY— The

KALEM — (Ham
LUBIN— Out

KALEM— The

in

Comedy)

of the

27,. 1916.

parts

— Drama).
(Two

the Wilderness
(Title

parts

— Drama)

not decided).

Flotsam (Two parts— Drama).

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

EDISON— One-reel drama
ESSANAY Vernon Howe

28,

1916.

(Not yet decided).

Bailey's Sketch Book of
—
Louis
(Cartoon-Comedy).
ESSANAY—A Scenic subject on the same
KALEM— The Lotus Woman (Five parts—Drama).
KALEM— When Opportunity Knocked (Comedy).
THURSDAY, JUNE
1916.
LUBIN— The Return of John Boston (Three parts — Drama).
1916 (Topical).
SELIG— Selig-Tribune No.
Halves
(Comedy).
VIM — Better
FRIDAY, JUNE
1916.
KALEM— Setting the Fashion (Comedy).
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Head of the House
(Three parts — Drama).
VIM— For Value Received (Comedy).
St.

52,

VITAGRAPH—Losing
ESSANAY — The

24, 1916.

Traitor to Art (Three parts

Voice

(Reissue).

20772

SATURDAY, JUNE

Race for Life (Comedy).

TUESDAY, JUNE

30,

23, 1916.

Great Invention (Comedy)

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE—The

of the "Social Pirates")

11

reel.

20761
20760
20763-4-5
20766

1916 (Topical)

Again (Comedy)

KALEM—Her

Music Swindlers (No.

— Drama).

—

29,

LUBIN—Love's Law
SELIG

parts

LUBIN—No Place Like Jail (Comedy).
SELIG Selig-Tribune No. 51, 1916 (Topical).
SELIG The Sacrifice (Three parts Drama).
EDISON — The Southerners (Three

parts

at the Curtain

KALEM—The
(2

20751
20749
20745-6-7
20748

—

SELIG — The Reprisal (Three

Releases.

—Drama).

20774-5-6

Mysterious Cipher (No. 85 of the
"Hazards of Helen," Railroad Series) (Drama).
20781
(Comedy)
20777
Taking a Chance (Drama)
20782
VITAGRAPH— Would You Forgive Her? (Three
20778-9-80
parts Drama (Broadway Star Feature)

LUBIN— Persistency

—

SELIG

—

Weight (Comedy).

SATURDAY, JULY

1,

1916.

Regeneration of Margaret (Three parts— Dr.).
KALEM — "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series No. 86 ("The Engineer's Honor").
LUBIN— Edison Bugg's Invention (Com.).
—Under a Barrel (Com.).

—

The Girl of the Gulch (West—Dr.).
Lily and the Rose (Three parts— Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).

SELIG

VITAGRAPH— The

AND

COMPLETE
ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Picture World. Those are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The
Storiea of the Pictures in Mo»t Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis 1* Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being In
Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information In the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

A
Fair

DOROTHY GISH
==^^==^^^=^=^^
Featuring

Three Reel

War Drama

J une

28th

Elaborate Production
Thrilling Battle Scenes

Special

Rebel

Civil

R^edby
BiographCompany

Warfare Posters

Through

General Film

Appropriate July 4th Attraction

Service
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Beethoven's Sonatas

Wagner's Operas
Mendelssohn's Songs

MacDowell's Poems
Massenet's Melodies

Sfatojrlapr
the orchestral organ for better

music in motion picture temples

To bring

the music of the world's greatest artists right into

your theatre

is

the exclusive privilege of the

FOTOPLAYER,

the ultimate instrument for you.

It is

the only instrument that your musician can play by hand

and also use the hand played records and
composers and

Any Fotoplayer
Fotoplayers

— there

dealer will gladly
is

music you know and

symphony

how

rolls of the

greatest

artists.

a Style for

your

like best in

show you

the different styles of

size house.

your house; he

He

will also play the

will play a

complete

orchestra, a wonderful sweet toned organ and will explain

simply your musician can produce tremendous results or

how you

alone could use the hand played rolls and follow the pictures with
perfect music.

American Photo Player Company
62

West

New

45th Street,

York City

IMPORTANT WARNING: There is only ONE FOTOPLAYER, the instrument we manuname FOTOPLAYER is registered in the U. S. Patent Office and is legally applied

facture; the

exclusively to the instruments

In

made and

sold

by

us.

answering advertisements, please mention The Moving Pict

i^r^

MUVIINU

Ltit,

WUKLU

riUlUKil
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases

'Weeks Ending June 24 and July

for

For Extended Table of Current

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
(Serial
SUNDAY, JUNE 18, 1016.

IMP— A

Boomerang (Comedy)
LAEMMLE— Romance at Random (Comedy)
Finer Metal (Two parts— Drama)
College
.

MONDAY, JUNE

,,'

No.

Ring,

tli,-

8,

U— The

Mark (Two

parts

U— No

18. 1016.

01526

MONDAY, JUNE

AMERICAN— The

10, 1016.

(Two parts

Gentle Conspiracy

Drama)

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The Wasted
Years (Centaur

— Five

parts

— Drama)

— Drama)

.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE
01533
01532
01531

21, 1916.

BEAUTY— The House on Hokum Hill (Comedy)...
GAUMONT— See America First, No. 41, "Birmingham,
Ala."

(Scenic)

— The

04938

04839
Belle

Village

the

of

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number

22. 1016.

Green
04839
04837

77 (Topical)

22, 1016.

GAUMONT— The Criminal's Thumb (Three partsDrama)
MUTUAL— STAR PRODUCTION— Far from the Mad-

23, 1016.

IMP— The Heart Wrecker (Comedy-Drama)
NESTOR— What Could the Poor Girl Do? (Two

ding Crowd (Turner

—Comedy) (Drama)

—Five

parts

— Drama)

04840-1-2

(No.

112)

Rosary

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1016.
BISON— The Ghost of the Jungle (Two parts— Dr.).
JOKER — The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters (Comedy).

POWERS— No

SUNDAY, JUNE

25, 1916.

Rogue With a Heart (Drama)

L-KO — Dirty Work

REX — The

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, 1016.
CUB — Jerry's Elopment (Comedy)
MUSTANG— A Modern Knight (Two parts— Drama).

release this day.

LAKMMLE— The

in a

Beanery (Comedy)

Fool (Two parts

— Drama)

MONDAY, JUNE

01542
01543
01541

26, 1916.

SUNDAY, JUNE

NESTOR— The Browns See the Fair (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— It Happened in
Honolulu (Five parts— Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The Adventures
Peg

Of

(No. 111).

01529
01528
01530

THURSDAY, JUNE

REX— The

04831
04833
04832

release this day.

FRIDAY, JUNE
parts

(Serial No.)

Pups and Pussies (Comedy)..
(Magazine)
Bridegrooms (Comedy)

Life, No. 7

(Shadowgraph)

THURSDAY, JUNE
BIG

GAUMONT— Reel

VOGUE — Delinquent

20, 1016.

Grip of Crime (Drama)

Scarlet

SUNDAY, JUNE

BEAUTY — Pedigrees,

01527

01544

GOLD SEAL— The False Part (Two parts — Drama)
IMP— His Picture (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1016.
ANIMATED WEEKLY— Number 25 (Topical)
L-KO- The Jailbird's Last Flight (Comedy)
VICTOR — The

1

Pages 2310, 2312, 2314, 2316.)

Mutual Film Corporation.
No.)
01524
01523
01522

(Two

"Outwitted"

Drama)

TUESDAY, JUNE
BIG

leases See

19. 1016.

NESTOR— Wanted a Husband (Comedy)
RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAY— The Man From Nowhere (Five parts— Drama)
UNIVERSAL, SPECIAL. FEATURE— The Adventures
pans

Re

o'

Ring, No.

the

9,

BEAUTY— The Day's Work
GAUMONT — Reel Life No. 8

VOGUE— The

04843
04850
04849

"The Leap" (Two

MONDAY, JUNE

a)

pari

25, 1916.

(Comedy)
(Magazine)

Iron Mitt (Comedy)

AMERICAN— The

26, 1916.

Fate of the Dolphin (Two parts-

Drama)

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE— The
of the Spade
(No. 113)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28,
ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 26 (Topical)
THURSDAY, JUNE

— Twice at
LAKMMLE — The

BIG U

Human

Cactus

01554

(Two

parts

Johnsin, Magician (Comedy-Car-

The Children's Paradise (Educational)...

POWERS — Such

Is

Life

in

Tiavelaugh (Comedy)
(Drama)

VICTOR— Muggins

China — A Hy Maye

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

28, 1916.

BEAUTY— When Adam Had 'Em (Comedy)
GAUMONT— See America First No. 42 "Glacier
tional

01553

Drama)

—

01552
01550
01551

29, 1916.

Once (Comedy)

POWERS— Sammy

Sign

— Drama)

1916.

— God

and the Baby (Drama)
L-KO— Pirates of the Air (Two parts— Comedy)

BIG U

(American— Five parts

Park"

Na-

(Scenic)

—Kartoon

Komics (Cartoon)

MUTUAL WEEKLY — Number

78

(Topical)

THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1016.
AMERICAN — Tangled Skins (Three parts — Drama).
FRIDAY, JUNE

CUB— Jerry's Big Haul
MUSTANG — The Demon
S VI

l

30, 1016.

(Comedy)
of Fear

(Two parts

RD AY, JULY

1,

—

1016.

04856
04856
04854

04857-8-9

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

r„
V

Unicfeerbocfeet g>tar Jfeatureg

DIRT
PA^
drama
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for he knows that Mona has
real identity.
Stokes, an actor
freind of the girls posing as a reporter, Is
worked into the climax that results in a brisk
play of action which finally finds Mona
--"

dumfouuded,
knowledge of his
Is

Stories of the Films
'em In." This is the edict of the new constable
at Simpton Center.
When the married women
of the town plan a "school girl" party they pay

General Film Company
ESSANAY.

Ham

bottle.

Long

the affection but thinks
She
When he
is in love with a society woman.
a letter to Mary Burns askin» her
divorce him, she can stand it no longer and
Warren tells her the
identity.
reveals her
real reason for wanting a divorce and both
are happy.

rapher.

he

nictates
in

was a
was up

provider
brunette

making
lean

the

.

girl

(Norma

Nicholls*)

;

the

Edmonson).

(A.

last found a job— and he really
In fact he works so hard that The Mysterious Stranger, a Hindu mystic, endows him
with power to win Norma.
Bud, without the
aid of The Mysterious Stranger, is in strong

has at

after the curfew has
start for home, but the

they

tolled

hour

the

hawk-eyed

He is content, but, it seems, the girl
Mary Burns, a pretty country school

Reverses,
teacher, refuses even to see him.
She insists that
however, make her agree.
tlicv be married with a curtain between, so that
neither shall see the other.
Later she deThey separate immediately.
cides to get first-hand experience as a business woman and goes to work as stenographer
for Warren Bradley under an assumed name.
After a few months Bradley deplores hi
ith the stenogriage, having fallen

to

,

Swaml

which Fuller

works.

To Warren Bradley, a young attorney, half
of an immense fortune Is left, provided he
marry a distant relative, a girl he has never
seen.'
is
not.

f

'

a

featherweight.

financial

The

a stump when it came to
Sue could not bring herself
a stingy old thing who never

choice.

against

she married the proviuer he
If
unbuckled.
would give her evervthing he owned, but what
he owned you could put in a steamer trunk.

Auntie's advice was for girlie to center her
affections on some tractable person who was
neither a prospective pauper nor a close-fisted
clam. Brunette falls desperately in love with a
general manager of set hauits and calm, untheatrical generosity, who put things on a
business basis.
Moral— It is necessary to make a few purchases both before and after marriage.

Bud succeeds in staling The Mysterious
Stranger's package of all-powerful pills. From
then on life is just one flivver after another
for

WOULD YOU FORGIVE HER?

—

Ham,

for

each one he purchases ends

in

smithereens.
As long as he has $1.98 left he
buys another. As Bud's jealous hand is at the
bottom of the trouble you can imagine the fate
in store for Ham when he finally sets out with

;

i

;

and, knowing this as the secret means of
ntrance to the opium dive of Fon Too, he

feet,

holding the story of the jade, in hopes of getting a "scoop" later on.
On his wav to Chinatown to visit Fon Too he stops for a moment
to see his fiance, Eleanor, in the department
store where she is employed, but is told that
she has not appeared that morning.
Worried;
he goes to her boarding house, but is told once
more that she has not been seen since the
previous day.
Though reluctant to abandon the search for
Eleanor, he is forced to do so when his editor
demands a better story on the Paxton murder.
the fact that Paxton brought Eleanor there the
previous night.
He insists, however, that she
has escaped and that he does not know where

she

Seeing

is.

the truth,

that

the

Chinaman

is

telling

Truax wastes no time on him, but
for

He

"Putting one over" on his friends is hubby's
Such jokes as allowing a
particular hobby.
friend to break his teeth on a wooden sandwich and frightening nervous old women by
making their plates dance mysteriously before
them are his usual style. When a rich old
aunt calls at his house, preparatory to making
her will, he drives her away in anger with his
pranks. Then he thinks of a capital joke by
placing a love letter in his pocket he causes
his w.ie to believe that he has an affinity.
Wifey recognizes in this one of her husband's
Rushing
is and decides to call a halt.
up to him in a frenzy, she confronts him with
the evidence, then snoots herself and falls over,
apparently lifeless. When hubby sees tne tragic
end his
to
is
about
too,
lie,
joke
his
result of
life, when his wife comes back to life mysterithat the joke is <
ously and makes him

—

;

home,

Eleanor's

hoping

Dick, the sales manager for Ropo Cigars, Is
Instructed to get the endorsement of Sorebucks,
a prominent citizen and noted cigar connolseur.
As Ropo is no better than its name, Dick
naturally falls down.
Then Ethel undertakes
She succeeds in getting into Storethe job.
buck's home, and while he is under the deadening influence of a Ropo cigar is just about
to secure a signature to the testimonial when
Sorebuck's jealous wife appears on the scene
and Ethel considers herself lucky to get out on
the sidewalk safely.
She sees Sorebuck about
to set out in his car, and while the chauffeur is
busy in the garage, she jumps into the car,
grasps the wheel, and whirls off at great speed.
Far out in the country she halts, and delivers
her ultimatum, "You don't get back nor- do you
get a cigar to smoke until you endorse Ropo."
There are all sorts of further complications before Ethel finally has her way.

she refuses to s
way into the room, and, once
she tells him the story of how Paxton,

first

forces his

inside,

;

(Broadway

24).
Parts June
The
cast: Eleanor Baine (Miss Leah Baird)
Frank
Truax (Arthur Cozine)
Walter Paxton (Jack
Ellis
City Editor (Van Dyke Brooke). Author,
Dodd Crane. Producer, Mr. Van Dyke Brooke.
Truax, a reporter, arriving on the scene ot
the murder of the wealthy Paxton, finds a jade
caught in the carpet at the murdered man's

but at

VITAGRAPH.
Hopper
(June 19).— The cast:
(Stanley Dark): Anita (Lillian Burns); West
(Templar Saxe) The Boss (Charles Eldridge).
Written by Stanley Dark. Produced by Wally

STUNG

—

Feature—Three

Star

though a married man, constantly annoyed Tier
From time to time he asked her
at the store.
to lunch or for a drive with him and was irriThen, the
tated at her continued refusals.
night before, while walking through a dark
chlorostreet, she was set upon by two n
formed, and woke up in Fon Too's
,

still obstinate, she
Paxton or Fol
recourse, she cnose the lesser evil by accepting

—

Here,

of going to

raxton.

Then she escaped and took a silent
he avenged r " "

Paxton came into his office, she was waiting
At first she infor him and shot him dead.
tended to hide, but now she is willing to give
herself up, for in so doing she will be helping
many other girls in the same predicament.
of her difficulty, and, although she thought that all was over between
them after her disgrace, he still loves her,
and his love almost recompenses her for all
her suffering.

Truax helps her out

;

hired man
dill pickle
his

(Henry Murdock)
Rockgold, the
magnate (Richard Purdon)
Jane,
(Mary Kennedy)
Jack (Arthur
;

;

daughter

;

Albertson)
the butler (Frank Mlnzey). Author,
S. A. Van Petten.
Producer, Robert Ellis.
Sis graduates with high honors from the correspondence school in "detecting" and sets out
for the city with Chauncey, the hired-man, to
become rich.
She arrives in time to take a
hand in solving the mysterious disappearance of
the dill pickle magnate's daughter.
Sis manages to blunder into finding the daughter, and
sends Chauncey back after Rockgold, and the
While standing guard over Jane and
reward.
Jack, who she thinks is the kidnapper, Sis
learns that they were really eloping. The spirit
;

of romance is kindled, and
rives Sis refuses the reward

father at bay while Jane
their interrupted elopement.

when Rockgold

ar-

and holds the irate
and Jack continue

THE SPIKED SWITCH (No. 82 of "The
of Helen"
June 3). The cast: Helen,
the operator (Helen Gibson)
Engineer Trent
his daughter (Pearl Anibus)
(G. A. Williams)
the fireman (P. S. Pembroke)
chief dispatcher (Roy Watson). Author, E. W. Matlack.

—

Hazards

—

;

;

UNMASKING A RASCAL

Kunkel, Webster Campbell, Jack Mower and
Florence Vidor. Author, Edwin Ray Coffin. Producer, William Wolbert.
"Children under sixteen must be in bed when
the curfew rings at nine, or, b'gosh, I'll run

(Episode No. 10 of

—

"The Social Pirates— Two parts May 29).
Mary (Ollie
The cast: Mona (Marin Sais)
Fuller, a banker (Frank Jonasson);
Kirkby)
Holden (Edward Clishis wife (Mrs. Dunlap)
;

;

Hume,

;

Producer, James Davi

;

:

bee); Stokes (R. L. Dell).

Director,

James W.

Ruth, his daughter, and Hume plat ._
Trent, with a new fireman, is suddenly
taken with a weak spell and when the fireman
becomes panic-stricken there is a scuffle which
ends with the fireman thrown to the ground
while the fast freight speeds on. Trent, a moment later, is overcome, and lies helpless in

day

elope.

Fuller, the banker,

when

in Holden's cabaret,

Wentworth, a man about town. The plight of
his ward whom he has defrauded marks him
Mona befor the justice of Mona and Mary.
;

the engine cab.
,/orth, becomes acquainted with Mary, who is a
The aceing girl from the country.
quaintance ripens, and one day Fuller makes
a statement which Mary prefers to receive as a
proposal of marriage, and her quick acceptance
takes the banker's breath away. Mona, as has
been prearranged, arrives at that moment and
Mary joyfully announces her engagement. Fuller

Flagmen

notice that there

is

something wrong when the express whizzes by
without the least attention to signals.
Word is sent ahead to Helen to derail the
freight to save the passenger, the same trail,
on which Ruth and her lover are eloping. But
trouble with the switch had caused the con
spike It earlier in the daj
struction crew to
;nil Helen finds it impossible to send the ex-

June
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press on a siding. The down grade suggests a
plan, and with the aid of an automobile she
sends a box car speeding down towards the
freight while she rips loose a plank from the top
of the box car to prepare for a perilous leap.
She braces the plank under the platform on top
of the box car and as the flying express speeds
landin
(he thrilling leap,
it

before tie

3

and hope of recovering his lost money to join
him.
Word is taken to the revenue cutter on
which Dave is to proceed to San Diego on the
gun-smuggltng business and one day while on
shore-leave, Dave overhears Edwards, whom he
recognizes, and Pedro making plans to deliver
the guns across the border.
He returns to his
ship and notifies the officer.
Dick, drinking and neglectful
Nellie,
of

brought

LUBIN.

overtaken.

THE AVENGER (Two Parts— June

13).— The

WilFred Worthing (L. C. Shumway)
Jack Forrest
liam Worthing (Sidney Hayes)
Manu (George Routh) Lukora
Cray)
( Robert
(Velma Whitman) Adaba, the high priest (MelWritten by Julian Louis Lamothe.
vin Mayo).
Directed by Leon D. Kent.
Manu, East Indian servant of William Worthing, an old collector of curios, telephones the
police that he cannot open the door of his masJack Forrest, a young reporter, is
ter's room.
at headquarters when the message is received.
II,
telle the sergeant that Worthing's son, Fred,
Jack accompanies
in India, is his best friend.
the police to the house, and entrance is forced
Worthing lies upon the floor, having been killed
Circumstantial evidence is found
by a sword.
against Manu. He is tried and acquitted.
Worthing's son, Fred, arrives from India and
Jack tells him of the crime. Fred finds a clue
In tin fact that the sword was standing upright,
He finds some rope
and searches the attic.
lint on a post, and notes that the attic window
Then he
is directly above the bedroom window.
finds a little image of Buddha among his father's
The last time he saw the little Buddha
effects.
was in an Indian temple with his father.
it
and
parchment,
of
sacred
bit
a
contained
then
It
old Worthing evidently had stolen it, and the
Hindu Bervant murdered him as a result. The
servant made his escape from the room by
cast:

;

;

;

;

;

climbing out of the window on a rope to the
He had slid the bolt of the window with
attic.
the sword through the transom, when the sword
fell, it remained standing in the floor.

These deductions prove correct, for Fred and
Jack see Manu return stealthily that night to
obtain tho parchment from its hiding place under
the steps. Fred and Jack follow him to a tenement and discover that the Hindus have a temple
When they peep through a crevice in the
there.
door, they hear Adaba, the high priest, promise
Manu that as a reward for recovering the sacred
parchment, he shall marry Lukora, the priestess
Jack wants to call a policeman,
of the temple.
but Fred tells him that as Manu has been acquitted he cannot be tried again.
Fred determines to seek vengeance himself.
He is a student and knows that this sect of
Buddhists greatly fear the curse of their God.

The next day he steals into the temple with
lack.
He rubs some phosphorous on the idol
of Buddha, substitutes powder for the Incense,
and on the slat where Manu Is to place his
marriage ceremony,
the
through
He hides behind
places another chemical.

head

he

the

Dick

is

wounded,

but manages to jump overboard.
Dave jumps
after him, unaware of his identity.
Nellie is
praying in her hut when Dick, wet and wounded,
staggers in.
She gets him to the bed when
Dave forces the door open and enters. The
two are again brought face to face and Dave
realizes that the man he has come to arrest is
his old partner.
Dick confesses and dies from

and
;

N ...

leaps up again and Manu raises his head a
The Hindus
is upon his forehead.
from him in horror. The priest hands him
As Jack
a sword with a significant gesture.
and Fred gaze at the lifeless body in the dehis
father has
that
feels
Fred
temple,
aerted

revenge,

he

writes

to

game Set-te-wa proposes

to Wa-niThe big game 19
the play Wa-ni-ne-ma's

ne-ma and she accepts him.

on, and in the midst of
father and Ni-a-wa-ca's father arrive at the
stadium and force their way through the crowd.
A quarrel starts between father and daughter.
Set-te-wa comes up and is threatened with
death if he pays attention to his daughter any

Wa-ni-ne-ma is taken back to the reservawhere Ni-a-wa-ca renews his love, but is
by the chief's daughter.
Set-te-wa,
longing for his country, returns to his tribe.
Ni-a-wa-ca barters with the chief for the hand
of his daughter and is accepted as a son-in-law.
*• the Indian trading
station Wa-ni-ne-n
tion,

spurned

3

.

5

denied them.

(June 17).— The
Mrs.
cast:
Mr. Dasher (Francis Joyner)
Dasher (June Daye) Mrs. White (Lenore Peacock).
Written by Lewis Allen.
Directed by
Clay M. Greene.

help her, and they arrange for a
at the Kiva (Indian praying
wa-ca goes to the

:

;

Tired of the grind of the kitchen
work, Mrs. Dasher appeals to her neighbor, Mrs.
White, for advice, and between them a plot for

hire a cook.

relief is concocted.

Mrs. Dasher telegraphs to a sister in a
neighboring town to telegraph for her.
This
is done.
Instead of proceeding to her, she repairs to the house of her neighbor, where she
watches her husband's ludicrous attempts to
get along without a cook, and bow false have
been his claims that housekeeping is a cinch.

girl who secretly loves him.
The two lovers
talk and lay their plans for an escape.
They
are about to leave when they are stopped by
Ni-a-wa-ca. The two men start to struggle, and
Ni-a-wa-ca raises a cry to his tribe. Set-te-wa
is made a prisoner and Wa-ni-ne-ma is locked
up.
Set-te-wa is tried and sentenced to death
the following morning after the wedding cere-

mony of Wa-ni-ne-ma. Wa-ni-ne-ma Is releaseu upon her promise to marry Ni-a-wa-ca.
In the meantime, while the struggle is In
progress between Ni-awa-ca and Set-te-wa, the
Indian girl who followed Set-te-wa to the Kiva
has gone for help to the trading post. Wa-nl-

about to leave, Ni-a-wa-ca ei
to fight and continue to fight down the stairs.
At the bottom Ni-a-wa-ca is killed. The tribe

and takes care that his flirtations with her are
carried on before the open kitchen window.
This, of course, brings his wife upon the scene.
The peach of a maid Is discharged and Mrs.
Dasher declares that there is no virtue in deception and that she would prefer to do her own
housework.

bv

.ritten

Lilv

Wandel.

Directed

by

is aroused.
It is closing in on Set-te-wa, when
the Indian girl brings the rangers, who drive
the tribe back, and Set-te-wa and Wa-ni-ne-ma
make their escape.

PERSISTENCY (June 24).—The cast: Dorothy McLean (Oetavia Handworthi: John Hallet
(Thurston Hall); Dorothy's Aunt (Florence
Williams). Written by Thurston Hall. Directed
by Percy Winter.

Edwin

McKlm.
Otto Flnnegan, a bricklayer, receives a legacy of gold pieces.
As the bank Is closed he
the gold pieces in a hollowed brick
and cements the opening. This ho buries In a
vacant lot. Two sons of a policeman, who have
been reading of Captain Kldd's burled treasure,
dl- up the brick, and, when surprised by the
of Flnnegan. they hold him at bay with
conceals

'

mystic sign

Seeking

big football

HUBBY PUTS ONE OVER

"

in with the rest and before Flnnega
can have the hoys arrested It Is built Into the
walls of a chicken house.
ring about the pla

>rlck"

fire

thrashed.

the chief and tells him of the love between
Wa-ni-ne-ma and Set-te-wa. v,n the eve of the

She, knowing of his convivial habits, repulses him, but with characteristic persistency
he continues his unwelcome attentions.
Finally, in despair, Dorothy escapes with her
aunt to the seashore, only to be closely followed
by John, where his assaults upon her heart
become more persistent and her refusals more
emphatic. His attempt to abduct her in a rolling chair causes bim to run for his life from
nn angry crowd.
Bribing tho life s...
from the waves, only
t

I

flee

been avenged.

vith

THE SEA

(Three Parts— June

SONS OF
—Ink
The cast: Dave Meyhew (Cecil
Morhy (Millard Wilson);

Nellie

;

(Lucy

Tom Edwards (W. J. Bpencer).
Payton)
Adapted bv Josephine McLaughlin. Directed by
;

Mill:,

tke

cemented

side

laying

ground.
15).

Van Auker)

Plnnegan is taken home Insensible, and when
seized with a chill his wife warms his feet with
a hot brick, which happens to be the gold one.
When be awakes and finds It he clasps his

SELIG.

Wilson.

i.l

Dave Meyhew and Dick Morley are partners
Dave had cared for
the fishing business.
Both
Dirk when the latter was a poor lad.

SELIG-TRIIUNE NO.

in

love Nellie, the daughter of a neighboring fisherman, and at the opening of the story the
two bovi have obtained a contract with a large
sea food house and have decided to buy two upici-.hu. boats with their savings. Dick meets Tom
Edwards, a crook and gun-runner, who graduDave
ally gets Dick to listen to his schemes.
and Dick propose but Nellie accepts the latter
and goes to keep house for the boys.
Dick turns over his share of money to Ed-

he must practice at
home makes him irritable with hi wife and his
Dave tries to break Edwards' hold
friend.
Dick won't listen
y.
hut on account of the u
The day the boats are to bo shipped,
to him.
Dick Is obliged to cunt, s his loss to Dave and

wards

and the deception

Id

the

v

11

it

t

M

h.

gambling.
to

h

g<

t

Once Edwards has
rid of Dick and in a

Dick kills the D
the hoy makes his escape
with Nellie.
A year passes. Dave has Joined the revenue
Dick will. Nellie is trying to live
honei Hv i" the fishing bu in.
BUggllng,
tran at Is
Edward
tuns into him and persuades him through fear
fight

the

in

saloon,

Through Dave's help
...at

,i

.

I

«:!

Rlvershl.

(May

2ft).

mlnary

-

girls

find

health and enjoyment In strenuous spring prac:iion

Writthe Indian girl (Evelyn Page).
_.
ten and directed by Melvin Mayo.
According to the custom of the Pueblo Inidans, the Tribunal Oath is taken never to
On the reservation the
inarrv outside the tribe.
His
chief ruled his tribe with an Iron hand.
daughter, Wa-nl-ne-nia meets by accident the
son of the Hopl chief and named Bi
Their meeting is Interrupted bv the medicine
man and his ton, Ni-a Wa-Ca, Ni -a-wu-ca. who
r
a-nl-ne-ma, drives 9
is in love with
nl-M ma is taken
off the r.
home, Shortly after the Hopl chief's son takes
the Tribunal Oath and is sent to col).

persons

see

.

W

tho same time Wa-nl-ne-mn and Nl-a-wn-ca
<<<'
take th.lr Tribunal Oatli
In the year of their graduation Wa-nl-ne-ma
and Set-te-wa have fallen in love. NI
given
reception
uid
a
at
quarpicks
a
rel with Set te wa and Nl-ft-wn-oa Is soundly
•

Kennel Club holds Its fifth annual
Turf and Field Club.
Marhh
Astor
considered the wealthiest young man
to aviation and makes his

dog show

nt the

I

|

(at
In

helm.

Amor

nr>t flight

Mass. — "Back

Boston,
to
Nature" nymphs,
clad In loosely-flowing chiffon, trip lightly ovei
the greensward In their Interpretation of the

Elephant Hutte. N.

M

-Elephant Butte Dam.
ted after 12 years'

work
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and

learns
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Weir takes Flo out for a
Weir is wanted by the

thai

Meantime. Weir

authorities.

,,„l, ,

make

who escape.-,
Weirs actions.
Tom chases Weir

Hi

Flo.

him

of

his

auto,

ii

rule-

and jumps

alongsid,

!
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THE ANCIENT BLOOD
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s

W
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i.

Tom

the

to

for

Tom

marriage

I

Mitch,

tlie

I'.

Troops

S.

111).— The

Hoy

in

last

week before

t

Harron);
The
Her Mother

i

this

seiitiiiives
city.
,

c

of Dr. Cary
cian to the

located

in

every

I

chants
pass,

participate in outdoor calisthenics.

June 20).— The cast: The Girl
Mae Marsh
Brother (Robert Harron)
Her Father
Charles II. Mailes)
Her Mother (Jennie Lee)
The Brother's Friend (Walter Miller).

the bride's home.
at St. George's

I

Her

I

:

;

t

at the bride's home.
Prince
Berlin, Germany.
it is reported, will come to

;

;

Behold

—

succeed Count
bassador.

THE REFORMERS: OR, THE LOST ART
OF MINDING ONE'S BUSINESS (Two Parts-

Aide and physi.-vlice Gertrude

5

had left their victim on the mountain
and the boy, coming on the scene, was
used, but the lie in the end destroyed
•

cs

i

Gordon. Thi
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson.
Kpiscopal Church, where
Col. E. M. House, Secrc

Vi Dn
lllf

Von Bern: -1,1111.

Buelow,

in this film the uplifter, a peculiarity
of the human species, quit, convinced that all
that is is wrong.
Forth to the uplift he minds

who,

United States to
the present Am-

THE REPRISAL

(Three Parts— June 19).—
The cast: Alma Thorne (Fritzi Brunette);
Louis Rodney
Jack Rodnev (.lack Piekford)
,Guv Oliver); Col. Ashton (Frank Clark); Dr.
Mrs. Thorne (Lillian
la.vward i.
Directed by William Robert Daly.
Written bv Elizabeth R. Carpenter.
Alma Thorne, an unsophisticated southern
Sir!, learns to love Jack Rodney, who. afflicted
with tuberculosis, is sent south to a sanitarium
As Rodneyin the hope that he will recover.
gains in strength he urges Alma to marry him
Previously, Col. .-\shton, an elderly friend of the
Thorne family, has proposed to Alma and has
been rejected.
Despite the objections of Iter friends, Alma
remains steadfast in her determination to wed
Jack Rodney, and the wedding day is set.
Friends gather for the ceremony, and as the
minister is about to say the words that will
unite Jack and Alma in the bonds or holy
matrimony, Louis, brother of Jack, appears.
"This wedding can never take place," he says.
As his younger brother swoons from the shock,
the elder brother carries Jack away.
Later the boy dies, and Alma, grief-stricke:
jvenged upon the man who has
stepped between
Thorne, Alma's mother, passes away, but
before her death she gives Alma into the care
of Colonel Ashton, and Alma marries him.
Years pass, and Alma Ashton, now a wealthy
widow, still fosters thoughts of revenge on
Louis Rodney. She meets Louis and exerts all
her feminine wiles to capture him. At last she
Following the
succeeds, and they are married.
ceremony, and when Rodney and his bride are
left alone, the woman tells him who she is and
of her vows of revenge, and recalls to him
the time when he ruined her youthful love for
<A1.

W. Filson)

Nichols); Her Father (Daniel Gilfether). __
Lover
Les Willis); The Detective (Richard
Johnson); The Adventuress (Phyllis Grey);
Her Accomplice (Frank Erlanger).
Directed
by Reeves Eason.
On the night when the girl's engagement is
announced, her mother misses a costly neck(

-

younger brother.

'TAKING A CHANCE' (June 24).— The
Tom Manton (Tom Mix): Flo Saunders

cast:
(Vic-

William

Saunders jTat Chri:
"ritten and
man) Henry Weir (Joe Ryan),
produced by Tom Mix.
Tom_ Manton, a cowboy c l the ranch of WilSaunders, is in love with Flo, Saunder's
Forde)

toria

;

;

i

daughter.
match.

Henry

The ranchman

W

crook,

is

not in favor of the

tries

to

sell

Saunders

that

to

i

i

adventuress.
I
held up by her
that they all

s

who suggests

blackmail the old

man. The girl is kidnapped and taken
empty house, where she is held prisoner.

to

an

Her

sweetheart gets on the trail, rescues her with
the aid of the police, and they reach the detective's office just as her father is signing a
cueck for blackmail. The detective gets his just
deserts, and the matter is adjusted.

—

PAY DIRT

1

After he comes to understand her successful
plan of vengeance he leaves her, retires to
another room, and brings forth a revolver with
a plan to end all. for he feels that he cannot
live without the beautiful creature whom he
has made his wife. But before he can perform
the rash act the revolver slips from his trembling hands, falls upon the floor and explodes.
In an adjoining room Alma hears the explosion.
She has horrid visions of having caused
her husband to suicide. Too late comes a realiShe rushes into
zation that she loves the man.
the room and finds Louis Rodney alive and
well.
He takes her into his arms.

;

Lady

i

;

.

home

m

England, hi- fiancee having
engagement with him to marry his
Lord Ralston.
He goes to the
Northwest and there meets Nor for
tun,, while -lie i- defending Loco Ike,
accused for cattle stealing.
He admires her
greatly and takes side with her.
Later, he disthe real cattle thief, "Killer" Joe, and
is shot by that gentleman.
Nor discovers tr
tiini
and carries him to her cabin. Jacques i the
only one who knows the truth and though ......
izing Nor loves Cedrie, he defends him.
I

h, ,

brother.

anadlan

the

first

Later, Nor and Cedrie are married, and on
lb,
day ol their wedding, Cedrie hears of his
brothers death and he goes to England, taking
Nor.
She is very unhappy and longs for her
mountains and Jacques.
Cedrie falls in love
again With his brother's widow Margaret.
At a ball on, night. Nor overhears Margaret
and her husband talking, hears his declaration
ot love and his resolve to have Margaret.
Overdye], -li, g«„s to him and says she will leave
lino and li, may divorce her.
When he refuses
she tells him -lie hn.s Jacques. In the end she
returns to her mountains and to Jacques.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
IMP.
(June 18).— The

cast:
Jean
(Edith Roberts); Betty
(Marguerite McRae)
Miss Preston (Inez Marcel);
Prof. Grayson (Harry Benham).
Written by
Catherine Carr. Produced bv Winthrop Kelley.
Jean, a young girl attending college, works
her way through by making a few dollars attending the other girls as manicure, hairdresser,
etc.
She hears much of the coming engagement
of David Grayson, a professor of chemistry in
the college, and of his charms and good looks.
Grayson arrives and is attracted to Jean
through sympathy. He notices she is snubbed
by her companions. It being impossible for her
to attend some of the classes, she gets behind
in her studies.
He offers to help her after
hour:-,
and the two meet surreptitiously at
night in the library to study together.
Grayson considers Jean in the light of a child whom
he wishes to help, not realizing that his attentions may compromise her.
Betty Marshall, a wealthy girl and belle of
the school, falls in love with Grayson, and,
upon his gently but firmly repulsing her advances, and having seen Jean and Grayson together, she determines to eliminate Jean as a
mis Qg
in the school.
disgi
She
accuses Joan of having stolen several articles
of jewelry, having as a foundation the fact
that Jean has access to her room in her capacity of hairdresser.
Jean is unable to defend herself, but begs that she may remain at
the school
il
the final mid-winter examinapassed.
:

I

his

Laki

Loco

;

A COLLEGE BOOMERANG

;

."

,

i

broken

elder

everybody's business but his own until that
business is as clean, pure and spotless as himself.
Verily in these later days is there no
school of art named "minding one's business?"

;

Steadman

I

;

Philo

Father
Kate Bruce).

largo

Ore.— Six thousand school children

city

I

Girl's

;

lie did seemed to he misconstrued.
Hie little lady he loved.
The town
roisters made fun of her and his love.
That
made trouble, and the chid vigilante believed
him the cause of l( al
all around.
The girl's father also sided with

the opinion of the world and sent both the boy

Portland,

;

i

Ralston
Adair

i.

Everything

visit at the time, and therein
the need of such a one at home was proved, for
3 back she sent the father out to bring them

American

'

<

(Robert

Lionel Harry-morel

and girl away.
Mother was on a

of

.

'

•Rob,

Margaret
Smith)

Mvrtle
Jennie
McColHardin)
Lord
Ml Keel
-Killer" Joe
Ike (Frank Erlanger).
i

Al,,-,.

S.aiilatidi
Jacques
R.ii-ton
\, n

1

l
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14th Cavalry, under command of Major
iind
Liiiighorne, niiike a successful sortie into Mexico
after bandits.
West Point. X. Y. -Full dress parade bv the
i

Nor (Virginia Xord,,,

:

Ruth l.ackay,

i

(Three Parts-June

^Nl)

t

With

,1,-t

illiainson

i

of

Flo.

Harry
honor of Sir Francla
Kentfleld,
Cal. -In
Drake, who, it is claimed, di.-covciad California,
in- and other cities celebrate the event by
sports and pageants.

1916

24,

Hi- memory
and he recognizes
uardner as the man who robbed" hYm" -many
years hclore. and shoot- him.
Hying, Gardner
"'!»,"' s "'''
"-''»•'
Reunited
with her father, she marries the Easterner.

i--

jumps from the ...
in muted by the cowboy.
,

June

down.

!

in

the top

to

taken

Winn

San Juan and Newport.

vers to

(Five Parts— June IS). The cast:
(rlenry King)
Kate Gardner
Peter Gardner (Gordon
Moll (Mollie McConnell): Dick Weed
Gilfether);
Oby (Charles Dudley);
Doris Wendell
(Philo McCullough)-

The Easterner
i

;

Marguerite Nichols);

Sackville

(Daniel

1

-

Turner
Her Father (Bruce Smith).
(Ruth White)
Directed by H. M. and W. D. Horkheimer.
While he digs for gold day by day, "The
Easterner,
a young miner, gambles bv night.
A woman of the camps, named Moll, takes an
intci.st in him and tries to break him of the
;

'

i

;

.

t

'

habit that is his ruin.
He laughs at her, but
after she saves his life he nromises to quit
playing. Kate Garoner, a sr\r\ of the West loves

him

chemicals at Jean's test table, knowing that if
it will cause an

Jean uses a certain chemical
Jean has promised

explosion.

own

.

vith Moll,

is

instru-

saving the Easterner's life when he
is about to be lynched by a mob at the command of the jealous Turner.
Peter Gardner, her father, covets the Easterner's claim and bribes Dick Weed, the gambling house proprietor, to help him get the
ihey attempt to make him gamble, but
claim,
.Later he discovers
he is true to his promise.
that Moll is his mother, whose passion for gamOby, a half-wit. haunts
bling he has inherited.
the camp.
Moll and her son try to live respectablv after Doris has broken the engagement because the Easterner refuses to disown
his mother.
But the passion for gambling proves loo
strong.
Moll rushes out of the house to the
Hall of Chance.
Her son is inveigled by Weed
and Gardner into bettine his claim. As he loses,
Oby snatches away the table cloth, jumbling
Gardner, in a rage, strikes him
the cards.
i

to

meet Grayson

the laboratory for the last time.
nears the laboratory she is amazed to
explosion, and sees Betty sink
ground.
She rushes in and at the risk
in

terrific

As she
hear a
to
of

the

her

rescues Eetty. whose careless use of
chemicals has caused the explosion.
Betty is
bau.y burned, but, when convalescent, she sends
for Jean, and confesses that in her jealousy
^
responsible for the disappear-

all

life,

is

fair

junted on the intervention of fate to
of

her

folly.

Thus Jean

is

c

completely

,

radiant with happiness
erated, and
as the Professor d:
the announcement that she is

(Violet Mersereau): Madam D'Auber (Clara
Beyers). Written bv W'illiam Addison Lathrop.
Produced by Willi:

—

1

June
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1916

24,

wife of Tom I.ovejoy, discovers
that her husband reads at the

;t
scented Utter
breakfast table
Edith
Informing her of its contents.
letter and b= horrified when she dis-

without

covers

D'Auber requests
Tom to come up to her apartment in the hotel
in the afternoon unannounced. as she deem.- it
advisable that they keep their secret to themthai

Edith.

certain

a

Llsette

goes to the hotel that
afternoon and wnll.
seated in the lobby sees
her husband meet a foreign-looking woman of
unquestionable attractiveness, together with a
little girl
about eight or nine years ot age.
upstairs with Madam D'Auber and
when the little girl is told to go away and
play by herself she declares that she wishes
she had -one little girl to play with her. This
gives Edith an idea and the next day she again
sets out for the hotel, this time accompanied
by her maid. Martha.
Edith is now dressed
up as a Child of eight years of age. The maid
steps up to the hotel counter and registers.
Meanwhile Edith tinds little difficulty in becoming in-i|ii;i mted with Fanchon. Madam D'Auber's little girl.
As soon as Edith has made
sure of her husband's arrival she induces Fanchon to take her to her mother's apar.ment,
where they inspect the various dolls and toys
that belong to Fanchon.
While pretending to
play with the dolls Edith keeps an eve nervously on the inner room and ultimately hints to
Kan. lion that she would like to enter it.
But
Fanchon insists that they can't go in there
because her mother has a gentleman caller.
Edith now peeps through the keyhole, where
she sees Tom sitting in close proximity to
Madam D'Auber. who is smoothing down her
husband's hair.
Hut Edith doesn't know that
Madam D'Auber is doing this preparatory
heavily

veiled,

and taken before the Lieutenant of Police for
examination, a. el which Marask is leu off to
.I.
Sonia is brought before Lazar,
who te..s her that the charge against her
and n.
husband may mean Siberia.
After
while I.azar gets very offensive in his ata
tentions and assures her that he will save
them both if she is willing to become his
i

and

\iu>

give

he:

the guard

ment

to

•

his offer and Lazar calls
ner placed in close confine-

an

opportunity

Sonia

is

the

i

and Dave, after feeling

floor,

wild-eyed

stands

while

1

her

Dave

for the illicit love affair.

steps to the gir

As the aunt puts her hand on Davi
side.
arm, as though to stay him, he turns on h
and shouts
"I reckon this is between Mis
and me.
God heip any one who interferes
Then turning back to Missy he clasps her
:

change

to

again brought

t

UNIVERSAL.
She hears one

the attendants who has been
testing gold coins with a powerful acid tell
Lazar to be careful with the bottle of acid.
Lazar finds that Sonia is still unyielding and
thereupon calls in several guards with knouts.
As they are about to seize her, Sonia weakens
and cries that she consents to sacrifice her

ANIMATED WEEKLY NO 24 (June 14).
Everybody's Doing It. Thousands march
one of Preparedness parades which are sweeping country
St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago's First Mermaid. Cold
— public pier— Chldaunt girl as city opens I

honor rather than suffer further punishment.
Lazar smiles cynically and sends the guarus

Brown University's
Girls'
Fete.
rolesstudents play Shakespearian
Providence, R. I.
Lighting l'p Liberty. Famous statue illuminated bv searchlights from Battleship MichiDaylight.
gan—New York Harbor. Subtitles
Illuminated.

ol

—

—

—

—

Co'llege

women

—

:

Harvard Men Turn

Soldiers— Major General

Wood

reviews 1,100 students in new regimentHarvard Stadium, Mas-. Subtitle: Roosevelt's

son. Archie.

Tribute to Heroes.— Flowers on river
Deat sea for country

Floral
hits him over the head
and knocks him senseless.
Then she rushes out of the door and shows
the lieutenant in charge the order of release,
cautioning him that the chi«f doesn't wish to

honor men who died

be disturbed.
In quick order Marask is released, and, with
the assistance of Nihilists. Marask and Sonia
their escape to the Russian border in
an automobile, after a hot pursuit by the
Russian police. Later they take passage on an

breaks record.
Bathing Beauties

Sonia

with

own

his

then

pistol

—

Mich.

troit.

Honor the Flag— American Liberty Day
draw- throngs of Germans and Austriaus
Sheepshead Hay. N. Y.
Subtitle: Jack Eller,
84,000

Parade.— Throngs

see

mer-

make

Tom catches
of his wife and follows iter as she is
eing with Fanchon. In trying to escape Edith
ps down the steps leading into the lobby,
assisted to a chair by a hotel
rk
illy
comes down stairs, but doesn't
sh to acknowledge before the assembled hotel
ests that the "seeming" child i.s really his
fe.
Edith, upon seeing Tom before her, asks
a meaning of his presence in the hotel.
MadD'Auber arrives in the lobby and urges
- *> complete the sittin~
hat in the world
utterly bewildered.
Finally Tom takes her by the hand and
pulls her after him as he rushes up stairs.
He
drags her into Madam D'Auber's studio and

anion

In

had

Subtil
orders.
Destroyers

Signalling
Big gut

26 knots.
squadron.

ing

ce

1

THE HEART WRECKER Chine j:D .— The
ast: Missy (Edith Roberts); David Harding
(Harry Iienhaml; Martin Spencer (Anthony

In French trenches with
Trains Crash on "I.." .".u hurt. 1

Subtitle:

wooden

flimsy

makes
dream

Iimi

— San

may

speed,

mil.

.loffre.

killed,

— New

when
York

cars.

Day— Monorail

Coast to Coast in a

realize

car that
inventor's

Francisco. Cal.
- Sand.
-nl, marines.
The "Artensis." from Norway, runs ashore in storm
Sea
Side Park. N. .1.
China Has New President. Imperial palace
where
Yuan-Shik-Kai
died
Middle
Lakes,
China.
Subtitle: General Li-Yuan-Lung, new
1

In the little Vermont villa-works on the farm of her aunt. David Hardfarmhand, is a worshipper at Missy's

victims

trap

cars

Tow away wrecked

City.

1

—

t

—

Cartoons by Hy. Mayer.

and

everything

•

nt tickled to death over the arrival
the newcomer, and makes up his mind to
propose to Missv without delay for fear ot
just as he is in the midst of his
proposal Aunt Matilda calls the girl away and
hustles her into the bouse.
Missy is detailed
ipencer the picturesque Bcenery of the
neighborhood in order In enaOle him to infuse
Spencer makes
Into his n.w novel.
himself so agreeable to Missy that she soon
Pave tries again to propose to
LVS
Missy, but she stalls him cleverly.
One evening Spencer takes Missy out rowing.
He
make- a'd.nt love to the girl, and when he
finally take- her in his arms she makes but
m
Istance to bis wooing.
Keying Bpi
to bis passionate pleading.
After a month of happiness the girl one
night sees Spencer, his traps in his hands,
stealing across the porch to the toad.
She
of

BEHIND THE SECRET PANEL

'Three

ti

know that he holds Nihilistic meetings in the
cellar of their bom.
M I.azar. Chief of the
Russian Secret Service, It one of Sonia's ardent admirers and lealoue of count Bavanoff, a
roue.
Sonia has been playing
3

to exceed.

and

afterward

having

is

with Sonia
Count Bavanoff

in

i

when
Marask
bent

come-

on

is

a

the

most enjoyable
drawing room

ushered

in.

When

leaves in ill humor.
with the Count
ll«
brother, one of his stool
i.1. .ply
involved in n.

I.azar

in

even

getting

om Marask'a
Mara

k

wav whereby Count Savanoff and Marask run
be r. tnov.
or.
t..
,v.
in
r
hi,,,
a
bar to Id
I.

.1

the
o

It

i

lies at
to the

first

to

traps

in

I.azar

I

Count

i

I

when

but

bluff her,
hi- hands,

In

off the mask and tells her that be is through
Missy fling; h.r-.ll upon him. exwith her.
claiming hysterically
Martin, you must not
go
You cannot go!"
When Bpencer insist- ,,,,
a
shriek and falls In a faint,
Dai

hurries

.

po e Ion of sonia.
happens that on tin very day on which
has planned to .-am out
Savanoll send
big
a
box
Sonia w ill) hi
aid attach, d.
Mar..
into the library and pick- up the card, taking
to task for her flirtation.
I.azar Is
announced and Soma retire-, in order that
for

losing her. but

i

away.
Dave
.,, > i,Mi - v
into
and when she revives he pleads with h. r to
marry him.
Have is taken aback as the girl
tellhim what has happened.
Aunt Matilda
,

i

THE ROGUE WITH

A HEART (June 25).—
Rufe McCullough tliobart
Sydney llracy
Marcus DuWritten by
Sydell Dowllng).
Harry Ditlmar. Produced by Robert F. Hill.
The agent of a lumber company Is held up
and robbed ot the money for the payroll. One
Of the Royal Mounted Police manage- to get on
bis trail.
Rule McCullough is the guilty man.
The Mount, d Policeman Bees through his binoculars the figure of Rufe creeping through the
underbrush.
Upon bis summons to halt, Rufe
increases his gait.
The Mounted Policeman
tires and Rufe is hit. but
despite bis wounds,
h. elude- the pursuer and vanish. - in
About that time Philip Duprey, a
young trapner. staggers home after a drunken
The east:

I

Philip Dupt'ey
prey. his sist. r

l

i

:

I

t

carouse.
Hi- path crosses the trail of Rufe's
Might and when the Mount.,1 Poll, .man gallops
up he i- confused and follows the trail to a
it
ithe home of Philip. In «
and hi- -i
out • pltl111- dissipation and si

have

them

reduced

to

hoi

Philip has beard the poll.
In the surrounding oountrj
the thief Is
with the stolen num. \
II.
the thief himself, rob him in turn, and
,

where

hiding
Unci

.

Mara
him.

bav.

a

|.i

ivate

int.

aroused
•

oisy,

tell

Marask

to a
I.azar gives

his friend. SavII. i\
Nihilist
area! Ditch of fear

him

a

\

ial

Philip

ings.

While

i

Marask that
has denounced him as a
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Intr

may

k

go.

Marcla

It.

blS

wound

him
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du.

I-
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her po\.rt\ stricken
right.
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th.n

must go back with him
Spene.r trie
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hi u b
oeked down by the t.u
reluctantly
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by
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raging
•

r
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ret in n

I
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what's
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food and

lu.ili. y
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h
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an accident, and
condition, he sup|

plan.
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her that
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•
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and when Philip
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Berceh
Mi
,.in
to speak
turning from her. be iipMinlow. where be I- strucK
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Philip.
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the criminal, after all, Is in Duprey's
.-.dun, returns.
Marcia, seeing liini ride up the
trail, makes a desperate resolve.
Rufe has fainted In bis biding place.
Sbe
removes the money he has stolen and places it
on the person of her brother, handing him over
to the officer of the law as the robber of the
payroll.
Philip, who does not understand the
situation, voices his protests, but is dragged oft
He is brought before the payto the barracks.
master, who confirms his innocence, and Philip
R ... meanwhile, makes his escape,
and, realizing the extent of Marcia's affection
for him, and the sacrifice it has led her to make,
he promises the girl to go straight before parted and the reunion of Philip and Marcia is slltng from her. In time his regeneration is effecthouetted on the screen as the picture fades
that

and

very angry, declaring that he will no
is
longer remain under Tim's control.
Tim having a deep love for the boy, writes to
him, enclosing a check for $25,000. Roy tears
up the cheek. Winslow has won the election,
but lost all his money on the stock market,
and when he sees the torn check begs Roy to
request him to loan him the money. Roy and
Knid, in company with her father, find Tim at
the seashore recuperating.
When Roy makes
known his errand Tim announces that Winslow
will
personally have to request the money.

June 24, 1916

makes a lunge

knocks the sword
and, taking two swords of
equal length from the wall, thi
_
to the
Count with a warning to defend himself denouncing film as the murderer of his sister. Allium.;!, the Count is an expert fencer, Jim proves
his master and the Count falls to the ground
mortally wounded. He calls for a piece of note
paper and signs a dying confession, in which
he admits having killed U.-tty accidentally while
trying to kill her brother, thus establishing
Jims innocence.
The Governor receives the confession and
pardons Jim. Ruth learns of Jims real name,
—" ~s the picture dissolves out there
is a symhis

of

but gives him a check. As the three disappear,
Tim, broken-hearted, falls with another stroke.
Tim, upon awakening, finds love and appreciation ever by his side in the hearts of the two

at

Jin

i

hand,

BIG

U.

THE GRIP OF CRIME (June 20).— The cast
Giovano Marro
(Thomas Jefferson)
Santa
Man,, (Lena Haskette) Giordo Colombo (Burton Law); Lieutenant Giolito (Frank Newberg)
Written by Calder Johnstone.
Produced by
George Cochrane.
Giovano Marro, an old Italian, earns his liv-

RED FEATHER.

:

:

Ward, his daughter (Helen Marten); Larry
Ward, his son (Johnny Walker)
Antonio
the prison warden
Gaudio (Joseph Granby)
(Frank Smith).
Written by W. H. Clifford.
Produced by Henry Otto.
After a two years' stay in Western mining
camps James Herron returns to his Virginia
home.
Antonio Gaudio, a foreigner, has won
the affections of Betty, Herron's sister.
While
Jim is playing cards Betty writes a letter ad;

Slims baby (Frank New(Grace George)
Enid WinsMr. Winslow (W. Harris)
berg)
low (Jane Novak-). Produced by Ulysses Davis.
Jerry Simpson, a politician, spies upon Big
Tim Noland, leader of a notorious gang, and
tries to ingratiate himself in Tim's favor by
offering him the job of lieutenant, hoping thus
to swing a big majority of votes for the comBut Tim refuses. Simpson plans
ing election.
with Connors, chief of the detectives, to "get"
Tim. Slim, who has been refused membership
in the gang because of lack of nerve, is captured by Connr~
;

;

;

by Connors and his men, who, after a strugThey are sentenced
arrest Tim and Slim.
Slim becomes
to a year in the penitentiary.
very despondent and Tim, feeling sorry for the
boy, writes to Billy Massy, a saloon keeper,
asking him to take care of Slim's wife, as be
has money in the bank and will pay him when
The day their sentences expires
he is free.
Connors calls on the warden and requests that
he be allowed to talk with Tim. When Tim appears Connors tries to intimidate him and bully
him, but Tim, after explaining that he intends
to be on the square, loses his patience and, seeing that Connors will not let him alone, knocks
him down. The detective orders the warden to
The warden refuses, saying that
arrest Tim.
he tried to give a free man the third degree
and deserved the punishment.
Tim goes with Slim to his room and finds
Slim's wife dying, a neighbor attending to the
After getting Tim
child and the sick woman.
and Slim to promise to bring the baby up on
Tim tries hard to
the square the wife dies.
secure work for himself and Slim, but Connors
every step. Some
them
at
and his men thwart
of the old gang meet the two men and urge
them to go back to the old life, but Tim stands
firm in his resolve to go straight, and will have
nothing to do with them. Slim is a week character and decides to join them in spite of Tim's
gle,

protests.

The following evening Slim does not come
So
decides to look for him.
placing the baby in the coal box, he starts out.
Meeting the burly policeman, Tim pleads with
him not to hound them any longer and the ofSlim is killed in a
ficer agrees to lay off.
brawl and Connors and his men lay this crime
upon Tim and he is arrested. The burly policeman, however, proves his innocence.
Jerry Simpson has become Alderman of the
Seventh Ward and is holding a reception to
welcome all his friends. He is having a discussion with Dr. Breevoort, who holds that there
is
no such thing as hereditary criminal instinct, Dr. Brevoort declaring that he is willing
to prove his statements by adopting any child
of criminal parents that Simpson will produce.
During the evening Tim, having become desperate, calls on Simpson asking for work, explaining that he has Slim's baby to support. Simpson then recalls Dr. Brevoort's offer and tells
Tim that the doctor will adopt the baby, which

home and

Tim

he does.
Fifteen years have passed and Tim,

who has

baby, Roy Brevoort, who has just attained his
majority, to live with him. according to the
agreement with the doctor when he allowed him
Roy is engaged to Enid
to adopt the child.
Winslow, whose father is leader of the Purity
League in opposition to Tim's party. When
Winslow finds that Roy has gone to live with
his enemy he declares the engagement broken.
Roy goes to Tim with his trouble and Tim
calls on Winslow. who is insulting to him. Tim
loses his temper and knocks therman down, but
on returning home he has a stroke of paratyajs.
Roy, calling on Enid, learns what Tim has done

;

departure. Arriving in the city, Jim tracks the
eloping couple to a fashionable boarding bouse,
where Gaudio his engaged two separate rooms,
one for Betty and another for himself across the
hall.
Jim enters and listens at the door and
overhears Gaudio trying to convince Betty that
she need have no fear of scandal, as he intends
to marry her the next day, while Betty insists
on leaving the house, as they have not been

pronounced

man and

wife.

As Gaudio

prevent her Jim breaks into
rushes toward the window
Betty runs into her brother's
Betty and she falls on

hits

makes

his

escape,

and Jim

tries

fires

arms.
the
is

to

Gaudio

the room.

and

just as
bullet

The

Gaudio
placed under

floor.

home, that she heard the brother threaten
kill his sister if she did anything wrong in
eloping, the prisoner is promptly convicted and
sentenced to life imprisonment.
Three years
later the Governor makes an inspection of the
prison where Jim is serving his life sentence.
The prisoners take advantage of the occasion
and try to make their escape. Several of them
make an attack on the Governor and Jim, seeing
this, comes to the Governor's rescue and saves
his life.
As a reward for his bravery Jim is
made a trusty. Ruth, the Governor's daughter,
hears of his heroic action and, as a token of
her regard for his bravery, she sends him a carrier pigeon to lighten the gloom of his imprisonment. While Jim is brooding in prison over
face he cannot forget, the man who murdered

ing

as

a

knife

Witb him

grinder.

lives

his

little granddaughter, Santa Marro, a child
of
about six years of age.
They are poor and
Santa does all of the housework, helping to
'—- by taking in boarders.
Giordo Colombo, who is
irer,
but who in reality
iber of a blackmailing society which
preys upon the rich Italians of the vicinity
The police have been hot on the trail of this
gang, but have been unsuccessful in getting a
line on them.
The head of the Italian detective squad is Lieutenant Giolito, a young man
of keen mind and kind heart.
Giordo learns of the retirement from business of a rich Italian and he and his gang
plan to blackmail him.
He is afraid to write
any more letters himself, as the police already
have several samples of bis handiwork, but
have not been able to prove them to be his. He
therefore thinks of a scheme to make another
write the letters and act as the go-between, and
hits upon the idea of making old Giovano do
it.
When the old man refuses Giordo tells
him that be is already an accomplice of the
gang in the eyes of the law, as he houses them.
Still tne old man remains firm, but when Giordo
threatens to take him away from little Santa
he agrees to write the letter.
It happens one day while Lieutenant Giolito
is
driving his police automobile tbrough the
streets that he knocks little Santa down.
He
takes her home and meets her grandfather. A
friendship springs up between them. Being naturally fond of children, the police officer and
the little girl become chums and she frequently
visits him at the station house and he often
calls upon her and her grandfather.
Giordo
meantime brings bis plans to a head and the

The merchant goes witb the
and he

lice

is

referred

to

letter to

the po-

Lieutenant Giolito,

who advises him to place the money they demand in a package and leave it in the spot
designate, but to mark the bills.
This

they

with the smart set under the false
Count Lorenz. The Count, as Gaudio is
now known, is a notorious card sharp, and at
one of the fashionable clubs he meets Larry, the
Governor's "sporty" son, and cheats him out
of all his ready cash at the card table. After
that he gets him into his power by accepting
promissory notes.
Larry learns that the Count is a cheat and
decides to consult the prison warden, who is a
friend of his.
On returning to the warden's
office Jim finds Larry in conversation with the
warden.
Presently the warden turns to Jim
and says, "At our last prison show you pulled
some clever card stunts for the prisoners' entertainment." Jim replied
"It has been years
since I sat in a real game, but I am sure I can
catch any sharper at his
title of

is done and
he rests the case in the hands
the police.
Giovano is ordered by the gang to act as the
go-between and bring the money back.
He
goes to the designated spot, finds the package
of money, pockets it and starts away when he
is arrested by Lieutenant Giolito and his detectives.
Giovano admits his part in the crime,
"
fearful
if
he implicates
the others and remains silent.
Ke asks
favor, that he
his little granddaughter.
His request is granted and
She begs t
why her grandfather is under
arrest, but Lieutenant Gioloto tells her
would not understand. She becomes very angry
and decries her friend as an enemy. This is

of

<

:

•—

fests interest in him and turning to the" warden
suggests a plan of coming to Larry's rescue.
Accordingly, under the pretext that he requires
Jim to finish an important report he tells the
guard that the prisoner is not to be returned to
his cell, as he will remain in his apartment for
The warden dresses Jim up like a
the night.
gentleman of leisure, and Larry takes Jim to
As he is introducing him to his sishis house.
ter, he hesitates in regard to his name, when
Jim breaks in and says, "Just call me Barrs,
the man from nowhere." Jim, Ruth and Larry
drive in an automobile to the club, where a ball
During the ten minutes' ride
is in progress.
Ruth decides that Mr. Barrs is quite the man
While looking over the assemafter her ideal.
blage Jim sees the Count dancing in the crowd
and immediately recognizes him as the man who

shot his sister.
At the card table that night

Jim catches the

Count manipulating the cards and exposes him
The Count grabs a sword from the wall and

father is under arrest as a member
"Mafia'
a terror known to all Italian children.
She asks if it had anything to do with writing
a letter and the lieutenant asks her what she
She tells him tbat her grandfather

—

means.

"cause Giordo made hirr !"
Questioned further, she tells them that one
night she overheard an argument between her
grandfather and the Italians in which the old
man refused to write a letter for them, and
she heard them threaten him.
She ran into
the room, but was told that it was all a joke,
and so she went back to bed. She then asks
the lieutenant if the plot also had to do with
getting a package of money from under a rock.
This is the culminating evidence in favor of
the old man and Giolito sends his men for
Under a
Giordo, who is soon rounded up.
severe grilling he tells all he knows and he
He
corroborates what the little girl has said.
did

is

it

The
therefore set free as a State's witness.
up and little Santa and the poain friends, he seeing t. ._
and little »irl want for
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Rossell)
Anna, his daughter (Kdythe
ing)
Drake, a hunter ( Uud Chase); Egbert
(T. D. Crittenden). Written by Allen Watt and
;

;

Wright & Callender Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cat

Rex de

Kosselli.
Produced by Jay Hunt.
Albert DeWitt, a South African miner, has a
daughter, Anna. Charles Egbert, a young prospector, passes the miner's home and meets
Anna. In the course of time Egbert learns
through the girl that the old man has quite a
Egbert obscore of valuable rough diamonds.
tains the diamonds and runs away with them
The father is grief-stricken, and
and Anna.
linally goes in search of his daughter.
Egbert and the girl become lost in the jungle.
He liuilds a small hut for temporary shelter
for them, for the girl has developed a fever
which grows rapidly worse. Egbert, seeing she
cannot live, deserts her. After days of horrible

Anna

suffering,

Anything pertaining

to the
production of the photoplay

Arthur

so Drake picks him up and carries him away to his cabin.
The fall has restored the old man's memory,
which for the past few years has been an utter
He tells his story to Drake and his
blank.
It is the story of the elopement
partner.
lives,

still

Kane

S.

220 W. 42nd Street
NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE

dies.

A year passes. One day, while riding along
the road at the foot of a cliff, a hunter and
Egbert see what is apparently a wild man
poised on the edge of the cliff, in the act of
raising a huge rock to hurl down upon him.
Just as the rock leaves his hands the ground
upon which the wild man is standing gives
away and he is pitched forward and falls to the
Though unconscious, the
bottom of the cliff.
man

Inglis

Jimmy, a
peanuts
sued by a
roof of an
ence of the

baby

which, when grown, shares
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bring*

fore retiring for the night.
Jimmy awakens
on the roof and in descending the fire escape
he sees Wanda, who has been given permission to leave until the next morning, enter
Mrs. Vandergrift's bedroom.
He notes that
Wanda removes the pearl necklace from under the pillow and also catches a glimpse of
the scar on her forearm.
Then he sees her
take a handkerchief with the initial "W" plainly
marked on it and drop it beside the bed. She

3g^gg

then chloroforms Miss Reeves, and has Marcen
and Jakel take the helpless heiress to an old
hag in an East Side tenement house.
The
following morning the robbery in the Reeves
"
household is attributed to
laid, who has
disappeared, owing to the
ivery of a handkerchief with the intial
marked in the

New
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Are You Tired
playing waltzes and popular songs for all
your pictures?
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dramatic scenes with dramatic music. The
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the
l

Drake hastening

foot

him and

aid
t~the
man regaining consciousness. As the
old man finishes his story Egbert is seen to
start with a look of guilty fear. Drake busies
himself with the old man, while Egbert, casting
fearful glances toward the old man, steals over
to the corner of the room and reaches out his
hand for the bag of diamonds in their hiding
But just as he is about to touch it a
place.
vision fades in, showing Anna, the poor, deserted sick girl, dying of fever and thirst on the
The vision fades
rude bed in the jungle hut.
away, leaving Egbert faint and sick with horror.
When the story is all told the old man lies
back on the bed, weak and exhausted. As he
lies there, there fades in a vision of Mary's
spirit as it appeared when leaving her body in
the little hut. She reaches out her arms toward
her father and he weakly holds out his arms
As he dies, his spirit is
to her- then he dies.
seen to leave his body and float toward the
spirit of Anna.
Meanwhile the old man's pet leopard strikes
He follows the trail down the hill
a scent.
stops at the foot of the cliff where the old man
had lain and linally goes to the cabin where
Drake carried the old man, and then into the
room where the still form is lying on the bed.
The leopard jumps up onto the bed and lies
down beside the body of his old comrade and
friend.
Egbert leaves the cabin and stumbles aimlessIn the path ahead of him there aply along.
pears the vision of Anna's spirit, seeming to
lead him ever on and on. He comes to a stream
and nets into a canoe which is lying near the
As he drifts idly down the stream, the
shore.
spirit of Anna can be seen floating slowly ah< ad
A scene fades In
of him, leading him on.
showing a waterfall, with ragged rocks below.
Then it fades out and again is shown a scene
on the stream, with Egbert drifting silently and
aimlessly along In the little canoe. Next morning, with the break of dawn, an upturned
cliff,

of

to

of the old
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tenement bouse where he

be the very house where Alison Is being held
captive.
Jimmy explains to his mother who
Is and
shows her a new suit that Tom
has bought for him.
Marcen enters the room
In the tenement, where Alison is held.
He dis-

Tom

Cards Free— Tinting Free

FLAME ARC

is kissing Wanda.
Tom accuses her of faithlessness and demands the return of their engagement ring. Professing to be too overcome
to get the ring at once. Wanda promises to
let him have It if he will return
later, and
Tom leaves In indignation. Wanda tells Marthat the situation is growing serious as the
ring is In Alison's safe, and that he i
g.-t
combination for her at c
I
At the Childrens' Court, Jimmy Is held for
truancy and petty larceny and Tom. having offered to serve as a "big brother," is appointed
to look after him.
Jimmy takes Tom to the

to

and Printing

complete

W

looks

Wanda

t

c

TYPE

him cordially.
Marcen leaves and manifests jealousy as he
back through the portieres and sees
clasped In Tom's arms.
After Tom'a
departure Marcen returns and accuses Wanda
of being in love with Tom.
Tom returns for
his gloves and comes upon them just as Marcen

greet

i

;

i

She succeeds in deceiving Mrs. Vanderbut Alison's pet dog, Toto. growls at
her and indicates that he, at least has not
been deceived.
Wanda, fearing the dog may
eventually betray her, requests that Mrs. Vandergrift remove Toto.
Presently Marcen arrives and Wanda explains that he is a new
acquaintance.
When they are alone Marcen
questions Wanda as to her success.
She gives
him an assortment of jewelry she has stolen,
which he hides under his coat as they hear
some one coming.
Tom is ushered in and
Wanda's face is a blank as she doesn't know
Alison's fiance, but she has sense enough to

guilt.
grift,

i

)

Alison's aunt, placing a pearl necklace,
given her by her niece, under her pillow begrift,

Titles for

Export Films will have our Prompt
and Careful Attention
45th St.,
York City

The Service Bureau

prey with the old man, even as the old man
shares with the leopard what food he may him.-..li
obtain. The old man tells how that day he
had been roaming about in search of food, when
suddenly far below him he saw a horse and
Instinctively he sought to kill them. He
rider.
hurl a rock down upon them,

product of the slums, steals a bag
pushcart and, being pur-

from a

policeman, finds refuge upon the
apartment next door to the residReeves family. Afraid of capture,
Jimmy decides to remain in the safety zone
and falls asleep.
Next we see Mrs. Vander-

7«19

Your Immediate Disposal
idering through the jungle.

;

;

of

Phone— Bryant

i

Morning dawns.
Darkness overtakes him.
Through Worry and the terrors he has experienced the old man has lost his memory and his
The old man makes friends with a
reason.

SCARLET MARK'' (Two Parts— June

The cast: Alison Reeves and Wanda
21).
Travers (Mary Fuller); Mrs. Vandergrift .Mrs,
J. H. Brundage); Tom Moore (Antnon- Merlo)
Jimmy (Matty
Marcen (Joseph W. Girard)
ProRupert).
Adapted by Catherine Carr.
duceu by Lucius J. Henderson.
Alison Reeves, a young heiress, is engaged
In a luxuriously furnished
to Tom Moore.
partment two crooks, Marcen and Jakel, read
in a newspaper an announcement that Miss
Alison Reeves has retired from society owing
The article is acto the death of her father.
companied by a picture of Miss Reeves, and
the two crooks are impressed with its striking
resemblance to Wanda, who is seated in another
part of the room.
In looking over the paper
Marcen discovers an advertisement for a maid
at the same address and he concocts a scheme
having
to rob the Reeves establishment by
Wanda apply for the position. She secures

.
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combination Of 111, sun.
hi- Ril /i' i- ili.-trai ted she

window ami happens to
Hi.Jimmy's room, where she sees Tom.
When Mareen lollows her through the window
he and Tom confront each other in amazement.
.Mareen
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bench and elsewhere in the prison
scrubbing the floor. Tom places the
ring upon Alison's linger as the

Wanda

is

engagement

REX.
THE

ROSARY

23).— The

(June

opening

scene shows a soldier holding a string of pearls
with a cross in the center.
As he kisses the
cross the words of the song appear on the
screen
"The hours I spent with thee, dear heart,
Are as a string of pearls to me;
count them over, every one apart,
I
My rosary, my rosary."
The soldier is" seen bidding good-bye to his
sweetheart.
For the last time they embrace.
lae girls mother weeps as she sees the stalwart youth leaving for the front. As the voung
officer mounts his horse and rides away the
girl falls in a faint to the ground.
Again the ... _J ~ of the song appear among
the leaves the trees above her
"Each hour a pearl, each pearl a prayei
To still a heart in absence wrung,
I
tell each bead unto the end,
And there a cross is hung."
:

m—

The

""

the

ap

ere

taken to the hospital. The girl hears that
has been killed and. grief-stricken, she enters
the convent.
But her soidier sweetheart finally
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IN ABEANERY (June 25).The Head Waiter (Reggie Morris
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24).— The east: Deacon Stillwater? (Wilcale Henry,
ElPeacock)- .less McDuffy (Charles
Conklin); McDonald (Milburn Moranti). Written by A. E. Bishop.
Produced bv Allen Curtis.
The Anti-Sin League elect Deacon Still;

from

waters as president.
When the league learns
of the disgraceful illegal prize fights that are
going on they decide to take the matter into
their own hands and appoint their honorable
president to put a stop to the shameful out-

•

jlnRST INTESNffnONALj

/

EXPOSITIONS

the

Elsie,
the prettiest of the carbaret girls,
greatly admires Stillwaters,
for she adores
prize fighters.
She protects him from the police
and the two become the ^est of friends. When
Miss crobar sees the deacon at McGuire's she
thinks he has come to protect her, but she

GOLD

;v-'-

SEAL.

I

Herbert Rawlinson. played by himself,
is
introduced in his dressing room and is
later doing the usual day's work on the
One of his many admirers, with her
mother, visits the studio on this particular
day.
And. in her tour of the grounds, finds
Rawlinson's set, where her admiration for her
favorite is shown.
Rawlinson also is impressed
with the young lady.
Later the mother, becoming suspicious, happens on a photograph of Rawlinson in the
daughter's desk and through worry over her
daughter's infatuation chances a phone call to
Rawlinson, whicb results in an agreement between the two to disillusionize the daughter. A
plan is agreed upon and Rawlinson is to dine
with the Moore family the following day. This
takes place and Rawlinson on his arrival at
the Moore home is greatly surprised to find
the girl who so impressed him at the studio
the day before.
Nevertheless he is forced by his agreement
to carry out his idea and through ill manners,
City.
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to redecorafe your theatre, in New York or elsewhere.
do interior theatre decorating exclusively at very
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THE FALSE PART (Two parts— June 20).—
The east: Herbert Rawlinson (By Himself.:
Dorothy Moore (Agnes Vernon)
Mrs. Moore
'Mis Ethel Clark.; J. Kenneth Simpson
.lark
Holt).
Scenario by Jack Wells and Plinv
Horne. Produced by William Worthington.
This story deals with moving picture life,
much of the locale being around Universal

a

great

prize fighting,
.
deacon that he
the ring himself.
But it so happens that on this very night
the police raid Ramany Hall. Many are caught,
but the deacon, minus his coat and shirt, is
among those who escape and take refuge in
McGuire's cafe,
e
of
the toughest joints
in town and a pi
noted for its spicy cabaret girls.
Now it also happens that '__
"Same night Miss Crobar and other ladies of
the Anti-Sin League have started a reform
movement for chorus girls, and begin with the
girls at
McGuire's cafe.
They are at this
time waiting in the girls' dressing room for
the girls to finish their wootchie-goo-wootch

NOW IS

4

.

r

SI MOVING PICTURE ART
There the deacon is received
a hearty and cordial welcome and finds Jess
McDuffy, the champion a princely fellow.
It
is not long before he has the deacon interested
held.
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recovers after long months of fever and deliriAnd when the war ends he returns to
find
that the one he loved best has taken
Irrevocable religious vows.
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already planning his honeymoon with Elsie.
in

—The

CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR
POSTERS

the Reeves household
they take
surprise, where Tom, alter a while.

is

CO.

Cal.

,

horrible

tin-

now
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Los Angele

ins

The A. S.
ment and
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Film

Jungle

is
insists that the girl
Mistole the pearl necklace, and that
just succeeded in trapping her.
Jimmy

who

he has
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E.

into

maid

off
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stage.

Building for Studio Purposes For Rent
in Center of New York City
stone and iron construction, 2 larj
and 40 x 40 feet. One floor 50 x 90 feet sepa
that can be used for dressing rooms and
Will sacrifice the unexpired lease of 2 years.
Address P. A. P.. M. P. World, 17 Madiso

3-story
cet
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—
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auto, but they manage to elude him and
by force take Clarice to the vault, compelling
This she finally does
open the safe.

his

On
"i

KfcfcL hJAINDo

in
arrival borne, at his apar
at
having played the raise
Itself ill a letter to the Hi. i'

part

the same time, has also decided to
write him, telling him of her regret at the
result of their plan.
The two letters arrive
at their respect ho destinations the next morning, with the result that a phone call from

daughter arranges a meet-*— 1 and all ends well.

tin

WAXTKD

NESTOR.

—

HUSBAND

-a

(June 19)
The
east:
The Husband (Joe Janecke)
the Wife
•mpsoni; Lawyer (Xeal ISurnsi- His
'!'•
Lynn
the Uncle (uarrv Kattenberry).
Written by Al. E. Christie.
Produced
by Horace Davey.
The young husband is called from the eitv nn
l

ahKred

Combination Caution and Film Shipping Labels
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Developing
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A thousand

BOOKING SHEETS
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.

Clarice,

take

compel her to open

vault,

the

and

him

both

ture
to

it,

her b£
take

money and then lock Jed in the safe.
The gang take the money and Clarice

and Printing

anteed to be photographically correct.

;

the box of dynamite in charge
..
..ith
one of the crooks. He manages to free hi
self after a battle with the crooks, dons
clothes and starts once more in pursuit
Clarice and arrives just in time to frigh
Later, however, they ci
the crooks away.

_

brand
to
to escape
finally lights the rose ol the

and there determine
Meanwhile Jed is trying

thei
?.

He

he vault.

Let our

FILM MFG. CO.
the

where

beach,

he

land, and if she
al he will leave
vile

dot peral

ous to secure the money. She decides to conwith her lawyer.
With offices adjoining the wife's lawyer 19
a young lawyer who has never had any
He has a sweetheart, but her mother clients
refuses
to consent to their marriage because he never
has earned any money.
When the wife finds
thai her attorney is out of town for a couple
ol
weeks she talks to the young lawvei
plains the »«««•«

POWERS.

Murdock

ingly tells his sweetheai. ^
out of town for a few days, which does
noi
meet with her approval, especially after some
lady friend tells her that she has
seen her
sweetheart with another woman.
The wife and lawyer arrive at the hotel,
'"",'
the uncle, who is favorably impressed,
and everything is working out nicely, although
the lawyer is quite nervous.
The girl, verv
mui -n broken up over the lawyer's departure
decides to go to the beach with her mother

the

uncle speak of him
band and is nearly heart-broken.
Meanwhile tue husband has been ordered
finds the telegram.
He immediately
sets off for the beach.
There is a grand
scramble when all parties get togetner, the
tartii
to
shoot the young lawyi r
After a long chase and much excitement the

MacQuarrie

J.
DIRECTING FEATURES
FOR
"MUTUAL.
MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE"

sult

PROGRAM

Address American, Santa Barbara,

Cal.

thief,

of

with

Picture Machines
New and slightly used Power's, Simplex,
Motiograph and Edison at Bargain Prices.
Opera and Folding Chairs, Operating Booths
that pass fire inspection, Picture Curtains and
everything for the M. P. Theatre, at lower
prices than offered by our competitors.

Lears Theatre Supply Company,

..

509

Chestnut Street

St. Louis,

Mo.

-

parties

get

all

together,

Mr.

Wire Exhibitor!

Live

.

Have you arranged your book-

WHAT COULD THE POOR GIRL DO? (Two
parts— June 23).— The east: Jed (Eddie LyFather (Harry Rattenberry
Mother
(Stella Adams); Clarice (Blllie Rhodes); Diamond Jack (Ed. Durns)
Jcrrv (Lee Moranl
i

ons);

)

ings on Frederick

comedy

Class

J.

Ireland's

High

series

;

•

.

a new churn.
On the way he meet
the safe cracker, who has decided to
j

.

give

mployment.

up
She

her story to Jed and he takes her home
with him.
Mother puts her to work churning
%nd it is not long before fath. r a
bat Jed is becoming quite at!
the KillIn fact, they discover him
in
the
act of giving her a ring.
The gang with whom Clarice had worked
have decided to rob a safe and Diamond Hick,
the leader, wants Clarice to help with the job.
but the men return with the note saving that
iiitough with that kind of life.
.lack
sends the men to look for her
Jerry, known

T0M»'JERRY?
IF

NOT-DO

NOW

IT

tills

Dirty Worker," who is addi
use of heliotropi
perfume, and Jack finally
discover Clarice at the farm house and tell
her she must return with them.
She begs for
a few moments in which to decide.
Meanwntln
i" en
Ji d
ba
burn and
has met the two crooks In their hansom cab.
Jerry sprinkles sonn pi rfi
on Jed
I'athi
has become Incensed at .1.
girl and tells her she inu
hears this nnd says he will go. too, which
causes quite a commotion in the family circle.
\
Clarici
pr< paring
to
It

Two

reels a

weeks.

First

week

for ten solid

release

Monday,
box office

June 26th. A sure fire
winner for the hot weather season.

Made by

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE

CO.

Released exclusively through

American Standard Motion Picture
Corporation

i

Executive Office,

|

Lithographed
for

all

Strei

Paramou

AGENTS WANTED

-

l

j^P-^J^
a£d"FranT"aw[j>n " the other
oon are much surprised when they
and both
hand poked under the fence with a roll
money in it. Frank grabs the money ana

of

"

to his mother.
it
Meanwhile the cop sees the thief, and, jumpThe crook
ing over the fence, subdues him.
points to the spot where he hid the money
and is a-tounded when he finds it gone. Franks
and
mo ,her comes up at this point, however
N
money to the officer.
returns t h.
City
Frank- mother receives a letter from the H'kon
National Hank e,i,
service rendered
of their appreciation ol the
by her children.

takes

"

:

'

-

Mutual Film Corp.
FALSTAFF.
BSTATERS

REAL
Oscar
Xishi

I

,.lui

It.
Car...!
Claud. Cooper!
'...'
Louis. Km. raid
His Wife
1

Jones 1.
m> intention

Conrad had
"Real Betatera
ul

coming

down

I

,

i

;

the

and belon
adioming

but

street,

u

knew

thev

when

hi.
it

th.

of

be-

.

!

-

they

were owners of

Seaw.
with the deeds went a guarantee that the land
•! m
two minutes of the ra
tion." and that there was running
in

lots

the pre
the purchase
two point-.

if

lieautihil

he did not

'.

n

When the buyers found
miles tern Flop Siding.
railroad point, they objected, but
took them down there, and then
ag. lit
drove them to the land in a racing nuto within
the time limit, although he had to break all
Then he sh,
speed laws to do it.
the spoil
their lots, which wore out 1>. >ond low-v
There was running water, all right,
Naturally Osr
vater ran all over the place.
ind Conrad thrashed the agent and then to.
lim to court, but as ho had made good
the Judge had to let him f
he promised the complainants
ilthough
t

tweiitv-tiv.'

the
the

nearest

1

i

.1

i

manages to snatch bat
„. Then follows a merry
^J^P^*
toaUy_

him,

into

-

Eddie Lyons.

and his father and mother live on the
Father lets mother do all the work.
v
churning oni day whi o the churn
wears out and Jed is sent by his father for

bumping

the packet of
chase, the crook

I.

;

Jed
farm.

the way to the store Frank and
Thej
ness a daring bank robbery.
with a mask over his face, backing out
the bank and then the cashier runs out
revolver in hand to notify the police.
Frank and Irma hear the cashier tell the
they
,.olic man the details of the robbery and
thereupon determine to capture the thief by
following "Old Sleuth's" methods.
Irma cuts some hair from the dogs tail and
disguises Frank with a moustache. While they
sees
are scouting around back alleys Frank
a celthe thief and he and Irma trail him into
Irma runs for a cop while Frank keeps
lar
watch The cop catches the thief, but the latshe has
ter s wife drives the cop off after
turned over the money to him.
Later the crook sees the cop drinking and

On

home ana

and everything ends happily.

THE YOUNG SLEUTHS (June 22).—Frank
The
an inveterate reader of dime novels.
afford him the
'Old Sleuth"
adventures of
greatest entertainment, and he often reads aloud
One morning, while Frank,
jter, Irma.
Irma and the dog are enjoying the latest adventures of "Old Sleuth" mother calls ana
tells Frank and Irma to go to the store.
Frank puts down his novel with re
is

164-6

W. Wa.hington

Branches

St.,

Chicago

in all principal cities.
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Fortunately

was a woman

for the victims, Conrad's wife
of resource.
She made the ac-

quaintance of the real estate sharp, and in a
few days induced him to go sailing with her.
The boat was conveniently wrecked off Seamed, and the woman aided the agent to shore,
for he could not swim.
She landed him on
Conrad's "lot," but the owner was there and
threatened to have him arrested as a tres-

OUR CATALOGUE OF

Brush
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Lighting
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Sets

contains more useful information about electric lighting in general than any other book
ever issued. Write for it today.
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June

CO.,
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The like fate met them at Oscar's
and the agent saw a watery grave on
and prison on the other. At the suggestion of the woman he bought back the
property at a substantial advance, and then

passer.

"land.''
one Bide

by

side

"1

:

INSTALL

;

Then

the

for

first

CORCORAN TANKS
A.

His Wife (Gladys Leslie); Her "Mother (Frances Keyes)
Thief (Walter Hiers).
Conductor 786 is gifted with contentment
and a dog. He succeeds in obtaining a vacation which he spends on the beach, where he
makes the acquaintance of Dora and her
mother, who accompany him to the hotel, where
during his absence the landlord has hung out
a sign which reads: "Henceforth No Dogs Will

CORCORAN,

J.

Inc.

S^iSiKOTy

;

Be Permitted on Premises."
He immediately
strikes up a quarrel with the landlord, insisting that either his dog get in or his things

CONDENSER BREAKAGE STOPPED
rugged. Pays for itself in
Lasts forever.
a week.
(let
cir.-ular.
Positively
breaking.
stops
Price
$4.50.
Used everywhere.

1916

side.

Ultimately they, as wen as the dog, recover.
thief is arrested, just as he is about to
leave the hospital.
Conductor 780 and his dog
their respective sick beds and leave for
home. They meet on the stoop, anu there en-

The

ciuit

toucuing scene of
Wifey Is
overjoyed at his return and makes him
down at the dining tame to partake of a celebration dinner. He and his dog trv to make a
get-away before it is too late, but are met at
the door by a ponderous negress carrying savory dishes on her arms.
It is the new cook
wifey has engaged during his illness.
:

For Perfect Laboratory Equipment
_„

tioned
plied

him spend that money."

24,

BEAUTY
PEDIGREES. PUPS AND PUSSIES (June
18).— The cast:
Father (Orral Humphrey);
Shapely (Lucille Ward); Mike (Joe Massey).
Father's rest is a sad affair. Cats and more
of them habitate the back fence, and old boots,
shoes and shoe brushes do not seem to keep
them away.
Even six shots from a revolver
only move them for a bare instant, so father
ties a pillow about his ears and endeavors to
sleep in spite of meows.
In the morning tie is
very irritable and his daughter, Shapely, inquires the cause.
Father tells her the story
and she persists in laughing.
He reads the

paper and comes ocross the advertisement ot
dog fancier who lauds the watcniul prowess
his canine wonders.
Father decides to pay

a
of
1

Shapely, while trying to recover father's
boots and other cat munition, kicks the ladder
out from under her and is marooned on the

out.
The landlord obliges him by throwing out his trunk through the window.
At
the suggestion of Dora's mother to get married,
he immediately proposes to Dora, who accepts

come

working nearby

,

5

called into play and

i

Father
vith

.

down

his meal

in

order not to hurt

A few weeks

ings.

of
sick.

this

ductor 7S6 becomes
His pulse is abnormal
and his tongue whiter than chalk. He decides
that his is a case for the doctor.
To the
doctor he goes.
Dora is too wise to eat her
own cooking. She hands her portion to the
dog, while she goes to a restaurant to enjoy
a hearty meal.
The dog no sooner finishes
his share than he sets up a dismal howl and
slinks off to the hospital for cats and dogs.

really purchased the pedigree and fondly reads
it
as he wanders homeward.
Mike sees him
coming and bids a hasty adieu to Shapely.
Father arrives and shows her the dog and the

ORAL ADVERTISING
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1

regime and Con-
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forces

when
him
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doctor

into liis

gets

office.

hold

Portable Electric Una-Fon
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„

There he

him

out on a block the sides or
which are decorated with carpenter's tools, and
after thumping him up, declares indifferently
fatal but exceedingly interthat bis
"~ 1 potion composed
esting.
He then
__
of three different Kinds of poison and inserts
';
for appetite's sake and
stretches

<

l

A

12-Piece Brass

An

Irresistible

i

food

ho

An ambulance

ar-

the

Writ* for Illustrated Catalogue

S69

W. Jtckwi

Blvd., Chicago

awakened

by

the

piercing

,lily
father
ry to his family, father looks a
I

to the eager Mike, being content in having
a dog in the familv who is "on the job" and
capable of coping with cats.
t

34 in. wide, 26 high, 10 deep.

Weighs

100

pounds

Write

for

J.
Deagan

Catalog "F" and Free Trial Offer

C.

DEAGAN

Bldg., 1776 Berteau Ave., Chicago,

VAN DEUSEN'S EGG-SPENSIVE
ADVENTURE (June 14).— The cast: Billy
BILLY

IT

(Carol

Nonette
the Lone Man (John Sheehan)
Hallowav)
Tim, Nonette's brother (Dick Rosson).
When one is in trouble or in the throes of
adventure, one rests one's brain by communing
with Nature. Hence Billy Van Deusen's strolls

Van Deusen (John Steppling)

;

;

111.

FOR SALE— Feature

The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO.

is

'

Universal Camera
For Motion Photography

The

father

mplin

YOUR PIANIST PLAYS

by

discovers a pasted page telling of one
of father's ancestors, one Robin Dair, who was
And while they
hanged for horse stealing.

wonder,

mometer

rendered absolutely helpless
had taken from the pantry.

tnd that evening while
g ms family tree Morpheus
„o to slumber, so he takes himself to
Shapely lets Mike into the house,

conch.

But
and discovers Shapely and Mike together.
Alike s dog barks longingly to be at the eats,
The dog gleefully
so father turns him loose.
rids the back roof of felines and father is
expressive in his joy.
Mike sees the opportunity for a killing and springs his request for
Father again explains the
Shapely's hand.
matter of lineage,

tests

with the pillows.
At this moment his wife
rushes into the room with the news that a
thief has invaded the kitchen.
The Conductor
goes forth to capture him, but finds the thief

s

fri

cries of manv cats on the back roof, and gazing
down into the yard sees his pedigreed pup still
Father angrily rushes out
soundly sleeping.

that and dives head foremost
window.
He makes for home, where he
his temperature by inserting a wall therinto his mouth.
When he discovers
that he has 107 degrees, he concludes that
he is as good as dead and collapses on his bed.
There he has a terrible dream. He sees himself at the gate of Heaven, to all intents and
purposes as sweet an angel as ever was. Unfortunatt ly, St. Peter is at the gate, and he
that the conductors ticket was good
Insists
only for the subway.
The devil, who has the
face, immediately pounces upon him
and insists on his taking' the medi
which he has refused on earth. A struggle
all

She

-ade

....

Band in 35 Inches
Lobby and Pit

lin-

i

56.
._

fondly displays his find.
Father, while looking
for Shapely, discovers his pedigreed pup sound
asleep, and his loud yelling will not awaken
him.
Then he sees Mike and interrupts his
daughter's love affair.
He firmly informs Mike
that Shapely is of royal lineage and must not

his

Attraction

i

as
the

certain that his rest will be un-

Later, realizing that a pedigreed dog should
a pedigreed master, father procures a
"family tree" which becomes his delight.
He
'"
Shapely in the history of her a

have

Ballyhooing the Streets

with health exit into the doctor's office,
decides to wait his turn on the stoop.
A few
later aforesuid patient issues from

him and

now

pedigree,
disturot...
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the woods to drink
babbling brook.

into

the

tli'.v.

tuo,

nectar

have

to see
into the woods,
This artist's party

their

there to find
is
surely in

trouble as is evidenced by the few Sandwiches
and other things they carry.
Dut the Lone
Man in the party— there are three girls and
himself— is the Jestei of
_. Joy and insists that
they make the best of their worries.
Party breaks up to select locations for the
sketchy tendencies.
Nonette, the prettiest of
the party, selects a lovable nook in the fastness of the shrubbery, and here sue idly sketches
and dreams. She is a pretty picture herseir—
with easel and brush posed in strict artist
fashion and this is the picture Van Deusen
sees.
He makes the fair one's acquaintance.
But the Lone Man also has an interest in
Nonette, and when he sees her listening to the
Chatter of the corpulent personage, his heartstrings tighten and he resolves to stop the
fickle flirtation.
But Nonette stops him with a
ind the Lone Man i
the note and
;hs, for he realizes that Nonette has an
for business and her subtercultivating for thi
The Lone Man and the
•™ stroL in
Van Deusen and Nonette.
Introductions
foil
and the^ party sits down to luncheon.
Hilly notices the evident
of goodie
and realizes that the party must be in need
of funds.
Billy's sympathy gets the best of
him and he gives a deposit on Nonette's sketch
of the beautiful sunset.
True, Billy's heart
nutters a little when he gives Nonette his
card and tells her that he will be pleased

California
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for Price List No. 14
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Developing and Printing
FILM TITLES
We

work. Rive prompt delivery, at lowest
furnish Expert Camera Man on short notice.

guarantee

prices.

Can

all
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Wabash Ave.

Chicago

MENGER
& RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Poster and Lobby
Display Frames

CAILLE

hear from her.
Nonette and her friends arrive home, are acby the hard-hearted landlord who in°~
that they pay their re n * «"• »<»«• «"
Billy's deposit goes to the landlord's pocket
and the party is no -ettei off than before.
Realizing, however, that they :an procure money
to

costed
alsts

Ticket Office

1

MULE

llll

Asutsrsii Are, P. trek. Mill

thing

Billy

life.

arrives

home,
chair and goes
to unburden himself to __
While he is being refreshed, his

ne

of the sun,

He

arrives in the mi*.st of the feasting and
staggers as he sees Nonette on the ^one Man's
lap.
Billy loudly acclaims the fact that she
has broken his heart, and likewise his pocketbook.
But Nonete informs him that he had
no call upon her inasmuch as the Lone Man

was her poor artist husband, and her little
scheme their salvation that they might continue to linger in Bohemia.
Billy was flabbergasted

and

about

""*.

to

leave,

captures

his

linger,

_.

friend.

mian himself, merely
"egg-spensive adventure"

one of the
while the

but

maids bids him
i

'

called

<^
(o n

fro Her

PROCTOR THEATRES
Ask Us Where They Are
In

Your City

Speed Controller Company,
257^259 William Street

Inc.

New York

i

arations to divide his estate with this other
son of his father, but he made it a conditi
thout again
that the fisherman go away
broke his promseeing the girl. The fir*"
discovered on the eve of eloping.
ise and
them from such a union the sotold the girl the bitter truth about
Clallst
Horrified, the girl reher lover's parentage.
pudiated her lover. Desperate at this, the fisherman attacked the socialist, but his onslaught
was interrupted by an alarm of fire.

Dying, he turned
and asked to be remembered only as
"Brother Equal."

the flames.

a

GAUMONT
THE CRIMINALS THUMB (Three parts—
June 22).—The cast: John Denham (Alexander
RobGaden); Claire Kenwood (Lucille TafO
ert Royce (John Reinhard): Kara Dalton (Iva
Reed (Charles W. Travis)
David
Shepard)
Tom Carroll (Henry \V. Pemberton) Louise

;

<

•

deceptii

,

;

limn, v

Denham

i

i

leickl|QrbtTJipe0rj}an

laces
ltoyce's
|,

it

win

that

3Eugiic

the
no)

thumb marks on
those

of

his

:

The

theft.

Denham
-'-in
are

Is

the

client.

clerk,
to

able
law
lawyi
It

i-

then

howsnow

i

that

,.iuf toward the owner of the spatuThrough Denham s off or:
thumh.
and Carroll is brought
at the trial

conjunction with good pictures

Wangerin-Weigkhardt
Ill

I'l'l

1

1

Mill

t
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The Department Store
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Theater Organ Catalog
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W^ite For Our

Fiash

I

suspicion of

always draws crowded houses

€M

in the safe ami gets safely away.
Despite the fact that
ospeeted
Joyce hud a hand In what
believe-,
murder, the lawyer
helieV
for ! in because of his
left

is

n,

ii\

in

l-

Koyci

i

Any Number I-

.

.

astonished that his customer. Mr
should h.' going through his -Iron- !
ing that he has been detected, the gambler
The shock
hant.
He succumbs
Reed.
Mr.
for
too much
is
Carroll take- what little

parts— June 13).—

rhe cast: The Girl [Barbara Gilroy)
Son of
ind Trader (Robert Vaughn); Another Son
His Sweet)

:

;

DiLionel Barrymore and Wright Huntington.
rected by Edwin Middleton.
Seeing that her employer is falling in love
with her, Claire Kenwood, a stenographer in
She
the law office of John Denham, resigns.
is in love with Robert Royce, a rather weak
voung man who works for David Reed. I ntortunately for Claire, Royce is under the influence of Kara Dalton. an adventuress who
Kara finds it profitable
is a cabaret singer.
to stand in with Tom Carroll, a gambler who
Carroll
wields some power In the underworld.
has a spatulate thumb on one hand, differing
This Is recognized
from that on the other.
bv criminologists as the "murderer's thumb."
only
c
that
estimate
authorities
Medical
e hundred thousand has such a thumb.
The bearer is a marked I
with Royce.
Things go from bad
Kara is Kitting ail his money and continually
While with her one day. he
demanding
announcing that a wealthy i
meet Mr.
John Brewster, Is coming t
Kara turns the letter
Reed.
met Reed. Carsays Brewster has I
it
roll decides that be will Impel
profit
by the
lie
tomer in the hope that
.lust before Carroll appears at Reed's office.
The door of the safe
Royce robs the safe.
happens to be open when Carroll calls after
1'iui
at it. and is
office houi

it

K<t

:

i

.

In answering advertisements
please mention
The Moving Picture World

lingers.

tired trader left his Infant
of relatives and returned to the sea ventures
of his early life to seek solace In excitement
and hazard
lie never returned to his son In
the North; ho died in a remote land, whence
word of his death was later sent to his executor in the United States.
The son grew to manhood and took up tnt
cause of socialism.
To practice bis theories
of "Brothers Equal In tne Sight of God and
-- Island in the tropics

_

'

i

THANHOUSER
BROTHERS EQUAL (Two

the sorestrain

he had
He was stagundertaken a tremendous task.
gered, too, by the fisherman's bitter statement
*—
that his own vaunted "Brothers Equal" war
""
brother
reach
f
depth
to
a slogan and had no
who was a blacK man.
The socialist staunchly stood by his prinHe made prepciples so far as he was able.

:

When Billv arrives home with his
cannot explain the disappearance
so he goes to the studio.

into shape.

friend

.

for the dainty Northern girl.
In the tropics love is elementary;
cialist soon found that in trying to
the fisherman's passion for the "irl

;

Ordered for
than every-

studio

sister
for she

romance,

encountered

fiancee

his

:

IRQ* COMPANY,

rfrc
leaves tne
supplanted with
places his picture

popubegan

terial they found in the native colored
lation, and here at once the socialist
to preach his doctrine.
Meantime the

of

was rescued from drowning by a handsome fisherman of the island.
The fisherman, however, was discovered to
be the half-brother of the socialist, for it was
to this island the trader had come on his
ventures, had taken a native wife, and had
But this son
uied, leaving here also a son.
was a half-breed, and as such was no mate

Equipments
jlmbodj Ticket Sellers, Ticket Choppers, Chsan
Makers, Theatre Record Ledgers and Theatre Tickets.
Cstalog on request.

Van Deusen

nnished,
discover

they all hastily work on it
They
that there is no yellow paint with
which to paint the sun and force in the yolk
of an egg with a little chocolate for darkness.
The sun is quickly painted and Van
Deusen informed that his masterpiece is finished.
To make things more realistic, Nonette
is reclining on a couch when Van Deusen ar-

in

PACIFIC TANK & PIPE CO.
Loa Angeles - San Francisco

—

from

Guaranteed

Pacific
Tanks and Racks

troubles

them through,

stroll

inspiration.

from the
lality

Likewise, when artists
and have not the money
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trade
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During all [lu (rouble which the weak youth
had lnoughi on himself, ('lain' has been drawami
lost- r to Donham.
At last she
must choose between the two.
«er Urst love
has been weak, yet she t.els that his experii-

art-broken,
a

Mils
tra>

returning to the

came

li.

himself.
His i>.i it n.
per of wild animals,

i

Cameron,

J<i.,n

.

is

'

*

aud,

tamper
story

slave to her wiles.
He soon admits himself conquered, but warns her at the risk of
Vida is masher life not to trifle with him.
tered for the first time as Cameron has made
her fear him.
Jim comes to the camp and Vida's fickle
heart is finally awakened, and she finds her-

_

(Arthur Mundl;

Second Henchman

(Ray

which he committed the crime.

A

little later

uty

,

Vida becoming a
her husband and her

years,
to

Fearing the wrath

of her father, the
foreigner.
Jerry argues with the Frenchman and the
"~
latter challenges hi]
fig^ht,
after slapping
Jerry's face with hit _
and pulling his
nose.
The father is attracted by the noise
of battle, and when Jerry sees the old man
coming, he beats a retreat, followed by the girl.
That night Jerry plants himself outside of the
old man's home, writes a note, ties it to a
brick and throws it through an open window.
The brick strikes the father and lays him low.
The girl obtains and reads the note, which
suggests they elope.
She hurriedly prepares
to escape from the house and join Jerry.
The
Count unexpectedly arrives on the scene, accompanied by two henchmen. Tuev detect Jerry
aiting and as the girl comes out to meet
him, she is made a captive by the Count and
his henchmen, who throw a robe over her
head and carry her off. Jerry follows the ab-

the

receives

father has regained
telephones the nolice and
a search is made for the girl and Jerry.
The
girl has been carried to a lonely house and
cast into a deserted room, to which Jerry later
gains an entrance.
He is discovered by the
henchmen and the Count and is lured to a poWhile he is talking
sition over a trap door.
with the Count the trap is sprung. Jerry lands
in the cellar below.
The police arrive at the house and one by
one they are sent below to join Jerry.
Jerry
gains the confidence of the cops and they plan
get upstairs to save the girl and to capture
the

In

con?.,

Jerry
t-oor

is

but

to

woman

devoted

child.

gone,

dominate

him

allows every

and swears

'

Just then the father arrive, _.
tempted to send him through the trap
on second consideration decides to
to his daughter and thereby

that the Count is of no account, turns to Jerry
and places the hand of his daughter in that
of her persistent suitor.
Then the trio depart
for the minister's house, while the Count and
his henchmen are placed under arrest.

his

position of depWhile
father.

obliged

to

agree,

and

His father
it to his father.
and when Roy is handed the wet print
app.ars an additional thumb print

it,

there

Roy
_ _ fury Martin knocks him down.
hurries to the scene, but before he arrives both
men have drawn guns and both are dead
Others appear. All the money taken from the
express office is found on Homes, Martin having refused to take any of it, and later Roy
shows his mother a copy of the Plumas newspaper, which gives a glowing tribute to Martin,
stating that he met his death in the performance of his duty.

VOGUE

'

DELINQUENT BRIDEGROOMS (June 18).—
Bill
—The cast, Orlando (Ben Turpin)

her child.

;

old hatred is still in his heart and slowly
he raises his rifle intent on carrying out his
vow, but at this moment Vida takes the baby
from her husband's arms and it forms a shield
for her heart.
When Jim anu Vida leave the
cabin to find and thank the savior of their baby,

Rena (Rena Rogers); Her
Sweetheart
(Arthur Moon)
Two Widowers
(Jack Gaines and Ed Laurie)
Two Widows
(Louise Owens and Margaret Templeton).
Thompson and Brown are engaged to marry
For this purthe Widows Moon and Dolai

and Vida never knows that her

pose they hire two dress
in,
and returning to Thompson's home they
find the daughter, Rena Thompson, spooning

THE SHERIFF OF PLUMAS (Two PartsJune 1(3). The cast: Jess Martin (Charles
Newton
Roy, His Son (William Stowell);
Homes (Harvey Clark); Jim (Harry McCabe);
White
Burr Ritchie); Eason (Ashton Dear-

fought with the fury of tigers, and the
clothes.
their
spoiled
result was that
they
Thinking to remove a repugnant odor which
the full dress had acquired, they hung them
out on the line in the back yard for an airing.
Bungling Bill and Bloggie have employed
the attention of a hard-working laborer who
is emerging from a saloon with a can of beer.
While the exponent of honest toil is directing
Bill to a certain street he has asked about,
Bloggie is inserting a hose in the beer, and
drains it dry.
To make it seem as heavy to
the laborer he puts in a handy brick and
allows Bill to have some beer while he keeps
on talking to the laborer. While Bill is puffing

The

he

gone,

is

—

i

holt);

(Helen

Mrs. Martin (Madeline Fordyce)
Rosson).
Scenario written by
Directed by Warren Ellsworth.

—

June 24). The cast: Vida (Margaret Gibson)
John Cameron (William Clifford); Jan Smitd,
Tom Long
9 father (Frederick Montague)
Jim Langdon (Harrisb
(Claude Lampman)
Ingraham). Directed bv Charles Swickard.
Vida is the daughter of a Boer inn keeper:
;

;

;

She has scorned the

;

May
Karl

Coolidge.

Roy, and he enthuses over the idea,
especially as May agrees to wait for him until
the four years of college are over.
But at the college Roy falls in with a fast
set and, due to poker games, is soon deeply in
debt.
While at home his father and mother
undergo every sacrifice for him. Roy's roommate is a student of criminology, and from him
Roy learns something of the methods of detecHis poker debts also
tion by thumb prints.
increase, and he is forced to write home for
money, stating that he finds it necessary to
take
ii

tavern.

:

i

up a special law course, which
i.e.

Ey

deeply drained,

CKNTAUR

A SIREN OF THE JUNGLE (Two Parts-

father's

is

(Paddy McQuire)

;

;

;

s

He

the fat-er
gain his favor.
lead

instinct

meantime the

iousness.

upstairs.

noble
little

finding Vida

Cameron on
vicious

vengeance, but through the years that pass, his
search for her has been unsuccessful.
When
on a trapping expedition in the interior, n<
encounters Vida's daughter, who has wandered
from the house, and by a well-directed shot
Resaves the child from an onrushing lion.
turning through the forest with the child, he
meets Vida's husband frantically searching for
baby. Not knowing Jii

under

Martin

he shows

linted

takes

Roy obtains the

acting

sheriff,

country.

_i

hack

jirl

packing up, hurriedly leaves
his father he tells his whole
college, and .Martin realizes
dissipated away the money for

life at
lias

of

his sen

that

heart, and when John Cameron, furious t
ins of the death of his friend, comes to the inn
to berate her, she immediately
practii

help.

To

home.

lor

him strength.
i

is

very

this time Martin's resources are
and he is at a loss to figur

get the money. Mrs. Martin pleads
with him, and he agrees to get the necessary
funds somewhere.
The deputy sheriff -brings in a tramp, and

and the laborer takes the brick from the
Bill on the head with it, while

...„,

can and hits
I'.loggie

makes

his

escape.

Later tnis team passes the fence along the
Lack yard of Thompson. They steal the clothes
and leave their own regalias in place of the
Thompson and Brown see the theft and
suits.
pursue them. u at the" steal an auto and make
their getaway. While speeding in the auto they
are arrested and brought to the station house.
Unable to pay the fine, they are jailed, and the
cop is then warned to look out for two desperate men who are heading for the town. The
photo he shows the cop of the desperate men
that of Bloggie and Bill, and wnen later
is
n

and Brown start for the widows in
of Bill and Bloggie they are mismen and arrested.

Martin recogni

the

crook days. The tramp, Homes, forces Martin
That night Martin enters the
to release him.
general merchandise store and has the safe
opened when Homes, also out for robbing.

taken for the two

clothes

Locked

in

the

;

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR PLAYHOUSE

Cushman Lighting

MACHINES

Plants

SUPPLIES— REPAIR PARTS

Get the Crowd

All

give

make

throttling governed engines
voltage.
cheaper to
It's
your "juice" than to buy it. You

stock,
equip theatres
in

steady

get a good light at arc, which makes
bright pictures.
Extremely light
in weight, 4 H. P. complete plant weighs
only 575 lbs.
Not the cheapest, but
cheapest in the long run. Get information describing exclusive features.
It's
clear,

it

938

N.

21st

St.,

Lincoln,

Neb-

completely.

"The

Exhibitors

Mail Order

House"

OIL'S

free.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS,

make,

machine* carried

Cushman

947

PENN

AVE.

PITTSBURGH. PA.

—
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1916

24,

him ho would

bail thorn out If ho (Thompconsent to hit. marrying Reua.
on i.lu oil, anil Moon, to make good his
the Sergeant, bails
Bloggie
Bill.
Taking thoso two men to the widows
house, ho hides them In the banquet room, and
they oat up everything and

tolU

son

bluff

to

Meanwhile, Thompson and Erown have broken

and are chased by the cops. Thev run to
the widows' homo, just as Hill and Bloggie have
been discovered In their thefts.
From this on things happen with great rapidIt.'',
during who h Moon kidnaps the minister
jail

Myra and Harry visit Grant's laboratory,
where she learns ot the vivisection experiment
She bitterly berated
Grant was working on.
him for his cruelty to his canine subject. While
Grant explained to her, Harry choloformed the
Grant, furious at this ruthless destrucdog.
tion of his months of labor, resolved that Harry
would pay.

Myra announced her engagement

Grant and obtain comfort from him.
Myra noticed that Harry was inclined to be
and discussed with Grant a plan to
Grant was to pay
bring him to his senses.
Soon Harry began to
ardent court to Myra.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY

NO. 76 (June 14).

.1.— This

N.

celebrates

city

li.jHth

Robert Treat lands at Newark dnd
purchases the site from the Indians.
San Francisco, Cal. Ten tons of canned eggs
make huge bonfire. Pure Food Officials destroy
birthday.

—

condemned food.
New York City.
turn

a

jealous,

the widows embrace.

ind

lire.

Newark,

Harry

One day she overheard Grant remon-

Harry.

Thompson,

to

few nights later. Myra soon found that she had
a hopeless task before her in trying to reform
strate with him for his actions in causing her
pain, and she began to appreciate his nobility.
Again she saw Harry with a cabaret singer.
Imed with grief, she determined to see

laugh provol

— Gaumont-Mutual

After

north.

Players rework in tropics,
at Flushing, N. Y.,

winter's

movie players resume work
studio.

Md.

Annapolis,

— President

honors
Wilson
graduading class at Naval Academy.
Awards
diplomas to future admirals and tells them of
responsibilities.

—

Boston, Mass. The Ancient and Honorable
Artillery Company celebrates 278th anniversary.
This is the oldest military organization in the
United States.
Latest picture of Lord Kitchener, who was
killed at sea when warship was blown up. Subtitle
The Britsh Cruiser "Hampshire," which
was destroyed with all on board.
San Francisco, Cal. New monorail road has
speed of l.'?0 miles per hour. Could make Coast
to Coast trip in 24 hours.
Boston, Mass. World series pennant is raised
at Fenway Park.
Paris,
France. Fashions for young girls.
Courtesy of Lina Mouten.
Manchester. Mass. Most unusual craft is
Model of the famous Bucentaur of
launched.
Venice will transport archives of Institute of
Technology across the Charles River to the new
:

—

—

—

—

He found
notice Grant's attention to his wife.
them together one day, and wild with rage, left
a note stating that they would find his body at
the country home.
Grant raced after Harry to the country house.
Harry, with an oath, rose and struck him, and
Grant, bleeding, made his way
cursed Myra.
to the telephone, called up Myra, and told her
he would bring Harry back to her a man.
Grant then brought him to an insane asylum
and showed him the ruin drink caused. After
weeks of hard work Grant felt that Harry was
ready for the test. He deliberately placed temptation in his way, but Harry conquered.

He showed her a letter
thank him.
which stated that his appliaction as physician
at the leper colony had been accepted, and he
Sometime later Grant received a
left at once.
letter from Myra asking him to come back to
His first impulse was
her as Harry had died.
to

when he

but

go.

burned the

realized

his

mission

he

letter.

THE WASTED YEARS (Centaur— Five
The cast: In the prologue
Farts June 19.)
Crane Wilbur); The Passerby
Old Weatherbv
i.M.
D.
the Policeman
(Joseph Habelton)
Morani.
The cast in the play of "Youth":
Harry Weatherbv, an orphan boy (Master
June, an orphan girl (Thelma
George Harris)
Harry Weatherbv. the youth (Crane
Burns
Wilbur); June, the maiden (Mae Gaston):
""
Robert Leslie (John
(Jessie ^Burnett)

—

i

;

;

i

;

;

building.

Shoepshead
Day.

N. Y. —American
children
form greatest

Speedway,

liav

Liberty

2,000

With money give
friend in a passerby.
oil
the good Samaritan. Weatherby stai
He is attracted by s
to satisfy his hunger.
theater posters announcing the performance of
the drama "Youth." The pangs of hunger urge
him to buy food, but the play of "Youth" calls
him and he spends bis money to witness the
It is the story of his own youth— of the
play.

a

by

Signal-Mutual stars sail for
making in China and Japan. Subtitle:
Miss Helen Holmes who will star in "The Diaa five-reel .Mutual Mastorpicand Director McGowan.
Marseilles. France.
Australian troops arrive
here en route to the front.
Los Angeles, Cal. Leg work counts for nothOrient.
picture

i

mond Runners,"
tnre,

—
—

ing in this contest ol pugilistic skill.
New York City. N. Y. World opens campaign
to raise fund to Illuminate the Statute of LibThe statue as Illuminated by earchllghte
erty.
of the Battleship "Michigan."
San Antonio, Texas.— Army trucks make test

regiment.

with

run

Infantry

::oth

ti..

hi
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tiik

STRI
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ten

Grant
Wlnnlwart i.

Hi.
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I

i,

young

d
la

I

I.

ii.iii,

I

until the
print. .1

American

i
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ho\
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colony
beautiful

TICKETS

In

the
girl.

Harry Billot,
Dared by th.
Orant warned

C/3

ROLL

»;i-

summoned

was informed
mount of money,

that
left

a

to

he had

him by

big city
Inherited
his uncle.

In

does

mean lime June's

the

Harry

heart

realize

hat

She goes to
and she wonders for her lover.
the city to seek him and there confronts Harry
June is heartbroken at the
with the woman.
June returns to the
news of the wedding.
country and the young physician, still pleading
his love for her, she marries him and they
establish a happy home.
Gradually "Billie" extracts the wealth of
her husband and so great is his love for her
that he is blind to her sham love for him.
Suddenly his eyes are opened when he finds
his wife and Leslie scheming against him in
his own home. A scene follows, Harry ordering
Leslie from the house with a demand never to
return and the woman then betrays her real
attitude toward Harry.
As Harry broods, his
wife gathers her belongings together and elopes
with Leslie, although it is the eve of ber
motherhood. Through a detective agency Harrytries to trace his wife and her would-be lover.
Four years have passed and Harry has
used every means to find his wife and child
without result. Leslie has sunken to the level
of a common crook, deserted "Billie," who.
heartbroken at her folly, passes to another
world. The little daughter is left in a wretched
condition in a dirty tenement room.
The child
goes out into the open in a drenching rain and
looking for shelter climbs into an unoccupied
automobile.
Soon Harry enters the machine,
discovers the child, and takes her home. That
night, Leslie and some of his associates go out
on a burglarizing expedition.
Masked, Leslie
climbs into the living room of Harry's apartment, a struggle follows and the mask is torn
from his face. The little child is aroused by
the noise and as she appears, Leslie makes
known that it is Harry's own daughter.
As
father

the

clings

to

the

child.

Los.,

The following day Harry res,
turn to Cedarville.
As he and his little "Pa!"
near the town, Harry sees the scenes of his
happy childhood. The swimming pool
to him and he attires himself In a bathing suit
and plunges into the water.
A gypsy and his family come across the automobile belonging to Harry and lik.
man's clothes.
These the gypsy appropriates
to his own use and leaving his wagon behind
away.

rides away with
Little Pal" and

his

her

family
father

in

When

style.

ready

are

t

to use the abandon.
attires himself in the clothes left
by the gypsy.
Reaching the town of Cedarville.
the child has taken sick and Harry goes to
the town doctor.
He learns of the marriage of
June and the physician and after getting medicine, starts off to lead the life of a gypsy.
For months he and his daughter travel near
the outskirts of the village until the child is

they

are

forced

.

and Harr\

suddenly

taken very ill and dies.
He takes
body back to the scene of his younger
days and there makes a little grave.
The play of "Youth" is ended. The crowd
leaves he theater and "Old Weatherbv" remains
unmoved. An usher shakes him and then draws
back, realizing that the old man has passed
the

t

Pathe Exchange,

Inc.

PATHS NEWS

NO. 43 (June 8).
Pittsburgh. Pa- The Famous Friars' Com
of noted stars receive the kev to the city
when they arrive to entertain "Smoke Town"
people.
Subtitle:
I— "Rube" ooldberg. the
world's greatest cartoonist and maker of "Boob
Weekly." in center
li.rmany.- Sir Roger Casement, who is

pany

Harry.

20.

Tel
i<

I

roil

pom

May

-no for

I

i

i.o

\

man

the voting
wh.i'e he

and

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE.
dal.

Harry and June were child sweethearts in an
They grow up toorphanage at Cedarville.
Harry becoming a machinist in a village factorv and June a milliner's apprentice
grew older they planned to marry, but

over to the young man
is turned
The
he lingers among the white lights.
village physician is also in love with June,
but she does not encourage hi- attentions and
she is betrothed to
that
openly makes known

!

i.

above

years he wasted.

The fortune

in n "id br< iking time.
Los Angeles. Cal. Mo\
automobile (a

16 mill

day

Not until the next
what be has done.

would

i

Thump
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,i,
[re to tee a little of life takes a hold
on Harry and be visits one of the roof gar"Billie,"
a
dens where Bohemians gather.
woman ol the world, and Robert Leslie ber
i..l
the strand
|,n
The woman plans to
of
the country boy.
1:
Leslie
In
and
her
net
catch him in
the way by bidding ber a hasty good-night.
ber to fascinate Harry,
brain In a whirl
ii, r
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One

by

marry
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force
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ALL THE PLAYERS

PROM

KITCHEN MECHANIC TO MOVifl
ACHIEVING SI ("CESS VIA THE
Nooiu.E icol IE (Cartoon Comedv— June 19)

MAR;

any
zed pic
furnished instantly-WIRE US YOUR
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

1

WANTS

Kesta adds u

record.

Wilson

express

Kun .Monument.

—

A model one-rail car
L'(H> miles au hour, has
by a local inventor.

running

madam

supposed t
of the house

full

of

holes

is

he

Thus
i

Goldberg

la

brings dinnei

:

either starve
to death
die of old age.'
Well, Ammonia
gets the B. R. (Bum's Rush) and would ordl"
partly starve.
But not Ammonia.
She gets
hooked up with a guy who's taking a motion
picture and who needs "a girl with a face like
lothing that .._ started but never finished."
He tells her, "You must first „.„. posing a
hamburg steak. Just look perfectly natural.'
Ammonia leaps into fame. Her old m.otress basn't heard from her and imagines she
has walked oil a dock. Then
the poor, clumsy
boob comes back" fresh from her eon. pi. sis In
tilmdom and flashing diamonds in all directions
and madam does a fadeout that would
defy any ordinary bottle of smelling salts to
11

i

i

;

—

—

—

Ammouia Emtvdome
work.
When father
i

the

THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw

ceipts.

Convention
gather
around
Congress
Hotel
awaiting the results of the peace negotiations
between the Progressives and Republicans. Sub1
titles:
Governor Whitman (rights and Senator Francis Hendricks. •> George W. Perkins,

—

he subject opens with
is
the maid of all

Ammonia

UK NEWS

—

Hull Moose leader.
3
Chauncey Depew. 4
The Coliseum, where the Republican candidate

being nominated.
Annapolis, Md.— President and Mrs. Wilson
attend Commencement Exercises at the U. S.
.Naval Academy.
Subtitle:
1— The graduates
are congratulated by their relatives and friends.
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y. One hundred thousand American citizens of German and AustroHungarian descent celebrate "American Liberty
Day" to prove tneir unhyphenated loyalty to
the United States.
Subtitle: 1 One thousand
children form a human "Stars and Stripes."
Somewhere in Mexico. Soldiers guarding a
truck train with provision for the expeditionary
troops are quick to act when attaCKed on the
way to Casas Grandes. Subtitle
1— The men
use the trucks as a corral to resist the bandits.
An Animated .Map. Showing the onward
sweep oi the Russians in Asia Minor, the capture of Erzerum and the investment of Trebi-

OK,

who

'AT
X(). 1(1 (June 7).
.North Sea War Zone.— Lord Kitchener, Creitor of Britain's Army, who lost his life when
British cruiser was sunk off
3ff the Orkney Isl
Islands.
Chicago, III.— Delegates to the Republican
I

1916

24,

sees the danger,

Golden party warns them

is

—Reel

Xara— located on the island of Xondo,
first fixed capital of Japan, noted for
beautiful temples and monasteries, is
subject of this film.
It shows interesting
and intimate views of the buildings, streets,
public and private life of its residents and
their religious and industrious occupations.
capital
and the

—

its

many

the

—

—

:

—

—

Newark, X. J. The founding of this __great
city by Robert Treat, 250 years ago, is reenacted in a grand pageant at Weequahic Park.
1
Subtitles
Xewark welcomes George Wash-

—

:

ington and his army as they pass through on
2 The
their
retreat
through the Jerseys.

Masque

—

Xewark.

o.

— Members
real military

Staten

York

Island, X.
police receive

Y.

the New
training in

of

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES
Size

22x28 inches,

cents

75

each.

a dozen), are out in a two-seater "tin Lizzie."

The parties get mixed, the lunch enters the
combat as an added starter, and the show is on
Here follows many ludicrous incidents, and
the end of the film sees Luke at the helm of bis
bucking motor car with his select party of

Every

prominent player.

!

FAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS,
from

$8

all sizes,

Que

to $25 framed.

med

or unframed.

fifteen

dragging along behind through the juicy

THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The indispensable

article for

your mailing

LUKE'S SOCIETY MIXUP (Rolin Film Co.—
June 26).— This film shows Luke "batting" for
world-famed violinist, and, needless to say,
bigh-brow stuff are a scream.
see, Luke is a second-rate mechanician on
His
the country estate of some regular people.
long, unkempt hair has never appealed to them
as anything but slovenly until, after arranging
a party at which the great "Violinsky" will be
a

his attempts at the

You

WHO'S GUILTY

XO. 7.— TRUTH

CRUSHED

TO EARTH (Arrow— Two Parts— June 19).—
Tom Blake, from the time he
i small
boy,
always got

into

As a youngster, instead

t

frames,

i

GRAVURE FOLDER,

becau__

trouble

.
told
of lying
of
offense, he manfully told the truth
-and was invariably punished for it. His intinctive desire for the truth was strong
but not
trong enough to stand the repeated outrages
Islted on his young person for upholding it.

truth.

50c.

containing

each.

the main attraction, they receive a note telling
of the virtuoso's inability to attend, and suddenly see in Luke's matted locks the badge of
and the one way out.

pic-

tures of the prominent players, including
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.

—

literally, beaten out of him, so that
when he reached
fronted by a situation that demanded a withstanding moral fabric, he was not equal to it,
and lied. The lie cost him dearly, for with it he
lost a beautiful love and a good name and
sought quickly the end of the weak and the
outcast.
"Who's Guilty?"

KRAUS MFG.
220

Enoch Goldei
was the mysterious
"Laughing Mask," and who was subsequently
shown up as a rank pretender, is further discredited by Margery and her father and dismissed from the Golden household.
Not, however, until he persuades Margery to accept a
present of a dog from him for old times' sake.
Juggs, one of the Claw's henchmen, gets

" employed

that he

by

a

caterer

arranging

Street,

NEW YORK

12th Floor Candler Building

Send

June 19).— Davy,
—
who told Margery

West 42nd

"assistant wiper," and in the second place he
doesn't know a G string from a clothes line.
The first objection is forcibly overcome and
the latter circumscribed by swathing his business hand in bandages.
His uncouth
Then Luke makes his debut.
actions are at first put down to genius, but
they finally get to be just a bit, you knr— -

CO.

for

samples

Catalogue of over 600 players and
free.

dull nights,

Write

and we

us, giving details of
will

reel

your

of

action.

WHO'S GUILTY? TO. g— BEYOXD RECALL
(Arrow— Two Parts June 26). The story tells
of two young men, financially embarrassed, who

—

—

send you a remedy.

decide to seek their fortunes in

foreign

lands.

of John Leonard, Margaret, is
imbued with a desire for professional laurels
and tells John before he goes that she has
accepted a position under tbe district attorney.
John tells her that she will be an accompllci
to a system of justice that is unsocial and in
an angry dispute they part. The other man.

The sweetheart

Irani&ferteK

a

Edwin

Mattel,

finds

it

difficult

to

leave

his

sweetheart. Elsie, who becomes hysterical when
she hears of bis intended trip. Edwin bas been
seen entering Elsie's apartment, but was not
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June 24, 1916
get his suit case and

to

.ater

comes a drug

dead

finds Elsie

is stricken with horror.
He is found there, and his only witness, John
Leonard, has sailed.
Because of his poverty
he is railroaded to the electric enair. Marsaivi,
until the last moment, helping the district attorney push the ease aeainst him. Then Leon-Who's
back, but it is
late.
Guilty?"

ie

NOW BOOKING

l

THE IKON claw. NO. 8. "THE GREENEYED GOD" (Two Parts— Feature Film Corp.—
2t>).— The

employed by Enoch

detectives

discharged
the wrong Tighter.
uargery Golden does not believe this, but
cause of reports that The Laughing Mask, whom
she loves, has been seen to kiss another girl,
decides jealously to help track down her defender and settle the question of his identity

his

SELIG'S
New De Luxe

Edition
In 12 Reels

I

Accordingly, a decoy note, supposed to be
written by Lcgar and informing his henchman
that Margery will be captured in a stone pit
nearby, is placed wnere the Laughing Mask
will find it.
It is believed he will try to effect
Margery's rescue and can be captured.
But the note falls into Legar's hands, and,
although he knows it to be a trick, he decides
ake capital of it and blow up the

fiend and his greatest struggle
is to secure the money needed to supply them
with opium.
And then Betty, now a sodden,
wretched, depraved woman of the streets, de-.
serts Steele, and takes up with a thug who"
soon tires of her and casts her off.
Deserted
by the one creature to whom he might have
clung, young Steele becomes a wanderer on the

There is to be a big ball of one of the gangs
a certain night.
A rival gang plans an attack

on that night.

Just as the attacking gangsters
reach the hall where the ball is in progress,
'young Steele shambles into sight.
A fight
between the two gangs and a stray bul-

by

REX BEACH

His wife has gone

than he reckoned.

his boy

;

just before he dies, for
but makes clear to him the er
has paid for the record dividend

boy,

H,

:

AX INNOCENT MAGDALENE (Fine ArtsParts— June 18).— The cast: Dorothy
Five
Colonel Raleigh ( SpottRaleigh (Lillian Gish)
Forbes Stewart (Sam de
iswoode Aitken)
The
Grasse)
The Woman (Mary Alden)
Mammy (JenPreacher (Seymour Hastings)
Old Joe (Wm. de Vault).
nie Lee)
Dorothy Raleigh is a high-spirited Southern
beauty who has been brought up by her
father, Col. Raleigh, an unreconstructed Kentu.-kian, to have nothing to do with the townspeople of the little village of Norwalk, just
She has no other comoutside of Louisville.
panions than the old negro servants, ner animal pets and her books. One ay there comes
into her life by chance a young millionaire
He makes
gambler named Forbes Stewart.
love to her and asKs the Colonel for her hand.
Indignant at his presumption, the Colonel orBut the young peoders him from the house.
;

;

the

off

i

fuse which

wrecks

;

;

:

S.

OUR LOBSTER SUPPLY

(June 26).— This
picture shows how, to compensate lor the depletion of the lobster supply through wasteful fishing, the U. S. government maintains three lobster culture stations in Maine and Massachusetts, where almost 200,000,000 eggs are hatched

A

;

Ei*

Thrilling

J
H*

Story of the

Alaskan
.-,,00<J,0<>0

1

How
-

pounds,

Goldfields

the egg-bearing lobsters are placed in
where they_ are held until the eggs

pound,

subjects

of

this

Bigger and better
than the Old Edition

and agricultural resources of Perak, the lives
and habits of its natives (Malays and Chinese),
it, places of amusement, its athletic sports, and
lastly the famous Tower of Ipok, which occupies

Triangle Film Corp.

ple elope.

When Dorothy meets her husbands friends
He determines,
she is grievously disappointed.
rather than cause her unhappiness. to change
his mode of living, and give up his old friends.
But a detective who knows something of his
defiance leads
His
him.
nast, tries to blackmail
to his arrest, and he is sentenced to a year
Dorothy is loyal to nim
in the penitentiary.
at first but when another woman enters her
home and seemingly proves that she is Stewart's wife bv an earlier marriage, she goes
back to her father. The stern old man. howStewart Is released irom the penitenhe hastens to his home to find his wife
Instead lie finds this other woman, an old
flame who has taken this method to win him
He repudiates her. however, and
again
Norwalk to see the Colonel and demand Dorothy. The Colonel refuses to tell her
whereabouts, but from an old servai
Dorothy In the meantime
learns the truth.
has been led to believe her baby 111
the proud name
and the villagers, clad to s,
of the K

A Tremendous Box

tiarv

Office Attraction,

back

For the following

,.

Territory:
nouneetnent as president of the meat corporation of which he is the head, that the new
year just starting will see the company earn
the greatest dividend in its history.
Then he
virtually

offers his entire life to the task of
making good his boast. He neglects his wife,
and when his son returns In
so little time to devote to the boy that the
young man soon drifts Into a life
.

Ho

degradation.

*

disowned

is

by

his

corporation of »i
head will declare its great dividend on
year by crushing the people- who ai"ake advantage or tin- mission, does

the

very

tin-
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MISSOURI

Frank

of

Steele,

(In-

rub

I

i

omp.'inlon

whom

the

attends the
mission
completion, and when word of pral
aro being said for Steele, the millionaire, the
ami d. noiino.girl of the underworld an
lor tin- condition
him as the man re pon t»l
mli.-i. hi.,
ol
b.
al
of herself and hundred
that very minute.
Young Steole has lone since ceased to make
-ml.
.\
efforts to IOC his father and has ml

upon

Its

.

1

vomit; minister is being honored by a
from a richer and more Influential parish
North his father ll killed In « pitched
The
b.tw.en the Hudson* and M.Covs
-nine mall that brings the young minister word
brings him a letter from
of his promotion
home idling him »f the killing of
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.-all
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for
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church
but

other

v

Hart

William S

Marin"
Dowllng)
Tom McCoy Joseph
Willie Hudson (Jack
Hudson (Fannv Mi.lglovi
Marvel Sufford)
Elsie Hudson
David Hudson ll a young minister living In
famll]
Vermont
He is the son of
the
The mortal enemy
of
feudists
tuckv
\i
the very tim«
Hudson* la the McCoyi
as

(iilbert)
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THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
This attack of a McCoy on a detenu
more than l>a\. can stand and be ri
-..iiMiii
In- ministry and goes forth
to kill the man who had attacked his sister
Straight to the McCoy
With his bare hands.
house Dave makes his way and there learn- that
the elder McCoy, having wrung a confession
from his son, had turned the hov out and
disowned him.
Dave turns back to the woods
In
A terril'n
search of the man he sought,
breaks and at its hi
is

Solve Your

Dave lias returned to his preaching. He has
ahowed the man lie sought to escape when he
had him in his very grasp, but the efi

for All

young

.

.ud-on tails
at
the vet
to kill him.

down

an

\

been better than as (hough he had killed him.
A feeling of friendship sprang up between
families that had been enemies for twentyyears.
have eventually marries Mary Mc-

t'ne

live

Coy
the

and the oldest and bitterest
two families become friends.

enemies

by Installing a

girl of rare heauty, but
and she
of gr

word that

said

i

the little girl who he has
shot back to health and she
She is shy and
becomes his devoted slave.
afraid of all other humans, however, and prefers the company of wild animals and birds.
Wh< n Jordan ins'pects the old abandoned mine
thoroughly he decides it is worthless ond reHamilton determines to
fuses to purchase it.
get possession of the young man's money by
robbing him at the point of r
has hidden the money belt
rank and the gambler is

nurses
his

—

intended swindle, was
cross to the little wild girl and she
run away to the mountains again.
.

jsually

decided

to

with

the

little

wild

following

girl

at

his heels.

tures

GREAT

Corp—

Five

TRIUMPH

(Columbia

Farts— May

2'J

)

.

"Buttsy" Gallagher (William Nigh): Michael
Judge
Winters (Roy Applegate); Gus Ewing (R. A.
Robert Ewing. his son (Robert Elliott
Count Carl (Martin .1. Faust)
Detective Frank
Codv (David Thompson): "Leftv Jake" (Victor
do Linsky); "Frank tho Mex" (Frank Montgomery): Peggy Winters (Marguerite Snow);
FlorMr-. Maddern, her aunt (Cecelia Griffith)
ence Maddern. her cousin (Florence Vincent);
"The Pest" (Citta Cameron). Written and directed by William Nigh.
"Buttsy" Gallagher is a harmless young prodGallagher, his fatoer (Julius D. Cowles)

i

:

;

submerged that he has almost forgotten how
get angry.
One night the gaiety going
ers- home attracts him, and
fire-escape to watch it.
He becomes interested
3

the rule, almost with-

out exception, that wherever
the projection is good enough
to
excite
comment,
the

GOLD

FIBRE

used.

Write Us Today for Price
and Detailed Information

;

;

to

turned traitor to her uncle's interests in such
cowardly fashion.
She rouses the sleeping
He goes to the council
meeting and argues, not against the Judge, but
for him, winning the case.
Flo forgives him,
and they are married. Peggy cannot help admiring the Count's valor when she sees him

a

manhood within him.

"THE SCARLET WOMAN"

(Popular

and prayers— Five Parts— Mav
Thora Davis fMme. Petrova)

'Jill.— The

Hanlin

;

Radium Gold
Fibre Screen
INC.

No. 220

W.

42d

Street

NEW YORK CITY

Plays
cast:

Davis

(Edward Martindel); Clinton Hastings (Arthur
Hoops) Robert Blake (Eugene O'Brien): Paula
Gordon (Frances Gordon). Written by Aaron
Hoffman. Directed by Edward Lawrence.
Hanlin Davis, vice-president of a bank, has
been gambling in stocks, and loses heavily.
While in the act of robbing the bank he is surprised by another official, and Davis kills him.
Davis is arre.-ted and his wife goes to Hastings,
the District Attorney, and makes a plea in his
Hastings is a corrupt official and does
behalf.
"-b an imoroDer Dronosa". ._
;

—

with
she accepts his demands.
released from prison and
his wife has made he
openly denounces her and turns her into the
...
Then he gets a divorce. Ignored by all
her friends and driven out of society she is

When

learns

Davis

of

the

"the
Piccast:

The

.

fighting the crooks, and thereafter the marriage
is a real one.
as for "Buttsy" he sees again
the girl known in his tenement home as "The
Pest." Now she is a lovely young woman.
She
has become a trained nurse and he asks her to
be his own private nurse as long as he lives.

In many instances your
failure
to
get
the clear,
sharply defined picture you
think you ought to have is
not the fault of your operator,
the projector he is
using, or the kind of electrical current you buy but is the
fault of the screen which
you are using.

is

.

of being mixed up in the conspiracy and his
long-buried spark ol anger (lames forth.
He
puts up the fight of his life. He and the Count
turn on the hoboes, and "The Mex," the slayer
of the servant, is mortally wounded, confessing
just before he dies.
Flo gives Bob a piece of her mind. She tells
him exactly what she thinks of him for having

Screen

RADIUM
SCREEN

I

is

sacrifice

and

thrown upon

Miscellaneous Subjects
METRO PICTURES CORP.
HIS

.

i

Radium
Gold Fibre

I

I

by "Buttsy's
trial,
?ngaged by _
a -irm
firm of unDrincinaled
Onprincipali d
3 condemn and take
land belonging to Judge Winters and some farmers in his old home town.
The two crooks,
"The Mex" and "Lefty," are hired, and hind
and gag the Judge when he tries to light the
matter in the town council.
Peggv and the
Count, who follow, are about to meet the same
fate, when "Buttsy" intervenes.
He has left

It is

dence and she to show her gratitude
The discomfited
restores his belt of money.
gambler returns to his old haunts, poorer than
when be started, and Jordan starts back to his

home

him

Brought into promi

:

wounded by

i:

attention.

;

(

'strange wild little

lalls

meet

"Huttsy"
finds
himself
suddenly
famous.
Women send him flowers. Great men argue
about his case.
The people in his home alley
decide that he has more in him than they
thought.
Peggy, who was hidden in the other
window and who knows that he is not the murderer, does not dare speak for fear of injuring
her r< put .it i.iii
l!ob Kwing takes up
He is sure "Huttsy" is not guilty, and finally
makes Peggy tell what she knows
n,, father,
.lodge Winters, makes her marry the Count.
"Buttsy" is given a new trial nn'i i<= »i°°">J
under a five-year probations. „
having committed perjury. He has
•the murder, delighted at having so much

in

!

I

murderer.

(Fine

The
Five rails June 25) .—The cast:
(Mae
Marsh
Hamilton
Jim
Wild
Girl
(Wilfred Lucas): Mrs. Hamilton
Maizie Hartford); Moll tOlga Grey): Bob Jordan (Robert
DiA Westerner (.lames O'Shea).
Harron)
re, led bv Paul Powell.
Fifteen years before the picture opens Jim
Hamilton had gone with his wife and little
three-year-old daughter into the wilds of the
West to prospect for a mine. One day while
he was away from the cabin. Indians swooped
down on it and killed everyone but the little
girl,
who had been some distance away and
who had fled, at the sound of the shooting,
When Hamilton returned he
into the woods.
found his wife dead and his daughter gone.
He returnd to the cities and became a professional gambler.
Hamilton remembers the old worthless mine
He
one day and decides to try and sell it.
induces Bob Jordan, a wealthy young man, to
with the idea
accompany him *
pun basing it.
On the trip, which is made
across the country. Jordan shoots at what apWhen he
pears to bim to be a young deer.
finally comes up to the object he finds it to

Jordan

1916

»?b Kwing. a struggling young lawyer.

1'eggy

Ails

I

24,

pretty daughter Peggy, in
Flo's admirer, the Count,

'

WILD GIRL OF THE SIERRAS

A

„.

asleep on the fire-escape.
fascinated with the Count and deFlo out, if she can.
She consents
in the drawing-room after
he
household is asleep.
Scarcely are they coneealed in the window niche when the house is
d. "Frank the Mex" and 'I., iiv .lake "
- curing their booty, pass through Flo's room
when Flo awakens and screams.
A servant
who runs to see what is wrong is killed, and
th.
crooks escape through the window, where
"Huttsy" is lying asleep.
They roll him over
into the room.
"Buttsy" is arrested as the
1

to

Projection

Troubles
Once and

prayer,

hen he

his

cut

close on the man's turoat, his victim
begs thai his life be spared and makes his
The words strike have
plea for •Cod's sake.''
hard and he unloosens his grip on the man's

hands

!

I!'

i

bis

embankment and lands
the man who has sworn

June

in the Judge, in
h.-r cousin
Flo.

and

scarli

The

vbecomes

void of

t

Dil trict

heart

Attorney becomes
th

the sporting

lenient along Broadway, and is believed to be
Robert Blake, a wealthy young
a graft taker.
man. institutes a reform investigation, and the
District Attorney is exposed.
Disbarred and disgraced, Hastings decides to
•

revenge himself upon Thora, whom he considers
He cultivates the
the cause of his downfall.
friendship of Paula Gordon, an unscrupulous
soeieiv

woman, who

is

much

in

the

company

Blake and holds his respect. Hastings has
evidence of a crooked transaction in which
Paula participated, and he threatens exposure
Through Paula,
unless she does his bidding.
Thora is introduced to Blake. He is made to
understand that she is a pure woman, and she
is led to believe that he knows about her past.
They fall in love and soon afterward are
quietly married.
After the wedding Hastings confronts the
couple and denounces Thora, telling Blake of
her past and that she is the notorious "scarlet
woman." Blake gives Hastings a beating, but
of

!

I

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
with whom he has fallen in love, just
previous to robbing the bank.
Here, too, he
fi ids
the sheriff awaiting his arrival.
The
bandit turns the child over to his girl, and
submits himself to the authority of the sheriff
while recovering from the effects of his wellnigh fatal experience on the desert.
Subsequently the bandit makes good his escape, taking with him the baby and the girl
he loves. Once more on the desert, the oandit
locates the loot where it has been buried.
Then
conscience overcomes his desire for freedom
when he remembers that he has promised the
mother to rear the baby boy In the path of
girl

blow, and .speak to her, Thora is gone.
She
mployment in a factory, hidden from
her former friends.
Paula now hopes to win
Blake's love, but he remains steadfast in his
love for his wife.
Hlake becomes a melancholy
weakling In his deep sorrow.
Paula goes to
Thora and tells her she Is wrecking his life;
that if she would save him she must divorce
him and openly return to her old life of the
and cafe. This Thora does. It proves

HALLBERG

';

is

now

rectitude.

and

19.)

— The
cast:
(Viola
i

on the

happily

are

ground

Echo, the Flower of No Mans
Dana)
Roy Talbot (Duncan
Big Bill (Harry C. Brown); Kahoma,

Land

McK.tr

they

;

;

the Talbot Child (Eldine Steuart)
Potter, the
Butler (Marcus Moriarty).
Written and directed by John H. Collins.
Dan Barrett, a miner, is murdered in the
heart of the Great American Desert by a Mexican named Pedro, in whose mine Barrett offered to take a half interest.
Pedro escapes
with the money, leaving Barrett's baby daughter,
Echo, alone on the plains.
She is rescued by
Kahoma, an Indian, and brought up by him.
The miners call her "The Flower of No Man's

When Echo
Talbot,

has become a winsome girl of
a great change comes to her.
Koy
Metropolitan grand opera idol, sud-

a

denly loses his voice as the result of dissipaImmediate rest is prescribed, and he goes
West. His stage coach is overturned near the
aback of Echo and Kahoma. He suffers a painful injury and Echo takes care of him.
As he
convalesces he Is struck by the charm of the
simple Western girl, and she is impressed by
his evident importance and his polished manners.
The two are married, to the deep sorrow
of Big Bill, a kind-hearted miner who has
always loved her.
Kahoma gives her the love arrow which, according to the custom of his tribe, goes to a
bride, the gift of her nearest male relative.
It
was given Kahoma's girl bride by her father,
a great chief, and Kahoma's heart Is buried in
her grave. Talbot suddenly finds that his voice
has returned, and he and Echo hasten East.

tion.

There Echo
to the ways

finds it difficult to
of polite society.

accustom herself
Talbot growing

bored, soon shows her he is ashamed of her.
is secretly In love with Fifi, a woman of the
fast set, for whom he is buying expensive jewelry.
By mistake a pearl necklace is sent to
the Talbot home and Echo opens the parcel,
thinking it is for her. When it is left in Talbot's room, and he does not give it to her, her
suspicions are aroused.
Accordingly, when a boy comes with a note

He

which he merely says Is from "a woman" she
opens it. It Is from Talbot's deserted wife, who
Is dying.
She asks for aid for her child. Ecno
goes to her and, overcome though she is by the
terrible discovery that she is not a wife, promises the real Mrs. Talbot that her child shall
She goes home, takes the love
be cared for.
arrow and snaps it in two, places with it her
wedding ring and the letter from Mrs. Talbot,
puts on her simple Western clothes and leaves
for the West and Kahomo. Her Indian fosterfather nurses her broken spirit back to life, and
after a visit of vengeance, in which he makes
Talbot pay for his treachery, he leaves Hlg Bll

ind useful future for

floor

;

seventeen

Retracing his steps, the bandit surrenders to
the sheriff, confesses his share in the bank
robbery, and by a strange coincidence the baby
is
proven to be the sheriffs nephew.
Then
it
is
that the sheriff stretches his authority

J.

H.

HALLBERG

The

.

of
growth
moving picture

continued

HALLBERG'S

machine, Motor Generator, Transformer, Carbon and supply business has made it necessary to establish the World's greatest showroom and supply shop at the corner of 7th Avenue and 49th Street,
on the ground floor in the new
Film Building.

new

This

BERG'S

move

of

HALL-

progress and success and with your co-operation
Mr. Operator and Mr. Exhibitor,
spells

I hope to make still further progress in the development of new
and useful machinery and goods
to facilitate and improve the exhibition of motion pictures and
projection in general.

Sheridan)
Mason Tegars (Macey Harlan)
Alice Lorraine (Ruby Hoffman)
Craig (Edwin
GeralAugust); Geraldine, at S (Joan Morgan
dine, at 17 (Zoe Gregory).
Directed by EdwlD
;

I

will be

on exhibition.

have a special department for
expert projection advice and you
are invited to consult with me
either in person or by correspondence about your troubles and difficulties or about the establishment of new theatres or improvement in your present projection.
I

I

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAY8.

John Graham,

of settled and quiet disposito Constance, a girl of twenty.
little child, Geraldine, whom they
Alice Lorraine, an adventuress, come*
the Grahams.
One day John brings
home the news that Mason Tegars Is t
Alice, quick to
adjoining their:
remember that which would hurt Constance.
old sweetheart of yours, wasn't he,
Alice sees the jealous fire Id
Constance?"
.John's eves and she feels that she has the
That is what
key to the situation— jealousy.
middle
play upon the jealousy (
a ith a young wife.
Mason Tegars arrives and visits the Grahams.
Alice arranges to visit his home with Constance,
I. in
at the last moment Alice turns back on pretense of having forgotten something, allows
Constance to no alone, and arrives n little ial. r
with John. When they arrive they find Teears
Constance
and Constance seriously chatting.
convinces John that there Is nothing between
Tegars and herself. Alice, however, by a clever
ruse, arranges that, while out skating. Tegars
should find Constance apart from the other
She falls and
members of the party, alone.
eiioUBly injures her nnkle and Tegars carries
Her hair disheveled and
her in his arms.
clothes loosened, John, upon seeing them, hastily
forms the conclusion that something of an
unconventional nature occurred and tells ConStance that a reconciliation is Impossible.
Finding John obdurate. Constance goes back
to the citv and later learns that John Is obtaining a divorce, alleging unfaithfulness. Conforced to work In cabarets, but. detion,

ii

;

works

but
\

lug outfll

bandit

disaster

proepi

and

perl

eti

their

Immediate

the itorm,

The three

In

am

distributor of

all

spite

that,

gone down the ladder of youth and Is dancing
John is home and broods
for a mere oittance.
over the unfortunate state of his life, while
Alice is planning an elopement with
I

ine night a beautiiul. unsopl
girl comes into the cafe where Constance

Miles

for

infant In

away from any

—

(

l

babll

of

this

..f

that

EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETELY AND
CARRY "SPEER" AND OTHER MAKE CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.

Is

Constance,

calibre."

her daughter.

Inv:'

make-

her

and

Mason meets Constance's friend
and

is

John the truth

John,

Mason

and

him that

tells

convlni

Ick

John

Identity

at

Realizing that Constance

told the story.

'

telling

J.H.HALIMRGf&

It

mg room

I

I-.

In

remains pure and noble. Once dl. has .lelin at her mercy, and suclavlng him marry her, after whlcb

makes moving picture

i

be

oome upon the "prairie leht
- wife ah

child .in.l
tie'
bandit

a

—

t

INC.

;

rlclnlt)

married

is

They have a
idolize.
to visit

(Fiv.

June l!u.— The cast:
Ruby Merrill (Stolla
Razetoi; Hot. Saiu'vt. r illarrv Carey); Tim
Gibbons (Core. I'.errell); Hill Kearney (frank
Lanning)
Rusty Connors (Joe Rlckso'n)
Pete
Cushlng (Hart Hoxle).
Scenario written by
Harvey Gates
Directed by B, J. I>c Saint.
Three bandits, escaping from the scene of a
bank robbery they have committed, ei
trail,

;

'

want your co-operation and
you to visit my new showroom, where many new things
I

invite

machines and furnish everything complete
the theatre, new and used apparatus.

THE THREE GODFATHERS

:

;

young

No Man's Land."

oi

<

WORLD EQUITABLE.
"PERILS OF DIVORCE" (Brady— Five Parts
12). — The
— June Wallace
cast:
Constance Graham
(Edna
Hopper); John Graham (Frank

and.

although
.attention.

Geraldin

employ.

7th Ave. at 49th
The
an-

able

set! lenient,

wo

1

and

two

pro,-.

to
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,-.|
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privation.
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Philadelphia,

an antidote

i

V

w ill I"
111
is
Interested

Baseball

l'a.

a

is

lis

part of

the

seminary here.

I

I

experiments

The feminin,

thought

in

Myra

by
forehead.

upon
aei

players arc proficient in all
national pastimi

ball
lie

i

—

I'liarlestown. Mass.
The ('. S. naval supply
"Bridge'' is launch,,! alt, r itnpivs
.vim l,
Mrs. Gram 11 le s. Fleece of
tens the big boat.

ship
Mi

anwhlle
III

the

for

iplj

hum.

iii

position

Successful

his tiny

In

room

ol
in

the

nil.,

1

Black
111

gardener

t

Washington. The suffrage envoys who made
a trip through the middle west sounding the
sentiment ol (lie country on the issue of votes
for women, return to Washington and take part
in a big demonstration in front of the Capitol.

In-

at

obtaining the

01

all instrument of death.
walk with Myra and Alden,
lie new
gardener as a memand and exchongea with him

prepares

net.-

111,

from

a
i

ber of the Black

i

—

Redwood City, Cal. The largest kennels in
the world exclusively for collies, are located
Some valuahi
his breed
here.
of dogs pose for the camera.
Newark, N. J. The New .1, rscy National
Guard takes part in the celebration of Founders' Hay on the two hundred and fiftieth birthday anniversary of this city.
Venice, Cal. The bathing season here is

gardener has already attempted to
by shooting Myra from tne winroom.
Alden stays late that evenbecoming suspicious of the new gariii
try thought photography upon
him.
Leaving the Maynard home late that
night, Alden enters the gardener's room over the
garage and takes his thought photograph.

earn his

dow

of

—

life

his

Beautiful
opened with a monster auto parade.
girls in the latest bathing costumes ride through
the streets, cheered by thousands of spectators.
Milrose, Mass.
Dynamite is used to create
paths for small streams that will drain the
swamp lands in this vicinity.
Texas and Mexico send their militiamen
to
the Mexican border to aid the regular I'. S.
troops
in
preserving order.
The National
Guardsmen are put through rigorous training

and.
dener, resolves
ing,

•ung the Black Master, learning that
so far bungled his task of
exterminating Myra gives Yarn, y a in, n
telescope in order that the gardener may
fill

ingement is made ready
for the new gardener with a switch operating
and as Myra enters her room
the gun nearby
and seats herself before her dressing table she
has the appearance of sitting directly in front
of the window.
Again the new gardener shoots,
breaking both mirrors. Kilter
;

—

Bing's

Home

in anticipation of real

—

Entertain er

of the Black Master
attitude.
Varney proceeds to drop

and eas;
which there
every home.

of operation, for

a place in

Washin
nent

Puppy

is

TEFFT JOHNSON FILM CORP.

Albany, N. Y.— Governor Whitman vetoes the
Christman-Wheeler censorship bill and prevents
the taxing of the motion picture industry more
than $2,000,000 a year in New York State.
Paris.— French crowds extend a cheering welcome to the Russian soldiers who enter the
capital
in
preparation
for
their
campaign

provided by a baby
with current from

rheostat.

The baby
candle

develops
with about

arc

power,

amperes

against the German invaders in France.
New York. The U. S. S. Oklahoma passes up
the East River under Manhattan Bridge to the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, where she will be placed

—

800
six

The rheo-

of current.

—

Boston. Pretty girls wearing filmy draperies
do the wood nymphs' dance, tunefully tripping
over nature's green carpet in the forest at Middlesex Fells.
New York. Ten thousand members of the
New York National Guard parade in review before Major General John F. O'Ryan in the military tournament at Sheepshead Bay.
Dublin. Ireland.— The Hearst-Vitagraph News
Pictorial presents the first pictures in this country of the scenes of havoc wrought during the
recent uprising of Irish rebels.

stat supplied is suitable for 110,
150 or 220 volts.

—

Pictures projected are about
feet in size and splendid
are possible with a
throw up to twenty-five feet.

6x8

results

about the basket of clothes.
On arriving at school he introduces her to
teacher and explains that she can sing and
dance, but she can't read or write. The teacher
sits her next to Sonny Boy, which is the delight of the other kids, who throw spit balls
all

Standard

At recess Sonny Boy divides his lunch with
The bullv of the school, seeing this, tells

is

used,

exchange

Set up and ready
machine measures

Lily

their

in

KERNEL NUTT'S MUSICAL SHIRT

—

(June

10).
The cast: Kernel Nutt (Frank Daniels);
Octavia (Alice Washburn)
Nutt's Friend (Ed.
Favor). Author, Mark Swan. Director, C. Jay
;

for use, the
31

inches

31
inches high, and 10
The lamphouse
inches broad.
by 6. Weight of machine,
complete with arc and rheostat
Packed for shipis 24 pounds.
ment, the weight is 55 pounds.

long,

slumbers in a spaghetti restaurant he is rather
surprised to find a fox trot that is. the music
one on his shirt front.
An absent-minded
female composer, getting an inspiration, and
lacking paper, has transcribed her thoughts on
Nutt's manly bosom. But then when Nutt awoke

is 10

-

V-L-S-E, Inc.

film

film

the country a constant source
Reel
of supply for subjects.
boxes are of 1,000 feet capacity.

been forgotten.
presence, "That's his sweetheart.''
Sonnv Bov resents it and a fight starts.
with the bully getting the best of it until Lily
comes to the rescue and cleans things up.
Teacher rushes out and stops the fight and
sends Sonny Boy and Lily home. On their way
down the road they remember the basket of
clothes and
Arriving, they
__
find the basket and clothes have been &e\
by several goats which Sonny Boy drives away,
and Lily is crying as if her heart would break.
The are afraid to go home. So Sonny Boy
suggests to hide in the barn until dark.
Mother. Daddy and Mamnv are looking for
the children, whom they have missed since
morning. They hear Toto bark and see him
After intrying to get into the barn door.
vestigation they find the pair sound asleep.

size

making every

the

:

.

Charleston. Mass., and Philadelphia.— Militarymass services are held in honor of the hero
sailor dead at the two large Eastern navy yards.

the ordinary electric light socket, controlled through a special

SONNY BOY (June).— Author and producer,
Teft Johnson.
Mother tells Sonny Boy to stop on his way
to school at Mammy's and tell her to send the
laundry.
Mammy has already sent Lily, her
daughter, to deliver it.
She meets Sonny Boy
on the way. who delivers his message, and also
asks r.ily if she has ever gone to school and
whether she can read or write, to which she
says "No."
She removes the clothes basket
from her head and becomes interested in Sonny's

finish

B. Reeves Russel, a promisociety woman, is bringing up orphan
dogs, feeding them on babies' nursing

bottles.

It projects mo tion picture fil
as perfectly in the home as
possible in the average theatr

Light

:

City Hall.

i

arc, supplied

in

NE

—

the negative upon the floor.
The gardener, frenzied because of his double
enters the
failure in attempting Myra s life
lodge of the Black Order and steals what he
thinks is the antidote; he collapses upon the
Maynard home. Dying, he starts to

the boys

HEARST-VITAGRAPH

New York. A thrilling mar
through the streets of New Yi
nen winning in a neck-and-r

likeness

•thumbs up"

service.

NO. 42 (May 26).

pie in its construction,

blurred

war

Rochester, N. Y. Flood water sweep through
the streets of this city, inundating the public
parks, driving many persons from their homes
and threatening to destroy much property.

of

—

There is absolutely no fire risk
"Safety First" has been the watch-

word

in construction.

Remember the Price Complete
is

Write

$50

for Special

Discoum

—

—

tickler,"

few times Nutt finds it a real "foot
he just can't make his feet behave.

The composer trails Nutt and demands her brain
child.
They arrive at the laundress' just in
time to see the shirt, with its precious burden,
wallowing in suds, but Rastus, "the fox trot
kid," remembers the tune and plays it for them
All is harmonious
on the old mouth organ.
once more and Nutt captures the heart of the
composer. His shirt has been framed and I
hangs in a conspicuous
]

Ing.

June. The G. O. P. elephant is on the job, and
the Coliseum is prepared for the reception of the
delegates.

BING BROTHERS
MANUFACTURERS

381 Fourth Ave.,
here by the Czar's soldiers.

Harry Leland
r);
Mr.
..wart Overton): Perkins (Templar Saxe)
Gardner (William Dunn); Mr. Stanhope (John
Written by Minnie Krakauer. DiCostello).
;

John Bing. Sole Representative

New York

J. Van Deusen.
Fate has not stopped being cruel to Edna
She walks innoHall after orphaning her.

rected bv Courtland

!
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THE
SIXTH NATIONAL EXPOSITION

AND CONVENTION OF THE

Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of America
and the Motion Picture Industry

Coliseum

Chicago

-

July 10th

to

18th

Illinois

-

Inclusive

Will be the Biggest

EXHIBITORS

SHOW

that this country has ever had

MANUFACTURERS
Are you going

!

to allow this great show to take place
display of your goods??

without

a

EXHIBITORS
you are catering to. They will be here in vast
numbers. Can you afford to miss this opportunity to reach the
real buyer? No!! If you are without space at this exposition
you will overlook the best chance of reaping the benefits of the
greatest and biggest Motion Picture Trade Show the world has

are the ones that

ever seen.

GET YOUR SPACE NOW.

WRITE OR WIRE TO

WM.

SWEENEY

J.
Chairman Convention Committee

1413 Masonic Temple

LOUIS

H.

FRANK
Manager

Building, Chicago,

111.

of Exposition
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and

to
'

that

lad;

stabbed— and robbed of a
his house, where she
tlier terror Is hers when from

t. a tuner.
Mi
He Is captured after he has
lured 'he blackmailing Perkins Into B
of his own house and killed him.
Needle:.-, to
sav that Harry rejoices enthusiastically at the
vindication of Edna.

dead,

out

curtain stretches a sinister liand that
paralyzed at the
;i
man from behind the
1

her Innocence. But, ah,
doubts it. She
undiscovered.
This
.ivini! behind certain chics.

i

One day one of her little
and drifts in the path
motorboata in a skiff, from which
is rescued bv Harry Leland.
though a young man of wealth, Deimorad of the pretty governess and
the end of their true-love
honeymoon he taKes her to his home.
With
recognizes this as the house
of the murder.
With a shock she learns that
Mrs Stanhope's son bv her first husband: with terror she realizes that she is rerthe child

•

IVrkins, the butler.
Now begins a campaign of torture of the
unhapp\ bride bv Perkins.
It
culminates in
ntal

discovery

of

his

•_•;>

.

:

poor

Edna goes

lor another ianiily.
plays truant

Edna
Harry

(Sellg—

Part- -June 26).— The cast: (Prologue)
John Valiant (Arthur Shirley); Edward SasIward .1. Pieh; Judith Fairfax (Vir-">''
Krai' i; Major Hristow (Guv Oliver):
I'om Dandridge (Fred Carufel).
John Valiant.
oh
John Valiant, age
(Arthur Shirley); Shirley Dandridge
William.o
Katherine Fargo (Edith Johnson):
Andrew Fargo (Al W. Filson)
Jefferson
i

I

of guilt.

live

demands upon

for motley, whereupon he expo
as the woman who was in the house
the day of Mrs. Stanhope's murder.
Mr. Stanhope, just back from Europe, also recognizes
Edna as the woman who passed hurriedly out
ol the house on that date as he entered it.

The broken-hearted young man. in loyalty to
his niotner's memory, is forced to turn his back
upon Her until she can prove her innocence.
Edna is now practically an outcast.
She is spurred by hope, however, when she
chances to see Mr. Gardner, the mysterious man
who bade her flee from the house. Adopting
ruise of a street boy, Edna discovers
much about him. and soon has him attentive
to her under her proper guise.
She bears his
odious attentions while hiding her time.
In
" e, Harry, still fast in love with
detective to find her and bring
^
detective discovers her just as

;

'Harry

Lons-

.1.
Written bv
Hallie Erminie Rives.
In the moonlight of a Virginia evening the
negro musicians play upon their stringed insttutin
first Families ilanre the Virginia
quadrille.
The guests at the ball are Edward
gu I',ri.--tow. John Valiant,
of the Valiants of Virginia; Tom Dan.

:

dinner, at Damory Court, the home
Valiant.
Valiant has invited Judith

of

John

Fairfax,

Dandridge, Major Bristow and Edward Sassoon
be his guests.
Sassoon has become intoxiand endeavors to take Judith into his
arms. Later, in the library, Valiant
Sassoon to a duel. When the guests have left,
Judith pleads with Valiant not to kill Sassoon,
and Valiant promises that ne will not harm
him.
But
As the smoke drifts away, Edward Sassoon
lies lifeless, shot through the heart.
At Damory Court Valiant hands a letter to Majoi
Hristow. asking him to deliver the missive to
Judith Fairfax.
"If you have not returned in
a half hour I shall know the worst." he says.
Bristow leaves with the letter. At the threshold
of Judith's home he pauses.
He is torn oetween loyalty to friend and a secret love for
Judith, and he finally makes a decision he
replaces the letter in his pocket.
Five years have passed, and John Valiant has
created a corporation of great financial strength
to

cated

-

—

in

has

He

a

distant

citv.

A

brief

for he »
John Valiant,

24,

live,

Jr..

twenty years later,

ipular sportsman

announced at a function held at the Fargo
home. Next morning the newspapers announce
the possible collapse of the Valiant Corporation.
Hearing the news, Valiant rushes to the corporation offices, which he finds surrounded by
small Investors
savings.

who

fear they will lose all their
a private fortune

who has

Valiant,

of $3,000,000, determines to place it to the credit
of the corporation.
When Fargo hears of John
Valiant's intention he orders his daughter to

break her engagement.

John Valiant, Jr., in straitened circumstances,
returns to his father.
There he meets Shirley
Dandridge, who has blossomed into young womanhood.
They love each other at first sight.
In the meantime, Katherine Fargo has not forgotten the dashing young Valiant, and when
her father hears that the Valiant Corporation
is again prosperous she accepts his advice and
concludes to visit a friend in Virginia, in the
same countv in which Valiant lives. At a ball
given at the Valiant home she meets Shirley
Dandridge, who is now engaged to John Valiant
She gives Shirley her first intimation of the
unwritten history concerning the duel of long
ago.

Shirley

now

believes

that

the

father or

the man she has promised to wed killed the
man her mother loved and whose memory her
mother cherishes. The girl resolves to sacrifice
her love for Valiant, and tells him she cannot

Major Bristow is shot by Grief King, a negro.
Before he dies he gives the old letter to Judith
Dandridge.
When Judith opens the letter she
reads the words of John Valiant. Sr.. written
so long ago.
"I kept my promise, Judith.
lid not fall by my hand.
His shot went
wide.
not fire.
I did
He turned his weapon
and snot himself through the heart."
John
father's footsteps,

with
motherless
son.
Valiant
a
lives
only
for
his
boy.
Down in
Fairfax accepts the heart
Judith
left

addled and' speeds down the road to the
railwa-" station.
John Valiant has boarded a
train which is to carry him away from old
Virginia and from the girl he loves. Just as
the train is moving from the station Shirley
arrives and calls to him.
He springs from the
train to her side.

B
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We
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Equipment for New
Machines, Special Lenses Our Piteco Condensing
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100%.
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PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1604 Broadway, at 49th

St.

writes

unhappv marriage

Magnet Theatre
6

and

He is also vice-president of
Valiant Corporation, but never attends a meet-

ing.
He has won the love of Katherine, daughter of Andrew Fargo, and their engagement is

Mr. Globe, Manager of the
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society leader.
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-

1
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

EQUIPMENT FOR

SITUATIONS WANTED.

per

cents

Advertisements, three
word, cash with order; 5% cent6
postage stamps accepted.
Classified

minimum;

SALE.

"Amberlux."

CAMERAMEN—

Furnished with outfit—portable electric light* to rent. Feature* and lndostrlal pictures produced.
Ray, 326 Fifth Are.,
N. Y. City.

"Amberlux."
wants situayoung man of sober habits and EuropeaD
Rudolph Nickel, 3635 Washington

MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR
tion

experience.
Blvd.,

Louis,

St.

EUROPEAN ORGANIST

desires position large

house

playing pictu
care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
AT LIBERTY— expert feature and travel
Nine and half years with "Kine-

photographer.

of

Co.,

England and America

also

;

capable of taking full charge of laboratory.
Latest features 'When it Strikes Home," Chas.
K. Harris; "Hearts of Men," Chas. K. Harris;
"Should a Babv Die " Chas. KY Harris. Henry
W. Savage, "Robinson Crusoe." Possess Debrie

camera outfit.
Have best of references also
wide experience at color work. Harold L. Miller,
;

Whitestone, N. Y.

Tele. Flushing 1165.
strictly
sober,
desires

OPERATOR,

Chestnut

HELP WANTED.

W1ANTED — Moving

picture camera owners In

Globe Film
111.

ELECTRICIAN.— Capable having

general charge operating department for dozen
theaters.
Must be first class man. Permanent.
W. S. Butterfield, Battle Creek, Mich.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
WRITE
tings.

for our special

offer

Louis, Mo.
Filters" complete, with
advertising slide, $3.50.

St.

Lens

-getting

Wyandotte

ler,

Bldg..

Cc'-

—

™

"

SALE— Slightly-used Sim
guaranteed perfect and good as
able prices.
Second-hand Motiograph in good
condition, cheap.
Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

"Amberlux."
have several

OPERA CHAIRS— We

lots

good chairs from 40c. up. Let us know what
you want. We save you money. Crescent Film
Co.. 170 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
HAVE— A Simplex in first-class condition.
Write for particulars. Wm. Orr, 172 W. Washington

Chicago.

St.,

111.

GALVANIZED IRON BOOTH—5V, ft.
wide and deep, $40.00. A big bargain.
W. Washington

cent Film Co., 170

high,
Cres-

GENERAL ELECTRIC— Motor

Chicago,

St.,

on screen

generator

set

Motor 3 phase, 00 cycle, 220 volts generator 50 amp. 0o volts, price sl'J."",.0o.
Pulen.-k.-y, 23 Beaver St., Albany, N.
{.
WRITE US— For bargains In motion picture
machines and theatrical equipment of all kinds.
We have a large stock. Write for bargain list.
new.

;

We

can save you money on anything you need
pertaining to the theater.
Crescent Film Co.,
170 w. Washington St.. Chicago. 111.

POSTERS

l'hila.,

St.,

Pa.

with 2 ma-.
can Panoramic and tilting top tripod. $45. Oth
Williamson panoramic and tilting top tripod. In
carrying case. Our price, $26.50. Every' machine guaranteed. Write today, David Stern Co.,
,

:

booth for two machines,
220 volt compensarc, matype.
Polo _chairs.
Keefe, 1825 Vine St.,

v

1047, R.

.,.

In business

in.

BARGAIN— Schneider professional camera,
200 ft. capacity, teakwood case, Carl Zeiss
Tessar F.3.5 lens in focusing mount, tripod,
three 4-gal. developing trays, two 100 ft. capacity developing racks, film winder, carrying
case for camera.
Outfit like new.
First $100
takes it. E. L. E.. care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
PRESTWICH 400 ft. outside magazines, 2 inch
F.3.5 Zeiss, one extra magazine and tripod. PerCost new about $450. Will sell
fect condition.
for $350.
Photos submitted on application.
Jacobs Photo Shops. P-l Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Ol'R

NEW MODEL

camera,

No.

automatic

4 Pittman profesdissolve, automatic

take up, both directions, 400 ft. magazines. The
most up-to-date camera on the market. R. W.
Pittman Co., 304 Canal St., N. Y. City.

set-

a practical

cott Sq., Buffalo, N.

V.

"Amberlux."

WANTED—

To lease on the monthly payment
basis, a theater with modern ventilating system
that seats not less than 000, one fully equipped
for moving pictures and located In New England or New York preferred.
G.,
Box U^T,
Leominster, Mass.

prices.
City.

Atlas Seating Co., 10 East 43d

St.,

N. Y.

GUARANTEED REBUILT MACHINES— 100S
Motiograph, $00; 1011 Motiograph. $75; 1918
motor drive. $250;
Motiogrtr
Power's 6A. S150; Edison Exhibition, 65; Bd.1son type B, $75 Power's V, $05. Going quick.
;

Rush your

Amusement Supply Company,

order.

800-2 Mailers Bldg., Chicago.

SALE—

Savoy theater, Reading, Pa., seatFOR
ing 400, complete, new building three years
ago, at corner; built up residential section;
daily; population
107,000.
Address
021 No. 11th St., Reading, Pa.

matinees

NEW MODERN

HATER,

population 1,500,
seating capacity 1,000, open six months, equipment very latest, large stage, playing pictures,
v.upli vllle and road shows.
A good chance for a
live man.
Present owner cannot attend to same.
Price $5,000. Investigate, this is a bona-fide
proposition. Address L., care M. P. World, N. Y
111

City.

\LE— Bona-fide
town

of

2,000,

bargain, theater 210 cado competition, fully

to

$200.

Peter's all

—

aluminum

$150.

with F.3.5 lenses guaranteed bargains. Ray,
326 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. City.
PROFESSIONAL Moving Picture CameraTripod, tilt, developing outfit.
Everything like
new $225. Tropical, 03 Raysbore, Tampa, Fla.
FOR sale— Latest model No. :: American
professional motion picture camera with thro
Camera Is equipped
400-foot metal magazines.
with three-Inch focus B. & L. Zeiss Tessar lens
Has all
In Interchangeable focusing jacket.
latest attachments, magnifying focusing tube,
direct sight finder, footage, take-up and speed
indicators and regular and stop crank attach.OOO
ments. Cost $.".7."i. Camera used for only
win
feet nim and In equal to new oondltlon,
1

three and hair yeai
Iteason for selling, dissolution of
partnership,
Business rei
,

maker.

v
'IT.,

MOVIE

at.

i.

Knoxvllle,

one of

tht

beautiful

I

vilege

photoplay

will

give you

\\i

i:kii

dealer an
you require
St

.

\

worth SlooiMi
will

sat

i

k.

ii,

iioov,

fan

Send for

my

making you

list.

a

i

...

i

,.

Film Booking Service, 801
cago.

printer

and

title

ma
tiling

five

reelers.

the pleasure of
Auxiliary
Schiller Bldg., Chi-

cuxtomer?

111.

\; E
3-4 and
REEL FEvri'RES
GOOD CONDITION, POSTERS FOR ALL
ALSO CHAPLIN SINOl E
:.

IN

COMEDIES

n. v. r

and

•

commercials.

prints.

6

Peerless

WE

SPECIALIZE IN I'SED EDUCATIONAL,
SCIENTIFIC
INDISTIMM.
\ND
FILMS
WE II \\ E U
EII.M

I

\l-.iK

V.TORIES

Ell V

Vutheiitlo

Bid.

oulj
,

m

picture'

"

on the big money taking

H| K

iw

money
ou

in

takil

if

your

locality

oameraa

at

EQUIPMENT WANTED.
Perforated
dark

Newark.

St.,

four,

May we have

satisfied

MISCELLANEOUS.
"Amberlux

win

100 featuree

Market

J.

FEATURE FILMS— Three,

YMKK

foi

Y.

WANTED

N.

$1.50 each.

Hatch. 284

$20 to $100.

i

II

motion

N Y City.
500 SINGLE REELS

nan

i'\mi

write to the

about

actually

1

should coaunaaloate
with me, second-head Asserteaa plotares at B»ropean price*. Donald Campbell, 146 Wert 40th

\i„
\i:

es

St.,

for forwarding chai

rate

Blankem

of July

of

examination on receipt of ezp
ways. Same to be refunded If oami
Shipping

ill.

ma

I

OVER SEAS BUYERS

St

Richardson endorses "Amberlux Filters."
$00.
Jure $60. Pitt-

We:

FILMS FOR SALE OR

profes-

Camera, 215 West

SAVE MONEY— Vistas
man's $96
all

NEGATIVES wanted; musl be 1.500 feet or
over; high class dramas or spectacular productions, spot cash If suitable.
Weinberg's Fea115

CAMERAS WANTED.
WANTED — Second-hand

CAMERA

sional, tripod, etc.
Address
12th St., N. Y. City.

multiple reels.
Paper not necessary. Nature
study, industrials, scenic, drama, some comedy.
Will pay ten dollars per reel for those passing
inspection.
J. W. Parry, Ames, "

III.

CAMERAS FOR SALE.

N.

:

tripod, in carrying case.
Our price, complete,
$75.
7th : Davasco professional Kite

sional

ASBESTOS lumber
permanent
chines,

successful moving picture broker.
SeventeeD
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, exchanges and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker.
Established lV.lf,.
Offices, :,T -

Sell.l

Will-

:

:

Send for

Mutual releases.

of old

Keefe. 1325 Vine

list.

THEATERS WANTED.

Lyric

3rd

price, $75.

Boon Scenic Studios, Hicksville, Ohio.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am

pacity,

Our

film.

of

111.

Alsman, Mayfield, Ky.

every town to take local scenery.
Co., 937 Edgecomb Place. Chicago,

St.,

AMBERLUX

steady

position in theater where good projection is
demanded and appreciated. Handle any equipment, guarantee satisfaction.
Address Henrv

WANTED.

standard size

iamson motion picture camera, lo0 ft. capacity,
teakwood case, equipped with F.O lens in focusing mount.
Our price, including sole leather
Kinograph motion
carrying case, $48.50. 4th
picture camera, 200 ft. capacity, equipped with
Zeiss Tessar F.3.5 lens in focusing mount, brand
Phantoscope motion picture
new, $75.
5th
camera, 200 ft. capacity, magazine side by
Very compact, fine mechanism. Equipped
side.
with Carl Zeiss Tessar F.3.5 lens in focusing
mount.
Our price, with carrying case, $87.50.
Oth
Ensign motion picture camera, 100 ft.
capacity, with Ensign panoramic and tilting top
:

(man

liberty

at

Experienced in high class photoWill play with orchestra or ourselves alone.
$1,000 musical library.
Prefer
South or West. A-l reference. Address Leader,
110 vv. Market St., Elmira, N. Y.

macolor"

—

;

work.

jlcture

—

Mo.

violinist AND PIANIST

and wife).
play

machines.

several

.

J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
LARGE STOCK of used moving picture maall kinds
also opera and folding chairs
all goods guar
at about half regular price

chines

Mm

ilpment, oari
u. Mil

motion

picture

a

"

ins

and

_—
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HYDROQUINONE
GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
NEW YORK

You

better bet

CHIGAGO

PHILADELPHIA

on Speer Projector Carbons

— they

are winners

—

now

Place yourlorder

NET CASH PRICES
9

V2 x

12,

x

12,

16

% x 12,
% x 12,

% x 12,
1

x

12,

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
per M.

cored, pointed both ends, $37. S« per
cored, pointed both ends, $40.00 per
cored, pointed both ends, $50.00 per
cored, pointed both ends, $70.00 per
cored, pointed one end, $115.00 per
cored, pointed one end,

$150.00

(1,000 in
(1,000 in

a case)
a case)

(1,000 in a case)
(1,000 in

a case)

(500 in a case)
(500 in

a case)

SPEER CARBON COMPANY

(Makers of Carbor. ...
purposes during the past 25 years)
For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:

HALLBERG, 727-7th Ave., New
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State
J.

H.

York. N. Y.
St., Chicago,

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT

E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago. III.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO., 813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Gal.

III.

CO., Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

MIRROROID—THE PERFECT SCREEN!
WHY?
LET US SEND YOU LARGE FREE SAMPLES.
TEST! COMPARE! WHAT YOU SEE YOU CAN BELIEVE
MIRROROID RESULTS WILL EXCEED YOUR
HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS.

33 1/3

CENTS

SQ. FOOT.

j DELAYS
NO WAITS

MADE IN 3 TINTS: SILVER WHITE,
SILVER FLESH. PALE GOLD; 2 FINISHES-

ROUGH OR MATTE. ONE PRICE

USE MIRROROID

For Your Protection. Pa

H.

GENTER

CO.,

>.

1908,

33 1-3 c.

Feb.

SQ.

FOOT

16. 191S.

Newburgh, N.

KNOWLEDGE BRINGS SUCCESS
Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman, Operator,
Men Everywhere: The moving picture

—

and Film
business

is

one of the youngest but one of the lead-

ing industries of the world to-day. We may well be
proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do
you know all about it? It will yield larger returns for

ONE YEAR
SIX

title

tains

more up-to-date

all

$1.50

page for rates Canada and Foreign

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

Madison Avenue,

men who know.

WORLD

Each

conMOVING PICTURE
information than you can get
other sources. Subscribe now if not already o«
our mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs less.

weekly issue of the

from

$3.00

MONTHS
See

an equal amount of work to the

New York
i

The Moving Picture World

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Film Release Dates

List of Current

Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 2284, 2286.)

(.For

General Film

June 24, 1916

Company

2

28— Vernon
of

II. .w.

sketch Book
(Cartoon— Comedy).
.

i

:

Louis

St.

.

.

i

>

-

HELIiHI DATS.

June 24

— Takine

a Chance (Drama).

KALEM.
v

eanay,

-Lubin.

29

VIM.

— Unmasking Pirates"
a Rascal No. 10 of the
(Two parts— Dr.).
"Social

— Biograph,
Kalem.

Wednesday

Edison.

Es-

r
r

Selig.

Vim.

e
e

30— A Bunch of Flivvers (Comedy).
31 — A Smokey Adventure (Comedy).
2

—

the Detective (Comedy).
of Helen Railroad Series No.

Sis.

3— Hazards

"The Spiked Switch" (Drama).
Fangs of the Tattler (No. 11 of

82,
e

5— The

the
e
ie

BIOGRAPH.

e
e

— Juggling
ies

Across the Way (Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No. 53).
June ft— The Yaqui Cur (Two parts Drama)
(Biograph Reissue No. 54).

—

Spirit Awakened
—Thegraph
— Reissue No.

June

Belles
— Liberty
edy — Drama).

14

—A

June 19

(Drama)

(Bio-

55).

(Three

parts— Com-

Misunderstood Boy (Drama)
graph-Reissue No. 56).

(Blo-

May
June

Coward's

3ft— Helen
"

of

the

—Move's
The Stoning

Chorus

(Car-

(Three part-

(Three parts

— Drama).

13— The Man

in

— Drama).

the Street

(Three parts

— TheDrama)
Charge of the Light Brigade
(Reissue).
Ruins (Three parts—
— Piedthe Piper
Hamelin
(Ju-

June 14

June

27— The

parts

of

Helen Mintern
Pirates"—

"Social

— Drama),

Alaskan Mouse Hound (Comedy),
Bachelors' Alliance (Comedy),
Stenographer's

Strategy (Com.),
Race Through the Air (No. 84 of
the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad

—

Series Drama),
the Service of the State. (No. 13 of
the "Social Pirates.")
(Two parts

20— The Beggar and His Child (Comedy).
21— That Lovely Widow (Comedy).

parts—

(Three

Lr*—

June 20 Out
June 21— The

—A

19— In

Dr.).

of

of

Southerners (Three parts

— Dr.).

BSSANAY.
May 20—A Rose of Italy (Three parts—Dr.).
May 27— Police (Comedy).

—

—

May 18 Jackstraws (Three parts Drama).
May 20— The Winning Number (Comedy).
May 22— Otte the Hero (Comedy).
May 25 Prisoners of Conscience (Three parts-

—

Drama).
May 27 Oh, You Uncle! (Comedy).
May 29— Frilby Frilled (Comedy).
May 30 The Final Payment (Two parts Dr.).
June 1— The Code of the Hills (Three partsDrama).
June 3 Pickles and Diamonds (Comedy).
June 5 Otto the Reporter (Comedy).
June 8 The Scapegrace (Three parts Dr.).
June 10 Two Smiths and a Haff (Comedy).
June 12— Otto the Cobbler (Comedy).
June 13 The Avenger (Two parts Drama).
June 15— Sons of the Sea (Three parts Dr.).
June 17 Hubby Puts One Over (Comedy).
June 19 Otto's Legacy (Comedy).
June 22— Love Is Law (Three parts Drama).
June 24 Persistency (Comedy).

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—A
—

scenic subject on the

same

—

reel.

May 27 The Schemers (Three parts Drama).
May 27— Police (Two parts Comedy).
May 30 The Song in the Dark (Two parts

—

—

—
—

(Comedy).
June 3 Our People (Three parts Drama).
Juae 6 Orphan Joyce (Two parts Drama).
June 7— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Berlin (Cartoon— Comedy).
A Scenic Subject on the same reel.
June 10 Fool's Gold (Three parts Drama)
June 13 Putting It Over (Two parts Com.).
June 14 Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 11
(Cartoon Com.).

——

—
—

—
—

—

subject on
—A scenic
—The Promise Land

June 17

June

—

—

the

same

(Three

reel.

V

May 22—The Cost of High Living (Comedy).
May 26—The Battler (Comedy).
May 27 The Primal Instinct (Three parts

—

—

(Broadway Star Feature).
(Drama).
June 2— The Lonellea (Comedy Drama).
June 3 Carew and Son (Three parts Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
June 5— New York Past and Present (His-

Drama)

May 29— The Rich

Idler

—

—

—

torical).

June 9— She Won a Prize (Comedy).
June 10 A Strange Case (Three parts— Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).
June 12 Her Loving Relations (Comedy).
June 16— Harold the Nurse Girl (Comedy).
June 17— Ashes (Three parts— Drama) ( Broad-

—
—

May

May
June
June
June

Fable of "The Undecided Brunette" (Comedy).
Traitor to Art (Three parts Dr.).

—

June
June
June

—A

Five Thousand Dollar Elopement
(Comedy-Drama).
29—The Hare and the Tortoise (Three
parts Drama).
29—The Selig-Tribune No. 43, 1916 (Top.).
1—The Selig-Trlbune No. 44, 1916 (Top.).
3
Crooked Trails (Western Drama).
5 A Temperance Town (Three partsDrama).
5— The Selig-Tribune No. 45, 1916 (Top.).
8— The Selig-Tribune No. 46. 1916 (Top.).
10— Going West to Make Good (Western
27

—

—

—

—

June 19— Stung! (Comedy).
June 23 Curfew at Simpton Center (Comedy).
June 24— Would You Forgive Her? (Three

—

—

—

parts Drama
Feature).

June
June
July

Broadway

Star

26— The Race for Life (Comedy).
30— Losing Weight (Comedy).

1— The

Lily and the Rose (Three partsDrama) (Broadway Star Feature).

General Film Company Features
May

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.
6— The Resurrection of Hollls
Drama)

parts

(Three

.

May 13— Accusing Voice (Three parts— Dr.)
May 20— Miss Adventure (Three parts— Dr.).
May 27—The Primal Instinct (Three parts—
Drama).
June 3 Carew and Son (Three parts Dr.).
June 10 A Strange Case (Three parts Dr.).
June 17—Ashes (Three parts— Drama).
June 24— Would You Forgive Her? (Three
parts Drama).
July 1— The Lily and the Rose (Three partsDrama).

—
—

—
—

—

SELIG.

May

parts

21—The

—

—

Drama) (Reissue).
May 31—The Fable of "The Willing Collegian
Who Wanted to Get a Foothold"

—

VITAGRAPH.

—Drama),

Disappearance

— Drama.)

damping
June

—
—

way Star Feature).

Code

—
The Cecropia Moth (Bduc).
—Tom the Tamer and Kid Kelly

6

16— The

e 17

e

parts

EDISON.

—The

Hay 23
24

—The
— The

e 13
e 14
e

—Two

Justice

(No. 12 of the

Two

e
e

May

— The

Girl

June 12

Pirates"

—
—

(Comedy),
10—The Treasure Train (No. 83 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Ser9

e 12

— The

June 5

"Social

6— Midnight at the Old Mill (Comedy).
7— In Cinderella's Shoes (Comedy),

—

May 25 Baby Doll (Comedy).
May 26— Villains and Violins (Comedy).
June 1 The Schemers (Comedy).
June 2 The Land Lubbers (Comedy).
June 8— The Sea Dogs (Comedy).
June 9— A Dollar Down (Comedy).
June 15— Hungry Hearts (Comedy).
June 16— The Raid (Comedy).
June 22— Never Again (Comedy).
June 23 For Better or Worse (Comedy).
June -!» Better Halves (Comedy).
June 30— For Value Received (Comedy).

—

—

June 12 The Two Orphans (Three parts Dr.).
June 12— Selig-Trlbune, No. 47, 1916 (Topical).
June 15— Selig-Tribune, No. 48, 1916 (Topical).

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES.
May 12— »r«k«n Fetters (Three parts— Drama)
May 17— Spellbound (Five parts—Drama).
May 18—A Child of Fortuae (Three parts.

Drama).
May 26—The Flirting Bride (Three parts—Dr.).
June 2 Shadows (Three parts— DramtN.
June 9— The Stained Pearl (Three parts— Dr.).
June 16— An Old Man's Folly (Three partsDrama).
June 18— Pay Dirt (Five parts— Drama).
(Three partsJune 23— The Ancient Blood
Drama).

—

—
Jinn- 24.
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$<$<J*fmn EXCHANGE
In the market for clean artistic features, unusual educational subjects,
and good scenic or travel pictures.
MRS. {CATHERINE
IN

F. CARTER WILL MEET PRODUCERS
(II V W HO II \\
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II
MATERIAL TO OFFEK

EITHER

I

Exchange
20 Winchester

St.,

i

Yf

Office

Boston

Candler Bldg.,

New Yo
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•Jo

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
POWER— SIMPLEX— BAIRD

Westinghouse

HALLBERG'S

Motion Picture Equipment

MOTOR

20th CENTURY

GENERATORS

Minusa Gold Fibre Screens
The Acme
Screes
SANIZONE DEODORANT
Perfection

of

The Perfect Perfume

for

WE ARE
Ask

LEWIS
1327 Vine Street,

Motion Picture and

All Theatre*

enables

you

produce

to

steady

clear,

pictures which please your patrons.

DISTRIBUTORS
for Catalog-*

M.

SWAAB

This equipment

is

compact and

easily

installed.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
There

is

nothing complicated

in

con-

struction or operation.

Motion theater patrons
who

affecting the brilliancy of the

not

of the pictures

know

is

stenciled in the film

The

services of

Westinghouse engineers

are available to assist in the solution of

your problems.

that

"EASTMAN"
gin

first.

daily exclaim over the

clearness

may

It gives constant voltage over a wide
range of load which is very important
for "fading in" as it enables the operator to "warm up" his second arc without

mar-

Westinghouse Motion Picture Equipments
were awarded a Medal of Honor the highest
award granted in this class, at the Panama
Pacific International Exposition.
,

Send

for

Booklet 4

<4

>

but you do.
Westinghouse Electric

EASTMAN KODAK
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO.,

Sales offices in all
large cities

&

Manufacturing Co.
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y
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(For Daily Calendar of Program

Mutual Film Corp.

(

— No

l'

release this day.

ANIMATED WEEKLY.

AMERICAN.

NESTOR.

Hay 24—Number 21 (Topical).
May 31—Number 22 (Topical).
June 7 Number 23 (Topical).
June 14— Number 24 (Topical).

—

»g

—

—The

June

—

—

—
—

May

GOLD SEAL.
May 23—The Woman Who Followed Me (Two

— Comedy-Drama).
Man of Timber Gulch
— Drama).

parts

May 30— The

Silent

parts

June

6

— The Rose-Colored Scarf (Two
Drama).
Melody of Love (Three
— TheDrama).
—
—

(Two

— Storming the Trenches (Comedy).
— Can't
Be True (Comedy).
— Mr. Fuller Pep — He Breaks for the

27

Beach (Cartoon).
Zoo (Ditmar's Educa-

of the
tional).

— Betrayed

June 10
June 15

by the Camera
Wiseguy's Trip
— Professor
(Comedy-Cartoon).

June
June

2— Jim
6— His

to the

Moon

Japan
Scenic
— Little Journeys
(Educational).
— No release this day.
Young Sleuths (Comedy).
— The release
this day.
—Sammy
No
Johnsin, Magician (Comedy—

Fire Deception

Slocum No. 46393
Little'

Cartoon).

June

—The Children's
30— Such Is Life

(Comedy).

(Two parts -

Story (Comedy).

— Her Wonderful Secret (Comedy).
—The Devil's Image (Two parts— Dr.).
— A College Boomerang (Comedy).
20— His Picture (Comedy).
22 — Behind the Secret Panel (Three parts
—Drama).
23— The Heart Wrecker (Comedy— Dr.).
27 — Peggy and the Law (Drama).
Jin's Bluff (Two parts— Comedy — Drama).
JOKER.

—
—

June 3 A Dark Suspicion (Comedy).
June 10 No release this day.
June 17 Love Quarantined (Comedy).
June 24— The
Fall
of
Deacon
Stlllwaters
(Comedy).
July 1— Bashful Charleys Proposal (Comedy).

Paradise
in

—
(Comedy).

—
—
—
—
—
—

4 The Wire Pullers
8 Alias Jane Jones (Two parts Dr.).
11
The False Gems (Drama).
15 Her Soul's Song (Two parts-Dr.).
18 Romance at Random (Comedy).
25 The Rogue With a Heart (Drama).
1>9— The Human Cactus (Two parts Dr.).
July
Baseball Bill No. 1 (Comedy).

—

—

— Comedy).
——Noparts
release
day.
Waterloo (Comedy).

June 4
June 7
June 11
June

REX.

—

May 26 Harmony In a Flat (Comedy).
May 28— A Gentle Volunteer (Three partsDrama).
June 3 A Cad (Drama).
June 4 As In a Dream (Three parts Drama).
June 6— No release this day.
June 9 The Code of His Ancestors (Drama).
June 11 The Sheriff of Pine Mountain (Two
parts Drama).
June 13 No release this day.
June 14 When the Wolf Howls (Drama).
June 18—The Finer Metal (Two parts— Dr.).
June 23— The Rosary (Drama).
June 25 The Fool (Two parts Drama).
June 27 The Toy Soldier (Comedy).
July 2— The Sting of Conscience (Three parts
Drama).

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

Teeth
and
False
Friends
(Comedy).
Stars Are Made (Two parts—

(Two parts(Two

parts

—

CENTAUR.
June 10— The Lion's Nemesis (Two parts
Drama).
June 17 The Star of India (Two parts Dr.).

—

—

—

CUB.

—
—

26 Preparedness (Comedy).
June 2 Sawdust Love (Comedy).
June 9 Jerry's Big Lark (Comedy).
June 16 Jerry and the Moonshiners (Comedy).
June 23 Jerry's Elopement (Comedy).

—
—
—

—
—
—

May 29 Disguisers (Comedy).
June 3— Peterson's Pitiful Plight (Comedy).
June 5 Advertisementers (Comedy).
June 10 Where Wives Win (Comedy).
June 12 Real Estaters (Comedy).
June 17 Doughnuts (Comedy).

—
—

GAUMONT.
May 31— See America

— Kartoon

4
7

June

8

39,

— Kartoon Komics
— The Flames of
parts

June

No. 38 (Scenic).
(Cartoon).

First,

Komics

— Reel America
Life (Mutual Film Magazine).
First No.
— Seegomery, Ala."
"Mont(Scenic).

June
June

(Cartoon).

— Drama).

Vengeance

(Three

11— Reel Life— Contains

a Million Dollar
Concrete Bridge, Raising Terrapin,

The Beaver

—

—
—

(Mutual

Film

Maga-

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
June 18— Reel Life (Mutual Magazine).
"BirmingJune 21 — See America First No.
41,

—No release this day.
—Object—Matrimony (Two

June 2
June 7

edy).
Scorpion's

9— The

—TheDrama).
Golden
— The Scarlet

June 16
June 21

Sting

Boot

—Com-

parts

parts

—Dr.).

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

— The

June 12

June 26

Dramaj.

parts-

(Three

(Comedy).

Mark (Two

MUSTANG.

—

—
——
—

May

26 Jack (Two parts Drama).
June 2 A Man's Friends (Two parts Dr.).
June 9 The Pilgrim (Two parts Drama).
June 16 The Sheriff of Plumas (WesternDrama).
June 23— A Modern Knight (Two parts— Dr.).

——

-Drama).

Adventures of Peg O" the Ring,
No. 7, "The Wreck" (Two parts

May 31— Number

—
—

of Peg o' the Ring
(Two parts9, "The Leap"
Drama).

May
May

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS).
April—The Dumb

Girl

of Porticl

74

(Topical).

June 7 Number 75 (Topical).
June 14— Number 76 (Topical).
June 21 Number 77 (Topical).

THANHOUSER.

— TheNo.Adventures

this

Billie's

—Phony

14—How

Murder

for

—
—

May

—

—
—

•_>

May 28— Gamboling on
May 31—Tough Luck

— Convicted

11— Thinim Stout (Comedy).
June 14 Billy Van Deusen's Eggsspensive Adventure (Comedy).
June 18 Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies (Com.).
June 21— The House on Hokum Hill (Com.).
June 25 The Day's Work (Comedy).

(Educa.).

May 29—The Iron Hand (Five parts— Dr.).
June 5— The Madcap (Five parts Drama).
June 12 What Love Can Do (Five parts
Drama).
June 19 The Man from Nowhere (Five parts
Drama).
June 20— It Happened in Honolulu (Five parts

June

May 28—No release this day.
May 30— The Fur-Trimmed Coat (Drama).
June 1 — Two Mothers (Two parts Drama).

Wife

5

June 12

China— Hy Mayei

—

June

(Two

(Comedy).

Travelaugh

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.

13
16
18

June
June
June
June
June
June

— Drama).
Forbes

Dan

of

—Jealousy's
First
Drama).

June

in

Health Road (Drama).
Unconventional Girl (Two parts

May 30— A Double
June
June
June
June
June
June

(Comedy).

June 17
June 22
June 24
June 29

Drama).
June

parts

-Drama).

It

—Pygmies

parts

IMP.

—
The
— The

23
26

Never Again Eddie (Comedy).
——Twixt Love and the Iceman (Comedy).
12— Their Awful Predicament (Comedy).
16— Almost a Widow (Comedy).
19— Wanted, a Husband (Comedy).
23— What Could the Poor Girl Do? (Two
parts— Comedy).
26— The Browns See the Fair (Comedy).

parts

June 13

June 20 The False Part (Two parts Drama).
June 27— Jackals of a Great City (Two parts—

May
May

——Repaid
(Two
The Release

5

9

June 1
June 8

—
—

Wedding Quest (Two parts Dr.).
June 3- Tammany's Tiger (Two parts Com.)
June 10 The Cage Man (Two parts Drama).
June 17 A Railroad Bandit
(Two partsDrama).
June 24 The Ghost of the Jungle (Two parts
27

May
May

.--

22
29

(Comedy).

June
June
June
June
June
June

June 1— Brother Jim (Drama).
June 8— The Sea Lily (Drama).
June 15 Betty's Hobo (Comedy-Drama).
June 20— The Grip of Crime (Drama).
June 22— No release this day.
June 28 God and the Haby (Drama).
.run.' 29
Twice at Once (Comedy).

May

1916

Releases See Pages 2284, 2286.)

June 25— Dirty Work in a Be
June 2S Pirates of flic Air
July

24,

Film Release Dates

List of Current
Universal Film Mfg. Co.

June

(Seven parts

—When She Played Broadway (Two parts
23— For Uncle Sam's Navy (Two t>art»—
Drama).
9

May 30— The Nymph (Two parts— Drama).
June

— John Brewster's Wife (Two parts^
— Brothers Equal (Two parts— Drama).

6

June 13

(BPuttial

Releases continued on page 2314.)

June

24,
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Brfeer'*

UP-TO-DATE CAMERAMEN

_

SHOULD USE

FILM CABINET
SAFE-Built

GOERZ

with double walls

of steel

between each section.

Approved by

Fire Underwriters.

AUTOMATIC

as it has a
curved steel flange attached to the
raising and lowering films.
in

2313

action;

lid for

SERVICEABLE

and

convenient

for

FOR MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
Send

now

for

this

HERE

is

no lens better known or

more widely used than the

Prices
S10.50
.

GOERZ

I

14.00

.

17.50

.

21.00

ich reels

11 .25

ich reels
ich reels

13.50

KINO HYPAR

F:3.5

LENS

which has met all the exacting requirements of both studio and field
motion picture photography. It is made in l* s 2. 2-'«, and 3 inch
focus. In addition, we manufacture GOERZ LENSES for long dis,

tance or telephoto work, the GOERZ MICROMETER MOUNT,
GOERZ ROUND CLOSING DISSOLVING AND VIGNETTING
DEVICE, DOUBLE EXPOSURE and other devices for producing

18.00

TERMS-Cash with order
SUPPLY HOUSES— Write for dealers'
EXHIBITORS—Write for Theatrical

the latest and best screen effects. Write now for our new descripare at your service for technical or other infor-

discount.

tive matter.
mation.

Supply

We

Catalog-.

C. P.

Goerz American Optical Co.
OFFICE AND FACTORY

607 Olive

St.

31

Louis

7W

East 34th Street,

New York

PROJECTORS

USED
^CRITERION THEATRE
BY

THOS.

H.

INCE

FOR

"CIVILIZATION"
The Precision Machine (o:Tnc.
317 East 34th: StIn answering advertisements, please mention

NewYork
The Moving Picture World

City
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Releases

Sec Pages 2284, 2286.)

THE PATRIOT FILM CORPORATION,

Miscellaneous Releases.

— How

ne

MUTUAL. MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE.
(Signal— Five
— Whispering
— Drama) Smith
(No. 107).

June

5

8

June

— Soul

Mates

(American

Drama) (No.

— The

— Flye

May—

parts

108).

M.iy 22

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
— The Secret of the Submarine,
(Two

May

parts

— Drama).

Secret of the Submarine,
— The(Two
parts — Drama).

29

No.

— Drama).

ne 21
28

parts

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.
of God (Five »arU— Dram*).

—

—

parts

parta

Dr).
Under the

Tae Bye

Abandonment (American Five
Drama) (No. 110).
(Centaur— Five
June 19— The Wasted Years
parts— Drama) No. 111).
June 15

Woma

April— A

-Bobbie

the

of

Ballet

Britain

(Fly;

parta—

(Five

parts-

The Bugle

Releases for week of June 25
A Wild Girl ot the Sierras

—Drama).

— Battle of Hearts (Five
Drama)
— The Spider and the Flyparts—
(Five parts

22
29

VOGUE.

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
(Releases for the Seventh Week.)

—

June 4 Nailing on the Lid (Comedy).
June 6— A Plane Story (Comedy).
June 11 His Blowout (Comedy).
June 13 Love, Burglars and a Bull Dog
(Comedy).
June 18 Delinquent Bridegrooms (Comedy).
June 20 Ruff house (Comedy).
June 25— The Iron Mitt (Comedy).

—
—
—
—

—

June

5

June 12

—

June
INC.

6
parts Drama).
The Mysteries of Myra No. 7
parts Drama).
Mysteries
The
of Myra, No. 8

—
—

(Two

June

(Two

June
June
June

(Two

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION, INC.
June

—Her

JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION.
June— World War in Kidland (Comedy).
June— For Sale—A Daddy (Dr.-Com.)

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

June

— Chip's

Carmen (Comedy).

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
May— The Common Law (Drama).

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.

—

Web" (Two parts Dr
-Who's Guilty? No. 4, "The Silent
Shame" (Two parts Drama).

—

June

5

— Dorian's

— Five

Divorce (Rolfe

Drama).
June

12—The Masked
Parts

Rider

— Drama).

June
June

Husband's Wife (Drama).

June
June
June

"The Plunge
No.
— TheforIronLife"Claw,
(Two parts— Drama).
"The Double
— The Iron Claw, No.
Resurrection" (Two parts— Dr.).

J km

(Five parts

Garrlty

Girl with the
parts Drama).

—

— (Five
Dr.).

^reen Byes

MITTHENTAL.

June

June

— Siberia,
The Vast Unknown, No. 8
(Scenic).
— The Tokio Exposition (Scenic).
5— The Fatal Pie (Cartoon — Com.).
— Some Fresh Water Fishes (Educ).
5— The Zinc Mines
Lang Hit (French
Indo-China — Educ.
— Around Mount Fuji (Picturesque Japan — Scenic).

29

—

Late Lunchers (Comedy).
— Luke's Laughs
Last (Comedy).

22

5— Luke

parts

8— Johnny-on-the-Spot (Jockey —Com.).
9— The Higher Voice (Rancho—Western
—Drama).
9—The Re-Made Maid (Gayety^Com.).
.

(Balshofei^Five

—
—
parts— Drama).
—The Clown (Lasky —Fivs parts
Comedy).
June 26— The World's Great Snare (Famous
Players— Five parts— Dr.).
June 29—The American Beauty (Pallas— Five
parts— Drama).
July 3— The Dupe (Lasky — Five parts — Dr.).
(Famous Players
July 6— The Smugglers
Five parts — Drama).
10— The
13

July

Selfish

—

Woman

parts Drama).
Crockett (Pallas

— Davy

From Out

of

(Jockey— Com.).
(Rancho—

Past

the

Parts

— Love

—His

— Drama;

—

and Overalls (Gayety Com.).
Wife's Visitor (Comedy).

— The New — Prospector (HiawathaWestern Drama
d— The Closed Door (Jockey — Comedy).
Blindness
.6

)

(Lasky— Five

— Five

"-The

eJalousy

of

Drama).
-His Leading Lady

parts

(Lily-

— Western
—

(Rancho

—Drama).

-The Nobler Love (Supreme Dra
tial Hero (Hippo
Com-

—

17— Bobby
May 24— KM

(

Bumps and His
Cartoon Com edy )
Casey the Champion

—

Goatmobil*

-The Man

15

—

Who Came

Back (Rancho

(Gai

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAYKL

WORLD EQUITABLE.
2— Perils of Divorce (Brady Made— Five

PICTURES.
Ameng the Head Hunters.

1916 (Topical).
1916 (Topical).
1916 (Topical).

ROLIN.

May
June

(Puritan-

—Two

June 19

May
44.
45,
46,

(Lily

!

)

May 31— Number
June 3— Number
June 7 Number

Formula

—
Western— Drama)
—The Eternal Truth (Supreme— Dr.).
Hubby's Escapade (Hippo—Comedy).
—-His
One and Only (Comedy).
•A Squaw's Loyalty (Utah —Western—
— The Recoil (Puritan — Drama).
(Releases for the eighth week.)
—The Lure of Gold (Puritan— Two
Parts — Drama).
!— Little Grains of Rice (Gayety — Com.).
.3—The Wisdom of the White Man (Western — Drama).
3 — Mother (Sunset— Drama).
3— Their Noble Relation

—
—

of

PATHE NEWS.

juns (Comedy).
Missing
Necklace

—

parts Drama).
June 12— Silks and Stains (Famous PlayersFive parts Drama).
June 15 Destiny's Toy (Famous Players Five

July

PATHE.
May

7

7— The
8—The

'0

—ThebiaFlower ofparts
No Man's Land (Colum— Drama).
— Five
Purple Lady (Rolfe— Five parts— TheDrama).

15,

GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS.

in

June 10

parts

14,

Apr. 18— Btg
May 1J—Tie

— The Rosary (Puritan —Two parts
Drama).
— The Baby
the Case
(Gayety—
Comedy).
6— Bob Armstrong's Reward (Hiawatha
—Western— Drama).
6— The Crucial Test (Lily — Drama).
6— Taming of the Shrew (Judy — Com.).
7 — Broken
Hearts (Buffalo—Western
— Mixed Brides and 'Pale-Faced In5

5

June
June 9 The Two Waifs (Supreme Drama).
June 10— The Rustler's Retribution (Sunset-

June 19
June 26

(Fine Arts—

—Drama).

June

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE,
May 29—The Mysteries of Myra, No.

5

Parts—

(Ince— Five Parts— Dr.).

:

parts

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION.

29

Call'

The Dividend (Im
1

No. 2

May
May

June

CO.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION.

FOX FILM CORPORATION.

May

(Topical).

— Casey's Dream (Comedy).
— Casey in a Pawnshop (Comedy).

Releases for Week of June 11
Going Straight (Fine Arts— Five

Drama).
Godfathers

Prepared

THE RESERVE PHOTO-PLAYS

INC
parts

24, 1916

Film Release Dates

List of Current
{Mutual Releases continued from page U31-.)

'

June

parts — Drama).
(Brady Made— Five parts
— La —Boheroe
Drama).
— What Happened
at 22 (Brady MadeFive parts— Drama).
3
Five
9

June 26

TEFFT JOHNSON FILM CORPORATION.

— Sonny
Sonny
—
— Sonny

June
June
June

Boy at the Bat (Comedy).
Boy in School Days (Comedy).
Boy and the Dog Show (Comedy).

July

Crucial Test
—Theparts
— Drama).

(Brady-Made—

10—The Storv of Susan (Five Parts— Dr.).
June 17— Friday the 13th (Five Parts— Dr.).
Julv

June

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

24,

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Write for descriptive catalogue containing
subjects from all parts of the world.

NO RENTALS

GREAT NORTHERN FILM GOJViSB&.

TIRSO Ah CINEMATOGRAFO

IL

The most important Film Journal in Italy.
Published every Monday at Rome.
Excellent staff,
special bureau of information.
Correspondents
parts of the wor"
>rld.
Yearly subscription for foreign
:

'

countries

:

$3.00.

Business Office:

A

Via del Tritone

Genuine F=>IF*e:

183,

Ro

e,

Italy

ORGAN

can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,

ORGAN

ALONE - PIANO

TOGETHER.

Write

HARMO

ALONE - OR

BOTH

for particulars

PIPE ORGAN

COMPANY

m&mtmx
CARBONS
Made

in

Switzerland

CAMMACK

Write us for descriptive circular and price

JONES
Corner Bridge

i

&

SOLE IMPORTERS

d WhitehaU

Streets.

GOLD
ARE

New York

TJRii

KING
SCREENS

GOLD KINS SCREEN

The Projector

CO..ALTUS.0KL*.

LET THE EXPERT DESIGN
IF

City

that Gives

Perfect Projection

IT

!

THE BEST BE DESIRED

at the lowest price, employ
a qualified specialist technically experienced with model

Can Be Bought For $285 Complete.

theatre structures in Europe

Does

and America.

The author of "Modern

a saving of

cost

$50

to

$200 on

first

mean anything to you?

Theatre Construction"
Complete plans and specifications,
full detail and working
at i% on cost, specislly

including

drawinrs

Think

it

art

r.

prepared for each project.

Edward Barnard

Kinsila

Literature on Requett.

Architect and Specialist

New York Studio
228

WEST

42d

STREET

The Enterprise Optical Mfg.Co.
572 Wesl Randolph

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Film Release Dates

List of Current
ilendar

V-L-S-E..

—Comedy).
29—
Primitive
—Drama).
Into the

May 29—The Lights

of

Program

of

Releases

See

Pages 2284, 2286.)

States Right Features
ALL FEATURE BOOKING AGENCY.
Apr— The Fire King (Five parts— Drama).
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM COR-

INC.

1.^— Kernel Nutt, the Footman

June 24, 1916

(Vltagrapta

(Sellg— Five parts

May

New York (Vitagraph—

8

PORATION.

—The

Fighting Germans

(Five parts

Topical).

THE BEACON FILMS,
May
Drama)
5— The Destroyers
Darts

— Drama).

(Vitagraph

"

— Kismet

Dollar

July

(Ten parts Drama).

CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM

(Top.).

That Sort (Essanay— Five parts

—The Salamander (Drama).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Mar.— The Unwritten Law (Seven parts— Drama)
May— The Woman Who Dared (Seven parts-

— Five

5— Kernel Nutfs One Hundred
Bill (Vitagraph— Comedy).
9— Hearst- Vitagraph News No. 40

INC.

Dead or Alive 'Two parts
—Get
Drama).
Villa

— Dr.).

Mar.— The

Birth of a

Man

CO.
(Five parts— Drama).

CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION.

RAVER FILM

Apr.— Willard-Moran (Four parts— Sports).
CLARIDGH FILMS. INC.
Mar. The Birth of Character (Five parts— Dr.).
DOMINION EXCLUSIVES, LTD.

—

graph Five Parts— Drama).
19— Hcarst-Vitagraph News Pictorial, No.
roplcal).

23— Hearst-Vitagraph News

Pictorial,

No.

ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
Apr.—Alice

Jut

Five Parts— Drama).
of Virginia

(FlvePar^s
April

June

— Glorias Romance,
No.
Love" (Drama)
— Gloria's Romance, No.

5

"A

3,

4

Wonderland

(Six

FEINBERG AMUSEMENT

GEORGE KLEINE.
June 12

in

THE NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION.

—The

June

Fall of a Nation (Three parts

THE SUN PHOTOPLAY

CO.

parts—Fairy

— Following

Drama).

CO.

June— Diana (Drama).
June

the Flag in Mexico (Topical).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
May —The End of the World (Six partsDrama).
IL GIORNALE ITALIANO.

Perilous

(Drama).

April

— On

— The

Yellow Menace (Drama).

VARIETY FILMS,

April

— Should

INC.

a Baby Die? (Five parts— Dr.).

WAR FILM

SYNDICATE.

Mar.— On

the Firing Line with
(Eight parts— Topical).

the Italian Battlefront (Flv« partsTopical).

the

(

OUR FORESIGHT MEANT
YOUR PROTECTION!!
Ten days

after the

outbreak of war

we

received the

That's

'.

why we

jest stock of

French-made condensers ever shippedinto this country

are able to offer you

now

THE KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSER
before-war-time prices. Foreign factories formerly engaged in the manufacture of optical goods
for the entire world now devote their sole energies to war merchandise for their own countries,
at

thus making possible the distribution of inferior,
cheaply made and costly-in-the-long-run-domestic
substitutes.

,

Meniscus and Bi-Convex
SV2 Wi. 8V2 and
diameter
.

9»/2

KLEINE WHITE LABEL CONDENSERS

are

ground from pure optical glass. They do not discolor no green, pink or purple effects after a
brief use. They are the only satisfactory condensers on the American market today. If you are not
using them you are not obtaining maximum results
from your projection equipment.

—

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT HAS
BEEN OUR SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS.

PRICES:
Piano Convex
«y2 714 8'/2 9»/2 and 10% inch E. F„
4y2 inch diameter
$1JS
5V2 inch E. F., 4V2 inch diameter ... 1.75
,

inch E. F., 4y2 inch
2 St

Our complete catalogue

will

be sent upon request.

Exclusive Edison Super-Kinetoscope Distributors
Exclusive Simplex Distributors

Spot Light Condensers
7V2

.

9,

10

and

12

inch E. F., 5 inch diam-

eter
9,

10

and

2.M
12

— Dr.).

CO.

May—A Woman Wills (Five parts — Drama).
UNITY SALES CORPORATION.

Tale).

The Valiants

26

CO.

Mar.— Life Without Soul (Drama).
Mar.— Austria at War (Topical).

—
Apr. — Nurse and Martyr (Drama).
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Apr. — "Napoleon" and "Sally" (Comedy).

inch E. F., 6 inch diameter...

2.S0

Distributors of Powers Cameragraphs
Distributors of Motiograph Machines

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
Incorporated 1897

166 North State Street

George Kleine, President

Chicago,

111.

June

24,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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[

HiMa^Rf
NOW IS

A_

__

-

a!

jA

1

THE TIME TO EQUIP WITH FANS

We

will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swingdirections,
for
direct
ing in
different
current at a total of $44.00; alternating,
$50.00.

Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and Ventilating

Lancaster, Pa.

Fidelity Electric Co.,

Bit

TilB

CALEHUFF SUPPLY CO.
1301

Race

Street, Philadelphia

JOBBERS OF POWER'S, SIMPLEX. MOTIOGRAPH, STANDARD
AND THE NEW EDISON DREADNAUGHT MACHINES
AND GENUINE PARTS
No

difference

what screen you are using, we

will

improve your

Better light, greater depth of Focus
Fibre Screen. Seeing is believing,

al

Special Eastern Agents.

istrating.

A

Dependable Mailing

List Service

30 to 50% in postage, etc.
Reaches all or selected
Includes name of exhibitor as
list of theatres in any territory.
well as the theatre in address.
list of publicity mediums desiring

Saves you from

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER RELIEF DECORATIONS
Theatres Designed Everywhere

A

xchanges looking

for feat

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
<0 Fifth Avenue, New York
425 Ashland Block, Chicago

———^—^——II
Addressing

th.
•y

Multigraphing

in

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

Printing

and

Send us Sizes of Theatre

latest

by leading British technical

THE BIOSCOPE
"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

W.

"SCREEN LIGHT THAT NEVER FAILS'

"ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE

;

Typewriting

news of the moving picture
Great Britain and Europe,

lest

ithoritative articles

[tie

Send for our 1916 catalog. It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations— some in colors
of theatres we have designed and decorated.
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments
it
will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatre
or improving the looks of your present one.

—

W60.

For

£!

Inc.

SCREEN "Perfected.

[TTlMiNUSfl Cine Products Company.

for

Special

Designs

THE DECORATORS SUPPLY

CO.

Archer Avenue and Leo Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

I

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

3

Electra, cored,

x 12 inch

4

100

13

%

Every make. For

all

12

Write us today for Special Offer

Amusement Supply Company

—Stereopticons

NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS

purposes. New, second hand, rebuilt.

Photoplay Houses.

All Supplies for

THIRD FLOOR, MALLERS BUILDING

Repair Shop

S. E.

HENRY MESTRUM

Corner Wabash Ave. and Madison
Chicago,

New York

385 Sixth Ave.

1916

Now is the Time to Prepare your Theatre for the
Hot Weather. Make it attractive, inviting and Cool.
Take out that old Equipment and get UP-TO-DATE.
Would you be interested in a plan to make your
improvements and allow them to pay for themselves?

1000

$180
120
110

$20

Electra, cored, 5/8 x 12 inch
Plania, cored,
x 12 inch

Moving Picture Machines

Per

24,

PREPAREDNESS

Imported Carbons
Per

June

St.,

Illinois

ing Picture Theat

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

One 6B complete, brand new,
One Edison Model D, $105.00.
$155.00.

$268.(X

Imported Maltese Cross Condensers, gu;
These condense
All of the above machine
some of which have been slightly use

mteed against discoloring,

75c. each.

THE STERN MANUFACTURING CO., Inc., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SUPERB PROJECTION of FALL OF A NATION
At the LIBERTY THEATRE, 42nd St., NEW YORK. Mr. THOMAS DIXON, Author of THE BIRTH OF A NATION and THE FALL
OF A NATION, selected B. F. PORTER to furnish and install THE WORLD'S BEST UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPERVISE the PROJECTION. Every EXHIBITOR should go and see the WONDERFUL PROJECTION of this
STUPENDOUS SPECTACLE, THE FALL OF A NATION. PORTER stakes his reputation on the projection of this great picture.

B. F\

PORTER,

Of

1482

BROADWAY, AT TIMES SQUARE, IMEINA/

you admit that

course,

Direct Current

is

Better

Then

-.ting

the apparatus

it's

simply a question of

YORK

•

'

current to direct.

Would you be

fair to yourself if

you did not investigate

Them&ierlSC^wrter
After

the

all,

of service.

most important factor

You must have

The White Light Converter has

ETERNALLY DEPENDABLE.
the simplest apparatus.

page 407

in

to

you

is

continuity

a trustworthy machine.

Send

a reputation for being

Ask your operator about

for Bulletin 10923 or look at

Richardson's latest handbook.

50

Ampere Wagner White Light Con'

r

Equipment
Theatre

Waibier£ledai<SMan^

a

B<

Company; Saint Louis

—
June

24.

—
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Non-Breakable and

When

HIGH
Quality

/

Sanitary

STEEL

you want Opera Chairs remember

we have

50,000 CHAIRS

»SSoV"

? different designs In Antique Mahosany and Circassian
finishes, assuring you of a satisfactory selection and

i?.

Walnut

IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Other designs of unupbolstered a

Chairs, or Urholst

which you are interested.

Opera Chairs

service, specializing

ii

immediate shipment
on man; styles: Second Hand Chairs;
out-of-door

seating.

AMERICAN SEATING COAPANY

fof FREE* SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL FURNITURE
Grand RaDids, Mich.;

New

CO.

York, 150 Fifth

K-rt.

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression is
most always gained by the first
glance.

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE

The

ARTISTIC
It
produces
your patrons.

Kinematograph

—

everlasting and need no care
the effect is the same as natural
ones.
Our expert decorators are at
your service ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

Weekly
The

—

Trade organ of Gt.
Britain; covering the whole of the

Write for beautifully colored catalogue
mailed free to you.

reliable

CO.
DECORATING
BOTANICAL
FLOWERS AND PLANTS
MANUFACTURERS

British Film market, including the

OF ARTIFICIAL

Read
American imported films.
by everyone in the industry.
Finance,
Technical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world) and every
section devoted to the Kinematograph.
Specimen copy on application to
writers

Specialist

ATMOSPHERE
charm — delights

Artificial flowers are practically

208

W.

ADAMS

CHICAGO,

ST.,

ILL.

for

—

Trade of the Uni ted States with South America

:

Oornpfled by the National City

The Kinematograph Weekly,

s loio

Ltd.

Street,

London,

W. Ena.

1

me

send them pat-

to

OtiUas.
Oats oa
Oulsns.

ences.
Established 25
tention in all cases.

years.

WM.

N.

Personal

3.355 916
222.969
1.034 008

146th

St.,

Quality

3?

U>

2.821 644
I

630.244
731 806

S18.TO

•

* 322 282 ,8 ° M20.52O.376

I1MJ69.005

1140.338.863 191 018 389 1)46.014 6*4

1913. estimated.

TO SECURE YOUR SHARE OF EXPORT BUSINESS
to these various countries, advertise in

New York

RATES ON APPLICATION

City

means
do

OUR SPANISH MONTHLY

CINE MUNDIAL

Printing

We

SM.681

-

•

•December.

ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
West

10

618

5.784.275
2 504.014
I 812.684
645.244
283.430
88.595
5.878.487
4 153.438
6.023 532

49.000
63.000

t»

154 *

mm

13 627

rtirnHOi)

Dutcb*
French*

1.860.609
9.808.761

at-

ERBOGRAPH WAY
203-11

3.035 I27.I27.X58

15.455.000

MOORE, Loan

Get acquainted with the
of Developing and

Exports from Uo'ted State*

n

British*

drawing and description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent. Highest refer-

and Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

ank

$56. 274 346

20.099. 300
87 284.043
11*

PATENTS
Manufacturers want

B

United States from

1015
894.677 644

..

Tottenham

1-11

CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,

1VAINIS

PARTICULAR Work

PARTICULAR
Printing ONLY

for

Developing and

17

Madison Ave., New York City

means

Perfection

People

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
416-418-420-422

V.V* 216th

In answering advertisements

Street,

New York

City

mention The Moving Picture W.ild

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

June

24,

The 1916
Convention

Number

of

The Moving Picture World
Jll

Pursuant

to

our custom

for several

^ years past, the only Special Number of THE MOVING PICTURE
WORLD will be published current
with the National Convention of the

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League

of

America.

The Convention

will be held in the
Coliseum, Chicago, the week of
July 10th. Our Convention Number
will be dated July 15th.

^

^]f

We

respectfully suggest that prospective advertisers reserve their
space now. All advertising copy must
be in our hands by June 24th, marked
plainly so that it will receive proper

{IT

^

publication.

Please note that in spite of the unusual advantages offered through
this number, because of its increased
tfjf

^

circulation

and

intensified interest, the

advertising rates remain
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17

MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

the

same.

1916

June

24,

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1916

We are six years old and proud
of

what we have accomplished
since our first birthday.

We
home

—

are particularly

of Perfect Developing

and

proud of

new

this

Printing.

Magnificently built, elaborately equipped

represents the best that human brains have invented,
and money can buy, for moving picture production.
it

Efficiently operated
you
—

tifically managed
it gives
quality and absolute security.

We

on honor — scienthe supreme degree of film

combined with

offer this laboratory,

multiple set studio, for your inspection and service.

Come and

see for yourself

are growing

'

why we

and how we have grown.

RothackerSUCCESSOR
Mfg. Co.
Film
TO
Industrial

Moving Picture Co.

Watteraon R. Rothacker, President

Chicago,

U.

S.

A.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

"Sixteen Years of Knowing

June

How

POWER'S

Cameragraph No. 6B.
At the

start

we assumed

a position of Leadership on
Quality, and our position
as leaders has never been
questioned
by anyone
familiar with the facts.
Catalogue
of

Many

G

Gives Full Details
Features

Exclusive

MailedJUpon Request

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET

NEW YORK ^!

mi

24, 1916

